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ABSTRACT

This paper describes VINI, a virtual network infrastructure that al-
lows network researchers to evaluate their protocols and services
in a realistic environment that also provides a high degree of con-
trol over network conditions. VINI allows researchers to deploy
and evaluate their ideas with real routing software, traffic loads,
and network events. To provide researchers flexibility in designing
their experiments, VINI supports simultaneous experiments with
arbitrary network topologies on a shared physical infrastructure.
This paper tackles the following important design question: What
set of concepts and techniques facilitate flexible, realistic, and con-
trolled experimentation (e.g., multiple topologies and the ability to
tweak routing algorithms) on a fixed physical infrastructure? We
first present VINI’s high-level design and the challenges of virtual-
izing a single network. We then present PL-VINI, an implementa-
tion of VINI on PlanetLab, running the “Internet In a Slice”. Our
evaluation of PL-VINI shows that it provides a realistic and con-
trolled environment for evaluating new protocols and services.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.6 [Computer Communication Networks]: Internetworking;
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design

General Terms

Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance

Keywords

Internet, architecture, virtualization, routing, experimentation

1. Introduction
Researchers continually propose new protocols and services de-

signed to improve the Internet’s performance, reliability, and scal-
ability. Testing these new ideas under realistic network conditions
is a critical step for evaluating their merits and, ultimately, for de-
ploying them in practice. Unfortunately, evaluating new ideas in
operational networks is difficult, because of the need to convince
equipment vendors and network operators to deploy the solution.
Accordingly, researchers are faced with the option of evaluating
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their proposals via simulations, driven either by synthetic models
of topology and workloads or by measurements of the existing pro-
tocols, or evaluating their proposals in a small-scale testbed. Ide-
ally, researchers should be able to conduct experiments that are both
realistic and controlled.1

Even services that operate above the network layer are difficult
to evaluate without some level of visibility into and control over
network events at lower layers. Consider a Resilient Overlay Net-
work (RON) that circumvents performance and reachability prob-
lems in the underlying network by directing traffic through interme-
diate hosts [1]. RON can offer service to real users without mod-
ifying the underlying infrastructure; unfortunately, evaluating its
effectiveness requires waiting for network failures to occur “natu-
rally”. Additionally, determining when and why a system like RON
works—and how well it works under various failure scenarios—is
challenging (if not impossible) without access to either information
about failures in the underlying network or the ability to inject such
failures [2].

Researchers evaluating new protocols and services should not be
forced to choose between realistic conditions and controlled exper-
iments. Instead, we believe that the research community needs an
experimental infrastructure that satisfies the following four goals:

• Running real routing software: Researchers should be able
to run conventional routing software in their experiments, to
evaluate the effects of extensions to the protocols and to eval-
uate new services over commodity network components.

• Exposing realistic network conditions: Researchers should
be able to construct experiments on realistic topologies and
routing configurations. The experiments should be able to
examine system behavior in response to exogenous events,
such as routing-protocol messages from the “real” Internet.

• Controlling network events: Researchers should be able to
inject network events (e.g., link failures and flash crowds)
that do not occur often in practice, to enable controlled ex-
periments and fine-grained measurements of these events.

• Carrying real traffic: Researchers should be able to eval-
uate their protocols and services carrying application traffic
between real end hosts, to enable measurements of end-to-
end performance and effects of feedback at the end systems.

Satisfying these four goals requires both the tools for building
virtual networks and the infrastructure for deploying them. On the
one hand, PlanetLab is an infrastructure that supports multiple dis-
tributed services running on hundreds of machines throughout the
world [3, 4]. However, conducting controlled and realistic network-
ing experiments on PlanetLab is quite challenging, especially con-
sidering the first three goals above. On the other hand, toolkits like

1We precisely define the terms “realism” and “control” in Section 2.
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X-Bone [5] and Violin [6] automate the creation of overlay net-
works using tunnels between hosts, allowing researchers to evaluate
new protocols and services. However, these tools are not integrated
with a fixed, wide-area physical infrastructure that reflects a real
network deployment. Instead, we believe the community needs a
shared infrastructure (like PlanetLab) that can support virtual net-

works (like X-Bone and Violin), in a controlled and realistic envi-
ronment.

To that end, we are building VINI, a Virtual Network Infras-
tructure, for evaluating new protocols and services. We are work-
ing with the National Lambda Rail (NLR) and Abilene Internet2
backbones to deploy VINI nodes that have direct connections to
the routers in these networks and dedicated bandwidth between the
sites. VINI will have its own globally visible IP address blocks, and
it will participate in routing with neighboring domains.2 Our goal is
for VINI to become shared infrastructure that enables researchers to
simultaneously evaluate new protocols and services using real traf-
fic from distributed services that are also sharing VINI resources.
The nodes at each site will initially be high-end servers, but may
eventually be programmable hardware devices that can better han-
dle a large number of simultaneous experiments carrying a large
volume of real traffic and many simultaneously running protocols.

Rather than presenting a complete design and implementation of
VINI, this paper addresses the following important prerequisite de-
sign question: What set of concepts and techniques facilitate flexi-

ble, realistic, and controlled experimentation (e.g., multiple topolo-

gies, ability to tweak routing algorithms, etc.) on a fixed physical

infrastructure? The answer to this question and other insights we
glean from the design and implementation of VINI will provide im-
portant lessons for the design of experimental infrastructures such
as the National Science Foundation’s Global Environment for Net-
work Innovations (GENI) [7, 8] and similar efforts in other coun-
tries. Toward this end, our paper makes three main contributions:

Proposed design of VINI: In designing VINI, we grapple with
the challenges of representing every component in the network:
routers, interfaces, links, routing, and forwarding, as well as the
failures of these components, as discussed in Section 3. In addition
to facing similar challenges as testbeds like PlanetLab, we must
confront additional issues such as sharing routing-protocol port
numbers across experiments, supporting multiple network topolo-
gies, numbering the ends of a virtual link from a common subnet,
forwarding data packets quickly, diverting user traffic into the in-
frastructure, performing network address translation to receive re-
turn traffic from the Internet, and allowing multiple experiments to
share a routing adjacency with a neighboring domain.

Initial prototype of VINI on PlanetLab: In prototyping VINI,
we focus first on the significant challenges of supporting one ex-
periment on the infrastructure at a time, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4. We synthesize many of the software components created
by the networking research community—from software routers to
configuration-management tools—into a single functioning infras-
tructure. We use XORP for routing [9], Click for packet forwarding
and network address translation [10], OpenVPN servers to connect
with end users [11], and rcc for parsing router configuration data
from operational networks to drive our experiments [12]. We use
the PlanetLab nodes in Abilene for prototyping and experimenting,
while working in parallel on deploying equipment for VINI.

Evaluation of PL-VINI: We evaluate our prototype to demon-
strate its suitability for evaluating network architectures and sys-
tems in a realistic and controlled setting, as discussed in Section 5.

2We are in discussions with service providers about having dedicated up-
stream connectivity to the commercial Internet at a few exchange points.

We first use microbenchmarks to show that VINI efficiently for-
wards data packets. Our second set of experiments validates VINI’s
behavior in the wide-area. We mirror the Abilene backbone—with
the real topology and the same OSPF configuration—on PlanetLab
nodes co-located at Abilene PoPs. We inject a link failure into our
network and observe the effects of OSPF route convergence on traf-
fic running between two of the nodes.

As we continue to build VINI, we hope to provide the research
community with not only a suitable environment for testing new
network protocols and architectures, but also a credible path to real-
world deployment.

2. VINI Usage Model
Researchers who design, implement, and deploy new network

protocols and architectures may demand different amounts of con-

trol and realism over many features of the network—topology
(including link bandwidths), failure modes, and traffic load—
depending on the aspects of the new protocol or architecture under
test. Although VINI bears resemblance to many existing tools for
evaluating network protocols and architectures, we believe that one
of VINI’s unique strengths is that it provides the experimenter con-
siderably more latitude in introducing various amounts of control
and realism into an experiment. This latitude makes VINI an en-
vironment that is suitable both for running controlled experiments
and for deploying long-running deployment studies.

Control refers to the researcher’s ability to introduce exogenous
events (e.g., failures, changes in traffic volume, etc.) into the sys-
tem. Researchers and protocol designers often need control over
an experiment to study the behavior of a protocol or system under
a wide variety of network conditions. For example, an experiment
that studies how link or node failures affect end-to-end performance
in the context of a protocol modification requires the ability to inject
failures into the routing system (rather than simply waiting for links
or nodes to fail). VINI offers levels of control that are comparable
to those provided in simulators such as ns-2 [13] or SSFNet [14],
or in emulation testbeds (e.g., Emulab [15], DETER [16], Mod-
elnet [17], WAIL [18], or ONL [19]), which allow researchers to
evaluate real prototypes of network protocols and architectures in a
controlled environment.

Realism refers to the ability of a network researcher to subject
a prototype network protocol or architecture to network conditions
(i.e., topology, failures, and traffic) that resemble those of an actual
deployment as closely as possible. Although it is certainly possible
to synthetically generate these features of the network according to
various “realistic models”, VINI’s philosophy is that the best way
to test a prototype under realistic conditions is to actually deploy
the prototype in a real network. For example, as we will see in
Section 5, VINI allows a researcher to deploy and test protocols
on virtual networks that physically mirror the Abilene network, a
capability that is not provided by any existing simulator or testbed.

VINI is most useful for experiments that ultimately require some
level of both realism and control. These experiments fall into two
broad classes: controlled experiments and long-running deploy-

ment studies. Although VINI can support controlled experiments
involving synthetic traffic and network events, these experiments
could arguably run in an existing testbed such as Emulab. How-
ever, a controlled experiment that requires some level of control
over traffic, network events, or topology but eventually wants to
incorporate realistic features can benefit tremendously from VINI.

Once a controlled experiment demonstrates the value of a new
idea, the protocol might be deployed as a long-running study. Real
end hosts—either users or servers—could “opt in” to the prototype
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system, to achieve better performance, reliability, or security, or to
access services that are not available elsewhere. In fact, one system
running in VINI might even provide services for another, where end
hosts subscribe to some service that, in turn, runs over a new net-
work architecture deployed on VINI. For example, end hosts want-
ing certain guarantees about the integrity of content might subscribe
to a content delivery service deployed over a secure routing infras-
tructure.

3. VINI Design Requirements
This section outlines the design requirements for a virtual net-

work infrastructure. We focus on the general requirements of such
an infrastructure—and why we believe the infrastructure should
provide those requirements—independent of how any particular in-
stantiation of VINI would meet these requirements.

VINI’s design requirements are motivated by the desire for real-
ism (of traffic, routing software, and network conditions) and con-
trol (over network events), as well as the need to provide sufficient
flexibility for embedding different experimental topologies on a sin-
gle, fixed physical infrastructure. Generally speaking, virtualization
provides much of the machinery for solving this problem; indeed,
virtualization is a common solution to many problems in computer
architecture, operating systems, and even in networked distributed
systems. Still, despite the promises of virtualization, its application
to building communication networks is not straightforward.

As Table 1 shows, constructing a virtual network involves solv-
ing four main problems. First, the infrastructure must provide sup-
port for virtualizing network devices and attachment points because
a network researcher may wish to use the physical infrastructure to
build an arbitrary topology (Section 3.1). Second, once the basic
topology is established, the infrastructure must facilitate running
routing protocols over this virtual topology. This goal is challeng-
ing because each virtual node may have characteristics that are dis-
tinct from physical reality Section 3.2 discusses these requirements
in more detail. Third, once the virtual network can establish its own
routing and forwarding tables, it must be able to transport traffic to
and from real networks (Section 3.3). Finally, the virtual network
infrastructure should allow multiple network researchers to perform
the above three steps using the same physical infrastructure, which
presents complications that we discuss in Section 3.4.

3.1 Flexible Network Topology
To allow researchers (and practitioners) to evaluate new routing

protocols, architectures, and management systems, VINI must offer
the ability to configure a wide variety of nodes and links. Enabling
this type of flexible network configuration requires satisfying two
main challenges: the ability to configure each of these nodes with
an arbitrary number of interfaces (i.e., the flexibility to give each
node an arbitrary degree), and the ability to provide the appearance
of a physical link between any two virtual nodes (i.e., the flexibil-
ity to establish arbitrary edges in the topology). Neither of these
problems is straightforward: indeed, each problem involves some-
how abstracting (“virtualizing”) physical network components in
new and interesting ways.

Problem: Unique interfaces per experiment. Routing protocols
such as OSPF and IS-IS have configurable parameters for each in-
terface (e.g., weights and areas). To run these protocols, VINI must
enable an experiment to have multiple interfaces on the same exper-
iment, but most commodity physical nodes typically have a fixed
(and typically small) number of physical interfaces. Limiting the
flexibility of interface configuration to the physical constraints of

each node is not acceptable: Because different experiments may
need more (or fewer) interfaces for each node, massively overpro-
visioning each node with a large number of physical devices may
prohibitively expensive and physically impossible.

Even if a node could be deployed with a plethora of physical
interfaces, we ultimately envision VINI as an infrastructure that is
shared among multiple experiments. Many experiments, each of
which may configure a different number of virtual interfaces for
each node, must be able to share a fixed (and likely small) number
of physical interfaces.

Problem: Virtual point-to-point connectivity. To allow construc-
tion of arbitrary network topologies, VINI must also provide a fa-
cility for constructing virtual “links” (i.e., the appearance of di-
rect physical connectivity between any two virtual nodes). At first
brush, providing this capability might seem simple: VINI can sim-
ply allow an experimenter to create the appearance of a link be-
tween any two arbitrary nodes by building an overlay network of
tunnels. In principle, this approach is the essence of our solution,
but our desire to make VINI look and feel like a “real” network—
not just an overlay—presents additional complications.

Each virtual link must create the illusion of a physical link not
only in terms of providing connectivity (i.e., all physical nodes in
between two endpoints of any virtual link must know how to for-
ward traffic along that link) but also from the standpoint of resource
control (i.e., the performance of any virtual link should ideally be
independent of the other traffic that is traversing that physical link).
A primary concern is that the topology that an experimenter estab-
lishes in VINI should reflect to a reasonable degree the properties
of the corresponding links in the underlying network. Virtual links
in a VINI experiment will, in many cases, not consist of a single
point-to-point physical connection, but may instead be overlaid on
a sequence of physical links.

Providing this type of guarantee is challenging. First, some of
these “links” may bear very little correspondence to how a layer-
two link between the same nodes might actually behave, since each
IP link comprising a single virtual link may experience network
events such as congestion and failures independently. Ultimately,
as we discuss in Section 3.4, the underlying links in the network
may be shared by multiple topologies, and the traffic from one ex-
periment may affect the network conditions seen in another virtual
network. The challenges we face in solving these problems are
similar in spirit to those faced by Emulab [20], but we are grap-
pling with these issues over the Internet, rather than in a controlled
testbed environment.

Problem: Exposure of underlying topology changes. A physical
component and its associated virtual components should share fate.
Topology changes in the physical network should manifest them-
selves in the virtual topology. If a physical link fails, for example,
VINI should guarantee that the virtual links that use that physical
link should see that failure. For example, VINI should not allow
the underlying IP network to mask the failure by dynamically re-
routing around it. Without this requirement, experiments on VINI
would be subject to properties of the underlying network substrate
(e.g., IP routing), and the designer of a new network protocol, archi-
tecture, or management system would have trouble distinguishing
properties of the new system from artifacts of the substrate.

3.2 Flexible Forwarding and Routing
VINI must not only provide the flexibility for constructing flex-

ible network topologies, but it must also carry traffic over these
topologies. This requirement implies that VINI must support capa-
bilities for forwarding (i.e., directing traffic along a particular path)
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Design Requirement Solution Section

Flexible Network Topology (Section 3.1)

Virtual point-to-point connectivity Virtual network devices from common subnets in UML 4.1.3
Tunnels and encapsulation in Click 4.2.1

Unique interfaces per experiment Virtual network devices in UML 4.2.2
Exposure of underlying topology changes Upcalls of layer-3 alarms to virtual nodes —

Flexible Routing and Forwarding (Section 3.2)

Distinct forwarding tables per virtual node Separate instance of Click on each virtual node 4.2.1
Distinct routing processes per virtual node Separate instance of XORP on each virtual node 4.2.2

Connectivity to External Hosts (Section 3.3)

Allowing end hosts to direct traffic through VINI End-host connection to an OpenVPN server 4.2.3
Ensure return traffic flows back through VINI Network address translation in Click on egress 4.2.3

Support for Simultaneous Experiments (Section 3.4)

Resource isolation between experiments Virtual servers and network isolation in PlanetLab 4.1.1
Extensions for CPU reservations and priorities 4.1.2

Distinct external routing adjacencies BGP multiplexer to share external BGP sessions —

Table 1: Design requirements for VINI. This table also discusses how our prototype implementation of VINI tackles each of these challenges; these
solutions are discussed in more detail in Section 4.

and routing (i.e., distributing the information that dictates how traf-
fic is forwarded). VINI must provide its users the flexibility to arbi-
trarily control how routing and forwarding over the virtual topolo-
gies is done. Forwarding must be flexible because different exper-
iments may require different virtual topologies. Routing must be
flexible because each experiment may implement entirely different
routing mechanisms and protocols. In this section, we describe how
VINI’s design facilitates node-specific forwarding and routing.

Problem: Distinct forwarding tables per virtual node. As we de-
scribed in Section 3.1, different experiments may require different
topologies: Any given virtual node may connect to a different set
of neighboring nodes. For example, one experiment may use a
topology where every node has a direct point-to-point connection
with every other node, while another experiment may wish to set
up a topology with significantly fewer edges. Supporting flexible
topology construction not only requires supporting flexible inter-
face configuration, but it also implies that the each topology will
require different forwarding tables. In addition, VINI must also
allow experimenters to implement completely different forwarding
paradigms than those based on today’s IPv4 destination-based for-
warding. This implies that VINI must allow network experiments
to specify different forwarding mechanisms (e.g., forwarding based
on source and destination, forwarding on tags or flat identifiers,
etc.).

Problem: Distinct routing processes per virtual node. For simi-
lar reasons of flexible experimentation, VINI must enable each ex-
periment to construct its own routing table and implement its own
routing policies. Thus, in addition to giving each slice the abil-
ity to configure its own network topology and forwarding tables,
VINI must also allow each experiment to run its own distinct rout-
ing routing protocols and processes. These routing processes much
each handle two cases: (1) discovering routes to destinations within
VINI; and (2) discovering routes to external destinations.

3.3 Connectivity to External Hosts
A cornerstone of VINI is the ability to carry traffic to and from

real end hosts, to allow researchers to evaluate their protocols and
services under realistic conditions. This enables closed-loop exper-
iments that capture how network behavior affects end-to-end per-
formance and, in turn, how adaptation at the end system affects the

offered traffic. Supporting real traffic requires the VINI design to
address the following two problems.

Problem: Allowing end hosts to direct traffic through VINI. End
hosts should be able to “opt in” to having their traffic traverse an ex-
periment running on VINI. For example, end users should be able to
connect to nearby VINI nodes and have their packets reach services
running on VINI, as well as external services (e.g., Web sites) on
the existing Internet. This requires VINI to provide the illusion of
an access network between the end host and the VINI node, and en-
sure that all packets to and from the end host (or to/from a particular
application on the end host) reach the virtual node in the appropriate
virtual topology. The virtual nodes can then forward these packets
across the virtual topology using the forwarding tables constructed
by the experimental routing software.

Problem: Ensuring return traffic from external services flows back

through VINI. To support realistic experiments, VINI should be
able to direct traffic to and from external hosts that offer communi-
cation services, even if these hosts do not participate in VINI. For
example, a VINI experiment should be able to act as a stub network
that connects to the Internet to reach a wide range of conventional
services (e.g., Web sites). Directing traffic from VINI to the ex-
ternal Internet is not especially difficult. However, ensuring that
the return traffic is directed to a VINI node, and forwarded through
VINI and onward to the end host, is more challenging.

Solving these two problems would enable a wide range of exper-
iments with either synthetic or real users running real applications
that direct traffic over experimental network protocols and services
running on VINI. Ultimately, we envision that some VINI experi-
ments could provide long-running services for end users and appli-
cations that need better performance, security, and reliability than
they have today.

3.4 Support for Simultaneous Experiments
VINI should support multiple simultaneous experiments to amor-

tize the cost of deploying and running the physical infrastructure.
In addition, running several experiments at the same time allows
researchers to provide long-running services that attract real users,
while still permitting other researchers to experiment with new pro-
tocols and services. Supporting multiple virtual topologies at the
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same time introduces two main technical challenges in the design
of VINI.

Problem: Resource isolation between simultaneous experiments.
Each physical node should support multiple virtual nodes that are
each part of its own virtual topology. To provide virtual nodes with
their own dedicated resources, each physical node should allocate
and schedule resources (e.g., CPU, bandwidth, memory, and stor-
age) so that the run-time behavior of one experiment does not ad-
versely affect the performance of other experiments running on the
same node. Furthermore, the resource guarantees must be strict, in
the sense that they should afford an experiment no more—and no
less—resources than allocated, to ensure repeatability of the exper-
iments. Each virtual node also needs its own name spaces (e.g., file
names) and IP addresses and port numbers for communicating with
the outside world.

Problem: Distinct external routing adjacencies per virtual node.
Multiple virtual nodes may need to exchange routing information,
such as BGP announcements, with the same operational router in
the external Internet. This is crucial for allowing each virtual topol-
ogy to announce its own address space to the external Internet and
control where its traffic enters and leaves the network. However, ex-
ternal networks are not likely to establish separate routing-protocol
adjacencies with each virtual node, for two reasons. First, oper-
ational networks might reasonably worry about the stability of a
routing-protocol session running on prototype software as part of
a research experiment, especially when session failures and im-
plementation errors might compromise routing stability in the real
Internet. Second, maintaining multiple routing-protocol sessions
(each with a different virtual node) would impose a memory, band-
width, and CPU overhead on the operational router. VINI must
address these issues to strike the right trade-off between providing
flexibility (for experimenters) and robustness (for the external net-
works).

In the next section, we describe how we address these challenges
in our prototype of VINI running on the PlanetLab nodes in the
Abilene backbone.

4. A VINI Implementation on PlanetLab
As a first step toward realizing VINI, we have built an initial pro-

totype on the PlanetLab nodes in the Abilene backbone. Although
we do not (yet) have dedicated bandwidth between the nodes or up-
stream connectivity to commercial ISPs, this environment enables
us to address many of the challenges of supporting virtual networks
on a fixed physical infrastructure. For extensibility and ease of pro-
totyping, we place many key functions in user space through careful
configuration of the routing and forwarding software. In this sec-
tion, we describe PL-VINI , our extensions to PlanetLab to support
experimentation with network protocols and services, and “Internet
In a Slice” (IIAS), a network architecture that PL-VINI enables.

Table 1 summarizes how the PL-VINI prototype addresses the
problems outlined in Section 3. The table emphasizes that we must
solve several problems in user space software (e.g., providing each
experiment with point-to-point connectivity and unique network in-
terfaces) that would ideally be addressed in the kernel or dedicated
hardware. This division is a direct consequence our decision to
implement our initial VINI prototype on PlanetLab; since Planet-
Lab must continue to support a large user base, we cannot make
extensive changes to the kernel. We expect more functionality to
be provided by the infrastructure itself as we gain insight from our
initial experiences.

4.1 PL-VINI: PlanetLab Extensions for VINI
Our prototype implementation of VINI augments PlanetLab with

features that improve its support for networking experiments. This
goal appears to depart somewhat from PlanetLab’s original mission,
which was to enable wide deployment of overlays—distributed sys-
tems that, like networks, may route packets, but that communicate
using sockets (e.g., UDP tunnels). PL-VINI does, however, preserve
PlanetLab’s vision by enabling interesting and meaningful network
protocols and services to be evaluated on an overlay; we describe
one such network design in Section 4.2.

4.1.1 PlanetLab: Slices and Resource Isolation

PlanetLab was a natural choice for a proof-of-concept VINI pro-
totype and deployment, both due to its large physical infrastruc-
ture and the virtualization it already provides. Virtualization—the
ability to partition a real node and its resources into an arbitrary
number of virtual nodes and resource pools—is a defining require-
ment of VINI. PlanetLab isolates experiments in virtual servers
(VServers) [21]. Each VServer is a lightweight “slice” of the node
with its own namespace. Because of the isolation provided by Plan-
etLab, multiple PL-VINI experiments can run on the same Planet-
Lab nodes simultaneously in different slices. VINI also leverages
PlanetLab’s slice management infrastructure.

VServers enable tight control over resources, such as CPU and
network bandwidth, on a per-slice (rather than a per-process or a
per-user) basis. The PlanetLab CPU scheduler grants each slice a
“fair share” of the node’s available CPU, and supports temporary
share increases (e.g., via Sirius [22]). Similarly, the Linux hierar-
chical token bucket (HTB) scheduler [23] provides fair share ac-
cess to, and minimum rate guarantees for, outgoing network band-
width. Network isolation on PlanetLab is provided by a module
called VNET [24] that tracks and multiplexes incoming and outgo-
ing traffic. VNET provides each slice with the illusion of root-level
access to the underlying network device. Each slice has access only
to its own traffic and may reserve specific ports.

4.1.2 Improved CPU Isolation

PlanetLab provides a fair share of the CPU resources to each
slice, but fluctuations in the CPU demands of other slices can make
running repeatable networking experiments challenging. If a node
supports a large number of slices, a routing process running in one
slice may not have enough processing resources to keep up with
sending heartbeat messages and responding to events, and a for-
warding process may not be able to maintain a desired throughput.
Many slices simultaneously contending for the CPU can also lead
to jitter in scheduling a forwarding process, which manifests itself
in an overlay network as added latency.

PL-VINI leverages two recently exposed CPU scheduling knobs
on PlanetLab: CPU reservations and Linux real-time priorities [25].
A CPU reservation of 25% provides the slice with a minimum of
25% of the CPU during the times that it is active, though it may
get more than this if no “fair share” slices are running. Boosting a
process to real-time priority on Linux cuts the time between when
a process wakes up (e.g., receives a packet) and it runs. A real-time
process that becomes runnable immediately jumps to the head of
the run-queue and preempts any non-real-time process. Note that
even real-time processes are still subject to PlanetLab’s CPU reser-
vations and shares, so a real-time process that runs amok cannot
lock the machine. These two PlanetLab capabilities provide greater
isolation for a VINI experiment running in a slice. In Section 6.2 we
describe several additional extensions we are exploring to provide
even better isolation between PL-VINI slices.
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4.1.3 Virtual Network Devices

A networking experiment running in a slice in user space needs
the illusion that each virtual node has access to one or more network
devices. Our prototype leverages User-Mode Linux (UML) [26],
a full-featured Linux kernel that runs as a user-space process, for
this purpose. For each user-space tunnel in our overlay topology,
PL-VINI creates a pair of interfaces on a common subnet in the
UML instances at its endpoints. Routing software running inside
UML is in this way made aware of the structure of an overlay net-
work. PL-VINI then maps packets sent on these network interfaces
to the appropriate tunnel at a layer beneath UML. We note that Vi-
olin [6] also uses an overlay network to connect UML instances.
However, the goal of Violin is to hide topology from Grid applica-
tions, whereas PL-VINI uses network interfaces in UML to expose
a tunnel topology to the routing software that runs above it.

Our prototype also uses a modified version of Linux’s TUN/TAP
driver to allow applications running in the networking experiment’s
slice to send and receive packets on the overlay. A process run-
ning in user space can read from /dev/net/tunX to receive pack-
ets routed by the kernel to the TUN/TAP device; similarly, pack-
ets written to /dev/net/tunX are injected back into the kernel’s
network stack and processed as if they arrived from a network
device. Our modifications to the driver allow it to preserve the
isolation between different slices on PlanetLab: every slice sees
a single TUN/TAP interface with the same IP address, but our
changes allow multiple processes (in different slices) to read from
/dev/net/tunX simultaneously, and each will only see packets
sent by its own slice.

For PL-VINI , we create a virtual Ethernet device called tap0 on
every PlanetLab node. We give each tap0 device a unique IP ad-
dress chosen from the 10.0.0.0/8 private address space. This means
that each PlanetLab node’s kernel will route all packets matching
10.0.0.0/8 to tap0 and onto that slice’s own overlay network.

4.2 IIAS: “Internet In a Slice” Architecture
The Internet In a Slice (IIAS) is the example network architecture

that we run on our PL-VINI . Researchers can use IIAS to conduct
controlled experiments that evaluate the existing IP routing proto-
cols and forwarding mechanisms under realistic conditions. Alter-
natively, researchers can view IIAS as a reference implementation
that they can modify to evaluate extensions to today’s protocols and
mechanisms. An IIAS consists of five components [27]:

1. a forwarding engine for the packets carried by the overlay (an
overlay router);

2. a smart method of configuring the engine’s forwarding tables
(a control plane); and

3. a mechanism for clients to opt-in to the overlay and divert
their packets to it, so that the overlay can carry real traffic (an
overlay ingress);

4. a means of exchanging packets with servers that know noth-
ing about the overlay, since most of the world exists outside
of it (an overlay egress);

5. a collection of distributed machines on which to deploy the
overlay, so that it can be properly evaluated and can attract
real users.

Our IIAS implementation synthesizes many components created
by the networking research and open source communities. IIAS

UDP tunnels

control plane

data plane
UmlSwitch

element

encapsulation table

eth0 eth1 eth2 eth3

uml_switch

XORP

UML

FIB

Click

tap0

Figure 1: An IIAS router on PL-VINI

employs the Click modular software router [10] as the forward-
ing engine, the XORP routing protocol suite [9] as the control
plane, OpenVPN [11] as the ingress mechanism, and performs NAT
(within Click) at the egress. Since we run IIAS on PL-VINI , IIAS
can also use PL-VINI ’s tap0 device as an ingress/egress mecha-
nism for applications running on a PL-VINI node.

Figure 1 shows the IIAS router supported by PL-VINI . Routing
protocols implemented by XORP, running unmodified in a UML
kernel process, construct a view of the overlay network topology
exposed by the virtual Ethernet interfaces. Each XORP instance
then configures a forwarding table (FIB) implemented in a Click
process running outside of UML. This means that data packets for-
warded by the overlay do not enter UML, which leads to better per-
formance since forwarding data packets in the UML kernel incurs
nearly 15% additional overhead [6]. Next we discuss significant
features of each component in the IIAS software.

4.2.1 Click: Links and Packet Forwarding

IIAS uses the Click modular software router [10] as its virtual
data plane. Our Click configuration consists of five components
that create the illusion of point-to-point links to other virtual nodes
and enable the virtual nodes to forward data packets:

• UDP tunnels: UDP tunnels (i.e., sockets) are the links in the
IIAS overlay network. Each Click instance is configured with
tunnels to each of its neighbors in the overlay.

• Local interface: Click reads and writes Ethernet packets to
PL-VINI ’s local tap0 interface. Packets sent by local appli-
cations to a 10.0.0.0/8 destination are forwarded by the kernel
to tap0 and are received by Click. Likewise, Click writes
packets destined for tap0’s IP address to the interface, in-
jecting the packets into the kernel which delivers them to the
proper application.

• Forwarding table: Click’s forwarding table maps IP pre-
fixes (both within and outside of IIAS’s private address
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space) to “next hops” within IIAS. The forwarding table is
initially empty and is populated by XORP. Since XORP sees
a network of virtual Ethernet interfaces, the “next hops” in-
serted by XORP are the IP addresses of the virtual interfaces
on neighboring nodes.

• Encapsulation table: The preconfigured encapsulation table
matches the “next hop” selected by the forwarding table to
a UDP tunnel by mapping it to the public IP address of a
PlanetLab node.

• UML Switch: Click exchanges Ethernet packets with the
local UML instance via a virtual switch (uml switch) dis-
tributed with UML. We wrote a Click element so that Click
could connect to this virtual switch.

Two points about the IIAS data plane are worthy of note. First,
the forwarding table in IIAS controls both how data and control
traffic is forwarded between IIAS nodes, and how traffic is for-
warded to external destinations (i.e., on the “real” Internet). Sec-
ond, though IIAS currently performs IPv4 forwarding, it can also
support new forwarding paradigms beyond IP. Our design has no
fundamental dependence on IP since Click exchanges Ethernet
frames with UML (via the virtual switch) and the local tap0 in-
terface. One could implement a new addressing scheme in IIAS,
for instance based on DHTs, simply by writing new forwarding and
encapsulation table elements.

4.2.2 XORP: Routing

IIAS uses the XORP open-source routing protocol suite [9] as its
control plane. XORP implements a number of routing protocols,
including BGP, OSPF, RIP, PIM-SM, IGMP, and MLD. XORP ma-
nipulates routes in the data plane through a Forwarding Engine Ab-
straction (FEA); supported forwarding engines include the Linux
kernel routing table and the Click modular software router (which
is why we chose XORP for IIAS).

The main complication of running XORP on PlanetLab is the
lack of physical interfaces to correspond to each virtual link in our
configuration. XORP generally assumes that each link to a neigh-
boring router is associated with a physical interface; OSPF also as-
signs costs to network interfaces. In our Click data plane, inter-
faces conceptually map to sockets and links to tunnels. Therefore,
to present XORP with a view of multiple physical interfaces, we
run it in UML and map packets from each UML interface to the
appropriate UDP tunnel in Click.

An important feature of IIAS is that it decouples the control and
data planes by placing the routing protocol in a different virtual
world than the forwarding engine. In fact, decoupling the control
and data planes in this way means that XORP could run in a differ-
ent slice than Click, or even on a different node.

4.2.3 OpenVPN and NAT: External Connectivity

IIAS is intended to enable realistic experiments by carrying real
traffic generated by outside hosts, as well as applications running on
the local node. IIAS uses OpenVPN [11] as an ingress mechanism;
IIAS runs an OpenVPN server on a set of designated ingress nodes,
and hosts “opt-in” to a particular instance of IIAS by connecting an
OpenVPN client that diverts their traffic to the server. OpenVPN is
a robust, open-source VPN access technology that runs on a wide
range of operating systems and supports a large user community.
Note that OpenVPN creates a TUN/TAP device on the client to in-
tercept outgoing packets from the operating system, just as we do
in PL-VINI and IIAS.

UDP payloadsrc: 10.1.87.2 dst: 64.236.16.20

dst: 198.32.154.250src: 198.32.154.170 UDP payloadsrc: 10.1.87.2 dst: 64.236.16.20

UDP payloadsrc: 10.1.87.2 dst: 64.236.16.20src: 198.32.154.250 dst: 198.32.154.226
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Figure 2: The life of a packet in IIAS (shown shaded) running on PL-

VINI (dotted box)

IIAS’s Click forwarder implements NAPT (Network Address
and Port Translation) to allow hosts participating in IIAS to ex-
change packets with external hosts that have not “opted-in” (like a
Web server). IIAS forwards packets destined for an external host
to an egress point, where they exit IIAS via NAPT. This involves
rewriting the source IP address of the packet to the the egress node’s
public IP address, and rewriting the source port to an available local
port. After passing through Click’s NAPT element, a packet is sent
out and forwarded to the destination by the “real” Internet. Note
that, since the packets reaching the external host bear the source
address of the IIAS egress node, return traffic is sent back to that
node, where it is intercepted by IIAS and forwarded back to the
client.

PL-VINI ’s tap0 interface provides another ingress/egress mech-
anism for other applications running in the same slice as IIAS. For
example, in the experiments described in Section 5, we send iperf

packets through the overlay using tap0.

4.2.4 IIAS Summary: Life of a Packet

Figure 2 ties together the discussion of the various pieces of IIAS
by illustrating the life of a packet as it journeys through the IIAS
overlay. In Figure 2, the Firefox web browser on the client machine
at left is sending a packet to www.cnn.com at right through IIAS
(shown shaded). The steps along the packet’s journey are:

1. Firefox sends a packet to CNN. The routing table of the client
directs the packet to the local tap0 device that was created by
OpenVPN. This device bounces the packet up to the Open-
VPN client on the same machine. The packet has a source
of 10.0.87.2 (the local tap0 address) and a destination of
64.236.16.20 (the IP address of CNN’s web server).

2. The OpenVPN client tunnels the packet over UDP to an
OpenVPN server running on a nearby IIAS node. The packet
is encapsulated in IP, UDP, and OpenVPN encryption head-
ers. The OpenVPN server removes the headers and forwards
the original packet to Click over a local Unix domain socket.

3. Click looks up 64.236.16.20 in its forwarding table and maps
it to the IP address of a UML interface on a neighboring node.
Click consults the encapsulation table to map the UML ad-
dress to 198.32.154.250 (the real IP address of the next hop),
and sends the packet over a UDP tunnel to the latter address.
The same process happens again on the next node.

4. The Click process running on 198.32.154.226 receives the
original packet from a UDP tunnel, consults the forwarding
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Figure 3: DETER topology for microbenchmarks

table, and sees that it is the egress node for 64.236.16.20.
Click sends the packet through its NAPT element, which
rewrites the source IP address to the local eth0 address, and
rewrites the source port to an available local port (port rewrit-
ing is not shown in Figure 2). Click then directs the packet to
www.cnn.com via the public Internet.

Then, the packet traverses the rest of the path through the Internet
to the CNN Web server. The response packets from CNN have a
destination IP address of 198.32.154.226, ensuring they return to
the client through the VINI node.

5. Preliminary Experiments
In this section, we describe two experiments that we have run in

IIAS on PL-VINI . These experiments are intended not to demon-
strate PL-VINI as a “final product”, but rather as a proof of concept
that highlights the efficiency, correctness, and utility of the VINI
design. The microbenchmark experiments (Section 5.1) demon-
strate that PL-VINI provides a level of support for networking ex-
periments comparable to running on dedicated hardware, allowing
the experiment’s throughput and traffic flow characteristics to mir-
ror that of the underlying network. Next, intra-domain routing ex-
periments (Section 5.2) on the Abilene topology demonstrate that
meaningful results for such experiments can be obtained using PL-

VINI on PlanetLab.

5.1 Microbenchmarks
The purpose of the microbenchmarks is to demonstrate that PL-

VINI can support an interesting networking experiment on Planet-
Lab. To this end, we first establish that the IIAS overlay behaves
like a real network when run on dedicated hardware in an isolated
environment, and then show that PL-VINI can provide IIAS with a
similar environment on PlanetLab.

In order to provide a realistic environment for network experi-
ments, PL-VINI must enable IIAS to deliver along two dimensions:

• Capacity: To attract real users and real traffic, IIAS must be
able to forward packets at a relatively high rate. If IIAS’s
performance is bad, nobody will use it.

• Behavior: To boost our confidence that observed anomalies
are meaningful network events and not undesirable artifacts
of the PL-VINI environment, IIAS should exhibit roughly the
same behavioral characteristics as the underlying network.

We run two sets of experiments to measure the capacity and be-
havior of IIAS. The first set of experiments runs on dedicated ma-
chines on DETER [16], which is based on Emulab [15]; we quantify
the efficiency of the IIAS overlay by evaluating the performance of
DETER’s emulated network topology versus IIAS running over that
same topology. The second set of experiments repeats the DETER
experiments on PlanetLab; here we quantify the effects of moving
IIAS from dedicated hardware (DETER/Emulab) to a shared plat-
form (PlanetLab), and then show how PL-VINI’s support for CPU
reservations and real-time priority reduce CPU contention.

The microbenchmark experiments are run using iperf version
1.7.0 [28]. We measure capacity using iperf’s TCP throughput test

click

192.168.1.1

iperf iperfclickclick

10.1.1.2 10.1.1.3 10.1.2.3 10.1.2.2

192.168.1.2

1 Gb/s

UDP UDP

1 Gb/s

Figure 4: Overlay topology on DETER

mean (Mb/s) stddev mean CPU%

Network 940 0 48

IIAS 195 0.843 99

Table 2: TCP throughput test on DETER testbed

min avg max mdev % loss

Network 0.193 0.414 0.593 0.089 0

IIAS 0.269 0.547 0.783 0.080 0

Table 3: ping results on DETER; units are ms

to send 20 simultaneous streams from a client to a server through
the underlying network and PL-VINI . We measure behavior with
iperf’s constant-bit-rate UDP test, observing the jitter and loss
rate of packet streams (with 1430-byte UDP payloads) of varying
rates. Each test is run 10 times and we report the mean and standard
deviation. When measuring the capacity of PL-VINI , we also report
the mean CPU percentage consumed by the Click process (using the
TIME field as reported by ps).

5.1.1 Microbenchmark #1: Overlay Efficiency

First we compare the capacity and behavior of IIAS’s user-space
Click forwarder versus in-kernel forwarding. The experiments are
run on the DETER testbed, which allows a researcher to specify an
arbitrary network topology for an experiment, including emulated
link characteristics such as delay and loss rate, using a ns script.
The machines used in the experiment are pc2800 2.8 GHz Xeons
with 2 GB memory and five 10/100/1000 Ethernet interfaces, and
are running Linux 2.6.12.

Our experiments run on a simple topology shown in Figure 3,
consisting of three machines connected by Gigabit Ethernet links
that do not have any emulated delay or loss. In this topology, the
machine Fwdr is configured as an IP router; a packet sent from Src

to Sink, or vice-versa, is forwarded in Fwdr’s kernel. We compare
the performance of the network with that of IIAS running on the
same three nodes. We configure a Linux TUN/TAP device on each
node to divert packets sent by iperf to the local Click process.
Click then tunnels the packets over the topology as shown in Fig-
ure 4. The key difference between the two scenarios is that IIAS
makes the the forwarding decisions in user space rather than in the
Linux kernel.

Table 2 shows the results of the TCP throughput test for the IIAS
overlay versus the underlying network. IIAS is not as efficient as
the network alone: it manages to achieve about 10% of the through-
put with an equal amount of CPU. The throughput achieved by the
Linux kernel, 940Mb/s, was roughly the maximum supported by
the configuration, and even at this maximum rate the CPU of Fwdr

was 52% idle. In comparison, Click’s forwarding rate is CPU-
bound. Running strace on the Click process indicates (not sur-
prisingly) that the issue is system-call overhead: for each packet
forwarded, Click calls poll, recvfrom, and sendto once, and
gettimeofday three times, with an estimated cost of 5µs per call.
For sendto and recvfrom, this cost appears to be independent of
packet size. Reducing this overhead is future work. However, step-
ping back, we observe that even 200Mb/s is a significant amount
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Figure 5: PlanetLab topology for microbenchmarks

Mb/s stddev CPU%

Network 90.8 0.53 N/A

IIAS on PlanetLab 22.5 4.01 13

IIAS on PL-VINI 86.2 0.64 40

Table 4: TCP throughput test on PlanetLab

min avg max mdev loss

Network 24.4 24.5 28.2 0.2 0%

IIAS on PlanetLab 24.7 27.7 80.9 4.8 0%

IIAS on PL-VINI 24.7 25.1 28.6 0.38 0%

Table 5: ping results on PlanetLab; units are ms

mean stddev

Network 0.27 0.16

IIAS on PlanetLab 2.4 3.7

IIAS on PL-VINI 1.3 0.9

Table 6: Summary of jitter results on PlanetLab; units are ms

of throughput for a networking experiment, as it far outstrips the
available bandwidth between edge hosts in the Internet today.

Next we compare the fine-grained behavior of the network and
IIAS. Table 3 shows the results of measuring latency on the overlay
and network using ping -f -c 10000. We see that IIAS adds
about 130µs latency on average, but doesn’t change the standard
deviation of ping times. Likewise, running UDP CBR streams at
rates from 1Mb/s to 100Mb/s over the network and IIAS did not
reveal significant jitter in either case. In all UDP CBR tests, iperf
observed jitter of less than 0.1ms and no packet losses.

5.1.2 Microbenchmark #2: Overlay on PlanetLab

The next set of microbenchmarks contrasts the behavior of IIAS
running on dedicated hardware (DETER) to a shared platform
(PlanetLab) and PL-VINI . Our main concern is that the activities of
other users on a shared system like PlanetLab can negatively affect
the performance of IIAS. To test this, we repeat the experiments
of Section 5.1.1 on three PlanetLab nodes co-located with Abilene
PoPs. Figure 5 shows the topology of the PlanetLab nodes and the
underlying Abilene network, as revealed by running traceroute

between the three nodes. The Chicago and Washington, D.C. Plan-
etLab nodes are 1.4 GHz P-III, and the New York node is a 1.267
GHz P-III; all nodes have 1 GB of memory. Again, we compare the
capacity and behavior of IIAS with that of the underlying network.
Note that the network traffic between Chicago and Washington tra-
verses the three routers only, but IIAS traffic traverses four router
hops since it is forwarded by the Click process on the New York
node and so visits the local router twice. Because the links in the
Abilene backbone are lightly loaded, we do not expect to see sig-
nificant interference from cross traffic.

PlanetLab makes running meaningful experiments challenging
because it is shared among many users, whose actions may change
the experimental results. The Emulab microbenchmarks indicate
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Figure 6: Packet losses in IIAS on PlanetLab

that CPU contention in particular is likely to be a problem for PL-

VINI on PlanetLab; however, PL-VINI uses CPU reservations and
real-time priorities to provide consistent CPU scheduling behavior.
Therefore, we run our experiments from Section 5.1.1 using Plan-
etLab’s default fair share (“IIAS on PlanetLab”), as well as a 25%
CPU reservation plus a priority boost for the IIAS Click process
(“IIAS on PL-VINI ” in the tables and graphs). The CPU reserva-
tion improves the overall capacity of IIAS by giving it more CPU,
while the boost to real-time priority reduces the scheduling latency
of the Click process and so improves end-to-end overlay latency.

Table 4 shows the results of the bandwidth test with both sets of
CPU scheduling parameters. We note that, with PL-VINI , IIAS ap-
proaches the underlying network in both observed throughput and
variability of the result. Running IIAS on PL-VINI provides a 4X
increase in throughput and reduces variability by over 80%.

Focusing on fine-grained behavior of IIAS on PlanetLab, Table 5
presents results using ping. IIAS clearly introduces significant vari-
ability in the latency measurements when run with the default share:
the standard deviation in PL-VINI ping times is over 20X that of the
network. PL-VINI again improves IIAS’s overall behavior, reduc-
ing maximum latency by two-thirds and standard deviation by over
90%. In this case IIAS introduces a small amount of additional la-
tency, and the variability in ping times is roughly double that of the
underlying network.

Table 6 shows the effects of PL-VINI on jitter in the IIAS overlay.
The experiment sends CBR streams between 1Mb/s and 50Mb/s on
the network and overlay; jitter did not appear to be correlated with
stream size and so we report the the jitter results across all streams.
Here we see that running IIAS on PL-VINI halves the mean jitter
and reduces the variation in test results by 75%.
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Figure 8: Observing OSPF route convergence (using ping)

Figure 6 shows packet loss in the same set of experiments. In-
terestingly, with the default share on PlanetLab, IIAS loses packets
dramatically as the traffic rate increases as shown in Figure 6(a).
Our hypothesis is that this is due to scheduling latency of the Click
process: packets are arriving at a constant rate on the UDP tunnel,
and Click needs to read them at a faster rate than they are arriving
or else the UDP socket buffer will overflow and the kernel will drop
packets. However, if Click’s scheduling latency is high, it may not
get to run before packets are dropped. This hypothesis is confirmed
by running IIAS on PL-VINI : Figure 6(b) shows packet loss with
PL-VINI comparable to that measured in Abilene itself.

We conclude from these microbenchmarks that PL-VINI and
IIAS together provide a close approximation of the underlying net-
work’s behavior. Clearly, running traffic through an overlay does
introduce some overhead and additional variability. In the next ex-
periment we try to demonstrate that the value of being able to run
IIAS using PL-VINI outweighs this additional overhead.

5.2 Intra-domain Routing Changes
To validate that together IIAS and PL-VINI provide a reasonable

environment for network experiments, we use them to conduct an
intra-domain routing experiment on the PlanetLab nodes co-located
with the eleven routers in the Abilene backbone, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. To conduct a realistic experiment, we configure IIAS with
the same topology and OSPF link weights as the underlying Abi-
lene network, as extracted from the configuration state of the eleven
Abilene routers. That is, each virtual link maps directly to a sin-
gle physical link between two Abilene routers. Analyzing rout-
ing traces collected directly from the Abilene routers enables us to
verify that the underlying network did not experience any routing
changes during our experiment.
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Figure 9: TCP throughput during OSPF routing convergence

Our experiment injects a failure, and subsequent recovery, of the
link between Denver and Kansas City, and measures the effects on
end-to-end traffic flows. For this experiment, we “fail” the link
by dropping packets within Click on the virtual link (UDP tunnel)
connecting two Abilene nodes. We use ping, iperf, and tcpdump to
measure the effects on data traffic.

Figure 8 shows the effect on ping times between D.C. and Seattle
of failing the link between Kansas City and Denver 10 seconds in to
the experiment, and restoring the link at time 34 seconds. Initially,
IIAS routes packets from D.C. through New York, Chicago, Indi-
anapolis, Kansas City, and Denver to Seattle, with a mean round-
trip time (RTT) of 76ms. At time 17, 7 seconds after the link fails,
OSPF briefly finds a path with 110ms RTT before settling on a new
route through Atlanta, Houston, Los Angeles, and Sunnyvale with
a mean RTT of 93ms

3. A few seconds after the link comes back up
at time 34, we see that OSPF briefly finds a path with 87ms before
falling back to the original path.

Figure 9 shows the performance of TCP during the same experi-
ment by using iperf to send a bulk TCP transfer from Washington,
D.C. to Seattle. The TCP receiver window size is set to iperf’s de-
fault of 16 KB, so TCP’s throughput is limited to roughly 3 Mb/s.
The figure plots the arrival time of data packets at the receiver, as
reported by tcpdump. Figure 9(a) shows that packets stop getting
through when the link fails at time 10, and resume at time 18 when
OSPF finds the a new route. Figure 9(b) shows what happens at

3For this experiment, the interval between OSPF hello packets is set at 5
seconds, and the “router dead” interval is 10 seconds.
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time 18 in more detail; the y axis shows the position in the byte
stream of each arriving TCP packet. The figure shows TCP slow-
start restart in action, then a retransmitted packet, and slow start
again. Figure 9(a) also shows some disruption in the TCP through-
put when OSPF falls back to the original path around time 38.

These experiments do not illustrate any new discoveries about
OSPF or its interaction with TCP. Rather, we argue that they
demonstrate one could make such discoveries using PL-VINI and
IIAS, since PL-VINI enables IIAS to behave like a real network
on PlanetLab. Experiments such as this can help researchers study
routing pathologies that are difficult to observe on a real network,
where a researcher has no control over network conditions.

6. Ongoing Work
In this section, we discuss our ongoing work on VINI. Specifi-

cally, we discuss some of the design goals from Section 3 that we
have yet to address and describe possible solutions to these prob-
lems. First, we discuss two ways to improve the realism of VINI’s
experiments: by exposing the underlying topology changes and by
enabling experiments to exchange routing-protocol messages with
neighboring domains. We then describe our ongoing efforts to pro-
vide researchers with better experimental control by allowing seam-
less migration from simulators (e.g., ns-2) and emulation environ-
ments (e.g., Emulab) to VINI. Finally, we propose techniques to
provide better isolation between experiments.

6.1 Improving Realism
Exposing network failures and topology changes: The fail-

ure or recovery of a physical component should affect each of the
associated virtual components, as discussed in Section 3.1. Our
PL-VINI prototype does not achieve this goal because the under-
lying network automatically reroutes the traffic between two IIAS
nodes when the topology changes. Although masking failures is
desirable to most applications, researchers using VINI may want
their protocols and services to adapt to these events themselves, in
different ways; at a minimum, the researchers would want to know
that these events happened, since they may affect the results of the
experiments. As we continue working with NLR and Abilene, we
are exploring ways to expose the topology changes to VINI in real
time, and extending our software to perform “upcalls” to notify the
affected slices.

Participating in routing with neighboring networks: As dis-
cussed in Section 3.4, multiple VINI experiments may want to ex-
change reachability information with neighboring networks in the
real Internet. Having each virtual node maintain separate BGP ses-
sions introduces problems with scaling (because the number of ses-
sions may be large as the number of experiments grows), manage-
ment (because both sides of the BGP session must be configured),
and stability (unstable, experimental software could introduce in-
stability into neighboring networks and the rest of the Internet).

To avoid these potential issues, we are designing and implement-
ing a multiplexer that manages BGP sessions with neighboring net-
works and forwards (and filters) routing protocol messages between
the external speakers and the BGP speakers on the virtual nodes.
Each experiment might have its own portion of a larger address
block that has already been allocated to VINI. The multiplexer en-
sures that each virtual node announces only its own address space
and may also impose limits on the rate of BGP update messages
that are propagated from each experiment. Our current implemen-
tation of the BGP multiplexer is implemented as multiple instances
of XORP, each running in UML and communicating with a single
external speaker. Each instance of XORP maintains BGP sessions

with the routing software running on the virtual nodes, to allow ex-
periments to exchange BGP messages with neighboring domains.

6.2 Improving Control
Better isolation: VINI should be able to support multiple simul-

taneous experiments with strict resource guarantees for each slice,
as discussed earlier in Section 3.4. Adding support for CPU reser-
vations and real-time priority helps isolate a PL-VINI experiment
from other slices, but PL-VINI arguably needs better isolation. The
first step is to implement a non-work-conserving scheduler that en-
sures that each experiment always receives the same CPU allocation
(i.e., neither less nor more), which is necessary for repeatable ex-
periments. To allow researchers to vary link capacities, we also plan
to add support for setting link bandwidths, either via configuration
of traffic shapers in Click, or in the kernel itself.

Experiment specification: Beyond the existing support for con-
structing arbitrary topologies and failing links, VINI should also
provide the ability to specify experiments. In an ns simulation [13],
an experimenter can generate traffic and routing streams, specify
times when certain links should fail, and define the traces that
should be collected. VINI should provide similar facilities for cre-
ating an experiment. We envision that VINI experiments would be
specified using the same type of syntax that is used to construct ns

or Emulab [15] experiments, so that researchers can move an ex-
periment from Emulab to VINI as seamlessly as possible, as part of
a natural progression. We are currently working on such a speci-
fication for IIAS, which already allows an experimenter to specify
the underlying topology, the intradomain routing adjacencies and
internal BGP sessions, and the times these links and sessions fail.

We envision that aspects of a VINI experiment, such as topolo-
gies, routing configurations, and failures, could be driven by “real
world” routing configurations and measurements. PL-VINI’s cur-
rent machinery for mirroring the Abilene topology automatically
generates the necessary XORP and Click configurations (and deter-
mines the appropriate co-located nodes at Abilene PoPs) for a VINI
experiment from the actual Abilene routing configuration, exploit-
ing the configuration-parsing functionality from previous work on
router configuration checking [12]. Eventually, we intend to aug-
ment VINI to incorporate more of the routing configuration into
XORP and Click and also support playback of routing traces.

7. Conclusion
This paper has described the design of VINI, a virtual network

infrastructure for supporting experimentation with network proto-
cols and architectures in a realistic network environment. VINI
complements the current set of tools for network simulation and
emulation by providing a realistic network environment whereby
real routing software can be evaluated under realistic network con-
ditions and traffic loads with closed-loop experimentation. We first
outlined the case for VINI, providing both design principles and
an implementation-agnostic design. Based on this high-level VINI
design, we have presented one instantiation of VINI on the Plan-
etLab testbed, PL-VINI . Our preliminary experiments in Section 5
demonstrate that PL-VINI is both efficient and a reasonable reflec-
tion of network conditions.

Once VINI is capable of allowing users to run multiple virtual
networks on a single physical infrastructure, it may also ultimately
serve as a substrate for new network protocols and services (making
it useful not only for research, but also for operations). Because
VINI also provides the ability to virtualize any component of the
network, it may lower the barrier to innovation for network-layer
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services and facilitate new usage modes for existing protocols. We
now briefly speculate on some of these possible usage modes.

First, VINI allows a network operator to simultaneously run
different routing protocols (and even different forwarding mecha-
nisms) for different network services. Previous work has observed
that operators occasionally route external destinations with an inter-
nal routing protocol (e.g., OSPF, IS-IS) that scales poorly but con-
verges quickly for applications that require fast convergence (e.g.,
voice over IP) [12]. With VINI, a network operator could run multi-
ple routing protocols in parallel on the same physical infrastructure
to run different routing protocols for different applications.

Second, VINI could be used to help a network operator with
common management tasks. For example, operators routinely per-
form planned maintenance operations that may involve tweaking
the configurations across multiple network elements (e.g., changing
IGP link costs to redirect traffic for a planned maintenance event).
Similarly, they may occasionally wish to incrementally deploy new
versions of routing software, or test bleeding-edge code. A VINI-
enabled network could allow a network operator to run multiple
routing protocols (or routing protocol versions) on the same phys-
ical network, controlling the forwarding tables in the network ele-
ments in one virtual network at any given time, while providing the
capability for atomic switchover between virtual networks.

VINI’s future appears bright, both as a platform for both exper-
imentation and more flexible network protocols and services. This
paper has demonstrated VINI’s feasibility, as well as its potential
for enabling a new class of controlled, realistic routing experiments.
The design requirements we have specified, and the lessons we have
learned from our initial deployment, should prove useful as we con-
tinue to develop VINI and deploy it in various forms.
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ABSTRACT

This paper revisits a much explored topic in networking – the search

for a simple yet fully-general multicast design. The many years of

research into multicast routing have led to a generally pessimistic

view that the complexity of multicast routing – and inter-domain

multicast routing in particular – can only be overcome by restrict-

ing the service model (as in single-source) multicast. This paper

proposes a new approach to implementing IP multicast that we

hope leads to a reevaluation of this commonly held view.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Network Protocols]:
Routing Protocols

General Terms: Design.

Keywords: Routing, Multicast.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 1990, Deering proposed IP multicast – an extension to the IP

unicast service model for efficient multipoint communication [1].
The multicast service model offered two key benefits: (1) the effi-
cient use of bandwidth for multipoint communication and, (2) the
indirection of a group address which allows for network-level ren-
dezvous and service discovery. Deering’s proposal triggered an era
of research on the implementation and applications of IP multi-
cast. In terms of actual deployment, this research has had some-
what mixed success. On the one hand, support for multicast is built
into virtually every endhost and IP router and the service is often
deployed within enterprise networks. However there is little cross-
provider global deployment of multicast, and today, fifteen years
after Deering’s seminal work, the vision of a ubiquitous multicast
“dialtone” remains an elusive, if not altogether abandoned, goal.

Theories abound for why this vision was never realized (e.g.,
[2–4]). Very broadly, most of these can be viewed as questioning
the viability of IP multicast on two fronts. The first is its practical
feasibility given the apparent complexity of deploying and manag-
ing multicast at the network layer. The second is the desirability of
supporting multicast with many questioning whether the demand
for multicast applications justified the complexity of its deploy-
ment, whether ISPs could effectively charge for the service, the
adequacy of alternate solutions, and so forth.
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This paper directly addresses the issue of feasibility, proposing
a simpler approach to implementing IP multicast that we call Free
Riding Multicast (FRM). We focus on inter-domain multicast for
which complexity proved particularly acute but (as we describe
later) FRM can be extended to the intra-domain scenario as well.
FRM offers two key advantages over existing solutions:

• by leveraging existing unicast routes, FRM virtually elim-
inates the need for a distributed multicast route computa-
tion thus side-stepping much of the network layer complexity
associated with traditional solutions (hence the name “Free
Riding”).

• a domain’s participation and use of inter-domain multicast is
effected via the same channel as in the unicast case, namely
BGP, thus offering network operators a familiar framework
within which to tackle the management (access control, ac-
counting, etc.) of a multicast service.

These advantages however come at a cost and the core tradeoff
FRM makes is to tilt the complexity of route computation to the in-

ternals of a router (as opposed to distributed protocol mechanism).
Consequently, FRM requires more storage and algorithmic sophis-
tication at routers and can be less efficient in bandwidth consump-
tion than traditional multicast solutions. However this tradeoff – the
avoidance of distributed computation and configuration at the cost
of optimal efficiency – is one we believe is worth exploring given
technology trends [5] that can endow routers with significant mem-
ory and processing on the one hand and our continued difficulties
taming wide-area routing algorithms on the other [6, 7].

The primary focus of this paper is the design and evaluation of
FRM. We lay the context for our work in Section 2, then discuss
prior work and our overall approach in Sections 3 and 4 respec-
tively. We present the design, evaluation and implementation of
FRM in Sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively. Finally, we observe that
FRM represents a more general approach to supporting network-
layer services such as anycast or data-centric routing. We touch on
this and other directions in Section 8.

Our contribution is a new approach to implementing multicast
that we hope would lower the technical barriers to its deployment.
At the same time, our exploration is triggered in part by the sus-
picion that the desirability of multicast too might merit rescrutiny.
We briefly touch on this in the following section.

2. IN DEFENSE OF IP MULTICAST
While we make no claims to understand the “market” for multi-

cast, we observe that many of the applications that originally mo-
tivated the research on multicast have (finally) arrived and would
still be well served by native multicast support.
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One example is massive multiplayer games (MMORPGs) with
reports of 30-100% [8, 9] annual subscription growth and upto 5
million active subscriptions in a year [10]. In these games, a player’s
moves must be propagated to those in its “virtual” vicinity. Cur-
rently, game operators achieve this by deploying multiple servers,
each assigned a region of the virtual world, that relay commu-
nication between players. Thus, for n nodes in a virtual region,
the corresponding server’s bandwidth requirements vary from O(n)
to O(n2) depending on the extent to which timeliness constraints
allow multiple updates to be aggregated [11, 12]. Such scaling
can be problematic and indeed numerous reports cite overloaded
servers affecting the user experience [8, 12].1 In a simple sce-
nario, game operators might use multicast to cut server bandwidth
to between O(1) to O(n). In a more sophisticated scenario, play-
ers might directly multicast updates thus offloading data forward-
ing from servers. In short, IP Multicast can aid game operators
in building more lightweight, and hence ultimately cheaper infras-
tructure.

Another example is the adoption of Internet TV technology [15]
with several providers already in customer trials. These efforts
use IP multicast within their networks but currently rely on pre-
provisioned channels from the content source in to their networks.
Such provisioning allows ISPs to deliver content from major con-
tent providers to their immediate access customers. Supporting
multicast across domains would further allow ISPs to transitively
extend this delivery to more viewers and content providers without
requiring each content provider to partner with individual ISPs.

File-sharing, software updates, RSS dissemination, video con-
ferencing, grids are additional examples of deployed services that
could potentially leverage multicast delivery.

It has been argued however that it is difficult for ISPs to charge
for the use of multicast, leaving them with little incentive for de-
ployment. As Diot et al. observe [3], this has much to do with
the open, available-to-all usage model of earlier research. We as-
sume that ISPs will instead enforce a more closed access model
enabling them to charge for and better control usage (Section 8).
Given a closed usage model, the emergence of ISP hosting services
and IPTV lend hope that viable charging models exist; i.e., ISPs
charge server operators and/or endusers for multicast connectivity.

A rejoinder is that alternate techniques such as source-specific
(SSM) or application-layer multicast can meet the needs of the
above applications. Regarding SSM, we note that multi-source
applications do exist (e.g., game servers exchanging summary up-
dates, P2P, video conferencing) and FRM could support these with
complexity comparable (although different in nature) to SSM. SSM
also loses the rendezvous features of the more general service model;
while difficult to assess precisely, the many uses of a DHT’s indi-
rection capabilities [16–18] and the interest in auto-discovery mech-
anisms that enable opportunistic [19, 20] or configuration-free net-
working [17] suggest that low-level rendezvous might be a broadly
useful feature.

Which leaves us with application-layer solutions. While both
network and application layer solutions offer the benefits of mul-
ticast – efficient multipoint communication and indirection – they
do so with very different tradeoffs. While application layer so-
lutions are less constrained by the operational concerns of ISPs,
scaling these to a global user population with even modest per-user
bandwidth requirements represents a serious investment in band-
width, server resources, and management. For example, the global

1A revealing anecdote is the virtual demonstration in which, to
protest issues with Warcraft’s [13] operators, players overloaded
and crashed operator servers by assembling in one virtual loca-
tion [14].

adoption of IPTV with no support for multicast would require the
ubiquitous deployment of video servers down at the DSLAM level.
Moreover, deployments of such scale are likely beyond the resources
of any single application provider but independent deployments
bring with them non-trivial issues of application-level peering and
interoperability. Network-layer solutions by contrast, allow the de-
ployment of services that scale by augmenting an existing global
ecosystem of infrastructure, services, customers, and peering ar-
rangements. As a deployment vehicle, this can be particularly at-
tractive for general-purpose services such as multicast or rendezvous,
that can serve a variety of applications. The clear downside is that
any evolution to this complex ecosystem is inevitably constrained.

While these tradeoffs are well-recognized, the reputed complex-
ity of IP multicast has had the unfortunate consequence of trans-
forming the debate on the desirability of IP multicast into one of
whether it is strictly necessary to support multicast in routers. By
lowering the complexity of network-layer multicast, we hope in-
stead to revert back to debating its utility. In this context, the above
discussion offers examples of existing applications that stand to
gain from ISP deployment of IP multicast. We conjecture that ulti-
mately both network and application-layer solutions to multicast –
each used as appropriate – have much to offer in the implementa-
tion and scaling of networked applications such as network games,
IPTV, etc. and it would be valuable to leave the door open to both
approaches.

3. FRM: BACKGROUND, APPROACH
IP Multicast offers endhosts a simple abstraction: a host can join

or leave a multicast group G and any host can send to a group G.
As with unicast, the internals of the network provide the founda-
tional packet delivery service atop which richer functionality may
be implemented at endsystems. The multicast routing problem is
thus key to supporting the service model and has been the subject
of much research over the years [4, 21–27]. We start with a brief
review of this literature. In the following, we distinguish between
multicast routing and forwarding – the former to refer to the con-
struction of distribution trees, the latter to the process by which
routers propagate packets.

3.1 Multicast Routing
Deering’s early work defined DVMRP, a broadcast-and-prune

approach in which a packet multicast by a source S is forwarded
towards all endhosts and those that receive unwanted packets send
“prune” messages up the distribution tree toward the source [1,21].
DVMRP constructs efficient shortest-path trees from any source but
scales poorly for which reason it is typically limited to intra-domain
routing.

Another intra-domain protocol is MOSPF, a multicast extension
to unicast OSPF in which a router augments its link state advertise-
ment with the list of groups for which it has local receivers which
allows all routers to compute the shortest path tree from any source
to all receivers. MOSPF is a fairly incremental extension and builds
efficient trees but is limited to networks that run link-state proto-
cols.

Shared tree protocols such as Core-Based Trees (CBT) [22] and
PIM-SM [23] emerged to address the poor scaling of flood-and-
prune tree construction. These protocols associate a special ren-
dezvous point (RP) router that serves as the root of a single tree
shared across all senders for a group. A new receiver sends a JOIN

message along the unicast path towards the group’s RP, instanti-
ating forwarding state at routers along the way. While shared-tree
protocols offer a dramatic improvement in scalability, they give rise
to non-trivial issues regarding the placement and discovery of RPs.
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Perhaps more importantly, the RP is the nerve center that deter-
mines the very availability of a PIM-SM tree and hence ISPs proved
reluctant to depend on RPs run by other ISPs. This led to the devel-
opment of the Multicast Source Discovery Protocol [24] that allows
domains to discover and interconnect multiple RPs in a loose mesh.
To accommodate the incremental deployment of PIM-SM/MSDP,
multi-protocol extensions were introduced in BGP-4 (MBGP) [27].
MSDP has its own scaling problems and was thus originally in-
tended as a temporary measure pending the deployment of a more
scalable inter-domain solution.

BGMP [25] is one such proposal and incorporates many of the
above ideas [25]. BGMP supports source-rooted, shared and bidi-
rectional shared trees. Key to BGMP is the association of a group
to a “home” AS responsible for allocating the group address. A
group’s home AS acts as the domain-level RP for the group’s rout-
ing tree. To map a group to its home AS, BGMP proposes address
advertisement (AAP) [25] that may be used in conjunction with
MASC [28], a dynamic address allocation protocol.

The ever increasing complexity of multicast routing led Hol-
brook et al. [4] to challenge the wisdom of Deering’s service model.
They argued that many large-scale applications only require deliv-
ery from a single, often well-known, source. By exposing the iden-
tity of this source to the endpoints, routing can be greatly simpli-
fied by having receivers just send JOIN messages directly towards
the source, moving RP discovery out of routers. Their Express pro-
tocol (now PIM-SSM) thus proposes a single-source service model
in which a multicast “channel” is identified by both a group (G) and
source (S) IP address. Endhost joins/leaves specify an (S,G)
channel address and only the source S may transmit to a channel.

Holbrook et al’s insight represents a practical compromise that
has done much to further ISP adoption of IP Multicast. The price
is a loss in generality – with SSM, a group address is tied to a
specific endhost IP address and hence the value of multicast as a
network-layer rendezvous mechanism is largely lost. FRM makes a
different compromise – retaining generality and seeking simplicity
by accepting higher bandwidth and (off-the-fast-path) storage costs
at routers.

3.2 Multicast Forwarding
The above centered on efforts to scale multicast routing. Of at

least equal concern is the scalability of multicast forwarding state
within routers. Because group membership need not be topologi-
cally contained, multicast forwarding entries are not easily aggre-
gatable and, left unchecked, forwarding state grows linearly in the
number of groups that pass through a router. Thaler and Hand-
ley [29] propose an interface-centric implementation model appli-
cable to shared-bus router architectures which allows some aggre-
gation. Their implementation model however does not apply to
switched router architectures nor implementations which store for-
warding state as a list of per-group incoming-outgoing interfaces.
Moreover, in the absence of careful address allocation, forwarding
state remains fundamentally linear in the number of active groups
and can hence be non-trivial. Radoslavov [30] proposes “leaky”
aggregation that tradesoff bandwidth for scalability in state while
Briscoe et al. [31] propose a scheme wherein applications coop-
erate to select addresses that aid aggregation. To the best of our
knowledge, none of these schemes have been adopted in common
router implementations.

Discussion. The quest for a satisfactory multicast routing so-
lution thus led down an increasingly tortuous path. Perhaps re-
flective of this is the somewhat daunting list of multicast protocols
found in most commercial routers; e.g., Cisco routers advertise im-
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Figure 1: FRM: group membership and forwarding.

plementations of PIM-SM, PIM-DM, Bidir-PIM, PIM-SSM, Au-
toRP, MBGP, MSDP and IGMP v1,v2,v3 (while still lacking sup-
port for address allocation (MASC/AAP) and scalable inter-domain
(BGMP) protocols!) It is hard, even in retrospect, to cleanly lay the
blame for this abundance of mechanism at the feet of any one prob-
lem or issue as each solution addresses a very real concern. Unfor-
tunately, the complexity of the ensemble greatly raises the barrier
to deployment of a multicast service. Our primary goal with FRM
was thus to provide a “leaner” solution while retaining acceptable
performance. Next, we describe our approach to achieving this.

4. FRM: APPROACH AND TRADEOFFS

4.1 Approach
In the abstract, multicast delivery requires knowledge of: (1)

which end hosts are group members and, (2) how to reach these
member hosts or domains. While most solutions combine these
two components into a single from-the-ground-up protocol, FRM
decouples membership discovery from route discovery. This sep-
aration offers the advantage that, once group members are known,
any source can construct the multicast tree from its unicast routes
to each member host. This is easily done for path-vector or link-
state unicast protocols that reveal the required paths; as we discuss
in Section 8, this approach can also be adapted to distance-vector
protocols.

As stated earlier, we focus on inter-domain routing in which sce-
nario the basic FRM scheme operates as follows: a domain’s BGP
advertisements are augmented with a description of the multicast
groups currently in use within the domain. These adverts are then
propagated as per the normal operation of BGP thereby giving ev-
ery (border) router a description of the groups present in each desti-
nation prefix. To discover the dissemination tree for a group G, the
the border router at the source (denoted Rs) scans its BGP table to
identify those prefixes with members of G. Having thus identified
all destination domains, Rs simply computes the dissemination tree
from the union of the BGP unicast paths to all destination domains.
Rs then forwards a single copy of the packet to each next hop on
this dissemination tree along with an encoding of the subtree each
next hop must in turn forward the packet along.

Figure 1 illustrates this process: A packet multicast to G by host
s arrives at Rs. From their BGP advertisements, Rs learns that pre-
fixes a.b. ∗ .∗, c.d.e.∗, and e. f . ∗ .∗ have members in G and com-
putes the multicast tree from the BGP paths from V to each of the
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above prefixes and forwards one copy of the packet to Q along with
an encoding of the subtree in dashed-line and another copy to U

with an encoding of the subtree in dash-dot-dash style.

4.2 Discussion
To some extent, FRM can be viewed as extending MOSPF to

the inter-domain arena. This extension however is non-trivial be-
cause we do not have a complete network map at the inter-domain
level. The path-vector nature of BGP allows a router to compute
the shortest path(s) from itself to a set of receivers but not from any

source to a set of receivers. This complicates forwarding as a router
that receives a packet has no way of knowing which subset of re-
ceivers it should forward towards since it does not know whether it
lies on the shortest path from the source to those receivers. For ex-
ample, in Figure 1: R1 and R2 both have BGP entries for prefixes
c.d.e.∗ , a.b. ∗ .∗ , and e. f . ∗ .∗, and can hence infer the presence
of group members in these prefixes. However, when R1 receives a
packet from Rs, it has no easy way of knowing not to forward to-
ward e. f .∗ .∗ and likewise R2 towards c.d.e.∗ and a.b.∗ .∗. While
one might employ a limited form of flood-and-prune this raises is-
sues similar to DVMRP in terms of scalability and vulnerability to
dynamics. An alternate option might be to change BGP to a pol-
icy compliant link-state protocol however this represents a major
overhaul of BGP which we avoid. FRM’s forwarding is instead
designed to exploit and live within the constraints of the informa-
tion BGP offers. Finally, we note that while PIM and Express too
leverage existing unicast routes they do so only in forwarding JOIN

messages towards the rendezvous point; packet delivery still relies
on group-specific forwarding state laid down by JOINs.

4.3 Tradeoffs
The core tradeoff FRM makes is to cut down on distributed pro-

tocol mechanism at the cost of demanding more from the internal

capabilities of routers. This offers both advantages and challenges.
On the positive side, we offer the following observations:

Parsimony in protocol mechanism. In terms of protocol
complexity the basic FRM framework requires: (1) extending BGP
to carry group membership information and (2) that an AS on occa-
sion filter some group for a downstream customer AS (for reasons
described in Section 5).

ISP control. Because group membership is explicitly advertised
through BGP, an ISP has ultimate (and easy) control over which
groups its customers subscribe to; e.g., to block an undesired group,
an ISP can simply drop it from its BGP advertisement. FRM also
allows ISP control over sources in its domain as border routers have
knowledge of (and control over!) the destination domains included
in the dissemination tree. As articulated by Holbrook et al., this
assists in source-based charging as an ISP can now infer the traffic
“amplification” due to a multicast transmission.

Ease of configuration. FRM avoids the contentious selection
of RPs and new inter-domain protocols, instead piggybacking mem-
bership state over BGP.

Centralized route construction. In FRM, the multicast tree
is computed in its entirety by the source’s border router using exist-
ing unicast routes. This not only eliminates the need for a separate
multicast routing algorithm but also spares us new routing anoma-
lies [6, 7].

General service model. FRM supports a multi-source service
model with efficient source-rooted trees.

The key challenges FRM faces include:

State requirements. FRM incurs the overhead of advertising
and maintaining group membership. While true for all multicast
protocols, FRM disseminates membership information more widely
than traditional protocols and hence incurs greater overhead. Specif-
ically, group state in FRM is aggregated per destination prefix rather
than on the basis of topology.

Unorthodox packet forwarding. Traditional packet forward-
ing involves a (longest prefix match) lookup on the destination ad-
dress to obtain the next hop along which to send the packet. By
contrast, in FRM, finding the next hop(s) requires that the access
border router scan its entire BGP table and that intermediate nodes
decipher the encoded tree. FRM faces the challenge of achieving
this in a manner that is both scalable and amenable to high-speed
forwarding.

Bandwidth overhead. FRM’s use of what is effectively a form
of multicast source routing incurs additional bandwidth costs.

The remainder of this paper presents the design and evaluation
of a protocol that addresses the above concerns.

5. DESIGN
The design of FRM comprises two (mostly separable) compo-

nents – group membership discovery and multicast packet forward-
ing. This section presents our solutions for each along with a qual-
itative evaluation of their resource requirements. Our design as-
sumes the license to quite significantly modify a router’s inter-
nal operation though we do not modify unicast processing and re-
quire only a modest (and hardware-friendly) upgrade to forwarding
plane. This appears reasonable given vendors’ past willingness to
incorporate new multicast routing into their routers. Our discussion
of the overhead due to packet processing in routers follows standard
assumptions – that high speed forwarding is assisted if packets are
processed entirely on line cards and that the memory and process-
ing available at the route processor may be comparable to high end
machines but is more limited at line cards.

5.1 Advertising Group Membership
To leverage unicast routes, group membership information must

be maintained at the same granularity as unicast routing destina-
tions. For this, FRM augments BGP to include per-prefix group
membership information. A border router augments its BGP ad-
vertisements with a description of the group addresses active – i.e.,
with at least one member host – within its domain. Because simple
enumeration leaves little opportunity for scaling to large numbers
of groups, we encode active group addresses using bloom filters
which allow advertisements to be compressed in a manner that in-
troduces false postives but no false negatives and hence never re-
sults in service being denied to valid group members. The pos-
sibility of false positives however implies that a domain may on
occasion receive traffic for a group it has no interest in. To handle
this, the receiving domain R can either simply drop the unwanted
traffic or, similar to DVMRP, can inform the upstream domain U to
cease forwarding traffic for that particular group. This latter can be
implemented by installing an explicit filter rule at U or by having R

recode its advertisement to U into multiple bloom filters such that
the offending false positive is eliminated. In this paper, we assume
the use of filter rules.

Through the intra-domain multicast protocol (Section 5.3), a bor-
der router discovers which groups are active in its local domain and
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encodes these addresses into a group bloom filter, denoted GRP BF.
The length of a GRP BF is selected by reasoning in terms of the
number of filter entries an AS is allowed by its upstream ASes.
Each false positive results in a filter being installed at the upstream
provider’s network and hence, if an AS is allowed f upstream fil-
ters, then we set its target false positive rate to MIN(1.0, f /(A−G))
where G is the number of groups to be encoded and A is the total
size of the multicast address space. This choice follows from the
observation that a false positive can only be triggered by one of
A−G addresses which improves scalability by allowing for appro-
priately smaller GRP BFs at large G; e.g., a domain with G ∼ A

ought only use a single bit that tells upstream domains to forward
all multicast traffic its way. The filter size L is then computed using
the above false positive rate. For efficient manipulation (compres-
sion, aggregation, expansion), we require that L be a power of two
and assume a well known maximum length Lmax.

A border router then piggybacks GRP BFs on its regular BGP ad-
vertisements. If customer prefixes are aggregated, a corresponding
aggregate GRP BF is computed as the bitwise-OR of the individ-
ual customer GRP BFs . Finally, based on its available memory, a
router can independently choose to compress a GRP BF of length L

by repeated halving wherein the filter is split in two halves that are
then merged by a bitwise-OR. Inversely, a previously compressed
bloom filter can be expanded by repeated concatenation to obtain
the desired length. Of course, both aggregation and compression
result in a corresponding increase in the false positive rate.

Memory requirements. The total memory due to GRP BF state
at a participant border router is on the order of the number of desti-
nation prefixes times the average GRP BF length. This can be non-
trivial – for example, our evaluation in Section 6 estimates GRP BF

memory for 170,000 prefixes and 1 million active groups at ap-
proximately 2 GB. Fortunately, FRM’s forwarding scheme does not
require that GRP BF state be stored in the forwarding tables on in-
dividual line cards and instead places GRP BF state in the BGP RIB
on the route processor. As such, the main impact due to the mem-
ory requirements for GRP BF state is the monetary cost of memory.
At even current memory prices, this should to be a minor increment
to overall router costs [5].

Bandwidth and processing requirements. In keeping with
the incremental nature of BGP, changes in GRP BFs are communi-
cated as deltas and hence the rate of updates depends primarily on
the rate at which groups are added to, or removed from, a GRP BF.
Advertisements are for the domain as a whole and hence require
updating only when the number of group members drops below
one or rises above zero and hence unlikely to fluctuate rapidly, par-
ticularly if withdrawals are damped (as is likely [32]). Moreover,
updates are small – on the order of the number of bloom filter hash
functions for each added/deleted group. In terms of processing,
GRP BF updates, unlike BGP route updates, do not trigger route re-
computations and only rarely require updating the actual forward-
ing tables on line cards (we describe when this is needed in the
following section). Instead, processing GRP BF updates is largely a
matter of updating the BGP RIB in the route processor’s memory.
Thus, both the frequency and processing overhead due to GRP BF

updates should be tractable.

5.2 Multicast Forwarding
FRM processes packets differently at the border router in the

access domain for the source (Rs), and border routers in the transit
core (Rt). We discuss each in turn.

Forwarding on GRP BF state at Rs. A packet multicast by
source s to a group G is delivered via the intra-domain multicast
routing protocol to Rs, the border router in the source’s domain. Rs

scans its BGP RIB, testing each GRP BF entry to identify the des-
tination prefixes with members in G and constructs the AS-level
multicast tree T (G) from the union of the individual AS-level paths
to each member prefix. T (G) can be computed in O(p×d) where p

is the number of prefixes and d the average AS path length. We as-
sume these operations are performed by the route processor where
GRP BF state is stored. While rather expensive, two factors render
this computational complexity manageable. First is simply that, as
an access router, Rs is under less forwarding load (in terms of both
number of groups and total packets) than core routers and is hence
better positioned to absorb this overhead. Second, and more valu-
able, is that Rs can cache, or even precompute, the results of the
lookup so that this computation is only invoked on the first packet
sent to each group. Thus, the complexity of lookups on GRP BF

state is incurred only by access border routers and, even there, only
once for each group with active sources in the local domain.

Forwarding on cached state at Rs. As described above,
Rs caches the results of the initial lookup on a group address G.
Cached forwarding state is indexed by group address and hence
accessed by exact-match lookups. Many well-known techniques
exist for efficient exact-match lookups and we assume that FRM
would employ any of these as appropriate – e.g., CAMs and direct-
memory data structures offer O(1) exact-match lookups while more
compact data structures achieve exact-match lookups in logarith-
mic time [33, 34]. The total memory requirements for cached for-
warding state depends on the number of groups with active sources
within the domain and the per-group forwarding state. The latter of
these depends on the size of the tree T(G) (we enumerate the exact
forwarding state Rs must cache in the discussion on forwarding at
Rt that follows). Our evaluation in Section 6 suggests that this state
could be mostly accommodated in RAM on line cards – for ex-
ample, our evaluation estimates a 400MB cache for a domain that
has simultaneously active sources for 1 million groups [35–37]. If
the memory on line cards cannot accommodate the entire cache,
one might only cache state for high data rate groups on line cards
leaving the route processor to handle forwarding for low data rate
groups. Our implementation achieves this with LRU cache replace-
ment.

In summary, caching replaces the linear scan of the BGP RIB’s
GRP BF state by an exact-match lookup on cached forwarding state
and, if needed, should be mostly achievable in line cards. We note
that Rs maintains per-group forwarding state. However, as men-
tioned earlier, we believe this scaling is reasonable here because
the number of groups (with active sources) in Rs’s domain is likely
lower than in core transit domains. In fact, the intra-domain multi-
cast protocol is likely to impose similar scaling.

Forwarding at Rt. Multicast delivery is now a matter of for-
warding the packet along T (G), the AS-level tree computed by Rs,
with appropriate packet replication at fanout domains. However,
as described in Section 4, Rs cannot simply forward the packet to
each of its next hop ASes on the tree as an interior AS does not
know which subset of destination prefixes it should in turn forward
to. Moreover, such an approach would impose forwarding state
and complexity akin to that at Rs on all routers – a scenario we’ve
argued against. We instead adopt an approach in which Rs commu-
nicates T(G) to intermediate routers. FRM implements this using
a “shim” header above the IP header into which Rs encodes the
edges from T (G). A tree edge from autonomous system A to B is
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State scaling lookup used stored when
at in used

GRP BFs O(|p|.g) linear Rs route per
scan proc. group

cached O(gs.T (gs)) exact Rs line per pkt
GRP BFs match card
encoded AS filter Rt line per pkt

links degree match card

Table 1: FRM: packet processing requirements. |p| is the total

number of prefixes at a BGP router and g the average groups per

prefix. gs is the number of groups with active sources in domain

s and T (gs) the average size of the dissemination trees for groups

with source in s.

assigned the unique label ‘A:B’ and Rs encodes these edge labels
into the shim header it constructs for each of its next hops. Hence,
in Figure 1, Rs would encode ‘Q:P’, ‘P:X’ and ‘P:Y’ in its packets
to R1 and ‘U:Z’ in those to R2. Note that our choice of encoding
edge labels is actually crucial in allowing Rs to disambiguate for-
warding responsibility amongst interior ASes and allows the shim
header inserted at Rs to be carried unchanged all the way to the des-
tination(s) with no updating at intermediate routers (e.g., this would
not be possible were Rs to encode only the AS numbers of nodes in
the tree).

For scalability reasons similar to those discussed in Section 5.1,
we encode the dissemination tree into the shim header using a
bloom filter (denoted TREE BF) and deal with false positives as
described in Section 5.1. However, unlike the GRP BF advertise-
ments, we require that the TREE BF be of fixed length – or one of
a small set of well-known lengths – so as to be amenable to fast
processing in hardware. This raises the issue of picking an appro-
priate TREE BF length. A too small header can lead to high false
positive rates for large groups while a TREE BF length selected to
accommodate even the largest groups would be needlessly wasteful
in the per-packet overhead the shim header imposes. Our solution
instead is the following: we pick a fixed TREE BF size of h bits,
a target false positive rate f and compute e, the number of edges
that can be encoded in h bits while maintaining a false positive rate
≤ f . We then use a standard bin-packing algorithm to decompose
the tree into groups of subtrees such that the number of edges in
each group is less than e. This bin-packing can be computed in a
single (typically partial) pass over T (G). Each group of subtrees is
then encoded into a single shim header and transmitted as a sepa-
rate packet. Note that this approach can cause certain links to see
multiple copies of a single multicast transmission.

The “tax” due to our source-encoded forwarding is thus twofold
(we quantify these in Section 6):

• in its bandwidth consumption, source-encoded forwarding
can be more inefficient than traditional multicast due to the
per-packet shim header and redundant transmissions (on cer-
tain links) for groups too large to be encoded into a single
shim header.

• the per-group forwarding state cached at Rs must now in-
clude the shim header(s). I.e., for each cached group G, Rs

caches the list of next hop ASes and the shim header(s) asso-
ciated with each next hop.

The payoff is highly scalable and efficient packet processing at
intermediate routers – to forward a packet, Rt need only check
which of its AS neighbor edges are encoded in the shim header’s
TREE BF. I.e., if A is Rt’s AS number, then, for each neighbor AS
B, Rt checks whether ‘A:B’ is encoded in the packet’s shim header

in which case it forwards a copy of the packet to B. This offers two
advantages. The first is that Rt ’s “forwarding” state is essentially a
list of its neighbor edges. This state is independent of any partic-
ular group G and hence the number of such forwarding entries at
Rt depends only on its domain’s AS degree. Measurements report
per-domain AS degree distributions ranging from 1 to under 10,000
with a power-law distribution and hence we can expect the number
of forwarding entries at Rt to be low– potentially several orders of
magnitude lower than the number of multicast groups – and easily
accommodated on line cards.

For efficient packet processing, we store neighbor edges in their
encoded representation; i.e., each edge is inserted into, and stored
as, a separate TREE BF bloom filter. The lookup operation at Rt is
then similar to standard filter matching – for each neighbor edge,
Rt checks whether the corresponding bits are set in the packet’s
TREE BF. There are a variety of options by which to implement this
but perhaps the simplest is to use TCAM with the bloom filter for
each neighbor edge stored in one TCAM row and all zero bits set to
the “don’t care” value [40]. With this, all edges can be matched in
parallel with a single TCAM access. Alternately, this state can be
stored in RAM and an edge matched in logarithmic time. Finally,
as mentioned before, the shim header remains unmodified along the
entire path and requires no updating at Rt .

The second advantage to source-encoded forwarding is that, be-
cause the forwarding state at Rt depends only on its (mostly static)
set of AS neighbors, no wide-area protocol mechanism is required
to construct and maintain this state. Source-encoded forwarding
thus achieves sparseness in protocol mechanism and scalable for-
warding state though at the cost of some additional bandwidth and
memory (at Rs) usage.

Table 1 summarizes the state requirements due to FRM. We note
that while FRM tilts the burden of forwarding state and complexity
onto source access domains, this is a not displeasing arrangement
as the benefit of multicasting is greatest at the source (a receiver’s
bandwidth consumption is unchanged with multicast). Finally, we
note that source-encoded forwarding (somewhat unlike IP source
routing) is easily implemented in hardware and selects paths com-
pliant with the policy choices of intermediate ISPs.

5.3 FRM and Intra-domain Protocols
Many of the operational and scaling issues that complicate inter-

domain multicast routing are less acute in the intra-domain scenario
and hence it appears reasonable to retain existing solutions (e.g.,
PIM-SM, DVMRP) at the intra-domain level. These can interface
to FRM in a straightforward manner; e.g., a group’s internal RP
could notify border routers of domain-wide group membership and
packets could be relayed to/from FRM border routers via tunnel-
ing to the RP or by having border routers join groups with active
sources. If desired however, FRM could be extended to the intra-
domain scenario; we briefly discuss this in Section 8.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we use simulation and trace-driven calculation to

estimate the storage and bandwidth overhead due to FRM’s group
membership and forwarding components. Due to space constraints,
we present only key results for likely usage scenarios. a more de-
tailed parameter exploration is presented in [41].

Setup. To relate performance directly to end-user behavior, we
allow U=232−p users in a domain of prefix length p and assume
that each user joins k groups selected using some group popularity
distribution from a total of A simultaneously active groups. Unless
stated otherwise, we model group popularity using a zipfian distri-
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Figure 2: Total GRP-BF storage per border router.

bution akin to the Web [42] and pessimistically assume no locality
in group membership; any locality would only improve scalability.
We use Subramanian et al.’s Oct’04 snapshots of BGP routing ta-
bles and their AS-level topologies annotated with inter-AS peering
relationships [43].

6.1 Group Membership

Memory overhead. Per-prefix GRP BFs are required to store
group membership information. We compute the GRP BF size for a
single prefix as follows: the number of groups advertised per prefix
– denoted G – is the expected number of distinct groups given that
U users each pick k-from-A as per the selected group popularity
distribution and hence the corresponding GRP BF size is the bloom
filter size needed to encode G items for a target false positive rate of
f /(A−G) (recall that f is the target number of filters per prefix).
Then, to estimate the total storage due to GRP BF state at a BGP
router, we use real BGP tables [43] and compute the total storage
per router as the sum of the GRP BF size corresponding to each
prefix entry. Figure 2 plots this total storage for increasing A for
f =10 and k =1, 10, and 100 groups per user.

Overall, we see that the memory required to maintain group
membership state, while not trivial, is very manageable given cur-
rent storage technology and costs. For example, 1 million simul-
taneously active groups and 10 groups per user requires approxi-
mately 3 GB – an amount of memory found today on even user
machines. Moreover, the trend in memory costs should allow FRM
to handle the relatively slower growth in BGP table size.

Bandwidth costs. We use back-of-the-envelope calculations to
show that the bandwidth due to updating group membership is tractable.
Recall that a domain updates its membership for group G only
when the number of members of G within the domain falls to, or
rises above, zero. Moreover, some domain-level damping of group
departures is likely. We thus generously assume a prefix sees a new
group appear or an existing group depart every second. Updates are
conveyed as the set of GRP BF bit positions to be set/reset. Hence
if we assume GRP BFs use 5 hash functions and bit positions are
represented as 24 bit values (in multiples of 256-bytes), then updat-
ing membership for a single prefix requires approximately 15 bytes
per second (Bps). If we assume a router with full BGP routes has
200,000 prefix entries (current reports indicate ∼170,000 FIB en-
tries [44]) then the total bandwidth consumed due to updates would

Group size Ideal multicast FRM per-AS unicast

100 28 28 38
1000 158 159 246

10,000 1000 1012 1962
100,000 4151 4233 9570

1M 8957 9155 21754
10M 15353 15729 39229

Table 2: total-tx: the total number of packet transmissions

for increasing group sizes.

be approximately 3MBps – a small fraction of the bandwidth ca-
pacity at core BGP routers.

The first node to join a group within its prefix/domain incurs
the latency due to inter-domain GRP BF update propagation. (The
latency of subsequent joins is that of an intra-domain join.) Un-
like regular BGP updates, GRP BF updates do not trigger distributed
route recomputations and hence their rate of propagation will likely
be limited primarily by protocol constraints (if any) used to bound
update traffic (as opposed to concerns about routing loops, incon-
sistencies, and the like). Our current prototype limits inter-AS
GRP BF updates to once per second which would lead to a “first-
time” join latency of ∼ 1-6 seconds given current AS path lengths
[44]. Further deployment experience would be required to better
gauge appropriate update intervals.

6.2 Forwarding Overhead

Bandwidth costs. The bandwidth overhead due to FRM for-
warding stems from: (1) the per-packet shim header and, (2) the
redundant transmissions required when subtrees are too large to be
encoded in a single shim header. We assume fixed 100 byte shim
headers and measure the overhead in packets transmitted; our re-
sults extrapolate to different shim header sizes in a straightforward
manner.2

We use two metrics to quantify FRM’s overhead due to redun-
dant transmissions:

• total-tx: the total number of packet transmissions re-
quired to multicast a single packet from the source to all re-
ceivers

• per-link-tx: the number of transmissions per link used
to multicast a single packet from source to all receivers.

To calibrate FRM’s performance, we measure the above for: (1)
“ideal” multicast in which exactly one packet is transmitted along
each edge of the source-rooted tree and, (2) per-AS unicast in which
the source unicasts each member AS individually. This latter can
be achieved using only FRM’s group membership component and
thus represents a simple network layer solution that requires no
multicast-specific forwarding at routers (as does FRM).

Table 2 lists total-tx for increasing group sizes. We see that
for all group sizes, the overall bandwidth consumed by FRM is
very close to that of ideal multicast (between 0-2.4% higher) while
per-AS unicasts can require more than twice the bandwidth of ideal
multicast. As expected, the difference between FRM and ideal mul-
ticast grows with increasing group size due to the multiple shim
headers needed to encode the larger trees.

2100 bytes represents ∼10% overhead on typical data (i.e., non-
ack) packets which appears reasonable. In practice, for greater effi-
ciency, a source might choose from a few well-known shim header
sizes; e.g., we find even 20B headers would suffice for groups of
upto a few thousand.
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Figure 3 plots the CDF of per-link-tx for FRM and per-AS
unicasts for different group sizes (per-link-tx is always one
for ideal multicast). In all cases, over 90% of links see exactly one
transmission per link. However, we see that with per-AS unicasts,
the worst-case per-link-tx can be over 40 for group sizes of
just 1,000 and almost four orders of magnitude greater than ideal
multicast for very large group sizes. FRM’s tree-encoded forward-
ing significantly reduces this overhead as over 99.5% of links see
exactly one transmission and the worst-case per-link-tx (at
10M users) drops to 157 relative to 6950 transmissions for per-AS
unicasts.

We note that this is a stressful scenario – for our trace, 10 mil-
lion users selected with no topologically locality results in every
AS having a group member and is thus equivalent to broadcasting
to the entire Internet. In such cases, FRM’s overhead of ∼ 150
transmissions on a single link might well represent a reasonable
penalty. Nonetheless, we look for techniques to further reduce this
overhead. Examination reveals that the highest per-link-tx

occurs at large ISPs that have both high degree and a large number
of downstream ASes (e.g., ATT, Usenet, Level-3). This leads us
to propose two performance optimizations – one fairly trivial and
another that, while light on mechanism, requires more forwarding
state at core routers.

Optimization#1: no leaves. Here, customer ASes at the leaves
of the dissemination tree are not encoded into the shim header. This
could be acceptable because a provider AS that receives traffic for
a group G can easily determine which of its immediate customer
ASes have advertised membership in G and forward traffic appro-
priately. Now however, a multi-homed customer AS may on occa-
sion receive traffic from more than one upstream provider. In this
case the customer AS can, as in the event of a false positive, push
filter requests to the provider sending it unwanted traffic. From fig-
ure 4, we see that this improves the worst-case transmissions per
link by approximately an order of magnitude.

Optimization#2: aggregate links. If the number of tree
edges from an AS A is a large fraction of either A’s total edges
(nbrthresh) or the total edges per packet (pktthresh), then the en-
coding router Rs replaces the edges from A by an aggregate edge
‘A:∗’ that tells A to forward the received packet on all outgoing
edges. Figure 4 plots the transmissions per link for nbrthresh =
pktthresh = 0.5 while Table 3 reports the worst-case transmissions
per links for different nbrthresh and pktthresh.3 We see that the use
of aggregate links can allow FRM to match optimal multicast.

Aggregate links implicitly include non-tree edges. To avoid A
sending packets out along non-tree edges, when A receives a packet
matching ‘A:∗’, it forwards the packet to a neighbor B only if the
packet also matches ‘B:X’ for some X, neighbor of B. This requires
that A know of B’s edges that lie on the path from A to various des-
tinations. Fortunately, this information is locally available from A’s

3We note that the parameters (nbrthresh and pktthresh) do not re-
quire to be globally consistent and are instead selected indepen-
dently by Rs. Moreover, the effectiveness of a particular parame-
ter choice is immediately evident when decomposing the tree and
hence Rs can experiment with a few parameter choices to achieve a
target overhead.
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Figure 6: Cache size for increasing A, the number of groups with

active sources in a domain.

BGP table and can hence be obtained with no additional protocol
mechanism but requires that A store additional AS edges in its for-
warding table. To control this increase, A can maintain 2-hop edges
for only a few neighbors and indicate these through (for example)
a flag associated with a BGP path it advertises. In our tests, we
assume an AS maintains 2-hop edges for only its customers and
measure the corresponding increase in forwarding state.

In summary, for very large groups, aggregate edges can improve
the efficiency FRM to match optimal multicast at the cost of ad-
ditional forwarding state but little new mechanism (specifically, an
additional BGP flag attribute, a new conditional clause in the tree
decomposition at Rs and an additional matching rule in the forward-
ing at transit Rt routers).

Storage costs. The forwarding state at a core router Rt is made
up of its AS neighbor edges and hence the number of forwarding
entries at Rt is the AS degree of its domain. The use of aggregate
links adds additional 2-hop edges to the forwarding table. Figure 5
plots the cummulative distribution of the number of forwarding en-
tries per AS for both basic FRM, and FRM using aggregate edges.
We see that the power-law AS degree distributions means that the
vast majority of ASes have remarkably small forwarding tables –
in all cases, over 90% have less than 10 entries. We also see that
for most ASes the number of forwarding entries is unchanged by
the use of aggregate edges. The worst-case number of entries how-
ever increases from approximately 2,400 without aggregate links to
14,071 with aggregate links. While a significant relative increase,
this is still a small number of forwarding entries in the absolute.
The corresponding memory requirements can be computed as the
number of entries times the size of the bloom filter (recall we store
each edge as a bloom filter). With 100 byte bloom filters, this gives
a worst-case forwarding table of 2,400 entries, ∼ 240KB for FRM
and 14,071 entries, 1.4MB for FRM with aggregate edges both of
which can be comfortably accommodated with current TCAM us-
age [37, 45].

The forwarding state at the source’s border router Rs consists
of the cached shim header(s) for those groups with active sources
within the domain. To compute the amount of cached state, we as-
sign a domain a total of A groups with active sources and assume,
as before, that users join each group based on a zipfian group pop-
ularity distribution and enforce a minimum group size (of all 8 do-
mains) to avoid empty groups. For each resultant group size, we

nbrthresh ⇒ 0.1 0.25 0.5 0.75
pktthresh ⇓

0.1 1 1 2 2
0.25 1 2 2 3
0.5 1 2 2 6

Table 3: Worst-case transmissions per (AS) link with aggregate

links and different nbrthresh and pktthresh.
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Figure 7: Software architecture of the FRM prototype

compute the corresponding number of shim headers as above. Fig-
ure 6 plots the cache size for increasing A. If we assume on the
order of several hundred megabytes of RAM on line cards, then we
see that Rs could support line-card-only forwarding for upto several
hundred thousand groups and over a million groups using the above
optimizations. The initial sub-linear scaling trend is because cache
requirements for highly popular groups dominate the initial cache
size while the later linear scaling reflects our limit on the minimum
group size. We note that our tests are stressful in that groups 1-25
all have over 10 million users; i.e., every domain has 25 groups
with sources simultaneously multicasting the entire Internet.

In summary, caching should allow source border routers to han-
dle forwarding in the line cards for at least several hundred thou-
sand groups.

7. IMPLEMENTATION
We have built a prototype FRM router that runs under the Linux

operating system using the eXtensible Open Router Platform (XORP)
[46]. Figure 7 illustrates the overall structure of the FRM pro-
totype. A Linux kernel module implements the FRM forwarding
plane and a user-level component manages group membership state
and propagates membership updates to neighboring ASes. The
user-level module runs in the execution context of the XORP BGP
daemon (xorp bgp) and communicates with the kernel-side FRM
module via the Linux netlink mechanism. At kernel level, the
FRMHdrCache table caches forwarding state for groups that have
sources in the router’s local domain while the BGPPeerTable

holds the encoded AS edges used to forward transit packets. The
GRP BFs are stored in the BGP RIB in XORP. Our prototype cur-
rently lacks support for interfacing FRM to intra-domain multicast
routing protocols; instead, as an interim mechanism, we maintain
a local table (LocalGrpMembers) that stores the IP addresses
of local group members. A more scalable implementation might,
for example, store the IP address of the group’s local RP. We mod-
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ify the designated router (DR) side of the IGMP implementation
to insert/remove shim headers. Endhosts are thus unchanged and
FRM routers only update shim headers. Our impementation adds
3500 lines of code to the Linux kernel and 1900 lines to the BGP
daemon.

7.1 Packet Processing
The kernel delivers incoming multicast packets to the FRM mod-

ule. If the source address indicates that the packet originated in the
router’s local domain, then we first check for forwarding state in
the FRMHdrCache cache.

Source domain: cache miss. In the event of a cache miss,
the kernel upcalls to xorp bgp to request the multicast tree for
the packet’s destination group. xorp bgp responds with a set of
structures of the form ASx : SubTreex, where ASx is the AS number
of a direct child node and SubTreex is a list of edges in the subtree
at ASx. The kernel parses the daemon’s response and constructs the
FRM shim headers for every ASx.

Our shim header consists of 32 control bits, followed by the
TREE BF. The first 4 control bits hold the number of bloom filter
hash functions, followed by 4 bits for the length of the TREE BF in
multiples of 16 bytes. The next 16 bits carry a checksum computed
over the shim header; the last 8 bits are currently left for future
protocol extensions.

Once the headers are computed, a copy of the packet is made for
each ASx, its shim header updated appropriately, and then sent out.
We use an auxiliary data structure (BGPPeerTable) in the kernel
to map from the AS number of a BGP peer to its corresponding
next-hop IP address. Finally, we add the destination group address
and the set of shim headers for each ASx into FRMHdrCache. The
FRMHdrCache cache is indexed by group address and uses a basic
LRU replacement scheme.

Source domain: cache hit. In the event of a cache hit, pro-
cessing is simple – a copy of the packet is made for each ASx entry
associated with the destination group, the packet’s shim header is
updated with the appropriate shim header, and the packet sent to
ASx.

Transit domain processing. If the packet did not originate in
the router’s local domain, processing is straightforward: we decre-
ment the IP TTL, update the IP checksum and finally traverse the
BGPPeerTable checking for the presence of the edge denoted
‘ASlocal : ASx’ in the packet’s FRM header. If present, we forward
a copy of the packet to the next-hop address for ASx. As the last
step,a copy of the packet is sent to every local member listed in the
LocalGrpMembers table.

We measure the forwarding latency for the above code paths.
Our measurements were performed on a 1.8GHz IBM Thinkpad
with 1GB RAM running FRM under Linux RedHat 9, kernel level
2.4.20-8. Table 4 lists the forwarding time for packets that hit in
the FRMHdrCache cache under increasing fanout (i.e., outgoing
copies) for different payload sizes. Relative to unmodified Linux,
FRM exhibits similar scaling behavior but is always slower in the
absolute. Examination reveals this is primarily because our FRM
implementation incurs one additional buffer copy for every packet
sent – in standard multicast, an identical copy of the packet is sent
to all outgoing next hops while generates a distinct copy of the
packet (with appropriate shim header) for every neighbor and hence
replicates the original buffer.

To measure the forwarding time for packets that suffer a cache

Fanout Linux mcast FRM FRM FRM
1-byte pkts 1-byte 128-bytes 1024 bytes

1 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.2
128 25.4 64.8 76.2 89.5
256 50.7 132.5 154.2 177.5
512 101.2 262.7 308.6 351.4

Table 4: Forwarding time (in µsecs) at Rs when the group is in

FRMHdrCache.

#entries 117519 29296 7300 1831 471 0
in tree

proc. time 303.2 124.8 89.1 74.5 68.3 65.8

Table 5: Forwarding time (in milliseconds) at Rs when the group

is not in FRMHdrCache. Packets are 512 bytes.

miss, we populate the RIB with an Oct’04 snapshot of a BGP table
with 117519 prefix entries and initialize a fraction of prefixes to in-
dicate membership in the packet’s destination group. Table 5 lists
the forwading time for an increasing number of prefixes included
in the tree. We see that, in the worst case where every prefix has
a group member, it takes approximately 303.2 ms to forward the
packet. Further investigation revealed this time is dominated by the
cost of the BGP RIB scan. Although clearly expensive, we do not
view the processing latencies of cache misses as cause for concern
due to two reasons: First, these measured latencies are entirely de-
pendent on the processor speed and other hardware characteristics
of the router which is, in our case, a uniprocessor IBM Thinkpad.
In reality, header construction can be parallelized and optimized on
SMPs. Second, this latency is only incurred on the first packet sent
to a group, and can be rendered even more infrequent by avoiding
cache misses through pre-computation and an appropriate choice
of the cache size.

Finally, Table 6 lists the forwarding latency for transit pack-
ets for different tree fanout values and different sizes of the table
BGPPeerTable. We observe that transit forwarding is efficient
and only marginally more expensive than a cache hit at the source
router for the same tree fanout. As with source forwarding, the
processing time scales linearly with the number of outgoing packet
copies. As expected (given our software implementation) the re-
sults are linearly dependent on the domain’s AS degree though
TCAM would avoid this.

In summary, the design of FRM admits a straightforward imple-
mentation of the cache hit and transit forwarding code paths that
achieve efficiency comparable to that of the native kernel forward-
ing. For cache misses, we believe a combination of hardware and
software optimizations, along with a sufficient cache memory al-
lotment can make the performance impact of misses negligible but
an exploration and evaluation of performance optimizations merits
further study, particularly in the context of realistic router forward-
ing engines.

Fanout ⇒ 1 32 128 256 512 1024
AS deg. ⇓

1 7.6
32 10.9 38.8
128 17.0 43.8 127.1
256 27.7 54.5 137.1 220.7
512 45.6 73.5 159.4 248.8 402.2

1024 81.4 113.4 204.5 308.0 465.2 748.7

Table 6: Forwarding time (in µsecs) at Rt for 512-byte packets.
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7.2 Advertising group membership changes
An endhost’s IGMP reports are delivered to its designated router

(DR). In our current implementation, we modify DRs to relay these
reports directly to the source FRM router Rs which updates its
LocalGrpMembers table. We define a new optional transitive
path attribute FRM UPDATE for communicating incremental group
membership changes and FRM GRP BF for the initial transfer of
GRP BFs at the start of a peering session.

To avoid a full scan of FRMHdrCache, we use an auxiliary data
structure that efficiently resolves a bit position into a set of pointers
to cached groups associated with that bit.

In our evaluations, the processing cost of an update message for a
single group activation event that modifies 6 bits in the membership
Bloom filter and invalidates a single FRMHdrCache entry (with
1024 entires present in the cache) requires total processing time of
18.6 µsec. It takes 0.34 µsec to update the Bloom filter and 18.33
µsec to perform the invalidation.

Finally, to test FRM end-to-end, we set up a local testbed of
4 interconnected FRM routers, with 2 Windows desktops running
unmodified VAT [47] that connect to our FRM network via our
modified DRs. We observed packet delivery from the VAT source
to receivers demonstrating that FRM can forward packets end-to-
end using legacy endhost stacks and applications.

8. DISCUSSION:

Usage model. It is likely that a multicast service deployed to-
day, would not adopt an open usage model. We speculate on possi-
ble usage models but stress that issues of address allocation, access
control and charging merit much greater scrutiny than we can pro-
vide here.

ISPs might control use of multicast at two levels – per-user and
per-group. The first determines whether a user is allowed to send
and/or receive multicast traffic (independent of which groups). As
with unicast connectivity, users sign up with their local ISP for mul-
ticast service and the local ISP handles access control and charging
of users. ISPs might distinguish between service offerings that al-
low users to both send and receive traffic from those that only allow
a user to receive multicast traffic. For senders, ISPs might choose
to charge based in proportion to the group size or include limits on
the (AS-level) group size in the service agreement. FRM assists
ISPs in this regard as it allows the access provider to accurately
compute and control the extent of the dissemination tree.

Access control at the group level controls which group addresses
are routable. ISPs might each be allocated a portion of the mul-
ticast address space and, to create a group, a user must explicitly
obtain an address from some ISP. The role of the allocating ISP is
merely to legitimize the group and does not constrain membership
of the group in any way. ISPs only route group addresses that can
be proven to have been legitimately allocated by a recognizable ISP.
For this, an allocating ISP signs the group address with its private
key; group members may retrieve this signature via the same chan-
nel (e.g., DNS) used to discover the group address and can present
the signature to its local ISP when it joins and/or sends to a group.
To verify signatures, ISPs use the signing ISP’s public key which
can be disseminated along with an ISP’s BGP adverts. Allocation
of a group address can be associated with a fee and a lease period
allowing prices to be driven by demand.

The above serves to limit service to legitimate users and legit-
imate groups but does not attempt to regulate which users are al-
lowed access to which groups. We conjecture that this may be a
tractable level of control for ISPs to implement while leaving more

fine-grained access control to be handled by applications as per
their (different) needs. At the same time, the above access con-
trol schemes could accommodate some extensions for more fine-
grained control; e.g., a user’s service contract could limit the groups
it may join or the allocating ISP’s signature could include a list of
authorized sender IP addresses.

Finally, while the above assumes ISPs control address allocation,
this is not strictly required as FRM imposes no structural restric-
tions on the allocation and use of group addresses.

Attacks on the FRM protocol. With the above, malicious at-
tempts to trigger frequent GRP BF would be limited to legit groups
which should make it harder to cause domain-wide fluctuations in
membership. Moreover, this is tantamount to a user attacking its
local ISP which increases attacker exposure. The same is true for
malicious users that send to many different (valid) groups so as
to burden routers with the more expensive tree construction opera-
tions.

Intra-domain FRM. FRM may be applied unmodified within
domains that run link-state protocols. For domains with distance-
vector-based protocols, FRM requires modification to work in the
absence of complete path information. For this, we could encode
destination nodes, as opposed to tree edges, in the shim header. As
mentioned in section 5 this would require that intermediate routers
repartition the set of encoded leaves to avoid duplicate forwarding
though the results of this could be cached.

Relative to running intra-domain link-state MOSPF, FRM’s source-
encoded forwarding reduces the state and computational load at in-
termediate routers but requires a shim header. Admittedly, these
are modest advantages and hence replacing intra-domain MOSPF
by FRM would more likely be motivated by a desire for unifor-
mity in intra and inter-domain solutions. Relative to intra-domain
PIM-SM, FRM avoids the need to configure RPs.

Other routing services. As FRM makes no use of hierarchical
address allocation or aggregation, its implementation represents a
fairly general abstraction – subscription to, and location of – flat
identifiers and could thus be applied to more general routing ser-
vices such as IP layer anycast, data-centric or name-based routing.
The main difference is that multicast requires matching all sub-
scriptions while the above require matching any. The only impli-
cation to our design is that false positives would be undesirable; a
simple solution would be to instead, enumerate subscriptions or use
compression that admits only false negatives.

9. CONCLUSION
FRM represents a different approach to implementing multicast.

It is simpler in the wide area (no distributed tree construction), eas-
ier to configure (no need to place RPs), and allows providers to
work within the familiar BGP framework to handle inter-provider
issues. These features come at a cost of reduced efficiency and
greater demands on border routers; a tradeoff that we believe is
worth exploring given technology trends.

FRM tackles a purely technical barrier to deployment and other
barriers do exist. However, given the growing adoption of Internet
broadcasting, massively multiplayer games, and other networked
applications we conjecture the time may be right to revisit IP mul-
ticast and re-evaluate its chances.
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ABSTRACT

Fast-growing Internet applications like streaming media and tele-
phony prefer timeliness to reliability, making TCP a poor fit. Un-
fortunately, UDP, the natural alternative, lacks congestion con-
trol. High-bandwidth UDP applications must implement congestion
control themselves—a difficult task—or risk rendering congested
networks unusable. We set out to ease the safe deployment of these
applications by designing a congestion-controlled unreliable trans-

port protocol. The outcome, the Datagram Congestion Control Pro-
tocol or DCCP, adds to a UDP-like foundation the minimum mech-
anisms necessary to support congestion control. We thought those
mechanisms would resemble TCP’s, but without reliability and, es-
pecially, cumulative acknowledgements, we had to reconsider al-
most every aspect of TCP’s design. The resulting protocol sheds
light on how congestion control interacts with unreliable transport,
how modern network constraints impact protocol design, and how
TCP’s reliable bytestream semantics intertwine with its other mech-
anisms, including congestion control.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:

C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols; C.2.6 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Internet-
working—Standards (e.g., TCP/IP)

General Terms: Design, Standardization

Keywords: DCCP, congestion control, transport protocols, unre-
liable transfer, streaming media, Internet telephony, TCP

1 INTRODUCTION

Selecting the right set of functionality for a network protocol is sub-
tle and touches on issues of modularity, efficiency, flexibility, and
fate-sharing. One of the best examples of getting this right is the
split of the original ARPAnet NCP functionality into TCP and IP.
We might argue about a few details, such as whether the port num-
bers should have been in IP rather than TCP, but the original func-
tional decomposition looks remarkably good even 25 years later.
The key omission from both TCP and IP was congestion control,
which was retrofitted to TCP, the main bandwidth consumer, in
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1988 [22]. Protocols other than TCP were appropriately left alone:
TCP congestion control curbs the bandwidth usage of long-lived
sessions, such as file transfers, and is bound up with TCP’s flow
control and reliable bytestream semantics; the TCP congestion con-
trol mechanisms are thus irrelevant for connectionless, unreliable
applications such as DNS over UDP.

However, recent years have seen a large increase in applica-
tions using UDP for long-lived flows. These applications, which in-
clude streaming media, Internet telephony, videoconferencing, and
games, all share a preference for timeliness over reliability. That
is, given a chance to retransmit an old packet or to transmit a new
packet, they often choose the new packet. By the time the old packet
arrived, it would have been useless anyway: in media applications,
users often prefer bursts of static to choppy rebuffering delay; in
games, only the latest position information matters. TCP’s reliable
bytestream delivery can introduce arbitrary delay and cannot be told
to forget old data. An unreliable protocol is clearly more like what
these applications want.

Applications generally do not want to implement TCP-friendly
congestion control themselves. This is not only because conges-
tion control can constrain performance, but also because properly
implementing congestion control is very hard, as the long history
of buggy TCP implementations makes clear [33, 34]. Applications
might be willing to subject themselves to congestion control, not
least for the good of the network, as long as it was easy to use and
met their needs. A modular congestion control framework would
also make it easier to develop new applications, and to deploy con-
gestion control advances across many applications at once.

After analyzing several alternatives [17], and motivated mostly
by keeping the basic API as simple as UDP’s, we set out to de-
sign a new transport protocol providing a congestion-controlled
flow of unreliable datagrams. The goal was a simple, minimal
protocol upon which other higher-level protocols could be built—
UDP, plus just those mechanisms necessary to support conges-
tion control. The result, the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
(DCCP) [14, 18, 24], is currently an IETF Proposed Standard.

We expected the design process to run smoothly: after all, unre-
liability is simpler to provide than reliability, so surely unreliable
congestion control would be no harder to provide than reliable con-
gestion control. That naive expectation was wrong, and a proto-
col that should have been simple to design was not so simple after
all. The development process helped us appreciate the ways TCP’s
reliability, acknowledgement, flow control, and congestion control
mechanisms intertwine into an apparently seamless whole. In par-
ticular, DCCP’s lack of retransmissions and cumulative acknowl-
edgements forced us to rethink almost every issue involving packet
sequencing. Of course, TCP appears seamless only when you ig-
nore its extensive evolution, and we still believe that an unreliable
protocol’s simpler semantics form a better base for layering func-
tionality. We therefore discuss many of the issues we faced in de-
signing a modern transport protocol, including some that the TCP
designers did not face as squarely, such as robustness against attack.
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Related Work In the early days of Internet multimedia the re-
search community naturally assumed that congestion control would
be an integral part of UDP applications, although much of this work
targeted multicast [11, 29]. In the end, commercial software ven-
dors focused on unicast and omitted congestion control. Recently,
applications such as Skype [41] have started to perform coarse-
grained congestion adaptation to allow the use of higher quality
codecs when bandwidth permits, but not in a form that encourages
interoperability.

Systems such as Time-lined TCP [32] retrofit some support for
time-sensitive data onto TCP, but do so using a specific deadline-
based policy. Real applications often have more complex policies.
For example, application-level messages may have different levels
of importance and there may be interdependencies between them,
the canonical example being MPEG’s key frames (I-frames) and
incremental frames (B/P-frames).

SCTP supports multiple datagram streams in a single connec-
tion [46]. This improves timeliness for some applications, since
missing packets from one stream do not delay packets from
any other stream. Nevertheless, SCTP’s reliability, like TCP’s,
can introduce arbitrary delay. A partial reliability extension, PR-
SCTP [45], attempts to overcome this by allowing a sender to
explicitly abandon outstanding messages. This requires at least a
round-trip time; the suggested API resembles Time-lined TCP’s.

Another approach is to provide congestion control at a layer be-
low TCP or UDP, as with the Congestion Manager [3, 6]. While this
may have benefits for TCP, the benefits for unreliable UDP applica-
tions are less clear. These applications must provide their own pro-
tocol mechanisms to detect and acknowledge losses. This informa-
tion is then fed to the Congestion Manager, which determines when
the application can send. The necessarily tight coupling between
feedback style and the congestion control algorithm makes this
module breakdown rather unnatural. For example, adding smoother
rate-based algorithms such as TFRC [16] to the Congestion Man-
ager (as an alternative to the basic abruptly-changing AIMD al-
gorithm) would require different feedback from the receiver; this
would then require a new kernel API to supply the necessary feed-
back to the new Congestion Manager module.

Related work on architectural and technical issues in the de-
velopment of new transport protocols includes papers on SCTP,
RTP [39], RTSP [38], and UDP-Lite [26]. A peripherally related
body of research on the development of new congestion control
mechanisms for high-bandwidth environments, or with more ex-
plicit feedback from routers, highlights the need to be flexible to
accommodate future innovation.

2 APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Any protocol designed to serve a specific group of applications
should consider what those applications are likely to need, although
this needs to be balanced carefully against a desire to be future-
proof and general.

One of DCCP’s target applications is Internet telephony. Interac-
tive speech codecs act like constant-bit-rate sources, sending a fixed
number of frames per second. Users are extremely sensitive to delay
and quality fluctuation—even more so than to bursts of static—so
retransmissions are often useless: the receiver will have passed the
playback point before the retransmission arrives. Quick adaptation
to available bandwidth is neither necessary nor desired; telephony
demands a slower congestion response. The data rate is changed by
adjusting the size of each compressed audio frame, either by ad-
justing codec parameters or by switching codecs altogether. At the
extreme, some speech codecs can compress 20 ms of audio down
to 64 bits of payload. (The packet rate, however, is harder to adjust,

as buffering multiple frames per packet causes audible delay.) Such
small payloads pressure the transport layer to reduce its own header
overhead, which becomes a significant contributor to connection
bandwidth. A codec may also save bandwidth by sending no data
during the silence periods when no one is talking, but expects to im-
mediately return to its full rate as soon as speech resumes. Many of
these issues are common to interactive videoconferencing as well,
although that involves much higher bandwidth.

Streaming media introduces a different set of tradeoffs. Unlike
interactive media, several seconds of buffer can be used to mask
some rate variation, but since users prefer temporary video artifacts
to frequent rebuffering, even streaming media generally prefers
timeliness to absolute reliability. Video encoding standards often
lead to application datagrams of widely varying size. For exam-
ple, MPEG’s key frames are many times larger than its incremental
frames. An encoder may thus generate packets at a fixed rate, but
with orders-of-magnitude size variation.

Finally, interactive games use unreliable transport to communi-
cate position information and the like. Since they can quickly make
use of available bandwidth, games may prefer a TCP-like sawtooth
congestion response to the slower response desired by multimedia.

Since retransmissions are not necessarily useful for these time-
sensitive applications, they have a great deal to gain from the use of
Explicit Congestion Notification [35], which lets congested routers
mark packets instead of dropping them. However, ECN capability
must only be turned on for flows that react to congestion, which
requires a negotiation between the two endpoints to establish. Most
of these applications currently use UDP, but UDP’s lack of explicit
connection setup and teardown presents unpleasant difficulties to
network address translators and firewalls and complicates session
establishment protocols such as SIP. Any new protocol should im-
prove on UDP’s friendliness to middleboxes.

2.1 Goals

Considering these requirements, the evolution of modern transport,
and our desire for protocol generality and minimality, we eventually
arrived at the following primary goals for DCCP’s functionality.

1. Minimalism. We prefer a protocol minimal in both function-
ality and mechanism. Minimal functionality means that, in line with
the end-to-end argument and prior successful transport protocols in
the TCP/IP suite, DCCP should not provide functionality that can
successfully be layered above it by the application or an intermedi-
ate library. This helped determine what to leave out of the protocol;
for instance, applications can easily layer multiple streams of data
over a single unreliable connection. Minimal mechanism means that
DCCP’s core protocol features should be few in number, but rich in
implication. Rather than solve protocol problems one at a time, we
prefer to design more general mechanisms, such as the details of
sequence numbering, that can solve several problems at once. We
intended to design a simple protocol, but there are many kinds of
simplicity: minimal mechanism defines the type of simplicity we
sought in DCCP. Minimal mechanism also helps us achieve a sec-
ondary goal, namely minimal (or at least small) header size. To be
adopted for small-packet applications such as Internet telephony,
DCCP headers should be reasonably compact even in the absence of
header compression techniques. For example, eight bytes is unac-
ceptable overhead for reporting a one-bit ECN Nonce. Header over-
head isn’t critical for well-connected hosts, but we want to support
DCCP on ill-connected, low-powered devices such as cell phones.

2. Robustness. The network ecosystem has grown rich and
strange since the basic TCP/IP protocols were designed. A modern
protocol must behave robustly in the presence of attackers as well
as network address translators, firewalls, and other middleboxes.
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First, DCCP should be robust against data injection, connection clo-
sure, and denial-of-service attacks. Robustness does not, however,
require cryptographic guarantees; as in TCP, we considered it suffi-
cient to protect against third-party attacks where the attacker cannot

guess valid connection sequence numbers [31]. If initial sequence
numbers are chosen sufficiently randomly [8], attackers must snoop
data packets to achieve any reasonable probability of success. How-
ever, we found a number of subtleties in applying sequence number
security to an unreliable protocol; security conflicts directly with
some of our other goals, requiring a search for reasonable middle
ground. Middlebox robustness and transparency led us to introduce
explicit connection setup and teardown, which ease the implemen-
tation burden on firewalls and NATs, and required the disciplined
separation of network-level information from transport informa-
tion. For example, our mobility design never includes network ad-
dresses in packet payloads or cryptographically-signed data.

3. A framework for modern congestion control. DCCP should
support many applications, including some whose needs differ rad-
ically from file transfer (telephony, streaming media). To attract de-
velopers, DCCP should aim to meet application needs as much as
possible without grossly violating TCP friendliness. Clearly DCCP
should support all the features of modern TCP congestion con-
trol, including selective acknowledgements, explicit congestion no-
tification (ECN), acknowledgement verification, and so forth, as
well as obvious extensions hard to port to TCP, such as conges-
tion control of acknowledgements. More importantly, congestion
control algorithms continue to evolve to better support application
needs. DCCP should encourage this evolution. Applications can
thus choose among varieties of congestion control: DCCP provides
a framework for implementing congestion control, not a single fixed
algorithm. Currently, the choice is between TCP-like, whose saw-
tooth rates quickly utilize available bandwidth, and TFRC [16],
which achieves a steadier long-term rate. In future, DCCP will
support experimentation with new congestion control mechanisms,
from low-speed TFRC variants to more radical changes such as
XCP [23]. Each of these variants may require different acknowl-
edgement mechanisms; for instance, TFRC’s acknowledgements
are much more parsimonious than TCP’s. Thus, DCCP supports
a range of acknowledgement types, depending on the selected con-
gestion control method.

Another aspect concerns challenging links where loss and cor-
ruption unrelated to congestion are common, such as cellular and
wireless technologies. Although there is no wide agreement on how
non-congestion loss and corruption should affect send rates, DCCP
should allow endpoints to declare when appropriate that packets
were lost for reasons unrelated to network congestion, and even to
declare that delivery of corrupt data is preferred to loss.

4. Self-sufficiency. DCCP should provide applications with an
API as simple as that of UDP. Thus, as in TCP, a DCCP imple-
mentation should be able to manage congestion control without ap-
plication aid. DCCP receivers must detect congestion events with-
out application intervention; DCCP senders must calculate and en-
force fair sending rates without application cooperation. Further-
more, congestion control parameters must be negotiated in-band.

5. Support timing–reliability tradeoffs. Any API for sending
DCCP packets will support some buffering, allowing the operating
system to smooth out scheduling bumps. However, when the buffer
overflows—the application’s send rate is more than congestion con-
trol allows—a smart application may want to decide exactly which
packets should be sent. Some packets might be more valuable than
others (audio data might be preferred to video, for example), or
newer packets preferred to older ones. DCCP should support not
only naive applications, but also advanced applications that want
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Figure 1: DCCP packet exchange overview.

fine-grained control over buffers and other tradeoffs between tim-
ing and reliability.

2.2 Deliberate omissions

Any design is determined as much by what is left out as by what is
included. During the lengthy DCCP design process, many sugges-
tions were made to add functionality; most did not make the cut. In
some cases it is interesting to note why not.

Flow control. In a reliable protocol it makes no sense to trans-
mit packets that the receiver may discard. However, timing-critical
applications may, under some circumstances, be unable to avoid do-
ing so. Receivers may prefer to drop old data from their buffers in
favor of new data as it arrives, or may prefer an application-specific
policy difficult to express at the transport level. Flow control is also
nontrivial to get right: likely-mistaken flow control limits have been
observed to lower peak transfer rates [1, 48]. Thus, we decided that
DCCP should not impose any flow control limitation separate from
congestion control. This essentially extends support for timing–
reliability tradeoffs to its logical endpoint. Of course, optional flow
control could easily be layered on top of DCCP if desired.

Selective reliability. Prioritizing timeliness over reliability does
not preclude retransmitting data, so long as the retransmissions
reach the receiver in time. Transport-layer selective reliability might
be convenient for applications, but we’ve found no obviously
preferable API for identifying those datagrams that should be re-
transmitted; retransmission deadlines [32], maximum retransmis-
sion counts, and buffer-based strategies all have advantages and dis-
advantages. Since retransmissions are easily layered above DCCP,
selective reliability was left out of the protocol itself for now.

Streams. SCTP [46] provides applications with a stream abstrac-
tion: sub-connection flows with independent sequence spaces. The
benefit is that head-of-line blocking between streams is eliminated.
For an unreliable protocol, though, there is no blocking problem,
as neither reliable nor in-order delivery is guaranteed. It is trivial to
layer streams over DCCP where they are required.

Multicast. It would have been nice to support multi-party deliv-
ery in DCCP, but there doesn’t appear to be any simple common
ground between the different possible uses of multicast, let alone
between unicast and multicast. None of the main DCCP mecha-
nisms, be it connection setup, acknowledgements, or even conges-
tion control, apply naturally to multicast, and even among multicast
applications one size does not fit all [21]. We resisted the temptation
to generalize beyond what we believed we could do well.

3 DCCP OVERVIEW

DCCP is a unicast, connection-oriented protocol with bidirectional
data flow. Connections start and end with three-way handshakes, as
shown in Figure 1; datagrams begin with the 16-byte generic header
shown in Figure 2. The Port fields resemble those in TCP and UDP.
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Data Offset measures the offset, in words, to the start of packet data.
Since this field is 8 bits long, a DCCP header can contain more than
1000 bytes of option. The Type field gives the type of packet, and is
somewhat analogous to parts of the TCP flags field. The names in
Figure 1 correspond to packet types, of which DCCP specifies ten.
Many packet types require additional information after the generic
header, but before options begin; this design choice avoids clut-
tering the universal header with infrequently-used fields. Even the
acknowledgement number is optional, potentially reducing header
overhead for unidirectional flows of data. There are no equivalents
to TCP’s receive window and urgent pointer fields or its PUSH and
URG flags, and TCP has no equivalent to CCVal (Section 6.2) or
CsCov/Checksum Coverage (Section 6.5). Sequence and acknowl-
edgement numbers are 48 bits long, although some packet types
also permit a compact form to be used (see Section 4.5).

4 SEQUENCE NUMBERS

DCCP’s congestion control methods are modularly separated from
its core, allowing each application to choose a method it prefers.
The core itself is largely focused on connection management—
setup, teardown, synchronization, feature negotiation, and so forth.

The simplicity of this core functionality turned out to be a dis-
tinctly mixed blessing. TCP, for example, is able to simplify some
aspects of connection management by leveraging the very seman-
tics of reliability that it aims to provide. TCP’s flow control means
that two live endpoints always remain synchronized, and TCP’s re-
liability means a single cumulative acknowledgement number suf-
fices to describe a stream’s state. More generally, TCP combines re-
liability, conciseness of acknowledgement, and bytestream seman-
tics in a tightly unified whole; when we tried to separate those prop-
erties, its mechanisms fell apart. Sometimes the solutions we de-
veloped in response seem as simple as TCP’s and sometimes they
don’t, but they are almost always different.

DCCP’s core connection management features all depend on
the most fundamental tool available, namely sequence numbers.
We now know to consider sequence numbers carefully: seemingly
small changes to sequence number semantics have far-reaching ef-
fects, changing everything up to the protocol state machine. The in-
terlocking issues surrounding sequence numbers collectively form
the most surprising source of complexity in DCCP’s design, so we
explore them in some depth.

4.1 TCP sequence numbers

TCP uses 32-bit sequence numbers representing application data
bytes. Each packet carries a sequence number, or seqno, and a cu-
mulative acknowledgement number, or ackno.

A cumulative ackno indicates that all sequence numbers up to,
but not including, that ackno have been received. The receiver guar-
antees that, absent a crash or application intervention, it will de-
liver the corresponding data to the application. Thus, the ackno
succinctly summarizes the entire history of a connection. This suc-
cinctness comes at a price, however: the ackno provides no infor-
mation about whether later data was received. Several interlocking
algorithms, including fast retransmit, fast recovery, NewReno, and
limited transmit [5], help avoid redundant retransmissions by infer-
ring or tentatively assuming that data has been received. Such as-
sumptions can be avoided if the sender is told exactly what data was
received, a more explicit approach implemented by TCP selective
acknowledgements (SACK) [10].

TCP sequence numbers generally correspond to individual bytes
of application data, and variables measured in sequence numbers,
such as receive and congestion windows, use units of data bytes.
Thus, an endpoint may acknowledge part of a packet’s contents
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Sequence Number (low bits)
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Figure 2: DCCP packet header. The generic header (a) begins every
DCCP datagram. Individual packet types may add additional informa-
tion, such as (b) an acknowledgement number. The packet header is
followed by DCCP options, then payload; payload starts Data Offset
words into the datagram.

(for instance, when a sender overflows the receiver’s receive win-
dow), although this happens rarely in practice and may indicate an
attempt to subvert congestion control [37]. TCP’s congestion con-
trol algorithms generally operate on these byte-oriented variables in
units of the expected packet size, which can lead to anomalies [2].

TCP connections contain other features that must be acknowl-
edged, including connection setup and teardown, timestamps, ECN
reports, and optional features like SACK. Connection setup and
teardown is handled elegantly: SYN and FIN bits occupy sequence
space, and are thus covered by the ackno. Each other feature,
though, needs its own acknowledgement mechanism. Each time-
stamp option contains an acknowledgement; a TCP header bit
(CWR) acknowledges ECN congestion reports; support for optional
features is acknowledged via options like SACK-Permitted.

Pure acknowledgements, which contain neither data nor SYN or
FIN bits, do not occupy sequence space, and thus cannot be ac-
knowledged conventionally. As a result, TCP cannot easily evalu-
ate the loss rate for pure acknowledgements or detect or react to
reverse-path congestion, except as far as high acknowledgement
loss rates reduce the forward path’s rate as well.

4.2 DCCP sequence numbers

DCCP must be able to detect loss without application support.
Inevitably, then, DCCP headers must include sequence numbers.
Those sequence numbers should measure datagrams, not bytes,
since in accordance with the principles of Application Layer Fram-
ing [13], unreliable applications generally send and receive data-
grams rather than portions of a byte stream. This also simplifies the
expression of congestion control algorithms, which generally work
in units of packets. (Some care is required to calculate congestion
control using the average packet size.)

What, though, should be done with packets that don’t carry ap-
plication data? DCCP’s goals include applying congestion control
to acknowledgements, negotiating congestion control features in
band, and supporting explicit connection setup and teardown. The
first goal requires detecting acknowledgement loss; the second re-
quires acknowledging each feature negotiation. A single minimal-
ist choice, motivated by TCP’s inclusion of SYN and FIN in se-
quence space, seemed to address all three goals at once: In DCCP,
every packet, including pure acknowledgements, occupies sequence
space and uses a new sequence number.

This choice had several unintended consequences. (For exam-
ple, a single sequence space now contains both data packets and
acknowledgements. Often this should be separated: TCP does not
reduce a sender’s rate when an acknowledgement it sends is lost,
so neither should DCCP.) The obvious TCP-like choice would have
been to assign pure acknowledgements the same sequence num-
bers as preceding data packets; only connection handshakes and
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Figure 3: Recovering synchronization after bursts of loss.

data would gain new sequence numbers. Of course, feature nego-
tiation and connection synchronization would then require ad hoc
acknowledgement mechanisms. Another alternative would be to in-
troduce a secondary sequence number space for non-data packets.
In the end, though, we believe that despite its warts, the minimalist
path we chose is as simple as or simpler than these alternatives.

Most DCCP packets carry an acknowledgement number as well
as a sequence number. This led to another critical design deci-
sion: To which packet should the ackno correspond? Cumulative ac-
knowledgements don’t make sense in an unreliable protocol where
the transport layer never retransmits data. DCCP’s ackno thus re-
ports the latest packet received, rather than the earliest not received.
This decision, which still seems inevitable, has tremendous conse-
quences, since without a cumulative acknowledgement, there is no
succinct summary of a connection’s history. Additional congestion
control-specific options provide information about packets preced-
ing the ackno. The most detailed option, Ack Vector, reports ex-
actly which packets were received, and exactly which packets were
received ECN-marked, using a run-length-encoded byte array; each
Ack Vector byte represents up to 64 packets.

4.3 Synchronization

When a TCP connection is interrupted by network failure, its probe
packets are retransmissions, and use expected sequence numbers.
But in retransmissionless DCCP, each packet sent during an outage
uses a new sequence number. When connectivity is restored, each
endpoint might have reached a sequence number wildly different
from what the other expects. Thus, large bursts of loss can force
endpoints out of sync, a problem surprisingly difficult to solve.

We cannot eliminate expected-sequence-number windows, as
they are the main line of defense protecting connections from attack
(see Section 4.6). Instead, DCCP supports explicit synchronization.
An endpoint receiving an unexpected sequence or acknowledge-
ment number sends a Sync packet asking its partner to validate
that sequence number. (TCP in this situation would send a reset.)
The other endpoint processes the Sync and replies with a SyncAck
packet. When the original endpoint receives a SyncAck with a valid
ackno, it updates its expected sequence number windows based on
that SyncAck’s seqno; see Figure 3(a) for an example.

Some early versions of this mechanism synchronized using exist-
ing packet types, namely pure acknowledgements. However, mutu-

ally unsynchronized endpoints can never resync in such a design, as
there is no way to distinguish normal out-of-sync traffic from resyn-
chronization attempts—both types of packet have either an unex-
pected seqno or an unexpected ackno. We considered using special
options to get back into sync, but endpoints would have to partially
parse options on possibly-invalid packets, a troublesome require-
ment. We considered preventing endpoints from sending data when
they were at risk of getting out of sync, but this seemed fragile,
imposed an artificial flow control limitation, and, since even probe

packets occupy sequence space, would not have helped. Explicit
synchronization with unique packet types seems now like the only
working solution.

The details are nevertheless subtle, and formal modeling re-
vealed problems even late in the process. For example, consider the
ackno on a Sync packet. In the normal case, this ackno should equal
the seqno of the out-of-range packet, allowing the other endpoint to
recognize the ackno as in its expected range. However, the situation
is different when the out-of-range packet is a Reset, since after a
Reset the other endpoint is closed. If a Reset had a bogus sequence
number (due maybe to an old segment), and the resulting Sync
echoed that bogus sequence number, then the endpoints would trade
Syncs and Resets until the Reset’s sequence number rose into the
expected sequence number window (Figure 3(b)). Instead, a Sync
sent in response to a Reset must set its ackno to the seqno of the
latest valid packet received; this allows the closed endpoint to jump
directly into the expected sequence number window (Figure 3(c)).
As another example, an endpoint in the initial REQUEST state—
after sending the connection-opening Request packet, but before
receiving the Response—responds to Sync packets with Reset, not
SyncAck. This helps clean up half-open connections, where one
endpoint closes and reopens a connection without the other end-
point’s realizing.

TCP senders’ natural fallback to the known-synchronized cumu-
lative ackno trivially avoids many of these problems, although sub-
tlety is still required to deal with half-open connections.

4.4 Acknowledgements

A TCP acknowledgement requires only a bounded amount of
state, namely the cumulative ackno. Although other SACK state
may be stored, that state is naturally pruned by successful re-
transmissions. On the other hand, a DCCP acknowledgement con-
tains potentially unbounded state. Ack Vector options can report
every packet back to the beginning of the connection, bounded
only by the maximum header space allocated for options. Since
there are no retransmissions, the receiver—the endpoint reporting
these acknowledgements—needs explicit help to prune this state.
Thus, pure acknowledgements must occasionally be acknowledged.

Specifically, the sender must occasionally acknowledge its receipt
of an acknowledgement packet; at that point, the receiver can dis-
card the corresponding acknowledgement information.

We seem to be entering an infinite regression—must acknowl-
edgements of acknowledgements themselves be acknowledged?
Luckily, no: an acknowledgement number indicating that a particu-
lar acknowledgement was received suffices to clean up state at the
receiver, and this, being a single sequence number, uses bounded
state at the sender. Furthermore, some types of acknowledgements
use bounded state, and thus never need to be acknowledged.

Unreliability also affects the semantics of acknowledgement. In
DCCP, an acknowledgement never guarantees that a packet’s data
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Figure 4: DCCP header with short sequence numbers. See also Fig. 2.

will be delivered to the application. This supports trading off time-
liness against reliability (Goal 5). Consider a streaming media re-
ceiver that prefers new data to old. If the receiver blocks for a while,
it may find on resuming computation that more packets are locally
enqueued than it can handle in the allotted time. It is desirable for
the application, as part of the timeliness–reliability tradeoff, to be
able to drop the old data.

For many reasons, however, this data should have been acknowl-
edged already. Acknowledging packets only on application delivery
would distort round-trip time measurements and unacceptably de-
lay option processing; acknowledgement options should, for con-
gestion control purposes, report only losses and marks that hap-
pened in the network proper. To avoid muddying the semantics, we
separate these concerns at the expense of a little efficiency. DCCP
acknos and acknowledgement options report header acknowledge-
ment: a packet was received, processed, and found valid, its options
were processed, and its data was enqueued for possible future de-
livery to the application. A separate option called Data Dropped
indicates when an acknowledged packet’s data was not delivered—
for example, when that data was dropped in the receive buffer.

4.5 Sequence number length

How big should the sequence space be? Short sequence numbers
lead to smaller headers, less bandwidth, and less endpoint state.
On the other hand, they wrap more frequently—that is, long-lived
connections must quickly reuse sequence numbers, running the risk
that old delayed packets might be accepted as new—and make con-
nections more vulnerable to attack.

TCP’s 32-bit per-byte sequence numbers already have wrapping
problems at gigabit network speeds (a problem addressed by the
timestamp option). Despite this, DCCP originally used short 24-bit
sequence numbers. We reasoned that fast connections would favor
fewer large packets over many small packets, leaving packet rates
low. This was, of course, a mistake. A datagram protocol cannot
force its users to use large packet sizes, but absent packet length
restrictions, 24 bits are too few: a 10 Gb/s flow of 1500-byte packets
will send 224 packets in just 20 seconds.

We considered several solutions. The header could be rear-
ranged, albeit painfully, to allow 32-bit sequence numbers, but this
doesn’t provide enough cushion to avoid the issue. TCP’s time-
stamp option is a bad model—verbose, complex, and still vulnera-
ble to attack. Even a more concise and consistent timestamp would
force implementations to parse the options area before determining
whether the packet had a valid sequence number.

The simplest and best solution was simply to lengthen sequence
numbers to 48 bits (64 would have crowded out other header fields).
A connection using 1500-byte packets would have to send more
than 14 petabits a second before wrapping 48-bit sequence numbers
unsafely fast (that is, in under 2 minutes).

However, forcing the resulting overhead on all packets was con-
sidered unacceptable; consider speech codecs, in which 8-byte pay-
loads are not atypical. Endpoints should be able to choose between
short and long sequence numbers.

The solution, once found, was relatively clean. Although DCCP
sequence numbers are 48 bits long, some packet types may leave
off the upper 24 bits (Figure 4). The receiver will infer those bits’
values using an expected 48-bit sequence number. The following
procedure takes a 24-bit value s and an expected sequence number
r and returns s’s 48-bit extension. It includes two types of compari-
son, absolute (written <) and circular mod 224 (written ©<).

rlow := r mod 224; rhigh := ⌊r/224⌋;

if (rlow ©< s < rlow) // s incremented past 224 −1

return ((rhigh +1) mod 224)×224 + s;
else if (s ©< rlow < s) // s decremented past 0 (reordering)

return ((rhigh +224 −1) mod 224)×224 + s;
else

return rhigh ×224 + s;

Connection initiation, synchronization, and teardown packets al-
ways use 48-bit sequence numbers. This ensures that the endpoints
agree on sequence numbers’ full values, and greatly reduces the
probability of success for some serious attacks. But data and ac-
knowledgement packets—exactly those packets that will make up
the bulk of the connection—may, if the endpoints approve, use 24-
bit sequence numbers instead, trading maximum speed and incre-
mental attack robustness for lower overhead. Although a single se-
quence number length would be cleaner, we feel the short sequence
number mechanism is one of DCCP’s more successful features.
Good control over overhead is provided at moderate complexity
cost without opening the protocol unduly to attack.

4.6 Robustness against attack

Robustness against attack is now a primary protocol design goal.
Attackers should find it no easier to violate a new protocol’s con-
nection integrity—by closing a connection, injecting data, moving a
connection to another address, and so forth—than to violate TCP’s
connection integrity. Unfortunately, this is not a high bar.

TCP guarantees sequence number security. Successful connec-
tion attacks require that the attacker know (1) each endpoint’s ad-
dress and port and (2) valid sequence numbers for each endpoint.
Assuming initial sequence numbers are chosen well (that is, ran-
domly) [8], reliably guessing sequence numbers requires snoop-
ing on traffic. Snooping also suffices: any eavesdropper can eas-
ily attack a TCP connection [31]. Applications desiring protection
against snooping attacks must use some form of cryptography, such
as IPsec or TCP’s MD5 option.

Of course, a non-snooping attacker can always try their luck at
guessing sequence numbers. If an attacker sends N attack pack-
ets distributed evenly over a space of L sequence numbers (the
best strategy), then the probability that one of these attack pack-
ets will hit a window W sequence numbers wide is WN/L; if the
attacker must guess both a sequence number and an acknowledge-
ment number, with validity windows W1 and W2, the success proba-
bility is W1W2N/L2. In TCP, data injection attacks require guessing
both sequence and acknowledgement numbers, but connection re-
set attacks are easier—a SYN packet will cause connection reset
if its sequence number falls within the relevant window. (A simi-
lar, recently-publicized attack with RST packets is somewhat eas-
ier to defend against.) Recent measurements report a median ad-
vertised window of approximately 32 kB [30]; with W = 32768
bytes, this attack will succeed with more than 50% probability when
N = 65536. This isn’t very high, and as networks grow faster, re-
ceive window widths are keeping pace, leading to easier attacks.

DCCP’s 48-bit sequence numbers and support for explicit syn-
chronization make reset attacks much harder to execute. For exam-
ple, DCCP is immune to TCP’s SYN attack; if a Request packet
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hits the sequence window of an active connection, the receiving
endpoint simply responds with a Sync. The easiest reset-like attack
is to send a Sync packet with random sequence and acknowledge-
ment numbers. If the ackno by chance hits the relevant window,
the receiver will update its other window to the attacker’s random
sequence number. In many cases another round of synchronization
with the true endpoint will restore connectivity, but lucky attacks
will lead to long-term loss of connectivity, since the attacked end-
point will think all of its true partner’s packets are old. But even
given a large window of W = 2000 packets (nearly 3 MB worth of
1500-byte packets), an attacker must send more than 1011 packets
to get 50% chance of success.

Unfortunately, the goal of reducing overhead conflicts with se-
curity. DCCP Data packets may use 24-bit sequence numbers, and
contain no acknowledgement number. As a result, it is quite easy to
inject data into a connection that allows 24-bit sequence numbers:
given the default window of W = 100 packets, an attacker must send
N ≈ 83000 Data packets to get 50% chance of success. An appli-
cation can reduce this risk simply by not asking for short sequence
numbers, and data injection attacks seem less dangerous than con-
nection reset attacks; the attacker doesn’t know where in the stream
their data will appear, and DCCP applications must already deal
with loss (and, potentially, corruption).

Unless we are careful, though, data injection might cause con-
nection reset. For example, certain invalid options might cause the
receiver to reset the connection; an injected Data packet might in-
clude such an option. Several aspects of the protocol were modi-
fied to prevent this kind of attack escalation. At this point, no Data
packet, no matter how malformed its header or options, should
cause a DCCP implementation to reset the connection, or to per-
form transport-level operations that might eventually lead to reset-
ting the connection. For instance, many options must be ignored
when found on a Data packet. In retrospect, these modifications ac-
cord with the TCP Robustness Principle, “be conservative in what
you send, and liberal in what you accept”. Although careful validity
checking with harsh consequences for deviations may seem appro-
priate for a hostile network environment, attackers can exploit that
checking to cause denial-of-service attacks. It is better to keep to
the principle and ignore any deviations that attackers might cause.

4.7 Summary and discussion

Congestion control requires loss detection, which in turn requires
sequence numbers. An unreliable protocol uses application data
units, so DCCP sequence numbers name packets rather than bytes.
Several reasons, including our preference for minimal mechanism,
led us to assign every packet a new sequence number.

The semantics of acknowledgement are very different for an un-
reliable protocol than for TCP, as there is no succinct equivalent to
TCP’s cumulative ackno. DCCP acknowledges the most recently re-

ceived packet. Options such as Ack Vector indicate precisely which
packets have been received; some such options may grow with-
out bound, requiring that acknowledgements be acknowledged from
time to time.

Providing robustness via sequence number validity checks is
harder for an unreliable protocol, since absent flow control, the
two endpoints can get out of sync. DCCP thus provides an explicit

synchronization mechanism. This has some advantages even over
TCP’s design, since unexpected events can trigger synchronization
rather than connection reset.

Long sequence numbers are preferred to short ones, since they
cleanly avoid wrapping issues and frustrate attack, but where space
is at a premium, short sequence numbers can be extended to long
ones on the fly. Care should be taken to ensure that any easily-
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Figure 5: (a) An A-to-B half-connection and (b) a B-to-A half-
connection combine into (c) a full connection with piggybacked data
and acknowledgements.

attacked points in the protocol, such as opportunities for data in-
jection, cannot escalate to denial-of-service attacks.

Not all comparisons between TCP sequence numbers and
DCCP-style unreliable, packet-oriented sequence numbers come
out in favor of TCP. For example, TCP’s bytestream sequence num-
bers make it ambiguous whether an acknowledgement refers to a
packet or its retransmission, which has led to a cottage industry in
acknowledgement disambiguation and recovery from spurious re-
transmissions [27, 36].

5 CONNECTION MANAGEMENT

This section describes DCCP properties, including several with in-
teresting differences from TCP, that do not directly concern se-
quence numbers.

5.1 Asymmetric communication

DCCP, like TCP, provides a single bidirectional connection: data
and acknowledgements flow in both directions. However, many
DCCP applications will have fundamentally asymmetric data flow.
For example, in streaming media almost all data flows from server
to client; after the initial connection setup, the client’s packets are
all acknowledgements.

TCP devolves naturally into unidirectional communication.
Since TCP acknowledgements occupy no sequence space, it is nei-
ther useful nor possible to acknowledge them; since data retrans-
missions clean up old ack state, a unidirectional TCP flow in which
all data has been acknowledged occupies minimal state on both end-
points. We aim for a similar property from DCCP: a DCCP connec-
tion with unidirectional data flow should spend little time, space, or
bandwidth on the inactive direction. In a bidirectional DCCP con-
nection, however, each endpoint may need to keep detailed SACK-
like acknowledgement information about its partner’s data packets.
When data flows unidirectionally, this overhead is largely a waste
for the inactive direction. If B is sending only acknowledgements
to A, then A should acknowledge B’s packets only as necessary to
clear B’s acknowledgement state; these acks-of-acks are minimal
and need not contain detailed loss reports (Section 4.4).

To solve these issues cleanly, DCCP logically divides each con-
nection into two half-connections. A half-connection consists of
data packets from one endpoint plus the corresponding acknowl-
edgements from the other. When communication is bidirectional,
both half-connections are active, and acknowledgements can of-
ten be piggybacked on data packets (Figure 5). The format for ac-
knowledgements is determined by the governing half-connection’s
congestion control method, which might for example require de-
tailed Ack Vector information. But a half-connection that has sent
no data packets for some time (0.2 seconds or 2 RTTs, whichever is
greater), and that has no outstanding acknowledgements, is said to
be quiescent. There is no need to send acknowledgements on a qui-
escent half-connection. When the B-to-A half-connection goes qui-
escent (B stops sending data), A can also stop acknowledging B’s
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packets, except as necessary to prune B’s acknowledgement state.

Half-connections turned out to be an extremely useful abstrac-
tion for managing connection state. It makes sense conceptually
and in the implementation to group information related to a data
stream with information about its reverse path. DCCP runs with
this idea: each half-connection has an independent set of variables
and features, including a congestion control method. Thus, a sin-
gle DCCP connection could consist of two TFRC half-connections
with different parameters, or even one half-connection using TCP-
like congestion control and one using TFRC.

5.2 Feature negotiation

DCCP’s connection endpoints must agree on a set of parameters,
the most obvious of which is the choice of congestion control meth-
ods the connection should use. Both endpoints have capabilities—
the mechanisms they implement—and application requirements—
the mechanisms the application would prefer. Since the application
cannot be relied upon to negotiate agreement, negotiation must take
place in band. TCP has a similar problem, applying at least to ECN,
SACK, window scaling, and timestamps, which it solves ad hoc
with different options or bits in each case. The resulting complexity
would only grow in an unreliable protocol. Therefore, in DCCP we
built in a single general-purpose mechanism for reliably negotiating
the values of features. A feature is simply a per-endpoint property
on whose value both endpoints must agree. Examples include each
half-connection’s congestion control mechanism, and whether or
not short sequence numbers are allowed.

Feature negotiation involves two option types: Change options
open feature negotiation, and Confirm options, which are sent in
response, name the new values. Change options are retransmitted
as necessary for reliability. Each feature negotiation takes place in
a single option exchange; our initial design involved multiple back-
and-forth rounds, but this proved fragile. A single exchange isn’t
overly constraining, since complex preferences can be described in
the options themselves. Change and Confirm options can contain
preference lists, which the endpoints analyze to find a best match.

With hindsight, generic reliable feature negotiation has allowed
us to easily add additional functionality without needing to consider
interactions between feature negotiation, congestion control, relia-
bility, and the differing acknowledgement styles required by each
congestion control mechanism.

5.3 Mobility and multihoming

Mobility and multihoming, which cut across the network and trans-
port layers, are different from most functionality in that they can-
not be layered on top of an unreliable protocol. Mobility could
be implemented entirely at the network layer, as with Mobile IP,
but choosing the transport layer has advantages [42]: the transport
layer is naturally aware of address shifting, so its congestion control
mechanism can respond appropriately, and transport-layer mobility
avoids triangle routing issues. We were thus directed to develop a
mobility and multihoming mechanism for DCCP.

Happily, mobility and multihoming are among the few cases
where unreliability makes a problem easier. Reliable transport must
maintain in-order delivery even across multiple addresses. As a con-
sequence, changing a connection’s address set requires tight inte-
gration with the transport layer [42]. Unreliable transport, however,
doesn’t guarantee in-order delivery, or any delivery at all, and coor-
dination can therefore be quite loose. DCCP’s mobility and multi-
homing mechanism simply joins a set of component connections,
each of which may have different endpoint addresses, ports, se-
quence numbers, and even connection features, into a single session
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Figure 6: Shutdown handshakes push Time-Wait state to the client.

entity. This is done in the simplest possible way: to add a new ad-
dress, an endpoint opens a new DCCP connection, including in its
Request an option for attaching to an existing session. This means
that most DCCP and middlebox code can treat component connec-
tions as independent; for instance, each connection has its own con-
gestion control state. The only code that differs involves the socket
layer, where transport interacts with the application. Most transport
state is unique per component connection, but all components in
a session share a single socket. Data written to the socket can be
distributed arbitrarily among component connections, and data re-
ceived from any component connection is enqueued on the shared
socket. This design resembles previous work on session-layer mo-
bility management [25, 43], but thanks to unreliability, we can add
multihoming support while simplifying the basic abstractions.

The mobility and multihoming mechanism also prevents connec-
tion hijacking, where an attacker moves one endpoint of a victim’s
connection to its own IP address. We reason that hijacking is fun-
damentally more serious than data injection or connection reset, so
hijacking should be prevented even when the attacker can passively

snoop the connection. Thus, the DCCP options that manage ses-
sions are protected against forgery and replay by nonces and digital
signatures. Of course, an on-path active attacker, such as a compro-
mised router, can still hijack a connection with or without mobility.

5.4 Denial-of-service attacks

In a transport-level denial-of-service attack, an attacker tries to
break a victim’s network stack by overwhelming it with data or
calculations. For example, the attacker might send thousands of
TCP SYN packets from fake (or real) addresses, filling up the vic-
tim’s memory with useless half-open connections. Generally these
attacks are executed against servers rather than clients. Any mod-
ern transport protocol must be designed from the outset to resist
such attacks, which may even involve changes to the design of the
protocol state machine itself.

The basic strategy is to push state to the client whenever possi-
ble. In DCCP, for example, a server responding to a Request packet
can encapsulate all of its connection state into an Init Cookie op-
tion, which the client must echo when it completes the three-way
handshake. Like TCP’s SYN cookies [9] and SCTP’s initializa-
tion cookies [46], this lets the server avoid keeping any informa-
tion about half-open connections; unlike SYN cookies, which were
retrofitted, Init Cookies can encapsulate lots of state. Another state-
holding issue occurs during connection shutdown where, as with
TCP, Time-Wait state needs to remain at an endpoint for at least two
minutes to prevent confusion in case the network delivers packets
late. Unlike TCP, DCCP servers can shift Time-Wait state onto will-
ing clients. This is accomplished by introducing asymmetry into the
shutdown state machine. All DCCP connections end with a single
Reset packet, and only the receiver of that Reset packet holds Time-
Wait state. Normal connections end with a Close–Reset handshake,
but the server (and only the server) can initiate shutdown with a
CloseReq packet, which effectively asks the client to accept Time-
Wait state (Figure 6).
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DCCP also allows rate limits whenever an attacker might force
an endpoint to do work. For example, there are optional rate limits
on the generation of Reset and Sync packets. Finally, as described
above, the DCCP state machine itself and the explicit synchroniza-
tion mechanism have both been engineered to resist blind reset at-
tacks on existing connections.

5.5 Formal modeling

The initial DCCP design was completed without benefit of formal
modeling. As our work progressed, however, we made use of a
semi-formal exhaustive state search tool and two formal tools, a la-
beled transition system (LTSA, [28]) model and an independently-
developed colored Petri net (CPN) model from the University of
South Australia [47]. These tools, and particularly the colored Petri
net model, were extremely useful, revealing several subtle problems
in the protocol as we had initially specified it.

The most important tool was simply shifting from reasoning
via state diagrams to detailed pseudocode that defined how pack-
ets should be processed. The resulting precision revealed several
places where our design could lead to deadlock, livelock, or other
confusion. An ad hoc exhaustive state space exploration tool was
then developed to verify that the pseudocode worked as expected;
examining its output led to further refinements, especially to the
mechanism for recovering from half-open connections. The LTSA
model—which included states, packets, timers, and a network with
loss and duplication, but not sequence numbers—was used to more
formally examine the specification for progress and deadlock free-
dom. It found a deadlock in connection initiation, which we fixed.
The CPN model went into more depth, in particular by including
sequence numbers, with impressive results. This model found the
half-open connection recovery problem described in Figure 3(b), a
similar problem with connections in Time-Wait state, and a problem
with the short-sequence-number extension code in Section 4.5 (we
initially forgot reordering). These problems involved chatter, rather
than deadlock: a connection would eventually recover, but only af-
ter sending many messages and causing the verification tool’s gen-
eralized state space to explode in size. Thus, as the protocol im-
proved the verifier ran more quickly!

Our experience with formal modeling was quite positive, espe-
cially combined with clear explanation in pseudocode. Next time,
we would seek out modeling experts earlier in the design process.

6 CONGESTION CONTROL

As a congestion control framework, DCCP gives the application a
choice of congestion control mechanisms. Some applications might
prefer TFRC congestion control, avoiding TCP’s abrupt halving of
the sending rate in response to congestion, while others might pre-
fer a more aggressive TCP-like probing for available bandwidth.
The choice is made via Congestion Control IDs (CCIDs), which
name standardized congestion control mechanisms. A connection’s
CCIDs are negotiated at connection startup. This section describes
the two CCIDs that have currently been developed, congestion con-
trol issues exposed by DCCP’s target applications that remain to be
solved, and more general problems relating to congestion control,
including misbehaving receivers and non-congestion loss.

6.1 CCID 2: TCP-like Congestion Control

DCCP’s CCID 2 provides a TCP-like congestion control mecha-
nism, including the corresponding abrupt rate changes and ability to
take advantage of rapid fluctuations in available bandwidth. CCID 2
acknowledgements use the Ack Vector option, which is essentially
a version of TCP’s SACK. Its congestion control algorithms like-
wise follow those of SACK TCP, and maintain similar variables: a

congestion window “cwnd”, a slow-start threshold, and an estimate
of the number of data packets outstanding [10].

One difference from TCP is CCID 2’s reaction to reverse-path
congestion. TCP doesn’t enforce any congestion control on ac-
knowledgements, except trivially via flow control. This is simul-
taneously too harsh and not harsh enough: high reverse-path con-
gestion slows down the forward path, and medium reverse-path
congestion may not even be detected, although it can be particu-
larly important for bandwidth-asymmetric networks or packet ra-
dio subnetworks [7]. Modern protocols should ideally detect and
act on reverse-path congestion. Thus, CCID 2 maintains a feature
called Ack Ratio that controls the rough ratio of data packets per
acknowledgement. TCP-like delayed-ack behavior is provided by
the default Ack Ratio of two. As a CCID 2 sender detects lost ac-
knowledgements, it manipulates the Ack Ratio so as to reduce the
acknowledgement rate in a very roughly TCP-friendly way.

Ack Ratio is an integer. To reduce ack load, it is set to at least
two for a congestion window of four or more packets. However, to
ensure that feedback is sufficiently timely, it is capped at cwnd/2,
rounded up. Within these constraints, the sender changes Ack Ratio
as follows. Let R equal the current Ack Ratio.

• For each congestion window of data where at least one of the
corresponding acks was lost or marked, R is doubled;

• For each cwnd/(R2 − R) consecutive congestion windows of
data whose acks were not lost or marked, R is decreased by 1.

This second formula comes from wanting to increase the number
of acks per congestion window, namely cwnd/R, by one for every
congestion-free window that passes. However, since R is an inte-
ger, we instead find a k so that, after k congestion-free windows,
cwnd/R+k = cwnd/(R−1).

6.2 CCID 3: TFRC Congestion Control

TFRC congestion control in DCCP’s CCID 3 uses a different ap-
proach. Instead of a congestion window, a TFRC sender uses a
sending rate. The receiver sends feedback to the sender roughly
once per round-trip time reporting the loss event rate it is currently
observing. The sender uses this loss event rate to determine its send-
ing rate; if no feedback is received for several round-trip times, the
sender halves its rate.

This is reasonably straightforward, and does not require reliable
delivery of feedback packets, as long as the sender trusts the re-
ceiver’s reports of the loss event rate. Since acknowledgements are
so limited—to one per round-trip time—there is no need for ac-
knowledgement congestion control. However, a mere loss event rate
is ripe for abuse by misbehaving receivers. Thus, CCID 3 requires
instead that the receiver report a set of loss intervals, the quantities
from which TFRC calculates a loss event rate. Each loss interval
contains a maximal tail of non-dropped, non-marked packets. The
Loss Intervals option reports each tail’s ECN nonce echo, allowing
the sender to verify the acknowledgement; see Section 6.4 below.
The receiver need never report more than the nine most recent Loss
Intervals. Since this bounds acknowledgement state, CCID 3 ac-
knowledgements need not be acknowledged. Loss Intervals resem-
bles TCP’s SACK option even more closely than does Ack Vec-
tor, except that unlike SACK, Loss Intervals can group several dis-
tinct losses into a single range representing a congestion event. This
feedback information is substantially different from CCID 2’s Ack
Vector, but DCCP supports both mechanisms equally well. A less
flexible protocol might have difficulties supporting future conges-
tion control methods as the state of the art evolves.

TFRC also requires that data senders attach to each data packet
a coarse-grained “timestamp” that increments every quarter-round-
trip time. This timestamp allows the receiver to group losses and
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Figure 7: Send rate for given packet drop rates using TCP, standard
TFRC, and small-packet TFRC. TCP uses bulk transfer and 1460-byte
segments; TFRC uses 14-byte segments and has an application-limited
maximum send rate of 12 kbps including headers.

marks that occurred during the same round-trip time into a single
congestion event. Such a timestamp could obviously be included as
an option, but at the cost of 4 bytes per packet. Instead, CCID 3
attaches the timestamp to a 4-bit protocol header field, CCVal, re-
served for use by the sender’s congestion control mechanism. Such
a small field requires care to avoid wrapping problems; we consid-
ered this worth it to avoid the overhead.

6.3 Future congestion control issues

Many open issues remain for designing congestion control suitable
for unreliable timing-critical applications. Examples of currently-
problematic application desires include:

• Sending many small packets rather than fewer large ones.

• Rapid startup after idle periods, such as in interactive communi-
cation where parties speak in turn.

• Abrupt changes in application data rate due to codec artifacts,
such as MPEG I-frames vs. B/P-frames.

We don’t yet understand how far congestion control mechanisms
for best-effort traffic can be pushed to deal with these application-
level issues, or what the consequences might be for aggregate traf-
fic if congestion control mechanisms are pushed too far. We expect
DCCP to evolve as more is learned, and modular CCIDs facilitate
this evolution. As a concrete example, we focus on the small packet
issue, which casts light on the fundamental difficulties faced in de-
signing a protocol that should work well for a wide range of appli-
cations in the face of immense diversity of network constraints.

For a fixed packet loss rate, a TCP connection that uses smaller
packets will achieve a proportionally lower sending rate in bytes
per second than one sending larger packets. However, TCP’s
bytestream semantics mean that it can generally assemble packets
to be as large as possible. For unreliable applications, the story is
rather different. Due to a combination of application-level framing
and tight delay constraints, applications such as telephony and gam-
ing may sometimes find it necessary to send frequent small packets.
A good adaptive multi-rate CELP speech codec such as AMR [19]
can achieve bitrates from 12 kbps down to less than 5 kbps. At
5.6 kbps, a 20 ms audio frame requires only 14 bytes. Interactive
media must react to congestion primarily by adapting the packet
size, keeping the rate constant; any additional latency would intro-
duce audible artifacts into the playout stream.

So how should such a low-bandwidth, small-packet flow com-
pete with a TCP flow sending 1500-byte packets? We initially
hoped that standard TFRC would suit VoIP applications, but in
practice it competes poorly because it factors packet size into its
throughput equation. By default, a TFRC flow using small pack-
ets will achieve the same throughput as a TCP flow using the same
small packet size and seeing the same loss rate. But most of the time
TCP does not use small packets, so a TFRC VoIP session will lose
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Figure 8: Send rate for given byte drop rates using TCP, standard
TFRC, and small-packet TFRC. TCP uses bulk transfer and packet sizes
that optimize send rate; TFRC parameters are as in Figure 7.

out badly to a file transfer. See, for example, the simulation results
in Figure 7: an application-limited standard TFRC flow reduces its
send rate with increasing loss rates, even though it always sends far
less data than would a large-packet TCP flow.

Given these sensible application requirements—and the applica-
tions’ overall modest sending rates, in both packets and bytes per
second—it made sense to design a TFRC variant allowing such
a VoIP call to compete fairly with a large-packet TCP flow. Our
small-packet TFRC variant [15] does precisely this by compensat-
ing for packet size. Figure 7 also shows that the small-packet TFRC
variant competes fairly for bandwidth with a large-packet TCP flow.

Is small-packet TFRC safe to deploy? The issue is clouded by
questions about the bottleneck links. While the bottleneck router’s
forwarding limitation is commonly link capacity in bytes per sec-
ond, in some cases it may be router CPU cycles, which constrain
the forwarding rate in packets per second. Even if link capacity is
the bottleneck, the queue at the bottleneck router may be limited in
packets or bytes. The former will give both small and large pack-
ets the same drop probability, whereas the latter will preferentially
drop large packets. Furthermore, in some situations a flow might
encounter multiple bottlenecks with different characteristics.

If the bottleneck is in packets per second, an adaptation that
changes only the packet size while sending a constant packet rate
serves no purpose. However, most modern routers can forward min-
imum sized packets at line speed, so it is probably reasonable to as-
sume that changing the packet size is worthwhile. But does a small-
packet TFRC flow in fact see the same loss rate as the large-packet
TCP flow? If the bottleneck router manages its flow in bytes, then
the small packets are already less likely to be dropped. Figure 8
shows the results of a simulation like Figure 7, but where each byte

is dropped with some probability; a packet is dropped if any of its
bytes are dropped. Here, standard TFRC competes fairly with TCP.
The small-packet variant gets too much bandwidth at high byte drop
rates, and can actually starve TCP flows in extreme circumstances.

Internet router behavior is simply not well specified, so there
is no right answer for how congestion control should be designed.
What then should DCCP do? The question of appropriate conges-
tion control for small packet flows is still open. A pragmatic view
is that applications will not choose between standard TFRC and
small-packet TFRC, but rather between small-packet TFRC and no
congestion control at all. If DCCP only offered standard TFRC,
with the likelihood of behavior like that in Figure 7, many applica-
tion writers would opt for a fixed-rate UDP flow. The small-packet
variant is never worse for the network than this, and sometimes it is
much better; and, importantly, it may work for the application.

6.4 Misbehaving receivers

Internet congestion control is voluntary in the sense that few, if
any, routers actually enforce congestion control compliance. Un-
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fortunately, some endpoints, particularly receivers, have incentives
to violate congestion control if that will get them their data faster.
For example, misbehaving receivers might pretend that lost pack-
ets were received or that ECN-marked packets were received un-
marked, or even acknowledge data before it arrives [37]. TCP’s se-
mantics deter many of these attacks, since missing data violates the
expectation of reliability and must therefore be handled by the ap-
plication. However, DCCP applications generally tolerate loss to
some degree, making deliberate receiver misbehavior more likely.
The protocol must therefore be designed to allow the detection of
deliberate misbehavior. In particular, senders must be able to ver-
ify that every acknowledged packet was received unmarked. To do
this the sender provides an unpredictable nonce with each packet;
the receiver echoes an accumulation of all relevant nonces in each
acknowledgement [37].

DCCP, like TCP, uses the ECN Nonce for this purpose. The
nonce encodes one bit of unpredictable information that is de-
stroyed by loss or ECN marking [44]. All acknowledgement options
contain a one-bit nonce echo set to the exclusive-or of the nonces
of those packets acknowledged as received non-marked. However,
unlike in TCP, calculating and verifying this nonce echo presents
no difficulties. The TCP nonce echo applies to the cumulative ack,
and thus covers every packet sent in the connection; but in the pres-
ence of retransmission and partial retransmission, a TCP sender can
never be sure exactly which packets were received, as retransmis-
sions have the same sequence numbers as their originals. Thus, the
TCP nonce echo and verification protocol must specially resynchro-
nize after losses and marks. None of this is necessary in DCCP,
where there are no retransmissions—every packet has its own se-
quence number—and no cumulative ack: options such as Ack Vec-
tor explicitly declare the exact packets to which they refer.

An endpoint that detects egregious misbehavior on its partner’s
part should generally slow down its send rate in response. An “Ag-
gression Penalty” connection reset is also provided, but we recom-
mend against its use except for apocalyptic misbehavior. After all,
if short sequence numbers are used, an attacker may be able to con-
fuse an endpoint’s nonce echo through data injection attacks.

Several other DCCP features present opportunities for receiver
misbehavior. For example, Timestamp and Elapsed Time options let
a receiver declare how long it held a packet before acknowledging
it, thus separating network round-trip time from end host delay. The
sender can’t fully verify this interval, and the receiver has reason to
inflate it, since shorter round-trip times lead to higher transfer rates.
Thus far we have addressed such issues in an ad hoc manner.

6.5 Partial checksums and non-congestion loss

Several of our target applications, particularly audio and video, not
only tolerate corrupted data, but prefer corruption to loss. Passing
corrupt data to the application may improve its performance as far
as the user is concerned [20, 40]. While some link layers essen-
tially never deliver corrupt data, others, such as cellular technolo-
gies GSM, GPRS, and CDMA2000, often do. Furthermore, link-
layer mechanisms for coping with corruption, such as retransmis-
sion (ARQ), can introduce delay and rate variability that appli-
cations want even less than corruption [12]. DCCP therefore fol-
lows the UDP-Lite protocol [26] in allowing its checksum to cover
less than an entire datagram. Specifically, its checksum coverage
(CsCov) field allows the sender to restrict the checksum to cover
just the DCCP header, or both the DCCP header and some num-
ber of bytes from the payload. A restricted checksum coverage in-
dicates to underlying link layers that corrupt datagrams should be
forwarded on rather than dropped or retransmitted, as long as the
corruption takes place in the unprotected area.

The motivation for partial checksums follows that of UDP-Lite,
but is perhaps more compelling in DCCP because of congestion
control. Wireless link technologies often exhibit an underlying level
of corruption uncorrelated with congestion, but endpoints treat all
loss as indicative of congestion. Various mechanisms have been
proposed for differentiating types of loss, or for using local re-
transmissions to compensate [4]. It isn’t yet clear how one should

respond to different types of loss—our current congestion control
mechanisms treat corruption as they would treat ECN marking, that
is, as congestion indications. However, protocols should at least al-
low receivers to distinguish between types of loss, allowing incre-
mental deployment of alternative responses as experience is gained.

To enable this, DCCP allows receivers to report corruption sep-
arately from congestion, when the corruption is restricted to packet
payload. (Payload corruption may be detected with a separate CRC-
based Payload Checksum option; all packets with corrupt headers
must be dropped and reported as lost.) This uses the same mecha-
nism as other types of non-network-congestion loss, such as receive
buffer drops: the packet is reported as received, and its ECN Nonce
is included in the relevant acknowledgement option’s nonce echo,
but a separate Data Dropped option reports the corruption.

6.6 Summary and discussion

DCCP was designed from the outset to support modular conges-
tion control. In part, this is because the state of the art is still ad-
vancing, both algorithmically and in the proper response to non-

congestion loss. Supporting this evolution in a transport protocol
avoids the need to rewrite thousands of applications with every up-
date to congestion control semantics. Furthermore, time-sensitive
applications can have widely varying needs, as illustrated by small-
packet TFRC. It seems unlikely that any one algorithm will suit
them all, so allowing applications to choose the dynamics they pre-
fer is essential for success.

This choice has consequences, though. Congestion control algo-
rithms form a control loop; the dynamics of the algorithm and the
nature of the feedback information are tightly coupled. Thus, select-
ing a specific algorithm also dictates the acknowledgement format.

The need to be robust in the face of attack also weighs heavily on
the design of a modern protocol. Issues such as denial-of-service at-
tacks, misbehaving receivers, and sequence number validity affect
many small details. Robustness is actually very hard to get right—
only formal modeling revealed some subtle flaws in our earlier de-
signs. To expect every application designer to do such modeling is
asking too much; when this work is done for a transport protocol a
whole range of different applications can then reap the benefits.

7 CONCLUSIONS

It might reasonably be assumed that designing an unreliable alter-
native to TCP would be a rather simple process; indeed we made
this assumption ourselves. However, TCP’s congestion control is so
tightly coupled to its reliable semantics that few TCP mechanisms
are directly applicable without substantial change.

TCP manages such a beautifully integrated design for two main
reasons. First, the bytestream abstraction is very simple. With the
exception of the urgent pointer, TCP does not need to consider de-
tailed application semantics. Second, TCP is able to bootstrap off
its own reliability; for example, the cumulative acknowledgement
in TCP serves many purposes, including reliability, liveness, flow
control, and congestion control. An unreliable protocol has neither
luxury, and there does not appear to be a simple unifying mecha-
nism equivalent to the cumulative acknowledgement.

Nevertheless, it is possible to design a relatively simple proto-
col that robustly manages congestion-controlled connections with-
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out reliability. Explicit synchronization and new acknowledgement
formats even have some advantages over their TCP equivalents.
Modular congestion control mechanisms make it possible to adapt
congestion control within a fixed protocol framework as network
and application constraints change. Robustness against attack is ad-
dressed in a more thorough way.

It is too early to tell whether DCCP will succeed in wide de-
ployment. Only recently have implementations started to appear (in
Linux and FreeBSD); NATs and firewalls do not yet understand it;
no application yet uses DCCP as its primary transport. Because it
was designed for applications, and with feedback from application
designers, we hope and believe it will be useful anyway. Regard-
less, our design experience cast well-known issues of reliability and
protocol design in what seemed to us a valuable new light.

Although it may not seem like it, we have deliberately avoided
describing all the details of DCCP. The interested reader is referred
to the specifications [14, 18, 24].
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ABSTRACT
The combination of unlicensed spectrum, cheap wireless interfaces
and the inherent convenience of untethered computing have made
802.11-based networks ubiquitous in the enterprise. Modern uni-
versities, corporate campuses and government offices routinely de-
ploy scores of access points to blanket their sites with wireless
Internet access. However, while the fine-grained behavior of the
802.11 protocol itself has been well studied, our understanding of
how large 802.11 networks behave in their full empirical complex-
ity is surprisingly limited. In this paper, we present a system called
Jigsaw that uses multiple monitors to provide a single unified view
of all physical, link, network and transport-layer activity on an
802.11 network. To drive this analysis, we have deployed an in-
frastructure of over 150 radio monitors that simultaneously capture
all 802.11b and 802.11g activity in a large university building (1M+
cubic feet). We describe the challenges posed by both the scale and
ambiguity inherent in such an architecture, and explain the algo-
rithms and inference techniques we developed to address them. Fi-
nally, using a 24-hour distributed trace containing more than 1.5
billion events, we use Jigsaw’s global cross-layer viewpoint to iso-
late performance artifacts, both explicit, such as management inef-
ficiencies, and implicit, such as co-channel interference. We believe
this is the first analysis combining this scale and level of detail for
a production 802.11 network.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques
General Terms

Experimentation, Measurement, Performance
Keywords

Wireless networks, 802.11, measurement, monitoring

1. Introduction
In the last five years, wireless networks based on the 802.11 fam-

ily of standards have become ubiquitous in the enterprise. Inte-
gral wireless interfaces — now shipping in almost 90 percent of
notebook computers — combined with unlicensed spectrum and
inexpensive “access points” have made untethered Internet access
a reality in almost two-thirds of U.S. corporations, hospitals and
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college campuses [3, 4, 5, 9]. However, the reality of these de-
ployments can be quite complex. A large office building may have
hundreds of wireless users interacting with dozens of access points
under varying load and environmental conditions.

It is these interactions that make the dynamics of wireless net-
work behavior so interesting, and yet so difficult to measure. Un-
like their wired brethren, wireless networks are not well described
as either a single broadcast channel nor as a graph of links. Whether
any transmission is heard by a particular receiver is a function of
many distinct factors including the ambient environmental interfer-
ence, the sender’s transmit power, the distance to the receiver, and
the strength of any simultaneous transmissions on nearby channels
heard by that same receiver. Further complicating this morass is
the 802.11 media access control (MAC) protocol, which uses its
own inferences about the physical layer to defer, schedule and retry
transmissions. Finally, these networks are typically used to carry
Internet traffic based on the TCP protocol that carries its own set of
complex dynamics. It is no wonder that our understanding of these
systems tends to be limited to either small controlled environments
(“how much does interference between two radios impact through-
put”) or to large, but coarse measurements (“how long is the aver-
age TCP flow on a wireless network”).

It is our belief that developing a deeper understanding of the dy-
namics and interactions in production wireless networks requires
reconstructing their behavior in its entirety — measuring all frames
and delivery outcomes across all wireless nodes. In the wired net-
work this kind of measurement is typically achieved through pas-
sive monitoring, but in the wireless domain spatial diversity pre-
vents any single monitor from capturing more than a small subset
of traffic. Thus, extracting a global viewpoint requires many spa-
tially dispersed monitors working in concert.

In this paper, we approach this problem from a systems point
of view. We have developed a large-scale monitor infrastructure
that overlays a building-scale production 802.11b/g network with
over 150 passive radio monitors. These monitors in turn feed a
centralized system, called Jigsaw, that uses this data to produce
a precisely synchronized global picture of all physical, link-layer,
network-layer and transport-layer activity. We believe our principal
contributions are threefold:

• Large-scale Synchronization. We have designed and imple-
mented a passive synchronization algorithm that can accu-
rately synchronize over 150 simultaneous traces down to mi-
crosecond granularity. To accomplish this task at scale re-
quires predicting the impacts of individual radio clock skews
and leveraging frames overheard at multiple radios to oppor-
tunistically resynchronize.

• Frame Unification. We use this fine-grained synchronization
to combine the contents of all traces, merging duplicates and
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constructing a synchronized single trace of all frame trans-
missions.

• Multi-layer Reconstruction. From raw frame data we recon-
struct a complete description of all link and transport-layer
conversations. To address the problem of missing data we
have developed a set of inference techniques to deduce the
presence, time placement, and even contents of missing data.
Our analysis uses transport-layer information to resolve ques-
tions such as frame delivery, that can be inherently ambigu-
ous at the link-layer alone.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we review the important aspects of the 802.11 MAC protocol and
prior work in wireless LAN measurement. In Section 3 we describe
our measurement infrastructure and, in Section 4, we describe how
we merge and synchronize passive traces. Section 5 then explains
how we reconstruct link-layer and transport-layer viewpoints from
raw frame data. Section 6 evaluates the coverage of the monitor-
ing platform in the building. In Section 7 we demonstrate Jigsaw’s
capabilities through a set of measurements that exploit its global
wireless network perspective. Finally, Section 8 summarizes our
overall conclusions about constructing and using a large wireless
monitoring infrastructure.

2. Background and related work
In this section we offer a brief tutorial in the operation of the

802.11 protocol, followed by a description of previous 802.11 mea-
surement research.

The 802.11 media access control protocol is a CSMA/CA variant
that uses “virtual carrier sense” to support an RTS/CTS capability
and to protect multi-frame exchanges. When a node wishes to send,
it first validates that the channel is clear. If the channel stays idle
for a set period of time (DIFS) it transmits. Otherwise, it selects
a random backoff time in (0, N ], and tries again. 802.11 also pro-
vides a link-layer retransmission facility. Thus when a station sends
a unicast packet, the protocol requires the receiver to respond im-
mediately with an ACK packet. If the sender does not receive an
ACK within a preset timeout, it doubles N, calculates a new (likely
longer) backoff time, and schedules a retransmission (retransmis-
sions are indicated with a special bit in each frame header). Each
frame carries a “duration” field that indicates the number of mi-
croseconds needed to complete the transaction (including any ac-
knowledgments that need to be sent) and each node will defer trans-
mission until this time has passed. Special RTS and CTS frames are
optionally used to ensure that any “hidden terminal” nodes will hear
the reservation request. Frames are addressed using 48-bit IEEE
MAC addresses, although some frames (such as ACK, CTS and
RTS) only specify the transmitter or receiver. Frames from the same
transmitter are distinguished using a 12-bit monotonically increas-
ing sequence number carried in each DATA or MANAGEMENT
frame. Special management frames (BEACON and PROBE) are
used to discover the presence and capabilities of access points,
while others (ASSOCIATION and AUTHENTICATION) are used
to specifically connect a client to an access point.

802.11 supports a wide range of physical-layer implementations
— the most popular being 802.11b (CCK modulation with coded
rates up to 11 Mbps) and 802.11g (OFDM, coded up to 54 Mbps).
Each client is responsible for choosing the rate to transmit each
frame and this choice is encoded in the PLCP header at a “slow”
rate (1-2 Mbps for 802.11b, 6 Mbps for 802.11g). However, “legacy”
802.11b radios are unable to decode the OFDM encoding of an
802.11g frame and can incorrectly sense the medium as idle. To
address this problem, 802.11g access points determine if they have

any 802.11b stations as clients. If so, they enable “802.11g protec-
tion mode” in which each 802.11g frame is preceded by a low-rate
CCK-coded CTS frame (CTS-to-self) that reserves the channel for
the time needed to complete the 802.11g transaction.

Over the last decade, a progression of wireless network measure-
ment efforts have provided insight into the behavior, performance,
and reliability of wireless LAN technologies. Starting with small
studies focused on low-level channel behavior between pairs of
nodes [6, 7, 19] the field has expanded to cover a range of more
abstract characteristics (including application workloads, user ses-
sion duration, user mobility, increasingly larger environments etc.)
over ever larger environments (including university campuses [10,
11, 16, 18, 22, 23, 25, 26], industrial factories [24], corporate net-
works [2], and conference and professional meetings [1, 13, 14, 20,
21]). However, as measurement scale has increased, methodologi-
cal challenges have led most researchers to treat wireless networks
as a black box and instead base their analyses on wired distribution
network traffic and polled SNMP management data from APs. As
a result, existing measurement efforts have extensively character-
ized what user behavior and network performance wireless LANs
provide, but have provided little insight into why applications and
users experience such behavior and performance.

Recently, researchers have started addressing this question by
extending wireless network measurement to passively capture and
analyze link-level characteristics as well. Yeo et al. were the first to
explore the feasibility of using separate monitors for passive wire-
less network measurement using synthetic experiments on an iso-
lated 802.11 network [25, 26]. They use beacon frames to merge
traces of a single flow observed from three wireless monitors, and
demonstrate the utility of merging observations to improve mon-
itoring accuracy. Jardosh et al. analyze the link-level behavior of
traffic from a large IETF meeting using three monitors capturing
traffic on orthogonal channels [13, 14]. They characterize and cor-
relate retransmissions, frame size, and rate adaptation with relia-
bility. Finally, studies by Rodrig et al. and Mahajan et al. share a
number of the goals of our work [17, 21]. They use five distributed
wireless monitors to capture network events in a large conference
venue. Using this trace data they analyze various performance char-
acteristics of the 802.11 MAC protocol. Their work is distinguished
by their learning approach for automatically characterizing proto-
col interactions, while ours has focused on the problems of large-
scale online monitoring and complete multi-layer reconstruction.

Overall, our work substantially extends previous efforts in wire-
less network monitoring in terms of scale, performance, method-
ology, and analysis. Whereas previous efforts have used a small
handful of monitors [13, 21, 26], our measurement platform uses
over 150 monitors distributed throughout four floors of a 150,000-
square-foot building for extensive spatial and channel coverage.
Tracing at such scale, however, presents new methodological chal-
lenges, such as globally synchronizing events in time across sub-
sets of monitors as well as across channels; previous efforts either
focus on separate channels [13], do not merge traces among moni-
tors [21], or merge only a small number of traces offline using glob-
ally observed events [17, 26]. Such extensive on-line monitoring
capabilities also presents new opportunities for analysis, in partic-
ular the ability to observe a large wireless network from a global
perspective. Finally, our ability to unify this global view among
physical, datalink, network and transport layers creates the oppor-
tunity to study cross-layer interactions directly.

3. Data collection
Any data analysis is ultimately predicated on the quantity, qual-

ity and precision of data that can be collected. While we believe
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Figure 1: UCSD CSE building floorplan. This building com-

prises roughly 150,000 square feet over four floors (and a

smaller basement, not shown). Circles indicate wireless sensor

pods, and triangles indicate production access points.

that our analysis techniques are mostly generic, many of our de-
sign decisions have been informed by the capabilities of our infras-
tructure as well as the unique problems presented by its scale. For
example, our approach to clock synchronization was driven by the
need to merge data from 156 simultaneous traces, spanning a wide
spatial and frequency range. In a smaller-scale environment a far
simpler approach would have sufficed. Thus, to better motivate our
constraints and opportunities, we use this section to describe our
monitoring environment and the hardware/software infrastructure
we have built to produce the raw traces for our analysis.

3.1 Environment
All of our measurement work takes place within the UCSD Com-

puter Science and Engineering building, a large four-story structure
shown in Figure 1. The building houses over 500 faculty, students
and staff members within roughly 150,000 square feet with a to-
tal interior volume well over 1 million cubic feet. Avaya AP-8 ac-
cess points (shown as triangles) provide production wireless ser-
vice, configured for both 802.11b and 802.11g service.1

Between and among these production APs we have deployed
a constellation of 39 wireless sensor pods (shown as pairs of cir-
cles).2 Each pod in turn comprises four independent radios, allow-

1In addition to the 39 production access points shown, the half-wing base-
ment (not shown) houses five additional APs. We occasionally observed
signals from 46 authorized APs from nearby buildings and 22 rogue APs
(mostly outside the building).
2

Our monitoring infrastructure does not cover the left wing of the first floor,
which is not under our administrative control.

ing for simultaneous monitoring at four distinct center frequencies
— including all “non-overlapping” channels (1, 6 and 11) typically
used in 802.11b/g deployments. The density of deployment, com-
bined with this multi-channel capability, provides a “best case” sce-
nario for capturing global behavior. We are unaware of any produc-
tion wireless network monitored at similar scale.

3.2 Hardware
Concretely, each sensor pod consists of a pair of monitors set a

meter apart. This organization provides sufficient antenna separa-
tion for active measurement experiments, while still being proxi-
mate enough to abstract both monitors as a single vantage point for
passive monitoring. Each monitor consists of a modified Soekris
Engineering net4826 system board, and couples a 266-MHz AMD
Geode CPU, 128 MB of DRAM, 64 MB of flash RAM, a 100-Mbps
Ethernet interface, and two Wistron CM9 miniPCI 802.11a/b/g in-
terfaces based on the Atheros 5004 chipset. Each wireless inter-
face is connected, via shielded cable, to a separate external omni-
directional “rubber duck” antenna mounted six inches apart on an
aluminum enclosure. The antennas provide a signal gain of 2–3 dBi
at 2.4 GHz. Each monitor receives wired connectivity and power
through a port on an HP 2626-PWR switch (seven in total).3

Finally, trace data from all radios is sent via NFS to a single 2.8-
GHz Pentium server hosting 2 GB of memory and 2 TB of storage
(four 500-MB SATA disks in a RAID-0 configuration).

3.3 Software
Each monitor runs a version of Pebble Linux, using the MadWifi

driver to drive the Atheros-based wireless interfaces. We have made
significant modifications to the driver to support additional trans-
parency to the physical layer and to improve capture efficiency.

Driver modifications

While the standard madwifi driver only delivers valid 802.11 frames
(even in so-called “monitor mode”), our version captures all avail-
able physical layer events, including corrupted frames and physical
errors. Atheros hardware uses a 1 µs resolution clock to timestamp
each packet as it is received. Our driver slaves this timestamp facil-
ity to the clock of a single radio, thereby recording frames at both
radios using the same time reference.

Jigdump

A specialized user-level application called jigdump manages data
capture. Each monitor executes two jigdump processes, one per ra-
dio, that are responsible for putting the wireless interface into mon-
itor mode, “pulling” physical event records from the kernel, and
then transferring this data via NFS to a central repository. Jigdump
reads data records 64 KB at a time via a standard PF PACKET

socket, compresses them using the LZO algorithm to minimize
storage and I/O overhead (the two bottlenecks on our monitor plat-
form) and generates a metadata index record to facilitate subse-
quent accesses. Data and metadata are written to separate files via
NFS, creating a new file pair each hour. In steady state, the NFS
traffic across all 156 simultaneous feeds averages 2–10 MB/s.

4. Trace merging
Each individual trace represents a particular local vantage point

on wireless activity. To construct a global viewpoint it is necessary
to combine traces from all the radios into a single coherent descrip-
tion. This merging procedure must satisfy three key requirements:

3
Soekris Engineering uses an incompatible implementation of the 802.3af

Power-Over-Ethernet standard and thus each system board is modified by
hand to allow the HP switch to drive it.
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1. Unification. Several radios may receive a particular frame
which therefore appears in multiple traces. It is important
that we identify these “duplicates” as corresponding to a sin-
gle physical transmission. In some cases a received frame
may not even be a perfect duplicate (e.g., due to corruption
or truncation) yet it should still be associated with the same
transmission.

2. Synchronization. While the monitors timestamp each frame
in each trace, the local clocks can vary significantly. To place
these frames in proper order, it is necessary to synchronize
all frames to a common reference time. Merely capturing
the logical order is not sufficient for performing fine-grained
analyses, such as inferring interference between simultane-
ous transmissions. Such studies require all frames to be syn-
chronized to at least the precision of a physical layer “slot
time” (20 µs for 802.11b and 802.11g).

3. Efficiency. To permit online applications, trace merging should
execute faster than real-time and scale well as a function of
the number of radios. Thus, we prefer an algorithm that can
merge traces in a single pass over the data.

Our approach, similar to Yeo et al.’s framework [25], exploits
the broadcast nature of wireless. Since wireless is fundamentally a
broadcast channel, multiple in-range receivers can potentially record
each transmission. Moreover, in an indoor environment, propaga-
tion delay is effectively instantaneous — less than 1 microsecond to
cover 500 meters at 2.4 GHz. Consequently, we can treat the time at
which a given frame is received by multiple monitors as a simulta-
neous event for all potential interactions. Thus, we can use frames
heard by multiple monitors as a common reference point to syn-
chronize the clocks at each monitor and globally order subsequent
events between traces. Subsequently, we can use these reference
frames to calculate global timestamps for subsequent events within

each trace by using local clocks to place the remaining frames in
relation to reference frames. Finally, we can unify identical frames
with the same timestamps, thereby creating a single global trace. In
the remainder of this section we describe Jigsaw’s synchronization
and unification algorithms.

Our synchronization approach is inspired by Elson et al.’s RBS
protocol for sensor networks, which shares many of the same as-
sumptions [8]. The two algorithms, however, diverge significantly
in implementation due to the differing demands of their applica-
tions: Jigsaw must be opportunistic in finding time references yet
permits a centralized implementation, while RBS mandates refer-
ence broadcasts but requires a distributed implementation. Most
importantly, RBS provides relative time synchronization between
pairs of sensors, while Jigsaw must accurately synchronize all traces
to a single global clock. Accomplishing this task involves two phases:
bootstrapping the synchronization algorithm to instantiate a single
universal time standard across all radios, and then maintaining this
standard during frame unification.

4.1 Bootstrap synchronization
Jigsaw bootstraps synchronization by finding reference points to

synchronize the radios of a set of individual monitors, and then syn-
chronizes among sets until it establishes a single — albeit imagi-
nary — coordinated time standard. We begin with the assumption
that all local clocks run at the same rate, and then consider skew.

Let ri denote the ith radio and let Ti represent the difference
between its clock and “universal time” — the global time reference
we hope to agree on. Let sk denote the kth reference frame used to
synchronize radios and let Ek be the set of pairs < ri, sk > such
that radio ri receives frame sk. Finally, let yik denote the local

value of ri’s clock when it received sk (defined if and only if <
ri, sk > is in Ek). Thus, when sk has been received, the universal
time can be defined as

Uk = yik + Ti.

To bootstrap synchronization, Jigsaw must find an assignment of
Ti for each radio. Once the offset Ti is available, Jigsaw can place
each frame sk into universal time by adjusting its timestamp yik.

Ideally Jigsaw could locate a single 802.11 reference frame sk

where Ek contains every radio. Then y1k could be picked arbitrar-
ily to represent the initial universal time. Unfortunately, we cannot
depend on such events in a large deployment since signal strength
decays with distance and no single frame likely covers an entire
building. Moreover, real deployments use multiple channels and a
frame transmitted on one channel may never be heard by a monitor
on another.

To overcome this problem, we synchronize transitively via over-
lapping subsets of radios that are each synchronized with each other.
For example, suppose radio r1 and r3 are too far apart to share any
reference frames, but each shares distinct reference frames with an
intermediate radio r2. If sA is a reference frame received only by r1

and r2, and sB is a reference frame only received by r2 and r3, then
y1,A +T1 = UA = y2,A +T2, and y2,B +T2 = UB = y3,B +T3.
Then T3 = y1,A − y2,A + y2,B − y3,B + T1. The more densely
the radio deployment, the more such transitive paths between r1

and r3 are likely to exist. However, to maximize the likelihood that
Tis are globally consistent — i.e., (Tj −Ti) plus (Tk −Tj) equals
(Tk − Ti) — we try to maximize the overlap between paths by
minimizing the number of distinct reference frames.

Our protocol works as follows. Jigsaw examines the first sec-
ond of data from each trace.4 For each frame sk in every monitor’s
trace, Jigsaw checks if it was also received by any other radios. If
Jigsaw finds an identical frame heard by some radio ri, it adds ri

into Ek. Note that not all 802.11 frames are good references for
synchronization. For example, ACK frames to the same destination
are always identical, some stations always use zero sequence num-
bers on probe frames, and frame retransmissions cannot be distin-
guished from one another. Thus, Jigsaw only uses “unique” frames
for all synchronization activities. Generally, these are DATA frames
that do not have the retransmit bit set.5

For every radio trace, Jigsaw picks the set Ek that contains the
maximum number of radios and adds it into the synchronization set
G. Jigsaw stops filling G when G contains an instance of each ra-
dio. Then, for each radio ri, Jigsaw performs a breadth first search
in G to reach r1. Recently, Karp et al. [15] have discussed ways
of picking the optimal paths for a similar problem, but we have
found that most paths from r1 to ri are precise enough in prac-
tice (± 10 µs). While there usually exists at least one path between
any arbitrary two radios on the same channel (if not, the original
one-second window could be widened or more sets Ek added to G,
but we have never had need to do this), Jigsaw is unlikely to find
a path between radios on strongly disjoint channels. To fully syn-
chronize across channels we exploit the fact that our monitors use
a single local clock to timestamp frames received on both of their
radios. Thus, in this particular context local timestamps for frames
on one channel can be directly related to timestamps on another —
effectively bridging a path between them.

4In this case, “the first second” refers to true time (UTC) as measured by the
system clock on each monitor. Each monitor maintains their system clock
within milliseconds using the NTP protocol and records this value in its
traces. This is the only point at which the system clock time is ever used.
5

Some Intel 802.11 implementations incorrectly retransmit data without the
retransmit bit set, but thankfully this is rare.
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Figure 2: Jigsaw visualization of synchronized trace. Time ap-

pears on the x-axis in us and individual radios (only six shown

here) on the y-axis. At roughly 400 us a client sends a data

frame that is heard by all six radios. However, radio “p4450” is

too far away (signal strength of -88 dBm); the data frame is cor-

rupted and the subsequent ACK is not received. However, more

than enough radios are present to construct a jframe for both

parts of the frame exchange. At 2000 us a different client sends

and it is heard by a different set of radios. Note that p5218 is

too far away to even synchronize with the preamble.

4.2 Frame unification
After bootstrap synchronization, Jigsaw processes all traces in

time order and unifies duplicate frames, called instances, into a sin-
gle data structure called a jframe. Each jframe holds a (universal)
timestamp, the full contents of the frame and the identity of the ra-
dios that heard each instance. Figure 2 provides an example of this
source data as it is being unified. As part of the unification process,
Jigsaw also aggressively resynchronizes the clocks between each
trace to account for skew and drift. We describe the evolution of
our algorithm below.

Basic unification

For each radio trace Jigsaw maintains an instance queue sorted in
time order. The simplest unification approach is to linearly scan
the head of all radio queues and group the instances with the same
timestamps and contents. More concretely, Jigsaw will select the
first valid frame (i.e., FCS was successful) as the representative
instance and then perform content comparisons to find instances
among the candidates. To quickly prune false negatives, Jigsaw
compares frame length, rate, and FCS fields first and short-circuits
the comparison on failure. For partially received or corrupted frames,
Jigsaw cannot perform a full content comparison and simply matches
on the transmitter’s address field (but these frames are not directly
used for any higher-layer reconstruction, and any rare false matches
will have little impact).

However, there are two problems with this approach. First, for
large deployments the linear scan can have tremendous overhead.
In our environment, most jframes contain 10 or fewer instances
and yet we have over 150 simultaneous traces whose queues must
be checked. To minimize this overhead, Jigsaw instead populates a

single priority queue sorted by time with the earliest instance from
each trace. To create a jframe, Jigsaw simply pops this queue until
the timestamp of the next instance differs by a significant amount
and groups the popped instances according to their content (it is still
crucial to compare frame contents since it is possible that distinct
frames may be transmitted simultaneously). Thus, the time to cre-
ate a new jframe is linear in the transmission range of a particular
frame, not the number of radios in the system.

The second problem is that each radio’s clock skews over time.
The 802.11 standard mandates an accuracy of at least 100 PPM
(0.01%) and our experience is that Atheros hardware has far better
frequency stability in practice. However, even good clocks even-
tually diverge. If the time offset between clocks becomes great
enough, then some instances of a given frame may not be correctly
merged into the same jframe. To mitigate this problem, we pop in-
stances from the priority queue until the timestamp at the head of
the queue exceeds some time offset threshold with respect to the
candidate instances — i.e., a “search window.” Some of these addi-
tional frames may have identical content with the other candidates
and Jigsaw will group them into the jframe, while the others are in-
serted back into the priority queue. Jigsaw uses the median instance
timestamp as the universal timestamp for the resulting jframe.

Figure 3 illustrates the process of unification for two frame trans-
missions (dark and white circles). The figure shows the frames re-
ceived by five radios Ri. Each column Ri corresponds to the queue
of frames for that radio; in this example, three radios receive each
transmission. Time flows down each column. Although a frame
transmission is simultaneous, we represent skew among radios as
circles at different time offsets. Figure 3a shows Jigsaw searching
the radio queues within its search window defined by a time offset.
It then compares frame contents, determines that they all are iden-
tical, and, as shown in Figure 3b, unifies the frames into a jframe
timestamped using the time offset of the median offset frame R1.

Clock adjustment

While the search window can accommodate slight variations in
instance timestamps, it is inadequate to combat skew in the long
term. Hence, we leverage the unification procedure to simultane-
ously resynchronize traces. When Jigsaw unifies a set of frame in-
stances the variance between their local instance timestamps and
the jframe’s universal timestamp represent how much each clock
now differs (again, it is critical that we only use unique frames to
drive this synchronization). The difference between this value and
the timestamps on each instance represents a correction factor —
positive or negative — that Jigsaw then uses to bring each of the
associated traces back into synchronization. Figure 3b shows this
correction as an adjustment of the time offsets for the frames in the
queues of R2 and R3, aligning the dark frames across radios to the
offset of R1 and effectively adjusting the offset of the white frame
in the queue of R2.

A tradeoff can be made between accuracy and the overhead of
resynchronizing by placing a threshold on the minimum group dis-

persion — the difference between the earliest and latest timestamp
for a frame instance — before resynchronizing. Figure 3a illustrates
the group dispersion for the first frame transmission as the differ-
ence in time offsets between the frame in the queues of radios R2

and R3. In our implementation we set this threshold to 10 µs. (Note
that this does not limit the synchronization accuracy to 10 µs.)

Managing skew and drift

If resynchronization happened frequently and uniformly across all
traces, then it would be straightforward to maintain very tight syn-
chronization bounds. However, there are frequently extended peri-
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Figure 3: Unification and synchronization for two frame transmissions (dark and white) among five radios. Jigsaw (a) uses a search

window to identify candidate frames for unification among radio queues; (b) unifies identical frames into a jframe timestamped with

the median offset frame, and correspondingly adjust the time offsets of the other radio queues to account for skew; (c) adjusts offsets

on other radio queues to account for their skew, and uses the search window for the next set of frames; (d) unifies the white frames

into the next jframe.

ods (although rarely over 100 ms since this is roughly the period
between AP beacon frames) during which a particular radio may
not observe any frames in common with others. During these times
the synchronization of this radio’s observations is only guaranteed
by the accuracy of its own local clock. Thus, the slope of its skew
with respect to universal time will determine how quickly it will
lose synchronization without readjustment. In practice, we have
found that, with large numbers of radios, unless the search window
is made dangerously large (100s of milliseconds) correct synchro-
nization is lost quickly. However, many of these problems can be
eliminated by incorporating measurements of per-radio clock skew
into the synchronization algorithm. Thus, Jigsaw pro-actively ad-
justs the local timestamp of each instance to compensate for the
clock skew on the radio receiving it. In addition, for large numbers
of radios we have also found it important to compensate for clock
drift — the change in skew over time — by using an exponentially
weighted moving average of past skew measurements to predict fu-
ture skew on a per-instance basis.

Figure 3c represents Jigsaw adjusting the skews of radios R4

and R5 by shifting the frames at the head of their queues. Jigsaw
then repeats the unification process for the next set of frames in
its search window, identifying the three white frames as identical.
In Figure 3d, Jigsaw unifies them into a jframe timestamped with
the median offset frame at R5. For this jframe, however, the group
dispersion is below the resynchronization threshold, and Jigsaw re-
duces overhead by skipping resynchronization for these frames.

Thus, Jigsaw can use almost every new data frame for contin-
ual resynchronization. This approach presents several key advan-
tages compared to approaches that simply use reference beacons
to synchronize [25]. First, in large environments it is not possi-
ble to identify frames heard by all monitors and thus time syn-
chronization must be transitive. Having more synchronization ac-
tions will almost always increase synchronization accuracy since
the impact of clock skew is minimized. Second, since clients are
mobile, their traffic creates a richer set of synchronization opportu-
nities — touching pairs of radios that might never be directly syn-
chronized otherwise. Finally, more clock samples allow for better
management of skew and drift and therefore accuracy. In small-
scale environments these factors may be minor. As the number of
monitored radios increases, however, variability in skew, drift and
workload conspire to raise the probability of a synchronization loss.
This additional robustness becomes critical at a modest increase
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Figure 4: CDF of group dispersion across all frames.

in complexity. Jigsaw’s synchronization and unification code totals
roughly 4,000 lines of C++.

Figure 4 illustrates the current accuracy of our algorithm using a
10-ms search window. The graph shows the CDF of group disper-
sion values calculated for every jframe processed from 156 radios
over a 24-hour period. For 90% percent of all jframes, the worst
case time offset between any two radios is less than 10 µs, and
99% see a worst case offset under 20 µs. While the details of this
graph are a function of individual clock characteristics, the network
workload, and the number of clocks being kept synchronized, we
believe it demonstrates that fine-grained broadcast synchronization
is achievable in a building-scale environment.

We emphasize Jigsaw’s synchronization is designed for short-
term 802.11 timing analysis. Jigsaw’s calculated universal clock
may diverge over time with respect to a true time standard. In fact,
at the end of a day-long trace, Jigsaw’s universal clock may be tens
of seconds different than wall clock time. We are not concerned
about minor drift between universal time and wall-clock time, how-
ever, because all of our analyses use universal time as the reference,
so the calculations are internally consistent. Furthermore, such ac-
curacy is sufficient for us to annotate the date and time in our results
for diurnal interpretation.

5. Link and transport reconstruction
Having constructed a single global view of each observed physi-

cal event, the next task is to reconstruct each link-layer and transport-
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Figure 5: Simplified finite state machines used to assemble indi-

vidual jframes into transmission attempts (left) and to compose

transmission attempts into complete frame exchanges (right).

layer conversation in its entirety. In principle, this reconstruction
is straightforward since Jigsaw provides a time-ordered list of all
frames and each frame contains up to 200 bytes of payload that
can be used to identify MAC addresses, IP addresses and TCP port
numbers. In practice, however, missing data and vantage point am-
biguities complicate this reconstruction process. Thus, Jigsaw must
use inference to help reconstruct these higher-layer descriptions.

5.1 Link-layer inference
In reconstructing link-layer conversations, Jigsaw first identifies

each transmission attempt from a sender (illustrated on the left
side of Figure 5). For example, a CTS-to-self packet, a subsequent
DATA frame and the trailing ACK response may all be part of the
same attempt. To group these together automatically we first use
the MAC address: DATA frames carry the address of the sender
explicitly, CTS-to-self frames (used for 802.11g protection) do as
well and ACK frames indicate the recipient’s address. As well, we
use the Duration field, carried in CTS and DATA frames, to deduce
the future time in which an ACK, if sent, must have been received.
This timing analysis is especially critical when frames are missing
from the trace since otherwise we might risk assigning an ACK for
a missing DATA frame to an earlier observed DATA frame. At the
conclusion of this analysis stage, collections of one to three jframes
are associated into a single transmission attempt.

We then group transmission attempts into frame exchanges —
complete sets of transmission attempts (including retransmissions)
that end in a link-layer frame being successfully delivered or not.
Since 802.11 implements ARQ for unicast frames, a frame ex-
change may involve multiple transmission attempts. Normally it is
sufficient to simply group nearby transmission attempts that share
the same frame sequence number. However, when portions of trans-
mission attempts are missing (e.g., CTS and ACK, but not DATA),
then we must deduce the presence or absence of this missing data
based on the subsequent behavior of the sender and receiver.

We implement our inferences using a finite-state machine captur-
ing the visible aspects of the transmitter’s MAC state in addition to
several heuristics (e.g., that DATA is more likely lost than ACKs).
We do not make inferences about frames for which we have no
direct information (i.e., sequence gaps greater than one) but our
experience is that these situations occur rarely in our traces. Space
does not permit a complete description of all inference rules, but we
sketch a simplified version of our state machine (shown on the right
side of Figure 5). Broadcast and multicast frames (shown as R1) are
never retransmitted, so transmission attempts and frame exchanges
are identical. Frames without sequence numbers (e.g., ACKs) are
queued until more data becomes available to resolve their posi-
tion. Unicast frames with sequence numbers are further classified
based on the change in the 802.11 frame sequence number since
the last transmission attempt from the same sender. Deltas of zero
(R2) indicate retransmissions and both transmission attempts are
coalesced into a single frame exchange. If the sequence number is
incremented by 1 (R3), we can infer that a new frame exchange
has begun, but it is ambiguous how precisely to assign the queued
transmission attempts.

Thus, we use a number of heuristics based on empirical mea-
surements (e.g., almost all frame exchanges can complete within
500 ms, acknowledgments are less likely to be lost than data, the
coded rate of a frame never increases in response to a loss, retrans-
missions usually have the retransmission bit set, etc.) to decide this
issue. If the sequence increment is more that one (R4), we make
no inferences, we flush the queue (these transmission attempts are
unassigned) and assign the current transmission attempt to a new
frame exchange. Overall, 0.58% of the transmission attempts and
0.14% of the frame exchanges in our traces require some form of
inference.

Finally, one of the most important questions we wish to infer is
whether a particular frame exchange was successful. Unfortunately,
the vantage point of a passive monitor does not allow this to be
determined unambiguously: if, after transmitting a DATA frame,
we see an ACK, we can feel confident that the data was delivered.
However, if we never see an ACK, it is ambiguous if the frame was
lost or if we simply did not observe the ACK. However, we can

disambiguate this situation by using transport-layer information.

5.2 Transport inference
Our transport-layer analysis takes frame exchanges as input and

reconstructs individual TCP flows based on the network and trans-
port headers. We use a variant of Jaiswal et al.’s analysis (designed
for wired passive monitors) to then infer connection characteristics
(e.g., RTT, RTO, fast retransmissions, segment losses, etc.) [12].
However, the passive wireless context has two ambiguities that dif-
fer from the wired environment. First, we may process frame ex-
changes in which it is unclear if the frame was actually delivered (as
described previously). However, we can frequently use the transport-
layer side effects of this frame as an oracle to determine what truly
happened. For example, a data frame carrying a new TCP segment
will cause subsequent TCP acknowledgments to “cover” its TCP
sequence space. Thus, observing a covering TCP ACK proves that
the link-layer frame containing the associated data was actually de-
livered. The second problem is that existing analyses assume that
monitors are lossless (that is, they observe all packets that are deliv-
ered between endpoints). In the wireless content, even with many
different monitors, sometimes a frame exchange is completed but
not observed at all by a monitor. However, if we observe a TCP ac-
knowledgment that covers an TCP sequence hole, we can infer that
the packet was correctly delivered. Thus, it is usually possible to
infer the presence of any single packet omission at the TCP layer.
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Figure 6: Coverage of frames transmitted by clients and APs.

6. Coverage

A fundamental challenge with distributed wireless monitoring is
obtaining effective coverage of all network transmissions. Monitors
must be carefully placed to maximize the probability of “hearing”
all clients and APs. Even so, the vantage point of a monitor is dis-
tinct from those it is monitoring and thus some network transmis-
sions may go unobserved due to attenuation, noise, interference,
etc. In this section we present two experiments that empirically
evaluate the coverage of our monitoring platform, and a third syn-
thetic experiment to evaluate the sensitivity of these results to the
number of radio monitors used.

To establish the coverage of our link-layer monitoring capabil-
ity, we performed a controlled experiment comparing our results
against an “oracle”. Using a wireless laptop, we generated a net-
work workload at various locations throughout the building. The
workload was a combination of Web browsing on the Internet, in-
teractive ssh sessions to wired hosts, and scp copies of large files
(producing both short and long flows as well as small and large
packets). We generated this workload at three locations in each
wing of each floor. During the experiment the laptop recorded all
link-layer events it generated and observed from its associated APs.
Conversely, we used the monitoring platform to simultaneously ob-
serve the laptop’s communications. Comparing these two versions
of events, the monitoring platform observed 95% of all link-level
events generated by the laptop. The coverage in this experiment is
consistent with smaller-scale studies using similar wireless moni-
toring methodology: [13] reports a coverage of 80–97%, [21] re-
ports 90%, and [26] reports 97%.

Next, we compared the frame exchanges captured in a day-long
trace of the wireless network (described in more detail in the next
section) with a second trace of the same traffic captured on the
wired distribution network. We restricted the comparison to the set
of flows that could be possibly observed at both vantage points;
the monitor for the wired network, for example, does not observe
traffic sent from one wireless host to another. For every packet in
every flow in the wired trace that would result in a unicast DATA
packet on the wireless network, we checked to see if the packet
also appeared in the wireless trace. Overall, the coverage is excel-
lent. For the 10 million unicast packets in the wired trace, 97% of
those packets also appear in the wireless trace. This high coverage
is particularly encouraging since the trace includes distant clients
connected to the building APs from the administrative wing on the
first floor, locations lacking monitors.

Figure 6 shows the results of this experiment in more detail.
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Figure 7: Coverage of frames transmitted by APs and clients

for various configurations of sensor pods in the building.

Across all stations in the wireless access network, it shows the per-
centage of unicast DATA frames transmitted by the stations that
appear in the wired trace that also appear in the wireless trace. It
also separates the stations into clients and APs. The graph shows
that, for many stations (46% of clients, 40% of APs), the moni-
toring platform captured all of their transmitted frames. And, for
most stations (78% of clients, 94% of APs), the platform captured
over 95% of their transmitted frames. The clients with substantial
missing frames were located in rooms that consistently lack good
coverage by the monitoring platform. We also see that coverage
differs depending on station type: the monitoring platform captures
a higher fraction of packets transmitted by APs than by clients be-
cause our sensor pods are purposely placed in AP proximity, while
wireless clients are dispersed throughout the building.

Finally, we evaluate the extent to which our deployment of sen-
sor pods is necessary to achieve good coverage in our building. In
this experiment, we successively reduce the number of sensor pods
that contribute to the unified wireless trace. We then determine the
resulting coverage of frames that appear in the wired trace that are
captured in the reduced wireless trace. To reduce processing time
for each configuration, we calculate coverage of traffic generated
between 11am and 1pm—the peak hours of wireless traffic in our
building. We manually choose pods to remove based upon “visual
redundancy” of pod locations in the building: we remove pods at lo-
cations that appear to have overlapping coverage by other pods as
seen in building floor plans. Rather than determine an offline opti-
mal pod selection that maximizes coverage knowing the trace con-
tents, this reduction method reflects the level of knowledge avail-
able when placing pods for the first time (indeed, it is precisely
the algorithm we used for building our infrastructure—simply with
fewer pods).

Figure 7 shows the sensitivity of coverage to the number of sen-
sor pods. A pair of bars shows the coverage of unicast frames trans-
mitted by APs and clients that appear both in the wired trace and
in the resulting wireless trace for a particular pod configuration.
Each pair of bars corresponds to three different monitoring con-
figurations of all 39 pods (156 radios), 30 pods (120 radios), and
20 pods (80 radios); reducing to 10 pods creates partitions in the
synchronization bootstrap trees, preventing complete trace unifica-
tion. Coverage of AP frames remains good (94%) even operating
a third of the original pods due to the ability to have few obstruc-
tions between pods and APs (since both are typically mounted in
corridors). Coverage of client frames, however, drops dramatically
(from 92% to 71% to 68%) as we reduce the number of sensor
pods. From these results, we conclude that we need the full set of
pods to achieve good coverage of client transmissions in our build-
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Start 1/24/06 @ 00:00

Duration 24 hours

Radio Monitors 156

Total APs 107
Our APs 39

Other APs 68

Our Clients 1,026

Total Events 2,700 M
Physical Errors 338 M (13%)

CRC Errors 956 M (35%)
Valid Frames 1,410 M (52%)

Jframes 530 M

Jframe Events 1,580 M

Events/Jframe 2.97

Table 1: Summary of trace characteristics.

ing; in fact, we plan to improve client coverage further by adding
additional pods where the monitoring platform has poor coverage.

Based upon the coverage measured in these experiments, we
conclude that the monitoring platform provides sufficient coverage
to perform detailed analyses of traces captured using the platform.

7. Analyses
In this section we perform a series of analyses on a trace of the

building’s wireless network captured by the monitor platform. We
focus on preliminary analyses that exploit the global perspective af-
forded by distributed monitors. Our goal is not to be exhaustive, but
rather to illustrate the unique capabilities of a global synchronized
viewpoint. In future work, we intend to develop a comprehensive
portfolio of analyses and use them to drive more complex opera-
tional questions (e.g., what are the root causes of transient outages
and performance degradations) and research questions (e.g., how to
better optimize wireless protocols and their interactions with other
protocol layers).

We start by summarizing high-level characteristics of the trace,
and then examine the effects of interference, the effects of 802.11g
protection mode in networks with both 802.11b and 802.11g clients,
and distinguishing link-layer and wired effects on TCP loss rate.

7.1 Trace summary
We start by summarizing the high-level characteristics of our

trace and then show network activity over time. Table 1 presents
the characteristics of the trace we use for our analyses. The trace
captures traffic for the entire day of Tuesday, January 24, 2006, a
typical workday in our building. Just as APs within buildings are
not isolated, buildings themselves are not isolated: we observe traf-
fic associated with more than twice as many APs in surrounding
buildings than in this one. For the subsequent analyses, though, we
focus only on the traffic generated by clients associated with our
APs; our monitors cannot capture traffic from external APs with
good coverage due to their remote location. We see 1,026 unique
client MAC addresses associated with our APs during the day.

Throughout the day the monitors observe over 2.7 billion events.
Over 47% of these events are physical or CRC errors. This high
percentage is not surprising given transmissions observed by dis-
tant monitors just beyond reception range, the presence of both co-
channel interference (hidden terminals) and broadband interference
(microwave ovens), etc. Jigsaw unifies 1.58 billion events (valid
frames and a subset of associated error frames) into 530 million
jframes, for an average of 2.97 events per jframe. In other words,
on average the monitoring platform makes three observations of
every observed transmission of a valid frame in the network.

Figure 8 shows network activity as a time series throughout the
day at the granularity of one minute. Figure 8(a) shows the number
of active clients and APs per one-minute time slot as a stacked bar
graph. We define an active client as one that is communicating with
an AP or is actively establishing an association. An active AP is
one communicating with an active client (an AP only sending out
beacons, for example, would not be active). Activity exhibits an
expected diurnal pattern. Most clients are active from late morning
(10am) until late afternoon (5pm), with many clients active in the
early morning and well into the night. The number of active APs
grows as more clients become active throughout the building. The
clients active overnight are likely wireless devices without user ac-
tivity, such as wireless laptops left running with applications that
produce background traffic.

Figure 8(b) shows the amount of traffic per one-minute time slot
as a stacked bar graph of four traffic categories. “Data” counts
both unicast and broadcast data frames, and “Management” counts
various management and control traffic (RTS/CTS, ACKs, asso-
ciation, etc.). Although the number of active clients is relatively
smooth over time, the traffic generated by those clients is much
more bursty. Many of the bursts start on an hour or half-hour time
boundary, likely indicating laptop usage during meetings and talks
in the building. Since most management and control traffic relates
to data traffic, it closely tracks the amount of data traffic.

We also separate out two explicit categories of management traf-
fic because of their high prevalence: “Beacon” shows the amount of
periodic AP beacon traffic, and “ARP” shows the amount of ARP
broadcast ARP traffic. Because APs broadcast beacon traffic inde-
pendent of activity, beacon traffic is constant throughout the day.
ARP traffic is more interesting. In addition to legitimate use, out-
side scans and worms generate ARP traffic as they probe unallo-
cated IP address space. However, it appears that the largest source
of ARP is due to an 802.11 management server from Vernier that
uses regular ARPs to track the liveness and network location of reg-
istered clients. However, the important aspect of ARP traffic is that
it is broadcast. Because 802.11 APs are designed to act as transpar-
ent bridges all ARP “who-has” broadcasts from the wired network
are also broadcast on the wireless channel. Since broadcast frames
are always encoded at the lowest rate they make highly inefficient
use of the medium. Indeed, if we examine our trace strictly from an
air time perspective, broadcast traffic (primarily ARP and Beacons)
regularly consumes 10% of the channel as seen by any given mon-
itor. Finally, because they are delivered to all APs at the same time,
they are broadcast on all APs on all channels at roughly the same
time as well — likely interfering with themselves in the process.

Indeed, all network-layer broadcast traffic has this side effect, in-
cluding client DHCP requests and application broadcasts.6 More-
over, aspects of this traffic scale with the size of the network or
the size of the user population while the capacity of the channel
remains constant. Thus, we argue that applications should use mul-
ticast instead of broadcast on 802.11 networks and 802.11 APs
should be modified to perform selective filtering of non-unicast
traffic. Finally, to eliminate the implicit synchronization caused by
wired broadcasts, APs should add random jitter to the transmission
time for broadcasts frames received from the wired network.

7.2 Interference
In this section, we analyze the extent of transmission interfer-

ence experienced by nodes in our trace. Since the platform moni-
tors orthogonal channels, adjacent-channel interference is rare and

6
One particularly egregious example (almost 100,000 frames in our trace) is

the Mac version of the MS Office suite. As part of an anti-piracy mechanism
the software regularly broadcasts its license information to UDP port 2222.
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Figure 8: Time series of network activity throughout the day in one-minute intervals.

co-channel interference from hidden terminals is likely the domi-
nate cause of interference. As a result, the distributed monitoring
platform provides the key ability to observe co-channel interfer-
ence. By providing a global perspective on the network, we can
simultaneously detect a transmission from a sender to a receiver,
hypothesize that the transmission was lost, and detect that a third
node was transmitting at the same time as the sender. With only a
single vantage point, it would be very difficult to detect and corre-
late such simultaneous transmissions.

We define an interference event as a unicast transmission from
a sender s to a receiver r in which one (or more) interferers i si-
multaneously transmit and cause the transmission from s to r to
fail. Based upon events in the trace, our goal is to estimate what
fraction of these simultaneous transmissions causes a loss due to
interference. Note that packet transmissions are distinct from frame
exchanges; a successful frame exchange might experience multiple
transmission losses and recover using link-level retransmissions.

We measure simultaneous transmissions when the trace contains
more than one transmission overlapping in time during which s
transmits a packet to r. We infer that the transmission from s failed
to reach r when we do not observe an ACK from r. At this point,
though, when a loss happens we cannot say for certain that a par-
ticular simultaneous transmission was the true cause of the loss. It
may be the case that a node in a remote part of the building just hap-
pened to have transmitted at the same time that a transmission from
s to r was lost; i.e., the loss may have been caused by any number
of reasons entirely unrelated to the remote node’s transmission.

We can, however, infer when losses are likely due to simultane-
ous transmissions. In particular, we can infer the conditional proba-
bility Pi of a simultaneous transmission causing interference given
that there is a simultaneous transmission from s to r. We can in-
fer Pi based upon the losses between s to r when simultaneous
transmissions both do and do not occur. Informally, if we assume
that the background loss rate is constant regardless of the number
of transmissions, we can attribute the losses between s and r dur-
ing simultaneous transmissions accordingly: If s and r experience
few losses in the absence of simultaneous transmission, the more
likely the losses they experience during simultaneous transmission
are due to interference.

More formally, let I be the event that interference causes a lost
transmission from s to r, and L be the event that the transmission
from s to r was a background loss due to some other cause (e.g.,

range, obstacles). Let S be the event that there is a simultaneous
transmission from at least one other device i when s transmits to
r. Note that I and L are independent events. For the case where no
multiple simultaneous transmissions occur, P [I |¬S] is obviously
0. Unfortunately, when there are multiple transmissions we cannot
empirically distinguish between I,L, or (I ∪ L) upon observing
a loss. We can, however, calculate the probability of interference
when there is more than one simultaneous transmission as follows:

Pi = P [I |S] = P [(I ∪ L)|S] − P [L|S] + P [(I ∩ L)|S].

We can calculate this conditional probability based upon events
measured in the trace. For a given (s, r) pair, let n be the number
of transmissions from s to r, n0 ≤ n be the number of transmis-
sions from s to r without a simultaneous transmission from another
node, and nl

0 be the number of n0 transmissions lost. Likewise, let
nx be the number of transmissions from s to r with a simultaneous
transmission, and nl

x be the number of nx transmissions lost.
Then we can measure P [(I ∪ L)|S] empirically as nl

x/nx. Ob-
serving that L is independent of S, the case of simultaneous trans-
missions, we have P [L|S] = P [L|¬S] = nl

0/n0 and P [(I ∩
L)|S] = P [I |S] · P [L]. A bit of algebra then reveals:

Pi = P [I |S] = [(nl
x/nx) − (nl

0/n0)]/(1 − nl
0/n0).

Given Pi, we can then estimate the expected number of losses dur-
ing simultaneous transmissions between an (s, r) pair that are due
to interference. Examining all transmissions between all sending
and receiving pairs, we can estimate the extent to which interfer-
ence occurs in our network.

We restrict our analysis to the 536 (s, r) pairs that exchange at
least 100 packets to provide confidence in our statistical estimates.
These (s, r) pairs comprise 82% of all (s, r) pairs in the trace. All
such pairs experience losses with at least one simultaneous trans-
mission. Normalizing these losses according to the background loss
rate of each pair according to the above formula, we estimate that
88% of these (s, r) pairs experience loss due to interference from
another node. Whose transmissions are being interfered with? Of
those (s, r) pairs experiencing interference, the sender s is split
roughly equally between APs (56%) and clients (44%).

Does interference have a significant impact on the overall trans-
missions from senders to receivers? Again, note that lost transmis-
sions may increase frame exchange times due to retransmissions,
but not necessarily result in a failed frame exchange. To answer
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Figure 9: Interference loss rate X across (s, r) pairs.

this question, Figure 9 shows the interference loss rate as a CDF
across all (s, r) pairs. We define interference loss rate X as the
fraction of all transmissions (i.e., regardless of whether there was a
simultaneous transmission or not) from s to r that were lost due to
interference; alternatively, it is the probability that a transmission
from s to r is lost due to interference:

X = Pi ∗ (nx/n)

As a baseline, the average background transmission loss rate is
0.12. In comparison, the results in Figure 9 show that many (s, r)
pairs experience minor interference: 50% of (s, r) pairs experience
an interference loss rate of 0.025 (a 2.5% probability of a trans-
mission lost due to interference), or less. Yet a noticeable fraction
of (s, r) pairs suffers considerably from interference: 10% of pairs
experience an interference loss rate of at least 0.1, and 5% at least
0.2. A few (s, r) pairs experienced terrible interference with an in-
terference loss rate higher than 0.5. Note that it is possible for Pi to
be negative; in these cases (11% of pairs), we truncate X to 0.

7.3 802.11g protection mode
Next we analyze the use of 802.11g protection mode in the net-

work. We find that the protection policy by our APs is overly con-
servative, potentially reducing performance for 802.11g clients. We
then take advantage of the global perspective provided by the dis-
tributed monitoring platform to estimate the number of 802.11g
clients that would benefit from using a more practical 802.11g pro-
tection mode policy.

During busy periods, we found a high rate of CTS control frames
in the trace. Investigating further, we determined that these are pri-
marily CTS-to-self frames used for 802.11g protection (Section 2).
Since protection mode increases delay and reduces throughput for
802.11g clients, APs should only use protection mode when any ac-
tive 802.11b clients are in range. The APs in the network implement
this protection policy, but with an overly conservative timeout. An
AP will not turn off protection until an hour has passed without
sensing an 802.11b client in range.

In this analysis, our goal is to identify which APs in the trace are
using protection mode that unnecessarily impacts 802.11g clients;
we refer to these APs as overprotective APs. We can identify the
set of APs using protection mode based upon CTS-to-self client
transmissions to those APs. Then, using the global perspective of
the unified trace, for each AP using protection mode over time we
can infer whether any 802.11b clients are in range of that AP af-
ter a more practical timeout of one minute. If no 802.11b clients
are in range, then the AP is overprotective. Using observed probe
responses, we infer whether any 802.11b clients are in range of an
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Figure 10: Overprotective APs and active 802.11g clients dur-

ing the busy period of the trace.

AP using protection mode. APs send these frames after they receive
a corresponding probe request from a client. Our monitor density
allows us to capture these responses throughout the building and
create a reasonable estimate for a client’s transmission range.

Figure 10 shows the impact of overprotective APs on 802.11g
clients in the network for the duration of the trace. It shows (1) the
total number of overprotective APs that use protection mode unnec-
essarily, (2) the total number of active 802.11g clients associated
with these APs, and (3) the total number of active 802.11g clients
in the network. During busy periods of many active clients, the
number of overprotective APs decreases as more 802.11b clients
become active. Similarly, the number of 802.11g clients increases
and, during these busy periods, 25–50% of them are associated with
overprotective APs.

A more practical protection policy would provide two benefits
to clients in the network. First, the 802.11g clients associated with
overprotective APs could potentially improve their throughput sub-
stantially. With large frames transmitted at 54 Mbps without the
need for CTS-to-self, these clients could potentially improve their
throughput by a factor of two.7 Of course, this result is an upper
bound: not every 802.11g client would be able to transmit at full
rate, and multiple clients would still contend for the channel. How-
ever, we have found that the network is rarely at maximum utiliza-
tion, even during the busiest periods. As a result, 802.11g clients
should be able to benefit, especially when performing bulk trans-
fers and the wireless network is the bottleneck hop in their path.

Second, reducing the use of CTS-to-self reduces the possibil-
ity of exposed terminals in the network, which could improve the
performance of the network. Like ARP and other low-rate short
frames, CTS frames have relatively high penetration and can re-
serve the channel across a larger space than necessary when trans-
mitting data frames at high rates.

7.4 TCP loss rate inference
Using the TCP reconstruction algorithm described in Section 5,

we assemble all flows that complete a handshake (eliminating port
scans and connection failures). From these flows we then calculate
the loss rate using a variant of Jaiswal et al.’s approach [12]. Then,
by analyzing the frame exchanges making up each TCP segment
we are able to determine if each loss — as seen by TCP — is due

7
CTS: 248 µs (our APs send CTS at 2 Mbps with the long preamble), SIFS:

16 µs, MSS TCP at 54 Mbps: 248 µs, SIFS: 16 µs, ACK: 28 µs, backoff
(with g): 16/2*20, backoff (with b/g): 32/2*20. The potential performance
improvement is (248 + 16 + 248 + 16 + 28 + 32/2 ∗ 20)/(248 + 16 +
28 + 16/2 ∗ 20) = 1.98.
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Figure 11: TCP loss rate.

to a lost 802.11 frame or some subsequent loss in the wired net-
work. Figure 11 illustrates this data, showing — as expected —
that the wireless component of TCP loss is dominant. What is im-
portant about this analysis is less the result itself than the capability
to easily examine interactions between layers in our global trace.

8. Conclusion
Network research comes to understand the artifacts it has created

slowly — by careful instrumentation, monitoring and analysis. Pro-
duction 802.11 wireless networks have so far escaped the level of
detailed analysis experienced on the wired network – largely be-
cause of the difficulty in monitoring the wireless environment. To
address this problem we have built a system called Jigsaw that uni-
fies traces from multiple passive wireless monitors to reconstruct a
global view of network activity in a production 802.11 network. We
have described the algorithms used to scalably synchronize traces,
unify common frames, and reconstruct the link- and transport-layer
conversations embedded in those frames. To demonstrate our ap-
proach, we have deployed a large-scale instance of Jigsaw using
over 150 monitors and used a 24-hour trace captured by our mon-
itoring infrastructure to demonstrate complex interactions such as
co-channel interference that would otherwise be difficult to ana-
lyze. Finally, for all its complexity, Jigsaw is only a building block.
Our current work focuses on exploiting its capabilities to precisely
answer the more salient questions that originally motivated our in-
terest: “Why is the network slow?” and “How should it be fixed?”.

For those interested in using or contributing to our efforts, the
Jigsaw hardware specification and software are available for down-
load at http://wireless.ucsdsys.net.
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ABSTRACT

We present practical models for the physical layer behaviors of
packet reception and carrier sense with interference in static wire-
less networks. These models use measurements of a real network
rather than abstract RF propagation models as the basis for accu-
racy in complex environments. Seeding our models requires N

trials in an N node network, in which each sender transmits in
turn and receivers measure RSSI values and packet counts, both
of which are easily obtainable. The models then predict packet
delivery and throughput in the same network for different sets of
transmitters with the same node placements. We evaluate our mod-
els for the base case of two senders that broadcast packets simul-
taneously. We find that they are effective at predicting when there
will be significant interference effects. Across many predictions,
we obtain an RMS error for 802.11a and 802.11b of a half and a
third, respectively, of a measurement-based model that ignores in-
terference.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of systems]: Modeling techniques
General Terms

Measurement, performance
Keywords

Modeling, interference, RSSI

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks such as 802.11 have enjoyed an unprecedented

adoption rate in recent years, and their deployed base continues to
grow. Originally envisioned to support mobile devices, wireless
has also proved popular in more static settings that involve PCs
and laptops in homes and offices because it removes the need for
wires [2, 15]. A fundamental issue in these networks is interfer-
ence, in which transmissions from one sender-receiver pair affect
those of other pairs. Interference defines the spatial boundaries for
spectrum reuse, and it directly impacts the assignment of senders
to channels [18], network capacity [10], and routing choices [8].

It is thus startling that packet delivery under interference is poorly
understood for real networks. Common protocols such as 802.11
make conservative scheduling decisions, serializing the transmis-
sions of senders who can hear each other in case there is harmful
interference. Most explorations of protocols with respect to inter-
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ference use simple abstract models that may assume signal prop-
agation is a simple function of distance, that coverage of radios is
circular, that interference range is twice the transmission range, and
so forth. Unfortunately, empirical data from experimental wireless
networks has shown that all of these models are largely inaccu-
rate [14, 17]. RF propagation in realistic environments is suffi-
ciently complex that the only existing feasible method for estimat-
ing packet delivery between two nodes is to measure it.

As a response, there has been a shift towards experimental wire-
less networks in which packet delivery and higher level metrics
have been measured for real radios working in particular network
and protocol designs [3, 6, 11]. This approach is valuable because
it mitigates the problem of unrealistic RF models; it has improved
the understanding of wireless behaviors. But it trades one peril for
another. Measuring experimental networks lacks a crucial benefit
of analysis and simulation: the ability to explore a large space of
configurations with reproducible results. It is too time-consuming
to run experimental networks in a wide variety of settings, and re-
sults in one setting do not necessarily predict results in a different
setting or even at a later time. This undermines the value of exper-
iments by making it difficult to meaningfully compare results.

In our work, we ask whether it is possible to combine the strengths
of both methods: can we use simple measurements on a wireless
network to capture its RF characteristics and then predict how it
will perform when running under different settings? This paper is
a first step in that direction in which we derive a practical model of
packet delivery under interference.

We use measurements on a running network to seed our model
because predicting RF propagation in a complex environment is a
hopelessly challenging task. To ensure that our model is applicable
to real networks, we rely on only received signal strength indicator

(RSSI) values and pair-wise delivery counts, since both are easily
obtained using commodity wireless cards. We record this infor-
mation when there is a single-sender as observed at all receivers,
which requires N trials to obtain N2 parameters for an N node
network. We then formulate low-level models for packet reception
and carrier-sense by relating the traditional notion of SINR (signal
to interference plus noise ratio) to our measurements. We investi-
gate 802.11 characteristics, both in a controlled setting with atten-
uators and on a building network, to provide a foundation for the
models. These models are in turn fed into a higher-layer system
model that predicts packet delivery and interference for the same
node placements but different sets of transmitters. We view this as
a foundation for exploring other higher-level design choices, such
as RTS/CTS exchanges, routing and channel assignments.

We have evaluated the base case of our models, in which two
senders compete to transmit fixed-size broadcast packets at a set
bit-rate, on our in-building 802.11 testbed. We find that they are
effective at identifying the situations in which there will be signifi-
cant interference and predicting the magnitude of the effect. Across
many random trials the RMS error of our throughput predictions is
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Figure 1: Our wireless testbed, consisting of fifteen 802.11 a/b/g
nodes. The width of the building is 184 ft.

11% of the channel bitrate for 802.11a and 9% for 802.11b. This is
comparable to the temporal variability we observe in the wireless
medium. In contrast, the RMS error of a naive model that ignores
interference is two or three times higher, 24% for 802.11a and 31%
for 802.11b, with predictions that are often poor when there is sig-
nificant interference. To further demonstrate the utility of our mod-
els, we show how they can be used to predict the conflict graph
of a network. We view these results as promising, and are hope-
ful that future work will extend them to cover a larger fraction of
the many transmission options: more than two senders, mixtures of
packet sizes and rates, unicast traffic with acknowledgements and
retransmissions, and so on.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The network en-
vironments we experiment with are described in Section 2. We
study wireless characteristics to support our models in Section 3.
We develop our models in Section 4. In Section 5, we evaluate our
models. We then present related work and conclude.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORMS
The work described in this paper uses measurements for three

purposes: (i) to gain an understanding of the characteristics of
wireless networks (ii) as inputs to the modeling process we pro-
pose, and (iii) as the basis of an experimental evaluation of the
accuracy of our model. We now describe the environments we mea-
sured for these purposes.

2.1 Testbed Experiments
The primary vehicle for our empirical studies is an indoor testbed

of fifteen stationary PCs shown in Figure 1. The testbed is located
on the third floor of our building, mimicking a deployment of wire-
less nodes in an office scenario. Each testbed node has an 802.11
a/b/g Atheros card that we operate using the “stripped” MadWiFi
driver [4].

We depend on received signal strength indicator (RSSI) values
that are reported by all commodity wireless cards. RSSIs are esti-
mates of the signal energy at the receiver during packet reception,
measured during the PLCP headers of arriving packets and reported
on proprietary (and different) scales. Our Atheros cards, for exam-
ple, report RSSI as 10log10(

S+I

n
), where S is the strength of the

incoming signal, I is the interfering energy in the same band, and n

is a constant (-95 dBm) that represents the “noise floor” inside the

radio. Atheros RSSI is thus dB relative to the noise floor. To give
results that are independent of card vendors, we transform RSSI
values to received signal strength (RSS) values that give absolute
energy levels. That is, RSS is defined to be S +I . Additionally, we
abuse notation slightly by reporting specific values in (log scale)
dBm units, as is common practice, while writing formulas such as
the two above to manipulate (non-log scale) quantities such as mW.

Because our focus is raw packet delivery probabilities, we oper-
ate in broadcast mode, which suppresses MAC-level features such
as ACKs and RTS/CTS exchanges.

The testbed operates in a noisy environment, with many active
people and energy sources, including a building-wide 802.11b/g
production network. We use Channel 3 for 802.11b experiments,
which is separate but non-orthogonal to Channels 1 and 6 of the of-
ficial network (which also uses Channel 11). This network acts as
a realistic source of external interference for our testbed, given cur-
rent dense urban deployments of wireless networks. It complicates
our efforts to predict wireless performance, but we find predictabil-
ity despite it.

2.2 Attenuator Experiments
To identify the causes of variability in live wireless networks, we

also conduct controlled experiments with the same Atheros cards.
This is valuable for verifying key characteristics of the hardware,
while limiting the impact of competing energy sources.

Specifically, we disconnect the antennas from two cards and at-
tach shielded SMA cables, along with both fixed and variable at-
tenuators to control the signal strength at the receiver. We surround
the receiver with RF shielding foam to minimize influences from
the local environment, since these cards have some ability to re-
ceive packets even without an attached antenna. Our configuration
follows sensitivity experiment guidelines provided by Intersil [1].

3. WIRELESS CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, we characterize wireless delivery in our testbed

and via attenuator experiments to identify the key effects for our
models. In successive subsections, we study the feasibility of pre-
dicting packet delivery using practical measurements from com-
modity hardware, the nature and impact of external interference,
and temporal stability of a wireless environment. We perform ex-
periments for 802.11a and 802.11b but present results only for the
latter due to space limitations.

3.1 Packet Delivery and RSSs
The SINR ratio is widely used in the literature to model packet

delivery probabilities: packets are successfully received if S

I+n
is

above a certain threshold, and otherwise are not. Applying this
model in practice, though, presents several problems. For one, the
SINR model itself is only approximate, as it ignores factors such as
multipath [3]. Moreover, commodity wireless cards do not report
the information required to use it. For instance, our cards report
only their version of RSS, the minimum feedback allowed by the
802.11 standard. Some other cards also report an estimate of I by
measuring energy in the air when no packets are being sent, but
this estimate may be inaccurate during packet delivery, and we will
show that it is not necessary in any case.

Because our ultimate goal is to construct a practical model, we
only employ measures that are widely available. We therefore turn
our attention to RSS and its use in predicting packet delivery prob-
abilities. We begin with experiments performed in a controlled set-
ting, followed by those taken in an uncontrolled environment.

Controlled setting When the interference I is negligible, cor-
rectly measured RSS should perfectly reflect packet delivery. We
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Figure 2: (a) Delivery probability for Atheros cards as a func-
tion of mean RSS, in attenuator experiments. (b) The CDF of
observed RSS values for a particular attenuation, as circled on
the left graph.

use our attenuator setup to test this hypothesis. We repeat five
minute floods of large broadcast packets (1084 bytes, including
headers) with a set of nine different signal attenuations, from min-
imal attenuation to a level that prevents any packets from being
received. The entire process is repeated for three separate rounds.

Figure 2(a) shows the probability of successful delivery as a
function of measured RSS. Each point represents mean values over
a given five minute round. There is a narrow transition range of
less than 5 dBm, below which no packets are received, and above
which packets are received with near certainty. This is an encour-
aging outcome, as RSS displays a simple relationship with delivery
probability.

Figure 2(a) suggests that RSSs averaged over thousands of pack-
ets are good predictors of delivery probability. Figure 2(b) exam-
ines a much smaller measurement interval. It plots the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of RSSs measured with a particular at-
tenuation, corresponding to the circled points on Figure 2(a). Most
reported values are quite close to each other, but there remains some
variation1. For our purposes, this means the RSS of a single packet
cannot be taken in isolation and we must sample multiple packets
for a measure that accurately reflects packet delivery.

Uncontrolled Setting Next, we run experiments on our testbed
to study whether RSS is predictive of packet delivery in an uncon-
trolled environment as well. Here, individual nodes transmit large
broadcast packets (1084 bytes) for two minutes, while all other
nodes record the packets they receive. We repeat for three rounds,
each conducted at night to minimize variation.

Figure 3 shows delivery probability (averaged over the two min-
utes) as a function of mean RSS. It includes points for all receivers
in the testbed for all three rounds. With all receiver data combined,
there is a weak correlation between the two quantities: some nodes
exhibit high delivery probabilities at an RSS of -80 dBm, while oth-
ers receive only 50% at an RSS of -70 dBm. However, there is a
stronger correlation when viewing receivers individually, as shown
by the lines for nodes 8, 14, and 15. While the thresholds differ
between the nodes, each node exhibits a fairly clear relationship
between delivery probability and RSS. The differences in the rela-
tionships are likely due to different distributions of external inter-
ference experienced by these nodes, which we investigate shortly.

We can also see from the scatter plot in Figure 4 that distance is
a poor indicator of delivery probability compared to per-node RSS,
as found by earlier work [14, 3, 17, 7]. To emphasize the problem,

1We hypothesize the variation is external interference due to im-
perfect RF shielding. Similar experiments on less sensitive Prism
cards showed almost no variation in RSS.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of delivery probability as a function of
mean RSS, for all receivers. Lines connect points for three par-
ticular receivers; despite the weak correlation between delivery
probability and RSS across all receivers, the correlation is strong
for individual nodes.
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Figure 4: Scatter plot of delivery probability as a function of dis-
tance, for all receivers. Points for Node 1 are highlighted.

we have highlighted the points for node 1; they present no clear
pattern that could be used for prediction in distance based models.

In conclusion, we observe a relationship between measured RSS
and delivery probability, but that the exact relationship between the
two can vary substantially across nodes. Note that this is not incon-
sistent with RSS measurements from other studies, e.g., Roofnet
operates in a setting where inter-node distances caused delay spreads
to exceed the engineering margin [3], and most other studies com-
bine RSSs across receivers, despite the fact that they may have dif-
ferent sensitivities [12].

3.2 Nature of External Interference
We now study external interference: energy that is not caused by

packet transmissions in the system under our control. Specifically,
we study the region over which it has a significant effect. Like all
signals, this energy will be attenuated with distance.

External interference might have a measureable effect on packet
delivery across multiple nodes or be confined to a single node. To
assess this, we look for correlation in packet losses at different
nodes. In multiple trials, each with a different sender, we had the
sender transmit broadcast packets with increasing sequence num-
bers. All other nodes logged which packets they successfully re-
ceived. We found loss between the majority of pairs of receivers to
be roughly independent, such that loss at one receiver was not gen-
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Figure 5: (a) Log-linear PDF of loss burst length for all receivers
with loss probabilities less than one half. (b) Probability that
packet i is lost, given that packet i − k was lost. The gray line
shows aggregate data for all receivers with loss probabilities less
than one half, and the black line highlights Node 9. Dashed lines
show the overall loss probabilities for each.

erally a good indicator of loss elsewhere. This is consistent with
other studies [16].

We also performed a simple check to test whether external in-
terference is a property of specific machines (as it is generated
by their components) or specific locations (as it is generated by
other sources in the environment). To do so, we focused on one
of the pairs of nodes with asymmetric delivery probabilities, de-
spite homogeneous hardware and software configurations. We first
swapped just wireless cards between the two machines, and then
the two machines themselves between their locations. We found
that the asymmetry was tied only to the location: it still held, in the
same direction, despite swapping equipment.

These experiments lead us to conclude that external interference
is primarily a local phenomenon in our testbed. For our purposes,
it has to be measured independently at each node.

3.3 Stability Across Time
To be effective, a measurement-based model must be guided by

an understanding of the system behavior across time. This deter-
mines, for instance, how long the system needs to be measured to
obtain representative values and how far into the future a set of
measurements can be used to make predictions. Here, we study
stability on different timescales.

3.3.1 Short Term Stability: Loss Events

It is well known that wireless networks tend to have bursty losses.
The length and frequency of the bursts determine how well mea-
surements taken over short time scales are likely to predict the im-
mediate future. To study them, we broadcast packets from node 12
for one hour at night. Figure 5(a) shows a PDF of loss burst length,
measured across all receivers with a loss probability under 50%.
(Receivers with larger loss probabilities would appear as very long
bursts of unpredictable size.) There is a somewhat less than geo-
metric decline in burst length (as the y-axis is log-scale). This sug-
gests that losses are slightly bursty, but only over relatively short
intervals. Indeed, we find that 92% of all bursts have a length of 3
packets or less, though there are bursts that last up to 76 packets.

An alternative view of this data is given in Figure 5(b). It tries
to uncover dependence among non-consecutive losses. The graph
shows the aggregate data for all receivers with loss probabilities
less than 50% (in gray), plus the data for node 9 (in black) as an
individual example. The dashed lines show the overall loss proba-
bilities. The solid line shows the auto-conditional loss probability:
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Figure 6: The CDF of variability in delivery probability measure-
ments at different time scales.

that packet i was lost, given that packet i − k was lost. If losses
were fully independent, this probability would equal the overall
loss probability for all k. Instead, we see that for small values of k

the auto-conditional loss probability tends to be higher than average
(particularly for node 9), which reflects bursty losses. Moreover, it
takes a separation of around 100 packets, many times the average
burst length, before a current packet loss is irrelevant to the future.
This indicates that it is likely that packet loss bursts are often fol-
lowed by other bursts, separated by only a few received packets.
In intervals larger than 100 packets, however, losses appear to be
largely independent.

Finally, there is clearly a periodic effect in which loss probability
is slightly increased. As hypothesized by Miu et al. [16], this is
potentially due to interference from beacon frames emitted by the
building’s official wireless network on a non-orthogonal channel.
We find the peaks to occur approximately 10 times a second when
we translate packets into time for our setup. This is a common
frequency for beacon frames.

In conclusion, we observe that losses do tend to occur in small
bursts, but can be treated as independent for larger time intervals
of several seconds or minutes. This means that we must measure
the network at least for such timescales, and our predictions will be
stable at such timescales.

3.3.2 Longer-Term Stability: Stationarity

We now look at the variability among consecutive measurement
intervals separated by differing amounts of time. Figure 6 is a CDF
of the difference between the average delivery probability for all
sender-receiver pairs measured for one time interval and the next;
it would be a vertical line at zero if all intervals were identical. The
solid line depicts a time scale of 10 seconds, for an experiment in
which senders transmitted for two minutes at a time. The dashed
line compares delivery probabilities averaged over two minutes be-
tween rounds separated by about two hours. Finally, the dotted
line compares delivery probabilities, averaged over two minutes,
between an experiment conducted late at night and a second exper-
iment the following day.

We see variability to be small at the smallest time scale, and
to rise noticeably over the longest time scale; the latter also in-
cludes day/night changes in patterns of activity that reduce pre-
dictability. To quantify the difference from vertical, we compute
the root mean square error (RMSE) for each scale: it is 4%, 12%,
and 18%, respectively. We conclude that there is enough similarity
between measurements to make useful predictions over moderate
time scales of minutes to hours, but that prediction accuracy will
be degraded for longer periods of time.
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Figure 7: Delivery probability (averaged over one second inter-
vals) and RSS over time. The gray boxes indicate when a nearby
microwave oven was turned on.

3.3.3 Atypical Events

We also observed periods of atypical network behavior in which
measurements are not close to representative. We report on two
causes and their effects below. Fortunately, these periods tend to be
rare and do not detract from overall predictability. To quantify this,
we computed how often delivery probability and RSS values varied
from their 10 second average by more than 10% of their respective
ranges (i.e., a delivery probability of 0.1 and a RSS value change
of 6) for two hand-sampled hour-long experiments with a given
sender. We found that delivery probability was atypical 4.6% of
the time, and observed RSS values were atypical 3.7% of the time.

Non-802.11 energy sources In reviewing an early set of ex-
periment results, we noticed a period during which delivery prob-
abilities for some nodes fell dramatically, even though RSS values
showed no similar trend. Because of the locations of the affected
nodes, we guessed that the cause might be interference from a mi-
crowave oven. We succeeded in reproducing the effect with a con-
trolled experiment in which the microwave was switched on and
off while one node sent to another. Figure 7 plots the observed
RSS and packet delivery probability at the receiver as a function of
time. It shows that microwave activity significantly degrades de-
livery without a clear effect on RSS, for the packets that were still
received.

Shadowing We also observed instances where RSS dropped
together with delivery probability. We believe that these events re-
sult from signal obstructions, or “shadowing,” of the receiver due
to macro-scale changes in the environment. We were able to exper-
imentally support this hypothesis by introducing obstacles between
the sender and receiver.

In conclusion, while measured RSS is generally predictive of de-
livery probability, various transient sources of interfering energy
can distort that relationship. One needs to be careful that this re-
lationship is not measured during such an event. We measure over
multiple rounds because of this in Section 5. It may also be possi-
ble to develop online heuristics to detect atypical periods. Note that
persistent sources of interference are not an issue since they should
be reflected by measurements.

3.4 Summary
Overall, we conclude that there is a general relationship between

measured RSS and delivery probability in real networks; the chal-
lenge is to make it precise enough to use for prediction. The major

source of external interference seems to be the local environment,
which varies substantially across nodes. While wireless networks
exhibit substantial variability, measurements of average behavior
over even relatively short time periods tend to be stable, even for
widely separated intervals. Finally, there may be infrequent atypi-
cal periods during which measurements are not representative.

4. MEASUREMENT-BASED MODEL
We now develop PHY models for wireless delivery with inter-

ference by recasting the classical notion of signal-to-interference-
plus-noise-ratio (SINR) in terms of our observable measurements.
These PHY models are combined with higher layer models, such as
the simple MAC model we provide, to predict the performance of
a static wireless network with arbitrary sets of interfering senders
based on past measurements with individual senders.

4.1 Operation
Our models operate as follows:

1. The RF profile of the network is measured. Each of the
N senders broadcasts packets in turn, while the other nodes
record the number of received packets along with their RSS
values, creating N2 data points. We use special-purpose traf-
fic for these measurements, though in a deployed network
they could be gathered using application traffic and 802.11
sequence numbers.

2. The PHY receiver model we derive below is used with the
RF profile to compute the probability a packet is correctly
received from a given sender in the presence of competing
transmissions.

3. The PHY deferral model we derive below is used with the
RF profile to compute the probability that a sender will sense
competing transmissions and defer its own transmission.

4. MAC and traffic models build on the PHY models to pre-
dict the performance of the network in a specified config-
uration. MAC models capture higher-layer protocol rules,
e.g., CSMA/CA. Traffic models specify the sets of nodes that
compete to send packets at the same time, with possibly dif-
ferent power levels than measured in the RF profile but the
same packet size and transmit rate. This would be imple-
mented as a packet-level simulator in the general case. For a
concrete exposition in this paper, we provide closed-form ap-
proximations for the analytically tractable case of two broad-
cast senders running CSMA/CA, at a fixed power level and
transmit rate.

Our key contribution is the PHY models. They are based on
the classical signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) model
interpreted in our context. We build them in stages below and then
summarize how they are used for prediction.

4.2 Recasting the SINR Model
We recast the SINR model that is used widely in the literature

so that we can use it with our measurements. The version we use
gives the probability pr that a receiver node r can decode a packet
transmitted from a sender node s:

pr(Asr(Psr)) = Prob

»

Asr(Psr)

Ir + nr

≥ δr

–

(1)
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In this equation2, the sender node is visible at the receiver in
terms of its signal power, Psr, as attenuated along the path from s

to r. The function Asr(·) models this attenuation so that Asr(Psr)
is the signal strength at the receiver. The interference from the
environment experienced at r while trying to receive the packet
is Ir . We take it to be a receiver-specific random variable, and it
causes pr to be a probability over packets. Ir does not include
the thermal noise floor, nr, which is generated by the node itself
and assumed constant. There is no dependence on packet length
because we take it to be fixed. Finally, for a given transmit bit-rate
and modulation, δr is the SINR threshold of the radio at r above
which it can successfully decode a packet.

Unfortunately, we cannot use equation (1) directly to compute
delivery probabilities. There are two difficulties. The first is that
attenuation is a hopelessly complicated function that depends on
many details of the environment. To avoid this complexity, much
work uses generic distance-based models in which Asr(P) ≈ d−α

sr P,
for 2 ≤ α ≤ 4, where dsr is the distance between s and r. α = 2
corresponds to free space, while higher values reflect denser and
more irregular environments such as office buildings. But in real
networks, it is a poor predictor of packet delivery [14] and hence
not appropriate for our purposes.

The second difficulty is that we cannot obtain the parameters of
the SINR model directly using commodity hardware. We need the
strength of the incoming signal S and the distribution of interfer-
ence I . However, the information widely accessible across wireless
cards is the reported RSS value3. RSS is a measure of the energy at
the receiver during decoding, and so conflates signal strength and
interference: RSS = S + I . Additionally, RSSs are available
only for successfully received packets, increasing the challenge of
estimating the interference distribution.

Despite these problems, we can use measurements to leverage
the SINR model. Our experiments in Section 3 indicate a strong
relationship between RSS and delivery probability. The exact form
varies with receivers and network deployments, but we still expect
the signal strength, interference and noise relationships to be con-
sistent with the SINR model. To capture these relationships, we
use the measurements described above to create an RF profile of
the network. The measured RSS values and packet counts allow
each receiver to compute several parameters:

• The mean RSS for packets received at r from another node s,
which we denote R̄sr , can easily be computed by averaging.

• We can also estimate the average external interference at a node
r, which we denote Īr, from our earlier observation that most of
the variation in RSS values stems from interference. If we assume
that at least one packet across all senders was received when the
external interference was almost zero, Īr can be estimated by the
mean excess of the RSS values from individual senders above their
minimum observed values.

• Finally, we obtain the curves of the delivery probabilities asso-
ciated with the mean RSS levels of the different senders. We denote
this with p̂r(R̄sr), the probability of correctly decoding packets
with an RSS of R̄sr at r. This is an approximation of the actual de-
livery probability because of the averaging that has been performed,
and because RSS is only reported for packets that are successfully
received. Nonetheless, it is appealing to think of p̂r(· ) as a sur-

2We abuse notation slightly by reporting specific Ir , nr and RSS
values in (log-scale) dBm units, as is common practice, but writing
all formulas in terms of (non-log scale) quantities such as mW.
3Cards actually provide manufacturer specific RSSI values. As ex-
plained in Section 2.1, we transform these into somewhat more uni-
versal RSS values.

rogate for pr(· ) where the function domain has been transformed
from signal power to RSS.

To work with these measurements, we observe that incoming
signal strength is approximately constant for stationary nodes at a
given power level. Thus, we can estimate the true incoming signal
energy at the receiver, which we denote Ssr:

Ssr = Asr(Psr) ≈ R̄sr − Īr (2)

We can now recast the SINR model to fit our measurements.
Substituting (2) into (1) and using p̂r(· ) to estimate pr(· ) we have:

pr(Ssr) = Prob

»

R̄sr − Īr

Ir + nr

≥ δr

–

≈ p̂r(R̄sr) (3)

All of the terms here are constants except for Ir . We rewrite the
equation to expose the distribution of interference in a form we will
use shortly:

pr(Ssr) = Prob

»

Ir ≤
R̄sr − Īr

δr

− nr

–

≈ p̂r(R̄sr) (4)

That is, the SINR model enables us to use RSS measurements
to estimate the delivery probability as a function of interference,
which is the prime cause of variation in packet delivery.

4.3 PHY Receiver Model
The PHY receiver model predicts the probability that a receiver

r will correctly decode a packet transmitted by a sender s while
packets are being sent by other, competing senders. We can apply
the SINR model to this situation by treating the energy from the
competing senders as adding to the external interference. This may
seem surprising because it ignores temporal considerations such as
whether the competing packet starts its transmission slightly be-
fore or after the sender. But this reflects “capture effects” in which
real radios lock onto stronger signals regardless of when they oc-
cur [13]. Thus, we can restate (3) and (4) to give delivery probabil-
ities when there is a competing sender t as follows:

pr(Ssr, Str) = Prob

»

R̄sr − Īr

R̄tr − Īr + Ir + nr

≥ δr

–

= Prob

»

Ir ≤
R̄sr − Īr

δr

−
`

R̄tr − Īr
´

− nr

–

(5)

A key insight is that we can evaluate this probability with the RF
profile we already have available. According to (4), each measured
single-sender delivery probability, p̂r(R̄sr), gives the probability
that the interference Ir is below a corresponding threshold. We can
now compute this threshold for the case of competing senders by
using (5), but we do not have measured delivery probabilities for
multiple senders. Instead, we can find a hypothetical single-sender
RSS, RXt

sr , that corresponds to the interference threshold for com-
peting senders. Once we have this new RSS, we can predict the
delivery probability for competing senders using the single-sender
probabilities p̂r(R̄sr).

From (4) and (5), we want p̂r(RXt
sr) such that:

RXt
sr − Īr

δr

− nr =
R̄sr − Īr

δr

−
`

R̄tr − Īr
´

− nr (6)

Solving for RXt
sr , we obtain:

RX
t

sr = R̄sr − δr

`

R̄tr − Īr
´

(7)
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Our prediction for the delivery probability of packets from s

when t is also transmitting is then the RF profile value p̂r(RXt
sr).

As a practical matter, we will not have measured p̂r(· ) at the pre-
cise RSS that is needed. To estimate it, we piecewise interpolate the
p̂r(R̄sr) data points. It is also the case that R̄tr will not be available
if r received no packets from t. However, we can then treat it as
zero without affecting accuracy in practice. This is because r is
likely to receive at least some packets from t, given that it receives
packets from s, unless R̄tr is significantly smaller than R̄sr . So,
if R̄tr is not available, then the term containing it is likely to be
negligible and can be omitted.

We have considered one competing sender above for simplicity,
but it is straightforward to extend the equations for multiple simul-
taneous senders by introducing additional interference terms. We
can also factor in changes in the transmit power level of the senders
relative to the single-sender measurements at the same time. This
is because changing the power of the transmitter by some factor
causes the same change in the power of the received signal. If we
change the sender power by a factor α, and we have competing
senders ti, i ≥ 0, each of which changes their power by a factor
αi, then we can restate (5) and (7) as:

pr(Ssr, St0r, . . .) = Pr

"

Ir ≤
α(R̄sr − Īr)

δr

−
X

i

αi(R̄tir − Īr) − nr

#

(8)

RXti
sr = αR̄sr + (1 − α)̄Ir − δr

X

i

αi

`

R̄tir − Īr
´

(9)

Our complete PHY receiver model predicts the delivery proba-
bility by computing RXti

sr using (9) and then looking up the as-
sociated delivery probability in the RF profile for receiver r. That
is:

pr(Ssr, St0r, . . .) = p̂r(RX
ti

sr) (10)

As a caveat, we cannot scale up the power for senders for which
we did not receive sufficient packets to estimate their mean RSS,
R̄, in the RF profile.

4.4 PHY Deferral Model
The PHY deferral model gives the probability that a node will

defer its own transmission to competing transmissions because it
senses that the channel is busy. We use a similar approach as above
to derive it.

We assume that a node senses the channel busy when the to-
tal energy it receives is above the CCA (clear-channel assessment)
threshold, βs, which depends on the radio. Now consider a node
s preparing to send to some other node when there are competing
senders ti, i ≥ 0 with scaled power αi as before. The probability
ps() that s senses the channel busy and defers is:

ps(St0s, . . .) = Prob

"

X

i

αi(R̄tis − Īs) + Is > βs

#

(11)

We can rewrite this in terms of interference as we did with (4):

ps(St0s, . . .) = 1 − Prob

"

Is < βs −
X

i

αi(R̄tis − Īs)

#

(12)

As before, we can use (4) to find a hypothetical single-sender
RSS TXtis that produces deferrals equivalent to those in (12). We
start with:

TXtis − Īs

δs

− ns = βs −
X

i

αi(R̄tis − Īs) (13)

Then, our prediction for the likelihood that node s will defer its
transmission is the complement of the delivery probability associ-
ated with TXtis in the RF profile:

TXtis = δs

 

βs −
X

i

αi(R̄tis − Īs) + ns

!

+ Īs (14)

ps(St0s, . . .) = 1 − p̂s (TXtis) (15)

4.5 MAC and Traffic Models
To apply our PHY models, we need higher layer MAC and traf-

fic models that capture the rest of the system by specifying which
nodes have packets to send at what times, and the protocol rules
by which they attempt to transmit packets. In the general case, this
might be done with a simulator that models a traffic workload and
higher-layer protocol rules, such as 802.11 CSMA/CA, exponen-
tial backoff, and acknowledgements with retransmissions. Here,
we give a model for the analytically tractable case of two compet-
ing broadcast senders that run CSMA/CA. This model is only ap-
proximate as it ignores various corner-cases. However, it provides
a self-contained example for this paper, and our evaluation shows
that it already has sufficient predictive power to validate the base
case of wireless interference.

In 802.11, CSMA/CA with broadcast senders works as follows.
Each node senses whether the channel is busy, i.e., whether the re-
ceived energy is above the CCA threshold. It defers if so. To avoid
collisions when the channel becomes free, each node randomly
picks a number of fixed-time slots in the range [0, W − 1].4 The
node counts down this many free slots to pass before transmitting
the packet, pausing the countdown when the channel is busy. Ide-
ally, transmission should occur immediately when the countdown
stops. Our observations, though, suggest that in practice there is a
a turnaround time equal to about a slot time.

The countdown operations to avoid collisions are effectively races
among the nodes. We are interested in average behavior when two
nodes, s and t, continuously send fixed-size packets. To estimate
the probability of a collision, consider a moment when a node, say
s, has just finished a transmission. At that point t has some re-
maining countdown time Ct < WT , where T is the slot time,
and s picks a new countdown time, Cs. Because slot boundaries
are not synchronized, we model Cs as uniformly distributed over
(0, WT ). A collision occurs on the next packet transmission if Cs

and Ct are within a turnaround time, that is, if Cs falls in a window
of length 2T centered around Ct. Because the nodes are in a sym-
metric situation, each wins the race half the time when there are no
collisions. Thus, for n ∈ {s, t}:

Prob [n collides] =
2T

WT
=

2

W

Prob [n wins] =
1

2
−

1

W
(16)

Prob [n loses] = Prob [n wins]

We are interested in the number of packets sent by each combi-
nation of senders, and the number of packets received from each
sender by each other receiver. To obtain this performance data, we

4There is no exponential backoff for broadcasts in 802.11.
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Inputs to the model Derivation method

p̂r(· ) Function that maps RSS to delivery probability at r

R̄sr Average RSS observed at r when s sends alone RF profile measurements

Īr Average external interference (variation in RSSs) at r

nr Thermal noise inside the card
δr SINR threshold for successful reception Hardware-specific (constant)
βr CCA threshold for deferral

Table 1: Summary of the inputs to the PHY models. All inputs are per-node.

combine the race outcomes with the PHY models. A node s will
send alone when it both wins the race and the other node t defers to
the energy that s transmits. A node s will send at the same time as
a competitor t when it either collides, or loses the race but fails to
defer to the energy that t transmits. Assuming that a packet trans-
mission time is much larger than the largest countdown delay, the
fraction of time that packets will be transmitted by different com-
binations of senders s and t is approximately:

Frac [s sends alone] =Prob [s wins] (1 − p̂t (TXst))

Frac [t sends alone] =Prob [t wins] (1 − p̂s (TXts))

Frac [s, t send] =Prob [s collides] (17)

+ Prob [s wins] p̂t (TXst)

+ Prob [t wins] p̂s (TXts)

A node r receives a packet from a sender when it sends, either
alone or in combination with other nodes, depending on the asso-
ciated delivery probability. The fraction of time r receives from s

and t when both nodes attempt to transmit continually is then:

Frac [r receives s] =Frac [s sends alone] p̂r(RXsr)

+ Frac [s, t send] p̂r(RXt
sr)

Frac [r receives t] =Frac [t sends alone] p̂r(RXtr) (18)

+ Frac [s, t send] p̂r(RXs
tr)

We can then use these fractions to compute other performance
metrics of interest. For example, the delivery probability from s to
r is Frac [r receives s] divided by the sum of Frac [s sends alone]
and Frac [s, t send]. Similarly, throughput is the product of the ca-
pacity of the channel and Frac [r receives s].

4.6 Summary
We have derived two PHY models for reception and deferral by

combining measurements with an adaptation of the classic SINR
model. The inputs required by our PHY models are listed in Ta-
ble 1. They use an RF profile that is measured by having each node
send by itself and observing the RSSs and delivery probability of
packets received at other nodes. At each receiver, this gives an av-
erage RSS for each sender, an RSS to delivery probability curve
across senders, and the average external interference as the varia-
tion in RSSs from the same sender. This requires N trials, one for
each sender in an N node network, and results in N − 1 tuples at
each receiver.

Given the single-sender RF profile and hardware constants, the
PHY receiver and PHY deferral models (Equations 10 and 15) then
predict the likelihood of reception and deferrals in the same net-
work when multiple nodes send at once. These likelihoods are fed
into higher-layer MAC and traffic models that complete the rest of
the system under study. MAC models fold in higher-layer protocol

behavior, and traffic models specify the workload placed on the net-
work. We have given closed-form equations for the simple system
of two sender broadcast with CSMA/CA. The output of the MAC
and traffic models is a prediction of the performance of the system.

5. MODEL EVALUATION
In this section, we test an instantiation of our models on our wire-

less testbed, to show that the predictions are accurate enough to be
useful, despite the inherent variability of a wireless environment
and the inaccuracies of measuring it using commodity hardware.
We evaluate both overall and component prediction accuracy, and
show how our models can be applied, by using them to infer con-
flict graphs.

Instantiation of the Model As input to the PHY models, we
gather the RF profile of our network by having nodes take turns to
broadcast large (1084 bytes) packets for two minutes each. While
one node sends, the rest log packets and their observed RSSs. This
takes O(N ) time and gathers O(N2) parameters for an N -node
network. To filter out any atypical events, we conduct three such
rounds, separated by roughly 4 hours, and use the median values as
input to the model. This data gives us R̄sr , Īr, and p̂(R̄sr) directly.
As mentioned in Section 4, such data could potentially be derived
from application traffic in a deployed network.

To obtain the RSS versus delivery function p̂(.) for each receiver,
we simply piecewise linear interpolate the measured delivery prob-
ability and mean RSS pairs that were observed from each of the
other senders. The other PHY model parameters depend on the
card and driver, and can be computed once per type of radio; they
could also be supplied by the manufacturer. Atheros cards report
a constant noise floor n of -95 dBm. To approximate the SINR
threshold δ for our Atheros cards, we use our attenuator experi-
ments, where interference is near zero and δ is thus S

n
. The knee of

the delivery curve in Figure 2 gives the value of δ as 2.5 dB. For the
CCA threshold β, we first measure the deferral probability between
each pair of senders, as described in Section 5.3. We then plot the
deferral probability between all sender pairs against RSS. The knee
of the curve represents the threshold above which the radios in our
testbed defer. Our results yield a β of -81 dBm.

The other parameter we need is for our MAC model. For window
size W in Equation 16, we use 802.11 standard values of 16 for
802.11a and 32 for 802.11b.

Experimental Methodology We use the closed-form expres-
sions for a two sender broadcast CSMA/CA system given in Sec-
tion 4.5 to evaluate our PHY models. These expressions predict
the throughput and delivery probability at a third receiver when
two senders compete to send packets. Because there are a large
number of possible pairs of senders, we select a subset of 12 pairs
that are representative of senders with high (i.e., over 80%), mid-
dle, and low (i.e., under 5%) delivery probabilities to each other;
each pair is used to make predictions to 14 possible receivers.5 The

5Node 5 in Figure 1 was excluded due to a hardware problem.
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two-sender measurements are taken over three separate rounds, in-
terleaved with RF profile collection. The entire experiment, in-
cluding single and two sender measurements for both 802.11a and
802.11b, took approximately 12 hours to run. We compare our pre-
dictions to values observed in each of these instances, aggregated
over the three rounds. After removing uninteresting cases where
the receiver is out of range of both senders, we make a total of 528
predictions for 802.11a and 828 predictions for 802.11b.

Other MAC models and traffic mixes are clearly of interest, but
we leave experiments with them for future work. The number of
multiple sender experiments is combinatorial, and two senders are
the most important base case for interference effects. We also use a
bitrate of 6 Mbps for 802.11a and 1 Mbps for 802.11b; our current
experiments do not explore variations in transmission bit rate or
packet size.

We judge the accuracy of our predictions by comparing them to
actual two-sender measurements. To put these results in context,
we compare them with results for two other models. The first is a
naive model that optimistically ignores the presence of the second
sender, assuming it will not affect either the first sender or the re-
ceiver. This model predicts that the outcome of the two-sender case
will be the same as that of the single-sender case. The compari-
son against this model lets us quantify the advantage of explicitly
modeling interference after having seeded the model with measure-
ments. It is worth noting that even this naive model is likely to out-
perform many existing analytic models, as it incorporates measured
information about signal propagation.

The second model is based on history. It predicts the current
round using the corresponding, direct measurements made in the
last round. This model cannot be used to predict network configu-
rations which have not been previously recorded; instead, it quan-
tifies the temporal variability inherent in the wireless network. All
models other than those that predict changes in the RF environment
itself are likely to be no more accurate than this model. Compar-
ison here lets us isolate the impact of modeling inaccuracies from
the impact of temporal variability.

To present our results, we use the root mean square error (RMSE)
as a measure of the accuracy of predictions. This is a standard
metric in model fitting that conveys how far off a given prediction is
likely to be. We give RMSE values as percentages of the maximum
possible value for that prediction. For probability predictions, the
maximum is 1. For throughput predictions, the maximum is the
bitrate: 6 Mbps for 802.11a and 1 Mbps for 802.11b. For brevity,
we adopt the convention of listing 802.11a and 802.11b accuracy
numbers side by side (e.g., xa / xb %).

5.1 Overall Accuracy
We evaluate the overall accuracy of our models by comparing

the two-sender throughput and delivery probability predictions with
measured values.

Throughput Prediction Figure 8 plots the CDF of the error in
predicting throughput for each two-sender and receiver trial. The
error is measured as the difference between predicted and actual
throughputs. For an ideal model, the graph would show a vertical
transition from 0% to 100% at the x-value of 0. We see that most of
our model predictions are accurate, though a small portion are too
low (at the left end) or too high. The naive model does worse, and
in particular it often overestimates throughput by a large margin by
not accounting for interference from other senders.

The RMSEs for the throughput predictions of our model are
11 / 9% for 802.11a/b. The RMSEs of the naive model are sub-
stantially higher, at 24 / 31% for 802.11 a/b; 802.11b fares worse
because there is more interference due to its longer range. Surpris-
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Figure 8: The CDF of error in predicting throughput.
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Figure 9: The CDF of error in predicting throughput for the
naive model, broken down by the sender range. There are no
middle range senders for 802.11a in our testbed.

ingly, our accuracy is similar to that of the history based model,
whose RMSEs for 802.11 a/b are 11 / 7%. This suggests that the
accuracy of our model might be limited more by temporal variabil-
ity inherent in a wireless network, rather than modeling inaccura-
cies. Nonetheless, we believe this accuracy level to be sufficient for
many scenarios of interest, such as conflict graph prediction (Sec-
tion 5.4).

To further understand the performance of our model, we looked
for patterns in the cases where our predictions were poor. We found
that the most challenging case was that of receivers listening to
senders that can only partially hear each other. In these cases, the
delivery and deferral probabilities are both highly variable, leading
to throughput values that are very sensitive to small changes. How-
ever, these same factors affect the variability between successive
rounds as well, such that any model will be partly impaired in this
region unless it predicts the variability itself.

We further investigate where our predictions of interference are
most beneficial. Figure 9 shows the results of the naive model
throughput predictions, broken down by the range between the senders
(as determined using delivery probabilities from the RF profile).
We can see that the naive model does poorly at predicting middle
range senders, due to the high variability mentioned above and the
high potential for interference at a receiver. It does worst for close
sender throughputs, as it does not account for deferrals. The RM-
SEs for 802.11 a/b are 37 / 32% for close senders and 19 / 25%
for far senders. For 802.11b middle range senders, the RMSE is
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Figure 10: The CDF of error in predicting delivery probability.
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Figure 11: The CDF of error in predicting delivery probability
for the naive model, broken down by the sender range. There are
no middle range senders for 802.11a in our testbed.

36%; because of 802.11a’s shorter effective range, we had no mid-
dle range senders in 802.11a. By comparing against our model
results in Figure 8, we can see the substantial gains possible when
accounting for interference and deferrals in predictions.

Delivery Probability Prediction Figure 10 shows a simi-
lar CDF of prediction error when delivery probabilities are com-
pared. We see results for our model that are very similar to those of
throughput, even though the two quantities may be quite different,
e.g., two senders may halve their throughput by competing with lit-
tle change in delivery probability if they sense each other clearly.
We see that our model is again comparable to the history based
model; the RMSEs of our model are 11 / 10%, while those of the
history based model are 12 / 10%.

The naive model again overpredicts scenarios with interference,
but its delivery probability predictions are not as poor as for through-
put, because deferrals between senders are irrelevant here. Overall,
its RMSEs are 19 / 29% for 802.11 a/b. Figure 11 confirms that the
naive model does better at delivery probability than throughput for
close senders, though it continues to neglect the impact of interfer-
ence from senders that do not hear each other well. The RMSEs are
10 / 8% for close senders and 21 / 27% for far senders. For 802.11b
middle range senders, the RMSE is 38%.

5.2 PHY Receiver Component
To evaluate the individual components of our model, we now

look at them separately. The receiver component of our model pre-
dicts the fraction of packets a node will receive from a sender, in the
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Figure 12: The CDF of error in predicting delivery probability
for the receiver component.

face of simultaneous transmissions from another sender. To study
this component in isolation, we first identify those triplets (consist-
ing of a pair of senders and a receiver) that will actively test this
component. In such triplets, the two senders are sufficiently far
from each other that they transmit simultaneously, rather than de-
ferring to each other, and the receiver can hear packets from both
senders, at least partially. This second condition filters out cases
where one of the senders is so far as to not make a difference. For
802.11 a/b, there are 12 / 30 such triplets in our dataset, implying
that we test our model on 24 / 60 predictions. To ensure that our
predictions here are not influenced by errors in the deferral compo-
nent of our model, we use the measured, not predicted, number of
packets sent by each of the senders.

Figure 12 shows the CDF of prediction error for delivery prob-
ability for all models. We see a stark difference from the ear-
lier CDFs, since we are focusing on only those cases where in-
terference is present. The RMSEs of our model remain low at
12 / 18% for 802.11 a/b, comparable to the history model RM-
SEs of 18 / 11%. The RMSEs for the naive model are consider-
ably poorer at 67 / 60%. These results imply that our model is
quite effective at both predicting situations when effects such as
capture [13] arise and quantifying their impact.

5.3 PHY Deferral Component
We now evaluate our deferral component in isolation. The key

metric here is the accuracy of the predicted probability of one sender
deferring to another. We compare the predicted deferral probabil-
ity to the measured deferral probability. The latter is computed
using the packet transmission counts from each sender taken from
the two-sender (validation) runs. Assume that the two senders, s

and t, send Ps and Pt packets when sending simultaneously, and
that there are a total of P opportunities to send packets. The dif-
ference for each node, i.e., P − Ps, is the number of packets that
were deferred. Even if the senders hear each other perfectly, we
will observe nodes sending slightly more than half the time be-
cause of collisions due to ties in the backoff race. We know from
our analysis in Section 4.5 that the number of expected collisions,
C, is 2

16
P for 802.11a and 2

32
P for 802.11b. Nodes are equally

likely to win the countdown race and use the remaining opportuni-
ties. Thus, with perfect deferrals they defer P−C

2
packets to each

other and send a minimum of P−C

2
+C packets. When the senders

cannot hear each other, they never defer and send a maximum of
P packets. The observed deferral probability is then the number of
deferrals as a fraction of the maximum possible. That is:
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Figure 13: The CDF of error in predicting deferral probability.

Prob [s defers] =
2(P − Ps)

P − C

Figure 13 shows the CDF of deferral probability prediction error.
The RMSEs for our model in 802.11 a/b are 23 / 19%. The RMSEs
for the naive model are 52 / 54%, while those for the history based
model are 0 / 8%. We see that the errors for our predictions are
higher than that of the history model but notably lower than those
of the naive model, which predicts senders will never defer. (We
found another naive model in which senders always defer to be
even less accurate; senders clearly do defer to each other but only
in particular cases.)

We do less well at predicting deferrals than predicting packet
delivery. One possible cause is that the RSS versus delivery prob-
ability data used for interpolation is sparse and variable. To ex-
plore how much impact this has, we experimented by heuristically
smoothing the RSS data in the RF profile. We did this by removing
outlier points, then making the function monotonic increasing and
ensuring that it reaches 100% delivery at a reasonable RSS. The
result was to lower the RMSEs for our deferral probability predic-
tions to 3 / 17% for 802.11 a/b, and slightly lower the RMSEs for
our overall throughput predictions to 8 / 8%. This is promising, as
it suggests that better modeling of the RSS relationship can further
improve our results.

As a second possible cause, we observe slightly lower RSS mea-
surements when a node is attempting to send as it listens, compared
to when it only listens. We have not yet included this effect in our
models.

5.4 Application: Conflict Graphs
We see our model as a foundation on which to predict the perfor-

mance of a wide range of higher-layer behaviors. To illustrate its
versatility, we show a simple application in which we predict the
conflict graph [10] of the network. This graph captures the level of
interference between different unicast conversations. It is of broad
interest because knowledge of the conflicts can be used to improve
performance, e.g., by using non-interfering links in parallel, rather
than making overly conservative scheduling decisions in the man-
ner of 802.11 CSMA/CS and RTS/CTS.

Padhye et al. quantify conflicts using link interference ratios
(LIR) between two unicast conversations as a metric. LIR is the
ratio of the sum of throughputs when both conversations are ac-
tive to the sum when they are active individually. It thus ranges
from 0 to 1, with 1 representing no interference. Because LIR is
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Figure 14: The CDF of error in predicting BIR.

intractable in networks with many conversations due to the large
number of combinations, Padhye et al. show that it can be esti-
mated using a broadcast interference ratio (BIR) [17] that requires
fewer trials. BIR is the ratio of the sum of packet delivery probabil-
ities at respective receivers when both senders broadcast to when
they broadcast individually.

We use our models to predict BIR as a proxy for the level of
unicast interference. We do this simply by making delivery prob-
ability predictions for two-sender cases and combining them with
single-sender data according to the BIR metric. Figure 14 shows
that our model does well at this task. It plots the CDF of the differ-
ence between predicted and measured BIR, where measured BIR
is obtained by using our two-sender experiments. For 802.11 a/b,
RMSEs of our predictions are 14 / 10%. Both the CDFs and RM-
SEs indicate that we are quite close to the actual BIR on average.

Observe that the use of our model provides a substantial advan-
tage: we require only N single-sender trials in an N node network
to estimate BIR; measuring it directly requires N2 trials, one for
each pair of senders. In contrast, direct measurement of the con-
flict graph as LIR for pairs of conversations would have required
roughly N4 trials! Our method also generalizes easily to more con-
versations without additional measurements.

6. RELATED WORK
Much work on modeling wireless networks has relied on sim-

ple assumptions about signal propagation and interference [9, 19].
While such models provide important insight into the asymptotic
behavior of large networks, the use of such models in real networks
has been shown to be erroneous [14]. Our approach is fundamen-
tally different: it is grounded in measurements of real networks to
avoid simplistic assumptions about signal propagation.

There is relatively little work combining measurements with mod-
els. Padhye et al. [17] estimate the extent of interference between
two unicast conversations with measurements of broadcast inter-
ference. Our model tackles a more general, and challenging, case
for prediction. Woo et al. [20] uses measurements to construct link
quality estimators in sensor networks. Similar to us, they find that
measurements add significantly to realism, though they do not ex-
plicitly model effects such as interference. Cerpa et al.[7] present a
tool for assessing connectivity in lossy environments. It is based on
packet delivery statistics, rather than underlying causal models, and
does not attempt to model packet delivery in new configurations.
Also, Judd and Steenkiste emulate signal propagation in hardware
to provide a tool for experimenting with wireless networks [12].
They notably improve realism and repeatability, but unlike predic-
tive models they must evaluate each configuration of interest exper-
imentally.
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Other studies have characterized aspects of wireless behavior in
practice for particular settings, e.g., the Roofnet project has investi-
gated characteristics of packet loss, connectivity and throughput on
a city-scale wireless network [3, 5]; work on Divert measures the
burstiness and spatial patterns of losses on an indoor [16]; and work
on SCALE includes an assessment of wireless conditions in sensor
networks [7]. Our characterization work is largely complementary
but consistent with the findings in these other studies.

Finally, some recent efforts have been made to use empirical ob-
servations to improve wireless protocols. Divert [16] attempts to
reduce packet loss rates in WLAN systems by rapidly switching
between APs to tolerate bursty losses. ExOR [6] leverages spa-
tial loss independence to reduce packet transmissions in multi-hop
networks by using opportunistic packet reception. These efforts in-
dicate that there is much room to improve wireless protocols by
adapting them to realistic conditions. Our work provides one tool
to do so.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We present practical, measurement-based models for the phys-

ical layer behaviors of static wireless networks, including packet
reception and carrier sense with interference. To improve accu-
racy over abstract RF propagation models, we seed our models
with measurements of RSS values and delivery probability, both
of which are easily obtainable. Our RF profile of a given network
topology includes data for N nodes from N sequential transmis-
sion rounds, providing roughly N2 data points. Our models can
then predict packet delivery and throughput at receivers in the same
network topology when multiple senders compete to transmit pack-
ets. This covers a much larger range of transmission configurations
than were measured; there are O(N3) configurations when at most
two nodes send at once. We evaluate our model for the base case
of two senders that continually transmit broadcast packets, and find
that it can accurately predict when there will be significant inter-
ference effects. Across many predictions, we obtain an RMS error
for 802.11a and 802.11b of a half and a third, respectively, of a
measurement-based model that ignores interference.

There is clearly much more work to be done to achieve our long-
term goal of predicting the performance of a given network when
it is used in a different configuration, for instance, with different
routing, MAC and PHY design choices. Thus far we have evalu-
ated our model for two simultaneous broadcast senders, the base
case in which interference effects are seen, and not tested its accu-
racy across the much larger space of possible workloads. In future
work we hope to extend our methodology in these directions; this
would greatly increase the design space in which we can apply our
models.

On the other hand, we view the importance of our work as being
able to predict interference effects with any reasonable accuracy at
all. Wireless networks are notorious for their variability and com-
plex interactions. The tone of much work is that there is little rhyme
or reason to the performance that will be achieved in practice for a
given setting. We have shown that, to the contrary, measurements
do have predictive power when they are carefully interpreted. We
have shown how to measure an RF profile of a network to factor the
complexity of RF propagation out of the modeling domain, so that
RSS values averaged over tens of seconds can be useful predictors
of performance for the majority of the time and well into the future.

We hope our work will provide a starting point for new method-
ologies and protocols as measurement-based prediction is improved
in scope and accuracy. Measured RF profiles may be combined
with simulators via our models to allow the realistic exploration
of networks. New protocols can then account for interference by

using online models, rather than “playing safe” with overly pes-
simistic assumptions, as does 802.11 [8, 18].
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ABSTRACT

In a wireless sensor network of N nodes transmitting data to a single
base station, possibly over multiple hops, what distributed mecha-
nisms should be implemented in order to dynamically allocate fair

and efficient transmission rates to each node? Our interference-
aware fair rate control (IFRC) detects incipient congestion at a
node by monitoring the average queue length, communicates con-
gestion state to exactly the set of potential interferers using a novel
low-overhead congestion sharing mechanism, and converges to a
fair and efficient rate using an AIMD control law. We evaluate
IFRC extensively on a 40-node wireless sensor network testbed.
IFRC achieves a fair and efficient rate allocation that is within 20-
40% of the optimal fair rate allocation on some network topologies.
Its rate adaptation mechanism is highly effective: we did not ob-
serve a single instance of queue overflow in our many experiments.
Finally, IFRC can be extended easily to support situations where
only a subset of the nodes transmit, where the network has multiple
base stations, or where nodes are assigned different transmission
weights.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer Commu-
nication Networks]: Wireless communication, C.3 [Special-Purpose
and Application-Based Systems]: Embedded Systems

General Terms: Design, Algorithms

Keywords: Congestion Control, Rate Control, Fairness, Wireless,
IFRC, Sensor Network

1. INTRODUCTION
Congestion control has been an active area of networking re-

search for several decades now. Relatively less attention has been
paid to congestion control in the emerging area of wireless sen-
sor networks. In this paper, we examine the following simple but
important problem: In a sensor network of N sensor nodes each
transmitting data, possibly over multiple hops, to a base station,
what distributed mechanisms must the sensor network implement
in order to dynamically allocate fair and efficient transmission rates
to each node?

One motivation for this problem comes from the application of

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foun-
dation under Grant No. 0520235.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGCOMM’06, September 11–15, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...$5.00.

wireless sensor networks for structural health monitoring [17, 21,
22]. In this application, a set of sensors is deployed on a large civil
structure (such as a building or a bridge). Each sensor continu-
ously measures structural vibrations at several hundred samples a
second, a rate that is comparable to the nominal data rate of today’s
low-power sensor radios. When a significant response is detected,
as when the structure is vibrated using a mechanical shaker, every
sensor transmits a time series of recorded samples to a base station.
Civil engineers find an application such as this to be extremely use-
ful for conducting short to medium term experiments on test struc-
tures; they analyze the structural response to derive models of the
structure, or assess the level of damage in the structure. In the ab-
sence of rate control, this sensor network could suffer congestion
collapse.

A more general motivation comes from an evolved understand-
ing of the structure and application of sensor networks. Early sen-
sor network designs assumed a flat network of sensors support-
ing low-rate periodic sensing. More recently, tiered sensor net-
works [28] have been proposed for use in high data-rate applica-
tions (e.g., acoustic [2, 8], imaging [23]). In tiered networks, the
lower-tier consists of tiny wireless sensors that transmit data to the
closest upper-tier node (usually an embedded 32-bit system with
an 802.1x radio) [7]. In such networks, when an event is sensed,
a relatively large number of nodes might wish to transmit signif-
icant volumes of data (either raw samples, or processed informa-
tion) along one or more trees towards base stations. Rate control
will prevent congestion collapse in these situations.

In this paper, we examine the design of a distributed and adap-
tive mechanism for fair and efficient rate control in wireless sen-
sor networks. In general, the design of such a mechanism is com-
plicated by multiple nodes concurrently accessing a time varying,
shared wireless channel. As such, the channel arbitration used by
the MAC layer and the quality of paths determined by the routing
protocol can impact the quality of any solution to rate control. For
simplicity, we build our work upon the sensor network de facto

standard MAC layer (CSMA) and routing layer (link-quality based
path selection). We defer to future work the examination of an
optimal “cross-layer” design—one which jointly designs the MAC
layer, the routing layer, and a rate allocation scheme.

Within our chosen framework, one important challenge is to de-
sign a mechanism by which each node can locally detect all flows
that can contend for channel capacity, fairly adapt its own rate such
that the capacity is not exceeded, and signal all relevant flows to
do so as well. In general, such interference-aware rate allocation
in wireless networks is difficult for arbitrary communication pat-
terns [14]. As we show in this paper, we can leverage the tree-based
traffic pattern prevalent in wireless sensor networks to obtain a dis-
tributed, adaptive, and fair rate control mechanism. Specifically,



we make the following contributions:

Design: Our interference-aware fair rate control (IFRC) technique
(Section 4) is a collection of inter-related mechanisms for distributed
and adaptive fair and efficient rate allocation for tree-based com-
munication in wireless sensor networks. IFRC monitors average
queue lengths to detect incipient congestion, and uses an AIMD
control law to ensure convergence to fairness. Our main contri-
bution is the design of a low-overhead, yet surprisingly efficient,
congestion sharing mechanism. Congestion sharing itself is not a
new idea; it has been used to achieve MAC-layer fairness [3], and
to help TCP connections exchange network state [1]. However, de-
signing such a mechanism in the context of sensor networks is not a
trivial extension of prior efforts: to achieve fairness, all flows (even
those originating at a distant node) that pass through a congested
node need to be throttled, and rapidly signaling all relevant nodes
is a non-trivial task. What is more, any flow that affects the rate at
which the congested node sends data to the base station may need
to be throttled, but such flows may not traverse the congested node
at all. Precisely identifying the set of these flows is an important
contribution of this paper.

Analysis: We analyze the steady state behavior of IFRC to rigor-
ously derive IFRC parameters for stability and fast convergence.
We validate our analysis with experiments which demonstrate that
parameter choices within the bounds predicted by our analysis re-
sults in a stable system, while parameter choices outside this bound
result in instability.

Implementation and experimentation: We have implemented IFRC
in TinyOS (the widely-used sensor node OS), and demonstrate, us-
ing extensive experiments on a 40-node testbed (Section 6), that
IFRC achieves fair rate control. IFRC’s performance is within
20–40% of the maximum sustainable fair rate using a fixed tree
and a CSMA MAC layer. IFRC can be trivially extended to more
general versions of our problem: where each sensor node sends to
the nearest of many base stations, where only a subset of the nodes
transmit data, or where an application might require a weighted fair
rate allocation. Finally, IFRC’s rate adaptation is highly effective:
we noticed no packet drops due to queue overflows even with rela-
tively small buffer sizes in any of our experiments.

2. RELATED WORK
IFRC draws inspiration from the Internet congestion control lit-

erature, and borrows liberally from the work on TCP [13] and active
queue management [6, 18]. Sharing congestion information has
been employed in other contexts: for adjusting MAC-layer back-
offs to ensure fair channel access [3], and for sharing path conges-
tion state among Internet flows to improve TCP performance [1].
However, our problem setting is quite unlike any considered in
these areas; to our knowledge, the problem of achieving a fair
and efficient rate when many wireless nodes send data, possibly
over multiple hops, to a base station has not been studied in ei-
ther the Internet or ad-hoc networks literature before. Internet fair
queuing mechanisms [5, 20] do not extend easily to shared wire-
less links. Much of the literature on TCP for ad-hoc wireless net-
works [9, 16, 25] focuses on mechanisms that distinguish between
packet loss due to routing dynamics or wireless packet corruption,
and packet loss due to congestion. The one exception to this is
the work of Xu et al. [33], which extends RED to improve TCP
fairness in wireless ad-hoc networks. They introduce the idea of
a distributed queue comprised of all the nodes that contend for a
channel. Each node locally computes its RED drop probability
based on this distributed queue. This implicit congestion sharing
is similar to our mechanism; however, as we show later, the set

of nodes contributing to congestion at a node extends beyond the
one-hop neighborhood of a node, and IFRC’s congestion sharing
mechanism takes this into account.

Prior work in the sensor networks literature has looked at two
qualitatively different problems: congestion mitigation, and con-

gestion control. Broadly speaking, mitigation attempts to solve the
following problem. Consider a sensor network in which each sen-
sor is tasked to periodically transmit samples at some fixed rate.
When the aggregate sensor traffic exceeds network capacity, how
should nodes regulate their transmissions such that the network
goodput and fairness degrade gracefully (rather than exhibit con-
gestion collapse at a point close to network capacity)? This is qual-
itatively different from congestion control, which seeks to find an
optimal fair rate allocation to sensor nodes that is also maximally
efficient (so that, when nodes send at this rate, the network is fully
utilized, and the per node goodput is close to the sending rate).

Fusion [11] is a congestion mitigation scheme that uses queue
lengths to measure levels of congestion, as we do, but also uses
a different set of mechanisms than the congestion sharing mecha-
nism we have considered; it applies hop-by-hop backpressure using
a token-based regulation mechanism, and a prioritized medium ac-
cess layer that allows congestion at local nodes to drain quickly.
With this combination, Fusion achieves higher goodput and fair-
ness at high offered loads than in the absence of these mecha-
nisms. CODA [30] is another congestion mitigation strategy that
uses slightly different mechanisms than Fusion. It senses both
channel and buffer occupancies for measuring congestion levels;
Fusion uses only buffer occupancy because, to a first order, a CSMA
MAC layer with link-layer retransmissions will cause congestion
to be reflected in backed up buffers. Beyond that, CODA considers
two strategies: open-loop back pressure for transient congestion,
and an end-to-end acknowledgment based approach for persistent
congestion. Unlike Fusion, CODA does not explicitly focus on
per-source fairness. Because they are focused on congestion mit-
igation, neither Fusion nor CODA implements an AIMD control
law that IFRC uses to converge to a fair and efficient rate. Also,
instead of their explicit hop-by-hop back-pressure, in IFRC, nodes
exchange congestion indicators, and distributedly converge to a fair
and efficient rate.

IFRC is closer in spirit to prior work on sensor network conges-
tion control. In early work, Woo et al. [31] examine an AIMD rate
adjustment strategy in which the additive increase is proportional to
the number of descendants of a node, and multiplicative decrease
is performed whenever a node detects (by promiscuously listening)
that its parent is unable to forward its traffic. Thus, a parent indi-
cates congestion by dropping some traffic from its child, forcing
the latter into multiplicative decrease. IFRC is different from this
work in that it detects incipient congestion and applies aggressive
rate cutting to avoid dropping packets. It also employs a more so-
phisticated congestion sharing strategy beyond just a signal from a
parent to its children.

ESRT [24] allocates transmission rates to sensors such that an
application-defined number of sensor readings are received at a
base station, while ensuring that the network is uncongested (and
therefore efficient). Unlike IFRC, ESRT’s rate allocation is cen-
trally computed at the base station: periodically, the base station
counts the number of received sensor readings and re-tasks the sen-
sors by broadcasting a new transmission rate. ESRT uses a sophis-
ticated control law based on empirically derived regions of opera-
tion, and does not attempt to find a rate allocation that is maximally
efficient.

More recently, Ee and Bajcsy [4] have designed a congestion
control scheme in which each node estimates the channel capacity



by measuring the time to transmit a packet, and then divides up the
available capacity among the nodes in its subtree. Each node en-
forces overall fairness by using a non-work-conserving weighted-
fair queue for each of its children. Besides mechanistic differences
(IFRC does not measure channel capacity by measuring the time
to transmit a packet because that measurement can be skewed by
local packet processing overhead), IFRC is fundamentally differ-
ent from this scheme since it achieves both fairness and efficiency.
By contrast, this scheme’s non-work-conserving scheduler does not
promote efficiency; nodes whose flows do not pass through the con-
gested regions cannot fully utilize the available bandwidth.

Several other pieces of work in the sensor and ad hoc network
literature are tangentially related to IFRC. Sridharan and Krishna-
machari [26] explore the static allocation of fair and efficient rates
for a TDMA-based network. Li et al. [15] demonstrate that fair-
ness at the medium access layer does not lead to transport layer
fairness. Zhang et al. [35] examine priority adjustment techniques
to reduce the retransmission priorities of unacknowledged pack-
ets, with the aim of improving overall goodput. Jain et al. [14]
analyze the tractability and performance benefits of interference-
aware transmission scheduling in multi-hop wireless networks, but
do not consider distributed rate control mechanisms. Finally, sev-
eral pieces of work have considered reliable point-to-point or point-
to-multipoint delivery in sensor networks [10, 19, 27, 29]; we hope
to leverage some of this work in the design of an end-to-end relia-
bility mechanism that would complement IFRC.

3. MOTIVATION AND DEFINITIONS
Consider a network of N sensor nodes, with each node uniquely

identified by an integer in the range 1. . . N. In the simplest version
of our problem, each node has infinite data to send to a single base
station. This data can traverse multiple hops before reaching the
base station. Thus, a sensor node originates traffic (is a source),
and may forward traffic sent by other nodes. The traffic originated
by source i and sent to the base station is the i-th flow, denoted
by fi. We seek to adaptively assign a fair and efficient rate ri to
fi (or equivalently, to node i). Specifically, ri is the rate at which

node i sources flow fi, and does not include the rate at which node

i forwards traffic. In Section 4.2, we explore other problem formu-
lations: supporting multiple base stations; allowing only a subset
of the nodes to send; and, assigning different priorities to flows.

We assume that the sensor nodes run a contention-based medium
access layer. The default MAC layer in TinyOS (the widely-used
sensor node operating system) uses carrier-sense for collision avoid-
ance, and our implementation is built upon this MAC. Our design
can be extended to other contention-based MACs, such as those
that use RTS/CTS [34]. We have not considered whether IFRC
extends easily to token-based and TDMA MACs.

We also assume that the sensor nodes run a routing protocol [32]
that builds a tree to the base station. The solid lines in Figure 1
depict such a tree. The correctness of IFRC is not sensitive to the
particular choice of routing protocol, but its performance is. In
general, IFRC will result in higher overall throughput on routing
protocols that use link-quality metrics to establish the tree than on
those that do not. In what follows, we assume that a sink tree has
been constructed by the routing protocol, and, for ease of expo-
sition, that the sink tree is stable. IFRC is designed to adapt to
changes in the underlying routing tree.

Finally, we assume that the MAC layer provides link-layer re-
transmissions. Our current IFRC design performs well in a regime
where the wireless loss rates on the tree links are such that link-
layer retransmissions recover from most packet losses. Outside this
regime, IFRC needs an end-to-end feedback mechanism to deter-
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Figure 1: An example routing sub-tree. Dashed lines represent

a neighbor that is neither a parent nor a child of a node.

mine the effective goodput that each node receives. We explore
the impact of wireless loss rates on IFRC’s performance in Sec-
tions 4.3 and 6.2.

3.1 Fair and Efficient Rate Allocation
What do we mean by a fair and efficient rate? Intuitively, we

would like each flow to receive a fair share of the total channel
capacity. However, in non-uniform deployments, spatial reuse ef-
fectively defines several wireless contention domains, in each of
which the fair share may be different depending upon the number
of flows traversing the domain. IFRC’s goal is to assign to each
flow at least the most congested fair share rate. In addition, it al-
lows flows passing through less restrictive contention domains to
send at higher rates in order to achieve overall network efficiency.

It is possible to make this intuition more precise using a con-
structive definition, described below. Central to this constructive
definition, and a major contribution of this paper, is the precise
identification of the set of nodes whose flows share the channel ca-
pacity at a given node. We call all such nodes potential interferers
of the given node. Before defining potential interferers, we intro-
duce the following definition:

Interfering links: A link l1 interferes with a link l2 if a transmis-
sion along l1 prevents the initiation or the successful reception of a
transmission along l2.

Then, we define a potential interferer as follows:

Potential interferer: A node n1 is a potential interferer of node n2

if a flow originating from node n1 uses a link that interferes with the
link between n2 and its parent.

In tree-based wireless communication, the potential interferers are
not merely the set of neighbors of a node, as we now show. Figure 1
shows a network of wireless nodes; solid arrows describe the rout-
ing tree, and dashed lines indicate neighboring nodes (those that
can overhear each others’ transmissions). Consider node 16 in Fig-
ure 1, which transmits data to its parent 14. Clearly, links 20 → 16,
21 → 16 and 14 → 12 interfere with the link 16 → 14. Moreover,
links 13 → 11, 17 → 14 and 12 → 10 interfere with 16 → 14 as
well: when a packet is being transmitted on any of these links,
14 cannot safely listen to transmissions from 16. Thus, any flow
traversing these links shares the channel capacity at 16. For Fig-
ure 1 this includes flows originating from 16, 20, 21, 14, 13, 17, 12
as well as flows originating from 15, 18 and 19 as these flows tra-
verse 12 → 10. These nodes form the set of potential interferers of
node 16. Interestingly, node 11 is not a potential interferer of node
16, since the flow originating at node 11 does not traverse a link that



interferes with transmissions along 16 → 14 and therefore does not
share the channel capacity at node 16. This example illustrates an
important point: in tree-based communication, the potential inter-

ferers of a node include nodes not just in the node’s subtree or its

neighbor’s (parent included) subtrees, but also includes nodes in

its parent’s neighbor’s subtrees.
We now constructively define the fair and efficient rate allocation

that IFRC strives to achieve. (In effect, IFRC achieves a max-min
fair rate allocation, but we resort to this constructive definition since
it cleanly motivates IFRC’s novel congestion-sharing mechanism,
which we describe in Section 4.1.2.) To do this, consider the sink
tree built by the routing protocol (as in Figure 1), and define Fi to
be the set of flows routed through node i. This set includes fi (the
flow from source i), and all the flows originating at the descendants
in the subtree rooted at i. Also define a neighbor of node i to be
any node which is within a single hop of i; this includes i’s parent,
its children, and other tree nodes that can hear i’s transmissions
(represented by dashed lines in Figure 1). Finally, for the purpose
of this definition, assume that radios have a well-defined nominal
data rate B. Then, IFRC attempts to achieve the following rate
allocation:

1. At each node i, define Fi to be the union of Fi and all sets
Fj, where j is either a neighbor of i, or a neighbor of i’s parent.
Following our discussion above, Fi includes flows from all of i’s
potential interferers. Allocate to each flow in Fi a fair and efficient
share of the nominal bandwidth at i, B. (We do not define how
to compute this share, since we are merely interested in defining
the network-wide fairness and efficiency. Note that more efficient
allocations may be possible than those that merely evenly divide
B across all the flows by, for example, carefully scheduling non-
interfering flows.) Denote by fl,i the rate allocated at node i to flow
l. Repeat this calculation for each node.

2. Assign to fl the minimum of fl,i over all nodes i.

We now apply this definition to node 16. Clearly, f16 belongs to
F16. f20, f21, f14, being flows from neighbors of node 16, belong
to F16. f13, f17, f12, being flows from neighbors of 16’s parent,
also belong to this set. Finally f15, f18, f19 also belong to F16 as
they are routed through a neighbor of 16’s parent 14. If, in this
network, 16 is the most congested node, then all nodes with flows
in F16 should be constrained to send at a rate no greater than that
assigned to f16. f11 can send at a higher rate since it is not in F16.

Intuitively, if node 16 is congested, the network should perform
two actions: (i) reduce the arrival rate to this node, that is, reduce
the rate of flows from nodes 16, 20 and 21, and (ii) increase the
service rate of this node, that is, reduce the contention for the wire-
less channel between node 16 and 14. For the latter to happen,
the capacity of 16 to transmit should increase (its neighbors 20, 21
and 14, and their descendants 17 should reduce the rate of their
flows) and the capacity at 14 to receive packets should increase (its
neighbors 17, 13 and 12 and their descendants 15, 18 and 19 should
decrease the rate of their flows).

Before describing IFRC’s rate control mechanisms, we consider
two questions. Is fairness the appropriate design goal for sensor
network data transport? Unless we get more deployment experi-
ence, this question is difficult to answer. Fairness is a reasonable
initial design goal, and design insights from IFRC will be useful in
designing other rate adaptation mechanisms for sensor networks.
Furthermore, simple extensions to fairness, such as weighted fair-
ness, can be easily realized with IFRC (Section 4.2). Secondly,
should sensor network congestion control be rate-based or window-
based? The former seems more natural for sensor networks, given

sensors often generate periodic traffic. That said, many of IFRC’s
mechanisms can be adapted to window-based congestion control.

4. IFRC DESIGN
In this section, we discuss the design of IFRC, including the

detailed node-level algorithms for congestion detection, signaling,
and rate adaptation in IFRC. Extensions to, and limitations of,
IFRC appear at the end of the section.

4.1 IFRC Mechanisms
In IFRC, each node i adaptively converges to a fair and effi-

cient rate ri for flow fi using a distributed rate adaptation technique.
It achieves this by accurately sharing congestion information with
potential interferers. IFRC consists of three inter-related compo-
nents: one that measures the level of congestion at a node, another
that shares congestion information with potential interferers, and a
third that adapts the rate using an AIMD control law.

We describe these mechanisms in this subsection.

4.1.1 Measuring Congestion Levels

Various techniques have been proposed in the wireless and sen-
sor network literature to measure the level of congestion experi-
enced by a node. Broadly speaking, these techniques either directly
measure the channel utilization around a node [30], or measure the
queue occupancy at the node [11], or a combination thereof. How-
ever, recent work [11] reports that, for a traffic pattern in which
multiple sources send to a single sink, queue occupancy is a suf-
ficiently accurate indicator of congestion. Intuitively, with a MAC
layer that uses carrier-sense, MAC backoffs and retransmissions ef-
fectively cause queues to build up at a node, so queue lengths are a
reasonable indicator of congestion.

At each node, IFRC maintains a single queue of packets from
all flows passing through the node. This includes flows from all
descendants of the node in the routing tree and that sourced by
the node itself. Following much of the prior work on congestion
control, IFRC uses an exponentially weighted moving average of
the instantaneous queue length as a measure of congestion: avgq =
(1−wq)×avgq +wq × instq. The average queue length is updated
whenever a packet is inserted into the queue.

Conceptually, IFRC detects incipient congestion by using a sim-
ple thresholding technique with hysteresis. Thus, if avgq exceeds
a certain upper threshold U , the node is said to be congested, and
the node halves its current ri (the precise rate adaptation behavior
is described in detail in Section 4.1.3), and then starts additively
increasing its ri. The node, however, remains in a congested state
until avgq falls below a lower threshold L.

In practice, a single upper threshold is too coarse-grained to ef-
fectively react to congestion. When avgq crosses U , halving ri and
signaling others to accordingly adjust their rates may still leave
node i in a congested state (for example, when the network size
doubles instantaneously). Thus, IFRC employs multiple thresholds
U(k), defined by U(k) = U(k−1)+ I/2k−1, where k is a small in-
teger and I is a constant increment of the queue length. When avgq

is increasing the node halves its ri whenever avgq crosses U(k) for
any k. Since the difference between U(k) and U(k− 1) decreases
geometrically with increasing k, the rate halving becomes more fre-
quent as the queue size increases. In this manner, a node continues
to aggressively cut its ri until its queue starts to drain. (In TCP, the
same effect is achieved when the sender treats each dropped packet
as a congestion signal, and halves its window in response). Sec-
tion 6 shows how this scheme effectively signals congestion while
eliminating any packet drop due to queue overflow in our experi-
ments.



4.1.2 Congestion Sharing

In Section 3, we introduced a constructive definition for IFRC’s
rate adaptation goal. To achieve that goal, it is necessary to share
i’s congestion state (its current average queue length) with other
potential interferers. Each node can do this by explicitly transmit-
ting its queue length to its potential interferers. Since some of its
potential interferers can be many hops away from node i, the de-
sign of such a mechanism is a little tricky. IFRC uses a simpler
congestion sharing mechanism, described below, that achieves the
same goal.

In IFRC, node i includes the following information in the header
of each outgoing transmission packet: its current ri; its current av-
erage queue length, using which other nodes can infer i’s conges-
tion state; a bit indicating whether any child of i is congested; the
smallest rate rl among all its congested children (the reason for this
information will become clear in a moment); and l’s average queue
length. Including this information in every packet enables robust
signaling in the face of packet loss.

Using this information, all recipients of each packet (we assume
that nodes snoop transmissions, a common assumption in many
wireless protocols) can determine whether i (or any of its chil-
dren) is congested or not. All neighbors of i (its children, its parent,
and other nodes that can hear i’s transmissions) receive this packet.
However, some potential interferers of i (the neighbors of i’s par-
ent) may not receive this packet. How, then, does IFRC converge
to the fair rate?

IFRC introduces two simple constraints on the value of ri at
node i:

Rule 1: ri can never exceed r j, the rate of i’s parent j.

Rule 2: Whenever a congested neighbor j of i crosses a congestion
threshold U(k) (for any k), i sets its rate to the lower of ri and
r j. The same rule is applied for the most congested child l of
any neighbor of i, i.e., i sets its rate to the lower of ri and rl

where l is the most congested child of i’s neighbor.

Why do these two constraints achieve the goal described in Sec-
tion 3? Consider a congested node i. By rule 1 above, all descen-
dants of i will eventually be notified of i’s congestion and reduce
their rates to that of ri. By rule 2, any other neighbor of i, including
its parent, will set its own rate to ri. By the same rule, all neighbors
of i’s parent will set their rates to ri since when i’s parent sends any
transmission it indicates that one of its children (namely i) is con-
gested. Finally, recursively, descendants of a non-parent neighbor,
and descendants of the parent’s neighbors will also reduce their rate
to ri, again by rule 1.

More specifically, let us assume node 16 in Figure 1 is congested.
We require all nodes with flows in F16 to have the same rate as r16.
By rule 1, 16’s children 20 and 21 will set their rates to r16. By rule
2, 16’s neighbor 14 will set its rate equal to r16. 14 will include
information about a congested child in its outgoing packets. Based
on this information and using rule 2, nodes 13, 17 and 12 will set
their rate to equal to r16. All the remaining nodes with flows in
F16, namely node 15, 18 and 19 will eventually have their rates set
to r16 by rule 1 since one of their ancestors has set its rate to r16.

Finally, IFRC’s state scales well, since, with this congestion
sharing mechanism, a node need only maintain state proportional
to the number of neighbors.

4.1.3 Rate Adaptation

Finally, in this section, we describe some of the details of IFRC’s
rate adaptation mechanism. Before we do this, it is worth empha-
sizing that the averaged value of ri (which oscillates within a nar-
row range during steady state operation) represents the long-term

fair and efficient rate at which node i can originate traffic. ri itself
is not the maximum instantaneous rate at which a node can origi-
nate traffic; the instantaneous rate may be affected by MAC-layer
transmission scheduling mechanisms.

In IFRC, nodes increase their ri’s additively. Specifically, every
1/ri seconds, a node i increases its rate by δ/ri. We discuss the
choice of the parameter δ and the choice of the 1/ri control interval
in Section 5. If i is congested, then when threshold U(k) is crossed,
the node halves its current ri. It does this at most once for each
U(k) during one congestion epoch; an epoch begins when the node
transitions to a congested state, and ends when it transitions to a
non-congested state. The latter happens when, in a congested state,
the average queue length goes below the lower threshold L.

When i discovers its ri to be higher than that of its parent j, it
sets its rate to r j. When i overhears a neighbor l’s transmission
that indicates that l, or one of l’s children p has crossed a threshold
U(k), its sets ri to either rl or rp as necessary. Both these sets of
rules follow from the discussions in the previous two sections. In
either case, i does not change its own congestion state.

All nodes start from a fixed initial rate rinit . For faster conver-
gence, IFRC implements a multiplicative rate increase initially.
This technique is similar to TCP’s slow start. While node i is in
slow start, it adds φ to its rate every 1/ri seconds, thus multiplica-
tively increasing its ri. It exits this mode when one of three condi-
tions is true. If, in slow start, i itself becomes congested, it halves
ri. If its ri equals or exceeds that of its parent, it sets ri to its parent’s
rate and transitions to additive increase. Finally, if its rate is con-
strained by congestion sharing, i sets its ri to that of the constraining
node and transitions to additive increase. These three conditions are
consistent with the congestion sharing rate adaptation mechanisms
discussed above.

Slow start behavior is also invoked, for rapid recovery, when ri

equals or goes below rinit . This can happen in one of two ways. If
i’s average queue length increases continuously, it will repeatedly
halve its rate (Section 4.1.1). Alternately, i’s rate can be constrained
by a neighbor to rinit .

4.1.4 Base Station Behavior

The base station is a distinguished node in IFRC, since it never
sources any traffic, and therefore does not need a separate allocated
rate. It does, however, need to facilitate congestion sharing be-
tween its children. For this, it maintains a “rate” rb and enforces
congestion sharing by adapting rb to congestion indicators from its
children. Its children are constrained by rule 1 in Section 4.1.2 to a
rate no greater than rb.

The base station implements a slightly different algorithm to
adapt its rate rb. It decreases its rate only when any of its children j

crosses U(k) for any k. Unlike other nodes, it does not decrease its
rate when any of its non-child neighbors or any child of a neighbor
is congested. Since the base station does not source or forward any
traffic, the rate of its children (determined by rb) does not affect the
congestion status of the congested neighbor (or the congested child
of a neighbor) of the base station.

Initially, IFRC sets rb equal to the nominal data rate of the wire-
less channel. IFRC is not sensitive to the choice of value for this
rate, since each node independently measures congestion by moni-
toring their own queue lengths. The initial value of rb merely needs
to be high enough that the base station’s children can determine
their fair rates without being constrained by the configured value.
The base station always additively increases rb: every 1/rb sec-
onds, it increments rb by δ/rb. Since the base station does not
source any traffic, it broadcasts a control message containing this
rate as a way of sharing congestion information. To limit control



message overhead, the base station broadcasts this message after at
least m packets have been received from the child with the high-
est rate. Intuitively, this lets the fastest child perform m additive
increases before hearing from the base station. In our implementa-
tion, m = 5. However, when rb is decreased in response to conges-
tion at a child, the base station immediately broadcasts the control
message. This message is broadcast twice, to increase the likeli-
hood that the children receive the “bad news” quickly (in the event
that a child doesn’t receive both these transmissions, it will eventu-
ally get one of the periodically transmitted control messages).

4.2 Extensions to IFRC
So far, we have assumed that every node in the network has data

to send to a single base-station. Our IFRC design is flexible enough
to accommodate multiple base stations, weighted fairness, or only
a subset of nodes transmitting data.

Multiple Base Stations: Consider a network with multiple base
stations. Each sensor node may be able to send to more than one
base station, but picks the one with the best path and the system
converges to one routing tree for each base station. In this scenario,
a potential interferer for node i may be on a different routing tree
than the one i is on. IFRC must account for this in adapting to a
fair and efficient rate.

To accommodate multiple base stations, IFRC requires a simple
modification to the base station behavior (Section 4.1.4). Figure 2
motivates this modification and shows two routing trees rooted at
node 0 and node 10. When node 11 is congested, node 10, fol-
lowing the base station behavior described above, sets r10 to r11.
r1 should also to be set to r10 as node 1 is a potential interferer of
node 11. But since node 10 is not congested (it is the base station),
Rule 2 in Section 4.1.2 is never triggered at node 1.
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Figure 2: Scenario with multiple base stations (nodes 0 and 10)

Our fix to this modifies the control packet transmitted by the base
station to include, in place of the current rate of the most congested
child, the base station’s own rate. With this change, when node 11
is congested, r10 resets its rate to r11 and sends a control packet
indicating that r11 is congested. This triggers Rule 2 at node 1 if
r1 is greater than r11. This modification is backward compatible to
the single base station case. All our experiments have incorporated
this modification. In discussing other extensions to IFRC below,
we revert to a single base-station scenario, and believe that these
other extensions will extend without modification to multiple base
stations.

Weighted Fairness: Consider a network where node i is as-
signed a weight wi. We say a rate allocation scheme is fair if the

normalized rate for each flow,
fi

wi
, is fair according to our defini-

tion in Section 3. We have implemented weighted fairness as fol-
lows, without needing to change any aspect of IFRC’s rate adap-
tation, congestion sharing, or queue management behavior: each
node sends traffic at a long-term rate wi × ri, instead of just ri. This
is equivalent to adding (wi − 1) leaf nodes to the parent of i each
sending at rate ri; this intuition explains why no modifications are
needed to IFRC. We experimentally demonstrate this strategy in
Section 6.2.

When only a subset of nodes transmit: Finally, IFRC works
(without modification) when only a subset of nodes are sending
data in the network. Each node i maintains ri exactly as it would if
it had data to send. Intuitively, a subset of nodes sending data can be
considered as a special case of weighted fairness where nodes that
have data to send have weight 1, and nodes that don’t have weight
0. We experimentally demonstrate this extension in Section 6.2.

4.3 Discussion
As we discussed briefly in Section 3, IFRC currently works well

in regimes where hop-by-hop loss recovery (using a limited num-
ber of retransmissions) suffices to recover from most end-to-end
losses. Hop-by-hop loss recovery is used in many real-world sce-
narios today to improve delivery reliability [22, 28]. Furthermore,
many, but not all, of our experiments in real radio environments
fall in this regime. (Our experiments were conducted in relatively
harsh wireless environments with loss rates in the 15-40% range,
with paths of more than five hops, and where five retransmissions
or less were sufficient to recover from losses in, relatively speak-
ing, most—92% or more—cases.) In this regime, the average ri is
effectively the goodput that the node receives. Outside this regime,
however, since IFRC is essentially an open-loop system and does
not get feedback about the actual goodput each node receives, there
is no way to ensure globally fair allocation of goodput. For this
purpose, as well as for reliability reasons, IFRC needs to be com-
plemented with an end-to-end reliability mechanism.

Designing a scalable end-to-end reliability mechanism is a chal-
lenge, and we have left that to future work. When integrated with
such a mechanism, we expect the rate adaptation parameters and
some of the details of those algorithms to change, but the conges-
tion sharing algorithms to stay the same.

IFRC cannot detect the reduction of channel capacity caused by
interfering transmissions from non-neighboring nodes. This kind
of interference is harder to detect at the higher layers of software,
and manifests itself as packet loss. The interference rejection capa-
bilities of spread spectrum radios mitigates this problem somewhat,
and hop-by-hop recovery deals with its effects.

Node battery conservation is an important issue in the design
of sensor network systems. Many existing sensor network sys-
tems duty-cycle network nodes [28] to conserve energy. As long
as the underlying routing protocol maintains or re-constructs rout-
ing paths when nodes resume from sleep, IFRC will work unmod-
ified. Although duty-cycling achieves significant energy conserva-
tion, other research has proposed finer-grain energy conservation
methods [34], for example, by turning off radios to avoid over-
hearing transmissions. IFRC assumes promiscuous listening for
congestion sharing, and so will not work with such methods.

IFRC will work without modification when intermediate nodes
perform in-network aggregation [12]. In general, aggregation re-
duces the volume of data transmitted by nodes; in IFRC, nodes
will adaptively detect the availability of, and use, the available ca-
pacity.

5. PARAMETER SELECTION IN IFRC
IFRC converges to a fair rate using AIMD, but its long-term sta-

bility, efficiency, and convergence properties crucially depend upon
the choice of its parameters. The choice of many IFRC parameters
is influenced by IFRC’s open-loop design. In reliable transport
protocols like TCP, acknowledgments used for error recovery are
received after one round trip time. This RTT is a natural timescale
at which rate can be adapted. Since IFRC is not coupled with an
end-to-end feedback mechanism (Section 3), it departs from tradi-
tional congestion control protocols in its parameter choices.



Intensity of AIMD: In IFRC, node i increases its rate ri ev-
ery 1/ri seconds by δ/ri. Other additive functions are possible.
We choose this because, intuitively, 1/ri is the inter-packet trans-
mission time, and thus it provides a natural timescale for making a
control decision. Hence, we have:

ri

(

t +
1

ri(t)

)

= ri(t)+
δ

ri(t)
.

It is easy to see that the function ri(t) is a linear function with slope
δ , that is, ri(t) = δ t.

The choice of δ dictates the intensity of the additive increase,
and is thus crucial for both stability and speed of convergence. We
now present a simple analysis of the steady state behavior of the
system, which we use to deduce the appropriate value of δ .

Recall that ri(t) is the rate at which node i generates traffic at
time t. Let rst,i be the maximum sustainable rate of node i, rmin,i be
the minimum rate of node i, and rmax,i be its maximum rate. Note
that all these rates do not include the rate by which node i forwards
traffic generated by other nodes. Figure 3 shows ri(t) during the
additive increase phase. The rate increases from rmin,i, crosses the
maximum sustainable rate rst,i, and, once a congestion signal is
received, it decreases from rmax,i to rmin,i by half.
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Figure 3: AIMD behavior of ri(t)

For stability, we require that the amount of data transmitted when
ri is above rst (the ”excess load” in Figure 3) be no more than
the unexploited transmission opportunity when ri is below rst (the

”underutilized capacity” in Figure 3), i.e., rst,i >
rmin,i+rmax,i

2 . Also,
since, our multiplicative decrease factor equals 1/2, rmax = 2×rmin

and we have:

rst,i >
3rmax,i

4
. (1)

To avoid ri jumping from rmin,i to rmax,i in a single step, we re-
quire δ/rmin,i ≪ rmin,i, or,

δ = εr2
min,i,

where 0 < ε < 1 is a small positive number whose value we derive
below.

When the average rate of nodes in the network is below their sus-
tainable rate, rst,i, the load on the network is less than the capacity
and thus the network is able to support the load without any queue
build-up at the nodes. When the rate of nodes increases beyond
their sustainable rate, the excess load will cause queues to build up
at the congested nodes. The excess number of packets that a node
sends during this time is equal to the area of the shaded region in
Figure 3, which equals (rmax,i − rst,i)

2/(2δ ) for each node i.
Let’s focus on one congested node, call it node j. Let Ii j be an

indicator function that equals one if the packets from node i traverse
node j, and equals zero otherwise. Then, the total number of excess

packets that are accumulated at node j equals

∑
i

(rmax,i − rst,i)
2Ii j

2δ
.

This assumes that the ri values increase and decrease in synchrony
at all network nodes. This is an idealized assumption that would
only be true if feedback were instantaneous. As Figure 8 shows,
this assumption holds approximately in our experiments, because
per-hop latencies are small relative to the timescale of additive in-
crease.

Intuitively, the formula above measures the excess work on node
j’s queue due to the increase in the packet arrival rate at this queue.
Notice that, in the above calculation, there is an underlying as-
sumption that the service rate of this queue remains the same in-
dependently of the network congestion. But this assumption does
not hold for wireless networks because of contention. In partic-
ular, contention reduces the service rate of the queue and creates
further queue build up. To see this consider a flow from a poten-
tial interferer of j. This flow may use various links that interfere
with the link between j and its parent. A transmission of an excess
packet of this flow along one of these interfering links will prevent
j from transmitting a packet it would otherwise transmit, which is
as if one more packet is added at node j’s queue. Precisely analyz-
ing such contention is a hard problem in general. Here, we model
its effect by replacing the indicator function Ii j with a function fi j

whose value reflects not only the arrival of an excess packet, but
also the number of time slots that node j cannot transmit due to the
transmission of an excess packet by one of j’s potential interferers.

The congested node will signal congestion only when its average
queue increases beyond the threshold U(0). Let U0 denote the in-
stantaneous queue length required for the EWMA-averaged queue
length to exceed U(0). Then, for congestion signaling, we require

∑
i

(rmax,i − rst,i)
2 fi j

2δ
> U0. (2)

Further, IFRC decreases its rate every time a threshold is crossed.
Therefore, to avoid raising multiple congestion signals, that is, to
avoid multiple multiplicative decreases, we also require that the
excess load is less than the second threshold. Thus,

∑
i

(rmax,i − rst,i)
2 fi j

2δ
< U1, (3)

where U1 is the instantaneous queue length required for the EWMA-
averaged queue length to exceed U(1), starting from an empty
queue.

In the analysis so far we have ignored the latency associated with
the time that it takes for the congestion signal to travel from node
j to all its potential interferes. Let i be a potential interfere of j

and si be the number of rate updates performed at node i before it
receives the congestion information from node j. Assume that the
rate at node i when congestion occurred at node j was at least rst,i

and approximate the increase in ri due to the si updates by siδ/ri.
Then, we have

rmax,i > rst,i +
siδ

rst,i
. (4)

Equations (1), (2), and (3) guarantee system stability, and, when-
ever there is congestion, that one and only one signal is going to be
propagated to all relevant nodes. Together with Equation (4) that
takes the propagation delay of the congestion signals into account,
they dictate some operational constraints that must be satisfied.

Without loss of generality, assume all node weights are equal,
that is, in steady state rst,i, rmax,i, and rmin,i are the same for all



i. By substituting rst in Equation (2) using its lower bound from

Equation (1), and letting Fj = ∑i fi j we get
r2

st Fj

18δ
> U0. Similarly,

by substituting rmax in Equation (3) using its lower bound from

Equation (4) and letting s be the average value of si we get
s2δFj

2r2
st

<

U1. Now, recall that δ = εr2
min to get

ε <
Fj(rst/rmin)

2

18U0
, and ε <

2U1(rst/rmin)
2

s j
2Fj

.

The value of rst/rmin ranges between 1.5 and 2. (The lower
bound comes from Equation (1) and the fact that rmax = 2× rmin,
and the upper bound from the fact that rmax = 2× rmin > rst .) Any
value in this range can be legitimately substituted into the above
inequalities. However, a particular choice of value determines the
efficiency of the system. When the value is 1.5, the average rate
assigned to each node will be rst , but when the value is 2, the sys-
tem achieves only 75% efficiency. We choose the former, sacrific-
ing convergence time for efficiency (notice that choosing 1.5 yields
a lower value of ε , resulting in longer convergence times) which
yields:

ε <
Fj

8U0
, (5)

and

ε <
9U1

2s2Fj

. (6)

Intuitively, when Fj is small, the first inequality (Equation (5))
determines ε . This happens in small networks or in sparse net-
works with low contention. In larger networks, the second inequal-
ity (Equation (6)) determines ε .

In Section 6, we conduct experiments that validate our analysis.
In particular, we show that choosing ε using the above inequalities
results in stable operation, while choosing ε that minimally violates
them results in instability.

In general, however, choosing an ε for an arbitrary network is
tricky, since Fj is a function of the topology and the tree. In our
experiments, we have been using a rule-of-thumb value of n logn

for Fj, where n is the number of nodes in the network. n logn is a
good approximation of Fj for a reasonably balanced tree in a net-
work where every node can hear every other node, and where the
congested node is close to the root. In the worst case—in a chain
topology in which all links interfere with each other—Fj can be n2.

Choice of Other Parameters: We now turn to a brief discus-
sion of how to set other parameters. Our choices for these parame-
ters are based on intuition, rather than rigorous analysis, but which
we have validated through experimentation. We have left the anal-
ysis to future work.

Clearly, rinit should have a value that is smaller than the steady
state rate achievable for a given network. We conservatively set
rinit to be one order of magnitude smaller than the steady state rate.
Now, in a wireless network of n nodes, depending upon the network
topology and the routing tree, the maximum achievable rate, rst ,
can vary greatly. In a sparse network with a balanced tree, nodes
can hear only their parent and children. In this case rst is O(1/n).
When each node can hear all other nodes, and the tree is balanced,
rst is of the order of O(1/(n logn)). If instead, the tree degenerates
to a chain topology, rst is O(1/n2). This is the worst case. We
expect most networks of interest to be closer to the second category,
and thus conservatively set rinit to equal B/(10n logn), where B is
the nominal data rate of the radio.

The parameter φ determines the rate of multiplicative increase
during slow-start. We conservatively set it to rinit/8 to ensure a

small slow-start overshoot over the sustainable rate, without com-
promising the speed at which slow-start hunts for that rate.

Finally, for a given choice of U(0), the choice of wq dictates the
burst lengths U0 and U1 that each node is able to accommodate.
The relationship between these two parameters and the burst length
has been explored in [6]. In our case, a reasonable rule of thumb for
U0 is N/2, and U1 is N; intuitively, if the congested node is close to
the root of the tree, we would like to be able to accommodate one
additive increase step (which, in IFRC, is one packet) at either that
node or its child (when a node is congested, queues start to build
up at its child too), from each node in the network.

Our parameter choices in Section 6 have been derived based on
the discussions in this section.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we present the main results from an extensive

performance evaluation of our implementation of IFRC on a 40-
node wireless sensor testbed.

6.1 Implementation and Methodology
We have implemented, in TinyOS 1.1, all the features of IFRC

described in Section 4. Our implementation is about 1200 lines of
code, and consists of two modules, QueueManagement and Rate-
Control. The former module maintains the packet queue, and im-
plements packet forwarding functionality. It also measures the node’s
congestion level as described in Section 4.1.1, and signals the Rate-
Control module when the node’s congestion state changes. The
RateControl module implements congestion sharing (Section 4.1.2)
and rate adaptation (Section 4.1.3). In addition, the module main-
tains a neighbor table to track neighbor congestion states and rates.
The RateControl module also promiscuously snoops network pack-
ets for congestion sharing. In our hardware platform, putting the ra-
dio in promiscuous mode disables the chip-level acknowledgments
usually provided by the radio hardware. Since hop-by-hop recov-
ery is essential for IFRC, we added MAC-layer acknowledgments,
but expect IFRC to work well with chip-level acknowledgments as
well.

We evaluated our IFRC implementation on a 40-node indoor
wireless sensor network testbed. Each sensor node in our testbed
is a Moteiv Tmote with an 8MHz Texas Instruments MSP430 mi-
crocontroller, 10KB RAM and a 2.4GHz IEEE 802.15.4 Chipcon
Wireless Transceiver with a nominal bit rate of 250Kbps. These
motes are deployed over 1125 square meters of a large office floor
They have a USB back-channel that we use for logging experimen-
tal data. The motes collectively form a connected topology (Fig-
ure 4) with a diameter of eight hops. We only depict links that have
a loss rate of 40% or lower.
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Figure 4: Testbed connectivity graph

We have tested IFRC on several routing trees constructed on



various topologies with up to 40 nodes, and with different base
station locations. Here, we present a subset of these results. Table
1 shows the parameters used in our experiments (unless otherwise
specified); these parameter choices were driven by the discussion
in Section 5.

Parameter Value

Lower Threshold (L) 4 pkts
Upper Threshold (U(0)) 8 pkts

Queue Increment (I) 8 pkts
Additive Increase Parameter (ε) 0.025 per pkt

Slow-start initial rate (rinit ) 0.02 pkt/sec
Slow-start mult. incr. (φ ) 0.0025 pkt/sec

MAX RETRANS 5
Queue Size 64 pkts

EWMA Weight (wq) 0.02
Packet Size 32 bytes

Table 1: IFRC parameters used in the experiments

A routing protocol which computes routes using link reliabil-
ity estimators can incur route changes under heavy traffic. During
preliminary experiments, we have found IFRC to work well in dy-
namic topologies. However, in order to study the steady-state be-
havior of IFRC, we modified the existing TinyOS routing protocol
(MultiHopLQI) to terminate the route computation after an initial,
reasonable tree is found. For each experiment, then, we ran this
modified routing protocol to fix an initial tree, after which we ran
IFRC on it. This procedure results in the same routing tree with
substantially similar link qualities across different IFRC experi-
ments.

We ran each experiment for at least an hour. For each experi-
ment, we logged every packet transmission and reception, and ev-
ery change in rate, at each network node. In addition, we logged
every packet received at the base station. This fairly detailed log-
ging helps us visualize IFRC behavior in several ways. However,
during and across runs, the quality of wireless links can and does
change. This is beyond our control, of course, but we compensate
by running long experiments at consistent times of day (usually late
at night or in the early morning hours).

We plot the per-flow goodput as the total number of packets re-
ceived from a node at the base station divided by the duration of the
experiment. We plot the rate adaptation at each node, by plotting
ri as a function of time. For some experiments, we visualize in-

stantaneous queue size at nodes as a function of time. For some ex-
periments, we also present a per-flow packet reception plot, which
shows the number of packets received at the sink as a function of
time.

6.2 Results
In this section, we present experimental results that validate our

IFRC design, demonstrate that IFRC can be extended in the ways
we have discussed in Section 4.2, and analyze the consequences of
poor parameter choices for IFRC.

IFRC on a 40-node network: We now discuss the performance
of IFRC on a 40-node network. All 40 nodes are transmitting data,
and there is one base station. All flows are treated equally.

Figure 5 shows the routing tree generated during one experimen-
tal run. Packet reception ratios are depicted on each link and vary
between 66% and 96%. This tree is 9 hops deep, which is slightly
greater than the diameter of the underlying topology. This surpris-
ingly large depth is because of the way the routing protocol can pre-
fer shorter links with higher qualities over poorer but longer links.
The depth of the tree, the variable fanout at various nodes, the high

variability in packet loss rates, and the unbalanced layout make this
a good routing topology to study IFRC performance.
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Figure 5: Routing tree and link qualities used in the experi-

ments

Figure 6 shows the per-flow goodput received at the sink. Each
bar represents the average rate of transmitted packets from the cor-
responding node. The lighter section of each bar represents the av-
erage rate at which packets from that node were received at the base
station. Packet losses account for the rest (the remaining, darkly
shaded, section of the bar). We make several observations from
this graph. First, it validates the basic design of IFRC, and shows
that nodes receive approximately fair rates and fair goodput. In this
topology, it turns out that nodes 13 and 8 are congested, and every
other node is a potential interferer of one of these nodes. For this
topology, hop-by-hop recovery resulted in fewer than 8% of the
packets being lost end-to-end. Second, node 1 is the base station,
and the bar corresponding to node 1 indicates the base station’s sig-
naling control traffic rate. This represents pure overhead, and is less
than 1 packet in 10 seconds. Figure 7 shows the packet reception
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Figure 6: Per flow goodput in the 40-node experiment

plot for all the nodes in the network. The slope of this curve around
a particular point gives us an estimate of the instantaneous goodput
received by the node at that point. Notice that the reception plot is
relatively smooth, with minor variations attributable to AIMD.

Figure 8 shows the rate adaptation at each node, including the
base station. All nodes adapt their rates in near-synchrony, as the
rate plots for various nodes overlap with each other (cf. the discus-
sion in Section 5). The slow start phase and the classic AIMD saw-
tooth behavior is clearly visible in the graph. A closer look (not
shown) reveals that the rate adaptation at different nodes is slightly
de-synchronized by network latencies, but this effect does not show
up at the time scale of the graph. Finally, there are several small
measurement artifacts in the graph, caused by loss of experimental
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Figure 7: Packet reception in the 40-node experiment

data. For example, the horizontal line starting at about 12:45 shows
that the rate plot for one of the nodes is slightly distorted. This re-
sults from an infrequent data logging queue overflow problem at
the USB ports on one of our motes, due to software driver issues
beyond our control.
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Figure 8: Rate adaptation in the 40-node experiment

In subsequent experiments, unless otherwise specified, we use
the same routing tree (Figure 5) as the one used for Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the instantaneous size of the queue at every node.
While it is difficult to decipher the detailed behavior of each flow
from the graph, we clearly see that the instantaneous size varies
a fair bit, but never grows beyond 20. Each of our nodes has a
buffer size of 64, and, so, in this experiment, no packets are lost
due to queue overflow. In fact, in all the experiments that we have

conducted, we have never seen a single instance of buffer overflow.
This results from IFRC’s aggressive rate cutting at each U(k) (Sec-
tion 4.1.1).
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Figure 9: Instantaneous queue size in 40-node experiment

Optimality of IFRC: How close is IFRC’s rate allocation to
the optimal? There are several ways to answer that question, but
the one we have chosen is to ask: What is the maximum fair rate
sustainable on the routing tree of Figure 5? This can help us un-
derstand how much inefficiency IFRC introduces. To understand
this, we programmed each node to send at a fixed rate R, without
IFRC, but kept buffer sizes the same as in our above experiment,

and used link-layer retransmissions to recover from losses. Starting
with a value of R corresponding to the fair rate in Figure 6, we then
increased R and measured the goodput received by each node. Our
conjecture was that beyond some rate R′, the network would result
in unfair goodput, and R′ would be the benchmark we could use to
calibrate IFRC.

Figure 10 shows two distinct plots in the same graph. The x-axis
depicts the successive rates used in the experiment. The solid line
is the ratio of the maximum goodput received by any node to the
minimum goodput. The dotted line measures the largest queue seen
at a node during an experiment.
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Figure 10: Optimality test for the 40-node experiment

Consider the goodput ratio curve. It remains flat initially, and
then starts increasing. If we define the point at which it starts
increasing to be R′ (about 0.27 packets/sec), then IFRC achieves
about 80% of the maximum sustainable fair rate. Roughly speak-
ing, that value of R′ also represents the knee of the maximum queue
size curve. However, real-world experiments are often messy; in
our graph, there are two higher rates that appear to be anomalously
non-monotonic, but still unfair. If we conservatively assume that
R′ is closer to 0.36 packets/sec (beyond which the largest queue al-
ways overflows, as can be seen from the second, queue size plot),
then IFRC still achieves about 60% of the maximum sustainable
fair rate. Either way, this is extremely encouraging, and validates
the basic motivation and premise of our design.

As an aside, the nominal bandwidth of the Tmote radio is about
80-90 packets/sec. However, IFRC’s fair rate for our topology
amounts to a total goodput of about 8.8 packets/sec. Why this ap-
parent discrepancy? First, our goodput numbers do not account for
loss in channel capacity due to lost transmissions and re-transmissions.
Second, our link-layer acknowledgments reduce some of the net-
work capacity. Finally, the TinyOS MAC layer implements a ran-
dom, and not exponential backoff. The default random backoff pa-
rameter in TinyOS is not sufficient for the densities and traffic lev-
els we use, so we increased it by a factor of three. These last two
changes effectively reduce the nominal bandwidth of the radio to
about 50 packets/sec. Now, in our experiments, we have measured
the total traffic at each node (defined to be all packets received,
overheard, and transmitted by that node, at the transport layer). We
find that the busiest node has a total traffic of close to 32 packet/sec,
close to the nominal bandwidth. Collision-related losses handled
purely by the radio at the MAC layer partially contributed to the
remaining difference.

Dynamics and Startup Behavior: IFRC dynamically adapts to
node addition and removal. We would have liked to validate this be-
havior by turning nodes on and off. However, as we have discussed
above, IFRC can interact with link quality based route selection,
and turning notes on and off would trigger changes to the routing
tree. So, we conducted two simple experiments to demonstrate how
IFRC adapts to the addition or removal of nodes.



In the first experiment, all the nodes were turned on at the begin-
ning of the experiment, and the routing tree was fixed, but only
a fourth of the nodes started sending data initially. The others
started sending data about 20 minutes into the experiment. Fig-
ure 11 shows the rate adaptation of the nodes in this experiment.
The reduced overall fair share rate when nodes are added to the
network is clearly visible in this plot. The horizontal line in the left
half of the picture represents the ri’s of inactive nodes. The graph
also shows another interesting feature: two successive multiplica-
tive decreases occur at around 9:09. Such a behavior is sometimes
caused by a parent and a child reaching a congested state within a
short time of each other. When the parent gets congested, the child
reduces its rate. Again, when the child’s own congestion threshold
is exceeded, the child halves its rate again.
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Figure 11: Node addition: Rate adaptation

The second experiment was similar, but all nodes started sending
data at the beginning, and three-fourths of the nodes stopped about
20 minutes into the experiment. Nodes that continue transmitting
data obtain higher fair share rates, as shown in Figure 12. This
figure also has an interesting feature: a slight de-synchronization at
10:30 of the additive increase rates of some nodes. This is caused
by packet loss; if a node loses a couple of transmissions from its
parent, its rate can then lag behind that of its parent for some time.
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Figure 12: Node deletion: Rate adaptation

IFRC Extensions: In this section, we validate the performance
of the IFRC extensions discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 13 plots the per-flow goodput for an experiment in which
some nodes were assigned different weights than others. Each node
whose id is divisible by 4 was assigned a weight of 2 and all the
other nodes were assigned a weight 1. The figure clearly demon-
strates that IFRC is effective in allocating rates conforming to the
configured weights. All other nodes whose identifiers are divisible
by 4 get twice the fair share rate dictated by the most congested
node. (As with other goodput graphs, the lighter section of the bar
measures goodput received by each node, while the bar for node 1
denotes the base station’s control traffic overhead.)

Figure 14 shows the per-flow goodput for an experiment in which
only nodes whose identifiers were divisible by 3 were allowed to
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Figure 13: Per flow goodput with weighted fairness

transmit data. As expected, all transmitting nodes receive at least
the fair rate. Furthermore, the fair share per-flow goodput is ap-
proximately a factor of four higher in this case than when all nodes
transmit; IFRC adapts to the increased overall available capacity
and allocates it fairly to the transmitting nodes.
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Figure 14: Per flow goodput with only a subset of senders

Finally, we ran an experiment with two base stations (Figure 15).
Nodes numbered higher than 33 have node 41 as the sink, and the
rest send to another sink (node 1). As Figure 15 shows, the two sets
of nodes get different fair share rates. The most congested node in
the larger cluster is 17; the smaller cluster is not constrained by this
node. This experiment further illustrates IFRC’s efficiency. Nodes
4, 5 and 6 receive a little less than twice the fair share rate because,
in this topology, these nodes are not the potential interferers of node
17.
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Figure 15: Per flow goodput with multiple sinks

Validating Design Choices and Parameter Settings: In Section 3,
we discussed why link-layer retransmissions are essential for IFRC.
In all of our experiments, we have found that the five retransmission
limit we use is sufficient to ensure fairness. (We emphasize that our
topology encounters fairly high loss rates, with some links experi-
encing upwards of 30% loss rates.) Figure 16 shows the effect of
turning off link-layer retransmissions. In this figure, notice that the
rate allocation is fair, but the goodput that each node gets is not (as



shown by the lighter section of each bar). This, as we have dis-
cussed in Section 4.3, is because nodes receive no feedback about
the goodput they receive.
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Figure 16: Per flow goodput with no link-layer retransmissions

Finally, we conducted two experiments to validate the analysis
of Section 5. Table 2 summarizes our findings. Our first experi-
ment involved running IFRC on two nodes. For this experiment,
we chose a nominal value of U0 = 10 and U1 = 20, which gives
a value of wq < 0.32. We conservatively set wq to be 0.3. With
these values, the first inequality determines ε , giving an ε < 0.0125.
We then increased ε slowly, until the system became unstable—the
queue didn’t drain completely after one multiplicative decrease and
the subsequent additive increase, triggering another multiplicative
decrease. This happened at ε = 0.0167. For this experiment, the ε
value predicted by our analysis is conservative (in that the predicted
value results in stability), but tight.

Experiment Predicted ε Smallest unstable ε

2 nodes 0.0125 0.0167
30 nodes 0.147 0.2

Table 2: Validating the analysis of Section 5

For a larger, 30-node network, we conducted a similar experi-
ment, but with a small difference. In a large network, as we have
discussed before, it is difficult to estimate Fj or s j, so a reasonable
rule of thumb for the former is n logn and for the latter is a small
number (we chose 3, which is the about the average network ra-
dius). Following Section 5, we set U0 = 15 and U1 = 30, giving
an ε < 0.147. For this large network, we ran IFRC using ε val-
ues of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2. Instability occurred at 0.2. Thus, for
this larger network, choosing ε using our analysis and our rules of
thumb resulted in a conservative, but stable choice.

While these experiments are not conclusive, they are highly en-
couraging in that they both validate the analysis, and our rules of
thumb for picking IFRC parameters for a given network.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have described the design and implementation

of IFRC, the first practical interference-aware rate control mecha-
nism for wireless sensor networks. IFRC incorporates a novel low-
overhead congestion sharing mechanism that leverages the preva-
lent tree-based communication pattern in wireless sensor networks.
IFRC is fair and efficient in realistic wireless environments with
packet loss rate over 30%, and its queue management strategy com-
pletely prevents packet drops due to queue overflow (at least in the
experiments we have conducted).

Our design of IFRC points to some directions for future work:
the integration of an end-to-end reliability mechanism with IFRC,
a more complete validation of our analysis of IFRC parameters,
and a complete analysis of the impact of other parameters on IFRC
performance.
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ABSTRACT

We present Wit, a non-intrusive tool that builds on passive moni-
toring to analyze the detailed MAC-level behavior of operational
wireless networks. Wit uses three processing steps to construct an
enhanced trace of system activity. First, a robust merging proce-
dure combines the necessarily incomplete views from multiple, in-
dependent monitors into a single, more complete trace of wireless
activity. Next, a novel inference engine based on formal language
methods reconstructs packets that were not captured by any moni-
tor and determines whether each packet was received by its destina-
tion. Finally, Wit derives network performance measures from this
enhanced trace; we show how to estimate the number of stations
competing for the medium. We assess Wit with a mix of real traces
and simulation tests. We find that merging and inference both sig-
nificantly enhance the originally captured trace. We apply Wit to
multi-monitor traces from a live network to show how it facilitates
802.11 MAC analyses that would otherwise be difficult or rely on
less accurate heuristics.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4 [Performance of systems]: Measurement techniques

General Terms

Measurement, performance

Keywords

Passive monitoring, measurement tool, 802.11 MAC

1. INTRODUCTION
Measurement-driven analysis of live networks is critical to un-

derstanding and improving their operation (e.g., [3, 28, 13, 18, 22,
24]). In the case of wireless, however, very little detailed informa-
tion is currently available on the performance of real deployments,
even though wireless protocols are a subject of intense research and
standardization [1, 15, 20, 16, 25]. This is particularly surprising
given the abundance of live networks, such as public hotspots, and
the apparent ease with which they can be measured.

We believe that this paradoxical state of affairs is due to fun-
damental challenges in measuring and analyzing live wireless net-
works. For instance, consider the task of determining how often
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clients retransmit their packets. This is one basic indicator of wire-
less performance that we may wish to measure. Most studies of op-
erational wireless networks to date are based on SNMP logs from
the APs or packet traces from the wire adjacent to the APs [4, 5,
7, 8, 23, 26]. However, neither method is sufficient for our task.
Traces from wired segments omit information about wireless re-
transmissions altogether. Similarly, AP logs provide coarse infor-
mation on transmissions and receptions of the AP but not on those
of the clients. It is not simply a matter of granularity. Even a com-
plete packet trace from the wireless side of the AP is not sufficient
as it does not reveal client transmissions that the AP did not receive.

A potential solution to this problem is to instrument the entire
network to obtain traces of activity at all the clients and the APs.
This approach has been successful in testbed settings [2, 10, 29].
However, it is impractical for widespread use in operational net-
works that may have many heterogeneous and transient clients be-
longing to different users.

The remaining approach, which we explore in this paper, is to de-
pend on traces obtained via passive monitoring. Here, one or more
nodes in the vicinity of the wireless network record the attributes
of all transmissions that they observe. This approach has the large
practical benefit that it is almost trivial to deploy. Unfortunately,
traces collected using it are limited in several respects. First, they
will necessarily be incomplete, due to packet drops caused by weak
signals and collisions. It is not even easy to estimate how much in-
formation is missing, which renders the trace of unknown quality.
Second, the traces do not record whether the packets were success-
fully received by their destinations. That information is needed to
compute many fundamental performance measures such as recep-
tion probability and throughput. Third, traces only record informa-
tion about packet events and omit other important network char-
acteristics, such as the offered load on the network at any given
instant. It is challenging to estimate these characteristics because,
unlike instrumentation, passive monitoring lacks access to the in-
ternal state of the nodes. These problems are also present in the
wired domain [17], but the magnitude of their effects in the wireless
domain makes them qualitatively different and more challenging.

Our goal is to tackle these challenges and develop sound method-
ologies for analyzing traces collected via passive monitoring of
wireless networks. This lets us apply passive monitoring to live net-
works and investigate questions that are not easy to answer today.
We are particularly interested in moving beyond basic performance
measures (e.g., how often do clients retransmit their packets?) to
higher-level questions concerning the network (e.g., what is the av-
erage asymmetry in the loss ratio between two nodes?) and its
interaction with the protocol (e.g., how does network performance
vary with offered load?).

In this paper, we take our first steps toward this goal and present
the design and implementation of a tool called Wit. Wit is composed
of three components that tackle each of the challenges that we iden-
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Figure 1: The pipeline of our passive monitoring approach.

tify above to reconstruct a detailed record of system-wide behavior.
To help improve the inherently incomplete view of a single moni-
tor, the first component merges the independent views of multiple
monitors into a single, consistent view. The second component
uses novel inference procedures based on a formal language model
of protocol interactions to determine whether each packet was re-
ceived by its destination. It also infers and adds to the trace packets
that are missing from the merged trace. The third component de-
rives network-level measures from the enhanced trace. In addition
to simple measures such as packet reception probabilities, it esti-
mates the number of nodes contending for the medium as a mea-
sure of offered load. This characterization has not been previously
achieved to our knowledge, and we expect that future research will
add more techniques to our final component.

To evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the trace recon-
structed by Wit, we use a mix of real traces and simulation tests.
We find that the independent views of multiple monitors can be
precisely merged, which provides an effective way to gain cover-
age. Inference correctly determines the reception status of packets
in the vast majority of cases and is effective at adding packets that
are not recorded. It also supports estimates of trace completeness.
We find that Wit can accurately derive network-level measures, such
as the number of contenders, from the enhanced trace.

To further demonstrate its abilities, we apply Wit to multi-monitor
traces that we collected at the SIGCOMM 2004 conference. We
show how Wit supports the straightforward computation of metrics,
such as packet reception probabilities, in a manner that is more ac-
curate than existing heuristics. We uncover MAC-layer characteris-
tics of this environment that, to our knowledge, cannot be obtained
by other methods. For instance, we find that the network was dom-
inated by periods of low contention during which the medium was
poorly utilized even though stations were waiting to transmit pack-
ets. Our analysis suggests that the 802.11 MAC is tuned for high
contention levels that are uncommon for our measured network and
motivates the need for more adaptive MACs.

2. OUR PASSIVE MONITORING APPROACH
To make passive monitoring effective, we develop a three-phase

approach to address each key challenge that we identified: i) a sin-
gle monitor will miss many transmitted packets; ii) monitors do
not log whether a packet was received by its destination; and iii)
monitors do not log network-level information. Figure 1 shows the
resulting pipeline. The first phase uses multiple monitors to capture
more wireless activity and merges the independent views into a sin-
gle, more complete rendition. It must precisely time synchronize
the individual traces and identify and remove duplicate packets.

The second phase infers which packets were received by their
destinations and also infers packets that were not logged by any
monitor – even a dense array of monitors will miss many packets.
This phase uses a formal language technique based on the observa-
tion that, for many packets, the subsequent packet exchanges of the
802.11 protocol reveals both pieces of information.
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1 32input
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Figure 2: Our procedure to merge two traces. The ladders repre-

sent traces, and the shaded boxes represent packets. 1. Identify

common references. 2. Translate timestamps of the second trace.

3. Identify and remove duplicates.

The final phase derives network-level measures from the now
enhanced packet trace. In contrast to the first two, this phase has an
open-ended goal of deriving all measures that are needed to answer
the questions of interest. Some measures, such as packet reception
probability and throughput, are straightforward to compute, while
others require new techniques. We present a novel technique to
estimate the number of stations contending for the medium. Future
derivations might estimate, for instance, which nodes defer to one
another and detect the presence of hidden terminals.

We describe each phase in more detail below. Their implemen-
tation in Wit is described in the following section.

2.1 Merging
The input to the merging process is a number of packet traces,

each collected by a different monitor. In each, the timestamp on
a packet reflects a monitor’s local view of when the packet was
received. The goal of merging is to produce a single, consistent
timeline for all the packets observed across all the monitors, that
is, to eliminate duplicates and to assign coherent timestamps to all
packets regardless of the monitor that captured them.

To be useful, the merged trace must have timestamps accurate to
a few microseconds, the granularity of 802.11 MAC-level opera-
tions. The challenge is that the monitors’ clocks are not synchro-
nized at this granularity, and in fact may have significantly different
skews and drifts. Eliminating duplicates is another challenge. Only
a few types of 802.11 packets carry information that is guaranteed
to be unique over even a few milliseconds, and distinct transmis-
sions of bit-for-bit identical packets can happen on timescales of a
few hundred microseconds. The only way to distinguish duplicates
across traces from distinct transmissions is by time. This stresses
the need for accurate timestamps in the merged trace.

We extend the scheme of Yeo et al. [27] to accurately merge
realistic datasets with many long traces in a manner that is robust
to the vagaries of data from live networks. Like Yeo et al., we
leverage “reference” packets that can be reliably identified as being
identical across monitors. We first consider how to merge a pair of
traces and then extend merging to an arbitrary number.

We use the three step process shown in Figure 2 to merge pairs
of traces:

1. Identify the reference packets common to both monitors.
We use beacons generated by APs as references, since they carry
a unique source MAC address and the 64-bit value of a local, mi-
crosecond resolution timer. This is sufficient in practice, though
other types of packets could be used if necessary.
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2. Use the timestamps of the references to translate the time
coordinates of the second monitor into those of the first, as shown
in the transition from Step 1 to 2 in Figure 2. We independently
translate each interval spanned by successive pairs of references
with a simple linear function: the timestamp interval in the second
trace is “stretched” or “shrunk” to match the first trace, and then
a constant is added to align the two. The resizing reflects relative
clock drift and the alignment reflects relative skew.

3. Remove duplicates by identifying them as packets of the
same type, with the same source and destination and with times-
tamp difference less than half of the minimum time to transmit a
packet (106 µsecs for 802.11b). This ensures that distinct packets
from the same source are never mistakenly identified as duplicates.

Linear timestamp translation in Step 2 assumes that the relative
clock drift is constant. If that were true over long intervals, it would
suffice to merge based on only two references. However, we find
that even our most reliable time sources exhibit varying relative
drift. This is why we use multiple references and interpolate inde-
pendently between successive pairs, reducing the impact of clock
fluctuations to short intervals. For this to be effective, common ref-
erences must be found with reasonable frequency, which we quan-
tify later. In contrast, Yeo et al. use linear regression over the
references in the entire trace to translate the time coordinates of the
second monitor [27]. We find in Section 4.2 that the precision of
this method degrades over long traces because of non-linearities in
clock behavior.1

In theory, the two-trace procedure could be directly extended to
merge arbitrary numbers by translating the time coordinates of all
the monitors into those of the first. Yeo et al. adopt this approach.
In practice, however, we find that the scarcity of common refer-
ences is a limiting factor when monitoring a large network – it is
unlikely that any one monitor will have enough references in com-
mon with each of the others. To circumvent this problem, we use a
waterfall merging process: we merge the traces from two monitors,
then add the trace from a third monitor to the merged trace, and
so on. This approach has a somewhat longer running time.2 The
benefit is improved precision: as each additional trace is merged, it
introduces new references into the partially merged result, making
it easier to find a set of references shared with the next trace dense
enough to overcome variable clock drift.

2.2 Inferring Missing Information
The inference phase serves two purposes. First, it uses the in-

formation in packets that the monitors did capture to infer at least
some that they did not. It then synthesizes as complete as possible
versions of such packets, improving the effective capture capabil-
ity. In this role, inference is similar to using more monitors and then
merging their views. Second, it introduces an entirely new class of
information to passive traces – an estimate of whether packets were
received by their destination.

The key insight behind our inference technique is that the packets
a node transmits often imply useful information about the packets it
must have received. For instance, an AP sends an ASSOCIATION
RESPONSE only if it recently received an ASSOCIATION RE-
QUEST. If the trace contains a response, but no matching request,
we know that the request was sent and that it was successfully re-
ceived. We also know that the sender of the request was the desti-

1Recent communication with Yeo informed us that they have now
evolved a technique that is similar to ours.
2It takes O(N2Z) time, where N is the number of traces and
Z the number of packets in each. Simultaneous merging takes
O(N log(N)Z) time.

nation of the response. We can thus reconstruct many key attributes
of the missing packet. While others have used such heuristics [6,
11, 21], we systematically automate this kind of reasoning.

2.2.1 The Formal Language Approach

We cast the inference problem as a language recognition task.
Sentences in the language represent legal sequences of packets ex-
changed by two endpoints that follow the protocol. We call these
packet exchanges conversations and define them at the granular-
ity of logical 802.11 operations (e.g., all packets involved in an
association attempt, or an exchange involving RTS, CTS, DATA,
and ACKs to successfully convey a single data packet). Although
longer conversations can be defined (e.g., association must precede
data transmission) to enable a slightly larger set of inferences, the
practical benefit of doing so is tiny; the additional inferences are
about relatively rare events.

We view the input trace as interleaved partial sentences from the
language. The interleaving stems from overlapping conversations
between distinct endpoint pairs. A similar view of packet traces
is taken in the context of passive testing of protocol implemen-
tations [14]. Our goal is different, however: to find valid sentences
in the language that account for what is observed in the input trace.
Thus, we do not simply ask “Is this sentence in the language?”
Rather, we presume that there was a sentence in the language for
which we see only some of the symbols and ask what complete
sentence it was likely to have been.

We use regular languages as our choice of the formal language
because they are recognizable by finite state machines (FSMs) which
have efficient implementations. FSMs also afford an efficient way
to extend traditional language recognition in a way that allows sen-
tence reconstruction from partial information, as described below.
Our short conversations can be easily described using FSMs.

2.2.2 Processing the Trace

Assume that the FSM (and so the language) for our protocol has
been defined. To infer missing information using it, we scan the
trace and process each packet as follows:

1. Classify We map packets to symbols of the language
based primarily on their type. We also use the values of the retry
bit and the fragment number field in forming symbols, which pro-
vides some additional leverage in making inferences, at the cost of
a somewhat larger symbol set and FSM. Additionally, we identify
the conversation of the packet based on its source and destination.
For packets without the source field (ACKs and CTSs), we deduce
the source from earlier packets. Non-unicast packets are considered
conversations of a single packet.

2. Generate Marker Our language contains an artificial sym-
bol, which we call the marker. We introduce a marker if the cur-
rently scanned packet indicates that an ongoing conversation has
ended. This occurs under one of the following conditions. First,
the sequence number field signals a new conversation between the
endpoints. Second, for non-AP nodes, the other endpoint of the
current packet is different from the earlier one; only APs can have
multiple simultaneous conversations. Third, there is no legal tran-
sition in the FSM for the current symbol; if nodes correctly imple-
ment the 802.11 protocol, our FSM construction (described below)
ensures that there is always a transition for packets in the current
conversation. Fourth, a timeout interval has passed since the last
seen activity for the conversation.

3. Take FSM Step If a marker was generated, first take a
step in the FSM based on the marker. By construction, this causes
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Figure 3: Left: An FSM for our simplified example. A ‘+’ in-

dicates that the packet was received by its destination, and a ‘−’

indicates that the packet was lost. Right: The same FSM after

augmentation of the Start state (only). The dashed edges are the

augmented ones and the symbols in braces are their annotations.

a transition to the accept state, closing the current conversation and
placing the FSM in the start state. The path taken from the start
to the accept state reveals information missing from the trace, as
explained shortly. Now take a step in the FSM based on the symbol
for the current packet.

While the first two steps involve some 802.11-specific decisions,
the third step is entirely independent of the protocol being analyzed.

Key to this process is the construction of the FSM, which re-
quires elaboration. We cannot simply use an FSM corresponding
to the protocol because packets (i.e., sentence symbols) are miss-
ing from the trace and because we want to use the FSM to estimate
which packets were received by their destination. We extend tradi-
tional FSM matching to address these issues.

We explain our method in the context of a simplified version
of 802.11 data exchange conversations in which there are no frag-
ments, and instead of quitting after a configured number of at-
tempts, nodes retransmit the data packet until they receive an ACK.
An FSM for this simplified version is shown on the left in Fig-
ure 3. (In contrast to Figure 3, our production FSM for the complete
802.11 protocol has 339 states.)

Inferring Packet Reception We first explain how we in-
fer packet reception, assuming for now that all transmitted pack-
ets are present in the trace. To infer packet reception, we non-
deterministically walk both the packet received and packet lost edges
and encode the current state as the distinct set of paths traversed so
far. When the accept state is reached, the edges traversed on the
paths from the start state can be examined to determine whether
each packet was received. (We describe shortly how we handle
multiple paths to the accept state.)

For instance, as shown on the left in Figure 3, if the first packet
seen is a DATA packet, we transition along both the +DATA and
−DATA edges, producing the state {Start→S1, Start→S3}. If
an ACK is seen next, the FSM state after the transition becomes
{Start→S1→S2, Start→S1→S3}. In this case, the original
ambiguity about the reception of the DATA packet has been re-
solved: it was received since both live paths traverse the +DATA
edge. In contrast, if the second seen packet is a DATAretry , the
FSM state will be {Start→S3→S4}, and we can infer that the
DATA packet was lost.

Inferring Missing Packets We now explain how we infer
packets that are missing from the trace. With missing packets, there
may be no legal transition for the current symbol. For instance, in
our simplified example, if the first packet encountered for a conver-

sation is a DATAretry , there is no legal transition out of the start
state. Our solution is to augment the FSM with additional edges.
Abstractly, for each pair of states (Si,Sj) �= (Start, Accept), we
add an edge from Si to Sj for each distinct trail (or, a path with
no repeated edges) from Si to Sj , labeling it with the final symbol
of the trail. We annotate each augmented edge with the traversed
trail’s prefix, i.e., the path without the final symbol. The annotation
represents packets that must be missing if the edge is traversed to
reach the accept state. Example augmented edges can be seen on
the right side of Figure 3. For instance, the edge between Start

and S4 can be taken upon observing a DATAretry and its annota-
tion indicates a missing DATA packet (which was lost).

We move non-deterministically in the augmented FSM until the
accept state is reached. At this point, there may be multiple paths
from Start to Accept, all of them consistent with the captured
packets. To select, we assign weights to paths and select the lowest
weight one.3 The weight of a path reflects the number of packets
that it indicates as missing and the rarity of those packets types.
Specifically, it is the sum of the weights of its edges. Unaugmented
edges, which correspond to captured packets, have zero weight.
The weight of an augmented edge is the sum of the weights of the
symbols in the annotation. Symbol weights are inversely propor-
tional to their frequencies in the trace. (We find that our inferences
are similar even when we use the logs of these values, which trans-
lates the decision to the minimum product of the inverse frequen-
cies, rather than their sum.) This weighting method prefers the
shorter of two paths when the symbols of one are a subset of the
other, thus producing conservative estimates of missing packets.

When the path weight function is a linear operator, as in our
case, a straightforward optimization simplifies FSM construction,
without impacting results. If there are multiple trails from Si to Sj

ending with the same symbol, only the lowest weight one needs to
be considered.4 The right side of Figure 3 shows the FSM for our
example after the Start state (only) has been augmented using this
optimization.

As a final step when the accept state is reached, we synthesize
any missing packets along the selected path. We cannot always in-
fer the exact properties of a missing packet but can often do so.
Properties that are relevant for MAC-level analysis include packet
size and transmission time and rate, and which of these we can infer
depends on the details of the 802.11 protocol. The size of certain
packet types, such as ACK, RTS and CTS, is fixed. For others, such
as DATA packets, the size can be inferred if a retransmission of the
packet is observed. The transmission time of a missing packet can
be inferred if there exists a captured packet relative to which it has a
fixed spacing; for instance, the transmission time of a DATA packet
can be inferred from that of the corresponding ACK. The trans-
mission rate of certain packet types, such as PROBE REQUEST,
is usually fixed for a client, and for certain other types, such as
ACK, it depends on the rate of the previous, incoming packet (i.e.,
DATA). However, the rate of missing DATA packets cannot be in-
ferred unless the rate adaptation behavior of the sender is known.

3While we pick a single final path, our framework allows us to
enumerate others, along with measures of their plausibility. Also,
as a practical matter, our weighting method makes ties virtually
impossible for 802.11 exchanges; we have never encountered one.
4The interested reader should note that the seemingly plausible
“optimization” of moving only along the lowest weight path at each
FSM step is incorrect, because subsequent symbols can change
which paths are even possible. For instance, with an ACK in the
start state, the most likely missing packet is a DATA packet. But if
the next packet is a DISASSOCIATION REQUEST with the retry
bit on, the missing packet was a DISASSOCIATION REQUEST.
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2.2.3 Limitations

While the FSM analysis extracts a great deal of missing infor-
mation, what can be known with certainty is inherently limited.
First, we cannot infer any conversation for which we do not log any
packet. Second, for any specific partial conversation, we cannot be
certain as to which complete conversation actually transpired. (Se-
lecting the most plausible path leads to our predictions being cor-
rect most of the time.) Finally, we cannot always infer all the prop-
erties of a missing packet. As a result, the reconstructed trace is
most appropriate for deriving measures that are aggregated across
many conversations. We show later that the impact of these uncer-
tainties is small, especially given the ability of merging to provide
good initial coverage.

We can use several methods to reduce the uncertainty of infer-
ences in the future. For instance, we can better leverage timestamp
and sequence number information: missing sequence numbers pro-
vide insight into missing conversations, and the transmission times
of inferred packets may be estimated if we observe the idle times
in the trace and mimic the 802.11 channel acquisition policy. This
may lead to more precise inferences, but at the expense of increased
complexity (e.g., while most clients increment sequence numbers
by one, some have more erratic behaviors). Our current focus is on
simpler techniques that bring the most gain.

2.3 Deriving Measures
The enhanced trace generated by merging and inference can be

mined in many ways to understand the detailed MAC-level behav-
ior. Many measures, such as packet reception probability, can now
be trivially obtained. The trace also facilitates derivations of more
sophisticated measures that were not possible before. One such
novel analysis that we present below is the estimation of the num-
ber of stations that are actively contending for the medium at any
given time. This is key to understanding the behavior of the MAC
as a function of offered load.

We consider a station to be contending for the medium from the
time the MAC-layer gets a packet to send to the time of successful
transmission. For packets that require MAC-level responses, trans-
mission is considered successful when the response is successfully
received. While the station is contending, there can be multiple re-
transmissions of the packet and there can be many responses if the
initial responses are not correctly received.

The primary difficulty in computing the number of contenders
is that judging whether a station is contending requires access to
state, such as randomly selected backoff values and carrier sense
decisions, that is not present in the trace. We overcome this by
making a simple observation: much of the relevant state can be
approximated by viewing the station’s transmissions through the
lens of the medium access rules that it implements. For instance,
for 802.11, if we see DATA and DATAretry packets from a station,
we know that it was contending for the medium in the time between
the two transmissions and at least for some time before the first one.

Our technique is shown in Figure 4. Its description assumes that
the reader is familiar with the medium access rules of 802.11. We
scan the trace in reverse chronological order and maintain a set
of current contenders along with their idle-wait-time, which is the
amount of idle time they must have waited to acquire the channel
before their last observed transmission. Stations are inserted into
the set when we observe a packet for them and ejected when that
much idle time elapses in the trace. If the transmission is original,
i.e., the retry bit is off, the idle-wait-time is set to initial-backoff to
mimic the procedure used by the station itself. If it is a retrans-
mission, we set the idle-wait-time to TIMEOUT so that the station
is eventually ejected from the contenders set even if we do not see

1: Scan the trace in reverse chronological order and do the follow-
ing for each packet.

2: Compute the time for which the medium was idle between the
current and previous transmissions.

3: Subtract this idle time from the idle-wait-time of stations in the
contenders set

4: Remove from the contenders set stations with idle-wait-time of
zero or less.

5: Add the source of the packet (or the destination for response
packets such as ACKs) to the contenders set.

6: If the packet is an original transmission, set the station’s idle-

wait-time to initial-backoff. Otherwise, set it to TIMEOUT.

Figure 4: Our technique to estimate the number of contenders.

another packet from this station (in particular, the corresponding
original transmission). Our implementation uses a TIMEOUT of
50 ms. The initial-backoff is the sum of the 802.11 DIFS interval
and a randomly selected number of slots between 0 and the initial
congestion window.

Our computation of the number of contenders is approximate.
First, the exact initial idle-wait-time cannot be known, as stations
make random choices. Second, by not decrementing idle-wait-time

when any packet is in the air, we are mimicking that the station
senses all transmissions, which of course is not true in practice.
Third, we ignore interference effects such as transmissions on other
channels. We find that the inaccuracy due to these simplifications is
not significant because the initial backoff period they affect is rel-
atively small (Section 4.4); we do not need to approximate the full
backoff procedure because that is encoded in stations’ subsequent
transmission times. Missing packets may cause larger inaccura-
cies, but their impact is limited by our use of multiple monitors and
inference to obtain a reasonably complete trace.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF Wit
Wit is implemented as three components, halfWit,5 nitWit and

dimWit, corresponding to the three pipeline phases. As a starting
point, Wit inserts the traces collected by individual monitors into a
database, and then uses the database to pass results between stages.
At each stage the trace becomes more complete and gets annotated
with additional information. Without the external utilities that they
use, halfWit, nitWit and dimWit are roughly 1200, 3200 and 1200
lines of Perl code.

3.1 halfWit: The Merging Component
The vagaries of real data, and its sheer volume, make it chal-

lenging to build a robust and fast implementation of the conceptu-
ally simple merging process. As one example, we did not expect
the 64-bit beacon counters that we use to identify references to roll
over. But they do for some APs, perhaps because the APs were re-
set; we detect such APs and stop using their beacons as references.

For speed, halfWit uses a merge-sort like methodology. It treats
the two input traces as time-sorted queues and at each step out-
puts the queue head with the lower timestamp (after translation).
When the precision of timestamp translation is better than half the
minimum time to transmit a packet, duplicate packets will appear
together as queue heads. Thus, to identify duplicates we only need
to compare the queue heads. This is much faster than searching
deeper inside the queues for potential duplicates. But it has a subtle
interaction with waterfall merging. Consider merging traces from
three monitors such that the first and third hear a packet p1 and

5So-called because it represents about one third of Wit.
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the second hears p2. If p2 is heard at almost the same time as p1,
the two packets can appear in the merge of the first two traces in
any order. Suppose p2 comes first. Now suppose that when mer-
ging the third trace, its copy of p1 is slightly ahead of p2 in the
merged timeline because of minor imprecision in timestamp trans-
lation. The merge-sort based method will fail to merge the two
copies of p1 because now they do not appear as queue heads to-
gether. To address this, we maintain separate logical queues for
individual traces in the partially merged trace and then identify du-
plicates among all the logical heads.

The accuracy of timestamp translation in merging may be af-
fected by monitor processing: monitors must have low variability
in the delay between packet reception and timestamp generation.
For this reason we use the timestamp applied closest to the hard-
ware from among the several available for the packets. But these
timestamps roll over roughly once per hour; we use another, persis-
tent (but more variable) timestamp to detect and correct rollovers.

The precision of the final merge depends on the order in which
the monitors are added because order determines the density of
common references at each waterfall step. Currently, it has been
sufficient to manually order the monitors based on their locations:
starting with two close monitors, we successively add monitors
close to those already merged. In the future, we will automati-
cally determine the order based on the number of references that
monitors have in common with each other.

3.2 nitWit: The Inference Component
nitWit takes the output of halfWit as its input and produces an-

notated copies of the captured and inferred packets. The critical
annotation for each packet is whether it was received. We also pig-
gyback sundry annotations on this processing phase, for instance,
we convert the retry-bit field of the 802.11 packet into a counter.

We use a customized regular expression grammar to simplify
specification of the FSM. The grammar that corresponds to the sim-
plified FSM in Figure 3 is: [DATA ACK,$,-][DATAretry ACK,$,-]*.
The fundamental units, enclosed in square brackets, consist of three
fields: a sequence of symbols, an indication of the next step if all
the packets represented by the symbols are received, and an indica-
tion of the next step if any is dropped. For instance, the first unit
above specifies that if both DATA and ACK are received, transition
to the accept state (the ‘$’ specifier). This corresponds to the path
Start→S1→S2→Accept in the FSM. If a packet is not received,
transition to the next unit of the regular expression (the ‘-’ spec-
ifier). The second unit specifies that what follows is any number
of DATAretry and ACK pairs (the ‘*’ specifier). Because it is the
final unit, the conversation ends if both packets in any such pair
are received. We use lex- and yacc-like tools to parse this language
and generate the FSM. The regular expression for the entire 802.11
protocol is 660 characters long. It produces an FSM with 339 states
and 1061 edges. Augmentation adds 15,193 edges.

For speed, we perform two optimizations. Both are guaranteed
to not impact the outcome of FSM processing. First, we statically
prune some edges in the FSM. If, from a state Si, a symbol leads to
Sj with weight cij and to Sk with weight cik, we remove the edge
to Sk if there is a path from Sj to Sk with weight cjk such that
cij+cjk <= cik. This eliminates 2,431 augmented edges. Second,
we dynamically detect when multiple paths lead to the same state
after a transition, and record only the least weight one.

3.3 dimWit: The Derived Measures Component
dimWit operates over the annotated version of captured packets

produced by nitWit. Our current implementation does not “merge”

captured and inferred packets because the exact timing for the latter
is uncertain in some cases.

Along with other measures, dimWit computes the number of con-
tenders in the network. It inserts summary information into a num-
ber of auxiliary database tables so that it may compute per con-
tention level measures without reading a number of records propor-
tional to the number of packets. This lets it analyze tens of millions
of packets in a few minutes.

4. EVALUATION
We evaluate Wit empirically to understand how well each of its

components work. We investigate the following key questions:

(a) What is the quality of time synchronization with merging?

(b) How accurate are inferences of packet reception status?

(c) What fraction of missing packets are inferred?

(d) How accurate is the estimate of the number of contenders?

(e) And finally, to complete the view of network activity, how
should we decide between adding monitors and using inference?

Ideally, we would like to answer these questions by comparing
our inferences against “ground truth” obtained from the monitored
network. But obtaining such authoritative data for deployed net-
works is intractable. Additionally, instrumentation necessary to ob-
tain the authoritative data is problematic; no commodity hardware
to our knowledge reports information on many low-level events re-
quired for validation, such as the timing of different retries of a
packet. This hinders validation in a testbed as well.

We therefore use simulation as the primary validation method.
Because our techniques depend heavily on the MAC layer, we be-
lieve that the possibly inaccurate PHY layer models in simula-
tors [12] do not significantly impact our results. But as a sanity
check, we test that Wit’s results over real traces are self-consistent.

4.1 Simulation Environment
Our simulations involve two APs and forty clients that are ran-

domly distributed on a grid and run 802.11b. We use the QualNet
simulator [19] which mimics an 802.11b-like PHY layer; packet re-
ception probability depends on the received signal strength, trans-
mission rate, other packets in flight, and random bit errors. The
simulator estimates the maximum radio range in our setup as 480
meters at 1 Mbps and 280 meters at 11 Mbps. To study diverse
monitoring environments, we consider three grid sizes: 100x100,
600x600, and 900x900 square meters. The clients generate a mix
of web- and DNS-like traffic.

Ten randomly distributed monitors passively sniff the medium
and log every packet that they can correctly decode. The timestamp
resolution is 1 µsec. Because of the finite precision of timestamps
and different propagation delays from the source to different moni-
tors, the timestamps of a packet can differ across monitors. We also
generate an authoritative simulation log containing each packet sent
and received and when each packet arrived at the MAC layer from
higher layers. This log is used to validate the outputs of our tool.

We use the same code base for analyzing simulator and real
traces. This lets us check our implementation as well as validate
our techniques.

4.2 Merging
To evaluate merging, we check its correctness and characterize

the quality of its time synchronization. Both are important to facil-
itate a wide range of MAC layer studies.

To check if halfWit merges correctly, we use it to merge the views
of the monitors in a simulation. For all three grid sizes, we find
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Figure 5: The uncertainty of merging, shown as the histogram of

uncertainty values. Left: Real traces. Right: Simulator traces.

using the authoritative log that all duplicates and only duplicates
are removed. Because clock behaviors in the real and simulated
environments likely differ, this is not a litmus test. But, along with
manual verification of merged real traces, it boosts our confidence
in the tool’s implementation and its output with real traces.

Next, we evaluate synchronization quality, which tests the ro-
bustness of our timestamp mapping method to variabilities in real
clocks. We use real traces from a live network (described in detail
in the next section) for this experiment. It requires that quality be
measured without knowledge of ground truth. We accomplish this
by using the difference in the translated timestamps of the packets
that are identified as duplicates during the merge. This is a measure
of timestamp uncertainty. The minimum uncertainty value is zero,
for perfect synchronization. The maximum is 106 µsecs (half of the
minimum time to transmit an 802.11b packet), since duplicate iden-
tification is limited to packets within that threshold. Each pair of
identified duplicates at each waterfall step produces one uncertainty
value; we study the distribution of the values. Obtaining 106 µsecs
for even a small fraction of values suggests an incorrect merge, as
there are probably unidentified duplicates beyond the threshold.

Figure 5 plots the histogram of uncertainty values. The left graph
is for real traces from Channels 1 and 11 which have four and five
monitors, respectively. For both, the merge is very precise. The
99.9 percentile uncertainty is 2 µsecs. The worst is 8 µsecs (not in
the graph). For comparison, the uncertainty of merging the simula-
tor traces is shown on the right. Due to possibly different times-
tamps on identical packets across monitors, rather than it being
zero, the 99.9 percentile uncertainty of even simulator merges is
2 µsecs. This suggests that potential inaccuracies of real clocks do
not significantly increase the uncertainty of merging.

At 2 µsecs, the uncertainty in merged timestamps is smaller than
the slot time of 802.11b (20 µsecs). This enables a class of infer-
ences that are otherwise not possible. For instance, consider two
packets are in flight simultaneously: we can distinguish a collision
in which the two sources start in the same slot from a failure of
carrier sense in which one source does not sense the other.

We now study the relationship between the quality of time syn-
chronization and the frequency of common references. To do so,
we compute uncertainty of merging two real traces for reference
periods of 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10,000 seconds. A period of 10
seconds means that the successive references used for time trans-
lation are spread roughly 10 seconds apart; we ignore intermediate
references. The 99.9 percentile uncertainty is 2 µsecs for 100 sec-
onds or less, 18 µsecs for 1000 seconds, and 106 µsecs for 10,000
seconds. Given that APs send beacons roughly every 100 ms, this
implies that the uncertainty can be kept down to 2 µsecs as long as
the two traces have in common at least 0.1% of the beacons from
at least one AP.
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Figure 6: Left: The accuracy of inferring packet reception. Each

point corresponds to a trace with a certain percentage of cap-

tured packets (x-axis); the y-axis shows the percentage of pack-

ets whose reception status was correctly inferred. Right: The

accuracy of inferences as a function of nitWit’s estimate of the

percentage of client’s packets captured. The y-axes start at 75%.

To compare our technique with that of Yeo et al. [27], we use
their method to merge two real traces of different lengths. We
find that the uncertainty increases with length. The 99.9 percentile
value is 5 µsecs for 1-hour traces, 12 µsecs for 2-hour traces, and
106 µsecs for 4-hour traces. (These results are better than those
reported by Yeo et al., who obtain a 40-µsec uncertainty for two
12.5-minute traces.) The last merge is likely incorrect.

4.3 Inference
To evaluate nitWit, we run it over simulator traces and study its

ability to infer packet reception statuses and missing packets.
The left side of Figure 6 shows how accurately nitWit infers whe-

ther packets were received. Correct inferences are shown as a func-
tion of the percentage of the total packets captured in a trace. We
obtain traces with different capture percentages by using different
monitors and merge combinations. Correctness and capture per-
centages are computed using the authoritative simulator log.

We see that nitWit is quite accurate: its accuracy is 95% even
when the trace contains only half of the total packets and 90% even
when it contains only a third. In our data, a common scenario in
which nitWit is relatively less accurate is when it observes one or
more ACKs without corresponding DATA packets; the ACKs by
themselves yield little information about their reception.

Interestingly, we find that nitWit can estimate when its inferences
will be relatively less accurate. This is because the accuracy of
the inferences for a client depends on the fraction of the client’s
packets that were captured. This fraction can in turn be estimated
from traces without knowledge of ground truth as a side-effect of
how many missing packets are inferred. The capture estimate we
compute is the ratio of the number of packets captured for the client
to the sum of the packets captured and inferred for the client.

The right side of Figure 6 shows how accurately nitWit infers re-
ceptions for a client’s packets as a function of this capture estimate.
Clients are binned by their capture estimate into 10%-wide bins,
and the average accuracy of the bin is plotted as the y-value. Over-
all, nitWit does well even for clients from whom a small fraction of
packets are captured. This is because the monitors often capture the
other end of the conversation. We see that accuracy decreases with
the estimate of packets captured. This enables a user of nitWit to
judge the accuracy of inferences for a client and, if need be, focus
on clients with accurate inferences.

Next, we study the ability of nitWit to complete a trace by in-
ferring missing packets. Figure 7 plots the percentage of packets
that are either inferred or captured versus the percentage captured.
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Figure 7: The ability of Wit to infer missing packets.
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Figure 8: The CDF of error in estimating the number of con-

tenders, for all three grid sizes.

Traces are binned into 5%-wide bins based on their capture per-
centage; the y-values are the averages for the bin. We see that nitWit

adds roughly 10-20% packets when the capture percentages are low
and that directly capturing 80-90% of the packets lets us infer much
of the remaining ones. In this role, nitWit is especially useful when
the monitors hear only one end of the conversation well, as it can
then infer the other end. This simplifies passive monitoring: we can
engineer placements that use fewer monitors to capture one end of
each conversation well, instead of both ends.

We also ran a self-consistency check over real traces to build
confidence that PHY layer losses in real environments do not lead
to significantly inaccurate inferences. Specifically, we infer packet
reception over two traces; the second trace is obtained by merging
the first with another trace and has 21% more packets. If realistic
PHY layer loss patterns affect our inferences significantly, the in-
ferences over the two traces are likely to differ significantly. We
find that our packet reception inferences are consistent for 93% of
the packets that are present in both traces. This is encouraging; if
this consistency reflects correctness, then nitWit takes us from hav-
ing no reception status information to correct inferences for the vast
majority of the cases, even when many packets are missing from the
input trace.

4.4 Estimating Contenders
To evaluate our estimate of the number of contenders, we run

dimWit on the merged traces of all ten simulated monitors and com-
pare the estimate against the authoritative log. Figure 8 plots the
CDF of error in our estimate at the end of each transmission. Er-
ror is computed as the estimated minus the actual number of con-
tenders. We see that our estimates are quite accurate overall. The
accuracy decreases slightly with grid size because fewer packets
are captured. In the worst case of the 900x900 grid, where 90%
of the packets are captured, dimWit is within ±1 for 87% of the
cases and ±2 for 92% of them. In the 100x100 grid, where 98% of
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Figure 9: Effectiveness trends of inference. The x-axis is moni-

tor capture probability. The curves represent different round-trip

reception probabilities. Left: The ability to infer missing packets.

Right: The accuracy of the estimate of reception probability.

the packets are captured, our estimates are within ±1 for 95% of
the cases. Closer inspection of data reveals that high error values
tend to correspond to cases with a high number of contenders (e.g.,
estimating 15 or 25 contenders when there are 20) because the ac-
tual number changes rapidly. This reduces the relative error in our
estimates.

We find that our estimates are largely insensitive to the exact
choice of the initial-backoff parameter within a reasonable range.
We varied the parameter value between zero and twice the initial
congestion window and observe that our accuracy is not signifi-
cantly impacted. For instance, with a value of zero, our estimates
are within ±1 for 82% of the cases in the 900x900 grid. This is en-
couraging because most of the approximation in our computation
occurs in the initial backoff phase (because stations’ transmissions
do not reflect their choices in this phase). For instance, we approx-
imate that stations defer to all transmissions in the initial phase.
Interestingly, the value of zero approximates the other extreme in
which stations do not defer to any transmission in this phase, and
even then our estimates are reasonably accurate.

4.5 Inference Versus Additional Monitors
Given that both inference and additional monitors help to com-

plete our view of network activity, how should these two methods
be combined in a practical system? To understand this, we study
a simple model that exposes the ability of inference to deal with
incomplete data. We generate artificial traces in which the monitor
capture probability and the node reception probability are held con-
stant. Clients repeatedly attempt to send data. Each DATA packet,
both original and retried, and ACK is independently logged with
the capture probability. Additionally, we drop packets according
to the specified round-trip reception probability, divided equally in
each direction. We vary the capture probability from 0.7 to 0.95;
higher values represent setups with more monitors. We vary round-
trip reception probability from 0.1 to 0.9 to cover a range of condi-
tions. This experiment lets us isolate capture and reception proba-
bilities in an understandable setting.

Figure 9 shows the results of running nitWit over the traces. In
both graphs, the x-axis is capture probability, and curves represent
different round-trip reception probabilities. The left graph plots the
percentage of packets that are either captured or inferred. The right
graph plots the ratio of nitWit’s estimate of reception probability to
the actual value. This shows the accuracy of inferences over the
trace. The main conclusion we draw is that merging and inference
are complementary. At low capture probabilities, while nitWit sub-
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Figure 10: Monitoring environment at the conference. The lay-

out shows the approximate locations of the APs and the monitors.

Ballroom hosted the main conference and had only limited wire-

less access on the back and left. Parlor acted as the terminal room

and was most active. Galleria hosted the workshops.

stantially adds to the trace, the right course of action is to add mon-
itors to improve the underlying capture probability. Assuming that
the monitors log each packet with an independent probability, addi-
tional monitors in this regime will be highly effective at adding to
the trace. There are diminishing returns as monitors become more
dense and the capture probability is already high. Here, nitWit al-
most completes the trace with missing packets that would be hard to
recover through additional monitors, especially for well-connected
clients. Similarly, while the accuracy of inferences is high over the
entire range of capture probability, it is especially good in the range
that represents good coverage by the monitors. Above 85% capture
probability, the relative error in the estimates is less than 5%, and
the absolute error is even lower.

5. APPLYING Wit TO A LIVE NETWORK
We now report on our experience in applying Wit to analyze a

live wireless network. By necessity, we focus on a few analyses; it
is straightforward to perform many others.

5.1 Monitoring Environment
Our wireless environment is the SIGCOMM 2004 conference

which spanned four days and had roughly 550 attendees. We view
this as a large, busy setting. The layout of the conference floor
of the hosting hotel is depicted in Figure 10. The official wireless
network of the conference had five APs. Except for AP D, which
operated on Channels 6 and 8, the APs operated on Channels 1 and
11. Some of the APs switched channels during the conference. In-
ternet connectivity was enabled through four separate DSL access
lines. In addition to the conference network, a number of transient
infrastructure and ad hoc networks were present, and the hotel had
its own, private wireless network on Channel 6. In our view, the
diversity and transience of clients makes it intractable to study this
environment using instrumentation.

We passively monitored this network using five PCs, each with
three wireless NICs whose external antennae were placed at least a
foot apart. Two NICs of each monitor listened on Channels 1 and
11, and the third listened on Channel 6 or 8. Monitors logged all
observed activity, including control, management and data pack-
ets. Complete MAC headers and PHY information, such as trans-
mission rate, were logged for each packet. All monitors except 4,
which was switched off and stored elsewhere at nights, were active
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Figure 11: Cumulative packet counts as monitors are merged.

“Pre-merge” counts the total number of packets, without remov-

ing duplicates. “Post-merge” represents the merged traces.

for the entire duration of the conference. We analyze traces from
Channels 1 and 11.

The SIGCOMM 2004 wireless network had intermittent usabil-
ity problems. We understand that these stemmed from DHCP and
DNS issues and disrupted Internet connectivity for some clients.
We believe that these problems do not affect the underlying MAC
behavior which is our focus. They do, however, lower the average
load on the network during connectivity disruptions.

5.2 Merging with halfWit
We merged the traces from Monitors 1-4 on Channel 1 and from

all five monitors on Channel 11 to produce a merged trace for each
channel. Monitors were merged in the order of their number. The
Monitor 5 trace of Channel 1 did not have enough references in
common with the merged trace of the other four monitors for it to
be correctly merged. We exclude it from our analysis.

Our experience provides a useful lesson on the placement of
monitors. A natural tendency is to place monitors far apart to max-
imize the capture of unique packets. But this minimizes the overlap
between monitors. Placement that yields too little overlap is a poor
strategy because it hinders merging.

To understand the value of merging in enhancing the view of
wireless activity, we count the number of additional packets and
clients that are present in the merged trace compared to the Monitor
1 trace. We find that merging adds 28% packets and 12% clients on
Channel 1 and adds 124% packets and 37% clients on Channel 11.
In addition to more overall activity, the additional packets represent
enhanced views of individual clients: the merged trace has 12% and
60% more packets per client on the two channels.

Figure 11 shows the gains of merging in more detail. It plots the
cumulative number of packets as additional monitors are merged.
The solid curves show the number of packets before duplicates are
removed, and the dashed ones show the merged traces (after remov-
ing duplicates). There is significant overlap in what the monitors
hear, yet each additional monitor increases the number of unique
packets in the trace. This is true even when we merge monitors 1
and 2 that sit next to each other. Thus, even a dense array of mon-
itors may miss packets. This motivates the need to infer missing
packets, as we do with nitWit, because capturing this information
through monitoring alone is almost impossible.

5.3 Inference with nitWit
We applied nitWit to the two merged traces. The Channel 1 merge

has 56M packets of which 49M are unicast. nitWit processed 30M
conversations with 26K distinct packet sequences. The top three
sequences were DATA–ACK (51%), BEACON (22%), and DATA–
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Figure 12: The CDF of the difference in the reception probability

estimates of nitWit and the heuristic based on the retry-bit.

DATAretry–ACK (6%). nitWit inferred that 80% of the unicast
packets were received by their destination and inferred an extra
5.5M packets; we estimate from this that the monitors captured
90% of the total packets. The Channel 11 merge has 111M packets
of which 95M are unicast. nitWit inferred that 94% of the unicast
packets were received, and inferred an extra 24M packets with a
corresponding capture estimate of only 79%. Therefore, while the
view of Channel 1 is reasonably complete, the view of Channel 11
is poorer, and we expect the measures we compute for it to be less
accurate.

The traces also let us assess how well nitWit can infer various
properties of the missing packets. For the Channel 1 merge, we
count the inferred packets for which the exact size, transmission
time and transmission rate could be reconstructed. We find that
size, time and rate can be inferred for 76%, 64% and 42% of the
packets, respectively, and that all three properties can be inferred
for 34% of the packets. The low percentage of rate inferences is be-
cause the rate of any other packet in the conversation provides little
information about the rate of a missing data packet (which could be
improved by inferring the rate adaptation behavior of clients.)

We observe that nitWit can lead to simpler and likely more ac-
curate estimates. This is because it systematically extracts latent
information from the traces, whereas the heuristics that must other-
wise be used are based on simpler, less complete, models [11, 21].
Consider two cases:

1. In earlier work, we estimated the reception probability of
packets between clients and APs based on the retry bit [21]. Each
data packet with the retry bit set suggests that the earlier transmis-
sion was lost. As a heuristic, we estimated reception probability as
one minus the fraction of data packets with the retry bit set. Fig-
ure 12 plots the CDF of the difference between this heuristic and
the reception probability computed using nitWit’s reception infer-
ence. There is a data point for both directions of each client-AP
pair that exchange over 100 packets. We see that the heuristic com-
putes significantly lower reception probabilities, by 0.20 for 15%
of the cases and by 0.10 for 30% of them. While we cannot be
certain without ground truth, we believe that the Wit estimates are
closer to the correct values based on validation checks with the sim-
ulator. The heuristic is biased by assumptions that do not hold: it
assumes that both monitor capture and reception probability are in-
dependent of factors such as size, rate and type; in practice, data
packets are more likely to be lost than ACKs due to their bigger
size and original data packets are more likely to be lost than retries
due to their higher average transmission rate. There appears to be
no straightforward way to remove these biases from the heuristic.

2. The monitor capture percentage can be estimated with a heu-
ristic based on the DATA-ACK exchange. Each ACK without a
corresponding data packet indicates that a data packet was not cap-
tured. An estimate of the capture ratio is then the number of data
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Figure 13: The uplink versus downlink reception probability for

clients in the network, computed over the entire Channel 1 trace.
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Figure 14: The prevalence of different levels of contention, com-

puted over a busy hour-long interval of the Channel 1 trace. The

graphs show the percentages of total time spent (left) and packets

sent (right) at each contention level. The y-axes end at 50%.

packets in the trace divided by the sum of this number and the num-
ber of ACKs without a corresponding data packet [11, 21]. We ob-
tain capture percentages of 94% and 85% with this heuristic for the
merged traces of Channel 1 and 11, respectively. The correspond-
ing nitWit estimates stated above are 90% and 79%, respectively.
Again, while we cannot be certain without ground truth, the heu-
ristic seems to overestimate capture. This is presumably because it
does not account for other patterns of missing packets, e.g., missing
ACKs or DATA-ACK pairs, whereas our FSM analysis can account
for such patterns using subsequent packets in the conversation.

5.4 Analysis with dimWit
We now present sample analyses of Channel 1 of the SIGCOMM

2004 wireless environment with dimWit. We present a series of
802.11 operational insights that are enabled by Wit, not simply
by passive monitoring. These observations could not have been
gathered via simulation or testbeds either because they depend on
802.11 usage in real environments.

Uplink was more reliable than downlink Figure 13 compares
the reception probability for uplink (to the AP) versus downlink
transmissions for 100 randomly selected clients. The reception
probabilities are often asymmetric and the uplink is usually more
reliable. We are surprised by this result; we expected the down-
link direction to be more reliable because APs tend to transmit at a
higher power, boosting the chances of correct reception. Addition-
ally, fewer packets from the AP should be involved in collisions
because all clients should be able to hear the AP even though they
may not all be able to hear each other. We speculate that the uplink
was more reliable because commercial APs have better, possibly
multiple, antennae that improve their decoding ability.
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Figure 15: Various measures as a function of the number of contenders in the network, computed over the entire Channel 1 trace.

Offered load was mostly low Figure 14 shows histograms of
each contention level for an hour long busy interval which had 260
unique clients. The left graph plots the percentage of time spent at
each level. We see that most of the time there are no nodes waiting
to transmit. The time spent at higher contention levels decreases ex-
ponentially such that there are more than five contenders less than
4% of the time. The right graph plots the percentage of packets sent
at each contention level. We again see that the system is exercised
most at low contention levels. (Of course, no packets are sent at
zero contenders.)

While the prevalence of low contention is perhaps not surpris-
ing, it is difficult to reason about offered load without the analyses
provided by dimWit. For instance, utilization per unit time plots
(e.g, those in earlier work [11, 21]) do not distinguish between low
utilization due to a no-contender scenario and low utilization due
to a high-contender scenario in which there are backed-off stations.
Similarly, active clients per unit time plots do not convey informa-
tion as to whether the clients contend simultaneously.

The medium was inefficiently utilized Figure 15(a) plots air-
time utilization as a function of the number of contenders. Utiliza-
tion is computed as the percentage of time for which the medium
was busy with at least one transmission. The ending time of a
packet is its timestamp, and the starting time is computed using
its size and transmission rate and the length of the 802.11 (long)
preamble. Inter-frame spaces are not included in this computation.
We see that the medium is poorly utilized in the common case of
few contenders. This is surprising because it is not the case that
the medium is idle due to a lack of offered load: by definition
there is at least one station waiting to transmit at each non-zero
contention level. As reference, the theoretical utilization of a sin-
gle node sending 500 byte data packets at 5.5 Mbps and receiving
ACKs at 2 Mbps (with no losses) is roughly 75% rather than 30%
as we observe. Thus, it appears that nodes often wait unnecessarily
in backoff phases before they transmit.

Reception probability did not decrease with contention Fig-
ure 15(b) plots the packet reception probability as a function of
the contention level. We expected a decline with the number of
contenders due to increased collision losses. Instead, we were sur-
prised to find that reception probability remains steady.6 This sug-
gests that inherent “radio losses” were the dominant cause of packet
drops. Consistently, we find that only 0.45% of the packets in our
trace had their transmissions overlap with another packet.

Performance was stable at high contention levels Figure 15(c)
shows the rates of packets transmitted and received (by the des-

6The increase in reception probability from one to two contenders
might be because poorly connected clients dominate the former
case.

tination) in the network. This is the throughput of the network. It
initially increases with the number of contenders and then stabilizes
at five or more contenders. As reference, the throughput with a sin-
gle node sending 500 byte data packets at 5.5 Mbps and receiving
ACKs at 2 Mbps (with no losses) will be roughly 1200 packets per
second. Thus, we find the MAC operates well at high contention
levels. Contrary to a concern of recent work [11, 21], we do not
observe throughput decreases due to undesirable interactions with
transmission rate adaptation (where high contention leads to lower
transmission rates because of losses).

Taken together, our observations suggest that the 802.11 MAC
is tuned for higher contention levels than those we observe in our
measured network. It assumes that most losses are due to con-
tention and hence backs off in response to any loss; in reality,
most losses appear to be radio losses that do not warrant backoff.
The MAC appears overly biased towards avoiding collisions by us-
ing larger than necessary backoff intervals. The result is that the
medium usage is quite inefficient for the common case of low of-
fered load. This suggests that there is an opportunity for a MAC
that adapts to its environment to be efficient at low load as well
as high load. Indeed, recent work explores some aspects of this
problem [9].

6. RELATED WORK
Most work on measurement-driven analysis of wireless networks

either uses traces from the wired portion of the network and SNMP
logs of APs [4, 5, 7, 8, 23, 26] or uses instrumentation in testbed
settings [2, 10, 29]. While these approaches provide useful insights
into the behavior of wireless networks, the information they gather
cannot be used to study the detailed behavior of the MAC layer in
deployed networks.

A few recent works have explored passive monitoring of wire-
less networks. Jardosh et al. [11] and Rodrig et al. [21] analyze data
collected by individual monitors at live networks to analyze aspects
such as 802.11 MAC overhead, airtime utilization, and congestion.
But the view of a single monitor is inherently limited. To overcome
this limitation, Yeo et al. originally proposed merging the views of
multiple monitors [27]. Our merging approach is built on their ob-
servation regarding reference packets, though our exact technique
is different and more precise. We view our work as posing passive
monitoring as a broad approach to analyze live wireless networks
and advancing the state of the art through novel techniques to in-
fer, for instance, the reception status of packets and the number of
stations competing for the medium.

Jigsaw is a concurrently developed system to perform cross-layer
analysis of enterprise wireless networks [6]. While it focuses on a
different problem, like Wit, it builds on merging and inferring the
reception status of packets. However, its techniques are different.
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Jigsaw focuses on merging a large number of traces in real-time,
and, in contrast to our formal approach, its inferences are based on
an ad hoc set of rules that encode common protocol exchanges.

Our view of traces as sentences from a formal language is ins-
pired by work on using traces to test protocol implementations [14].
Our goal is different, however, and to our knowledge, we are the
first to use formal methods to add missing packets to the trace and
infer packet reception statuses.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We presented Wit, a non-intrusive tool that builds on passive

monitoring to support detailed MAC-level analysis of operational
802.11 wireless networks. It uses several novel techniques to en-
hance the necessarily incomplete view of system activity obtained
through passive monitoring. First, it merges the independent views
of multiple monitors into a single, consistent view. Then, it uses an
engine based on formal language techniques to infer packets that
were missed by all monitors as well as infer which packets were
received by their destinations. Finally, it derives detailed perfor-
mance measures. We provided a procedure to estimate offered load
in terms of the number of nodes competing for the medium at any
given time. We used a mix of simulation and real traces to evaluate
our techniques, with encouraging results.

To demonstrate its abilities, we applied Wit to a multi-monitor
trace of a live network, performing analyses that would otherwise
not be possible or rely on less accurate heuristics. We uncovered a
picture of MAC operation that warrants further study. For instance,
we found that our network predominantly had low contention and
that the medium was inefficiently utilized during those times. It
appeared that the MAC was tuned for the uncommon case of high
contention levels, e.g., it backs off more than necessary in response
to any loss.

Our work is a nascent step towards non-intrusive methods that
can provide deep analyses of the behavior of operational 802.11
wireless networks. Our formal language based inference engine is
both general (e.g., we have used it to discover protocol violations)
and highly effective in extracting latent information from traces. It
will only improve as we use it to model and infer other behaviors. It
may be applicable in settings beyond 802.11 as well. Our procedure
for estimating the number of contenders highlights new kinds of
analyses that can extract higher-level information from packet-level
wireless traces. We hope that future research in this area will lead
to a better understanding of 802.11 “in the wild.”
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ABSTRACT
This work focuses on capacity overprovisioning (CO) as an
alternative to admission control (AC) to implement qual-
ity of service (QoS) in packet-switched communication net-
works. CO prevents potential overload while AC protects
the QoS of the traffic during overload situations. Overload
may be caused, e.g., by fluctuations of the traffic rate on
a link due to its normal stochastic behavior (a), by traf-
fic shifts within the network due to popular contents (b),
or by redirected traffic due to network failures (c). Capac-
ity dimensioning methods for CO need to take into account
all potential sources of overload while AC can block excess
traffic caused by (a) and (b) if the capacity does not suf-
fice. The contributions of this paper are (1) the presenta-
tion of a capacity dimensioning method for networks with
resilience requirements and changing traffic matrices, (2) the
investigation of the impact of the mentioned sources of over-
load (a-c) on the required capacity for CO in networks with
and without resilience requirements, and (3) a comparison
of this required capacity with the one for AC. Our results
show that in the presence of strong traffic shifts CO requires
more capacity than AC. However, if resilience against net-
work failures is required, both CO and AC need additional
backup capacity for the redirected traffic. In this case, CO
can use the backup capacity to absorb other types of over-
load. As a consequence, CO and AC have similar bandwidth
requirements. These findings are robust against the network
size.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Performance
of Systems

General Terms
Design, Economics, Performance, Reliability
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quality of service (QoS) in packet-switched communica-

tion networks can be expressed in terms of limited packet
loss and delay. It can be achieved by avoiding overload in
networks which occurs if the traffic rate for a link exceeds a
certain threshold. There are two main approaches for this
objective: capacity overprovisioning (CO) and admission
control (AC) [33]. CO provides so much capacity on the
links that overload is unlikely while AC limits the number
of flows over a specific network element, e.g. a link, to avoid
overload. CO is applied in today’s core networks and it is
currently favored by many Internet service providers (ISPs)
and researchers as the preferred mechanism for QoS [28].
However, from a scientific point of view, it is less under-
stood than AC.

ISPs are usually in favor of CO since it keeps the net-
works simple while AC is complex and requires a significant
amount of interoperability. In contrast, telecommunication
providers usually prefer AC since they must care for guar-
anteed QoS which can be difficult and costly with CO. As a
consequence, the discussion between both parties regarding
the question which approach should be taken in an QoS-
enabled Internet resembles an almost religious war [4, 14].
In this work, we contribute to this discussion by quantifying
and comparing the required capacity for CO and AC under
potential overload and resilience requirements.

Overload in networks may be caused, e.g., by fluctuations
of the traffic rate on a link due to its normal stochastic be-
havior (a), by traffic shifts within the network due to popular
contents (b), or by redirected traffic due to network failures
(c). Capacity dimensioning methods for CO need to take
into account all potential sources of overload. In contrast,
AC can block excess traffic if overload occurs that is caused
by (a) and (b). However, classical AC cannot guarantee
QoS in the presence of overload caused by redirected traffic
which is the most frequent reason for overload in core net-
works [19]. As a consequence, classical AC is not appropri-
ate to guarantee QoS during failure scenarios. Resilient AC
heals this shortcoming by admitting traffic only if it can be
carried without QoS violation together with the redirected
traffic of potential failure scenarios [21]. Thus, compared to
classical AC, resilient AC needs additional backup capacity
to accommodate the same traffic.
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The contributions of this paper are (1) the presentation of
a capacity dimensioning method for networks with resilience
requirements and changing traffic matrices, (2) the investi-
gation of the impact of the mentioned sources of overload
(a-c) on the required capacity for CO in networks with and
without resilience requirements, and (3) a comparison of this
required capacity with the one for AC. The parametrization
of the presented overload models based on traffic measure-
ments is not topic of this paper.

This work is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes
related work regarding CO and AC. Section 3 reviews dimen-
sioning methods for CO and AC and illustrates their impact.
Section 4 presents models for simple and complex traffic
shifts. It introduces and compares capacity dimensioning
for CO and AC in networks with and without resilience re-
quirements. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we start with fundamentals of resilient

networks and review then existing literature on CO, AC,
and the comparison of both.

2.1 Network Resilience
Networks are protected against failures by protection and

restoration mechanisms [1]. Restoration is the setup of backup
paths after a failure occurred, e.g., by the reconvergence
of shortest path routing. In contrast, protection sets up
backup paths in advance to redirect the traffic in failure
cases which is done, e.g., by MPLS fast reroute [25]. The
QoS of the traffic may be violated during the failover time
which is shorter for protection mechanisms than for restora-
tion mechanisms. After that time, a smooth operation of the
network is desired which demands sufficient capacity on the
backup paths. In other words, redirected traffic may lead to
overload when network links are not properly dimensioned
or if the resilience mechanisms are not properly configured.

2.2 Capacity (Over-)Provisioning
Capacity overprovisioning (CO) relies on providing suffi-

cient bandwidth to make overload in networks unlikely and
to achieve thereby the desired QoS. The link capacities are
chosen in such a way that they are very rarely exceeded by
the predicted traffic.

The rate of Internet flows is often hard to determine due
to long range dependency which has been found first in local
area networks [18] but then also for general WWW traffic [9]
and for variable bit rate realtime traffic [2]. The measure-
ment results in [42] show that traffic fluctuations at small
time scales tend to be rather uncorrelated while they reveal
a self-similar structure on a time scale of 1 s and above.
This is problematic since self-similarity provokes significant
packet loss with finite buffers [12]. However, a superposition
of sufficiently many long range dependent traffic sources may
lead for moderate utilization values in the limit to the same
buffer overflow probability as a Poisson process [7].

Bandwidth provisioning procedures differ fundamentally
from access to core networks due to the degree of traffic ag-
gregation. In [11] empirical evidence can be found that core
network traffic on the packet level, i.e. the average traffic
arrival rate, is modelled well by the Gaussian distribution
due to the high level of aggregation. This is clearly not the
case in the access due to the limited number of users where
the aggregation level is inherently low. The network in [11]

is dimensioned to support latency sensitive traffic. Accord-
ingly, the QoS measure the network is dimensioned for is
the probability that the queue length Q of a router exceeds
a certain value x: Pr(Q > x). To satisfy end-to-end delay
requirements as low as 3 ms requires only 15% extra band-
width above the average data rate of the traffic in the highly
aggregated Sprint network.

Rate measurements by SNMP are usually obtained only
on a time scale of 5 min and reveal substantially smaller
variations than traffic on a small time scale like 10 ms. The
difference of this variation may be 100% or more [38]. This
makes the prediction of the required capacity based on traf-
fic measurements very hard. The work in [39] focuses on
the probability that the amount of traffic A(T ) generated
on a link within a specified time interval T exceeds the ca-
pacity C of the link: Pr(A(T )≥C · T ). The authors argue
that applications can cope with lack of bandwidth within an
application-dependent small interval T if this occurs suffi-
ciently rarely. They develop an interpolation formula that
predicts the bandwidth requirement on a relatively short
time scale in the order of 1 s by relying on coarse traffic mea-
surements. So-called ‘user-oriented’ and ‘black box’ traffic
models are used to characterize measurement results. They
are evaluated in [37] with regard to their accuracy for link
provisioning. It turned out that black box models are easier
to estimate and yield accurate provisioning guidelines.

Another closely related problem is forecasting of Internet
traffic. A recent approach for long-term forecasting can be
found in [26]. The authors of [36] combine both tasks to
yield an adaptive bandwidth provisioning algorithm. Based
on measurements, the required capacity is predicted and ad-
justed on relatively small time scales between 4 s and 2 min.
The Maximum Variance Asymptotic (MVA) [8] approach for
the tail probability of a buffer fed by an input Gaussian pro-
cess is used to make the QoS requirement Pr(delay>D)<ǫ
explicit.

2.3 Admission Control
Admission control (AC) limits the number of flows in the

network by denying access to new ones if the network risks to
be overloaded. It has been proposed for the Internet in [33].
Admission control mechanisms pursue two objectives. On
the one hand, the challenge on a single link is to decide
whether the admission of new flow compromises the QoS in
terms of packet loss and delay on that link. On the other
hand, the challenge in a network is to decide whether the
admission of a new flow violates the QoS on any link of its
path. Many different methods and protocols have been pro-
posed to solve both aspects which we call link AC (LAC) and
network AC (NAC) in the following [21]. Implementations
always solve both issues, even if one of them is implemented
in a trivial way.

2.3.1 Link Admission Control
Link AC (LAC) concentrates on a single resource and pri-

marily on the packet level. The methods can be roughly
subdivided into descriptor based, measurement based, and
hybrid LAC mechanisms.

2.3.1.1 Descriptor Based LAC and Effective Band-
widths.

With descriptor based LAC methods, connection requests
carry a flow descriptor that is taken into account for the
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admission decision. The descriptor typically characterizes
the rate and the variability of a flow on different time scales.
This may be done by a single or dual token bucket which
includes mean and peak rates. Policers and spacers may be
used to enforce the conformance of the flow characterization
on input and output interfaces of a router. Mechanisms
differ regarding the flow description, the calculation for the
AC decision, and additional assumptions that are taken for
the calculation [29]. A generalization computes the so-called
effective bandwidth [16] of a flow based on its descriptor,
the link bandwidth, and the QoS requirements. This is then
used as an additive value to decide whether free bandwidth
for a new flow is still available on the link.

2.3.1.2 Measurement Based LAC and Hybrid Meth-
ods.

Measurement based AC uses measurements to determine
either the bandwidth requirements of individual admitted
flows [15] or of the admitted traffic aggregate [13, 17] and
derives thereby the free bandwidth for additional flows. The
hybrid approach in [22] works like descriptor based LAC,
but determines a feasible degree of overbooking which is
obtained through measurement experience from the past.

2.3.2 Network Admission Control
Network AC (NAC) prevents overload on multiple re-

sources within a network. This is a non-trivial task if the
decision should be made solely at the network border with-
out cooperation of interior nodes since flows take different
paths that use different links of the network.

2.3.2.1 Link-by-Link NAC and Bandwidth Brokers.
The simplest NAC implementation is certainly the appli-

cation of LAC for each link along the path of a flow. The
reservation for the flow is only admitted if all AC decisions
succeed. This requires interior nodes of a network to keep
per flow states which is difficult to handle, in particular when
network failures occur. As an alternative, the distributed
actions can be performed by a central bandwidth broker
that has a complete view of all network resources [24, 41].
However, the bandwidth broker constitutes a single point of
failure.

2.3.2.2 Feedback Based NAC.
Several protocols [3, 34, 35] work according to a principle

that we call feedback based NAC. The traffic sources send
capacity tickets in regular intervals along the paths of the
admitted flows. Interior nodes collect them and account
for the reserved capacity within the last interval without
knowing the individual flows. A new flow injects a capacity
ticket into the network which is discarded by an interior
router if overload may occur through the admission of this
flow. If the capacity ticket arrives at the destination, it is
returned to the issuing router which signals the admission of
the reservation request; otherwise it is rejected by a timeout.

2.3.2.3 B2B Budget Based NAC.
The border-to-border (b2b) budget (BBB) based NAC de-

fines capacity budgets for each b2b relationship (v, w) within
the network and assigns them a capacity portion. A new
flow at ingress router v and destined for egress router w re-
quests for admission only at its ingress router v. This ingress
router performs AC based on the a priori dedicated capacity

budget BBB(v, w) like on a single resource. This concept is
implemented, e.g., by label switched paths (LSPs) in MPLS.

2.3.2.4 Resilient NAC.
As mentioned above, overload occurs mainly due to net-

work failures and redirected traffic [19], but classical NAC
approaches cannot cope with these situations. The routing
automatically redirects affected flows, but their packets are
discarded by policers since they do not have a reservation
on their deviation path. Protocol mechanisms may assure
that a new reservation is set up, however, this cannot avoid
service interruptions and the simultaneous requests of a mul-
titude of redirected flows imposes an unrealistically high sig-
nalling load on routers. In contrast, resilient NAC reserves
backup capacities in advance to protect rerouted traffic and
to avoid heavy reservation signalling due to a transient net-
work failure. The simplest and most efficient resilient NAC
implementation is the enhancement of the BBB NAC [21]
as it has a stateless core. The virtual capacity budgets
BBB(v, w) are just set low enough such that the redirec-
tion of admitted traffic cannot cause overload on any link
when a failure occurs. The configuration of the budgets for
resilient BBB NAC is well feasible and leads to reduced but
still acceptable resource utilization. When we refer to AC in
the following, we have in mind the non-resilient and resilient
version of BBB NAC since we assume network resilience as
a mandatory requirement for carrier grade networks.

2.4 Comparisons of AC and CO
We briefly address other comparisons of AC and CO to

distinguish them from our work.
The work in [4] considers different utility functions for

rigid and adaptive applications and different flow level mod-
els including the Poisson model. They are used to compare
the additional capacity above the mean rate that is required
for networks with reservations and for networks with a best
effort service. In case of the Poisson model, they find only
marginal benefits for AC vs. CO even for rigid applications
while for other flow level models AC reveals clear benefits.
The study pertains only to a single link such that questions
like the impact of traffic shifts and redirected traffic are out
of scope.

A comparison of AC and CO in access network dimen-
sioning is the topic of [40]. They consider the aggregation
link in a hierarchically structured access network and find a
clear benefit of AC. Depending on parameters like blocking
probability, packet loss probability, and user activity, the
number of subscribers for a given access network capacity
can be substantially higher when AC is used. In contrast,
our work focuses on the dimensioning of an entire network
and considers potential traffic shifts and redirected traffic.

The authors of [20] have shown that if the Poisson model
is used for the characterization of the dynamics on the flow
level, the required capacity for AC and CO is almost the
same since the traffic variability of the Poisson model is
rather low for highly aggregated traffic. Therefore, they de-
veloped the concept of single hot spots to model traffic shifts.
Depending on the strength of the hot spots, AC leads to
significant capacity savings compared to CO. In this work,
we introduce general multi-hot-spots. Note that the work
in [20] did not address resilience issues which constitute the
main contribution of this study.
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3. CAPACITY COMPARISON FOR CO AND
AC ON A SINGLE LINK

In this section we present the basics for our performance
analysis together with a sensitivity analysis regarding basic
parameters. The objective is twofold. On the one hand,
we want to provide a good understanding of the dimension-
ing methods since they are applied in Section 4 in a more
complex context. On the other hand, we show that the in-
put parameters for capacity dimensioning have a visible but
moderate influence on the required capacity. As a conse-
quence, their special choice has no impact on our general
findings in Section 4.

3.1 Performance Analysis
We first explain our basic assumptions for the compari-

son of the required capacity for CO and AC and then we
present the applied traffic model together with the capacity
dimensioning algorithms for CO and AC.

3.1.1 Methodology of the Comparison
Above, we mentioned effective bandwidths which are al-

located to flow requests in networks with AC to meet the
required QoS. The effective bandwidth depends on the queu-
ing behavior of the underlying packet level model. As we
focus on the comparison regarding the resource efficiency
in networks with CO and AC, we assume the same packet
level model in both network types, which leads to the same
required bandwidth for a flow. An inadequate packet level
model leads to QoS degradation in both systems. In net-
works with AC, effective bandwidths for flows are certainly
easier to determine than in networks with CO because flow
descriptors provide helpful information and control mecha-
nisms can enforce them. This is, however, not the concern of
this comparison. We rather use this consideration to elim-
inate the uncertainty of the packet level model to facilitate
a comparison of the resource requirements of CO and AC.

3.1.2 Model for a Traffic Aggregate
We model the number of active flows of a traffic aggregate

and present our assumption on their effective bandwidths.

3.1.2.1 Flow Generation according to the Poisson
Model.

We consider networks with realtime flows. Such a setting
may be found in a dedicated network for realtime traffic like
the UMTS core network or in the Differentiated Services
architecture when we focus only on the bandwidth for high
priority traffic. The Poisson model for flow arrivals is appro-
priate for Internet traffic [5, 6, 27, 30] and current evidence
of Poisson inter-arrival times for VoIP calls is given in [10].
Therefore, we use a flow level model that is characterized by
an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time and a general,
independently and identically distributed call holding time.
The offered load of a system is its average number of si-
multaneous flows if no flow blocking occurs due to AC. It is
measured in the pseudo unit “Erlang” and it is calculated
by a= λ

µ
where λ is the arrival rate and 1

µ
the mean holding

time of the flows.

3.1.2.2 Traffic Mix.
We use the simplified multirate model from [21] with nr =

3 different rate types r0, r1, and r2 with a bit rate of c(r0)=

64 kbit/s, c(r1) = 256 kbit/s, and c(r2) = 2048 kbit/s. The
random variable RtR

indicates the requested rate in case of
a flow arrival. Its distribution in Table 1 is parameterized
such that the mean rate of the flows E(c(RtR

))=256 kbit/s
is independent of the parameter tR ∈ [0, 1] and that the
coefficient of variation of their rate cvar(c(RtR

))=2.291 · tR

depends linearly on it. We assume that the flows of all rate
types have the same mean holding time. Therefore, we can
calculate the rate-specific offered load by ai =a · p(ri).

Table 1: The distribution of the flow rate RtR
(effec-

tive bandwidth) depends on the parameter tR∈ [0, 1].
request type ri c(ri) p(ri)

r0 64 kbit/s 28
31

· t2R
r1 256 kbit/s (1 − t2R)
r2 2048 kbit/s 3

31
· t2R

3.1.3 Capacity Dimensioning for AC Using the Mul-
tirate M/G/n − 0 Queue

For the sake of simplicity, we explain capacity dimension-
ing for AC prior to the one for CO. AC limits the number of
flows to prevent overload. It blocks a new flow if its effective
bandwidth together with the sum of the effective bandwidth
of the admitted flows exceeds the link bandwidth. The prob-
ability for a flow to be blocked at its arrival is denoted by
pri

b (C) which depends on its flow rate ri and the link ca-
pacity C. We derive this flow blocking probability from a
multirate M/G/n − 0 queue without buffers. The request
size of the flows is an integral multiple of a basic capacity
unit uc =64 kbit/s for the above rate distribution, i.e., each
request with rate c(ri) can be expressed as an integral mul-

tiple of that unit by cu(ri) = c(ri)
uc

. The number of servers
n of the queue is the link capacity C measured in capacity
units. The active flows together with their request sizes de-
termine the used bandwidth which corresponds – expressed
in capacity units uc – to the number of busy servers. This
corresponds to the system state, i.e. to the number of cus-
tomers, of the M/G/n − 0 queue. The state changes due to
the stochastic behavior of the multirate Poisson model and
the state probabilities can be calculated by the well-known
Kaufman/Roberts algorithm presented in [29].

Blocking is experienced by a newly arriving flow f when
the system is in a state with insufficient free capacity to
accommodate its request size c(r(f)). The blocking prob-
ability for f is the sum of the probabilities of all states in
which blocking occurs for a flow with rate c(r(f)). This leads
to the observation that flows with large request rates face a
larger blocking probability. The blocking probability pb(C)
we use for capacity dimensioning in our study is the aver-
age of the blocking probabilities pri

b (C) of all request types
ri, weighted by their occurrence probability p(ri) and rate
c(ri). Thus, we can dimension the link capacity C = n · uc

by choosing the number of servers n large enough that ad-
mission requests are rejected only with a very small target
blocking probability pb: C = minC′{pb(C

′) ≤ pb}. The
algorithm in [21] calculates this number in an efficient way.

3.1.4 Capacity Dimensioning for CO Using the Mul-
tirate M/G/∞ Queue

We adapt the above model to CO. As CO does not block
any flows, the number of flows on the link is not bounded.
Therefore, we model a link by a multirate M/G/∞ queue
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with infinitely many server units to avoid blocked requests.
The calculation of the equilibrium state probabilities of the
number of busy servers is known as the stochastic knapsack
with infinite capacity [31]. The state equilibrium can be
calculated as follows. The request types constitute k = nr

classes and the k-dimensional state space is described by
X = {x = (x0, x1, . . . , xk−1) ∈ N

k
0} whereby the xi denote

the number of flows of request type ri in the system. The
equilibrium state probabilities are

p(x) =

k−1
Y

i=0

axi
i

xi!
e−ai (1)

with ai being the class-specific offered load in Erlang. The
consideration of the type-specific rates c(ri) yields the re-

quired link capacity c(x)=
Pk−1

i=0 c(ri) · xi of state x.
We discuss two different QoS violation probabilities for

CO that depend both on the link bandwidth C.

pf
v The first definition is consistent with the definition of

the flow blocking probability pb. It is the QoS violation
seen by a newly arriving flow f . This probability pf

v

comprises the probability of all states in which a new
flow sees a QoS violation after its arrival.

pf
v(C) = 1 −

X

0≤i<nr

p(ri) ·
X

{x∈X :c(x)<C−c(ri)}

p(x) (2)

pt
v The second definition is the QoS violation probability

pt
v over time. Thus, it is simply

pt
v(C) = 1 −

X

{x∈X :c(x)≤C}

p(x) (3)

Note that probability pt
v(C) is smaller than pf

v(C).

An overprovisioned link requires so many capacity units C
that the probability for the flows to exceed this bandwidth

is smaller than a given tolerable violation probability p
{f,t}
v .

Thus, the required capacity is

C = min
C′

{p{f,t}
v (C′) ≤ p{f,t}

v }. (4)

3.2 Numerical Results
We illustrate the above dimensioning methods by study-

ing the impact of various parameters on the required link
capacity. We also assess the missing capacity for overpro-
visioned links and argue for an enhancement of the traffic
model that leads to more overload than the Poisson model.

3.2.1 Impact of the Dimensioning Method on the Re-
quired Capacity

We dimension a single link for CO and AC with pf
v , pt

v, pb =
10−3 for a single effective bandwidth of 256 kbit/s per flow,
i.e. tR = 0 (cf. Table 1). Figure 1 shows the absolute re-
quired capacity depending on the offered link load given in
Erlang. The jerky curves at the left margin of the figure
are due to granularity effects for small offered load. Apart
from that, the absolute required capacity increases almost
linearly with the offered load for more than 100 Erlang, but
the lines hardly differ and it is hard to interpret the results.
Therefore, we also plot the relative required capacity as a
multiple of the average offered traffic in the same figure. It
clearly shows that the relative amount of additional capacity
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Figure 1: Impact of the offered load on the absolute
and relative required capacity of a single link for
various dimensioning methods.

decreases with an increasing offered load. This fact is called
economy of scale.

If pf
v is used for capacity dimensioning for CO, AC re-

quires less capacity than CO since AC blocks some of the
traffic and reduces thereby slightly the load in the system
compared to CO. However, if pt

v is applied as capacity di-
mensioning objective, the required capacity for CO is re-
duced to such an extent that it is smaller than the one for
AC for very small offered load. However, the difference be-
tween all these methods is negligible for medium or large
offered load. In the following, we denote pt

v simply by pv

and use it as the objective for capacity dimensioning with
CO since QoS violation caused by a single flow hits all flows
in progress and not just the new one. This is unlike with
AC where only the arriving flow is blocked.

3.2.2 Impact of the Request Rate Variance and the
Target Probabilities on the Capacity

We investigate the impact of the objective probabilities pv

and pb and the parameter tR for the distribution of the ef-
fective flow bandwidth (cf. Table 1) on the required link ca-
pacity. We consider both a homogeneous traffic mix (tR =0)
and a strongly heterogenous traffic mix (tR =1) for the ob-
jective probabilities pv, pb =10−3 and 10−6. The results are
compiled in Figure 2. For pv =pb, AC and CO need almost
the same amount of capacity. Smaller objective probabil-
ities and more heterogeneous effective bandwidth increase
the required link capacity significantly, but only for little
offered load. The influence of the variability of the effec-
tive bandwidth is clearly stronger than the one of the target
probabilities. In the following we use tR =1 since it is more
realistic than tR = 0 for Internet flows whose request rates
can be highly variable.

3.2.3 Impact of the Target Probability for CO on the
QoS Violation

The QoS violation perceived by the user depends on the
severity of the missing capacity. Therefore, we calculate the
average of the missing capacity in case of CO relative to the
provisioned capacity C by

E[M ] =
1

C
·

X

{x∈X :c(x)>C}

p(x) · (c(x) − C) (5)
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where x is the state vector of flows in the system. The miss-
ing capacity is evaluated for the above experiments with
heterogeneous traffic for pv = 10−3 and 10−6 and the re-
sults are shown in Figure 3 in percent. The jerkiness of the
graph is again caused by granularity effects. The scaling of
the left y-axis immediately shows that the average of the
missing capacity in percent is in the order of pv, i.e. 10−3

and 10−6, respectively. We also calculate the conditional
average of the missing capacity for overload situations by

E[Mc]=
E[M]

pv
. According to the construction of the graph,

the curves for E[M ] and E[Mc] coincide, but they adhere to
different y-axes. When the QoS is violated, approximately
4% or 8% capacity is missing for little offered load and for
a target probability of pv = 10−6 and 10−3, respectively.
Medium offered load misses around 1% or 2%, and for large
offered load the missing capacity is negligible regardless of
the target probability pv. These values are surprisingly low
which results from the smooth behavior of the Poisson model
and the fact that we assumed constant offered load in our
experiment. This allows only small statistical oscillations
and does not model overload due to increased content at-
tractiveness at certain locations.
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Figure 3: Impact of the offered load and the target
probability pv on the overall and conditional average
QoS violation E[M ] and E[Mc] for CO.

For the rest of the paper we choose a maximum flow block-
ing probability of pb = 10−3 for AC and a maximum QoS
violation probability of pv =10−6 for CO. The difference is
motivated by the fact that flow blocking is annoying for the
affected user, but QoS violation hits all flows in progress
and should be avoided. Note that the required capacity and
the QoS violation revealed only little sensitivity to these pa-
rameters for medium and large offered load. The required
capacity is mainly controlled by the offered load and, there-
fore, the choice of the target probability has only a minor
impact on the results in Section 4.

3.2.4 Impact of Transient Overload on the Capacity
We assume a constant offered load for most of the time

and a temporary increase of the normal offered load by an
overload factor of fl. AC can block excess traffic during
time of overload and preserve QoS at the expense of blocked
flows. In contrast, CO must provide so much capacity that
the excess traffic can be carried. Figure 4 shows the required
capacity for CO and AC together with the flow blocking
probability po

b for AC during time of overload. The results
are shown for an offered load of a = 102 and 105 Erlang in
the non-overload case. As the required capacity for AC is
dimensioned for the non-overload case, the respective curves
are independent of the overload factor. However, the block-
ing probability for AC increases with the overload factor fl.
The blocking probability for 105 Erlang is larger than the
one for 102 Erlang because there is less additional capacity
available relative to the average traffic rate due to economy
of scale. The overload factor fl =1 denotes the non-overload
case for CO. CO requires visibly more capacity than AC for
a = 102 Erlang because it uses pv = 10−6 as target proba-
bility for dimensioning instead of pb = 10−3. However, for
a = 105 Erlang, the capacity requirements for CO and AC
are almost equal for fl = 1. With an increasing overload
factor fl, the required capacity for CO is scaled up about
linearly since it must be dimensioned for the offered load
during the overload interval. In fact, this result for a single
link is trivial. Therefore, in the next section, we consider in
networks different sources of overload that do not increase
the overall traffic. We rather model traffic shifts that cause
local overload.
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4. CAPACITY COMPARISON FOR CO AND
AC IN NETWORKS

The Poisson model accounts for the stochastic fluctuations
of the number of flows in the traffic aggregate. However, if
the offered load is constant, it produces very smooth traffic
rates such that only little additional capacity is needed both
in networks with CO and AC. In this section, we investigate
the impact of overload that results from traffic shifts within
the network which temporarily increases the offered load
on individual links without increasing the overall traffic in
the network. Such traffic shifts may result from increased
content attractiveness at certain locations or from redirected
traffic due to network failures. For both issues we need to
consider the entire network instead of a single link. We first
extend our performance analysis to networks and investigate
then the impact of traffic shifts and redirected traffic on the
required capacity for CO and AC.

4.1 Extension of the Performance Analysis to
Networks

We extend the traffic model and the dimensioning meth-
ods for CO and AC from Section 3.1.2 to networks. Finally,
we adapt the definition of the relative required capacity from
a single link and introduce a compact description of the net-
working scenarios we consider in the next section.

4.1.1 Extension of the Traffic Model
We review a simple method for the generation of a basic

traffic matrix from which we derive traffic matrices with
simple and complex traffic shifts [20]. Finally, we introduce
a notation for network failures and the resulting (re)routing
that also leads to traffic shifts.

4.1.1.1 Generation of the Basic Traffic Matrix.
Most of the network experiments in this paper are based

on the Labnet03 reference network given in Figure 5 from
[21]. We denote the topology of a network by a set of nodes
V and a set of bidirectional edges E . All network nodes
are both ingress and egress routers. The average border-
to-border (b2b) load between two nodes in the network is
denoted by ab2b. It determines the overall offered load in
the network atot =

P

v,w∈V,v 6=w
a(v,w) = |V| · (|V|−1) · ab2b

whereby |V| denotes the cardinality of the set V. The gen-
eration of the traffic matrix is based on the population of
the cities and their surroundings that are compiled in [21].
For two cities corresponding to the nodes v and w with pop-
ulation sizes π(v) and π(w), the b2b offered load a(v, w)
amounts to

a(v, w) =

(

atot·π(v)·π(w)
P

x,y∈V,x 6=y π(x)·π(y)
for v 6= w,

0 for v = w.
(6)

4.1.1.2 Hot Spot Model Causing Transient Traffic
Shifts.

We model a hot spot in the network by increasing the
traffic attraction of a single city v by a hot spot factor fh

that is expressed by a modified population function

πv
overload(w) =

(

π(w) if w 6= v

fh · π(w) if w = v
(7)

which is used as input for Equation (6). This overload model
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Figure 5: Topology of the Labnet03 network with
20 nodes and 53 bidirectional links.

is quite conservative since it does not increase the overall
traffic in the network. It just causes a traffic shift which
changes only the structure of the traffic matrix. As a con-
sequence, an increased or decreased load on individual links
can be observed. Note that every node v ∈ V is a potential
hot spot and even several hot spots may occur simultane-
ously. Therefore, we characterize a hot spot scenario by the
set of routers with increased attractiveness, e.g. h = {v, w}.
In the following, H denotes the set of considered hot spot
scenarios and it contains always the normal scenario h= ∅.
Note that traffic variation may also be caused by other in-
fluences, e.g. inter-domain rerouting [32], and they may
increase the overall traffic volume in the network.

4.1.1.3 Description of Network Failures and Rout-
ing.

The connectivity of the network after a failure depends on
the network topology and the applied restoration or protec-
tion switching mechanism. In our experiments, we use short-
est path routing since it is the basis for the most frequently
used Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) such as OSPF and
IS-IS. We characterize a network failure s by the set of failed
network elements, e.g. links or routers. In our investigation,
we consider only single link failures for which the networks
under study remain fully connected after rerouting. The re-
silience against network failures regarding QoS depends both
on the connectivity in a failure scenario and on the available
capacity on the backup paths. Thus, we dimension the re-
quired capacity in such a way that it prevents overload due
to the redirected traffic for a limited set of protected failure
scenarios S . This set contains the failure-free case s= ∅ by
default.

The traffic aggregate between v and w is denoted by g(v, w)
and the set of all aggregates in the network is G. The rout-
ing of an aggregate g ∈ G within the network depends on
the failure case s. We describe it by the function u(s, l, g)
that describes the percentage of the traffic rate c(g) that
uses link l in a specific failure case s∈S , i.e., the routing in
the failure-free case is given by the function u(∅, l, g). This
notation is very general since it can express the routing of
arbitrary restoration and protection mechanisms and copes
well with load balancing.

4.1.2 Extension of the Capacity Dimensioning Meth-
ods to Networks in the Presence of Traffic Shifts
and Network Failures

We extend the capacity dimensioning methods for a single
link from Section 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 to networks and adapt them
to traffic shifts and network failures. This constitutes the
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concept of “resilient capacity overprovisioning” which is part
of the the main contribution of this paper.

A concrete networking scenario z = (h, s) is determined
by its traffic matrix which depends on the hot spot scenario
h, and the failure scenario s. Conversely, the functions h(z)
and s(z) yield the respective hot spot and failure scenarios.
In the following, we explain the dimensioning methods for
CO and for AC in networks starting with a single specific
networking scenario z and extending it to a set of considered
networking scenarios Zc.

4.1.2.1 Dimensioning of Link Capacities in a Net-
work for CO.

The offered load a(z, l) for the link l in a specific network-
ing scenario z can be calculated by taking into account the
load contribution of all traffic aggregates for that link:

a(z, l) =
X

g∈G

a(h(z), g) · u(s(z), l, g). (8)

Based on this value and a suitable target probability pv,
the capacity dimensioning algorithm for CO presented in
Section 3.1.4 computes the capacity c(z, l) of that link for
the networking scenario z. The required link capacity for
a set of considered networking scenarios Zc is then simply
the maximum link capacity of all its networking scenarios
z=Zc:

c(l)=c(Zc, l)=maxz∈Zc (c(z, l)) . (9)

4.1.2.2 Dimensioning of Link Capacities in a Net-
work for AC.

We dimension the capacity for the BBB NAC described in
Section 2.3.2 since this NAC method is resilient to network
failures if it is configured appropriately. For each traffic ag-
gregate g ∈ G a b2b budget exists with a capacity of c(g)
that can be dimensioned based on the offered load a(∅, g)
with the link dimensioning algorithm for AC presented in
Section 3.1.3. Note that in networks with resilient AC, fail-
ures but no hot spots need to be respected since overload
due to hot spots can be blocked. Thus, the capacity for link
l in the networking scenario z can be determined by

c(z, l) =
X

g∈G

c(g) · u(s(z), l, g) (10)

and the required capacity for a set of considered networking
scenarios Zc is again calculated according to Equation (9).

4.1.3 PerformanceMeasure and Selected Sets of Net-
working Scenarios

For the sake of easier notation in the next section, we
shortly describe the performance measure for networks and
some selected sets of networking scenarios.

4.1.3.1 Performance Measure.
Like in Section 3.2, we use again the relative required ca-

pacity as performance measure. However, we need to adapt
its definition from a single link to a network. The absolute
required network capacity is Cabs =

P

l∈E c(l). The average
traffic rate under normal conditions can be calculated by
Cavg =E(c(RtR

)) ·
P

l∈E a(z=(∅, ∅), l). Thus, we define the

relative required network capacity by Crel =
Cabs

Cavg
.

4.1.3.2 Selected Sets of Networking Scenarios.
We define sets of networking scenarios that are of par-

ticular interest for our study. We assess their size for our
test network in Figure 5 to give an idea of the complexity
of the investigation. The sets Zi,0 contain only failure-free
networking scenarios for the investigation of the impact of
single and double hot spot scenarios without link failures.

• Z0,0 = {(∅, ∅)}; “the basic traffic matrix in the failure-
free scenario”, |Z0,0|=1.

• Z1,0 = Z0,0 ∪ {“all single hot spots in the failure-free

scenario”}, |Z1,0|= |Z0,0|+
`

|V|
1

´

=1+20=21.

• Z2,0 = Z1,0 ∪{“all double hot spots in the failure-free

scenario”}, |Z2,0|= |Z1,0|+
`

|V|
2

´

=21+ 190=211.

The sets Zi,1 contain networking scenarios with all single
link failures for the investigation of the impact of single and
double hot spot scenarios in the presence of link failures.

• Z0,1 = Z0,0∪{“all single link failure scenarios without

hot spots”}, |Z0,1|= |Z0,0|+
`

|E|
1

´

=1+53=54.

• Z1,1 = Z0,1 ∪ {“all single link failure scenarios com-
bined with all simultaneous single hot spots”}, |Z1,1|=

|Z0,1|+|Z0,1| ·
`

|V|
1

´

=54+54 · 20=1134.

• Z2,1 = Z1,1 ∪ {“all single link failure scenarios com-
bined with all simultaneous double hot spots”}, |Z2,1|=

|Z1,1|+|Z0,1| ·
`

|V|
2

´

=1134+54 · 190=11394.

4.2 Numerical Results
We study the required overall capacity for networks with

CO in the presence of simple and complex traffic shifts,
as well as with and without resilience requirements. We
compare the results with those for networks with AC. We
conduct the comparisons both in the Labnet03 network (cf.
Figure 5) and in random networks of different size.

4.2.1 Capacity Requirements in Non-Resilient Net-
works

We illustrate the impact of hot spot scenarios on the re-
quired capacity for CO and AC in non-resilient networks.

4.2.1.1 Experiments with Labnet03.
Figure 6(a) shows the relative required capacity in the

Labnet03 network depending on the average offered load
ab2b between two border routers. The network capacity is
dimensioned for the considered networking scenarios Z0,0

(without hot spots), Z1,0 (single hot spots only), and Z2,0

(single and double hot spots), and for BBB NAC. The hot
spot factor is set to fh =2 and to fh =4, respectively. Like
in the single link experiments, the relative required capacity
decreases for all curves with an increasing load. Surprisingly,
CO without hot spots (Z0,0) requires less capacity than AC.
The reason is that CO can take advantage of the fact that
the offered load on a link is larger than the load for a single
budget. The capacity dimensioning for a specific link for
CO is based on the overall load of all aggregates carried over
this link (cf. Equation (8)) while the BBB NAC considers
only the load of a single aggregate for a b2b budget. Thus,
in contrast to AC, CO benefits from increased economy of
scale which leads to less required capacity for CO than for
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AC. For sufficiently large offered load, AC works efficiently,
too. CO with single hot spots requires more capacity than
AC since it must provide enough resources for all possible
traffic shifts. CO for double hot spots needs visibly more
resources than CO for single hot spots. An increase of the
hot spot factor from fh = 2 to fh = 4 also increases the
resource requirements for CO considerably.

Figure 6(b) shows the relative required network capacity
for an offered b2b load of ab2b = 10 and 1000 Erlang de-
pending on the hot spot factor fh. The capacity curves for
ab2b = 1000 Erlang reveal an almost linear growth which is
smaller than fh. This is different to the experiment on the
single link (cf. Figure 4) which can be explained as follows.
The links adjacent to a hot spot carry all the “hot spot traf-
fic” from and to this hot spot. The rate of these aggregates
scales almost with fh. However, the transit traffic on these
links is hardly affected or even decreased by the hot spot. As
a consequence, the required capacity for the adjacent links
grows less than by fh since their carried traffic consists of in-
creased hot spot and slightly decreased transit traffic. The
capacity curves for single hot spots require less resources
than those for double hot spots. They meet for fh =1 since
this is the value for CO without any hot spots. Hot spot
factors fh < 1 produce “cold spots”, i.e., the attractiveness
of a certain node is reduced which also effects a traffic shift.
However, a cold spot leads only to a small increase of the
required capacity. The required network capacity for AC
is independent of the hot spot factor and produces, there-
fore, horizontal lines. For very little offered load of ab2b =10
Erlang, AC requires significantly more resources than CO,
but for a large offered load of ab2b =1000 Erlang, AC works
efficiently enough such that it can effectively save capacity
by blocking excess traffic in overload situations.

4.2.1.2 Experiments with Random Networks.
We investigate the impact of the network size on the rel-

ative required network capacity for CO and AC. To that
end, we construct random networks with n nodes and an

average node degree of degavg = 3, i.e. with m =
n·degavg

2
bidirectional links using the algorithm given in [21]. This
algorithm guarantees a connected graph and keeps the de-
gree of every node between 2 ≤ degavg ≤ 4. Like above, we
dimension the capacity of these networks for CO without
hot spots, with single hot spots only, and with single and
double hot spots. The results are illustrated in Figure 6(c)
for an average b2b offered load of ab2b = 1000 Erlang and
for hot spot factors of fh = 2 and 4. The relative required
capacity for CO without hot spots decreases slightly for an
increasing network size since larger networks lead to more
offered load per link and thereby to increased economy of
scale for CO. In contrast, BBB NAC cannot benefit from
that. For a hot spot factor of fh = 2, single hot spots only
lead to about 50% more capacity whereas single and dou-
ble hot spots lead to 75% more capacity than the average
traffic rate in the network. Doubling the hot spot factor to
fh =4 also doubles the additional capacity requirements to
100-150%.

4.2.2 Capacity Requirements in Resilient Networks
We illustrate the impact of hot spot scenarios on the re-

quired capacity for CO and AC in networks with resilience
requirements.

4.2.2.1 Experiments with Labnet03.
We consider CO for the following 5 types of networking

scenarios.

(r0)Zc =Z0,1, i.e. resilience against link failures without
elasticity for any hot spots.

(r1)Zc = Z0,1 ∪ Z1,0, i.e. resilience against link failures
with elasticity for non-simultaneous single hot spots.

(r2)Zc = Z0,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures
with elasticity for non-simultaneous single and double
hot spots.

(r3)Zc = Z1,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures
with elasticity for non-simultaneous single and double
hot spots and simultaneous single hot spots.

(r4)Zc = Z2,1 ∪ Z2,0, i.e. resilience against link failures
with elasticity for simultaneous and non-simultaneous
single and double hot spots.

To assess the relevance of these networking scenarios for
capacity dimensioning in practice, we make the following
considerations. We assume the probability of a link failure
to be smaller than the one for a hot spot, i.e. pl <ph. Single
link failures must be protected as well as double hot spots.
However, we expect that the simultaneous occurrence of a
single link failure together with a simultaneous hot spot is
so unlikely that we do not need to provide sufficient capacity
for those scenarios. Under these assumptions, option r2 is
appropriate for resilient CO in practice.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the relative required capacity
for CO and AC with resilience against single link failures in
Labnet03. They correspond to Figures 6(a) and 6(b), but
we show the results for the above mentioned option only for
fh =2. Figure 7(a) shows that resilient CO and AC require
both substantially more capacity than CO or AC without re-
silience against link failures since they both require backup
capacities for redirected traffic on the links. The limit for
large ab2b depends on the network topology and the applied
restoration or protection switching mechanism. Note that
the backup capacity can be minimized by routing optimiza-
tion [23]. The curves for resilient CO (r1) and (r2) require
only marginally more capacity than the curve for (r0). This
means that the backup capacity for single link failures al-
most suffices to absorb traffic shifts due to single and double
hot spots for a hot spot factor of fh =2. As a consequence,
resilient CO for application in practice (r2) requires only lit-
tle more capacity than resilient BBB NAC. We also plotted
the options r3 and r4 for resilient CO in the figures to il-
lustrate that they need about 100% more capacity than r0,
r1, and r2. This extra capacity is needed to accommodate
redirected traffic caused by link failures during simultaneous
single or even double hot spots.

Figure 7(b) keeps the offered load fixed at ab2b = 1000
Erlang and varies the hot spot factor fh. Resilient CO (r2)
is as efficient as resilient AC for hot spot factors up to about
fh = 2. The two figures show that the relative required
capacity for resilient CO depends on the offered load ab2b,
the hot spot factor fh, and the resilience option. In contrast,
for resilient AC it depends only on the offered load ab2b.

4.2.2.2 Experiments with Random Networks.
Finally, we apply the above option to the random net-

works from Section 4.2.1 such that the results in Figure 7(c)
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are comparable to those in Figure 6(c). The figure shows
that resilient CO without elasticity for simultaneous hot
spots during link failures (r0, r1, r2) needs a similar amount
of capacity like resilient AC for ab2b = 1000 and fh = 2.
Resilient CO with elasticity for simultaneous hot spots re-
quires again about 100% more additional resources. This
observation is apparently independent of the network size.

5. CONCLUSION
Capacity overprovisioning (CO) must provide sufficient

capacity on the links that QoS degradation due to overload
in the network is avoided. CO takes into account any kind
of overload: (a) overload due to statistical variations of the
normal traffic matrix, (b) overload due to changed traffic
matrices caused by traffic shifts through popular sites (or
by changes of the inter-AS routing), and (c) overload due
to redirected traffic caused by network failures. This pa-
per is the first to tackle all three sources of overload. It
introduces the notion of resilient overprovisioning and pro-
poses a capacity dimensioning method in such a way that
the QoS violation probability pv is kept below a given limit
for the considered networking scenarios z∈Zc. This simple
method is especially useful for a comparison of CO with AC
methods. In addition, the idea of resilient CO can be cer-
tainly adapted to other traffic and overload models, e.g. to
overload caused by routing changes of inter-AS routing.

Admission control (AC) is the counterpart to CO. We
argued for resilient AC because the majority of overload
situations in the Internet results from network failures [19].
We dimensioned the link capacities for networks with AC in
such a way that the flow blocking probabilities pb are kept
low.

We assessed the impact of all three sources of overload
on the required capacity by the “relative required capac-
ity” which is the required capacity relative to the average
traffic rate. We compared them for networks with CO and
AC whereby the offered system load, the strength of traf-
fic shifts, and the network size were key parameters for our
investigation. The most important results of our study are
the following.

• The target probabilities pv and pb for capacity dimen-
sioning have only a small impact on the required ca-
pacity for CO and AC.

• The statistical fluctuations of the Poisson model for
flows do not lead to significant overload and QoS vi-
olations. Therefore, additional overload models are
needed.

• In networks without hot spots and failures, CO re-
quires about the same capacity as AC or even less as
it can take better advantage of economy of scale.

• Single hot spot scenarios lead to a significant increase
of the required capacity for CO.

• Additional double hot spot scenarios increase these ca-
pacity requirements slightly.

• Resilience against link failures leads to increased ca-
pacity requirements for networks with CO and AC
since both types require backup capacity for the redi-
rected traffic.

• Resilient CO requires about the same network capacity
as resilient AC to protect the network against failures
and against overload due to single and double hot spots
because the backup capacity can be used to absorb hot
spots.

• We made these observations in a test network and con-
firmed them by a study of random networks of different
size.

These findings can be generalized to other sources of over-
load, e.g. changes of the interdomain routing, since backup
capacity can be reused to protect QoS against any kind of
overload. Finally, we conclude that CO is even more attrac-
tive than AC in networks with resilience requirements.
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ABSTRACT

Traffic engineering plays a critical role in determining the perfor-
mance and reliability of a network. A major challenge in traffic en-
gineering is how to cope with dynamic and unpredictable changes
in traffic demand. In this paper, we propose COPE, a class of traf-
fic engineering algorithms that optimize for the expected scenarios
while providing a worst-case guarantee for unexpected scenarios.
Using extensive evaluations based on real topologies and traffic
traces, we show that COPE can achieve efficient resource utiliza-
tion and avoid network congestion in a wide variety of scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Computer Commu-
nication Networks]: Network Protocols; C.2.3 [Computer Commu-
nication Networks]: Network Operations—Network Management

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Management, Performance,
Reliability.

Keywords: COPE, Traffic Engineering, Unpredictable Traffic, Op-
timization, Oblivious Routing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traffic engineering (TE) has become an indispensable tool used

by many autonomous systems (ASes) to select routes which effec-
tively utilize their network resources. This is particularly important
given the high cost of network assets and the highly competitive na-
ture of the Internet ISP market [8, 9, 46]. The importance of traffic
engineering has motivated many studies in the last few years, and
quite a few traffic engineering algorithms were recently proposed
(e.g., [4, 6, 7, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 34, 36, 44, 48, 49, 50, 54]).

Traffic characteristics are a major factor affecting the design of
traffic engineering algorithms. Unfortunately, for many ASes, al-
though their traffic demand can be relatively stable most of the
time, there exist time periods during which traffic can be highly
dynamic, containing unpredictable traffic spikes that ramp up ex-
tremely quickly, leaving no time for a traffic engineering algorithm
to re-compute or adjust. We recently examined the traffic traces
of several backbone networks and found that there exist short time
periods during which traffic demand can increase by at least one
order of magnitude. Highly unpredictable traffic variations have

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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also been observed and studied recently by other researchers (e.g.,
[27, 37, 38, 41, 47, 54]). To further confirm the likelihood of ob-
serving highly unpredictable traffic spikes in real-life, we surveyed
the operators of some large ASes and received reports of highly un-
predictable traffic patterns in their daily operations. Many factors
contribute to the highly unpredictable nature of Internet traffic: out-
breaks of worms/viruses, outages or routing changes of major ISPs,
the occurrence of natural disasters, denial-of-service attacks, and
flash-crowd effects due to major news events. For many cases, traf-
fic spikes occur exactly when the networking service is most valu-
able! In addition, with more bursty UDP-based multimedia traf-
fic, more dynamic traffic such as that from overlay networks [30],
and more networks adopting traffic engineering, variability in traf-
fic could increase further.

It is important that traffic engineering handle sudden traffic spikes.
If a traffic engineering algorithm is not prepared for them, it may
cause network links and routers to be unnecessarily overloaded.
Overloaded links and routers can cause long delay, high packet loss
rates, reduced network throughput (e.g., TCP flows), BGP session
reset, and even router crashes. These reduce network reliability
and efficiency, and may violate increasingly stringent service level
agreements (SLAs), leading to potential financial penalties.

Despite the importance of handling traffic spikes, most of the
proposed traffic engineering algorithms belong to a type of algo-
rithms which we call prediction-based TE, and these algorithms
optimize their routing without preparing for unpredictable traffic
spikes. Such an algorithm first collects a set of sample traffic ma-
trices, and then computes a routing to optimize the performance,
based only on these samples. For instance, the algorithm can op-
timize for the average or the worst-case cost over these samples.
An advantage of this type of algorithms is their potential perfor-
mance gain. When the network traffic is relatively stable and the
real traffic is similar to the samples based on which the routing is
computed, these algorithms can achieve near-optimal performance.
However, since these algorithms optimize routing specifically for
these samples, when the real traffic deviates substantially from the
samples (e.g., during the presence of traffic spikes), the computed
routing may perform poorly. An extreme case of prediction-based
TE is online adaptation. An advantage of this scheme is that if it
can converge quickly, it does not need to collect many samples or
make prediction. However, when there are significant and fast traf-
fic changes, such a scheme can experience a large transient penalty.

As motivation, we show using real traffic traces that when ISPs
use prediction-based TE and unexpected traffic spikes occur, the
traffic intensity of some links may well exceed their link capacities.
For example, using the real Abilene topology and traffic traces, we
show that for bottleneck links, the traffic intensity generated by all
three prediction-based algorithms we evaluated exceeds link capac-
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ity during traffic spikes, and some reaches 2.44 times link capacity,
while for an optimal algorithm, no link receives traffic above 50%
of its capacity. Such large performance penalties arise when actual
traffic demands deviate significantly from prediction. Therefore, it
is important that a traffic engineering algorithm is robust when such
deviations occur.

One way to deal with unpredictable traffic spikes is oblivious
routing (e.g., [6, 7, 27, 42, 54]). In oblivious routing, a routing
that is independent of the traffic matrix is computed, and thus has
the potential to handle traffic spikes well. A potential drawback
of oblivious routing, however, is its sub-optimal performance for
normal traffic, which may account for the vast majority of time
periods. For example, the optimal oblivious ratio of arbitrary sym-
metric networks can grow logarithmically as they scale up [7]. Re-
cently, Applegate and Cohen [7] computed the oblivious ratio of
several real network topologies. Although they discovered that the
ratio is typically only around 2, they also commented that overhead
at this level “is far from being negligible to working ISPs.”

Besides rapid traffic fluctuations, interdomain routing poses an-
other set of challenges to traffic engineering. First, interdomain
routing introduces point-to-multipoint demand; that is, there can be
multiple equally-good egress points for some external destinations
in the BGP decision process [17]. Thus, it is up to the intrado-
main routing determined by traffic engineering to break the tie.
Since egress links may become the bottlenecks of the network [16],
this tie-breaking can affect the congestion of the network. Second,
although interdomain routes for most traffic volumes can be sta-
ble [32, 51], there are BGP routing changes that can cause signifi-
cant shifts of traffic [37]. In particular, with the dynamic nature of
the global Internet, the available interdomain routes of an AS can
fluctuate as its peers announce and withdraw interdomain routes,
or even reset their eBGP sessions. Thus, the intradomain routing
determined by traffic engineering should be robust against such in-
terdomain route changes.

In this paper, we propose novel traffic engineering algorithms
to handle both dynamic traffic and interdomain routing. Our key
insight is that we can use an efficient and easily implementable
technique to guarantee worst-case performance under all traffic de-
mands. By choosing a worst-case guarantee that is just a small
percentage above lowest possible, we can optimize routing for pre-
dicted demands, and significantly improve common-case perfor-
mance.

Based on this insight, we design a new class of traffic engineer-
ing algorithms, called Common-case Optimization with Penalty En-

velope (COPE). Our algorithms combine the best of oblivious rout-
ing and prediction-based optimal routing. The penalty bound com-
ponent of COPE is inspired by the pioneering work of oblivious
routing [7]. Thus, COPE can bound the worst-case performance
penalty to ensure acceptable performance when the network expe-
riences unpredictable changes. But unlike oblivious routing, COPE
optimizes routing for predicted demands to achieve high efficiency
under normal network conditions. Therefore COPE can achieve
close-to-optimal performance in the common case in our real traf-
fic traces, whereas oblivious routing can be 30% - 90% worse than
optimal.

We extend COPE to deal with interdomain routing. To handle
the point-to-multipoint nature of interdomain demands and the dy-
namics of interdomain routes, we compute routing that is robust to
changes in interdomain routes and yet responsive to traffic patterns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
overview the related work. In Section 3, we present common-case
optimization with penalty envelope (COPE). In Section 4, we com-
pare the performance of COPE with the state-of-art approaches us-

ing real traffic traces and network topologies. We further extend
COPE to handle interdomain routing, and describe our preliminary
results in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of literature on traffic engineering. In the

interest of brevity, we review only the most related work.
Intradomain traffic engineering has received significant attention

in the research community. Many interesting traffic engineering
algorithms and mechanisms have been proposed. Due to the flexi-
bility and increasing popularity of MPLS [46], many recent studies
focus on MPLS-based traffic engineering. We broadly classify this
work into the following two categories: (i) traffic engineering for
predicted traffic demands, and (ii) oblivious routing.

The algorithms in the first category share the following features:
they maintain a history of observed traffic demand matrices, and
they optimize for the representative traffic demand matrices ex-
tracted from the observed traffic during a certain history window.
For example, Sharad et al. [4] use a traffic matrix in a one-hour
window during daily peaks as the representative demand. Zhang et

al. [49, 50] consider multiple representative traffic matrices and
find an optimal set of routes to minimize expected or worst-case
cost for these representative matrices. Note that in their approach,
the worst case is only among the samples, not all possible traf-
fic matrices. In [52], Zhang and Ge try to identify critical matri-
ces from past history, and then conduct traffic engineering based
on these matrices. It might be possible to extend prediction-based
optimization using robust optimization (e.g., [14]), but it will be
challenging to estimate the variation set of parameters. MATE [19]
and TeXCP [26] conduct online traffic engineering and react to in-
stantaneous traffic demands. An advantage of these dynamic al-
gorithms is that if they can converge quickly, they do not need to
collect many samples or make prediction. However, when there are
significant and fast traffic changes, these algorithms can experience
a large transient penalty, as we will show in Section 4.

The second category of algorithms is oblivious routing (e.g., [6,
7, 10, 11, 27, 28, 31, 42, 54]). In oblivious routing, routes are
computed to optimize the worst-case performance over all traffic
demands. Therefore the computed routes are prepared for dynamic
changes in traffic demands. In their pioneering work [7], Applegate
and Cohen propose an efficient algorithm to compute the worst-
case oblivious routing for real networks. They also extend oblivi-
ous routing to compute failure scenarios [6]. They found that the
oblivious ratio is typically around a factor of 2. A penalty as high as
100% may be acceptable when traffic demands are completely un-
predictable, but it is a high cost to pay under predictable demands.
In other words, oblivious routing takes a pessimistic point of view
and may not be appropriate in relatively stable periods or stable
networks.

Our approach is inspired by both prediction-based routing and
oblivious routing, and combines the best of both approaches. It
optimizes routing for predicted demands to achieve high efficiency
under normal network conditions; in the meantime it also bounds
the worst-case performance penalty to ensure acceptable perfor-
mance when the network experiences unpredictable changes.

There are also recent studies on the interaction of intradomain
traffic engineering with interdomain routes and traffic. Examples
include evaluation (e.g., [3, 37, 39, 40, 45]) and design (e.g., [16,
20, 21, 22]). Recently, researchers observed that intradomain traffic
engineering within an AS can cause substantial traffic changes out-
side the AS (e.g., [4, 15, 37]). For example, Agarwal et al. report
in [4] that for an operational tier-1 ISP, intradomain traffic engineer-
ing can cause up to 25% of its traffic to a neighboring AS to shift
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the exit point. Such traffic changes could trigger routing changes
at the neighboring AS, and result in network instability. Motivated
by these studies, we further extend COPE to handle interdomain
routing.

3. OPTIMAL TE WITH TOLERANCE
In this section, we focus on a single AS. We assume that the

egress point of each external destination is known and fixed. We
will extend to the case of interdomain routing in Section 5.

3.1 Background Definitions
One major objective of the traffic engineering of an AS is to de-

termine routing so as to minimize congestion. For concreteness, in
this paper we measure network congestion using metrics based on
maximum link utilization (MLU), as it is a commonly used metric
in many studies (e.g., [4, 6, 7, 26]). Another possibility would be
to use network cost [24, 25] to measure congestion. Our scheme
is directly applicable to optimizing for this alternative metric. We
will discuss generalization in Section 3.3.

An AS is represented by a graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of
routers, and E is the set of network links. The capacity of link (i, j)
from node i to node j is denoted by c(i, j). For intradomain routing,
we assume that the graph is stable during the operation. When
the network topology changes (e.g., a link that carries substantial
amount of traffic fails), the routing computed by traffic engineering
is no longer valid and has to be updated. For important intradomain
links, a good recovery strategy is to pre-compute routing for each
failure scenario [6]. Our COPE algorithms can be extended to deal
with such scenarios.

The input to traffic engineering is traffic demand matrices (TM).
We represent a TM as a set of traffic demands D = {dab|a,b ∈V},
where dab is the demand for the origin-destination (OD) pair a→ b.

The output of traffic engineering is routing. Since around half
of the ISPs run MPLS in their core [26], and more ASes are start-
ing to deploy MPLS, we focus our study on MPLS-based routing.
Slightly different from MPLS-style path routing, we use link-based
routing [7, 13]. A link-based routing f is specified by a set of val-
ues f = { fab(i, j)|a,b, i, j ∈ V}, where fab(i, j) specifies the frac-
tion of demand from a to b that is routed over the link (i, j). One
can convert link-based routing to standard MPLS path-based rout-
ing [5, 29], to shortest-path implementable routing [44], and to
OSPF equal weight-split routing [36]. As we show in Appendix,
we can incorporate shortest-path implementation considerations by
adding penalty terms into performance metrics. Unless otherwise
stated, routing refers to link-based routing in this paper.

For f to be a routing, the values of fab(i, j) for the OD pair a→ b

should specify a flow of value 1 from a to b. For an actual demand
dab for the OD pair a → b, the contribution of this demand to the
flow on a link (i, j) is dab fab(i, j). The constraints on the rout-
ing variables { fab(i, j)} are flow conservation and non-negativity,
which can be defined by the following equations:






∀a �= b,∀i �= a,b : ∑(i, j)∈E fab(i, j)−∑( j,i)∈E fab( j, i) = 0;

∀a �= b : ∑(a, j)∈E fab(a, j)−∑( j,a)∈E fab( j,a) = 1;

∀(i, j) ∈ E : fab(i, j) ≥ 0.
(1)

The maximum link utilization (MLU) of a routing f on a TM D

is defined as the maximum of traffic to capacity ratios of all links:

U( f ,D) = max
(i, j)∈E

∑
a,b

dab fab(i, j)

c(i, j)
. (2)

An optimal routing for a given TM D is a routing that minimizes
the maximum link utilization. Formally, the optimal utilization for

a TM D is given by

OU(D) = min
f is a routing

U( f ,D). (3)

The performance ratio of a given routing f on a given TM D is
defined as

P( f ,D) =
U( f ,D)

OU(D)
. (4)

It measures how far the routing f is from being optimal on TM D.
P( f ,D) = 1 indicates that the routing f is optimal. A higher ratio
indicates that the performance is farther away from the optimal.

To account for fluctuations in network traffic, we may consider
multiple traffic demand matrices. Given a set of TMs D , there are
multiple ways to extend a performance metric defined on a single
TM D to the set D . Since our objective is on robustness, we con-
sider the worst case extension of U( f ,D) and P( f ,D).

Extending U( f ,D), we define the maximum MLU of a routing f

on the set D as

U( f ,D ) = max
D∈D

U( f ,D). (5)

We refer to a routing that minimizes the maximum MLU on D as
an MLU optimal routing on D , and the corresponding maximum
MLU as the optimal MLU on D .

Extending P( f ,D), we define the maximum performance ratio

of a routing f on the set D as

P( f ,D ) = max
D∈D

P( f ,D). (6)

We refer to a routing that minimizes the maximum performance
ratio on D as a performance-ratio optimal routing on D , and the
corresponding maximum performance ratio as the optimal perfor-

mance ratio on D . When D is the complete traffic demand space
containing all non-negative traffic demands, the performance-ratio
optimal routing is referred to as the oblivious routing, and the opti-
mal performance ratio is referred to as the oblivious ratio.

3.2 Optimal TE with Convex-Hull Prediction
We start with a type of robust prediction-based TE algorithms.

Assume that a traffic engineering system has collected a set of TMs
{D1, . . . ,DH} during some time interval, where H is the number of
TMs collected. To compute the routing for the next interval, the
TE system needs to predict the TM that may appear during the next
interval. There can be many predictors. A large class of predictors
(e.g., exponential moving average) essentially estimate the TM of
the next interval as a convex combination of the previously seen
TMs. Aggregating the predictions of all such predictors, we obtain
the convex hull of {D1, . . . ,DH}.

Let D be the convex hull of the set of TMs {D1, . . . ,DH}. More
specifically, the convex hull can be constructed using convex com-
binations of the TMs in D , namely, ∑ thDh, where th is a coefficient
between 0 and 1, ∑h th = 1, and Dh is the h-th traffic matrix. Then
the problem of optimal TE with convex-hull prediction is to com-
pute the MLU or performance-ratio optimal routing over the set D .

One advantage of a convex-hull-based predictor is its monotonic-
ity (i.e., if the convex hull is continuously maintained, it will always
grow). Specifically, the monotonicity property leads to the follow-
ing stability result:

PROPOSITION 1. If interdomain BGP stability condition (e.g.,
[43]) is satisfied, then intradomain traffic engineering using convex

hull eventually converges.
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3.3 Common-Case Optimization with Penalty
Envelope (COPE)

The convex-hull-based TE is effective when future demands fall
into the convex hull. However, traffic fluctuation may make fu-
ture demands fall outside the convex hull. In this case, the per-
formance may degrade significantly. One way to handle this issue
is to expand the convex hull to include more traffic demands. We
can expand the corresponding convex hull by letting the convex
combination coefficients th take values less than 0 or larger than
1. Then we can optimize routing for all traffic demands that fall
into the expanded convex hull. Such expansion could help us to
tolerate changes in traffic demands to a certain extent. However,
there is a significant trade-off between the degree of expansion and
the performance optimality. In an extreme, the convex hull can be
expanded to include all traffic demands, which results in oblivious
routing. This is robust against arbitrary possible traffic changes, but
does not provide the best performance for normal demands.

To address the problem, we separate the optimization for the
common (predicted) cases and the bound on the worst cases. In
particular, we propose a novel approach based on the notion of
penalty envelope. It guarantees worst-case performance under arbi-
trary possible traffic demand while achieving close-to-optimal per-
formance under predictable demands.

DEFINITION 1. A routing f is said to have MLU (or performance-
ratio) penalty envelope r if the maximum MLU (or performance ra-

tio) of f on the whole set of possible traffic demands is no more

than r.

A penalty envelope restricts the set of possible routing to those
with maximum MLU or performance ratio less than or equal to r.
With the penalty envelope as a safeguard, a prediction-based TE
algorithm can then search the optimal routing f for the predicted
traffic demands, so long the routing satisfies the penalty envelope.
We call such a scheme common-case optimization with penalty en-
velope (COPE).

The general COPE scheme can be defined as follows. Let X
be the set of all possible TMs, and D ⊂ X the set of predicted
TMs. Let o( f ,x) be the objective function of applying routing
f to TM x. Let o( f ,D ) be the aggregated objective function on
the set D . The aggregation can be done, for example, by taking
the maximum, or by taking some type of weighted average. Let
c( f ,x) be the penalty function. Note that for both the objective and
penalty functions, lower values are better. It can also be the case
that o( f ,x) = c( f ,x). Then the general setting is to find the rout-
ing f that minimizes o( f ,D ), under the constraint that the penalty
over the whole set X of possible traffic demands (and thus includes
those in X −D ) is bounded by a penalty envelope r. Formally, the
formulation is:

min f o( f ,D )

subject to f is a routing, i.e., (1) ;

∀x ∈ X : c( f ,x) ≤ r.

Figure 1: General COPE framework.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of the COPE scheme. This
scheme gives us a novel, simple, yet effective tool to handle dy-
namic networks with mostly normal traffic but sometime unex-
pected (yet possible) traffic demands.

3.4 Implementing Penalty Envelope
There are two remaining issues in implementing penalty enve-

lope. The first is how to choose the penalty envelope r. The algo-

bound

D

X

for set X

for set D
optimize

Figure 2: Illustration of COPE. The system objective is to

choose the routing f which is optimal for the predicted set D

under the constraint that its penalty in the set of all possible

traffic demands X is bounded.

rithm we use is the following. First, we compute c∗(X)= min f ,x∈X c( f ,x).
Then we set r = αc∗(X), where α is a scale-up factor. As we will
show in Section 4, by choosing α slightly higher than 1, we can
achieve performance close to optimal for most common cases.

The second key challenge to the COPE framework is whether we
can efficiently incorporate penalty envelope into prediction-based
TE optimization. Below, we consider three cases and illustrate how
they can be efficiently implemented.

In the first case, we consider a penalty envelope on the absolute
value of MLU on the set of possible traffic demands (i.e., the set
X ) which satisfy access capacity constraints. The problem can be
formulated as follows:

min o( f ,D ) (7)

subject to f is a routing;

∀ links l,∀dab ≥ 0 such that

∑
b∈V

dab ≤ ROUT
a , ∑

b∈V

dba ≤ RIN
a ,

∑
ab

dab fab(l)/c(l) ≤ r,
(8)

where ROUT
a and RIN

a are the aggregated capacities of inbound and
outbound access links of node a, respectively; they have equal val-
ues when access links have equal capacities in both directions. In
this formulation, r is an upper bound on MLU.

The constraints (8) are not standard LP formulation. However,
they can be tested by solving the following “slave LP” for each link
l, and testing whether or not the objective is ≤ r.

max ∑
a,b

fab(l)dab/c(l) (9)

subject to ∀a,b ∈V : dab ≥ 0,

∑
b∈V

dab ≤ ROUT
a , ∑

b∈V

dba ≤ RIN
a .

Using linear programming duality, we can show that the objec-
tive of (9) is ≤ r if and only if the following set of constraints can
be satisfied:

∀a ∈V : µl(a) ≥ 0,νl(a) ≥ 0;
∀a,b ∈V : fab(l)/c(l) ≤ µl(a)+νl(b);

∑
a∈V

(µl(a)ROUT
a +νl(a)RIN

a ) ≤ r.

Figure 3: LP constraints to provide MLU penalty envelope over

the set of demands satisfying access capacity constraints.

The variables µl(a) and νl(a) are dual multipliers on the node
capacity constraints ROUT

a and RIN
a , respectively.
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We can then replace the constraints (8) with the set of constraints
in Figure 3. This gives an TE optimization problem with MLU
penalty envelope over the set of traffic demands satisfying access
capacity constraints.

There can be scenarios where it is more convenient to use a
penalty envelope based on performance ratio than on the absolute
value of MLU (e.g., the feasible MLU envelope is too high). In
the second case, we consider how to handle a performance-ratio
penalty envelope on a convex set X formed as the convex hull of a
set of TMs {D1, . . . ,DH}:

min o( f ,D ) (10)

subject to f is a routing;

∀ links l,∀ TM D =
H

∑
h=1

thDh, th ≥ 0,
H

∑
h=1

th = 1,

∑ab dab fab(l)

c(l)
≤ r ·OU(D). (11)

Note that in the preceding problem formulation, there is one con-
straint for each traffic matrix D ∈ X . Since the number of such ma-
trices are infinite, this is not a standard linear programming prob-
lem. To solve the problem, we observe that the performance ratio
P( f ,D) is scale-free:

P( f ,D) = P( f ,αD), for all scalar α > 0. (12)

Then we have the following result:

LEMMA 1. Computing the performance-ratio optimal routing

over the convex hull is equivalent to computing the performance-

ratio optimal routing over a convex cone with the additional con-

straint OU(D) = 1.

PROOF. For any D , by the scale-free property of performance
ratio P( f ,D), we have that:

P( f ,D ) = max
D∈D

P( f ,D)

= max
D∈D

P( f ,
D

OU(D)
)

= max
D∈D

U( f ,
D

OU(D)
) (∵ OU(

D

OU(D)
) = 1)

D′= D
OU(D)
= max

D′:∃D∈D ,D′= D
OU(D)

U( f ,D′)

= P( f ,D ′),

where the set D ′ =
{

D′ : ∃D ∈ D ,D′ = D
OU(D)

}

.

Apply the preceding result when D is a convex hull, i.e., D =
{D : D = ∑

H
h=1 thDh, th ≥ 0,∑H

h=1 th = 1}, it can be shown that the

corresponding D ′ = {D′ : D′ = ∑
H
h=1 thDh, th ≥ 0,OU(D′) = 1} is

a convex cone. This proves the lemma.

Applying Lemma 1 to X (instead of D ), we obtain the formula-
tion in Figure 4.

The formulation in Figure 4 still involves infinite number of con-
straints because it has one constraint for each D in the convex cone.
However, the last two lines of constraints in Figure 4 can be tested
by solving, for each link l, the following “slave LP”, and testing if
the objective is ≤ r.

max ∑
a,b

fab(l)dab/c(l) (13)

subject to gab(e) is a flow of demand dab;

min o( f ,D )

subject to f is a routing;

∀ link l,∀ TM D =
H

∑
h=1

thDh, th ≥ 0,OU(D) = 1;

∑
ab

dab fab(l)/c(l) ≤ r.

Figure 4: Optimal TE with a performance-ratio penalty enve-

lope over a convex set.

∀ link m,∑
a,b

gab(m) ≤ c(m);

∀a,b,dab =
H

∑
h=1

thdh
ab, th ≥ 0. (14)

Using an approach similar to that in [7], we can show by linear
programming duality, that the objective of (13) is ≤ r if and only if
the following set of constraints can be satisfied:

∀ links l,m : π(l,m) ≥ 0;
∀ link l, nodes i, j : pl(i, j) ≥ 0, with pl(i, i) = 0;
∀ link l : ∑m π(l,m)c(m) ≤ r;
∀ link l, OD pair a → b : fab(l)/c(l) ≤ pl(a,b)−λl(a,b);
∀ link l, node i, link m = ( j,k) : pl(i,k) ≤ pl(i, j)+π(l,m);
∀ link l, h = 1, . . . ,H : ∑a,b λl(a,b)dh

ab ≥ 0.

Figure 5: LP constraints to provide performance-ratio penalty

envelope over a convex set.

Compared with the LP models developed in [7], our model has
additional Lagrange multipliers λl(a,b), which correspond to the
conic combination constraint (14).

We can then replace the last two lines of constraints in Figure 4
with the set of constraints in Figure 5, and form an TE optimiza-
tion problem with performance-ratio penalty envelope over a set
of possible traffic demands expressed as a convex-hull. When the
TE optimization objective in (10) is the performance-ratio function
over a convex set D , we can similarly derive LP constraints.

The third case is a special case of the preceding case when the
set of possible traffic matrices includes all non-negative traffic de-
mands. The restriction imposed by the penalty envelope require-
ment in this case can be incorporated as a set of linear constraints.
Specifically, a routing f has performance-ratio penalty envelope r

if and only if the constraints in Figure 6 are satisfied.

∀ links l,m : π(l,m) ≥ 0;
∀ link l, nodes i, j : pl(i, j) ≥ 0, with pl(i, i) = 0;
∀ link l : ∑m π(l,m)c(m) ≤ r;
∀ link l, OD pair a → b : fab(l)/c(l) ≤ pl(a,b);
∀ link l, node i, link m = ( j,k) : pl(i,k) ≤ pl(i, j)+π(l,m).

Figure 6: LP constraints to provide performance-ratio penalty

envelope over the set of all non-negative traffic demands.

4. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate our algorithms.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

Dataset description: We evaluate our algorithms using both real
and synthetic data. We use the real topologies and traffic demand
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Network Aggregation level #Nodes #Links Oblivious ratio Penalty envelope

US-ISP PoP-level - - 2.045 2.50

Abilene router-level 11 28 1.853 2.00

Abovenet PoP-level 15 60 2.014 2.05

Table 1: Summary of network topologies used.

Network Description Period studied Time interval

US-ISP Tier-1 ISP hourly traffic traces a month in 2005 hourly traffic count

Abilene Netflow data collected every 5 min-
utes from a number of universities
and enterprises on the Internet-2

03/01/04 - 09/10/04 5-minute traffic count

Table 2: Summary of real traffic traces used.

matrices from Abilene and a major tier-1 ISP in US (anonymized as
US-ISP). For Abilene, we collected the router-level topology and
6-month worth of traffic demands from Abilene Observatory [2].
Our dataset is available at [1]. For US-ISP, we rely on a PoP-level
model, which differs from the real router-level topology and traffic
demands, yet still illustrates the scope and power of the methods
proposed here. In addition, we use the PoP-level Abovenet topol-
ogy inferred by RocketFuel [35]. We use OC192 as the capacity for
links in the Abovenet topology, and use the gravity model [53] de-
scribed in [33] to generate synthetic traffic demands. Table 1 sum-
marizes the topologies in use, their oblivious ratios, and the default
performance-ratio penalty envelopes used in evaluation. Table 2
summarizes the real traces in use. Note that for proprietary reasons,
we omit the numbers of nodes and links of US-ISP in Table 1.

Performance metrics: We use the following two performance met-
rics to compare different algorithms: (i) maximum link utilization
(MLU) as defined in Equation (2); and (ii) performance ratio as
defined in Equation (4). For both metrics, lower values indicate
more efficient resource utilization, and hence are preferred. Note
that the MLU defined in Equation (2) allows utilization to be above
100% when the traffic demand is large, while in practice, link uti-
lization cannot exceed 100%. To be consistent with terminologies
used by other authors, we use MLU with the understanding that it
means traffic intensity and can exceed 100%. Also note that in our
real-trace-based evaluations, we assume that traffic demands do not
change as a function of the performance of a TE algorithm. When
a TE algorithm performs badly and leads to network overload, TCP
flows might be able to react and reduce network demand, resulting
in lower demand than that happened in the real traces. However,
this leads to reduced network throughput.

Algorithms: We categorize the algorithms we evaluate into the
following three classes: (i) oblivious routing, (ii) prediction-based
TE, and (iii) COPE. For all algorithms, we compute the routing
by solving the corresponding linear programs using CPLEX [18].
By default, CPLEX uses dual simplex method to solve linear pro-
grams, but this is a poor choice for COPE. Given the particular
structure of our problem formulation, we use the barrier method
without crossover [12].

• Oblivious routing (oblivious): We compute the routing that
gives the optimal oblivious ratio using the algorithm described
in [7].

• Prediction-based TE: We evaluate the following three algo-
rithms in this category. The first one requires routing update
every time interval (i.e., 1 hour in US-ISP, and 5-minutes in
Abilene), whereas the latter two require routing update once
a day. We have also conducted experiments using the Abi-
lene traces, with predictions based on traffic of the preceding

week and routing update every week, and the results are sim-
ilar.

– Dynamic (dynamic): At the beginning of each interval,
we compute the optimal routing based on the traffic de-
mand in the previous interval, and apply it to the traffic
in the current interval. This algorithm models online
traffic engineering (e.g., [19, 26]). Note that the change
in traffic demand from the previous interval can result
in less efficient routing, compared to the optimal for the
current interval.

– Peak traffic demand (peak): At the beginning of each
day, an optimal routing is computed based on the traf-
fic demand in the peak interval (in terms of the total
volume of traffic) of the previous day (for US-ISP) or
the previous day and the same day of the previous week
(for Abilene). This scheme has been suggested by [4].

– Multiple traffic matrices (multi): At the beginning of
each day, an optimal routing is computed based on a
set of traffic matrices collected. We use the previous
day’s traffic matrices to compute routing for US-ISP,
and use the traffic matrices in the previous day and the
same day of the previous week to compute routing for
Abilene. This algorithm is used in [34]. In addition, we
also evaluate its variant suggested in [49], which selects
traffic matrices of 6 consecutive intervals with the high-
est total volume of traffic. The results are similar and
omitted for the interest of brevity.

• COPE: We evaluate two versions of COPE. For both of these
two versions, we optimize routing based on the convex hull
constructed from the set of traffic matrices collected from the
previous day (for US-ISP), or from the previous day and the
same day last week (for Abilene), subject to a performance-
ratio penalty envelope on all non-negative traffic demands.
Both versions require routing update only once a day, and
are cheap to implement. The two versions differ only in their
objective functions.

– Minimizing the performance ratio (COPE-ratio): To
optimize for performance ratio as the objective function
over a convex set, we adopt the technique developed
in Section 3.4 to handle penalty envelope on a convex
set. Note that we also refer to COPE-ratio as COPE for
short.

– Minimizing MLU (COPE-MLU): This version of COPE
is a variation of COPE-ratio which uses the absolute
value of MLU, instead of performance ratio, as its ob-
jective function. Note that we can consider COPE-
MLU as an extension of multi with penalty envelope.
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4.2 Evaluation Results

US-ISP: First, we evaluate the performance of different algorithms
using US-ISP, a large tier-1 US ISP. For confidentiality, we can-
not report absolute MLU for US-ISP. Instead, we report relative
MLU normalized by MLUopt,max, where MLUopt,max is the highest
maximum link utilization under the optimal routing over the entire
month. Note that there are a small fraction of intervals without traf-
fic demand information in the trace and we exclude those intervals
in our evaluations.
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Figure 7: Oblivious vs. prediction-based TE: US-ISP traces.

The performance ratio is truncated at 8.

We first compare the algorithms using performance ratio as the
metric. Figure 7 compares oblivious routing with prediction-based
TE. It plots the performance ratio versus the time interval sorted
based on the performance ratio. Each time interval spans 1 hour.
On one hand, we observe that prediction-based TE out-performs
oblivious routing in most cases. For example, the performance ra-
tio under the prediction-based algorithms is less than 1.2 for about
half of the time intervals. Among the prediction-based algorithms,
dynamic performs the best in the common case. This is expected
as it updates every interval, while the others update every day. In
comparison, the performance ratio of oblivious routing is above
1.5 for almost all of the intervals. On the other hand, the largest
performance ratio under oblivious routing is 2.0355, whereas the
largest performance ratios of prediction-based algorithms are all
above 3.5, with multi even goes to higher than 8. Note that we
limit the y-axis to 8 so that we can easily see the difference under
normal traffic. The prediction-based algorithms incur large perfor-
mance ratios because the inaccurate traffic prediction makes them
perform significantly worse than the optimal. These results indicate
that prediction-based TE is good at optimizing common-case per-
formance, but suffers from large performance penalty when traffic
demands change significantly. On the other hand, oblivious routing
is good at handling unexpected traffic, but suffers on common-case
performance. Neither class of algorithms dominates the other.

Figure 8 plots the performance ratios of the COPE algorithms,
oblivious routing, and the common-case best-performing dynamic
algorithm. Note that in order to display the curves clearly, we have
truncated the performance ratio of dynamic, whose performance
ratio will shoot up well beyond 2.2. We observe that for the com-
mon case, COPE algorithms achieve performance ratio which is
about 6% higher than the dynamic algorithm, and significantly out-
perform oblivious routing; for the worst case (in the traces), COPE
algorithms even out-perform oblivious, and significantly out-perform
dynamic prediction-based routing. Thus, COPE achieves the best
of both.

Next, we compare the algorithms using normalized MLU as the
metric. Figure 9 shows time series plots of normalized MLU under
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Figure 8: COPE vs. oblivious and dynamic: US-ISP traces.

The performance ratio is truncated at 2.2.
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(a) oblivious vs. prediction-based algorithms.
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Figure 9: Time series plots of normalized MLU: US-ISP traces.
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various routing schemes. From Figure 9(a), we can see that without
penalty envelope, the prediction-based routing schemes can result
in large spikes in normalized MLU. On the other hand, the nor-
malized MLU of oblivious routing never exceeds 1.6, showing the
robustness of oblivious routing. However, from Figure 9(b), we ob-
serve that the robust performance of oblivious routing is surpassed
by COPE and COPE-MLU. They consistently yield lower link uti-
lization than oblivious routing. We observe reduction in normalized
MLU up to 56%.

Abilene traces: The results of the US-ISP traces are normalized.
Next we evaluate the algorithms using the public Abilene traces
and show absolute values of MLU. Since COPE and COPE-MLU
perform similarly, we report only COPE.

Figure 10 compares the algorithms in terms of performance ra-
tio. It plots the performance ratio versus the time interval sorted
based on the performance ratio. Each time interval spans 5 min-
utes. We make the following observations. First, predictions based
on either multiple traffic matrices or peak traffic matrix perform
poorly, with a performance ratio greater than 2 for about half of
the intervals. Second, although dynamic routing achieves close-to-
optimal performance ratio most of the time, the performance ratio
can occasionally get as high as 6.7. Third, even though oblivi-
ous routing has better performance ratio on Abilene traces than on
US-ISP traces, COPE still out-performs oblivious routing for about
80% of the intervals.

Figure 11 plots the MLU achieved by the algorithms during 3
days of the Abilene traces when traffic spikes happen. For clar-
ity we zoom in to a few intervals in the day. We make the fol-
lowing three observations. First, on March 23, traffic engineering
using multiple traffic matrices or peak matrix may drive the traf-
fic intensity of the bottleneck link to be 240% of its link capacity
(e.g., at interval 161), while the optimal utilization is less than 50%.
This high traffic intensity can lead to high packet loss rates and/or
router crashes. Second, the dynamic algorithm exhibits interest-
ing behavior. On March 23 and 27, it drives the traffic intensity of
the bottleneck link to over 100% of its link capacity during some
time periods (e.g., 120% on March 23 at interval 159, and 181% on
March 27 at interval 110). On the other hand, on March 25, it al-
ways achieves close-to-optimal performance. Closer examination
of the traffic of the three days identifies that on March 25, there is a
traffic ramp-up process, and thus the dynamic algorithm can adjust
and performs well. However, on March 23 and 27, there is no such
a ramp-up process before the spikes, and traffic changes rapidly;
thus the dynamic algorithm overloads the network. Third, COPE
and oblivious perform well under traffic spikes.

We next evaluate the performance of the algorithms when traffic
is relatively steady and there are no traffic spikes. Figure 12 shows
that for Monday, March 22, 2004 (all other days in the same week
contain spikes). We make the following observations. First, during
this normal-traffic day, the utilization of the network is low—the
optimal MLU is only around 6%. This is typical of Abilene, which
is over-provisioned. Second, the MLU achieved by using multiple
traffic is about twice that of the optimal. This is because the traffic
demands used for route computation do not match well with the
real traffic, thus resulting in a large performance penalty. Third,
the MLU achieved by oblivious routing is about 1.3 times optimal.
This is better than the oblivious ratio of 1.853 for the Abilene net-
work. However, a 30% performance penalty could still be large, es-
pecially if the network is heavily loaded. In comparison, the MLU
of COPE is within 5% of optimal, and comparable to the dynamic
algorithm under stable demands.

Abovenet: Next we evaluate the performance of COPE and oblivi-
ous routing using Abovenet topology. Since its traffic demands are
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Figure 11: Time series plots of MLU: Abilene traces.
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not available, we use the gravity model [53] described in [33] to
generate sample synthetic traffic demands.
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traffic.

Figure 13 summarizes the results. The figure is a scatter plot,
where each point represents one sample. The x-axis is the opti-
mal MLU for the sample traffic matrix, and the y-axis is the MLU
achieved by COPE or oblivious routing. In this evaluation, COPE
uses a penalty envelope of 2.05, while the oblivious ratio of Abovenet
is 2.014. In other words, the penalty envelope of COPE is only 2%
more than the worst-case bound of oblivious routing. Interestingly,
relaxing the worst-case bound slightly is sufficient to allow COPE
to consistently achieve close-to-optimal performance. In compari-
son, the MLU of oblivious routing is much higher, up to 1.9 times
of the optimal MLU.

Effects of penalty envelope:

There is a trade-off in choosing different values of penalty enve-
lope. When the value of the penalty envelope is high, the penalty
guarantee is weak; however, a higher value of envelope leaves more
room for optimizing common-case performance. When the enve-
lope is set to be a very large value, the algorithm becomes prediction-
based routing. On the other hand, when the value of the envelope is
low, the penalty guarantee is strong; but not much room is left for
optimizing common-case performance. When the penalty envelope
is equal to the oblivious ratio of the whole possible traffic set, the
scheme becomes oblivious routing.

To evaluate the effects of the penalty envelope, we study the per-
formance of the US-ISP and Abilene traces as we vary the penalty
envelope. Figure 14 shows the results. Note that the time interval
of the US-ISP traces is an hour, while that of the Abilene traces is 5
minutes. Note also that we choose a 10-day period for the US-ISP
traces, and choose a one-week period from March 22 and March
28 for the Abilene traces, as they best demonstrate the effects of
penalty envelope.

We observe that as we increase the value of penalty envelope,
the performance of most intervals improves. For example, for the
US-ISP traces, the medium performance ratio (i.e., the performance
ratio at the middle of the sorted intervals) decreases by 23% as we
increase the penalty envelope from 2.05 (the oblivious ratio) to 2.2;
for the Abilene traces, the medium performance ratio decreases by
18% as we increase the penalty envelope from 1.85 (the oblivious
ratio) to 2.0. When we increase the envelope beyond 2.2 for US-
ISP and 2.0 for Abilene, however, the performance improvement
is small. Since a larger value of penalty envelope implies larger
potential worst-case performance ratio, 2.2 appears to be a good
penalty envelope for US-ISP, and 2.0 for Abilene. In addition, Fig-
ure 14 shows that by choosing a penalty envelope slightly higher
than the oblivious ratio, we achieve about 20% performance im-
provement for both US-ISP and Abilene. Note that US-ISP and
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Figure 14: Effects of penalty envelope.

Abilene have typical topologies that are representative for a wide
range of networks. These results suggest that by increasing the
penalty envelope to be just 10% above the lowest possible, we can
already have enough room to optimize common-case performance.

Summary: Prediction-based algorithms can pay serious perfor-
mance penalty when large traffic changes happen. They can drive
traffic intensity to be over link capacity when the optimal network
utilization is well below 100%. Oblivious routing pays perfor-
mance penalty under normal traffic, driving utilization to be 30% to
90% higher than optimal in our evaluations. COPE avoids the per-
formance penalties of both, and combines the best of both. Com-
pared with the prediction-based algorithms, COPE retains their close-
to-optimal performance under expected traffic demands, but avoids
surge in network utilization and performance ratio under large traf-
fic changes. Compared with oblivious routing, COPE also guaran-
tees worst-case performance, but avoids the performance penalty
of oblivious routing under predictable demands.

5. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING WITH

INTERDOMAIN ROUTING
In this section, we develop a light-weight mechanism to handle

interdomain routing. As we point out in Section 1, interdomain
routing introduces two challenges. The first is point-to-multipoint
demand; that is, there can be multiple equally-good egress points
to a given external (i.e., interdomain) destination prefix in the BGP
decision process [17]. Thus, COPE needs to break the tie and as-
sign the egress point of each external destination. Since egress links
may become the bottlenecks of the network [16], this tie-breaking
can affect the congestion of the network. Second, there are a large
number of external destination prefixes each with their own set of
egress points. ISPs have less control over interdomain routes, but
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some changes in the availability of interdomain routes can cause
significant shifts of traffic. Thus, COPE should compute a routing
that is robust to the traffic changes caused by changes of interdo-
main routes.

5.1 COPE with Interdomain Routing
Our high-level approach is a two-step process. In the first step,

we convert the point-to-multipoint interdomain problem to a point-
to-point intradomain problem in a topology extending the intrado-
main topology. By solving the latter problem, we obtain an as-
signment of external destinations to their egress points. This gives
us point-to-point ingress-egress (IE) traffic matrices involving only
intradomain nodes. In the second step, we apply COPE to the IE
matrices to compute an intradomain routing. Since COPE tolerates
traffic variations, the computed routing is robust against traffic vari-
ations due to shifts of egress points caused by dynamic interdomain
routes.

peer

virtual

peer

peer

peer

virtual b
c

e
a

intradomain topology

d

Figure 15: Extended graph G′ which includes intradomain

topology, peers, peering links (dashed links), and virtual nodes.

Each virtual node represents a set of external destinations with

the same set of egress peers.

Specifically, in the first step, we group external destination pre-
fixes that share the same set of stable egress points into an equiv-
alence class. Each equivalence class is represented by a virtual
destination. We estimate the aggregated traffic demands to each
virtual destination, and obtain origin-destination (OD) traffic de-
mands. Then we construct an extended graph G′, as illustrated in
Figure 15, which includes the intradomain topology, the peers of
the AS, the peering links, and the virtual destination nodes. We
connect each virtual destination node with its corresponding peers
using virtual links with infinite capacity. We apply COPE to the
resulting topology G′ to compute a robust routing. In particular,
this routing will tell us how traffic to a virtual destination be split
among its connected peers. Guided by the splitting ratios, we as-
sign the egress point of each external destination prefix to approx-
imate these ratios. This assignment of egress point can be imple-
mented by BGP using local preference values. Figure 16 summa-
rizes the algorithm.

In the second step, using the splitting ratios, we first compute
ingress-egress (IE) traffic matrices involving only intradomain nodes.
Then we use the IE matrices to compute a robust intradomain rout-
ing. To be robustness against possible large changes in traffic de-
mands (e.g., traffic change when a peer is down and many external
destinations change egress points), we apply COPE to compute in-
tradomain routing. The algorithm is shown in Figure 17. Note that
unlike in Figure 16, here the inputs of COPE are the ingress-egress
traffic matrices and the intradomain topology (which does not in-
clude peering links). This is important because we want to ensure
that when peers or peering links go up and down, the penalty enve-
lope of the resulted routing is not affected.

When the status of a peering link changes, the OD traffic that
goes through this link is equally split over the alternative links that

1. Group traffic demands that share the same set of egress
points into an equivalence class, EQ.

2. For each EQ, derive its pseudo OD demand that
consists of all the OD demands belonging to EQ

3. Initialize G′ to include intradomain topology,
peers, peering links, and virtual nodes representing EQ’s

4. Connect a virtual node to its corresponding peers
using a virtual link with infinite capacity

5. Apply COPE to compute routing on G′ for the
pseudo demands

6. Derive the splitting ratios based on the routes
7. Assign interdomain prefixes to egress points

Figure 16: Step 1 of COPE with interdomain routing: convert

point-to-multipoint to point-to-point demands by determining

splitting ratios.

1. Initialize G to be the intradomain topology
2. Compute IE demands based on the splitting ratios

derived in Figure 16.
3. Apply COPE to compute intradomain routes

in G for ingress-egress demands

Figure 17: Step 2 of COPE with interdomain routing: compute

robust intradomain routing.

are available for routing the OD demand. This change does not
affect intradomain routing, since intradomain routing is robust to
traffic changes through the use of penalty envelope.

5.2 Evaluation Results
Next we present our preliminary evaluation of COPE in dealing

with interdomain routing dynamics.
We first extend the Abilene topology. From those ASes that peer

with Abilene, we choose two (ESNET and DREN) and add them
as virtual destinations. Each one represents a collection of inter-
domain destination prefixes. ESNET has 3 peering links with Abi-
lene, and DREN has 4. For each peering link, we insert an AS in
between. Therefore, in the final topology, Abilene has 3 neighbor-
ing ASes connecting to ESNET, and 4 connecting to DREN. The
capacities of the peering links connecting Abilene to the inserted
neighboring ASes are assigned using the actual peering link capac-
ities. The oblivious routing ratio for this new topology is 2.039.

Next we determine the total demands from a router in Abilene
to ESNET and DREN. Due to lack of good models for interdomain
traffic matrices, we generate synthetic interdomain traffic demands
using the Abilene traces as follows. We assume that a random por-
tion (uniform from 0 to 0.5) of the traffic from a router in Abilene
to the 3 border routers connecting to ESNET is actually targeted to
ESNET. We similarly derive interdomain traffic demands to DREN.

We apply the algorithm described in Section 5.1 to the above de-
rived topology and traffic demands. We set the penalty envelope to
2.2. We evaluate two failure scenarios: 1) a peering link connect-
ing to ESNET (link 11) is down; and 2) both a link connecting to
ESNET (link 11) is down, and a link connecting to DREN (link 15)
is down.

Figure 18 shows the time series plot of MLU for Thursday, March
11, 2004. At the 145-th time interval, links 11 and 15 fail and re-
main failed until the end of the day. We include 4 curves in the plot:
optimal with no link failures (i.e., performance should the links not
fail), optimal with the link failures, COPE without link failures, and
COPE with the link failures. We observe that when the two links
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fail, the MLU of COPE increases; but the performance penalty is
small.

Figure 19 evaluates the performance ratio of COPE under link
failures, for the time period from March 8, 2004 to March 14, 2004.
It plots the sorted performance ratios of COPE under the following
three scenarios: (i) there is no link failure, (ii) only link 11 is down,
and (iii) both links 11 and 15 are down. We observe that when only
link 11 is down, the performance degradation of the network under
COPE is small. When two links are down, COPE has a higher per-
formance ratio compared to the first two scenarios. However, even
then the performance is mostly within 30% of optimal. Finally, we
note that the performance ratios are always within the penalty en-
velope, and during most of the intervals, the performance ratios are
well below the penalty envelope.

Summary:While preliminary, these results show that COPE is promis-
ing in handling interdomain route dynamics. As part of future
work, we plan to further evaluate COPE in more diverse scenar-
ios.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel scheme of traffic engineering:

common-case optimization with penalty envelope (COPE), a class
of traffic engineering algorithms that optimize for the expected sce-
narios while providing worst-case guarantee for unexpected scenar-
ios. Using extensive evaluations based on real topologies and traffic
traces, we show that COPE combines the best of prediction-based
routing and oblivious routing, and can achieve efficient resource
utilization under a wide variety of scenarios.

There are several avenues for future work. First, in this paper
we focus on MLU. It is useful to apply COPE for optimizing other
performance metrics. Second, we are interested in implementing

COPE in a real network, and gain operational experience. Third, it
will be interesting to find a way to dynamically detect that the com-
mon case traffic has changed and the network should recompute.
Fourth, we believe that the general principle behind the design of
COPE, optimizing for the common-cases while providing worst-
case guarantee, can be applicable to many dynamic environments.
We plan to explore other applications of this general principle.
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APPENDIX

A. SHORTEST-PATH-IMPLEMENTABLE

INTRADOMAIN TE
The link-based routing computed by COPE can be implemented

by path-based routing such as MPLS [29]. In this section, we seek a
mechanism which enables us to compute routing that can be imple-
mented by OSPF-style shortest path routing, with an appropriate set
of positive link weights. Formally, A routing fab(i, j) is shortest-

path-implementable if there exists a set of positive link weights,
such that any path p carrying positive flows for OD pair a → b is a
shortest path from a to b.

From the above definition, it can be shown that a routing fab(i, j)
is shortest-path-implementable if and only if there exists a set of
link weights {w(i, j)|(i, j) ∈ E} and corresponding shortest dis-
tances {U(i, j)|i, j ∈V}, such that:

∀(i, j) ∈ E : w(i, j) ≥ 1; (15)

∀a, i ∈V, i �= a : U(a,a) = 0,U(a, i) > 0; (16)

∀a ∈V,(i, j) ∈ E : U(a, i)+w(i, j) ≥U(a, j); (17)

∀a,b ∈V,(i, j) ∈ E :

fab(i, j) > 0 ⇒U(a, i)+w(i, j) = U(a, j). (18)

Given (15)-(18), if fab(i, j) > 0, then i is on the shortest path from
a to j, and by induction i is also on the shortest path from a to b.

Let

SP( f ,w,U) = ∑
a,b∈V,(i, j)∈E

fab(i, j)[U(a, i)+w(i, j)−U(a, j)].

In view of (17) and the fact that fab(i, j)≥ 0, we have that SP( f ,w,U)≥
0 for any f , w and U satisfying (15)-(17), and that (18) is equivalent
to SP( f ,w,U) = 0. Therefore, if we can compute a routing f and its
associated w, U such that SP( f ,w,U) = 0, we can set link weights
of OSPF-style routing protocols according to w(i, j), which makes
sure that traffic is always routed through shortest paths.

Specifically for COPE, we now introduce w and U as optimiza-
tion variables and (15)-(17) as constraints. We can then add

SP( f ,w,U) = 0 (19)

as a quadratic constraints to guarantee that the routing f computed
is shortest path implementable. Alternatively, we can add

α ·SP( f ,w,U) (20)

as a quadratic penalty term to the objective of COPE, where α > 0.
The added penalty term α · SP( f ,w,U) will ensure that the opti-
mization not only minimizes the orginal objective of COPE, but
also SP( f ,w,U). The scaler α is a very small positive number
which is introduced to ensure that the minimization of the origi-
nal objective of COPE takes higher priority. When this alternative
approach is used, the routing computed is no longer guaranteed to
be shortest path implementable. However, if the computed rout-
ing f , link weights w and corresponding shortest path distances U

make SP( f ,w,U) small, the routing f is “nearly” shortest path im-
plementable.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents Swing, a closed-loop, network-responsive
traffic generator that accurately captures the packet interactions of
a range of applications using a simple structural model. Starting
from observed traffic at a single point in the network, Swing au-
tomatically extracts distributions for user, application, and net-
work behavior. It then generates live traffic corresponding to the
underlying models in a network emulation environment running
commodity network protocol stacks. We find that the generated
traces are statistically similar to the original traces. Further, to the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to reproduce burstiness in
traffic across a range of timescales using a model applicable to a
variety of network settings. An initial sensitivity analysis reveals
the importance of capturing and recreating user, application, and
network characteristics to accurately reproduce such burstiness.
Finally, we explore Swing’s ability to vary user characteristics,
application properties, and wide-area network conditions to project
traffic characteristics into alternate scenarios.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4. [Computer Communication Networks]: Modeling tech-
niques

General Terms

Measurement, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords

Modeling, Traffic, Generator, Internet, Burstiness, Wavelets, En-
ergy plot, Structural Model

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to design a framework capable of

generating live network traffic representative of a wide range of
both current and future scenarios. Such a framework would be valu-
able in a variety of settings that includes: capacity planning [27],
high-speed router design, queue management studies [23], worm
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propagation models [37], bandwidth measurement tools [15, 18],
network emulation [39, 40] and simulation [30]. We define traffic
generation to result in a time-stamped series of packets arriving at
and departing from a particular network interface with realistic val-
ues for at least the layer 3 (IP) and layer 4 (TCP/UDP) headers. This
traffic should accurately reflect arrival rates and variances across a
range of time scales, e.g., capturing both average bandwidth and
burstiness. Packets should further appropriately map to flow and
packet-size distributions, e.g., capturing flow arrival rate, length
distributions, etc.

We consider two principal challenges to achieving this goal.
First, we require an underlying model with simple, semantically
meaningful parameters that fully specify the characteristics of a
given trace. By semantically meaningful, we mean that it should
be straightforward to map high-level application and network con-
ditions to the model. For example, changing network conditions,
application mix, or individual application behavior should result in
appropriate and realistic effects on the generated traffic. Second,
we require techniques to populate the model from existing packet
traces to validate its efficacy in capturing trace conditions. That
is, traffic based on a model populated from a given packet trace
should reproduce the essential characteristics of the original trace.
Of course, the model can be populated from a designer’s “first
principles” as well, enabling traffic generation corresponding to a
variety of scenarios, both real and projected.

In this paper, we present the design, implementation, and
evaluation of Swing, a traffic generation tool that addresses these
challenges. The principal contribution of our work is an under-
standing of the requirements for matching the burstiness of the
packet arrival process of an original trace at a variety of timescales,
ranging from fine grained (1 ms) to coarse grained (multiple
minutes). Swing matches burstiness for: i) both bytes and packets,
ii) both directions (arriving and departing) of a network interface),
iii) a variety of individual applications within a trace (e.g., HTTP,
P2P, SNMP, NNTP, etc.), and iv) original traces at a range of speeds
and taken from a variety of locations.

Critical to the success of this effort is our ability to both
measure and reproduce in our traffic generation infrastructure the
prevailing wide-area network characteristics at the time of the
trace. Earlier work shows that it is possible to recreate aggregate
trace characteristics (e.g., average bandwidth over a period of
minutes) without reproducing wide-area network conditions [36].
We show that reproducing burstiness at a range of timescales
(especially sub-RTT) requires recreating network conditions for
the transmitting/receiving hosts in the original trace. Of course,
extracting wide-area network conditions from a single packet trace
is a difficult problem [20, 44]. Thus, a contribution of this work
is an understanding of the extent to which existing techniques for
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passively measuring wide-area network conditions are sufficient to
accurately reproduce the burstiness of a given trace and whether
changing assumptions about prevalent network conditions result in
correspondingly meaningful changes in resulting traces (e.g., based
on halving or doubling the prevalent round trip time).

In the Sections that follow we first describe our methodology
(§ 2.3) to parameterize (§ 3.1) a given trace and use it to generate
(§ 3.3) live traffic and the corresponding packet trace. We first
validate (§ 5) Swing’s ability to faithfully reproduce trace character-
istics, critically examine (§ 5.3) the sensitivity of generated traces
to individual model parameters and finally explore Swing’s ability
to project (§ 5.4) traffic characteristics into the future.

2. THE SWING APPROACH

2.1 Requirements
This section describes our goals, assumptions, and approach

to packet trace generation. We extract bi-directional characteristics
of packets traversing a single network link, our target. Before we
describe our approach to trace generation, we present our metrics
for success: realism, responsiveness, and maximally random.

Packet trace generation is not an end in itself, rather a tool
to aid higher-level studies. Thus, the definition of realism for a
trace generation mechanism must be considered in the context of
its usage. For instance, generating traces for capacity planning
likely only requires matching aggregate trace characteristics such
as bandwidth over relatively coarse timescales. Trace generation for
high-speed router design, queue management policies, bandwidth
estimation tools, or flow classification algorithms has much more
stringent requirements.

We aim to generate realistic traces for a range of usage
scenarios and hence our goal is to generate traces that accurately
reflect the following characteristics from an original trace: i) packet
inter-arrival rate and burstiness across a range of time scales, ii)
packet size distributions, iii) flow characteristics including arrival
rate and length distributions, and iv) destination IP address and port
distributions. In this paper, we present our techniques and results
for the first three of these goals.

To be responsive, a trace generation tool must flexibly and
accurately adjust trace characteristics by allowing the user to
change assumptions about the ambient conditions of the original
trace, for example the: i) bandwidth capacity of the target link, ii)
round trip time distributions of the flows traversing the link, iii)
mix of applications sharing a link, e.g., if P2P traffic were to grow
to 40% of the traffic on a link or UDP-based voice traffic were
to double, and iv) changes in application characteristics, e.g., if
average P2P file transfer size grew to 100MB.

By maximally random, we mean that a trace generation tool
should be able to generate a family of traces constrained only
by the target characteristics of the original trace and not the
particular pattern of communication in the trace. Thus, multiple
traces generated to follow a given set of characteristics should vary
(perhaps significantly) across individual connections while still
following the appropriate underlying distributions. This require-
ment eliminates the trivial solution of simply replaying the exact
same connections in the exact same order seen in some original
trace. While quantifying the extent to which we are successful in
generating maximally random graphs is beyond the scope of this
paper, this requirement significantly influences our approach to,
and architecture for, trace generation.

2.2 Overview
Our hypothesis is that our goals for realistic and responsive

packet generation must be informed by accurate models of: i) the
users and programs initiating communication across the target link,
ii) the hardware, software, and protocols hosting the programs, and
iii) the large space of other network links responsible for carrying
packets to and from the target link. Without modeling users, it is
impossible to study the effects of architectural changes on end users
or to capture the effects of changing user behavior (e.g., if user
patience for retrieving web content is reduced). Similarly, without
an understanding of a wide mix of applications and protocols,
it is difficult to understand the effects of evolving application
popularity on traffic patterns at a variety of timescales. Finally,
the bandwidth, latency, and loss rate of the links upstream and
downstream of the target affect packet inter-arrival characteristics
and TCP transmission behavior of the end hosts communicating
across the target link (see § 5.3).

We first describe our methodology for trace generation as-
suming perfect knowledge of these three system components. In
the following sections we describe how to relax this assumption,
extracting approximate values for all of these characteristics based
solely on a packet trace from some target link. § 5 qualitatively and
quantitatively evaluates the extent to which we are able to generate
packet traces matching a target link’s observed behavior given our
approximations for user, end host, and network characteristics.

To generate a packet trace we initiate (non-deterministically)
a series of flows in a scalable network emulation environment
running commodity operating systems and hardware. Sources and
sinks establish TCP and UDP connections across an emulated
large-scale network topology with a single link designated as the
target. Simply recording the packets and timestamps arriving and
exiting this link during a live emulation constitutes our generated
trace. The characteristics of individual flows across the target link,
e.g., when the flow starts, the pattern of communication back and
forth between the source and the sink, is drawn from our models
of individual application and user behavior in the original trace.
Similarly, we set the characteristics of the wide-area topology,
including all the links leading to and from the target link, to
match the network characteristics observed in the original trace.
We employ ModelNet [39] for our network emulation environment,
though our approach is general to a variety of simulation and
environment environments.

Assuming that we are able to accurately capture and play back
user, application, and network characteristics, the resulting packet
trace at the target would realistically match the characteristics
of the original trace, including average bandwidth and burstiness
across a variety of timescales. This same emulation environment
allows us to extrapolate to other scenarios not present when the
original packet trace was taken. For instance, we could modify
the emulated distribution of round trip times or link bandwidths
to determine the overall effect on the generated trace. We could
similarly modify application characteristics or the application mix
to determine effects on the generated trace.

A family of randomly generated traces that match essential
characteristics of an original trace or empirical distributions for
user, application, and network characteristics (that may not have
been originally drawn from any existing packet trace) serves
a variety of useful purposes. These traces can serve as input
to higher level studies, e.g., appropriate queueing policies, flow
categorization algorithms, or anomaly detection. Just as interesting
however would be employment of the trace generation facility in
conjunction with other application studies. For instance, bandwidth
or capacity measurement tools may be studied while subject to
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a variety of randomly-generated but realistic levels of compet-
ing/background traffic at a given link in a simulated or emulated
environment. The utility of systems such as application-layer mul-
ticast or other overlay protocols could similarly be evaluated while
subjecting the applications to realistic cross traffic in emulation
testbeds. Most current studies typically: i) assume no competing
traffic in an emulated/simulated testbed, ii) subject the application
to ad hoc variability in network performance, or iii) deploy their
application on network testbeds such as PlanetLab that, while
valuable, do not easily enable subjecting an application to a variety
of (reproducible) network conditions.

2.3 Structural model
Earlier work [41] shows that realistic traffic generators must

use structural models that account for interactions across multiple
layers of the protocol stack. We follow the same philosophy and
divide our task of finding suitable parameters for Swing’s structural
model into four categories:

Users: End users determine the communication characteris-
tics of a variety of applications. Important questions include how
often users become active, the distribution of remote sites visited,
think time between individual requests, etc. Note that certain
applications (such as SNMP) may not have a human in the loop,
in which case we use this category as a proxy for any regular, even
computer-initiated behavior.

Sessions: We consider individual session characteristics. For
instance, does an activity correspond to downloading multiple
images in parallel from the same server, different chunks of the
same mp3 file from different servers, etc. An important question
concerns the number and target of individual connections within a
session.

Connections: We also consider the characteristics of connec-
tions within a session, such as their destination, the number of
request/response pairs within a connection, the size of the request
and corresponding response, wait time before generating a response
(e.g., corresponding to CPU and I/O overhead at the endpoint),
spacing between requests, and transport (e.g., TCP vs. UDP). We
characterize individual responses with the packet size distribution,
whether it involves constant bit rate communication, etc.

Network characteristics: Finally, we characterize the wide-
area characteristics seen by flows. Specifically, we extract link loss-
rates, capacities, and latencies for paths connecting each host in the
original trace to the target-link.

Using these observations, we developed a parameterization
of individual application sessions, summarized in Table 1. A
set of values for these parameters constitutes an application’s
signature. For instance HTTP, P2P, and SMTP will all have dif-
ferent signatures. To successfully reproduce packet traces, we
must extract appropriate distributions from the original trace to
populate each of the parameters in Table 1. If desired, it is also
possible to individually set distribution values for these parameters
to extrapolate to a target environment.

While we do not claim that our set of parameters is either
necessary or sufficient to capture the characteristics of all applica-
tions and protocols, in the experiments that we conducted we found
each of the parameters to be important for the applications we
considered. § 5 quantifies the contribution of a subset of our model
parameters to accurately reproduce trace characteristics through an
initial sensitivity analysis.

3. ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present our approach to populating the

model outlined above for individual applications, extracting wide-

area characteristics of hosts communicating across the target link,
and then generating traces representative of these models.

3.1 Parameterization methodology
We begin with a trace to describe how we extract application

characteristics from the target link. While our approach is general
to a variety of tracing infrastructures, we focus on tcpdump traces
from a given link.

The first step in building per-application communication mod-
els is assigning packets and flows in a trace to appropriate ap-
plication classes. Since performing such automatic classification
is part of ongoing research [22, 28, 42] and because we do not
have access to packet bodies (typically required by existing tools)
for most publicly available traces, we take the simple approach
of assigning flows to application classes based on destination port
numbers. Packets and flows that cannot be unambiguously assigned
to an appropriate class are assigned to an “other” application
class; we assign aggregate characteristics to this class. While
this assumption limits the accuracy of the models extracted for
individual applications, it will not impact our ability to faithfully
capture aggregate trace characteristics (see § 5). Further, our
per-application models will improve as more sophisticated flow-
classification techniques become available.

After assigning packets to per-application classes, our first
task is to group these packets into flows. We use TCP flags (when
present) to determine connection start and end times. Next, we use
the sequence number and acknowledgment number advancements
to calculate the size of data objects flowing in each direction of
the connection. Of course, there are many vagaries in determining
the start and end of connections in a noisy trace. We use the
timestamp of the first SYN packet sent by a host as the connection
start time. Unless sufficient information is available in the trace
to account for unseen packets for connections established before
the trace began, we consider the first packet seen for a connection
as the beginning of that connection when we do not see the
initial SYN. Similarly, we account for connections terminated
by a connection reset (RST) rather than a FIN. Due to space
constraints, we omit additional required details such as: out-of-
order packets, retransmitted packets, lost packets, and packets with
bogus SYN/ACK values. Rather, we adopt strategies employed by
earlier efforts faced with similar challenges [32, 35, 20].

Given per-flow, per-application information, we apply a series
of rules to extract values for our target parameters. The first step is
to generate session information from connection information. We
sort the list of all connections corresponding to an application in
increasing order of connection establishment times. The first time
a connection appears with a given source IP address we designate a
session initiation and record the start time. A session consists of one
or more RREs (Request-Response-Exchanges). An RRE consists
of one or more connections. For instance, 10 parallel connections to
download images in a web page constitutes a single RRE. Likewise,
the request for the base HTML page and its response will be another
RRE. We also initialize the start time of the first connection as the
beginning of the first RRE and set the number of connections in this
session to 1. Finally, we record the FIN time for the connection.

Upon seeing additional connections for an already discerned
IP address, we perform one of the following actions.
i) If the SYN time of this new connection is within an RREtimeout
limit (a configurable parameter), we conclude that the connection
belongs to the same RRE (i.e., it is a parallel or simultaneous
connection), and update our number of connections parameter. We
also update the RREEnd (termination time of all connections) of
the RRE as the max of all connection termination times. Finally,
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Layer Variable in our Parameterization model : Description

Users ClientIP ; numRRE: Number of RREs ; interRRE think time

RRE numconn: Number of Connections ; interConn: Time between start of connections

Connection numpairs: number of Request/Response exchanges per connection ; Transport: TCP/UDP based on the application ;
ServerIP ; RESPonse sizes ; REQuest sizes ; reqthink: User think time between exchanges on a connection

Packet packet size: (MTU); bitrate: packet arrival distribution (only for UDP right now)

Network Link Latency ; Delay; Loss rates

Table 1: Structural Model of Traffic. For each new HTTP session, for instance, we pick a randomly generated value (from the

corresponding distribution) for each of the variables. First we pick a client and then decide how many RREs to generate along with

their interRRE times. For each RRE we decide how many parallel connections (separated by interConn times) to open and to whom

(server). Within a connection we decide the total number of request response exchanges along with the request, response sizes and

the request think time (reqthink) separating them.

we record the difference in start times of this new connection from
the previous connection (interConn) in the same RRE.
ii) If the SYN time of this new connection is not within the
RREtimeout limit, we declare the termination of the current RRE
and mark the beginning of a new RRE. We also calculate the time
difference in the max FIN of the previous RRE and the start of
this RRE. If that time difference is within the SESStimeout limit
(another configurable parameter), we associate the new RRE with
an existing session. Otherwise, we conclude that a new session
has started. For each connection we also record the request think
time as the time difference between a response from the server
and the subsequent request from the client. We have analyzed a
variety of values for our configurable thresholds such as RREEnd
and SESStimeout. While we omit the details for brevity, using
RREtimeout = 30sec and SESStimeout = 5min works well
for a range of scenarios.

In summary, each session consists of a number of RREs,
which in turn consist of a number of protocol connections. Given
information on individual sessions and their corresponding RREs,
we extract a frequency distribution for each to generate empirical
cumulative distribution functions (CDF). At this stage, we have
the choice of either stopping with the empirical distributions
or performing curve-fitting to analytical equations [31]. For this
work, we choose the former approach for simplicity and because
it accurately represents observed data (for instance, capturing
outliers), and leave the derivation and use of analytic distributions
to future work.

3.2 Extracting network characteristics
Given models of individual flows crossing a target network

link, we next require an understanding of the characteristics of the
network links responsible for transmitting data to and from the
target link for the hosts communicating across the link. Of course,
we can only approximate the dynamically changing bandwidth,
latency and loss rate characteristics of all links that carry flows that
eventually arrive at our target from a single packet trace. While we
developed a number of techniques independently and while it is
impossible to determine the extent to which our approach differs
from techniques in the literature (where important details may be
omitted and source code is often unavailable), we do not necessarily
innovate in our ability to passively extract wide-area network
conditions from an existing packet trace. Rather, our contribution
is to show that it is possible to both capture and replay these
network conditions with sufficient fidelity to reproduce essential
characteristics of the original trace. § 5 quantifies the extent to
which we are successful. Likewise, we assume that the modeled
parameters (CDFs) are stationary for the duration of the trace.

Augmenting our models to account for the changing nature [45]
of these (for instance, changing bandwidth) is part of ongoing
work. For the traces we consider, non-stationarity has not been a
significant obstacle.

We extract network characteristics as follows. For each host
(unique IP address) communicating across the target link we wish
to measure the delays, capacities and loss rates of the set of links
connecting the host to the target link as shown in Figure 1. For
simplicity, we aggregate all links from a source to the target and the
links from the target to the destination into single logical links with
aggregate capacity, loss rate, and latency corresponding to the links
that make up this aggregate. Thus, in our model we employ four
separate logical links (assuming assymetric link characteristics)
responsible for carrying traffic to and from the target link for all
communicating hosts. For cases where sufficient information is
not available—for instance if we do not see ACKs in the reverse
direction—we approximate link characteristics for the host as the
mean of the observed values for all other hosts on its side of the
target link for the same application.

Link delays: Consider a flow from a client C initiating a TCP
connection to a server S as shown in Figure 1. We use each flow in
the underlying trace between these hosts as samples for the four sets
of links responsible for carrying traffic between the flow endpoints.
We record four quantities for packets arriving at the target link
in both directions. First, we record the time difference between a
SYN (from C) and the corresponding SYN+ACK (from S) as a
sample to estimate the sum of link delays l2 and l3 (Figure 2).
Next, we measure the difference between the SYN+ACK and the
corresponding ACK packet as samples to estimate the sum of
delays l4 and l1 (not shown). We use the difference between a
response packet and its corresponding ACK (from C) to estimate
the sum of delays l4 and l1 as shown in Figure 3. Finally, we
measure the time between a data packet and its corresponding ACK
(from S) as further samples for l2 + l3 (not shown).

For this analysis, we only consider hosts that have 5 or more
sample values in the trace. We use the median (per host) of the
sample values to approximate the sum of link delays (l1+l4 or
l2+l3). We chose the median because in our current configuration
we assign static latency values to the links in our topology and the
median should be representative of the time it takes for a packet
to reach the target link once it leaves hosts on either end. One
assumption behind our work is that flows follow symmetric paths
in the forward and reverse direction, allowing us to assign values
for l1 and l4 from samples of l1 + l4. Figure 5 for instance shows
the two-way delay for hosts on either side of the target link in the
Auck trace (§5).
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Link Capacities: We employ the following variant of packet-
pair techniques to estimate link capacities. We extract consecutive
data packets not separated by a corresponding ACK from the other
side. The time difference between these packet-pairs gives an esti-
mate [11, 31] of the time for the packets to traverse the bottleneck
link from the host to the target link. It is then straightforward to
calculate the bottleneck capacity using the formula:
LinkCapacity * TimeDifference = PacketSize.

With widespread use of delayed ACKs in TCP, half of the
packets are sent as packet-pairs. To account for this shortcoming,
we sort the packet-pair time separation values in ascending order
and ignore the bottom half. Of course, it is known that packet-pair
techniques overestimate the bottleneck capacity [11] and moreover
doing passive estimation means that we cannot control which
packets are actually sent in pairs. To account for this, we use the
50th percentile of the sample values to approximate path capacity
from a given host to the target link. For instance, in Figure 3, we can
estimate c1 and c3 in this fashion. We assume the incoming link to
a host has capacity at least as large as the outgoing link and hence
we approximate c4 and c2 to the values c1 and c3 respectively.

However, post bottleneck link queueing may reduce packet
spacing, inflating our capacity estimates. Likewise, packets sent in
pairs might not arrive at the bottleneck in pairs [19]. Improving
our capacity estimates based on these recent studies is part of our
ongoing work.

Loss Rates: We measure loss rates using retransmissions and
a simple algorithm based on [5]. The algorithm starts by arranging
TCP sequence numbers corresponding to packets of a flow, based
on the timestamps. Next, if there is a missing sequence number in
the timestamp sequence, it usually means that the corresponding
packet was lost en-route to the target link. This is established if
the packet (and the corresponding TCP sequence number) is seen
at a later time indicating retransmission. Such a missing sequence
number is called a “hole” and we count it as a loss event for
estimating p1 in Figure 1. Likewise, if there is an out-of-order TCP

packet (retransmission) with no corresponding hole, it is then likely
that the packet arrived at the target but was lost en-route to the
destination. We use this loss event to estimate p2. p3 and p4 are
estimated in a similar manner when we see flows in the opposite
direction.

Of course the naive algorithm described above needs to
be improved to account for spurious timeouts, correlated losses,
routing changes, etc., and we refer the reader to [5] for a detailed
explanation.

Figure 7 shows the loss rate values extracted for both direc-
tions of traffic of a trace. We assume that losses experienced by a
flow are typically not caused by the traffic we measure directly,
i.e., losses on upstream and downstream links are caused by
ambient congestion elsewhere in the network and not at some other
congestion point shared by multiple hosts from our trace. Using this
assumption, we assign distinct loss rates for links connecting each
host to the target rather than attempting to account for such shared
congestion.

3.3 Generating Swing packet traces
Given application and network models, we are now in position

to generate the actual packet trace based on these characteristics.
Our strategy is to generate live communication among endpoints
exchanging packets across an emulated network topology. We im-
plement custom generators and listeners and pre-configure each to
initiate communication according to the application characteristics
extracted in the previous step. We also configure the network topol-
ogy to match the bandwidth, latency, and loss rate characteristics
of the original trace as described below. We designate a single link
in the configured topology as the target. Our output trace then is
simply a tcpdump of all packets traversing the target during the
duration of a Swing experiment. We run Swing for 5 minutes more
than the duration of the target trace and then ignore the first 5

minutes to focus on steady state characteristics.
For each application in the original trace, we generate a list

of sessions and session start times according to the distribution
of inter-session times measured in the original trace. We then
randomly assign individual sessions to generators to seed the
corresponding configuration file. For each session, we set values
for number of RREs, inter-RRE times, number of connections per
RRE, etc., from the distributions measured in the original trace.

At startup, each generator reads a configuration file that
specifies: i) its IP address, ii) a series of relative time-stamps
designating session initiation times (as generated above), iii) the
number of RREs for each session, iv) the destination address
and communication pattern for each connection within an RRE,
and v) the packet size distribution for each connection. For our
target scenarios, we typically require thousands of generators, each
configured to generate traffic matching the characteristics of a
single application/host pair. We create the necessary configuration
files for all generators according to our extracted application
characteristics. We similarly configure all listeners with their IP
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addresses and directives for responding to individual connections,
e.g., how long to wait before responding (server think time) and the
size of the response.

We run the generators and listeners on a cluster of commodity
workstations, multiplexing multiple instances on each workstation
depending on the requirements of the generated trace. To date,
we have generated traces up to approximately 200Mbps. For the
experiments in this paper, we use 11 2.8 Ghz Xeon processors
running Linux 2.6.10 (Fedora Core 2) with 1GB memory and
integrated Gigabit NICs. For example, for a 200Mbps trace, assum-
ing an even split between generators and listeners (five machines
each), each generator would be responsible for accurately initiating
flows corresponding to 40Mbps on average. Each machine can
comfortably handle the average case though there are significant
bursts that make it important to “over-provision” the experimental
infrastructure.

Critical to our methodology is configuring each of the ma-
chines to route all packets to a single ModelNet [39] core re-
sponsible for emulating the hop-by-hop characteristics of a user-
specified wide-area topology. The source code for ModelNet is
publicly available and we run version 0.99 on a machine identical
to those hosting the generators and listeners. Briefly, ModelNet
subjects each packet to the per-hop bandwidth, delay, queueing,
and loss characteristics of the target topology. ModelNet operates
in real time, meaning that it moves packets from queue to queue
in the target topology before forwarding it on to the destination
machine (one of the 11 running generators/listeners) assuming that
the packet was not dropped because it encountered a full queue
or a lossy link. Earlier work [39] validates ModelNet’s accuracy
using a single core at traffic rates up to 1Gbps (we can generate
higher speed traces in the future by potentially running multiple
cores [43]). Simple configuration commands allow us to assign
multiple IP addresses (for our experiments, typically hundreds) to
each end host.

3.3.1 Creating an emulation topology

The final question revolves around generating the network
topology with appropriate capacity, delay, and loss rate values
to individual links in the topology. We begin with a single bi-
directional link that represents our target link (Figure 4). We assign
a bandwidth and latency (propagation delay) to this link based
on the derived characteristics of the original traced link. The next
step is to add nodes on either side of this target to host generators
and listeners. Ideally, we would create one node/edge in our target
topology for every unique host in the original trace. However,
depending on the size of the trace and the capacity of our emulation
environment, it may be necessary to collapse multiple sources from
the original trace onto a single IP address/generator in our target
topology 1. For the experiments described in the rest of the paper,
we typically collapse up to 10,000 endpoints (depending on the
size of the trace) from the original trace onto 1,000 endpoints in
our emulation environment. Our mapping process ensures that the
generated topology reflects characteristics of the most active hosts.

We base the number of generators we assign to each appli-
cation on the bytes contributed by each application in the original
trace. For instance, if 60% of the bytes in the original trace is HTTP,
then 60% of our generators (each with a unique IP address) in the
emulation topology will be responsible for generating HTTP traffic.

1Such a collapsing impacts the IP address distribution of flows
crossing the target link (i.e., it reduces the number of unique IP
addresses in our generated trace relative to the original trace).
However, as shown in § 5, this does not affect aggregate trace
characteristics, such as bandwidth, packet inter-spacing etc.

We discuss the limitations of this approach in § 6. Next, we assign
hosts to both sides of the target link based on the number of bytes
flowing in each direction in the original trace for that application.
For instance, if there is twice as much HTTP traffic flowing in
Figure 4 from left to right as there is from right to left, we would
then have twice as many HTTP hosts on the left as on the right in
the emulated topology.

3.3.2 Assigning link characteristics to the topology

Given baseline graph interconnectivity consisting of an un-
balanced dumb-bell, we next assign bandwidth and latency values
to these links. We proceed with the distributions measured in the
original trace (§ 3.2) and further weigh these distributions with the
amount of traffic sent across those links in the original trace. Thus,
if a particular HTTP source in the original trace were responsible
for transmitting 20% of the total HTTP bytes using a logical link
with 400 kbps of bandwidth and 50 ms of latency, a randomly
chosen 20% of the links (corresponding to HTTP generators) in
our target topology would be assigned bandwidth/latency values
accordingly. We also assign per-link MTUs to each link based on
distributions from the original trace.

The topology we have at the end of this stage is not one
that accurately represents the total number of hosts with the same
distribution of wide-area characteristics as in the original trace, but
one that is biased towards hosts that generate the most traffic in the
original trace. One alternative is to assign sessions to generators
based on the network characteristics of the sources in the original
trace. We have implemented this strategy as well and it produces
better results with respect to matching trace characteristics, but we
found that it did not offer sufficient randomness in our generated
traces, i.e., the resulting traces too closely matched the charac-
teristics of the original trace making it less interesting from the
perspective of exploring a space or extrapolating to alternative
scenarios.

4. VALIDATION
We now describe our approach for extracting and validating

our parameter values for our model from a number of available
packet traces. In particular, we focus on Mawi [26] traces, a trans-
Pacific line (18Mbps Committed Access Rate on a 100Mbps link),
CAIDA [6] traces from a high-speed OC-48 MFN (Metropolitan
Fibre Network) Backbone 1 link (San Jose to Seattle) as well as
OC3c ATM link traces from the University of Auckland, New
Zealand [2]. These traces come from different geographical loca-
tions and demonstrate variation in application mix and individual
application characteristics (Table 2).

For each trace 2, we first extract distributions of user, network
and application using the methodology outlined in § 3. Next we
generate traffic using Swing and during the live emulation record
each packet that traverses our target link. From the generated
Swing-trace we re-extract parameter values and compare them
to the original values in Table 3. Specifically, we compare: i)
application breakdown, ii) aggregate bandwidth consumption, iii)
packet and byte arrival burstiness, iv) per-application bandwidth
consumption, and v) distributions for our model’s parameter values.
To compare distributions we use various techniques ranging from
visual tests to comparing the median values and Inter-Quartile 3

ranges.
To determine whether we capture the burstiness characteristics

of the original trace, we employ wavelet-based multi-resolution

2UDP traffic (∼ 10% by bytes) was filtered out.
3IQR is the difference in the 75th and 25th percentile values.
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Table 2: Comparing aggregate bandwidth (Mbps) and packets per second (pps) (Trace/Swing) for Auck, Mawi and CAIDA traces.

Trace ↓ Length TOTAL Date Application 1 - HTTP Application 2

Secs Mbps pps Mbps pps Name Mbps pps

Auck 599 5.53 979 2001-06-11 3.33 / 3.24 591 / 509 SQUID 0.55 / 0.55 58 / 57

Mawi 899 17.79 2229 2004-09-23 9.90 / 9.04 1209 / 1101 TCPOTHER 5.58 / 4.96 720 / 609

Mawi2 299 21.96 2907 2004-03-18 13.88 / 12.24 1779 / 1567 TCPOTHER 7.51 / 7.63 972 / 890

CAIDA 300 184.17 22786 2003-04-24 134.93 / 127.56 17404 / 14625 KAZAA 49.24 / 45.97 5382 / 4523

Table 3: Median and IQR parameter values (Trace/Swing) for Auck, Mawi and CAIDA traces.

Model Parameters→ REQ RSP numconn interconn numpairs numrre interRRE reqthink

(Trace)Application(Statistic)↓ (Bytes) (Bytes) (Secs) (Secs) (Secs)

(Auck) HTTP (Median) 420 / 421 747 / 735 1 / 1 0.4 / 0.4 1 / 1 1 / 1 10.9 / 10.5 0.1 / 0.1

(Auck) HTTP (IQR) 201 / 203 3371 / 3357 1 / 1 1.0 / 0.9 0 / 0 0 / 1 8.8 / 8.4 0.8 / 0.8

(Auck) SQUID (Median) 535 / 536 1649 / 1523 2 / 2 1.0 / 1.0 1 / 1 1 / 1 8.6 / 7.7 0.6 / 0.6

(Auck) SQUID (IQR) 178 / 181 5224 / 5225 6 / 6 2.7 / 2.2 2 / 2 1 / 1 7.6 / 4.1 1.4 / 1.4

(Mawi) HTTP (Median) 415 / 414 462 / 438 1 / 1 0.7 / 0.7 1 / 1 1 / 1 10.6 / 10.2 0.2 / 0.2

(Mawi) HTTP (IQR) 406 / 408 2956 / 2947 0 / 0 2.2 / 2.0 0 / 0 0 / 0 9.4 / 8.4 2.0 / 1.9

(Mawi) TCPOTHER (Median) 36 / 36 68 / 80 1 / 1 1.5 / 1.5 1 / 1 1 / 1 10.7 / 11.4 0.1 / 0.1

(Mawi) TCPOTHER (IQR) 1014 / 642 516 / 755 0 / 0 4.9 / 3.3 5 / 5 0 / 0 9.5 / 10.3 0.3 / 0.3

(CAIDA) HTTP (Median) 341 / 341 361 / 355 1 / 1 0.5 / 0.6 1 / 1 1 / 1 10.2 / 10.5 0.1 / 0.0

(CAIDA) HTTP (IQR) 446 / 464 6705 / 6649 1 / 1 1.8 / 1.8 0 / 0 0 / 1 8.9 / 9.0 0.6 / 0.5

(CAIDA) KAZAA (Median) 57 / 57 100 / 96 1 / 1 1.3 / 1.4 1 / 1 1 / 1 12.0 / 16.2 0.2 / 0.1

(CAIDA) KAZAA (IQR) 319 / 316 317 / 324 0 / 0 2.7 / 2.6 0 / 0 0 / 0 14.9 / 12.2 0.6 / 0.5

analysis (MRA) [1, 17, 21] to compare byte and packet-arrival rates
at varying time scales. Intuitively, wavelet scaling plots, or energy
plots, show the variance (burstiness) in the traffic arrival process
at different timescales. It enables visual inspection of the complex
structure in traffic processes. For example, consider the top pair of
curves in Figure 8. The x-axis represents increasing time scales (on
a log scale) beginning at 1 ms and the y-axis is the Energy of the
traffic at a given time scale. A sharp dip in the curve, for instance,
one that happens at time scale of 9 (256ms) suggests a strong
periodicity (and hence lower variance and Energy) around that time
scale. The presence of a dip at the time scale of the dominant RTT
of flows is well understood [12, 21, 41] and results from the self-
clocking nature of TCP. Likewise, if all flows arriving at a target
link are bottle-necked upstream at a link whose capacity is 10Mbps,
then we would expect a dip at 1.2ms (the time to transmit a 1500

byte packet across a 10Mbps link). For more detailed analysis and
interpretation, we refer the reader to [1, 12].

For our purposes, if the energy plot for a generated trace
closely matches the energy plot for the original trace, then we may
conclude that the burstiness of the packet or byte arrival process
matches at a variety of timescales for the two traces. Such matching
is important if the generated traces are to be successfully employed
for scenarios sensitive to burstiness, e.g., high-speed router design,
active queue management, or flow classification. Matching the
energy plot of a given plot at both fine- (sub-RTT) and coarse-
timescales has proven difficult. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first to show such a match across a range of timescales.

5. APPLICATION STUDIES
Given our general validation approach, we now present the

results of case studies for: i) capturing the fine-grained behavior
of individual application classes in our packet traces, ii) validating

macro properties of our generated traces, and iii) matching bursti-
ness of traffic across a range of time granularities.

5.1 Distribution parameters
We first measure Swing’s ability to accurately capture the

distributions for the structural properties of users and applications.
We present results for three representative applications taken from
our three traces: KAZAA from CAIDA, SQUID from Auck, and
HTTP from Mawi. Importantly, our model is generic to each
of these application classes and requires no manual configura-
tion for the various traces/applications. Results for other appli-
cation classes/trace combinations are similar. Table 3 compares
the distribution of our parameters relative to the original trace
(Trace/Swing), with the median values and IQR. Matching IQR
values and the median indicates similar distributions for both the
extracted and generated values.

While the required level of accuracy is application-dependent,
based on these results we are satisfied with our ability to reproduce
application and user characteristics. We have found that model
parameters that attempt to reproduce human/machine think time
are the most difficult to accurately extract and reproduce. For
instance, the IQR of interconn times for Auck/SQUID differs by
500ms. However, our sensitivity experiments (§ 5.3) reveal that
it is important to consider these characteristics to reproduce trace
properties and that our approximations appear sufficient based on
the quality of the generated traces. On the other hand, we achieve
near perfect accuracy for more mechanistic model parameters such
as request and response size (see Table 3).

Given validation of our application and user models, we
next consider wide-area network conditions. Figure 5 shows the
extracted values of the two-way latencies of hosts on either side of
the target link in the Auck trace. More than 75% of the hosts see
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(packets).

a delay of greater than 200ms on one side of the link (Direction 1)
matching our expectation for a cross-continental link. Figure 6
compares Auck’s link capacities for the path connecting the hosts
to the target-link. While in one direction the capacities range
from 1 − 100Mbps, hosts appear to be bottlenecked upstream at
approximately 3.5Mbps in the other direction. These values match
our understanding of typical host characteristics on either side
of the Auck link (we had similarly good results for Mawi and
CAIDA). Finally, Figure 7 presents the loss rate for the trace. For
validation, we also plot the extracted values for delay, capacity, and
loss rate for our Swing-generated traces. We obtain good matches
in all cases. The discrepancy in loss rate behavior results from the
difficulty of disambiguating between losses, retransmissions, and
multi-path routing in a noisy packet trace.

Finally, Table 2 presents aggregate per-application character-
istics of Swing-generated traces compared to the original Auck,
Mawi, and CAIDA traces. In all cases, we are satisfied with
our ability to reproduce aggregate trace characteristics, especially
considering that we are performing no manual tuning on a per-trace
or per-application basis. While we focus on our ability to reproduce
per-application characteristics in this paper, our results are typically
better when reproducing aggregate trace characteristics because of
the availability of more information and less discretization error.

5.2 Wavelet based analysis
Figure 8 compares the wavelet scaling plots for byte arrivals

for HTTP/Auck and corresponding Swing traces. In both plots, the
top pair of curves corresponds to the scaling plots for one traffic
direction (labeled 0) and the bottom curves are for the opposite
direction (labeled 1). A common dip in the top curve corresponds

to the dominant RTT of 200ms (scale 9) as shown in Figure 5.
Likewise, the common dip seen for the bottom pair at a scale
of 3 (8ms) corresponds to the bottleneck upstream capacity of
3.5Mbps (see Figure 6). Figure 9 compares the scaling plots for
byte arrivals for SQUID for the same trace. The relatively flat
structure in Direction 1 relative to the HTTP plot results because
most of the data flows in Direction 0. The significant difference
in SQUID’s behavior relative to HTTP shows the importance of
capturing individual application characteristics, especially if using
Swing to extrapolate to other network settings, e.g., considering
trace behavior in the case when SQUID becomes the dominant
application. Figure 10 shows the corresponding plot for packet ar-
rivals. The close match confirms our ability to reproduce burstiness
at the granularity of both bytes and packets.

Figure 11 shows the scaling plot for HTTP byte arrivals in the
Mawi trace. The plot differs significantly from the corresponding
Auck plot (see Figure 8) but Swing can accurately reproduce it
without manual tuning. Consider another trace from the Mawi
repository taken six months earlier as shown in Figure 12. Applica-
tion burstiness changes over time in this trace and Swing accurately
captures this evolving behavior. Finally, Figure 13 shows the energy
plot for both directions of HTTP traffic in the CAIDA trace as
validation of our ability to generalize to a higher-bandwidth trace
as well as to a trace taken from a fundamentally different network
location.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to reproduce
observed burstiness in generated traces across a range of time
scales. While our relatively simple model cannot capture all rel-
evant trace conditions (such as the number of intermediate hops to
the target link), an important contribution of this work demonstrates
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ability.

that capturing and reproducing a relatively simple set of trace
conditions is sufficient to capture burstiness, at least for the traces
we considered. Earlier work [12] shows that global scaling (at time
scales beyond the dominant RTT) can be captured by modeling, for
instance, response sizes as a heavy-tailed distribution. Our work on
the other hand, shows how to extract appropriate distributions from
the underlying trace (rather than assuming particular distributions
for individual parameters), reproduces burstiness at a variety of
time scales (including those smaller than the dominant RTT), and
considers both the bytes and packet arrival processes for traffic in
two directions.

5.3 Sensitivity
One question is whether our model parameters are necessary

and sufficient to reproduce trace characteristics. Similarly, it would
be interesting to quantify the relative importance of individual
parameters under different settings. While a detailed analysis
is beyond the scope of this paper, we have investigated trace
sensitivity to our parameters and have found that all aspects of our
model do indeed influence resulting accuracy to varying extents.
We present a subset of our findings here.

We start with the importance of capturing and reproducing
wide-area network conditions as it appears to be the biggest
contributor to burstiness in the original trace. Consider the case
where we omit emulating wide-area network conditions and simply
play back modeled user and application characteristics across
an unconstrained network (switched Gigabit Ethernet). While we
roughly maintain aggregate trace characteristics such as bandwidth
(not shown), Figure 14 shows that we lose the rich structure present
at sub-RTT scales and the overall burstiness characteristics. This
result shows that two generated traces with the same average-case

behavior can have vastly different structure. Hence, it is important
to consider network conditions to reproduce the structure in an
original trace. This figure also shows that capturing any single
aspect of wide-area network conditions is likely insufficient to
reproduce trace characteristics. For instance, only reproducing link
latencies (with unconstrained capacity and no loss rate) improves
the shape of the plot relative to an unconstrained network but
remains far from the original trace characteristics. Likewise, having
both latency and capacity is also insufficient though progressively
better.

Accurate network modeling alone is insufficient to reproduce
burstiness. As one example, the top two curves in Figure 15
show the degradation when we omit interRRE from our model
for HTTP/Auck. Similarly, the bottom pair of curves show the
increase in burstiness at large time scales when we omit interconn
for SQUID/Auck.

As in § 2, one of our goals is to generate a family of traces
starting from a given trace using indepedent model and parameters.
While this approach allows us to introduce more variability in
Swing-generated traces, it is important to consider the resulting
deviation from the original trace. To address this question we
perform the following experiment. We start with the Auck trace and
vary the initial random seed to our traffic generator and generate
10 Swing traces. Figure 16 shows the variability across the different
runs. For Swing curves, we plot average values across the 10 runs
for each time scale and show the standard deviation using error
bars. While the average curves closely follow Auck, at large time
scales we see a few examples where the energy plot does not
completely overlap with the baseline. While it is feasible to reduce
variability, overall we prefer the ability to explore the range of
possible behavior starting with an original trace.
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5.4 Responsiveness
We now explore Swing’s ability to project traffic into alternate

scenarios. Figure 17 shows the effect of doubling the link latencies
(all other model parameters remain unchanged) for HTTP/Mawi.
Once again, while aggregate trace characteristics are roughly main-
tained (8.17mbps vs. 9mbps), burstiness can vary significantly.
Overall, we find that relatively accurate estimates of network
conditions (at least within a factor of two) are required to capture
burstiness and that, encouragingly, changing estimates for network
conditions match expectations for the resulting energy plot. For
instance, doubling the RTT moves the significant dip to the right
by one unit as the X-axis is on a log2 scale. We also consider the
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effects of doubling request and response sizes for the same trace.
Once again, the energy plot shows the expected effect: the relative
shape of the curve remains the same, but with significantly more
energy at all time scales. The average bandwidth increases from
9mbps to 19mbps.

Finally, we explore Swing’s ability to project to alternate
application mixes during traffic generation. For the Auck trace
(Table 2), we increase the number of SQUID sessions by a factor of
20 while leaving all other model parameters (for different applica-
tions and network conditions) identical. The average bandwidth of
the trace increased to 15mbps. Earlier figures 8 and 9 highlighted
the difference in burstiness characteristics of the two applications.
SQUID has a much more pronounced dip at time scale 9 and the
curve in smaller time scales is more convex in shape. The energy
plot of the overall trace is a function of the burstiness of individual
applications and hence increasing the percentage of SQUID should
make the overall energy plot resemble SQUID. Figure 18 shows the
curves that verify this hypothesis. For comparison we also show the
energy plot corresponding to SQUID in the original trace.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In addition to the discussion in the body of the paper, we

identify a number of additional limitations with methodology
in this section. First, we model application behavior based on
the information we can glean from the available packet traces
containing only packet headers. A number of efforts have studied
application behavior by tracing full application-level information
for peer-to-peer [14], multimedia [38], and HTTP [3] workloads.
In ongoing work, we aim to show that our model can be populated
from such application-level traces and workload generators. Our
initial results are encouraging.

Swing’s accuracy will be limited by the accuracy of the
models it extracts for user, application, and network behavior.
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The quality of our traces also impacts our results. For instance,
we have found inter-packet timings in pcap traces that should
not be possible based on the measured link’s capacity. Pervasive
routing asymmetry also means that bi-directional model extraction
can introduce errors in some cases. Finally, using homogeneous
protocol stacks on end hosts limit our ability to reproduce the mix
of network stacks (e.g., TCP flavors) seen across an original trace.

Because we are generating traffic for a dumbbell topology
and we focus on producing accurate packet traces in terms of
bandwidth and burstiness we only focus on a subset of our initial
parameters. In particular we do not currently model the distribution
of requests and responses among particular clients and servers and
we do not model server think time. We split the total number of
hosts in the emulation topology weighed by the number of bytes
transmitted per-application in the original trace. One problem with
this approach is that we lose the spatial locality of the same host
simultaneously engaging in, e.g., HTTP, P2P and SMTP sessions.
Finally, in this paper we only consider TCP applications. Our
implementation does support UDP but we leave a detailed analysis
of our techniques and accuracy to future work.

In this work, we focus on generating realistic traces for a
single network link. For a variety of studies, it may be valuable
to simultaneously generate accurate communication characteristics
across multiple links in a large topology. We consider this to be
an interesting and challenging avenue for future research though it
will likely require access to simultaneous packet traces at multiple
vantage points to accurately populate some extended version of our
proposed model.

7. RELATED WORK
Our work benefits from related efforts in a variety of disci-

plines. We discuss a number of these areas below.
Application-specific workload generation: There have been

many attempts to design application-specific workload generators.
Examples include Surge [3], which follows empirically-derived
models for web traffic [25] and models of TELNET, SMTP, NNTP
and FTP [31]. Cao et.al [7] perform source-level modeling of
HTTP. However, they attempt to parameterize the round-trip times
seen by the client rather than capture it empirically. Relative to
these efforts, Swing attempts to capture the packet communication
patterns of a variety of applications (rather than individual appli-
cations) communicating across wide-area networks. Application-
specific workload generators are agnostic to particular network
bandwidths and latencies, TCP particularities, etc. Although recent
efforts characterize P2P workloads at the packet [14] and flow
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level [34] we are not aware of any real workload generator for such
systems.

Synthetic traffic trace generation: One way to study statistical
properties of applications and users is through packet traces from
existing wide-area links, such as those available from CAIDA [6]
and NLANR [29]. However, these traces are based on past mea-
surements, making it difficult to extrapolate to other workload and
topology scenarios. RAMP [8] generates high bandwidth traces
using a simulation environment involving source-level models for
HTTP and FTP only. We, on the other hand advocate a single
parameterization model with different parameters (distributions)
for different applications. Rupp et. al [33] introduce a packet trace
manipulation framework for testbeds. They present a set of rules to
manipulate a given network trace, for instance, stretch the duration
of existing flows, add new flows, change packet size distributions,
etc. Our approach is complementary as we focus on generating the
traces using a first-principles approach by constructing real packet-
exchanging sources and sinks.

Structural model: The importance of structural models is
well documented [13, 41], but a generic structural model for
Internet applications does not exist to date. Netspec [24] builds
source models to generate traffic for Telnet, FTP, voice, video and
WWW but the authors do not show whether the generated traffic
is representative of real traffic. There is also a source model for
HTTP [7]. However, it consists of both application-dependent and
network-dependent parameters (like RTT), making it difficult to
interpret the results and apply them to different scenarios. There
are a number of other available traffic generators [10], however,
none attempt to capture realistic Internet communication patterns,
leaving parameterization of the generator to users. To the best of
our knowledge, we present the first unified framework for structural
modeling of a mix of applications.

Capturing communication characteristics: There have been
attempts to classify applications based on their communication
patterns [22, 28, 35, 42]. Generating traffic based on clusters of
applications grouped according to an underlying model is part of
our ongoing effort.

Harpoon [36] is perhaps most closely related to our effort.
However, there are key differences in the goals of the two projects,
with corresponding differences in design choices and system capa-
bilities. Harpoon models background traffic starting with measured
distributions of flow behavior on a target link. Relative to their
effort, we consider the characteristics of individual applications
enabling us to vary the mix of, for instance, HTTP versus P2P
traffic in projected future settings. More importantly, Harpoon
is designed to match distributions from the underlying trace at
a coarse granularity (minutes) and thus does not either extract
or playback network characteristics. Swing, on the other hand,
extracts distributions for the wide-area characteristics of flows that
cross a particular link, enabling us to reproduce burstiness of the
packet-arrival process at sub-RTT time scales. This further allows
us to predict the effects, at least roughly, on a packet trace of
changing network conditions.

Relative to recent work investigating the causes for sub-RTT
burstiness [21], we focus on extracting the necessary characteristics
from existing traces to reproduce such burstiness in live packet
traces. As part of future work, we hope to corroborate their findings
regarding the causes of sub-RTT burstiness.

Felix et. al [16] generate realistic TCP workloads using a
one-to-one mapping of connections from the original trace to the
test environment. Our effort differs from theirs in a number of
ways. We develop a session model on top of their connection
model and this is crucial since the termination time of previous

connections determine the start duration of future connections for
a user/session, thereby making any static connection replay model
essentially unresponsive to changes in the underlying model. As
described earlier, we also advocate a common parameterization
model for various application classes instead of grouping them all
under one class.

Passive estimation of wide-area characteristics: Our effort
builds upon existing work on estimating wide-area network char-
acteristics without active probing. Jaiswal et. al [20] use passive
measurement to infer round trip times by looking at traffic flowing
across a single link. Our methodology for estimating RTTs is
closely related to this effort, though we extend it to build distinct
distributions for the sender- versus receiver-side.

Our approach to measuring RTT distributions is more general
than the popular approach of measuring a single RTT distribution
and dividing it by two to set latencies on each side of the target
link [9]. Such techniques assume that the target link is close to
the border router of an organization, an assumption that is clearly
not general to arbitrary traces (including Mawi). Our techniques
for estimating link capacity measure the mean dispersion of packet
pairs sent from the sender to the target link, as in [11, 19]. Finally,
we resolve ambiguities in loss rate estimates using techniques
similar to [5]. Our approach to measuring RTT and loss rates is
also similar to T-RAT [44]. However, our goals are different: while
T-RAT focuses on analyzing the cause for slowdowns on a per-flow
basis, we are interested in determining the distribution of network
characteristics across time for individual hosts.

In [4] the authors profile various delay components in Web
transactions by tracing TCP packets exchanged between clients and
servers. This work assumes the presence of traces at both the client
and server side and focuses on a single application. For our work,
we utilize a single trace at an arbitrary point in the network and
extract information on a variety of applications. Further, while we
focus on generating realistic and responsive packet traces based on
the measured application, network, and user behavior at a single
point in the network, their effort focuses on root-cause analysis—
determining the largest bottleneck to end-to-end performance in a
particular system deployment.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop a comprehensive framework for

generating realistic packet traces. We argue that capturing and
reproducing essential characteristics of a packet trace requires a
model for user, application, and network behavior. We then present
one such model and demonstrate how it can be populated using
existing packet header traces. Our tool, Swing, uses these models
to generate live packet traces by matching user and application
characteristics on commodity operating systems subject to the com-
munication characteristics of an appropriately configured emulated
network. We show that our generated traces match both aggregate
characteristics and burstiness in the byte and packet arrival process
across a variety of timescales when compared to the original trace.
Further, we show initial results suggesting that users can modify
subsets of our semantically meaningful model to extrapolate to
alternate user, application, and network conditions.

Overall, we hope that Swing will enable quantifying the
impact on traffic characteristics of: i) changing network conditions,
such as increasing capacities or decreasing round trip times, ii)
changing application mix, for instance, determining the effects of
increased peer-to-peer application activity, and iii) changing user
behavior, for example, determining the effects of users retrieving
video rather than audio content. Similarly, Swingwill enable the
evaluation of a variety of higher-level application studies, such as
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bandwidth/capacity estimation tools and dynamically reconfigur-
ing overlays, subject to realistic levels of background traffic and
network variability.
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ABSTRACT

A basic calculus is presented for stochastic service guaran-
tee analysis in communication networks. Central to the cal-
culus are two definitions, maximum-(virtual)-backlog-centric
(m.b.c) stochastic arrival curve and stochastic service curve,
which respectively generalize arrival curve and service curve
in the deterministic network calculus framework. With m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve and stochastic service curve, vari-
ous basic results are derived under the (min, +) algebra for
the general case analysis, which are crucial to the develop-
ment of stochastic network calculus. These results include
(i) superposition of flows, (ii) concatenation of servers, (iii)
output characterization, (iv) per-flow service under aggre-
gation, and (v) stochastic backlog and delay guarantees. In
addition, to perform independent case analysis, stochastic
strict server is defined, which uses an ideal service process
and an impairment process to characterize a server. The
concept of stochastic strict server not only allows us to im-
prove the basic results (i) – (v) under the independent case,
but also provides a convenient way to find the stochastic ser-
vice curve of a serve. Moreover, an approach is introduced
to find the m.b.c stochastic arrival curve of a flow and the
stochastic service curve of a server.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2 [Computer Communication Networks]: Miscella-
neous; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling tech-
niques

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand on transmitting multimedia and

other real time applications over the Internet has motivated
the study of quality of service guarantees. Although these
applications are both delay and loss sensitive, they usually
can tolerate some delay and loss. As a result, stochastic
quality of service guarantees may be well suitable for such
applications. In addition, many types of networks only pro-
vide stochastic service guarantees. Examples of such net-
works are wireless networks and multiaccess networks. In
wireless networks, the capacity of a wireless channel may
vary with time in a random manner due to channel impair-
ment, contention and other causes. In multiaccess networks
such as CSMA (carrier sense multiple access) networks, the
server capacity seen by a user also varies over time, which
depends largely on the traffic characteristics of other users.
Because of this, research on stochastic service guarantees
has become critical. In particular, the development of an
information theory for stochastic service guarantee analysis
has been identified as a grand challenge for future network-
ing research [37]. Towards it, stochastic network calculus,
the probabilistic version of the (deterministic) network cal-
culus [10][11][12][5][23][1][24][8], has been recognized by re-
searchers as a crucial step (e.g. [37][27]).

In recent years, many attempts have been made for devel-
oping a stochastic network calculus, which include [22][39][5]
[6] [25][13][31][34][40][4][26][28][2][19][18][9][17]. However, the
following basic properties required by a network calculus
have made the stochastic network calculus challenging:

(P.1) (Superposition Property) The superposition of flows
can be represented using the same traffic model;

(P.2) (Concatenation Property) The concatenation of
servers can be represented using the same server model;

(P.3) (Output Characterization) The output of a flow
from a server can be represented using the same traffic
model;

(P.4) (Per-Flow Service) The service received by a flow in
an aggregate can be represented using the same server
model;

(P.5) (Service Guarantees) Stochastic backlog and delay
guarantees can be derived.

The need of the above summarized properties has been ex-
tensively (although separately) discussed in the literature,
e.g. (P.1) (P.3) (P.5) in [22][39][5], (P.4) in [31][29], and
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(P.2) in [18][9]. Among these required properties (P.1) –
(P.5), (P.1) is only related to traffic model and (P.2) only to
server model, while the other three are related to both. Built
upon (deterministic) arrival curve for traffic model and (de-
terministic) service curve for server mode, the deterministic
network calculus developed under the (min, +) algebra [3]
has all these properties. However, for the stochastic network
calculus, to the best of our knowledge, no literature attempt
has successfully addressed (P.1) – (P.5) in all.

In addition to properties (P.1) – (P.5), another challenge
for developing the stochastic network calculus is to provide
approaches to characterizing traffic or service with parame-
ters or models that are known or can be easily obtained. In
the deterministic network calculus, token bucket has been
used for implementation and description of an arrival curve;
Guaranteed Rate server [15] and equivalently Latency Rate
server [35] [16], to which many well-known schedulers have
been proved to belong (e.g. [16][24][17]), can be used to find
the service curve of a server. Among existing attempts for
the stochastic network calculus, only a few have focused on
this challenge, which include [5][6][19] for traffic model and
[26][18] for server model.

The third challenge is specific to the stochastic network
calculus, which is independent case analysis. In the deter-
ministic network calculus, dependence between flows and
servers is not taken into account since the analysis is based
on the worst case. However, for the stochastic network cal-
culus, since traffic processes and service processes are gener-
ally stochastic processes, it is natural to analyze cases where
these processes are independent so that improved results
may be obtained. To date, in the context of stochastic net-
work calculus, although independent case analysis results
are available, most of them are for property (P.1) (e.g. [5][6])
and no independent case analysis result is available for (P.2)
– (P.5) when the server is stochastic.

Until now, the development of a stochastic network cal-
culus successfully addressing these there challenges remains
an open problem. The main contribution of this paper is to
define models and derive results for these challenges. These
models and results in all form a basic calculus for stochas-
tic service guarantee analysis. In particular, first, we define
a traffic model and a server model. These two models are
maximum-(virtual)-backlog-centric (m.b.c) stochastic arrival
curve and stochastic service curve. The former is a gener-
alization of (deterministic) arrival curve based on its maxi-
mum virtual backlog property: the maximum backlog of a
virtual single server queue fed with a flow with an arrival
curve is upper-bounded. The latter is a generalization of
(deterministic) service curve, which is stronger than a pre-
viously used stochastic server model [13][29][28], called weak
stochastic service curve in this paper. With m.b.c stochastic
arrival curve and stochastic service curve, we prove proper-
ties (P.1) – (P.5) under the (min, +) algebra [3] for the
general case where flows and servers could be dependent.

Second, we derive properties (P.1) – (P.5) for the indepen-
dent case. For this, we define stochastic strict server, which
is based on a simple observation and uses two stochastic pro-
cesses to characterize a server. These two processes are an
ideal service process and an impairment process. We show
that if the impairment process has a m.b.c stochastic ar-
rival curve, a stochastic strict server has a stochastic service
curve. Importantly, the notions of stochastic strict server
and impairment process allow us to perform study on (P.2)

– (P.5) for the independent case and obtain results that can
be significantly better than those from the (min, +) analysis.

Third, we prove results that can be used to find the m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve of a flow and the stochastic service
curve of a server. For this, we focus on the m.b.c stochastic
arrival curve of a stochastic process, with which the stochas-
tic service curve of a stochastic strict server can also be de-
rived. We prove that under some general conditions, if a pro-
cess is (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained [5][6][7], it has a m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve. Since many widely used processes
can be characterized using (σ(θ), ρ(θ)) [5][6][7], they can be
readily represented using m.b.c stochastic arrival curve.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we introduce the network model and derive some prelim-
inary results. In Section 3, we present the basic stochastic
network calculus under the (min, +) algebra, which include
the m.b.c stochastic arrival curve traffic model, the stochas-
tic service curve server model, and the basic properties (P.1)
– (P.5). In Section 4, we define stochastic strict server and
prove properties (P.1) – (P.5) for the independent case. In
Section 5, we show that a (σ(θ), ρ(θ)) process has a m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve. In Section 6, we compare the prop-
erties provided by various combinations of stochastic arrival
curves and stochastic service curves. Other related works
are also reviewed and discussed in this section. Finally we
conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Network Model and Notation
We consider a lossless communication system which is

modeled by various processes. A process is defined to be
a function of time t, (t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ). It could count the
amount of traffic arriving to some network element, the
amount of traffic departing from the network element, the
amount of service provided by the network element, or the
amount of service failed to be provided by the network el-
ement due to some impairment to it. In this case, we call
the process arrival process denoted by A(t), departure pro-
cess denoted by A∗(t), service process denoted by S(t), or
impairment process denoted by I(t) respectively. In this pa-
per, we assume all processes are defined on t ≥ 0 and by
convention, have zero value at t = 0, i.e. A(0) = A∗(0) =
S(0) = I(0) = 0. For any 0 ≤ s ≤ t, we denote A(s, t) ≡
A(t)−A(s), A∗(s, t) ≡ A∗(t)−A∗(s), S(s, t) ≡ S(t) −S(s),
and I(s, t) ≡ I(t) − I(s).

Wherever necessary, we use subscripts to distinguish dif-
ferent flows, and use superscripts to distinguish different
network elements. Specifically, An

i and An∗
i represent the

arrival and departure processes of flow i from network ele-
ment n respectively, Sn

i the service process provided to flow
i by the network element, and In the impairment process
suffered by the network element.

For any processes X(t) and Y (t), the following inequali-
ties hold. They can be easily verified. Particularly, for (1),
sup0≤s≤t[X(s)+Y (s)] ≤ sup0≤s≤t[X(s)+ sup0≤s≤t Y (s)] =
sup0≤s≤t X(s)+ sup0≤s≤t Y (s). (2) can be proved similarly.

sup
0≤s≤t

[X(s) + Y (s)] ≤ sup
0≤s≤t

X(s) + sup
0≤s≤t

Y (s) (1)

inf
0≤s≤t

[X(s)− Y (s)] ≥ inf
0≤s≤t

X(s) − sup
0≤s≤t

Y (s). (2)

For any two random variables X and Y , we say X is
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stochastically equal to (smaller than; larger than) Y , writ-
ten X =st (≤st;≥st)Y , if P{X > x} = (≤;≥)P{Y > x} or
P{X ≤ x} = (≥;≤)P{Y ≤ x} for all x [36][32].

We denote by F the set of non-negative wide-sense in-
creasing functions, or

F = {f(·) : ∀0 ≤ x ≤ y, f(x) ≥ 0, f(x) ≤ f(y)},

and by F̄ the set of non-negative wide-sense decreasing func-
tions, or,

F̄ = {f(·) : ∀0 ≤ x ≤ y, f(x) ≥ 0, f(y) ≤ f(x)}.

By definition, A, A∗, S and I belong to F . In addition, for
any random variable X , its distribution function, denoted
by FX(x) ≡ P{X ≤ x}, belongs to F and its compliment
distribution function, denoted by F̄X ≡ P{X > x}, belongs
to F̄ .

We adopt the following operations defined under the (min,
+) algebra [3]:

• The (min, +) convolution of functions f and g is

(f ⊗ g)(x) = inf
0≤y≤x

[f(y) + g(x − y)].

• The (min, +) deconvolution of functions f and g is

(f ⊘ g)(x) = sup
y≥0

[f(x + y) − g(y)].

• The pointwise minimum of functions f and g is

(f ∧ g)(x) = min[f(x), g(x)].

• The pointwise maximum of functions f and g is

(f ∨ g)(x) = max[f(x), g(x)].

In addition, we shall need the normal convolution for inde-
pendent case analysis:

• The normal convolution of functions f and g is

(f ∗ g)(x) =

∫ x

0

f(x − y)dg(y).

For function f in F , we set f(x) = f(0) for any x < 0.
For function f in F̄ , we also set f(x) = f(0) for any x <
0. For the (min, +) convolution of functions in F̄ , we set
f ⊗ g(x) = +∞ for any x < 0. For the normal convolution
of functions in F̄ , we set (f ∗ g)(x) = 0 for any x < 0.

For ease of exposition, we adopt

[x]1 ≡ min[x, 1] and (x)+ ≡ max[x, 0].

For later analysis, we need the following result that is
a special case of literature results for one function of two
random variables (e.g. see p. 141 of [30]), which can also be
easily verified.

Lemma 2.1. Consider random variable X. For any x ≥
0, P{(X)+ > x} = P{X > x}.

2.2 Service Guarantee Analysis
For service guarantee analysis of a system, we are inter-

ested in two quantities: backlog and delay defined as [12][7][24]:

• The backlog B(t) in the system at time t is
B(t) = A(t) − A∗(t);

• The delay D(t) at time t is
D(t) = inf{d ≥ 0 : A(t) ≤ A∗(t + d)}.

In the context of network calculus for deterministic service
guarantee analysis, the (deterministic) arrival curve traffic
model and the (deterministic) service curve server model
are the most fundamental and important concepts. Their
definitions are as follows:

Definition 2.1. A flow is said to have a (deterministic)
arrival curve α ∈ F iff for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t, there holds (e.g.
[24])

A(s, t) ≤ α(t − s). (3)

Definition 2.2. A server is said to provide a (determin-
istic) service curve β ∈ F to its arrival A, iff for all t ≥ 0,
its departure A∗ satisfies (e.g. [24])

A∗(t) ≥ A ⊗ β(t). (4)

Inspired by the ideas behind arrival curve and service
curve, several probabilistic versions of them have been pro-
posed in the literature for the stochastic network calculus
[39][25][13] [34][40][4][26][28][2][19][9].

For traffic models, they can be generalized into two mod-
els, which are called in this paper t.a.c stochastic arrival
curve and v.b.c stochastic arrival curve:

Definition 2.3. A flow is said to have a traffic-amount-
centric (t.a.c) stochastic arrival curve α ∈ F with bounding
function f ∈ F̄, denoted by A ∼ta 〈f,α〉, iff, for all 0 ≤ s ≤
t and all x ≥ 0, there holds

P{A(s, t) − α(t − s) > x} ≤ f(x). (5)

Definition 2.4. A flow is said to have a virtual-backlog-
centric (v.b.c) stochastic arrival curve α ∈ F with bounding
function f ∈ F̄ , denoted by A ∼vb 〈f, α〉, iff for all t ≥ 0
and all x ≥ 0, there holds

P{ sup
0≤s≤t

[A(s, t) − α(t − s)] > x} ≤ f(x). (6)

For server models, most of them belong to what we shall
call weak stochastic service curve:

Definition 2.5. A server S is said to prove a weak stochas-
tic service curve β ∈ F with bounding function g ∈ F̄, de-
noted by S ∼ws 〈g, β〉, iff for all t ≥ 0 and all x ≥ 0, there
holds

P{A ⊗ β(t)− A∗(t) > x} ≤ g(x). (7)

It can be easily verified that the EBB (exponentially bound-
ed burstiness) model in [39], the SBB (stochastically bounded
burstiness) model in [34], and the effective envelope or sta-
tistical envelope in [4][26][9] are special cases of t.a.c stochas-
tic arrival curve (5). The stochastic smoothness constraint
traffic models in [13], the gSBB (generalized stochastically
bounded burstiness) in [40][19], and the traffic model used in
[28][2] belong to v.b.c stochastic arrival curve (6). For server
models, the EBF (exponentially bounded fluctuation) model
in [25], the stochastic service constraint server models in [13]
and the effective service curve or statistical service curve in
[4][26][9] can be easily mapped to weak stochastic service
curve (7). In addition, the server model defined in [28] and
used in [29][19] is a special case of weak stochastic service
curve.
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2.3 Properties of F̄, ∧, ∨, and ⊗

It has been proved that (F ,∧,⊗) is a complete dioid [3],
(which is defined to have all the properties listed in Lemma
2.2 below), with zero function ǫ and identity function e
where ǫ(x) = +∞ for all x ≥ 0, and e(x) = 0 if x = 0
and otherwise +∞ [3][8][24]. For (F̄ ,∧,⊗), the following
result shows it also is a complete dioid with zero function ǭ
and identity function ē where ǭ(x) = +∞ for all x ≥ 0 and
ē(x) = 0 for all x ≥ 0. Its proof and the omitted proofs of
other results in the paper can be found in [20].

Lemma 2.2. (F̄ ,∧,⊗) is a complete dioid having the fol-
lowing properties:

(i) Closure property: ∀f, g ∈ F̄ , f ∧ g ∈ F̄; f ⊗ g ∈ F̄.

(ii) Associativity: ∀f, g ∈ F̄, (f ∧ g) ∧ h = f ∧ (g ∧ h);
(f ⊗ g) ⊗ h = f ⊗ (g ⊗ h).

(iii) Commutativity: ∀f, g ∈ F̄ , f∧g = g∧f ; f⊗g = g⊗f .

(iv) Distributivity: ∀f, g, h ∈ F̄, (f ∧ g) ⊗ h = (f ⊗ h) ∧
(g ⊗ h).

(v) Zero element: ∀f ∈ F̄, f ∧ ǭ = f .

(vi) Absorbing zero element: ∀f ∈ F̄, f ⊗ ǭ = ǭ ⊗ f = ǭ.

(vii) Identity element: ∀f ∈ F̄, f ⊗ ē = ē ⊗ f = f .

(viii) Idempotency of addition: ∀f ∈ F̄, f ∧ f = f .

In addition, we have the following properties:

Lemma 2.3. ∀f1, f2, g1, g2 ∈ F̄ ,

(ix) Comparison: f1 ∧ f2 ≤ f1 ∨ f2 ≤ f1 ⊗ f2;

(x) Monotonicity: If f1 ≤ g1 and f2 ≤ g2, then f1 ⊗ f2 ≤
g1 ⊗ g2; f1 ∧ f2 ≤ g1 ∧ g2; f1 ∨ f2 ≤ g1 ∨ g2.

For stochastic service guarantee analysis, we shall rely
on compliment distribution functions of random variables,
which are functions in F̄ . For such functions, we have the
following result:

Lemma 2.4. For any random variables X and Y , and
∀x ≥ 0, there holds,

F̄X+Y (x) ≤ (F̄X ⊗ F̄Y )(x), (8)

and, if F̄X(x) ≤ f(x) and F̄Y (x) ≤ g(x), where f, g ∈ F̄ ,
then

P{X + Y > x} ≤ (f ⊗ g)(x). (9)

3. A BASIC CALCULUS
This section introduces a new generalization of arrival

curve, a new generalization of service curve, and their basic
properties (P.1) – (P.5).

3.1 Traffic Model
The idea of the new generalization of the arrival curve

traffic model is based on the triplicity principle of arrival
curve:

Lemma 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:

(i) ∀0 ≤ s ≤ t, A(s, t) ≤ α(t − s) + x for all x ≥ 0;

(ii) ∀t ≥ 0, sup0≤s≤t[A(s, t) − α(t − s)] ≤ x for all x ≥ 0;

(iii) ∀t ≥ 0, sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s [A(u, s) − α(s − u)] ≤ x for
all x ≥ 0,

where α ∈ F .

By the definition of arrival curve, the right hand side of
A(s, t) ≤ α(t−s)+x in Lemma 3.1.(i) defines an arrival curve
α(t − s) + x or the traffic amount A(s, t) is upper-bounded
by α(t− s)+x. In addition, let us construct a virtual single
server queue system that is initially empty, fed with A, and
has service curve α making A∗(t) ≥ A ⊗ α(t). Then, the
backlog in the virtual system is upper-bounded by A(t) −
A∗(t) ≤ sup0≤s≤t[A(s, t)−α(t− s)] ≤ x, and the maximum
backlog up-to-date in the virtual system is upper-bounded
by sup0≤s≤t[A(s) − A∗(s)] ≤ sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A(u, s) −
α(s − u)] ≤ x. Calling Lemma 3.1.(i) the traffic amount
property of arrival curve, Lemma 3.1.(ii) its virtual backlog
property, and Lemma 3.1.(iii) its maximum virtual backlog
property, Lemma 3.1 states that the three properties of ar-
rival curve are equivalent. It is in this sense we call Lemma
3.1 the triplicity principle of arrival curve.

Based on the traffic amount property and virtual back-
log property, two probabilistic versions of arrival curve have
been proposed, which, as discussed in Section 2.2, are respec-
tively traffic-amount-centric (t.a.c) stochastic arrival curve
and virtual-backlog-centric (v.b.c) stochastic arrival curve.

We now introduce a new probabilistic version of arrival
curve, based on its maximum virtual backlog property.

Definition 3.1. A flow is said to have a maximum-(virtual)-
backlog-centric (m.b.c) stochastic arrival curve α ∈ F with
bounding function f ∈ F̄, denoted by A ∼mb 〈f,α〉, iff for
all t ≥ 0 and all x ≥ 0, there holds

P{ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)] > x} ≤ f(x). (10)

The following lemma states that (deterministic) arrival
curve is a special case of m.b.c stochastic arrival curve.

Lemma 3.2. A flow has a (deterministic) arrival curve α,
if and only if it has a m.b.c stochastic arrival curve A ∼mb

〈0, α〉.

Based on the definitions of t.a.c stochastic arrival curve,
v.b.c stochastic arrival curve and m.b.c stochastic arrival
curve, since A(s, t) − α(t − s) ≤ sup0≤s≤t[A(s, t) − α(t −
s)] ≤ sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A(u, s) − α(s − u)], the following
relationship between them is immediately obtained.

Lemma 3.3. A ∼mb 〈f,α〉 −→ A ∼vb 〈f, α〉 −→ A ∼ta

〈f, α〉, where X −→ Y means X implies Y .

It is worth highlighting that while for arrival curve, both
Lemma 3.1.(i) → .(ii) → .(iii) and Lemma 3.1.(i) ← .(ii) ←
.(iii) hold, for stochastic arrival curve, we generally do not
have A ∼mb 〈f,α〉 ← A ∼vb 〈f,α〉 ← A ∼ta 〈f,α〉.

3.2 Server Model
For defining the new generalization of service curve, we

explore the duality principle of service curve:

Lemma 3.4. For any x ≥ 0, A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t) ≤ x for all
t ≥ 0, if and only if sup0≤s≤t[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] ≤ x for all
t ≥ 0, where β ∈ F .
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By the definition of service curve, it is clear that the first
part of Lemma 3.4 defines a service curve β(t)− x. Lemma
3.4 states that if a server provides service curve β(t) − x,
then there holds sup0≤s≤t[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] ≤ x, and vice
versa. In this sense, we call Lemma 3.4 the duality principle
of service curve.

Inspired by the first part of Lemma 3.4, a probabilistic
version of service curve has been proposed and studied in
the literature, which is called weak stochastic service curve
as discussed earlier in Section 2.2. In the following, we in-
troduce a new probabilistic extension of service curve based
on the 2nd part of Lemma 3.4.

Definition 3.2. A server S is said to prove a stochastic
service curve β ∈ F with bounding function g ∈ F̄, denoted
by S ∼sc 〈g, β〉, iff for all t ≥ 0 and all x ≥ 0, there holds

P{ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] > x} ≤ g(x). (11)

The following lemma states that (deterministic) service
curve is a special case of stochastic service curve:

Lemma 3.5. A server has a (deterministic) service curve
β, if and only if it has a stochastic service curve S ∼sc 〈0, β〉.

Comparing the definitions of weak stochastic service curve
and stochastic service curve, the following relationship be-
tween them is obtained.

Lemma 3.6. S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 −→ S ∼ws 〈g, β〉, where X −→
Y means X implies Y .

It is also worth highlighting that while for service curve,
the two parts in Lemma 3.4 are equivalent, for stochastic
service curve, we only have S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 −→ S ∼ws 〈g, β〉.
This is also the reason why we call the probabilistic exten-
sion of service curve based on the first part of Lemma 3.4
weak stochastic service curve.

3.3 Basic Properties (P.1) – (P.5)
Having defined m.b.c stochastic arrival curve and stochas-

tic service curve, we now prove properties (P.1) – (P.5) under
the (min, +) algebra for the general case where flows and
servers could be dependent.

Theorem 3.1. (P.1: Superposition) Consider N flows
with arrival processes Ai(t), i = 1, . . . , N , respectively. Let

A(t) denote the aggregate arrival process, or A(t) =
∑N

i=1 Ai(t).
If ∀i, Ai ∼mb 〈fi, αi〉, then A ∼mb 〈f,α〉 where f(x) =

f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fN(x) and α(t) =
∑N

i=1 αi(t).

Proof. We only prove the case of N = 2, from which the
proof can be easily extended to N > 2 through iteration.

Following the same approach as in the proof of (1), we get
sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A1(u, s) − α1(s − u) + A2(u, s) − α2(s −
u)] ≤ X + Y , where X = sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A1(u, s) −
α1(s−u)] and Y = sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A2(u, s)−α2(s−u)].
Then,

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A1(u, s) − α1(s − u)

+A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A1(u, s) − α1(s − u)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)]

≤

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A1(u, s) − α1(s − u)]

)+

+

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)]

)+

(12)

with which, Lemma 2.4, and the definition of m.b.c stochas-
tic arrival curve, the theorem is proved.

Remark: For t.a.c stochastic arrival curve and v.b.c stochas-
tic arrival curve, their superposition properties have also
been proved (e.g. [34][40] [28][19]).

Theorem 3.2. (P.2: Concatenation) Consider a flow
passing through a network of N nodes in tandem. If each
node n(= 1, 2, . . . , N) provides stochastic service curve Sn ∼sc

〈gn, βn〉 to its input, then the network guarantees to the flow
a stochastic service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 with

β(t) = β1 ⊗ β2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ βN (t)

g(x) = g1 ⊗ g2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gN (x).

Proof. We shall only prove the two-node case, from which
the proof can be easily extended to the N -node case. For
the two-node case, the departure of the first node is the ar-
rival to the second node, so, A1∗(t) = A2(t). In addition,
the arrival to the network is the arrival to the first node,
or A(t) = A1(t), and the departure from the network is the
departure from the second node, or A∗(t) = A2∗(t), where
A(t) and A∗(t) denote the arrival process to and departure
process from the network respectively. We then have,

sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β1 ⊗ β2(s) − A∗(s)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

[(A1 ⊗ β1) ⊗ β2(s) − A2∗(s)]. (13)

Now let us consider any s, (0 ≤ s ≤ t), for which we get,

[(A1 ⊗ β1) ⊗ β2(s) − A2∗(s)]

− sup
0≤u≤t

[A1 ⊗ β1(u) − A1∗(u)]

− sup
0≤u≤t

[A2 ⊗ β2(u) − A2∗(u)]

≤ (A1 ⊗ β1) ⊗ β2(s) − A2∗(s)

− sup
0≤u≤s

[A1 ⊗ β1(u) − A1∗(u)]

− sup
0≤u≤s

[A2 ⊗ β2(u) − A2∗(u)]

≤ inf
0≤u≤s

[A1 ⊗ β1(u) + β2(s − u)]

− sup
0≤u≤s

[A1 ⊗ β1(u) − A2(u)] − sup
0≤u≤s

[A2 ⊗ β2(u)]

≤ inf
0≤u≤s

[A2(u) + β2(s − u)] − sup
0≤u≤s

[A2 ⊗ β2(u)]

= A2 ⊗ β2(s) − sup
0≤u≤s

[A2 ⊗ β2(u)] ≤ 0. (14)

Applying (14) to (13), we obtain

sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β1 ⊗ β2(s) − A∗(s)]

≤ sup
0≤u≤t

[A1 ⊗ β1(u) − A1∗(u)]

+ sup
0≤u≤t

[A2 ⊗ β2(u) − A2∗(u)] (15)
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with which, since both nodes provide stochastic service curve
to their input, the theorem follows from Lemma 2.4 and the
definition of stochastic service curve.

Remark: In deriving (14), we have proved for all s ≥ 0:
[(A1⊗β1)⊗β2(s)−A2∗(s)] ≤ sup0≤u≤s [A

1⊗β1(u)−A1∗(u)]+

sup0≤u≤s[A
2 ⊗ β2(u) − A2∗(u)] . However, if we want to

prove the concatenation property for weak stochastic ser-
vice curve, we need to prove [(A1 ⊗ β1) ⊗ β2(s)−A2∗(s)] ≤
[A1 ⊗ β1(s) − A1∗(s)] + [A2 ⊗ β2(s) − A2∗(s)] for all s ≥ 0,
which is difficult to obtain and does not hold in general.
This explains why weak stochastic service curve does not
have property (P.2). With some additional constraints, the
concatenation property could be proved for weak stochastic
service curve, but the formulation is much complex and the
proof usually needs an intermediate step related to stochas-
tic service curve (e.g. see [9] and its Lemma 1).

Theorem 3.3. (P.3: Output Characterization) Con-
sider a server fed with a flow. If the server provides stochas-
tic service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 to the flow and the flow has
m.b.c stochastic arrival curve A ∼mb 〈f, α〉, then the depar-
ture process of the flow from the server has a m.b.c stochastic
arrival curve A∗ ∼mb 〈f∗, α∗〉 with

α∗(t) = α ⊘ β(t)

f∗(x) = f ⊗ g(x).

Proof. The departure up to time t cannot exceed the
arrival in [0, t], or A∗(t) ≤ A(t). We now have,

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A∗(u, s) − α∗(s − u)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A∗(s) − A∗(u) − α∗(s − u)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s) − A∗(u) − α∗(s − u)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s) − A ⊗ β(u) − α∗(s − u)

+A ⊗ β(u) − A∗(u)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s) − A ⊗ β(u) − α∗(s − u)]

+ sup
0≤u≤t

[A ⊗ β(u) − A∗(u)] (16)

in which, step (16) follows from a similar approach as in
proving (1).

In addition,

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s) − A ⊗ β(u) − α∗(s − u)]

= sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s) − inf
0≤v≤u

[A(v) + β(u − v)] − α ⊘ β(s − u)]

= sup
0≤u≤s

sup
0≤v≤u

[A(s)− A(v) − β(u − v) − α ⊘ β(s − u)]

≤ sup
0≤u≤s

sup
0≤v≤u

[A(v, s) − α(s − v)] (17)

= sup
0≤v≤s

sup
v≤u≤s

[A(v, s) − α(s − v)]

= sup
0≤v≤s

[A(v, s) − α(s − v)] (18)

where step (17) holds because by the definition of ⊘, α ⊘
β(s−u) = supw≥0[α(s−u+w)−β(w)] ≥ α(s−v)−β(u−v)

by taking w = u − v. Applying (18) to (16), we get

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A∗(u, s) − α∗(s − u)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] (19)

with which, since S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 and A ∼mb 〈f, α〉, or in
other words, P{sup0≤s≤t[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] > x} ≤ g(x)
and P{sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A ⊗ β(u) − A∗(u)] > x} ≤ f(x),
the theorem follows from Lemma 2.4.

Remark: Following similar steps, it can be proved that
property (P.3) also holds if the arrival is modeled with v.b.c
stochastic arrival curve and the server is modeled with stochas-
tic service curve (e.g. [18]). However, it is difficult to prove
property (P.3) for other combinations of stochastic arrival
curves and stochastic service curves.

Theorem 3.4. (P.4: Per-Flow Service) Consider a
server fed with a flow A that is the aggregation of two con-
stituent flows A1 and A2. Suppose the server provides stochas-
tic service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 to the aggregate flow A. If flow
A2 has m.b.c stochastic arrival curve A2 ∼mb 〈f2, α2〉 and
β′

1 ∈ F , then the server guarantees to flow A1 stochastic
service curve S1 ∼sc 〈g′

1, β
′
1〉, where,

β′
1(t) = β(t) − α2(t)

g′
1(x) = g ⊗ f2(x).

Proof. For the departure, there holds A∗(t) = A∗
1(t) +

A∗
2(t). In addition, we have A∗(t) ≤ A(t), A∗

1(t) ≤ A1(t),
and A∗

2(t) ≤ A2(t). We now have for any s ≥ 0,

A1 ⊗ (β − α2)(s) − A∗
1(s)

= inf
0≤u≤s

[A(u) + β(s − u) − α2(s − u) − A2(u)]

−A∗(s) + A∗
2(s)

≤ [A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] + A2(s) − inf
0≤u≤s

[A2(u) + α2(s − u)]

= [A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] + sup
0≤u≤s

[A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)]. (20)

Hence,

sup
0≤s≤t

[A1 ⊗ (β − α2)(s) − A∗
1(s)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)] (21)

with which, S ∼sc 〈g, β〉, A2 ∼mb 〈f2, α2〉 and the definition
of stochastic service curve, the theorem follows.

Remark: Based on (20), it can be proved that property
(P.4) also holds if the traffic model is v.b.c stochastic ar-
rival curve and the server model is weak stochastic service
curve (e.g. [28]). However, for other combinations of the
three stochastic arrival curve models and the two stochastic
service curve models, this property is difficult to obtain.

Theorem 3.5. (P.5: Service Guarantees) Consider
a server fed with a flow A. If the server provides stochastic
service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 to the flow and the flow has m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve A ∼mb 〈f, α〉, then
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(i) The backlog B(t) of the flow in the server at time t
satisfies: for all t ≥ 0 and all x ≥ 0,

P{B(t) > x} ≤ f ⊗ g(x + inf
s≥0

[β(s)− α(s)]); (22)

(ii) The delay D(t) of the flow in the server at time t sat-
isfies: for all t ≥ 0 and all x ≥ 0,

P{D(t) > x} ≤ f ⊗ g( inf
s≥0

[β(s) − α(s − x)]). (23)

Proof. For the backlog, by definition B(t) = A(t) −
A∗(t). In addition,

A(t) − A∗(t) = A(t) − A ⊗ β(t) + A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t)

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

[A(t− s, t) − α(s) + α(s) − β(s)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

[A(t− s, t) − α(s)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t)] + sup
s≥0

[α(s) − β(s)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

[A(s, t) − α(t − s)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t)] − inf
s≥0

[β(s) − α(s)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(t) − A∗(t)] − inf
s≥0

[β(s) − α(s)]. (24)

With (24), if x+infs≥0[β(s)−α(s)] < 0, the first part holds
trivially since we have set f ⊗ g(y) = +∞ for any y < 0. If
x + infs≥0[β(s) − α(s)] ≥ 0, it follows from A ∼mb 〈f,α〉,
S ∼sc 〈g, β〉, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.4.

For the delay, by definition, D(t) = inf{d ≥ 0 : A(t) ≤
A∗(t + d)}, which implies that, for any x ≥ 0, if D(t) > x,
there must be A(t) > A∗(t + x), since otherwise if there
would be A(t) ≤ A∗(t + x) and we would have D(t) ≤ x
which contradicts the condition D(t) > x. In other words,
if event {D(t) > x} happens, event {A(t) > A∗(t + x)}
must happen, or {D(t) > x} ⊂ {A(t) > A∗(t + x)} and
P{D(t) > x} ≤ P{A(t) > A∗(t+x)} [13]. Following similar
steps in (24), we obtain

A(t) − A∗(t + x)

= A(t) − A ⊗ β(t + x) + A ⊗ β(t + x) − A∗(t + x)

= sup
0≤s≤t+x

[A(t) − A(s) − α(t − s) + α(t − s)

−β(t + x − s)] + A ⊗ β(t + x) − A∗(t + x) (25)

≤ sup
0≤s≤t+x

[A(t) − A(s) − α(t − s)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t+x

[α(t − s) − β(t + x − s)]

+A ⊗ β(t + x) − A∗(t + x) (26)

≤ sup
0≤s≤t+x

[A(t) − A(s) − α(t − s)] + sup
u≥0

[α(u − x) − β(u)]

+A ⊗ β(t + x) − A∗(t + x)

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)]

+ sup
0≤s≤t+x

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)] − inf
s≥0

[β(s)− α(s − x)](27)

where step (27) holds because sup0≤s≤t+x[A(t)−A(s)−α(t−
s)] = max[sup0≤s≤t[A(t)−A(s)−α(t−s)], supt<s≤t+x[A(t)−

A(s) − α(t − s)]], and sup0≤s≤t[A(t) − A(s) − α(t − s)] ≤
sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A(u, s)−α(s−u)], and supt<s≤t+x[A(t)−
A(s)−α(t−s)] ≤ −α(0) since we have let α(x) = α(0) for all
x < 0 and −α(0) ≤ sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A(u, s) − α(s − u)].

With (27), we get

P{D(t) > x} ≤ P{Xa + Ys ≥ inf
s≥0

[β(s)− α(s − x)]}(28)

where Xa and Xs are random variables with

Xa = sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)]

Ys = sup
0≤s≤t+x

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)].

Finally, since A ∼mb 〈f, α〉, P{Xa > y} ≤ f(y) for all y ≥ 0;
since S ∼sc 〈g, β〉, P{Xs > y} ≤ g(y) for all y ≥ 0; then, the
delay part follows similarly from (28) and Lemma 2.4.

Remark: (i) Literature results have also shown that prop-
erty (P.5) holds when the traffic model is v.b.c stochastic
arrival curve (e.g. [28][2]). However, if the traffic model is
t.a.c stochastic arrival curve, a difficulty will be encountered
in proving property (P.5) (e.g. see [26]), which is, it is dif-
ficult to derive P{sup0≤s≤t[A(s, t) − α(t − s)] > x}, given
P{A(s, t) − α(t− s) > x}.

(ii) Note that if the server is deterministic providing deter-
ministic service curve β, some possibly better result for delay
can be derived. In this case, A ⊗ β(t + x) − A∗(t + x) ≤ 0.
Since we are studying event {A(t) − A∗(t + x) > 0}, for
the first term in the right hand side of (25), we shall only
need to consider s with 0 ≤ s ≤ t, since for t < s ≤
t + x, the whole right hand side of (25) is less than or
equal to 0. Consequently, (26) becomes A(t) − A∗(t + x) ≤
sup0≤s≤t[A(t)−A(s)−α(t−s)]+sup0≤s≤t[α(t−s)−β(t+x−
s)] = sup0≤s≤t[A(t)−A(s)−α(t−s)]−infs≥0[β(s+x)−α(s)].
Eventually, the delay guarantee becomes

P{D(t) > x} ≤ f ⊗ g( inf
s≥0

[β(s + x) − α(s)]) (29)

where g(x) = 0 for the deterministic server. To demon-
strate the difference between (23) and (29), let us suppose
β(t) = rt, the arrival is also deterministic with α(t) = ρt+σ,
and ρ < r. From (23), we can conclude that the delay is
bounded by D(t) ≤ σ/ρ, while from (29), D(t) ≤ σ/r which
is a tighter bound than the former. Nevertheless, when the
server is stochastic, since we do not have A ⊗ β(t + x) −
A∗(t + x) ≤ 0, it is generally difficult to get (29) for the
stochastic delay guarantee.

4. INDEPENDENT CASE ANALYSIS
In the previous section, various results for stochastic ser-

vice guarantee analysis have been derived under the (min,
+) algebra. These results are obtained without considering
the dependence condition between flows and servers. In this
section, independent case analysis is performed and (P.1)
– (P.5) are proved when flows and servers are independent.
We start with a lemma followed by a simple example demon-
strating the importance of independent case analysis.

Lemma 4.1. For nonnegative random variables X and Y ,
if they are independent and F̄X(x) ≤ f(x) and F̄Y (x) ≤
g(x), where f, g ∈ F̄ , then, for all x ≥ 0,

P{X + Y > x} ≤ 1 − (f̄ ∗ ḡ)(x) (30)

where f̄(x) = 1 − [f(x)]1 and ḡ(x) = 1− [g(x)]1.
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Example: In Lemma 2.4, it has been proved that P{X +
Y > x} ≤ (f ⊗ g)(x). If X and Y are independent, we then
have two bounds for P{X +Y > x}, which are (9) and (30).
Suppose f(x) = g(x) = e−x. With Lemma 2.4, we obtain

P{X + Y > x} ≤ 2e−x/2,

and with Lemma 4.1, we get

P{X + Y > x} ≤ (1 + x)e−x.

It can be easily verified that the latter bound from Lemma
4.1 is much better than the former bound from Lemma 2.4.

The above example shows that by considering the inde-
pendent condition between two random variables, significant
improvement may be obtained for the result.

4.1 The Difficulty
From the above example, we expect that when flows and

servers are independent in a system, possibly much better re-
sults or tighter bounds can be obtained for properties (P.1) –
(P.5). However, except for the superposition property (P.1),
it is not straightforward to prove properties (P.2) – (P.5) for
the independent case.

The difficulty relates to the definitions of m.b.c stochastic
arrival curve and stochastic service curve. Particularly, the
first two terms on the right hand side of (15), 19), (21),
(24) and (27) are generally dependent no matter whether
the flow(s) and the server(s) are independent. For example,
in the following inequality duplicating (19),

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A∗(u, s) − α∗(s − u)]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − α(s − u)] +

sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)]

both sup0≤s≤t sup0≤u≤s[A(u, s)−α(s−u)] and sup0≤s≤t[A⊗
β(s)−A∗(s)] are dependent on the arrival process A, which
further makes them dependent on each other. Similar de-
pendence can be found from (15), (21), (24) and (27). Such
inherent dependence makes it difficult to directly obtain in-
dependent case results from (15), (19), (21), (24) or (27).

In the following subsection, we introduce a new concept
called stochastic strict server to help decouple the depen-
dence in (15), (19), (21), (24) and (27). As a result, inde-
pendent case analysis on (P.2) – (P.5) can be conducted.

4.2 Stochastic Strict Server
The definition of stochastic strict server is inspired by the

following observation. Wireless channel is a typical stochas-
tic server. A wireless channel typically operates in two
states. If the channel is in “good” condition, data can be
sent and received through it; if the channel is in “bad” con-
dition due to some impairment, no data can be sent.

Based on the observation, we use two processes to char-
acterize the behavior of a stochastic server. These two pro-
cesses are an ideal service process Ŝ(t) and an impairment

process I(t). Let us denote by Ŝ(s, t) ≡ Ŝ(t) − Ŝ(s) the
amount of service that the server would have delivered in
interval [s, t) if there had been no service impairment in the
interval, and I(s, t) the amount of service, called impaired
service, that cannot be delivered in the interval due to some
impairment to the server. Particularly, the actually deliv-

ered service S(t) to the input satisfies, for all t ≥ 0,

S(t) = Ŝ(t) − I(t), (31)

with Ŝ(0) = 0, I(0) = 0 by convention. It is clear that Ŝ
and I are in F .

We now define stochastic strict server as follows:

Definition 4.1. A server S is said to be a stochastic
strict server providing stochastic strict service curve β̂ ∈ F
with impairment process I to a flow iff during any backlogged
period [s, t), the output A∗(s, t) of the flow from the server
satisfies

A∗(s, t) ≥ β̂(t − s) − I(s, t). (32)

Note that the definition of stochastic strict server implies
that

β̂(0) ≤ 0.

Under the deterministic network calculus, a similar concept
called strict service curve is defined and used [24], which

states that a strict server providing strict service curve β̂
iff during any backlogged period [s, t), A∗(s, t) ≥ β̂(t − s).
From Definition 4.1, it is clear that if there is no impairment
or I(s, t) = 0 for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t, a stochastic strict server
becomes (deterministic) strict server providing strict service

curve β̂.
We show in Lemma 4.2 below that if the impairment pro-

cess of a stochastic strict server has a m.b.c stochastic arrival
curve, the server has a stochastic service curve.

Lemma 4.2. Consider a stochastic strict server S provid-
ing stochastic strict service curve β̂ with impairment process
I. If the impairment process has a m.b.c stochastic arrival
curve, or I ∼mb 〈g, γ〉, and β ∈ F , then the server provides
a stochastic service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 with

β(t) = β̂(t) − γ(t).

Proof. For any time s ≥ 0, there are two cases. Case 1:
s is not within any backlogged period. In this case, there is
no backlog in the server at s, which implies that all traffic
arrived up to time s has left the server. Hence, A∗(s) = A(s)
and consequently A⊗β(s)−A∗(s) ≤ A(s)+β(0)−A∗(s) ≤
0. Case 2: s is within a backlogged period. Without loss
of generality, assume the backlogged period starts from s0.
Then, A∗(s0) = A(s0), and

A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)

≤ A(s0) + β(s − s0) − A∗(s)

= β(s − s0) + A∗(s0) − A∗(s) = β(s − s0) − A∗(s0, s)

≤ I(s0, s) + β(s − s0) − β̂(s − s0)

= I(s0, s) − γ(s − s0)

≤ sup
0≤u≤s

[I(u, s) − γ(s − u)].

Combining both cases, we conclude that for any s ≥ 0,

A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s) ≤

(

sup
0≤u≤s

[I(u, s) − γ(s − u)]

)+

.(33)

With (33), we further have

sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β(s) − A∗(s)]

≤

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
o≤u≤s

[I(u, s) − γ(s − u)]

)+

(34)
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with which, I ∼mb 〈f, γ〉, Lemma 2.1 and the definition of
stochastic service curve, the proof is complete.

4.3 Properties (P.1) – (P.5)
With the concept of stochastic strict server and Lemma

4.2, we now present properties (P.1) – (P.5) for the inde-
pendent case. They can be proved based on Lemma 2.1,
Lemma 4.2 and particularly (34). Except for Theorem 4.2,
whose proof is shown as an example, detailed proofs of other
properties are omitted, which can be found in [20].

Theorem 4.1. (P.1: Superposition) Under the same
condition as Theorem 3.1, if Ai(t), i = 1, . . . , N , are inde-

pendent, then A ∼mb 〈1 − f̄1 ∗ · ∗ f̄i · ∗f̄N ,
∑N

i=1 αi〉, where
f̄i(x) = 1 − [fi(x)]1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N .

Theorem 4.2. (P.2: Concatenation) Under the same
condition as Theorem 3.2, assume each node is a stochastic
strict server providing stochastic strict service curve β̂n with
impairment process In ∼mb 〈gn, γn〉. If In are independent
and βn ∈ F , (n = 1, 2, . . . , N), then the network guarantees
to the flow a stochastic service curve S ∼sc 〈g, β〉 with

β(t) = β1 ⊗ β2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ βN (t)

g(x) = 1 − ḡ1 ∗ ḡ2 ∗ · · · ∗ ḡN (x),

where βn(t) = β̂n(t) − γn(t), ḡn(x) = 1 − [gn(x)]1, n =
1, 2, . . . , N .

Proof. We only prove the two node case. For N > 2,
the proof can be extended easily.

With the stochastic strict server assumption for both servers,
we can follow the same approach as in the proof of Lemma
4.2 to get (34) for them, applying which to (15), we obtain

sup
0≤s≤t

[A ⊗ β1 ⊗ β2(s) − A∗(s)]

≤

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[I1(u, s) − γ1(s − u)]

)+

+

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[I2(u, s) − γ2(s − u)]

)+

. (35)

Since I1 and I2 are independent and so are the two terms of
the right hand side of (35), the theorem follows from Lemma
2.1 and Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. (P.3: Output Characterization) Un-
der the same condition as Theorem 3.3, assume the server is
a stochastic strict server providing stochastic strict service
curve β̂ with impairment process I ∼mb 〈g, γ〉. If A and I
are independent, and β ∈ F , then the output has a m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve A∗ ∼mb 〈f∗, α∗〉 with

α∗(t) = α ⊘ β(t)

f∗(x) = 1− f̄ ∗ ḡ(x)

where β(t) = β̂(t) − γ(t), f̄(x) = 1 − [f(x)]1 and ḡ(x) =
1 − [g(x)]1.

Theorem 4.4. (P.4: Per-Flow Service) Similar to The-
orem 3.4, consider a server fed with a flow A that is the ag-
gregation of two constituent flows A1 and A2. Assume the
server is a stochastic strict server to the aggregate, providing
stochastic strict service curve β̂ with impairment process I.

(i) The server guarantees that

sup
0≤s≤t

[A1 ⊗ (β − α2)(s) − A∗
1(s)]

≤

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
o≤u≤s

[I(u, s) − α(s − u)

)+

+

(

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A2(u, s) − α2(s − u)]

)+

(36)

(ii) If A2 and I are independent, A2 ∼mb 〈f2, α2〉, I ∼mb

〈g, γ〉, and β′
1 ∈ F , then the server guarantees to flow

A1 a stochastic service curve S1 ∼sc 〈g′
1, β

′
1〉, where,

g′
1(x) = 1 − ḡ ∗ f̄2(x); β′

1(t) = β(t) − α2(t)

with β(t) = β̂(t)−γ(t), ḡ(x) = 1− [g(x)]1 and f̄2(x) =
1 − [f2(x)]1.

Remark: The intention of including (36) as part of the
theorem is as follows: When the (P.4) is used to derive other
results such as (P.2), (P.3) and (P.5), Theorem 4.4.(i) or (36)
can be applied to their derivations e.g. (15) for (P.2), (19)
for (P.3), and (24) and (28) for (P.5). Then, if flows and the
impairment processes of servers are independent, Lemma 4.1
can be used to derive the corresponding independent case
bounds. However, if we were only given Theorem 4.4.(ii),
such independent case analysis could not be applied and the
(min, +) analysis in the previous section would have to be
used. As a result, looser bounds may be obtained.

Theorem 4.5. (P.5: Service Guarantees) Under the
same condition as Theorem 3.5, if the server is a stochas-
tic strict server providing stochastic strict service curve β̂
with impairment process I ∼mb 〈g, α〉, and if A and I are
independent, then

(i) The backlog B(t) is guaranteed that for all x ≥ 0,
P{B(t) > x} ≤ 1 − f̄ ∗ ḡ(x + infs≥0[β(s) − α(s)])

(ii) The delay D(t) is guaranteed that for all x ≥ 0, P{D(t) >
x} ≤ 1− f̄ ∗ ḡ(infs≥0[β(s)− α(s − x)]),

where f̄(x) = 1 − [f(x)]1 and ḡ(x) = 1− [g(x)]1.

5. M.B.C. STOCHASTIC ARRIVAL CURVE
In the previous two sections, we have studied properties

(P.1) – (P.5) based on the concepts of m.b.c stochastic arrival
curve, stochastic service curve and stochastic strict server.
Note that stochastic strict server can be used to find the
stochastic service curve of a server and the impairment pro-
cess of stochastic strict server can also be characterized us-
ing m.b.c stochastic arrival curve. Viewing these, we focus
this section on deriving results that can help find the m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve of a process.

For ease of exposition, let us denote by M(t) the maximum
up-to-date backlog at time t in a initially empty system with
constant service rate r and arrival process A(t), or formally

M(t) ≡ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − r(s − u)]. (37)

For M(t), the following equation can be easily verified:

M(t + 1) = max[M(t),W (t + 1)] (38)
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where W (t+1) = sup0≤s≤t+1[A(s, t+1)−r(t+1−s)]. With
(38), it is clear that

M(t) ≤ M(t + 1) ≤ · · · ≤ M(∞). (39)

Equations (37) and (39) present the basic technique for
finding the m.b.c stochastic arrival curve characterization of
a process. They imply that if for some r the compliment
distribution P{M(t) > x} can be found, then the process
has A ∼mb 〈P{M(t) > x}, rt〉. In addition, if P{M(∞) >
x} exists, then it can also be used as the bounding function
and we can conclude A ∼mb 〈P{M(∞) > x}, rt〉.

However, (39) shows that M(t) increases over t, which
implies that in general, M(∞) may not be bounded above
by a constant, and M(t) could not have a limit distribution.
Because of this, additional conditions on the process may be
needed to ensure that M(t) converges in distribution. Such
conditions have been discussed in the literature for the study
of maximum queue length (e.g [33] and references therein).

In the rest, we consider a condition that has been widely
used (e.g in [5][7]) for studying stochastic networks. The
condition is that a(t) is a sequence of independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Here, a(t) denotes
a(t) ≡ A(t)−A(t−1) for all t ≥ 1 with a(0) = 0. Intuitively,
for the arrival process, a(t) represents the amount of traffic
arriving at time t. Under this condition, the following result
is important.

Lemma 5.1. If a(t) is i.i.d., there holds

M(t) ≤st sup
t≥0

[A(t) − r · t]. (40)

Proof. Since a(t) is i.i.d., A(s, t) is stationary and the
following relationship holds:

M(t) ≡ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(u, s) − r(s − u)]

=st sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s− u) − r(s − u)]. (41)

While (41) seems to be obvious since A(u, s) is stationary,
it actually follows from a non-trivial result on stochastic
ordering, which is Theorem 2.2.4 of [36].

The right hand side of (41) can be simplified as:

sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[A(s − u) − r(s − u)]

= sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤v≤s

[A(v) − r · v]

≤ sup
0≤s≤t

sup
v≥0

[A(v) − r · v] = sup
v≥0

[A(v) − r · v] (42)

with which and (41), (40) is proved.

Note that when A(t) is the superposition or aggregation of
multiple independent progresses Ai(t), (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and
each of them is i.i.d. associated with a rate parameter ri,
step (41) can be rewritten as

M(t) = sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[

n
∑

i=1

Ai(u, s) −

n
∑

i=1

ri(s − u)]

=st sup
0≤s≤t

sup
0≤u≤s

[
n

∑

i=1

Ai(s − u) −
n

∑

i=1

ri(s − u)]

from which, (40) also follows, or,

M(t) ≤st sup
t≥0

[A(t) − r · t], (43)

where A(t) =
∑n

i=1 Ai(s − u) and r =
∑n

i=1 ri.
With Lemma 5.1, we now relate the (σ(θ), ρ(θ)) character-

ization [5] [6] [7] to the m.b.c stochastic arrival curve char-
acterization of a process.

A process A(t) is said to be (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained
(for some θ > 0), iff for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t [5][7]

1

θ
logEeθA(s,t) ≤ ρ(θ)(t − s) + σ(θ). (44)

It has been shown that if a(t) is i.i.d. or has a stationary
Markov modulated process (MMP) or some other process,
A(t)(=

∑t
s=0 a(s)) can be represented using the (σ(θ), ρ(θ))

characterization [5][6][7].

Theorem 5.1. If a(t), t ≥ 0, is i.i.d. and the correspond-
ing A(t) is (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained, then it has a m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve A ∼mb 〈f, α〉, where

α(t) = r · t

f(x) =
eθσ(θ)

1 − eθ(ρ(θ)−r)
e−θx

for any r > ρ(θ).

Proof. For ease of exposition, let W ≡ supv≥0[A(v) −
r · v]. Since A(t) is (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained, we shall
prove that for all x ≥ 0,

P{W > x} ≤ f(x), (45)

from which and Lemma 5.1, the theorem follows easily.
To prove (45), let us consider eθW . Since for any θ ≥ 0,

eθx is increasing in x, we then obtain

eθW ≤ sup
v≥0

[

eθ(A(v)−r·v)
]

≤
∞
∑

v=0

[

eθ(A(v)−r·v)
]

, (46)

where the second step follows from the inequality that for
any x, y ≥ 0, sup{x, y} ≤ x + y .

Since A is (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained, or, EeθA(v) ≤

eθρ(θ)v+θσ(θ) for all v ≥ 0, then we have,

EeθW ≤
∞

∑

u=0

[

Eeθ(A(v)−r·v)
]

≤
∞

∑

u=0

[

eθ(ρ(θ)−r)v+θσ(θ)
]

=
eθσ(θ)

1 − eθ(ρ(θ)−r)
. (47)

Finally, (45) is obtained from Chernoff’s bound for ran-
dom variable, or P{W > x} = P{eθW > eθx} ≤ f(x).

Theorem 5.1 implies that if the (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-characterization
of a process is known, its m.b.c stochastic arrival curve could
be derived. In addition, if the (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-characterization
of the impairment process in a stochastic strict server is
known, the stochastic service curve of the server could also
be obtained from Theorem 5.1.

6. COMPARISON AND OTHER RELATED

WORKS
Table 1 summarizes the properties that are provided by

the combination of a traffic model, chosen from t.a.c, v.b.c
and m.b.c stochastic arrival curves, and a server model, cho-
sen from weak stochastic service curve and stochastic ser-
vice curve, without any additional constraints on the traffic
model or the server model.
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In Section 2.2, we have discussed that under the context
of network calculus, most traffic models used in the lit-
erature [39][13][34][40][4][26][28][2][19][18][9] belong to t.a.c
and v.b.c stochastic arrival curve, and most server mod-
els [25][13][4][26][28][2][9] belong to weak stochastic service
curve. Table 1 shows that without additional constraints,
these works can only support part of the five required prop-
erties for the stochastic network calculus. In contrast, with
m.b.c stochastic arrival curve (st. AC) and stochastic ser-
vice curve (st. SC), all these properties have been proved in
this paper.

Table 1: Properties provided by a combination of
traffic model and server model

weak st. SC st. SC

t.a.c st. AC (P.1) (P.1), (P.3)
v.b.c st. AC (P.1), (P.4), (P.5) (P.1) – (P.3), (P.5)
m.b.c st. AC (P.1), (P.4), (P.5) (P.1) – (P.5)

Note that with some additional constraints on the bound-
ing functions in these models, one combination may have
more properties among (P.1) – (P.5) than those listed in
the table. In [28][9], a constraint is imposed or implied on
the bounding function of a t.a.c or v.b.c stochastic arrival
curve and on the bounding function of a weak stochastic
service curve. This constraint, first suggested in [34], is that
the bounding function belongs to a specific subset of F̄ that
consists of all functions in F̄ , whose nth-fold integration still
belongs to the subset for any n ≥ 1. Under this constraint,
the unlisted properties among (P.1) – (P.5) can be proved
for the combination of t.a.c or v.b.c stochastic arrival curve
and weak stochastic service curve. However, the formula-
tion usually is much more complex (e.g. [9]). In addition,
the corresponding properties of the deterministic network
calculus can be recovered from these properties only almost
surely [9]. In contrast, this paper requires no additional con-
straint on the bounding function of a m.b.c stochastic arrival
curve or a stochastic service curve, and all properties (P.1) –
(P.5) are proved directly from their definitions. Besides, all
the corresponding properties of the deterministic network
calculus can be exactly recovered from Theorems 3.1 – 3.5.

Given the same constraint on the traffic and network, sim-
ilar results as in [28][9] can be obtained from the analysis in
this paper. Particularly, for the same network studied in [9],
it can be verified that the per-flow end-to-end performance
measures computed with the concatenation property Theo-
rem 3.2 are also bounded by O(HlogH) that is the key result
of [9] and is much better that O(H3) with the analysis in
[28], where H is the number of nodes passed by the flow. In
addition, this paper proves properties (P.1) – (P.5) for the
independent case analysis, which are missing in [28][9]. For
the same network studied in [9], it can be further verified
that with Theorems 4.1 – 4.5 the end-to-end measures are
bounded by O(H) that shows significant improvement over
O(HlogH) when H becomes large, which is also discovered
by [14] using a different approach. The principle of this im-
provement can be found from the simple example given in
Section 4.

Also note that Table 1 only provides a comparison on the
basic properties supported by a combination of the three
types of stochastic arrival curves and the two types of stochas-

tic service curves. While we believe they cover a wide range
of traffic models and server models proposed and studied in
the literature as discussed in Section 2.2 and above, there are
other types of traffic and server models that are not covered
by them.

One type uses a sequence of random variables to stochas-
tically bound the arrival process [22] or the service process
[31]. Similar properties as (P.1) and (P.3) – (P.5) have been
studied [22][31]. These studies generally need the indepen-
dence assumption. Under this type of traffic and service
models, several problems remain open, which are out of the
scope of this paper. One is the concatenation property (P.2),
another is the general case analysis and the third is research-
ing approaches to map known traffic and service character-
izations to the required sequences of random variables.

Another type is built upon moments or moment generat-
ing functions (e.g. [14]). This type was initially used for
traffic [5][21] and has also been extended to service [7][38].
Independence assumption is generally required between ar-
rival and service processes. Extensive study has been con-
ducted for deriving the characteristics of a process under
this type of model from some known characterization of the
process [5][6][7]. Main open problems for this type are the
concatenation property (P.2) and the general case analysis
when servers are stochastic. Although these problems are
out of the scope of this paper, we have proved in Section 5
results that relate the moment generating function model to
the proposed m.b.c stochastic arrival curve and stochastic
service curve. These results allow to further relate known
traffic / service characterization to the proposed traffic and
service models in this paper.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has made several contributions in the con-

text of stochastic network calculus. First, we defined two
new generalizations of arrival curve and service curve, which
are respectively m.b.c stochastic arrival curve and stochastic
service curve. With them, we have been able to apply the
(min, +) analysis to prove the five basic properties (P.1) –
(P.5) for the stochastic network calculus without any addi-
tional constraint on the bounding functions. Second, we in-
troduced a new notion of server characterization: stochastic
strict server. The idea of stochastic strict server is to de-
couple the service process into an ideal service process and
a service impairment process. Importantly, with such de-
coupling, we have conducted independent case analysis and
proved for the first time properties (P.1) – (P.5) for the in-
dependent case. Third, we proved that if a process is i.i.d.
and is (σ(θ), ρ(θ))-upper constrained, it has a m.b.c stochas-
tic arrival curve. Note that with stochastic strict server, the
stochastic service curve of a server is found when the m.b.c
stochastic arrival curve of the impairment process is known.
Since (σ(θ), ρ(θ)) characterization can be used to represent
many well-known processes, we hence believe our results are
useful no only in finding the m.b.c stochastic arrival curve
of a flow but also in helping find the stochastic service curve
of a server.

Finally, it can be easily verified that the corresponding
properties (P.1) – (P.5) of the (min, +) deterministic net-
work calculus can be recovered from the basic stochastic
network calculus developed in this paper. A future work is
to extend the calculus to analyze quality of service guaran-
tees in wireless networks.
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ABSTRACT

Researchers have proposed a variety of metrics to measure
important graph properties, for instance, in social, biologi-
cal, and computer networks. Values for a particular graph
metric may capture a graph’s resilience to failure or its rout-
ing efficiency. Knowledge of appropriate metric values may
influence the engineering of future topologies, repair strate-
gies in the face of failure, and understanding of fundamen-
tal properties of existing networks. Unfortunately, there are
typically no algorithms to generate graphs matching one or
more proposed metrics and there is little understanding of
the relationships among individual metrics or their appli-
cability to different settings. We present a new, system-
atic approach for analyzing network topologies. We first
introduce the dK-series of probability distributions speci-
fying all degree correlations within d-sized subgraphs of a
given graph G. Increasing values of d capture progressively
more properties of G at the cost of more complex represen-
tation of the probability distribution. Using this series, we
can quantitatively measure the distance between two graphs
and construct random graphs that accurately reproduce vir-
tually all metrics proposed in the literature. The nature of
the dK-series implies that it will also capture any future
metrics that may be proposed. Using our approach, we con-
struct graphs for d = 0, 1, 2, 3 and demonstrate that these
graphs reproduce, with increasing accuracy, important prop-
erties of measured and modeled Internet topologies. We find
that the d = 2 case is sufficient for most practical purposes,
while d = 3 essentially reconstructs the Internet AS- and
router-level topologies exactly. We hope that a systematic

method to analyze and synthesize topologies offers a signif-
icant improvement to the set of tools available to network
topology and protocol researchers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Network
topology; G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Distribution
functions; G.2.2 [Graph Theory]: Network problems
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1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of network topology is crucial for understand-

ing and predicting the performance, robustness, and scala-
bility of network protocols and applications. Routing and
searching in networks, robustness to random network fail-
ures and targeted attacks, the speed of worms spreading,
and common strategies for traffic engineering and network
management all depend on the topological characteristics of
a given network.

Research involving network topology, particularly Inter-
net topology, generally investigates the following questions:

1. generation: can we efficiently generate ensembles of
random but “realistic” topologies by reproducing a set
of simple graph metrics?

2. simulations: how does some (new) protocol or appli-
cation perform on a set of these “realistic” topologies?

3. evolution: what are the forces driving the evolution
(growth) of a given network?

Figure 1 illustrates the methodologies used to answer these
questions in its left, bottom, and right parts, respectively.
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Common to all of the methodologies is a set of practically-
important graph properties used for analyzing and compar-
ing sets of graphs at the center box of the figure. Many such
properties have been defined and explored in the literature.
We briefly discuss some of them in Section 2. Unfortunately,
there are no known algorithms to construct random graphs
with given values of most of these properties, since they
typically characterize the global structure of the topology,
making it difficult or impossible to algorithmically reproduce
them.

This paper introduces a finite set of reproducible graph
properties, the dK-series, to describe and constrain random
graphs in successively finer detail. In the limit, these prop-
erties describe any given graph completely. In our model, we
make use of probability distributions, the dK-distributions,
on the subgraphs of size d in some given input graph. We
call dK-graphs the sets of graphs constrained by given val-
ues of dK-distributions. Producing a family of 0K-graphs
for a given input graph requires reproducing only the average

node degree of the original graph, while producing a family
of 1K-graphs requires reproducing the original graph’s node
degree distribution, the 1K-distribution. 2K-graphs repro-
duce the joint degree distribution, the 2K-distribution, of
the original graph —the probability that two nodes of de-
grees k and k′ are connected. 3K-graphs consider intercon-
nectivity among triples of nodes, and so forth. Generally,
the set of (d + 1)K-graphs is a subset of dK-graphs. In
other words, larger values of d further constrain the num-
ber of possible graphs. Overall, larger values of d capture
increasingly complex properties of the original graph. How-
ever, generating dK-graphs for large values of d also become
increasingly computationally complex.

A key contribution of this paper is to define the series
of dK-graphs and dK-distributions and to employ them for
generating and analyzing network topologies. Specifically,
we develop and implement new algorithms for constructing
2K- and 3K-graphs—algorithms to generate 0K- and 1K-
graphs are already known. For a variety of measured and
modeled Internet AS- and router-level topologies, we find
that reproducing their 3K-distributions is sufficient to ac-
curately reproduce all graph properties we have encountered
so far.

Our initial experiments suggest that the dK-series has
the potential to deliver two primary benefits. First, it can
serve as a basis for classification and unification of a vari-
ety of graph metrics proposed in the literature. Second, it
establishes a path towards construction of random graphs
matching any complex graph properties, beyond the sim-
ple per-node properties considered by existing approaches
to network topology generation.

2. IMPORTANT TOPOLOGY METRICS
In this section we outline a list of graph metrics that have

been found important in the networking literature. This
list is not complete, but we believe it is sufficiently diverse
and comprehensive to be used as a good indicator of graph
similarity in subsequent sections. In addition, our primary
concern is how accurately we can reproduce important met-
rics. One can find statistical analysis of these metrics for
Internet topologies in [30] and, more recently, in [20].

The spectrum of a graph is the set of eigenvalues of its
Laplacian L. The matrix elements of L are Lij = Lji =
−1/(kikj)

1/2 if there is a link between a ki-degree node i

and a kj-degree node j, and 0 otherwise. All the eigenvalues
lie between 0 and 2. Of particular importance are the small-
est non-zero and largest eigenvalues, λ1 and λn−1, where n
is the graph size. These eigenvalues provide tight bounds
for a number of critical network characteristics [8] including
network resilience [29] and network performance [19], i.e.,
the maximum traffic throughput of the network.

The distance distribution d(x) is the number of pairs of
nodes at a distance x, divided by the total number of pairs n2

(self-pairs included). This metric is a normalized version
of expansion [29]. It is also important for evaluating the
performance of routing algorithms [18] as well as of the speed
with which worms spread in a network.

Betweenness is the most commonly used measure of cen-
trality, i.e., topological importance, both for nodes and links.
It is a weighted sum of the number of shortest paths pass-
ing through a given node or link. As such, it estimates the
potential traffic load on a node or link, assuming uniformly
distributed traffic following shortest paths. Metrics such as
link value [29] or router utilization [19] are directly related
to betweenness.

Perhaps the most widely known graph property is the node

degree distribution P (k), which specifies the probability of
nodes having degree k in a graph. The unexpected finding
in [13] that degree distributions in Internet topologies closely
follow power laws stimulated further interest in topology
research.

The likelihood S [19] is the sum of products of degrees
of adjacent nodes. It is linearly related to the assortativity

coefficient r [25] suggested as a summary statistic of node
interconnectivity: assortative (disassortative) networks are
those where nodes with similar (dissimilar) degrees tend to
be tightly interconnected. They are more (less) robust to
both random and targeted removals of nodes and links. Li
et al. use S in [19] as a measure of graph randomness to show
that router-level topologies are not “very random”: instead,
they are the result of sophisticated engineering design.

Clustering C(k) is a measure of how close neighbors of
the average k-degree node are to forming a clique: C(k) is
the ratio of the average number of links between the neigh-
bors of k-degree nodes to the maximum number of such
links

`

k
2

´

. If two neighbors of a node are connected, then
these three nodes form a triangle (3-cycle). Therefore, by
definition, C(k) is the average number of 3-cycles involv-
ing k-degree nodes. Bu and Towsley [4] employ clustering
to estimate accuracy of topology generators. More recently,
Fraigniaud [14] finds that a wide class of searching/routing
strategies are more efficient on strongly clustered networks.

3. dK-SERIES AND dK-GRAPHS
There are several problems with the graph metrics in the

previous section. First, they derive from a wide range of
studies, and no one has established a systematic way to de-
termine which metrics should be used in a given scenario.
Second, there are no known algorithms capable of construct-
ing graphs with desired values for most of the described
metrics, save degree distribution and more recently, cluster-
ing [27]. Metrics such as spectrum, distance distribution,
and betweenness characterize global graph structure, while
known approaches to generating graphs deal only with local,
per-node statistics, such as the degree distribution. Third,
this list of metrics is incomplete. In particular, it cannot in-
clude any future metrics that may be of interest. Identifying
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0K

1K

2K

nK=G
(n-1)K

2K-random

1K-random

0K-random

Figure 2: The dK- and dK-random graph hierarchy.

The circles represent dK-graphs, whereas their centers rep-
resent dK-random graphs. The cross is the nK-graph iso-
morphic to a given graph G.

such a metric might result in finding that known synthetic
graphs do not match this new metric’s value: moving along
the loops in Figure 1 can thus continue forever.

To address these problems, we focus on establishing a fi-
nite set of mutually related properties that can form a basis
for any topological graph study. More precisely, for any
graph G, we wish to identify a series of graph properties
Pd, d = 0, 1, . . ., satisfying the following requirements:

1. constructibility: we can construct graphs having these
properties;

2. inclusion: any property Pd subsumes all properties Pi

with i = 0, . . . , d − 1: that is, a graph having prop-
erty Pd is guaranteed to also have all properties Pi

for i < d;

3. convergence: as d increases, the set of graphs having
property Pd “converges” to G: that is, there exists
a value of index d = D such that all graphs having
property PD are isomorphic to G.

In the rest of this section, we establish our construction of
the properties Pd, which we will call the dK-series. We be-
gin with the observation that the most basic properties of a
network topology characterize its connectivity. The coarsest
connectivity property is the average node degree k̄ = 2m/n,
where n = |V | and m = |E| are the numbers of nodes and
links in a given graph G(V, E). Therefore, the first prop-
erty P0 in our dK-series Pd is that the graph’s average de-
gree k̄ has the same value as in the given graph G. In Fig-
ure 2 we schematically depict the set of all graphs having
property P0 as 0K-graphs, defining the largest circle. Gen-
eralizing, we adopt the term dK-graphs to represent the set
of all graphs having property Pd.

The P0 property tells us the average number of links per
node, but it does not tell us the distribution of degrees
across nodes. In particular, we do not know the number of
nodes n(k) of each degree k in the graph. We define property
P1 to capture this information: P1 is therefore the property
that the graph’s node degree distribution P (k) = n(k)/n1

1Sacrificing a certain amount of rigor, we interchangeably

has the same form as in the given graph G. It is conve-
nient to call P (k) the 1K-distribution. P1 implies at least
as much information about the network as P0, but not vice
versa: given P (k), we find k̄ =

P

kP (k). P1 provides more
information than P0, and it is therefore a more restrictive
metric: the set of 1K-graphs is a subset of the set of 0K-
graphs. Figure 2 illustrates this inclusive relationship by
drawing the set of 1K-graphs inside the set of 0K-graphs.

Continuing to d = 2, we note that the degree distri-
bution constrains the number of nodes of each degree in
the network, but it does not describe the interconnectiv-
ity of nodes with given degrees. That is, it does not pro-
vide any information on the total number m(k, k′) of links
between nodes of degree k and k′. We define the third
property P2 in our series as the property that the graph’s
joint degree distribution (JDD) has the same form as in
the given graph G. The JDD, or the 2K-distribution, is
P (k1, k2) = m(k1, k2)µ(k1, k2)/(2m), where µ(k1, k2) is 2 if
k1 = k2 and 1 otherwise. The JDD describes degree corre-
lations for pairs of connected nodes. Given P (k1, k2), we
can calculate P (k) = (k̄/k)

P

k′ P (k, k′), but not vice versa.
Consequently, the set of 2K-graphs is a subset of the 1K-
graphs. Therefore, Figure 2 depicts the smaller 2K-graph
circle inside 1K.

We can continue to increase the amount of connectivity in-
formation by considering degree correlations among greater
numbers of connected nodes. To move beyond 2K, we must
begin to distinguish the various geometries that are possi-
ble in interconnecting d nodes. To introduce P3, we require
the following two components: 1) wedges: chains of 3 nodes
connected by 2 edges, called the P∧(k1, k2, k3) component;
and 2) triangles: cliques of 3 nodes, called the P△(k1, k2, k3)
component:

As the two geometries occur with different frequencies among
nodes having different degrees, we require a separate proba-
bility distribution for each configuration. We call these two
components taken together the 3K-distribution.

For P4, we need the above six distributions: where instead
of indices ∧,△ we use for d = 3, we have all non-isomorphic
graphs of size 4 numbered by 1, . . . , 6. We note that the
order of k-arguments generally matters, although we can
permute any pair of arguments corresponding to pairs of

use the enumeration of nodes having some property in a
given graph, e.g., n(k)/n, with the probability that a node
has this property in a graph ensemble, e.g., P (k). The two
become identical when n → ∞; see [3] for further details.
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nodes whose swapping leaves the graph isomorphic. For
example: P∧(k1, k2, k3) �= P∧(k2, k1, k3) �= P∧(k1, k3, k2),
but P∧(k1, k2, k3) = P∧(k3, k2, k1).

In the following figure, we illustrate properties Pd, d =
0, . . . , 4, calculated for a given graph G of size 4, where
for simplicity, values of all distributions P are the total
numbers of corresponding subgraphs, i.e., P (2, 3) = 2 means
that G contains 2 edges between 2- and 3-degree nodes.

Generalizing, we define the dK-distributions to be degree

correlations within non-isomorphic simple connected subgra-

phs of size d and the dK-series Pd to be the series of prop-

erties constraining the graph’s dK-distribution to the same

form as in a given graph G. In other words, Pd tells us
how groups of d-nodes with degrees k1, ..., kd interconnect.
In the ‘dK’ acronym, ‘K’ represents the standard notation
for node degrees, while ‘d’ refers to the number of degree
arguments k of the dK-distributions P (k1, . . . , kd) and to
the upper bound of the d istance between nodes with known
degree correlations. Moving from Pd to Pd+1 in describing
a given graph G is somewhat similar to including the ad-
ditional d + 1’th term of the Fourier (time) or Taylor series
representing a given function F . In both cases, we describe
wider “neighborhoods” in G or F to achieve a more accurate
representation of the original structure.

The dK-series definition satisfies the inclusion and con-
vergence requirements described above. Indeed, the inclu-
sion requirement is satisfied because any graph of size d is a
subgraph of some graph of size d + 1. Convergence follows
from the observation that in the limit of d = n, the set of
nK-graphs contains only one element: G itself. As a conse-
quence of the convergence property, any topology metric we
can define on G will eventually be captured by dK-graphs
with a sufficiently large d.

Hereafter, our main concerns with the dK-series become:
1) how well we can satisfy our first requirement of con-
structibility and 2) how fast the dK-series converges toward
the original graph. We address these two concerns in Sec-
tions 4 and 5.

The reason for the second concern is that the number of
probability distributions required to fully specify the dK-
distribution grows quickly with d: see [28] for the number of
non-isomorphic simple connected graphs of size d. Relative
to the existing work on topology generators typically limited
to d = 1 [1, 22, 32], we present and implement algorithms for
graph construction for d = 2 and d = 3. We present these
algorithms in Section 4 and then show in Section 5 that the
dK-series converges quickly: 2K-graphs are sufficient for
most practical purposes for the graphs we consider, while
3K-graphs are essentially identical to observed and modeled
Internet topologies.

To motivate our ability to capture increasingly complex
graph properties by increasing d, we present visualizations
of dK-graphs generated using the dK-randomizing approach
we will discuss in Section 4.1.4. Figure 3 depicts random
0K-, 1K-, 2K- and 3K-graphs matching the corresponding
distributions of the HOT graph, a representative router-level
topology from [19]. This topology is particularly interesting,

because, to date reproducing router-level topologies using
only degree distributions has proven difficult [19]. However,
a visual inspection of our generated topologies shows good
convergence properties of the dK-series: while the 0K-graph
and 1K-graph have little resemblance with the HOT topol-
ogy, the 2K-graph is much closer than the previous ones and
the 3K graph is almost identical to the original. Although
the visual inspection is encouraging, we defer more careful
comparisons to Section 5.

4. CONSTRUCTING dK-GRAPHS
There are several approaches for constructing dK-graphs

for d = 0 and d = 1. We extended a number of these algo-
rithms to work for higher values of d. In Section 4.1, we
describe these approaches, their practical utility, and our
new algorithms for d > 1. In Section 4.2, we introduce the
concept of dK-random graphs, in Section 4.3, a dK-space

exploration methodology. We use this methodology to de-
termine the lowest values of d such that dK-graphs approxi-
mate a given topology with the required degree of accuracy.

4.1 dK-graph-constructing algorithms
We classify existing approaches to constructing 0K- and

1K-graphs into the following categories: stochastic, pseu-

dograph, matching, and two types of rewiring: randomizing

and targeting. We attempted to extend each of these tech-
niques to general dK-graph construction. In this section, we
qualitatively discuss the relative merits of each of these ap-
proaches before presenting a more quantitative comparison
in Section 5.

4.1.1 Stochastic

The simplest and most convenient for theoretical analysis
is the stochastic approach. For 0K, reproducing an n-sized
graph with a given expected average degree k̄ involves con-
necting every pair of n nodes with probability p0K = k̄/n.
This construction forms the classical (Erdős-Rényi) random
graphs Gn,p [12]. Recent efforts have extended this stochas-
tic approach to 1K and 2K [2, 7, 9]. In these cases, one first
labels all nodes i with their expected degrees qi drawn from
the distribution P (k) and then connects pairs of nodes (i, j)
with probabilities p1K(qi, qj) = qiqj/(nq̄) or p2K(qi, qj) =
(q̄/n)P (qi, qj)/(P (qi)P (qj)) reproducing the expected val-
ues of 1K- or 2K-distributions, respectively.

In theory, we could generalize this approach for any d
in two stages: 1) extraction: given a graph G, calculate
the frequencies of all (including disconnected) d-sized sub-
graphs in G, and 2) construction: prepare an n-sized set of
qi-labeled nodes and connect their d-sized subsets into dif-
ferent subgraphs with (conditional) probabilities based on
the calculated frequencies. In practice, we find the stochas-
tic approach performs poorly even for 1K because of high
statistical variance. For example, many nodes with expected
degree 1 wind up with degree 0 after the construction phase,
resulting in many tiny connected components.

4.1.2 Pseudograph

The pseudograph (also known as configuration) approach
is probably the most popular and widely used class of graph-
generating algorithms. In its original form [1, 24], it applies
only to the 1K case. Relative to the stochastic approach,
it reproduces a given degree distribution exactly, but does
not necessarily construct simple graphs. That is, it may
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(a) 0K-graph (b) 1K-graph (c) 2K-graph

(d) 3K-graph

(e) original HOT graph

Figure 3: Picturizations of dK-graphs and the original HOT graph illustrating the convergence of dK-series.

construct graphs with both ends of an edge connected to
the same node (self-loops) and with multiple edges between
the same pair of nodes (loops).

It operates as follows: given the number of nodes, n(k),

of degree k, n =
Pkmax

k=1 n(k), first prepare n(k) nodes with
k stubs attached to each node, k = 1, . . . , kmax, and then
randomly choose pairs of stubs and connect them to form
edges. To obtain a simple connected graph, remove all loops
and extract the largest connected component.

We extended this algorithm to 2K as follows: given the
number m(k1, k2) of edges between k1- and k2-degree nodes,

m =
Pkmax

k1,k2=1 m(k1, k2), we first prepare a list of m(k1, k2)
disconnected edges and label the ends of each edge by their
respective degree values k1 and k2, k1, k2 = 1, . . . , kmax.
Next, corresponding to each degree k, k = 1, . . . , kmax, we
create a list of all edge-ends that were labelled with k; from
this list, we randomly select groups of k edge-ends to create
the nodes in the graph with degree k, k = 1, . . . , kmax.

The pseudograph algorithm produces good results for d =
2. Unfortunately, we could not generalize it easily for d > 2
because starting at d = 3, d-sized subgraphs overlap over
edges. Such overlapping introduces a series of topological
constraints and non-local dependencies among different sub-
graphs, and we could not find a simple technique to pre-
serve these combinatorial constraints during the construc-
tion phase.

4.1.3 Matching

The matching approach differs from the pseudograph ap-
proach in avoiding loops during the construction phase. In
the 1K case, the algorithm works exactly as its pseudograph
counterpart but skips pairs of stubs that form loops if con-
nected. We extend the matching approach to 2K in a similar
manner as our 2K pseudograph approach, but using the loop

Figure 4: dK-preserving rewiring for d = 0, 1, 2.

avoidance strategy.
Unfortunately, loop avoidance suffers from various forms

of deadlock for both 1K and 2K. In both cases, the algo-
rithms can end up in incomplete configurations when not all
edges are formed, and the graph cannot be completed be-
cause there are no suitable stub pairs remaining that can be
connected without forming loops. We devised several tech-
niques to deal with these problems. With these additional
techniques, we obtained good results for 2K graphs. Once
again, we could not generalize matching for d > 2 for es-
sentially the same reasons related to subgraphs’ overlapping
and non-locality as in the pseudograph case.

4.1.4 Rewiring

The rewiring approaches are generalizable to any d and
work well in practice. They involve dK-preserving rewiring
as illustrated in Figure 4. The main idea is to rewire ran-

dom (pairs of) edges preserving an existing form of the dK-
distribution. For d = 0, we rewire a random edge to a ran-
dom pair of nodes, thus preserving k̄. For d = 1, we rewire
two random edges that do not alter P (k), as shown in Fig-
ure 4. If, in addition, there are at least two nodes of equal
degrees adjacent to the different edges in the edge pair, then
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the same rewiring leaves P (k, k′) intact. Due to the inclusion
property of the dK-series, (d + 1)K-rewirings form a subset
of dK-rewirings for d > 0. For example, to preserve 3K, we
permit a 2K-rewiring only if it also preserves the wedge and
triangle distributions.

The dK-randomizing rewiring algorithm amounts to per-
forming dK-preserving rewirings a sufficient number of times
for some dK-graph. A “sufficient number” means enough
rewirings for this process to lead to graphs that do not
change their properties even if we subject them to additional
rewirings. In other words, this rewiring process converges af-
ter some number of steps, producing random graphs having
property Pd. Even for d = 1, there are no known rigorous re-
sults regarding how quickly this process converges, but [15]
shows that this process is an irreducible, symmetric and ape-
riodic Markov chain and demonstrates experimentally that
it takes O(m) steps to converge.

In our experiments in Section 5, we employ the following
strategy applicable for any d. We first calculate the num-
ber of possible initial dK-preserving rewirings. By “initial
rewirings” we mean rewirings we can perform on a given
graph G, to differentiate them from rewirings we can apply
to graphs obtained from G after its first (and subsequent)
rewirings. We then subtract the number of rewirings that
leave the graph isomorphic. For example, rewiring of any
two (1, k)- and (1, k′)-edges is a dK-preserving rewiring, for
any d, and more strongly, the graph before rewiring is iso-
morphic to the graph after rewiring. We multiply this differ-
ence by 10, and perform that number of random rewirings.
At the end of our rewiring procedure, we explicitly verify
that randomization is indeed complete and the process has
converged by further increasing the number of rewirings and
checking that all graph characteristics remain unchanged.

One obvious problem with dK-randomization is that it
requires an original graph G as input to construct its dK-
random versions. It cannot start with a description of the
dK-distribution to generate random dK-graphs as is possi-
ble with the other construction approaches discussed above.

To address this limitation, we consider the inverse pro-
cess of dK-targeting d′K-preserving rewiring, also known as
Metropolis dynamics [23]. It incorporates the following mod-
ification to d′K-preserving rewiring: every rewiring step is
accepted only if it moves the graph “closer” to Pd. In prac-
tice, we can then employ targeting rewiring to construct
dK-graphs with high values of d by beginning with any d′K-
graph where d′ < d. Recall that we can always compute Pd′

from Pd due to the inclusion property of the dK-series. For
instance, we can start with a graph having a given degree
distribution (d′ = 1) [31], and then move it toward a dK-
graph via dK-targeting 1K-preserving rewiring.

The definition of “closer” above requires further explana-
tion. We require a set of distance metrics (functions) that
quantitatively differentiate two graphs based on the values
of their dK-distributions. In our experiments, we use the
sum of squares of differences between the existing and tar-
get numbers of subgraphs of a given type. For example, in
the d = 2 case, we measure the distance between the tar-
get graph’s JDD and the JDD of the current graph being
rewired by D2 =

P

k1,k2
[mcurrent(k1, k2) − mtarget(k1, k2)]

2,
and at each rewiring step, we accept the rewiring only if it
decreases this distance. Note that D2 is non-negative and
equals zero only when reaching the target JDD. For d = 3,
this distance D3 is a sum of squares of differences between

the current and target numbers of wedges and triangles, and
we can generalize it to Dd for any d.

A potential problem with dK-targeting d′K-preserving
rewiring is that it can be nonergodic, meaning that there
might be no chain of d′K-preserving Dd-decreasing rewirings
leading from the initial d′K-graph to the target dK-graph.
In other words, we cannot be sure beforehand that any two
d′K-graphs are connected by a sequence of d′K-preserving
and Dd-decreasing rewirings.

To address this problem we note that the d′K-randomizing
and dK-targeting d′K-preserving rewirings are actually two
extremes of an entire family of rewiring processes. Indeed,
let ∆Dd = Dd,after −Dd,before be the difference of distance
to the target dK-distribution computed before and after
a d′K-preserving rewiring step. As with the usual dK-
targeting rewiring, we accept a rewiring step if ∆Dd < 0,
but even if ∆Dd � 0, we also accept this step with prob-
ability e−∆Dd/T , where T > 0 is some parameter that we
call temperature because of the similarity of the process to
simulated annealing.

In the T → 0 limit, this probability goes to 0, and we have
the standard dK-targeting d′K-preserving rewiring process.
When T → ∞, the probability approaches 1, yielding the
standard d′K-randomizing rewiring process. To verify er-
godicity, we can start with a high temperature and then
gradually cool the system while monitoring any metric known
to have different values in dK- and d′K-graphs. If this met-
ric’s value forms a continuous function of the temperature,
then our rewiring process is ergodic. Maslov et al. performed
these experiments in [21] and demonstrated ergodicity in the
case with d′ = 1 and d = 2. In our experiments in Section 5,
we always obtain a good match for all target graph metrics
in considering (d′, d) < 4. Thus, we perform rewiring at
zero temperature without further considering ergodicity. If
however in some future experiments one detects the lack of a
smooth convergence of rewiring procedures, then one should
first verify ergodicity using the methodology above.

For all the algorithms discussed in this section, we do
not check for graph connectedness at each step of the algo-
rithm since: 1) it is an expensive operation and 2) all result-
ing graphs always have giant connected components (GCCs)
with characteristics similar to the whole disconnected graphs.

4.2 dK-random graphs
No dK-graph-generating algorithm can quickly construct

the set of all dK-graphs because: 1) such sets are too large,
especially for small d; and, less obviously, 2) all algorithms
try to produce graphs having property Pd while remaining
unbiased (random) with respect to all other properties. One
can check directly that the last characteristic applies to all
the algorithms we have discussed above.

As a consequence, the dK-graph construction algorithms
result in non-uniform sampling of graphs with different val-
ues of properties that are not fully defined by Pd. More
specifically, two generated dK-graphs having different forms
of a d′K-distribution with d′ > d can appear as the output
of these algorithms with drastically different probabilities.
Some dK-graphs have such a small probability of being con-
structed that we can safely assume they never arise.

For example, consider the simplest 0K stochastic con-
struction, i.e., the classical random graphs Gn,p. Using a
probabilistic argument, one can show that the naturally-
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Table 1: The summary of dK-series.

Tag
dK

Property
symbol

dK-
distribution

Pd defines Pd−1 Edge existence probability in
stochastic constructions

Maximum entropy value of (d+1)K-
distribution in dK-random graphs

0K P0 k̄ p0K = k̄/n P0K(k) = e−k̄k̄k/k!
1K P1 P (k) k̄ =

P

kP (k) p1K(q1, q2) = q1q2/(nq̄) P1K(k1, k2) = k1P (k1)k2P (k2)/k̄2

2K P2 P (k1, k2) P (k) =
(k̄/k)

P

k′ P (k, k′)
p2K(q1, q2) =
(q̄/n)P (q1, q2)/(P (q1)P (q2))

See [10] for clustering in 2K-random
graphs

3K P3 P∧(k1, k2, k3)
P△(k1, k2, k3)

By counting edges, we get P (k1, k2) ∼
P

k {P∧(k, k1, k2) + P△(k, k1, k2)} /(k1 − 1) ∼
P

k {P∧(k1, k2, k) + P△(k1, k2, k)} /(k2−1), where we omit normalization coefficients.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nK Pn G

occurring 1K-distribution (degree distribution) in these gra-
phs has a specific form: binomial, which is closely approxi-

mated by the Poisson distribution: P0K(k) = e−k̄k̄k/k! [11].
The 0K stochastic algorithm can produce a graph with a dif-
ferent 1K-distribution, e.g., the power-law P (k) ∼ k−γ with
extremely low probability. Indeed, suppose n ∼ 104, k̄ ∼ 5,
and γ ∼ 2.1, so that the characteristic maximum degree is
kmax ∼ 2000 (we chose these values to reflect measured val-
ues for Internet AS topologies). In this case, the probabil-
ity that a Gn,p-graph contains at least one node with de-
gree equal to kmax is dominated by 1/2000! ∼ 10−6600, and
the probability that the remaining degrees simultaneously
match those required for a power law is much lower.

It is thus natural to introduce a set of graphs that corre-
spond to the graphs most likely to be generated by dK-
graph constructing algorithms. We call such graphs the
dK-random graphs. These graphs have property Pd but
are unbiased with respect to any other more constraining
property. In this sense, the dK-random graphs are the max-

imally random or maximum-entropy dK-graphs. Our term
maximum entropy here has the following justification. As
we have just seen, 0K-random graphs have the maximum-
entropy value of the 1K-distribution since their node de-
gree distribution is the distribution with the maximum en-
tropy among all the distributions with a fixed average.2

The 1K-random graphs have the maximum-entropy value
of the 2K-distribution since their joint degree distribution,
P1K(k1, k2) = P̃ (k1)P̃ (k2), where P̃ (k) = kP (k)/k̄ [11], is
the distribution with the maximum joint entropy (minimum
mutual information)3 among all the joint distributions with
fixed marginal distributions.4

The main point we extract from these observations is that
in trying to construct dK-graphs, we generally obtain graphs
from subsets of the dK-space. We call these subsets dK-
random graphs and schematically depict them as centers
of the dK-circles in Figure 2. These graphs do have prop-
erty Pd and, consequently, properties Pi with i < d, but they

2The entropy of a discrete distribution P (x) is H[P (x)] =
−

P

x P (x) log P (x). If the sample space is also finite, then
among all the distributions with a fixed average, the bino-
mial distribution maximizes entropy [16].
3The mutual information of a joint distribution P (x, y) is
I[P (x, y)] = H[P (x)] + H[P (y)] − H[P (x, y)], where P (x)
and P (y) are the marginal distributions.
4In reality, the last statement generally applies only to
the class of all (not necessarily connected) pseudographs.
Narrowing the class of graphs to simple connected graphs
introduces topological constraints affecting the maximum-
entropy form of the 2K-distribution.

might not ever display property Pj with j > d since the jK-
distributions has specific, maximum-entropy values in the
jK-space that may not overlap with dk-random graphs.

4.3 dK-space explorations
Often we wish to analyze the topological constraints a

given graph G appears to obey. In other cases, we are inter-
ested in exploring the structural diversity among dK-graphs.
If we are attempting to determine the minimum d such that
all dK-graphs are similar to G, we can start with a small
value of d, generate dK-graphs, and measure their “dis-
tance” from G. If the distance is too great, we can increase d
and repeat the process. On the other hand, to explore struc-
tural diversity among all dK-graphs, we must generate dK-
graphs that are not random. These non-random dk-graphs
are still constrained by Pd but have extremely low proba-
bilities of being generated unperturbed by dK-graph con-
structing algorithms.

We cannot construct all dK-graphs, so we need to use
heuristics to generate some dK-graphs and adjust them ac-
cording to a distance metric that draws us closer to the types
of dK-graphs we seek. One such heuristic is based on the in-
clusion feature of the dK-series. Because all dK-graphs have
the same values of dK- but not of (d + 1)K-distributions,
we look for simple metrics fully defined by Pd+1 but not
by Pd. While identifying such metrics can be challenging
for high d’s, we can always retreat to the following two sim-
ple extreme metrics:

• the correlation of degrees of nodes located at distance d;

• the concentration of d-simplices (cliques of size d + 1).

These metrics are “extreme” in the sense that they cor-
respond to the (d + 1)-sized subgraphs with, respectively,
the maximum (d) and minimum (1) possible diameter. We
can then construct dK-graphs with extreme values, e.g., the
smallest or largest possible, for these (extreme) metrics. The
dK-random graphs have the values of these metrics lying
somewhere in between the extremes.

If the goal is to find the smallest d that results in suffi-
ciently constraining graphs, we can compute the difference
between the extreme values of these metrics, as well as of
other metrics we might consider. If this difference is too
large, then the selected value of d is not constraining enough
and we will need to increase it. dK-space exploration may
further be used to move beyond the relatively small circle
of dK-random graphs and generate graphs that lie on the
edges of the dK-circle.

To illustrate this approach in practice, we consider 1K-
and 2K-space explorations. For 1K, the simplest metric
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defined by P2 is any scalar summary statistics of the 2K-
distribution, such as likelihood S (cf. Section 2). To con-
struct graphs with the maximum value of S, we can run a
form of targeting 1K-preserving rewiring that accepts each
rewiring step only if it increases S. We can perform the op-
posite to minimize S. This type of experiment was at the
core of recent work that led the authors of [19] to conclude
that d = 1 was not constraining enough for the topology
they considered.

To perform 2K-space explorations, we need to find simple
scalar metrics defined by P3. Since the 3K-distribution is
actually two distributions, P∧(k1, k2, k3) and P△(k1, k2, k3),
we should have two independent scalar metrics. The second-

order likelihood S2 is one such metric for P∧(k1, k2, k3).
S2 ∼

P

k1,k2,k3
k1k3P∧(k1, k2, k3); we define S2 as the sum

of the products of degrees of nodes located at the ends of
wedges, so that any two graphs with the same P∧(k1, k2, k3)
have the same S2. For the P△(k1, k2, k3) component, av-
erage clustering C̄ ∼

P

k1,k2,k3
k1P△(k1, k2, k3) is an ap-

propriate candidate. We note that these two metrics are
also the two extreme metrics in the sense defined above:
S2 measures the properly normalized correlation of degrees
of nodes located at distance 2, while C̄ describes the con-
centration of 2-simplices (triangles). The 2K-explorations
amount then to performing the following two types of tar-
geting 2K-preserving rewiring: accept a 2K-rewiring step
only if it maximizes or minimizes: 1) S2, or 2) C̄.

5. EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct a number of experiments to

demonstrate the ability of the dK-series to capture impor-
tant graph properties. We implemented all the dK-graph-
constructing algorithms from Section 4.1, applied them to
both measured and modeled Internet topologies, and calcu-
lated all the topology metrics from Section 2 on the resulting
graphs.

We experimented with three measured AS-level topolo-
gies, extracted from CAIDA’s skitter traceroute [5], Route-
Views’ BGP [26], and RIPE’s WHOIS [17] data for the
month of March 2004, as well as with a synthetic router-
level topology—the HOT graph from [19]. The qualitative
results of our experiments are similar for the skitter and
BGP topologies, while the WHOIS topology lies somewhere
in-between the skitter/BGP and HOT topologies. In the
case of skitter comprising of 9204 nodes and 28959 edges,
we will see that its degree distribution places significant con-
straints upon the graph generation process. Thus, even 1K-
random graphs approximate the skitter topology reasonably
well. The HOT topology with 939 nodes and 988 edges is
at the opposite extreme. It is the least constrained; 1K-
random graphs approximate it poorly, and dK-series’ con-
vergence is slowest. We thus report results only for these
two extreme cases, skitter and HOT.

Our results represent averages over 100 graphs generated
with a different random seed in each case, using the notation
in Table 2.

5.1 Algorithmic Comparison
We first compare the different graph generation algorithms

discussed in Section 4.1. All the algorithms give consistent
results, except the stochastic approach, which suffers from
the problems related to high statistical variance discussed
in Section 4.1.1. This conclusion immediately follows from

Table 2: Scalar graph metrics notations.

Metric Notation
Average degree k̄
Assortativity coefficient r
Average clustering C̄
Average distance d̄
Standard deviation of distance distribution σd

Second-order likelihood S2

Smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian λ1

Largest eigenvalue of the Laplacian λn−1

Table 3: Scalar metrics for 2K-random HOT graphs

generated using different techniques.

Met- Stoch- Pseu- Match- 2K- 2K- Orig.
ric astic dogr. ing rand. targ. HOT
k̄ 2.87 2.19 2.22 2.18 2.18 2.10
r -0.22 -0.24 -0.21 -0.23 -0.24 -0.22
d̄ 4.99 6.25 6.22 6.32 6.35 6.81
σd 0.85 0.75 0.74 0.70 0.70 0.57

Figure 5 and Tables 3 and 4 showing graph metric values for
the different 2K and 3K algorithms described in Section 4.1.

In our experience, we find that dK-randomizing rewiring
is easiest to use. However, it requires the original graph as
input. If only the target dK-distribution is available and
if d � 2, we find the pseudograph algorithm most appropri-
ate in practice. We note that our 2K version results in fewer
pseudograph “badnesses”, i.e., (self-)loops and small con-
nected components (CCs), than PLRG [1], its commonly-
known 1K counterpart. This improvement is due to the
additional constraints introduced by the 2K case. For ex-
ample, if there is only one node of high degree x and one
node of another high degree y in the original graph, then
there can be only one link of type (x, y). Our 2K mod-
ification of the pseudograph algorithm must consequently
produce exactly one link between these two x- and y-degree
nodes, whereas in the 1K case, the algorithm tends to cre-
ate many such links. Similarly, a 1K generator would tend
to produce many isolated degree−1 nodes connected to one
another. Since the original graph does not have such pairs
of 1-degree nodes, our 2K generator, as opposed to 1K, does
not form these small 2-node CCs either.

While the pseudograph algorithm is a good 2K-random
graph generator, we could not generalize it for d � 3 (see
Section 4.1.2). Therefore, to generate dK-random graphs
with d � 3 when an original graph is unavailable, we use dK-
targeting rewiring. We first bootstrap the process by con-
structing 1K-random graphs using the pseudograph algo-
rithm and then apply 2K-targeting 1K-preserving rewiring

Table 4: Scalar metrics for 3K-random HOT graphs

generated using different techniques.

Metric 3K-randomizing 3K-targeting Original
rewiring rewiring HOT

k̄ 2.10 2.13 2.10
r -0.22 -0.23 -0.22
d̄ 6.55 6.79 6.81
σd 0.84 0.72 0.57
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Figure 5: Comparison of 2K- and 3K-graph-constructing algorithms.

Table 5: Numbers of possible initial dK-randomizing

rewirings for the HOT graph.

d Possible initial Possible initial rewirings,
rewirings ignoring obvious isomorphisms

0 435,546,699 -
1 477,905 440,355
2 326,409 268,871
3 146 44

Table 6: Comparing scalar metrics for dK-random

and skitter graphs.

Metric 0K 1K 2K 3K skitter
k̄ 6.31 6.34 6.29 6.29 6.29
r 0 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24
C̄ 0.001 0.25 0.29 0.46 0.46
d̄ 5.17 3.11 3.08 3.09 3.12
σd 0.27 0.4 0.35 0.35 0.37
λ1 0.2 0.03 0.15 0.1 0.1
λn−1 1.8 1.97 1.85 1.9 1.9

to obtain 2K-random graphs. To produce 3K-random grap-
hs, we apply 3K-targeting 2K-preserving rewiring to the
2K-random graphs obtained in the previous step.

5.2 Topology Comparisons
We next test the convergence of our dK-series for the skit-

ter and HOT graphs. Since all dK-graph constructing algo-
rithms yield consistent results, we selected the simplest one,
the dK-randomizing rewiring from Section 4.1.4, to obtain
dK-random graphs in this section.

The number of possible initial dK-randomizing rewirings
is a good preliminary indicator of the size of the dK-graph
space. We show these numbers for the HOT graph in Ta-
ble 5. If we discard rewirings leading to obvious isomorphic
graphs, cf. Section 4.1.4, then the number of possible initial
rewirings is even smaller.

We compare the skitter topology with its dK-random coun-
terparts, d = 0, . . . , 3, in Table 6 and Figure 6. We report
all the metrics calculated for the giant connected compo-
nent (GCCs). Minor discrepancies between values of av-
erage degree k̄ and r result from GCC extractions. If we
do not extract the GCC, then k̄ is the same as that of the

original graph for all d = 0, . . . , 3, and r is exactly the same

Table 7: Scalar metrics for 2K-space explorations

for skitter.
Metric Min Max Min Max 2K- Skit-

C̄ C̄ S2 S2 rand. ter
k̄ 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29 6.29
r -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24
C̄ 0.21 0.47 0.4 0.4 0.29 0.46
d̄ 3.06 3.12 3.12 3.10 3.08 3.12
σd 0.33 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.35 0.37
λ1 0.25 0.11 0.11 0.1 0.15 0.1
λn−1 1.75 1.89 1.89 1.89 1.85 1.9
S2/Smax

2 0.988 0.961 0.955 1.000 0.986 0.958

for d > 1.
We do not show degree distributions for brevity. How-

ever, degree distributions match when considering the entire
graph and are very similar for the GCCs for all d > 0. When
d = 0, the degree distribution is binomial, as expected.

We see that all other metrics gradually converge to those
in the original graph as d increases. A value of d = 1 pro-
vides a reasonably good description of the skitter topology,
while d = 2 matches all properties except clustering. The
3K-random graphs are identical to the original for all met-
rics we consider, including clustering.

We perform the 2K-space explorations described in Sec-
tion 4.3 to check if d = 2 is indeed sufficiently constraining
for the skitter topology. We observe small variations of clus-
tering C̄, second-order likelihood S2, and spectrum, shown
in Table 7 and Figure 7. All other metrics do not change, so
we do not show plots for them. We conclude that d = 2, i.e.,
the joint degree distribution provides a reasonably accurate
description of observed AS-level topologies.

The HOT topology is more complex than AS-level topolo-
gies. Earlier work argues that this topology cannot be ac-
curately modeled using degree distributions alone [19]. We
therefore selected the HOT topology graph as a difficult case
for our approach.

A preliminary inspection of visualizations in Figure 3 indi-
cates that the dK-series converges at a reasonable rate even
for the HOT graph. The 0K-random graph is a classical ran-
dom graph and lacks high-degree nodes, as expected. The
1K-random graph has all the high-degree nodes we desire,
but they are crowded toward the core, a property absent in
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Figure 6: Comparison of dK-random and skitter graphs.
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Figure 9: Betweenness for dK-

random and HOT graphs

the HOT graph. The 2K constraints start pushing the high-
degree nodes away to the periphery, while the lower-degree
nodes migrate to the core, and the 2K-random graph be-
gins to resemble the HOT graph. The 3K-random topology
looks remarkably similar to the HOT topology.

Of course, visual inspection of a small number of randomly
generated graphs is insufficient to demonstrate our ability
to capture important metrics of the HOT graph. Thus,
we compute the different metric values for each of the dK-
random graph and compare them with the corresponding
value for the original HOT graph. In Table 8 and Figures 8
and 9 we see that the dK-series converges more slowly for
HOT than for skitter. Note that we do not show cluster-
ing plots because clustering is almost zero everywhere: the
HOT topology has very few cycles; it is almost a tree. The
1K-random graphs yield a poor approximation of the origi-
nal topology, in agreement with the main argument in [19].
Both Figures 3 and 9 indicate that starting with d = 2, low-
but not high-degree nodes form the core: betweenness is
approximately as high for nodes of degree ∼ 10 as for high-
degree nodes. Consequently, the 2K-random graphs provide
a better approximation, but not nearly as good as it was for
skitter.5 However, the 3K-random graphs match the orig-

5The speed of dK-series convergence depends both on the
structure and size of an original graph G. It must converge
faster for smaller Gs of similar structure. However, here we
see that the graph structure plays a more crucial role than
its size. The dK-series converges slower for HOT than for
skitter, even though the former graph is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the latter.

Table 8: Comparing scalar metrics for dK-random

and HOT graphs.

Metric 0K 1K 2K 3K HOT
k̄ 2.47 2.59 2.18 2.10 2.10
r -0.05 -0.14 -0.23 -0.22 -0.22
C̄ 0.002 0.009 0.001 0 0
d̄ 8.48 4.41 6.32 6.55 6.81
σd 1.23 0.72 0.71 0.84 0.57
λ1 0.01 0.034 0.005 0.004 0.004
λn−1 1.989 1.967 1.996 1.997 1.997

inal HOT topology almost exactly. We thus conclude that
the dK-series captures the essential characteristics of even
particularly difficult topologies, such as HOT, by sufficiently
increasing d, in this case to 3.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
While we feel our approach to topology analysis holds sig-

nificant promise, a number of important avenues remain for
further investigation. First, one must determine appropri-
ate values of d to carry out studies of interest. Our experi-
ence to date suggests that d = 2 is sufficient to reproduce
most metrics of interest and that d = 3 faithfully repro-
duces all metrics we are aware of for Internet-like graphs.
It also appears likely that d = 3 will be sufficient for self-
organized small-worlds in general. This issue is particularly
important because the computational complexity of produc-
ing dK-graphs grows rapidly with d. Studies requiring large
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values of d may limit the practicality of our approach.
In general, more complex topologies may necessitate de-

veloping algorithms for generating dK-random graphs with
high d’s. We needed higher d to describe the HOT topology
as accurately as the skitter topology. The intuition behind
this observation is that the HOT router-level topology is
“less random” because it results from targeted design and
engineering. The skitter AS-level topology, on the other
hand, is “more random” since there is no single point of ex-
ternal human control over its shape and evolution. It is a
cumulative result of local decisions made by individual ASes.

A second important question concerns the discrete nature
of our model. For instance, we are able to reproduce 1K-
and 2K-distributions but it is not meaningful to consider re-
producing 1.4K-distributions. Consider a graph property X
not captured by 1K but successfully captured by 2K. It
could turn out that the space of 2K-random graphs over-
constrains the set of graphs reproducing X. That is, while
2K-graphs do successfully reproduce X, there may be other
graphs that also match X but are not 2K-graphs.

Fundamental to our approach is that we seek to repro-
duce important characteristics of a given network topology.
We cannot use our methodology to discover laws governing
the evolutionary growth of a particular network. Rather, we
are restricted to observing changes in degree correlations in
graphs over time, and then generating graphs that match
such degree correlations. However, the goals of reproducing
important characteristics of a given set of graphs and dis-
covering laws governing their evolution are complementary
and even symmetric.

They are complementary because the dK-series can sim-
plify the task of validating particular evolutionary mod-
els. Consider the case where a researcher wishes to validate
a model for Internet evolution using historical connectiv-
ity information. The process would likely involve starting
with an initial graph, e.g., reflecting connectivity from 5
years ago, and generating a variety of larger graphs, e.g.,
reflecting modern-day connectivity. Of course, the resulting
graphs will not match known modern connectivity exactly.
Currently, validation would require showing that the graph
matches “well enough” for all known ad hoc graph proper-
ties. Using the dK-series however, it is sufficient to demon-
strate that the resulting graphs are dK-random for an ap-
propriate value of d, i.e., constrained by the dK-distribution
of modern Internet graphs (with d = 3 known to be suf-
ficient in this case). As long as the resulting graphs fall
in the dK-random space, the theory of dK-randomness ex-
plains any variation from ground truth. This methodology
also addresses the issue of defining “well enough” above:
dK-space exploration can quantify the expected variation
in ad hoc properties not fully specified by a particular dK-
distribution.

The approaches are symmetric in that they both attempt
to generate graph models that accurately capture values
of topology metrics observed in real networks. Both ap-
proaches have inherent tradeoffs between accuracy and com-
plexity. Achieving higher accuracy with the dK-series re-
quires greater numbers of statistical constraints with in-
creasing d. The number of these constraints is upper-bound-
ed by nd (the size of dK-distribution matrices) times the
number of possible simple connected d-sized graphs [28].6

6Although the upper bound of possible constraints increases

Achieving higher accuracy with network evolution model-
ing requires richer sets of system-specific external parame-
ters [6]. Every such parameter represents a degree of freedom

in a model. By tuning larger sets of external parameters,
one can more closely match observed data. It could be the
case that the number of parameters required to character-
ize the evolution of the Internet is smaller than the number
of constraints required by the dK-series (this remains to be
seen). However, with the dK-series, the same set of con-
straints applies to any network, including social, biological,
and physical. With evolution modeling, one must develop a
separate model for each network.

Directions for future work all stem from the observation
that the dK-series is actually the simplest basis for statisti-
cal analysis of correlations in complex networks. We can in-
corporate any kind of technological constraints into our con-
structions. In a router-level topology, for example, there is
some dependency between the number of interfaces a router
has (node degree) and their average bandwidth (between-
ness/degree ratio) [19]. In light of such observations, we can
simply adjust our rewiring algorithms (Section 4.1.4) to not
accept rewirings violating this dependency. In other words,
we can always consider ensembles of dK-random graphs sub-
ject to various forms of external constraints imposed by the
specifics of a given network.

Another promising avenue for future work derives from
the observation that abstracting real networks as undirected
graphs might lose too much detail for certain tasks. For
example, in the AS-level topology case, the link types can
represent business AS relationships, e.g., customer-provider
or peering. For a router-level topology, we can label links
with bandwidth, latency, etc., and nodes with router man-
ufacturer, geographical information, etc. Keeping such an-

notation information for nodes and links can also be use-
ful for other types of networks, e.g., biological and social.
We can generalize the dK-series approach to study networks
with more sophisticated forms of annotations, in which case
the dK-series would describe correlations among different
types of nodes connected by different types of links within
d-sized geometries. Given the level of constraint imposed
by d = 2 and d = 3 for our studied graphs and recognizing
that including annotations would introduce significant addi-
tional constraints to the space of dK-graphs, we believe that
2K-random annotated graphs could provide appropriate de-
scriptions of observed networks in a variety of settings.

Finally, all graphs generated in this paper are the same
size as a given graph G. We are working on appropriate
strategies of rescaling the dK-distributions.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Over the years, a number of important graph metrics

have been proposed to compare how closely the structure of
two arbitrary graphs match and to predict the behavior of
topologies with certain metric values. Such metrics are em-
ployed by networking researchers involved in topology con-
struction and analysis, and by those interested in protocol
and distributed system performance. Unfortunately, there
is limited understanding of which metrics are appropriate

rapidly, sparsity of dK-distribution matrices increases even
faster. The result of this interplay is that the number of non-
zero elements of dK-distributions for any given G increases
with d first but then quickly decreases, and it is surely 1 in
the limit of d = n, cf. the example in Section 3.
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for a given setting and, for most proposed metrics, there are
no known algorithms for generating graphs that reproduce
the target property.

This paper defines a series of graph structural properties
to both systematically characterize arbitrary graphs and to
generate random graphs that match specified characteristics
of the original. The dK-distribution is a collection of distri-
butions describing the correlations of degrees of d connected
nodes. The properties Pd, d = 0, . . . , n, comprise the dK-
series. A random graph is said to have property Pd if its
dK-distribution has the same form as in a given graph G.
By increasing the value of d in the series, it is possible to
capture more complex properties of G and, in the limit,
a sufficiently large value of d yields complete information
about G’s structure.

We find interesting tradeoffs in choosing the appropri-
ate value of d to compare two graphs or to generate ran-
dom graphs with property Pd. As we increase d, the set of
randomly generated graphs having property Pd becomes in-
creasingly constrained and the resulting graphs are increas-
ingly likely to reproduce a variety of metrics of interest. At
the same time, the algorithmic complexity associated with
generating the graphs increases sharply. Thus, we present a
methodology where practitioners choose the smallest d that
captures essential graph characteristics for their study. For
the graphs that we consider, including comparatively com-
plex Internet AS- and router-level topologies, we find that
d = 2 is sufficient for most cases and d = 3 captures all
graph properties proposed in the literature known to us.

In this paper, we present the first algorithms for construct-
ing random graphs having properties P2 and P3, and sketch
an approach for extending the algorithms to arbitrary d. We
are also releasing the source code for our analysis tools to
measure an input graph’s dK-distribution and our genera-
tor able to produce random graphs possessing properties Pd

for d < 4.
We hope that our methodology will provide a more rig-

orous and consistent method of comparing topology graphs
and enable protocol and application researchers to test sys-
tem behavior under a suite of randomly generated yet ap-
propriately constrained and realistic network topologies.
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ABSTRACT

A pervasive requirement of distributed systems is to deal with churn
— change in the set of participating nodes due to joins, graceful
leaves, and failures. A high churn rate can increase costs or de-
crease service quality. This paper studies how to reduce churn by
selecting which subset of a set of available nodes to use.

First, we provide a comparison of the performance of a range of
different node selection strategies in five real-world traces. Among
our findings is that the simple strategy of picking a uniform-random
replacement whenever a node fails performs surprisingly well. We
explain its performance through analysis in a stochastic model.

Second, we show that a class of strategies, which we call “Pref-
erence List” strategies, arise commonly as a result of optimizing for
a metric other than churn, and produce high churn relative to more
randomized strategies under realistic node failure patterns. Using
this insight, we demonstrate and explain differences in performance
for designs that incorporate varying degrees of randomization. We
give examples from a variety of protocols, including anycast, over-
lay multicast, and distributed hash tables. In many cases, simply
adding some randomization can go a long way towards reducing
churn.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications; C.4 [Per-

formance of Systems]: Fault tolerance; G.3 [Probability and Statis-

tics]: Renewal theory

General Terms

Design, Theory, Reliability

Keywords

Churn, node selection, multicast, DHT

1. INTRODUCTION
Almost every distributed system has to deal with churn: change

in the set of participating nodes due to joins, graceful leaves, and
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failures. There is a price to churn which may manifest itself as
dropped messages, data inconsistency, increased user-experienced
latency, or increased bandwidth use [21, 29]. Even in peer-to-peer
systems which were designed from the outset to handle churn, these
costs limit the scenarios in which the system is deployable [6]. And
even in a reasonably stable managed infrastructure like PlanetLab
[4], there can be a significant rate of effective node failure due to
nodes becoming extremely slow suddenly and unpredictably [27].

In this paper, we study how to reduce the churn rate by intel-
ligently selecting nodes. Specifically, we consider a scenario in
which we wish to use k nodes out of n ≥ k available. How should
we select which k to use in order to minimize churn among the
chosen nodes over time? This question arises in many cases, such
as the following:

• Running a service on PlanetLab in which n = 500 nodes
are available and we would like k ≈ 20 to run the service in
order to have sufficient capacity to serve requests.

• Selecting a reliable pool of k ≈ 1000 super-peers from among
n ≈ 100, 000 end-hosts participating in a peer-to-peer sys-
tem.

• Choosing k nodes to be nearest the root of an overlay multi-
cast tree, where failures are most costly.

• In a storage system of n nodes, choosing k nodes on which
to place replicas of a file.

To better understand the impact of node selection on churn, we
study a set of strategies that we believe are both relevant in practice,
and provide a good coverage of the design space.

At the high level, we classify the selection strategies along two
axes: (1) whether they use information about nodes to attempt to
predict which nodes will be stable, and (2) whether they replace a
failed node with a new one. We refer to strategies that base their se-
lection on individual node characteristics (e.g., past uptime or avail-
ability) as Stability-Predictive strategies (or predictive for short),
and ones that ignore such information as Stability-Agnostic (or just
agnostic). On the second axis, we use the term Fixed for strategies
that never replace a failed node from the original selected set, and
Replacement for strategies that replace a node as soon as it fails, if
another is available.

Predictive Fixed strategies are often used in the deployment of
services on PlanetLab, where typically developers pick a set of ma-
chines with acceptable past availability, and then run their system
exclusively on those machines for days or months. Predictive Re-

placement strategies appear in many protocols that try to dynami-
cally minimize churn. The most common heuristic is to select the
nodes which have the longest current uptime [13, 18, 32].
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Agnostic strategies can frequently describe systems which do not
explicitly try to minimize churn. The simplest form of Agnostic Re-

placement strategy is Random Replacement (RR): replace a failed
node with a uniform-random available node. Another important
form of agnostic replacement strategy is a Preference List (PL)

strategy, which arises as a result of optimizing for a metric other
than churn: rank the nodes according to some preference order, and
pick the top k available nodes. Note that we use the term PL specif-
ically in the case that the preference order is not directly related to
churn (e.g., latency), and is essentially static. Such PL strategies
turn out to describe many systems well. One example of a PL strat-
egy is anycast, where one client aims to select the closest available
server(s).

Results

Basic evaluation of strategies. The first part of the paper per-
forms an extensive evaluation of churn resulting from a number of
node selection strategies in five real-world traces. Among our con-
clusions is that replacement strategies yield a 1.3-5× reduction in
churn over the best fixed strategy in the longer traces, intuitively
because of their ability to dynamically adapt. This indicates that
for some systems, implementing dynamic node reselection may be
worth the trouble.

A more surprising finding is that there is a significant difference
in churn among agnostic strategies. One might expect that selecting
nodes using a metric unrelated to churn should perform similar to
RR, since neither strategy uses node-specific stability information.
However, it turns out that while PL strategies perform poorly, RR
is quite good, typically within a factor of less than 2 of the best

predictive strategy.

To explain the low churn achieved by RR, we analyze it in a
stochastic model. While with an exponential session time distri-
bution, RR is no better than Preference Lists, RR’s churn rate de-
creases as the distributions become more skewed, which tends to
be the case in realistic scenarios.

Applications to systems design. In the second part of this paper,
we explore systems in which different designs or parameter choices
“accidentally” induce a PL or RR-like strategy. Consider construct-
ing a multicast tree as follows: each node, upon arrival or when one
of its ancestors in the tree fails, queries m random nodes in the sys-
tem, and connects to the node through which it has the lowest la-
tency to the root. Clearly, increasing m better adapts the tree to the
underlying topology, but it also has the nonobvious result that the

tree can suffer from more churn as m increases, as node selection
moves from being like RR to being like a PL strategy.

Of course, there will always be a tradeoff between churn and
other metrics. What we aim to illuminate is the nonobvious way in
which that tradeoff arises. Although this is a simple phenomenon
at heart, to the best of our knowledge it has not been studied in the
context of distributed systems. This framework can explain previ-
ously observed performance differences in new ways, and provide
guidance for systems design.

Contributions

In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

• We provide a quantitative guide to the churn resulting from
various node selection strategies in real-world traces.

• We demonstrate and analytically characterize the performance
of Random Replacement, showing that it is better than Pref-
erence List strategies and in many cases reasonably close to
the best strategy. Its simplicity and acceptable performance
may make RR an appropriate choice for certain systems.

• Using the difference between RR and PL, we demonstrate
and explain performance differences in existing designs for
the topology of DHT overlay networks, replica placement in
DHTs, anycast server selection, and overlay multicast tree
construction. In many protocols, simply adding some ran-
domization is an easy way to reduce churn.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 evaluates churn under
various selection strategies. In Section 3, we give intuition for and
analysis of RR and PL strategies. Section 4 explores how the differ-
ence between RR and PL affects system design. We discuss why
one would intentionally use RR in Section 5 and related work in
Section 6, and conclude in Section 7.

2. CHURN SIMULATIONS
The goal of this section is to understand the basic effects of vari-

ous selection strategies in a wide variety of systems and node avail-
ability environments. To this end, we use a simple model of churn
which will serve as a useful rule of thumb for metrics of interest
in real systems. We show one such metric here — the fraction of
failed route operations in a simulation of the Chord DHT [34] —
and we will see others in more depth in Section 4.

In Section 2.1 we give our model of churn. We list the node
selection strategies in Section 2.2 and the traces of node availability
in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents our simulation methodology.
Our results appear in Section 2.5.

2.1 Model
In this section we define churn essentially as the rate of turnover

of nodes in the system. Intuitively, this is proportional to the band-
width used to maintain data in a load-balanced storage system.

System model. At any time, each of n nodes in the system is either
up or down, and nodes that are up are either in use or available.
Nodes fail and recover according to some unknown process. We
call a contiguous period of being up a session of a node. At any
time, the node selector may choose to add or remove a node from
use, transitioning it from available to in use or back. There is a
target number of nodes to be in use, k = αn for some 0 < α ≤ 1,
which the replacement strategies we consider will match exactly
unless there are fewer than k nodes up. The fixed strategies will
pick some static set of k nodes, so they will have fewer than k in
use whenever any picked node is down.

Definition of churn. Given a sequence of changes in the set of
in-use nodes, let Ui be the set of in-use nodes after the ith change,
with U0 the initial set. Then churn is the sum over each event of the
fraction of the system that has changed state in that event, normal-
ized by run time T :

C =
1

T
·

X

events i

|Ui−1 ⊖ Ui|

max{|Ui−1|, |Ui|}
,

where ⊖ is the symmetric set difference. We count a failure, and
the selector’s response to that failure, as separate events. So in a
run of length T , if we begin with k nodes in use, two nodes fail
simultaneously, and the selector responds by adding two available
nodes, churn is 1

T

`

2

k
+ 2

k

´

. If each of the k in-use nodes fails, one

by one with no reselections, churn is 1

T

“

1

k
+ 1

k−1
+ · · · + 1

1

”

≈
1

T
ln k.
An important assumption in this definition is that a node which

fails and then recovers is of no more use to us than a fresh node.
This is reasonable for systems with state that is short-lived relative
to the typical period of node downtime, such as in overlay multicast
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or i3 [33]. We study the case of storage systems, which have long-
term state, in Section 4.4.

2.2 Selection strategies
Predictive Fixed strategies. When deploying a service on a rea-
sonably static infrastructure such as PlanetLab, one could observe
nodes for some time before running the system, and then use any
of the following heuristics for selecting a “good” fixed set of nodes
to use for the lifetime of the system, whenever they are up:

• Fixed Decent: Discard the 50% of nodes that were up least
during the observation period. Pick k random remaining
nodes. (If k > n

2
, then pick all the remaining nodes and

k − n
2

random discarded nodes.)

• Fixed Most Available: Pick the k nodes that spent the most
time up.

• Fixed Longest Lived: Pick the k nodes which had greatest
average session time.

It would be natural to try picking the k nodes that result in minimal
churn during the observation period, but unfortunately this problem
is NP-complete (see [14]). The complexity arises from the property
that the cost of a failure depends on the number of nodes in use at
the time.

Agnostic Fixed strategies. We look at only a single strategy in this
class, which will turn out to be interesting because its performance
is similar to Preference List strategies:

• Fixed Random: Pick k uniform-random nodes.

Predictive Replacement strategies. The following strategies se-
lect a random initial set of k nodes, and pick a replacement only
after an in-use node fails. They differ in which replacement they
choose:

• Max Expectation: Select the node with greatest expected re-
maining uptime, conditioned on its current uptime. Estimate
this by examining the node’s historical session times.

• Longest Uptime: Select the node with longest current up-
time. This is the same as Max Expectation when the under-
lying session time distribution has decreasing failure rate.

• Optimal: Select the node with longest time until next failure.
This requires future knowledge, but provides a useful com-
parison. It is the optimal replacement strategy (see [14]).

Agnostic Replacement strategies.

• Random Replacement (RR): Pick k random initial nodes. Af-
ter one fails, replace it with a uniform-random available node.

• Passive Preference List: Given a ranking of the nodes, af-
ter an in-use node fails, replace it with the most preferable
available node.

• Active Preference List: Given a ranking of the nodes, after an
in-use node fails, replace it with the most preferable available
node. When a node becomes available that’s preferable to
one we’re using, switch to it, discarding the least preferable
in-use node.

In this section, we will assume a randomly ordered preference list
chosen and fixed at the beginning of each trial.

Trace Length Mean # Median node’s

(days) nodes up mean session time

PlanetLab 527 303 3.9 days

Web Sites 210 113 29 hours

Microsoft PCs 35 41970 5.8 days

Skype 25 710 11.5 hours

Gnutella 2.5 1846 1.8 hours

Table 1: The real-world traces used in this paper. The last col-

umn says that 50% of PlanetLab nodes had a mean time to

failure of ≥ 3.9 days.

2.3 Traces
The traces we use are summarized in Table 1 and described here.
Synthetic traces: We use session times with PDF f(x) = aba/(x+

b)a+1 with exponent a = 1.5 and b fixed so that the distribution has
mean 30 minutes unless otherwise stated. This is a standard Pareto
distribution, shifted b units (without the shift, a node would be guar-
anteed to be up for at least b minutes). Between each session we
use exponentially-distributed downtimes with mean 2 minutes.

PlanetLab All Pairs Ping [35]: this data set consists of pings
sent every 15 minutes between all pairs of 200-400 PlanetLab nodes
from January, 2004, to June, 2005. We consider a node to be up in
one 15-minute interval when at least half of the pings sent to it
in that interval succeeded. In a number of periods, all or nearly
all PlanetLab nodes were down, most likely due to planned sys-
tem upgrades or measurement errors. To exclude these cases, we
“cleaned” the trace as follows: for each period of downtime at a
particular node, we remove that period (i.e. we consider the node
up during that interval) when the average number of nodes up dur-
ing that period is less than half the average number of nodes up
over all time. We obtained similar results without the cleaning pro-
cedure.

Web Sites [2]: This trace is based on HTTP requests sent from
a single machine at Carnegie Mellon to 129 web sites every 10
minutes from September, 2001, to April, 2002. Since there is only a
single source, network connectivity problems near the source result
in periods when nearly all nodes are unreachable. We attempt to
remove such effects using the same heuristic with which we cleaned
the PlanetLab data.

Microsoft PCs [7]: 51,662 desktop PCs within Microsoft Cor-
poration were pinged every hour for 35 days beginning July 6,
1999.

Skype superpeers [15]: A set of 4000 nodes participating in the
Skype superpeer network were sent an application-level ping every
30 minutes for about 25 days beginning September 12, 2005. As in
the web sites trace, there are a number of short periods when many
nodes appear to fail, due to network problems near the measure-
ment site.

Gnutella peers [31]: Each of a set of 17,125 IP addresses par-
ticipating in the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network was sent
a TCP connection request every 7 minutes for about 60 hours in
May, 2001. A host was marked as up when it responded with a
SYN/ACK within 20 seconds, indicating that the Gnutella applica-
tion was running. The majority of those hosts were usually down
(see Table 1).

2.4 Simulation setup
We tabulate churn in an event-based simulator which processes

transitions in state (down, available, and in use) for each node.
We allow the selection algorithm to react immediately after each
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Figure 1: Churn (left) and fraction of requests failed in Chord (center) for varying α, with fixed k = 50 nodes in use and the synthetic

Pareto lifetimes. Right: Chord in the PlanetLab trace (one trial per data point).
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(b) PlanetLab after the V3 rollout (Dec. 2004 - Jul. 2005)
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Figure 2: Churn with varying average number of nodes in use traces. The key at lower right applies to all six plots.
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Figure 3: Churn of Random Replacement relative to other strategies. The key at right applies to all three plots.

change in node state. This is a reasonable simplification for appli-
cations which react within about 7 minutes, since the time between
pings used to produce the traces is at least this much.

We also feed the sequence of events (transitions to or from the
in use state) into a simple simulator of the Chord protocol included
with the i3 [33] codebase. Events are node joins and failures and
datagrams being sent and received. Datagram delivery is expo-
nentially distributed with mean 50 ms between all node pairs with
no loss (unless the recipient fails while the datagram is in flight).
Once per simulated second we request that two random DHT nodes
v1, v2 each route a message to the owner of a single random key k.
The trial has failed unless both messages arrive at the same destina-
tion. Failure due to message loss was about an order of magnitude
more common than failure due to inconsistency (the messages be-
ing delivered to two different nodes).

In all cases, we split each trace in half, train the fixed strategies
on the first half, simulate the strategies on the whole trace, and
report statistics on the second half only. All plots use at least 10
trials and show 95% confidence intervals unless otherwise stated.
For the traces with more than 1000 nodes, we sample 1000 random
nodes in each trial.

In the real-world traces, the parameter k does not directly control
system size for the fixed strategies, since some nodes have extended
downtimes. To provide a fairer comparison, we plot performance
as a function of the average number of nodes in use over time, con-
trolled behind the scenes by varying k. Replacement strategies have
an advantage that this metric doesn’t capture: the number of nodes
in use is exactly k as long as ≥ k nodes are up.

2.5 Results
The results of this section are shown in Figures 1-4. Note that

for clarity in the plots, we have shown the Preference List strategies
separately (Figure 4).

Some basic properties

Figure 1 shows churn in the synthetic Pareto session times as a
function of α with fixed k, so that n = k/α varies. Here all fixed
strategies are equivalent: since all nodes have the same mean ses-
sion time, it is not possible to pick out a set of nodes that is consis-
tently good. We can also see that Random Replacement is close to
Max Expectation when α is not small. As one would expect, per-
formance is best when α ≪ 1. In this case, Max Expectation does
much better than RR intuitively because it finds the few nodes with
very long time to failure.

Figure 1 also demonstrates that churn is roughly proportional to

fraction of requests failed in Chord, in the synthetic and PlanetLab
traces. In the latter case, we vary the number of nodes in use k
rather than n, which results in more failures as k grows since route
lengths increase as O(log k). Not shown is that RR results in 3.3%
lower mean message latency in Chord in the PlanetLab trace. We
will see how churn affects other systems in Section 4.

Benefit of Replacement over Fixed strategies

In the two peer-to-peer traces, the best fixed strategies match the
performance of the best replacement strategies, perhaps since these
traces are shorter than the others (Table 1). In any case, fixed strate-
gies are less applicable in a peer-to-peer setting due to the dynamic
population.

In the other three traces, the best replacement strategies offer a
1.3-5× improvement over the best fixed strategy, depending on k
and the trace. This suggests that dynamically selecting nodes for
a long-running distributed application would be worthwhile when
churn has a sufficient impact on cost or service quality.

In the PlanetLab trace, the fixed strategies are particularly poor.
This is primarily due to a period of uncharacteristically high churn
from late October until early December, 2004, coinciding with the
PlanetLab V3 rollout. During this period, fixed strategies had an
order of magnitude higher churn than at other periods, while the
replacement strategies increased by only about 50%. While this is
impressive on the part of the replacement strategies, the rollout pe-
riod may not be representative of PlanetLab as a whole. Restricting
the simulation to the 6-month period after the rollout (Figure 2(b)),
the smart fixed strategies offer some benefit, and there is less sep-
aration between strategies in general. However, all of the replace-
ment strategies are still more effective than the best fixed strategy.

Agnostic strategies

Figure 3(a) shows the churn of Random Replacement divided by
the churn of Max Expectation, the overall best strategy (other than
Optimal, which requires future knowledge). As in the synthetic
distributions, RR’s relative performance is worse for small k, but is
usually within a factor of 2 of Max Expectation.

Figure 4 illustrates the general behavior of the Preference List
strategies via the PlanetLab trace. Active PL is similar to, and
worse than, Fixed Random. Intuitively, this is because both strate-
gies pay for every failure that occurs on a fixed set of k nodes.
Additionally, according to our definition of churn, Active PL pays
to add preferred nodes as soon as they recover. Passive PL becomes
more similar to Fixed Random as k increases. While it doesn’t pay
for every failure on the top k nodes, it is usually using those nodes
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Figure 4: Preference List strategies in the PlanetLab trace.

Note the log-scale x axis.

and pays for most of the failures.
Figures 3(b) and (c) show churn under the Passive and Active PL

strategies, respectively, divided by the churn of RR. RR is generally
1.2-3× better than Passive and 2.5-10× better than Active PL.

In the next section, we give more precise intuition for — and
analysis of — the differing performance of RR and Preference List
strategies. In Section 4 we will show how that difference affects
system design.

3. ANALYSIS
Why does picking a random replacement for each failed node

produce much lower churn than using a fixed random set of nodes,
or the top k nodes on a preference list? We answer that question
within a stochastic model defined in Section 3.1. We give intuition
for why Preference List strategies are as bad as Fixed Random in
Section 3.2, and why RR does better in Section 3.3.

Our main analytical results are in Section 3.4. We derive RR’s
expected churn rate, show that its churn decreases as the session
time distributions become more skewed, and show that if all nodes
have equal mean session time, RR has no worse than twice the
churn of any fixed or Preference List strategy. However, if there
are very few nodes with high mean session time, RR can be much
worse.

3.1 Stochastic model
We use the following renewal process. For each node vi, there is

a distribution of session times with given PDF fi and mean µi. At
time 0 all nodes are up. Each node draws a session time ℓ1 from
its distribution independently of all other nodes, fails at time ℓ1, re-
covers instantaneously, draws another session time ℓ2, fails at time
ℓ1+ℓ2 , and so on until the end of the run at some given time T . We
will be interested in the expected churn as T → ∞. (If instanta-
neous recovery seems unrealistic, we note that the analysis of RR is
identical in the model that each node has only a single session, and
the total number of nodes is held constant by introducing a fresh
node after each failure.)

To simplify the exposition, we will assume all nodes have equal

mean µ unless otherwise specified.

3.2 Fixed and Preference List strategies
Fixed strategies are very easy to analyze in this model. Since

nodes recover instantaneously, our definition of churn reduces to
2

kT
times the number of failures ( 1

k
for each failure and 1

k
for each

recovery, normalized by time T ). As T → ∞, the number of

failures on any node approaches its expected value T/µ, so the
total number of failures on the k selected nodes approaches Tk

µ
.

Thus all fixed strategies result in expected churn 2

kT
· Tk

µ
= 2/µ.

Now consider Passive PL and suppose S is the set of k most
preferred nodes. Like fixed strategies, each failure of some node
v ∈ S causes us to pay 2

kT
for the failure and replacement. Since

recovery is instantaneous, the next time some other node fails, v
must be its replacement (at any time there will be at most one node
in S not in use). As k grows, the rate of failures of in-use nodes
grows, so we switch back to v more and more quickly. In particu-
lar, the probability that we switch back to v before its next failure
approaches 1. Thus, for large k, Passive PL pays for nearly every
failure on {v1, . . . , vk} and its churn approaches 2/µ also.

Active Preference is similar, but it pays 1

kT
to switch back to v

after its recovery, yielding churn 3/µ.

3.3 Intuition for Random Replacement
RR’s good performance is an example of the classic “waiting

time paradox”. When RR picks a node vi after a failure, the re-
placement’s time to failure (TTF) is not simply drawn from the
session time distribution fi. Rather, RR is (roughly) selecting the
current session of a random node. This is biased towards longer
sessions since a node spends longer in a long session than in a short
one.

Alternately, consider some node in the system. As it proceeds
through a session, the probability that it has been picked by RR
increases, simply because there have been more times that it was
considered as a potential replacement. Thus, nodes with longer
uptimes are more likely to have been picked. And for realistic dis-
tributions, nodes with longer uptimes are less likely to fail soon.

But RR does very badly when stable nodes are rare. Suppose
k = 1 and all nodes have exponential session times, one with mean
r ≫ 1 and n−1 with mean 1. When RR selects a node, its expected
time to failure is 1

n
(r) + n−1

n
(1) ≈ 1 when n ≫ r, so its churn is

2. But the best fixed strategy has mean TTF r and churn 2/r.
A rigorous and general analysis of RR takes some more work

and is the subject of the next section.

3.4 Analysis of Random Replacement
We now derive RR’s churn rate in terms of the session time dis-

tributions and α, assuming large n and T but not assuming equal
means (Theorem 1), and show that the analysis matches simulations
even for n = 20 (Figure 5). From this we show that the churn of
RR decreases as the distributions become more “skewed” (Corol-
lary 1). We will define this rigorously, but as an example, the Pareto
distribution becomes more skewed as the exponent parameter a de-
creases [1]. Finally, we show that for any session distributions that
have equal mean, RR has at most twice the expected churn of any
fixed or Preference List strategy (Corollary 2).

To simplify the analysis, we assume nodes belong to an arbitrar-
ily large constant number d of groups of n/d nodes, such that the
nodes within each group i have the same session time distribution
fi. Additionally, our analysis assumes that the session time dis-
tributions have the property that the system converges to a steady
state, in the following sense.

DEFINITION 1. (Stability) Let C be the churn rate and Li be a

session time of node i chosen uniformly at random over all sessions

in a run of length T . Let random variables Xi and Ri be the length

of Li and the number of reselections during Li. Finally, let c =
αn
2

· E[C] be the expected rate of reselections. Then the session

time distributions f1, . . . , fd are stable if they have finite mean and
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2
.

variance, E[C] > 0, and ∀i,

Pr[(1 − ε)cXi ≤ Ri ≤ (1 + ε)cXi] ≥ 1 − ε

∀ε > 0, α ∈ (0, 1), and sufficiently large n and T .

This property is trivially true in the (uninteresting) case that all
nodes have exponentially distributed session times with common
mean. We conjecture that in fact it is true quite generally. Our
main analytical result is the following.

THEOREM 1. Let C be the churn in a trial of length T using

Random Replacement. If the node session time distributions (fi)
are stable and α ∈ (0, 1), then as n, T → ∞, E[C] is given by the

unique solution to

E[C] =
2

αd

d
X

i=1

1

µi

„

1 − E

»

exp



−
α

2(1 − α)
E[C] · Li

ff–«

,

where random variable Li has PDF fi.

PROOF. See [14].

Figure 5 shows agreement of this analysis with a simulation for
n = 20 and Pareto-distributed session times with PDF f(x) =
aba/(x+b)a+1, as in Figure 1. We vary a and pick b so that µ = 1.
Even though the analysis assumes large n, it differs from the sim-
ulation by ≤ 1.5% for a ≥ 1.5. As a approached 1, convergence
time in the simulation became impractical. For a ≤ 1, f(x) has
infinite variance and does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.

We next characterize the churn of RR in terms of how “skewed”
the session time distributions are, in the sense of the Lorenz partial
order:

DEFINITION 2. Given two random variables X, X ′ ≥ 0 with

CDFs F and F ′, respectively, we say X ′ � X (“X ′ is more

skewed than X”) when E[X ′] = E[X] < ∞, the PDFs of X and

X ′ exist, and for all y ∈ [0, 1],

E
ˆ

X ′ |X ′ ≥ x′
˜

≥ E [X |X ≥ x] ,

where x′ = F
′
−1(y) and x = F−1(y).

Note that x′ and x are the yth percentile values of X ′ and X, so
intuitively this definition compares the tails of the two distributions.
The Lorenz partial order is consistent with variance, in the sense
that X ′ � X implies var(X ′) ≥ var(X).

Our first corollary states that RR’s expected churn decreases as
the session time distributions become more skewed.

COROLLARY 1. Let C and C′ be the expected churn of RR as

given by Theorem 1 under session time distributions (fi) and (f ′

i),

respectively, and fixed α. If f ′

i � fi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, then

E[C′] ≤ E[C].

Thus, for fixed mean session times, the least skewed distribution —
essentially the case that session times are deterministically equal to
their mean — is the worst case for RR. In the special case that all
mean session times are equal, we have the following:

COROLLARY 2. If the session time distributions are stable and

have equal mean, RR’s expected churn is at most twice the expected

churn of any fixed or Preference List strategy.

The proofs appear in [14].

4. APPLICATIONS
We have seen that Random Replacement consistently outper-

forms Preference List strategies (Section 2.5) essentially because
it takes advantage of skewed session time distributions (Section 3).
In this section, we study how these two classes of strategies come
up in real systems.

We begin in Section 4.1 with a simple example, anycast server
selection, in which there are natural analogies for strategies on the
spectrum between RR and PL, and doing less work (in terms of
optimizing latency) decreases churn. We also study how quickly
RR converges to its steady-state churn rate.

In Section 4.2 we discuss how two classes of proposed DHT
topologies behave like Active PL and RR, and show that randomiz-
ing the Chord topology decreases the fraction of failed lookups by
29% in the Gnutella trace.

In Section 4.3, we show how strategies similar to RR and PL oc-
cur in overlay multicast tree construction. Our results also provide
further insight into an initially surprising effect observed by [32],
that a random parent selection algorithm was better than a certain
longest-uptime heuristic.

Finally, Section 4.4 explores two strategies for placing replicas
in DHTs. Although a difference in their associated maintenance
bandwidth had been previously observed, we show that part of the
performance difference is due to behavior close to RR in one, and
PL in the other.

4.1 Anycast
To give a simple instantiation of preference list and RR strate-

gies, consider an endhost which desires to communicate with any
of a set of n acceptable servers. The endhost begins by connecting
to a random server. Whenever its current server fails, it obtains a list
of the m servers to which it has lowest latency, perhaps by utiliz-
ing an anycast service such as [3,12,38], and connects to a random
one of these m. Additionally, the endhost periodically probes for a
closer server that may have newly joined, switching to such a server
after some random delay in [0, t] following the join.

We simulated the resulting number of failures in a simple simu-
lator with events at the level of node joins and failures, as in Sec-
tion 2. We do not count a switch as a failure. Latencies were
obtained from a synthetic edge network delay space generator of
Zhang et al [39], which is modeled on measurements of latency
between DNS servers. The large availability traces were sampled
down to 2000 nodes.

Figure 6(a) depicts the tradeoff between server failure rate and
latency that results from various choices of the parameters m and
t in the Skype trace. The upper-left point has t = 1 minute and
m = 1, and corresponds to an Active PL strategy. As t → ∞, we
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tion in Gnutella trace.

move to a Passive PL strategy, and failure rate decreases by roughly
56% (46-72% in the other traces). Increasing m results in an RR
strategy and decreases failure rate by a further 13% (13-21% in
the other traces). This latter decrease is modest since we are only
selecting one node at a time (compare with Figure 3(b) with k = 1
nodes in use). However, this may be useful if, for example, a mean
latency of 40 ms were acceptable to the application in question. We
also simulated a hybrid strategy which used t = ∞ and selected
the replacement server which minimized w · latency − (1 − w) ·
uptime. As w decreases from 1 to 0, the strategy moves from
Passive PL to Longest Uptime. In the Skype trace, this additional
uptime information reduces failure rate by about 24% below the
randomized strategy with m = 32.

Of course, the right point in the tradeoff space depends on the
particular application, but these results show that we should expect
stability to suffer as latency is better optimized, and conversely that
doing a little less work is an easy way to reduce the failure rate.

So far we have assumed an endhost which continually selected
a server over the entire trace. Suppose now that the endhost ar-
rives at a random time, uses RR server selection, and departs after
a given session length ℓ. Figure 6(b) shows that when ℓ is small,
the endhost experiences the mean server failure rate, as in Active
PL. Intuitively, the endhost departs before it makes full use of the
session of the server it selected. The failure rate converges as ℓ
approaches the mean session length of a RR-selected server, de-
creasing by 2.3×-5.1× depending on the trace.

As an example, some Skype peers which are behind NATs se-
lect superpeers through which to relay voice calls. Since 90% of
relayed Skype calls last less than 36 minutes [15], if the peers se-
lect relays randomly, these calls would see roughly the mean su-
perpeer failure rate (one failure every 16 hours). However, one
could imagine designing the superpeer network to maintain a set of
randomly selected “super-superpeers” through which interruption-
sensitive voice calls are routed when possible. Such a design would
result in a failure rate similar to that of a persistent endhost session
(one failure every 42 hours).

4.2 DHT neighbor selection
In a DHT, each node v is assigned an identifier id(v) in the

DHT’s keyspace. Ownership of the keys is partitioned among the
nodes. Each node in a DHT maintains links to certain other nodes
as a function of the IDs of the nodes. Generally these come in two
types: sequential neighbors, such as the successor list in Chord:
each node v maintains links to about log n nodes whose IDs are
closest to v’s. These are used to maintain consistency of the par-

titioning of the keyspace among nodes. Second, nodes have long-

distance neighbors, such as the finger table in Chord, to provide
short routes between any pair of nodes. We will compare two dif-
ferent ways of selecting long-distance neighbors.

Deterministic and randomized topologies

In the first class of topologies, used in Chord [34], CAN [26],
and others [17, 25], each node v maintains links to the owners
of certain other IDs which are a deterministic function of v’s ID.
For example, Chord’s keyspace is {0, . . . , N − 1}, where N =
2160, and node v maintains links called fingers to the owners of
id(v) + 2i(modN) for each i ∈ {0, . . . , (log2 N) − 1}. This re-
sults in links to Θ(log n) distinct nodes, where n is the number of
nodes in the system. Each node periodically performs lookup op-
erations to find the current owner of the appropriate key for each
of its fingers, updating its links as ownership changes due to node
arrivals and departures. In Chord, a key x is owned by the node
whose ID most closely follows x in the (modular) keyspace. Thus
the choice of each finger i for a node v can be described as an Ac-
tive Preference List strategy with k = 1 nodes in use, where the
preference ordering ranks a node w according to the distance from
id(v) + 2i to id(w).

In the second class of topologies, links are chosen randomly.
Symphony [22] was the first design to explicitly choose random
neighbors, but some other topologies have enough underlying flex-
ibility [16] that trivial modifications of the original design allow
them to choose from many potential long-distance neighbors. For
example, a natural way to randomize Chord1 is to select the ith fin-
ger as the owner of a random key in {id(v)+2i, . . . , id(v)+2i+1}.
When that link fails, we can choose a new random neighbor in the
same range. Unsurprisingly, this strategy is essentially RR.

Results and implications

We simulated these two variants of Chord using the simulator and
methodology described in Section 2.4. In each trial we sampled n
random nodes from the Gnutella trace and simulated a run of Chord
over those n nodes, with deterministic and random neighbor selec-
tion. Since most of the nodes are usually down, we plot results as
a function of ñ, the average number of nodes up. Figure 7 shows
that with ñ ≈ 850, the randomized topology has 29% fewer failed
requests due to the lower finger failure rate. The randomized topol-
ogy also had very slightly longer routes (7.6% longer for ñ ≈ 27
but decreasing to just 0.8% longer for ñ ≈ 850).

1This topology was studied in [23] in the context of route length.
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Figure 8: Multicast simulation results.

Leonard et al [19] analyzed the resilience of several P2P sys-
tems including Chord in a stochastic model, deriving the expected
time until a node is disconnected from the network. The analy-
sis assumed that the selection of a neighbor is independent of its
age — essentially an RR strategy. We have now seen that Chord,
as well as the other deterministic DHTs, in fact follow a PL strat-
egy. Since time-until-disconnection depends superlinearly on fin-
ger failure rate, the assumption of [19] would result in a significant
overestimate of the resilience of the standard Chord protocol, as
well as the other deterministic DHTs.

Several advantages of flexible, non-deterministic topologies are
well known, most notably the ability to use proximity neighbor se-
lection to reduce latency [16] – which, depending on the implemen-
tation, may result in a latency-based PL strategy. In the work most
similar to this section, Ledlie et al [18] used Longest Uptime for fin-
ger selection. In the same Gnutella trace, their simulations showed
a 42% reduction in maintenance bandwidth when compared to a
proximity-optimizing neighbor selection strategy, albeit at the cost
of increasing latency by 50%. In contrast, what we highlight here is
that randomized topologies are inherently more stable than deter-

ministic ones, even without explicitly picking neighbors based on

their expected stability.

4.3 Multicast
In this section we simulate how preference list strategies can af-

fect the stability of overlay multicast trees.

Simulation setup

We closely follow the simulation scenario of Sripanidkulchai et
al [32]. We deal with a single-source multicast tree, whose root
is always present without failure. When a node v joins, it contacts

m random suitable nodes. A node is suitable for v when it is con-
nected to the tree and has available bandwidth for another child.
The node then picks one of those m nodes as its parent in the tree,
according to one of several strategies we will describe momentarily.
Whenever a node fails, each of its descendants experiences an in-

terruption in the hypothetical multicast stream, and repeats the join
procedure. Thus a failure near the root may disrupt the structure of
a large subtree.

We use three strategies for selecting the parent among the m
suitable nodes: (1) the node with Longest Uptime; (2) the node at
Minimum Depth from the root; or (3) the node which would result
in the Minimum Latency along v’s path through the tree to the root.
The first two strategies with m = 100 were also simulated in [32],
in traces which had peak sizes of 1, 000-80, 000 nodes up.

Unfortunately, we could not test under the traces and node band-
width bounds used in [32] since their data is not publicly available.
Instead, we use the traces of Section 2.3, latencies from Zhang et
al [39] as in Section 4.1, and uniform node capacities: each node
accepts at most d = 4 children unless otherwise stated. In [32],
after a node fails, its descendants which are contributing more re-
sources are allowed to rejoin before freeriders. Since we use homo-
geneous capacities, we have nodes rejoin in random order. Finally,
a minor difference is that we have a node query m suitable parents
and pick the best, rather than querying m nodes, filtering out the
unsuitable ones, and picking the best.

We report the total number of interruptions. Additionally, we
periodically sample the mean node depth (number of hops from
each node to the root) and mean latency through the tree to the
root. We take the mean of these metrics over all samples within
each trial, and then over all trials.
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Results

We begin by discussing the Min Latency strategy. We will then
confirm and offer additional interpretation of two results of [32]
regarding the Min Depth and Longest Uptime strategies.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show that optimizing latency both helps
and hurts the number of interruptions. The case m = 1 is random
parent selection. As we begin increasing m, latency to the root
decreases (Figure 8(d)) but there is a side effect of reducing tree
height (Figure 8(c)), which reduces the interruption rate (22% in
Gnutella, 19% in Skype) because there are fewer opportunities for
failure along a node’s path to the root. But for m ≥ 4 the mean
node depth is essentially constant and the trees become less stable,
with interruptions increasing 22% in Gnutella and 86% in Skype.

The interior structure of the trees reveals the proximate cause of
this instability. Figure 8(e) shows that smaller m actually results in
more stable nodes closest to the root, where failures affect the most
descendants, while m = n does a poorer job of getting the best
nodes near the root.

We claim that the ultimate cause of this increase in failure rate
for the Min Latency strategy is due to the Preference List effect.
The case is not as clear as in the previous examples: even with
m = n the trees produced are not deterministic since the nodes re-
join in random order after an ancestor fails. However, consider the
≤ d children of some node v in the tree. After one of the children
fails, eventually a new child will join. With m = n the new child
is likely to be a nearby node, while with m = 1 the new child is
selected more like RR. Then with m = 1 we should expect the
children of v to be more stable, and hence v’s grandchildren will
experience fewer interruptions.

To test this hypothesis, if the nodes had session time distribu-
tions in which RR performed worse than PL strategies, perfor-
mance should improve as m → n. By Corollary 1, such an (un-
realistic) bad case is when session times are essentially constant,
e.g. uniform in [9, 11]. Figure 8(f) shows that in this case, interrup-
tion rate is indeed a monotonically decreasing function of m.

We now discuss two results of Sripanidkulchai et al [32]. First, in
tests using a fixed m, they found that Min Depth best optimized sta-
bility among the strategies they tested, which is true in most cases
we tested (e.g. all of Figure 8(a)). Interestingly, we find that even
Min Depth can benefit from some randomization as well, with less
than half the interruption rate at m = 4 than m = n in Skype.
This effect also appeared in the Microsoft PCs trace and to a lesser
extent in PlanetLab, but not in Gnutella or Web Sites.

Second, Sripanidkulchai et al [32] found it surprising that the
Longest Uptime parent selection performed more poorly than ran-
dom selection (m = 1) in many cases, and they determined the
cause was that it built much taller trees. We obtained similar re-
sults in Figure 8(a,b) for sufficiently large m. However, we also
find that using Longest Uptime, the nodes near the root are less
stable than in the m = 1 case (Figure 8(e)).

In fact, neither Min Depth nor LU optimizes exactly the right
metric. Min Depth ignores the stability of nodes on the path from
the parent to the root, and LU ignores the length of that path and the
stability of all ancestors except the parent. Thus, given the results of
this paper, it should not be surprising that random selection (which,
rather than being agnostic, does a decent job optimizing for the
right metric) can be better than the other heuristics.

4.4 DHT replica placement
In this section we compare two common strategies, Root Set and

Random, for managing file replicas in distributed hash table-based
storage systems. The metric we study is the rate at which new
replicas are created, which directly affects maintenance bandwidth.

Replica management strategies

In DHT-based storage systems, nodes are assigned identifiers (IDs)
in a keyspace. Each stored file or object o is also assigned a key
key(o). The node whose identifier most closely follows key(o)
serves as the object’s coordinator or root r(o). For redundancy,
some number k of replicas of o are stored on some set of nodes.

The Root Set strategy for placing those replicas is used in slightly
varying forms by DHash [8], PAST [30], Bamboo [29], and Total
Recall [5], among others: put replicas on the k nodes whose IDs
most closely follow key(o), or the “root set”. Specifically, when a
node in the root set fails, we add the next closest to the set, causing
one replication; when a node joins with an ID that places it in the
root set, a replica of o is sent to it. In both cases a file transfer is not
necessary if the node in question already has the file. This occurs
when a node returns after a transient failure, such as a network
outage, which does not affect files stored on disk.

The Random strategy is used by Pond [28], Total Recall [5], and
Weatherspoon et al [37]. The root r(o) stores a directory of all
available replicas of o, which may be on any node in the system.
(The directory is assumed to be small relative to the size of an ob-
ject replica, so the cost of replicating it — with, for example, the
Root Set strategy — is negligible.) Random has two parameters,
k and f ∈ (0, 1]. Repair is only initiated when the number of
available replicas falls below ⌈f · k⌉, at which point new replicas
are created until k are available. This “lazy replication” provides a
buffer so the system reacts to transient failures less frequently.

Simulation setup

It has been previously observed [5, 37] that Random significantly
outperforms Root Set, and this has been attributed to a number of
disadvantages of Root Set. Root Set might “forget” about replicas
that end up outside the root set; it replicates when nodes arrive,
rather than only in response to failures; and in some implementa-
tions it lacks the lazy replication threshold f .

Our goal is to quantify the impact of another difference: the
choice of node on which to place a replica once it is created. To
compare the strategies on equal footing, we modify the Root Set
strategy so that it monitors all replicas in the system, does not repli-
cate in response to node joins, and uses the lazy replication thresh-
old f . The remaining difference is that Root Set places each new
replica on the first node available node in the root set (i.e., Passive
PL) while Random follows RR node selection.

As before we use a simulator with events at the level of node
joins, node failures, and file replications. Since our traces do not
include information about data loss associated with failures, we as-
sume no data loss, which provides a lower bound on the permanent
failure rate. We assume files are written to the system at the be-
ginning of each trial. We measure the mean number of replications
used to maintain each file after the initial write.

Results

Figure 9 compares the two strategies with f ∈ {1, 3

4
, 1

2
} in two

representative traces, PlanetLab and Gnutella, for k ∈ {2, . . . , 20}.
(Note that each “replica” may be an erasure-coded fragment of the
file, so k = 20 is reasonable; in fact, Pond uses k = 32.) At f = 1
and k = 20 in Gnutella, Random requires 30% fewer replications
than Root Set, and in fact Random with f = 1 is as good as Root
Set with f = 3

4
. However, this difference diminishes as f is de-

creased, and the strategies differ little in PlanetLab.
Several limitations of the traces likely underestimate the long-

term benefit of Random over Root Set. Once transient failures are
largely masked, the strategies compete at the level of permanent
failures. However, none of the traces is long relative to the perma-
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Figure 9: Replica placement simulation results.

nent failure rate. For example, among Gnutella nodes that were up
at some point in the first half of the trace, only 33% were absent
in the second half, and that fraction was smaller in the other traces.
Additionally, we have underestimated the permanent failure rate by
assuming no data loss. As a consequence, it is likely that Random
has not yet converged in these simulations (see Section 4.1).

Recently, Tati and Voelker [36] observed an effect of the Random
strategy: nodes with higher average availability will be selected to
receive objects more frequently, and will also likely have higher
average availability in the future. This effect is closely related to
RR (compare with the intuition in Section 3.3) and undoubtedly
contributes to the difference between strategies that we have ob-
served. Separating these effects, as well as obtaining better data on
permanent failures, remains an interesting area of future research.

5. DISCUSSION

When would one use Random Replacement?

As we have seen in Section 4, RR appears in a variety of real sys-
tems. Our results are thus useful in better describing the perfor-
mance of those systems.

However, if a system designer were intentionally implementing
node selection to minimize churn, the results of Section 2 show that
Longest Uptime offers somewhat better performance. Is there any
case in which one would intentionally pick RR?

There are several cases in which RR would be easier to imple-
ment and may offer a better tradeoff between churn and system
complexity. For example, when failures are due to the network, it
may be hard for a node v to determine when it has “failed” and thus
report its uptime. If v notices a dropped connection to some other
node w, this may be due to the departure of w or a problem on the
network path between v and w.

Even when it is easy to determine the uptime of a node, there
may be incentive for nodes to lie about their uptime to obtain better
service, such as faster file transfer in a P2P file distribution system.
In this case, RR would be more robust to misbehavior than LU.

Finally, if we are dealing with a protocol that has already been
standardized, there may be no support for querying a node’s up-
time. A client could potentially implement RR node selection — to
pick DNS servers, for example — without support from the proto-
col and still obtain reasonable stability.

What about load balance?

In all effective node selection strategies, including RR, stable nodes
are used more on average. What performance can we expect when

the most stable nodes are sought after simultaneously by multiple
agents, such as peers in a P2P system or users in a shared infras-
tructure like PlanetLab?

The parameter α, the fraction of nodes needed, gives a way to
analyze the total churn experienced by all users: we can take α to
be the utilization of the distributed system as a whole. However,
our results do not address fairness between users, which we leave
to future work.

6. RELATED WORK
In the special case of instantaneous recovery times, there is a

precise correspondence between our model of churn (Section 2.1)
and page replacement in a two-level memory system: each page is
a machine; the pages that are not in cache are the set of in-use ma-
chines; and a page access corresponds to a node failure and instan-
taneous recovery. Churn is thus twice the number of page faults.
What we call Longest Uptime is then exactly the pervasive Least
Recently Used (LRU) policy, and Random Replacement is known
by the same name.

There has been a substantial amount of work on analysis of page
replacement algorithms including LRU and RR; see e.g. [9–11] and
the discussion in [10]. Stochastic analysis of page replacement al-
gorithms has generally been limited to the “independent reference
model” in which one page Pt is accessed in each timestep t, where
the (Pt) are i.i.d. This corresponds to the special case of our model
in which node session times are exponentially distributed (with pos-
sibly unequal means). Thus a major difference is that our model
analyzed in Section 3 is not limited to memoryless session times.

Longest Uptime is a common heuristic which has been studied
in contexts including DHT neighbor selection [18], selecting super-
peers [13], and selecting parents in an overlay multicast tree [32].
The Accordion DHT [20] selects neighbors by computing the con-
ditional probability that a node is currently up given when it was
last contacted and how long it was up before that, assuming ses-
sion times fit a Pareto distribution with learned parameters. Mick-
ens [24] used sophisticated statistical techniques to predict future
node uptime, and experimented with placing file replicas in Chord
on successors with greatest predicted time to live.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper has provided a guide to performance of a range of

node selection strategies in real-world traces. We have highlighted
and explained analytically the good performance of Random Re-
placement relative to smart predictive strategies, and relative to
Preference List strategies. Through the difference in churn between
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RR and PL strategies, we have explained the performance implica-
tions of a variety of existing distributed systems designs. These
results also show that some dynamic randomization is an easy way
to reduce churn in many protocols. An area of future work is to
demonstrate these differences in a deployment of a large distributed
system.
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ABSTRACT

We present the design of a routing system in which end-systems set
tags to select non-shortest path routes as an alternative to explicit
source routes. Routers collectively generate these routes by using
tags as hints to independently deflect packets to neighbors that lie
off the shortest-path. We show how this can be done simply, by
local extensions of the shortest path machinery, and safely, so that
loops are provably not formed. The result is to provide end-systems
with a high-level of path diversity that allows them to bypass unde-
sirable locations within the network. Unlike explicit source routing,
our scheme is inherently scalable and compatible with ISP policies
because it derives from the deployed Internet routing. We also sug-
gest an encoding that is compatible with common IP usage, making
our scheme incrementally deployable at the granularity of individ-
ual routers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Archi-
tecture and Design; C.2.2 [Computer- Communication Networks]:
Network Protocols—Routing Protocols

General Terms

Design, Algorithms

Keywords

Routing deflections, path diversity, source routing

1. INTRODUCTION
Source routing, in which end-systems partially or fully specify

the paths taken by their packets, is the basis of a variety of schemes
to improve the reliability and performance of networks. For exam-
ple, the Detour study [17] and RON overlay [1] show that “loose
source route” style concatenations of default Internet paths may
possess lower latency or greater available bandwidth. Similarly,
SOSR [7] demonstrates that routing via a random point of indi-
rection can mask many Internet failures. And Perlman’s work on
sabotage-proof routing [13, 14] depends at its core on the ability of
sources to select their own routes to find one that works correctly.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGCOMM’06, September 11–15, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...$5.00.

Source routing is a fundamental means of improving communica-
tions because it provides path diversity that reduces the dependence
on a single network path with undesirable characteristics.

Despite these advantages, source routes are not in mainstream
use in the Internet today, perhaps due to several associated prob-
lems. They do not scale to permit widespread use (except in triv-
ial applications) because each end-system needs some map of the
overall network to formulate its preferred routes. Yet detailed, up-
to-date maps do not readily exist, and even simple lists of locations
for indirection are complicated by the need to maintain availability
and spread load. By letting users specify paths, source routes do
not fit the Internet model in which ISPs set routing policy based
primarily on destination addresses. And in some forms, such as the
IP loose source route option, they pose a security threat and as a
result are often disabled.

In this paper, we revisit source-controlled routes. Our goal is to
find a design that provides much of the benefit of explicit source
routes but addresses the problems we have identified so as to re-
main practical. Our insight is that, to be useful, it is not necessary
for the end-system to specify which of the exponentially many pos-
sible routes to take. Instead, it is sufficient to provide a small set
of diverse paths and let the end-system select from them. This is
because many benefits of source routing stem from path diversity.
An end-system can then test different paths without knowing the
routes to which they correspond; even if the end-system did know
the path it would often need to test it for reliability or bandwidth.
And, as work on source routing for reliability has shown [7], simple
tests are sufficient to solve problems that depend on avoiding a bad
path rather than finding the optimal path. Thus, while this small set
of diverse paths is less flexible than arbitrary source routes, we are
willing to adopt it in exchange for a practical scheme.

Our approach to construct these diverse paths draws on deflec-
tion routing and hot-potato routing, in which routers forward pack-
ets off the shortest path when it is not available [11, 2]. We develop
routing deflection rules that enable routers to independently deflect
packets and thereby collectively construct a diverse set of paths.
Our rules exercise the latitude routers have to forward packets off
the shortest path yet maintain loop-free connectivity. For instance,
a well-known rule (on which we will improve) is that any router
can safely deflect packets to a neighbor that has a smaller cost to
reach the destination. Then, sources access this path diversity by
supplying a hint that affects the choice of deflection. Because rout-
ing deflections build on the shortest path machinery and do not alter
its character, they scale well and fit the Internet model of routing
that is based on destination addresses and ISP policy. They are
also incrementally deployable at routers within and across ISPs be-
cause different routers do not need to coordinate their deflection
decisions.
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Figure 1: The Abilene backbone network. Numbers give the link

weights, which are symmetric. The solid line between Seattle and

Kansas City shows the lowest-cost route. The dotted line via Sun-

nyvale shows a deflected route, which avoids the Seattle-Denver link.

The map and weights were taken from the Abilene Observatory

(http://abilene.internet2.edu/observatory/) on Dec 5, 2005.

In the body of this paper, we present a design that provides
sources access to path diversity via routing deflections. We then
evaluate our design on real, measured and random network topolo-
gies. We find that, by using it, sources are very likely to have
enough diversity to avoid an undesirable node, link or peering point.
We make two contributions. The first is architectural: the use of
end-system tags to select path diversity as an alternative to explicit
source routes. Our tags are compact (10-bit in our design) and do
not have global meanings. We show how they can be encoded in
a way that is compatible with common IP usage as well as carried
more cleanly in a shim protocol layer. Routers can use whatever
mechanism is preferred to bind these tags to diverse paths, e.g.,
MPLS tunnels or routing deflections. The second contribution is
the design of routing deflections, and in particular two new rules
for constructing diverse paths that we prove to be loop-free despite
independent choices at different routers. These rules are similar
to local route repair mechanisms [25, 19, 8] but more general in
the sense that concurrent deflections can be made, e.g., to bypass
multiple failures, in arbitrary topologies and without the danger of
loops. That is, routing deflections are akin to multi-path routing
schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
motivate routing deflections and path selector tags with an example.
In Section 3 we present deflection rules that generate alternate paths
within ISPs; we prove them to be loop-free in the appendix. In
Section 4 we describe how path selector tags are used for routing.
In Section 5, we extend our rules to paths across multiple ISPs. In
Section 6, we evaluate the combination of path selector tags and
deflection rules on various network topologies. We then discuss
related work and conclude.

2. DIVERSITY VIA DEFLECTIONS
The key idea of this paper is that a diverse set of end-to-end

paths may be constructed by allowing the routers of a network to
individually “deflect” packets by forwarding them off the known
shortest path; end-systems can then select from the available paths
by labeling their packets with hints. The design we present here
realizes this idea with two components: 1) deflection rules that

determine which neighbors of a router can be used to forward a
packet; and 2) a signaling mechanism that lets end systems con-
trol which of the available paths routers use for a given packet. In
this section, we use a motivating example to explain the concept
of deflections within a single ISP. We describe the components in
the following sections, working up to deflections that change the
selection of peering points across multiple ISPs.

2.1 Example
Figure 1 shows the backbone of Abilene, a US-based research

and education network, complete with link weights. We omit the
intra-POP details for simplicity. Consider packets sent from Seattle
to Kansas City. The lowest-cost route (solid line) begins by sending
the packets to Denver. However, observe that as an alternative (dot-
ted line) it is possible for the Seattle router to instead forward the
packets to Sunnyvale. This is because the remaining cost to reach
the destination falls, and so the packets will still arrive at Kansas
City without the possibility of a loop. Moreover, multiple routers
along the path can safely deflect to neighbors in this manner; the
cost to reach the destination will fall at every step and so the desti-
nation must be reached eventually.

The example demonstrates a routing deflection rule that works
for all topologies: each router can deflect to any neighbor with a
lower cost to the destination than itself and the result will be a loop-
free path to the destination. In our example, the alternate path might
be useful to avoid the Seattle-Denver link if it were congested, had
a relatively high error rate, etc. To allow end-systems (rather than
routers) to choose between the available paths, we tag packets with
a path selection hint. For instance, a tag of 0 may indicate the
lowest-cost path, and a tag of 1 an alternate path. The source does
not need to name any intermediate router to use these paths.

The above rule is well-known and works for our simple scenario.
However, it may not work when intra-POP structure is considered,
as small uphill hops may be needed to switch egresses within a
POP [8]. And it is not sufficient to construct many desirable alter-
nate paths. Suppose, for instance, that we wished to avoid the Den-
ver node entirely. Then it would be necessary to reach Kansas City
on the lower route via Los Angeles and Houston. However, Sunny-
vale cannot safely deflect to Los Angeles because it will loop the
packet back. In the next section we give stronger routing deflection
rules that can, for example, forward along this lower route to avoid
Denver entirely.

2.2 Advantages
Routing deflections are conceptually simple, yet they general-

ize shortest-path routing. With shortest-path routing, a packet may
be forwarded to any one of multiple equal lowest-cost neighbors.
Similarly, with routing deflections, a packet may be forwarded to
any neighbor in a larger deflection set that is computed according
to the specific deflection rule. We restrict our attention in this paper
to sets that are computed via the shortest-path machinery and that
include the lowest-cost neighbors, though other kinds of deflection
would be possible. With shortest-path routing, each router may in-
dependently decide which packets to forward along which of the
equal-cost routes as a local matter, without causing loops. Corre-
spondingly, each router may decide its own deflection as a purely
local matter without loops. Loop-freedom is important in our con-
text because we allow end-systems to select paths even when there
are no transient repair events. So if deflections were to cause loops,
they would be persistent steady-state loops that may disrupt con-
nectivity.

Deflections have several other desirable properties by design.
First, deployment is trivial because deflection choices are compat-
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ible with lowest-cost routing: individual routers can be upgraded
across multiple ISPs with no need for coordination. Moreover, end
systems need not know about the network topologies in order to
explore alternative paths. This leads us to suggest how to carry tags
in a manner that is compatible with common IP usage.

Second, deflections scale to real-world usage. This is because
they are simple extensions of the shortest-path routing machinery
that is already deployed at ISPs. They do not require additional
messages in the manner of other source routing schemes [27, 15,
28, 6, 4, 3]. And they require no more than a constant factor of
added computation. For example, our rule above only requires in-
formation about its neighbors’ costs to compute its own deflection
set. These costs are either already signaled in a distance-vector
routing protocol or can be easily computed in a link-state protocol.

Third, deflections are highly robust because they inherit the fail-
ure tolerance of distributed routing algorithms. No centralized pro-
cess is used to compute deflection routes, and hence they work as
well as shortest-path routing when the network is partitioned.

2.3 Applications
Our focus in this paper is on how to provide hosts with access to

a diverse set of Internet paths. However, deflections are likely to be
useful in other contexts such as local route repair, in which a failure
is masked while new global routes converge. For instance, deflec-
tion paths could be selected by routers, rather than end-systems,
to locally bypass faults while news of their existence is globally
suppressed. By construction, this would allow multiple faults to
be bypassed without loops, whereas most local repair schemes [25,
8, 19] target the common case of a single failure and may form
transient loops in other cases. However, deflections are not a com-
plete solution as they do not address transient loops due to incon-
sistent forwarding tables. Also, the price for their guarantee of
loop-freedom is that they may not be able to bypass as many sin-
gle faults as schemes with weaker guarantees. Section 7 compares
deflections with specific schemes for local route repair.

3. DEFLECTION RULES
In this section, we present our deflection rules from the view-

point of a single ISP network. We describe how deflections are
extended across multiple ISPs in Section 5.

Each rule generates a deflection set of neighbors that a router can
use to reach particular destinations. Routers can then independently
select any neighbor in their deflection sets to use for forwarding;
we describe how hosts can tag packets to influence this selection in
the next section. We define our rules in terms of shortest-path costs.
Routers can compute the various shortest path costs as an extension
of whatever routing protocol they run to provide base routing, be it
OSPF, ISIS or a distance vector style of protocol such as RIPv2 or
EIGRP.

For each rule, the key issues we must consider are the correctness
of its deflections and how effective they are at providing diversity.
By correct we mean that paths are loop-free (a safety condition) and
reach the destination (a liveness condition). We prove the correct-
ness in the appendix for arbitrary topologies with multiple equal-
cost paths and asymmetric link costs. We study effectiveness via
simulations as part of our evaluation in Section 6.

For all rules, we let ni for i ≥ 0 be the sequence of nodes along
a path, and let cost(ni) be the shortest path cost to reach a given
destination from node ni, by whichever neighbors are on the short-
est path. We omit the destination in the cost function, since it does
not change.

3.1 Rule 1 (One Hop Down)
Our first rule was used to motivate deflections, and serves as a

strawman for assessing the strength of our other rules: a router can
send to any neighbor provided that the neighbor has a lower cost to
reach the destination. More formally:

Rule 1 (One Hop Down): The deflection set for a node ni is
those neighbors ni+1 for which cost(ni+1) < cost(ni).

Intuitively, Rule 1 is loop-free to destinations because the cost
to a destination at each node is strictly decreasing, and will eventu-
ally become zero. Lowest-cost forwarding or Equal Cost Multiple
Path (ECMP) forwarding is a special case of Rule 1. We prove the
correctness of Rule 1 in Appendix A.

Rule 1 is simple to implement at routers. To run Rule 1, each
node needs to obtain costs for its neighbors as well as itself. With
a distance vector protocol the cost information is already signaled
between neighbors. With a link-state protocol, it requires multiple
shortest-path computations, but does not require additional routing
messages. These computations may be run in the background since
shortest-path routes already provide basic connectivity.

Rule 1 is also trivial to deploy in an ISP network on a per router
basis: observe that Rule 1 generalizes shortest path routing by in-
cluding the shortest path neighbors in its deflection sets. As a re-
sult, any mixture of routers following either Rule 1 or shortest path
routing are loop-free and reach the destination.

3.2 Rule 2 (Two Hops Down)
The first rule provides greater diversity than shortest-path rout-

ing, but it is limited because sometimes there will be very few
choices that cause cost to decrease. Our next rule provides greater
flexibility. It includes all choices allowed by Rule 1 plus that it al-
lows the cost to a destination to increase temporarily provided that
the cost decreases sufficiently on the next hop.

Rule 2 (Two Hops Down): The deflection set for a node ni is
those neighbors ni+1 for which either of these conditions apply,
subject to the two caveats that follow:

1. cost(ni+1) < cost(ni) [downhill]

2. cost(ni+1) < cost(ni−1) [two-hop]

We remove the incoming interface ni−1 from the deflection set
unless the set would otherwise be empty, and we expand the de-
flection set when ni is the initial node by treating cost(ni−1) as
infinity. Both are optimizations. The former case prunes the unin-
teresting deflection, in which a packet needlessly returns to a neigh-
bor only to take a different deflection. The latter case exploits a
situation that permits all neighbors to be in the deflection set.

To see the power of this rule, reconsider our example. Recall that
in sending from Seattle to Kansas City, Rule 1 could not take a long
round route via Los Angeles and avoid Denver entirely. But Rule
2 can. Los Angeles is a valid deflection, even though it normally
sends via Sunnyvale, because of the two-hop clause: its cost does
not rise as high as Seattle, which is two hops back. Continuing
on, Los Angeles can then forward to Houston using the downhill
clause, as the cost falls after crossing an expensive link.

In Appendix B, we prove Rule 2 to be loop-free in the sense that
a directional link can be crossed at most once in a deflection path.
Intuitively, on the forwarding path, the cost to a destination must
strictly decrease at every two hops. No two-node sequence can re-
peat. Hence, no link-level loop exists. Note that it is possible for a
node to be visited more than once with this rule. We do not consider
this to be a problem because a packet will not be queued twice for
the same interface, and it is interfaces that are the key underlying
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resource. Rule 2 also satisfies the liveness property because the de-
flection set always contains the shortest path neighbor. Therefore,
a packet will eventually reach its destination.

Rule 2 has a slightly higher implementation cost than Rule 1.
Similar to Rule 1, each node must obtain costs for neighbors. In
addition, forwarding decisions depend on the incoming link (or pre-
vious router) as well as the destination. This is similar to the way
in which routers use source addresses or incoming links to forward
along equal-cost paths and multicast paths [22].

As before, mixtures of nodes that follow Rule 2 or shortest-path
routes provide loop-free routes to their destinations. This follows
because the shortest path neighbor satisfies the deflection rule.

3.3 Rule 3 (Two Hops Forward)
With Rule 2, it is possible that a node will send uphill to a neigh-

bor that has no alternative but to return the packet. We now con-
struct a new rule that always provides an alternative to immediate
backtracking in the hope that it will increase diversity.

To state Rule 3, we define the following terms. In the forwarding
path, we let li denote both directions of the incoming link used to
reach ni, i.e., the link connecting ni−1 and ni. Now we let G be the
overall network graph and G\li be the same graph with the link li
removed. These other graphs with incoming links removed are the
key to our rule. To use them, we also need to extend the cost func-
tion to include the graph to which it applies, i.e., cost(G\li, ni) is
the shortest path cost from the node ni to a given destination in the
graph G\li.

Rule 3 (Two Hops Forward): The deflection set for a node ni

is comprised of the neighbors ni+1 for which ni+1 �= ni−1 and
either:

1. cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < cost(G\li, ni) [downhill]

2. cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < cost(G, ni−1) [two-hop]

Rule 3 eliminates the need of immediate backtracking, because
if ni+1 receives a packet from ni, then cost(G\li+1, ni+1) must
not be infinity. It implies that ni+1 must have a path to reach the
destination without using the backtracking link li+1. Therefore, we
can safely remove the backtracking node ni−1 from the deflection
set for all nis.

The first clause compares cost(G\li+1, ni+1) with cost(G\li, ni)
rather than cost(G, ni), which might be simpler. This is because
cost(G\li, ni) is the larger quantity and leads to a larger deflec-
tion set; if we used cost(G, ni) then Rule 3 would actually have
been a subset of Rule 2. With our rule as stated, neither Rule 2 nor
Rule 3 are subsets of each other, but Rule 3 does allow paths that
Rule 2 does not. In Figure 1, for example, the path Indianapolis,
Kansas City, Huston, Atlanta, is a valid deflection path via Rule 3,
but not via Rule 2. This is because excluding the backtracking link
forces the shortest path to follow a more roundabout path to the
destination.

The cost of this increased flexibility of Rule 3 is a slight increase
in the implementation complexity over Rule 2. Specifically, a node
must now compute costs for its neighbors in related graphs rather
than the same graph. This might be done incrementally in a link-
state implementation. And curiously, as before, we observe that
distance vector protocols can already signal the required informa-
tion. This is because costs from all neighbors but one can be used to
derive costs in the graph with the link to the one neighbor removed.

Implementation considerations also led us to the asymmetry in
Rule 3. We deliberately do not use the graph G\li−1 in the two-
hop clause, as might be expected, even though it would result in
correct paths. This is because the current node will not in general

know the incoming link of the previous node unless it is signaled
with the packet.

As a variant of Rule 3, we observe that we can define an analo-
gous rule by removing the incoming node (rather than link). This
places stronger connectivity demands on the underlying topology:
it ensures that there is a path to the destination that does not re-
turn to the previous node, rather than one that does not re-cross the
previous link. We have found that it produces otherwise similar
results, and so omit it from our evaluation due to space limitations.

The correctness proof of the link version of Rule 3 is given in
Appendix C. It is similar to that of Rule 2, and the node version
follows by analogy. We also show that Rule 3 is compatible with
shortest-path routing and hence trivially deployable.

4. TAG ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe a tag routing architecture that pro-

vides end-systems with path diversity. Each packet carries a tag that
determines the path it takes through the network from the present
location to the destination1. Thus tags act as selectors across a set
of network paths. They are an alternative to explicit source routes
selected by hosts and label-switched paths selected by ISPs. To
describe our architecture, we begin with tags themselves, and then
present two design variants: a shim protocol that fits between IP
and higher protocol layers and cleanly signals tags; and an encod-
ing of tags into IP packets that is compatible with common IP us-
age.

4.1 Tag Properties
We require that tags have several properties to render them use-

ful and practical for path selection. First, tags must be consistent in
their path selections to the same extent as existing Internet routes.
This allows end-systems to systematically explore the tag space and
avoids adverse interactions with existing transports, e.g., packet re-
ordering slows TCP.

Second, tags are opaque and lack global meaning except that we
require a value of zero to correspond to the default Internet path.
For other tag values, each ISP selects a path through its network,
without the requirement that it communicate the choice of paths to
end-systems or other ISPs. This means that tag routes are policy
compliant in the same manner as default routes, since each ISP will
apply its policies by definition. It also means that end-systems must
send packets along tagged routes to discover them.

Third, different tags should select a diverse set of network paths.
By this we mean that union of all paths that can be selected be-
tween a source and destination covers a region of the network that
is significantly larger than the default Internet path (were tags not
used). This implies that it will usually be possible to avoid an un-
desirable portion of the default Internet path. However, we do not
require that different tags select different paths. This makes it eas-
ier to construct tag paths. It also enables incremental deployment
because ISPs that have not been upgraded can be viewed as trivially
mapping all tag values to the default path.

Given the above properties, tag routes are useful for applications
that benefit from diverse paths, such as routing around the location
of a fault that might be a lossy link, point of congestion, Byzantine
failure, low capacity link, or high delay link. For this kind of ap-
plication, it matters little that the route is not known a priori. This
is because finding a good route will typically involve testing an al-
ternative path to check that it does not suffer from loss, delay or
bandwidth problems, etc., regardless of whether the route is explic-

1Clearly, tags could be defined for a connection-oriented network
too. Here we focus on extending IP.
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Figure 2: Shim Encoding. A shim header is inserted between IP and

the next higher layer to carry the tag and TTL range for which deflec-

tions are enabled.

itly known. In these applications there tend to be many paths that
are acceptable, e.g., any path that avoids the fault, so that trying
paths is a reasonable strategy. Conversely, tag routes are less suit-
able for sending packets along particular routes to satisfy security
or QoS policies, since the route must be found by trying tag values.

4.2 Shim Layer Tag Encoding
Figure 2 shows how packets are tagged using a shim protocol

layer that sits between IP and the next higher layer. Tagging is a
simple insertion of two pieces of compact, fixed-length informa-
tion. First, the tag itself is carried in the clear. Ten bits (selecting
among 1024 paths) are sufficient, and we round this up to 16 bits
for convenience. Note that this tag size is much smaller than the
(exponentially large) number of possible source routes. However,
there is no compelling reason to make the tag size large since, given
the properties of tags, it must be searched by trial and error. Sec-
ond, range information is carried in the form of a start TTL and stop
TTL values. This range signifies the portion of the path for which
tag selection is to be used. It enables the end-system to narrow the
region of faults, e.g., if a fault can be bypassed with tags operating
on the last half of a path then it must lie in the last half of the path.

Given this encoding, tags are used at routers as follows. First,
the current TTL is checked to see if it lies within the range. If
not, or if the tag is zero, the default route is used. We also use
the default route for IP fragments because only the initial fragment
will contain the shim header. Otherwise, the tag is used to select
a possibly alternative path. This begs the question of how ISPs
map tag values to paths. We give a procedure for doing so later in
this section, for the case in which the diverse paths are provided by
deflections. However, ISPs could use any method they prefer, e.g.,
to map tags to MPLS [16] paths if they are available.

4.3 IP Tag Encoding
We observe that it is possible to carry tag information on IP pack-

ets themselves by overloading IP header fields in a manner that is
compatible with common IP usage. The information is then used
at routers in the same manner as for the shim protocol. A sample
encoding is shown in Figure 3.

We use 10 of the IP identifier bits to encode the tag, setting the
remaining 6 bits to a well-known flag pattern. We then use TTL
values to define the tag selection region, carrying it implicitly by
setting the initial TTL instead of separate start and stop TTL values.
To do this, we define a rarely used portion of the TTL space to
indicate that tag selection should be used. Common initial TTL
values include 30, 32, 60, 64, 128, and 255, and Internet paths
rarely exceed 40 hops [26]. This means that TTL values between
128 and 215 are rarely seen in practice. We define the range 160
to 200 to indicate that tag selection should be used. Hosts can then
set their initial TTL value such that tag selection is applied to the
entire path (by using 200), only the end of the path (by using values
> 200) or only the beginning of the path (by using values > 160

tag DF on TCP etc.
<200

>160

Overloaded IP Fields

Identification Flags TTL

6 bit

flag

IP header

(16 bits) (3 bits) (8 bits)

Figure 3: IP Encoding. The tag is carried in a subset of the Identifi-

cation field, deflections are switched on for a range of TTL values, and

fragments are not deflected.

and < 200). Other initial TTL values, including those in common
use, will cause tag selection to be turned off and the default path
to be followed. Note that this scheme is not as flexible as the shim
protocol, where an arbitrary subpath can be used for tag selection,
but we will see that it is sufficient to provide useful diversity.

The advantage of this overloading is that it enables true incre-
mental deployment. Individual hosts and ISP networks can be up-
graded to use tag selection independent of all other parties; the de-
flection rules we consider in the next section allow routers within
an ISP to be individually upgraded too. An upgraded host can then
use tags for path diversity even when communicating with a host
that has not been upgraded.

The disadvantage of this method is that, like all such schemes,
no overloading of IP is entirely backwards-compatible. In our case,
the small fraction of hosts that do use TTLs within the tag selection
range will have a small fraction of their packets re-routed (when
the IP identifier contains the flag value). This will not cause a loss
of connectivity, but may degrade performance. A further issue is
that traceroute cannot be used to trace tag paths because the TTL
has been overloaded. Finally, note that there are other proposals
to overload the IP identifier field for incremental deployment (e.g.,
CSFQ [21] and IP traceback [18]) that, if adopted, would not be
compatible with our usage. Nonetheless, while we do not claim it
is the best that can be found, this encoding shows it is possible to
provide tag routing with a high degree of backwards-compatibility.

4.4 Mapping Tags to Deflections
When deflection routing is in use, we use the following proce-

dure to map tags carried on packets to choices in the deflection set
at a router.

Tag Mapping Procedure: Let the deflection set at a router given
by a rule contain K members. Number these members pseudo-
randomly, starting with zero for the default shortest cost neighbor.
Let the router also pseudo-randomly choose a small prime num-
ber P from the first few primes (e.g., the first 10) greater than or
equal to K. Given a tag value of T on a packet, the router should
forward to the member of the deflection set identified by number
N = (T mod P ) mod K.

This rule uses modulo arithmetic to pick from the deflection set.
The outer mod operation produces a number in the right range.
The randomization is used to avoid correlated choices at different
routers. The purpose of the inner mod operation is to produce a
further degree of freedom. It converts the input tag into an effective
tag value that is different for routers that chose different primes. In
this manner, the same tag values can be found to make different
choices at different routers, even when the routers have deflection
sets of the same size. We find the inner mod operation to be valu-
able in terms of path diversity as part of our evaluation (Section 6).
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Figure 4: Inter-domain deflections can switch peering points and AS-

PATHs. The solid line from source to destination shows the default

path via ISPs A-B-D. The dotted line shows a deflection that changes

the peering point but not the ASPATH. The dashed line shows a deflec-

tion that changes both peering point and ASPATH to ISPs A-C-D.

5. INTER-DOMAIN RULES
We now show how to extend deflections across multiple ISPs

to provide peering point diversity. It is straightforward for each
ISP to independently use deflections to route to external IP prefixes
advertised by BGP via one or more peering points. Deflections may
then change the ISP egress point (and hence next ingress point)
compared to default routes.

For inter-domain routing, we consider each ISP in isolation. We
assume that all routers in the ISP run BGP (with some policy cho-
sen by the ISP) as well as an IGP protocol such as OSPF or ISIS.
Each router then forwards packets on the shortest path to the IP
nexthop of the path selected by its BGP decision process. This will
often result in different routers in the ISP sending to different egress
points for a given destination because IGP cost metric is included
in the BGP decision process, e.g., early-exit routing. Thus the com-
plication for our deflection rules is that the default egress point and
hence cost metric for a destination may change unexpectedly when
the packet is deflected.

We can handle this complication to avoid intra-ISP loops by ex-
tending the cost function. Revealing the destination parameter that
has been implicit, the cost metric so far has the form cost(n, dst).
To capture the BGP decision process, we simply extend it to have
the form cost(n, nexthop(n, dst)). Here, nexthop() models the
BGP decision process that selects the IP nexthop to a destination IP
address dst. This decision process is part of BGP implementation
and should be the same for all routers in one ISP to prevent rout-
ing inconsistencies. A node n can compute the nexthop() of any
neighbor as the inputs to the nexthop() function: the BGP route
advertisements to the destination dst and the IGP costs to the can-
didate nexthops in the BGP advertisements, are both known to n.
The former is known from iBGP relay sessions and the latter from
IGP. With this nexthop information, a node ni can compute the
costs cost(ni±1, nexthop(ni±1, dst)). They are all a node needs
to know to compute a deflection set (Section 3). With this extension
of cost, all proofs in the appendix go through unchanged.

Inter-domain deflections provide two benefits in terms of path
diversity. Both are shown in Figure 4. First, the peering point used
between two ISPs may change; deflections are not limited in their
diversity to intra-ISP changes. This can occur because a packet
heading for a given peering point may deflect to a router that prefers
a different peering point. In fact, the presence of multiple peering
points will tend to increase the deflection potential.

Second, and more generally, the next ISP may be changed. This
is because the BGP decision process that is run at each router chooses

the ASPATH and nexthop jointly; BGP does not bind an entire ISP
to an ASPATH before choosing nexthops. An important consider-
ation in this case, given that deflected paths are loop-free within
individual ISPs, is that they remain loop-free across multiple ISPs.
This will continue to be the case when ISPs use “prefer-customer”
and “valley-free” routing policies, as is the common case. These
policies mean that any router of an ISP will only choose an egress
point that advertises the most preferred ASPATH, barring inter-ISP
loops as long as there are no customer-provider loops. Interest-
ingly, it is possible that the deflected ASPATH is one that was not
advertised downstream, but is nonetheless policy compliant by its
construction. For instance, in Figure 4, the advertised ASPATH to
dst by ISP A is ISPs A-B-D, but the deflected one may be A-C-D.

6. EVALUATION
In this section we simulate our tag architecture and deflection

rules to characterize the kinds of path diversity that they provide.
A high degree of path diversity is desirable to increase the ability
of a source to avoid faulty links or nodes on their default paths. We
characterize path diversity in three respects: the deflection paths
that exist between particular source and destination nodes (6.2);
the ability to route around particular nodes or links deemed faulty
(6.3); and the ability to switch peering points (6.4).

6.1 Methodology
We implemented a custom simulator to explore deflection routes

and evaluate tag-based deflections.
Input Topologies: We study a wide range of topologies because

deflection routes are a property of the network on which they are
computed:

1. Real networks for which we can obtain topologies and link
weights. These are Abilene and GEANT, research and educational
networks based in the US and Europe, respectively. These networks
have relatively large capacities but relatively few nodes and links.

2. Measured ISP topologies from Rocketfuel [20]. We use five
topologies (Sprint, Ebone, Tiscali, Exodus and Abovenet) complete
with link-weights that are inferred to match observed routing pat-
terns. (We exclude Telstra because the mapping is of low quality.)
These networks are substantially larger than Abilene and GEANT.

3. Topologies randomly generated with Brite [12]. We used two
different models: Barabasi Albert (BA) and the Waxman model
(Waxman). The BA model generates graphs with a power-law de-
gree distribution, and the Waxman model generates graphs with a
uniform degree distribution. For each model, we use link delay as
the cost metric for routing and generate low and high degree graphs.

The size and degree of all simulated networks are given in the
first column of Table 1. Networks within the same category are
ordered by average node degrees. Rule 3 refers to the link-version
of Rule 3 (Section 3). The node-version has similar results and
is omitted to save space. For Abovenet, we use and give figures
for the maximally connected component, since the network is not
connected otherwise.

Output Metrics: We compute several metrics for each network
and each deflection rule. They are summarized below, with further
detail where the corresponding results are presented.

To measure the number of usable deflection paths, we compute
the number of neighbors in the deflection set at each router. This
captures the number of opportunities there are to deflect off the
shortest path. We next compute the number of different deflec-
tion paths between a source and a destination. This shows how de-
flection opportunities at nodes are translated into deflection paths
through the network. Finally, we find the largest fraction of the
shortest path between a source and a destination that can be by-
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Figure 5: The number of deflection neighbors a router has per incoming interface per destination. Rule 2 and 3 produce more deflection neighbors

than Rule 1. (Note that the lines for these rules overlap in the left graph.) Larger networks produce more deflection neighbors in which the majority

of routers have a choice of neighbor and some routers have a large number of deflection choices.

passed by deflections. This looks at how diverse the different de-
flection paths are in terms of their component links and nodes.

To measure the ability to route around faults, we consider in-
dividual links and nodes instead of source-destination pairs. We
compute the fraction of shortest paths that can be re-routed to by-
pass a faulty link or node. We then consider how many of these
paths will be found when the source uses simple strategies to set
tag values.

To measure the ability to switch peering points, we pick sets of
nodes to represent egress points, and compute how often a source
can arrive at an egress that is not its lowest-cost exit. In this setting,
the lowest-cost path is the shortest path to any egress point.

For each metric, larger is better. Some of the results also differ
across runs since they depend on the pseudo-random ordering of the
deflection neighbors. When this is the case, we present the average
of 10 runs. We omit the deviation across runs unless otherwise
noted because it is generally too small to be visible.

The sections below describe our results. We summarize the av-
erage metrics for all topologies in Table 1 and present the distri-
bution of the metrics for Abilene, Exodus and Sprint. These three
networks have 11, 79 and 315 nodes, respectively. They provide a
sample of the results that allow us to see how deflections change
with the scale of the network. We also find that the results for ran-
domly generated networks are consistent with those for designed
ISP networks. This suggests that deflections are reasonably robust
to variations in topology.

6.2 Deflection Paths
The first metric we consider is the number of neighbors in the

deflection set, K. This number is the function of the router, the de-
flection rule, the destination, and the incoming interface of a packet.
We compute the value K for all legitimate combinations of router
interfaces and destinations. (Rule 1 and Rule 3 do not allow all
combinations, since they will not use certain incoming interfaces
for a given destination.) Average results for all topologies are sum-
marized in the Deflection Nbr column of Table 1. Figure 5 shows
the cumulative distribution of K for Abilene, Exodus, and Sprint.

We make several observations. First, Rule 2 and Rule 3 are more
flexible than Rule 1. They produce more deflection choices in all
simulated networks, usually by a substantial margin. Second, the
larger networks provide more opportunities to deflect, as measured
by the size of the deflection set. Third, a large fraction of the routers
can deflect off the shortest path with Rules 2 and Rule 3. More than
40% of routers have K > 1 in all simulated topologies, and the
fraction is considerably higher for larger networks.

Next, we measure the number of different deflection paths a
packet can take between any two nodes in a network. Roughly,
this shows how tags convert deflection opportunities at individual
routers into complete deflection paths. This measure also depends
on how a router maps a tag into a deflection neighbor and tends
to be larger for longer default paths. Again, average results for all
topologies are summarized in the Deflection Path column of Ta-
ble 1 and distributions are given for Abilene, Exodus and Sprint in
Figure 6.

As before, we see that Rule 2 and Rule 3 outperform Rule 1
by a wide margin. In this case they have more deflection paths.
Even for a small network such as Abilene, more than 80% of node
pairs have a deflection path that differs from the default shortest
path with Rule 2 or Rule 3. For larger networks, nearly all node
pairs have a deflection path. Moreover, in the case of Sprint we
see that many node pairs have close to the maximum number of
deflection paths, which is 210 − 1 for our ten bit tag. This suggests
that our tag mapping rule does a good job of mapping different
tags to different routes. We also simulated a different tag mapping
rule that does not use a pseudo-random modulo operation (Sec-
tion 4.4). The number of deflection paths (averaged over all rules
and all topologies) is nearly four times less than that produced by
our tag mapping rule. We also compared our deflection rules with
equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) routing. The average number of al-
ternative paths produced by ECMP on our input topologies ranges
from 0 to 1.4, much smaller than that produced by our deflection
rules (Table 1).

Finally, we measure how much the deflection paths differ from
the default shortest path. The more they differ, the more likely it is
that a source can bypass faulty nodes or links that lie on the default
routing path. We compute differences as the largest fraction of the
shortest path nodes and links, respectively, that can be bypassed
with a single deflection. Suppose Ps = (A, N1, N2, ..., Nn, B)
is the default shortest path routing between node A and B, Pd =
(A, M1, M2, ..., Mm, B) is a deflection path between A and B. If
Ni does not appear in Pd, then we count it as a node difference. If
there are a total of x node differences, the fraction of node differ-
ences is computed as x/n. For each node pair, we record the maxi-
mum node difference among all deflection paths. This corresponds
to the largest portion of the path that can be avoided. Similarly, we
also computed link difference. We omit results for link differences
to save space, since node differences provide the stricter test: a one
node difference requires at least two link differences.

We present summary results for each topology in the Node Dif-

ference column of Table 1 and distributions of node difference for
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Network Rule Deflection Nbr Deflection Path Node Difference Node Bypassed Link Bypassed
Peering Bypassed

|P | = 2 |P | = 5

Mean > 1 Mean Median Mean Median 10 tries All 10 tries All 10 tries All 10 tries All
R

ea
l

Abilene 1 1.2 19% 1 1 30% 0% 62% 64% 54% 64% 35% 37% 68% 69%
Nodes: 11 2 1.6 43% 5 4 68% 100% 90% 95% 93% 95% 77% 81% 98% 98%
Degree: 2.55 3 1.6 43% 4 3 69% 100% 90% 95% 97% 98% 77% 82% 98% 99%
Geant 1 1.4 33% 2 1 51% 50% 70% 72% 67% 72% 43% 48% 76% 77%
Nodes: 23 2 2.1 53% 24 20 76% 100% 89% 94% 95% 97% 84% 93% 99% 99%
Degree: 3.22 3 2.1 55% 18 16 76% 100% 90% 95% 96% 97% 84% 94% 99% 99%

M
ea

su
re

d

Ebone 1 1.8 46% 11 3 43% 40% 60% 61% 64% 61% 37% 40% 55% 57%
Nodes: 87 2 2.6 62% 311 258 70% 80% 77% 81% 87% 89% 69% 81% 84% 87%
Degree: 3.70 3 2.5 66% 167 112 72% 83% 78% 82% 88% 89% 70% 83% 86% 90%
Exodus 1 1.8 48% 26 6 53% 60% 68% 70% 65% 70% 41% 46% 55% 57%
Nodes: 79 2 2.6 63% 415 405 79% 100% 87% 90% 92% 93% 67% 78% 84% 89%
Degree: 3.72 3 2.6 68% 300 253 81% 100% 88% 91% 93% 93% 69% 79% 85% 90%
Tiscali 1 2.9 57% 74 22 60% 66% 68% 69% 69% 69% 43% 51% 65% 67%
Nodes: 161 2 4.0 67% 653 761 76% 85% 78% 80% 81% 83% 67% 81% 85% 88%
Degree: 4.07 3 3.8 71% 488 506 76% 87% 78% 81% 81% 83% 69% 82% 86% 89%
Abovenet 1 2.7 70% 101 29 73% 100% 85% 89% 80% 89% 42% 53% 64% 69%
Nodes: 138 2 4.0 81% 734 867 89% 100% 94% 97% 95% 97% 71% 88% 90% 95%
Degree: 5.39 3 3.9 85% 629 711 89% 100% 94% 97% 96% 97% 70% 88% 90% 96%
Sprint 1 3.3 71% 61 25 73% 100% 75% 77% 78% 77% 48% 56% 71% 74%
Nodes: 315 2 5.9 79% 849 984 89% 100% 86% 90% 95% 96% 68% 87% 89% 95%
Degree: 6.17 3 5.7 83% 808 952 90% 100% 87% 91% 95% 96% 68% 87% 90% 95%

R
a
n

d
o
m

BA-1 1 2.2 53% 14 6 62% 100% 81% 83% 76% 83% 65% 73% 82% 83%
Nodes: 100 2 4.1 67% 488 516 92% 100% 97% 99% 97% 99% 90% 98% 98% 99%
Degree: 3.94 3 3.5 69% 240 230 93% 100% 98% 99% 98% 99% 91% 99% 99% 99%
Waxman-1 1 1.9 55% 14 6 66% 100% 79% 81% 78% 81% 57% 65% 78% 79%
Nodes: 100 2 3.0 69% 357 363 94% 100% 97% 99% 97% 99% 86% 97% 98% 99%
Degree: 4.00 3 2.8 72% 218 208 94% 100% 97% 99% 98% 99% 89% 98% 99% 99%
BA-2 1 3.2 76% 38 19 75% 100% 89% 90% 86% 90% 74% 82% 88% 89%
Nodes: 100 2 5.0 87% 606 642 93% 100% 98% 99% 99% 99% 94% 99% 99% 100%
Degree: 5.88 3 4.8 91% 470 488 93% 100% 99% 99% 99% 99% 94% 99% 99% 100%
Waxman-2 1 3.0 77% 46 19 77% 100% 89% 90% 89% 90% 71% 78% 85% 85%
Nodes: 100 2 4.4 87% 554 584 93% 100% 99% 99% 99% 99% 93% 99% 99% 100%
Degree: 6.00 3 4.4 90% 467 475 93% 100% 99% 99% 99% 99% 94% 99% 99% 100%

Table 1: Summary of results for all simulated networks for all rules. Metrics other than medians and > 1 are averaged over all source-destination

pairs, nodes, links or peering trials, as appropriate from left to right. The node, link and peering bypass percentages are intended to convey the

chance that a node, link or peering point could be avoided with deflections.

our three example topologies in Figure 7. The value 100% corre-
sponds to deflection paths that are node-disjoint with the shortest
path (other than at source and destination). An ideal result would
hug the x-axis then jump to one at 100%, meaning that every node
pair had a node-disjoint deflection path. For the networks we show
here, we see positive results. At least 60% of all node pairs have
a node-disjoint deflection path under Rule 2 or Rule 3, with larger
networks having near node-disjoint deflections even more often.

6.3 Fault Tolerance
The results above show that deflections can provide significant

path diversity between source-destination pairs. We now consider
how well sources are able to harness this diversity by using tags to
avoid faults.

Specifically, we construct an experiment as follows. We pick a
random link or node to be faulty. This fault will lie on the default
routing path of a set of (perhaps many) source-destination pairs.
For each pair, we simulate the source as it tries to bypass the fault
by selecting different tag values. To stress the tag mechanism, we
assume that a source tries at most ten tags before it assumes it can-
not bypass the fault, since there is a cost to sending packets to try
tags. For each fault and node pair, we record whether the source
can bypass the failure and the number of tries it takes.

We use a simple strategy to select tag values. In the first five tries,
the source chooses tags 1 through 5. This instructs each router to
try five pseudo-random deflections, if that many exist. (Recall that
tag 0 is reserved to indicate the default routing path.) In the last
five tries, the source randomly picks a tag value in the remaining
tag space [6,1023]. The intent here is to try to decouple effective
tag choices at each router, since the tag is likely to be mapped to

different values with different primes at different routers. We have
not studied tag search strategies in detail, and better ones are likely
to exist. However, they will only improve our results.

The results of this experiment are shown in the Node Bypassed

and Link Bypassed columns of Table 1 and Figures 8 and 9. The
summary results show that for nearly all topologies the vast major-
ity of node pairs (often exceeding 90%) can bypass single node and
link faults with deflections and that these deflections can be found
by trying a small number of tags. The figures provide detail on the
distributions for our sample networks.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the number of node pairs that
can avoid a faulty node after 10 tries. The x-axis specifies faulty
nodes that are on default routing paths. We rank these nodes ac-
cording to the number of source-destination pairs that use them for
default routes, R. We start with nodes that are on the most paths
because they are the most important ones to be able to bypass. The
vertical lines show the R values, and the points on each line show
how many node pairs can avoid the faulty node after trying 10 tags.
In the ideal situation, all points should stay on top of the vertical
lines, indicating all node pairs that are affected by the faulty node
can avoid it. We see that in all three networks the black squares that
represent Rule 3 stay close to the top of the lines. This shows that
a large fraction of node pairs affected by a faulty node can avoid
it. We also ran simulations for faulty links using the same method-
ology. These results are generally even better, since it is harder to
avoid a faulty node than a faulty link. We omit them to save space.

Figure 9 reports on the distribution of the number of tries that
were made (with different tag values) to avoid the faults. It shows
the fraction of the node pairs that could avoid a fault with a given
number of tries, averaged over the different possible faults. This ap-
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Figure 6: The number of deflection paths between two nodes. An ideal result would hug the x-axis until 2
10 and then rise vertically, such that all

node pairs have the maximum number of deflection paths. We see that most paths have deflections and larger networks have more deflection paths.
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Figure 7: The largest fraction of node differences between a deflection path and the default shortest path for every node pair. Short vertical lines

with horizontal bars show the (very tight) standard deviations across runs. An ideal result would hug the x-axis then jump to one at 100%, meaning

that every node pair had a node-disjoint deflection path. We see that most node pairs can deflect a large fraction of the shortest path nodes, with

larger networks being able to deflect more of the path more often.
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Figure 8: The number of node pairs that can avoid a faulty node after 10 tries. The x-axis shows the index of the faulty node. The vertical bars show

the total number of node pairs that have the faulty node on their default routing paths. The points show how many node pairs successfully avoid the

faculty nodes. The closer the points are to the top of the lines, the better. Rule 3 is consistently able to mostly or completely avoid faults.

proximates the probability with which a source can avoid a faulty
node after a given number of tries. Not all faults can be bypassed.
The column labeled “failed” shows the fraction of node pairs that
needed more than 10 tries. The column labeled “unavoidable”
shows the fraction of node pairs that cannot avoid a faulty node
even if all tag values are tried. We see that, in all three networks, a
significant fraction of node pairs can avoid faulty nodes in 10 tries,
especially for Rules 2 and 3. Moreover, most successes happen
quickly, such that only one or two tags need to be tried in most
cases. The difference between trying ten tags and all tags is also

insignificant. This suggests that a source can quickly find an alter-
native path to avoid a particular node (or link).

6.4 Inter-domain Deflections
It is difficult to assess the path diversity that deflections will pro-

vide in the Internet. This is because it depends on inter-domain
routing policies and peering patterns as well as ISP topologies, and
precious little data are publicly available. Instead, to gain a basic
understanding of deflections with multiple ISPs, we look at how of-
ten they can change the peering points used between pairs of ISPs.

We construct a simple experiment to do this as follows. For each
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Figure 9: The number of tags needed to bypass a fault. The y-axis gives the fraction of node pairs that can avoid a faulty node on their shortest path

after the number of tries on the x-axis. The column labeled “failed” shows the fraction of node pairs that needed more than 10 tries to bypass the

fault. The column labeled “unavoidable” shows the fraction of node pairs that cannot avoid a faulty node even if all tag values are tried. The short

vertical bars show the standard deviation across different node faults. We see that most faults can be bypassed with one or two tag choices, and that

the difference between trying 10 tags and all tags is insignificant. Note the y-axis stops at 0.7 to show more detail.

network, we randomly choose P nodes to be peering points, where
|P | = 2, 3, 4, 5. We assume that BGP policies have chosen this set
as the egress or peering points to an adjacent ISP. Each node n in
the network will have a default peering point p ∈ P for which n
has the lowest IGP cost. This simulates the shortest path routing
mechanism inside the ISP.

We then run simulations to measure the fraction of nodes that
can switch their peering points away from their defaults. We as-
sume a node only tries ten tags to stress the design. The fraction
we compute is the likelihood that a node can bypass its default peer-
ing point if it considers the default faulty. It depends on both the
number of peering points and the specific points we choose. To
obtain an overall estimate, for each simulation, we fix the number
of peering points |P |, and choose 100 random sets (or as many
combinations as exist, if that is smaller). We record the fraction of
nodes that can change their peering points for each peering set P ,
and average the results over all peering sets. As before, the final
results are averaged over 10 simulation runs to reduce the effect of
the pseudo-random ordering of deflection neighbors.

The Peering Bypassed column of Table 1 summarizes the results.
We only show the results when the number of peering points is
2 and 5, respectively. The sub-column All shows the fraction of
nodes that can bypass a peering point if all tags are tried. Figure 10
shows the results for 2, 3, 4, and 5 peering points for our example
networks. The x-axis shows the number of peering points. The
y-axis shows the fraction of nodes that can use a different peering
points after 10 tag tries.

Rule 2 and 3 consistently provide more peering choices than
Rule 1. With them, a significant fraction of nodes can change their
peering points after only 10 tag tries. When the number of peering
points is larger, this fraction is higher. When there are only two
peering points, more than 67% of nodes for all simulated topolo-
gies can use the alternative peering point. When there are five peer-
ing points, most topologies have more than 90% of nodes that can
choose a different peering point. We also note that trying all tags
helps to bypass a peering point somewhat more than to bypass a
faulty node or link that lies on the default routing path.

6.5 Summary
Overall, our results show that it is possible to construct deflection

rules that provide good path diversity. In particular, our Rules 2 and
3 are significantly better than the straightforward Rule 1. Greater
levels of diversity are available in designed networks that are larger

in size as well as random networks that have higher average degree.
Path diversity via deflections allows a peering point or a faulty node
(or link) to be avoided most of the time, even in small networks.
Moreover, tags are effective to access path diversity. A deflection
that bypasses one fault can be found by trying a single tag most of
the time, with a small number of faults requiring more tries.

7. RELATED WORK
Our work is motivated by results that show variants of source

routing to be beneficial. RON [1], Detour [17], and SOSR [7] show
that overlay routing can improve end-to-end reliability, throughput,
latency, and loss rate. In early work, Perlman used source routing
as an essential means to avoid Byzantine failures [13]. Clark et
al. [5] argue that end user control over provider-level routes has the
potential to create a competitive ISP marketplace.

Much work addresses the difficulties of implementing source
routes. In particular, to handle scaling issues, many schemes use a
link-state like routing protocol to provide end systems with a map
of the network [27, 15, 28, 6, 4, 3]. In contrast, we build on the ex-
isting shortest-path machinery to capture ISP policy and eliminate
the need for sources to obtain any map. Further, we do not require
end-systems to forward packets for each other, as do overlays, nor
install path-specific state at routers, as do schemes such as packet
reflection [9]. As a tradeoff, the region of the network over which a
source can deflect its packets is restricted. Nevertheless, our results
show most node and link failures can be bypassed in practice.

Other routing and forwarding schemes use short, fixed-length la-
bels to represent multiple paths. MPLS [16] is widely used by back-
bone ISPs to split traffic along multiple paths. Bananas [10] uses a
32-bit hash of an AS path as a label. NIRA [27] uses hierarchically
allocated IPv6 addresses to represent provider-level routes. Unlike
deflections, all these mechanisms map a label to a unique path and
so require additional signaling messages to establish the mapping.

Similar to deflections, some multi-path routing formulations al-
low a router to choose among multiple next hops to reach a desti-
nation without looping. OSPF and ISIS permit multi-path routing
among next hops with equal cost to a destination [22]. Vutukury
et al. propose a multi-path scheme similar to Rule 1 in which a
router can choose any neighbor with a cost less than itself as the
next hop [23, 24]. Our rules construct larger sets of paths.

Finally, work on local route repair explores the use of alternate
next hops to bypass faults before new routes have converged. On-
going work in the IETF [19] studies the well-known Rule 1 and
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Figure 10: The fraction of nodes that can switch peering points after 10 tag tries. The x-axis shows the number of peering points, which are

randomly chosen. The short vertical bars show the standard deviation across different peering sets. We see that Rule 2 and Rule 3 consistently

provide more peering choices.

variants that are similar to our Rule 2. The main distinction is that
this work targets a single fault and may result in loops if there are
multiple faults, whereas our deflections can be used safely at mul-
tiple locations. This IETF work is similar to earlier work by Wang
and Crowcroft [25]. More recently, Iyer [8] studied re-routings that
are equivalent to Rule 1 and similar to Rule 2. However, that work
places restrictions on the intra- versus inter-POP weights to avoid
loops while we do not.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a practical system that provides the benefits

of source-controlled routes in the Internet without the problems as-
sociated with explicit source routes. It is a tag-based routing archi-
tecture that uses routing deflections to provide path diversity. Users
tag packets with hints, rather than explicit source routes, and ISPs
use these hints to select among alternative paths. These tags can be
encoded in a way that is compatible with common IP usage. ISPs
generate the underlying path diversity with the routing deflections
that we have introduced. This mechanism is scalable, compatible
with ISP policies and easily incrementally deployable. To evaluate
the overall system, we performed simulations with real, measured
and random network topologies. We found that deflections provide
a high-level of path diversity and tags make effective use of this di-
versity. With our rules, a source can avoid most single node or link
faults by trying only a handful of tags, with better results for larger
networks.

We consider the routing deflections rules we have defined to be
the most interesting aspect of our work. We were surprised to
realize that such a large set of non-shortest path neighbors could
be used to reach the destination without the danger of loops, and
that this could be done robustly without any coordination between
neighboring routers. It is likely that there exist other, perhaps more
powerful, deflection rules, since we have not yet systematically ex-
plored the design space. We have also restricted our attention to
deflection rules that are incrementally deployable with the exist-
ing shortest path routers. Easing this restriction, say by signaling
path information on packets, would permit other deflections. We
are also interested in exploring the use of deflections in other set-
tings, the most immediate of which is to locally repair routes and
minimize transient loops during routing convergence.
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APPENDIX

We prove that each rule provides paths that are loop-free and reach
their destinations, even when shortest-path routers are present in
the network.

A. RULE 1 (ONE HOP DOWN)
Let the sequence of nodes on the forwarding path be ni for i ≥ 0.

Consider the sequence cost(ni) for i ≥ 0. By Rule 1 it strictly
decreases. Hence each node in the sequence must correspond to a
different node so that the path is loop-free. To reach the destination,
it suffices to show that the deflection set is not empty. This is so
because shortest-path neighbors are always valid choices because
they have lower cost than the current node by the definition. This
further implies that shortest-path routers make valid deflections and
can be freely mixed with Rule 1 routers.

B. RULE 2 (TWO HOPS DOWN)
To show loop-freedom, we prove that no directional link will re-

peat in the forwarding path. Define the cost of a directional link ui

that connects ni and ni+1 to be the maximum cost of its endpoints.
We now show that the cost of adjacent links is non-increasing. To
do this we state link cost and substitute Rule 2 expressed in succinct
form as a maximum operator that combines its two clauses:

cost(ui+1) = max(cost(ni+1), cost(ni+2))

≤ max(cost(ni+1), max(cost(ni+1), cost(ni)))

= max(cost(ni), cost(ni+1))

= cost(ui)

Next we show that the cost of every other link along a path is
strictly decreasing:

cost(ni+3) < max(cost(ni+2), cost(ni+1))

≤ max(max(cost(ni+1), cost(ni)), cost(ni+1))

= max(cost(ni), cost(ni+1))

= cost(ui) (1)

By the definition of Rule 2 and link costs we also have:

cost(ni+2) < max(cost(ni), cost(ni+1))

= cost(ui) (2)

Both cost(ni+2) and cost(ni+3) are less than cost(ui). Hence
by definition, cost(ui+2) < cost(ui). And from (1) and (2) it fol-
lows that on the forwarding path, the cost of any link ui+k for
k > 1 is strictly less than ui. Therefore, any link ui+k with k > 1
cannot be the same as link ui. It remains to show that the adja-
cent link ui+1 cannot be the same as ui. This is true because these

two links start at different nodes. Thus, no directional link can be
re-visited on the forwarding path; there are no link-level loops.

To see compatibility with shortest-path routers, observe that the
shortest path neighbor is always valid deflection choice because it
satisfies the downhill clause. Liveness follows from this too, as the
deflection set is non-empty, and a packet will eventually reach its
destination.

C. RULE 3 (TWO HOPS FORWARD)
Observe that removing links from the graph can only increase

the cost of paths that would otherwise use it, i.e.:

cost(G, ni) ≤ cost(G\lj , ni) ∀ nodes ni, links lj (3)

We now restate Rule 3 compactly and substitute (3) for the bidi-
rectional incoming link li (that connects ni−1 and ni):

cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < max(cost(G\li, ni), cost(G, ni−1))

≤ max(cost(G\li, ni), cost(G\li−1, ni−1))

This has the same form we saw in Rule 2 when we consider
the sequence cost(G\li, ni) instead of cost(ni). Hence we can
show loop-freedom in precisely the same manner, by defining an
analogous directional link cost and showing that no directional link
is repeated. (We omit this to avoid repetition.)

To show that Rule 3 reaches destinations, it suffices to show that
the deflection set is not empty before the destination is reached.
To do this, we will show that the shortest-path neighbor in G\li is
always an allowed choice. Let this shortest-path neighbor be node
ni+1 so that by definition we have cost(G\li, ni+1) < cost(G\li, ni).
Next we show that cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < cost(G\li, ni+1). This
is because ni+1 is ni’s shortest path neighbor. Its shortest path in
the graph G\li cannot go back across the last incoming link li+1.
Hence, the cost of ni+1 in the graph that excludes both links li
and li+1, i.e., G\(li, li+1), is the same as cost(G\li, ni+1). Then
by using inequality (3), we can upper bound cost(G\li+1, ni+1).
With these steps we have:

cost(G\li+1, ni+1) ≤ cost(G\(li, li+1), ni+1)

= cost(G\li, ni+1)

< cost(G\li, ni) (4)

This inequality (4) satisfies Rule 3 because it is simply the down-
hill clause. So the shortest-path neighbor in G\l is in the deflection
set as required.

Finally, to show compatibility with shortest-path routes, it suf-
fices to show that the shortest path neighbor of ni in G is an allow-
able deflection choice. By definition of the shortest neighbor ni+1,
cost(G, ni+1) < cost(G, ni). In addition, the shortest path from
ni+1 will not go back across the incoming link, li+1. Therefore, the
cost of ni+1 in the graph G\li+1 is the same as in G. Combining
these facts we have cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < cost(G, ni). Applying
(3) we obtain cost(G\li+1, ni+1) < cost(G\li, ni). This is sim-
ply the downhill clause of Rule 3. Thus shortest path forwarding
satisfies Rule 3, as required.
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ABSTRACT

The Internet consists of thousands of independent domains with
different, and sometimes competing, business interests. However,
the current interdomain routing protocol (BGP) limits each router
to using a single route for each destination prefix, which may not
satisfy the diverse requirements of end users. Recent proposals for
source routing offer an alternative where end hosts or edge routers
select the end-to-end paths. However, source routing leaves transit
domains with very little control and introduces difficult scalability
and security challenges. In this paper, we present a multi-path inter-
domain routing protocol called MIRO that offers substantial flexi-
bility, while giving transit domains control over the flow of traffic
through their infrastructure and avoiding state explosion in dissem-
inating reachability information. In MIRO, routers learn default
routes through the existing BGP protocol, and arbitrary pairs of do-
mains can negotiate the use of additional paths (bound to tunnels
in the data plane) tailored to their special needs. MIRO retains the
simplicity of BGP for most traffic, and remains backwards compat-
ible with BGP to allow for incremental deployability. Experiments
with Internet topology and routing data illustrate that MIRO offers
tremendous flexibility for path selection with reasonable overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:

C.2.6 [Communication Networks]: Internetworking

General Terms: Design, Experimentation.

Keywords: BGP, flexibility, inter-domain routing, multipath rout-
ing, scalability.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet consists of thousands of independently administered

domains (or Autonomous Systems) that rely on the Border Gate-
way Protocol (BGP) to learn how to reach remote destinations. Al-
though BGP allows ASes to apply a wide range of routing policies,
the protocol requires each router to select a single “best” route for
each destination prefix from the routes advertised by its neighbors.
This leaves many ASes with little control over the paths their traffic
takes. For example, an AS might want to avoid paths traversing an
AS known to have bad performance or filter data packets based on
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Figure 1: Single-path routing to AS F

their contents. This is the situation in Figure 1, where thick lines
represent the paths chosen to reach AS F. AS A does not want AS E
to carry its traffic, but it has no choice because B and D have both
selected paths through E. Simply asking B to switch to the route
BCF is not an attractive solution, since this would not allow AS B
and its other neighbors to continue using BEF.

Recent research has considered several alternatives to single-
path routing, including source routing and overlay networks. In
source routing, an end user or AS picks the entire path the pack-
ets traverse [1–5]. In overlay networks, packets can travel through
intermediate hosts to avoid performance or reliability problems on
the direct path [6]. However, these techniques do not give transit
ASes, such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs), much control over
the traffic traversing their networks. This control is important for
ASes to engineer their networks to run efficiently, and to maximize
revenue. The lack of control for ISPs is a significant impediment
to the eventual adoption of source routing. In addition, both source
routing and overlay networks may not scale to a network the size
of the Internet. Instead, we explore an alternative solution where
the interdomain routing protocol supports multi-path routing, while
providing flexible control for transit ASes and avoiding state explo-
sion in disseminating routing information.

Our solution is motivated by several observations about today’s
interdomain-routing system:

• Having each router select and advertise a single route for
each prefix is not flexible enough to satisfy the diverse per-
formance and security requirements. In Figure 1, today’s
routing system does not enable AS A to circumvent AS E
in sending traffic to AS F.

• The existing routes chosen by BGP are sufficient for a large
portion of the traffic. In Figure 1, AS B and its other cus-
tomers may be perfectly happy with the path BEF.

• End users need control over the properties of the end-to-end
path, rather than complete control over which path is taken.
In Figure 1, AS A only wants to avoid AS E and does not
care about the rest of the path.
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• The existing BGP protocol already provides many candidate
routes, although the alternate routes are not disseminated. In
Figure 1, AS B has learned the route BCF but simply has not
announced it to AS A.

• An AS selects routes based on business relationships with
neighboring domains, but might be willing to direct traffic
to other paths, for a price. In Figure 1, AS B may prefer
BEF for financial reasons, but may be willing to send AS A’s
traffic over BCF.

• Today’s Internet provides limited methods for one AS to in-
fluence another AS’s choice. For example, if AS F is a multi-
homed stub AS which wants to control how much incoming
traffic traverse link CF and EF respectively, it can only adver-
tise smaller prefixes or prepend its AS number [7]. However
those methods may be easily nullified by other ASes’ local
policy, making their effectiveness limited.

Inspired by these observations, we propose a multi-path interdo-
main routing protocol, called MIRO, with the following features:

• AS-level path selection: An AS represents an institution,
such as a university or company, and business relationships
are easily defined at the AS level. This is simpler and more
scalable than giving each end user fine-grain control over
path selection.

• Negotiation for alternate routes: An AS learns one route
from each neighbor and negotiates to learn alternate routes
as needed. This leads to a scalable solution that is backwards
compatible with BGP, and it also allows policy interaction
between arbitrary pairs of ASes.

• Policy-driven export of alternate routes: The responding
AS in the negotiation has control over which alternate paths,
if any, it announces in each step of the negotiation. This gives
transit ASes control over the traffic entering their networks.

• Tunnels to direct traffic on alternate paths: After a suc-
cessful negotiation, the two ASes establish the state needed
to forward data traffic on the alternate route. The remaining
traffic traverses the default route in the forwarding tables.

With the additional flexibility, ASes could choose paths that sat-
isfy their special needs, for example:

• Avoiding a specific AS for security or performance reasons:

An AS can avoid sending sensitive data through a hostile
country or avoid an AS that often drops packets.

• Achieving higher performance: The AS can send traffic through
more expensive inter-AS links that are normally not avail-
able, to achieve lower latency or higher bandwidth.

• Load balancing for incoming traffic: A multi-homed AS try-
ing to balance load over multiple incoming links can request
that some upstream ASes use special AS paths to direct traf-
fic over a different incoming link1.

1Analysis of RouteViews data [8] shows that 60% of the 20,000
ASes are multi-homed and more than 2000 are announcing smaller
subnets into BGP to exert control over incoming traffic. However,
announcing small subnets increases routing-table size without pro-
viding precise control.
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Figure 2: Inter-AS routing proposals

* represents chosen route.

In designing MIRO, we separate policy and mechanism wher-
ever possible, to support a wide range of policies for interdomain
routing. Still, we present example policies and useful policy guide-
lines to illustrate the benefits of adopting our protocol. In the next
section, we present background material on existing routing archi-
tectures. Then, Section 3 gives an overview of our main design
decisions. We describe MIRO in greater detail in Section 4 and
demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of MIRO in Section 5
using measurement data from RouteViews [8]. In Section 6 we dis-
cuss how ASes can configure flexible routing policies. Section 7
discusses additional technical issues, such as routing-protocol con-
vergence and route aggregations. Section 8 presents related work,
and the paper concludes in Section 9.

2. ROUTING ARCHITECTURES
In this section, we present an overview of the current BGP pro-

tocol, source routing, and overlay networks. To simplify the dis-
cussion, we represent each AS as a single router, as illustrated in
Figure 2 where five ASes are selecting routes to a destination in
AS F. In BGP, each AS selects a single best route (indicated by
an asterisk) and advertises it to all neighbors. In source routing,
each end host has complete knowledge of the entire topology and
can choose whatever paths it wishes. In overlay networks, several
overlay nodes connect to the physical network to form a virtual
topology; each node can direct traffic through other overlay nodes
en route to the destination.
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2.1 Today’s Interdomain Routing
BGP [9], the de facto interdomain routing protocol for the Inter-

net, has several features that limit flexibility in path selection:

• Destination-based: BGP distributes reachability information
about address blocks, and each router forwards a packet by
performing a longest-prefix match on the destination address.
As such, packets from different sources going through the
same router would follow the same downstream path.

• Single-path routing: A router learns at most one BGP route
from each neighbor and must select and advertise a single
“best” route. This limits the number of paths advertised and
poses severe restrictions on flexibility.

• Path-vector protocol: In contrast to link-state protocols that
flood topology information, BGP is a path-vector protocol
where routers learn only the AS paths advertised by their
neighbors. This improves scalability at the expense of vis-
ibility into the possible paths.

• Local-policy based: BGP gives each AS significant flexibil-
ity in deciding which routes to select and export. However,
the available routes depend on the composition of the local
policies in the downstream ASes, limiting the control each
AS has over path selection.

The local policies for selecting and exporting BGP routes de-
pend on the business relationships between neighboring ASes. The
most common relationships are customer-provider, peer, and sib-
ling [10–12]. In a customer-provider relationship, the customer
normally pays the provider for transit service; as such, the provider
announces the routes learned from any customer to all neighboring
ASes, but the customer normally only advertises the routes learned
from its provider to its own customers. In a peer-peer relation-
ship, two ASes find it mutually beneficial to carry traffic between
each other’s customers, often free of charge. Peering agreements
often indicate that the routes learned from a peer can only be ad-
vertised to customers. Sibling ASes typically belong to the same
institution, such as a large ISP, and provide transit service to each
other. Upon learning routes for a prefix from multiple neighbors, an
AS typically prefers to use customer-learned routes, then siblings,
then peers, and finally providers, to maximize revenue. At times,
though, providers deviate from these policy conventions upon cus-
tomer request (e.g., to provide backup connectivity for customers).
We believe that business incentives could also motivate an AS to
make alternate routes available to neighbors who have special per-
formance or security requirements.

Another problem in BGP is that an AS has limited influence over
the local policies in other ASes. Each AS prefers some paths over
others based on its own local goals. In some cases, an AS allows its
customers to influence these preferences by “tagging” the BGP an-
nouncements. However, these techniques are usually applied only
between adjacent ASes that unconditionally trust one another (e.g.,
a stub AS and its upstream ISP). In addition, the underlying mech-
anism is quite primitive—a simple tagging of routes without any
kind of “back and forth” negotiation between the two ASes.

2.2 Source Routing
In the past few years, several researchers have proposed source

routing as a way to provide greater flexibility in path selection [1–
5]. In source routing, the end hosts or edge routers select the end-
to-end paths to the destinations. The data packets carry a list of the
hops in the path, or flow identifiers that indicate how intermediate

routers should direct the traffic. Although source routing maxi-
mizes flexibility, several difficult challenges remain:

• Limited control for intermediate ASes: Under source rout-
ing, intermediate ASes have very little control over how traf-
fic enters and leaves their networks. This makes it difficult
for intermediate ASes to engineer their networks and select
routes based on their own business goals, which is a barrier
to the deployment of source-routing schemes.

• Scalability: Source routing depends on knowledge of the net-
work topology, at some level of detail, for sources to compute
the paths. The volume of topology data, and the overhead for
computing paths, would be high, unless the data are aggre-
gated; including load or performance metrics, if necessary,
would further increase the overhead. In addition, the sources
must receive new topology information quickly when link or
router failures make the old paths invalid.

• Efficiency and stability: In source routing, end hosts or edge
routers adapt path selection based on application require-
ments and feedback about the state of the network. Although
source routing can generate good solutions in some cases [13],
a large number of selfish sources selecting paths at the same
time may lead to suboptimal outcomes, or even instability.

Even if these challenges prove to be surmountable in practice, we
believe that it is valuable to consider other approaches that make
different trade-offs between flexibility for the sources, control for
the intermediate ASes, and scalability of the overall system.

2.3 Overlay Networks
In overlay networks, several end hosts form a virtual topology on

top of the existing Internet [6]. When the direct path through the
underlying network has performance or reliability problems, the
sending node can direct traffic through an intermediate node. The
traffic then travels on the path from the source to the intermediate
node, followed by the path from the intermediate node to the des-
tination. Although overlay networks are useful for circumventing
problems along the direct path, they are not a panacea for support-
ing flexible path selection at scale, for several reasons:

• Data-plane overhead: Sending traffic through an intermedi-
ate host increases latency, and consumes bandwidth on the
edge link in and out of that host. In addition, the data packets
must be encapsulated to direct traffic through the host, which
consumes extra bandwidth in the underlying network.

• Limited control: The overlay network has no control over the
paths between the nodes, and has limited visibility into the
properties of these paths. These paths depend on the under-
lying network topology, as well as the policies of the various
ASes in the network.

• Probing overhead: To compensate for poor visibility into
the underlying network, overlay networks normally rely on
aggressive probing to infer properties of the paths between
nodes. Probing has inherent inaccuracies and does not scale
well to large deployments.

In contrast to source routing, overlay networks do not require sup-
port from the routers or consent from the ASes in the underlying
network. Although overlays undoubtedly have an important role to
play in enabling new services and adapting to application require-
ments, we believe the underlying network should have native sup-
port for more flexible path selection to support diverse performance
and security requirements efficiently, and at scale.
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3. MIRO PROTOCOL DESIGN
To provide greater flexibility in path selection, we propose ex-

tending BGP into a multi-path routing protocol, while keeping the
goals of scalability, control for intermediate ASes, and backwards
compatibility in mind. In this section, we present the key features
of MIRO: AS-level path-vector routing for scalability, pull-based
route retrieval for backwards compatibility and scalability, bilateral
negotiation between ASes to contain complexity, selective export
of extra routes for scalability and to give control to intermediate
ASes, and tunneling in the data plane to direct packets along the
chosen routes. For simplicity, we treat each AS as a single node
and defer the technical details of MIRO until Section 4.

3.1 AS-Level Path-Vector Protocol
MIRO represents paths at the AS level—as in today’s BGP, each

AS adds its AS number to the AS-path attribute before propagating
a route announcement to a neighboring domain. Although AS-level
path selection seems natural for an interdomain routing protocol,
other options exist. For example, some source-routing proposals
suggest that all routers in the Internet be exposed to allow link-level
path selection. However, we argue that link-level path selection
exposes too much of the internals of intermediate ASes and limits
their control over the flow of traffic. In addition, supporting link-
level path selection would require the protocol to propagate a large
amount of state, and to update this state when internal topology
changes occur.

We argue that routing at the AS level is the right choice. First,
each AS is owned and managed by a single authority, making the
AS a natural entity of trust and policy specification. Second, rout-
ing at the AS level is more scalable than at the link level, and each
AS can hide its internal structure and adjust the flow of traffic with-
out affecting the AS path. Third, because business contracts are
often signed by authorities rather than individual users, it is easier
to verify that the performance and reliability of a route conforms to
an AS-level contract. Although some recent papers consider group-
ing related ASes and routing packets at the AS-group level [1, 14],
we advocate keeping the AS as the base granularity of path selec-
tion for simplicity. In MIRO, groups of related ASes can cooperate
by revealing extra paths to other ASes inside the same group.

3.2 Pull-based Route Retrieval
Many ASes and end users are satisfied with the default routes

provided by BGP. Having each AS propagate alternate routes to
every neighbor would severely limit the scalability of interdomain
routing, and would also force all ASes to deploy the new protocol.
Instead of pushing extra routes to all neighbors, MIRO has ASes
actively solicit alternate routes only when needed. For example, in
Figure 3, AS A is the only AS that is unsatisfied with its default
route (ABEF). As a result, AS A asks AS B to advertise alterna-
tive routes, possibly including a routing policy (e.g., “avoid routes
traversing AS E”) in the request. All other ASes simply use their
default routes and incur no additional overhead.

ASes that have not deployed our multi-path extensions to BGP
can continue to use today’s version of the protocol. For example,
ASes C and F do not need to run the enhanced protocol for AS
A to be able to query AS B for extra routing options. Each AS
can decide on its own whether to deploy the enhanced protocol so
that a value-added service could be offered to others, such as its
customers. In the evaluation section, we show that even a modest
deployment of MIRO by a few tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs would be suf-
ficient to expose much of the underlying path diversity in today’s
AS-level topology, making it possible for early adopters to enjoy
significant gains. This can encourage other ISPs to deploy the pro-
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Figure 3: Multi-path Routing Example

tocol in order to compete effectively with these early adopters in
providing value-added services to their customers.

3.3 Bilateral Negotiation Between ASes
MIRO is based on bilateral negotiation between ASes, where one

AS asks another to advertise alternate routes. Bilateral negotiation
simplifies the protocol, and it reflects the fact that AS business re-
lationships are often bilateral anyway. In Figure 3, negotiating with
AS B would be sufficient for AS A to learn a path to F that circum-
vents E. In bilateral negotiations, we refer to the AS initiating the
negotiation as the requesting AS and the other AS as the respond-

ing AS. The AS closer to the packet source is the upstream AS and
the one closer to packet destination is the downstream AS. In the
example in Figure 3, AS A is the requesting AS and the upstream
AS, and AS B is the responding AS and the downstream AS.

Although we focus on bilateral negotiations, an AS can easily ap-
proximate multi-party negotiation by making requests to two ASes.
In Figure 3, AS A may ask several ASes (e.g. B and D) to adver-
tise additional paths, with the goal of discovering paths that avoid
traversing AS E. Also, in responding to a request, an AS may pro-
vide additional paths obtained from another negotiation as new can-
didates. For example, AS B might query AS C to advertise alter-
nate paths as part of satisfying the request from AS A, if C were not
already announcing a path that avoids AS E. Still, we do not envi-
sion that multi-hop negotiation would need to take place very often,
since most paths through the Internet are short, typically traversing
four AS hops or less.

In the simplest case, an AS negotiates with an immediate neigh-
bor, as in the example where AS A negotiates with B or D. Al-
lowing negotiation with other ASes provides much greater flexibil-
ity, especially when the adjacent ASes have not deployed the new
multi-path routing protocol. For example, suppose ASes B and D
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have not (yet) deployed the new protocol. AS A could conceivably
negotiate with C to learn the path CF, using the path ABC through B
to direct packets to C, which would then direct the packets onward
toward F. In directing traffic through an intermediate AS, MIRO is
similar to overlay networks, though we envision the routers in the
intermediate AS would support this functionality directly, rather
than requiring data packets to traverse an intermediate host.

An AS can adopt flexible policies for deciding who to negotiate
with. For example, an aggressive AS trying to achieve high perfor-
mance might decide to query all immediate neighbors and 2-step
away neighbors, another AS trying to avoid an insecure AS might
consult a public Internet topology graph and exclude some ASes
that will never have valid paths (e.g., those that are single-homed to
the insecure AS). MIRO classifies this as a policy issue and leaves
the decision to individual ASes and their configured policies.

Although Figure 3 shows an example where the requesting AS
is the upstream AS, downstream ASes may also initiate requests.
For example, suppose the link EF in Figure 3(a) is overloaded with
traffic sent by ASes A, B, D, and E to AS F. To reduce the load on
link EF, AS F could request one of more of these ASes to divert
traffic to a path that traverses the link CF. For example, AS F could
negotiate with AS B to consider switching to an alternate path that
traverses CF. AS B could respond by agreeing to select the path
BCF instead of BEF, and advertising the path BCF to its neighbors.

3.4 Selective Export of Extra Routes
Upon receiving a request, the responding AS could conceivably

propagate all known alternate routes to the requesting AS. How-
ever, announcing all of the routes might incur significant overhead.
In addition, the responding AS might not view all routes as equally
appealing. As such, we envision that the responding AS could
apply routing policies that control which alternate routes are an-
nounced, and potentially tag these routes with preference or pricing
information to influence the routing decisions in the requesting AS.
For example, suppose AS C has a customer (not shown) that wants
to avoid the link CF. Rather than offering both CEF and CBEF as
alternate routes, AS C might announce only CEF (e.g., if sending
traffic via AS B incurs a significant financial cost), or tag the CBEF
route with pricing information.

We envision that the policies for exporting alternate routes would
depend on the business relationships between neighboring ASes.
For example, suppose an AS has selected a route learned from a
customer AS but has also learned another route for the same des-
tination from another customer. The AS may be willing to adver-
tise all customer-learned routes but not routes learned from peers
or providers. Alternatively, the AS may be willing to advertise all
routes with the same (highest) local-preference value, or advertise
other (less preferred) routes only to neighbors that subscribe to a
premium service. These kinds of policies are readily expressed us-
ing the same kinds of “route map” constructs commonly used in
BGP import and export policies today [15].

3.5 Tunnels for Forwarding Data Packets
Under multi-path routing, the routers cannot forward packets

based on the destination IP address alone. Instead, routers must be
able to forward the packets along the paths chosen by the upstream
ASes. In MIRO, the two negotiating ASes establish a tunnel for
carrying the data packets. The downstream AS provides a unique
tunnel identifier to the upstream AS, independent of which AS ini-
tiated the negotiation. In Figure 3(b), when AS A and AS B agree
on the alternate route BCF, AS B assigns a tunnel id of 7 and sends
the id to AS A. In the data plane, AS A directs the packets into the
tunnel and AS B removes the packets from the tunnel and forwards
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Figure 4: Intra-AS routing architecture

them across the link BC. Then, AS C forwards the packets based
on the destination IP address along the default path to AS F. We
consider several ways to encapsulate the data packets as they enter
the tunnel, as discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.

The upstream AS need not direct all packets into tunnels. Rather,
the AS may apply local policies to direct some traffic along alter-
nate paths and send the remaining packets along the default path
(i.e., using conventional destination-based forwarding). In Fig-
ure 3, suppose BCF has lower latency than BEF. Then, AS A may
want to direct its real-time traffic via BCF while sending best-effort
traffic along BEF, especially if AS B charges for using alternate
routes. The upstream AS could implement these traffic-splitting
policies by installing classifiers that match packets based on header
fields (e.g., IP addresses, port numbers, and type-of-service bits).
An AS may also split the traffic to balance load across multiple
paths. The AS could direct a fraction of the traffic along each of
the paths by applying a hash function that maps each traffic flow
(e.g., packets with the same addresses and port numbers) to a path,
as in prior work on multi-path forwarding within an AS [16].

4. MIRO IMPLEMENTATION
Despite the conceptual appeal of viewing each AS as a single

node, ASes often have multiple routers that participate in the in-
terdomain routing protocol. In this section, we describe how to
implement MIRO across a collection of routers in an AS. Then,
we present several practical methods for encapsulating packets and
identifying the end-points of tunnels in the data plane. Finally the
control-plane design is presented.

4.1 Intra-AS Architecture
A large AS typically has multiple edge routers that exchange

BGP routing information with neighboring domains, as illustrated
in Figure 4. Data packets from the customer enter AS X at the
ingress router R1 and traverse several internal routers before leav-
ing the network at an egress router, such as R2 or R3. Although
BGP is a single-path protocol, these routers do not necessarily se-
lect the same interdomain route to the destination (e.g., R2 and R3
might route via Provider 1 and 2, respectively). Typically, large
ASes use internal BGP (iBGP) to distribute routing information to
other routers; for example, R1 in Figure 4 might learn BGP routes
from both R2 and R3. Even if both R2 and R3 select a BGP path
through Provider 2, MIRO would allow the customer to learn the
alternate route through Provider 1, upon request. AS X can provide
these extra routes even if the two providers do not run MIRO.
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An implementation of MIRO must install the appropriate data-
plane states in both AS X and the customer network. If the cus-
tomer requests and selects an alternate route, AS X needs to provide
a tunnel identifier that the customer can use in encapsulating data
packets and directing them through the appropriate egress point.
In addition, AS X needs to ensure that the packets, upon reaching
router R2, are decapsulated and forwarded via the egress link to
Provider 1, even if R2 normally forwards packets via Provider 2 to
reach this destination. That is, R2 needs to decapsulate the packet
and still forward the packet based on the tunnel identifier2. The
customer, in turn, must install the necessary state to ensure that
packets entering the network are diverted to the appropriate tun-
nel. This may require the customer AS to install data-plane state at
multiple ingress routers where the data packets may arrive.

Providing alternate routes to the customer requires coordination
amongst the routers in AS X. By default, R2 would not announce
the alternate route (learned from Provider 1) to R1 via iBGP. We
envision two main ways to implement the control protocol. First,
the customer may request alternate routes from R1 which, in turn,
requests alternate routes from its iBGP neighbors R2 and R3. If the
client selects the route, R1 would propagate the tunnel identifier
and instruct R2 to install the necessary data-plane state for decap-
sulating and forwarding the packets as they leave the tunnel on their
way to Provider 1. Second, a separate service, such as the Routing
Control Platform (RCP) [18], could manage the interdomain rout-
ing information on behalf of the routers. In this approach, the RCP
would exchange interdomain routing information with neighboring
domains and compute BGP paths on behalf of the routers. The RCP
in AS X would handle the requests from the customer’s RCP for al-
ternate routes to reach the destination. The RCP could also install
the data-plane state, such as tunneling tables or packet classifiers,
in the routers to direct traffic along the chosen paths.

4.2 Data Plane Packet Encapsulation
Although a variety of tunneling techniques exist, we focus our

discussion on IP-in-IP encapsulation. In this approach, the response
from the downstream AS includes an IP address corresponding to
the egress point of the tunnel. To divert a packet into the tunnel, the
upstream AS encapsulates the IP packet destined to this IP address.
MIRO must ensure that the upstream AS knows how to reach this
IP address, even if the downstream AS is several AS hops away.
In addition, we need to determine which IP address MIRO should
use, and ensure that the egress router is equipped to decapsulate the
packets and direct them to the next AS in the path. We have iden-
tified two main options for which IP address the downstream AS
should provide, with different advantages and disadvantages:

IP Address of the Egress Links or Egress Routers: When the IP
address of egress links are used, the downstream AS first labels
each egress link with a different reserved IP address, then adver-
tises these addresses to the upstream AS. For example, in Figure 4,
the links R2→provider 1, R2→provider 2, and R3→provider 2 are
given IP addresses 12.34.56.101, 12.34.56.102, and 12.34.56.103,
respectively, then 12.34.56.102 and 12.34.56.103 are advertised to
the upstream if provider 2 is the selected next-hop AS. Since the
IP address uniquely identifies the egress link, the packet does not
need to carry any separate identifier for the tunnel. Alternatively,
the downstream AS can advertise the IP addresses of egress routers.
Because there are fewer egress routers than egress links, this would
consume fewer IP addresses, but requires the data packets to carry
a separate tunnel identifier so the egress router knows which egress

2This functionality, known as “penultimate hop popping,” is imple-
mented in Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [17], a tunnel-
ing technology deployed in many backbone networks.

link to use. For example, AS X in Figure 4 could advertise 12.34.56.2
and 12.34.56.3 if provider 2 is the next hop AS, and advertise
12.34.56.3 if provider 1 is selected instead. R2 would check tunnel
id to see if link to provider 1 or that to provider 2 should be picked.

One Reserved IP Address for All Tunnels: The downstream AS
reserves one special IP address for all routing tunnels. At each
ingress router, the packet destined to this special IP address is re-
placed with the correct egress router IP. For example, AS X in Fig-
ure 4 chooses 12.34.56.100 as the special IP and that IP is the desti-
nation for any packet belonging to a tunnel in X. Also, each ingress
router grabs a mapping table of (tunnel id, set of egress router IP),
for example, (tunnel 7, {12.34.56.2, 12.34.56.3}) will be installed
on R1 if tunnel 7 uses the AS X→provider 2→destination route.
Then R1 learns from the intradomain routing protocol that R2 is
the closest one in the set, therefore R1 sets 12.34.56.2 as the cho-
sen IP. When R1 sees a packet destined to 12.34.56.100, it checks
the tunnel id in the packet, finds that the id is 7, then retrieves
12.34.56.2 from its lookup table. Finally R1 replaces 12.34.56.100
with 12.34.56.2 and forwards the packet to R2.

By using one IP address for all tunnels, the downstream AS
does not reveal any internal topology information to the upstream.
Therefore the ingress routers in the downstream AS could freely
adjust which egress router or link they use. However, this method
requires packet rewriting and therefore data-plane modifications at
all ingress routers. In contrast, by exposing IP addresses corre-
sponding to egress routers or egress links, the internal topology
is partially exposed to the upstream, so changes in internal topol-
ogy might lead to tunnel destruction or ineffective packet delivery.
Moreover, it poses security challenges as anyone could send pack-
ets to these addresses. Advanced packet filters or network capabil-
ities [19] could be used to prevent this problem.

4.3 Control Plane Tunnel Management
The control plane manages the creation and destruction of tun-

nels, based on negotiations between pairs of ASes. Figure 3 in
Section 3 presents an example where AS A launches a request to
AS B, specifying the destination prefix and (optionally) the desired
properties of the alternate routes. Upon receiving the request, AS
B advertises the subset of candidate routes that are consistent with
its own local policy. Then, AS A selects a candidate route and per-
forms a handshake with AS B to trigger creation of the tunnel. AS
B replies with a tunnel identifier (represented by the number “7” in
the figure), or the IP address of the tunnel end-point, and the ASes
update tunnel tables accordingly.

A tunnel remains active until one AS tears it down, either ac-
tively or passively. AS A will tear down the tunnel if the path AB
changes (e.g., to traverse an intermediate AS) or fails, and AS B
will tear down the tunnel if the path BCF to the destination prefix
fails. The ASes can observe these changes in the BGP update mes-
sages or session failures. However, when A can no longer reach
B at all, the “active tunnel tear-down” message itself may not be
able to reach AS B any longer. To avoid leaving idle tunnels in the
downstream ASes, AS A and B should adopt a soft-state protocol,
where they exchange “keep-alive” messages in the MIRO control
plane, and destroy tunnels when the heartbeat timer expires. These
“keep-alive” messages could be directed to a specialized central
server (such as the RCP) in each AS; that server will monitor the
health for all routing tunnels and actively tear down unused ones.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of MIRO based on

an AS-level topology, annotated with the business relationships be-
tween neighboring ASes. After describing our evaluation method-
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ology, we show that MIRO could expose much of the path diversity
in the AS-level topology. However, demonstrating whether MIRO
provides enough flexibility requires evaluating the protocol with a
particular policy objective in mind. We focus most of our evalu-
ation on the scenario where the source AS wishes to avoid a par-
ticular intermediate AS for security or performance reasons. We
use these experiments to demonstrate that MIRO is flexible and ef-
ficient, and offers substantial benefits to early adopters. We also
briefly consider a second application where a multi-homed stub AS
needs to negotiate with upstream ASes to balance load across mul-
tiple incoming links.

5.1 Evaluation Methodology
Ideally, we would evaluate MIRO by deploying the new protocol

in the Internet and measuring the results. Since this is not possi-
ble, we simulate MIRO operating in an environment as close to the
current Internet as possible. Evaluating on streams of BGP update
messages is not sufficient, both because of the limited number of
data feeds available and the need to know what routing policies to
model. Instead, we evaluate MIRO on the AS-level topology, as-
suming that each AS selects and exports routes based on the busi-
ness relationships with its neighbors [20]. The local preferences of
the routes are decided solely based on AS relationships, and each
AS is treated as one node.

We draw on the results of previous work on inferring AS rela-
tionships [11, 12], applied to the BGP tables provided by Route-
Views [8]. Invariably, RouteViews does not provide a complete
view of the AS-level topology, and even the best inference algo-
rithms are imperfect, but we believe this is the most appropriate
way to evaluate the effectiveness of MIRO under realistic config-
urations. Our main results depend primarily on the typical AS-
path lengths and the small number of high-degree nodes, which
are viewed as fundamental properties of the AS-level topology. As
such, we believe our main conclusions still hold, despite the imper-
fections in the measurement data.

We evaluate MIRO under three instances of the AS-level topol-
ogy, from 2000, 2003, and 2005, to study the effects of the increas-
ing size and connectivity of the Internet on multi-path routing. To
infer the relationships between ASes, we apply the algorithms pre-
sented by Gao [11] and Agarwal [12], but only present results for
the algorithm in [11] due to space limitation; a previous study sug-
gested that the Gao algorithm produces more accurate inference
results [21]. Our experiments with the Agarwal inferences show
similar trends. The key characteristics of the AS topology and
business relationships are summarized in Table 1. Figure 5 plots
the distribution of node degrees for the three years for the Gao al-
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gorithm. The graph is consistent with previous studies that show
a wide variance in node degrees, where a small number of nodes
have a large number of neighbors; these nodes correspond to the
tier-1 ASes that form the core of the Internet.

After inferring AS relationships, we apply conventional policies
for selecting and exporting routes to construct routing tables, where
each AS originates a single prefix. This represents the base scenario
of single-path routing based on the existing BGP protocol. To eval-
uate MIRO, we consider three variations on how a responding AS
decides which alternate routes to announce upon request:

• Strict Policy (/s): The responding AS only announces alter-
nate routes with the same local preference as the original
default route. For example, if an AS originally advertises
a peer-learned route to its neighbors, the AS would not an-
nounce any alternate routes learned from a provider. We as-
sume that the AS follows conventional export policies. For
example, an AS would not announce a route learned from
one peer to another peer.

• Respect Export Policy (/e): The responding AS announces
all alternate routes that are consistent with the export policy.
For example, an AS would announce all alternate routes to
its customers, and all customer-learned routes to its peers and
providers.

• Most Flexible Policy (/a): The responding AS announces all
alternate routes to any neighbor, independent of the business
relationships.

The last scenario, though arguably unreasonable in practice, pro-
vides a basis for evaluating how well MIRO is able to expose the
underlying path diversity in the Internet.

5.2 Exposing the Underlying Path Diversity
In our first experiment, we measure the path diversity under the

three scenarios, and compare with conventional BGP and source
routing. We first compute the number of candidate routes between
each (source, destination) AS pair, and then sort the totals and plot
the distribution in Figure 6. The graph shows results for two sce-
narios: (i) each source AS negotiates with any of its immediate
neighbors (i.e., the “1-hop” set) and (ii) each source AS negoti-
ates with any ASes on the default BGP path to destination (i.e., the
“path” set).

Of the 300 million (source, destination) AS pairs we analyzed,
only 5% have no alternate paths in the worst case (i.e., the (5%,
1) point on the “1-hop strict policy” curve). The number of paths
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Name Date # of Nodes # of Edges P/C links Peering links Sibling links

Gao 2000 10/1/2000 8829 17793 16531 1031 231
Gao 2003 10/8/2003 16130 34231 30649 3062 520
Gao 2005 10/8/2005 20930 44998 40558 3753 687

Table 1: Attributes of the data sets

Name Single Multi/s Multi/e Multi/a Source

2000 27.8% 65.4% 72.9% 75.3% 89.5%
2003 31.2% 67.0% 74.6% 76.6% 90.4%
2005 29.5% 67.8% 73.7% 76.0% 91.1%

Table 2: Comparing the routing policies

grows exponentially in the “path” curves, and it increases pretty
quickly and stays relatively flat in the “1-hop” curves. For both
sets of data, more than half of the AS pairs can find at least tens
of alternate paths, and a quarter of the AS pairs have at least one
hundred alternate paths. Moreover, the “respect export policy” and
the “most flexible policy” curves are similar for both sets of data,
meaning that we can reap most of the benefits of multipath routing
without violating the export policy. The “strict policy” line is a bit
more restrictive but still performs quite well.

5.3 Avoiding an AS in Default Path
Counting the number of paths is not sufficient to evaluate the

effectiveness of MIRO, since many of the paths may share some
nodes or edges in common. Next, we evaluate the ability of MIRO
to satisfy a specific policy objective: avoiding an intermediate AS
known to have security or performance problems. We calculate the
success rate for every (source AS, destination AS, and AS-to-avoid)
triple. We deliberately exclude cases where the AS-to-avoid is an
immediate neighbor of the source AS. In these cases, avoiding the
AS would require the source to select a path from another immedi-
ate AS anyway. In addition, an AS is not likely to distrust one of
its own immediate neighbors.

5.3.1 Success rate of different policies

Table 2 presents the cumulative percentage of the success rate for
each policy. As expected, the table shows that single-path, multi-
path, and source routing policies provide increasing degrees of flex-
ibility. In the single-path case, the source AS can only satisfy its
policy objective by selecting a route announced by another imme-
diate neighbor. In the multi-path case, we allow the source AS
to use the routes announced by BGP or establish a routing tunnel
with another AS. Although source routing can select any path, the
source AS cannot always find a path that avoids the offending AS.
If the AS-to-avoid lies on every path to the destination, then no pol-
icy can successfully circumvent the AS. We run a depth-first search
algorithm on the graph to identify those nodes.

Multi-path routing performs very well for this application. Us-
ing the most strict multi-path policy, the success rate increases from
around 30% in the single-path routing case to around 65%. Relax-
ing the policy boosts that number further to around 72%. If we
allow the tunnels to traverse paths that violate conventional export
policies, we can increase the success rate to around 75%. This
is not all that far from the source-routing policy’s success rate of
90%. Source routing achieves most of this gain by selecting paths
that conflict with the business objectives for intermediate ASes. For
example, source routing would allow two ISPs to communicate by
directing traffic through a stub AS, which is not desirable.

Policy Success Rate AS#/tuple Path#/tuple

strict/s 65.4% 2.55 15.9
export/e 72.9% 2.18 27.3
flexible/a 75.3% 2.00 71.5

a) Year 2000 data
Policy Success Rate AS#/tuple Path#/tuple

strict/s 67.0% 2.83 28.7
export/e 74.6% 2.38 44.3
flexible/a 76.6% 2.22 106.8

b) Year 2003 data
Policy Success Rate AS#/tuple Path#/tuple

strict/s 67.8% 2.80 36.6
export/e 73.7% 2.53 58.9
flexible/a 76.0% 2.38 139.0

c) Year 2005 data

Table 3: Comparing the intermediate states

5.3.2 Avoiding State Explosions

The next experiment quantifies the amount of state that MIRO
must handle to negotiate a routing tunnel. We conduct this anal-
ysis by counting the number of ASes the source must contact, as
well as the number of candidate paths received before a success-
ful alternative is identified. For this test, we eliminate the cases
where today’s single-path routing would be successful, as MIRO
would not need to establish tunnels on alternate paths. Table 3 lists
the success rate of multi-path routing, the average number of ASes
queries per (source, target, avoid) tuple, and the average number of
paths obtained in each case.

For the 2005 data, when we use the flexible policy instead of the
strict policy, the average number of ASes contacted decreases to
2.38 from 2.80, which seems to suggest that the source AS initiates
fewer negotiations. However, by switching to flexible policy from
the strict one, the average number of paths increases from 36.6 to
139, so we actually need to check more paths although there are
fewer negotiations. Similar trends can be seen in other years, be-
cause the more flexible policy tends to allow more candidate routes
in the responding AS. Comparing across the years, the number of
paths per tuple increases with time because of the increasing con-
nectivity of the AS topology.

5.3.3 Incremental Deployment

In the next experiment, we show that MIRO is effective even
if only a few ASes adopt the enhanced protocol. In our tests, we
found that a handful of highly connected Tier-1 ASes contribute
to most of the path alternatives, if export policies are respected.
Referring back to Figure 5, only 0.2% of the ASes has more than
200 neighbors, and less than 1% has more than 40. However, these
ASes play an important role in MIRO. In Figure 7, the x-axis is
the percentage of nodes that have adopted MIRO, plotted on a log-
arithmic scale. We assume that the source AS can only establish
tunnels with one of these nodes, in order of decreasing node degree
to capture the likely scenario where the nodes with higher degree
adopt MIRO first. The y-axis plots the ratio of success in finding
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Figure 7: Incremental deployment

a path that avoids the offending AS, using as base the numbers for
ubiquitous deployment and the most flexible policy.

The curves in Figure 7 confirm that the most connected nodes
contribute most of the benefit. If only the 0.2% most-connected
nodes (i.e., nodes with more than 200 neighbors) adopt MIRO, we
could already have around 40% to 50% of the total gain. If the 1%
most-connected nodes (i.e., with degree greater than 40) adopted
MIRO, we can get around 50% to 75% of the benefit; these nodes
include many of the tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs. For the sake of compar-
ison, we also evaluated the effects of low-degree nodes adopting
the protocol first. In this analysis, we see success rates less than
10% until 95% of the nodes adopt MIRO. Therefore, it is not very
effective to deploy the new protocol at the edge first. Fortunately, it
is much more likely that a small number of large ASes would adopt
MIRO than a large number of small ASes. Also, when a large ISP
adopts MIRO, all of its customers immediately gain more flexibil-
ity, providing a nice motivation for adopting the protocol.

5.4 Controlling Incoming Traffic
Next, we present a brief evaluation of a second application of

multi-path routing. In this example, we focus on multi-homed stub
ASes that want to exert control over inbound traffic to balance load
over multiple incoming links. Evaluating a traffic-engineering ap-
plication is difficult without a global view of the offered traffic, so
our results should be viewed as a back-of-the-envelope analysis to
demonstrate the role that MIRO can play in this application. In the
absence of traffic measurements, we make a number of simplify-
ing assumptions. First, we assume that each source AS generates
equal amounts of traffic. This allows us to estimate the total traffic
on each incoming link simply by counting the number of source
ASes using this link. Second, we assume all the ASes that transit
through an intermediate AS for transit would always use this AS
to send traffic to the destination. This allows us to calculate the
amount of traffic that a single AS could move, if asked to switch to
a different route.

We call a node a “power node” if it lies on the AS path to the
destination AS for many source ASes. We evaluate the benefits of
the destination AS requesting the power node to switch to an al-
ternate path that traverses a different incoming link. If that power
node advertises the new default path to all its neighbors, hopefully
many neighbors will also switch to the new path. We evaluate this
application by showing how many stub ASes can find at least one
“power node” that can potentially move designated amount of traf-
fic using this method. In Figure 8 both the flexible policy and the
strict policy are examined on the 2005 data. In total, we tested
10,383 multi-homed stub ASes. The figure shows that around 90%
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Figure 8: Multi-homed stub ASes with power nodes

of those stubs have at least one power node that can move more
than 10% of the incoming traffic. Also, around half of them has
one power node that can move at least 40% and 25% of traffic un-
der the flexible and strict policy respectively.

We did some further analysis on the power nodes and found that
more than 90% are nodes with more than 200 neighbors—most
likely tier-1 ISPs. Immediate neighbors of the destination AS con-
stitute only 9% of the power nodes; around 68% of the power nodes
are two hops away from the destination AS. Therefore, we find that
MIRO’s ability to send requests to non-immediate neighbors offers
a significant gain, and being able to negotiate with tier-1 ISPs, in
particular, is especially useful.

5.5 Summary
Our experiments show that MIRO is very effective in helping

ASes achieve their policy objectives. In the avoid-an-AS applica-
tion, MIRO helps increase the success rate from 30% to 76% by
establishing only one tunnel for a (source, destination) pair. Al-
though source routing can push the success rate to 90%, it requires
huge changes to the routing framework and must exploit unusual
paths that traverse stub ASes. In the incoming-traffic-control appli-
cation, we find that 90% of the stub ASes can move around 10% of
traffic and half of them can move at least a quarter of the traffic by
negotiating with a single intermediate AS.

We also showed that most of the alternate routes are provided
by the most-connected nodes. This conclusion may lead people to
conclude that MIRO benefits the big ISPs most. Yet, MIRO is de-
signed to expose the existing candidate paths in the Internet, so it
is not surprising that the participation of the well-connected ASes
would provide the most benefit. Yet, these results are quite dra-
matic, suggesting that even early adopters would achieve a signif-
icant gain, especially if ASes can negotiate with ASes that are not
immediate neighbors.

6. ROUTING POLICIES
The policy specification language is intentionally excluded in our

design because the underlying mechanisms should give users maxi-
mum flexibility in picking and expressing their own policies. How-
ever, to give the readers a concrete picture, we will present some
sample policies and describe how they can be configured. We start
by describing how policy configuration is done in current Internet
and proceed with comparison to the multi-path case.

6.1 Policy Configuration in Current Internet
The current BGP specification [9] only describes how two BGP

neighbors exchange information and the decision process, without
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defining routing policy specifications. In response, various vendors
have come up with their own policy specification languages and
tools. BGP policies can be divided into import policies and export
policies. Import policies define which routes to filter and how at-
tributes such as local preference should be set for the remaining
announcements. Export policies filter the paths advertised to each
neighbor and adjust the route attributes. The BGP decision process
selects the route with highest local preference. If several routes are
equal on local preference, a set of steps are applied to break ties,
such as comparing AS-path length and other route attributes.

Cisco designed the route-map command that can be used to con-
figure policy routing. The operator can specify the actions to be
taken when matching condition is satisfied. For example, the fol-
lowing route-map command specifies that any route received from
12.34.56.1 that matches the filter parameters set in AS access list
200 (“never go through AS 312”) will be accepted and have its local
preference set to 250.

Cisco route-map example

router bgp 100
!

neighbor 12.34.56.1 route-map FIX-LOCALPREF in
neighbor 12.34.56.1 remote-as 1

!
route-map FIX-LOCALPREF permit 10

match as-path 200
set local-preference 250

!
ip as-path access-list 200 deny _312_

6.2 Multi-path Routing Policies
In addition to defining how to filter and manipulate route an-

nouncements, we must also define how negotiations should be con-
ducted. We divide the policies into two parts: negotiation rules
that deal with establishing and managing negotiations, and route-
selection rules that filter and rank the available alternatives. In the
requesting AS, the rules should specify when to trigger negotiation
and whom to negotiate with. In the responding AS, the rules should
describe when and from whom new negotiations will be allowed.

• Requesting: when to trigger negotiation Negotiations should
only be triggered if none of the current routes satisfy desired
property. Therefore the conditions triggering negotiations
can be checked whenever routes change.

• Requesting: whom to negotiate with The requesting AS has
to guess which AS may have appropriate candidate routes;
good guesses can greatly shorten the negotiation process. For
a security policy like “avoiding AS 312,” some possible can-
didates are the ASes on the default path between the request-
ing AS and AS 312 that understand the new protocol.

• Responding: whether to allow negotiations The responding
AS could specify a limit for the total number of tunnels, a
rate limit for establishing new tunnels, or a firewall where
only negotiation requests from trusted peers are accepted.

The responding AS could specify filter rules to selectively export
its candidate routes. The requesting AS should also set evaluation
rules to determine which candidate to pick. Those rules may evalu-
ate several factors in the decision process, like the price cost or the
quality of different routes.

• Route filtering The filtering rules can draw on existing route
attributes, e.g., only advertise routes that have a local pref-
erence of more than 100. In practice, an ISP often assigns

all customer routes the same preference value, all peer routes
with lower values, and all provider routes with even smaller
values. Therefore we can easily specify the selective export
rules described in Section 3.4 based on local preference.

• Route preference and cost The routes more preferred to the
requesting AS may be those less desired to the responding
AS. For example, the requesting AS wants to select a low
latency route in the responding AS which goes through an
expensive provider link. In this case, we could introduce a
price system so that the responding AS is compensated ac-
cordingly. Any notion of price would work as long as both
parties agree on it. With a price tag attached to each route,
innovative business models could be enabled. For example,
the responding AS could sell all customer routes for a lower
price and all peer routes for a higher price. The requesting
AS then picks routes based on both local preference and cost.

Optionally, the requesting ASes could specify simple require-
ments to avoid sending useless candidate routes. For example, the
requesting AS could explicitly request “only give me paths without
AS 312”. The responding AS adds the requirement to candidate
filtering before responding with final answers.

7. DISCUSSIONS

7.1 Route Convergence
Since MIRO changes how ASes select interdomain routes, we

need to consider the possible effects on BGP convergence. Previ-
ous work has shown that certain combinations of routing policies
can cause BGP to oscillate [22]. Follow-up work showed that con-
vergence is guaranteed if ASes select and export routes based on
the conventional business relationships [20]. However, since MIRO
provides ways for ASes to violate these guidelines, convergence
problems could potentially arise.

MIRO is guaranteed to converge in a restricted, yet important,
scenario. If the upstream AS does not advertise the tunneled path
to any other AS, MIRO converges whenever the underlying BGP
converges. For example, the many stub ASes in the Internet do not
export routes learned from one upstream provider to another and,
as such, would never export a tunneled path “back into BGP.” In
reality, a requesting AS often needs just one tunnel to satisfy its
path-selection goals. The diameter of the AS graph is small, and
MIRO enables an AS to negotiate with non-neighboring ASes. As
such, we envision that an end-to-end path would typically include
at most one tunnel. In summary, we think this conservative require-
ment would not be too restrictive for the following reasons:

• Most ASes are stub ASes. In the 2005 topology generated by
the Gao algorithm, 17,347 out of 20,930 ASes are stubs.

• The observed average AS path length is only 4, therefore
tunnel concatenations are likely to be very rare—so rare we
could preclude them.

• We allow negotiations between non-adjacent ASes, so in-
stead of establishing a chain of tunnels, the source AS can
directly contact the other end of the chain.

As ongoing work, we are creating a formal model of multi-path
routing to establish these convergence properties. We have found
several ways to relax the “just one tunnel” requirement that we are
exploring in more detail.
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7.2 Routing Loops
BGP takes great care to ensure that paths do not contain loops.

As each router forwards packets solely based on destination IP ad-
dress, loops in BGP paths can lead to lost packets. However, in
overlay networks, packets can physically traverse an AS more than
once. For example, if an overlay node is located in an AS X single-
homed to its ISP Y, all packets forwarded by this node will traverse
the network of Y twice. But this will not lead to lost packets, as
packets in different tunnels bear different destination IP addresses.
Similarly, traversing an AS more than once is not a problem in
MIRO, as long as all the tunnel endpoints and the default path
between tunnel endpoints form a loop-free path—a property that
could be easily checked during the negotiation process.

However, traversing an AS more than once may be inefficient,
so ASes in MIRO can also enforce a stricter kind of loop detection.
Both negotiating parties know the path the packets will take when
they leave the tunnel; moreover, the upstream AS knows the path
traversed by the tunnel itself. Therefore, the upstream AS should
concatenate both parts and reject negotiations if any AS appears
more than once in the resulting end-to-end path.

7.3 Route Aggregation and Security
Like many studies of interdomain routing, we implicitly assume

that the AS path in the BGP announcements identifies the actual se-
quence of ASes the data packets would traverse. However, route fil-
tering and route aggregation may violate this assumption. A down-
stream AS may have a BGP route for a more-specific prefix, which
would deflect data packets to a different path. Similar path incon-
sistencies can arise if an adversary has control over the data plane
and deflects packets to a different path. Packet deflection is a gen-
eral problem that can complicate BGP routing. Ultimately, a secure
and robust interdomain routing infrastructure may require compro-
mising on support for route aggregation (e.g., by routing all traffic
at the AS level, rather than at the prefix level). Effective support
for multi-path routing makes that possible, since ASes could still
achieve their load balancing, performance, and security goals with-
out needing to announce separate routes for each destination prefix.
We plan to explore these issues in more detail in our ongoing work.

8. RELATED WORK
Previous work has considered other approaches to flexible Inter-

net routing. Source-routing proposals [1–5] can provide multiple
routes for every source-destination pair, and several of them [1, 5]
explicitly suggest routing at the AS level rather than at the router
level, as we do in MIRO. However, source routing does not give
intermediate ASes much control over path selection. Some work
considers receiver policies [4], but primarily to filter traffic coming
from suspicious routes. MIRO bears some similarities to overlay
networks [6], in terms of establishing tunnels that encapsulate and
decapsulate packets. However, MIRO selects paths on the under-
lay with the cooperation of the routers in intermediate ASes, rather
than directing packets over virtual links to intermediate hosts.

Several papers propose new ways to disseminate reachability in-
formation. Nimrod [23] uses clusters to hide the internal topol-
ogy of a network, revealing additional details only upon request.
However, the members of a Nimrod cluster must be contiguous,
while MIRO’s negotiations can happen between arbitrary pairs of
ASes. Also, the Nimrod work does not present the technical de-
tails of how clusters and the request-response protocol should be
realized. In contrast, MIRO can be deployed incrementally as an
extension to today’s BGP protocol. The recent HLP [14] proposal
uses a hybrid of link-state and path-vector routing. Multiple ASes

with provider/customer relationships form a group and use link-
state routing to compute paths; the groups use a path-vector proto-
col to exchange routing information with each other. In contrast,
MIRO uses BGP route announcements by default and supports ne-
gotiation between arbitrary pairs of ASes.

Other routing architectures consider the role of cost and incen-
tives in making interdomain routing decisions. Nexit [24] enables
pairs of neighboring ASes to cooperate in selecting egress points
for exchanging traffic, to avoid the inherent inefficiency of hot-
potato routing and conventional traffic engineering practices [25].
In contrast to MIRO, the negotiation in Nexit focuses specifically
on selecting between the existing BGP-learned routes at multiple
egress points rather than discovering new interdomain routes. In
that sense, the two proposals are complementary and could con-
ceivably be part of a larger framework for using negotiation to
improve interdomain routing. Another recent study [26] proposes
a routing system that advertises multiple AS paths, with pricing
information attached to each announcement. However, the paper
does not present a concrete design and evaluation of a protocol,
making it difficult to compare to MIRO directly.

Multi-path routing has been explored in the context of intradomain
routing. Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) allows routers to split
traffic over multiple shortest paths in intradomain routing proto-
cols such as OSPF and IS-IS. Some proposals have considered
ways to relax the requirement that all of the paths between two
nodes have the same (lowest) cost [27]. In addition, recent work
on TeXCP [16] has explored how to split traffic over multiple in-
tradomain paths for more effective traffic engineering. In TeXCP,
ingress nodes dynamically adapt the splitting of traffic over multi-
ple paths, which are computed in advance. TeXCP and MIRO are
complementary, in that MIRO focuses on identifying and selecting
paths, whereas TeXCP focuses on how to adjust the proportions of
traffic that traverse the paths.

Techniques for selecting multiple paths within an AS do not ex-
tend directly to interdomain routing. Within an AS, routers can
share topology information and have a common objective. In con-
trast, in interdomain routing, ASes have limited information about
the network topology and may have different (or even conflicting)
path-selection goals. Some recent work has proposed extensions
to BGP to propagate QoS metrics [28]. However, this approach is
problematic in practice because its requires extensive deployment
and cooperation among ASes, and may introduce scalability chal-
lenges if the QoS information changes frequently.

Recent work at the IETF proposes extensions to BGP to enable a
BGP speaker to announce multiple routes for the same prefix [29],
without describing how these routes are selected, exported, or in-
stalled in the data plane. An implementation of MIRO could adopt
the protocol extensions as a way to identify the advertised routes.
Another related IETF activity is the Path Computation Element
(PCE) working group [30] that is defining an architecture that al-
lows special computational components to select paths on behalf of
the routers. PCE is meant to support constraint-based path compu-
tation both within and across ASes, with an emphasis on satisfy-
ing traffic-engineering goals by establishing MPLS label-switched
paths. In contrast, MIRO was designed as an incrementally de-
ployable extension to BGP to support multipath routing. Still, the
two schemes share similar requirements for ASes to cooperate in
selecting paths while hiding topology details from each other.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a multi-path interdomain routing

protocol, called MIRO. MIRO defaults to the single-path routing
provided by conventional BGP but allows ASes to negotiate alter-
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nate paths as needed. This provides flexibility where needed while
remaining backwards compatible with BGP. Compared to source
routing, MIRO gives transit ASes more control over the flow of
traffic in their networks. An evaluation on realistic AS-level topolo-
gies shows that MIRO exposes much of the underlying path diver-
sity in the Internet, even when only the major ISPs have deployed
the enhanced protocol. We also find that significant path diversity
is available even if ASes adhere to conventional practices for ex-
porting routes based on their business relationships.

A natural next step is to flesh out the implementation and build a
prototype system, to quantify the overheads for encapsulating and
decapsulating packets, as well as maintaining the tunnel tables. We
can also evaluate the overhead for distributing the tunnel tables, as
a function of network topology. Another interesting direction for
study is the security implications of MIRO. Without any security
measures, adversaries could spoof the tunnel identifiers to direct
their traffic onto better paths or launch a denial-of-service attack on
the downstream AS. A trust system should be in place so spoofed
tunnel identifiers could be detected as early as possible.

Efficient support for multi-path routing enables a variety of tech-
niques for ASes to balance load and optimize performance, be-
yond the load-balancing schemes today’s multi-homed ASes can
employ. However, the flexibility to split traffic over multiple paths
introduces the possibility of oscillation, where each AS adjusts its
division of traffic in response to congestion introduced by another
AS. Divising a decentralized load-balancing scheme that prevents
oscillation is an interesting avenue for future work. In addition,
by allowing ASes to negotiate for alternate routes, MIRO opens up
many interesting questions about how to incorporate pricing, load,
and performance information into the path-selection process.
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ABSTRACT 
Today’s Internet industry suffers from several well-known 
pathologies, but none is as destructive in the long term as its 
resistance to evolution.  Rather than introducing new services, ISPs 
are presently moving towards greater commoditization.  It is 
apparent that the network’s primitive system of contracts does not 
align incentives properly.  In this study, we identify the network’s 
lack of accountability as a fundamental obstacle to correcting this 
problem:  Employing an economic model, we argue that optimal 
routes and innovation are impossible unless new monitoring 
capability is introduced and incorporated with the contracting 
system.  Furthermore, we derive the minimum requirements a 
monitoring system must meet to support first-best routing and 
innovation characteristics.  Our work does not constitute a new 
protocol; rather, we provide practical and specific guidance for the 
design of monitoring systems, as well as a theoretical framework to 
explore the factors that influence innovation. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed 

Systems; J.4 [Social And Behavioral Sciences]: Economics 

General Terms 

Economics, Theory, Measurement, Design, Legal Aspects. 

Keywords 

Innovation, Commoditization, Monitoring, Contracts, Incentives. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many studies before us have noted the Internet’s resistance to new 
services and evolution.  In recent decades, numerous ideas have 
been developed in universities, implemented in code, and even 
written into the routers and end systems of the network, only to 
languish as network operators fail to turn them on on a large scale.  
The list includes Multicast, IPv6, IntServ, and DiffServ.  Lacking 
the incentives just to activate services, there seems to be little hope 
of ISPs devoting adequate resources to developing new ideas.  In the 
long term, this pathology stands out as a critical obstacle to the 
network’s continued success (Ratnasamy, Shenker, and McCanne 
provide extensive discussion in [11]). 

On a smaller time scale, ISPs shun new services in favor of cost 
cutting measures.  Thus, the network has characteristics of a 
commodity market.  Although in theory, ISPs have a plethora of 
routing policies at their disposal, the prevailing strategy is to route in 
the cheapest way possible [2].  On one hand, this leads directly to 
suboptimal routing.  More importantly, commoditization in the short 
term is surely related to the lack of innovation in the long term.  
When the routing decisions of others ignore quality characteristics, 
ISPs are motivated only to lower costs.  There is simply no reward 
for introducing new services or investing in quality improvements. 

In response to these pathologies and others, researchers have put 
forth various proposals for improving the situation.  These can be 
divided according to three high-level strategies:  The first attempts 
to improve the status quo by empowering end-users.  Clark, et al., 
suggest that giving end-users control over routing would lead to 
greater service diversity, recognizing that some payment mechanism 
must also be provided [5].  Ratnasamy, Shenker, and McCanne 
postulate a link between network evolution and user-directed 
routing [11].  They propose a system of Anycast to give end-users 
the ability to tunnel their packets to an ISP that introduces a 
desirable protocol.  The extra traffic to the ISP, the authors suggest, 
will motivate the initial investment.  

The second strategy suggests a revision of the contracting system.  
This is exemplified by MacKie-Mason and Varian, who propose a 
“smart market” to control access to network resources [10].  Prices 
are set to the market-clearing level based on bids that users associate 
to their traffic.  In another direction, Afergan and Wroclawski 
suggest that prices should be explicitly encoded in the routing 
protocols [2].  They argue that such a move would improve stability 
and align incentives. 

The third high-level strategy calls for greater network 
accountability.  In this vein, Argyraki, et al., propose a system of 
packet obituaries to provide feedback as to which ISPs drop packets 
[3].  They argue that such feedback would help reveal which ISPs 
were adequately meeting their contractual obligations.  Unlike the 
first two strategies, we are not aware of any previous studies that 
have connected accountability with the pathologies of 
commoditization or lack of innovation. 

It is clear that these three strategies are closely linked to each other 
(for example, [2], [5], and [9] each argue that giving end-users 
routing control within the current contracting system is 
problematic).  Until today, however, the relationship between them 
has been poorly understood.  There is currently little theoretical 
foundation to compare the relative merits of each proposal, and a 
particular lack of evidence linking accountability with innovation 
and service differentiation.  This paper will address both issues. 
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We will begin by introducing an economic network model that 
relates accountability, contracts, competition, and innovation.  Our 
model is highly stylized and may be considered preliminary: it is 
based on a single source sending data to a single destination.  
Nevertheless, the structure is rich enough to expose previously 
unseen features of network behavior.  We will use our model for 
two main purposes: 

First, we will use our model to argue that the lack of accountability 
in today’s network is a fundamental obstacle to overcoming the 
pathologies of commoditization and lack of innovation.  In other 
words, unless new monitoring capabilities are introduced, and 
integrated with the system of contracts, the network cannot achieve 
optimal routing and innovation characteristics.  This result provides 
motivation for the remainder of the paper, in which we explore how 
accountability can be leveraged to overcome these pathologies and 
create a sustainable industry.  We will approach this problem from a 
clean-slate perspective, deriving the level of accountability needed 
to sustain an ideal competitive structure. 

When we say that today’s Internet has poor accountability, we mean 
that it reveals little information about the behavior – or misbehavior 
– of ISPs.  This well-known trait is largely rooted in the network’s 
history.  In describing the design philosophy behind the Internet 
protocols, Clark lists accountability as the least important among 
seven “second level goals.” [4]  Accordingly, accountability 
received little attention during the network’s formative years.  Clark 
relates this to the network’s military context, and finds that had the 
network been designed for commercial development, accountability 
would have been a top priority.   

Argyraki, et al., conjecture that applying the principles of layering 
and transparency may have led to the network’s lack of 
accountability [3].  According to these principles, end hosts should 
be informed of network problems only to the extent that they are 
required to adapt.  They notice when packet drops occur so that they 
can perform congestion control and retransmit packets.  Details of 
where and why drops occur are deliberately concealed. 

The network’s lack of accountability is highly relevant to a 
discussion of innovation because it constrains the system of 
contracts.  This is because contracts depend upon external 
institutions to function – the “judge” in the language of incomplete 
contract theory, or simply the legal system.  Ultimately, if a judge 
cannot verify that some condition holds, she cannot enforce a 
contract based on that condition.  Of course, the vast majority of 
contracts never end up in court.  Especially when a judge’s ruling is 
easily predicted, the parties will typically comply with the contract 
terms on their own volition.  This would not be possible, however, 
without the judge acting as a last resort. 

An institution to support contracts is typically complex, but we 
abstract it as follows: We imagine that a contract is an algorithm 
that outputs a payment transfer among a set of ISPs (the parties) at 
every time.  This payment is a function of the past and present 
behaviors of the participants, but only those that are verifiable.  
Hence, we imagine that a contract only accepts “proofs” as inputs. 

We will call any process that generates these proofs a contractible 

monitor.  Such a monitor includes metering or sensing devices on 
the physical network, but it is a more general concept.  Constructing 
a proof of a particular behavior may require readings from various 
devices distributed among many ISPs.  The contractible monitor 

includes whatever distributed algorithmic mechanism is used to 
motivate ISPs to share this private information. 

Figure 1 demonstrates how our model of contracts fits together.  We 
make the assumption that all payments are mediated by contracts.  
This means that without contractible monitors that attest to, say, 
latency, payments cannot be conditioned on latency. 

 

Figure 1: Relationship between monitors and contracts 

With this model, we may conclude that the level of accountability in 
today’s Internet only permits best effort contracts.  Nodes cannot 
condition payments on either quality or path characteristics. 

Is there anything wrong with best-effort contracts?  The reader 
might wonder why the Internet needs contracts at all.  After all, in 
non-network industries, traditional firms invest in research and 
differentiate their products, all in the hopes of keeping their 
customers and securing new ones.  One might believe that such 
market forces apply to ISPs as well.  We may adopt this as our null 
hypothesis: 

Null hypothesis: Market forces are sufficient to maintain service 
diversity and innovation on a network, at least to the same extent 
as they do in traditional markets. 

There is a popular intuitive argument that supports this hypothesis, 
and it may be summarized as follows: 

Intuitive argument supporting null hypothesis: 

1. Access providers try to increase their quality to get more 
consumers. 

2. Access providers are themselves customers for second hop 
ISPs, and the second hops will therefore try to provide high-
quality service in order to secure traffic from access 
providers.  Access providers try to select high quality transit 
because that increases their quality. 

3. The process continues through the network, giving every 
ISP a competitive reason to increase quality. 

We are careful to model our network in continuous time, in order to 
capture the essence of this argument.  We can, for example, specify 
equilibria in which nodes switch to a new next hop in the event of a 
quality drop. 

Moreover, our model allows us to explore any theoretically possible 
punishments against cheaters, including those that are costly for 
end-users to administer.  By contrast, customers in the real world 
rarely respond collectively, and often simply seek the best deal 
currently offered.  These constraints limit their ability to punish 
cheaters. 

Even with these liberal assumptions, however, we find that we must 
reject our null hypothesis.  Our model will demonstrate that 
identifying a cheating ISP is difficult under low accountability, 
limiting the threat of market driven punishment.  We will define an 
index of commoditization and show that it increases without bound 
as data paths grow long.  Furthermore, we will demonstrate a 
framework in which an ISP’s maximum research investment 
decreases hyperbolically with its distance from the end-user. 
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To summarize, we argue that the Internet’s lack of accountability 
must be addressed before the pathologies of commoditization and 
lack of innovation can be resolved.  This leads us to our next topic: 
How can we leverage accountability to overcome these pathologies?   

We approach this question from a clean-slate perspective.  Instead 
of focusing on incremental improvements, we try to imagine how an 
ideal industry would behave, then derive the level of accountability 
needed to meet that objective.  According to this approach, we first 
craft a new equilibrium concept appropriate for network 
competition.  Our concept includes the following requirements: 

First, we require that punishing ISPs that cheat is done without 
rerouting the path.  Rerouting is likely to prompt end-users to switch 
providers, punishing access providers who administer punishments 
correctly.  Next, we require that the equilibrium cannot be 
threatened by a coalition of ISPs that exchanges illicit side 
payments.  Finally, we require that the punishment mechanism that 
enforces contracts does not punish innocent nodes that are not in the 
coalition. 

The last requirement is somewhat unconventional from an economic 
perspective, but we maintain that it is crucial for any reasonable 
solution.  Although ISPs provide complementary services when they 
form a data path together, they are likely to be horizontal 
competitors as well.  If innocent nodes may be punished, an ISP 
may decide to deliberately cheat and draw punishment onto itself 
and its neighbors.  By cheating, the ISP may save resources, thereby 
ensuring that the punishment is more damaging to the other ISPs, 
which probably compete with the cheater directly for some 
customers.  In the extreme case, the cheater may force the other 
ISPs out of business, thereby gaining a monopoly on some routes. 

Applying this equilibrium concept, we derive the monitors needed 
to maintain innovation and optimize routes.  The solution is 
surprisingly simple: contractible monitors must report the quality of 
the rest of the path, from each ISP to the destination.  It turns out 
that this is the correct minimum accountability requirement, as 
opposed to either end-to-end monitors or hop-by-hop monitors, as 
one might initially suspect. 

Rest of path monitors can be implemented in various ways.  They 
may be purely local algorithms that listen for packet echoes.  
Alternately, they can be distributed in nature.  We describe a way to 
construct a rest of path monitor out of monitors for individual ISP 
quality and for the data path.  This requires a mechanism to 
motivate ISPs to share their monitor outputs with each other.  The 
rest of path monitor then includes the component monitors and the 
distributed algorithmic mechanism that ensures that information is 
shared as required.  This example shows that other types of monitors 
may be useful as building blocks, but must be combined to form rest 
of path monitors in order to achieve ideal innovation characteristics. 

Our study has several practical implications for future protocol 
design.  We show that new monitors must be implemented and 
integrated with the contracting system before the pathologies of 
commoditization and lack of innovation can be overcome.  
Moreover, we derive exactly what monitors are needed to optimize 
routes and support innovation.  In addition, our results provide 
useful input for clean-slate architectural design, and we use several 
novel techniques that we expect will be applicable to a variety of 
future research. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we lay 
out our basic network model.  In section 3, we present a low-
accountability network, modeled after today’s Internet.  We 
demonstrate how poor monitoring causes commoditization and a 
lack of innovation.  In section 4, we present verifiable monitors, and 
show that proofs, even without contracts, can improve the status 
quo.  In section 5, we turn our attention to contractible monitors.  
We show that rest of path monitors can support competition games 
with optimal routing and innovation.  We further show that rest of 
path monitors are required to support such competition games.  We 
continue by discussing how such monitors may be constructed using 
other monitors as building blocks.  In section 6, we conclude and 
present several directions for future research. 

2. BASIC NETWORK MODEL 
A source, S, wants to send data to destination, D.  S and D are nodes 
on a directed, acyclic graph, with a finite set of intermediate nodes, 

{ }NV ,...2,1= , representing ISPs.  All paths lead to D, and every 

node not connected to D has at least two choices for next hop. 

 

We will represent quality by a finite dimensional vector space, Q, 
called the quality space.  Each dimension represents a distinct 
network characteristic that end-users care about.  For example, 
latency, loss probability, jitter, and IP version can each be assigned 
to a dimension.   

To each node, i, we associate a vector in the quality space, Qqi ∈ .  

This corresponds to the quality a user would experience if i were the 

only ISP on the data path.  Let N
Q∈q  be the vector of all node 

qualities. 

Of course, when data passes through multiple nodes, their qualities 
combine in some way to yield a path quality.  We represent this by 

an associative binary operation, *: QQQ →× .  For path 

( )nvvv ,...,, 21 , the quality is given by 
nvvv qqq ∗∗∗ ...

21
.  The * 

operation reflects the characteristics of each dimension of quality.  
For example, * can act as an addition in the case of latency, 
multiplication in the case of loss probability, or a minimum-
argument function in the case of security. 

When data flows along a complete path from S to D, the source and 
destination, generally regarded as a single player, enjoy utility given 

by a function of the path quality, →Qu : �.  Each node along the 

path, i, experiences some cost of transmission, ci. 

2.1 Game Dynamics 
Ultimately, we are most interested in policies that promote 
innovation on the network.  In this study, we will use innovation in 
a fairly general sense.  Innovation describes any investment by an 
ISP that alters its quality vector so that at least one potential data 
path offers higher utility.  This includes researching a new routing 
algorithm that decreases the amount of jitter users experience.  It 
also includes deploying a new protocol that supports quality of 
service.  Even more broadly, buying new equipment to decrease 
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latency may also be regarded as innovation.  Innovation 
may be thought of as the micro-level process by which 
the network evolves. 

Our analysis is limited in one crucial respect:  We focus 
on inventions that a single ISP can implement to improve 
the end-user experience.  This excludes technologies that 
require adoption by all ISPs on the network to function.  
Because such technologies do not create a competitive 
advantage, rewarding them is difficult and may require 
intellectual property or some other market distortion.  We 
defer this interesting topic to future work. 

At first, it may seem unclear how a large-scale distributed process 
such as innovation can be influenced by mechanical details like 
networks monitors.  Our model must draw this connection in a 
realistic fashion. 

The rate of innovation depends on the profits that potential 
innovators expect in the future.  The reward generated by an 
invention must exceed the total cost to develop it, or the inventor 
will not rationally invest.  This reward, in turn, is governed by the 
competitive environment in which the firm operates, including the 
process by which firms select prices, and agree upon contracts with 
each other.  Of course, these decisions depend on how routes are 
established, and how contracts determine actual monetary 
exchanges. 

Any model of network innovation must therefore relate at least three 
distinct processes: innovation, competition, and routing.  We select 
a game dynamics that makes the relation between these processes as 
explicit as possible.  This is represented schematically in Figure 2. 

The innovation stage occurs first, at time 2−=t .  In this stage, each 

agent decides whether or not to make research investments.  If she 
chooses not to, her quality remains fixed.  If she makes an 
investment, her quality may change in some way.  It is not 
necessary for us to specify how such changes take place.  The 

agents’ choices in this stage determine the vector of qualities, q, 
common knowledge for the rest of the game.   

Next, at time 1−=t , agents participate in the competition stage, in 

which contracts are agreed upon.  In today’s industry, these 
contracts include prices for transit access, and peering agreements.  
Since access is provided on a best-effort basis, a transit agreement 
can simply be represented by its price.  Other contracting systems 
we will explore will require more detail. 

Finally, beginning at 0=t , firms participate in the routing stage.  

Other research has already employed repeated games to study 
routing, for example [1], [12].  Repetition reveals interesting effects 
not visible in a single stage game, such as informal collusion to 
elevate prices in [12].  We use a game in continuous time in order to 
study such properties.  For example, we will later ask whether a 
player will maintain higher quality than her contracts require, in the 
hope of keeping her customer base or attracting future customers. 

Our dynamics reflect the fact that ISPs make innovation decisions 
infrequently.  Although real firms have multiple opportunities to 
innovate, each opportunity is followed by a substantial length of 
time in which qualities are fixed.  The decision to invest focuses on 
how the firm’s new quality will improve the contracts it can enter 
into.  Hence, our model places innovation at the earliest stage, 
attempting to capture a single investment decision.  Contracting 

decisions are made on an intermediate time scale, thus appearing 
next in the dynamics.  Routing decisions are made very frequently, 
mainly to maximize immediate profit flows, so they appear in the 
last stage. 

Because of this ordering, our model does not allow firms to route 
strategically to affect future innovation or contracting decisions.  In 
opposition, Afergan and Wroclawski argue that contracts are formed 
in response to current traffic patterns, in a feedback loop [2].  
Although we are sympathetic to their observation, such an addition 
would make our analysis intractable.  Our model is most realistic 
when contracting decisions are infrequent. 

Throughout this paper, our solution concept will be a subgame 
perfect equilibrium (SPE).  An SPE is a strategy point that is a Nash 
equilibrium when restricted to each subgame.  Three important 
subgames have been labeled in Figure 2.  The innovation game 
includes all three stages.  The competition game includes only the 
competition stage and the routing stage.  The routing game includes 
only the routing stage. 

An SPE guarantees that players are “forward-looking.”  This means, 
for example, that in the competition stage, firms must act rationally, 
maximizing their expected profits in the routing stage.  They cannot 
carry out threats they made in the innovation stage if it lowers their 
expected payoff. 

Our schematic already suggests that the routing game is crucial for 
promoting innovation.  To support innovation, the competition 
game must somehow reward ISPs with “high” quality.  But that 
means that the routing game must tend to route to nodes with high 
quality.  If the routing game always selects the lowest-cost routes, 

for example, innovation will not be supported.  We will support this 
observation with analysis later.  

2.2 The Routing Game 
The routing game proceeds in continuous time, with all players 
discounting by a common factor, r.  The outputs from previous 

stages, q and the set of contracts, are treated as exogenous 

parameters for this game.  For each time 0≥t , each node must 

select a next hop to route data to.  Data flows across the resultant 
path, causing utility flow to S and D, and a flow cost to the nodes on 
the path, as described above.  Payment flows are also created, based 
on the contracts in place. 

Relating our game to the familiar repeated prisoners’ dilemma, 
imagine that we are trying to impose a high quality, but costly path.  
As we argued loosely above, such paths must be sustainable in order 
to support innovation.  Each ISP on the path tries to maximize her 
own payment, net of costs, so she may not want to cooperate with 
our plan.  Rather, if she can find a way to save on costs, at the 
expense of the high quality we desire, she will be tempted to do so.  

Innovation Game Competition Game Routing Game 

Innovation 

stage 

Competition 
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Contracts 
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Figure 2: Game Dynamics 
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Analogously to the prisoners’ dilemma, we will call such a decision 
cheating.  A little more formally, 

Cheating refers to any action that an ISP can take, contrary to 
some target strategy point that we are trying to impose, that 
enhances her immediate payoff, but compromises the quality of 
the data path. 

One type of cheating relates to the data path.  Each node on the path 
has to pay the next node to deliver its traffic.  If the next node offers 
high quality transit, we may expect that a lower quality node will 
offer a lower price.  Each node on the path will be tempted to route 
to a cheaper next hop, increasing her immediate profits, but 
lowering the path quality.  We will call this type of action cheating 

in route. 

Another possibility we can model, is that a node finds a way to save 
on its internal forwarding costs, at the expense of its own quality.  
We will call this cheating internally to distinguish it from cheating 
in route.  For example, a node might drop packets beyond the rate 
required for congestion control, in order to throttle back TCP flows 
and thus save on forwarding costs [3].  Alternately, a node 
employing quality of service could give high priority packets a 
lower class of service, thus saving on resources and perhaps 
allowing itself to sell more high priority service. 

If either cheating in route or cheating internally is profitable, the 
specified path will not be an equilibrium.  We assume that cheating 
can never be caught instantaneously.  Rather, a cheater can always 
enjoy the payoff from cheating for some positive time, which we 

label 0t .  This includes the time for other players to detect and react 

to the cheating.  If the cheater has a contract which includes a 

customer lock-in period, 0t  also includes the time until customers 

are allowed to switch to a new ISP.  As we will see later, it is 

socially beneficial to decrease 0t , so such lock-in is detrimental to 

welfare. 

3. PATHOLOGIES OF A LOW-

ACCOUNTABILITY NETWORK 
In order to motivate an exploration of monitoring systems, we begin 
in this section by considering a network with a poor degree of 
accountability, modeled after today’s Internet.  We will show how 
the lack of monitoring necessarily leads to poor routing and 
diminishes the rate of innovation.  Thus, the network’s lack of 
accountability is a fundamental obstacle to resolving these 
pathologies. 

3.1 Accountability in the Current Internet 
First, we reflect on what accountability characteristics the present 
Internet has.  Argyraki, et al., point out that end hosts are given 
minimal information about packet drops [3].  Users know when 
drops occur, but not where they occur, nor why.  Dropped packets 
may represent the innocent signaling of congestion, or, as we 
mentioned above, they may be a form of cheating internally.  The 
problem is similar for other dimensions of quality, or in fact more 
acute.  Finding an ISP that gives high priority packets a lower class 
of service, for example, is further complicated by the lack of even 
basic diagnostic tools. 

In fact, it is similarly difficult to identify an ISP that cheats in route.  
Huston notes that Internet traffic flows do not always correspond to 

routing information [8].  An ISP may hand a packet off to a 
neighbor regardless of what routes that neighbor has advertised.  
Furthermore, blocks of addresses are summarized together for 
distant hosts, so a destination may not even be resolvable until 
packets are forwarded closer. 

One might argue that diagnostic tools like ping and traceroute can 
identify cheaters.  Unfortunately, Argyraki, et al., explain that these 
tools only reveal whether probe packets are echoed, not the fate of 
past packets [3].  Thus, for example, they are ineffective in detecting 
low-frequency packet drops.  Even more fundamentally, a 
sophisticated cheater can always spot diagnostic packets and give 
them special treatment. 

As a further complication, a cheater may assume different aliases 
for diagnostic packets arriving over different routes.  As we will see 
below, this gives the cheater a significant advantage in escaping 
punishment for bad behavior, even if the data path is otherwise 
observable. 

3.2 Modeling Low-Accountability 
As the above evidence suggests, the current industry allows for very 
little insight into the behavior of the network.  In this section, we 
attempt to capture this lack of accountability in our model.  We 
begin by defining a monitor, our model of the way that players 
receive external information about network behavior, 

A monitor is any distributed algorithmic mechanism that runs on 
the network graph, and outputs, to specific nodes, informational 
statements about current or past network behavior. 

We assume that all external information about network behavior is 
mediated in this way.  The accountability properties of the Internet 
can be represented by the following monitors: 

E2E (End to End):  A monitor that informs S/D about what the 
total path quality is at any time (this is the quality they 
experience). 

ROP (Rest of Path): A monitor that informs each node along the 
data path what the quality is for the rest of the path to the 
destination. 

PRc (Packets Received): A monitor that tells nodes how much 
data they accept from each other, so that they can charge by 
volume.  It is important to note, however, that this information is 
aggregated over many source-destination pairs.  Hence, for the 
sake of realism, it cannot be used to monitor what the data path is. 

Players cannot measure the qualities of other, single nodes, just the 
rest of the path.  Nodes cannot see the path past the next hop.  This 
last assumption is stricter than needed for our results.  The critical 
ingredient is that nodes cannot verify that the path avoids a specific 
hop.  This holds, for example, if the path is generally visible, except 
nodes can use different aliases for different parents.  Similar results 
also hold if alternate paths always converge after some integer 
number, m, of hops. 

It is important to stress that E2E and ROP are not the contractible 
monitors we described in the introduction – they do not generate 
proofs.  Thus, even though a player observes certain information, 
she generally cannot credibly share it with another player.  For 
example, if a node after the first hop starts cheating, the first hop 
will detect the sudden drop in quality for the rest of the path, but the 
first hop cannot make the source believe this observation – the 
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source will suspect that the first hop was the cheater, and fabricated 
the claim against the rest of the path.  

Typically, E2E and ROP are envisioned as algorithms that run on a 
single node, and listen for packet echoes.  This is not the only way 
that they could be implemented, however; an alternate strategy is to 
aggregate quality measurements from multiple points in the 
network.  These measurements can originate in other monitors, 
located at various ISPs.  The monitor then includes the component 
monitors as well as whatever mechanisms are in place to motivate 
nodes to share information honestly as needed.  For example, if the 
source has monitors that reveal the qualities of individual nodes, 
they could be combined with path information to create an ROP 
monitor. 

Since we know that contracts only accept proofs as input, we can 
infer that payments in this environment can only depend on the 
number of packets exchanged between players.  In other words, 
contracts are best-effort.  For the remainder of this section, we will 
assume that contracts are also linear – there is a constant payment 
flow so long as a node accepts data, and all conditions of the 
contract are met.  Other, more complicated tariffs are also possible, 
and are typically used to generate lock-in.  We believe that our 
parameter t0 is sufficient to describe lock-in effects, and we believe 
that the insights in this section apply equally to any tariffs that are 
bounded so that the routing game remains continuous at infinity.  
Restricting attention to linear contracts allows us to represent some 
node i’s contract by its price, pi. 

Because we further know that nodes cannot observe the path after 
the next hop, we can infer that contracts exist only between 
neighboring nodes on the graph.  We will call this arrangement of 
contracts bilateral.  When a competition game exclusively uses 
bilateral contracts, we will call it a bilateral contract competition 

game. 

We first focus on the routing game and ask whether a high quality 
route can be maintained, even when a low quality route is cheaper.  
Recall that this is a requirement in order for nodes to have any 
incentive to innovate.  If nodes tend to route to low price next hops, 
regardless of quality, we say that the network is commoditized.  To 
measure this tendency, we define an index of commoditization as 
follows: 

For a node on the data path, i, define its quality premium, 

minppd ji −= , where pj is the flow payment to the next hop in 

equilibrium, and pmin is the price of the lowest cost next hop. 

Definition: The index of commoditization, CI , is the average, 

over each node on the data path, i, of i’s flow profit as a fraction 

of i’s quality premium, ( ) ijii dpcp /−− . 

CI  ranges from 0, when each node spends all of its potential profit 

on its quality premium, to infinite, when a node absorbs positive 

profit, but uses the lowest price next hop.  A high value for CI  

implies that nodes are spending little of their money inflow on 
purchasing high quality for the rest of the path.  As the next claim 
shows, this is exactly what happens as the path grows long: 

Claim 1.  If the only monitors are E2E, ROP, and PRc, ∞→CI   

as ∞→n , where n is the number of nodes on the data path. 

To show that this is true, we first need the following lemma, which 
will establish the difficulty of punishing nodes in the network. 

First a bit of notation: Recall that a cheater can benefit from its 

actions for 00 >t  before other players can react.  When a node 

cheats, it can expect a higher profit flow, at least until it is caught 
and other players react, perhaps by diverting traffic.  Let node i’s 

normal profit flow be iπ , and her profit flow during cheating be 

some greater value, yi.  We will call the ratio, iiy π/ , the 

temptation to cheat. 

Lemma 1.  If the only monitors are E2E, ROP, and PRc, the 
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Corollary. If nodes share a minimum temptation to cheat, π/y , 

the discounted time needed to punish cheating increases at least 
exponentially in the length of the data path, n, 
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Since it is the discounted time that increases exponentially, the 
actual time increases faster than exponentially.  If n is so large that 
tn is undefined, the given path cannot be maintained in equilibrium. 

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of nodes on 

the equilibrium data path, n.  For 1=n , there is a single node, say i.  

By cheating, the node earns extra profit ( )≥
−−

0

0

t
rt

ii ey π .  If node i 

is then punished until time 1t , the extra profit must be cancelled out 

by the lost profit between time 0t  and 1t , ≥
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, as required. 

For 1>n , assume for induction that the claim holds for 1−n .  The 

source does not know whether the cheater is the first hop, or after 
the first hop.  Because the source does not know the data path after 
the first hop, it is unable to punish nodes beyond it.  If it chooses a 
new first hop, it might not affect the rest of the data path.  Because 
of this, the source must rely on the first hop to punish cheating 
nodes farther along the path.  The first hop needs discounted time, 
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π
, to accomplish this by assumption.  So 

the source must give the first hop this much discounted time in order 
to punish defectors further down the line (and the source will expect 
poor quality during this period). 

Next, the source must be protected against a first hop that cheats, 
and pretends that the problem is later in the path.  The first hop can 
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do this for the full discounted time, ≥∏ −
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the source must punish the first hop long enough to remove the extra 

profit it can make.  Following the same argument as for 1=n , we 

can show that the full discounted time is ≥∏ −
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which completes the proof.  � 

The above lemma and its corollary show that punishing cheaters 
becomes more and more difficult as the data path grows long, until 
doing so is impossible.  To capture some intuition behind this result, 
imagine that you are an end user, and you notice a sudden drop in 
service quality.  If your data only travels through your access 
provider, you know it is that provider’s fault.  You can therefore 
take your business elsewhere, at least for some time.  This threat 
should motivate your provider to maintain high quality. 

Suppose, on the other hand, that your data traverses two providers.  
When you complain to your ISP, he responds, “yes, we know your 
quality went down, but it’s not our fault, it’s the next ISP.  Give us 
some time to punish them and then normal quality will resume.”  If 
your access provider is telling the truth, you will want to listen, 
since switching access providers may not even route around the 
actual offender.  Thus, you will have to accept lower quality service 
for some longer time.  On the other hand, you may want to punish 
your access provider as well, in case he is lying.  This means you 
have to wait longer to resume normal service.  As more ISPs are 
added to the path, the time increases in a recursive fashion. 

With this lemma in hand, we can return to prove Claim 1. 

Proof of Claim 1.  Fix an equilibrium data path of length n.  Label 
the path nodes 1,2,…,n.  For each node i, let i’s quality premium be 
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where gi is node i’s temptation to cheat by routing to the lowest 

price next hop.  Lemma 1 tells us that Tg

n

i

i <∏
=1

, where 

( )01 rt
eT

−
−= .  It requires a bit of calculus to show that IC is 

minimized by setting each gi equal to n
T

/1 .  However, as ∞→n , 

we have 1/1 →n
T , which shows that ∞→CI .  � 

According to the claim, as the data path grows long, it increasingly 
resembles a lowest-price path.  Since lowest-price routing does not 
support innovation, we may speculate that innovation degrades with 
the length of the data path.  Though we suspect stronger claims are 
possible, we can demonstrate one such result by including an extra 
assumption: 

Available Bargain Path:  A competitive market exists for low-
cost transit, such that every node can route to the destination for 

no more than flow payment, lp . 

Claim 2.  Under the available bargain path assumption, if node i , a 

distance n from S, can invest to alter its quality, and the source will 

spend no more than sP  for a route including node i’s new quality, 

then the payment to node i, p, decreases hyperbolically with n, 
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approaches the bargain path’s payment, 
r

pl , as ∞→n . 

The proof is given in the appendix.  As a node gets farther from the 
source, its maximum payment approaches the bargain price, pl.  
Hence, the reward for innovation is bounded by the same amount.  
Large innovations, meaning substantially more expensive than 

rpl / , will not be pursued deep into the network. 

Claim 2 can alternately be viewed as a lower bound on how much it 
costs to elicit innovation in a network.  If the source S wants node i 
to innovate, it needs to get a motivating payment, p, to i during the 
routing stage.  However, it must also pay the nodes on the way to i a 
premium in order to motivate them to route properly.  The claim 
shows that this premium increases with the distance to i, until it 
dwarfs the original payment, p. 

Our claims stand in sharp contrast to our null hypothesis from the 
introduction.  Comparing the intuitive argument that supported our 
hypothesis with these claims, we can see that we implicitly used an 
oversimplified model of market pressure (as either present or not).  
As is now clear, market pressure relies on the decisions of 
customers, but these are limited by the lack of information.  Hence, 
competitive forces degrade as the network deepens. 

4. VERIFIABLE MONITORS 
In this section, we begin to introduce more accountability into the 
network.  Recall that in the previous section, we assumed that 
players couldn’t convince each other of their private information.  
What would happen if they could?  If a monitor’s informational 
signal can be credibly conveyed to others, we will call it a verifiable 
monitor.  The monitor’s output in this case can be thought of as a 
statement accompanied by a proof, a string that can be processed by 
any player to determine that the statement is true. 

A verifiable monitor is a distributed algorithmic mechanism that 
runs on the network graph, and outputs, to specific nodes, proofs 
about current or past network behavior. 

Along these lines, we can imagine verifiable counterparts to E2E 
and ROP.  We will label these E2Ev and ROPv.  With these 
monitors, each node observes the quality of the rest of the path and 
can also convince other players of these observations by giving 
them a proof. 
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By adding verifiability to our monitors, identifying a single cheater 
is straightforward.  The cheater is the node that cannot produce 
proof that the rest of path quality decreased.  This means that the 
negative results of the previous section no longer hold.  For 
example, the following lemma stands in contrast to Lemma 1.  

Lemma 2.  With monitors E2Ev, ROPv, and PRc, and provided that 
the node before each potential cheater has an alternate next hop that 
isn’t more expensive, it is possible to enforce any data path in SPE 
so long as the maximum temptation is less than what can be deterred 
in finite time, 
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Proof.  This lemma follows because nodes can share proofs to 
identify who the cheater is.  Only that node must be punished in 
equilibrium, and the preceding node does not lose any payoff in 
administering the punishment.  � 

With this lemma in mind, it is easy to construct counterexamples to 
Claim 1 and Claim 2 in this new environment. 

Unfortunately, there are at least four reasons not to be satisfied with 
this improved monitoring system.  The first, and weakest reason is 
that the maximum temptation remains finite, causing some 
distortion in routes or payments.  Each node along a route must 
extract some positive profit unless the next hop is also the cheapest.  
Of course, if t0 is small, this effect is minimal. 

The second, and more serious reason is that we have always given 
our source the ability to commit to any punishment.  Real world 
users are less likely to act collectively, and may simply search for 
the best service currently offered.  Since punishment phases are 
generally characterized by a drop in quality, real world end-users 
may take this opportunity to shop for a new access provider.  This 
will make nodes less motivated to administer punishments. 

The third reason is that Lemma 2 does not apply to cheating by 
coalitions.  A coalition node may pretend to punish its successor, 
but instead enjoy a secret payment from the cheating node.  
Alternately, a node may bribe its successor to cheat, if the 
punishment phase is profitable, and so forth.  The required 
discounted time for punishment may increase exponentially in the 
number of coalition members, just as in the previous section! 

The final reason not to accept this monitoring system is that when a 
cheater is punished, the path will often be routed around not just the 
offender, but around other nodes as well.  Effectively, innocent 
nodes will be punished along with the guilty.  In our abstract model, 
this doesn’t cause trouble since the punishment falls off the 
equilibrium path.  The effects are not so benign in the real world.   

When ISPs lie in sequence along a data path, they contribute 
complementary services, and their relationship is vertical.  From the 
perspective of other source-destination pairs, however, these same 
firms are likely to be horizontal competitors.  Because of this, a 
node might deliberately cheat, in order to trigger punishment for 
itself and its neighbors.  By cheating, the node will save money to 
some extent, so the cheater is likely to emerge from the punishment 
phase better off than the innocent nodes.  This may give the cheater 
a strategic advantage against its competitors.  In the extreme, the 
cheater may use such a strategy to drive neighbors out of business, 
and thereby gain a monopoly on some routes. 

5. CONTRACTIBLE MONITORS 
At the end of the last section, we identified several drawbacks that 
persist in an environment with E2Ev, ROPv, and PRc.  In this 
section, we will show how all of these drawbacks can be overcome.  
To do this, we will require our third and final category of monitor:  
A contractible monitor is simply a verifiable monitor that generates 
proofs that can serve as input to a contract.  Thus, contractible is 
jointly a property of the monitor and the institutions that must verify 
its proofs.  Contractibility requires that a court, 

1. Can verify the monitor’s proofs. 

2. Can understand what the proofs and contracts represent to 
the extent required to police illegal activity. 

3. Can enforce payments among contracting parties. 

Understanding the agreements between companies has traditionally 
been a matter of reading contracts on paper.  This may prove to be a 
harder task in a future network setting.  Contracts may plausibly be 
negotiated by machine, be numerous, even per-flow, and be further 
complicated by the many dimensions of quality. 

When a monitor (together with institutional infrastructure) meets 
these criteria, we will label it with a subscript c, for contractible.  
The reader may recall that this is how we labeled the packets 
received monitor, PRc, which allows ISPs to form contracts with 
per-packet payments.  Similarly, E2Ec and ROPc are contractible 
versions of the monitors we are now familiar with.   

At the end of the previous section, we argued for some desirable 
properties that we’d like our solution to have.  Briefly, we would 
like to enforce optimal data paths with an equilibrium concept that 
doesn’t rely on re-routing for punishment, is coalition proof, and 
doesn’t punish innocent nodes when a coalition cheats.  We will call 
such an equilibrium a fixed-route coalition-proof protect-the-

innocent equilibrium. 

As the next claim shows, ROPc allows us to create a system of 
linear (price, quality) contracts under just such an equilibrium. 

Claim 3.  With ROPc, for any feasible and consistent assignment of 
rest of path qualities to nodes, and any corresponding payment 
schedule that yields non-negative payoffs, these qualities can be 
maintained with bilateral contracts in a fixed-route coalition-proof 
protect-the-innocent equilibrium. 

Proof:  Fix any data path consistent with the given rest of path 
qualities.  Select some monetary punishment, P, large enough to 
prevent any cheating for time t0 (the discounted total payment from 
the source will work).  Let each node on the path enter into a 
contract with its parent, which fixes an arbitrary payment schedule 
so long as the rest of path quality is as prescribed.  When the parent 
node, which has ROPc, submits a proof that the rest of path quality 
is less than expected, the contract awards her an instantaneous 
transfer, P, from the downstream node.  Such proofs can be 

submitted every 0t  for the previous interval. 

Suppose now that a coalition, C, decides to cheat.  The source 
measures a decrease in quality, and according to her contract, is 
awarded P from the first hop.  This means that there is a net outflow 
of P from the ISPs as a whole.  Suppose that node i is not in C.  In 
order for the parent node to claim P from i, it must submit proof that 
the quality of the path starting at i is not as prescribed.  This means 
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that there is a cheater after i.  Hence, i would also have detected a 
change in quality, so i can claim P from the next node on the path.  
Thus, innocent nodes are not punished.  The sequence of payments 
must end by the destination, so the net outflow of P must come from 
the nodes in C.  This establishes all necessary conditions of the 
equilibrium.  � 

Essentially, ROPc allows for an implementation of (price, quality) 
contracts.  Building upon this result, we can construct competition 
games in which nodes offer various qualities to each other at 
specified prices, and can credibly commit to meet these 
performance targets, even allowing for coalitions and a desire to 
damage other ISPs. 

Example 1.  Define a Stackelberg price-quality competition game 
as follows:  Extend the partial order of nodes induced by the graph 
to any complete ordering, such that downstream nodes appear 
before their parents.  In this order, each node selects a contract to 
offer to its parents, consisting of a rest of path quality, and a linear 
price.  In the routing game, each node selects a next hop at every 
time, consistent with its advertised rest of path quality.  The 
Stackelberg price-quality competition game can be implemented in 
our model with ROPc monitors, by using the strategy in the proof, 
above.  It has the following useful property: 

Claim 4.  The Stackelberg price-quality competition game yields 
optimal routes in SPE. 

The proof is given in the appendix.  This property is favorable from 
an innovation perspective, since firms that invest in high quality will 
tend to fall on the optimal path, gaining positive payoff.  In general, 
however, investments may be over or under rewarded.  Extra 
conditions may be given under which innovation decisions approach 
perfect efficiency for large innovations.  We omit the full analysis 
here.  � 

Example 2.  Alternately, we can imagine that players report their 
private information to a central authority, which then assigns all 
contracts.  For example, contracts could be computed to implement 
the cost-minimizing VCG mechanism proposed by Feigenbaum, et 
al. in [7].  With ROPc monitors, we can adapt this mechanism to 
maximize welfare.  For node, i, on the optimal path, L, the net 
payment must equal, essentially, its contribution to the welfare of S, 
D, and the other nodes.  If L’ is an optimal path in the graph with i 
removed, the profit flow to i is, 

 ( ) ( ) ƒƒ
∈≠∈

+−−

',

'

Lj

j

ijLj

jLL ccququ ,  (6) 

where Lq  and 'Lq  are the qualities of the two paths.  Here, (price, 

quality) contracts ensure that nodes report their qualities honestly.  
The incentive structure of the VCG mechanism is what motivates 
nodes to report their costs accurately. 

A nice feature of this game is that individual innovation decisions 
are efficient, meaning that a node will invest in an innovation 
whenever the investment cost is less than the increased welfare of 
the optimal data path.  Unfortunately, the source may end up paying 
more than the utility of the path.  � 

Notice that with just E2Ec, a weaker version of Claim 3 holds.  
Bilateral (price, quality) contracts can be maintained in an 
equilibrium that is fixed-route and coalition-proof, but not protect-
the-innocent.  This is done by writing contracts to punish everyone 

on the path when the end to end quality drops.  If the path length is 

n, the first hop pays nP to the source, the second hop pays ( )Pn 1−  

to the first, and so forth.  This ensures that every node is punished 
sufficiently to make cheating unprofitable.  For the reasons we gave 
previously, we believe that this solution concept is less than ideal, 
since it allows for malicious nodes to deliberately trigger 
punishments for potential competitors. 

Up to this point, we have adopted fixed-route coalition-proof 
protect-the-innocent equilibrium as our desired solution concept, 
and shown that ROPc monitors are sufficient to create some 
competition games that are desirable in terms of service diversity 
and innovation.  As the next claim will show, rest of path 
monitoring is also necessary to construct such games under our 
solution concept.  

Before we proceed, what does it mean for a game to be desirable 
from the perspective of service diversity and innovation?  We will 
use a very weak assumption, essentially, that the game is not fully 
commoditized for any node.  The claim will hold for this entire class 
of games. 

Definition:  A competition game is nowhere-commoditized if for 
each node, i, not adjacent to D, there is some assignment of qualities 
and marginal costs to nodes, such that the optimal data path includes 
i, and i has a positive temptation to cheat. 

In the case of linear contracts, it is sufficient to require that ∞<CI , 

and that every node make positive profit under some assignment of 
qualities and marginal costs. 

Strictly speaking, ROPc monitors are not the only way to construct 
these desirable games.  To prove the next claim, we must broaden 
our notion of rest of path monitoring to include the similar ROPc’ 
monitor, which attests to the quality starting at its own node, 
through the end of the path.  Compare the two monitors below: 

ROPc: gives a node proof that the path quality from the next node 
to the destination is not correct. 

ROPc’: gives a node proof that the path quality from that node to 
the destination is correct. 

We present a simplified version of this claim, by including an 
assumption that only one node on the path can cheat at a time 
(though conspirators can still exchange side payments).  We will 
discuss the full version after the proof. 

Claim 5.  Assume a set of monitors, and a nowhere-commoditized 
bilateral contract competition game that always maintains the 
optimal quality in fixed-route coalition-proof protect-the-innocent 
equilibrium, with only one node allowed to cheat at a time.  Then 
for each node, i, not adjacent to D, either i has an ROPc monitor, or 
i’s children each have an ROPc’ monitor. 

Proof:   First, because of the fixed-route assumption, punishments 
must be purely monetary. 

Next, when cheating occurs, if the payment does not go to the 
source or destination, it may go to another coalition member, 
rendering it ineffective.  Thus, the source must accept some 
monetary compensation, net of its normal flow payment, when 
cheating occurs.  Since the source only contracts with the first hop, 
it must accept this money from the first hop.  The source’s contract 
must therefore distinguish when the path quality is normal from 
when it is lowered by cheating.  To do so, it can either accept proofs 
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from the source, that the quality is lower than required, or it can 
accept proofs from the first hop, that the quality is correct.  These 
nodes will not rationally offer the opposing type of proof. 

By definition, any monitor that gives the source proof that the path 
quality is wrong is an ROPc monitor.  Any monitor that gives the 
first hop proof that the quality is correct is a ROPc’ monitor.  Thus, 
at least one of these monitors must exist. 

By the protect-the-innocent assumption, if cheating occurs, but the 
first hop is not a cheater, she must be able to claim the same size 
reward from the next ISP on the path, and thus “pass on” the 
punishment.  The first hop’s contract with the second must then 
distinguish when cheating occurs after the first hop.  By argument 
similar to that for the source, either the first hop has a ROPc 
monitor, or the second has a ROPc’ monitor.  This argument can be 
iterated along the entire path to the penultimate node before D. 

Since the marginal costs and qualities can be arranged to make any 
path the optimal path, these statements must hold for all nodes and 
their children, which completes the proof.  � 

The two possibilities for monitor correspond to which node has the 
burden of proof.  In one case, the prior node must prove the 
suboptimal quality to claim its reward.  In the other, the subsequent 
node must prove that the quality was correct to avoid penalty.  
Because the two monitors are similar, it seems likely that they 
require comparable costs to implement.  If submitting the proofs is 
costly, it seems natural that nodes would prefer to use the ROPc 
monitor, placing the burden of proof on the upstream node. 

Finally, we note that it is straightforward to derive the full version of 
the claim, which allows for multiple cheaters.  The only 
complication is that cheaters can exchange side payments, which 
makes any money transfers between them redundant.  Because of 
this, we have to further generalize our rest of path monitors, so they 
are less constrained in the case that there are cheaters on either side. 

5.1 Implementing Monitors 
Claim 5 should not be interpreted as a statement that each node must 
compute the rest of path quality locally, without input from other 
nodes.  Other monitors, besides ROPc and ROPc’ can still be used, 
loosely speaking, as building blocks.  For instance, network 
tomography is concerned with measuring properties of the network 
interior with tools located at the edge.  Using such techniques, our 
source might learn both individual node qualities and the data path.  
This is represented by the following two monitors: 

SHOPc
i: (source-based hop quality) A monitor that gives the 

source proof of what the quality of node i is. 

SPATHc: (source-based path) A monitor that gives the source 
proof of what the data path is at any time, at least as far as it 
matches the equilibrium path. 

With these monitors, a punishment mechanism can be designed to 
fulfill the conditions of Claim 5.  It involves the source sharing the 
proofs it generates with nodes further down the path, which use 
them to determine bilateral payments.  Ultimately however, the 
proof of Claim 5 shows us that each node i’s bilateral contracts 
require proof of the rest of path quality.  This means that node i (or 
possibly its children) will have to combine the proofs that they 
receive to generate a proof of the rest of path quality.  Thus, the 
combined process is itself a rest of path monitor. 

What we have done, all in all, is constructed a rest of path monitor 
using SPATHc and SHOPc

i as building blocks.  Our new monitor 
includes both the component monitors and whatever distributed 
algorithmic mechanism exists to make sure nodes share their proofs 
correctly. 

This mechanism can potentially involve external institutions.  For a 
concrete example, suppose that when node i suspects it is getting 
poor rest of path quality from its successor, it takes the downstream 
node to court.  During the discovery process, the court subpoenas 
proofs of the path and of node qualities from the source (ultimately, 
there must be some threat to ensure the source complies).  Finally, 
for the court to issue a judgment, one party or the other must 
compile a proof of what the rest of path quality was.  Hence, the 
entire discovery process acts as a rest of path monitor, albeit a rather 
costly monitor in this case. 

Of course, mechanisms can be designed to combine these monitors 
at much lower cost.  Typically, such mechanisms would call for 
automatic sharing of proofs, with court intervention only as a last 
resort.  We defer these interesting mechanisms to future work. 

As an aside, intuition might dictate that SHOPc
i generates more 

information than ROPc; after all, inferring individual node qualities 
seems a much harder problem.  Yet, without path information, 
SHOPc

i is not sufficient for our first-best innovation result.  The 
proof of this demonstrates a useful technique: 

Claim 6. With monitors E2E, ROP, SHOPc
i and PRc, and a 

nowhere-commoditized bilateral contract competition game, the 
optimal quality cannot be maintained for all assignments of quality 
and marginal cost, in fixed-route coalition-proof protect-the-
innocent equilibrium. 

Proof: Because nodes cannot verify the data path, they cannot form 
a proof of what the rest of path quality is.  Hence, ROPc monitors do 
not exist, and therefore the requirements of Claim 5 cannot hold.  � 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
It is our hope that this study will have a positive impact in at least 
three different ways.  The first is practical: we believe our analysis 
has implications for the design of future monitoring protocols and 
for public policy. 

For protocol designers, we first provide fresh motivation to create 
monitoring systems.  We have argued that the poor accountability of 
the Internet is a fundamental obstacle to alleviating the pathologies 
of commoditization and lack of innovation.  Unless accountability 
improves, these pathologies are guaranteed to remain. 

Secondly, we suggest directions for future advances in monitoring.  
We have shown that adding verifiability to monitors allows for 
some improvements in the characteristics of competition.   At the 
same time, this does not present a fully satisfying solution.  This 
paper has suggested a novel standard for monitors to aspire to – one 
of supporting optimal routes in innovative competition games under 
fixed-route coalition-proof protect-the-innocent equilibrium.  We 
have shown that under bilateral contracts, this specifically requires 
contractible rest of path monitors. 

This is not to say that other types of monitors are unimportant.  We 
included an example in which individual hop quality monitors and a 
path monitor can also meet our standard for sustaining competition.  
However, in order for this to happen, a mechanism must be included 
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to combine proofs from these monitors to form a proof of rest of 
path quality.  In other words, the monitors must ultimately be 
combined to form contractible rest of path monitors.  To support 
service differentiation and innovation, it may be easier to design rest 
of path monitors directly, thereby avoiding the task of designing 
mechanisms for combining component monitors. 

As far as policy implications, our analysis points to the need for 
legal institutions to enforce contracts based on quality.  These 
institutions must be equipped to verify proofs of quality, and police 
illegal contracting behavior.  As quality-based contracts become 
numerous and complicated, and possibly negotiated by machine, 
this may become a challenging task, and new standards and 
regulations may have to emerge in response.  This remains an 
interesting and unexplored area for research. 

The second area we hope our study will benefit is that of clean-slate 
architectural design.  Traditionally, clean-slate design tends to focus 
on creating effective and elegant networks for a static set of 
requirements.  Thus, the approach is often one of engineering, 
which tends to neglect competitive effects.  We agree with 
Ratnasamy, Shenker, and McCanne, that designing for evolution 
should be a top priority [11].  We have demonstrated that the 
network’s monitoring ability is critical to supporting innovation, as 
are the institutions that support contracting.  These elements should 
feature prominently in new designs.  Our analysis specifically 
suggests that architectures based on bilateral contracts should 
include contractible rest of path monitoring.  From a clean-slate 
perspective, these monitors can be transparently and fully integrated 
with the routing and contracting systems. 

Finally, the last contribution our study makes is methodological.  
We believe that the mathematical formalization we present is 
applicable to a variety of future research questions.  While a 
significant literature addresses innovation in the presence of 
network effects, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first model 
of innovation in a network industry that successfully incorporates 
the actual topological structure as input.  This allows the discovery 
of new properties, such as the weakening of market forces with the 
number of ISPs on a data path that we observe with low-
accountability.   

Our method also stands in contrast to the typical approach of 
distributed algorithmic mechanism design.  Because this field is 
based on a principle-agent framework, contracts are usually 
proposed by the source, who is allowed to make a take it or leave it 
offer to network nodes.  Our technique allows contracts to emerge 
from a competitive framework, so the source is limited to selecting 
the most desirable contract.  We believe this is a closer reflection of 
the industry. 

Based on the insights in this study, the possible directions for future 
research are numerous and exciting.  To some degree, contracting 
based on quality opens a Pandora’s Box of pressing questions:  Do 
quality-based contracts stand counter to the principle of network 
neutrality?  Should ISPs be allowed to offer a choice of contracts at 
different quality levels?  What anti-competitive behaviors are 
enabled by quality-based contracts?  Can a contracting system 
support optimal multicast trees? 

In this study, we have focused on bilateral contracts.  This system 
has seemed natural, especially since it is the prevalent system on the 
current network.  Perhaps its most important benefit is that each 

contract is local in nature, so both parties share a common, familiar 
legal jurisdiction.  There is no need to worry about who will enforce 
a punishment against another ISP on the opposite side of the planet, 
nor is there a dispute over whose legal rules to apply in interpreting 
a contract. 

Although this benefit is compelling, it is worth considering other 
systems.  The clearest alternative is to form a contract between the 
source and every node on the path.  We may call these source 

contracts.  Source contracting may present surprising advantages.  
For instance, since ISPs do not exchange money with each other, an 
ISP cannot save money by selecting a cheaper next hop.  
Additionally, if the source only has contracts with nodes on the 
intended path, other nodes won’t even be willing to accept packets 
from this source since they won’t receive compensation for carrying 
them.  This combination seems to eliminate all temptation for a 
single cheater to cheat in route.  Because of this and other 
encouraging features, we believe source contracts are a fertile topic 
for further study. 

Another important research task is to relax our assumption that 
quality can be measured fully and precisely.  One possibility is to 
assume that monitoring is only probabilistic or suffers from noise.  
Even more relevant is the possibility that quality monitors are 
fundamentally incomplete.  A quality monitor can never anticipate 
every dimension of quality that future applications will care about, 
nor can it anticipate a new and valuable protocol that an ISP 
introduces.  We may define a monitor space as a subspace of the 

quality space that a monitor can measure, QM ⊂ , and a 

corresponding monitoring function that simply projects the full 

range of qualities onto the monitor space, MQm →: . 

Clearly, innovations that leave quality invariant under m are not 
easy to support – they are invisible to the monitoring system.  In this 
environment, we expect that path monitoring becomes more 
important, since it is the only way to ensure data reaches certain 
innovator ISPs.  Further research is needed to understand this 
process. 
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9. APPENDIX 
Proof of Claim 2.  Node i must fall on the equilibrium data path to 
receive any payment.  Let the prices along the data path be 

ppppP nS == ,..., 21 , with marginal costs, ncc ,...,1 .  We may 

assume the prices on the path are greater than lp  or the claim 

follows trivially.  Each node along the data path can cheat in route 

by giving data to the bargain path at price no more than lp .  So 

node j’s temptation to cheat is at least 
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This can be rearranged to give 
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, as required.  

The rest of the claim simply recognizes that rp /  is the greatest 

reward node i can receive for its investment, so it will not invest 
sums greater than this.  � 

Proof of Claim 4.  Label the nodes 1,2,.. N in the order in which 
they select contracts.  Let subgame n be the game that begins with n 
choosing its contract.  Let Ln be the set of possible paths restricted to 
nodes n,…,N.  That is, Ln is the set of possible routes from S to 
reach some node that has already moved. 

For subgame n, define the local welfare over paths nLl ∈ , and their 

possible next hops, nj <  as follows, 

 ( ) ( ) j

li

ipathjl pcqqujlV −−= ƒ
∈

*, , (8) 

where ql is the quality of path l in the set {n,…,N}, and pathjq   and 

pj are the quality and price of the contract j has offered. 

For induction, assume that subgame n + 1 maximizes local welfare.  
We show that subgame n does as well.  If node n selects next hop k, 
we can write the following relation, 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) nknn knlVpcpknlVnlV π−=++−= ,,,,, , (9)  

where �n is node n’s profit if the path to n is chosen.  This path is 

chosen whenever ( )nlV ,  is maximal over Ln+1 and possible next 

hops.  If ( )( )knlV ,,  is maximal over Ln, it is also maximal over the 

paths in Ln+1 that don’t lead to n.  This means that node n can choose 

some �n small enough so that ( )nlV ,  is maximal over Ln+1, so the 

route will lead to k.   

Conversely, if ( )( )knlV ,,  is not maximal over Ln, either V is greater 

for another of n’s next hops, in which case n will select that one in 
order to increase �n, or V is greater for some path in Ln+1 that don’t 

lead to n, in which case ( )nlV ,  cannot be maximal for any non-

negative �n. 

Thus, we conclude that subgame n maximizes local welfare.  For the 
initial case, observe that this assumption holds for the source.  
Finally, we deduce that subgame 1, which is the entire game, 
maximizes local welfare, which is equivalent to actual welfare.  
Hence, the Stackelberg price-quality game yields an optimal route.  
� 
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ABSTRACT

An understanding of the topological structure of the Internet is
needed for quite a number of networking tasks, e.g., making de-
cisions about peering relationships, choice of upstream providers,
inter-domain traffic engineering. One essential component of these
tasks is the ability to predict routes in the Internet. However, the In-
ternet is composed of a large number of independent autonomous
systems (ASes) resulting in complex interactions, and until now no
model of the Internet has succeeded in producing predictions of
acceptable accuracy.

We demonstrate that there are two limitations of prior models:
(i) they have all assumed that an Autonomous System (AS) is an
atomic structure — it is not, and (ii) models have tended to over-
simplify the relationships between ASes. Our approach uses multi-
ple quasi-routers to capture route diversity within the ASes, and is
deliberately agnostic regarding the types of relationships between
ASes. The resulting model ensures that its routing is consistent
with the observed routes. Exploiting a large number of observation
points, we show that our model provides accurate predictions for
unobserved routes, a first step towards developing structural mod-
els of the Internet that enable real applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Computer-Com-

munication Networks]: Network Protocols—Routing Protocols;
C.2.5 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and Wide-
Area Networks—Internet (e.g., TCP/IP)

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement
Keywords: BGP, inter-domain routing, route diversity, routing
policies

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is composed of a large number of independently

administered Autonomous Systems (ASes) coupled by the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) into a single globe spanning entity. The
structure of this interconnected system has been of some interest for
a variety of reasons; most commonly, because its topology plays
a significant role in determining the performance of the Internet,
though pure scientific interest has played a substantial role in these
investigations. Now, we propose that more direct use be made of
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this information to predict the behavior of the Internet under spe-
cific conditions.

In the past, high-level features of the inter-domain topology have
been used to make generic inferences about its behavior, e.g., power-
law distributions [1] have been used to imply important “central-
ized” nodes (see [2] for a discussion of this issue). These types
of generic inference are useful in terms of scientific understand-
ing of the Internet as it evolves, but do not allow one to answer
specific questions about the current Internet. We seek to be able
to answer specific what-if questions, e.g., what if a certain peering
link was removed, or what-if we change policies thus? In principle,
knowledge of the Internet’s inter-domain topology can be used to
answer such questions, and the capability would provide great util-
ity for providers. This is particularly true given that the focus for
large providers has moved from simply providing connectivity, to
maintaining contractual or business relationships that may require
resilience despite changing traffic demands or link failures, in addi-
tion to supporting customers who demand more control over their
traffic flows [3, 4].

Despite the requirements, current practice is quite limited. Of-
ten, the only available approach is “tweak and pray” [5, 6]; that is,
providers make changes with limited ability to predict the results,
and then observe to see if the desired effect occurred. We propose
to build an AS-routing model which enables us to predict unob-
served Internet paths with good accuracy.

It is known [7], that for the extracted model to be useful in pre-
diction, it must be substantially better than those tested so far. Un-
til now, models of the network structure have been predominantly
inter-domain level models that do not worry about the details of
the ASes [7–9]. However, ASes are not simple nodes in a graph
— they are comprised of routers. The internal structure of an AS
does matter. It influences inter-domain routing, for instance via
hot-potato routing [10, 11]. Furthermore, there are multiple con-
nections between ASes, typically from different routers, and this
adds to the diversity of known routes [12]. Even where policy is
uniform across an AS, internal features of the AS may result in
different route choices for each router — this is a feature of BGP
that allows behaviors such as hot-potato routing. Such diversity
is commonly observed in public routing databases such as Route-
views [13]. An AS which is a single node must always choose a
single best path to pass to its neighbors, and therefore cannot rep-
resent this type of diversity.

In addition, inter-domain routing is controlled by diverse poli-

cies, decided locally by each AS, but acting globally across the
entire system [14]. Hence the topology of the inter-domain graph
is not, in itself, sufficient to make predictions about Internet rout-
ing. In addition, policies need to be considered. Many policy rela-
tionships may be described as “customer-provider” or “peer-peer”,
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and in these simple cases policies are enacted using simple, well-
known filtering rules [15]. Several papers have discussed inference
of these simple policy rules [16–18], but unfortunately, not all poli-
cies fit these simple rules: for instance, in some cases of multiple
links between two ASes, the policies may vary even between links.
Our approach to all of these issues is to remain agnostic about what
practices occur or do not occur in the current Internet. We make
minimal assumptions about inter-domain routing, and let the data
speak for itself.

Of course, it is impossible to infer all of the internal details of an
AS’s policies. We are not seeking to reverse engineer the Internet.
Our model does not necessarily correspond to the policies actually
used by the ASes. Rather the results are analogous to the IGP (Inte-
rior Gateway Protocol) link weights inferred by Rocketfuel [19,20],
which do not correspond to those of the real networks investigated,
but are nevertheless useful in understanding intra-domain topolo-
gies. In this paper, we introduce policies into our AS-routing model
with the goal of making predictions about the behavior of unob-
served paths.

Likewise, we do not seek to reproduce a Rocketfuel-like de-
tailed intra- and inter-domain connectivity map [20], as a signi-
ficant part of this information is not used in determining routes.
Rather, we shall build topological models incorporating intra- and
inter-domain information at the minimum level of detail needed to
explain the observed routing in the Internet. The resulting simplic-
ity allows us to derive insight into the relationship between routing
policies, path diversity, and the actual choice of the paths propa-
gated across the Internet without having to model the complexity
of the routing inside an AS [21]. It gives us the ability to determine
precisely where internal details matter, and how much.

Our approach is based on the idea of building a topology and
policy model that is consistent with the observed routing in the In-
ternet. To this end we exploit BGP observations from more than
thirteen hundred observations points (including Routeviews [13],
RIPE [22], and a number of other sources). We separate these
into two datasets: a training dataset, and a validation dataset. The
training set is used to build a topology and policies consistent with
observed routing. We do so using a set of simulation-based itera-
tive refinement heuristics (described in Section 4) that introduce a
minimal set of topology and policy changes required to match ob-
served routing. We accommodate path diversity by creating multi-
ple quasi-routers within each AS. A quasi-router represents a group
of routers all making the same choice about best route, and so
the “quasi-router topology” does not represent the physical router
topology of a network, but rather the logical partitioning of its pol-
icy rules. Importantly, we try to minimize the assumptions we make
about “likely” policies, e.g., we do not assume that relationships
fall into neat categories. We find that we can build an AS-routing
model that matches the training set exactly. However, remember
this is not the real topology, and the fact that it can match the train-
ing set exactly is not sufficient to show that the results are of practi-
cal use. We test the usefulness of the model by making a set of pre-
dictions about routes, and validating them with the data excluded
from training. We find that we can match the predictions down
to the final BGP tie break in more than 80% of the test cases, see
Section 5.

This paper is not (principally) concerned with modeling Internet
routing dynamics. The dynamics are clearly important, but consid-
erable effort has already gone into such modeling e.g., [14,23–27].
In our first prototype for predicting Internet behavior we model the
equilibrium behavior of this system, for the (vastly) predominant
case that a stable routing solution exists. It is these equilibrium be-
haviors that are of most interest for the questions posed earlier. At-

Figure 1: Operation of a BGP router.

tempting to model, and incorporate dynamic information into our
predictions is a worthwhile goal (for example see [28]), but beyond
the scope of this paper.

To summarize our contributions: We present a methodology for
deriving an AS-routing model that can reproduce all observed AS-
paths, and predict unobserved routes with reasonable accuracy. Fur-
thermore we show the importance of considering more than one
router per AS and accommodate a wide range of policies. Another
major distinction of our work is that we use simulations to refine
our model based on a large set of BGP data from diverse vantage
points but evaluate the results using a separate set of BGP vantage
points.

2. REVIEW OF INTER-DOMAIN ROUTING
BGP routers exchange routing information over BGP sessions.

External BGP (eBGP) sessions are established over inter-domain
links, i.e., links between two different ASes (BGP peers), while
internal BGP (iBGP) sessions are established between the routers
within an AS. Through its BGP sessions, each router receives and
propagates BGP routes for destination prefixes. A BGP router pro-
cesses and generates route advertisements as shown in Figure 1.
Administrators specify input filters per BGP peer, which are used to
discard unacceptable incoming BGP advertisements. Once a route
advertisement is accepted by the input filter, it is placed together
with the routes originated at this router in the incoming Routing
Information Base (RIB-In) for the peer, possibly after some of the
route attributes have been modified according to the local routing
policies. Next, the BGP decision process is used to select the best

route for each prefix from among the available routes. This route
is then placed into the BGP routing table, which we will also re-
fer to as the RIB-Out. Finally, administrators may specify output
filters for each peer, which are used to decide which best routes to
propagate to a BGP neighbor.

The BGP decision process consists of a sequence of elimination
steps. Its final goal is to select a single best route for any given pre-
fix. For this purpose the BGP decision process considers several
of the BGP routes attributes. One of the first attributes is local-

preference (in short, local-pref ). As local-pref is a non-transitive
attribute, it can be used to locally rank routes. The next BGP at-
tribute examined by the BGP decision process is the AS-path. An
AS-path contains the sequence of ASes that a route crossed to reach
the current AS. Routes with shorter AS-paths are preferred. Next
in the evaluation process is the multi-exit-discriminator (in short,
med). This attribute is used to rank routes received from the same
neighbor AS, but it can also be used across neighbors. Then the de-
cision process ranks routes according to the IGP cost of the intra-
domain path towards the next-hop, preferring routes with smaller
IGP cost. This rule implements hot-potato routing [29]. Finally, if
there is still more than a single route left, the router breaks ties, for
example by selecting the route to the neighbor which has the lowest
router-id (typically one of its IP addresses).
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Given a set of filters and policies, it is possible to simulate the
propagation of BGP routes using simulators such as C-BGP [30].
C-BGP’s model for the inter-domain routing protocol relies on the
computation of the paths that routers know once the BGP routing
has converged [23]. For this purpose, it models the propagation
of BGP messages and reproduces the selection performed by each
router [31].

3. DOMAINS AS SIMPLE NODES
In this section, we use measured routing data to illustrate the

need to go beyond treating ASes as simple nodes in a graph. We
first analyze the degree of route diversity present in the current In-
ternet and then examine the limitations of single-node AS models
for predicting path choices throughout the Internet accurately. The
data shows that one must have a way to capture some internal de-
tails of routing at least for a subset of ASes.

3.1 BGP data set
There are many different techniques for collecting BGP feeds

from an AS. One of the most common technique is to rely on a
dedicated workstation running a software router that peers with a
BGP router inside the AS. We refer to each peering session from
which we can gather BGP data as an observation point, and the AS
to which we peer as the observation AS.

We use BGP data from more than 1,300 BGP observation points
including those provided by RIPE NCC [22], Routeviews [13],
GEANT [32], and Abilene [33]. The observation points are con-
nected to more than 700 ASes, and in 30% of these ASes we have
feeds from multiple different locations. As we are currently not
yet interested in the dynamics of BGP we use a static view of the
routes at a particular point in time. The table dumps provided by
the route monitors are each taken at slightly different times. We use
the information provided in these dumps regarding when a route
was learned to extract those routes that were valid table entries on
Sun, Nov., 13, 2005, at 7:30am UTC, and that were stable in the
sense that they have not changed for at least one hour. In the future
we are planning to also incorporate the AS-path information from
BGP updates. Our dataset contains routes with 4,730,222 differ-
ent AS-paths1 between 3,271,351 different AS-pairs. We derive an
AS-level topology from the AS-paths. If two ASes are next to each
other on a path we assume that they have an agreement to exchange
data and are therefore neighbors in the AS-topology graph. We are
able to identify 58,903 such edges. We identify level-1 providers
by starting with a small list of providers that are known to be tier-1.
An AS is added to the list of level-1 providers if the resulting AS-
subgraph between level-1 providers is complete, that is, we derive
the AS-subgraph to be the largest clique of ASes including our seed
ASes. This means that the AS-graph contains edges for all level-
1 AS-pairs. This results in the following 10 ASes being referred
to as level-1 providers (174, 209, 701, 1239, 2914, 3356, 3549,
3561, 5511, 7018). Note, this list is not complete. However, all
found ASes are well-known tier-1 provider. There are 7,994 ASes
that are neighbors of a level-1 provider in the BGP graph. We
refer to these as level-2. All other 13,174 ASes are grouped
together into the class other. Of the 21,178 ASes 3,486 provide
transit for some prefixes in the sense that they appear at least once
in the middle of an AS-path. Among those ASes that do not pro-
vide transit, called stub-ASes, we distinguish between those that
are observed to have a single upstream provider (are single-homed)
and those that have multiple providers (are multi-homed). We find

1We removed AS-path prepending to prevent distraction from the
task of route propagation.
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Figure 2: Histogram of # of distinct AS-paths.

that there are 6,611 single-homed and 11,077 multi-homed ASes.
Single-homed ASes that do not provide transit only add limited in-
formation about the AS-topology as long as any path information
gathered from prefixes originated at such stub-ASes is transfered
to a prefix originated at its AS neighbor. Removing single-homed
stub-ASes and AS-paths with loops from the AS-topology results
in a graph with 14,563 nodes and 52,288 edges. Note, our data
does not cover the complete AS topology [34] since not all AS re-
lationships are observable in our data. There are relatively more
observation points in the level-1 and level-2 ASes than in the other
ASes. Therefore it is likely that AS-relationships involving level-2
providers are missing. Yet, their impact with regards to routing can
be expected to be less significant.

3.2 Route diversity in the Internet
To investigate the significance of route diversity in the Internet

we examine how many different routes can be seen for each origi-
nating and observation AS pair (over all prefixes advertised by the
origin). Figure 2 plots a histogram of the number of distinct AS-
paths using a logarithmic y-axis. Note, that for more than 30% of
the AS-pairs we see more than one AS-path. Indeed, there are more
than 5,000 pairs with more than 10 different paths.

Each AS may originate multiple prefixes and an AS-path may be
used by many prefixes. Indeed, we find that there are very popu-
lar AS-paths used by more than 1,000 different prefixes while the
number of AS-paths that are only used by a single prefix is less
than 50%. When plotting the histogram of how many prefixes are
propagated along an AS-path on a log-log plot, one can see a linear
relationship (plot not shown). In terms of route diversity, we ob-
serve that most prefixes are only propagated through a single AS-
path. Yet, there are quite a number of prefixes whose propagation
samples the full path diversity between two ASes.

Obviously, one router per AS is not sufficient to capture the full
diversity imposed by intra-domain routing. A single router can only
propagate the route it chooses as best. With multiple routers each
router within the AS can select its own best route and propagate it.

To motivate the need for modeling ASes with several routers,
let us consider a concrete example from our data for the prefix
202.94.48.0/20 at AS 5511 shown on Figure 3.

AS 24249, which originates this prefix, is multi-homed to two
ASes: AS 4694 and AS 4716. From these two providers the route is
propagated to five level-1 providers: AS 2914, AS 3356, AS 3549,
AS 3561, and AS 7911. Since AS 3356 propagates multiple AS-
paths to AS 3356 it needs to be modeled by at least two different
routers. Which route is propagated can depend on the specific setup
within the AS. Yet, path diversity within the ASes is only partially
responsible for the route diversity. Another reason is the large in-
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Figure 3: Example of path diversity.

Percentile 25 50 75 90 95 98 99 100

max # of
unique AS-path 1 2 4 5 7 10 10 23

Table 1: Maximum route diversity received for all ASes.

terconnectivity in the core of the Internet; in this case 5 out of 8
AS-paths. Still AS 3356 needs eight routers to propagate all paths
further downstream.

To judge how much of the path diversity is due to multiple routes
per ASes rather than multiple routes from different ASes we deter-
mine the distribution of the maximum number of distinct unique
paths each AS receives towards any destination prefix. This value
is a lower bound on how many routers are needed inside an AS to
propagate all these paths to downstream ASes. Table 1 shows the
larger quantiles of this distribution. We observe that more than 50%
of the ASes receive two unique AS-paths for at least one destina-
tion prefix, 10% more than 5, and 2% more than 10, respectively.
This highlights the importance of not loosing such path diversity.

3.3 Route diversity in single router models
In the past, large-scale models of routing in the Internet fre-

quently assume that each AS consists of a single router, e.g., [7].
To judge how appropriate this is for answering practical questions
we now examine how accurately it can predict AS-path choices
throughout the Internet.

We use the BGP simulator C-BGP [30] to compute AS-level
paths on the AS-level graph after eliminating the stub-ASes. We
originate one prefix per AS, resulting in 14,563 prefixes. Origi-
nating multiple prefixes per AS does not provide more information
since at this point we do not consider per-prefix specific policies.
To evaluate the quality of the model we compare the predicted and
observed AS-paths. Table 2 summarizes the results. Not surpris-
ingly we have agreement for only 23.5% of the AS-paths. The
main problem is again that for slightly less than 50% of the pre-
fix/observation point combinations the observing AS does not even
learn the “correct” AS-path. For the remaining 50.6% only 4.7%
of the incorrect decisions occur due to the shortest-path step of the
BGP-decision process (Figure 1). If a router learns the “correct”
route it seems to be able to choose the “correct” one in roughly
50% of the cases.

Today’s Internet does not use shortest-AS-path routing as we
assumed above. Most BGP peerings come with routing policies
of which the most common ones can be classified as customer-
provider and/or peering relationships. Relying on the BGP data
we use a simple heuristic for inferring customer-provider relation-

Shortest Customer/
Path Peering

Criteria Policies

AS-Paths which agree 23.5% 12.5%
AS-Paths which disagree 76.4% 87.5%

due to
AS-path not available 49.4% 54.5%
shorter AS-path exist 4.7% 5.7%
lowest neighbor ID 22.2% 27.3%

Table 2: Agreement between predicted and observed AS-paths

(single router per AS).

ship utilizing the valley-free assumption [15, 16, 18]. We start by
declaring all links between the level-1 ASes as peering and then it-
eratively infer customer-provider relationships. We verify our clas-
sification by using data from several ASes whose peering policy
we have access to. This results in 34,087 customer-provider peers,
7,290 peering relationships, and 640 siblings. All other edges can-
not be classified. We then realized appropriate policies based on
the local-pref BGP attribute and route filters2 in the simulator and
rerun the simulations. The results are fairly discouraging with only
12.5% agreement on the AS-paths. The main problem is that for a
lot of the prefix/observation point combinations the observing AS
does not learn the “correct” path. Overall, this indicates a low accu-
racy for AS-path prediction, if an AS-routing model is solely based
on AS-relationship inference.

Unfortunately, an agreement of less than 1/4 for the selected best
AS-paths and just above 1/2 for the available AS-path, while not
too bad, is not sufficient to answer, e.g., what-if questions such as
how the routing in the Internet would change if a peering is added
or de-peering of some provider occurs. Accordingly, we in this
paper tackle the task of deriving more accurate models. In order to
account for route diversity and to predict unobserved Internet paths,
we allow for routing policies as well as for multiple routers inside
ASes.

4. METHODOLOGY
The goal of this section is to propose a methodology for build-

ing an AS-routing topology model that captures the outcome of
the routing policies and the internal structure of all ASes from ob-
served BGP data in order to answer practical questions about rout-
ing. The example question we use to highlight the capabilities of
our model concerns predicting Internet path choices for previously
unobserved AS-paths.

We consciously choose an approach which allows for multiple
routers, so called quasi-routers, within an AS, and that is agnostic
about inferred relationships such as customer-provider and/or peer-
ing relationships. After all, the real world knows many variants of
such relationships [35]. We take the approach of modeling what
we actually observe. In this manner we can avoid many potential
pitfalls that arise from incomplete assumptions or trying to press
BGP into some fixed schema.

In the following we first introduce the components of our AS-
routing model and then show how one can evaluate its predictive
capabilities. Next, we introduce our principle approach and then
give an example of how to use it for deriving an AS-routing model
from gathered BGP data. Finally, we discuss how to use the model
for predicting previously unconsidered AS-paths, and how to im-
prove it for previously unconsidered prefixes.

2We treat siblings in the same manner as peerings relationships
and set the same local-preference for unknown AS edges as for
peerings.
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4.1 Components of the AS-routing model
The AS-routing model should be capable of predicting AS-level

paths, as used in the Internet, and so it needs to have a notion of
inter-domain connectivity. Since it should capture the impact of
intra-domain routing it needs to account for the diversity and con-
nectivity within each AS. Furthermore, as BGP is used to imple-
ment policies, we must accommodate this in our model.

Based on these criteria and the fact that we do not yet consider
BGP dynamics, we propose to use a class of topology models that
can also be used as input to the C-BGP simulator [21, 30]. C-BGP
is designed for studying the propagation of routing information
along a topology model that consists of multiple ASes. It allows
multiple routers within an AS, the setup of BGP sessions between
any pair of routers, and supports iBGP as well as eBGP. To prop-
agate routing information, C-BGP models the propagation of BGP
messages and executes the BGP decision process based on routing
policies. Hence, C-BGP’s routing model addresses all our require-
ments. Since C-BGP only computes the steady-state choice of the
BGP routers after the exchange of the BGP messages has converged
and not the whole state machine of the BGP routing protocol, it is
thus possible to perform large-scale simulations for single prefixes
on topologies with more than 16,500 routers split among 14,500
ASes in 2 – 45 minutes with 200 MB – 2 GB memory consump-
tion depending on the complexity of the routing policies. C-BGP’s
capability of simulating large-scale propagation of BGP routes not
only allows us to test how accurately the model can answer our ex-
ample question, it also enables us to refine an AS-routing model
incrementally.

While deriving the model we make the simplification that we
only originate one prefix per AS. This allows us to address ques-
tions regarding path diversity while keeping the model manageable.
For similar reasons we again exclude stub-ASes but keep their AS-
path to ensure that we do not loose any path information.

We capture the inter-domain connectivity via an AS-topology
graph as extracted from the BGP data. In order to represent the
intra-domain routing diversity we allow each AS to consist of mul-
tiple quasi-routers. A quasi-router represents a group of routers
within an AS all making the same choice about best route, and so
the “quasi-router topology” does not represent the physical router
topology of a network, but rather the logical partitioning of its pol-
icy rules. Each edge (AS 1, AS 2) of the AS-topology is realized
by establishing a BGP session between one or more quasi-routers
from AS 1 to one or more quasi-routers from AS 2. Propagation
of routes can be restricted by applying route filters and/or by intro-
ducing other routing policies.

4.2 Evaluating prediction
C-BGP enables us to predict, using an AS-routing model as in-

put, the AS-path along which the routing information for any pre-
fix, originated at any node, is propagated to any other node.

For a fair evaluation we need one dataset to derive the AS-routing
model, called training, and another separate one, called va-

lidation, to evaluate the quality of the AS-routing model. We
divide the available BGP data randomly into two subsets by as-
signing observation points to either subset. This places all paths,
observed at an observation point, into one of the two subsets. The
training set is then used to derive the AS-routing model while
the validation set is used for evaluation purposes.

An alternative way of slicing the data is to split the set of AS-
paths according to the originating ASes into two subsets. One can
then compare how well an AS-routing model derived from a subset
of the prefixes predicts the AS-paths for another set of prefixes.
Furthermore, one can combine both approaches and partition the
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Figure 4: Metrics - Example.

obtained training or/and validation subsets according to
the originating AS.

The evaluation proceeds by executing a C-BGP simulation for
each prefix and then comparing the predicted AS-path according
to the AS-routing model with the actual observed AS-path in the
Internet. In this manner we can evaluate the predictive capabilities
of the model. Since routing decisions are determined independently
for each prefix we run a separate simulation for each prefix.

After the simulation runs one has access to the routing informa-
tion base (RIB) of all quasi-routers. Therefore, we can now com-
pare for each AS the AS-path that is recorded in the BGP data to
the AS-paths chosen in the simulation. Some mismatches have to
be expected. We measure the degree of mismatch by determining if
a route with the AS-path is received by a quasi-router within an AS
(RIB-In), if it is selected by a quasi-router (RIB-Out), or if it could
have been selected but was not due to an “unlucky” decision in
the last step of the BGP decision process, the tie-breaker (potential
RIB-Out). More precisely we use the following metrics:

RIB-In match: The observed route at an observation point is con-
tained in the simulated RIB-In for at least one quasi-router
in the observed AS. Note, this does not say that the simu-
lated and observed RIB-Ins are the same. as the observation
point only sees the best routes advertised by the monitored
AS. The metric provides an upper bound on the prediction
accuracy — we can only expect a RIB-Out match if we have
a RIB-In match. A RIB-In match is a necessary but not suf-
ficient condition for a RIB-Out match.

Potential RIB-Out match: A RIB-In match where in the process
of choosing a best route the observed route is eliminated in
the last tie-breaking step of the BGP decision process in the
simulation (“Lowest Neighbor IP address”).

RIB-Out match: At least one quasi-router in the AS has selected
the route with the observed AS-path as its best route and
propagates it to its neighbors.

Furthermore we count for how many prefixes we find RIB-Out
matches for at least 50%, 90%, or 100% of their respective unique
AS-paths.

To visualize the various possibilities Figure 4 shows a toy ex-
ample with 8 ASes, three observation points (at AS 1, AS 2, and
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AS 3) and one prefix p originated at AS 6. The dashed arrows3

indicate the traffic flows along the observed AS-paths while the
dotted arrows indicate the paths chosen by the simulation. Con-
sider first AS 1 — its RIB-In contains the learned routes 1-7-6,
and 1-4-5-6 to reach AS 6. The path 1-7-6 is chosen instead of
1-4-5-6, which has been observed in BGP data. This represents
a RIB-In match, but no RIB-Out match. Since the observed AS-
path is longer than the simulated path, the used policies are clearly
wrong. Next, consider AS 2. Once again, we see that there is a
RIB-In match (neighbor AS 8 propagates the “correct” suffix path
to AS 2). But there is no RIB-Out match. In this case, the best
path is chosen “wrongly” in the final BGP tie-break. We call this
a potential RIB-Out match, because the choice is made based on
the tie-breaker. This mismatch is due to an unlucky decision in the
simulation, rather than using incorrect policies. In real routing IGP
weights, etc., are also used to break these ties. Finally, AS 3 has
a RIB-Out match: simulation and observation agree for router 2 of
AS 3.

4.3 Deriving an AS-routing model
In this section, we introduce the details of our iterative approach

for constructing an AS-routing model based on a training set
of BGP data from multiple vantage points in the Internet.

We start from the simplest AS-model possible. It consists of
one quasi-router per AS and contains one edge between any two
connected ASes of the AS-level graph. Accordingly, this model
only includes information that is easy to derive from the input data
set. Then we determine for the training set, where the AS-
paths predicted by the current AS-routing model differ from those
observed in the Internet (those in the training set). This can be
due to two reasons: First, the model prefers the shortest AS-path
in the absence of more complex policies. Second, the quasi-routers
inside an AS do not suffice to capture the required route diversity.

To reduce the discrepancies between the observed AS-paths and
those predicted by the model, we alter the model iteratively by ei-
ther adding routing policies or quasi-routers. Adding quasi-routers
enables us to propagate more than one best route to the next AS, a
necessity as the data analysis shows (see Section 3.2).4 By adding
policy rules we ensure that the appropriate AS-path is selected and
can be propagated, even though it may not be the shortest one.

We do not aim at inferring the actual policies used by the ASes.
Rather, it is our goal to derive an AS-routing model where the
simulated AS-paths correspond to the observed AS-paths for the
training set. By doing so we hope to, and indeed do, improve
the predictive capabilities of the AS-routing model over the models
discussed in Section 3.3. We are in this way capable of removing
the limitations of the “one router per AS” model of the Internet.

In effect each iteration of the heuristic, see Figure 6, consists
of comparing the AS-paths predicted by the model to those in the
training data. Based on the results, changes to the model (new
quasi-routers or changes to the policies) are determined and the
path propagation is re-simulated for all prefixes that are effected
by the changes. This cycle is repeated until the desired level of
agreement for the training set is achieved. In the following, we
present more details about the initial model and how the iterative
refinement proceeds.

4.4 Example: refining an AS-routing model
Since any simple AS-routing model with just one quasi-router

per AS is unlikely to match reality, we now illustrate with an ex-

3In all figures routes are directed according to the flow of traffic.
4Keep in mind that a quasi-router does not have to correspond to
an actual router. It is just an entity responsible for routes.

ample how to use routing policies and topology diversification to
improve the model. Suppose there are five ASes, interconnected as
shown in Figure 5 (a), with two prefixes p1 originated at AS 3 and
p2 at AS 4, and one observation point at AS 1 which observes a
route with AS-path 1-4-3 for p1 and routes with paths 1-4 and
1-5-4 for p2. These AS-paths are visualized via dashed lines.
The AS-paths currently chosen after a simulation run are paths
1-2-3 for p1 and 1-4 for p2 (dotted lines).

Starting with prefix p1, the heuristic detects that in the simula-
tions the path 1-2-3 is chosen instead of the path 1-4-3 at AS 1.
This mismatch is due to the fact that in our setup the quasi-router
of AS 2 has a lower IP address than the quasi-router at AS 4. To
correct this “wrong” tie-break decision, our heuristic sets up a pol-
icy at the quasi-router in AS 1 to prefer routes learned from AS 4
for prefix p1. We re-simulate, and now the path 1-4-3 is selected
instead of the path 1-2-3 (see Figure 5(b)).

Next, consider the two AS-paths observed for prefix p2 at AS 1.
A route with the shorter AS-path 1-4 is already selected by the
quasi-router in AS 1; therefore no changes are required. Yet, in
order to account for the AS-path 1-5-4, a second quasi-router in-
side AS 1 is needed. Therefore, a new quasi-router b is created
as an identical copy of the existing quasi-router a with the same
neighbors as quasi-router a (see Figure 5(c)). Thus, quasi-router
b will have a RIB-In match for a route with AS-path 1-5-4, but
does not select it as best route (the AS-path 1-4 is shorter). In or-
der to correct this at router b of AS 1, two policy rules are used. A
filter at AS 4 prevents routes for prefix p2 from being propagated
to quasi-router b of AS 1 and a ranking policy is set to prefer routes
for p2 announced by AS 4. This ensures that quasi-router b of AS 1
can select the route with AS-path 1-5-4 as its best route.

4.5 Initial model
To derive the initial model we use all available BGP feeds, trai-

ning as well as validation, to derive an AS-graph from the
AS-path information. Such an AS graph is likely to be incomplete,
as it is probable that there are other peerings that are not used by
any of the AS-paths recorded at our vantage points. It is possible to
further improve the coverage of the AS-graph by adding additional
observation points or information from the routing policy database
or traceroute data. Yet, as these additional data sources come with
some uncertainties [36], we only focus on data from our observa-
tion points.

Initially, all ASes consist of a single quasi-router, and peerings
are established according to the edges of the AS graph. Next, we
assign IP address to each quasi-router. This choice is important as
the IP address is used as the final tie-breaker in the BGP decision
process. (In case of a tie a quasi-router prefers the AS-paths an-
nounced by the quasi-router with the lower IP address.) Therefore,
this choice can directly influence the quality of the prediction pro-
cess. We choose to use IP addresses such that the high order 16 bits
are set to the AS number and the low order bits are a unique ID for
each quasi-router within the AS.

4.6 Iterative refinement
The goal of the iterative refinement process, see Figure 6, is to

modify the AS-routing model until one achieves the desired level
of agreement between the predicted AS-paths and the observed
AS-paths. Accordingly, we now introduce our refinement heuris-

tic which, by adding quasi-routers and BGP policy rules, reduces
the discrepancies between the simulated and observed AS-paths for
a set of prefixes.

We have two main reasons for using an iterative process in-
stead of trying to correct the discrepancies in a single step. First,
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Figure 5: Heuristic example: applying changes at AS 1 for prefixes p1, p2.

ITERATIVE REFINEMENT
run simulations for prefixes p (initial model)
repeat until RIB-out match for all observed AS-paths

apply heuristic, compute changes
restart simulations

HEURISTIC (1 ITERATION)
foreach prefix p

foreach AS a

O = (suffixes of) AS-paths for p observed at AS a

foreach o ∈ O

if RIB-Out match
no change
mark the quasi-router as used

else if RIB-In match
duplicate a quasi-router if necessary
add policies: filtering, ranking (MED)
mark the quasi-router as used

else skip

Figure 6: Model refinement – methodology.

route propagation itself is an iterative process. For the AS-path of
1-2-3-4 from the origin (AS 4) to be observable at the obser-
vation point (AS 1), AS 3 first has to select an appropriate route
and propagate it to AS 2. Then AS 2 has to select this route as its
best one and propagate it to the observation point. To reproduce
this step-by-step process in the AS-routing model we move from
the origin of the route towards the observation points and change
the policies or the topology at the AS where the path chosen in the
model differs from the one observed in the training set. The
change ensures that the desired route is propagated one AS further
towards the observation point in the next iteration. This is reason-
able since this is a local decision and one does not have to determine
how the changes influence the overall route propagation beyond the
local changes. This task is delegated to C-BGP. Accordingly, our
second motivation for the iterative approach is that we do not have
to reimplement the full routing logic of C-BGP to determine the
necessary changes to the AS-routing model. Note that it is not nec-
essary to proceed AS-hop by AS-hop. Rather in each iteration one
determines the AS which is closest to the originating AS with a dis-
crepancy between the observed AS-path and the selected best route
and fixes this discrepancy at this AS.

In the following we first introduce our principle approach; then
explain how the policies are adjusted; and finally how they may
have to be corrected.

Refinement heuristic – principle approach:

The heuristic proceeds prefix-wise starting with the results of all
C-BGP simulations runs for all prefixes of the respective trai-
ning set based on the initial or previous AS-routing model. For
each prefix p with AS-path P of the training set and each AS
a on the path it checks the following conditions and if necessary
takes appropriate actions:

RIB-Out match:

Condition: The observed path up to this AS (the suffix up to
a) is selected as best route by at least one quasi-router
inside the AS.

Action: We choose among this set of quasi-routers the one
with the lowest quasi-router ID and mark/reserve this
quasi-router as being responsible for this AS-path and
not available for matching another observed AS-path
for the same prefix.

RIB-In match but no RIB-Out match:

Condition: There is at least one quasi-router which learns
the observed AS-path up to this AS. But none of the
quasi-routers has selected it as best route and none of
these quasi-routers are already reserved for other routes
for this prefix.

Action: We choose among this set of quasi-routers the one
with the lowest router ID and mark/reserve it as being
responsible for this AS-path. Then we adjust this pre-
fix’ BGP policy at this quasi-router by either adding
filters or setting MED values as described below.

Condition: Same as above but all quasi-routers are already
reserved for other routes for this prefix.

Action: In this case we choose to “duplicate” one quasi-
router with a RIB-In match. The new quasi-router has
the same neighbors and policies as the copied one to
ensure that it also has a RIB-In match for the prefix p.
Then the BGP policy for this prefix is adjusted as in the
previous case.
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No RIB-In match:

Condition: No quasi-router at the current AS has learned a
route with the observed AS-path.

Action: No action as a route with an appropriate AS-path
first has to be propagated to this AS.

Refinement heuristic – policy adjustment:

Two ideas are central to our refinement process: First, new quasi-
routers are added to account for path diversity. Yet, contrary to the
routers in the Internet we do not establish iBGP sessions between
the quasi-routers within an AS. Experiments with such an approach
have shown that it is extremely difficult to control route selection,
in particular to install different routes at neighboring iBGP routers.
Therefore, we choose to use quasi-routers instead of routers. Each
new quasi-router receives the appropriate routes by duplicating the
BGP sessions to the neighboring ASes but remains isolated from
other quasi-routers inside the AS. In effect we short-circuit the
intra-AS route propagation process. As a result each AS can con-
sist of multiple separate quasi-routers which do not exchange their
reachability information.

Second, we use policy rules on a per-prefix basis to filter and
rank routes at each selected quasi-router such that the route with
the desired AS-path can be selected as the best route. Suppose
that a quasi-router learns a route with the correct (suffix) path for a
certain prefix, yet it does not select it as its best route (RIB-In match
but no RIB-Out match). This can happen at any one of the steps
in the BGP decision process, see Figure 1. At the same time this
multi-step decision process provides us with many different ways in
which we can change the decision: by either adding a policy at the
current quasi-router or through a filter at the announcing neighbor
which ensures that a route is no longer available at the current qua-
si-router. At this point our goal is not to infer the specific routing
policy used by the AS. Rather we want to account for all possible
weird routing policies.

The first step in the decision process is based on the BGP at-
tribute local-pref. It has been shown in [37] that the preference of
routes with longer AS-paths over those with shorter ones can lead
to divergence. Attempts to use local-pref for building our rout-
ing model resulted in divergence problems which are very hard to
debug. Therefore, we choose to not rely on this attribute. Rather
we use BGP filters to ensure that routes with shorter AS-paths than
the route we are looking for are not propagated to the current quasi-
router. This is achieved by setting a filter policy for this prefix at the
announcing neighbor. To avoid further reduction of route diversity
we do not filter those routes that have the same AS-path length as
the one we are looking for. Instead, we take advantage of the next
step in the BGP decision process that relies on the MED attribute.
If two routes have the same local-pref and the same AS-path length
the one with the lower MED value is selected. We assign a lower
MED value to routes announced by the AS from which the ob-
served AS-path is learned. We require that MED values are always
compared during the BGP decision process, even for routes learned
from different neighbor ASes. Since quasi-routers inside an AS are
not connected in our model, no iBGP divergence can arise [38].
Simply changing the ID of the router does not work as this would
affect all routes.

It should be noted that our choice of BGP policies - filtering and
MED values - is arbitrary and in general does not correspond to the
policies actually used in the Internet. Infering the actual policies
will be addressed in future work. In the Internet, local-pref is often
used to implement business relationships and for traffic engineer-
ing. Yet, prioritizing AS-paths via MED is also not uncommon, as

AS 4

AS 7

AS 6

po

AS 2 AS 3

AS 1

AS 5

simulated paths to p

paths observed in BGP data

filter

Figure 7: Necessity of filter deletion.

MED allows the realization of cold-potato routing [39]. However,
as noted above we are not concerned about reverse engineering real
policies: rather we aim at understanding the impact of routing pol-
icy on route diversity.

Refinement heuristic – filter deletion:

If one could process all AS-paths in a single step it would be easy
to determine when an AS needs multiple quasi-routers to propagate
AS-paths of different length. Using our iterative process this is
not possible. It can happen that a filter is set while processing the
“shorter AS-path” which stops the “longer AS-path” from being
propagated. This filter has thus to be removed in a later iteration.

In Figure 7 observation point AS 1 observes two routes with
AS-paths 1-2-3-4 and 1-7-6-5-4 for prefix p, originated by
AS 4. Neither of the two AS-paths is selected as best route when
simulating the initial model. The quasi-router at AS 1 chooses a
route with AS-path 1-7-4 to reach prefix p (dotted arrow from
AS 1 to AS 4). However, the heuristic detects a RIB-In match
for 1-2-3-4 at AS 1 during the first iteration. To prevent the
shorter AS-path 1-7-4 from being propagated to AS 1, a filter at
the egress of AS 7 to AS 1 is set. Restarting the simulations results
in a RIB-Out match for AS-path 1-2-3-4.

With regards to the second AS-path 1-7-6-5-4, the quasi-
router at AS 7 does not select the correct suffix as best path until
a later iteration. However, when it does select it as best route, it
cannot propagate it to its neighbor AS 1 due to the egress filter set
during the first iteration. As a consequence, AS 1 does not learn
the observed AS-path 1-7-6-5-4. When we do not find a RIB-
Out or RIB-In match for a suffix of an observed AS-path, we check
for a RIB-Out match at all announcing neighbor ASes. Provided
that there is a RIB-Out match at this AS we remove any filter rule
that prevents the propagation of the observed AS-path towards the
observation point.

The removal of the filter in Figure 7 leads to the creation of a
new quasi-router at AS 1 for a route with AS-path 1-7-6-5-4.
After the next iteration the route with this path is selected as best
route by AS 1 and the above problem is circumvented and progress
is ensured and no cycles will occur. Perfect RIB-Out matches are
achieved after a total number of iterations that is a multiple of the
maximum AS-path length.

4.7 Using the AS-routing model for
predictions for other prefixes

At this point we can use the AS-routing model derived from a
training set as input to the C-BGP simulator and predict likely
AS-path choices for the prefixes of the training set to previ-
ously not considered observation points.
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Figure 8: Transfer of policies across prefixes.

But as the policies are determined on a per-prefix basis it is un-
clear so far how to take advantage of the AS-routing model for pre-
dicting AS-paths for prefixes that are not part of the training
set but for which we have AS-path information for some observa-
tion points. One approach is to use multiple iterations of the re-
finement heuristic with the drawback of ignoring the routing policy
information accumulated in the AS-routing model derived from the
training set.

To overcome this limitation we introduce the reuse policy heu-

ristic. The key assumption behind this heuristic is that most ASes
specify their policy rules on a per-peer basis — reflecting the eco-
nomic relationship between peering ASes — and not on a per-prefix
basis. Accordingly, independent of the success of this heuristic, we
can improve our understanding of the correlation between routes
for different prefixes, i.e., whether different prefixes are treated
equally or differently by the policies within an AS. In the following,
we explain from where and which policy rules are reused.

In order to determine from where policy rules are transferred we
again proceed prefix by prefix. For each of the new prefixes and
observation points we have an observed AS-path o. For each such
AS-path the reuse policy heuristic tries to find an AS-path a that
satisfies the following conditions:

1. The AS-path a is part of the training set, i.e., the input
to the refinement heuristic and the AS-routing model shows
a RIB-Out match for a.

2. Both AS-paths end at the same observation points, i.e., the
first ASes of both AS-paths are identical. Furthermore we
require that both AS-paths share at least the first two edges.
The underlying assumption is that the policies applied for the
“new” prefix are the same as for the “old” prefix.

3. There is no other AS-path x that satisfies the first two condi-
tions that is longer than a.

The example shown in Figure 8 illustrates this process for a sim-
ple topology that consists of five ASes. AS 1 is again our obser-
vation point. Prefix p is originated by AS 4, q1 by AS 3, and q2
by AS 5. We assume that the AS-paths for prefixes q1 (1-2-3)
and q2 (1-2-3-4-5) result in RIB-Out matches after using the
refinement heuristic to derive an AS-routing model. The goal is to
find a sensible policy for prefix p with AS-path 1-2-3-4. Since
both AS-paths (1-2-3 and 1-2-3-4-5) satisfy the first two con-
ditions, the longer path is selected. In the absence of this AS-path
the shorter one would have been chosen.

Policies, that allow the propagation of AS-path 1-2-3-4-5,
are likely to ensure the propagation of the similar path 1-2-3-4,
too. The underlying assumption is that policies in the Internet are in
general specified for complete BGP sessions (neighbor-basis) and
not on a per-prefix basis.

In the example of Figure 8, we transfer policies from the sub-
path 1-2-3-4 of 1-2-3-4-5 to the current one for p. If there
is a policy (MED, filter) for prefix q2 along 1-2-3-4, it is con-
verted into a policy rule for prefix p. In contrast to the refinement
heuristic, no new quasi-routers are added.

5. RESULTS
In this section we evaluate the refinement and reuse policy heuris-

tics by using them to derive an AS-routing model for various sets
of training data, and evaluate their effectiveness using separate
validation data.

Data:

Of the 1,300 BGP observation points, see Section 3.1, we randomly
assign 2/3 to the training set and the remainder ones to the
validation set. We sub-select the AS-path information from
1,000 ASes and their corresponding paths from both the trai-
ning and the validation sets to derive our base AS-routing
model. In order to ensure a reasonable coverage of the AS-graph
we include all level-1 ASes as well as randomly selected ASes
of the groups level-2 and other. We refer to this set of prefixes
and their AS-paths as psetA. To evaluate the effectiveness of the
reuse policy heuristic we select two other disjoint sets of prefixes
and their AS-paths in a similar manner. These sets, referred to as
psetB and psetC, again consist of 1,000 randomly chosen pre-
fixes.

Training:

The inference of the AS-routing model uses an iterative process
that incrementally refines the model with the goal of achieving an
exact match between the AS-paths predicted by the model and the
training set. Figure 9(a) shows the progress of the heuristic
with each iteration as measured in terms of RIB-In matches, po-
tential RIB-Out matches and RIB-Out matches. The length of the
longest AS-path is 10, and 11 iterations happen to suffice to achieve
our goal of perfect RIB-Out matches. Notice that the early progress
of the heuristic is excellent. Just one iteration more than doubles
the percentage of RIB-Out matches from 24.5% to 59.3%, and in-
creases the potential RIB-Out matches and RIB-In matches to more
than 70% and 85% respectively. Given that the average length of
the AS-paths is about 4.3 it is not surprising that we achieve RIB-
Out matches for all but 5% of the AS-paths after five iterations

Further inspection of the data reveals that matching the AS-paths
for some prefixes and some observation points requires more pol-
icy adjustments than for others. After the fifth iteration we start to
see a significant number, 238 out of the 1000 prefixes with RIB-
Out matches for all observation points. This number increases with
the next iterations via 481 and 683 to 969 after the eighth iteration.
This means that at this point we only have a very small percent-
age of unmatched AS-paths. Note that if we do require RIB-Out
matches for 90% of the AS-paths for each prefix, already more than
40% of the prefixes satisfy this condition after two iterations. For
the other two subsets of prefixes, psetB and psetC, even faster
improvements are observable

Validation:

Given an AS-routing model we can now evaluate its predictive ca-
pabilities for our example question for a different set of observa-
tion points. We find, based on the subset of validation for
psetA, that we improve our prediction capabilities from 25.5%
(without routing policies) to 63% for RIB-Out matches, and if we
ignore the final tie-breaking rule of the decision process, from 50%
to more than 80% (see Figure 9(b)). For RIB-In matches we see
an improvement from 55% to 93%. Let us point out that the major
improvements happen during the first six iterations.

To judge the qualitative improvement of our results vs. those re-
ported by Mao et al. [7] we point out that our results hold across
more than 300 observation points rather than 3 ASes and are sig-
nificantly better. In terms of RIB-Out matches which correspond to
exact matches we have 63% vs. their 35%, 10%, and 3%; in terms
of RIB-In matches which correspond to matches we have 93% vs.
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Figure 10: # of quasi-routers per AS (ignoring 14,305 ASes

with one quasi-router)

their 82%, 64%, and 16%. To better compare the results we focus
on the same three ASes (7018, 2152, 8121) as Mao et al. moving
them from the training to the validation set and rerunning
the refinement heuristic for 200 prefixes of psetA. We find perfect
RIB-In matches for AS 7018, almost perfect matches for AS 2152,
and 44.2% for AS 8121.

Characteristics of the inferred AS-routing model:

The main reason for the effectiveness of our refinement heuristic is
that an AS can, if necessary, consist of multiple quasi-routers. This
raises the question how many of these quasi-routers are needed.
Figure 10 shows a histogram of the number of quasi-routers per AS
for psetA (for those ASes with more than one quasi-router). For
almost all ASes (14,305) one quasi-router suffices. For 71 we need
two. Yet, there are 138 ASes that need more than 9 quasi-routers.
Note, not all of these quasi-routers are needed for all prefixes. Not
surprisingly, we find that our level-1 ASes are among the ASes with
many quasi-routers. After all, level-1 ASes offer peerings at quite
a number of peering locations, peer with and provide service to
many other ASes, and have a sizable backbone network. Most of
the others are level-2 ASes, but there are also some in the “other”
group. The average number of quasi-routers for level-1 ASes is
17.1, while for all other ASes it is 1.03.

Effectiveness of the reuse policy heuristic:

Given an AS-routing model, we can now evaluate its predictive
capabilities for our example question for a different set of pre-
fixes. We find, based on the subset of training for psetB

(psetC), that we improve our prediction capabilities by almost
a factor of two from 24.6% (23.7%) (without routing policies) to
46.6% (45.5%) for RIB-Out matches. If we ignore the final tie-
breaking rule of the decision process, the number of Potential RIB-
Out matches increases from 48.3% (46.7%) to 59.0% (58.3%).
This implies that the assumption that policies are well captured by
the AS-routing model and that the reuse policy heuristic can take
advantage of this capability. In addition it shows that some of the
policies are applicable on a per-peer basis. Yet, as we do not get
perfect matches one should restrain from over-generalizations.

The reuse policy heuristic gives an AS-routing model for psetB
and psetC which utilizes the results of psetA. If one wants to
derive an AS-routing model for psetB/psetC one can either start
from the psetA AS-routing model or start from scratch using the
refinement heuristic. With regards to potential RIB-Out matches
we have for psetB after the reuse policy heuristic 46.6% vs. 24.6%
for the initial model, after the first iteration 65.8% vs. 55.3%, and
after the second iteration 83.2% vs. 81.0%. We note that the ad-
ditional information from psetA helps both in terms of progress
during the early iterations as well as with regards to the predictive
capabilities after the initial iterations. Yet, of course the AS-routing
model that utilizes the reuse policy heuristic, is based on a much
larger knowledge base that has needed significant computation time
to derive.

Revisiting the effectiveness of the refinement heuristic:

Even though the heuristics are very effective in terms of predicting
AS-paths we also need to investigate how and why they may fail.
First we point out that it is quite possible for an AS-path to be
contained both in the training as well as the validation set.
This can occur since we have multiple observation points in some
ASes. We happen to have at least one observation point in both sets
for 168 ASes. As a result we find that 22.2% of all AS-paths for
psetA are in both. For the subset of these AS-paths in the vali-
dation set we have RIB-Out matches by design, in this case for
49% of the paths in the validation set of psetA.

If the AS-path is not contained in both the training and the
validation sets then, even though we hope to have configured
the appropriate policies, the heuristics may have failed to propagate
the route along the observed AS-path. A route may not be propa-
gated in the AS-routing model either due to another policy decision
or due to a missing policy. Given that we do not have training data
from all ASes we have to predict policy choices to some degree,
especially if the data used to derive the AS-routing model (trai-
ning set) does not include an AS-path for all AS-edges. We refer
to such AS-edges as uncovered.
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# paths RIB-In Pot. RIB-Out Not
Path class RIB-Out found
# uncovered
0 AS-edge 9,486 90.0% 59.1% 43.3% 10.0%
1 AS-edge 43,823 86.3% 74.2% 25.9% 13.7%
2 AS-edges 5,624 34.2% 26.3% 6.6% 65.8%
3 AS-edges 45 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Table 3: Effectiveness of refinement heuristic by uncovered AS-

edges.

Table 3 shows the effectiveness of the refinement heuristic by un-
covered edges, considering only AS paths contained in the vali-
dation set but not in the training set of psetA. We find that
the majority of these AS-paths contain at most one uncovered AS-
edge. No AS-path includes more than three uncovered AS-edges.
Of these uncovered AS-edges almost all, 93.4% to be precise, occur
next to the observation point.

As the number of uncovered edges on an AS-path increases,
the likelihood of achieving a RIB-In match for these paths de-
creases. For AS-paths with 0 uncovered edges we have 90.0%
RIB-In matches. For paths with 1 uncovered edge we get 86.3%
RIB-In matches which further decreases to 34.2% and 0% for 2
and 3 uncovered AS-edges, respectively. Similar observations hold
for potential RIB-Out and RIB-Out matches. As shown in Table 3,
the percentages of RIB-In matches do not decrease as fast as the
ones for RIB-Out matches when there are uncovered AS-edges on
the path. This is not surprising as RIB-In matches are not as sen-
sible to the specific policy choices. These results agree with the
intuition behind Mao’s et al. [7] approach. If one can determine
the first hop then the uncertainty about the remaining AS-path is
reduced.

In order to predict how good our results can be for arbitrarily
chosen observation points, we randomly select a set of 6,000 ASes
and compute for all possible originating ASes how many uncovered
AS-edges one may have to predict. We find that for 0.7% there is
no uncovered edge. For 54.8%, 36.7%, 6.6% there are one, two,
and three, respectively. Only 1.2% require more than three. These
numbers are a bit more pessimistic than for our data sets. Yet, as
shown above we can expect reasonable results, when just one or
two AS-edges are uncovered.

6. RELATED WORK
Improving our understanding of routing dynamics has been a

topic of huge interest over the last few years, e.g. [23,24,27,40–42].
Most of the attention has been given to the dynamics of the BGP
protocol, e.g., to understand why convergence time of BGP can be
rather long [23,24,40]. Oscillations in BGP [43] can occur; see [44]
for a review of their possible causes. Apart from the aspects related
to the time required for BGP to converge, divergence anomalies as
defined in [44], are permanent failures of BGP to converge towards
a stable path. Divergence anomalies stem from two typical causes:
conflicting eBGP policies [14], and iBGP oscillations [43]. The
first can be explained within a model that only contains one router
per AS, the second cannot.

Recent work has investigated the interactions of routing on traffic
within an AS. Based on data gathered from the Sprint network [45],
it was shown that the impact of external BGP events on its traffic
matrix is limited. Still hot-potato disruptions [10, 11] can have a
significant impact on transit ASes. This highlights that routing dy-
namics can be complex, even when just looking at a single AS.

AS-level topology inference [15,16,18] provides another dimen-
sion to the complexity of routing in the Internet. Routing policies

are typically partitioned into a few classes which capture the most
common practices in use today [46]. Unfortunately it is also known
that the reality of routing policies [17] and peering relationships is
far more complex than those few typical classes [46, 47]. Current
approaches for AS-level topology inference rely on a top-down ap-
proach. They first define a set of policies and then try to match
those policies with their observations of the system. Yet, policies as
used by ISPs have to realize high-level goals [46]. Assuming any
kind of consistency of such policies across ASes is questionable,
especially as in practice, policies are often configured on a per-
router, or per-peering basis [46]. This means that observed BGP
routes do not even have to be consistent with the high-level poli-
cies of the AS.

Traceroute is one of the most widely used tools for discovering
end-to-end paths and can be used in combination with other tools
to derive AS-level paths [8,9]. These tools require network access.
To overcome this problem Mao et al. [7] proposed a first method-
ology for inferring AS-level paths based on presumed BGP routing
policies. They find that the accuracy of the estimation depends on
the precision of the AS relationship inference and the ability to in-
corporate additional information regarding the first hop.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper makes four fundamental contributions. Firstly, we

show that AS topologies using a single router are limited – they
cannot hope to capture all kinds of route diversity in the Internet
today. This is in contrast to the majority of prior work on modeling
the large scale structure of the Internet. Secondly, we show how
to use simulation-based heuristics to iteratively build an AS model
that is consistent with all observed paths. Thirdly, we show that the
model can be used to predict previously unobserved AS-paths. The
accuracy is in practice limited to around 63% due to policy deci-
sions on parts of the network that we have not previously observed
in our data, and tie-break decisions that are inherently hard to pre-
dict. Ignoring tie-breaks we reach an accuracy of more than 80%.
Finally, our results provide some insights about the structure of the
Internet.

Obviously, we shall continue to work on improved heuristics to
increase the accuracy of our methods. However, there are many
other areas for interesting future work. In particular, we have only
considered how well our model answers one type of question. How-
ever, there are many questions an operator might wish to ask, for
instance, what-if they change a policy, or peering arrangement. We
wish to study such questions in future work both to provide prac-
tical solutions to operators, and because the results will provide
insight into how policies are affecting the current Internet.

Furthermore, the ability to refine instances of our model allows
to gain insight into what information has to be present in the real
routing system to account for the observed state. This understand-
ing of the relationships between topology and policies and how
routing information propagates may be useful input for designing
the next inter-domain routing system (e.g., [48]).
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ABSTRACT

It has been reported worldwide that peer-to-peer traffic is
taking up a significant portion of backbone networks. In par-
ticular, it is prominent in Japan because of the high penetra-
tion rate of fiber-based broadband access. In this paper, we
first report aggregated traffic measurements collected over
21 months from seven ISPs covering 42% of the Japanese
backbone traffic. The backbone is dominated by symmetric
residential traffic which increased 37% in 2005. We further
investigate residential per-customer traffic in one of the ISPs
by comparing DSL and fiber users, heavy-hitters and normal
users, and geographic traffic matrices. The results reveal
that a small segment of users dictate the overall behavior;
4% of heavy-hitters account for 75% of the inbound volume,
and the fiber users account for 86% of the inbound volume.
About 63% of the total residential volume is user-to-user
traffic. The dominant applications exhibit poor locality and
communicate with a wide range and number of peers. The
distribution of heavy-hitters is heavy-tailed without a clear
boundary between heavy-hitters and normal users, which
suggests that users start playing with peer-to-peer applica-
tions, become heavy-hitters, and eventually shift from DSL
to fiber. We provide conclusive empirical evidence from a
large and diverse set of commercial backbone data that the
emergence of new attractive applications has drastically af-
fected traffic usage and capacity engineering requirements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Operations—Network monitoring

General Terms

Measurement, Management
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ISP backbone traffic, Residential broadband, Traffic growth
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, an unprecedented increase in

user-to-user traffic has been observed worldwide, particu-
larly in Japan due to its high penetration rate of fiber-based
broadband access. Figure 1 depicts the traffic growth in
Japanese backbones in terms of aggregated peak traffic at
major IXes: JPIX[11], JPNAP[12], and NSPIXP[18].
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Figure 1: Traffic growth of the aggregated peak rate
at the major Japanese IXes

Although a large part of the traffic increase on commercial
backbones is often attributed to peer-to-peer traffic, there
is little work in literature with statistics detailed enough to
prove it. It is also difficult to plan for the future because
residential access and its traffic are undergoing a transfor-
mation; new innovations in access networking technologies
continue to be developed, and new applications as well as
new usage of older applications are emerging to take advan-
tage of low-cost high-speed connectivity. Japan leads other
countries by far in Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) penetration
[20], where the number of FTTH subscribers is increasing ex-
ponentially while the increase in DSL subscribers is slowing
down as shown in Figure 2 [29]. (FTTH includes Fiber-To-
The-Building with VDSL for in-building wiring.)

There is a strong concern that, if this trend continues,
Internet backbone technologies will not be able to keep up
with the rapidly-growing residential traffic. Moreover, com-
mercial ISPs will not be able to invest in backbone networks
simply for supporting this low-profit customer segment.

In order to ensure the evolution of the Internet, it is es-
sential that we understand the effects of growing residential
traffic, but it is difficult both technically and politically to
obtain traffic data from commercial ISPs. Most ISPs collect
traffic data which contains sensitive information, and thus
seldom make it available to others. In addition, measure-
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Figure 2: Increase of residential broadband sub-
scribers in Japan: 23.3 million total broadband sub-
scribers, 14.5 million for DSL, 3.3 million for CATV,
and 5.5 million for FTTH as of March 2006.

ment methods and policies differ from ISP to ISP so that it
is in general not possible to compare a data set with another
set obtained from a different ISP.

Seeking a practical way to investigate the impact of resi-
dential broadband traffic on commercial backbone networks,
we formed a study group with specialists including mem-
bers from seven major Japanese commercial ISPs in order
to identify the macro-level impact of residential broadband
traffic on ISP backbones [6]. Our goal is to obtain a clearer
grasp of the ratio of residential broadband traffic to other
traffic, changes in traffic patterns, and regional differences
across ISPs.

We have collected aggregated bandwidth usage logs for
several categories of traffic. The results reveal that the back-
bone is dominated by symmetric residential traffic which
increased 37% in 2005. The peak hours have shifted from
office hours to evening hours, and a considerable amount of
traffic is constantly flowing.

Using these statistics as reference points, we have per-
formed further analyses of residential traffic data provided
by one of the ISPs. The results reveal surprisingly diverse
behavior of residential traffic.

2. DATA COLLECTION
Our data sets were collected using two different methods.

The first set was collected by aggregating interface counters
of edge routers from seven ISPs for analysis of residential
traffic at a macro-scopic level. The other set was collected
by Sampled NetFlow [2] from one of the ISPs for detailed
per-customer analysis.

2.1 Data Collection of Aggregated Traffic
We found that most ISPs collect interface counter values

of almost all routers in their service networks via SNMP,
and archive per-interface traffic logs using MRTG [22] or
RRDtool [21]. Thus, it is possible for the ISPs to provide
aggregated traffic information if they can classify router in-
terfaces into a common set.

There are several requirements in order to solicit ISPs to
divulge traffic information. We need to find a common data
set which all the participating ISPs are able to provide with
moderate workload and investment. The data set should
be coarse enough not to reveal sensitive information about
the ISP but be meaningful enough so that the behavior of

ISP

RBB customers  non-RBB customers

external 6IXes external domestic external international

(A1) (A2)

(B1) (B2) (B3)

DSL/CATV/FTTH leased lines
data centers

dialup

JPNAP/JPIX/NSPIXP local IXes
private peering/transit

customer edge

external edge

(C) prefectural

Figure 3: Five traffic groups for data collection at
ISP customer and external boundaries

residential broadband traffic can be analyzed. The data sets
should be aggregated with those provided by other ISPs so
that the share of each ISP is not revealed.

Our focus is on traffic crossing ISP boundaries which can
be roughly divided into customer traffic, and external traf-
fic such as peering and transit. For practical purposes, we
selected the five traffic groups in Figure 3 for data collection.

(A1) RBB customers represent residential broadband custom-
er lines. This group also includes small business customers
using residential broadband access.

(A2) non-RBB customers represent customer lines other than
RBB customers, including leased lines, data centers, and
dialup lines. This group includes RBB customers behind
leased lines, e.g., second or third level ISPs, since ISPs do
not distinguish them from other leased lines.

(B1) external 6IXes represent links for 6 major IXes, namely
JPIX, JPNAP and NSPIXP in both Tokyo and Osaka in
order to compare measurements at these IXes as well as to
know the traffic share of our measurement.

(B2) external domestic represents domestic external links oth-
er than the 6IXes, including regional IXes, private peering
and transit. We used the term “domestic” to indicate that
both ends of a link are located in Japan. This group also
includes domestic peering with global ASes.

(B3) external international represents international external
links with one end point outside of Japan.

(C) prefectural represents RBB links categorized into 47 pre-
fectures in Japan. This group is a subset of (A1), and covers
two major residential broadband carriers who provide ag-
gregated links per prefecture to ISPs. Other RBB carriers
without prefectural information are not used for this group.

It is impossible to draw a strict line for grouping, e.g., res-
idential/business and domestic/international, on the global
Internet, so these groups are chosen by the existing opera-
tional practices of the participating ISPs. We re-aggregate
each ISP’s aggregated logs, and only the resulting aggre-
gated traffic is used in our study so as to not reveal the
share of each ISP.

Our main focus is on (A1), RBB customers, but we exam-
ine the other categories to understand the relative volume
of (A1) with respect to other types of traffic as well as to
cross-check the correctness of our results. (A2), non-RBB

customers, is used to obtain the ratio of residential broad-
band traffic to total customer traffic. The total customer
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traffic (A) is (A) = (A1) + (A2). (B1), external 6IXes, and
(B2), external domestic, are used to estimate the coverage
of the collected data sets. (B3), external international, is
used to compare domestic traffic with international traffic.
The total external traffic (B) is (B) = (B1) + (B2) + (B3).
(C), prefectural, is used to measure regional differences.

In general, it is meaningless to simply sum up traffic val-
ues from multiple ISPs since a packet could cross ISP bound-
aries multiple times. Customer traffic is, however, summable
because a packet crosses customer edges only once in each
direction, when entering the source ISP and exiting the des-
tination ISP. The numbers for external traffic are overes-
timated since a packet could be counted multiple times if
it travels across intermediate ISPs other than ingress and
egress ISPs. However, the error should be negligible in this
particular result since the ISPs in our data sets are peering,
and thus, not providing transit to each other.

We collected month-long traffic logs from the participating
ISPs. The collected logs have a time resolution of two hours
since it was the highest common factor for month-long data.
This is because both MRTG and RRDtool aggregate old
records into coarser records in order to bound the database
size. In MRTG, 2-hour resolution records are maintained
for 31 days in order to draw monthly graphs. RRDtool does
not have fixed aggregation intervals but it is most likely
that RRDtool is configured to maintain 1-hour or 2-hour
resolution records needed for monthly graphs. Although the
peak rate is often used for operational purposes, only the
mean rate is collected since the peak rate is not summable.

We developed a perl script to read a list of MRTG and
RRDtool log files, and to aggregate traffic measurements for
a given period at a given resolution. It outputs “timestamp,
in-rate, out-rate” for each time step. Another script pro-
duces a graph using RRDtool. We provided the tools to the
ISPs so that each ISP could create aggregated logs by them-
selves. This allows ISPs not to disclose the internal structure
of their network or unneeded details of their traffic.

The highest workload for the ISPs is to classify a large
number of per-interface traffic logs and create a log list for
each group. For large ISPs, the number of existing per-
interface traffic logs can exceed 100,000. To reduce the
workload, ISPs are allowed to use the internal interface of a
border router instead of a set of external (edge) interfaces
if the traffic on the internal interface is an approximation of
the sum of the external interfaces. In this case, we instruct
the tool to swap “in” and “out” records since the notation in
the per-interface logs depicts the perspective of the routers
but inbound/outbound records in our data sets signify the
ISPs’ point of view.

We analyzed month-long traffic logs from seven major
Japanese ISPs six times over 21 months; September, Oc-
tober, November in 2004, May and November in 2005, and
May in 2006. For data analysis, we focus on the data sets
in 2005 to compare them with the per-customer data even
though the latest set is from May 2006. We collected the
data separately for each month, and checked consistency
in each ISP’s share, differences from the previous measure-
ments, the coverage of the IX traffic, and others. We also
provide the aggregated results to the ISPs so that each ISP
can compare and check its own data against the aggregated
results. Thus, we are fairly confident about the accuracy
of the results. After the initial trials over four months (the
first results from August 2004 had errors and have never

been published), we decided to collect data only twice a
year to reduce the workload of the participating ISPs.

Monthly traffic logs with two-hour resolution allow us to
identify major changes in each ISP’s traffic. When such
changes are found, we contact the ISP to confirm the cause of
the change, e.g., a network reconfiguration, an outage, miss-
ing SNMP data, or a mis-classification of interface counter
logs. Afterwards, if necessary, we ask the ISP for corrected
data. We indeed found short periods of missing SNMP data
a few times but their impacts to the monthly average were
less than 1%. Once, we found a mis-classification and asked
for corrected data.

2.2 Data Collection of Per-Customer Traffic
In order to further analyze the behavior of residential traf-

fic, we obtained Sampled NetFlow data from one of the par-
ticipating ISPs. This ISP has residential broadband cus-
tomers over DSL and fiber but not over CATV. Data was
collected from all edge routers accommodating residential
broadband customers. The sampling rate used was 1/2048
so as to not overload the routers. We believe it is enough
for analyzing heavy-hitters but there is a certain amount of
sampling error, especially for lightweight users. The traffic
volume is derived by multiplying the measured volume by
the sampling rate.

A week-long data set was collected five times: April, May,
October in 2004, February and July in 2005. In this paper,
we use only the two sets from February and July 2005 to
focus on traffic in 2005.

Data from February 2005 was used to analyze per-customer
behavior in Section 4.1 through 4.3 by matching customer
IDs with the assigned IP addresses. The ISP provided the
inbound/outbound traffic volume of each customer in one
hour resolution as well as customer’s attributes: the line
type (DSL or fiber), and the prefecture.

Data from July 2005 was used to analyze geographic com-
munication patterns from Section 4.4 through 4.5. In our
data, one end of a flow is always the residential customer
of the ISP but the other end is generally a customer of an-
other ISP. Therefore, it is not possible to classify both ends
by the ISP’s information alone. For this reason, we used
two geo-IP databases, Cyber Area Research Inc’s SUTF-
POINT and Digital Envoy’s Netacuity, to classify both ends
of the flows. The former database maps the address blocks
of domestic residential customers to prefectures, but it does
not cover non-residential addresses such as data-centers and
leased-lines. The advantage of using this database is that
we can distinguish residential users from other domestic
users. The addresses not covered by the former database
are classified simply into domestic and international by the
latter database. Thus, domestic corresponds mainly to data-
centers and leased lines in Japan, but it also includes residen-
tial address blocks not listed in the former geo-IP database.

3. ANALYSIS OF AGGREGATED TRAFFIC
The results were obtained by aggregating all traffic logs

provided by the seven ISPs. Each ISP provided month-
long traffic logs with 2-hour resolution. Both MRTG and
RRDtool compute 2-hour boundaries in UTC so that the
boundaries fall on odd hours in Japanese Standard Time
(UTC+9). Throughout the paper, inbound and outbound

are presented from the ISPs’ point of view.
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Figure 4: Growth of customer traffic: (A1) RBB
customer and (A2) non-RBB customer

3.1 Growth of Traffic
The monthly average rates in bits/second of the traffic

groups are shown in Tables 1 through 4. Table 1 shows the
average rates of aggregated customer traffic, and the traffic
growth is shown in Figure 4. Between November 2004 and
November 2005, the growth rate of the RBB customer traffic
(A1) was 26% for inbound, 46% for outbound, and 37% for
the combined volume. The difference between inbound and
outbound slightly widened in the first 6 months. The data
for non-RBB customer traffic was obtained only from the
four ISPs; it is difficult for the other ISPs to distinguish ex-
ternal links from other links due to historical reasons. Since
(A2) from these other ISPs is missing, it is not possible to
directly compare (A1) with (A2). Thus, we estimated the
ratio of (A1) to (A) using only data from the 4 ISPs with
both (A1) and (A2). The estimated ratio (A1)/(A1+A2)
was 59% for inbound and 64% for outbound in November
2005.

Table 1: Monthly average rates of aggregated cus-
tomer traffic

(A1)customer-RBB (A2)customer-non-RBB
(7 ISPs) (4 ISPs)

inbound outbound inbound outbound
2004 Sep 98.1G 111.8G 14.0G 13.6G

Oct 108.3G 124.9G 15.0G 14.9G
Nov 116.0G 133.0G 16.2G 15.6G

2005 May 134.5G 178.3G 23.7G 23.9G
Nov 146.7G 194.2G 36.1G 29.7G

2006 May 173.0G 226.2G 42.9G 38.3G

Table 2 summarizes the average rates of aggregated exter-
nal traffic, and the traffic growth is shown in Figure 5. It is
observed that the total volume of external domestic traffic
(B2), mainly private peering, exceeds the volume for the six
major IXes (B1). From this result, it would be misleading
to simply rely on data from IXes to estimate and under-
stand nation-wide traffic, because a considerable amount of
traffic is exchanged by private peering. At the same time, it
is possible that the ratio of private peering is overestimated
for the rest of the Japanese ISPs because private peering
is usually exercised only between large ISPs. The ratio of
international traffic to the total external traffic was 30% for
inbound and 26% for outbound in November 2005.

Table 3 shows a relationship between the total customer
traffic (A) and the total external traffic (B). If we assume
all inbound traffic from other ISPs is destined to customers,

Figure 5: Growth of external traffic: (B1) 6 major
IXes, (B2) other domestic and (B3) international

Table 2: Monthly average rates of aggregated exter-
nal traffic

(B1)ext-6ix (B2)ext-dom (B3)ext-intl
(7 ISPs) (7 ISPs) (7 ISPs)

in out in out in out
2004 Sep 35.9G 30.9G 48.2G 37.8G 25.3G 14.1G

Oct 36.3G 31.8G 53.1G 41.6G 27.7G 15.4G
Nov 38.0G 33.0G 55.1G 43.3G 28.5G 16.7G

2005 May 47.9G 41.6G 73.3G 58.4G 40.1G 24.1G
Nov 54.0G 48.1G 80.9G 68.1G 57.1G 39.8G

2006 May 66.2G 60.1G 94.9G 77.6G 68.5G 47.8G

the inbound traffic volume for the total external traffic (B)
should be close to the outbound traffic volume for the total
customer traffic (A). Similarly, the outbound traffic volume
(B) should be close to the inbound traffic volume (A). How-
ever, non-RBB customer data is provided by only 4 ISPs. If
we interpolate the missing ISPs in the non-RBB customer
traffic using the ratio from the four reporting ISPs, the total
inbound and outbound customer traffic for November 2005
is estimated to be 248.4Gbps and 304.4Gbps, respectively.
These figures are higher than those for the total external
traffic, and the difference is considered to be customer traf-
fic whose source and destination belong to the same ISP.

Table 3: Monthly average rates of total customer
traffic and total external traffic

(A)customer(A1+A2) (B)external(B1+B2+B3)
inbound outbound inbound outbound

2004 Sep 112.1G 125.4G 109.4G 82.8G
Oct 123.3G 139.8G 117.1G 88.8G
Nov 132.2G 148.6G 121.6G 93.0G

2005 May 158.2G 202.2G 161.3G 124.1G
Nov 182.8G 223.9G 192.0G 156.0G

2006 May 215.9G 264.5G 229.6G 185.5G

Last, we examined the relationship between our IX traffic
data (B1) and the total input rate of the six major IXes,
as obtained directly from these IXes [29]. In comparison
with the published total incoming traffic of these IXes, our
data consistently represents about 42% of the total traffic
as shown in Table 4. If we assume this ratio to be the traf-
fic share of the seven ISPs, the total amount of residential
broadband traffic in Japan in November 2005 can roughly be
estimated to be 353Gbps for inbound and 468Gbps for out-
bound. We are not aware of any data from other countries
against which to compare these numbers.
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Table 4: IX traffic observed at ISPs and IXes
(B1)ext-6ix 6 major IXes ratio (%)
outbound inbound

2004 Sep 30.9G 74.5G 41.5
Oct 31.8G 77.1G 41.2
Nov 33.0G 80.3G 41.1

2005 May 41.6G 99.1G 42.0
Nov 48.1G 115.9G 41.5

2006 May 60.1G 139.2G 43.2

3.2 Customer Traffic
Figure 6 shows weekly customer traffic. For weekly data

analysis, we took the averages of the same weekdays in a
month. We excluded holidays from the weekly analysis since
holiday traffic patterns are closer to those of weekends.

Figure 6: Aggregated weekly traffic of RBB cus-
tomers (top) and non-RBB customers (bottom) in
November 2005. Darker vertical lines indicate the
start of the day (0:00 am in local-time).

The top graph shows RBB customers, (A1), consisting of
DSL/FTTH/CATV residential users. The residential broad-
band customer traffic already exceeds 260Gbps in evening
hours. The inbound and outbound traffic volumes are al-
most equal, and about 120Gbps is constantly flowing in
both directions, probably due to peer-to-peer applications
which generate traffic independent of daily user activities.
The diurnal pattern indicates that home user traffic is dom-
inant, i.e., the traffic increases in the evening, and the peak
hours are from 21:00 to 23:00. Weekends can be identified
by larger daytime traffic although the peak rates are similar
to weekdays’. The outbound traffic to customers is slightly
larger than the inbound, even though it is often assumed
that home users’ downstream traffic is much larger than up-
stream. We believe that peer-to-peer applications contribute
significantly to the upstream traffic as we will see in Section
4. Figure 7 compares the RBB customer inbound traffic in
November 2004 and November 2005. The overall increase
appears to be derived from the growth of the constantly
flowing traffic.

The bottom graph in Figure 6 shows the weekly traffic
of non-RBB customers (A2). Since this group also includes
leased lines used to accommodate second or third level ISPs,
the traffic pattern still appears to be dominated by residen-
tial traffic, which is indicated by the peak hours and the
differences between weekdays and weekends. However, we

Figure 7: Growth of inbound traffic of RBB cus-
tomers between November 2004 and November 2005

also observe office hour traffic (from 8:00 to 18:00) in the
daytime on weekdays but traditional office customer traffic
is smaller than residential customer traffic. The traffic pat-
terns common to both graphs in Figure 6 are different from
well-known academic or business usage patterns in which
the peak is found during office hours [4, 5, 25].

3.3 External Traffic
The external traffic groups are used to understand the

total traffic volume in backbone networks. The top graph in
Figure 8 shows traffic to and from the six major IXes (B1).
It is apparent that the traffic behavior is strongly affected
by residential traffic.

Figure 8: Aggregated weekly traffic for the 6 ma-
jor IXes (top), other domestic (middle) and inter-
national (bottom) in November 2005

The middle graph in Figure 8 shows the external domes-
tic traffic (B2) including regional IXes, private peering and
transit but not including traffic for the six major IXes. The
traffic pattern is very similar to the top graph.

The bottom graph in Figure 8 shows international traffic
(B3). The inbound traffic is much larger than the outbound,
and the traffic pattern is clearly different from the domestic
traffic. The peak hours are still in the evening, but out-
bound traffic volume is virtually flat when compared to the
inbound volume, suggesting that the traditional behavior of
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Japanese users downloading content from overseas is still
a non-negligible part of international traffic. At the same
time, the constant part is about 70% of the average inbound
rate, which could be due to machine-generated traffic (e.g.,
peer-to-peer file-sharing).

3.4 Prefectural Traffic
In order to investigate regional differences, i.e., between

metropolitan and rural areas, we collected regional traffic
data of the 47 prefectures. Figure 9 illustrates aggregated
traffic of one metropolitan prefecture (top) and of one rural
prefecture (bottom). Both graphs exhibit similar temporal
patterns such as peak positions and weekday/weekend be-
havior. In addition, about 70% of the average traffic is con-
stant regardless of the traffic volume. These characteristics
are common to other prefectures. One noticeable difference
is that metropolitan prefectures experience larger volumes
of office hour traffic, probably due to larger business usage.

Figure 9: Example prefectural traffic: a metropoli-
tan prefecture (top) and a rural prefecture (bottom)

Figure 10 plots traffic volumes and populations for the 47
prefectures. We found that a prefecture’s traffic is roughly
proportional to the population of the prefecture. The re-
sult indicates that there is no clear regional concentration
of heavy-hitters of the Internet. That is, the probability
of finding a heavy-hitter in a given population is constant
and the distribution of aggregated traffic volume directly
depends on the population. A possible reason is the avail-
ability of fairly universal access services in Japan; 100Mbps
fiber access is available in most areas.

4. ANALYSIS OF PER-CUSTOMER

TRAFFIC
This section analyzes Sampled NetFlow data from one of

the ISPs. By comparing the aggregated traffic graphs in the
previous section with the ISP’s corresponding graphs, we
can say that the traffic characteristics are consistent. Thus,
although the data sets are from only one ISP, the results are
likely to represent Japanese residential traffic.

Table 5 shows the number of unique active users identified
by customer IDs in the February data set. As we explain
later, users are classified into two groups by average daily
inbound traffic, one of more than 2.5 GB/day and the other
of less than 2.5GB/day. The total number of active users of
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Figure 10: Prefectural traffic volumes are roughly
linear to populations
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Figure 11: Cumulative distribution of traffic volume
of heavy-hitters in decreasing order of volume

DSL is slightly higher than fiber, but there are more heavy-
hitters among fiber users.

Table 5: Ratio of fiber and DSL active users in the
February 2005 data set

ratio (%) ≥ 2.5GB/day (%) < 2.5GB/day (%)
total 100 4.46 95.54
fiber 46.45 3.66 42.79
DSL 53.55 0.80 52.75

4.1 Distribution of Heavy-hitters
Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution of the total

traffic volume of heavy-hitters in decreasing order of volume.
The distribution is computed independently for inbound and
outbound traffic. The graph reveals a skewed traffic distri-
bution among users; the top N% of heavy-hitters use X% of
the total traffic. For example, the top 4% use 75% of the
total inbound traffic, and 60% of the outbound. In other
words, a small group of heavy-hitters represent a significant
part of the total traffic.

Figure 12 shows the (complementary) cumulative distri-
bution of daily traffic per user on a log-log scale, and com-
pares the total users (top) with the fiber users (middle) and
the DSL users (bottom). The daily traffic volume is the
average for the week, and the distribution is computed in-
dependently for inbound and outbound traffic.
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Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of daily traf-
fic per user: total users (top), fiber users (middle)
and DSL users (bottom). The lines are drawn at
2.5GB/day and the top 4% heavy-hitters, the knee
of the total users’ slope.

The distributions is heavy-tailed but there is a knee in
the slope, at the top 4% of heavy-hitters using more than
2.5GB/day (or 230kbits/sec) for the total users, and at the
top 10% using more than 2.5GB/day for the fiber users. It is
less clear for the DSL users, but a knee can be seen at around
the top 2% using more than 2.5GB/day. The distribution
also shows that outbound traffic is larger for the majority
of the users on the left side of the knee but it does not hold
for heavy-hitters on the right side of the knee.

The distribution has a different slope for those who upload
more than 2.5GB/day so we use this figure to statistically
distinguish heavy-hitters from the rest of the users. We clas-
sify users who upload more than an average of 2.5GB/day
to be in the heavy-hitter group, and those who upload less
than 2.5GB/day to be in the normal user group. The nor-

mal user group should be interpreted as users other than
the most influential heavy-hitters. Note that the difference
is only in the slope of the distribution, and the boundary
between the two groups is not clear. In other words, users
are distributed statistically over a wide traffic volume range,
even up to the most extreme heavy-hitters. A concave curve
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Figure 13: Cumulative distribution of daily traffic
per user: a metropolitan prefecture (top) and a ru-
ral prefecture (bottom)

is not found in the plots denoting that there is no significant
gap in traffic usage among users.

As for prefectural differences, the distributions look simi-
lar across different prefectures as shown in Figure 13 which
compares one metropolitan prefecture (top) with one rural
prefecture (bottom). One difference is the tail length due to
the difference in the number of users. Another difference is
that the distribution of the metropolitan prefecture is closer
to that of the total users, and the distribution of the rural
prefecture is closer to that of the DSL users. The results in-
dicate that the distribution of heavy-hitters is similar across
different regions with slight differences in the ratio of heavy-
hitter population due to the ratio of fiber users with a larger
heavy-hitter population.

4.2 Correlation of Inbound and Outbound
Volumes

The correlation between inbound and outbound volumes
for each user is shown as log-log scatter plots in Figure 14.
These are taken from a metropolitan prefecture and plot
about 4300 points for fiber and about 5400 for DSL but the
characteristics are common to all the prefectures.

There is a positive correlation as expected, and the highest
density cluster is below and parallel to the unity line where
outbound volume (downstreaming for users) is about ten
times larger than that of inbound. In a higher volume region,
a different cluster appears to exist around the unity line.
The slope of the cluster seems to be slightly larger than 1,
which explains the inversion of inbound and outbound traf-
fic volumes in Figure 12. It can be also observed that, across
the entire traffic volume range, the inbound/outbound traf-
fic ratio varies greatly, up to 4 orders of magnitude.

Both fiber and DSL plots show similar distributions but,
as expected, the high-volume cluster is larger in the fiber
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Figure 14: Correlation of inbound and outbound
traffic volumes per user in one metropolitan pre-
fecture: fiber (top) and DSL (bottom)

plot, especially above the unity line. A plausible interpre-
tation of excess upstream traffic of the fiber heavy-hitters is
that available bandwidth in fiber access is used to compen-
sate for the shortage of upstream bandwidth of DSL heavy-
hitters. It is also noticeable that there are much more low-
volume users in the DSL plot. However, the boundary of the
two clusters is not very clear. There seems to be no clear
qualitative difference in the behaviors of fiber and DSL users
except the percentage of heavy-hitters.

4.3 Temporal Behavior
Figure 15 and Figure 16 compare the temporal behaviors

of the fiber users and the DSL users. The volume is normal-
ized to the peak value of the total traffic size so as to not
reveal the absolute traffic volume of the ISP. The graphs are
shown in the same scale to compare fiber and DSL volumes.

The plots show that the inbound and outbound volumes
are almost equal for fiber traffic but the inbound is 61%
larger for heavy-hitters and the outbound is 166% larger for
the normal users. The total is counterbalanced by the two
groups. In the DSL traffic, the outbound volume is 83%
larger for the total users, only 11% larger for the heavy-
hitters and 179% larger for the normal users. The total
reflects the offset of the normal users.

The inbound traffic of the fiber heavy-hitters is much
larger than the outbound traffic, and has large daily fluc-
tuations. On the other hand, the inbound traffic of DSL
heavy-hitters is saturated. As a result, the fiber traffic ac-
counts for 86% of the total inbound volume and 80% of the
total residential volume, and the behavior of the total traffic
is heavily influenced by the fiber heavy-hitters.

Figure 17 compares the temporal change in the number of
active users in fiber and DSL. Again, the active user numbers

Figure 15: Fiber weekly traffic: total fiber users
(top), heavy-hitters (middle) and normal users (bot-
tom)

are normalized to the peak value of the total active users.
The number of active users is fairly constant for the heavy-
hitters, especially for DSL. The constant portion seems to
be users running automated data-transfer software. The in-
crease of active users in the morning is larger than that of
traffic volume but the increase in the evening is smaller,
which suggests that bandwidth use is more intense, i.e.,
higher bandwidth demand per user, in the evening.

4.4 Protocol and Port Usage

Table 6: Protocol breakdown: TCP dynamic ports
account for 83% of the total traffic

protocol port name (%) port name (%)

TCP * 97.43

(< 1024 13.99) 81 - 0.15
80 http 9.32 25 smtp 0.14
20 ftp-data 0.93 119 nntp 0.13

554 rtsp 0.38 21 ftp 0.11
443 https 0.30 22 ssh 0.09
110 pop3 0.17 others 2.27

(>= 1024 83.44) 1935 macromedia-fsc 0.20
6699 winmx 1.40 1755 ms-streaming 0.20
6346 gnutella 0.92 2265 - 0.13
7743 winny 0.48 1234 - 0.12
6881 bittorrent 0.25 4662 edonkey 0.12
6348 gnutella 0.21 others 79.41

UDP * 1.38 6257 winmx- 0.06
6346 gnutella 0.39 others 0.93

ESP 1.09

GRE 0.07

ICMP 0.01

others 0.02

Table 6 shows the ranking of protocols and ports. To
rank port numbers in TCP and UDP, we took the smaller
of the source and destination ports for a flow. TCP ports are
further divided into well-known ports that are smaller than
1024, and dynamic ports that are equal to or larger than
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Figure 16: DSL weekly traffic: total DSL users
(top), heavy-hitters (middle) and normal users (bot-
tom)

1024. We do not distinguish registered ports from dynamic
ports since many implementations use the registered port
range from 1024 through 49151 for dynamic ports.

Port 80 (http) accounts only for 9% of the total traffic.
TCP dynamic ports account for 83% but the usage of each
port is small, probably because the most popular peer-to-
peer file-sharing software in Japan, WINNY [13], uses ar-
bitrary ports. The largest one, port 6699, is only 1.4%. It
is evident that it is no longer possible to make use of port
numbers for identifying applications.

4.5 Geographic Traffic Matrices
To investigate geographic communication patterns among

residential users, we classify traffic using the geo-IP databases.

Figure 17: Normalized number of active users in
fiber (top) and DSL (bottom): total fiber active
users, heavy-hitters and normal users

Table 7 shows the traffic matrix among residential users
(RBB), domestic data-centers and leased-lines (DOM), and
international addresses (INTL). Note that the data covers
only the ISP’s residential customer traffic so that the results
depict only the behavior of residential users. Residential
user-to-user traffic accounts for 63% of the total residential
traffic. This is a conservative estimate since the interna-
tional group also includes residential users.

Table 7: Traffic matrix of the July data set

src\dst ALL RBB DOM INTL
ALL 100.0 84.8 11.1 4.1
RBB 77.0 63.3 9.8 3.9
DOM 18.0 16.7 1.1 0.2
INTL 5.0 4.8 0.2 0.0

Table 8: Traffic matrices further divided into heavy-
hitters and normal users

heavy-hitters normal users
src\dst ALL RBB DOM INTL ALL RBB DOM INTL
ALL 69.7 57.8 8.6 3.3 30.3 27.0 2.6 0.7
RBB 59.4 48.4 7.8 3.2 17.6 14.9 2.0 0.7
DOM 8.7 7.9 0.7 0.1 9.3 8.8 0.5 0.0
INTL 1.6 1.5 0.1 0.0 3.4 3.3 0.1 0.0

A surprisingly large portion, about 90%, is domestic com-
munication where both ends are either domestic residential
users or other domestic addresses. One possible explanation
is language and cultural barriers; the majority of content
is in the Japanese language and/or is popular only with
the Japanese. However, there are many Japanese worldwide
who may access content in Japan, and Japanese content such
as animation is popular with non-Japanese as well. Another
plausible explanation is that domestic fiber users are con-
nected so well in terms of bandwidth and latency that super-
nodes in peer-to-peer networks are interconnected mainly
among domestic heavy-hitters.

A small degree of mis-classification is found in the ta-
ble; 1.5% among DOM and INTL. Since the data is taken
from residential traffic, and non-residential flow entries, e.g.,
management flows for routers, were filtered by the ISP in
advance, the traffic not including RBB should be zero. The
disparity is caused by new residential address blocks not
listed in the geo-IP database. Although it was possible to
fix the database using the information from the ISP, we did
not do so since errors of the same kind are expected in ad-
dress blocks of other ISPs at a similar error rate.

Table 7 is further divided into heavy-hitters and normal
users in Table 8 where flows with a heavy-hitter’s address at
either end are classified to the heavy-hitter traffic and the
rest of the flows are classified into the normal user traffic.
The ratio of user-to-user traffic is 69% (48.4/69.7) for heavy-
hitters and 49% (14.9/30.3) for normal users. The ratio of
download traffic from DOM or INTL to RBB is much larger
for the normal users.

To show the geographic distribution of domestic user-to-
user traffic, a prefectural traffic matrix is shown in Figure 18
in which the prefectures are ordered by geographic locations
for source (row) and destination (column). In order to ob-
serve differences among prefectures, the traffic volumes are
normalized to the source prefecture so that the sum of the
columns for each row becomes 100%.
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hkd 5.1 .49 .40 1.6 .45 .39 .94 1.4 .99 .82 5.0 4.8 11 7.5 1.0 .82 1.1 .40 .54 .85 1.3 2.3 6.0 1.2 .83 2.3 6.3 3.1 .63 .62 .28 .17 1.5 1.6 .51 .45 .51 .71 .52 2.3 .20 .61 .77 .46 .37 .30 .33

amr 3.6 1.3 .44 2.3 .35 .55 1.2 1.5 1.0 .87 5.2 5.3 11 7.6 1.2 .55 1.0 .34 1.2 .77 1.3 2.2 5.6 .71 .66 2.2 6.6 3.2 .72 .61 .45 .11 1.3 1.5 .50 .27 .64 .77 .52 2.1 .23 .35 .88 .30 .30 .26 .34

iwt 4.0 .53 1.3 1.8 .48 .49 .96 1.8 1.3 .98 5.4 4.9 13 7.1 1.7 .72 .81 .44 .41 .65 2.0 2.1 6.4 1.1 .91 2.5 6.3 3.9 .91 .58 .30 .13 1.7 1.6 .54 .38 .74 .72 .46 2.4 .26 .49 .79 .46 .43 .54 .34

myg 3.6 .86 .64 2.5 .50 .56 1.1 1.6 .93 .87 5.3 4.9 11 7.5 1.0 .63 .99 .36 .47 .78 1.3 2.1 5.8 .97 .60 2.4 6.5 3.1 .75 .54 .27 .10 1.3 1.6 .61 .37 .45 .82 .50 2.4 .20 .41 .77 .42 .40 .35 .35

akt 3.5 .32 .37 1.6 .87 .35 .91 1.3 .89 .90 5.0 4.7 11 7.7 .94 .71 .98 .27 .62 .67 1.4 2.1 6.3 .84 .85 2.3 5.9 3.0 .68 .39 .25 .10 1.3 1.6 .51 .34 .55 .94 .41 2.2 .14 .21 .64 .51 .32 .33 .21

ygt 3.1 .43 .47 1.4 .63 .86 1.2 1.5 1.0 .67 5.1 4.8 12 6.4 .98 .71 1.1 .37 .54 .87 1.4 1.8 5.7 1.1 .68 2.3 6.5 3.6 .72 .40 .33 .11 1.3 1.4 .41 .38 .49 .66 .38 2.2 .20 .47 .63 .35 .38 .30 .30

fks 3.5 .56 .41 1.5 .38 .55 2.2 1.8 .92 .91 4.8 4.1 10 8.7 1.0 .57 1.1 .50 .46 .66 1.4 2.1 5.8 1.2 .79 1.9 6.3 2.7 .50 .46 .27 .13 1.3 1.5 .65 .29 .51 .60 .45 5.3 .20 .47 .60 .33 .51 .29 .31

ibr 3.5 .40 .45 1.5 .28 .46 .99 2.0 .93 .85 4.8 4.2 11 6.7 1.1 .98 .91 .39 .45 .74 1.5 2.3 5.6 .89 .74 2.0 6.6 3.9 .58 .50 .30 .11 1.3 1.6 .63 .40 .53 2.1 .54 2.9 .22 .36 .74 .48 .34 .72 .40

tcg 4.1 .60 .52 1.5 .45 .43 1.2 1.7 1.8 .93 4.7 4.9 12 7.3 1.2 .64 1.3 .41 .43 .91 1.3 1.8 5.8 .93 .64 1.9 6.5 3.3 .74 .53 .25 .22 1.8 1.5 .47 .39 .50 .78 .41 3.1 .29 .41 .95 .39 .29 .34 .37

gnm 3.1 .46 .44 1.4 .43 .56 .00 1.4 1.3 1.7 5.2 4.8 12 7.3 1.1 .59 .90 .45 .46 .85 1.2 2.4 6.0 .92 .69 2.1 6.4 3.1 .65 .89 .35 .17 1.2 1.8 .52 .30 .61 .93 .49 2.5 .21 .35 .92 .42 .41 .40 .34

stm 3.9 .48 .41 1.6 .44 .53 .88 1.5 .87 .85 5.9 5.0 12 7.4 1.1 .74 1.0 .49 .52 .91 1.3 2.3 5.9 .95 .78 2.0 6.5 3.2 .61 .52 .29 .12 1.5 1.6 .58 .35 .54 .81 .52 2.4 .25 .38 .64 .48 .42 .34 .34

chb 3.6 .54 .42 1.7 .50 .48 .94 1.5 1.2 .97 5.2 5.4 12 7.8 1.2 .64 .97 .81 .48 .80 1.2 2.0 6.2 .92 .74 2.0 6.4 3.3 .75 .57 .33 .14 1.4 1.5 .46 .33 .50 .74 .45 2.4 .16 .33 .69 .46 .34 .38 .33

tky 3.4 .44 .39 1.5 .43 .44 .92 1.4 .86 .80 5.2 5.0 14 7.3 1.1 .65 1.1 .35 .37 .98 1.3 2.0 5.5 .89 .71 1.8 6.2 3.0 .63 .51 .27 .14 1.2 1.9 .46 .32 .48 .67 .53 2.4 .20 .32 .68 .47 .31 .31 .31

kng 3.8 .54 .45 1.4 .46 .46 1.0 1.5 .95 .83 5.2 4.8 12 8.5 1.0 .66 .99 .49 .42 .89 1.2 2.2 5.6 .00 .74 2.0 7.3 3.0 .64 .54 .29 .17 1.3 1.6 .49 .35 .50 .80 .45 2.8 .20 .31 .72 .45 .31 .32 .30

ngt 3.4 .51 .49 1.4 .42 .52 .97 1.3 1.1 .82 4.9 5.1 12 6.9 2.3 .74 .95 .45 .53 .71 1.2 2.2 6.3 1.1 .75 2.2 6.0 3.3 .52 .49 .24 .16 1.5 1.6 .44 .38 .57 .76 .54 2.3 .20 .43 .76 .86 .31 .34 .42

tym 3.5 .46 .33 1.3 .43 .56 .91 1.3 .83 .73 4.9 4.2 11 7.1 1.1 4.1 1.5 .46 .58 1.0 1.3 2.3 6.2 .84 .69 2.1 7.2 3.2 .58 .81 .31 .32 1.3 1.4 .51 .67 .47 .72 .42 2.3 .23 .30 .78 .54 .35 .42 .31

isk 4.2 .57 .41 1.5 .45 .39 .86 1.3 .90 .72 5.3 5.1 9.8 6.9 .99 .80 2.7 .62 .39 .81 1.3 2.7 5.9 1.2 .63 1.8 7.0 3.1 .56 .45 .31 .15 1.6 1.5 .50 .44 .43 .79 .38 2.3 .15 .45 .83 .46 .28 .35 .36

fki 3.7 .38 .49 1.3 .38 .45 .85 1.7 .92 .74 5.3 4.8 10 7.2 .92 1.1 1.1 1.8 .36 .96 1.6 2.9 7.2 1.4 .62 2.1 8.8 3.2 .66 .50 .25 .11 1.3 1.8 .40 .66 .40 .66 .45 2.7 .20 .41 .79 .42 .27 .38 .28

yns 4.3 .52 .37 1.8 .33 .50 1.4 1.6 .87 .76 5.8 4.9 11 6.5 .84 1.0 .89 .51 1.7 .81 1.3 2.3 5.9 .89 .81 1.9 6.9 3.4 .81 .62 .40 .20 1.5 1.6 .37 .48 .77 .75 .44 2.3 .15 .31 .76 .61 .41 .39 .35

ngn 3.7 .51 .57 1.7 .46 .49 .96 1.3 1.0 .70 4.9 4.8 11 8.0 1.1 .75 .89 .51 .45 3.2 1.3 2.2 6.3 1.1 .71 1.9 6.6 3.0 .82 .43 .29 .24 1.3 1.7 .51 .45 .57 .74 .47 2.5 .25 .36 .77 .47 .29 .42 .35

gif 4.1 .60 .34 1.5 .42 .42 .99 1.5 .87 .88 5.1 4.2 10 7.0 1.3 .66 1.1 .51 .35 .99 2.2 2.6 6.0 1.2 .66 2.6 7.2 3.8 .71 .41 .29 .16 1.5 1.5 .58 .50 .99 1.0 .73 2.8 .17 .38 .73 .45 .39 .34 .55

szk 3.5 .50 .43 1.4 .40 .45 .91 1.4 .94 .91 5.3 4.5 10 8.6 1.0 .78 1.2 .52 .42 .77 1.4 3.7 6.0 1.1 .77 2.5 6.0 3.2 .70 .84 .29 .14 1.4 1.6 .58 .35 .60 .70 .50 2.5 .26 .32 .74 .50 .47 .33 .40

aic 3.6 .53 .38 1.4 .47 .46 .94 1.3 .84 .82 4.8 4.6 11 6.9 1.1 .67 .94 .58 .39 1.0 1.5 2.0 7.3 1.0 .69 2.3 6.5 3.2 .68 .62 .26 .16 1.4 2.5 .54 .40 .51 .84 .42 2.5 .29 .40 .72 .47 .38 .31 .31

mie 5.4 .36 .31 1.6 .48 .39 1.2 1.3 .91 .77 6.2 5.0 10 7.3 1.1 .74 1.1 .79 .41 .95 1.4 2.3 6.3 1.7 .83 2.1 6.8 3.0 .62 .60 .36 .12 1.6 1.9 .44 .40 .49 .74 .35 2.4 .18 .36 1.1 .47 .36 .38 .26

sig 3.3 .45 .45 1.4 .49 .35 1.0 1.5 1.1 .83 4.8 4.7 11 6.6 .99 .50 .88 .38 .47 .75 1.4 2.0 5.8 1.3 1.7 6.0 6.2 3.6 .69 .68 .29 .39 1.4 1.6 .50 .27 .47 .81 .51 2.4 .24 .27 .88 .27 .30 .31 .38

kyt 3.6 .49 .42 2.1 .41 .45 .88 1.3 .91 .89 4.9 4.3 10 7.4 1.0 .65 1.1 .31 .41 .71 1.4 2.3 5.6 1.0 1.1 3.5 6.4 4.2 .69 .56 .41 .15 1.4 1.6 .49 .38 .47 .67 .53 2.2 .22 .32 .67 .55 .36 .28 .31

osk 3.3 .44 .37 1.3 .41 .46 .93 1.3 .87 .80 4.8 4.4 12 7.1 .87 .71 1.1 .45 .43 .85 1.5 1.9 5.7 1.0 .75 2.0 8.9 3.0 .74 .54 .37 .16 1.3 2.9 .51 .35 .57 .73 .66 2.7 .18 .34 .65 .42 .34 .31 .39

hyg 3.6 .50 .43 1.4 .45 .53 1.0 2.0 .83 .84 5.2 4.7 11 6.9 1.3 .69 .93 .44 .45 .80 1.4 2.2 6.4 1.0 .69 2.4 7.2 4.5 .61 .58 .28 .21 1.6 1.7 .53 .40 .51 .96 .58 2.4 .23 .43 .71 .45 .38 .33 .38

nar 3.7 .63 .55 1.5 .51 .48 1.2 1.2 .92 .90 4.8 4.9 11 7.1 1.4 .58 1.2 .40 .44 1.1 1.1 2.6 6.2 .91 .95 2.0 7.9 3.0 1.2 .71 .27 .19 1.2 2.1 .45 .40 .63 .84 .60 2.5 .18 .40 .65 .46 .58 .36 .29

wky 5.1 .40 .41 1.8 .38 .36 1.0 1.3 1.0 .88 4.6 4.4 12 7.7 .93 .75 1.1 .57 .57 .79 1.3 2.8 5.8 1.1 .62 2.8 7.8 3.0 .73 2.2 .49 .11 1.5 1.5 .47 .21 .48 .78 .60 2.6 .20 .36 .73 .33 .45 .46 .37

ttr 4.2 .33 .72 1.2 .42 .35 1.2 1.5 .86 .95 5.2 4.6 11 7.5 1.0 .79 1.6 .31 .63 .79 1.5 2.0 6.5 1.2 .69 2.6 7.2 3.4 .67 .60 .45 .07 1.4 1.7 .50 .29 .75 .84 .50 2.3 .39 .39 .80 .37 .47 .46 .48

smn 5.3 .31 .53 2.1 .51 .28 .92 1.5 1.1 1.2 5.0 4.3 10 7.3 .92 .53 .71 .65 .51 .89 1.4 2.5 6.5 .74 .54 1.8 7.0 2.8 .54 .85 .46 2.5 2.4 1.8 .24 .92 .48 .55 .40 2.4 .10 .34 .59 .36 .28 .38 .28

oky 3.6 .45 .28 1.3 .36 .34 .99 1.2 .79 .81 5.2 4.8 10 6.6 1.0 .59 .94 .62 .45 .72 1.3 1.9 6.1 1.1 .66 2.0 6.6 4.1 .62 .48 .28 .14 2.8 1.6 .51 .39 .56 .82 .68 2.5 .19 .33 1.2 .49 .34 .43 .32

hrs 4.1 .48 .47 1.5 .45 .54 .95 1.7 .97 .91 5.2 4.6 10 7.1 1.1 .81 1.8 .48 .40 .75 1.4 2.2 6.0 .99 .87 2.1 6.7 3.2 .64 .52 .37 .18 1.6 2.0 .44 .34 .61 .88 .41 2.8 .23 .36 1.7 .53 .31 .37 .31

ygc 4.0 .55 .48 1.7 .54 .44 1.2 1.4 .95 .95 5.4 4.8 10 7.7 1.1 .76 .89 .32 .39 .00 1.5 2.4 5.9 1.0 .66 2.2 6.2 2.9 .52 .57 .32 .09 1.6 1.7 .77 .36 .49 .76 .48 2.6 .16 .29 .84 .41 .28 .38 .34

tks 5.4 .42 .25 1.7 .42 .39 1.0 1.3 .96 1.0 5.8 4.3 9.9 7.6 1.1 .94 1.3 .75 .41 .74 1.1 2.3 7.3 1.1 .74 2.2 6.5 3.5 .92 .52 .25 .23 2.4 1.5 .65 1.5 .72 1.4 1.1 2.4 .11 .24 1.5 .36 .27 .35 .31

kgw 6.6 .45 .36 1.6 .44 1.4 1.1 1.5 1.1 .98 7.1 4.4 10 6.8 .97 .72 .94 .41 .55 .86 1.3 2.0 5.8 1.0 .71 1.9 6.3 3.4 .91 .55 .28 .23 1.6 1.7 .81 .59 .74 .67 .74 2.8 .28 .36 .88 .38 .30 .37 .29

ehm 3.5 .53 .40 1.5 .43 .43 1.0 3.2 1.1 .95 4.7 4.6 11 6.4 1.0 .72 1.3 .32 .29 .74 2.1 1.8 8.7 .90 .65 1.7 5.8 3.0 .60 .86 .33 .12 1.2 2.0 .46 .32 .45 4.4 .41 2.5 .15 .30 .66 .34 .34 .34 .27

kch 3.9 .50 .33 1.6 .39 .32 1.2 1.5 .82 .81 4.2 4.6 9.4 7.1 1.0 .58 .88 .53 .50 .80 1.8 2.3 5.9 .86 .76 2.0 8.2 4.4 .57 .72 .38 .22 1.7 1.4 .54 .32 .66 .71 4.6 2.6 .33 .35 .81 .40 .50 .36 .43

fko 3.7 .46 .34 1.5 .38 .45 1.1 1.7 1.2 .96 5.3 4.7 12 7.4 1.0 .68 1.1 .72 .45 .77 1.4 2.4 6.3 1.0 .78 1.9 6.6 3.2 .67 .62 .27 .15 1.5 1.7 .48 .37 .54 .75 .51 4.2 .22 .33 .88 .41 .35 .33 .29

sag 3.9 .49 .53 1.6 .34 .53 .96 1.1 .85 .87 6.0 5.3 10 8.1 1.4 .81 .91 .46 .33 .89 1.3 2.9 6.7 1.2 .66 1.9 6.5 3.2 .63 .44 .25 .25 1.9 1.6 .49 .42 .47 .72 .65 2.9 .72 .35 .89 .52 .43 .33 .58

ngs 4.5 .36 .40 1.4 .42 .41 .82 1.2 1.3 .80 5.2 5.0 10 6.8 1.2 .76 1.0 .47 .33 .50 1.3 2.1 5.9 .61 .68 2.5 8.7 3.1 .69 .52 .32 .16 1.5 1.4 .63 .30 .43 .72 .50 2.3 .20 1.1 .75 .30 .44 .31 .33

kmt 4.4 .61 .52 2.1 .40 .36 1.1 1.1 .96 1.1 4.6 5.1 10 6.8 .96 .63 1.2 .39 .46 .87 1.7 1.9 6.3 .86 .83 2.2 6.1 2.7 .64 .73 .38 .18 1.9 1.6 .72 .63 .60 .74 .57 2.9 .23 .40 2.4 .38 .58 .40 .29

oit 4.3 .29 .25 1.6 .46 .49 .93 1.2 1.0 .77 4.7 5.1 10 8.3 1.6 1.3 1.0 .33 .57 .68 2.1 2.6 6.5 .85 .79 2.2 5.8 3.1 .79 .61 .41 .16 1.8 1.7 .84 .32 .48 .80 .37 3.5 .26 .34 1.1 .34 .45 .45 .36

myz 4.1 .44 .35 1.6 .28 .29 1.1 1.4 .85 1.2 4.8 4.5 9.1 6.8 .80 .58 .92 .27 .50 1.0 1.4 2.3 5.6 1.4 .65 2.1 5.8 3.0 .76 .50 .47 .12 1.6 1.7 .45 .27 .60 .49 .73 2.6 .18 .49 .88 .41 .95 .39 .41

kgs 4.3 .50 .45 1.4 .55 .48 .89 2.0 .86 .94 5.6 5.2 11 7.9 1.2 .61 1.1 .52 .66 .99 1.6 2.3 5.9 .94 .86 1.8 7.5 3.5 .69 .58 .27 .11 1.7 1.7 .54 .38 .52 1.2 .47 2.8 .28 .26 .91 .53 .38 .55 .41

okn 3.7 .47 .39 1.8 .38 .38 .91 1.3 1.1 1.0 5.9 4.7 10 6.4 1.0 .77 .84 .36 .42 .71 1.7 2.3 6.1 1.3 .64 1.9 6.8 3.6 .57 .48 .31 .11 1.4 1.4 .68 .38 .52 .91 .44 2.8 .39 .28 .79 .31 .23 .34 1.2
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Figure 18: Traffic matrix of 47 prefectures normal-
ized to the source prefecture. The columns have
similar values indicating that the distributions of
destinations are similar among different prefectures.

All the rows in the matrix have similar distributions, that
is, users access similar destinations regardless of the user
location. It is also confirmed that traffic volume is roughly
proportional to prefectural population. The traffic local to
the prefecture is on the diagonal line from the upper left to
the bottom right, and is only 2-3% of the total volume for all
the prefectures. On the other hand, we cannot identify any
increase in traffic to neighbor prefectures. A similar result
was found when the distribution is normalized to the desti-
nation prefecture. The results suggest that Internet traffic
has very poor locality, in contrast to telephone communica-
tion where users tend to talk to nearby neighbors. However,
this phenomenon might just be the behavior of dominant
applications rather than the fundamental nature of Internet
communication.

In order to distinguish application types in user-to-user
traffic, we investigated the number of peers for each user.
Before the experiment, we expected to observe two applica-
tion types: a small number of peers for video-streaming and
downloading from servers, and a large number of peers for
peer-to-peer file-sharing.

To observe the number of peers by unique IP address, it is
necessary to exclude peers with small traffic volumes since
the tail of the distribution is long due to small transactions
such as DNS lookups and web browsing. Thus, each user’s
peers are sorted inversely by volume, and then, the number
of peers exceeding the 50th-percentile of the user’s traffic
volume is counted. We call this number, the dominant peer

count. Our data set consisted of traffic from one day taken
on July 5th, 2005. The inbound traffic for those users who
used more than 1GB were extracted for analysis. The desti-
nation peer types are classified by the geo-IP databases into
residential users, domestic and others. Then, each user is
classified by the largest destination type into the user-to-
user group, the user-to-domestic group and others.

Figure 19 shows the (complementary) cumulative distri-
bution of dominant peer counts for user-to-user and user-
to-domestic for comparison. For the majority of the users
in the upper left region in the graph, the user-to-user group
has a much larger number of peers than the user-to-domestic
group; 80% of the user-to-user group at the horizontal line
have less than 18 dominant peers while 80% of the user-to-
domestic group have only less than 4.7 dominant peers. For
those who have many peers, the difference becomes smaller
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Figure 19: CDF of dominant peer counts for user-
to-user and user-to-domestic
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Figure 20: Correlation between dominant peer
counts and traffic volumes in user-to-user traffic

since the domestic group also includes file-sharing users in
organizations connected by leased-lines.

Figure 20 shows the correlation between dominant peer
counts and the traffic volumes for the user-to-user group on
a log-log scale. There are a surprisingly wide range of peer
numbers regardless of the traffic volume. Some users com-
municate with more than 1000 peers but those outliers above
the graph range seem to perform scanning. A large number
of users communicate with only one or a few peers even in
the high-volume region but similarly many users communi-
cate with 10-100 peers. If file-sharing applications have a
typical transfer size for each peer, we should be able to ob-
serve positive correlation between peer numbers and traffic
volumes. Although a positive correlation coefficient (0.28)
is observed, it spans a wide range of traffic volume, and the
extreme heavy-hitters with a few peers do not follow the cor-
relation. This suggests that high-volume traffic is generated
not only by peer-to-peer file-sharing but also by other ap-
plications such as content-downloading from a single server.
A plausible explanation for the large variance between peer
numbers and traffic volumes is that many users use both
file-sharing and downloading at different ratios.

On the other hand, the correlation plot for the user-to-
domestic group (omitted due to the space constraints) has a
slight negative correlation coefficient (-0.12). That is, heavy-
hitters in this group tend to communicate with a small num-
ber of peers when compared with the user-to-user group.
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5. RELATED WORK
The properties of residential broadband traffic differ con-

siderably from those of academic or office traffic often seen
in literature. The peak hours have shifted from office hours
to evening hours, and the constantly flowing portion of daily
traffic fluctuations is much larger than those found in earlier
reports [4, 5, 25].

There is little solid work in literature that tries to estimate
the growth rate of Internet traffic. Although old studies [23,
3] exist, it has become harder and harder after the privatiza-
tion of the Internet in mid 90s. Recently, Odlyzko analyzed
various aspects of traffic growth, and reported the growth
rate of 100% per year for the U.S. in 2003 [19]. The IX traf-
fic in Figure 1 shows that the Internet traffic in Japan is still
steadily growing although the growth rate has slowed down
after 2002 and has been stable at about 50% per year for the
last few years. Statistics in governmental reports of Hong
Kong and Australia also show similar trends in their traffic
growth [9, 1]. Probably, it is partly because broadband de-
ployment has reached most technically conscious users, and
partly because the IT industry is still recovering from the
post dot-com bubble economy.

Our results are consistent with earlier measurements of
peer-to-peer traffic; peer-to-peer traffic is dominant in com-
mercial backbones [24], highly variable and skewed among
participating nodes [26, 27, 8], and exhibits behavior con-
siderably different from traditional web traffic [7]. However,
measurement techniques relying on known port numbers to
identify applications can no longer be applied since peer-to-
peer traffic is shifting from known to arbitrary ports [14].

Among various peer-to-peer measurements, a study of
France Telecom’s ADSL networks [24] is similar to our per-
customer analysis in monitoring access lines and compar-
ing traffic volumes among data sets over a year. However,
their focus is on file-sharing applications and the monitoring
method relies on known port numbers. The results showing
two distinct user segments are considerably different from
ours, probably due to the fiber user ratio and differences in
popular application software from our measurements.

Many access technologies employ asymmetric line speed
for inbound and outbound based on the assumption that
content-downloading is dominant for average users. How-
ever, this assumption does not hold in our measurements.
Although many studies report the asymmetric nature of
peer-to-peer traffic [27, 26, 24], it is clear from our com-
parison between fiber and DSL users that the bandwidth
demands of applications and users are not asymmetric, and
the deployment of symmetric access will change traffic pat-
terns.

It is known that, in general, peer-to-peer traffic exhibits
very poor geographic locality [16, 15]. The intersection be-
tween query sets across different regions is also very small
[16] partly due to language and cultural barriers [10, 24].
However, modern peer-to-peer networks are characterized
by the small-world model (i.e., small diameter and highly
clustered topologies) [28], which could lead to heterogeneous
behavior in different geographic regions [16]. Our result of
poor locality in user-to-user traffic is consistent with others,
though the granularity of the analysis is only at the prefec-
tural level.

This paper focuses on user-to-user traffic rather than peer-
to-peer file-sharing. Our results show that file-sharing is not
the only dominant application in user-to-user traffic. Our

work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first involving the
collection of long-term measurements from multiple ISPs to
estimate nation-wide traffic volume, and the first investigat-
ing user-to-user traffic in both fiber and DSL access lines.

6. IMPLICATIONS
Our per-customer measurements reveal the behavior of

residential traffic in depth. At first, we noticed a large skew
in traffic usage: the top 4% of heavy-hitters account for
75% and 60% of inbound and outbound traffic, respectively.
Fiber traffic accounts for 86% and 75% of inbound and out-
bound traffic, respectively. We tend to attribute the skews
to the divide between a handful of heavy-hitters and the rest
of the users. Our in-depth analysis, however, shows the ex-
istence of diverse and widespread heavy-hitters who appear
to be casual users rather than more dedicated users. In ad-
dition, the total traffic behavior seems to reflect the balance
of the diversity.

For example, the large skew in per-customer traffic seems
to be caused by a small number of heavy-hitters but, in fact,
the distribution of per-customer traffic is heavy-tailed and
it is difficult to draw a line between heavy-hitters and the
rest of the users. The large skew in traffic volume between
fiber and DSL is not caused by qualitative differences in the
behaviors of fiber and DSL users but simply by the larger
percentage of heavy-hitters among fiber users. The domi-
nation of user-to-user traffic in residential traffic seemingly
points to peer-to-peer file-sharing but it is apparently a mix-
ture of file-sharing and content-downloading. All the results
indicate that the perceived divides are actually caused by
diversity, or at least the divides are blurred by diversity. At
the same time, the overall user behavior reflects the balance
of this diversity, but it is sometimes dictated by the most
influential group.

We can no longer view heavy-hitters as exceptional ex-
tremes since there are too many of them, and they are sta-
tistically distributed over a wide traffic volume range. It is
more natural to think they are casual users who start playing
with new applications such as video-downloading and peer-
to-peer file-sharing, become heavy-hitters, and eventually
shift from DSL to fiber. Other users subscribe to fiber first,
and then, look for applications to use the abundant band-
width. These casual users do not pay attention to underly-
ing technologies and are capricious; their behavior would be
easily affected by social, economical or political factors. The
implication is that, if a new attractive application emerges,
a drastic rise could occur in traffic usage. By the same
token, traffic could decrease. For example, current peer-
to-peer applications exhibit poor locality but locality-aware
applications would make better use of backbone bandwidth.
Current peer-to-peer file-sharing algorithms are designed to
fill the narrow upstream bandwidth of DSL and are too ag-
gressive for fiber access where it would not take too long to
download contents on demand.

In fact, the current total traffic volume is heavily impacted
by extreme heavy-hitters so that a slight change in the algo-
rithms or charging policies could have a significant impact
to backbone traffic. This situation can be regarded as a
tragedy of the commons [17] since the cost-effective nature
of the Internet architecture relies on statistical multiplexing
assuming bandwidth sharing among users. In fact, ISPs are
tempted to avoid congestion by suppressing traffic from ex-
treme heavy-hitters, and it might be even desirable from a
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view point of fair share of the infrastructural costs. At the
same time, it is just a stopgap since users as a whole are
shifting towards high-volume usage.

As for the generality of our measurements, several aspects
are specific to Japanese traffic. One is the high penetration
of fiber access. It seems to take some time for other coun-
tries to deploy fiber access; even Korea that has the highest
broadband penetration ratio does not have widespread fiber
access [20]. Japan can be regarded as a model of widespread
symmetric residential broadband access. Another aspect is
fairly closed domestic traffic. The current situation is partly
due to language and cultural barriers and partly due to rich
connectivity within the country. The former could be com-
mon to other non-English speaking countries to some extent,
and the latter can be seen simply as the geographic concen-
tration of bandwidth-rich users.

7. CONCLUSION
The widespread deployment of residential broadband ac-

cess has tremendous implications on our lives. Although
its effects on the Internet infrastructure are difficult to pre-
dict, it is essential for researchers and industry to prepare
to accommodate innovations brought by empowered end
users. Extensive effort to establish protected data sharing
mechanisms with commercial Japanese Internet backbone
providers has allowed us to achieve an unprecedented em-
pirical analysis of a significant segment of the Japanese res-
idential broadband traffic.

The growth of residential broadband traffic has already
contributed to a significant increase in commercial backbone
traffic. In our study, residential broadband traffic accounts
for two thirds of the ISP backbone traffic and is increasing
at 37% per year, which will force significant reevaluation of
the pricing and cost structures of the ISP industry.

We have further studied residential per-customer traffic in
one of the ISPs, and investigated differences between DSL
and fiber users, heavy-hitters and normal users, and in ge-
ographic traffic matrices. We found that a small segment
of users dictates the overall behavior; 4% of heavy-hitters
account for 75% of the inbound volume. The fiber users
account for 86% of the inbound volume. About 63% of the
residential traffic volume is user-to-user traffic that exhibits
diverse behavior. The distribution of heavy-hitters is heavy-
tailed without a clear boundary between heavy-hitters and
the rest of users.

For future work, we will continue collecting aggregated
traffic logs from participating ISPs. We are also planning to
do per-customer traffic analysis from other ISPs, and hope to
compare our results with measurements from non-Japanese
ISPs.
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ABSTRACT

Internet fault diagnosis is extremely important for end users,
overlay network service providers (like Akamai [1]) and even
Internet service providers (ISPs). However, because link-level
properties cannot be uniquely determined from end-to-end
measurements, the accuracy of existing statistical diagnosis
approaches is subject to uncertainty from statistical assump-
tions about the network. In this paper, we propose a novel
Least-biased End-to-end Network Diagnosis (in short, LEND)
system for inferring link-level properties like loss rate. We
define a minimal identifiable link sequence (MILS) as a link
sequence of minimal length whose properties can be uniquely
identified from end-to-end measurements. We also design effi-
cient algorithms to find all the MILSes and infer their loss rates
for diagnosis. Our LEND system works for any network topol-
ogy and for both directed and undirected properties, and in-
crementally adapts to network topology and property changes.
It gives highly accurate estimates of the loss rates of MILSes,
as indicated by both extensive simulations and Internet exper-
iments. Furthermore, we demonstrate that such diagnosis can
be achieved with fine granularity and in near real-time even
for reasonably large overlay networks. Finally, LEND can sup-
plement existing statistical inference approaches and provide
smooth tradeoff between diagnosis accuracy and granularity.

Categories & Subject Descriptors

C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Opera-
tions - Network monitoring

General Terms

Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords

Internet diagnosis, Network measurement, Linear algebra

1. INTRODUCTION

“When something breaks in the Internet, the In-
ternet’s very decentralized structure makes it hard
to figure out what went wrong and even harder to
assign responsibility.”
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGCOMM’06, September 11–15, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...�5.00.

– “Looking Over the Fence at Networks: A Neigh-
bor’s View of Networking Research”, by Commit-
tees on Research Horizons in Networking, National
Research Council, 2001.

Internet fault diagnosis is important to end users, overlay
network service providers (like Akamai [1]), and Internet ser-
vice providers (ISPs). For example, with Internet fault diagno-
sis tools, users can choose more reliable ISPs. Overlay service
providers can use such tools to locate faults in order to fix them
or bypass them; information about faults can also guide deci-
sions about service provisioning, deployment, and redirection.
For ISPs, diagnosis tools can be used to verify services from
provider/peering ISPs, and to troubleshoot problems with the
physical network.

The modern Internet is heterogeneous and largely unregu-
lated, which renders Internet fault diagnosis an increasingly
challenging problem. The servers and routers in the network
core are usually operated by businesses, and those businesses
may be unwilling or unable to cooperate in collecting the net-
work traffic measurements vital for Internet fault diagnosis.

Though several router-based Internet diagnosis tools have
been proposed [2, 3], these tools generally need special support
from routers. For example, Tulip [2] requires the routers to
support continuous IP-ID for generated ICMP packets. Also
these ICMP-based tools are subject to ICMP rate limiting, are
sensitive to cross-traffic, and are un-scalable (see Section 2).

In contrast, many recently-developed tools for Internet To-
mography use signal processing and statistical approaches to
infer link level properties [4–7] or shared congestion [8] based
on end-to-end measurements of IP routing paths. Here we
define that the paths are composed of links, which are IP con-
nections between routers. The relation between path and link
properties can be written as a large linear system; however, as
we observed in [9, 10], the linear system is fundamentally un-
derconstrained : there exist unidentifiable links with properties
that cannot be uniquely determined from path measurements.

To overcome this challenge to infer the property of each
physical link or virtual link (a consecutive subpath of an IP
path with no branches [7]), existing tomography approach
have to make ceratin assumptions. These assumptions may
not always hold in the Internet, which will cause systematic
inference errors with non-zero expected value. In other words,
such errors cannot converge to zero even with infinite amount
of measurements. We call such error bias and those statistical
assumptions biased assumptions.

In this paper, we advocate a different paradigm for network
diagnosis: unbiased diagnosis (i.e., with zero bias). Note that
there are two fundamental statistical assumptions for any end-
to-end network diagnosis approaches as follows.

• End-to-end measurement can infer the end-to-end
properties accurately.
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Figure 1: The spectrum of network diagnosis methods.

• The linear system between path- and link- level properties
assumes independence between link-level properties.

Although these two assumptions have been proved to work
extremely well in practice (see Section 3.1), they may still in-
troduce some bias. However, these are the minimal amount
of bias for any end-to-end diagnosis scheme. We call these as-
sumptions basic assumptions. In this paper, we aim to only use
the basic assumptions to achieve the least biased and hence,
the most accurate, diagnosis. We call it Least-biased End-to-
End Network Diagnosis (in short, LEND) system.

When combined with statistical inference, this paradigm
gives a full spectrum of network diagnosis methods with smooth
tradeoff between accuracy and diagnosis granularity as shown
in Figure 1. Here, we define the diagnosis granularity as the
length of the smallest consecutive link sequences whose prop-
erties are inferred. Given Internet being an underconstrained
system, LEND cannot infer properties for each link. How-
ever, with more and stronger statistical assumptions, we can
reduce the diagnosis granularity while introducing more bias
and sacrificing diagnosis accuracy.

Moreover, the LEND system desires the following proper-
ties:

• Scalability : Both the measurement and the inference
computation impose low overhead even for large networks.

• No special router support needed.

In LEND system, we define a minimal identifiable link se-
quence (MILS) as a link sequence of minimal length whose
properties can be uniquely identified from end-to-end mea-
surements. Then we apply an algebraic approach to separate
the identifiable and unidentifiable components of each path to
find the MILSes. For networks modeled as undirected graphs,
this is relatively easy. We can use routing information to get
the MILSes which are uniquely defined by the inherent path
sharing of the Internet; and we propose efficient algorithms to
find all such MILSes. However, the real Internet has asymmet-
ric link properties (e.g., loss rate), and so must be modeled as
a directed graph. But to find the MILSes in a directed graph
is significantly more challenging. In this paper, we make the
following contributions.

• We advocate the unbiased end-to-end diagnosis paradigm
and introduce the concept of MILS.

• Taking a network as a directed graph, when only topology
information is used, we prove that each path is a MILS:
no path segment smaller than an end-to-end path has
properties which can be uniquely determined by
end-to-end measurements.

• To address the problem above, we observe that in
practice, there are many good paths with zero loss rates.
Then as a fact rather than a statistical assumption, we
know all the links on such paths must also have no losses.
Based on such observation, we propose a “good path”
algorithm, which uses both topology and measurement
snapshots to find MILSes with the finest granularity.

• We design efficient algorithms to incrementally update the
MILSes and their loss rate estimates when the network
topology or overlay measurement nodes change.

• We show that our approach complements other
tomography techniques – it helps significantly reduce their
complexity and improves their inference accuracy.

• To validate our estimates, we propose a novel method of
link-level loss rate inference based on IP spoofing which
enables a limited form of source routing.

We evaluate the LEND system through extensive simula-
tions and Internet experiments. Both give promising results.
We define the diagnosis granularity of a path as the average of
the lengths of all the lossy MILSes contained in the path. For
the experiments with 135 PlanetLab hosts (each from a dif-
ferent organization), the average diagnosis granularity is only
four hops for all the lossy paths. This can be further improved
with larger overlay networks, as shown through our simulation
with a real router-level topology from [11]. This suggests we
can do very fine-level accurate diagnosis with reasonably large
overlay networks.

In addition, the loss rate inference on the MILSes is highly
accurate, as verified through the cross-validation and IP spoof-
based validation schemes. The LEND system is also highly
efficient. For the PlanetLab experiments with 135 hosts, the
average setup (monitoring path selection) time is 109.3 sec-
onds, and the online diagnosis of 18,090 paths, 3,714 of which
are lossy, takes only 4.2 seconds.

For the rest of the paper, we first survey related work in the
next section. Then we define MILS in Section 3, present its
discovery algorithms in Section 4, and validate in Section 5.
Evaluations are described in Sections 6 and 7. Finally, we
conclude in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
The algebraic approach was also used recently for scalable

overlay network monitoring to infer the end-to-end path prop-
erties [10]. By computing the loss rates of some “virtual links”
from a subset of the O(n2) paths, the loss rates of the remain-
ing paths can be inferred. However, a “virtual link” defined
in [10] is not a physical link or a subpath (different definition
to this paper and other tomography papers). It is much more
challenging to infer the properties on the link level, as we show
in this paper. Nevertheless, for overlay diagnosis, we naturally
inherit the scalability and load balancing from [10]. That is,
to diagnose an overlay network of n nodes, we only need to
measure O(n log n) paths instead of all the O(n2) paths. This
load is evenly distributed across the end hosts.

Ping and traceroute are the earliest Internet diagnosis tools,
and they are still widely used. However, the asymmetry of
Internet routing and of link properties makes it difficult to use
these tools to infer properties of individual links. The latest
work on network diagnosis can be put into two categories:
pure end-to-end approaches [4–7, 9, 12, 13] and router response
based approaches [2, 3].

2.1 Pure End-to-end Approach
Most end-to-end tomography tools fall in one of two classes:

tools which are based on temporal correlations among multi-
ple receivers in a multicast-like environment [4–6, 12, 13], and
tools which impose additional statistical assumptions beyond
the linear loss model described in Section 3.1. As we discuss
below, none of these tools provide unbiased diagnosis as de-
fined in Section 1. As evidence of the utility of least-unbiased
diagnosis, we show in Section 6 that our inference is much
more accurate than the inference of one statistical tool based
on Gibbs sampling.

Under certain assumptions, tools in the first class infer a loss
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rate for each virtual link (i.e., sequence of consecutive links
without a branching point) with high probability. Thus, these
tools diagnose failures at the granularity of individual virtual
links; obviously, this is a bound on the granularity obtainable
by the end-to-end tomography system. Typically these sys-
tems assume an ideal multicast environment; but since true
multicast does not exist in the Internet, they use unicast for
approximation. Thus the accuracy of the probe measurements
heavily depends on the cross traffic in the network, and there
is no guarantee of their accuracy.

As for the second class of tools, the statistically-based tools
introduced in [7] and [9] use only uncorrelated end-to-end mea-
surements to identify lossy network links. To see why these
tools are insufficient, we consider a simple tree topology, Fig-
ure 2. In this tree, we can only measure the loss rates of two
paths: A → B and A → C. In the figure, (a) and (b) show
two possible link loss rates that lead to the same end-to-end
path measurements. The linear programming approach in [7]
and SCFS [9] will always obtain the result of (a) because they
are biased toward minimizing the number of lossy link predic-
tions; but such results may not be correct. As for the random
sampling and Gibbs sampling approaches in [7], either (a) or
(b) may be predicted. In fact, none of the loss rates for these
three links are identifiable from end-to-end measurements, and
the LEND system will determine that none of the individual
links are identifiable, and will get MILSes A → N → B and
A → N → C.

0
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B C

N

0

.

1

A

B C

N

0.19

0

0.1

0

.

1

0.19 0.19
0.19
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Figure 2: Example of an underconstrained system.

Gurewitz et al. use linear algebra to estimate one-way delay
with the measurement of delay of cyclic paths which are hard
to obtain in the real Internet [14].

2.2 Router Response Based Approach
All the router-based approaches to network diagnosis are

based on response packets sent by interior routers. Unfortu-
nately, interior routers may be unwilling to respond, or may
respond in an insufficiently informative manner. For example,
because many routers implement ICMP filtering or ICMP rate
limiting, some ICMP-based tools [2, 3] cannot measure the loss
rate on each link. These systems also do not scale well to the
task of simultaneously measuring many paths in a large over-
lay network; furthermore, the accuracy of measurements may
be affected by ICMP cross traffic [2]. Tulip, the latest repre-
sentative of this router-based approach [2], cannot accurately
infer the loss rates of links or link sequences because of the
following two problems.

First, a Tulip probe involves two small ICMP packets and
one large UDP data packet. To identify whether the loss hap-
pens on the forwarding path or not, Tulip only takes into
account the case when only UDP packets are lost. About 40%
of the time, a loss involves one of the ICMP packets as well.
Tulip simply ignores these cases, and consequently underesti-
mates about 40% overall loss rates [2].

Second, Tulip is sensitive to other simultaneous measure-

ment probes. Tulip requires continuous IP-IDs of replies from
the probed router and it may fail to get accurate loss rate if
other measurements (e.g. another instance of Tulip) probe the
router at the same time.

3. ALGEBRAIC MODEL AND MILS
In this section, we briefly describe the algebraic model of

the LEND system. The algebraic model is widely used in In-
ternet tomography. But the techniques for diagnosis require
significant amount of extra design over this framework, as we
will describe in the paper, e.g., the MILSes introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.

3.1 Algebraic Model
Here we briefly introduce the algebraic model that is widely

used in network diagnosis. Suppose an overlay network spans
s IP links. We represent a path by a column vector v ∈ {0, 1}s,
where the jth entry vj is one if link j is part of the path, and
zero otherwise. Suppose link j drops packets with probability
lj ; then the loss rate p of a path represented by v is given by

1 − p =
s

Y

j=1

(1 − lj)
vj (1)

In the equation above, we assume that packet loss is inde-
pendent among links. We believe that such an assumption is
supported by the findings of Caceres et al. They find that
the diversity of traffic and links makes large and long-lasting
spatial link loss dependence unlikely in a real network such
as the Internet [15]. In addition to [15], formula (1) has also
proven useful in many other link/path loss inference works,
such as [6, 7, 16, 17]. Our Internet experiments also show that
the link loss dependence has little effect on the accuracy of
(1).

We take logarithms on both sides of (1). Then by defining
a column vector x ∈ R

s with elements xj = log (1 − lj), and
writing vT as the transpose of the row vector v, we can rewrite
(1) as follows:

log (1 − p) =
s

X

j=1

vj log (1 − lj) =
s

X

j=1

vjxj = vT x (2)

There are r = O(n2) paths in the overlay network, thus
r linear equations of the form (2). Putting them together,
we form a rectangular matrix G ∈ {0, 1}r×s that represents
these paths. Each row of G represents a path in the network:
Gij = 1 when path i contains link j, and Gij = 0 otherwise.
Let pi be the end-to-end loss rate of the ith path, and let
b ∈ R

r be a column vector with elements bi = log (1 − pi).
Then we write the r equations in form (2) as

Gx = b (3)

Normally, the number of paths r is much larger than the
number of links s. However, in general, G is rank deficient:
i.e., k = rank(G) and k < s [10]. In this case, we will be
unable to infer the loss rate of some links from (3). These
links are also called unidentifiable in the network tomography
literature [9]. Figure 2 shows an example in which no link is
identifiable.

3.2 Minimal Identifiable Link Sequence
As mentioned before, we know that not all the links (or the

corresponding variables in the algebraic model) are uniquely
identifiable. Thus our purpose is to find the smallest path seg-
ments with loss rates that can be uniquely identified through
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Symbols Meanings
n number of end hosts on the overlay
r = O(n2) number of end-to-end paths
s # of IP links that the overlay spans on
G ∈ {0, 1}r×s original path matrix

Ḡ ∈ {0, 1}k×s a basis of G

k ≤ s rank of G

li loss rate on ith link
pi loss rate on ith measurement path
xi log(1 − li)
bi log(1 − pi)
v vector in {0, 1}s (represents path)
p loss rate along a path

R(GT ) row(path) space of G (= range(GT ))

G′ ∈ {0, 1}r′
×s′ reduced G after removing good paths & links

s′ # of links remaining in G′

r′ # of bad paths remaining in G′

k′ ≤ s′ rank of G′

G
′′

reduced Ḡ after removing good paths & links

Ḡ
′

a basis of G′′, also a basis of G′

Q′, R′ QR decomposition of Ḡ′
T

. Ḡ′
T

= Q′R′

Table 1: Table of notation
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Figure 3: Sample topologies and MILSes.

end-to-end path measurements. We introduce minimal iden-
tifiable link sequence or MILS to define such path sequences.
These path sequences can be as short as a single physical link,
or as long as an end-to-end path. Our methods are unbiased,
and work with any network topology. This provides the first
lower bound on the granularity at which properties of path
segments can be uniquely determined. With this information,
we can accurately locate what link (or set of links) causes any
congestion or failures.

Figure 3 illustrates some examples for undirected graphs. In
the top figure, we cannot determine the loss rates of the two
physical links separately from one path measurement. There-
fore we combine the two links together to form one MILS.
In the middle figure, three independent paths traverse three
links. Thus each link is identifiable, and thus each link is
a MILS. In the bottom figure, there are five links and four
paths. Each path is a MILS, since no path can be written
as a sum of shorter MILSes. But link 3 can be presented as
(2′ + 3′ − 1′ − 4′)/2, which means link 3 is identifiable, and
there are five MILSes. These examples show three features of
the MILS set:

• The MILSes may be linearly dependent, as in the bottom
example. We can shrink our MILS set to a basis for the
path space by removing such linear dependence, e.g., by
removing the MILS c in the bottom example in Figure 3.
But it is helpful to keep such links for diagnosis.

• Some MILSes may contain other MILSes. For instance,
MILS e is contained in MILSes b and c in the bottom
example.

• The MILS is a consecutive sequence of links, because for
diagnosis purposes we often want to limit the range within
the network where congestion/failure happens.

The problem of decomposing a network topology into MILSes
is similar to the sparse basis problem in numerical linear alge-
bra. The sparse basis problem is to find a basis for the range
of a matrix with as few nonzeros as possible. However, find-
ing MILSes differs from the usual problem of finding a sparse
basis for the following reasons:

• The sparse basis problem is an NP-hard problem, and
nearly all the heuristic algorithms for this problem are
based on a nondegeneracy assumption. In particular,
these heuristics require that every submatrix of G with
the order of rank(G) is nonsingular [18], an assumption
does not hold for typical network path matrices.

• For Internet diagnosis, we want to locate the possible
lossy links in a networking region which is as small as
possible. Thus, we want to have vectors which correspond
to consecutive link sequences. If we did not make this
assumption, there could exist an exponentially large
number of MILSes.

A MILS is a path segment and, like a path, it can be repre-
sented by a vector in {0, 1}s whose nonzero entries denote the
physical links used. Our requirement that the properties of
MILSes must be determined by the end-to-end measurements
is equivalent to the requirement that the vector v of the MILS
is in the path space R(GT ). Compared to related work [10], of
which the goal is to find a basis of R(GT ) made of end-to-end
paths, identifying MILSes is a more challenging task.

4. IDENTIFYING MILSES
The LEND system consists of two stages, shown in Figure 4.

In the first stage, we infer the loss rates of all end-to-end paths;
this can be done with O(n log n) path measurements, as de-
scribed in [10]. In this paper, we focus on the second stage:
finding MILSes and inferring their loss rates. For simplicity,
we first study link property inference for undirected graphs.
We then turn to the more realistic problem of inferring link
properties in directed graphs.

4.1 MILSes in Undirected Graphs
As we have defined them, MILSes satisfy two properties:

they are minimal, i.e. they cannot be decomposed into shorter
MILSes; and they are identifiable, i.e. they can be expressed
as linear combinations of end-to-end paths. Algorithm 1 finds
all possible MILSes by exhaustively enumerating the link se-
quences and checking each for minimality and identifiability.
An identifiable link sequence on a path will be minimal if and
only if it does not share an endpoint with a MILS on the
same path. Thus as we enumerate the link sequences on a
given path in increasing order of size, we can track whether
each link is the starting link in some already-discovered MILS,
which allows us to check for minimality in constant time. To
test whether a link sequence is identifiable, we need only to
make sure that the corresponding path vector v lies in the path
space. Since Q is an orthonormal basis for the path space, v
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will lie in the path space if and only if ‖v‖ = ‖QT v‖. If the
link sequence contains i links, then v will contain only i nonze-
ros, and it will cost O(i × k) time to compute ‖QT v‖. This
cost dominates the cost of checking for minimality, and so the
overall cost to check whether one link subsequence is a MILS
will be at worst O(i × k).

procedure Seek MILS
1 Let Q be an orthonormal basis of R(GT ) which is pre-

computed as in [10] ;
2 foreach path p in G do

3 start mils := logical array of length(p) ;
4 Clear start mils to all false ;
5 for i := 1 to length(p) do

6 foreach segment S = pk . . . pl of length i do

7 if start mils(k) then

8 continue ;
else

9 Let v be the corresponding vector of S ;
10 if ‖QT v‖ = ‖v‖ then

11 start mils(k) := true ;
12 S is a MILS ;

else

13 S is not a MILS ;
end

end
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: Seeking all MILSes in an undirected graph

On a path of length l, there are O(l2) link subsequences,
each of which costs at most O(l × k) time to check, so the
total time to find all the MILSes on one end-to-end path is at
most O(k×l3). However, we can further reduce the complexity
from O(k×l3) to O(k×l2) using dynamic programming (detail
omitted). If we check every end-to-end path in the network,
the overall complexity of Algorithm 1 will then be O(r×k×l2).
However, our simulations and Internet experiments show that
only a few more MILSes are obtained from scanning all r end-
to-end paths than from scanning only the k end-to-end paths
which are directly monitored. Furthermore, each physical link
used by the network will be used by one of the k monitored
paths, so the MILSes obtained from this smaller set of paths
do cover every physical link. Therefore in practice, we scan
only the k monitored paths, which costs O(k2 × l2) time, and
we accept a slight loss of diagnosis granularity.

Once we have identified all the MILSes, we need to compute
their loss rates. We do this by finding a solution to the under-
determined linear system ḠxG = b̄. system (see [10]). For ex-
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ample in Figure 6, xG = ( 2x1+x2+x3

3
, x1+2x2−x3

3
, x1−x2+2x3

3
)T .

Obviously, xG shows some identifiable vectors in R(G), how-
ever, they may not be MILSes. Then for each MILS with
vector v, the loss rate is vT xG. The elements of xG need not
be the real link loss rates: only the inner products vT xG are
guaranteed to be unique and to correspond to real losses. We
also note that because loss rates in the Internet remain sta-
ble over time scales on the order of an hour [19], the path
measurements in b̄ need not be taken simultaneously.

It is worth mentioning that the same problem for undirected
graph was solved in [20] with the same order of computa-
tional complexity. However, focus of this paper is on the di-
rected graph which is ignored in [20]. Furthermore, compared
to [20], our approach inherits the key feature of measurement
efficiency of [10] (i.e. requiring only O(n log n) measurements
of end-to-end paths instead of n2 paths), and reuses the com-
putational output of [10] such as xG and Q.

4.2 MILSes in Directed Graphs

4.2.1 Special Properties for Directed Graphs

Surprisingly, our MILS algorithm cannot be extended to
directed graphs directly. We found that no path can be de-
composed into more than one MILS, i.e., each path itself is a
MILS. Figure 7 shows a simple star topology as both an undi-
rected graph and a directed graph. In the undirected graph
on the left, the loss rate of each link is identifiable from the
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loss rate of the three paths. In contrast, in the directed graph
on the right, rank(G) = 5, and none of the six links are iden-
tifiable from measurements of the six end-to-end paths. Only
the end-to-end paths are identifiable in this case. This is typ-
ical of directed networks. In the case illustrated in Figure 7,
we can explain the lack of identifiable links as follows. We
can split G into two sub-matrices, one containing only incom-
ing links and the other only containing outgoing links of the
router N . Thus any vector v = [v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6]

T ∈ R
6 in

R(GT ) satisfies v1 +v2 +v3 = v4 +v5 +v6 because any path in
G has one incoming link and one outgoing link. Vectors like
[1 0 0 0 0 0]T do not belong to R(GT ), as they do not satisfy
that condition. This example illustrates the intuition of The-
orem 1 below which shows that in a directed graph, each path
itself is a MILS, i.e., it is the minimal identifiable consecutive
path segment.

Theorem 1: In a directed graph, no end-to-end path con-
tains an identifiable subpath except loops.

Proof : For any interior node N in the network, define vec-
tors uN ∈ {0, 1}s and wN ∈ {0, 1}s such that uN

i = 1 if link
i is an incoming link for node i, and wN

i = 1 if link i is an
outgoing link for node i. For any path with vector v, vT uN is
the count of the number of links going into N which appear
on the path, and vT wN is the count of the links exiting N .
If v corresponds to an end-to-end routing path, either N is
traversed exactly once and vT uN = vT wN = 1, or N is not
traversed at all and vT uN = vT wN = 0. Since every row in G
represents an end-to-end path, we have GuN = GwN .

Any identifiable link sequence in the network can be repre-
sented by a vector x such that x = GT z for some z; for such
a link sequence,

xT uN = zT GuN = zT GwN = xT wN

Therefore, if the link sequence includes an incoming link for
node N , it must also include an outgoing link. Thus, no
identifiable link sequence may have an endpoint at an inte-
rior network node. This means that the only identifiable link
sequences are loops and end-to-end paths. �

Routing loops are rare in the Internet, thus given Theo-
rem 1, each path is a MILS and there are no others. This
means that there are no individual links or subpaths whose
loss rates can be exactly determined from end-to-end mea-
surements. Next, we will discuss some practical methods to
get finer level unbiased inference on directed graphs, such as
the Internet.

4.2.2 Practical Inference Methods for Directed Graphs

Considering the simple directed graph in Figure 7, the prob-
lem of determining link loss rates is similar to the problem of
breaking a deadlock: if any of the individual links can be
somehow measured, then loss rates of all other links can be
determined through end-to-end measurements. Since link
loss rates cannot be negative, for a path with zero loss rate,
all the links on that path must also have zero loss rates. This
can break the deadlock and help solve the link loss rate of
other paths. We call this inference approach the good path
algorithm. Note that this is a fact instead of an extra assump-
tion. Our PlanetLab experiments as well as [19], show that
more than 50% of paths in the Internet have no loss.

In addition, we call relax the definition of “good path” and
allow a negligible loss rate of at most σ (e.g., σ = 0.5%, which
is the threshold for “no loss” in [19]). Then again it becomes
a tradeoff between accuracy and diagnosis granularity, as de-
picted in our framework. Note that although the strict good

path algorithm cannot be applied to other metrics such as
latency, such bounded inference is generally applicable.

As illustrated in the second stage of Figure 4, there are two
steps for identifying MILSes under directed graphs. First, we
find all the good paths in G and thus establish some good
links. We remove these good links and good paths from G to
get a submatrix G′. Then we apply Algorithm 1 to G′ to find
all lossy MILSes and their loss rates in G. For the good links
which are in the middle of lossy MILSes identified, we add
them back so that MILSes are consecutive. In addition, we
apply the following optimization procedures to get Q quickly
for the identifiability test (step 10 of Algorithm 1).

We remove all the good links from Ḡ and get a smaller
submatrix G′′ than G′. By necessity, G′′ contains a basis of G′.
We can then use the small matrix G′′ to do QR decomposition
and thus get Q′. Since G′′ is usually quite small even for G
from a reasonably large overlay network, such optimization
approach makes the LEND very efficient for online diagnosis.
In Figure 5, we use a simple topology to show the matrices
computed in the whole process. The path from C to B is a
good path and thus links 2 and 6 are good links.

4.3 Dynamic Update for Topology and Link
Property Changes

During monitoring, good links may become lossy and vice-
versa, routing paths between end hosts may change, and hosts
may enter or exit the overlay network. These changes may
result in changes to the reduced matrix G′, forcing us to re-
compute the MILSes and their loss rates. We perform this
re-computation in two steps: we first incrementally update
the decomposition of the G′ matrix, and then compute the
MILSes and their properties using the algorithm described in
Section 4.1.

We express changes to G and G′ in terms of four kinds of
primitive updates: adding a bad path, deleting a bad path,
adding a good path, and deleting a good path. Any more
complicated change can be expressed in terms of these four
operations. For example, if the routing tables changes so that
some bad paths are rerouted, we would delete the original bad
paths from the system, and add the routes for the new good
paths. When a bad path is added or deleted, there may be
one row which is added to or removed from G′; similarly, when
a good path is added or deleted, the set of links identified as
good by the good path algorithm may change, so that a few
columns are added to or removed from G′. To update a QR
decomposition of G′ after one column or row update costs time
proportional to the size of the matrix, or O(k′ × s′) time (see
the discussion in [21, Section 4.3]); and since at most l rows
or columns are affected by one of our primitive updates, the
total cost of such updates is at most O(l × k′ × s′). This cost
is much less expensive than the initial QR factorization of G′,
which costs O(r′ × k′ × s′).

In Section 7.2.4, we show that it takes only a few seconds to
complete an incremental update to Q′ and R′ and re-identify
the MILSes. Given that end-to-end Internet paths tend to
be stable on the time scale of a day [22] and link loss rates
remain operationally stable on the time scale of an hour [19],
our algorithm should suffice for online updates and diagnosis.

4.4 Combining with Statistical Diagnosis
As discussed before, the linear system is under-constrained,

and so there exist some unidentifiable links. With MILSes,
we attempt to discover the smallest path segments for which
properties can be uniquely identified. However, there are vari-
ous statistical methods which produce estimates of properties
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at a finer granularity, e.g. at the virtual link level (see Sec-
tion 2.1 for definition). Essentially, these methods try to use
statistical assumptions to resolve the likely behavior in the un-
measured space discussed in Section 3.1, and therefore provide
only possible estimates as shown in Figure 2 [7].

Because of this, our LEND approach and other statistical
methods can complement each other nicely. For example, we
can discover some links or link segments that are lossy by the
least-unbiased approach. If the user wants to make predic-
tions at a finer level of granularity with potential degradation
of accuracy, we can further apply the statistical algorithms on
the lossy MILSes. In comparison with the traditional statis-
tical tomography which has to consider the whole path, our
scheme can help significantly reduce complexity without losing
inference accuracy by considering a subset of the links. Our
MILSes are vectors in R(GT ), and the MILS set contains a
basis of R(GT ). Thus, inference with MILSes is equivalent to
inference with the whole end-to-end paths.

Take the linear optimization and Bayesian inference using
Gibbs sampling introduced in [7], for example; these algo-
rithms can be used without modification on our MILS set
rather than on the original end-to-end paths. Section 6.3.6
shows that combined with our least-unbiased approach, Gibbs
sampling inference improves its accuracy. In addition, the
computational complexity of Gibbs sampling inference based
on the MILS set is dramatically reduced because the input
“paths” is much shorter than the whole end-to-end paths.

5. DIAGNOSIS VALIDATION THROUGH IP

SPOOFING
Internet diagnosis systems are difficult to evaluate because

of the general lack of ground truth – it is very hard, if not virtu-
ally impossible, to obtain the link level performance from the
ISPs. We will first evaluate the system through simulations
in Section 6. Then we test LEND on the real Internet in Sec-
tion 7. For validation on the real Internet, in addition to the
classical cross validation, we need a more powerful approach.
As shown in Section 2, existing router-based diagnosis tools
like Tulip are neither very accurate nor scalable, and so do
not suit our needs. In this section, we propose an IP spoofing
based mechanism for link-level diagnosis validation.

Though IP spoofing is usually used by malicious hackers to
hide their identities, it also is a useful tool to cope with the
rigid routers. For example, IP spoofing is used to help measure
ICMP generation time in routers [23]. We use IP spoofing
to obtain a limited source routing, which helps validate the
accuracy of MILSes. With this technique, we can measure the
properties of new paths which we could not normally probe.
These additional measurements are then used to validate the
inferred loss rates of MILSes.

S

RA B

x3

x1 x2

Figure 8: IP spoofing ex-

ample.

Figure 8 shows an example of
how to use IP spoofing to “cre-
ate” a new path. Each line in
the figure can be a single link or
a sequence of links. For simplic-
ity, we just call it a link in this
section. Assuming router R is
on the path from the node A to
node B, and the path from S to
B does not go via R. To create a
new path S → R → B, S sends
an ICMP ECHO request packet to R with spoofed source IP
as B. When the packet reaches router R, R will generate an
ICMP ECHO reply packet and send it to B. Thus we get a

path from S to B via router R. Assume xi is the logarithm
of the success rate of link i as defined before and bB is the
logarithm of the success rate of path S → R → B. Thus
we have x2 + x3 = bB. Since x3 ≤ 0, we get a lower bound
of x2, i.e., x2 ≥ bB. For validation, we use the source rout-
ing capability we have created to measure some new paths
and check whether they are consistent with the MILSes and
their inferred loss rates obtained from normal non-IP-spoofed
measurements. For example, normal measurements on path
A → B reveal that there is a single lossy MILS l on R → B,
then the logarithm of l’s success rate should be bounded by
bB as discussed before. See details in Section 7.2.2 where the
consistency checking idea is also used in cross-validation.

The principle of IP spoofing based source routing is simple.
However, many practical problems need to be addressed.

• First, most edge routers check outgoing packets and
disable IP spoofing from the internal networks. In
addition, all PlanetLab hosts are disabled from IP
spoofing. We managed to get one host in our institute
exempted from such filtering.

• Second, as with other router-based diagnosis
approaches [2], our scheme is subject to ICMP
rate-limiting on routers for measuring the loss rates. We
filter those routers with strict ICMP rate-limiting.

6. EVALUATION WITH SIMULATION
In this section, we present our evaluation metrics, simulation

methodology and simulation results.

6.1 Metrics
The metrics we have used to evaluate our algorithms in-

clude the granularity of diagnosis, MILS loss rate estimation
accuracy, and the speed of setup and online diagnosis.

Of these metrics, the first one, diagnosis granularity, is par-
ticularly important. For diagnosis, we focus on the lossy paths,
and examine to what range we can locate the cause of network
congestion/failures. We define the diagnosis granularity of a
path as the average of the lengths of all the lossy MILSes
contained in the path. The diagnosis granularity of an over-
lay network is defined as the average diagnosis granularity of
all the lossy paths in the overlay. For example, if an over-
lay network has only two lossy paths: one path has two lossy
MILSes of length 2 and 4 separately, and the other lossy path
consists of only one lossy MILS of length 3. Then the di-
agnosis granularity for the overlay is ((2 + 4) /2 + 3) /2 = 3.
The granularity indicates the range of congestion/failure lo-
cations when they occur. We represent the granularity with
both physical link and virtual link 1 as the length unit. In
this paper, we use physical link as the default unit, and use
the virtual link as unit only when specifically comparing with
the optimal lower bound of end-to-end approaches which have
the diagnosis granularity as each virtual link.

Throughout this paper, we classify a MILS as lossy (or bad)
if its loss rate exceeds 3%, which is the threshold between
“minor loss” and “perceivable loss” (like “tolerable loss” and
“serious loss”) as defined in [19]. As we mentioned in Sec-
tion 6.2a good path has less than 0.5% loss rate, the threshold
for “no loss” in [19], and thus the good path algorithm intro-
duces certain errors (or bias). The question is whether the
error introduced by the good path algorithm will be accumu-
lative or not in the matrix computations. If the error is not

1As defined before, a network is composed of virtual links after
merging consecutive links without branching point.
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Figure 9: Accuracy of MILSes on lossy paths: cumulative distribution of absolute

errors (top) and error factors (bottom) under Gilbert model for various topologies.

Figure 10: Granularity of MILSes with differ-

ent network sizes (top) and different percent-

age of links as lossy links (bottom).

accumulative, we can simply adjust the threshold of the good
path for desirable accuracy and best diagnosis granularity.

To compare the inferred loss rate p̂ with the real loss rate p
of MILSes, we analyze both the absolute error and the error
factor. The absolute error is |p− p̂|. We adopt the error factor
Fε(p, p̂) defined in [6] as follows:

Fε(p, p̂) = max



p(ε)

p̂(ε)
,
p̂(ε)

p(ε)

ff

(4)

where p(ε) = max(ε, p) and p̂(ε) = max(ε, p̂). Thus, p and
p̂ are treated as no less than ε, and thus the error factor is
the maximum ratio, upwards or downwards, by which they
differ. We use the default value ε = 0.002, as is consistent
with the link loss rate distribution selected in simulation (See
Section 6.2). If the estimation is perfectly on target, the error
factor is one.

Operation of the LEND system requires two steps: setup,
and monitoring and diagnosis. In the first step we select
O(n log n) paths to measure, while in the second step we mon-
itor these paths and diagnose the congestion/failure locations
of all the O(n2) paths. The running time for the first step is
only a few minutes even for a reasonably large overlay network
of several hundred hosts, as shown in [10]. Thus in this paper,
we focus on evaluating the speed of the second step.

6.2 Simulation Methodology
We consider the following dimensions for simulation.

• Topology type: We experiment with three types of
BRITE [24] router-level topologies - Barabasi-Albert,
Waxman and hierarchical models - as well as with a real
router topology with 284,805 nodes [11].

• Topology size: the number of nodes ranges from 1000 to
20000. This node count includes both internal nodes (i.e.,
routers) and end hosts.

• Fraction of end hosts on the overlay network: we define
end hosts to be the nodes with the least degree. We then
randomly choose from 50 to 300 end hosts to be on the

overlay network. We prune the graphs to remove the
nodes and links that are not referenced by any path on
the overlay network.

• Link loss rate distribution: 95% of the links are classified
as “good” and the rest as “bad”. We focus on directed
graphs, thus the bidirectional links between a pair of
nodes are assigned separate loss rates. We use two
different models for assigning loss rate to links, as in [7].
In the first model (LLRD1), the loss rate for good links is
selected uniformly at random in the 0-0.2% range and the
rate for bad links is chosen in the 5-10% range. In the
second model (LLRD2), the loss rate ranges for good and
bad links are 0-0.2% and 0.2-100% respectively. Given
space limitations, most results discussed are under model
LLRD1 except for Section 6.3.4.

• Loss model: After assigning each directional link a loss
rate, we use either a Bernoulli or Gilbert model to
simulate the loss processes at each link in the same
manner as in [7, 10]. We found that the results for the
Bernoulli and the Gilbert models are similar. Since the
Gilbert loss model is more realistic, all results presented in
the paper are based on this model.

We repeated our experiments five times for each simulation
configuration unless noted otherwise, where each repetition
has a new topology and new loss rate assignments. The path
loss rate is simulated based on the transmission of 10000 pack-
ets. Using the loss rates of selected paths as input, we compute
xG, then the loss rates of all the MILSes.

6.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we discuss the evaluation results. Our ex-

periments show that the three synthetic topologies have sim-
ilar results for the accuracy. For the diagnosis granularity,
Barabasi-Albert topologies have the largest ratios of diagnosis
granularity vs. the average path length. Thus we only show
the Barabasi-Albert topology results because it gives the most
conservative results on fault localization.
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A real-router topology of 284,805 nodes

# of end 

host on OL 

# of 

paths 

Avg 

PL 

# of 

links 

# of 

VLs 

Rank

(k) 

# of 

LP 

# of links 

in LP 

Avg MILS 

length 

Avg diagnosis 

granularity 

50 2450 8.86 3798 2774 1921 1042 903 2.23(3.03) 2.24(3.07) 

100 9900 8.80 9802 7782 5879 3551 1993 1.71(2.27) 2.05(2.95) 

200 39800 8.80 22352 18545 14811 14706 4335 1.49(1.92) 1.77(2.38) 

 
Table 2: Simulation results for a real router topology. OL means the overlay network. PL means the path length. Number of links shows

the number of links after pruning (i.e., removing the nodes and links that are not on the overlay paths). Number of VLs (virtual links)

gives the number of links after merging consecutive links without branching point. LP stands for lossy paths. The rightmost four columns

are mainly computed using the virtual links after merging. The corresponding length values before merging are given in the parenthesis.

# of # of end hosts Avg # of # of links Avg MILS Avg diagnosis Speed (second)
nodes total overlay PL LP in LP length granularity setup update

1000 506
50 4.49 481 117 1.457(2.062) 1.476(1.656) 0.83 0.39
100 4.42 1815 191 1.266(1.818) 1.169(1.259) 2.91 0.69

5000 2489
100 5.19 2046 587 1.384(2.027) 1.247(1.402) 19.8 0.93
200 5.13 9028 1124 1.326(1.938) 1.187(1.271) 329 4.2

20000 10003
100 5.63 2232 1261 1.57(2.44) 1.491(1.688) 47.0 3.9
300 5.62 23337 3692 1.321(2.051) 1.147(1.256) 2626 48.2

Table 3: Simulation results with model LLRD2 using Barabasi-Albert topologies

6.3.1 Accuracy of MILSes

For all topologies in Section 6.2, we achieved high loss rate
estimation accuracy. Since our goal is to diagnose lossy paths,
we evaluate the accuracy of the estimates of loss rates only for
MILSes on the lossy paths. The results are even better when
we consider the MILSes on all paths.

We plot the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
absolute errors and error factors with the Gilbert model in
Figure 9. The results on Waxman and hierarchical topologies
are similar to those on Barabasi-Albert topologies, and so we
omit them in the interest of space.

The errors come from the measurement noise and the ap-
proximation of the good path algorithm. The accumulated
error is a potential problem when computing large matrix.
However, our simulation results show it is not severe at all in
our system. For all the configurations, 90% of the absolute
errors are less than 0.006 and 90% of the error factors are less
than 1.6. This shows that errors introduced by the good path
algorithm and measurements do not cumulate in the matrix
computations. The accuracy also due to the least-unbiased
qualities of our diagnosis algorithms.

6.3.2 Granularity of MILSes

Table 2 shows the granularity of MILSes and related statis-
tics under the real-world Mercator topology. We first prune
the topology so that it only contains the links on the paths
among the random selected end hosts. Then we merge the
links without branching points into one virtual link. We se-
lect a basis set Ḡ for monitoring, which is again much smaller
than the total number of paths. After that, we remove the
good paths and good links inferred from these good paths
from G, and obtain G′. The number of lossy paths and the
number of links in the lossy paths gives the size of G′, as shown
in this table. The loss rate estimation of MILSes is actually
based on Ḡ′, of which the size is about 30% to 50% of the size
of G′ for the loss rate distribution of LLRD1.

The MILS identification and loss rate calculation are based
on virtual links to reduce the computational cost. Thus the
length of lossy paths and MILSes in the rightmost two columns
of Table 2 is computed based on virtual links. After that, we
recover each virtual link to its original link segments and give
the length value in parenthesis of the table. The average length

of MILSes is quite small, mostly less than 2 when considering
virtual links, and mostly less than 3 without such link merging.
The last column of Table 2 shows the diagnosis granularity in
length of both virtual links and links. Most diagnosis granu-
larity is less than 2 virtual links, which is quite close to the
diagnosis upper bound of pure end-to-end approaches (i.e., di-
agnosing every virtual link). Clearly, the diagnosis granularity
becomes finer as more hosts are employed. This shows that
the granularity of MILSes is very small and we can effectively
locate the congestion/failure points.

6.3.3 Influencing Factors of the MILS Granularity

In this subsection, we study two such influencing factors:
the size of overlay network and loss rate distributions of links.

Figure 10 (top) shows the granularity of MILSes with dif-
ferent sizes of overlay network under the Mercator topology
and LLRD1 loss rate distribution. Link merging in the fig-
ure means to merge consecutive link sequence without branch-
ing into virtual link. When the overlay network size is very
small, less than 50, there is not much path sharing, so the
MILS lengths are long. With more hosts and paths, sharing
becomes significant, and the MILS lengths are reduced dra-
matically. Such sharing growth becomes slower and slower
when the network size is bigger than 100.

Figure 10 (bottom) shows the granularity of MILSes for an
overlay of 100 end hosts under the Mercator topology with
different percentage of links to be lossy links. Again, the loss
rate distribution is LLRD1. The granularity of MILSes almost
grows linearly to the percentage of lossy links. Usually the
percentage of lossy links in the Internet is very small, like
2% of even smaller. So the granularity of the MILSes is very
small, which is also verified through the Internet experiment
described in Section 7.

The average length of lossy MILSes is always higher than
that of good MILSes. This is not surprising because the longer
the MILS is, the more likely it is to be lossy. Thus the diag-
nosis granularity may be larger than the average length of all
MILSes.

6.3.4 Results for Different Link Loss Rate Distribution
and Running Time

We have also run all the simulations above with model
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LLRD2. The results are very similar to those of LLRD1 ex-
cept that with larger loss rates and the same percentage of
lossy links, the length of MILSes on the lossy paths has been
increased by a bit. Given space limitations, we only show the
lossy path inference with the Barabasi-Albert topology model
and the Gilbert loss model in Table 3.

The running time for LLRD1 and LLRD2 are similar, as
in Table 3. All speed results in this paper are based on a
3.2GHz Pentium 4 machine with 2GB memory. Note that
it takes about 45 minutes to setup (select the measurement
paths) for an overlay of 300 end hosts, but less than one minute
for an overlay of size 100. Note that the setup only needs
to run once, and there are efficient schemes to incrementally
update Ḡ when there are routing changes or adding/removing
links [10]. Meanwhile, the continuous monitoring, inference
and diagnosis are very fast, for all cases. Even for the large
overlay with 300 end hosts, 89,700 paths and more than 20,000
links, we can diagnose all trouble spots within one minute.
This shows that we can achieve near real-time diagnosis.

6.3.5 Results for Dynamic Changes

Because of the change of Internet and Overlay network, our
monitoring system has to dynamically update according to the
changes. In this section, we study two common scenarios: end
hosts joining as well as routing changes. In Section 4.3, we
analyze the computation complexity of four primitive updates
to our LEND system. We use the real topology [11] in sim-
ulation to show the efficiency of the dynamic update of our
LEND system.

Adding nodes: We start with an overlay network of 90 ran-
dom end hosts. Then we randomly add an end host to join
the overlay, and repeat the process until the size of the overlay
reaches 100. Averaged over three runs, the average running
time for adding a node is 0.21 second. Notice that we add a
block of paths together to speedup adding node.

Routing changes: Routing changes influence the link se-
quences in the paths, and as a result the loss rate of the paths
may also changes a lot. We first create an overlay network
with 100 random end hosts on the real router topology. Then
we simulate topology changes by randomly choosing a link
that is on some path of the overlay and removing of such a
link will not cause disconnection for any pair of overlay end
hosts. Then we assume that the link is broken, and re-route
the affected path(s). The changed paths may actually trigger
all the four basic changes we described in Section 4.3. Av-
erage over three runs, the average running time for changing
a routing path (delete the original and then add a new one)
is about 1.2 seconds. This time is comparable to the time of
re-computing all the matrixes from scratch, which is about 2.3
seconds. This is because the block algorithm of path adding
speedup much and the topology is not very large (only 100
end hosts).

6.3.6 Comparison with Gibbs Sampling

In [7], V. Padmanabhan et al. proposed three statistical ap-
proaches to infer the loss rate of links using end-to-end mea-
surement. We also implemented the Gibbs Sampling algo-
rithm, which was shown to be the most accurate approach
in [7]. Note that in [7], the object is only to find out which
virtual links are lossy, which does not give an inference on the
value of loss rate. By modifying the algorithm a little bit, we
use the average loss rate of all the samplings as the inferred
loss rate of virtual links.

Figure 11 shows the absolute and relative errors of the infer-
ence of virtual links or MILSes. Here we select the real Mer-

US (77) # of hosts International (58) # of hosts
.edu 50 Europe 25
.org 14 Asia 25
.net 2 Canada 3
.com 10 South America 3
.us 1 Australia 2

Table 4: Distribution of selected PlanetLab hosts.

cator topology measured in [11] with Gilbert loss model and
LLRD1 distribution. There are 50 end hosts, and thus 4950
paths in total. Figure 11 clearly shows that the accuracy of
MILSes is much better than that of Gibbs Sampling on virtual
links. It is worth mentioning that the false positives and false
negatives of Gibbs Sampling are relatively high (about 10%
in total), and thus for some virtual links the absolute error is
quite high (� 5%). Figure 11 also shows that Gibbs sampling
inference based on our MILSes has higher accuracy than that
based on end-to-end paths. This may be because MILSes have
finer granularity and reduce the interaction between identified
MILSes in the inference. The relative error factor results in
Figure 11 confirm the result of absolute errors. As for running
speed, Gibbs sampling based on the whole paths takes about
5 times more running time than that based on MILS set when
using the same running environment (i.e., the same machine
and Matlab tool).

7. INTERNET EXPERIMENTS
Shortest path routing is often violated in the Internet, a

phenomenon known as path inflation [25]. In addition, the
behavior of lossy links may be more complicated than those of
synthetic models. Therefore, we deployed and evaluated our
LEND system on the PlanetLab [26] and discuss the results
in this section.

7.1 Methodology
We deployed our monitoring system on 135 PlanetLab hosts

over the world (See Table 4). Each host is from a different
institute. About 60% of hosts are in US and others are dis-
tributed mostly in Europe and Asia. There are altogether
135 × 134 = 18, 090 end-to-end paths among these end hosts.
In our experiments, we measured all the paths for validation.
But in practice, we only need to measure the basis set of on
average 5,706 end-to-end paths. The measurement load can be
evenly distributed among the paths with the technique in [10]
so that each host only needs to measure about 42 paths.

First, we measured the topology among these sites by si-
multaneously running “traceroute” to find the paths from each
host to all others. Each host saves its destination IP addresses
for sending measurement packets later. Then we measured the
loss rates between each pair of hosts. Our measurement con-
sists of 300 trials, each of which lasts 300 msec. During a trial,
each host sends a 40-byte UDP packet to every other host. The
packet consists of 20-byte IP header, 8-byte UDP header, and
12-byte data on sequence number and sending time. For each
path, the receiver counts the number of packets received out of
300 to calculate the overall loss rate. We used the sensitivity
test similar to that of [10] to choose these parameters so that
measurement packets will not cause additional congestion.

To prevent any host from receiving too many packets simul-
taneously, each host sends packets to other hosts in a different
random order. Furthermore, any single host uses a different
permutation in each trial so that each destination has equal
opportunity to be sent later in each trial. This is because
when sending packets in a batch, the packets sent later are
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MILSes in physical links.

more likely to be dropped than received. Such random per-
mutations are pre-generated by each host. To ensure that all
hosts in the network take measurements at the same time, we
set up sender and receiver daemons, then use a well-connected
server to broadcast a “START” command.

7.2 Experiment Results
In April 2005, we ran the experiments ten times, at different

times of night and day. Below we report the average results
from the ten experiments.

7.2.1 Granularity of MILSes and Diagnosis

For the total of 135 × 134 = 18, 090 end-to-end paths, af-
ter removing about 65.5% good paths containing about 70.5%
good links, there are only 6450 paths remaining. The average
length of lossy MILSes on bad paths is 3.9 links or 2.3 virtual
links.

The diagnosis granularity of lossy paths is a little high: 3.8.
But we believe it is reasonable and acceptable for the following
two reasons. First, it is well-known that many packet losses
happen at edge networks. In the edge networks, the paths
usually have a long link chain without branches. For example,
all paths starting from planetlab1.cs.northwestern.edu go
through the same five first hops. If we use virtual link as the
unit, we find the granularity is reduced to about 2.3 virtual
links. This shows our LEND approach can achieve good diag-
nosis granularity comparable to other more biased tomography
approaches, while achieving high accuracy.

Second, we find that there exist some very long lossy MILSes
as illustrated in Figure 12, which shows the distribution of the
length in physical links of lossy MILSes measured in differ-
ent time periods of a day (US Central Standard Time). For
example, some MILSes are longer than 10 hops. Such long
lossy MILSes occur in relatively small overlay networks be-
cause some paths do not overlap any other paths.

As shown in Section 6.3.6, we can further apply Gibbs sam-
pling approach [7] based on the MILSes found and obtain the
lower bound on the diagnosis granularity, which is 1.9 physi-
cal links and obviously one hop with respect to virtual links.
However, accuracy will be sacrificed to some extent as shown
in Section 6.3.6. Nevertheless, by combining both statistic ap-
proaches and our LEND system, we provide the full flexibility
to trade off between granularity and accuracy.

7.2.2 Accuracy Validation Results

We apply the two schemes in Section 5 to validate our re-
sults: cross-validation and consistency checking with IP spoof-
based source routing.

7.2.2.1 Cross Validation.
We split the paths in the basis Ḡ into two sets. The first set

End-to-end path 18,090
Avg path length 15.2

# of MILSes 1009
Avg length of MILSes 2.3(3.9)

Avg diagnosis granularity 2.3(3.8)

Table 5: Internet experiment results. The last two rows are com-

puted using the virtual links. The corresponding length value using

physical links are given in the parenthesis.

serves as the input Ḡ to the LEND system to generate a MILS
set and infer their loss rates. Then we use the measurements
of the second part to test the inferred link loss rates for cross
validation. The basic idea is that if a path p in the second
validation set contains some non-overlapped MILSes vi, i =
1, ..., n obtained by the inference on the first set, then the loss
rate of p should be no less than the total loss rate of these
MILSes, because p may have some additional lossy links that
are not covered by these MILSes. Assume the loss rate of p is
measured to be l, and the calculated loss rate of each MILS vi

is li, we check whether the following inequality holds:

(1 − l) <

n
Y

i=1

(1 − li) + ε (5)

ε shows the tolerable value of errors. In our experiments, ε
is chosen as 0.5%. Take one experiment for example, we have
5720 paths in Ḡ and we choose only 2860 of them to identify
571 MILSes and infer their loss rates. Then we validate the
loss rates by the other 2860 paths. 320 out of 571 MILSes
are on the paths of the second set, and thus verified by 2200
paths. The result shows that more than 99.0% paths in the
second set are consistent with MILSes computed by the first
set. This shows that the loss rate inference of the MILSes is
accurate.

7.2.2.2 IP Spoof based Consistency Checking.
For validation, we started the loss rate measurements and

sent IP spoof packets at the same time. To reduce the over-
head introduced by IP spoofing, we intentionally select the
spoofed IP addresses to only infer the path segments which
are more likely to be lossy based on some previous experi-
ments. We applied the method introduced in Section 5 to
measure 1000 path segments. Then, similar to the cross vali-
dation, we adopted Eq. (5) for matching validation. 361 lossy
MILSes out of a total of 1664 lossy MILSes are on the 1000
new paths, and thus validated. When using the same parame-
ter ε = 0.005, 93.5% of the loss rates of the new spoofed paths
are consistent with the loss rate of these MILSes. Note that
Internet routing changes may affect the validation results be-
cause once the path routing is changed, the reflecting router
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may no longer be on the original path, making the validation
inapplicable. Fortunately, Internet routing is quite stable and
thus the IP spoof based consistency checking demonstrates
that the MILS loss rate inference is very accurate.

7.2.3 MILS to AS Mapping

After we identify the lossy MILSes, we can locate and study
the distribution of the lossy links. For example, are the lossy
links usually within an AS or between two ASes?

To study this problem, we first need to obtain an accurate
IP-to-AS mapping. A complete IP-to-AS mapping can be con-
structed from BGP routing tables by inspecting the last AS
(the origin AS) in the AS path for each prefix. Mao et al. show
that the IP-to-AS mapping extracted from BGP tables can
lead to accurate AS-level forwarding path identification by
changing about 3% assignment of the original IP-to-AS map-
ping [27]. However, their available IP-to-AS mapping result
was obtained from measurement in 2003 and it is incomplete
somehow – we found that 1/4 of routers on our measurement
paths are not mapped to any AS. Thus we derive the IP-to-AS
mapping from BGP tables directly, using the BGP tables pub-
lished in Route Views [28] on March 2nd, 2005. The mapping
is quite complete and only 1.6% IPs involved (end hosts and
internal routers) cannot be mapped to ASes.

Ignoring these unmapped nodes, we map MILSes to their
AS sequences, and then analyze the relationship between lossy
links and ASes. Table 6 shows the length of AS paths of the
lossy MILSes. Since it is impossible to infer which link or links
are lossy in a long MILS, we only consider the short MILSes
with length 1 or 2 which consist of about 44% of all lossy
MILSes. It is obvious that most lossy links are connecting
two different ASes. For example, most length 1 MILSes (27.5%
of all MILSes) are connecting two ASes. This observation is
consistent with common belief that the links connecting two
ASes are more likely to be congested than those within an AS.

1 AS 2 ASes 3 ASes > 3ASes
Len 1 MILSes (33.6%) 6.1% 27.5% 0 0
Len 2 MILSes (9.8%) 2.6% 5.8% 1.3% 0

Len > 2 MILSes (56.6%) 6.8% 17.8% 21.8% 10.2%

Table 6: MILS-to-AS path length

7.2.4 Speed Results

The LEND system is very fast in our Internet experiments.
After topology measurement, the average setup (monitoring
path selection, i.e., stage 1 in Figure 4) time is 109.3 seconds,
and the online diagnosis (stage 2 in Figure 4) of the 3714 lossy
paths for altogether 18,090 paths takes only 4.2 seconds.

8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we advocate the non-biased end-to-end net-

work diagnosis paradigm which gives smooth tradeoff between
accuracy and diagnosis granularity when combined with vari-
ous statistical assumptions. We introduce the concept of min-
imal identifiable link sequence and propose the good path
algorithms to leverage measurement snapshots to effectively
diagnose for directed graphs. Both simulation and PlanetLab
experiments show that we can achieve fine level diagnosis with
high accuracy in near real time. We further design a novel IP
spoofing based scheme to validate Internet experiments.
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ABSTRACT

Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages (PASTA) is a well known
property applicable to many stochastic systems. In active probing,
PASTA is invoked to justify the sending of probe packets (or trains)
at Poisson times in a variety of contexts. However, due to the di-
versity of aims and analysis techniques used in active probing, the
benefits of Poisson based measurement, and the utility and role of
PASTA, are unclear. Using a combination of rigorous results and
carefully constructed examples and counter-examples, we map out
the issues involved, and argue that PASTA is of very limited use in
active probing. In particular, Poisson probes are not unique in their
ability to sample without bias. Furthermore, PASTA ignores the
issue of estimation variance, and the central need for an inversion
phase to estimate the quantity of interest based on what is directly
observable. We give concrete examples of when Poisson probes
should not be used, and explain why, and offer initial guidelines on
suitable alternative sending processes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. INTRODUCTION
Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages, or ‘PASTA’, is a property

applicable to many stochastic systems. In essence, it states that
observations made of a system at time instants obeying a Poisson
process, when averaged, converge to give the ‘true’ value, that is
to the average that an ideal observer would make when monitoring
the system continuously over time. PASTA was first formalized
by probabilists, notably in the 1970’s. Wolff, in his classic 1982
paper [22], unified and extended the then-existing PASTA results.
The generality of his formulation, based on the ‘Lack of Antici-
pation Assumption’, which requires simply that the past history of
the system does not influence the arrival times of future observers,
did away with the need to prove ergodic theorems for each new
application, and led to PASTA being widely used.

PASTA has been used [13, 14, 20, 23] to justify the sending of
probes (or probe trains) at Poisson epochs in an effort to obtain
unbiased estimates of quantities of interest, for example end-to-
end delay. However, despite the generality of the PASTA result
of Wolff, in many respects the role and utility of PASTA for ac-
tive probing has become unclear both in the theoretical and prac-
tical senses. This paper aims to clarify what Poisson probing, and
PASTA itself, can and cannot provide for active probing. In this
context, key questions include

• When is PASTA valid in the strict sense?

• When and in what sense is PASTA useful when it holds? is
Poisson probing necessarily optimal?

• Are there cases when Poisson probes should not be used?

• What role is played by PASTA within the inference problems
of active probing?

Related to this last point there is an important, prior question: What

does PASTA apply to? In other words, Poisson Arrivals See Time
Averages, but of what? does PASTA hold for any quantity that may
form the object of active probing?

Our main focus in this paper is on end-to-end delay over a tan-
dem queueing network, to which PASTA can in fact apply. Delay
is a simple, yet important target of active probing measurement in
its own right. A natural aim in this context would be to accurately
determine any desired statistic of the delay that would be experi-
enced by a single packet of any given size sent into the network in
its steady state regime, for example the distribution of such a delay.
A particular case is the virtual work of queueing theory, which cor-
responds to the delay a zero sized packet would see, under FIFO
scheduling, when sent into the network in steady state. By care-
fully distinguishing between the non-intrusive case (virtual probes
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of zero size) and the intrusive case (real probes of finite size), we
provide important insights into the above questions. The simplicity
of delay allows rigorous results to be derived, and yet it provides a
context rich enough to inform active probing techniques in general.

Our findings group naturally under three distinct categories, and
can be summarised as follows.

Sampling Bias versus Intrusiveness

• PASTA states that Poisson sampling is unbiased. In the non-
intrusive case, we show that this is not unique to Poisson but
is shared by a large class of other sampling processes.

• PASTA states that Poisson sampling remains unbiased even
when observers are not virtual, but contribute to system load.
Apart from a few exceptions ([11]), this property is not shared
by other sampling processes. We argue that it does not follow
that Poisson is superior, because of variance and inversion is-
sues, described next.

• We show that rare probes can be used to avoid issues of intru-
siveness and inversion, and that in such a scenario, Poisson
is no longer special anyway.

Bias versus Variance

• PASTA is a statement about bias. It is silent on variance,
which is nonetheless of equal importance to estimation.

• There is no general result stating the optimality of Poisson
observations with respect to variance or Mean Square Error
(MSE), except asymptotically for MSE in the intrusive case1.
Indeed, optimality would in general require a probing stream
which is well matched in some sense to network characteris-
tics. In Section 2.2 we give explicit examples showing that
Poisson probing can be sub-optimal.

Sampling versus Inversion

• To obtain ‘what one wants’ from what has been observed, for
example what the delay distribution would have been if the
observers were non-intrusive, based on measurements that
were free of sampling bias but which were intrusive, an ad-
ditional inversion step is required. Inversion is typically com-
plex, and in general impacts both bias and variance.

• PASTA is silent on inversion. There is no result stating that
Poisson sampling is unbiased, or otherwise optimal, for the
full problem of sampling followed by inversion. Further-
more, the zero sampling bias of Poisson in the intrusive case
is not necessarily an advantage when it assists in measuring
the wrong quantity. It may even be that inversion is impos-
sible, in which case Poisson sampling cannot magically pro-
vide unbiased estimates.

Finally, we also strongly emphasize the fact that PASTA does not
always hold, as it, in common with alternative probing strategies,
requires important conditions to be satisfied.

The picture that emerges is that PASTA plays only a very re-
stricted role in active probing. In a nutshell, active probing estima-
tion seeks to optimise total bias as well as variance performance,
and must therefore address both sampling and inversion issues.
PASTA deals only with sampling of the available observable, not
with inversion to the final quantity of interest, is ignorant of vari-
ance, and furthermore excludes the low variance potential of alter-
native schemes which also enjoy zero sampling bias. In contrast,
it’s strength, a lack of sampling bias even in the intrusive case, is
not necessarily relevant given the near universal need for inversion.

1See the end of Section 2.2, and recall MSE = bias2 + variance.

We conclude that Poisson probing is poorly motivated, and recom-
mend a Probe Pattern Separation Rule as an alternative default for
both probes and probe patterns, which offers several advantages.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
uses simple queueing systems to map out the key issues and con-
cepts, and to give examples of many of the main results and insights
in a simple setting. Section 3 introduces the mathematical machin-
ery used to prove results on the bias of sampling processes in a
more general setting. We restrict ourselves to hypothetical zero
sized probes in this section. In Section 4, we consider probes of
non-zero size, examine PASTA, and give a result on rare probing,
a generic strategy to avoid bias. We then combine our findings and
motivate the introduction of a Probe Pattern Separation Rule as
an alternative to the exponential separation of Poisson probing. In
Section 5 we survey selected prior work on PASTA and its applica-
tion in network measurement, and conclude in section 6.

2. PASTA AND DELAY: THE ISSUES
In this section we illustrate the key facts and issues involved in

measuring end-to-end delay from probes, and the role of PASTA,
in the simple context of a single, FIFO queue, fed by probe traffic
and cross-traffic obeying simple models. As we proceed, we high-
light those results which will receive a more general and rigorous
treatment in Section 3. In other cases, the results are in the form of
counter-examples which prove general points as well as illustrate
them.

As several of the examples employ the M/M/1 queue, we sum-
marize some relevant properties here. In the M/M/1 system, pack-
ets arrive as a Poisson process of rate λ, and each takes an expo-
nential amount of time, with average µ, to be serviced2. To ensure
stability and (strict) stationarity of the system, we require the sys-
tem utilisation ρ = λµ to satisfy ρ < 1. It turns out ([8], pp.202)
that the time a packet spends in the system, which is nothing other
than its end-to-end delay, is also exponentially distributed with pa-
rameter d̄ = µ/(1 − ρ):

FD(d) = P(D ≤ d) = 1 − e−d/d̄, d ≥ 0, ρ < 1 (1)

with mean IE[D] = d̄, where D is the random variable representing
the delay of a given packet.

A related but distinct quantity is the waiting time W of a packet,
which also corresponds to the delay experienced by a virtual ob-

server of zero size. This distribution:

FW (y) = P(W ≤ y) = 1 − ρe−y/d̄, y ≥ 0, ρ < 1, (2)

with mean IE[W ] = ρd̄, has an atom at the origin corresponding to
the probability 1− ρ of finding the system empty, resulting in zero
waiting time, and also zero delay in the case of a zero sized packet.

As mentioned in the introduction, an important quantity in queue-
ing theory is the virtual work. This is a stochastic process W (t),
defined for continuous time t ∈ R, which corresponds to the wait-
ing time a packet of size x = 0 would experience when sent at time
t into the network in steady state. Because this is also the delay for
such a zero sized observer, we refer to this here as the virtual de-

lay. This process represents the ground truth of the delay (of zero
sized packets) in the system. The waiting time distribution W of
Equation (2) is simply the marginal of W (t).

The other queues we consider in this section are studied us-
ing Monte Carlo simulation implemented in C and Matlab. The
queue ‘simulation’ directly implements the Lindley recursion (see

2Often µ is taken to be the service rate instead.
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Figure 1: Sampling bias of delay, non-intrusive case (x = 0). Left: CDF as seen by various probing streams, and the true delay

distribution. Right: resulting mean estimates. Each probing stream is unbiased.
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Figure 2: Sampling bias of delay, intrusive case (x > 0). Left: CDF as seen by various probing streams, and true delay distributions

(one per stream, the closest grey curve in each case). Right: resulting probe based mean estimates, and true means. Each probing

stream results in a new true delay distribution, which is sampled with bias by the probes, except the Poisson case (PASTA).

eg. [8]) on waiting times defining the system and is exact to ma-
chine precision. Two kinds of statistics are collected. First, per-
packet delay values, from which the delays, regardless of packet
size, due to probe traffic or cross-traffic can be extracted. Second,
the waiting time distribution W is obtained by observing the vir-
tual delay process W (t) continuously over time. As it is stored in
histogram form, there is a discretisation error. However, this error
can be bounded, and we control it in each case so that errors are
negligible on the scale of the plots given. Similarly, we use long
simulations of 1000000 probes to make confidence intervals small
or negligible (in the latter case we don’t show them), and employ
warmup periods of at least 10d̄ to damp transients. From the ob-
served W (t), we obtain the distribution of D for non-zero probes
by convolving with the probe size distribution.

Finally, recall that if a is some parameter of stochastic data, then

an estimator of a is any function bA of the data designed to estimate
a; this estimator is unbiased if a = IE[Â].

2.1 Bias
We will consider each of sampling bias in the intrusive case,

sampling bias in the non-intrusive case, and inversion bias. Five
different arrival processes - including ‘Poisson’, ‘Uniform’, ‘Pareto’,
‘Periodic’, and ‘EAR(1)’, will be used for probes, in order to offer
a spectrum of bursty behaviors. Three of these, namely ‘Poisson’,
‘Uniform’, and ‘Pareto’, are renewal processes, that is inter-arrivals

are given by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables. They differ only in the choice of distribution, respec-
tively exponential (yielding a Poisson process), uniform, and the
heavy tailed Pareto (with finite mean but infinite variance). The
‘Periodic’ probe stream is also renewal but in a very degenerate
sense as inter-arrivals are constant, and is best regarded as a deter-
ministic stream (a random uniform phase, determining the offset of
the periodic grid from the time origin, makes it stationary despite
this rigidity). The EAR(1) process, described in detail below, has
correlated inter-arrivals with exponential marginal. For the sake of
brevity, details such as complete parameter settings will be omitted.
Figure 1 gives results for each of the above probing streams, with a
shared average inter-probe spacing, using probes of zero size. Con-
sequently, there is no issue of intrusiveness - probes do not affect
the system, nor of inversion - we are directly measuring what we
wish to measure. The issue of sampling bias can therefore be seen
in isolation.

The grey curve in the plot on the left of Figure 1 shows the true
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the delay of zero sized
probes, calculated from Equation (2). As expected, the curve cor-
responding to Poisson probes agrees with the true one: as is well
known, PASTA applies to this system. However, each of the other 5
curves overlay the true result equally closely. In this non-intrusive
case, the lack of sampling bias of Poisson probing is shared by

many other probing schemes. The (tightly estimated) expected de-
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of the unperturbed system.

lays in the right plot of the figure confirm this by agreeing with the
true value in each case. In Section 3, our main result is to prove
that a wide class of processes share this desirable property, and for
far more general systems than the simple M/M/1 queue.

In Figure 2 we consider the same probing arrival streams, but
allow the probes to have a service time x > 0 (for simplicity x
is a constant, but this is not essential). As a result, intrusiveness
becomes an issue: probes do affect the system, both in load and
in more detailed characteristics. To avoid dealing with inversion
issues, for the moment our objective is to know the true delay of the
full system, combining cross-traffic and non-virtual probes, that a
packet of service time x would experience. In other words, again
we seek to measure the same object that we have direct access to
through probing.

The mean estimates in the right hand plot of Figure 2 confirm
that each probing stream results in a different system behavior (de-
spite equal loads), and shows that each now gives a biased estimate
of its respective E[D], with the exception of ‘Poisson’. Hence,
PASTA continues to hold, whereas the other probing streams, de-
spite being unbiased when x = 0, now suffer from a bias due to
intrusiveness. The corresponding CDFs in the left hand plot show
in greater detail how the systems are different for each stream, and
how the bias varies as a function of delay. These results illustrate
that PASTA holds in the intrusive case. In Section 4, we will state
the general conditions under which PASTA can be expected to hold.

We now study inversion bias in isolation. We achieve this by em-
ploying Poisson streams exclusively, thereby benefiting from their
zero sampling bias in all cases. Furthermore, we let the probe ser-
vice time X be exponentially distributed with the same parameter,
µT , as for the cross-traffic packets. This results in a probe+traffic
system which is still M/M/1, with rate λ = λT + λP and average
service time µT , enabling Equation (1) to be used.

Figure 3 shows the unsurprising but significant fact that increas-
ing the probing load through increasing λP results in the over-
all system deviating increasingly far from the original unperturbed
system in which λP = 0. Consequently, even if an estimate of the
true mean (or the CDF) is unbiased, that estimate is an estimate of
the full (probe + cross-traffic) system, not the unperturbed (cross-
traffic only) system that one wishes to measure. Thus, ‘what we
want is not what we directly measure’. To obtain the unperturbed
delay from the perturbed one requires an entirely separate inver-
sion step, which, even in this very simple example of inverting one

kind of delay to another, is highly non-trivial except for the sim-
plest one hop models. For other inference objectives common in
active probing, such as using packet-pair methods to estimate bot-
tleneck bandwidth, the degree of inversion required, and therefore
its potential impact, is far greater. Another way of seeing this is
to note that probes sent as a Poisson process at the sender will not
arrive as Poisson process at the bottleneck link in general, and will
also be affected by their onward passage from that link to the re-
ceiver. Thus, the probes are ‘sampling’ the bottleneck link, but not
in a Poisson way, and not in isolation.

We have two contributions to make on the inversion issue. First,
we point out that not only can it be extremely challenging, but more
importantly that it is a difficulty which arises generically for which
PASTA offers no solution. Indeed, it was recently shown in [10]
that, even in a simple 1-hop system, unless the cross-traffic obeys
particular restrictive assumptions, full knowledge (i.e. the law) of
the cross-traffic process feeding the hop is unobservable. In such
a case, strict inversion is impossible even in principle. This cor-
responds to an extreme form of the inversion problem, relating to
fundamental issues of system non-identifiability, which PASTA is
powerless to mitigate. Second, in spite of the difficulties described
above, there is a general way, the rare probing of Theorem 4, to
address inversion bias in the intrusive case, which we explore in
Section 4.

2.2 Bias versus Variance
In Section 2.1 we focused on the bias of estimators based on a

simple average of delays experienced by probes. In this section
we look into the variance of these estimators. When bias is non-
zero, we examine bias-variance tradeoffs in the traditional manner
by considering the mean squared error MSE = bias2 + variance.

Thus far we have considered cross-traffic packets arriving as a
Poisson process. However, in general cross-traffic will interact with
probe traffic in ways which depend on the correlation or ‘bursti-
ness’ structure of each, and estimation variance will be a function
of these interactions. To show this clearly we need a richer context
than the simple memoryless structure of the Poisson process. We
use the Exponential (first order) AutoRegressive process (EAR(1))
[5] as a convenient way to generate a point process for CT arrivals
which has a well defined correlation time scale, that is a scale τ∗ be-
low which autocorrelation is significant, but above which it decays
rapidly to zero. Like the Poisson process, it consists of exponen-
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MSE =
p

(bias2 + variance). Only the Poisson probing is unbiased, but the scheme

with minimal MSE depends on α.

tial inter-arrivals of intensity λ, but unlike it, inter-arrivals form a
positively auto-correlated AR(1) process, with correlation structure

Corr (i, i + j) = αj , j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , α ∈ [0, 1). (3)

The delay constant j∗(α) of this geometric decay (extracted by set-

ting αj = e−j/j∗ ) translates to a correlation time scale of τ∗(α) =
j∗/λ = (λ ln(1/α))−1, which rises from 0 when α = 0 (the Pois-
son case), to ∞ as α → 1.

Figure 4 shows the effect of increasing α on the estimation of
mean delay, for four different non-intrusive probe streams of iden-
tical rate. In the left plot we see, as expected, a lack of bias for each
stream (note the vertical scale and confidence intervals, offset for
visibility), in agreement with the results of Figure 1, regardless of
the value of α. In contrast, the right hand plot shows that the stan-
dard deviation of the estimates separate at large α. The important
point to note is that this separation clearly exceeds the confidence
intervals: the Poisson stream has higher variance than either Pe-
riodic or Uniform. This is a counter-example making the general
point that Poisson sampling does not imply minimal variance.

We now offer some insight into why Poisson probing gives rise
to higher variance than Periodic in this case. First note that as the
correlations in the cross-traffic increase, so do those of the virtual
delay process W (t) itself. If we could make estimates based on

W (t), they would therefore have increased variance3. Each prob-
ing scheme samples W (t), experiences the larger correlation at
higher α, and thereby inherits the larger variance. Exactly how
much variance however depends strongly on the details of the sam-
pling scheme, not merely on the average sampling rate λP . Bear-
ing in mind that samples which are closer together will be more
correlated, periodic probing has the advantage of guaranteeing a
minimum distance between them. It can therefore ‘jump over’ cor-
relation inducing bursts, provided that 1/λP is large compared with
the correlation scale of W (t). In contrast, in a Poisson process, ar-
rivals may be much closer than 1/λP with appreciable probability,
increasing the correlation considerably between such samples. In
the example here, 1/λP ≈ 20τ∗ even for α = 0.9, so the periodic
stream produces close to i.i.d. samples in all cases.

In Figure 5 we consider the intrusive case for a wider range of
candidate probing schemes. We fix α at 0.9, and examine depen-
dence as intrusiveness is increased by increasing probe size, shown
as a function of the ratio of probing load to CT load. The left-
most plot shows that bias is now present, and increases with α,
for all schemes except for Poisson (PASTA). The variance results
of the middle plot echo those seen in Figure 4: there are schemes

3It is well known [2] that the variance of the sample mean calcu-
lated over a time window of given width is essentially the integral
of the correlation function over the corresponding range of lags.
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which perform both better and worse than Poisson. The rightmost
plot in Figure 5 combines bias and variance, and we see the trade-
offs at work: the relative overall performance of different schemes
changes with x. In particular, as bias becomes stronger for its com-
petitors at load ratios above 0.12, Poisson begins to outperform
Periodic, but continues to be outdone by the Uniform renewal with
wide support.

In this section we have presented only a few illustrations of what
is a general point: PASTA is silent on estimation variance, and
the performance of Poisson probing, for general cross-traffic pro-
cesses, plays no privileged role with regard to variance. The same
holds true for MSE, with one exception. Asymptotically, as the
number of samples tends to infinity, the variance of any consistent
estimator will tend to zero, resulting in the asymptotic MSE being
equal to the bias squared. In the intrusive case, this clearly gives
the advantage to Poisson probing. In general however, overall sta-
tistical performance is a function of how well the probing stream
is adapted to the cross-traffic, and the nature of that traffic. The
optimal approach (if any) will also be strongly determined by the
choice of constraints such as measurement duration, probe budget,
and acceptable intrusiveness profile.

2.3 The Need for Technical Assumptions
Thus far in this section we have passed over the issue of tech-

nical assumptions. For instance, we assumed that PASTA holds
universally. In fact, its validity is dependent on other conditions,
most importantly the lack of anticipation assumption (LAA) men-
tioned in the introduction. Similarly, while Figure 2 indicated that
non-Poisson probing schemes have zero bias, this is true only if
suitable joint ergodicity conditions on the cross-traffic and probe
traffic are satisfied. Intuitively, ergodic systems are those which are
in some sense free enough to explore, in an unbiased way and on
a single sample path, the full range of behavior which one would
find if one could examine all sample paths. It is also important to
note that zero bias, although an important objective, is not enough.
To be useful in practice, we also need measurements to converge
to the parameter to be estimated on a single sample path, as we
witnessed in each example thus far. To ensure this, again suitable
ergodic conditions are required. We defer a rigorous description of
these issues until the next two sections, and complete this one with
an illustrative example and intuitive explanation of these issues.

Figure 6 gives the outcome of a non-intrusive experiment which
is identical to that reported in Figure 1, but with one crucial differ-
ence: the Poisson arrival times of cross-traffic have been replaced
by periodic arrivals of the same average intensity (packet sizes have
not been altered). Each probing stream continues to measure the
mean delay, and even the entire delay distribution, without bias,
with the exception of the periodic probe stream, which is markedly
different. In fact, since the period of the Periodic stream is equal
to an integer multiple of the cross-traffic period (equal to 10 in this
case), the two streams are effectively ‘phase locked’, and in such
a case the joint ergodicity conditions are not satisfied. As a result,
the probes can never sample average conditions on this sample path
alone, but only those found at a particular point in the cycle of the
cross-traffic arrivals.

Despite the rigidity of the periodic cross-traffic, the other probing
streams do satisfy the required joint conditions since they are each
mixing processes, which is a stronger form of ergodicity. Similarly,
the joint ergodicity assumptions were satisfied in the cases shown
earlier of periodic probe traffic and either Poisson or EAR(1) cross-
traffic, since these latter processes were mixing. In a loose sense,
they provided enough variability to overcome the rigidity of the
periodic probes. We discuss this in more detail in the next section.

3. NON-INTRUSIVE MEASUREMENT
In the previous section we discussed sampling bias, inversion

bias, variance, and contrasted the intrusive and non-intrusive cases
in parallel. In this section we focus on sampling bias in the non-
intrusive case only, leaving the intrusive case (and most of our com-
ments on inversion) to Section 4. Our aim is to expand in a rigor-
ous way on the observations of Figure 1, that many processes other
than Poisson enjoy zero sampling bias in the non-intrusive case.
Although this case may not seem to be practically useful, since real
probes must always intrude, it turns out that the design of effective
practical probing is based on a clear understanding of this case. The
basis of our treatment is the machinery of ergodic theory [16] and
Palm calculus [1], in the context of marked point processes [3, 1].
We give an overview of these areas before proving our main result,
a description of precisely when the zero bias property is true.

3.1 Setting
We adopt a setting which allows for very general probe traffic,

cross traffic, and network models. We make the following assump-
tions: stationarity of the probe traffic, cross-traffic and the network
behavior, ergodicity of the cross-traffic and probe traffic, and inde-

pendence of the probe traffic from the cross-traffic. The assump-
tions on probes are not restrictive since the experimenter controls
the probing stream.

We model probe traffic as a (strictly) stationary point process P
of intensity λP . That is, a sample path of the process is simply
the set of times {Tn} at which the (zero sized) probes arrive, and
there exists a probability law PP that determines the probability
of any event concerning sample paths. For example, it governs
the probability that the first inter-arrival time after the time origin:
T2 − T1, equals or exceeds the mean value 1/λP (this would be
1 for periodic probes or e−1 for a Poisson stream), as well as the
probability that n probes fall in a time interval I1 and m in I2, for
intervals I1 and I2. No constraints are placed on PP ; we allow any
structure of probe arrivals (provided points do not coincide).

We model cross-traffic as a marked stationary point process T of
intensity λT . As before this consists of the arrival times of packets,
but now also marks, random variables associated with each packet
which give additional information about the traffic. This includes
the random packet size, but also anything else which characterises
the stream, for example the packet sizes may depend on the arrival
patterns, or packet sizes, of previous arrivals. The probability law
PT governs all details of T , both of arrival times and marks.

The model of an end-to-end path typically used in active probing
is essentially the tandem queueing network of queueing theory. It
consists of a set of FIFO queues and transmission links in series,
each with its own independent cross-traffic stream. Packets from
a given stream are all n-hop-persistent (traversing n hops before
exiting) and frequently n is simply taken to be 1 for each stream.
Our network setting is more than general enough to cover such a
model. However, it is not explicitly defined in terms of queues like
the one above, but instead operates in an abstract setting, which
allows for even greater generality. It is capable of including cross-
traffic streams correlated across nodes, cross-traffic with feedback
such as TCP, non-FIFO scheduling disciplines, varying over nodes,
probes which follow different paths through a network (modelling
load balancing), and more, provided the above technical assump-
tions are satisfied. Technically, each of these cross-traffics, and
their dependencies, are contained in a single marked point process
T , where the marks carry most of the detailed information, such as
which nodes are traversed by a given packet. In this way, much of
our general network model, in fact all of its stochastic components,
is subsumed into a rich cross-traffic description.
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Figure 6: Sampling bias of delay with non-mixing cross-traffic, non-intrusive case (x = 0). Left: CDF as seen by various probing

streams, and the true delay distribution. Right: resulting mean estimates. Each probing stream is unbiased, except for periodic.

The details of the queueing itself are not contained in T but
would have to be specified separately, for example, if one wished
to simulate the network. However, provided everything that is not
in T acts deterministically on the cross-traffic and probe inputs,
it does not need to be specified explicitly. For example, our re-
sults hold ‘for free’ for each of FIFO, Weighted Fair Queueing, or
processor sharing queueing disciplines, since each of these is de-
terministic given the traffic inputs.

The final components of the basic setting is to specify the observ-

able, which is the quantity related to probes that we have access to,
and the ground truth, that is the quantity we wish to estimate. In the
case of active probing the available data is simply the arrival times
of probes to the receiver, or equivalently (since the sending times
Tn are known), their end-to-end delays. Since we consider only
the non-intrusive case in this section, the underlying observable or
‘ground truth’, which we denote by Z(t), t ∈ R, will be taken to
be the virtual delay process W (t) from Section 2. Recall that this
is the delay experienced by a zero sized observer entering at time t.

Our main goal is to learn about the process Z(t). Technically,
this reduces to determining the expectation E[f(Z(t))] of some
positive function f of Z(t). The choice of f gives us great freedom
in the kind of statistic we may wish to measure. Good examples,
which we have already met in Section 2, are the identity (giving
us the mean delay) or an indicator function noting whether Z(t) is
smaller than some threshold (giving us the CDF of delay). More
will be considered below.

With the setting established, we now indicate where sampling
and inversion fit in to it. Probes sent at times {Ti} literally sample
Z(t) at those times. Hence, the values f(Z(T1)), f(Z(T2)), . . .,
are what is available to estimate E[f(Z(t))]. As we send more
probes, we have more samples and expect our estimates to improve.
Specifically, we want the following almost sure convergence:

lim
N→∞

1

N

NX

n=1

f(Z(Tn)) = E[f(Z(0))]. (4)

For instance, if f is the identity function, the right hand side is
the mean virtual delay to which the sample mean estimate on the
left hand side must converge. Note that stationarity implies that
E[f(Z(0))] = E[f(Z(t))] for any time t.

3.2 Ergodic Theory and Palm Calculus
Statements like Equation (4), where an empirical average (the

left hand side) is equivalent to an ‘ensemble mean’ or mathemati-
cal expectation (the right hand side) are known collectively as er-

godic theorems [16]. Intuitively, this equivalence arises because a
single sample path of an ergodic process will over time come to
resemble every other sample path, with more extreme paths taking
appropriately longer to emerge. In Section 3.3 we determine when
Equation (4) holds. To do so, we must first introduce key aspects
of ergodic theory and Palm calculus.

3.2.1 The Joint Law and the Product Space

To deal with ergodicity of the whole system, we must know the
joint law governing both probe and cross-traffic. Because these are
independent, the events in the combined system can be described
through the product space of P and T , denoted by F , with an
associated probability law P which is the product of PP and PT .

Intuitively, (F , P ) enumerates all sample paths of the combined
system and their associated probabilities. The following example
illustrates this. Consider a system in which probe and cross-traffic
are each periodic with a period of 1 time unit (for simplicity we
ignore the marks of T ). Each probing sample path is completely
determined by its phase y ∈ [0, 1) = T1, the distance from the time
origin to the first probe. Similarly, the cross-traffic is described by
a phase z ∈ [0, 1). We take the phases to be uniformly distributed
over (0, 1], so that each stream is stationary. Thus, each sample
path of the combined system is uniquely described by (y, z), which
is an element of the product space F = [0, 1) × [0, 1). Assuming
independence between the streams, the joint probability P is just

P ((y, z) ∈ [a, b] × [c, d]) = PP(y ∈ [a, b]) · PT (z ∈ [c, d])

= (b − a)(d − c),

where b ≥ a, d ≥ c.

3.2.2 Ergodicity and Time Shifts

We will describe the stationarity and ergodicity of a point process
by means of the associated shift operator {θt}, which represents a
shift in time of value t ∈ R of the whole sample path of the process,
that is of all of its points. Stationarity is very simply expressed in
this framework: by definition, it holds if, for all t, a shift of t leaves
the law of the process unchanged. In order to define ergodicity, we
have to first introduce the notion of invariant event.

Invariant Event: An invariant event for a shift operator {θt}
(for instance that of a point process) is an event A such that A =
θ−t(A) for all t ∈ R. An example of such a event is a set of paths
each of which has an infinite number of inter-arrivals larger than
some value x, because translation would not change this property
for any path in A, so θ−t(A) would contain exactly the same paths.
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Ergodic Shift: A shift is ergodic if all of its invariant events are
trivial; i.e. of probability either 0 or 1. For instance, all stationary
renewal processes are ergodic (e.g., see Section 1.6 of Chapter 1
in [1]). In particular, a periodic point process with a random phase
that is uniform over the period is both stationary and ergodic.

Let us return to the product space defined above. One can define
a product shift which operates, simultaneously but independently,
on both P and T . We would like this product shift to be ergodic,
in which case we say that P and T are jointly ergodic. However, a
pitfall here is that for this to be true, it is not enough that one or the
other, or even both, of the probe process and cross-traffic process
be ergodic in their own right. To see the significance of this, we
continue the ‘periodic-periodic’ example from Section 3.2.1.

Let the event A be those sample paths where, for all n, Tn −
Cn < 0.25, where Tn and Cn are respectively the arrival time of
the n-th probe and n-th cross-traffic packet. For our phase locked
example, this translates to P(y−z < 0.25) = 0.25. However since
the offset between the two streams is fixed at y − z for all n, A is
an invariant event, yet it has probability which is neither 0 nor 1.
Hence, the product shift is not ergodic, despite each of the streams
being individually ergodic. This example is the simplest one of its
kind, but is by no means the only one. Such periodic behaviors are
actually common in IP networks, for example when dealing with a
small number of persistent TCP flows on an access link.

3.2.3 Palm Probability

As pointed out in Section 3.1, probing fundamentally involves
sampling. Whereas the underlying observable Z(t) is a process
in continuous time, in practice we must work with discrete obser-
vations taken at stochastic times. Palm Calculus [1] is a body of
results dealing with how the probabilistic laws governing a process
in fact depend on the ‘conditional viewpoint’ from which they are
‘observed’.

On our product space, the Palm probability P0 with respect to
the probe point process is defined by

P0(Z(0) ∈ B) =
1

λ(b − a)
E

h X

Tn∈(a,b]

1Z(Tn)∈B

i
,

for any real numbers a ≤ b, where λ is the intensity of the probing
point process. Hence, the Palm probability is the average fraction
of probes in (a, b] which observe Z(t) as being in the set B. As B
is arbitrary, this is equivalent to knowing the entire distribution.

We now show that when probes are non-intrusive and indepen-
dent of cross-traffic, then P0[Z(0) ∈ B] = P [Z(0) ∈ B], for all
B. Let N(a, b] denote the number of probes in (a, b]. From the
independence assumption and the fact that Z is a function of the
cross-traffic point process only, we have

P0(Z(0) ∈ B) =
1

λ(b − a)
E

h X

Tn∈(a,b]

1Z(Tn)∈B

i

=
1

λ(b − a)

X

n≥0

PP(N(a, b] = n)

Z

Rn

nX

k=1

PT (Z(tk) ∈ B)fn(d(t1, . . . , tn)),

with fn(d(t1, . . . , tn)) denoting the law of the epochs of the n
probes falling in the interval (a, b] given that there are exactly n
probes in this interval. By stationarity, for all k PT (Z(tk) ∈ B) =

PT (Z(0) ∈ B). Hence

P0(Z(0) ∈ B) =
1

λ(b − a)
EP

h X

Tn∈(a,b]

PT (Z(0) ∈ B)
i

= P (Z(0) ∈ B)
1

λ(b − a)
E

h X

Tn∈(a,b]

1
i

= P (Z(0) ∈ B). (5)

This result implies that the underlying law of the observable as
seen by independent probes (represented by P0) is equal to the
‘ground truth’ (represented by P ).

3.3 NIJEASTA and NIMASTA
In this section we give two theorems which build on the above to

establish broad conditions under which Equation (4) holds.
The significance of the joint ergodicity property stems from the

pointwise ergodic theorem of Birkhoff. This theorem implies (see
Section 1.6 in Chapter 1 of [1]) that when the product shift is er-
godic, for all stationary stochastic processes Z(t) defined on the
product space, and for all positive functions f , the following (al-
most sure) limit exists

lim
N→∞

1

N
f(Z(Tn)) = E0[f(Z(0))] (6)

where E0 denotes the Palm probability of the probe point process.
We can now give our main result

THEOREM 1. If the product shift is ergodic and the probing

stream is independent of cross-traffic, then Equation (4) holds.

Proof: Since the product shift is ergodic, it follows from Property
1.6.3 pp.52 in [1] that the discrete shift θT1

is ergodic w.r.t. the
Palm probability P0, so that for all positive functions f the limit

lim
N→∞

1

N
f(Z(Tn)) = E[f(Z(0))]

holds almost surely. The result then follows from (5). ⊓⊔
This result can be summarised as:
NIJEASTA: Non-Intrusive Jointly Ergodic Arrivals See Time Av-

erages.

The jointly ergodic assumption of NIJEASTA is similar to the
Lack of Anticipation Assumption of Wolff in that it states exactly
what is required, but does not say when it is true, which can be
inconvenient in practice. Our next theorem is classical ([16], Theo-
rem 6.1, pp.65) and states simple sufficient conditions under which
the joint ergodicity holds, based on the idea of mixing. A point
process P (or equivalently its shift) is said to be mixing4 if, for all
events A, B:

lim
t→∞

PP (A ∩ θ−t(B)) = PP(A)PP(B).

Intuitively, mixing is a special (and strong) form of ergodicity where
on separation under the shift, all memory between any sets A and
B is lost, so that they ultimately act as independent events.

THEOREM 2. The product space F of P and T is ergodic when-

ever at least one of them is a mixing process, and the other ergodic.

Of the two cases covered here, that of a mixing probe process has
practical importance, because although we may suspect that cross-
traffic is mixing, especially in the Internet backbone where myriads
of random effects wash out deterministic synchronisation, we can-
not guarantee it. On the other hand, if we choose to use probing
processes which are mixing, we are assured of satisfying the joint

4In fact both weak and strong mixing can be defined [16]
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Figure 7: Simulation illustrating NIMASTA in a multi-hop sys-

tem, and sampling bias due to phase-locking. Left set of curves:
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TCP flow on hop 1.

ergodicity conditions required for zero sampling bias, regardless
of the dynamics of cross-traffic. To highlight this property, which
generalises PASTA (in the non-intrusive case!), we coin:
NIMASTA: Non-Intrusive Mixing Arrivals See Time Averages.

It is useful to review at this point the observations of Section 2.
Three kinds of processes appeared there: stationary renewal pro-
cesses (with exponential, uniform, or Pareto inter-arrivals), the pe-
riodic process (with random phase), and the EAR(1) process. As
is well known [3], renewal processes are mixing provided that the
support of the inter-arrival distribution contains an interval where
the density is larger than a positive constant, and the EAR(1) pro-
cess is also strongly mixing [5]. However, the periodic process is
not, although it is ergodic. The non-intrusive examples throughout
Section 2, in particular in Section 2.3, illustrate NIMASTA and NI-
JEASTA at work, depending on which traffics are mixing or not.
Finally, note that it is easy to construct a great variety of mixing
processes, for example using Markov processes with a particular
structure, as we will see in the next section.

Figure 7 illustrates NIMASTA for a more complex network: a
3 hop FIFO route with capacities of [6, 20, 10] Mbps. Each hop
carries 1-hop-persistent cross-traffic which, for hop [1, 2, 3] respec-
tively, were chosen to be [ periodic, Pareto, TCP ] or [ TCP, Pareto,
TCP ], combinations which include potential for phase locking, long-
range dependence, and feedback (a single TCP flow is used). For
space reasons we omit many details in this ‘proof of principle’ ex-
ample, which was generated using ns-2 [21], modified to allow the
ground truth Z(t) to be calculated accurately (see Section 7). Two
sets of results are given in the figure, depending on whether the
cross-traffic on hop 1 is periodic, or window-constrained TCP. In
each case the delay marginals show that NIMASTA holds for each
of the mixing probe traffics, but not for the periodic probes, which
become phase locked. In the TCP case (right set of curves), the
period is commensurate with the round-trip time of the TCP flow
on the first hop, whereas in the other case (left curves), the periods
were chosen to be simple multiples.

3.4 From Delay to Jitter
So far we have considered positive functions f which act on Z at

a single time point only. In fact more general functions of the form
f(Z(0), Z(t1), . . . , Z(tk)) can be considered, which gives access
to the temporal structure of Z. Key examples are the n-dimensional
distributions of the process, and the delay variation or jitter.

Palm Calculus can deal with this greater generality by consid-
ering clusters of (non-intrusive) probes sent at epochs {Tn} that
form a stationary and ergodic point process. Each cluster consists
of k + 1 probes sent at times Tn + ti, i = 0, . . . k with t0 = 0.
Palm calculus can then be applied by formulating the clusters as
marks, the probe process thereby becoming a marked point process
(for details see [1]). As before one can then measure without bias
the average behaviour of any such function, that is:

lim
N→∞

1

N

NX

n=1

f(Z(Tn), . . . Z(Tn+tk)) = E[f(Z(0), . . . Z(tk))].

For example, we show how to measure jitter on a time scale of
τ , that is, we desire the distribution of Jτ (t) = Z(t + τ ) − Z(t).
Let the clusters arrive as a renewal process with inter-arrivals dis-
tributed uniformly over [9τ, 10τ ]. This process is mixing. Each
cluster will consist of two points, the cluster seed at Tn, and a
trailing probe at Tn + τ . We then simply collect the jitter val-
ues {Jτ (Tn)} and estimate its distribution by forming a histogram
(technically, this implies defining multiple functions f , each an in-
dicator function for a histogram bin, and counting the hits in each.
These counts are positive, although jitter itself takes either sign).

4. INTRUSIVE MEASUREMENT
The last section dealt with the non-intrusive case. Here we con-

sider implications for inversion and sampling bias arising from ‘real’
probes of positive size. We then combine our findings to conclude
that Poisson probing should no longer be regarded as a viable de-
fault choice, and suggest an alternative.

The key new element is that now probes influence system evo-
lution. This does not affect the existence of the virtual delay pro-
cess W (t) (what a zero sized observer would see when arriving to
the system), nor our final aim, namely to measure the ground truth
Z∗(t), the delay that would be observed by a positive sized probe
arriving to the unperturbed system at time t. However there are
several important changes:
(i) our observable Z(t) is no longer W (t), as the available data is
now what a real probe of positive size would experience;
(ii) observations of Z(t) are not observations of Z∗(t): an inver-
sion issue arises;
(iii) each of Z(t), Z∗(t) and W (t) now depends on the probe pro-
cess, in particular the probe size.

Our goal is to estimate Z∗(t) using observations of Z(t) at the
probing times Tn, and to determine in what sense, if at all, the
following modified form of Equation (4) holds:

lim
N→∞

1

N

NX

n=1

f(Z(Tn)) = E[f(Z∗(0))]. (7)

Notice that this equation defaults to Equation (4) if probes are non-
intrusive, in which case Z(t) = Z∗(t) = W (t).

4.1 PASTA
We revisit PASTA with an emphasis on probing applications.

The general setting of Section 3.1 continues to hold, with the changes
as listed above.

In the intrusive case, sampling bias is typically present. For in-
stance, consider the ‘Uniform’ renewal process with support on
[0.9µ, 1.1µ] in the left hand plot in Figure 5. The negative bias
results from the probes only weakly seeing the contribution to load
of other probes, which arrive at least 0.9µ from them.

There is no reason for Equation (5) to hold in general. However,
the PASTA property of Wolff [22] states that, for Poisson probes, it
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does, provided the Lack of Anticipation Assumption (LAA) holds.
However, we are not told which network scenarios satisfy LAA,
and therefore when PASTA will hold for real probing involves many
open questions. We therefore provide the following result and sketch
of proof, which states that PASTA does in fact hold for delay in the
traditional path model.

THEOREM 3. Under the above assumptions, for Poisson probes

(intrusive or not), in a FIFO tandem queueing network,

P0(Z(0) ∈ A) = P (Z(0) ∈ A). (8)

Sketch of proof: In a FIFO tandem queueing network, Z(t) is
predictable w.r.t. the filtration {Ft}, where Ft is the smallest σ-
field that contains the past of the probe process before time t and
the (independent) σ-field that contains the whole history of the CT
marked point processes (see [1], sections 1.8, 3.3).

Further, since a Poisson process is mixing, Theorem 2 is true and
so the product shift is ergodic. Using Equation (8) then allows the
same steps as in Section 3.3 to carry through, yielding

lim
N→∞

1

N

NX

n=1

f(Z(Tn)) = E[f(Z(0))]. (9)

This statement of PASTA in our setting reaffirms the fact that what
it provides is unbiased sampling of (functions of) the total system
Z. This says nothing about Equation (7), which includes the inver-
sion step taking us back to our target, Z∗.

Figure 8 illustrates PASTA using a 3-hop network with capacities
of [2, 20, 10] Mbps. Each hop carries 1-hop-persistent cross-traffic
which is of type [periodic,Pareto,TCP], a combination which in-
cludes long-range dependence, and potential for phase-locking due
to either the TCP (again a single flow) or periodic streams. Again
for space reasons we omit details. Delay marginals, obtained from
50000 probes, are plotted over a range of intrusiveness, achieved
with 4 different probe sizes. The results show, as we expect, that
PASTA continues to hold for delay, despite the dangerous periodic
components of cross-traffic, but that inversion bias is a problem.

4.2 Controlling Intrusiveness
One strategy to reach the objective of Equation (7) is to use a

minimally perturbative stream to reduce bias (e.g., [23]). When
packet sizes cannot be made arbitrarily small, non-intrusiveness
can be achieved by ‘rare probing’, i.e., making the inter-arrival
times large. The aim of the present section is to give a justifica-
tion of this strategy in a limited but natural setting.

Setting: We assume that the queueing system without probes
is described by a Markov kernel in continuous time, Ht, on some
denumerable state space E that is irreducible and positive recurrent
with stationary probability π. We assume that the transmission of a
probe is represented by applying another Markov kernel K; more
precisely, if the state of the system just before a probe is sent is
described by the probability measure ν on E , then the law of the
state of the system when this probe reaches the receiver is νK (also
on E ). Probe n + 1 is sent a random time aτ after n is received,
where a ∈ R

+ is a scaling factor and τ has law I on R
+. Hence,

the probes are not renewal.
The Markov kernel of the total system (describing the law of the

system just before probes are sent) is given by

bPa = K

Z

t

Hat I(dt) .

We also assume that bPa is irreducible and positive recurrent on E ,
with stationary probability πa, provided a is large enough.
Rare Probing: By definition, rare probing is obtained when a
goes to infinity. Within the setting of this subsection, the LHS of
Equation (7) is a.s. equal to

P
i πa(i)f(i) (thanks to the ergodic

theorem for Markov chains), whereas its RHS is
P

i π(i)f(i). Our
main result (proved in the appendix) on rare probing is:

THEOREM 4. Assume that (i) The Markov kernel Ht is s.t. the

parameters of the exponential sojourn times in the states of E are

uniformly bounded from above. (ii) The Markov kernel J of the

embedded chain of Ht is α-Doeblin for some 0 < α < 1. (3)

The law I has no mass at 0 (i.e. probe transmissions are always

separated). Then Equation (7) holds in the following asymptotic

sense: for all bounded functions f , for all ǫ > 0, there exists an A
such that for all a > A,

˛̨X

i

πa(i)f(i) −
X

i

π(i)f(i)
˛̨
< ǫ. (10)

Notice that the above limit implies that both inversion and sampling
bias go to zero.

Our theorem, valid for delay only, and under a particular set of
conditions, is only an indication of the kind of result that could be
obtained based on ‘rarity’. There is much scope for future work in
this technically challenging area.

4.3 A Replacement for Poisson Probing
In active probing practice, PASTA has been employed either as

a default choice, or in the belief that it will lead to zero estima-
tion bias, and always in the expectation that it can do no harm.
We claim that there is little justification in applying PASTA in the
overwhelming majority of situations, and consequently that Pois-
son probing as a default is both undeserved and misleading, and
should be replaced. We recap the case against Poisson probing
before suggesting what it could be replaced with. As a detailed
summary already appears in the introduction, here we present an
account focusing on practical implications.
Inflexibility: NIMASTA and rare probing show that there is a
large class of probing streams which avoid both sampling bias (if
intrusiveness is controlled) and the possibility of phase-locking.
Poisson probing is a lost opportunity to explore this space to mini-
mize inversion bias as well as variance.
Inapplicability to probe patterns: The techniques of active prob-
ing are rarely based on isolated probes. Section 3.4 showed that
NIMASTA is useful for (mixing) probe patterns, which could be
crafted to achieve given measurement aims. Naturally, Poisson
probes cannot form patterns with desired properties. Exponen-
tially distributed probe pattern inter-arrivals have been suggested
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for packet pairs [20], and packet trains [9]. However, there is no
theoretical rationale for this. In active probing PASTA applies only
to a stream of Poisson packets, and cannot justify any inference
based on temporal behaviour between probes of a pair, where inter-
actions are not memoryless.
Beyond delay, inversion bias dominates: The techniques of ac-
tive probing frequently look beyond end-to-end delay. As the tar-
get Z∗(t) moves from the observable itself to quantities which are
far removed from it (such as details of CT at individual hops), the
inversion task becomes increasingly complex. Even in the non-
intrusive case, complex inversion is required (which if poorly per-
formed results in large inversion bias) except in very special cases
such the system end-to-end delay. PASTA does not solve this prob-
lem, indeed Poisson probing prevents probe patterns from being
designed which could help circumvent the hard inversion problem.

There is no single probing guideline which offers optimality for
all probing purposes, and in particular, it is beyond the scope of this
paper to derive optimal probe patterns. Instead, we wish to provide
a new default for probe sending to replace exponential separation in
contexts where the sending of many separate probe patterns applies.
We seek the following features:

• Suitable for separating probe patterns, not only probes,

• Generic, to allow freedom in probe pattern design: we spec-
ify pattern separations, not the entire process,

• Compatible with mixing, to reduce the risk of phase-lock,

• Tunable, to enable bias/variance tradeoffs.

The following choice satisfies these criteria:

Probe Pattern Separation Rule: select inter-probe (or probe pat-

tern) separations as i.i.d. positive random variables, with a dis-

tribution which contains an interval where the density is bounded

above zero, and whose support is lower bounded away from zero.

In the special case where each probe pattern is a single probe, this
separation rule fully specifies a probing arrival process, namely a
mixing renewal process. An example is given by the renewal pro-
cess with inter-arrivals uniformly distributed over [0.9µ, 1.1µ] of
Figure 6. Since the support is lower bounded at 0.9µ, probes are
guaranteed to be well separated, enabling them to act more inde-
pendently, thereby reducing variance. Whereas the mean separa-
tion µ can be used to control probe rarity, the lower bound (and
distribution shape) can be tuned to tradeoff sampling bias, inver-
sion bias and variance.

In the case of probe patterns, the rule does not by itself specify
the probe process, nor, therefore, determine all of its properties.
However, selecting separations to be i.i.d. inherently ‘encourages’
mixing (recall section 3.4 in the non-intrusive case). Again, the
enforced separation helps the patterns to make uncorrelated mea-
surements, reducing variance. Finally, note that the support can
be tuned close to zero if necessary, so Poisson-like probing is not
excluded, for the (rare) cases where this is truly appropriate.

5. RELATED WORK
The problem of identifying the conditions under which observa-

tions of a stochastic system coincide with the stationary distribution
of the observed process has a long history, starting with Descloux
in 1967 [4]. Wolff named, gave the first rigorous proof for, and
popularized the PASTA principle [22], although that principle was
known earlier. Refer to [11] for a thorough review of pre-1990
work. Melamed and Whitt [11] later derived conditions for ASTA
(Arrivals that See Time Averages) to hold.

The use of PASTA to justify network measurements of at Pois-
son epochs was pioneered by Paxson. He [13, 14], carried out mea-

surements of the “routing state”, delays, losses and TCP bulk trans-
fers at Poisson epochs. The IETF IP Performance Metrics (IPPM)
Group [7] built upon PASTA and Paxson’s results to recommend
the use of Poisson sampling, for example in RFC 2330 [15]. RFC
2330 also observes that non-Poisson probes such as uniform, geo-
metric, additive random, or other probes can be used for a variety of
practical reasons; for example, the interval between Poisson probes
can be arbitrarily large or small, and such probes cannot be im-
plemented in real systems, hence the need to use implementable
and “close enough to Poisson” probes such as truncated Poisson
probes. Note that all the probing processes mentioned above have
the mixing property required for the NIMASTA theorem to hold.

Since then, Poisson probing has become part of the conventional
wisdom of network measurements [23, 20, 9]. Recent work has
attempted to better understand the impact of PASTA and the design
of estimators for active probing. Bin Tariq et al. [12] empirically
examined the difference between Poisson and periodic sampling,
and show that, in many cases, the difference between estimates of
delay and loss obtained with Poisson and periodic probes are not
significant. Sommers et al. [19] set out to understand the probing
process best suited to measure packet loss. They propose the use of
a geometrically distributed packet pair to estimate the duration of
loss periods better than can be done with Poisson probes. Roughan
analyzed the Poisson probing of queueing systems and the impact
of correlations in the observed (delay) process [18, 17]. Roughan’s
work is another step towards developing estimators that take not
just bias but also variance into account.

There is a substantial literature on perturbation analysis (see [6])
which addresses the ‘reversed’ problem of determining the behav-
ior of a perturbed system from that of the unperturbed one. How-
ever, there are no immediate or simple answers to the difficult inver-
sion problems of active probing, for example as explored in [10].

6. CONCLUSION
We provide a rigorous analysis of the precise role and relevance

of PASTA in designing estimators for network measurement. Con-
ventional wisdom holds that Poisson sampling must be used to
avoid bias, and the PASTA property is cited as justification. Us-
ing end-to-end delay as a tractable example, we show that this is
simplistic, and ignores two important crucial aspects of probing -
inversion to the parameter of interest, and intrusiveness. We derive
’NIMASTA’, the fact that zero sampling bias is shared by a large
set of mixing probing processes in the non-intrusive case, which
also avoid phase-lock problems. The zero estimation bias property
is exclusive to Poisson only when probes are intrusive. However,
it is extremely challenging to invert from observed delay values to
the target parameter, resulting in inversion bias, which can dom-
inate over sampling bias. Hence, even with Poisson probes, it is
desirable to make them non-intrusive, by sending them as rarely as
possible, and we give a theorem making this precise. In the rare
case however (as well as generally) the choice of the best prob-
ing stream is dependent on the total bias (sampling and inversion)
and variance, and furthermore, we explain why PASTA cannot be
used to justify exponentially separated packet pairs or trains. We
conclude that Poisson probing is rarely indicated, and recommend
a Probe Pattern Separation Rule as an alternative default for both
probes and probe patterns, which offers several advantages.

7. APPENDIX
Sketch of proof of Theorem 4 The idea of the proof is: if probes
are separated by a time which is long compared to the ”speed of
convergence to steady state” of the unperturbed system, then probes
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should sample a distribution close to that of the unperturbed sys-
tem. To make this rigorous, we need assumptions on the speed of
this convergence. The Doeblin property is one such assumption.

Let α ∈ (0, 1). A Markov P kernel is α-Doeblin if it can be rep-
resented in the form P = (1−α)A+αQ where Q is some Markov
kernel on E and A is a rank 1 Markov kernel, namely the matrix A
has all its lines equal. A sufficient condition for a Markov kernel
P to be α-Doeblin is that ∀j, P (i, j) ≥ (1 − α)φ(j) uniformly
on i, for some probability measure φ on E . Our assumption is that
the Markov kernel J of the embedded chain of Ht is s.t. Jn is
α-Doeblin for some constant 0 < α < 1 and some integer n > 0.

The proof relies on the following classical properties, where ||.||
denotes the L1 norm. (1) All Markov kernels P on E are non-
expansive for the L1 norm in the sense that if ν and ν′ are prob-
ability measures, then ||νP − ν′P || ≤ ||ν − ν′||. (2) All α-
Doeblin Markov kernels P are α-contracting for that norm, that is
such that for all ν and ν′ as above ||νP − ν′P || ≤ α||ν − ν′||
which is immediate from the representation P = (1 − α)A + αQ
and (1). (3) All α-Doeblin Markov kernels P that admit an in-
variant probability κ are such that for all probability measures ν,
||νP n − κ|| ≤ αn||ν − κ|| (this follows from (2)). This uniform
contraction property gives the uniform speed of convergence al-
luded to above. (4) If K is an arbitrary Markov kernel on E and H
is α-Doeblin, then KH and HK are both α-Doeblin.

We will also use the following lemma, which shows that any
probability measure which is ”nearly invariant” w.r.t. an α-Doeblin
Markov kernel is close to the invariant measure of this kernel:

LEMMA 7.1. If P is an α-Doeblin Markov kernel with station-

ary distribution π and if ν is a probability measure such that ||ν −
νP || ≤ ǫ, then ||π − ν|| ≤ ǫ/(1 − α).

The proof follows from: ||π − ν|| = ||π − νP + νP − ν|| ≤
||πP − νP || + ||νP − ν|| ≤ α||π − ν|| + ǫ.

The first step to prove Theorem 4 is to show that, ∀a large enough,
bHa =

R
HatI(dt) is β-Doeblin for some coefficient β that does

not depend on a. Let B be a Borel set of R such that I(B) > 0 and
such that b, the infinimum of the points of B, is positive (such a set
exists because of our assumption on I). In view of the exponential
law of the sojourn times in the state of the continuous time Markov
chain {Ht}, there is a probability q > 0 that there are n jumps of
the chain in the interval [0, b]. Hence for a > 1:

bHa =

Z
HatI(dt) ≥

Z

B

HatI(dt)

=

Z

B

HbHat−bI(dt) = Hb

Z

B

Hat−bI(dt) ≥ qJnGa,

where Ga is the sub-Markov kernel
R

B
Hat−bI(dt). Since we as-

sumed Jn to be α-Doeblin we get that, bHa ≥ qJnGa ≥ q(1 −
α)AGa = βBa, where Ba = AGa is a substochastic matrix of
rank 1 and where 0 < β = q(1 − α) < 1 does not depend on a,
which concludes the proof of the first step in view of Property 4.

The second step consists in showing that for all probability mea-

sures ν on E , lima→∞ ||π − ν bHa|| = 0. Since {Ht} is Doeblin,

lim
a→∞

||νHat − π|| = 0 ∀ t > 0. (11)

This concludes the proof of the second step since we have

lim
a→∞

||π − ν bHa|| = lim
a→∞

||
Z

t

(π − νHat)I(dt)|| ≤

lim
a→∞

Z

t

||π − νHat||I(dt) =

Z

t

lim
a→∞

||π − νHat||I(dt) = 0,

where we used Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to in-
terchange the integral and the limit, and then (11).

The first step and Property 4 imply that Pa = K bHa is β-Doeblin.
When choosing ν = πK in the second step, we get that ∀ǫ > 0,

||π−ν bHa|| = ||π−πPa|| ≤ ǫ for a large enough. Hence, Lemma
7.1 implies that for a large enough, ||π − πa|| ≤ ǫ

1−β
. The result

then follows from immediate bounds. ⊓⊔
Enhancements to NS-2 to measure ground truth Z∗(t)
Using the traces of all arrivals and departures from a single hop,
we store the queue size Wh(t) of hop h at any time t by exploiting
the fact that it is piecewise linear. The Wi(t) are combined over
hops to calculate Zp(t), the delay that a packet of size p injected
at an arbitrary time t would have experienced. If Dh denotes the
propagation delay of hop h, then Zp(t) is given recursively by

Zp(t) = W1(t) + p/C1 + D1 +

W2(t + W1(t) + p/C1 + D1) + p/C2 + D2 +

W3(. . .) . . . to the last hop. (12)
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes COPE, a new architecture for wireless mesh
networks. In addition to forwarding packets, routers mix (i.e., code)
packets from different sources to increase the information content
of each transmission. We show that intelligently mixing packets
increases network throughput. Our design is rooted in the theory
of network coding. Prior work on network coding is mainly theo-
retical and focuses on multicast traffic. This paper aims to bridge
theory with practice; it addresses the common case of unicast traf-
fic, dynamic and potentially bursty flows, and practical issues facing
the integration of network coding in the current network stack. We
evaluate our design on a 20-node wireless network, and discuss the
results of the first testbed deployment of wireless network coding.
The results show that COPE largely increases network throughput.
The gains vary from a few percent to several folds depending on the
traffic pattern, congestion level, and transport protocol.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-
Communications Networks

General Terms

Algorithms, Design, Performance, Theory

Keywords

Network Coding, Wireless Networks

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are indispensable; they provide the means for

mobility, city-wide Internet connectivity, distributed sensing, and
outdoor computing. Current wireless implementations, however,
suffer from a severe throughput limitation and do not scale to dense
large networks.

This paper presents COPE, a new forwarding architecture that
substantially improves the throughput of wireless networks. COPE
inserts a coding shim between the IP and MAC layers, which iden-
tifies coding opportunities and benefits from them by forwarding
multiple packets in a single transmission.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGCOMM’06, September 11–15, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...$5.00.

(a) Current Approach

(b) COPE

Figure 1—A simple example of how COPE increases the throughput. It
allows Alice and Bob to exchange a pair of packets using 3 transmissions

instead of 4 (numbers on arrows show the order of transmission).

To give the reader a feel for how COPE works, we start with a
fairly simple example. Consider the scenario in Fig. 1, where Alice
and Bob want to exchange a pair of packets via a router. In current
approaches, Alice sends her packet to the router, which forwards
it to Bob, and Bob sends his packet to the router, which forwards
it to Alice. This process requires 4 transmissions. Now consider
a network coding approach. Alice and Bob send their respective
packets to the router, which XORs the two packets and broadcasts
the XOR-ed version. Alice and Bob can obtain each other’s packet
by XOR-ing again with their own packet. This process takes 3 trans-
missions instead of 4. Saved transmissions can be used to send new
data, increasing the wireless throughput.

In fact, COPE leads to larger bandwidth savings than are apparent
from this example. COPE exploits the shared nature of the wireless
medium which, for free, broadcasts each packet in a small neighbor-
hood around its path. Each node stores the overheard packets for a
short time. It also tells its neighbors which packets it has heard by
annotating the packets it sends. When a node transmits a packet, it
uses its knowledge of what its neighbors have heard to perform op-

portunistic coding; the node XORs multiple packets and transmits
them as a single packet if each intended nexthop has enough infor-
mation to decode the encoded packet. This extends COPE beyond
two flows that traverse the same nodes in reverse order (as in the
Alice-and-Bob example), and allows it to XOR more than a pair of
packets.

COPE’s design is based on two key principles.

• COPE disposes of the point-to-point abstraction and embraces

the broadcast nature of the wireless channel. Network design-
ers typically abstract the wireless channel as a point-to-point link,
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then adapt forwarding and routing techniques designed for wired
networks for wireless. In contrast, COPE exploits the broadcast
property of radios instead of hiding it under an artificial abstrac-
tion.

• COPE employs network coding. Our work is rooted in the theory
of network coding, which allows the routers to mix the informa-
tion content in the packets before forwarding them. Prior work
on network coding is mainly theoretical and focuses on multicast
traffic [2, 26, 20, 24, 17, 18, 27, 11]. Ours bridges theory with
practice; it addresses the common case of unicast traffic, dynamic
and potentially bursty flows, and practical issues facing the inte-
gration of network coding in the current network stack.

We have introduced the idea of opportunistic wireless network
coding in an invited paper in Allerton 2005 [23]. This paper departs
from our previous paper and all prior work on network coding in
three main ways:
(1) This paper presents the first system architecture for wireless net-
work coding. It articulates a full-fledged design that integrates seam-
lessly into the current network stack, works with both TCP and UDP
flows, and runs real applications.
(2) The paper also implements the design in the Linux kernel and the
Roofnet platform [1]. The implementation is deployed on a 20-node
wireless testbed, creating the first deployment of network coding in
a wireless network.
(3) The paper studies the performance of COPE, and reveals its in-
teractions with the wireless channel, routing, and higher layer pro-
tocols. Our findings can be summarized as follows:

• Network coding does have practical benefits, and can substan-
tially improve wireless throughput.

• When the wireless medium is congested and the traffic consists of
many random UDP flows, COPE increases the throughput of our
testbed by 3-4x.

• If the traffic does not exercise congestion control (e.g., UDP),
COPE’s throughput improvement may substantially exceed the
expected theoretical coding gain. This additional gain occurs be-
cause coding makes a router’s queue smaller, reducing the prob-
ability that a congested downstream router will drop packets that
have already consumed network resources.

• For a mesh network connected to the Internet via an access point,
the throughput improvement observed with COPE varies depend-
ing on the ratio between total download and upload traffic travers-
ing the access point, and ranges from 5% to 70%.

• Hidden terminals create a high collision rate that cannot be
masked even with the maximum number of 802.11 retransmis-
sions. In these environments, TCP does not send enough to utilize
the medium, and thus does not create coding opportunities. With
no hidden terminals, TCP’s throughput increases by an average of
38% in our testbed.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The idea underlying network coding is usually illustrated using

the famous butterfly example [2]. Consider the network in Fig. 2,
where source S1 wants to deliver the stream of messages ai to both
R1 and R2, and source S2 wants to send the stream of messages bi

to the same two receivers. Assume all links have a capacity of one
message per unit of time. If routers only forward the messages they
receive, the middle link will be a bottleneck, which for every time
unit, can either deliver ai to R1 or bi to R2. In contrast, if the router
feeding the middle link XORs the two messages and sends ai ⊕ bi

(or any linear combination of ai and bi), as shown in the figure, both
receivers obtain two messages in every time unit. Thus, network

Figure 2—A simple scenario showing how network coding improves
throughput. All links have a capacity of one message per unit of time.

By sending the XOR of ai and bi on the middle link, we can deliver two

messages per unit of time to both receivers.

Term Definition

Native Packet A non-encoded packet
Encoded or XOR-ed

Packet

A packet that is the XOR of multiple native
packets

Nexthops of an En-
coded Packet

The set of nexthops for the native packets
XOR-ed to generate the encoded packet

Packet Id A 32-bit hash of the packet’s IP source ad-
dress and IP sequence number

Output Queue A FIFO queue at each node, where it keeps
the packets it needs to forward

Packet Pool A buffer where a node stores all packets heard
in the past T seconds

Coding Gain The ratio of the number of transmissions re-
quired by the current non-coding approach, to
the number of transmissions used by COPE to
deliver the same set of packets.

Coding+MAC Gain The expected throughput gain with COPE
when an 802.11 MAC is used, and all nodes
are backlogged.

Table 1—Definitions of terms used in this paper.

coding, i.e., allowing the routers to mix the bits in forwarded mes-
sages, can increase network throughput.

Work on network coding started with a pioneering paper by
Ahlswede et al. [2], who showed that having the routers mix infor-
mation in different messages allows the communication to achieve
multicast capacity. This was soon followed by the work of Li et
al., who showed that, for multicast traffic (e.g., the butterfly sce-
nario), linear codes are sufficient to achieve the maximum capacity
bounds [26]. Koetter and Médard [24] presented polynomial time
algorithms for encoding and decoding, and Ho et al. extended these
results to random codes [17]. Some recent work studied wireless
network coding [11, 31]. In particular, Lun et al. studied network
coding in the presence of omni-directional antennae and showed that
the problem of minimizing the communication cost can be formu-
lated as a linear program and solved in a distributed manner [28].
All of this work is primarily theoretical and assumes multicast traf-
fic. A few papers study specific unicast topologies showing that,
for the studied scenario, network coding results in better throughput
than pure forwarding [39, 16, 37]. This paper aims to bridge the gap
between the theory of network coding and practical network design
and provide an operational protocol for general unicast traffic.

Finally, a rich body of systems research has tackled the problem
of improving the throughput of wireless networks. The proposed
solutions range from designing better routing metrics [10, 5, 12]
to tweaking the TCP protocol [33], and include improved routing
and MAC protocols [6, 22, 15]. Our work builds on these founda-
tions but adopts a fundamentally different approach; it explores the
utility of network coding in improving the throughput of wireless
networks.
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(a) B can code packets it wants to send (b) Nexthops of packets in B’s queue (c) Possible coding options

Figure 3—Example of Opportunistic Coding; Node B has 4 packets in its queue, whose nexthops are listed in (b). Each neighbor of B has stored

some packets as depicted in (a). Node B can make a number of coding decisions (as shown in (c)), but should select the last one because it maximizes

the number of packets delivered in a single transmission.

3. COPE OVERVIEW
We introduce COPE, a new forwarding architecture for wireless

mesh networks. It inserts a coding layer between the IP and MAC
layers, which detects coding opportunities and exploits them to for-
ward multiple packets in a single transmission. Before delving into
details, we refer the reader to Table 1, which defines the terms used
in the rest of the paper.

COPE incorporates three main techniques:

(a) Opportunistic Listening: Wireless is a broadcast medium, cre-
ating many opportunities for nodes to overhear packets when they
are equipped with omni-directional antennae. COPE sets the nodes
in promiscuous mode, makes them snoop on all communications
over the wireless medium and store the overheard packets for a lim-
ited period T (the default is T = 0.5s).

In addition, each node broadcasts reception reports to tell its
neighbors which packets it has stored. Reception reports are sent
by annotating the data packets the node transmits. A node that has
no data packets to transmit periodically sends the reception reports
in special control packets.

(b) Opportunistic Coding: The key question is what packets to
code together to maximize throughput. A node may have multiple
options, but it should aim to maximize the number of native packets

delivered in a single transmission, while ensuring that each intended

nexthop has enough information to decode its native packet.

The above is best illustrated with an example. In Fig. 3(a), node
B has 4 packets in its output queue p1, p2, p3, and p4. Its neighbors
have overheard some of these packets. The table in Fig 3(b) shows
the nexthop of each packet in B’s queue. When the MAC permits B

to transmit, B takes packet p1 from the head of the queue. Assuming
that B knows which packets each neighbor has, it has a few coding
options as shown in Fig. 3(c). It could send p1 ⊕ p2. Since node C

has p1 in store, it could XOR p1 with p1 ⊕ p2 to obtain the native
packet sent to it, i.e., p2. However, node A does not have p2, and so
cannot decode the XOR-ed packet. Thus, sending p1 ⊕ p2 would be
a bad coding decision for B, because only one neighbor can benefit
from this transmission. The second option in Fig. 3(c) shows a better
coding decision for B. Sending p1 ⊕ p3 would allow both neighbors
C and A to decode and obtain their intended packets from a single
transmission. Yet the best coding decision for B would be to send
p1 ⊕ p3 ⊕ p4, which would allow all three neighbors to receive their
respective packets all at once.

The above example emphasizes an important coding issue. Pack-
ets from multiple unicast flows may get encoded together at some
intermediate hop. But their paths may diverge at the nexthop, at
which point they need to be decoded. If not, unneeded data will

be forwarded to areas where there is no interested receiver, wasting
much capacity. The coding algorithm should ensure that all nex-
thops of an encoded packet can decode their corresponding native
packets. This can be achieved using the following simple rule:

To transmit n packets, p1, ..., pn, to n nexthops, r1, ..., rn,
a node can XOR the n packets together only if each
next-hop ri has all n − 1 packets pj for j �= i.

This rule ensures that each nexthop can decode the XOR-ed version
to extract its native packet. Whenever a node has a chance to trans-
mit a packet, it chooses the largest n that satisfies the above rule to
maximize the benefit of coding.

(c) Learning Neighbor State: But how does a node know what
packets its neighbors have? As explained earlier, each node an-
nounces to its neighbors the packets it stores in reception reports.
However, at times of severe congestion, reception reports may get
lost in collisions, while at times of light traffic, they may arrive too
late, after the node has already made a suboptimal coding decision.
Therefore, a node cannot rely solely on reception reports, and may
need to guess whether a neighbor has a particular packet.

To guess intelligently, we leverage the routing computation.
Wireless routing protocols compute the delivery probability between
every pair of nodes and use it to identify good paths. For e.g.,
the ETX metric [10] periodically computes the delivery probabili-
ties and assigns each link a weight equal to 1/(delivery probability).
These weights are broadcast to all nodes in the network and used by
a link-state routing protocol to compute shortest paths. We lever-
age these probabilities for guessing. In the absence of deterministic
information, COPE estimates the probability that a particular neigh-
bor has a packet as the delivery probability of the link between the
packet’s previous hop and the neighbor.

Occasionally, a node may make an incorrect guess, which causes
the coded packet to be undecodable at some nexthop. In this case,
the relevant native packet is retransmitted, potentially encoded with
a new set of native packets.

4. UNDERSTANDING COPE’S GAINS
How beneficial is COPE? Its throughput improvement depends

on the existence of coding opportunities, which themselves depend
on the traffic patterns. This section provides some insight into the
expected throughput increase and the factors affecting it.

4.1 Coding Gain
We defined the coding gain as the ratio of the number of transmis-

sions required by the current non-coding approach, to the minimum
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n0 n1 n2 nN-1 nN 

(a) Chain topology; 2 flows in reverse directions.

(b) “X” topology (c) Cross topology

2 flows intersecting at n2. 4 flows intersecting at n2

 

(d) Wheel topology; many flows intersecting at the center node.

Figure 4—Simple topologies to understand COPE’s Coding and Cod-

ing+MAC Gains.

number of transmissions used by COPE to deliver the same set of
packets. By definition, this number is greater than or equal to 1.

In the Alice-and-Bob experiment, as described in §1, COPE re-
duces the number of transmissions from 4 to 3, thus producing a
coding gain of 4

3
= 1.33.

But what is the maximum achievable coding gain, i.e., what is
the theoretical capacity of a wireless network that employs COPE?
The capacity of general network coding for unicast traffic is still
an open question for arbitrary graphs [38, 16]. However, we ana-
lyze certain basic topologies that reveal some of the factors affecting
COPE’s coding gain. Our analysis assumes identical nodes, omni-
directional radios, perfect hearing within some radius, and the signal
is not heard at all outside this radius, and if a pair of nodes can hear
each other the routing will pick the direct link. Additionally, we
assume that the flows are infinite and we only consider the steady
state.

THEOREM 4.1. In the absence of opportunistic listening,

COPE’s maximum coding gain is 2, and it is achievable.

We prove the theorem by showing that the coding gain of the chain
in Fig. 4(a) tends to 2 as the number of intermediate nodes increases.
The complete proof is in Appendix A.

While we do not know the maximum gain for COPE with op-
portunistic listening, there do exist topologies where opportunistic
listening adds to the power of COPE. For example, consider the
“X”-topology shown in Fig. 4(b). This is the analogy of the Alice-
and-Bob topology, but the two flows travel along link-disjoint paths.
COPE without opportunistic listening cannot achieve any gains on

this topology. But with opportunistic listening and guessing, the
middle node can combine packets traversing in opposite directions,
for a coding gain of 4

3
= 1.33. This result is important, because

in a real wireless network, there might be only a small number of
flows traversing the reverse path of each other à la Alice-and-Bob,
but one would expect many flows to intersect at a relay, and thus can
be coded together using opportunistic listening and guessing.

The “X” and Alice-and-Bob examples can be combined to further
improve the benefits of coding, as in the cross topology of Fig. 4(c).
Without coding, 8 transmissions are necessary for each flow to send
one packet to its destination. However, assuming perfect overhear-
ing (n4 and n5 can overhear n1 and n3, and vice versa), n2 can XOR
4 packets in each transmission, thus reducing the number of trans-
missions from 8 to 5, producing a coding gain of 8

5
= 1.6.

We observe that while this section has focused on theoretical
bounds, the gains in practice tend to be lower due to the availability
of coding opportunities, packet header overheads, medium losses,
etc. However, it is important to note that COPE increases the actual
information rate of the medium far above the bit rate, and hence its
benefits are sustained even when the medium is fully utilized. This
contrasts with other approaches to improving wireless throughput,
such as opportunistic routing [6], which utilize the medium better
when it is not fully congested, but do not increase its capacity.

4.2 Coding+MAC Gain
When we ran experiments with COPE, we were surprised to see

that the throughput improvement sometimes greatly exceeded the
coding gain for the corresponding topology. It turns out that the
interaction between coding and the MAC produces a beneficial side
effect that we call the Coding+MAC gain.

The Coding+MAC gain is best explained using the Alice-and-Bob
scenario. Because it tries to be fair, the MAC divides the bandwidth
equally between the 3 contending nodes: Alice, Bob, and the router.
Without coding, however, the router needs to transmit twice as many
packets as Alice or Bob. The mismatch between the traffic the router
receives from the edge nodes and its MAC-allocated draining rate
makes the router a bottleneck; half the packets transmitted by the
edge nodes are dropped at the router’s queue. COPE allows the bot-
tleneck router to XOR pairs of packets and drain them twice as fast,
doubling the throughput of this network. Thus, the Coding+MAC
gain of the Alice-and-Bob topology is 2.

The Coding+MAC gain assumes all nodes continuously have
some traffic to send (i.e., backlogged), but are limited by their MAC-
allocated bandwidth. It computes the throughput gain with COPE
under such conditions. For topologies with a single bottleneck,
like the Alice-and-Bob’s, the Coding+MAC gain is the ratio of the
bottleneck’s draining rate with COPE to its draining rate without
COPE.

Similarly, for the “X” and cross topologies, the Coding+MAC
gain is higher than the coding gain. For the “X”, the Coding+MAC
gain is 2 since the bottleneck node is able to drain twice as many
packets, given its MAC allocated rate. For the cross topology, the
Coding+MAC gain is even higher at 4. The bottleneck is able to
send 4 packets out in each transmission, hence it is able to drain
four times as many packets compared to no coding. This begs the
question: what is the maximum Coding+MAC gain? The maxi-
mum possible Coding+MAC gains with and without opportunistic
listening are properties of the topology and the flows that exist in
a network. Here we prove some upper bounds on Coding+MAC
gains.

THEOREM 4.2. In the absence of opportunistic listening,

COPE’s maximum Coding+MAC gain is 2, and it is achievable.
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Topology Coding Gain Coding+MAC Gain

Alice-and-Bob 1.33 2
“X” 1.33 2

Cross 1.6 4
Infinite Chain 2 2
Infinite Wheel 2 ∞

Table 2—Theoretical gains for a few basic topologies.

The proof is in Appendix B.

THEOREM 4.3. In the presence of opportunistic listening,

COPE’s maximum Coding+MAC gain is unbounded.

The proof, detailed in Appendix C, uses the wheel topology in
Fig. 4(d). Assuming N edge nodes, with COPE the bottleneck node,
in the center of the wheel, XORs N packets together, and conse-
quently drains its queue N times faster than without COPE. As the
number of edge nodes increases, i.e., N → ∞, the gain becomes in-
finite. While the previous example is clearly artificial, it does illus-
trate the potential of COPE with opportunistic listening to produce
a several-fold improvement in throughput, as in §7.3.

Table 2 lists the gains for a few basic topologies.

5. MAKING IT WORK
In order to integrate COPE effectively within the current network

stack, we need to address some important system issues.

5.1 Packet Coding Algorithm
To build the coding scheme, we have to make a few design deci-

sions. First, we design our coding scheme around the principle of
never delaying packets. When the wireless channel is available, the
node takes the packet at the head of its output queue, checks which
other packets in the queue may be encoded with this packet, XORs
those packets together, and broadcasts the XOR-ed version. If there
are no encoding opportunities, our node does not wait for the arrival
of a matching codable packet. COPE therefore lets the node oppor-
tunistically overload each transmission with additional information
when possible, but does not wait for additional codable packets to
arrive.

Second, COPE gives preference to XOR-ing packets of similar

lengths, because XOR-ing small packets with larger ones reduces
bandwidth savings. Empirical studies show that the packet-size
distribution in the Internet is bimodal with peaks at 40 and 1500
bytes [29]. We can therefore limit the overhead of searching for
packets with the right sizes by distinguishing between small and
large packets. We might still have to XOR packets of different sizes.
In this case, the shorter packets are padded with zeroes. The receiv-
ing node can easily remove the padding by checking the packet-size
field in the IP header of each native packet.

Third, notice that COPE will never code together packets headed

to the same nexthop, since the nexthop will not be able to decode
them. Hence,while coding, we only need to consider packets headed
to different nexthops. COPE therefore maintains two virtual queues
per neighbor; one for small packets and another for large packets
(The default setting uses a threshold of 100 bytes). When a new
packet is added to the output queue, an entry is added to the appro-
priate virtual queue based on the packet’s nexthop and size.

Searching for appropriate packets to code is efficient due to the
maintenance of virtual queues. When making coding decisions,
COPE first dequeues the packet at the head of the FIFO output
queue, and determines if it is a small or a large packet. Depending
on the size, it looks at the appropriate virtual queues. For example,
if the packet dequeued is a small packet, COPE first looks at the
virtual queues for small packets. COPE looks only at the heads of

the virtual queues to limit packet reordering. After exhausting the
virtual queues of a particular size, the algorithm then looks at the
heads of virtual queues for packets of the other size. Thus for find-
ing appropriate packets to code COPE has to look at 2M packets in
the worst case, where M is the number of neighbors of a node.

Another concern is packet reordering. We would like to limit re-
ordering packets from the same flow because TCP mistakes it as a
congestion signal. Thus, we always consider packets according to
their order in the output queue. Still, reordering may occur because
we prefer to code packets of the same size. In practice, this reorder-
ing is quite limited because most data packets in a TCP flow are large
enough to be queued in the large-packet queue, and thus be consid-
ered in order. We will see in §5.4, however, that reordering might
arise from other reasons, particularly the need to retransmit a packet
that has been lost due to a mistake in guessing what a neighbor can
decode. Thus, we choose to deal with any reordering that might hap-
pen inside the network at the receiver. COPE has a module that puts
TCP packets in order before delivering them to the transport layer
as explained in §5.5.

Finally, we want to ensure that each neighbor to whom a packet
is headed has a high probability of decoding its native packet. Thus,
for each packet in its output queue, our relay node estimates the
probability that each of its neighbors has already heard the packet.
Sometimes the node can be certain about the answer, for example,
when the neighbor is the previous hop of the packet, or when the
reception reports from the neighbor state so. When neither of the
above is true, the node leverages the delivery probabilities computed
by the routing protocol; it estimates the probability the neighbor has
the packet as the delivery probability between the packet’s previous
hop and that neighbor. The node then uses this estimate to ensure
that encoded packets are decodable by all of their nexthops with
high probability.

In particular, suppose the node encodes n packets together. Let
the probability that a nexthop has heard packet i be Pi. Then, the
probability, PD, that it can decode its native packet is equal to the
probability that it has heard all of the n − 1 native packets XOR-ed
with its own, i.e.,

PD = P1 × P2 × . . . × Pn−1.

Consider an intermediate step while searching for coding candi-
dates. We have already decided to XOR n − 1 packets together,
and are considering XOR-ing the nth packet with them. The coding
algorithm now checks that, for each of the n nexthops, the decod-
ing probability PD, after XOR-ing the nth packet with the rest stays
greater than a threshold G (the default value G = 0.8). If the above
conditions are met, each nexthop can decode its packet with at least
probability G. Finally, we note that for fairness we iterate over the
set of neighbors according to a random permutation.

Formally, each node maintains the following data structures.

• Each node has a FIFO queue of packets to be forwarded, which
we call the output queue.

• For each neighbor, the node maintains two per-neighbor virtual

queues, one for small packets (e.g., smaller than 100 bytes), and
the other for large packets. The virtual queues for a neighbor A

contain pointers to the packets in the output queue whose nexthop
is A.

• Additionally, the node keeps a hash table, packet info, that is
keyed on packet-id. For each packet in the output queue, the table
indicates the probability of each neighbor having that packet.

Whenever the MAC signals a sending opportunity, the node executes
the procedure illustrated in Alg. 1.
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1 Coding Procedure

Pick packet p at the head of the output queue.
Natives = {p}
Nexthops = {nexthop(p)}
if size(p) > 100 bytes then

which queue = 1
else

which queue = 0
end if

for Neighbor i = 1 to M do

Pick packet pi, the head of virtual queue Q(i, which queue)
if ∀n ∈ Nexthops ∪{i}, Pr[n can decode p ⊕ pi] ≥ G then

p = p ⊕ pi

Natives = Natives ∪{pi}
Nexthops = Nexthops ∪{i}

end if

end for

which queue = !which queue
for Neighbor i = 1 to M do

Pick packet pi, the head of virtual queue Q(i, which queue)
if ∀n ∈ Nexthops ∪{i}, Pr[n can decode p ⊕ pi] ≥ G then

p = p ⊕ pi

Natives = Natives ∪{pi}
Nexthops = Nexthops ∪{i}

end if

end for
return p

5.2 Packet Decoding
Packet decoding is simple. Each node maintains a Packet Pool, in

which it keeps a copy of each native packet it has received or sent
out. The packets are stored in a hash table keyed on packet id (see
Table 1), and the table is garbage collected every few seconds. When
a node receives an encoded packet consisting of n native packets,
the node goes through the ids of the native packets one by one, and
retrieves the corresponding packet from its packet pool if possible.
Ultimately, it XORs the n − 1 packets with the received encoded
packet to retrieve the native packet meant for it.

5.3 Pseudo-broadcast
The 802.11 MAC has two modes: unicast and broadcast. Since

COPE broadcasts encoded packets to their next hops, the natural
approach would be to use broadcast. Unfortunately, this does not
work because of two reasons: poor reliability and lack of backoff.

Specifically, in the 802.11 unicast mode, packets are immediately
ack-ed by their intended nexthops. The 802.11 protocol ensures re-
liability by retransmitting the packet at the MAC layer for a fixed
number of times until a synchronous ack is received. Lack of an
ack is interpreted as a collision signal, to which the sender reacts by
backing off exponentially, thereby allowing multiple nodes to share
the medium.

In contrast, 802.11 broadcast lacks both reliability and backoff. A
broadcast packet has many intended receivers, and it is unclear who
should ack. In the absence of the acks, the broadcast mode offers
no retransmissions and consequently very low reliability. Addition-
ally, a broadcast source cannot detect collisions, and thus does not
back off. If multiple backlogged nodes share the broadcast channel,
and each of them continues sending at the highest rate, the resulting
throughput is therefore very poor, due to high collision rates.

Our solution is pseudo-broadcast, which piggybacks on 802.11
unicast and benefits from its reliability and backoff mechanism.
Pseudo-broadcast unicasts packets that are meant for broadcast. The
link-layer destination field is set to the MAC address of one of the
intended recipients. An XOR-header is added after the link-layer
header, listing all nexthops of the packet, Since all nodes are set in
the promiscuous mode, they can overhear packets not addressed to

them. When a node receives a packet with a MAC address different
from its own, it checks the XOR-header to see if it is a nexthop. If
so, it processes the packet further, else it stores the packet in a buffer
as an opportunistically received packet. As all packets are sent using
802.11 unicast, the MAC can detect collisions and backoff properly.

Pseudo-broadcast is also more reliable than simple broadcast. The
packet is retransmitted multiple times until its designated MAC re-
ceiver receives the packet and acks it, or the number of retries is ex-
ceeded. A desirable side effect of these retransmissions is that nodes
that are promiscuously listening to this packet have more opportu-
nities to hear it. Pseudo-broadcast, however, does not completely
solve the reliability problem, which we address in the next section.

5.4 Hop-by-hop ACKs and Retransmissions

(a) Why hop-by-hop acks? Encoded packets require all nexthops
to acknowledge the receipt of the associated native packet for two
reasons. First, encoded packets are headed to multiple nexthops, but
the sender gets synchronous MAC-layer acks only from the nexthop
that is set as the link layer destination of the packet (as explained in
the previous section). There is still a probability of loss to the other
nexthops from whom it does not get synchronous acks. Second,
COPE may optimistically guess that a nexthop has enough informa-
tion to decode an XOR-ed packet, when it actually does not.

The standard solution to wireless losses is to mask error-induced
drops by recovering lost packets locally through acknowledgments
and retransmissions [3, 19]. COPE too addresses this problem using
local retransmissions; the sender expects the nexthops of an XOR-
ed packet to decode the XOR-ed packet, obtain their native packet,
and ack it. If any of the native packets is not ack-ed within a cer-
tain interval, the packet is retransmitted, potentially encoded with
another set of native packets.

(b) Asynchronous Acks and Retransmissions: How should we
implement these hop-by-hop acks? For non-coded packets, we sim-
ply leverage the 802.11 synchronous acks. Unfortunately, extending
this synchronous ack approach to coded packets is highly inefficient,
as the overhead incurred from sending each ack in its own packet
with the necessary IP and WiFi headers would be excessive. Thus,
in COPE encoded packets are ack-ed asynchronously.

When a node sends an encoded packet, it schedules a retransmis-
sion event for each of the native packets in the encoded packet. If
any of these packets is not ack-ed within Ta seconds, the packet is
inserted at the head of the output queue and retransmitted. (Ta is
slightly larger than the round trip time of a single link.) Retrans-
mitted packets may get encoded with other packets according to the
scheme in §5.1.

A nexthop that receives an encoded packet decodes it to obtain
its native packet, and immediately schedule an ack event. Before
transmitting a packet, the node checks its pending ack events and
incorporates the pending acks in the COPE header. If the node has
no data packets to transmit, it sends the acks in periodic control
packets–the same control packets used to send reception reports.

5.5 Preventing TCP Packet Reordering
Asynchronous acks can cause packet reordering, which may be

confused by TCP as a sign of congestion. Thus, COPE has an or-

dering agent, which ensures that TCP packets are delivered in order.
The agent ignores all packets whose final IP destinations differ from
the current node, as well as non-TCP packets. These packets are
immediately passed to the next processing stage. For each TCP flow
ending at the host, the agent maintains a packet buffer and records
the last TCP sequence number passed on to the network stack. In-
coming packets that do not produce a hole in the TCP sequence
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Figure 5—COPE Header. The first block identifies the native pack-
ets XOR-ed and their nexthops. The second block contains reception

reports. Each report identifies a source, the last IP sequence number re-

ceived from that source, and a bit-map of most recent packets seen from
that source. The third block contains asynchronous acks. Each entry

identifies a neighbor, an end point for the ACK map, and a bit-map of

ack-ed packets.
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Figure 6—Flow chart for our COPE Implementation.

stream are immediately dispatched to the transport layer, after up-
dating the sequence number state. Otherwise, they are withheld in
the buffer till the gap in the sequence numbers is filled, or until a
timer expires.

6. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
COPE adds special packet headers and alters the control flow of

the router to code and decode packets. This section describes both
parts.

6.1 Packet Format
COPE inserts a variable-length coding header in each packet, as

shown in Fig. 5. If the routing protocol has its own header (e.g.,
Srcr [5]), COPE’s header sits between the routing and the MAC
headers. Otherwise, it sits between the MAC and IP headers. Only
the shaded fields in Fig. 5 are required in every COPE header. The
coding header contains the following 3 blocks.

(a) Ids of the coded native packets: The first block records meta-
data to enable packet decoding. It starts with ENCODED NUM,
the number of native packets XOR-ed together. For each native
packet, the header lists its ID, which is a 32-bit hash of the packet’s
source IP address and IP sequence number. This is followed by
the MAC address of the native packet’s Nexthop. When a node
hears an XOR-ed packet, it checks the list of Nexthops to deter-
mine whether it is an intended recipient for any of the native packets
XOR-ed together, in which case it decodes the packet, and processes
it further.

(b) Reception reports: Reception reports constitute the second
block in the XOR header, as shown in Fig. 5. The block starts
with the number of the reports in the packet, REPORT NUM. Each
report specifies the source of the reported packets SRC IP. This
is followed by the IP sequence number of the last packet heard
from that source Last PKT, and a bit-map of recently heard pack-
ets. For example, a report of the form {128.0.1.9, 50,

10000001} means that the last packet this node has heard from
source 128.0.1.9 is packet 50, and it has also heard packets 42
and 49 from that source but none in between. The above representa-
tion for reception reports has two advantages: compactness and ef-
fectiveness. In particular, the bit-map allows the nodes to report each
packet multiple times with minimal overhead. This guards against
reception reports being dropped at high congestion.

(c) Expressing asynchronous acks compactly and robustly: To
ensure ack delivery with minimum overhead, we use cumulative
acks. Since they implicitly repeat ack information, cumulative acks
are robust against packet drops. Each node maintains a per-neighbor
16-bit counter, called Neighbor Seqno Counter. Whenever
the node sends a packet to that neighbor, the counter is incremented
and its value is assigned to the packet as a local sequence number,
Local PKT SEQ NUM. The two neighbors use this sequence num-
ber to identify the packet. Now, a node can use cumulative acks on
a per-neighbor basis. Each coded packet contains an ack header as
shown in Fig. 5. The ack block starts with the number of ack entries,
followed by the packet local sequence number. Each ack entry starts
with a neighbor MAC address. This is followed by a pointer to tell
the neighbor where the cumulative acks stop, and a bit-map indicat-
ing previously received and missing packets. For example, an entry
of {A, 50, 01111111} acks packet 50, as well as the sequence
43-49, from neighbor A. It also shows that packet 42 is still missing.
Note that though we use cumulative acks, we do not guarantee relia-
bility at link layer. In particular, each node retransmits a lost packet
a few times (default is 2), and then gives up.

6.2 Control Flow
Fig. 6 abstracts the architecture of COPE. On the sending side,

(shown in Fig. 6(a)), whenever the MAC signals an opportunity to
send, the node takes the packet at the head of its output queue and
hands it to the coding module (§5.1). If the node can encode mul-
tiple native packets in a single XOR-ed version, it has to schedule
asynchronous retransmissions. Either way, before the packet can
leave the node, pending reception reports and acks are added.

On the receiving side, (shown in Fig. 6(b)), when a packet arrives,
the node extracts any acks sent by this neighbor to the node. It also
extracts all reception reports and updates its view of what packets its
neighbor stores. Further processing depends on whether the packet
is intended for the node. If the node is not a nexthop for the packet,
the packet is stored in the Packet Pool. If the node is a nexthop, it
then checks if the packet is encoded. If it is, the node tries to decode
by XOR-ing the encoded packet with the native packets it stores in
its Packet Pool. After decoding it acks this reception to the previous
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Figure 7—Node locations for one floor of the testbed.

hop and stores the decoded packet in the Packet Pool. The node now
checks if it is the ultimate destination of the packet, if so it hands the
packet off to the higher layers of the network stack. If the node is
an intermediate hop, it pushes the packet to the output queue. If the
received packet is not encoded, the packet is simply stored in the
Packet Pool and processed in the same fashion as a decoded packet.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section uses measurements from a 20-node wireless testbed

to study both the performance of COPE and the interaction of net-
work coding with the wireless channel and higher-layer protocols.
Our experiments reveal the following findings.

• When the wireless medium is congested and the traffic consists of
many random UDP flows, COPE delivers a 3-4x increase in the
throughput of our wireless testbed.

• When the traffic does not exercise congestion control (e.g., UDP),
COPE’s throughput improvement substantially exceeds the ex-
pected coding gain and agrees with the Coding+MAC gain.

• For a mesh network connected to the Internet via a gateway, the
throughput improvement observed with COPE varies depending
on the ratio of download traffic to upload traffic at the the gateway,
and ranges from 5% to 70%.

• Hidden terminals create a high loss rate that cannot be masked
even with the maximum number of 802.11 retransmissions. In
these environments, TCP does not send enough to utilize the
medium and does not create coding opportunities. In environ-
ments with no hidden terminals, TCP’s throughput improvement
with COPE agrees with the expected coding gain.

7.1 Testbed
(a) Characteristics: We have a 20-node wireless testbed that spans
two floors in our building connected via an open lounge. The
nodes of the testbed are distributed in several offices, passages, and
lounges. Fig. 7 shows the locations of the nodes on one of the floors.
Paths between nodes are between 1 and 6 hops in length, and the
loss rates of links on these paths range between 0 and 30%. The
experiments described in this paper run on 802.11a with a bit-rate
of 6Mb/s. Running the testbed on 802.11b is impractical because of
a high level of interference from the local wireless networks.

(b) Software: Nodes in the testbed run Linux. COPE is imple-
mented using the Click toolkit [25]. Our implementation runs as a
user space daemon, and sends and receives raw 802.11 frames from
the wireless device using a libpcap-like interface. The implementa-
tion exports a network interface to the user that can be treated like
any other network device (e.g., eth0). Applications interact with

the daemon as they would with a standard network device provided
by the Linux kernel. No modifications to the applications are there-
fore necessary. The implementation is agnostic to upper and lower
layer protocols, and can be used by various protocols including UDP
and TCP.

(c) Routing: Our testbed nodes run the Srcr implementation [5], a
state-of-the-art routing protocol for wireless mesh networks. The
protocol uses Djikstra’s shortest path algorithm on a database of
link weights based on the ETT metric [5]. Router output queue is
bounded at 100 packets.
(d) Hardware: Each node in the testbed is a PC equipped with an
802.11 wireless card attached to an omni-directional antenna. The
cards are based on the NETGEAR 2.4 & 5 GHz 802.11a/g chipset.
They transmit at a power level of 15 dBm, and operate in the 802.11
ad hoc mode, with RTS/CTS disabled.

(e) Traffic Model: We use a utility program called udpgen [35] to
generate UDP traffic, and ttcp [34] to generate TCP traffic. We ei-
ther use long-live flows, or many shorter flows that match empirical
studies of Internet traffic [30, 9], i.e., they have Poisson arrivals, and
a Pareto file size with the shape parameter set to 1.17.

7.2 Metrics
Our evaluation uses the following metrics.

• Network Throughput: the measured total end-to-end throughput,
i.e., the sum of the throughput of all flows in the network as seen
by their corresponding applications.

• Throughput Gain: the ratio of the measured network throughputs
with and without COPE. We compute the throughput gain from
two consecutive experiments, with coding turned on, then off.

7.3 COPE in gadget topologies
We would like to compare COPE’s actual throughput gain with

the theoretical gains described in §4, and study whether it is af-
fected by higher layer protocols. We start by looking at a few toy
topologies with good link quality (medium loss rate after MAC re-
tries < 1%), and no hidden terminals.

7.3.1 Long-Lived TCP Flows

We run long-lived TCP flows over 3 toy topologies: Alice-and-
Bob, the “X”, and the cross topologies depicted in Figs. 1 and 4.
Fig. 8 plots the CDFs of the TCP throughput gain measured over 40
different runs. For the Alice-and-Bob topology the gain, shown in
Fig. 8(a), is close to the theoretical coding gain of 1.33. The differ-
ence of 5 − 8% is due to the overhead of COPE’s headers, as well
as asymmetry in the throughput of the two flows, which prevents
the router from finding a codemate for every packet. Similarly, for
the “X”-topology, the gain in Fig. 8(b) is comparable to the optimal
coding gain of 1.33. Finally, Fig. 8(c) shows the throughput gain for
the cross topology with TCP. The gains are slightly lower than the
expected coding gain of 1.6 because of header overhead, imperfect
overhearing, and a slight asymmetry in the throughputs of the four
flows.

The above experimental results reveal that when the traffic ex-
ercises congestion control, the throughput gain corresponds to the
coding gain, rather than the Coding+MAC gain. The congestion
control protocol, built into TCP, naturally matches the input rate at
the bottleneck to its draining rate. When multiple long-lived TCP
flows get bottlenecked at the same router, the senders back off and
prevent excessive drops, leaving only pure coding gains.

7.3.2 UDP Flows

We repeat the above experiments with UDP and evaluate the
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Figure 8—CDF of throughput gains obtained with COPE, for long-lived TCP flows.
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Figure 9—CDF of throughput gains obtained with COPE, for UDP flows.

throughput gains. Fig. 9 plots a CDF of the UDP gain with COPE
for the Alice-and-Bob, the “X”, and the cross topologies. The figure
shows that the median UDP throughput gains for the three topolo-
gies are 1.7, 1.65, and 3.5 respectively.

Interestingly, the UDP gains are much higher than the TCP gains;
they reflect the Coding+MAC gains for these toy topologies. Recall
from §4 that the coding gain arises purely from the reduction in the
number of transmissions achieved with COPE. Additionally, cod-
ing compresses the bottleneck queues, preventing downstream con-
gested routers from dropping packets that have already consumed
bandwidth, and producing a Coding+MAC gain. In §4, we have
shown that the theoretical Coding+MAC gains for the above toy
topologies are 2, 2, and 4 respectively. These numbers are fairly
close to the numbers we observe in actual measurements.

One may wonder why the measured throughput gains are smaller
than the theoretical Coding+MAC gain bounds. The XOR headers
add a small overhead of 5-8%. However, the difference is mainly
due to imperfect overhearing and flow asymmetry. Specifically, the
nodes do not overhear all transmitted packets. Further, some senders
capture the wireless channel sending more traffic in a particular di-
rection, which reduces coding opportunities and overall gain.

In practice, traffic is a combination of congestion-controlled and
uncontrolled flows. Further, most TCP flows are short-lived and
do not fully exercise congestion control during slow-start.Thus, one
would expect COPE’s gains to be higher than those observed with
long-lived TCP and lower than those observed with UDP. Indeed,
we have run experiments for the Alice-and-Bob scenario with short-
lived TCP flows with Poisson arrivals and Pareto transfer size. De-
pending on the flow inter-arrival times, the measured throughput
gains vary between the coding gain and the Coding+MAC gain.

7.4 COPE in an Ad Hoc Network
How does COPE perform in a wireless mesh network? We have

advocated a simple approach to wireless network coding where each
node relies on its local information to detect coding opportunities,
and when possible XORs the appropriate packets. However, it is
unclear how often such opportunities arise in practice, and whether
they can be detected using only local information. Thus, in this
section, we run experiments on our 20-node testbed to gauge the
throughput increase provided by COPE in an ad hoc network.

7.4.1 TCP

We start with TCP flows that arrive according to a Poisson pro-
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Figure 10—End-to-end loss rate and average queue size at the bottle-

necks for the TCP flows in the testbed. Loss rates are as high as 14%
even after 15 MAC retries; TCP therefore performs poorly. The queues

at the bottlenecks almost never build up resulting in very few coding
opportunities and virtually no gains.

cess, pick sender and receiver randomly, and transfer files whose
sizes follow the distribution measured on the Internet [9].

Surprisingly, in our testbed, TCP does not show any significant
improvement with coding (the average gain is 2-3%). The culprit
is TCP’s reaction to collision-related losses. There are a number
of nodes sending packets to the bottleneck nodes, but they are not
within carrier sense range of each other, resulting in the classic hid-
den terminals problem. This creates many collision-related losses
that cannot be masked even with the maximum number of MAC
retries. To demonstrate this point, we repeat the TCP experiments
with varying number of MAC retransmissions with RTS/CTS en-
abled. Note that disabling RTS/CTS exacerbates the problem fur-
ther. Fig. 10 plots the end-to-end loss rates for TCP flows as a
function of the number of MAC retransmissions. These experiments

have COPE turned off. Even after 15 MAC retries (the maximum
possible) the TCP flows experience 14% loss. As a result, the TCP
flows suffer timeouts and excessive back-off, and are unable to ramp
up and utilize the medium efficiently. Fig. 10 plots the average
queue sizes at the bottleneck nodes.1 The bottleneck nodes never
see enough traffic to make use of coding; most of their time is spent
without any packets in their queues or just a single packet. Few cod-
ing opportunities arise, and hence the performance is the same with
and without coding.

Collision-related losses are common in wireless networks and re-
cent work has studied their debilitating effect on TCP [14, 8]. Mak-
ing TCP work in such a setting would imply solving the collision
problem; such a solution is beyond the scope of this paper.

Would TCP be able to do better with COPE if we eliminated
collision-related losses? We test the above hypothesis by performing

1The few nodes connecting the two floors are where the flows inter-
sect; they are main bottlenecks in our testbed.
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testbed topology does not contain hidden terminals.
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Figure 12—COPE can provide a several-fold (3-4x) increase in the

throughput of wireless Ad hoc networks. Results are for UDP flows with
randomly picked source-destination pairs, Poisson arrivals, and heavy-

tail size distribution.

the following experiment. We compress the topology of the testbed
by bringing the nodes closer together, so that they are within carrier
sense range. We artificially impose the routing graph and inter-node
loss rates of the original testbed. The intuition is that the nodes are
now within carrier sense range and hence can avoid collisions. This
will reduce the loss rates and enable TCP to make better use of the
medium. We repeat the above experiment with increasing levels of
congestion obtained by decreasing the inter-arrival times of the TCP
flows. Fig. 11 plots the network TCP goodput with and without
COPE as a function of the demand. For small demands, COPE of-
fers a slight improvement since coding opportunities are scarce. As
the demands increase, network congestion and coding opportunities
increase, leading to higher goodput gains. As congestion increases
beyond a certain level, the throughput levels off, reflecting the fact
that the network has reached its capacity and cannot sustain addi-
tional load. At its peak, COPE provides 38% improvement over no
coding. The medium loss rates after retransmissions are negligible.
The TCP flows are therefore able to use the medium efficiently, pro-
viding coding opportunies which result in throughput gains.

7.4.2 UDP

We repeat the large scale testbed experiments with UDP. The
flows again arrive according to a Poisson process, pick sender and
receiver randomly, and transfer files whose sizes follow the distri-
bution measured on the Internet [9]. We vary the arrival rates of the
Poisson process to control the offered load. For each arrival rate, we
run 10 trials, with coding on and then off (for a total of 500 experi-
ments), and compute the network throughput in each case.
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test bed at the peak point of Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 shows that COPE greatly improves the throughput of
these wireless networks, by a factor of 3-4x on average. The fig-
ure plots the aggregate end-to-end throughput as a function of the
demands, both with COPE and without. At low demands (below
2Mb/s), coding opportunities are scarce, and COPE performs sim-
ilarly to no coding. As demands increase, both network conges-
tion and the number of coding opportunities increase. In such dense
networks, the performance without coding deteriorates because of
the high level of contention and consequent packet loss due to col-
lisions. In contrast, coding reduces the number of transmissions,
alleviates congestion, and consequently yields higher throughput.

It is interesting to examine how much of the coding is due to
guessing, as opposed to reception reports. Fig. 13 plots the per-
centage of packets that have been coded because of guessing for the
experiments in Fig.12. It is calculated as follows: If n packets are
coded together, and at most k packets could be coded using recep-
tion reports alone, then n − k packets are considered to be coded
due to guessing. The figure shows that the benefit of guessing varies
with demands. At low demands, the bottleneck nodes have small
queues, leading to a short packet wait time. This increases depen-
dence on guessing because reception reports could arrive too late,
after the packets have been forwarded. As demands increase, the
queues at the bottlenecks increase, resulting in longer wait times,
and consequently allowing more time for reception reports to arrive.
Hence, the importance of guessing decreases. As demands surge
even higher, the network becomes significantly congested, leading
to high loss rates for reception reports. Hence, a higher percentage
of the coding decisions is again made based on guessing.

Let us now examine in greater detail the peak point in Fig. 12,
which occurs when demands reach 5.6 Mb/s. Fig. 14 shows the PDF
of the number of native packets XOR-ed at the bottleneck nodes
(i.e., the nodes that drop packets). The figure shows that, on aver-
age, nearly 3 packets are getting coded together. Due to the high
coding gain, packets are drained much faster from the queues of the
bottleneck nodes. The result is an average throughput gain of 3-4x.

7.5 COPE in a Mesh Access Network
There is growing interest in providing cheap Internet access using
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Figure 15—COPE’s throughput gain as a function of the ratio of up-
link to downlink traffic at in a congested mesh access network.

multi-hop wireless networks that connect to the rest of the Internet
via one or more gateways/access points [1, 4, 32, 36]. We evaluate
COPE in such a setting, where traffic is flowing to and from the
closest gateway. We divide the nodes in the testbed into 4 sets. Each
set communicates with the Internet via a specific node that plays the
role of a gateway. We use UDP flows,2 and control the experiments
by changing the ratio of upload traffic to download traffic. Fig. 15
plots the throughput gains as a function of this ratio.

The throughput gain increases as the fraction of uplink traffic in-
creases. When the amount of uplink traffic is small, gains are cor-
respondingly modest; around 5 − 15%. As uplink traffic increases,
gains increase to 70%. COPE’s throughput gain relies on coding
opportunities, which depend on the diversity of the packets in the
queue of the bottleneck node. For example, in the Alice-and-Bob
topology, if only 10% of the packets in the bottleneck queue are
from Alice and 90% from Bob, then coding can at best sneak Al-
ice’s packets out on Bob’s packets. Hence, as the ratio of uplink
traffic increases, the diversity of the queues at bottlenecks increases,
more coding opportunities arise, and consequently higher through-
put gains are obtained.

7.5.1 Fairness

The access network experiment above illuminates the effect fair-
ness has on coding opportunities. An important source of unfairness
in wireless networks is the comparative quality of the channels from
the sources to the bottleneck, usually referred to as the capture ef-

fect. For example, in the Alice and Bob experiment, if the channel
between Alice and the router is worse than that between Bob and
the router, Alice might be unable to push the same amount of traffic
as Bob. Although the 802.11 MAC should give a fair allocation to
all contenders, the sender with the better channel (here Bob) usually
captures the medium for long intervals. The routing protocol tries
to discount the capture effect by always selecting the stronger links;
but in practice, capture always happens to some degree.

We study the effect of capture on COPE by intentionally stressing
the links in the Alice and Bob topology. We set it up such that both
Alice and Bob are equidistant from the router, and compute the total
network throughput. We then gradually move Alice’s node away
from the router, and repeat the experiment and the measurements.

Fig. 16 shows the network throughput as a function of the ratio of
Alice’s and Bob’s distance to the router. It also shows the percent-
age of coded packets and the fairness index, computed as the ratio of
Alice’s throughput to Bob’s. As Alice moves further away, Bob in-
creasingly captures the channel, reducing fairness, coding opportu-
nities, and the aggregate network throughput. Interestingly, without
coding, fairness and efficiency are conflicting goals; throughput in-
creases if the node with the better channel captures the medium and

2As mentioned earlier, in the uncompressed testbed, TCP backs off
excessively because of collision-based losses from hidden terminals,
and does not send enough to fully utilize the medium.
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Figure 16—Effect of unequal channel qualities on coding opportunities

and throughput gain in the Alice-and-Bob topology. COPE aligns the

fairness and efficiency objectives. Increased fairness increases coding
opportunities and hence improves the aggregate throughput.

sends at full blast. Coding, however, aligns these two objectives;
increasing fairness increases the overall throughput of the network.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Finally, we would like to comment on the scope of COPE. The

present design targets stationary wireless mesh networks, where the
nodes are not resource-constrained. More generally, COPE can be
used in multi-hop wireless networks that satisfy the following:

• Memory: COPE’s nodes need to store recently heard packets for
future decoding. Only packets in flight are used in coding; there
is no need to store packets that have already reached their desti-
nation. Consequently, the storage requirement should be slightly
higher than a delay-bandwidth product. (For e.g., an 11 Mb/s net-
work with a 50ms RTT has a delay-bandwidth product of 70 KB.)

• Omni-directional antenna: Opportunistic listening requires
omni-directional antennas to exploit the wireless broadcast prop-
erty.

• Power requirements: Our current design of COPE does not opti-
mize power usage and assumes the nodes are not energy limited.

The ideas in COPE may be applicable beyond WiFi mesh net-
works. Note that COPE can conceptually work with a variety of
MAC protocols including WiMax and TDMA. One may envision
modifying COPE to address the needs of sensor networks. Such a
modification would take into account that only a subset of the sen-
sor nodes is awake at any point of time and can participate in oppor-
tunistic listening. Sensor nodes may also trade-off saved transmis-
sions for reduced battery usage, rather than increased throughput.
Additionally, COPE may be useful for cellular relays. Deploying
cellular base stations is usually expensive. A cheap way to increase
coverage is to deploy relay nodes that intervene between the mobile
device and the base station [13], creating a multi-hop cellular back-
bone. COPE would allow cellular relays to use the bandwidth more
efficiently. Indeed, after the publication of COPE, we have learned
that Ericsson has independently proposed a design for cellular re-
lays with a subset of COPE’s functionality, where the cellular relay
XORs only duplex flows, as in the Alice-and-Bob scenario [13].
This scheme can be extended to make full usage of the ideas em-
bedded in COPE.

Our community knows a few fundamental approaches that can
improve wireless throughput, including more accurate congestion
control, better routing, and efficient MAC protocols. We believe
that COPE is an important step forward in our understanding of the
potential of wireless networks because it presents a new orthogonal
axis that can be manipulated to extract more throughput; namely,
how to maximize the amount of data delivered in a single transmis-
sion. This is coding, which is an old theme, traditionally used at the
physical and application layers. But COPE and a few other recent
projects [7, 21] introduce coding to the networking community as
a practical tool that can be integrated with forwarding, routing, and
reliable delivery.
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APPENDIX

A. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1

PROOF. We first prove the upper bound of 2. Note that if the interme-
diate node codes N native packets together, these packets have to be to N
different next-hops, by the coding rule of §3(b). In the absence of oppor-
tunistic listening, the only neighbor that has a packet is the previous hop of
that packet. Suppose the intermediate hop codes ≥ 2 packets from the same
neighbor. All other neighbors must have ≤ N − 2 packets in the encoded
packet, which violates the coding rule. As a result, the intermediate hop can
code at most one packet from a neighbor. Without opportunistic listening,
this is the only native packet in the encoded packet that this neighbor has.
Invoking the coding rule, this implies that the intermediate hop can code at
most 2 packets together. This implies that the total number of transmissions
in the network can at most be halved with coding, for a coding gain of 2.

Indeed, this gain is achievable in the chain of N links in Fig. 4(a). This
topology is an extension of the Alice-and-Bob example where N = 2. The
no-coding case requires a total of 2N transmissions to deliver a packet from
Alice to Bob, and vice-versa. On the other hand, in the presence of coding,
each of the N − 1 intermediate nodes on the path can transmit information
simultaneously to neighbors on either side by coding the two packets travers-
ing in opposite directions, for a total of N+1 transmissions. The coding gain

in this case is 2N
N+1

, which tends to 2 as the chain length grows.

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.2

PROOF. As proved above, in the absence of opportunistic listening, a
node can code atmost 2 packets together. Hence, a bottleneck node can drain
its packets atmost twice as fast, bounding the Coding+MAC gain at 2. This
gain is achieved even in the simple Alice-and-Bob experiment as explained
above (longer chains result in the same Coding+MAC gain).

C. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3

PROOF. Consider the wheel topology with radius r in Fig. 4(d) with N

nodes uniformly placed on the circumference, and one node at the center
of the circle. Assume that when a node transmits, all other nodes in the
circle overhear this transmission, except for the diametrically opposed node
(i.e., the radio range is 2r − ǫ, where ǫ ≈ 0). Suppose now that there are
flows between every pair of diametrically opposed nodes. Note that nodes on
either end of a diameter cannot communicate directly, but can communicate
using a two-hop route through the middle node. In fact, this route is the
geographically shortest route between these nodes. In the absence of coding,
a single flow requires 1 transmission from an edge node, and 1 transmission
from the middle node. This adds to a total of 1 transmission per edge node,
and N transmissions for the middle node, across all packets. Since the MAC

gives each node only a 1
N+1

share of the medium, the middle node is the

bottleneck in the absence of coding. However, COPE with opportunistic
listening allows the middle node to code all the N incoming packets and
fulfill the needs of all flows with just one transmission, thereby matching its
input and output rates. Hence, the Coding+MAC gain is N, which grows
without bound with the number of nodes.
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ABSTRACT

Sensor networks are especially useful in catastrophic or emergency
scenarios such as floods, fires, terrorist attacks or earthquakes where
human participation may be too dangerous. However, such disas-
ter scenarios pose an interesting design challenge since the sensor
nodes used to collect and communicate data may themselves fail
suddenly and unpredictably, resulting in the loss of valuable data.
Furthermore, because these networks are often expected to be de-
ployed in response to a disaster, or because of sudden configuration
changes due to failure, these networks are often expected to oper-
ate in a “zero-configuration” paradigm, where data collection and
transmission must be initiated immediately, before the nodes have
a chance to assess the current network topology. In this paper, we
design and analyze techniques to increase “persistence” of sensed
data, so that data is more likely to reach a data sink, even as network
nodes fail. This is done by replicating data compactly at neighbor-
ing nodes using novel “Growth Codes” that increase in efficiency
as data accumulates at the sink. We show that Growth Codes pre-
serve more data in the presence of node failures than previously
proposed erasure resilient techniques.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: E.4 [Coding and Informa-
tion Theory]: Formal models of communication

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords: Network Resilience, LDPC codes.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the motivating uses of sensor net technology is the mon-

itoring of emergency or disaster scenarios, such as floods, fires,
earthquakes, and landslides. Sensing networks are ideal for such
scenarios since conventional sensing methods that involve human
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participation within the sensing region are often too dangerous.
These scenarios offer a challenging design environment because
the nodes used to collect and transmit data can fail suddenly and
unpredictably as they may melt, corrode or get smashed.

This sudden, unpredictable failure is especially troubling because
of the potential loss of data collected by the sensor nodes. Often,
the rate of data generated within a sensor network greatly exceeds
the capacity available to deliver the data to the data sinks. With
so many nodes trying to channel data to the sink node, there is
congestion and delay in the neighborhood of the sink. This phe-
nomenon can be described as a funneling effect [11], where much
of the data trying to reach the sink is stalled. It is during this time
that data is especially vulnerable to loss if the nodes storing the data
are destroyed or disconnected from the rest of the network. Even if
state-of-the-art compression techniques such as distributed source
coding [33] or routing with re-coding are applied [8], there can be
a significant delay between the time a unit of data is generated and
the time at which it reaches the sink. We define the persistence

of a sensor network to be the fraction of data generated within the
network that eventually reaches the sink.

The goal of this paper is to investigate techniques to increase

the persistence of sensor networks. To our knowledge, this is the
first paper that concerns itself with this particular problem. Our
solutions are based on the observation that even though there is
limited bandwidth to forward data towards the sink, there still re-
mains sufficient bandwidth for neighboring nodes to exchange and
replicate one anothers’ information. While such replication does
not increase the rate at which data moves toward the sink, it does
increase the likelihood that data will survive as some of the storage
points fail.

We first focus on providing persistence in a sensor network that
is deployed to take a “snapshot” reading of a particular region: each
node’s primary task is to take a single reading and relay this read-
ing to a sink whose position (with respect to the node) is not nec-
essarily known. This scenario is likely in disaster settings where
getting an initial reading is essential, and nodes must be “dumped”
into the region with limited or no planning and configuration, and
where the topology may change rapidly due to node failures (burn-
ing up, getting crushed, etc.). Such networks can be thought of as
“zero-configuration”, where data collection and transmission must
be initiated immediately. Hence, nodes have little opportunity to
learn about specifics of the topology within which they are de-
ployed, aside from some limited information describing their im-
mediate surrounding area. Global information, such as the location
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or direction of a sink, or the complete sensor network topology are
unknown. Even if the nodes get to know the location and direction
of sink(s) and are able to setup a routing tree, node failures will re-
sult in frequent disruptions and cause the routing setup to become
invalid.

We design a novel data encoding and distribution technique that
we refer to as a Growth Code. This code is designed to increase
the amount of information that can be recovered at a sink node at
any point in time, such that the information that can be retrieved
from a failing network is increased. These codes are also easily im-
plemented in a distributed fashion - another important criterion for
sensor networks. The code grows with time: initially codewords
are just the symbols themselves, but over time, the codewords be-
come linear combinations of (randomly selected) growing group-
ings of data units. A well-designed code will grow at a rate such
that the size of the codeword received by the sink is that which is
most likely to be successfully decoded and deliver previously unre-
covered data.

In a distributed sensor network where the nodes employ Growth
Codes to encode and distribute data, the sink receives low com-
plexity codewords in the beginning and codewords of higher and
higher complexity later on. Identifying the optimal transition points
at which the code switches to higher complexity codewords is a
non-trivial task. We prove that such a code where the complexity
of codewords increases monotonically is optimal in recovering the
maximum amount of data at any time provided the transition points
are carefully chosen.

We formally analyze Growth Codes and find close upper bounds
for the transition points. In a perfect source setting, where the sink
receives codewords that exactly fit a certain desired degree distri-
bution, we compare the performance of a degree distribution based
on Growth Codes with other well known distributions such as Soli-

ton and Robust Soliton [18]. Furthermore, we simulate various
distributed network scenarios (including some mimicking disaster
scenarios) to evaluate the performance of Growth Codes. We find
that in all the studied network scenarios, if the sensor nodes use the
encoding protocol based on Growth Codes, the sink node is able
to receive novel data at least as fast as any other protocol and in
most cases, is able to recover all symbols in less than half the time
compared to when no coding is used.

We then show how to extend growth codes to network settings
in which nodes must make periodic measurements of the existing
region. To this end, we provide the main features of a practical
implementation of Growth Codes. Using these features, we also
implement these codes on real mote-based sensor devices and per-
form experiments which show using Growth Codes results in much
faster recovery of distributed sensor data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section
details some previous related work. In Section 3, we formulate the
problem and describe the network setting in which it is employed.
Section 4 describes the various solution approaches including the
novel approach based on Growth Codes and the encoding/decoding
algorithms used. In Section 5 we mathematically analyze the en-
coding protocol based on Growth Codes and prove interesting prop-
erties of the said protocol. We compare Growth Codes with other
coding schemes in a perfect source setting in section 6. In Sec-
tion 7, we describe the practical aspects of implementing Growth
Codes. We present simulation and experimental results in Sections
8 and 9 to study the performance of our protocol in various sensor
network settings. Section 10 describes how to handle sensor nodes
which generate data periodically. We conclude in Section 11.

2. RELATED WORK
Much of the coding work in sensor networks targeted towards

increasing the efficiency of data transmission to sink points uti-
lizes source coding, which takes advantage of spatial and temporal
correlations in data to compress the data to be delivered. Exam-
ples include systems like TSAR [25] and PRESTO [19] that use
wavelet compression to reduce the overheads in transmitting corre-
lated data. A local clustering scheme which is near-optimal across
a range of spatial correlations is suggested in [32] although they
ignore temporal correlations and losses in the network.

Our work, in contrast, can be viewed as a distributed channel

coding where coding is performed to more effectively recover from
stochastic losses of information (in our case, failing nodes). Most
work in this area is focused on efficiently recovering all data, and
for many of the schemes, data cannot be partially recovered. The
canonical coding scheme is the optimal block erasure Reed-Solomon
codes [17] which have been adapted for erasure-resilient data trans-
fer [21]. The high computational costs for encoding and decoding
these codes has pushed research in the direction of LDPC codes,
such as the class of Digital Fountain codes [16], that include Tor-
nado codes [20] and LT codes [18]. Byers et. al. optimize large
transfers in [14] using codes by having the source re-code data as it
learns from receivers what information they still require. Considine
et. al. [15] propose a heuristic for generating good degree distribu-
tions which can be used to construct low complexity erasure codes.
These schemes not only emphasize the recovery of all data, but are
also centrally encoded, and cannot be trivially applied in settings
where the data is distributed to begin with.

Distributed encoding schemes that aim to recover all data per-
mit nodes to re-code data en-route to the destination have also been
shown to be a more efficient means of communication [27]. A
particular area of recent interest is the application of network cod-
ing within multicast environments (e.g., [29, 9], where it has been
shown that simple linear codes are very efficient [24]. In [31, 5], a
coding scheme is constructed to facilitate recovery of popular data
by replicating coded versions of the data at multiple nodes. Katti
et. al. [3] propose that nodes guess what data other nodes already
have and exploit local coding opportunities to reduce the consumed
bandwidth.

Some studies try to combine source and channel coding. In [23],
a technique is presented that uses LDPC codes and source coding
across two or three correlated sources to improve the energy effi-
ciency of transmission in a sensor network. Marco et. al. [12] ex-
plore the tradeoff between efficient Slepian-Wolf coding and packet
losses. They introduce variations in the Slepian-Wolf distributed
coding to add some redundancy.

To our knowledge, the only work that focuses on partial recovery
is Priority Encoding Transmission [4] which prioritizes data and
provides reliable delivery of high priority data at low cost, at the
expense of increased overhead to also recover low priority data.
Drawbacks of this scheme in a sensor nets environment are the high
recovery cost for much of the (lower priority) data, and that there
is no known way to efficiently distribute the encoding process.

Directed Diffusion [10] uses dynamically chosen best paths and
in-network data aggregation in distributed sensing environments to
achieve energy and bandwidth efficiency.

3. PROBLEM SETUP
Our formulation consists of a sensor network whose general con-

figuration is similar to that considered in a large body of work. We
consider a network consisting of N sensor nodes where data sensed
by a node describing properties of its immediate sensing region is
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to be forwarded to a sink for further processing. The rate at which
the nodes as an aggregate generate data may greatly exceed the
communication capacity of the network such that forwarding be-
comes congested, and data must reside temporarily in the nodes
before being delivered to the sink. Furthermore, the majority of the
nodes cannot directly transmit to the sink, and hence other nodes
must act as intermediate forwarding agents of data. These interme-
diate nodes have some computational power to manipulate data in
transit, i.e., they can compress or recode data to increase delivery
efficiency [34, 33].

There are also some specifics to our formulation that distinguish
our environment from much previous work. We are concerned with
monitoring dangerous emergency or disaster areas, such as earth-
quakes, floods, or fires. Often, nodes must be deployed quickly in
response to the emergency, preventing an opportunity to statically
optimize the deployment. Even if the network is planned before-
hand, the disaster itself may significantly alter the network con-
figuration, making the pre-planned configuration obsolete. These
specifics translate to our problem as follow:

• Our initial study will assume that each node takes a single read-
ing at a single point in time, and the network objective is to deliver
as many of these readings as possible to the sink and as quickly as
possible.

• The network is “zero-configuration”, such that nodes must op-
erate knowing only about their immediate sensing environment: the
only topology information available to a node is its set of neighbors
with whom it can communicate directly. This is either because the
data is urgently needed, or nodes are expected to have extremely
limited lifetimes. The latter property not only leaves limited time
for the network to configure, but also induces rapid variation in
topology, which would likely obviate any configuration that was
constructed based on previous observations of topology.

• Our primary concern is the persistence of data: our goal is
to minimize the amount of data lost due to failures of nodes as
the emergency progresses (e.g., the fire spreads, rocks continue to
bombard an area, or flood waters continue to grow). Traditional as-
sumptions, like power conservation [22, 26] and optimized routing
[7, 36] are secondary issues and are not addressed in detail in this
paper.

3.1 Sensor Networks that Need Persistence
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Figure 1: Localized view of the network. In the beginning, the

nodes exchange degree 1 codewords, gradually increasing the

degree over time. Even when a node fails, its data survives in

the another node’s storage

Figure 1 depicts the sensor network from the point of view of
a single node at two different times. Each sensor node in the N -
node network is arbitrarily placed to sense its data, and connects
to a small subset of nodes with whom it can communicate directly.
There are sink locations where data can be collected, but in a zero-
configuration setting, these locations are almost always unknown
to the sensing nodes. The arrows in the figure indicate the commu-
nication between nodes in an attempt to move the data, hopefully
towards a sink. Initially the node has only copies of its own data,
but over time, it will also contain (encoded) copies of other nodes’
data, such that the failure of another node (in the figure, node 1)
does not necessarily result in the loss of that nodes’ data.

The type of disaster imposes a specific type of failure process of
nodes in the network. For instance, in a fire or flood, one would
probably expect node failures to be spatially and temporally corre-
lated, where a node is more likely to fail if its neighbor has recently
failed. In an earthquake or rock-storm, the failure process is proba-
bly best viewed as a sequence of randomly selected regions failing
over time, where all nodes within a region are within close spatial
proximity of one another and fail simultaneously, with different re-
gions failing at independent times.

The failure of nodes in a region translates to a loss of memory
in the global network, and any information stored in these failed
regions is lost unless it is duplicated elsewhere or is already deliv-
ered to the sink. Data that is retrieved via the information collected
at the sink is referred to as recovered data. In Figure 1, the nodes
exchange codewords that consist of original data or XOR’d con-
glomerates of original data. Later on, even though a node fails, its
data survives in the network.

At a high level, our goal is to try to find the best way to repli-

cate information in the sensor network to maximize the quantity of

recovered data at all times t, even as nodes fail in the network.

3.2 Network Description and Assumptions
Each node is equipped with some memory and processing power

so that there is room for replication of information. The “best” way
to replicate will depend on the capabilities of the various nodes,
as well as various properties of the data (e.g., spatial and temporal
correlation, priority, presumed accuracy). A sink node absorbs data
at a rate λs, where λs depends on the number of sensor nodes to
which the sink connects. In the network, the neighboring nodes can
exchange data at a second rate λe.

Since we are making a preliminary foray into the problem of per-
sistence, we believe it is most appropriate to thoroughly analyze the
basic design of a persistence protocol in a somewhat constrained
design space. Our analysis and description of the protocol makes
the following assumptions about the sensor networking environ-
ment, though later in the paper, we extend the protocol and show
experiments where these assumptions are relaxed.

• Node configurations are homogeneous: each node has a similar
memory size C. The data collected at each sensor has an identical
storage size of c, and we refer to this size-c data unit as a symbol.
Hence, a node can ideally store up to ⌊C/c⌋ symbols. We assume
for now that the codewords also require size c1.

• Data is not compressed, and all generated data is of equal im-
portance. This assumption ignores the potential spatial correlations
that often exist among sensed data [32, 13] as well as the likeli-
hood that some data generated is more important than others (e.g.,
at nodes closer to regions of anomalous activity).

1In practice, some additional “header” space is necessary to de-
scribe the set of symbols encoded in the codeword. We address this
issue in Section 7.
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4. THE BASIC PERSISTENCE PROCEDURE
Having laid out our preliminary network model in the previous

section, we are now ready to describe our basic persistence pro-
cedure. We divide the time into rounds. We emphasize that this
division is merely to facilitate the description and evaluation of
our techniques. The described techniques are easily extended to an
asynchronous environment as we show in Section 7. In each round,
neighboring nodes exchange information. Sink points attach to a
subset of network nodes and are able to retrieve a fixed amount of
information in each round.

• In every round, each node decides what information it must
transmit to its neighbor, and how the incoming information
from its neighboring nodes is stored.

• In every round, each sink collects new codeword symbols
and decodes this information to retrieve the original data.

Initially, a node fills its memory with copies of its own data. In
each round, a node has the opportunity to move or replicate code-
words that exist in its memory to another node. Since the location
of the sink is unknown, and since all data is of equal importance, we
use a simple algorithm where a node randomly chooses a neighbor
and a random codeword in its memory and exchanges this code-
word with one of the codewords stored in the selected neighbor’s
memory. The only caveat to this exchange is that each node keeps a
copy of its original data (this copy will be used in the encoding pro-
cess described later). Periodically (perhaps once every M rounds,
or perhaps M times a round), the sink samples codewords from
nearby nodes. Unless otherwise specified, we assume M = 1, i.e.,
that λs = λe.

To increase the efficiency of data recovery at the sink, nodes can
choose to encode the data to be sent. We consider several coding
variants:

No coding: Nodes simply exchange the original symbols. The
sink is likely to receive many duplicates. In the well studied Coupon

Collectors’ Problem [30], it has been shown that if the N original
symbols are generated uniformly randomly, the sink needs to re-
ceive approximately O(NlogN) symbols to recover all N original
symbols.

Random Linear codes [35]: Here, the N original symbols are
assumed to be elements of some finite field and each codeword
is a linear combination of all N symbols, with the coefficients
also being members of the same finite field. However, the encod-
ing/decoding computational complexity of these codes is very high
and hence, as mentioned in Section 2, they are impractical in our
sensor network setting.

Erasure codes: Nodes can store and exchange codeword sym-
bols formed using erasure codes. These can either be optimal era-
sure codes such as Reed-Solomon [17] or erasure codes based on
sparse bipartite graphs such as Tornado [20] or LT codes [18] which
trade efficiency of the code for fast encoding/decoding time. Con-
sidering the low computational power that sensor nodes have and
the limited time they will have available to perform the encoding,
only codes like LT Codes which have fast encoding/decoding algo-
rithms are practical in our scenario.

Each codeword is an XOR of a subset of the N original symbols.
The number of symbols which are XOR’d together is referred to as
the degree of the codeword. These codes choose the degree of each
codeword to fit a pre-determined degree distribution π which is a
probability distribution over the degrees lengths.

A simple XOR encoder based on the degree distribution π works
as follows:

1. Choose a degree d, where d = i with probability πi.

2. Randomly choose d distinct symbols out of the N symbols
x1, . . . , xN . Construct the codeword symbol by XOR-ing
the d symbols.

It has been shown that if the sink receives an expected number
of little more than N such encoded symbols, it can decode all of
the N original symbols with high probability. One of the simple
degree distributions used in LT codes is the Soliton distribution [18]
which requires the sink to receive exactly N codewords to recover
all N symbols. Unfortunately, this distribution has a high variance
which means that there is a non-negligible probability that the sink
will need many more codewords in practice. Robust Soliton is a
modified form of Soliton distribution and performs much better in
practice. We emphasize two drawbacks in applying these codes to
our domain here:

• It is not straightforward to implement the encoding process in
a distributed setting such that the appropriate degree distribution is
obtained.

• These codes are not designed to maximize the amount of infor-
mation recovered by the sink when only a small number of code-
words are received, but are attempting to minimize the number of
codewords needed to retrieve all data. We will show that Growth
Codes out-perform their Soliton counterparts in this aspect.

4.1 Growth Codes

Sink

Recovered Symbols

x1

x3

Sink

Recovered Symbols

x2⊕x3

x5⊕x8

x1
x3

x5

In the 

beginning:

Later on:

Figure 2: Growth Codes in action: The sink receives low degree

codewords in the beginning and higher and higher degree later

on

Growth Codes is a linear coding technique that encodes infor-
mation via a completely distributed process. The technique not
only ensures that the sink is able to recover all N of the data from
only a little more than N codeword symbols, but also that data is
efficiently recovered when only a small number of codewords is
received.

We motivate the development of Growth Codes using the follow-
ing toy problem. Consider a sink that is attempting to collect data
over a series of rounds. The data can be XOR’d together to gener-
ate fixed-size codewords. Suppose the sink can select the degree2

of the arriving codeword, but the set of symbols that form the code-
word are selected uniformly at random. Also suppose the sink’s
goal at any time is to maximize the expected number of symbols
it has recovered by that time. At any time t, given the collection
of codewords the sink has already received, what should the sink
choose as the degree of the next arriving codeword?

Clearly, for the first codeword, the degree should be one. Such
a codeword will produce one symbol whereas any codeword of

2Once again, the degree of a codeword is the number of symbols
XOR’d together to form the codeword
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higher degree will produce no symbols. If the total number of sym-
bols N is large, then the sink will also do well to request that its
second received codeword be of degree one. If the sink contin-
ues to request codewords of degree one, eventually a point will be
reached where a codeword of higher degree will very likely be de-
codable given the information received, and another codeword of
degree one will very likely contain data that has already been re-
ceived. It is not hard to follow this logic through to see that as
more codewords are received, the “best” degree for the next code-
word continues to grow. We will explore this phenomenon more
formally in the next section.

Figure 2 depicts the working of the Growth Codes protocol. The
sink node receives low degree symbols in the beginning from which
it is able to immediately recover data. Later on, the sink received
higher degree symbols which are more efficient in recovering more
data.

In a completely distributed sensor network setting such as ours,
where the nodes have limited storage and meager computational
resources, a suitable encoding protocol is one which is easily im-
plementable by the nodes and which is also efficient in terms of the
number of symbols that can be recovered by the sink for a given
number of received codewords.

Growth Codes are novel in that the codewords used to encode a
fixed set of data change over time. Codewords in the network start
with degree one and “grow” over time as they travel through the
network en-route to the sink. This results is the the sink receiving
codewords whose degree grows with time. Using such a design,
if the network is damaged at any time and the sink is not able to
receive any further information, it can still recover a substantial
number of original symbols from the received codewords.

In order to facilitate formal specification of the procedure for en-
coding and decoding Growth Codes, we must first introduce some
terminology we will use:

DEFINITION 4.1. Given a set X of original symbols and a code-

word symbol s of degree d, the distance of s from set X , dist(s, X),

is the number of symbols out of the d symbols XOR’d together to

form s, which are not present in X .

The decoder, D, that we use for our Growth Codes (to be imple-
mented at the sink) will perform its decoding in an identical fash-
ion to what is traditionally used in all Sparse Bipartite graph-based
coding schemes such as LT Codes and Tornado Codes. This will al-
low us to fairly compare the performance of Growth Codes to prior
coding schemes:

• Let A be the set of codewords received and X be the set of
symbols already decoded (where X is initially 0).

• If there exists any codeword s for which dist(s, X) = 1, then
decode the missing symbol encoded in s (by XOR’ing s with the
symbols in X that were used to generate s), and add that symbol to
X .

The decoding process used by the sink is an online version of
decoder D such that the codewords are decoded on-the-fly as they
are received and the codewords which cannot be decoded at the
moment are stored for later use. We note that symbols whose dis-
tance is greater than 1 from X could potentially be combined to
extract data symbols using sophisticated but more computationally
expensive techniques (e.g., gaussian elimination).

A sequence of increasing values, K1, . . . , KN are hard-coded
into the nodes prior to their deployment. The value of Ki indicates
the point in time (i.e., the number of rounds after the data was gen-
erated) where such data should be encoded in codewords of degree
no less than i. If after time Ki, a codeword of degree smaller than
i is to be exchanged with a neighbor, the sending node will XOR

the codeword with its own data symbol prior to exchanging it. In
case the codeword already contains the data symbol of the sending
node, nothing is done and the codeword is exchanged as is. Even-
tually, after being exchanged from node to node, the codeword will
be exchanged by a node whose data symbol is not contained in the
codeword. Then, that data symbol can be XOR’d into the codeword
and its degree increased.

5. GROWTH CODES FOR DISTRIBUTED

ENCODING AND ONLINE DECODING
In this section we prove some basic properties of Growth Codes

which are critical in finding good values for the degree transition
points, {Ki}, the points in time where the code should increase
in degree. The “best” time for a network depends not only on the
way the coders are implemented, but also on the topology of the
network. Since we are designing codes for a zero-configuration
network, topology information is not available. Hence, our codes
will be designed under the assumption that when the sink receives
a codeword of degree d, the data contained in that codeword is
uniformly drawn at random. If the sensor network performs a good
“mixing” of data prior to the data reaching the sink, this assumption
is not unreasonable.

Solving for the optimal transition points is non-trivial for the de-
coder D described in the previous section. The difficulty is that the
decoder maintains a memory of previously received codewords that
could not be used at the time of their arrival, but can be used later
on as further codewords arrive and additional data symbols are de-
coded. For tractability of the analysis, we will consider a restricted
decoder that throws away any codewords it receives which cannot
be decoded immediately, and does not maintain them for later use.

Due to lack of space, all the proofs are omitted but are available
in our technical report [6].

5.1 Restricted Decoder
We define a decoding algorithm that is less powerful than de-

coder D. One might never use this decoder in practice, but it is used
here since it is simpler to analyze and will help us prove bounds on
the transition times Ki of Growth Codes.

A decoder is fed a sequence of symbols, s1, s2, . . . , sk. For a
decoder α, we define α(s1, s2, . . . , sk) to be the number of sym-
bols that α can decode when fed the sequence s1, s2, . . . , sk in that
order.

DEFINITION 5.1. Decoder S, given a fixed sequence of code-

word symbols s1, s2, . . . , sk, works as follows: Initially the set X
of recovered symbols is empty.

1. Let i = 0.

2. From the remaining symbols, choose symbol si of the lowest

degree. If dist(si, X) = 1, decode a new symbol and add to

set X .

3. If dist(si, X) = 0 OR dist(si, X) > 1, throw si as unus-

able.

4. Increment i and go to step 2. Repeat until all symbols have

been considered.

Decoder S is more constrained than decoder D: S considers code-
words in a fixed order only and throws away all codewords which
cannot be decoded immediately (but could be of use to D at a later
point in the decoding process). More formally, this can be stated as
follows:
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LEMMA 5.2. Given a sequence of symbols σ = s1, s2, . . . , sk,

and a reordering of these same symbols σ′ = s′1, s
′

2, . . . , s
′

k. Then

D(s1, s2, . . . , sk) ≥ S(s′1, s
′

2, . . . , s
′

k) for any sequence σ and

any reordering σ′ of that sequence.

Decoder S works on a sequence of symbols sorted in non-decreasing
order of their degrees. One can also view S as a decoder oper-
ating in an environment where codewords arrive in the order of
non-decreasing degree.

5.2 Finding the bestdegree codewords for de
coder S

Let us consider our decoder S which does not maintain previ-
ously received codewords. When attempting to decode, it can only
utilize the data that it has received previously and the next arriv-
ing codeword. The following lemmas address the “best” degree
that the next codeword should have as a function of the number of
already-decoded data symbols.

LEMMA 5.3. Let ρr,d be the probability of successfully decod-

ing randomly chosen a degree d symbol when r symbols have al-

ready been recovered. Then ρr,d =
( r

d−1)(N−r)

(N
d )

.

Let Ri represent the number of symbols recovered by a sink
when codewords of size greater than i provide a greater likelihood
for providing recovery than those of degree less than i. We will
show that, for decoder S,

R1 =
N − 1

2
, . . . , Ri =

iN − 1

i + 1
∀i∈[1,N−1]. (1)

LEMMA 5.4. ρr,i ≥ ρr,i+1 as long as r ≤ Ri = iN−1
i+1

The above result validates our earlier intuition that when the
number of recovered symbols is small, low degree codewords are
better and as the number of recovered symbols increases, higher
degree codewords are better.

The result proves that before R1 = N−1
2

symbols have been
recovered, degree 1 codewords are the most useful. After that until
R2 symbols have been recovered, degree 2 codewords are the most
useful and so it goes.

LEMMA 5.5. If ρr,i < ρr,j for some i < j, then ρr′,i < ρr′,j

for any r′ > r

This result basically states that once degree j codewords have
become more useful than lower degree codewords, they will re-
main so even when more symbols are recovered. This monotonicity
property is essential for Growth Codes which start with low degree
codewords and switch to higher and higher degree codewords with
time.

5.3 Properties of Decoder D

Now we consider some properties of the offline version of de-
coder D, which can then be applied to the online version of decoder
D to help design Growth Codes.

THEOREM 5.6. When using decoder D to recover r symbols,

such that r ≤ R1 =
N − 1

2
, the optimal degree distribution has

symbols of only degree 1.

THEOREM 5.7. When using decoder D to recover R1 =
N − 1

2
data units, the expected number of encoded symbols required is

K1 =

R1−1X
i=0

N

N − i
.

Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 show that if most of the network nodes
fail and a small amount of the data survives, then not using any
coding is the best way to recover maximum number of data units.
We generalize these proofs in Theorems 5.8 and 5.9.

THEOREM 5.8. To recover r symbols such that r ≤ Rj =
jN − 1

j + 1
, the optimal degree distribution has symbols of degree no

larger than j

Let

Kj = Kj−1 +

Rj−1X
i=R(j−1)

�
N

j

��
i

j−1

�
(N − i)

(2)

THEOREM 5.9. To recover Rj =
jN − 1

j + 1
symbols, at most Kj

symbols are required in expectation

5.4 A New Degree Distribution based on Growth
Codes

According to the analysis in section 5.3, we observe that it is
best to use only degree 1 symbols to recover the first R1 sym-
bols, only degree 2 symbols to recover the next R2 − R1 symbols
and so on. Furthermore, an expected number of K1 encoded sym-
bols are required to recover R1 symbols, an expected maximum
K2 codewords (recall that K1 is the exact expected number while
{Ki, i > 1} are upper bounds on the expected number of code-
words required) are required to recover R2 symbols and so on.

This suggests a natural probability distribution on the degrees of
the encoded symbols. In particular, if we need to construct a total
of k encoded symbols, we should have K1 degree 1 symbols so
that we can recover an expected R1 symbols from them, K2 − K1

degree 2 symbols so that we can recover an expected R2 − R1

symbols from them and so on as long as the k symbols are not yet
received. A degree distribution can thus be defined as

π̄∗(k) : π∗

i = max(0, min(
Ki − Ki−1

k
,
k − Ki−1

k
)) (3)

We call this the Growth Codes degree distribution.
In the encoding and data exchange protocol based on Growth

Codes, sensor nodes can construct codewords that fit the desired
degree distribution π̄∗(k). By choosing the degree transition points
as K1, K2, . . . etc, the nodes generate codewords according to the
distribution π̄∗(k) where k varies with time. If a sink node receives
1 codeword per round, it will receive degree 1 codewords for the
first K1 rounds, followed by degree 2 codewords until round K2

and so on. If there are multiple sink nodes and they receive many
codewords per round, then just by scaling the values of Ki, the
desired effect can still be easily achieved.

6. PERFECT SOURCE SIMULATION

MODEL
Growth Codes degree distribution as defined in Equation 3 grows

monotonically in complexity with time and hence gives itself nicely
to an implementation in a distributed environment (where the source
data is distributed to begin with) as described in Section 4.1. It is
difficult to compare Growth Codes with other well known degree
distributions such as Soliton since it is not clear how these distri-
butions can be implemented in a distributed scenario. The data
symbols are inherently distributed to begin with and it is impossi-
ble to generate a truly random codeword of a specific degree unless
all symbols are first aggregated at a single node. This problem is
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Figure 3: Comparing the performance of various degree distri-

butions in a perfect source setting. N is chosen to be 1000

bypassed in the Growth Codes protocol by gradually increasing the
degrees of codewords generated in a completely distributed man-
ner.

For sake of comparison, let us assume it is possible to implement
any degree distribution in a distributed setting so that the sink re-
ceives codewords exactly following this distribution. We now eval-
uate how the Growth Codes degree distribution compares to other
well know degree distributions in such a scenario. We call this the
perfect source simulation model since we generate codewords ac-
cording to a specific degree distribution and assume that all these
codewords are received at the sink.

We have the following scenario: There is one source and one
sink. The source has all symbols x1, . . . , xN . It constructs code-
words according to some degree distribution π, i.e., a codeword of
degree d is constructed with probability πd and every codeword of
degree d with uniform probability. The sink receives the codewords
one by one and decodes them on the fly. If the sink cannot decode a
codeword at any time, it is stored for later use when more symbols
have been recovered. Note that the Growth Codes degree distribu-
tion as defined in Equation 3 changes with time, so that higher and
higher degree codewords are generated as time goes on. We want
to evaluate how much data can be recovered by the sink for a given
number of received codewords. The sink uses the online version of
decoder D as described in Section 4.1 to recover data on the fly.

We compare with the Soliton and Robust Soliton distributions
where the values of Robust Soliton parameters c and δ are chosen
to be 0.9 and 0.1 respectively as suggested by the authors in [18].
To assess the advantage of using coding if at all, we compare with
a no coding scheme where each codeword is a randomly selected
degree 1 symbol.

Figure 3 depicts the number of symbols recovered at the sink for
any given number of codewords received according to the corre-
sponding degree distribution. The results are from a mean of 100
simulation runs. The topmost curve plots the theoretical bound on
the maximum number of symbols that could be recovered by that
point in time (i.e., the min(k, N)) where k is the number of code-
words received at any point.

If no coding is used, the sink is able to decode a substantial num-
ber of symbols in the beginning. As more symbols are recovered,
the Coupon Collector’s effect kicks in and the no coding is not as
good any more. Soliton and Robust Soliton accumulate a lot of
high degree codewords which cannot be decoded until a substan-
tial number of symbols have been recovered. This is why we see

a sudden jump in the curve for Robust Soliton. For maximum data
recovery at any time, it is easy to see that Growth Codes perform
the best.

7. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF

GROWTH CODES
Up to now, we have made some rather strong assumptions about

the sensing network environment to facilitate the presentation and
evaluation of Growth Codes. Here, we address several of the limi-
tations

7.1 Removing the notion of a “round”
Our previous description of Growth Codes required nodes to ex-

change information over a series of rounds. There is, however, no
explicit need for synchronizing multiple exchanges. All that is nec-
essary is that the degree distribution “grows” at approximately the
right rate. The rate at which the codes grow (especially initially)
is slow enough that even if the time at which nodes initialize (i.e.,
sense their data and attempt to exchange data with other nodes)
varies, we expect little variation in the results. Our TOSSIM-based
simulations and experiments demonstrate this claim.

7.2 Coefficient Overhead

1 id1

logN bits

Figure 4: Structure of a coefficient when no coding is used

As alluded to earlier, each codeword, regardless of whether it
contains original (degree one) symbols or a bona fide XOR of orig-
inal symbols, must include a coefficient that descibes the symbols
from which it is formed. We assume that each sensor node has a
unique ID, and that it prepends this ID to its symbol. A codeword
of degree i must therefore contain i of these IDs for the decoder
(sink) to know how to decode the packet.

0 degree id1 id3id2

7 bits logN bits

1

7 bits N bits

0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 1 0 1 1 1

(a) d log(N) < N
(b) d log(N) ≥ N

Figure 5: Structure of a coefficient with multiple degree code-

words

• No coding: When no coding is used, each codeword is al-
ways degree 1. As shown in Figure 4, only a single ID is
necessary to specify the coefficient. The first bit is always 1
and the last log(N) bits specify which symbol makes up the
degree 1 codeword.
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• With Coding: When codewords can be more than degree
1, they can be specified in two ways: in a bit format and in
log(N) format. The first byte specifies how the remaining
bytes are constructed. The first bit of the first byte is 1 if
the coefficient is specified in log(N) format and 0 when it is
specified in the bit format.

When the degree d of a codeword is low (in particular, less
than N

log(N)
), less space is consumed by listing the IDs of the

d symbols that make up a codeword. In this case, the coef-
ficient is constructed in the format as shown in Figure 5(a).
The d symbol identifiers each of size log(N) are packed into
as few bytes as possible.

When the degree is high (higher than N
log(N)

), less space is

consumed by reserving a bit for each of the N possible sym-
bols that form a codeword. As shown in Figure 5(b), a 1 bit
signifies the presence of a particular component and 0 speci-
fies the absence.

If the size of a symbol is large, then these overheads are negligi-
ble. However, they are clearly less negligible when the data sizes
are small. However, we note that Growth Codes grow slowly, and
the degree of the codeword is, for the majority of the time, fairly
small. In Section 10, when we consider how to forward from nodes
that generate data periodically, we will demonstrate how to further
reduce the amortized cost of these coefficients.

8. EXPERIMENTS ON A GRID NETWORK
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In this section, we introduce a C-simulator that we wrote to eval-
uate the performance of the various coding schemes. In addition,
we use TinyOS [2] and the accompanying simulator TOSSIM to
simulate a network of nodes with our implementation of the Growth
Codes protocol. Finally, we use micaz motes from Crossbow [1] to
test the protocol in a real setting. We also perform experiments
to compare with routing, we use MultiHopRouter, a routing proto-
col included in TinyOS for mote-based sensor networks. We mod-
ify the Surge application (which uses MultihopRouter to setup and
maintain a forwarding tree) to simulate a network of nodes which
use this forwarding tree to route data towards the sink node.

Because no distributed encoding schemes exist for the Soliton
distributions, we can only compare how Growth Codes achieve
faster data dissemination to the sink node(s) compared to when no
coding is used in the network.
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Our purpose in presenting the results of the experiments and sim-
ulations is twofold. Firstly, we demonstrate that relaxing some of
the assumptions of our abstract model does not result in a degra-
dation of performance. Indeed, the simulation results of our round
based C-simulator with the modeling abstractions present match
closely with the results obtained with TOSSIM and the motes ex-
periment. Thus, introducing real devices, a MAC protocol and
nodes with limited memory and computational power does not dis-
tort the bigger picture of the performance of Growth Codes. After
establishing the fidelity of our C simulator, we employ it to per-
form larger simulations in later sections, where we are not limited
by the size of our physical testbed or the vagaries of the TOSSIM
simulator. Secondly, our claims on the benefits of Growth Codes in
a zero-configuration setting are substantiated.

In Figure 6, we see how the various schemes compare. The net-
work consists of 15 nodes arranged in a 5x3 grid topology. The
radio range is set such that a node can communicate only with its
x- and y- axis neighbors (and not diagonally). The middle node on
the grid is the sink. Using Growth Codes, each nodes sends one of
its codeword symbols to a random neighbor every 1 second. We
observe that both the TOSSIM and the C simulator as well as the
micaz motes are able to transmit all data to the sink in about 40 sec-
onds. With multihop routing, each node sends its data towards the
sink every 1 second, but it takes a while for the forwarding tree to
be established. If the next-hop for a node has not been established,
the node broadcasts its data. We observe that the sink receives data
from it 4 neighbors fairly quickly but after that there is a huge lag
during which time the routing is being setup. This maybe an ar-
tifact of the particular implementation of MultiHopRouter used in
TinyOS, but since this is the only suitable routing protocol available
on TinyOS we use it for comparison purposes. We aim to compare
with better routing protocols available on the TinyOS platform in
future.

We now look at how node failures affect data recovery and how
Growth Codes can recover from them. We use a 5x5 grid topol-
ogy and assume that nodes generate new data every 300 seconds.
Using routing, after the forwarding tree has been established, the
nodes can get their data across very quickly. Later on, at t=600
seconds, when new data is generated one of the nodes close to the
sink fails. At t=650, three more nodes which were routing through
the already failed node also fail before they have a chance to re-
establish their paths to the sink. This results in their data never
reaching the sink and as can be observed from Figure 7, the curve
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never reaches the maximum data recovery of 25. On the other hand,
the Growth Codes allows data to be recovered from the three nodes
mentioned above by disseminating their data to other neighboring
nodes. While the experiment is designed to highlight the advan-
tage of Growth Codes, such scenarios are likely to be common in
large sensor networks where nodes fail with a fair degree of regular-
ity. Growth Codes perform well with minimal reliance on transient
components, e.g., optimized routes, that take a long time to recom-
pute once broken. It is this ability that makes them particularly well
suited for large-scale sensor networks.

Note that in the above experiments, we organize micaz motes
into a grid topology by algorithmic means, i.e. by modifying the
implementation so that each node is aware of and can communicate
with only the nodes adjacent to it in the grid topology. Nodes phys-
ically arranged in a grid formation still show erratic radio connec-
tivity and hence it is difficult to impose a grid topology by means
of physical placement alone.

9. GROWTH CODES IN A DISTRIBUTED

SETTING
In the following sections, we look at how fast Growth Codes can

help the sink recover data in a completely distributed environment.
We evaluate the efficacy of the coding technique both as a func-
tion of the underlying topology and as a function of the size of set
of failed nodes. We compare with a random “diffusion” scheme
where nodes randomly exchange data with their neighbors just as
in Growth Codes but no coding is used.

In all simulations we use the round based C simulator and un-
less otherwise stated, we assume that a sensor node has a storage
capacity C = 10, i.e., the node can store up to 10 codeword sym-
bols at any given time. With each node, having a storage memory
of C = 10, a maximum of 10N codewords can be stored in the
network at any time. This is sufficient to facilitate good spread and
mixing of symbols generated by the nodes. We also performed sim-
ulations with larger values of C, but the results were not noticeably
different from what is presented below.

9.1 Growth Codes in a Random Topology
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In any practical deployment of sensor nodes in a geographical
area, typically the network consists of wireless sensor nodes that
have a certain range within which they can communicate. In such a
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scenario, the nodes aggregate in a natural topology defined by the
wireless range of the nodes.

We simulate this network as a 1x1 square, by placing sensor
nodes uniformly at random within the square. A pair of nodes,
is connected by a link if they are within a distance R from one an-
other. The parameter R is called the radius of the network. This is
similar to the connectivity model used within [28].

We assume each node in the network initially generates a symbol
xi. There is one sink that is attached to a single random node in the
network. Hence it is able to receive one codeword symbol in each
round. Therefore, the round number is the same as the number of
codewords received at the sink. The nodes follow the encoding
and data exchange protocol based on Growth Codes as described in
Section 4.1.

We compare with the case when the network nodes do not encode
any data but instead exchange the original symbols. To facilitate
a fair comparison, when not using any coding, the sensor nodes
behave in exactly the same way as when they use Growth Codes
except that they do not transition to degrees higher than 1. Hence
all the codewords generated are of degree 1.

We now compare how in a randomly formed network where the
density of nodes and links will vary from region to region, Growth
Codes can be used to deliver data at a fast rate to the sink node.
We consider a 500 node network. The sink is attached to a random
node in the network.

Figure 8 depicts the fraction of data recovered by the sink as a
function of the number of received codewords in a random network
with radius of R = 0.3. The results are an average of 100 sim-
ulation runs. On the X-axis, the number of codewords received
by the sink are plotted while the Y-axis is the fraction of symbols
recovered from the received codewords.

A random network with a radius of R = 0.3 is fairly well con-
nected. For comparison purposes, we plot the fraction of data re-
covered as a function of number of codewords received in a net-
work with clique topology. The performance of Growth Codes is
roughly the same in both topologies.

We now evaluate the data recovery rate using Growth Codes
when the network has a radius of R = 0.2 implying that the net-
work is much sparser. From Figure 9 we can observe that the data
delivery rate of Growth Codes does not deteriorate very much even
in a much sparser random network.

We observe that when the number of received codewords is small,
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the two protocols recover data at the same rate (since in the be-
ginning, Growth Codes produce only degree 1 codewords). On
the other hand when a substantial number of codewords have been
received, the Growth Codes protocol can achieve much faster re-
covery rates. Using Growth Codes, the sink is able to recover all

symbols much earlier than when no coding is used.
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Figure 10 depicts how many rounds on average are required be-
fore the sink is able to recover 75% of the original N symbols.
On the X-axis, we vary the number of sensor nodes in the network
which is the same as the total number of symbols (since each sensor
node generates one symbol). On the Y-axis, we measure the time
taken to recover 75% of the symbols. Figure 11 depicts the time
taken to recover all the symbols.

To recover 75% of the data, both protocols require the number of
codewords to be linear in the number of nodes N with the Growth
Codes protocol requiring a smaller amount. Recovering all the
symbols using Growth Codes still appears linear in the number of
nodes, however, without coding, the number of codewords required
show a clear non-linear increase. Since the unencoded retrieval pro-
cess is closely related to the classical Coupon Collector’s Problem,
it is not surprising to see the unencoded version require a long time
to acquire the last few symbols.

9.2 Growth Codes in DisasterProne Networks
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Growth codes are particularly effective for information collec-
tion in disaster-prone areas where the whole network or parts of
it may be destroyed or affected in some way. For example, in the
event of a flood, a subset of the sensor nodes may get submerged
and stop functioning. In the case of an earthquake, a whole region
containing sensor nodes may get destroyed. Typically, the effect of
the disaster on the sensor network will show strong spatial correla-
tion in the sense that nodes close to one another are more likely to
either survive together or get destroyed together.

We simulate a disaster in a sensor network by disabling part of
the network at the time of the disaster. We define r such that at
the time of the disaster, all nodes within r distance of the center
of the impact are disabled. This in effect, changes the topology of
the network since the disabled nodes and all links connecting them
become non-functional.

We now discuss how the time of disaster and the radius of im-
pact affects the network’s ability to deliver data to the sink. Figure
12 shows how much data can be recovered at the sink if a disas-
ter of impact radius r = 0.2 disables part of the network at time
t = 250. All nodes within a radius of r = 0.2 from the center
of the impact are disabled. This amounts to about 1/8th of the
total nodes. Nevertheless, the data recovery rate at the sink when
the nodes use Growth Codes to encode and distribute data is not
severely affected.

If the disaster occurs soon after the data generation by the sensor
nodes, the nodes that eventually get disabled may not have a chance
to spread their data outside the region of impact and that data may
get lost. Even if the data from disabled nodes does get to the surviv-
ing nodes, the distribution of data from disabled nodes and the data
from surviving nodes may become skewed. If the nodes are not us-
ing any coding scheme, this skew will affect the data recovery rate
at the sink. On the other hand, if the nodes are using codes such
as Growth Codes, the skew will not matter since high degree code-
words containing data from disabled nodes will be constructed.

In Figure 13, we depict how much data can be recovered by the
various protocols and how long does it take to recover that data in
case a disaster disables a part of a 500 node network soon after
data generation by the nodes. On the X-axis, we vary the impact
radius of the disaster. The number of disabled nodes is roughly
proportional to the square of the impact radius r. On the Y-axis, we
display how long it took for the sink to recover all symbols that sur-
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vived the disaster. The number of symbols recovered is indicated
next to the plotted point. Note that it takes less time to recover
all recoverable symbols for the disaster of size 0.5 because a much
smaller fraction of symbols is recovered. We can observe that if the
disaster radius is smaller than r = 0.4 (that covers approximately
half the nodes), most of the symbols do survive the disaster. Only
when a substantial portion of the network is destroyed, a number of
symbols are lost since a lot of nodes as well as their storage mem-
ory is destroyed. Yet, by using Growth Codes, the surviving data
can be recovered reasonably fast by the sink.

10. NODES THAT PERIODICALLY

GENERATE NEW DATA
To this point, we have considered a network setting where nodes

take a single measurement of their environment, the goal being to
deliver as much of that data as possible to the sink(s). We now
extend Growth Codes to an environment where nodes periodically
sample the environment. We assume that with period G, nodes
generate data of size sd. We call the data generated by a node in
successive time periods as belonging to different successive gener-

ations. The first data generated by a sensor node is of generation
1.

We assume a fixed storage size of C at each node. The storage
must now be shared across multiple generations. Typical sensor
nodes have a limit on the maximum packet size S they can send
or receive. We partition the memory of each node of size C into
chunks of size S so that there are ⌈C/S⌉ chunks.

10.1 Clustering Across Generations
One concern when using Growth Codes across multiple gener-

ations is that the size of the coefficient describing the codeword
could grow large for large-degree codewords. Let sd be the amount
of space required for storing the data and sc for storing the coef-

ficient. Let γ be the number of generations we wish to store in a
chunk of S. This leaves on average size S/γ for each generation,
and a naive storage scheme would require that γ be chosen such
that S/gm ≥ sd + sc. Here gm indicates the number of genera-
tions that comprise a cluster.

To reduce the coefficient overhead across generations, we intro-
duce the notion of clustering. A cluster is a set of codewords across

several generations. The codewords have the same coefficients (i.e.,
the origins of the symbols used that comprise the codeword are the
same), but the data in each codeword is from a different generation.
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Figure 14: Storing Clusters in Memory.

An example of how memory is used with clustering is depicted in
Figure 14 in which the number of generations per cluster, gm = 3.
A cluster’s smallest numbered (i.e., earliest) generation is num-
bered 1 (mod 3), and the largest numbered (i.e., latest) generation
is numbered 0 (mod 3). In this example, there is sufficient mem-
ory to store 9 codewords and 4 coefficients (i.e., S ≥ 9sd + 4sc).
To make room for the codewords cluster 4 (generation 10 and 11),
codewords for generation 1 and 2 were removed. When generation
12’s codeword is generated, its storage will necessitate the eviction
of codeword 3. Hence, cluster 1 can be completely removed at that
time. When generation 13 arrives, cluster 5 is initially formed, and
codeword 4 will be removed at that time (but generations 5 and 6,
and hence the coefficient of cluster 3, will remain).

Since all codewords within a cluster have the same coefficient,
the codeword cannot be modified (i.e., “grown” to a higher degree)
until the cluster is fully formed (e.g., in the example above, the
codewords for generation 10 and 11 must remain as the original
data symbols generated by that node for those generations until
generation 12’s data is also available). This delay is not a signifi-
cant concern since we know that the optimal growth rate of Growth
Codes stays fixed at degree one for a considerable amount of time.

Since all generations in a cluster share the same coefficient, the
point in time at which the codewords grow to the next degree is
the same. Hence, the time will either be too soon for the most
recent generation in a cluster, or too late for the oldest generation
in a cluster. Since our approach is to remain conservative about
when to transition to the next degree, we recommend the use of the
transition time of the most recent generation in the cluster.

The above discussion raises an issue about how many genera-
tions of data can be encoded in a single packet. Also, transmission
channels have typically have a small limit on the packet size (Max-
imum Transmission Unit) which can be sent over the channel. In
case a packet containing multiple generations is bigger than the
MTU of the channel, a simple fragmentation and reassembly can
be added to the implementation to take care of this issue. We do
not explore this issue further in this paper due to space constraints.

10.2 Optimal Cluster Size
As cluster size is increased, the size of the coefficient per gener-

ation decreases. If the space allocated to each generation is fixed,
then by decreasing the overhead of the coefficients, data can re-
side longer in memory. However, since codewords within a cluster
cannot be grown until all generations are available for that cluster,
a larger cluster size reduces the time over which a codeword can
grow.

Let gm be the maximum number of generations in a cluster. It
can be shown that the optimal value of gm is bounded from below

by gm =

√
2Ssc − sc

sd

. If memory size is S, the coefficient size sc,
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the codeword size is sd and the maximum generations in a cluster
can be gm, then the maximum size of a cluster is sc + gmsd. The
number of clusters in memory is approximately S/(sc + gmsd).
The number of codewords of successive generations in memory is
then gmS/(sc +gmsd). Since a new generation codeword is added
after time G (and the oldest codeword removed at the same time),
the time for which a generation codeword stays in memory is given
by Tg = gmSG/(sc + gmsd).

It can easily be observed that the generation’s codeword in the
cluster must remain fixed for gm −1 generations, the second oldest
generation’s codeword for gm − 2 generations and so on. Hence,
an “average” codeword must be fixed for gm−1

2
generations, and

the time for which a typical codeword is fixed is therefore G gm−1
2

.
The time over which a codeword grows uninterrupted according

to the Growth Codes protocol is then given by Tgrowth = Tg −
G gm−1

2
. The optimal value of gm is one that maximizes the time

over which an average codeword can grow. This is given by gm =√
2Ssc − sc

sd

, where we omit the derivation due to lack of space.

Tg , which is the time codewords of a particular generation stay in
memory, increases monotonically with gm. But the time for which
a codeword grows uninterrupted according to the Growth Codes
protocol is given by Tgrowth which peaks at the optimal value of
gm . For values of gm higher than this, Tgrowth decreases but the
extra low degree codewords generated by the constant resetting of
the clusters also grows, resulting in a slight loss of efficiency.

11. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper is to investigate techniques to increase the

persistence of sensor networks. We propose Growth Codes, a new
class of network codes particularly suited to sensor networks where
data collection is distributed. Unlike previous coding schemes,
Growth Codes employ a dynamically changing codeword degree
distribution that delivers data at a much faster rate to network data
sinks. Furthermore, the codewords are designed such that the sink
is able to decode a substantial number of the received codewords at
any stage. This is particularly useful in sensor networks deployed
in disaster scenarios such as floods, fires etc. where parts of the
network may get destroyed at any time.

Our simulations and experiments demonstrate that Growth Codes
outperform other proposed methods in settings where nodes are
highly prone to failures. While persistence in sensor networks was
one application we studied, we believe Growth Codes have wider
applicability. The critical insight behind Growth Codes is to intelli-
gently preserve “memory” of a network, making it more robust and
resilient. The idea is potentially very useful in other dynamically
changing environments like file swarming p2p frameworks, and we
are actively exploring other similar applications of Growth Codes.
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ABSTRACT

Peer-to-peer and other decentralized, distributed systems are known

to be particularly vulnerable to sybil attacks. In a sybil attack, a

malicious user obtains multiple fake identities and pretends to be

multiple, distinct nodes in the system. By controlling a large fraction

of the nodes in the system, the malicious user is able to “out vote”

the honest users in collaborative tasks such as Byzantine failure

defenses. This paper presents SybilGuard, a novel protocol for

limiting the corruptive influences of sybil attacks. Our protocol

is based on the “social network” among user identities, where an

edge between two identities indicates a human-established trust

relationship. Malicious users can create many identities but few

trust relationships. Thus, there is a disproportionately-small “cut” in

the graph between the sybil nodes and the honest nodes. SybilGuard

exploits this property to bound the number of identities a malicious

user can create. We show the effectiveness of SybilGuard both

analytically and experimentally.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed Sys-

tems—Distributed applications; C.2.0 [Computer-Communica-

tion Networks]: General—Security and protection (e.g., firewalls)

General Terms

Security, Design, Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords

Sybil attack, sybil identity, SybilGuard, social networks

1. INTRODUCTION

As the scale of a decentralized distributed system increases, the pres-

ence of malicious behavior (e.g., Byzantine failures) becomes the

norm rather than the exception. Most designs against such malicious

behavior rely on the assumption that a certain fraction of the nodes

in the system are honest. For example, virtually all protocols for tol-

erating Byzantine failures assume that at least 2/3 of the nodes are
honest. This makes these protocols vulnerable to sybil attacks [9],
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in which a malicious user takes on multiple identities and pretends

to be multiple, distinct nodes (called sybil nodes or sybil identities)
in the system. With sybil nodes comprising a large fraction (e.g.,

more than 1/3) of the nodes in the system, the malicious user is

able to “out vote” the honest users, effectively breaking previous

defenses against malicious behaviors. Thus, an effective defense

against sybil attacks would remove a primary practical obstacle to

collaborative tasks on peer-to-peer (p2p) and other decentralized

systems. Such tasks include not only Byzantine failure defenses, but

also voting schemes in file sharing, DHT routing, and identifying

worm signatures or spam.

Problems with using a central authority. A trusted central author-

ity that issues and verifies credentials unique to an actual human

being can control sybil attacks easily. For example, if the system

requires users to register with government-issued social security

numbers or driver’s license numbers, then the barrier for launching

a sybil attack becomes much higher. The central authority may also

instead require a payment for each identity. Unfortunately, there are

many scenarios where such designs are not desirable. For example,

it may be difficult to select/establish a single entity that every user

worldwide is willing to trust. Furthermore, the central authority

can easily be a single point of failure, a single target for denial-of-

service attacks, and also a bottleneck for performance, unless its

functionality is itself widely distributed. Finally, requiring sensitive

information or payment in order to use a system may scare away

many potential users.

Challenges in decentralized approaches. Defending against sybil

attacks without a trusted central authority is much harder. Many de-

centralized systems today try to combat sybil attacks by binding an

identity to an IP address. However, malicious users can readily har-

vest (steal) IP addresses. Note that these IP addresses may have little

similarity to each other, thereby thwarting attempts to filter based on

simple characterizations such as common IP prefix. Spammers, for

example, are known to harvest a wide variety of IP addresses to hide

the source of their messages, by advertising BGP routes for unused

blocks of IP addresses [19]. Beyond just IP harvesting, a malicious

user can co-opt a large number of end-user machines, creating a

botnet of thousands of compromised machines spread throughout

the Internet. Botnets are particularly hard to defend against because

nodes in botnets are indeed distributed end users’ computers.
The first investigation into sybil attacks [9] proved a series of

negative results, showing that they cannot be prevented unless spe-

cial assumptions are made. The difficulty stems from the fact that

resource-challenge approaches, such as computation puzzles, re-

quire the challenges to be posed/validated simultaneously. More-

over, the adversary can potentially have significantly more resources

than a typical user. Even puzzles that require human efforts, such

as CAPTCHAs [23], can be reposted on the adversary’s web site

to be solved by other users seeking access to the site. Furthermore,
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Figure 1: The social network with honest nodes and sybil

nodes. Note that regardless of which nodes in the social net-

work are sybil nodes, we can always “pull” these nodes to the

right side to form the logical network in the figure.

these challenges must be performed directly instead of trusting

someone else’s challenge results, because sybil nodes can vouch

for each other. A more recent proposal [4] suggests the use of

network coordinates [17] to determine whether multiple identities

belong to the same user (i.e., have similar network coordinates).

Despite its elegance, a malicious user controlling just a moderate

number of network positions (e.g., tens in practice) can fabricate

network coordinates and thus break the defense. Finally, reputation

systems based on historical behaviors of nodes are not sufficient

either, because the sybil nodes can behave nicely initially, and later

launch an attack. Typically, the damage from such an attack can be

much larger than the initial contribution (e.g., the damage caused by

throwing away another user’s backup data is much larger than the

contribution of storing the data). In summary, there has been only

limited progress on how to defend against sybil attacks without a

trusted central authority, and the problem is widely considered to be

quite challenging.

SybilGuard: A new defense against sybil attacks. This paper

presents SybilGuard, a novel decentralized protocol that limits the

corruptive influence of sybil attacks, including sybil attacks exploit-

ing IP harvesting and even some sybil attacks launched from botnets

outside the system. Our design is based on a unique insight regard-
ing social networks (Figure 1), where identities are nodes in the

graph and (undirected) edges are human-established trust relations

(e.g., friend relations). The edges connecting the honest region (i.e.,

the region containing all the honest nodes) and the sybil region (i.e.,

the region containing all the sybil identities created by malicious

users) are called attack edges. Our protocol ensures that the number

of attack edges is independent of the number of sybil identities, and

is limited by the number of trust relation pairs between malicious

users and honest users.
The basic insight is that if malicious users create too many sybil

identities, the graph becomes “strange” in the sense that it has a

small quotient cut—i.e., a small set of edges (the attack edges)

whose removal disconnects a large number of nodes (all the sybil

identities) from the rest of the graph. On the other hand, we will

show that social networks do not tend to have such cuts. Directly

searching for such cuts is not practical, because we would need

to obtain the global topology and verify each edge with its two

endpoints. Even if we did know the global topology, the problem of

finding cuts with the smallest quotient (the Minimum Quotient Cut

problem) is known to be NP-hard.
Instead, SybilGuard relies on a special kind of verifiable random

walk in the graph and intersections between such walks. These

walks are designed so that the small quotient cut between the sybil

region and the honest region can be used against the malicious users,

to bound the number of sybil identities that they can create. We

will show the effectiveness of SybilGuard both analytically and

experimentally.
The next section more precisely defines our system model and the

sybil attack. Section 3 provides an overview of SybilGuard. Sections

4 and 5 elaborate on SybilGuard in depth. The effectiveness of

SybilGuard is shown experimentally in Section 6. Finally, Section 7

discusses related work and Section 8 draws conclusions.

2. MODEL & PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section formalizes the desirable properties and functions of

a defense system against sybil attacks. We begin by defining our

system model. The system has n honest human beings as honest

users, and one or more malicious human beings as malicious users.

By definition, a user is distinct. Each honest user has a single (hon-

est) identity, while each malicious user has one or more (malicious)

identities. To unify terminology, we simply refer to all the identities

created by the malicious users as sybil identities. Identities are also

called nodes, and we will from now on use “identity” and “node”

interchangeably. All malicious users may collude, and we say that

they are all under the control of an adversary.
Nodes participate in the system to receive and provide service

(e.g., file backup service) as peers. Because the nodes in the system

may be honest or sybil, a defense system against sybil attacks aims

to provide a mechanism for a node V to decide whether or not

to accept or reject another node S. Accepting S means that V is

willing to receive service from and provide service to S. Ideally, the

defense system should guarantee that V accepts only honest nodes.

Because such an idealized guarantee is challenging to achieve, we

aim at providing the following guarantees that, while weaker, are

still sufficiently strong to be useful.

Bounding the number of sybil groups. The first guarantee is based

on defining an equivalence relation among accepted nodes. The

equivalence relation partitions all accepted nodes into equivalence

classes, called equivalence groups. Notice that nodes that are re-

jected do not belong to any equivalence groups. An equivalence

group that includes one or more sybil nodes is called a sybil group.

The defense system provides a guaranteed bound on the number of

sybil groups, without necessarily knowing which groups are sybil.
Such notion of equivalence groups was also implicitly used by

Bazzi and Konjevod [4], where they define (implicit) equivalence

classes according to network coordinates. In their scheme, all nodes

are accepted, and those nodes with similar network coordinates (e.g.,

nodes within the same university campus) are considered equivalent.

Thus, the number of sybil groups is simply the number of distinct

network locations that the adversary controls.
To understand why bounding the number of sybil groups is suffi-

cient in some scenarios, imagine that we are maintaining replicas of

a file that has been digitally signed for authenticity. Our goal is to

ensure that not all replicas are placed on sybil nodes. If the defense

system guarantees that the number of sybil groups is at most some

value g, then placing the file on nodes from g+1 different equiva-

lence groups will ensure at least one good copy of the file. Another

example is replicating a file that is not signed. As long as we obtain

the file from 2g+1 nodes from 2g+1 different equivalence groups,

the majority is guaranteed to have the correct file.

Bounding the size of sybil groups. In some other scenarios, only

bounding the number of sybil groups is not effective. Unavoidably,
the bound on the number of sybil groups depends on how “powerful”

the adversary is. For example, the adversary can always “bribe”

or even threaten honest users to act maliciously and thus force the

defense system to accept more sybil groups. As a result, one may

want a pessimistic estimation of the number of sybil groups g. On
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the other hand, even when g is only moderately large (e.g., 100),

maintaining g+1 replicas is wasteful.
To be more effective, a defense system may further bound the

number of nodes accepted into each of the g sybil groups. If the

number of nodes in each sybil group (or the size of the sybil group)

is at most w, then a node will accept at most g ·w sybil nodes. To

see the benefits of bounding both the number and size of the sybil

groups, consider our running example of replicating unsigned and

signed files. Suppose we use a simple assignment that maps replicas

to random nodes. If g ·w is smaller than the number of honest

nodes n, then from Chernoff bounds [14], the probability of having

a majority of the replicas on honest nodes (as required for unsigned

files) approaches 1.0 exponentially fast with the number of replicas.

Similarly, as long as g ·w is not much larger than n, the probability

of having at least one replica on an honest node (as required for

signed files) also approaches 1.0 exponentially fast.
Choosing roughly uniformly random nodes as replicas is not

difficult in most decentralized distributed systems. For example,

DHT-based systems (such as those based on Chord [22]) typically

place replicas on a random set of nodes. It may appear that instead
of choosing uniformly random nodes, we could avoid the need for

bounding sybil group sizes by instead choosing uniformly random

equivalence groups (and then picking a random node from each

chosen group). However, such a design would cause severe load

imbalance under heterogeneous group sizes, which is the case, for

example, in the network coordinates approach. Moreover, for DHT-

based systems, the design would completely disrupt DHT routing.

Side-effects on honest nodes. As side-effects of bounding the

number and size of sybil groups, the defense system may both

(mistakenly) reject some honest nodes and (mistakenly) consider

two or more distinct honest nodes as equivalent. For example, as

noted above, all honest nodes in the same university campus may be

considered equivalent in the network coordinates approach.

Summary of SybilGuard functionalities. SybilGuard is com-

pletely decentralized and all functionalities are with respect to a

given node. SybilGuard guarantees that an honest node accepts, and

also is accepted by, most other honest nodes (except a few percent in

our later simulation) with high probability. Thus, an honest node can

successfully obtain service from, and provide service to, most other

honest nodes. SybilGuard also guarantees that with high probabil-

ity, an honest node only accepts a bounded number of sybil nodes.

Notice that since SybilGuard is decentralized, the set of accepted

nodes by node V1 can be different from those accepted by node V2.

However, the difference should be small since both V1 and V2 should

accept most honest nodes with high probability.
SybilGuard further enables a node V to partition the accepted

nodes (by V ) into equivalence groups such that only a certain num-
ber of those groups contain sybil nodes. Notice that if the application

only wants to bound the number of sybil nodes accepted, the notion

of equivalence groups does not need to be visible to the applica-

tion. It is possible for two distinct honest users to be mistakenly

considered by SybilGuard to belong to the same equivalence group.

This does not affect their ability to receive service. As for providing

service, the application may prevent them from, for example, both

storing replicas of the same file. As argued in [4], as long as there

are a sufficiently large number of equivalence groups, this will not

likely result in wasted resource capacity.

3. SYBILGUARD OVERVIEW

Social network and attack edges. SybilGuard leverages the ex-

isting human-established trust relationships among users to bound

both the number and size of sybil groups. All honest nodes and

Verifier

Sybil nodesHonest nodes

Suspect

Figure 2: Verifier accepts the suspect because their random

routes intersect. SybilGuard leverages the facts that (1) the av-

erage honest node’s random route is highly likely to stay within

the honest region and (2) two random routes from honest nodes

are highly likely to intersect within w steps.

sybil nodes in the system form a social network (see Figure 1). An
undirected edge exists between two nodes if the two corresponding

users have strong social connections (e.g., colleagues or relatives)

and trust each other not to launch a sybil attack. If two nodes are

connected by an edge, we say the two users are friends. Notice that

here the edge indicates strong trust, and the notion of friends is quite

different from friends in other systems such as online chat rooms.

An edge may exist between a sybil node and an honest node if a

malicious user (Malory) successfully fools an honest user (Alice)

into trusting her. Such an edge is called an attack edge and we use

g to denote the total number of attack edges. The authentication

mechanism in SybilGuard ensures that regardless of the number of
sybil nodes Malory creates, Alice will share an edge with at most

one of them (as in the real social network). Thus, the number of

attack edges is limited by the number of trust relation pairs that

the adversary can establish between honest users and malicious

users. While the adversary has only limited influence over the social

network, we do assume it may have full knowledge of the social

network.
The degree of the nodes in the social network tends to be much

smaller than n, so the system would be of little practical use if nodes

only accepted their friends. Instead, SybilGuard bootstraps from the

given social network a protocol that enables honest nodes to accept

a large fraction of the other honest nodes. It is important to note that

SybilGuard does not increase or decrease the number of edges in

the social network as a result of its execution.

Random routes and route intersection. SybilGuard uses a special

kind of random walks, called random routes, in the social network.

In a standard random walk, at each hop, the current node flips a

coin on the fly and selects a (uniformly) random edge to direct the

walk. In random routes, each node uses a pre-computed random

permutation as a one-to-one mapping from incoming edges to out-

going edges. As a result, two random routes entering an honest

node along the same edge will always exit along the same edge

(called the convergence property). Furthermore, the outgoing edge

uniquely determines the incoming edge as well; thus the random

routes can be back-traced (called the back-traceable property). Of

course, these properties can be guaranteed only for the portions of a

route that do not contain sybil nodes. Sybil nodes may deviate from

any aspect of the protocol.
In the simplest form of SybilGuard, each node performs a random

route (starting from itself)1 of a certain length w (e.g., w is roughly

2000 for the one-million node topology in our later experiments).

These random routes form the basis of SybilGuard whereby an

honest node (called the verifier) decides whether or not to accept

1In the full protocol, each node performs multiple random routes.
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Figure 3: All random routes traversing the same edge merge.

another node (called the suspect). In particular, the verifier only

accepts a suspect whose random route intersects with the verifier’s

random route (see Figure 2). Because of the limited number of attack

edges, with appropriate w, the verifier’s route will remain entirely

within the honest region with high probability. (An exception is

a verifier with a nearby attack edge; our redundancy techniques

discussed in Section 4.4 will address such nodes.)

Bounding the number and size of sybil groups. To intersect with

the verifier’s random route, a sybil node’s random route must tra-

verse one of the attack edges (whether or not the sybil nodes follow

the protocol). Suppose there were only a single attack edge (as in

Figure 3). Based on the convergence property, the random routes

from sybil nodes must merge completely once they traverse the

attack edge. Thus, all of these routes will have the same intersection

node with the verifier’s route; furthermore, they enter the intersec-

tion node along the same edge (edge e1 in the figure). The verifier

thus considers all of these nodes to be in the same equivalence group,

and hence there is only a single sybil group. In the more general

case of g attack edges, the number of sybil groups is bounded by g.
SybilGuard further bounds the size of equivalence groups (and

hence of sybil groups) within the length of the random routes w.

From the back-traceable property, we know there can be at most w

distinct routes that (i) intersect with the verifier’s random route at a

given node, and (ii) enter the intersection node along a given edge

(e.g., along edge e1 in Figure 3). Specifically, the ith such route,

i = 1, . . . ,w, traverses the given edge in its ith hop. Thus, the verifier

accepts exactly one node for each of the w hop numbers at a given

intersection point and a given edge adjacent to the intersection point.

In summary, there are many equivalence groups, but only g are sybil

and each has at most w nodes.

Guarantees on honest nodes. For honest nodes, we will show that

with appropriate w, (i) an honest node’s random route intersects with

the verifier’s route with high probability, and (ii) such an honest

node will never compete for the same hop number with any other

node (including sybil nodes). Thus, the average honest node will be

accepted with high probability.
SybilGuard partitions the honest nodes in the system into at most

z different equivalence groups, where z is the sum of the degrees of

the w nodes on the verifier’s route. While z can still be far from n,

note that z can easily be much larger than the number of different

equivalence groups needed in practice (e.g., when choosing g +1
different equivalence groups for placing replicas).

Our SybilGuard design leverages the following three important

facts to bound the number of sybil nodes: (i) social networks tend

to be fast mixing (defined in the next section), which necessarily

means that subsets of honest nodes have good connectivity to the

rest of the social network, (ii) too many sybil nodes (compared to

the number of attack edges) disrupts the fast mixing property, and

(iii) the verifier is itself an honest node, which breaks symmetry. We

will elaborate on these aspects later.

4. SYBILGUARD DESIGN

With the preceding high-level sketch in mind, this section provides
the detailed design of SybilGuard, explains the insights, and also

formally argues about its properties.

4.1 Social Network

Consider the social network defined in the previous section. Each

pair of friends shares a unique symmetric secret key (e.g., a shared
password) called the edge key. The edge key is used to authenticate

messages between the two friends (e.g., with a Message Authenti-

cation Code). Because only the two friends need to know the edge

key, key distribution is easily done out-of-band (e.g., via phone

calls). A node can also revoke an edge key unilaterally simply by

discontinuing use of the key and discarding it.
Because of the nature of the social network and the strong trust

associated with the notion of friends in SybilGuard, we expect

node degrees to be relatively small and will tend not to increase

significantly as n grows. As a result, a user only needs to invoke

out-of-band communication a small number of times. In order to

prevent the adversary from increasing the number of attack edges

(g) dramatically by compromising high-degree honest nodes, each

honest node (before compromised) voluntarily constrains its degree

within some constant (e.g., 30). Doing so will not affect the guaran-

tees of SybilGuard as long as the social network remains fast mixing.

On the other hand, researchers have shown that even with rather

small constant node degrees, social networks (or more precisely,

small-world topologies) are fast mixing [6, 11].
A node informs its friends of its IP address whenever its IP address

changes, to allow continued communication via the network. This

IP address is used only as a hint. It does not result in a vulnerability

even if the IP address is wrong, because authentication based on the

edge key will always be performed. If DNS and DNS names are

available, nodes may also provide DNS names and only update the
DNS record when the IP address changes.

4.2 Limiting the Number of Attack Edges

The effectiveness of SybilGuard relies on there being a limited

number of attack edges (g). There are several ways the adversary

might attempt to increase g:

• The malicious users establish social trust and convince more
honest users in the system to “be their friends” in real life.

But this is quite difficult to do on a large scale.

• A malicious user (Malory) who managed to convince an hon-

est user (Alice) to be her friend creates many sybil nodes, and

then tries to convince Alice to also be friends with these sybil

nodes. But Alice only has a single edge key corresponding to

the edge between Alice and Malory. As a result, all messages

authenticated using that edge key will be considered by Alice

to come from the same edge. Thus the number of attack edges

remains unchanged.

• The adversary compromises a single honest node with de-

gree d. Because d was already constrained (before the node

is compromised) within some constant by the user, g can be

increased by at most some constant. On the other hand, the ad-

versary will not be able to create further attack edges from the

node because adding an edge to another honest user requires
out-of-band verification by that user. When a user drops and

then makes new friends, it is possible for the adversary with

access to the old edge keys to “resurrect” dropped edges and
hence further increase g. However, we expect such effect to

be negligible in practice and if necessary, can be prevented by

requiring out-of-band confirmation when deleting edges.
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Figure 4: Two routes of length 3. Sharing an edge necessarily

means that one route starts after the other.

• The adversary compromises a small fraction of the nodes in

the system. This will not likely increase g excessively due to

the reasons above.

• The adversary compromises a large fraction of the nodes in

the system. Here the system has already been subverted, and

the adversary does not even need to launch a sybil attack.

SybilGuard will not help here.

• The adversary compromises a large number of computers (i.e.,

creates a botnet), only some of which belong to the system.

The increase in g is upper bounded by some constant times

the number of compromised computers which already belong

to the system. The increase is not affected by the total size

of the botnet. Although acquiring a botnet with many nodes

may be relatively easy (e.g., in the black market), acquiring a

botnet containing many nodes that are already in the system

is more challenging.

In summary, SybilGuard is quite effective in limiting the number of

attack edges, as long as not too many honest users are compromised.

Relatively speaking, SybilGuard is more effective defending against

malicious users than defending against compromised honest users

that belong to the system. This is because a malicious user must

make real friends in order to increase the number of attack edges,

while compromised honest users already have friends.

4.3 Random Routes

Starting from here, the rest of Section 4 assumes a static social

network where all nodes are online—we will discuss user and node

dynamics in Section 5. SybilGuard relies on the convergence and

back-traceable properties in random routes to bound the number and

size of sybil groups. Here, we elaborate on how to achieve these

properties and their implications.
For random routes, each node uses a randomized routing table to

choose the next hop. A node A with d neighbors uniformly randomly

chooses a permutation “x1,x2, . . . ,xd” among all permutations of

1,2, . . . ,d. If a random route comes from the ith edge, A uses edge xi

as the next hop. It is possible that i = xi for some i. The routing table

of A, once chosen, will never change (unless A’s degree changes—

see Section 5). Using such a randomized routing table introduces

some correlation in the random choices if a random route visits the

same node multiple times. It is possible that random routes become

repeated loops due to this; however, later we will explain intuitively

and also demonstrate experimentally why this is unlikely.
For random routes in the honest region, these routing tables give

us the following properties. First, once two routes traverse the same

edge along the same direction, they will merge and stay merged

(i.e., the convergence property). Using a permutation as the routing

table further guarantees that the random routes are back-traceable.

In other words, it is impossible for two routes to enter the same

node along different edges but exit along the same direction. With

the above properties, if we know that a random route of a certain

length w traverses a certain edge e along a certain direction in its ith

hop, the entire route is uniquely determined. In other words, there

can be only one route with length w that traverses e along the given

direction at its ith hop. In addition, if two random routes ever share

an edge in the same direction, then one of them must start in the

middle of the other (Figure 4).

startingimpossible
to form loop
at non−starting point

....
node

Figure 5: A loop can form only at the starting point of a route.

4.4 Problematic Routes and Redundancy

A random route is problematic if either (i) it traverses some edge in

the same direction more than once (i.e., a loop), or (ii) it enters the

sybil region. Note that a route traversing the same node more than

once may or may not be a loop. Because of the use of routing tables,

loops will repeatedly visit many nodes, reducing the “effective”

length of the route and the probability of route intersection. On the

other hand, random routes that go into the sybil region fall under

the control of the adversary. If a verifier uses such a route, it may

accept an unbounded number of sybil nodes.
Because the routing table is a permutation, if a random route ever

traverses the same edge twice in the same direction, the first edge

in the route must be the first edge that is traversed twice. In other

words, loops can only form at the starting node (Figure 5). If a loop

is formed, the random route must have come back to the starting

point, and the starting point must have decided to forward the route

along the first edge. Also notice that the smallest loop has three hops,

otherwise it is impossible for the route to traverse the same edge (via

the same direction) twice. More concretely, consider a simplified

scenario where all nodes have the same degree d. At the second

hop, the route will return to the starting point with probability 1/d.

At the third hop, if a loop is formed, the starting point must have

decided to forward the route along the same edge as the first hop.

Thus, a loop is formed at the third hop with probability 1/d2. As

the route proceeds, the chance of repeating the first hop edge will

usually become smaller and smaller. In fact, in a fast mixing graph,

after a small number of hops a random walk is equally likely to

be traversing any edge in a given hop. This provides an intuition

as to why loops are unlikely. As for the probability of a random

route extending to the sybil region, we will later formally argue

(Theorem 1) why this probability is also likely to be small. Finally,
Section 6 will provide concrete experimental results demonstrating

that problematic random routes are relatively rare.
An effective way to further avoid problematic random routes is

to use redundancy. In SybilGuard, a node with degree d performs

d random routes, one along each of its edges. Now imagine that a

verifier V tries to decide whether to accept a suspect S. Those routes

that are loops can still be used, because they do not compromise

security—they are simply less “effective.” We can also safely use all

routes from S regardless of whether they extend to the sybil region:

If S is an honest node, then using all routes simply increases the

probability of some route intersecting with V ’s routes. On the other

hand, if S is a sybil node, then all of S’s routes still need to cross the

attack edges before intersecting with V ’s routes that are in the honest

region. Because of the convergence property, we can easily see that

this will not compromise SybilGuard’s guarantees (Section 3).
On the other hand, if a route from V extends to the sybil region,

V will not be able to bound the number of sybil nodes using that

route. V uses the following technique to mask the misleading effects

of routes extending to the sybil region. For each of V ’s routes, as

long as at least one route from S intersects that route from V , that

route from V accepts S. If at least a threshold t of V ’s routes accept

S, V accepts S. The parameter t involves the following tradeoff: if

t is too small, then V may have a large probability of having more

than t routes enter the sybil region; if t is too large, then V may have
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Figure 6: Maintaining the registry tables. In order to simplify

this example, w = 2, each node has exactly two edges, and the

routing tables are carefully chosen. The node names in the reg-

istry tables stand for the nodes’ public keys.

trouble accepting other honest nodes if more than (d−t) routes from

V enter the sybil region and if the sybil nodes prevent intersection

from happening. A simplified analysis [27] shows that t = d/2 tends

to provide a good tradeoff, and this effectively becomes majority

voting.

4.5 Secure and Decentralized Design for Ran-
dom Routes and Their Verification

The previous sections explained the basics of random routes. In

the actual SybilGuard protocol, these routes are performed in a

completely decentralized way. The two local data structures (registry

tables and witness tables) described in this section are the only data

structures that each node needs to maintain. Also, propagating these

tables to direct neighbors is the only action each node needs to take

in order to perform random routes.

Registration. In SybilGuard, each node S with degree d must

perform d random routes of w hops each and remember these routes.

To prevent S from “lying” about its routes, SybilGuard requires S to

register with all w nodes along each of its routes. A node Q along

the route permits S to register only if S is one of the nodes that are

within w hops “upstream”. When the verifier V wants to verify S,

V will ask the intersection point (between S’s route and V ’s route)

whether S is indeed registered.
In this registration process, each node needs to use a “token” that

cannot be easily forged by other nodes. Note that the availability

of such tokens does not solve the sybil attack problem by itself,

because a malicious user may have many such tokens. A node will
be accepted based on its token. The token must be unforgeable to

prevent the adversary from stealing the token of an honest node

(unless the node is compromised). Our initial design of SybilGuard

used a node’s IP address as its token and the node simply registered

its IP address. This design assumed no IP spoofing, and was mainly

suited for users with static or slowly changing IP addresses.
Our current design of SybilGuard uses public key cryptography

for the tokens. This improved design does not rely on the stability

of IP addresses, and is secure even under IP spoofing. Each honest

node has a locally generated public/private key pair. Notice that

these public and private keys have no connection with the edge keys

(which are secret symmetric keys). Malicious nodes may create

as many public/private key pairs as they wish. We use the private

key of each node as the unforgeable token, while the public key

is registered along the random routes as a proof of owning the

token. Note that we do not intend or need to solve the public key

distribution problem, because we are not concerned with associating

public keys to, for example, human beings or computers. The only

property SybilGuard relies on is that the private key is unforgeable

and its possession can be verified. To perform the registration in

a secure and completely decentralized manner, SybilGuard uses

registry tables and witness tables, as described next.

Registry tables. Each node I maintains a registry table for each

of its edges (Figure 6). The ith entry in the registry table for edge

e lists the public key of the node whose random route enters I

along e at its ith hop. For example, consider the registry table

on C for edge e3 in Figure 6. Here, one of B’s random routes is

B → (via edge e3)C → (via edge e4)D. In other words, in the first

hop of this random route, B enters C via edge e3. Thus the first entry

in the registry table is B’s public key. Similarly, the second entry

is A’s public key. As a result, the registry table has w entries that

are the public keys of the w “upstream” nodes along the direction of

edge e3 from C.
Suppose that according to C’s routing table, e4 is the outgoing

direction corresponding to e3 (as in Figure 6). C will forward its

registry table for e3 to its neighbor D along e4, via a secure channel

established using the edge key for e4. D then populates its registry

table for e4 by shifting the registry table from C downward by one

entry and adding C’s public key as the new first entry.
As shown in Figure 6, this simple design will ultimately register

each node’s public key with all nodes on its d random routes. The

protocol does not have to proceed in synchronous rounds, and nodes

in the system may start with empty registry tables. The overhead

of the protocol is small as well. Even with one million nodes, if

we were to use w = 2000 (already pessimistic given our simulation

results), then a registry table is roughly 256KB when using 1024-bit

public keys. For a node with 10 neighbors, the total data sent is

2.56MB. A further optimization is to store cryptographically secure

hashes of the public keys in the registry table instead of the actual

public keys. With each hashed key being 160-bit, the total data sent

by each node would be roughly 400KB. Finally, it is important to

notice that registry table updates are needed only when social trust

relationships change (Section 5). Thus, we expect the bandwidth

consumption to be quite acceptable.

Witness tables. Registry tables ensure that each node registers with

the nodes on its random routes. Each node, on the other hand, also

needs to know the set of nodes that are on its random routes. This

is achieved by each node maintaining a witness table for each of

its edges. The ith entry in the table contains the public key (or its

hash, if we use the above optimization) and the IP address of the

node encountered at the ith hop of the random route along the edge.

The public key will later be used for intersection and authentication

purposes, while the IP address will be used as a hint to find the node.

If the IP address is stale or wrong, it will have the same effect as

the intersection node being offline. (Offline nodes are addressed in

Section 5.1.)
The witness table is propagated and updated in a similar fashion

as the registry table, except that it propagates “backward” (using the

reverse of the routing table). In this way, a node will know the w

“downstream” nodes along the direction of each of its edges, which

is exactly the set of nodes that are on its random routes. Different

from registry tables, witness tables should be updated when a node’s

IP address changes (even with a static social network). But this

updating can be done lazily, given the optimizations described below

in the verification process.
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Verification process. For a node V to verify a node S, V needs to

perform an intersection between each of its random routes and all of

S’s random routes. To do this, S sends all of its witness tables to V ,
together with S’s public key. The communication overhead in this

step can be reduced using standard optimizations such as Bloom

Filters [14] to summarize the nodes in witness tables.
For each of V ’s witness tables, V performs an intersection with

all of S’s tables, and determines the (hashed) public key of the first

intersection point X (if any) on V ’s route. V then contacts X using

the recorded IP address in the witness table as a hint. V authenticates

X by requiring X to sign each message sent, using its private key. If

hashed keys are used, X also sends its public key, which V hashes

and compares with the stored hash, before authenticating X . If X

cannot be found using the recorded IP address, V will try to obtain

X’s IP address from nearby nodes in the witness table. They will

likely have X’s more up-to-date IP address because they are near X .

Because V will always authenticate X based on X’s public key, this

does not introduce a vulnerability.
V then checks with X whether S’s public key is indeed present in

one of X’s registry tables. The entry number is not relevant. If it

is present, then that route from V accepts S. If at least half of V ’s

routes accept S, V accepts S (i.e., S’s public key). Finally, when

interacting with S, V always authenticates S by requiring S to sign

every message sent, using its private key.

Key revocation. A node can easily revoke its old public/private key

pair by unilaterally switching to a new public/private key pair, and

then using the new public key in its registry table and witness table

propagation. The old public key in registry and witness tables will

be overwritten by the new public key.

Sybil nodes. We described the protocol for the case where all nodes

behave honestly. A sybil node may not follow the protocol and

may arbitrarily manipulate the registry tables and witness tables.

SybilGuard is still secure against such attacks. To understand why

and obtain intuition, it helps to consider the set of all registry table

entries on all honest nodes in the system. For simplicity, assume that

all honest nodes have the same degree d. Thus there are altogether,
n ·d ·w registry table entries in the system.

Consider a malicious node M and a single attack edge connecting

an honest node A with M. Clearly, M can propagate to A an arbi-

trary registry table, thus polluting the w entries in A’s registry table.

Suppose A next forwards the registry table to B, who shifts the table

downward and adds A as the first entry. Thus w−1 entries in B’s

registry table are polluted. Continuing this argument, we see that a
single attack edge enables M to control w+(w−1)+ . . .+1≈w2/2
entries system-wide. With g attack edges and even when gw ap-

proaches n, the total number of polluted entries (gw2/2) is still less

than half of the total number of entries (n · d ·w). This provides

some intuition why the number of accepted sybil nodes is properly

bounded even though the adversary may not follow the SybilGuard

protocol.

4.6 Designing the Length of Random Routes

A critical design choice in SybilGuard is w, the length of the random

routes. The value of w must be sufficiently small to ensure that

(i) a verifier’s random route remains entirely within the honest

region with high probability; and (ii) the size of sybil groups is not
excessively large. On the other hand, w must be sufficiently large to

ensure that routes will intersect with high probability.
In the following, we provide some analytical assurance that hav-

ing w = Θ(
√

n logn) will likely satisfy the above requirements si-

multaneously. Our results are for random walks instead of the

random routes used in SybilGuard—considering random walks al-

lows us to leverage the well-established theory on such walks. Our

full paper [27] explains how these results likely apply to random

routes, which will be further confirmed in our later experiments.
We first study the probability that a random walk starting from a

random honest node enters the sybil region of the topology.

THEOREM 1. For any connected and non-bipartite social net-

work, the probability that a length-w random walk starting from

a uniformly random honest node will ever traverse any of the

g attack edges is upper bounded by gw/n. In particular, when

w = Θ(
√

n logn) and g = o(
√

n/ logn), this probability is o(1).

We leave the proof to our full paper [27]. The condition of “con-

nected and non-bipartite” on the social network serves to exclude

theoretical corner cases. As long as the network has any cycle with

an odd number of edges, the network is non-bipartite. The actual

likelihood, as shown in our later experiments, is much better than

the above pessimistic theoretical bound of gw/n.
We should point out that the above theorem provides only an

“average” guarantee for all honest nodes. Those honest nodes that

are closer to attack edges are likely to have a larger probability of

walking into the sybil region. Our later simulation results, however,

will show that using the redundancy techniques from Section 4.4

will give most nodes a high probability of success.
The next property we would like to show is that w = Θ(

√
n logn)

is likely to be sufficiently large for routes from an honest verifier

and an honest suspect to intersect with high probability. Such a

property for random walks has been rigorously proved [3, 15] in

several other contexts, and thus we only give a high-level review.

First, we need to provide some informal background. With a length-

w random walk, clearly the distribution of the ending point of the

walk depends on the starting point. However, for connected and non-

bipartite graphs, the ending point distribution becomes independent

of the starting point when w → ∞. This distribution is called the

stationary distribution of the graph. The mixing time T of a graph

quantifies how fast the ending point of a random walk approach the

stationary distribution. In other words, after Θ(T ) steps, the node

on the random walk becomes roughly independent of the starting

point. If T = Θ(logn), the graph is called fast mixing.
Many randomly-grown topologies are fast mixing, including so-

cial networks (or more specifically, small-world topologies) [6, 11].

Thus, a walk of Θ(
√

n logn) steps contains Θ(
√

n) independent

samples drawn roughly from the stationary distribution. When the

verifier’s and the suspect’s walks remain in the honest region, both

walks draw Θ(
√

n) independent samples from roughly the same dis-

tribution. It follows from the generalized Birthday Paradox [3,15]

that they intersect with probability 1−o(1).

4.7 Locally Determining the Appropriate
Length of Random Routes

Because SybilGuard is decentralized, each node needs to locally

determine w. Directly setting w = Θ(
√

n logn) requires the knowl-

edge of n. This is challenging because we must exclude sybil nodes

when estimating n, which requires running SybilGuard with an

appropriate w.
Instead, to locally determine w, a node A first performs a short

random walk (e.g., 10 hops), ending at some node B. Because the

random walk is short, with high probability, it stays in the honest

region and B is an honest node. Next A and B conceptually both

perform random routes to determine how long the two routes need to

be to intersect. In practice, A and B should have already performed

random routes along all directions, thus B simply needs to hand over

one of its witness tables to A. It is important here to use a standard

random walk (instead of a random route) to choose B, otherwise A’s

random route will always intersect with B within a small number of
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hops. Also, our later simulation will show that even a walk as short

as 3 hops suffices to obtain good estimations on w in a million-node

social network.
The intuition behind the above design is that in fast mixing graphs,

a random walk of short length is sufficient to approach the stationary

distribution. Thus, B is just a random node drawn from the station-

ary distribution, and the procedure yields a random sampling of w.

The sampling, however, is biased because the stationary distribution

is not necessarily a uniform distribution and B is more likely to be a

higher-degree node than a lower-degree node. On the other hand,

notice that if we start a random walk from a uniformly random node

C, then after Θ(T ) steps (T being the mixing time), the walk will be

at a node roughly drawn from the stationary distribution. Thus the

needed route length for two routes (starting from A and C, respec-

tively) to intersect is at most Θ(T )+w. Since w = Θ(
√

n logn) and

T = Θ(logn), we can safely ignore the term of Θ(T ), which will be

further confirmed in our later experiments.
Finally, node A obtains multiple such samples using the above

procedure, and calculates the median m of the samples (see Section 6

for the number of samples needed). It then sets w = 2.1m, where

the constant 2.1 is derived from our analysis of Birthday Paradox

distributions [27]. The analysis proves that multiplying the median

by 2.1 is sufficient to ensure a collision probability of 95%, regard-
less of n. Note that when B is itself a sybil node or the random route

from either A or B enters the sybil region, the adversary controls

that particular sample. Thus, using the median sample to estimate w

is much more robust than directly using the 95th percentile.

5. SYBILGUARD UNDER DYNAMICS

Our protocol so far assumes that the social network is static. In

decentralized distributed systems, a typical user first downloads

and installs the software (i.e., the user is created). The node cor-

responding to the user may then freely join or leave the system

(i.e., become online and offline) many times. Finally, the user may

decide to uninstall the software and never use it again (i.e., the user

is deleted). Node join/leave tends to be much more frequent than

user creation/deletion. For example, dealing with frequent node

join/leave (or “churn”) is often a critical problem faced by DHTs.
SybilGuard is designed such that it needs to respond only to user

creation/deletion, and not to node churn. The social network in this

paper always includes all users/nodes that have been created and not

yet deleted. In other words, many of the nodes in the graph can be

offline at any given time.

5.1 Dealing with Offline Nodes

In SybilGuard, a node communicates with other nodes only when

(i) it tries to verify another node, and hence needs to contact the

intersection nodes of the random routes, and (ii) it propagates its

registry and witness tables to its neighbors.
For the first scenario, because both the verifier V and the suspect

S perform multiple random routes (Section 4.4), there will likely

be multiple intersections. In fact, even a single route from V and

a single route from S may still have multiple intersections. The

verification can be done as long as a majority of V ’s routes have at

least one intersection point online.
For propagating registry and witness tables, note that this occurs

when a random route changes, due to user creation/deletion or edge

creation/deletion in the social network. Witness table propagation

may also be needed when IP addresses change, but such updating can

be performed lazily (Section 4.5). Previous studies [5] on p2p sys-

tems show that despite high node churn rate, user creation/deletion
occurs only infrequently and the average user lifetime is roughly a
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Figure 7: Incremental maintenance of routing tables. The ex-

ample assumes that d = 3 and k = 2. Note that after edge e4 is

added, only routes entering via edge e2 need to be redirected.

year. Similarly, people make and lose social trust relations in real

life over months-long time horizons. Thus, the system can afford to

take days to completely propagate a new registry or witness table,

waiting for nodes to come online. In the case of a new user, prior

to becoming a full participant, she can always use the system via a

friend as a proxy. As an optimization, a simple lookahead routing

table design [27] may further help to bypass some offline nodes. For

a given node and a given edge adjacent to the node, the lookahead

routing table (established in a secure way) records which nodes the

route should traverse on the next k hops.
In the process of propagating/updating registry and witness tables,

the social network may change again. Thus, it is helpful to consider

it as a decentralized, background stabilization process. This means
that if the topology were to stop changing, then the registry and

witness tables would eventually stabilize to a consistent state for

this (now static) topology.

5.2 Incremental Routing Table Maintenance

When users and edges are added or deleted in the social network,

the routing tables must be updated as well. Adding a new node

can be considered as first adding a node with no edges and then

successively adding its edges one by one. Deleting a node can be

considered similarly. Thus we only need to discuss edge creation

and deletion.
We first explain how A updates its routing table when a new edge

is added between A and B. Suppose A’s original degree is d and its
original routing table is the permutation “x1,x2, . . . ,xd”. A trivial

way to update A’s routing table would be to pick a new random

permutation of “1,2, . . . ,d,d +1” that is unrelated to “x1,x2, . . . ,xd”.

Doing so, however, would affect/redirect many routes, and incur

unnecessary overhead in updating registry and witness tables.
Instead, SybilGuard uses an incremental maintenance algorithm

where only routes entering A along a specific edge may be affected

(Figure 7). This reduces the expected overhead on the network

by a factor of almost d. In this algorithm, when a new edge is

added to A, A chooses a uniformly random integer k between 1 and

d + 1, inclusive. If k = d + 1, then A’s new routing table will be

“x1,x2, . . . ,xd ,d + 1”. If 1 ≤ k ≤ d, A’s new routing table will be

“x1,x2, . . . ,xk−1,d +1,xk+1, . . . ,xd ,xk”. In other words, we replace

xk (if exists) with d+1, and then append xk to the end of the permuta-

tion. Similarly, for edge deletion, suppose A’s original routing table

is “x1,x2, . . . ,xd ,xd+1”. Without loss of generality, assume that we

are deleting edge d +1, and let k be such that xk = d +1. If k = d +1,

then A’s new routing table is trivially “x1,x2, . . . ,xd”. Otherwise the

new routing table will be “x1,x2, . . . ,xk−1,xd+1,xk+1, . . . ,xd”. In

other words, we simply substitute xk with xd+1. For both insertion

and deletion, only routes entering A via edge k are affected, and one
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Figure 8: A potential attack by M during node dynamics.

can prove [27] that the resulting routing table is indeed a uniformly

random permutation.

5.3 Attacks Exploiting Node Dynamics

This section shows that performing random routes along all direc-

tions (Section 4.4) actually is necessary for security and provides

a defense against potential attacks under node dynamics. We first

explain the potential attack scenario. Suppose each node were to

perform only a single random route, and consider the example in

Figure 8, where w = 3. Here M is malicious and the other nodes are

honest. M’s random route is M → A → B →C. Thus A, B, and C

record M’s public key key1 in their registry tables. Now another hon-

est node D joins, and establishes edges with A and E. A updates its

routing table, and suppose that routes from M now go to D instead

of B. Being malicious, M launches the attack by changing its public

key to key2. Now A, D, and E will record key2 in their registry

tables. At this point, key1 is registered on w−1 nodes, while key2
is registered on w nodes. Both of them are likely to be successfully

verified with good probability.
The source of the above vulnerability is that when the routing

table on A changes, the system needs to “revoke” the stale entry

of key1 from the registry tables on B and C, because M’s random

route no longer passes through these nodes. Explicitly revoking

stale entries would introduce considerable complexity because B

and C may be offline. An alternative design would be to associate

TTLs with table entries, which unavoidably introduces a trade-off

between security and overheads to refresh expired entries.
SybilGuard prevents the above attack by having all nodes perform

random routes along all directions. In particular, if D (with key3) has

a random route of D → A → B →C, then key3 will overwrite M’s

key1. It is also possible that D’s route may not be D → A → B →C.

However, it is easy to show that the stale entries will always be

overwritten by some node. To understand why, suppose that an entry

in B’s registry table indicates that B is the ith hop in the random route

of M. If this entry is stale, it means that B is no longer the ith hop in

M’s route. From the back-traceable property of random routes, there

must exist another node F somewhere, such that one of F’s routes

visits B at the ith hop. Thus F’s public key will overwrite the stale

entry on B. In other words, the back-traceable property ensures that

for any registry table entry, there is one and exactly one “owner”.

Under node dynamics, ownership may change and there may be

temporary periods where a malicious user “owns” more entries than

it should. However, after the system stabilizes, all entries will be

“owned” by the right owner. Based on such observations, we can

easily see that other similar attacks under node dynamics will be

prevented by SybilGuard as well.

6. EVALUATION

This section uses simulation to evaluate the guarantees of Sybil-

Guard. We choose to use simulation because it enables us to study

large-scale systems. Because social networks tend to contain private

information, there are only a limited number of publicly available
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social network datasets. Those that are publicly available [2,1] are

quite small, which prevents a thorough evaluation of probabilistic

guarantees. Thus we use the widely accepted Kleinberg’s synthetic

social network model [12] in our evaluation, which generalizes from

the Watts-Strogatz model [25]. We use the model to instantiate three

different graphs: a million-node graph with average node degree of

24, a 10000-node graph with average degree of 24, and a 100-node

graph with average degree of 12. For space limitations, we leave

to [27] a review of the model and the detailed parameters. We also

focus on the million-node graph, and present only summary results

for the other two graphs. All results below are for the million-node

graph unless otherwise mentioned.

6.1 Results with No Malicious Users

We start by studying the basic behavior of SybilGuard when there are

no malicious users. Without malicious users, the only property we

are concerned with is whether an honest verifier accepts an honest

suspect. This is affected by: (i) whether the random routes from the

two nodes intersect; (ii) whether the random routes from the two

nodes are loops (which will decrease the chance of intersection);

(iii) whether there is at least one intersection node online; and (iv)

whether the needed length of random routes is properly estimated.

Probability of random routes being loops. As discussed in Sec-

tion 4.4, if a random route becomes a loop, then its effective length

is reduced. Our simulation shows that 99.3% of the routes do not

form loops in their first 2500 hops (while later we will show that the

needed length of the routes is below 2000). Furthermore, with the

redundancy technique in Section 4.4, all the nodes in our simulation

have at least one route that is not a loop within their first 2500 hops.

For the 10000-node topology, 99.7% of the routes do not form loops

in their first 200 hops, which is above the needed route length. For

the 100-node topology, 90% of the routes do not form loops in the

first 50 hops, which is again above the needed route length.
As the results show that loops are quite rare, and also because they

only impact effectiveness rather than security, we will not investigate

them further. In all our results below, we do not distinguish loops

from non-loops, and thus all the results will already capture the

impact of random routes being loops.

Probability of an honest node being successfully accepted. We

move on to study the probability of the verifier V accepting the

suspect S. For V to accept S, their routes must intersect and at least

one intersection must be online. We do not directly model nodes
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Figure 10: Probability distribution histogram for the number of hops needed before the first intersection.

being online or offline. Rather, we assume that as long as there are

at least 10 intersections, the verification succeeds. Note that even

when nodes are online only 20% of the time, the probability that at

least one out of 10 intersections is online is already roughly 90%.
Figure 9 plots the probability of V successfully accepting S, as

a function of w (length of the random routes). For better under-

standing, we also include in Figure 9 two other curves for the cases

where each node performs a single random route, and seeks either at

least 1 or 10 intersections. The results show that in a million-node

social network, even having a w as small as 300 yields a 99.96%

probability of having at least 10 intersections. On the other hand, if

we do not exploit redundancy, the needed length will be much larger.

For our 10000-node topology, w = 30 yields a 99.29% probability of

having at least 10 intersections. For the 100-node topology, w = 15
gives us a probability of 99.97%.

Estimating the needed length of the routes w. In SybilGuard,

each node infers the needed length of the routes using the sampling

technique described in Section 4.7. Using this technique, a node A

first performs a short random walk ending at some node B. Then A

and B both perform random routes to determine how long the routes

need to be in order to intersect. Such estimation would be entirely

accurate if (i) B were chosen uniformly randomly from all nodes in

the system; and (ii) the number of samples were infinite. In practice,

however, neither condition holds.
To gain insight into the impact of B not actually being a uniformly

random node, Figure 10 depicts the distribution of the number of

hops before intersection, comparing the case when B is chosen

uniformly at random to the case when B is chosen using a 3-hop

random walk from A. As the figure shows, the two distributions

are quite similar. This will help to explain later the small impact

of B not being uniformly random. Based on the distribution when

B is chosen uniformly at random, we obtain an accurate w of 1906

needed for 95% of the pairs to intersect. This value of 1906 will be

used as a comparison with SybilGuard’s estimated w.
To understand the error introduced by having only a finite number

of samples, we study how the estimated w fluctuates and approaches

1906 as a node takes more and more samples. This experiment is

repeated from multiple different nodes. In all cases, we observe that

the estimated w always falls within 1906± 300 after 30 samples.

While after 100 samples, the estimated w always falls within 1906±
150. These results show that the estimated w is accurate enough

even after a small number of samples. Even with only 30 samples

and a worst case estimated w of 1606, Figure 9 still shows a close-to-

100% intersection probability when using redundancy. On the other

hand, because taking each sample only involves a 3-hop random

walk and the transfer of a witness table, the overhead is quite small.

Finally, since the number of users n changes slowly and w changes
roughly proportionally to

√
n logn, we do not expect w to change

rapidly. Thus a node needs only to re-estimate w, for example, on

a daily basis. For our 10000-node topology, the accurate w is 197,

and the estimated w falls within 197±30 after 35 samples. For the

100-node topology, the accurate w is 24, and the estimated w falls

within 24±7 after 40 samples.

6.2 Results with Sybil Attackers

Next we study the behavior of SybilGuard when there are malicious

users. In most security research, the term “malicious user” typically

refer to a single malicious user who does not assume additional

identities. In this paper, however, malicious users refer to powerful

attackers who have the sophistication and computation power to

launch sybil attacks. For clarity, we use “sybil attackers” to refer

to these users in our evaluation. Each of these sybil attackers can

potentially create an unlimited number of “malicious users”.
Sybil attackers influence the system by creating attack edges.

There are clearly many possibilities regarding where the attack edges

are in the graph, and we consider two extremes in our experiments.
In random, we repeatedly pick uniformly random nodes in the graph

as sybil attackers, until the total number of attack edges reaches a

certain value. In cluster, we start from a “seed” node and perform

a breadth-first search from the seed. Nodes encountered are marked

as sybil attackers, until the total number of attack edges reaches a

certain value. All our results below are based on random placement,

unless explicitly mentioned. We have obtained all corresponding

results for cluster as well, which are always slightly better but the

difference is usually negligible. The reason for better results under

cluster is that the random routes are more likely to cross attack

edges under random.
For our experiments based on the million-node graph, we vary

the number of attack edges g from 0 to 2500. When g = 2500, there

are roughly 100 nodes marked as sybil attackers. It is crucial to

understand that just having 100 sybil attackers in the system will not

necessarily result in 2500 attack edges—on average, each attacker

must be able to convince 25 real human beings to be his friend. The

hardness of creating these social links is what SybilGuard relies on.

In the presence of sybil attackers, we are concerned with several
measures of “goodness”: (i) the probability that an honest node

accepts more than g ·w sybil nodes; (ii) the probability that an

honest node accepts another honest node; and (iii) the impact of

sybil nodes on estimating w.

Probability of an honest node accepting more than g ·w sybil

nodes. Routes from an honest verifier V may enter the sybil region,

and the adversary can then direct the routes to intersect with the

routes of all sybil nodes. As explained in Section 4.4, SybilGuard

uses redundant routes and majority voting to limit the influence

of such problematic routes. The curve labeled “majority routes”

in Figure 11 shows the probability that the majority of an honest

node’s routes remain entirely in the honest region. Here we use

w = 1906 as obtained before (the same is true for all the following
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experiments). If a majority of the routes are in the honest region,

then the remaining routes will not constitute a majority, and the

adversary will not be able to fool the node into accepting more than

g ·w sybil nodes. As we can see from the figure, the probability

is always almost 100% before g = 2000, and only drops to 99.8%

when g = 2500. This means that even with 2500 attack edges, only

0.2% of the nodes are not protected by SybilGuard. These are

mostly nodes adjacent to multiple attack edges. In some sense, these

nodes are “paying the price” for being friends of sybil attackers. For

the 10000-node topology and the 100-node topology, g = 204 and

g = 11 will result in 0.4% and 5.1% nodes unprotected, respectively.

For better understanding, Figure 11 also includes a second curve

showing the probability of a single route remaining entirely in the

honest region.

Probability of an honest node being successfully accepted. In

the presence of sybil nodes, the probability that an honest verifier

V accepts another honest suspect S decreases. First, the routes

from S may enter the sybil region, and the adversary can prevent

these routes from intersecting with V ’s routes. The same is true

for V ’s routes. Second, the presence of sybil nodes necessitates

the technique of majority voting as in Section 4.4. This means that

among the d routes from V , at least d/2 routes need to successfully

accept S before V can accept S.
To capture the worst case scenario, here we will assume that

after a route (from V or S) enters the sybil region, the rest of the

route can no longer be used for verification/intersection. In some

sense, the presence of sybil nodes “prunes” the routes. As in Sec-

tion 6.1, we assume that a “pruned” route from V accepts S if it has

at least 10 distinct intersections with S’s “pruned” routes. Finally, V

successfully accepts S if a majority of V ’s routes accept S.
Figure 12 presents the probability of V accepting S, as a function

of the number of attack edges g. This probability is still 99.8% with

2500 attack edges, which is quite satisfactory. The case without

using redundancy is much worse (even if we seek only a single

intersection), demonstrating that exploiting redundancy is necessary.

For our 10000-node topology and 100-node topology, g = 204 and
g = 11 give probabilities of 99.6% and 87.7%, respectively. Notice

that a 87.7% probability does not mean that 12.3% of the nodes will

not be accepted by the system. It only means that given a verifier,

12.3% of the nodes will not be accepted by that verifier. Each honest

node, on average, should still be accepted by 87.7% of the honest

nodes (verifiers).

Estimating the needed length of the routes w. The final set of

experiments seeks to quantify the impact of sybil nodes on the

estimated w. Recall that to estimate w, a node A performs a short

(3-hop in our experiments) random walk ending at some node B.

A and B then both perform random routes to determine when the

two routes intersect, which is used as a sample. The sample taken

is bad (i.e., potentially influenced by the adversary) if any of the
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two routes or the short random walk enters the sybil region. Our

simulation shows that the probability of obtaining bad samples

roughly increases linearly with the number of attack edges g. Even

when g reaches 2500, the fraction of bad samples is still below 20%.

Since our estimation uses the median of the samples, these 20%

bad samples will have only limited influence on the estimate for w.

For our 10000-node topology and 100-node topology, the fraction

of bad samples is always below 20% when g ≤ 204 and g ≤ 11,

respectively.

7. RELATED WORK

The sybil attack [9] is a powerful threat faced by any decentralized
distributed system (such as a p2p system) that has no central, trusted

authority to vouch for a one-to-one correspondence between users

and identities. As mentioned in Section 1, the first investigation [9]

into sybil attacks already proved a series of negative results.
Bazzi and Konjevod [4] proposed using network coordinates [17]

to foil sybil attacks, and a similar idea has also been explored for

sensor networks [21]. The scheme relies on the assumption that a

malicious user can have only one network position, defined in terms

of its minimum latency to a set of beacons. However, with network

coordinates in a d-dimensional space, an adversary controlling more

that d malicious nodes at d different network positions can fabricate

an arbitrary number of network coordinates, and thus break the

defense in [4]. This is problematic because d is usually a small

number (e.g., < 10) in practice. Moreover, a solution based on

network coordinates fundamentally can only bound the number of

sybil groups and not the size of the sybil groups.
Danezis et al. [8] proposed a scheme for making DHT lookups

more resilient to sybil attacks. The scheme leverages the bootstrap

tree of the DHT, where two nodes share an edge if one node intro-

duced the other into the DHT. The insight is that sybil nodes will

attach to the rest of the tree only at a limited number of nodes (or

attack edges in our terminology). One can imagine defining a similar

notion of equivalence groups here, which correspond to subtrees.

The scheme can then properly bound the number of sybil groups.

In comparison, SybilGuard exploits the graph property in social

networks instead of the bootstrap tree, which helps to achieve much

stronger properties. First, SybilGuard is able to further bound the

size of sybil groups, which is not possible based on bootstrap trees.
As a result, even with a single attack edge, the results in [8] deterio-

rate as the adversary creates more and more sybil nodes. Second,

SybilGuard guarantees roughly
√

n equivalence groups to ensure

sufficient diversity. A bootstrap tree can be in any shape and thus the

number of equivalence groups can be rather small. Third, the sizes

of different equivalence groups in SybilGuard are roughly the same.

In the bootstrap tree approach the sizes can be quite different, which
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can lead to significant load imbalance. Finally, compromising even

a single node in the bootstrap tree will disconnect the tree, breaking

the assumption of the scheme.

Sybil attacks in sensor networks. Sybil attacks have also been

studied for sensor networks [16]. The solutions there, such as radio

resource testing and random key predistribution, unfortunately do

not apply to distributed systems in the wide-area. A sybil-related

attack in sensor networks is the node replication attack [18], where a

single compromised sensor is replicated indefinitely, by loading the

node’s cryptographic information into multiple generic sensor nodes.

All these replicated nodes have the same ID (e.g., they all have to

use the same secret key issued to the compromised sensor). The

solution [18], which is based on simple random walk intersection,

does not extend to sybil attacks because the sybil nodes do not

necessarily share a single, verifiable ID.

Sybil attacks in reputation systems. In a reputation system, each

user has a rating describing how well the user behaves. For example,

eBay ratings are based on users’ previous transactions with other

users. Sybil attacks can create a large number of sybil nodes that

collude to artificially increase a user’s rating. Known defenses

[7, 10, 20] against such attacks aim at preventing the sybil nodes

from boosting a malicious user’s rating (and attracting buyers, in the

case of eBay). They cannot and do not aim to control the number

or size of sybil groups. All the sybil nodes are able to obtain the

same rating/reputation as the malicious user. Thus the sybil attack

problem in reputation systems is fundamentally different from the

one solved by SybilGuard.
In some other reputation systems such as Credence [24], users

cast votes regarding the validity of shared files. The votes are then

combined using a weighted average based on the ratings of the user.

Sybil nodes are able to dramatically influence the average (even

when applying the techniques from [7]), and thus Credence relies

on a central authority to limit sybil nodes [24].

Trust networks and random walks. The social network in Sybil-

Guard is one kind of trust network. Many previous works [7, 10, 24]

use trust networks that are based on past successful transactions or

demonstrated shared interest between users. The trust associated

with our social network is much stronger, which is essential to the

effectiveness of SybilGuard. Such a strong-trust social network is

also leveraged by LOCKSS [13], where the verifier accepts all its

direct social friends, as well as a proportional number of other nodes.

The total number of nodes accepted (proportional to the degree of

the verifier) can be orders of magnitude smaller than the system

size. Because a node can only accept and thus use a limited number

of other nodes in the system, LOCKSS is more suited for specific

application scenarios such as digital library maintenance.
Trust propagation or transitive trust is a technique that researchers

often use on trust networks [7, 10, 20, 24]. SybilGuard is more

related to exploiting graph properties rather than trust propagation.

Random walks have also been used to infer worm origin [26] by

identifying nodes with a small number of incoming messages but

with a large number of outgoing flows. Such techniques are not,

however, applicable or related to sybil attacks.

8. CONCLUSION

This paper presented SybilGuard, a novel decentralized protocol

for limiting the corruptive influences of sybil attacks, by bounding

both the number and size of sybil groups. SybilGuard relies on

properties of the users’ underlying social network, namely that (i)

the honest region of the network is fast mixing, and (ii) malicious

users may create many nodes but relatively few attack edges. In

all our simulation experiments with one million nodes, SybilGuard

ensured that (i) the number and size of sybil groups are properly

bounded for 99.8% of the honest users, and (ii) an honest node

can accept, and be accepted by, 99.8% of all other honest nodes.

Currently we are working on obtaining real social network data to

further validate SybilGuard.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the existence of several secure BGP routing protocols, there
has been little progress to date on actual adoption. Although feasi-
bility for widespread adoption remains the greatest hurdle for BGP
security, there has been little quantitative research into what prop-
erties contribute the most to the adoptability of a security scheme.
In this paper, we provide a model for assessing the adoptability
of a secure BGP routing protocol. We perform this evaluation by
simulating incentives compatible adoption decisions of ISPs on the
Internet under a variety of assumptions. Our results include: (a)
the existence of a sharp threshold, where, if the cost of adoption is
below the threshold, complete adoption takes place, while almost
no adoption takes place above the threshold; (b) under a strong at-
tacker model, adding a single hop of path authentication to origin
authentication yields similar adoptability characteristics as a full
path security scheme; (c) under a weaker attacker model, adding
full path authentication (e.g., via S-BGP [9]) significantly improves
the adoptability of BGP security over weaker path security schemes
such as soBGP [16]. These results provide insight into the devel-
opment of more adoptable secure BGP protocols and demonstrate
the importance of studying adoptability of protocols.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The security problems of BGP are well known [12]. S-BGP was

the first proposal to address BGP security [9], and it has been fol-
lowed by numerous alternative proposals including soBGP [16],
IRV [3], SPV [6], Listen and Whisper [14], and psBGP [15]. De-
spite the availability of this wide range of innovative technologies
for BGP security, none of these protocols have been adopted by
ISPs. The reasons for this lack of adoption are complex and in-
volve many unmeasurable socio-political and economic factors.

From a more general viewpoint, the lack of adoption of secure
BGP protocols is a specific instance of the problem of predicting
interdomain protocol adoption, where the different parties consid-
ering protocol adoption do not necessarily have the same agenda.
There remains to date no quantitative analytical framework that can
assist computer-networking researchers in assessing the potential
for adoption of new protocols. In this paper, we present a new ap-
proach to the problem of analyzing interdomain protocol adoption:
instead of focusing on the phenomenological and strategic aspects
favored in economics and the social sciences, or on the standard
metrics typically favored by protocol researchers such as commu-
nications and memory overhead, we propose a new metric for pro-
tocol design, adoptability. Intuitively, adoptability measures the
strength of a protocol’s properties in driving the adoption process.
Under this definition, a protocol with stronger properties will pro-
vide greater benefits to its adopters and thus have greater adoptabil-
ity. We propose a simulation-based model for quantitatively deriv-
ing the adoptability of a protocol in any proposed context by iter-
atively considering the decision process of each potential adopter.
Using this methodology, we studied the problem of protocol adop-
tion for BGP-security protocols under various assumptions.

Typically, attractiveness for adoption is not quantitatively stud-
ied in proposed Internet protocols. Most newly developed protocols
claim at most incremental deployability, which means that the pro-
tocol can be gradually adopted over a period of time. During this
adoption period, adopters of the new protocol have full compati-
bility with non-adopters running a legacy protocol, while enjoying
some level of benefit even though adoption is not universal.

Although incremental deployability helps in adoption, it is nei-
ther a necessary nor sufficient condition. This is because incre-
mental deployability is an inherent property of the protocol, while
adoptability must necessarily involve the context in which the pro-
tocol is deployed (e.g., the Internet). Simply observing that a pro-
tocol possesses the property of incremental deployability does not
give any indication about the likelihood of widespread deployment
in any context; in fact, it does not even imply the existence of a
set of feasible scenarios in which widespread adoption could take
place. Similarly, not possessing incremental deployability does not
imply that adoption is impossible—a clearly superior technology
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with a low transition cost might easily gain a sufficiently large base
of early adopters to ensure global adoption regardless of whether it
is incrementally deployable.

As mentioned, the adoptability of a protocol must be measured
with respect to some assumed deployment context—this includes
the group of potential adopters and their inter-relationships, and
various assumptions about their decision-making strategies. We
make the assumption that each potential adopter is rational and
selfishly motivated, and model the greedy incentives-compatible

adoption dynamics of a range of secure BGP protocols under var-
ious assumptions. Under the greedy bounded-rationality assump-
tion, an Autonomous System (AS) adopts the new protocol if and
only if the immediate security benefits of adopting the protocol is
greater than some switching threshold, which represents the cost of
adoption. Typically, the more ASes that currently support a pro-
tocol, the greater is the benefit enjoyed by a new adopter—this is
the well-known network effect in economics, a specific example
of which is Metcalfe’s Law. Hence, the adoption process across
the Internet is dynamic—as more ASes decide to adopt, their deci-
sions will drive new adoptions by other ASes which had formerly
found adoption unappealing. An incentives-compatible adoption

scenario is a scenario in which, starting with a pre-set group of ini-
tial adopters, we can iterate over the set of ASes and continually
find ASes for which adoption is greedily rational, until either there
are no new adopters of the protocol, or all the ASes in the Internet
have adopted the scheme. By simulating these adoption scenar-
ios over a range of switching thresholds, we can chart the space of
switching thresholds for which the incentives-compatible adoption
process will yield widespread adoption of a given protocol. The
larger the range of switching thresholds that a protocol can support,
the greater its adoptability. Such an analysis yields a quantitative
evaluation of the practical attractiveness of a given set of security
properties in terms of how likely it is that these properties might
drive eventual full adoption of the protocol.

Using our model, we collect the adoptability results for each of
five classes of known security protocols. We observe that under
a standard strong attacker model, any scheme that provides weak
partial security, by implementing origin authentication with first
hop authentication in the AS PATH, already has closely compara-
ble adoptability as a scheme with full path security (e.g., S-BGP).
This implies the surprising result that, under this attacker model,
the incremental gain to adoptability for increasingly strong secu-
rity properties is very small or nonexistent. In contrast, under a
more realistic weak attacker model, the full-path security property
has up to ten times the adoptability of a scheme compared with
partial path security (e.g., soBGP) or simple origin authentication.
This implies that, for its trade-off of weaker security properties to
be attractive, soBGP needs to offer switching costs that are at least
ten times lower than S-BGP.

Modeling and measurement of adoptability are of great impor-
tance both to researchers seeking to create more viable protocols,
and to policy-makers seeking to select the best new technologies to
promote. In the course of formulating our approach to the problem,
we made many simplifying assumptions. Hence our results cannot
be used as direct predictions of the likelihood and/or cost of adop-
tion. However, the value of our work lies in the formulation of the
problem model, and the methodology for calculating a new met-
ric which can be used to compare the relative strengths of different
protocols in driving adoptability. This is an important problem that
has thus far not been the subject of intensive research.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Many protocols for secure BGP have been proposed. The main

security problems of BGP are outlined in an IETF draft by Mur-

phy [12]. S-BGP was proposed by Kent et al. [8, 9]. It approached
BGP security by securing the complete Update message by use of
attestations, which are essentially signatures within the context of a
public key infrastructure (PKI). Origin ownership is authenticated
through a PKI, while AS PATH attributes are similarly signed by
each contributing AS using route attestations. When an AS re-
ceives a BGP advertisement, it appends the next hop (i.e., the next
AS to which it will readvertise this prefix) to the AS PATH and
signs the new AS PATH along with all previous route attestations.
This provides assurance of the integrity and authenticity of the path.

White et al. [16] propose soBGP, where origin authentication is
accomplished in an oligarchy PKI similar to that in S-BGP. Un-
like S-BGP, soBGP does not use cryptographic mechanisms to se-
cure the authenticity of the entire AS PATH. Instead, AS PATHs
are verified against a database of AS-to-AS routing relationships.
Any path consisting of edges that are not present in the database is
considered malformed and is rejected. For example, if a path con-
tains two consecutive local ASes, neither of which claims to have
a relationship with the other, then it is detected as malformed by
soBGP and is rejected. Kruegel et al. augment this approach with a
topological anomaly detection heuristic [10].

Goodell et al. propose IRV [3], which proposes maintaining ded-
icated verification servers to verify the authenticity of BGP adver-
tisements. Yu et al. propose a reputation-based scheme to evaluate
authenticity of BGP advertisements[18]. Aiello et al. also address
the problem of origin authentication through the use of Origin Au-
thentication Tags (OATs) [1]. Zhao et al. propose techniques for
detecting invalid multiple origin AS (MOAS) conflicts in the In-
ternet [22]. Subramanian et al. propose Listen and Whisper [14],
which protects AS PATH integrity while performing anomaly de-
tection by observing traffic flow. Hu et al. propose SPV [6] which
addresses AS PATH authentication through the use of one-time sig-
natures and symmetric cryptographic primitives, limiting the use
of expensive public-key cryptography. SPV possesses the property
that secure ASes further down the AS PATH can act for any in-
secure ASes earlier in the path by performing signatures on their
behalf. Wan et al. propose psBGP [15], which provides equivalent
path security benefits to S-BGP along with slightly less secure but
more efficient prefix ownership authentication. Zhao et al. propose
improved cryptographic primitives to make S-BGP efficient [21].

To our knowledge there has not been any work on studying adopt-
ability as a metric for the usefulness of specific Internet protocols,
in order to guide design and policy decisions. However the general
process of adoption of new technologies is well studied in social
networks and economics [7]. He et al. have proposed a framework
for measuring incremental deployment properties of router-assisted
services [4], however they did not study the adoptability properties,
which are distinct from incremental deployability as explained in
Section 1.

3. A TAXONOMY OF PROPERTIES
We classify secure BGP protocols into the following categories.

Origin Authentication (OA) refers to the ability to authenticate
that a given AS is the legal owner of a prefix that it originates. An
origin authentication protocol ensures that if some AS A (which
speaks the protocol) originates a prefix, any other speaker AS can
verify that A is the legitimate owner of the prefix. While many
BGP security schemes contain an OA component, OA is consid-
ered a relatively weak property such that no pure OA scheme (e.g.,
OATs [1] or MOAS detection [22]) is meant as a self-contained so-
lution for BGP security. In practice, the owner of a prefix could
authorize a different organization to originate the prefix. Since this
implies an explicit trust relationship between the owner and the
originator, this does not change our analysis.
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First-hop Authentication (OA+1) refers to a hypothetical origin
authentication protocol where the originator of the prefix addition-
ally encodes the identity of the first-hop AS on the path from itself
(for example, by signing the identity of the next AS into the pre-
fix ownership attestation). This ensures the integrity of first two

ASes on the AS PATH. We abbreviate this property as “OA+1” to
indicate that it can be enabled by only a small additional step to
origin authentication. As with OA, no actual secure BGP protocol
implements just OA+1. An example of OA+1 could be a limited-
functionality version of S-BGP protocol where only the originating
AS signs any attestations (i.e., the address attestation and the first-
hop route attestation only).
Routing Topology Path Verification (RTPV) is the path secu-
rity model employed in soBGP [16]. Under RTPV, any advertised
AS PATH must conform to some authenticated map of the AS-level
routing structure of the Internet. IRV [3], the reputation mechanism
of Yu et al. [18], and the heuristics of Kruegel et al. [10] are also
examples of protocols which achieve this property. In our analysis,
we assume that each speaker AS only has a partial view of the In-
ternet routing topology corresponding to the neighborhood of the
other speaker ASes, since the topological information of insecure
nonspeaker ASes can be spoofed. This excludes the protocols from
using “well-known” but unauthenticated information in performing
path verification—for example, soBGP cannot use the well-known
fact that all Tier-1 ASes have peering agreements with each other
unless all the Tier-1 ASes are soBGP speakers. Such an assump-
tion is unrealistic, but it is a necessary simplification. Without this
assumption, it would be necessary to label all n×n potential edges
in the AS graph with some assumed function of confidence, which
would make our analysis intractable.
Path Authentication (PA) is the path security model employed in
S-BGP [16]. psBGP [15] provides a more efficient method of origin
authentication but secures its path information in a manner similar
to S-BGP, and hence possesses identical PA properties. In S-BGP,
every S-BGP speaker AS on the AS PATH is involved in signing
the path and providing assurance to its complete authenticity up
to the first non-speaker AS (e.g., ASi) in the AS PATH. Since ASi

is not an S-BGP speaker, it will not have the requisite keypairs to
perform any S-BGP signatures. In particular, it will not be able
to sign the next AS (ASi+1) into the route attestation chain. This
yields a gap in the chain of signatures that an attacker can exploit
by stripping away all cryptographic information for any ASes after
ASi, giving it the ability to arbitrarily forge the remainder of the
AS PATH after ASi.
Retroactive Path Integrity (RPI) is the path security model of
SPV [6]. RPI addresses the drawbacks of PA by allowing subse-
quent secure ASes to perform digital signatures on behalf of earlier
non-deploying ASes so that the chain of integrity is not broken.
This ensures that the integrity of the path is protected up to the lat-
est secure AS on the path (rather than the first non-deploying AS
on the path under PA). This model possesses stronger path integrity
(the attacker is less free to remove information from the path) but
may lose the property of AS authentication (for example, in SPV, an
attacker is able to add arbitrary deploying ASes to the path, which it
was not able to do in the PA model). Also, under this model, ASes
may be able to perform signatures on behalf of other ASes using
cryptographic information that is revealed from one AS to another.
Hence RPI’s resistance to path forgery may depend strongly on the
attacker’s eavesdropping ability.

We do not consider path-expansion attacks in this paper because
we make the simplifying assumption that shorter paths are always
preferred regardless of the ASes on the path (we explain why this
assumption is necessary and reasonable in Section 4.5). Recall

that in RTPV, we only consider a view of the Internet restricted to
the neighborhood of the deployers of the security scheme. Hence,
since each AS in PA is authenticating to an AS-to-AS relationship
between itself and its predecessor and successor ASes, it is clear
that the set of acceptable AS PATHs in PA is a subset of the set of
paths acceptable under RTPV. Hence, we can say that, under the set
of scenarios we are considering, PA is always at least as strong as
RTPV. Clearly, RTPV is at least as strong as OA+1, which is at least
as strong as OA. This order of properties under our model implies
that each stronger property completely captures the functionality
of all the weaker properties—any of our modeled attacks that suc-
ceeds against a stronger property will always succeed against the
weaker properties. This ordering can be summarized as:

OA ≤ OA+1 ≤ RTPV ≤ PA
RPI is omitted from the ordering since, unlike the other schemes,

its security properties vary depending on the attacker’s eavesdrop-
ping capabilities. Based on the above classification, the goal of our
study is to establish the relative quantitative contributions of each
of the security properties to the adoptability of a scheme. For clar-
ity, we pick a single well-known security scheme from each class
to represent that class of security properties. Hence, we use soBGP
to represent RTPV, S-BGP to represent PA, and SPV to represent
RPI. Since every OA protocol is meant to be implemented along-
side some kind of path security protocol, we do not use any existing
OA scheme to represent the security class. Instead, we refer to the
class directly as “OA”. Likewise, there exists no security protocol
that implements only OA+1 — hence, we refer to this class directly
as “OA+1”. To summarize, the five security classes that we inves-
tigate in this paper are denoted by OA, OA+1, soBGP, S-BGP, and
SPV respectively.

4. SIMULATION MODEL
In this section we discuss the methodology, models, and assump-

tions made to develop a viable simulation environment. In later sec-
tions we provide sensitivity analysis on the parameters discussed
here.

4.1 Simulation Methodology
Our methodology for measuring the adoptability of a given pro-

tocol aims to discover the range of possible adoption transition
costs (or switching thresholds) for which incentives-compatible de-

ployment scenarios exist. Recall from Section 1 that an AS adopts
the protocol if and only if the immediate security benefit of adopt-
ing the protocol is greater than the switching threshold. Hence,
the more adoptable a protocol is, the greater the range of switching
thresholds for which full adoption eventually occurs.

We measure the adoptability of the protocol for various switch-
ing thresholds by simulating the dynamics of the adoption process
using a model of the decision-making process of the ASes on the
Internet. At the end of the simulation, we consider the final frac-
tion of ASes in the Internet which are adopters of the protocol. If
this final fraction is large, then we know that incentives-compatible
deployment has succeeded for this particular scenario; if the final
fraction is small, then the adoption process has stalled because it is
not incentives-compatible for a majority of the ASes to adopt the
new protocol.

We assume that an initial set S0 of ASes have deployed the se-
curity protocol prior to the start of the simulation (i.e., at iteration
0). We call our S0 set the set of initial adopters. We consider
several possibilities that may account for a particular set of initial
adopters. For example, governmental policy could dictate that all
military ASes initiate deployment of a secure BGP protocol. Alter-
natively, large-scale Tier-1 ISPs could coordinate to become initial
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adopters via a wide-ranging business agreement. Another possible
scenario would be an academic partnership causing a set of univer-
sity ASes to become initial adopters. We evaluate how the choice
of various initial adopter sets affects a security protocol’s adopt-
ability. The reason for this is twofold: first, this allows us to check
the sensitivity of our results to different initial conditions. Second,
we hope that this study will help guide policy decisions on how to
best initiate deployment.

After we have selected our initial set S0, the simulation proceeds
in iterations. For each iteration i ≥ 1, we consider each AS that has
not yet adopted the protocol, and we model its adoption decision
process as greedily rational and selfishly motivated — hence it will
become an adopter of the protocol in the next iteration if and only if
the immediate security benefits of adopting the protocol is greater
than the switching threshold, which represents the costs of transi-
tioning to and supporting the new protocol. We explore modeling
the security benefit in a variety of ways; we describe these in detail
in Section 4.3. The switching threshold is an independent variable
(expressed in the same units as the security benefit), which can be
arbitrarily varied as a parameter of the simulation. We assume that
the switching threshold is a constant value for each AS across the
Internet, we justify this assumption in Section 4.4.

Using this method, for iteration i, we use the set of deployed
(protocol-speaking) ASes in the previous iteration (Si−1) to deter-
mine the set Ai of ASes that will adopt the security protocol in the
current iteration i. We then add them to the set of protocol-speaking
ASes, i.e., Si = Si−1 ∪Ai. The simulation ends when no more ASes
have been found to be new adopters of the secure routing proto-
col in an iteration or the whole of Internet has already adopted the
protocol, i.e., |Ai| = 0.

4.2 Attacker Model
There are many actions an adversary can take in a partially-

secure Internet. We focus on a specific attack and assume a sin-
gle malicious AS which is attempting to divert legitimate routes
towards itself. We chose this general attack since it is a necessary
first step for other sophisticated attacks such as eavesdropping, se-
lective packet dropping, and blackholing. This is the most direct
form of attack for an adversary whose goal is to gain control of
some set of flows on the Internet. Other attacker models which may
be analyzed in our framework include multiple-adversary models in
which malicious ASes may collude to share information or launch
coordinated active attacks. We do not perform these analyses in
this paper but hope that they will be the subject of future work.

We base our security analysis on two main attacker models: the
Strong Attacker Model and the Weak Attacker Model. Both models
make the assumption that a malicious AS cannot inject new an-
nouncements into a non-neighbor AS. This is because typical BGP
routers only accept BGP sessions via direct physical links from a
small set of neighboring routers, making it difficult for a malicious
router to inject false information outside of its immediate AS neigh-
borhood.

We vary the ability of a malicious AS to eavesdrop on BGP an-
nouncements from other ASes. In the Strong Attacker Model, a ma-
licious AS can eavesdrop on BGP traffic between any two ASes on
the Internet. This assumption is somewhat unrealistic since most
inter-AS border routers communicate via direct physical links on
which remote eavesdropping is impractical if neither AS has been
compromised by the adversary. However, the practice in standard
security analysis is to assume that all unencrypted communications
are known to the attacker. The strong attacker model is thus based
on this standard assumption. In the Weak Attacker Model, the mali-
cious AS can only access BGP traffic sent directly to it, but cannot

eavesdrop on BGP communications elsewhere in the Internet. We
will discuss in Sections 5 and 7 how these different attacker models
affect the security properties of secure BGP protocols.

4.3 Security Metric
We define the security benefit of each AS as being the net dif-

ference in its security metric between having deployed the protocol
and not having deployed the protocol. Intuitively, the security met-
ric for each AS is the expected probability that some uniformly
randomly chosen bit passing through the AS cannot be diverted by
a single malicious AS somewhere else in the Internet. The secu-

rity benefit is thus the increase in this probability of resistance to
diversion due to the AS deploying the secure BGP protocol.

We model the security metric as follows. Let the set of all ASes
be V . Let a be the AS deciding on adopting a secure BGP scheme.
We assume that a is concerned with all the traffic that passes through
itself, that is, every AS-to-AS route that passes through a (or starts
or ends at a) has an effect on its security metric. This assumption is
motivated by the intuition that ASes are commercial entities which
are paid to carry traffic; hence the ability to secure any given bit
of traffic should improve the AS’s ability to bring in revenue. To
enumerate all such routes, we need an AS-level routing model of
the entire Internet—we discuss our model for this in Section 4.5.
Let r be some route that passes through a; let R be the set of ASes
traversed by r. We measure the probability of compromise of r by
a single malicious AS M . We define a route r as compromised
if M can successfully cause packets from the source to be routed
to M instead of to the correct destination. In order to do this, M
can hijack the prefix by advertising itself as owning the prefix, or
it can advertise an invalid short route to the legitimate destination
thus causing packets to be routed to itself. If any of these attacks
succeed for a given position of M on the Internet, then the route
r is considered compromised for that position of M . The details
on how we determine whether or not an attacker was successful is
detailed in Sections 5 and 7. We evaluate the average security sr

of the route r by averaging the binary event variable Er,M (0=r is

compromised by M , 1=r is secure from M ) over all possible lo-
cations of M on the Internet not including ASes that are already
on the route r. We do not consider malicious ASes already on the
route r since in such a case, the attacker has already achieved its
goal needing to disrupt the correct operation of BGP.

sr = ∑
M ∈V,/∈r

Er,M ·P(M )

Where P(M ) is the probability of M being the malicious AS.
We investigate two probability distributions for M : (1) a uniform
distribution, where any AS has an equal chance of being malicious,
and (2) a distribution biased towards small ASes, where the prob-
ability of an AS being malicious is inversely proportional to its
degree—the intuition being that larger ASes are better monitored
and administered and hence more secure.

Based on the formula, sr can take values in [0,1] where 1 means
that the route is always secure, and 0 means that the route can al-
ways be compromised regardless of which AS happens to be ma-
licious. Let the set of all routes passing through a be Ra. We then
take the average of the security metrics for each route going through
the node a to get the security metric sa for a, weighted by the es-
timated traffic wr for each route r, as shown in Equation 1. We
consider several different traffic models which we discuss in Sec-
tion 4.6.
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sa =
∑r∈Ra

srwr

∑r∈Ra
wr

(1)

4.4 AS behavior model
We assume that each AS adopts the new protocol in some iter-

ation of the simulation if its immediate security benefit is greater
than some switching threshold in that iteration. We assume a con-
stant switching threshold for all ASes. This implies that an AS
will adopt a secure protocol if adoption secures at least a certain
expected fraction of its traffic, regardless of the size, capacity, or
position of the AS in the Internet. We believe this is a reasonable
approximate model of AS behavior since larger ASes with more
traffic capacity will receive greater net benefits from adoption; but
at the same time their cost of transition would also be higher due to
their larger scale. More precisely, our model assumes that transition
costs scale linearly with the traffic carried by an AS, so the natu-
ral measure of security benefit is security provided per unit traffic.
Clearly, costs in the real world do not scale linearly with traffic, but
real-world costs are also affected by unmeasurable factors such as
existing infrastructure and business strategies; as a first approxima-
tion, the linear assumption will at least allow us to perform tractable
simulations and analyses.

We chose the greedy bounded-rational strategy model where each
AS only considers its immediate benefit and does not consider the
strategies of other ASes. This is because it is the most risk-averse
strategy—whenever an AS performs the switch, it is assured that its
choice will immediately improve its utility. In a game with signif-
icant uncertainty about opponent utilities and strategies and large
negative payoffs if beliefs (or predictions) are inconsistent with re-
ality, this is a reasonable approximation to rationality.

4.5 AS Topology
We model the AS topology as a weighted AS-level graph. Each

AS is represented as a node, while transit or peering relationships
between ASes are represented as edges. The edges are weighted by
the number of times a source AS prepends itself in the AS PATH
when it advertises to the neighboring AS. We consider that the
weight is symmetric in both directions, i.e., if an AS weighs one
edge higher by prepending then it wants both less outgoing and
less incoming traffic.

We extract the structure of the AS-level graph from RouteViews
data [5]. Since RouteViews is merely a collection of BGP messages
at a few limited vantage points on the Internet, it does not reveal the
actual AS-level graph. However, this slight inaccuracy is tolerable
compared with the strength of our other assumptions. To construct
our AS graph, we examine all the paths observed by RouteViews
and draw an undirected edge between every pair of ASes that ap-
pear consecutively on a path. If the same AS appears consecutively
to itself on a path, then this AS is performing AS PATH prepend-
ing on this path. To reflect this, we set the weight of the edge to
the number of times the AS prepended itself. For example, for an
AS PATH AS1AS2AS2AS3 in the routing table, we give the AS1-AS2

edge an edge-weight of 2 and the AS2-AS3 edge an edge-weight of
1.

Since we lack comprehensive policy information about all possi-
ble routes on the Internet, in our study we use the least-edge-weight
paths to approximate actual routes found on the Internet. If more
than one least-edge-weight path exists, one is chosen at random.

In the strong attacker model, due to the universal eavesdropping
assumption, any malicious AS receives the same amount of infor-
mation regardless of its position, and hence the amount of infor-
mation available to a malicious AS anywhere in the Internet can be

precomputed at the beginning of the iteration. Furthermore, since a
malicious AS can only inject BGP messages at one point, its abil-
ity to attack a given route is dependent solely on its distance from
the destination of the route. This means that in each iteration, for
each of O(n2) routes r of length O(D) (where n is the number of
ASes and D is the diameter of the AS-graph), we can consider each
AS on the route r and check in constant time what the effect is
on the security of r when it adopts the protocol. Hence the over-
all complexity of the computations for the strong attacker model
is O(n2D). Hence, it is possible to perform all the computations
for the strong attacker model on the actual Internet AS topology
extracted from RouteViews

In the weak attacker model, for each attacker AS M and for ev-
ery route from AS A to AS B, we have to find the route from A

to M that is weakest in security, and consider how this route can
be used to attack the route from A to B. Since the information to
attack a given route that is available to each malicious AS is now
different, for each route, the computation must now iterate over all
O(n) possible malicious ASes and revaluate the security benefit of
each AS along the route adopting security. This computation is
more complex compared with the strong attacker model. Thus for
the weak attacker model, we perform the simulation on a smaller
generated AS topology. There are a number of topology generators
such as BRITE [11], GT-ITM [19] and Inet [17]. We chose Inet as
our topology generator because of its close match with the known
characteristics of the AS-level graph. This provides us with the
AS-level topology graph, however the models do not provide as-
sociated IP address origination information for each generated AS,
nor do they indicate how AS PATH prepending could occur in the
generated topology. Based on empirical observations, we assume
that prepending behavior follows a power-law distribution in the
Internet. We replicate this distribution in our generated topologies.
To verify our generated topologies, we ran our computations for the
strong attacker model on both the full-size AS topology extracted
from RouteViews, and the generated topology. The two sets of re-
sults were closely matched, indicating that the generated topology
was likely to be an adequate approximation to the actual AS topol-
ogy for our purposes.

4.6 Traffic
To compute Equation 1 in Section 4.3, a model of the traffic

load of each possible route on the Internet is needed. Gathering
accurate data on actual inter-AS traffic is impractical since this data
is usually confidential. Thus for our simulations we approximate
the traffic load for each route in four different ways:

• Uniform: Here the traffic is assumed to be uniform between
any two pairs of ASes.

• Product of the two endpoint ASes’ IP Spaces: An AS’s IP
space is the number of addresses that it originates to the In-
ternet. If we assume that the Internet’s IP space is uniformly
populated by hosts, and each host communicates uniformly
with all other hosts on the Internet, then the amount of end-
to-end traffic between two ASes will be proportional to the
product of the two AS’s IP spaces.

• Product of the logarithm of the two endpoint ASes’ IP Space:
This reflects the trend of large IP spaces to be more sparsely
populated but the smaller ones are densely populated.

• Gravitational Model: Following the results from Zhang et
al. [20], we have also considered the model where the traf-
fic between two hosts is proportional to the product of the IP
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Figure 1: Prefix hijacking

Figure 2: Path spoofing with origin authentication

space and inversely proportional to the square distance be-
tween them.

Traffic(s,d) =
IPs × IPd

hopcount2

We note that despite the marked differences in each of these met-
rics, our results in Sections 6 and 8 hold equally well for all of them,
indicating that the findings are insensitive to the traffic model.

5. ANALYSIS: STRONG ATTACKER
In this section, we describe the details of how we determine the

security level of a given route for each of the five security schemes
described in Section 3 under the strong attacker model described
in Section 4.2. Under this attacker model, we assume that the at-
tacker is able to read unencrypted BGP traffic anywhere in the In-
ternet. Note that in this section we use the terms path and route

interchangeably.

5.1 Origin Authentication
In this section we describe how we assess the security of a path

given that some security scheme with only the Origin Authentica-
tion security property is partially deployed on the Internet.

As we explain in Section 4.5, we assume that ASes prefer short-
est path routes. Hence, if an adversary is able to falsely advertise a
shorter path to the prefix to any AS on the legitimate path, then it is
able to divert the legitimate path to itself. It can do so in two ways:
prefix hijacking or path spoofing.

Figure 1 illustrates a prefix hijacking attack using this process.
The circles represent ASes, the legitimate originator of the prefix
is the destination AS D of the traffic, and the AS at the other end
of the path is the source AS S. The malicious AS is denoted by M

and it is performing an attack at some given AS in the path denoted
by W (W could be any AS along the path). Let d(A,B) denote the
distance in AS-hops between A and B. In the figure, M is illegally
originating D’s prefix. In the absence of authenticating information
W is unable to determine which originator is legitimate, and so we
assume it simply chooses the closer AS in terms of hops. This
attack succeeds whenever one or both of D or W have not deployed
origin authentication, and d(M,W ) < d(D,W ).

If both D and W have deployed origin authentication then the
attacker must perform path spoofing, i.e., advertise a short path to
the originator D instead of originating the prefix directly. Figure 2
describes this attack. The malicious AS falsely advertises itself

Figure 3: Path spoofing with OA+1

Figure 4: Path spoofing with full security

as being adjacent to the originator D in an attempt to cause W to
choose its path over the legitimate path. This attack succeeds if
1+d(M,W ) < d(D,W ).

5.2 First-hop Authentication (OA+1), SPV
Recall from Section 3 that in First-hop Authentication, both the

origin and the first hop AS along the path from the origin are au-
thenticated and thus cannot be altered by an adversary. We use
the term “Origin Authentication +1” (OA+1) to denote this class of
schemes that performs one extra hop of authentication in addition
to origin authentication. Note that with OA+1, the path-spoofing
attack in Figure 2 fails if both D and W have deployed OA+1. Un-
der the strong attacker model for SPV, the attacker can eavesdrop
on the route advertisement as soon as the originating AS sends it
to the first-hop AS. This allows it to perform arbitrary alterations
to the route after the first hop, thus it has the same properties as
OA+1. For brevity, we only discuss OA+1 in this section.

Figure 3 reflects what an adversary M now has to do to subvert
the path if both D and W have deployed OA+1. M is no longer able
to directly claim a link to the originating AS D since D now signs
the identities of each legitimate first-hop AS adjacent to itself. M

can, however, illegally advertise a link to the first-hop AS F instead.
Hence, this attack succeeds if 2 + d(M,W ) < d(D,W ). Note that
directly performing prefix hijacking is still the preferable method
of attack if either of D or W have not deployed any security.

5.3 Full Path Security: S-BGP, soBGP
Under the strong attacker model, security schemes with Routing

Topology Path Verification and Path Authentication have similar
security properties. We call this class of schemes, the schemes with
full path security under the strong attacker model. We describe the
properties of each representative protocol in turn.
S-BGP: In S-BGP, the entire AS PATH is protected by signa-
tures as far as the nearest non-deploying AS. Once the closest non-
deploying AS is encountered, the chain of security is broken and
further ASes down the path are unable to provide additional secu-
rity even if they are deployers of S-BGP, since a malicious attacker
could simply strip away any signatures and cryptographic informa-
tion added on after the first insecure AS.

Figure 4 reflects what an adversary M now has to do to subvert
the path if both D and W are deployers of S-BGP. The shaded cir-
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cles represent ASes that have deployed S-BGP which form a con-
tiguous area with the originator D. The attacker’s best opportunity
to present a short path to the originator is to falsely claim a link to
C, which is the unsecured AS that is closest to D. Hence, in this
case the attack succeeds if d(D,C)+1+d(M,W ) < d(D,W ). Note
that since d(D,C)≥ 1, full path security is always at least as secure
as OA+1.
soBGP: Under soBGP or any other Routing Topology Path Verifi-
cation protocol, paths are verified to be consistent against a database
of known inter-AS routing information. However, recall from Sec-
tion 3 that in our analysis, we only allow soBGP to use authenti-
cated topological information from ASes that are soBGP speakers.
An attacker is thus free to perform path spoofing attacks as long
as any edges in the spoofed path incident to a secure AS are cor-
rectly verifiable under soBGP. Referring to Figure 4 once more, it
is clear that an attacker’s best strategy for creating the shortest pos-
sible spoofed path under such a constraint, is to advertise a false
link from itself to C, which is the closest insecure AS to D. This
is exactly identical to the attack against S-BGP, and hence soBGP
has the same security properties as S-BGP under the strong attacker
model.

6. RESULTS: STRONG ATTACKER
In this section we present and discuss the results of performing

the computations under our simulation-based model for estimating
the adoptability of the various protocols under the Strong Attacker
model.

6.1 Critical Threshold
Recall from Section 4.1 that the security benefit of an AS is a

value in the interval [0,1], reflecting the estimated increase in the
probability that any given bit passing through an AS cannot be
diverted, after this AS adopts a security protocol. The switching

threshold models the adoption transition cost of the protocol: for
any given AS, if the security benefit is below the switching thresh-
old, the AS will not adopt the protocol in the next iteration; oth-
erwise, the AS will become a new adopter in the next iteration.
Hence, by varying the switching threshold from 0 to 1, we can run
our simulation to determine how far adoption will spread for any
given value of the switching threshold.

For each given switching threshold, we measure the final frac-
tion of all ASes which are secure protocol adopters (including the
set of initial adopters) when the algorithm has converged. Our sim-
ulation terminates when no new ASes are found to be adopters in
an iteration. This means that any ASes which are still not adopters
must have a lower security benefit than the switching threshold.

Figure 5 shows the final fraction of total adopters as the switch-
ing threshold changes. For reference, the fraction of adopters in the
first iteration for each threshold level is also indicated. It is clear
that the fraction of final adopters exhibits a sharp transition between
very low adoption and complete adoption at c = 0.023. This sharp
transition contrasts with the relatively smooth curve of the fraction
of adopters in the first iteration, indicating that it is a characteris-
tic of the adoption process resulting from multiple iterations of our
simulation.

Our results indicate a critical threshold adoption dynamic where
adoption is stalled at a low level when the switching threshold is
above the critical threshold but is essentially complete whenever
the switching threshold is below the critical threshold. We observed
the critical threshold adoption dynamic in every simulation regard-
less of topology, adversary model (weak or strong attacker), path
weighting metrics, or various traffic and IP-space ownership dis-
tributions. The critical threshold dynamic is due to the positive
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Figure 5: Critical threshold adoption dynamic. With S-BGP

Protocol, and the 25 highest degree ASes as initial deployers.

feedback inherent in the system—each AS that adopts the protocol
improves the potential benefit of other ASes to adopt the protocol
because the benefits of adoption increases as more ISPs adopt the
protocol. Hence, as long as the switching threshold of adoption is
sufficiently low to sustain a positive rate of adoption for several ini-
tial iterations, positive feedback will result in eventual full adoption
in the rest of the Internet.

The existence of a critical threshold is significant because we
are now able to quantitatively measure adoptability for any secure
BGP protocol under a given set of assumptions by a single scalar,
i.e., the value of the critical threshold. A scheme with a higher crit-
ical threshold can yield full adoption for a larger range of possible
switching thresholds, and is thus considered to be more adoptable.
For our subsequent analyses, we formally define the following:

Definition 1 A protocol’s adoptability is measured by its critical
threshold. This is the supremum of the set of switching thresholds

for which the final fraction of adopting ASes is greater than 0.5.

6.2 Adoptability of Different Security Schemes
We next investigate the relative adoptability of each of the three

classes of security schemes described in Section 5 for the strong
attacker model. The three classes are: full security (e.g., S-BGP,
soBGP, or SPV), origin authentication only (OA), and first hop au-
thentication (OA+1). Figure 6 shows the final adoption fractions
of each scheme as the switching threshold c changes. All three
schemes show critical threshold dynamics, switching abruptly from
full adoption to almost no adoption when c increases beyond a crit-
ical value. The critical threshold for OA is lower than that of OA+1
which is only very slightly lower than that of full path security, indi-
cating a range of switching thresholds where full path security and
OA+1 will achieve full adoption while OA achieves little adoption.
This reflects the expected result that OA is less adoptable than full
security, since OA’s security properties are weaker. However, we
also observe the surprising result that OA+1 has almost the same
adoptability as full security. This is despite the fact that OA+1,
which only protects the first hop in its AS PATH, has significantly
weaker security properties than full security, which protects the en-
tire AS PATH.

In Figure 7, we show the critical thresholds after varying the
initial deployment set. We can observe that T1 deployment yields
in a much higher critical threshold than GOV or UNIV deployment.
The critical threshold in T1 is higher even when the number of ASes
is ten times fewer than other deployments. This is expected because
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Figure 7: Critical thresholds with different initial deployers.T1

deployment starts with the 25 highest degree ASes in the In-

ternet, GOV deployment starts with all the US governmental

institutions, UNIV deployment starts with all the educational

institutions in the US.

Figure 8: Critical Thresholds with different metrics. Metrics

defined in Table 1.

Name Traffic Metric Adversary
Distribution

DEF IPS × IPD Uniform

INV IPS × IPD Inverse Degree

LOG log(IPS)× log(IPD) Uniform

GRAV
IPS × IPD

distance2
Uniform

Table 1: Metric variations. IPS is the IP space originated by

the source of a path, IPD is the IP space originated by the desti-

nation of a path, distance is the distance between them in hop-

count. “Uniform” implies any AS has an equal chance of being

malicious and “Inverse Degree” implies the the probability of

an AS being malicious is inversely proportional to its degree.

the T1 deployers tend to carry most of the traffic in the topology,
hence providing security at this set of central points should yield
the greatest adoptability.

We investigate how different path metrics and adversary distri-
butions affect the critical threshold values. Table 1 lists the metrics
we vary in our simulation and Figure 8 shows the critical thresholds
we observe with those conditions. In each experiment we start the
adoption by deploying the secure routing protocol on the 25 high-
est degree ASes in the topology. We observe that the relative values
of the critical thresholds for each set of security schemes does not
change significantly as we vary our path metric and the adversary
distribution.

In the strong attacker model, we observe that using OA results
in lower adoptability than full security. On the other hand, OA+1
yields adoptability very close to that of full security. We hypoth-
esize that the similar results of OA+1 and full security are due to
the critical threshold dynamics of the adoption process. Since the
adoption process experiences positive feedback which drives ASes
rapidly to reach full adoption once a sufficient number of ASes
have made the decision to adopt the protocol, early stages are par-
ticularly crucial. Recalling Figures 3 and 4, the main difference
between full path security and OA+1 is that the attacker can spoof
a metric of 2 in OA+1 and a metric of 1+d(C,M) in full security.
However, in the critical early stages of deployment, it is unlikely
that D would have completely surrounded itself with secure ASes.
Hence, d(C,M) is typically 1. As a result, both OA+1 and full path
security share nearly identical properties in early deployment. It is
only in mid-deployment, when a significant fraction of ASes have
already adopted, that the two schemes begin to diverge, where full
path security yields improved security benefits through its full path
authentication. However, if adoption is able to proceed to mid-
deployment, positive feedback is sufficient to drive both schemes
all the way to full adoption regardless of the improved benefits of
full security. Hence both schemes show very close adoptability
characteristics.

7. ANALYSIS: WEAK ATTACKER MODEL
In this section, we perform the security analysis for each of the

five security schemes under the weak attacker model described in
Section 4.2. Under this attacker model, we assume that the attacker
is only able to read incoming BGP updates at the malicious AS; it
is not privy to other BGP messages elsewhere in the Internet even
if those messages are unencrypted.

In particular, for any given prefix, a malicious AS M will receive
one or more updates for that prefix. Since we assume that BGP uses
shortest path routing, only the shortest such path is of relevance to
the malicious AS. This path is indicated in Figure 9 as the path
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from D to M traversing ASes X , Y and Z. The attacker must now
use this information to advertise a short route to some AS W in the
path in order to divert the legitimate path through itself.

7.1 Analysis Unchanged: OA, OA+1, soBGP
The security analysis for Origin Authentication (OA), First-hop

Authentication (OA+1), and soBGP (Routing Topology Path Veri-
fication) remain unchanged under the weak attacker model as com-
pared with the strong attacker model (see Section 5). We discuss
each in turn.
OA: The attacker remains free to perform prefix hijacking if either
one of D or W do not have origin authentication deployed; other-
wise, it claims a direct link to D and performs path spoofing as per
Figure 2.
OA+1: The adversary is free to perform path spoofing as in Fig-
ure 3, with one minor variation: instead of spoofing a false link
to the first AS (F1) in the legitimate path, it spoofs a false link to
the first AS on the path to itself (F2 in Figure 9). The end result is
identical; the attack succeeds if 2+d(M,W ) < d(D,W ).
soBGP: In soBGP (or any Routing Topology Path Verification pro-
tocol), BGP routes are verified against a database of known rout-
ing information for all the ASes that have deployed the security
scheme. We assume that access to the information in this database
is public—AS routing information can already be readily deduced
through such mechanisms as RouteViews. Furthermore, whether
or not ASes are soBGP speakers can be easily determined by mon-
itoring their route advertisements. Hence, the task of the attacker is
identical for both the weak attacker model and the strong attacker
model. By querying the database (or through any other information
channel), the attacker determines the closest non-deploying AS C

to the originator D. The attacker then spoofs a short path from D to
itself through C, exactly as in Figure 4.

7.2 S-BGP (Path Authentication)
Path Authentication, as represented by S-BGP, is one of the two

classes of protocols that behaves differently under the weak at-
tacker model than the strong attacker model. Under the weak at-
tacker model with S-BGP, the attacker is no longer able to eaves-
drop on messages sent to any potential non-deploying ASes that
are close to the originator. In particular, the attacker is not always
able to perform the attack described in Section 5.3, because this
attack requires the attacker to have eavesdropped on the BGP up-
date sent to the closest insecure AS C from the originator AS D,
but this AS may not be on the path to the malicious AS M (see
Figure 9). In fact, the only useful messages accessible to M are the
BGP update messages that are received by M from D. For simplic-
ity, we consider the case where only one such update message was
received (indicated in Figure 9 as the path from D to M through
ASes X ,Y,Z). Extension to the case where multiple messages were
received is straightforward. Suppose X is the first non-deploying
AS in this path; all previous ASes are S-BGP speakers. Since this
represents the first break in the chain of signatures, M can remove
any security information appended after X , and spoof a path by
claiming a direct link to X . This is the best M can do since M can-
not remove any of the authentication information prior to X as all
the ASes prior to X are secure. Therefore, attacker can hijack the
path from S to D only if d(D,X)+1+d(M,W ) < d(D,W ).

7.3 SPV (Retroactive Path Integrity)
Under SPV (or any similar Retroactive Path Integrity protocol),

the adversary’s task is further complicated by the fact that subse-
quent ASes in the path can add cryptographic information to repair
the break in the chain of security caused by non-deploying ASes.

Figure 9: Path spoofing with Weak Attacker Model. Arrow

indicates path of BGP update message received by attacker at

M.
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tacker Model.

For example, suppose that in Figure 9, X and Z are non-deploying
ASes, and Y is the closest SPV-speaking AS to M on the path. Un-
der S-BGP the attacker could spoof a direct link to AS X as de-
scribed in Section 7.2. However, SPV prevents the attacker from
stripping off the cryptographic signatures of AS Y because AS Y

will have added the necessary signatures to close the break in the
chain (for example, by performing signatures on behalf of AS X)
before adding its own signature. This means that the attacker is now
restricted to spoofing a direct link to the first non-deploying AS (in
this case, AS Z) after the latest secure AS in the path received by
the malicious AS (in this case, AS Y ). The attack is successful only
if d(D,Z)+1+d(M,W ) < d(D,W ).

8. RESULTS: WEAK ATTACKER
In the weak attacker model, we run the simulation on a smaller

generated model of 1000 ASes. For cross-validation of the gen-
erated model, when we ran our analysis for the Strong Attacker
Model on the smaller model topology, we observed the same be-
havior as in the larger topology extracted from RouteViews, which
indicated that the generated model exhibited properties close enough
to the actual AS-level topology for our purposes. We chose the 5
highest degree ASes (which represent Tier-1 ASes) from the gen-
erated topology as our initial adopters.

Figure 10 shows the critical thresholds of each of the five classes
of schemes. The critical thresholds of OA, OA+1, and soBGP re-
mained unchanged from the strong attacker model since their secu-
rity analyses were identical for both attacker models. On the other
hand, SPV and S-BGP both showed significant (approx. 10×) in-
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Figure 11: Critical thresholds of different deployments.In

DEG, the initial deployment set consists of 5 highest degree

ASes, IP’s initial deployment set is the 5 ASes originating the

most IP prefix space, RAND’s initial deployment set consists of

10 ASes we chose randomly.

Figure 12: Critical thresholds of different metrics. Metrics de-

fined in Table 1.

creases in adoptability, indicating that full path security is indeed
highly valuable in driving protocol adoption in the weak attacker
model. We conjecture that the significant difference in the effec-
tiveness of full path security between the strong and weak attacker
models is again due to events in the most vital early stages of adop-
tion. Under the strong attacker model, as long as some node close
to the originator (e.g., node C in Figure 9) is a non-adopter, the
attacker retains a very strong path-spoofing ability. Hence, early
in the adoption process when not many ASes are adopters, there
remain many points of vulnerability. This prevents full path secu-
rity from being significantly more useful than origin authentication
until a large fraction of the Internet has already adopted the proto-
col. However, in the weak attacker model, it is more likely that a
small number of early adopters can significantly improve the subse-
quent adoption benefits of later adopters—whenever an AS adopts
the protocol, as long as the rest of the ASes between the origina-
tor and the newly adopting AS are also secure, this will reduce (by
one hop) the spoofing capabilities of every malicious AS down-
stream from it. This improvement in security may be sufficient to
cause further adoption in later iterations and thus continue to drive
the adoption process for values of the switching threshold which
would have stalled adoption under the strong attacker model.

It was expected that SPV, having Retroactive Path Integrity, would
be more adoptable than S-BGP; however, the observed difference
in the two schemes’ critical thresholds was small. This indicates
that Retroactive Path Integrity is only slightly more effective in in-
creasing the adoptability of a protocol, and is hence probably not a
feature that should be emphasized in future protocol research.

As we do for the strong attacker model, we vary the initial adop-

tion set to verify that the adoptability relationships between each
class of schemes holds for different initial conditions. As our al-
ternative initial adoption sets, we chose (1) the top 5 ASes which
originated the largest amounts of IP space, and (2) 5 ASes at ran-
dom from the entire set of ASes. Figure 11 shows that the relative
adoptabilities between the schemes hold as we vary the initial con-
ditions.

Similarly, we vary the traffic metric and the adversary distribu-
tion to observe their effect on critical threshold. As before, we
used the 5 highest degree ASes as our initial adopters. The dif-
ferent traffic metrics and adversary distributions are the same as
the ones investigated for the strong attacker model (see Table 1).
Again we note that the relative adoptabilities of the five classes of
schemes remain stable despite different path metrics and adversary
distributions.

9. DISCUSSION
Current research on protocol design focuses on exploring var-

ious tradeoffs between security and implementation cost. How-
ever, such a limited set of metrics is insufficient to adequately in-
form researchers as to the most desirable tradeoffs in the design
space. For example, there exists no method to quantify how much
a given security property contributes to the likelihood of a protocol
to be widely adopted. Given two protocols, one with a strong se-
curity property and high implementation cost, and another with a
weaker security property and lower implementation cost, it is un-
clear which protocol is in fact the more feasible technology.

Since the “security” provided by a protocol is a set of qualita-
tive properties describing how the protocol is resistant to various
attacks, simply examining the security of a protocol does not quan-
tify the relative contributions of each property to the protocol’s at-
tractiveness to potential implementors since there is no ordering
relation on the set of all possible combinations of security proper-
ties. Our methodology for extracting a critical threshold measure of
adoptability through simulation allows us to provide one possible
ordering relation, allowing researchers to compare the attractive-
ness of various sets of security properties under any given context.
A concise definition of the metric of adoptability is as follows:

Definition 2 The adoptability of a given (security) protocol is a

measure of the attractiveness or usefulness of the protocol’s (se-

curity) properties in terms of how strongly these properties might

motivate eventual full adoption of the protocol in the Internet.

“Security” is parenthesized because the more general definition
of adoptability can be used for arbitrary protocol properties, as long
as the utility of these properties to the adopter can be mathemati-
cally modeled in some way. In this paper, we consider only security
protocols. Hence, for a given adoption context, adoptability can be
viewed as a security metric, i.e., it measures only the strength of
the protocol’s security properties.

Thus far, the discussion of the simulation results have focused on
coarse-grained ordering-based comparisons of the critical thresh-
olds of the various protocols. Even coarse-grained comparisons of
adoptability are useful, since an ordering can be derived for a previ-
ously unordered set of security properties. Sometimes, the ordering
of security properties is trivial, for example, no attack is possible
against full path security that was not possible for OA+1. How-
ever, this is not necessarily the case. For example, consider the
case where soBGP performs routing topology verification where
well-known and stable routes between non-adopters of soBGP are
considered part of the normal topology against which routes are
compared. In such a scenario, the attacks that can be performed
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Figure 13: Advantage of Staged Deployment

by an attacker against S-BGP are no longer a subset of the at-
tacks on soBGP: for example a route could be forged involving
non-adopters of security that would be accepted by S-BGP but re-
jected by soBGP. With such an assumption, the relative strengths of
the two classes of security properties would be uncertain for differ-
ent deployment contexts. Examination of their critical thresholds
would help inform the researcher as to the relative effectiveness of
each class in driving adoption.

The presentation of adoptability as a measurable metric for pro-
tocol design allows for a new perspective on protocol design. Re-
searchers may now consider the adoption dynamics of a protocol
during the design process, and optimize for protocols that have the
highest adoptability for the lowest costs. Adoptability is an attrac-
tive metric not only because it allows us to directly compare qual-
itative properties, but also in terms of its association with feasibil-
ity: a protocol with strong properties that does not get adopted is
not as desirable as a protocol with weaker properties, but does get
adopted.

As an example, one possible way in which specific adoption
dynamics may be designed into the protocol is the possibility of
protocols that support staged deployment. In this setting, a mod-
ular protocol is deployed in multiple stages. By breaking up the
sharp transition from legacy to new protocol into a series of small
stages, a protocol can turn a prohibitively expensive transition sce-
nario into a sequence of incentives-compatible steps, thus greatly
enhancing its adoptability. Figure 13 illustrates this process. The
graphs show a typical AS’s decision process, with benefits on the
x-axis, which determine whether or not the protocol is deployed
(y-axis). In a typical monolithic protocol, deployment is all-or-
nothing, as shown in the sharp step function in Figure 13a—at any
point where benefits outweigh the transition cost, the AS will de-
cide to deploy the protocol. However, if the current benefits are
below the transition cost, as shown on the diagram, then the AS
will decide not to deploy the protocol. If this is the case for all
ASes in the Internet then the protocol has stalled in its deployment.
Figure 13 shows what might happen in the protocol was designed
in a series of mutually-supportive modular phases. Each module
has its own incremental transition cost, which provides incremen-
tally increasing capabilities and greater benefits for the next phase.
The adoption process is thus facilitated since at every phase, the
incremental benefits of moving onto the next phase outweigh the
incremental transition costs. Hence such a protocol would provide
a solution to the coordination problem where social benefit is max-
imized if all ASes switch to the new protocol, but no AS wants to
be the first to commit to the costly switch.

Besides highlighting the importance of adoptability as a design
dimension for new protocols and providing new insights into proto-
col design, our research also highlights the importance of the prob-
lem of the selection of the initial adopter set in the deployment of
new protocols. This is a crucial step in the adoption process, and
yet there has been little quantitative research to date into the best
models and heuristics for approaching this problem. We hope that
our initial approach will open the field to more focused efforts into
this important subproblem.

10. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While our methodology makes necessary assumptions to facili-

tate tractable simulation and analysis, it remains the first quantita-
tive approach to measure adoptability in Internet protocols. In this
section we revisit some important assumptions made earlier in the
paper.

We intuit in Section 4, that traffic security is the economic incen-
tive for ASes adopting secure BGP protocols. However, adoption
decisions for an AS may involve complex economic and political
factors, which are difficult to model. Similarly, accurately model-
ing the cost of a secure BGP protocol is also difficult; for example,
soBGP requires exposing all neighboring information, including
peering information, to other adopting ASes. On the other hand,
peering information can be highly valued by some ASes [13], thus
the cost of adopting soBGP for these ASes may be higher than oth-
ers. Even with these simplifying assumptions on BGP protocol, we
believe that our model considers the important factors affecting the
adoption process. Furthermore, the model can be easily extended
to other fledgling Internet protocols such as DNSSEC [2], etc.

Another limitation of our methodology is that, although the crit-
ical threshold values can be used for qualitative comparisons be-
tween protocols, their actual numerical value does not map onto
any directly measurable quantity. For example, we are unable to
translate a critical threshold to a dollar amount or map it to a mean-
ingful numerical prediction about the absolute likelihood of adop-
tion of either scheme.

One way to make direct quantitative comparisons between pro-
tocols is to introduce a (strong) linearity assumption. Suppose pro-
tocol A has a critical threshold 10× higher than protocol B. How-
ever, protocol B is somehow able to make the claim that, in most
contexts, the switching costs to adopt B is k times lower than the
switching costs for A. In particular assume that the distribution of
switching thresholds for B is similar to the distribution of switching
thresholds for A, but linearly scaled k times smaller. With such an
assumption we can now compare the relative likelihoods of adop-
tion for the two schemes. We know that adoption will proceed if the
switching cost is below the critical threshold. If k = 10, then, since
both the critical threshold and the distribution of switching costs are
10 times lower for B than A, the two schemes have roughly equal
likelihoods of adoption. However, if k < 10, then the savings in
switching costs for B are insufficient to compensate for the reduced
adoptability of B’s weaker properties, and hence B is less likely to
be adopted than A. Conversely, if k > 10, then B is more likely to
be adopted than A.

This flavor of result, although laden with strong assumptions and
hence acceptable only as a very rough estimate, is nonetheless cur-
rently the only known method in which qualitative security prop-
erties can be quantitatively compared. It is hoped that with refine-
ments of this technique, confidence in the assumptions can be im-
proved, and the significance of the numerical difference between
critical threshold can be increased.
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11. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we argue that it is important to consider the di-

mension of adoptability in protocol design. We present the follow-
ing formulation: a protocol’s adoptability corresponds to the space
of incentives compatible adoption scenarios that yield widespread
adoption under given assumptions. We propose a simulation method-
ology to explore and characterize this space under a range of as-
sumptions and contexts, including multiple attacker models, dif-
ferent initial adopter sets, different network models and different
security metrics.

In the process of applying this methodology to the known BGP
security schemes to date, we have created a taxonomy for classi-
fying and distinguishing the security properties of a wide range of
protocols under partial deployments. Such a taxonomy has also
been lacking to date; our new taxonomy enables us to model both
existing protocols and variations that do not correspond to any pub-
lished protocol, yielding interesting design points that have not
been explored in the literature, but have good adoptability proper-
ties under certain conditions (e.g., OA+1 under the Strong Attacker
Model).

Using our methodology, we make the following observations
about the adoption dynamics of BGP security: (1) all known BGP
security schemes experience critical threshold dynamics under all
the simulation models we tested; when the switching threshold
(transition cost) was above the critical threshold, very little adop-
tion took place. In contrast, when the switching threshold was be-
low the critical threshold, the system eventually converged to full
adoption; (2) under the Strong Attacker Model, OA+1 yields com-
parable adoptability compared with schemes with full AS PATH
security. This is surprising because OA+1 possesses weak security
properties and yet drives this high level of adoptability; (3) under
the Weak Attacker Model, Path Authentication experiences a sig-
nificant increase in adoptability, greatly outperforming the lower
classes of security schemes. Furthermore, RPI yields only slightly
better adoptability than Path Authentication, indicating that the ad-
vantages of RPI are not as significant as expected; (4) while it is
clear that a larger set of initial adopters always serves to increase
the critical threshold, it is unclear how to select this initial set un-
der various constraints. This would be a fruitful area for future
research.
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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the network-level behavior of spammers, includ-
ing: IP address ranges that send the most spam, common spamming
modes (e.g., BGP route hijacking, bots), how persistent across time
each spamming host is, and characteristics of spamming botnets.
We try to answer these questions by analyzing a 17-month trace
of over 10 million spam messages collected at an Internet “spam
sinkhole”, and by correlating this data with the results of IP-based
blacklist lookups, passive TCP fingerprinting information, routing
information, and botnet “command and control” traces.

We find that most spam is being sent from a few regions of
IP address space, and that spammers appear to be using transient
“bots” that send only a few pieces of email over very short peri-
ods of time. Finally, a small, yet non-negligible, amount of spam
is received from IP addresses that correspond to short-lived BGP
routes, typically for hijacked prefixes. These trends suggest that de-
veloping algorithms to identify botnet membership, filtering email
messages based on network-level properties (which are less vari-
able than email content), and improving the security of the Internet
routing infrastructure, may prove to be extremely effective for com-
bating spam.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.0 [Computer Communication Networks]: Security and pro-
tection; C.2.3 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
operations – network management

General Terms

Design, Management, Reliability, Security

Keywords

spam, botnet, BGP, network management, security

1. Introduction
This paper presents a study of the network-level characteristics

of unsolicited commercial email (“spam”). Much attention has been
devoted to studying the content of spam, but comparatively little at-
tention has been paid to spam’s network-level properties. Conven-
tional wisdom often asserts that most of today’s spam comes from
botnets, and that a large fraction of spam comes from Asia; a few
studies have attempted to quantify some of these characteristics [5].
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personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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SIGCOMM’06, September 1116, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1595934170/06/0009 ...$5.00.

Unfortunately, little is known about how much spam comes from
botnets versus other techniques (e.g., short-lived route announce-
ments, open relays, etc.), the geographic and topological distribu-
tion of where most spam originates (in terms of Internet Service
Providers, countries, and IP address space), the extent to which dif-
ferent spammers use the same network resources, the stationarity
of these properties over time, and so forth. A primary goal of this
paper is to shed some light on these relatively unstudied questions.

Beyond merely exposing spammers’ behavior, gathering infor-
mation about the network-level behavior of spam could be a ma-
jor asset for designing spam filters that are based on spammers’
network-level behavior (presuming that the network-level charac-
teristics of spam are sufficiently different than those of legitimate
mail, a question we explore further in Section 4). Whereas spam-
mers have the flexibility to alter the content of emails—both per-
recipient and over time as users update spam filters—they have far
less flexibility when it comes to altering the network-level proper-
ties of the spam they send. It is far easier for a spammer to alter the
content of email messages to evade spam filters than it is for that
spammer to change the ISP, IP address space, or botnet from which
spam is sent.

Towards the goal of developing techniques that will help in the
design of more robust network-level spam filters, this paper char-
acterizes the network-level behavior of spammers as observed at
a large spam sinkhole domain, which stores complete logs of all
spam received from August 2004 through December 2005. We
perform a joint analysis of the data collected at this sinkhole with
an archive of BGP route advertisements as heard from the receiving
network, traces from the “command and control” of a Bobax botnet,
and traces of legitimate email from the mail server logs of a large
email service provider. Although many aspects of mail headers can
be forged, we base our analysis strictly on properties of the sender
that are difficult to forge (e.g., IP addresses that made connections
to our mail servers, passive TCP fingerprints, corresponding route
announcements, etc.).

We draw the following surprising conclusions from our study:

• The vast majority of received spam arrives from a few con-

centrated portions of IP address space (Section 4). Spam
filtering techniques currently make no assumptions about
the distribution of spam across IP address space. In a re-
lated area, many worm propagation models assume a uni-
form distribution of vulnerable hosts across IP address space
(e.g., [29]). In contrast, we find that the vast majority
of spamming hosts—and, perhaps not coincidentally, most
Bobax-infected hosts—lie within a small number of IP ad-
dress space regions. Unfortunately, with a few exceptions
(e.g., 60.* – 70.*), most legitimate email comes from the
same regions of IP address space, which suggests that, in
general, effective filtering based on network-level properties
may require determining second-order characteristics (e.g.,
botnet membership).
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• Most received spam is sent from Windows hosts, each of

which sends a relatively small volume of spam to our do-

main (Section 5). Most bots send a relatively small volume
of spam to our sinkhole (i.e., less than 100 pieces of spam
over 17 months), and about three-quarters of them are only
active for a single time period of less than two minutes (65%
of them send all spam in a “single shot”).

• A small set of spammers continually use short-lived route an-

nouncements to remain untraceable (Section 6). A small por-
tion of spam is sent by sophisticated spammers, who briefly
advertise IP prefixes, establish a connection to the victim’s
mail relay, and withdraw the route to that IP address space
after spam is sent. Anecdotal evidence has suggested that
spammers might be exploiting the routing infrastructure to
remain untraceable [1, 30]; this paper quantifies and docu-
ments this activity for the first time. To our surprise, we dis-
covered a new class of attack, where spammers attempt to
evade detection by hijacking large IP address blocks (e.g.,
/8s) and sending spam from widely dispersed “dark” (i.e.,
unused or unallocated) IP addresses within this space.

Beyond these findings, this paper’s joint analysis of several
datasets provides a unique window into the network-level charac-
teristics of spam. To our knowledge, this paper presents the first
study that examines the interplay between spam, botnets, and the
Internet routing infrastructure.

We acknowledge that our spam corpus represents only a sin-
gle vantage point, and, as such, drawing general conclusions about
Internet-wide spam is not possible. Our goal is not to present con-
clusive figures about Internet-wide characteristics of spam. Indeed,
the data we have collected is a small, localized sample of all spam
traffic, and our statistics may not be reflective of Internet-wide char-
acteristics. However, the spam we have collected represents an in-
teresting dataset as it reflects the complete set of spam emails re-

ceived by a single Internet domain. This dataset exposes spamming
as a typical network operator for some Internet domain might also
witness it. This unique view can help us better understand whether
the features of spam that any single network operator observes
could be useful in developing more effective filtering techniques.

With these goals in mind and an understanding of the context
of our data, we offer the following additional observations on the
implications of our results for the design of more effective tech-
niques for spam mitigation, which we revisit in more detail in Sec-
tion 7. First, the ability to trace the identities of spammers hinges
on securing the routing infrastructure. Second, the distribution of
spam and botnet activity across IP space suggests that, for some IP
address ranges and networks, spam filters might monitor network-

wide spam arrival patterns and attribute higher levels of suspicion
to spam originating from networks with higher spam activity. Given
the highly variable nature of the content of spam messages, incor-
porating general network-level properties of spam into filters may
ultimately provide significant gains over more traditional methods
(e.g., content-based filtering), both through increased robustness
and the ability to stop spam closer to its source.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides background on spamming and an overview of previous re-
lated work. In Section 3, we describe our data collection techniques
and the datasets we used in our analysis. In Section 4, we study the
distribution of spammers, spamming botnets, and legitimate mail
senders across IP address space. Section 5 presents our findings
regarding the relationship between the spam received at our sink-
holes and known spamming bots. Section 6 examines the extent to
which spammers use IP addresses that are generally unreachable
(e.g., using short-lived BGP route announcements) to send spam

untraceably. Based on our findings, Section 7 offers positive rec-
ommendations for designing more effective mitigation techniques.
We conclude in Section 8.

2. Background and Related Work
This section provides an overview of techniques both for sending

and for mitigating spam and discusses related work in these areas.

2.1 Spam: Methods and Mitigation
In this section, we offer background on the main techniques used

by spammers to send email, as well as some of the more commonly
used mitigation techniques.

2.1.1 Spamming methods

Spammers use various techniques to send large volumes of mail
while attempting to remain untraceable. We describe several of
these techniques, beginning with “conventional” methods and pro-
gressing to more intricate techniques.

Direct spamming. Spammers may purchase upstream connec-
tivity from “spam-friendly ISPs”, which turn a blind eye to the
activity. Occasionally, spammers buy connectivity and send spam
from ISPs that do not condone this activity and are forced to change
ISPs. Ordinarily, changing from one ISP to another would require
a spammer to renumber the IP addresses of their mail relays. To
remain untraceable and avoid renumbering headaches, spammers
sometimes obtain a pool of dispensable dialup IP addresses, send
outgoing traffic from a high-bandwidth connection the IP address
spoofed to appear as if it came from the dialup connection, and
proxy the reverse traffic through the dialup connection back to the
spamming hosts [25].

Open relays and proxies. Open relays are mail servers that
allow unauthenticated Internet hosts to connect and relay email
through them. Originally intended for user convenience (e.g., to let
users send mail from a particular relay while they are traveling or
otherwise in a different network), open relays have been exploited
by spammers due to the anonymity and amplification offered by
the extra level of indirection. It appears that the widespread deploy-
ment and use of blacklisting techniques have all but extinguished
the use of open relays and proxies to send spam [21, 26].

Botnets. Conventional wisdom suggests that the majority of
spam on the Internet today is sent by botnets—collections of ma-
chines acting under one centralized controller [3, 4, 31]. The
W32/Bobax (“Bobax”) worm (of which there are many variants)
exploits the DCOM and LSASS vulnerabilities on Windows sys-
tems [18], allows infected hosts to be used as a mail relay, and at-
tempts to spread itself to other machines affected by the above vul-
nerabilities, as well as over email. This paper studies the network-
level properties of spam sent by Bobax drones. Agobot and SDBot
are two other bots purported to send spam [12].

BGP spectrum agility. This study has discovered a new type of
cloaking mechanism—BGP “spectrum agility”—whereby spam-
mers briefly announce (often hijacked) IP address space from
which they send spam and the routes to that IP address space once
the spam has been sent. Although we have observed this behavior
informally several years ago [6] and subsequent anecdotal evidence
has suggested that spammers may use this technique [1], our study
thoroughly documents this activity, and further finds that spammers
may be using spectrum agility to complement spamming by other
methods.

2.1.2 Mitigation techniques

Techniques for mitigating spam are as varied as techniques to
send spam, and most existing techniques have significant draw-
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backs. One of the most widely used anti-spam techniques is filter-

ing, which typically classifies email based on its content; content-
based filtering uses features of the contents of an email’s headers
or body to determine whether it is likely to be spam. Content-based
filters, such as those incorporated by popular spam filters like Spa-
mAssassin [27], successfully reduce the amount of spam that ac-
tually reaches a user’s inbox. On the other hand, content-based fil-
tering has drawbacks. Users and system administrators must con-
tinually update their filtering rules and use large corpuses of spam
for training; in response, spammers devise new ways of altering the
contents of an email to circumvent these filters. The cost of evading
content-based filters for spammers is negligible, since spammers
can easily alter content to attempt to evade these filters.

In addition to performing content-based checks, many mail fil-
ters, including SpamAssassin, also perform lookups to determine
whether the sending IP address is in a “blacklist”. Blacklists of
known spammers, open relays and open proxies remain one of to-
day’s predominant spam filtering techniques. There are more than
30 widely used blacklists in use today; each of these lists is sep-
arately maintained, and insertion into these lists is based on many
different types of observations (e.g., operating an open relay, send-
ing mail to a spam trap, etc.). The results in this paper—in par-
ticular, that IP address space is often “stolen” to send spam and
that many bot IP addresses are short-lived—indicate that this long-
standing method for filtering spam could become much less effec-
tive as spammers adopt these more sophisticated techniques.

2.2 Related Work
In this section, we first review previous work that has studied

various spamming and spam-mitigation techniques, as well as the
behavior of various worms and botnets. We then briefly discuss pre-
vious studies of unorthodox routing announcements. Previous work
has studied each of these phenomena to some degree in isolation,
but this study is the first to perform a joint analysis of spamming be-
havior, botnet characteristics, and Internet routing to better under-
stand the characteristics and network-level behavior of spammers.

2.2.1 Spam and botnets

Previous studies have investigated the behavior and properties of
worms, botnets, and other spam sources. Casado et al. used passive
measurements of packet traces captured from about 2,500 spam
sources to estimate the bottleneck bandwidths of roughly 25,000
TCP flows from spam sources and found peaks at common band-
widths (e.g., modem speeds) [2]. Kumar et al. deconstructed the
source code of the “Witty” worm to estimate various properties
about Internet hosts (e.g., host uptime) as well as about the propaga-
tion of the worm itself (e.g., who infected whom) [14]. In contrast,
our work explores the behavior of spammers in depth, although we
also peripherally study malware whose exclusive purpose is to send
spam (i.e., the “Bobax” drone).

Several previous and ongoing projects are studying spammers’
attempts to harvest email addresses for the purposes of spamming.
For instance, Project Honeypot sinks email traffic for unused MX
records and hands out “trap” email addresses to investigate harvest-
ing behavior and to help identify spammers [23]. A previous study
has used the data from Project Honeypot to analyze the methods
employed by spammers; monitor the time it takes from when an
email address is harvested to the time when that address first re-
ceives spam; the countries where most harvesting infrastructure is
located; and the persistence (across time) of various harvesters [22].
We present preliminary results from a similar study in a technical
report version of this paper [24].

In Section 5, we correlate spam arrivals with traces of hosts
known to be infected with malware. Moore et al. found that the ma-
jority of hosts—and more than 80% of the hosts in Asia—did not
patch the relevant vulnerability until well after actual outbreak [19],
which makes it more reasonable to assume that IP addresses of
Bobax drones remain infected for the duration of our spam trace.

2.2.2 Mitigation

A recent presentation from the SpamAssassin project discusses
several techniques that the SpamAssassin spam filtering tool has
incorporated to detect forged X-Mailer headers, weak “hash-
busting” schemes, etc. [17]. Although their work also involves re-
verse engineering, the project focuses on analyzing mail contents

to reverse-engineer spamming tools and techniques (with the goal
of using this analysis to incorporate better content-filtering rules
into SpamAssassin). Though our paper also studies such properties
of spam, our analysis hinges on network-level properties—for in-
stance, the IP address of the last remote mail relay (which previous
work has also observed as one of the few parts of the SMTP header
that cannot be forged [10])—rather than the artifacts of spamming
software that appear in email content.

Jung et al. performed a study of DNS blacklist (DNSBL) traffic
and the effectiveness of blacklists [13] and observed that 80% of the
IP addresses that were sending spam were listed in DNSBLs two
months after the collection of the traffic trace. Our study also mea-
sures the effectiveness of DNSBLs albeit in real time—we examine
whether a host IP is listed in a set of DNSBLs at the time the host

spammed our domain. While we also find that about 80% of the re-
ceived spam was listed in at least one of eight blacklists, hosts that
employ spamming techniques such as BGP spectrum agility tend
to be listed in far fewer blacklists. We also find that even the most
aggressive blacklist has a false negative rate of about 50%.

2.2.3 Unorthodox route announcements

Feamster et al. studied route advertisements for “bogon” IP ad-
dress space (i.e., private address space or unassigned addresses) [8].
However, since bogus or reserved address ranges are well-known,
transit ISPs often filter them, resulting in little or no spam from
such ranges. Cursory studies have suggested that spammers adver-
tise routes to hijacked IP prefixes for short amounts of time to send
spam [6, 28, 30]. In Section 6, we quantify the extent to which the
sending of spam coincides with short-lived BGP route announce-
ments for IP prefixes containing the mail relays that send spam.

3. Data Collection
This section describes the datasets that we use in our analysis.

Our primary dataset consists of the actual spam email messages
collected at a large spam sinkhole. To study the specific charac-
teristics of certain subsets of spammers, we augment this dataset
with three other data sources. First, to compare the network-level
characteristics of spam received at our sinkhole with similar char-
acteristics of legitimate email traffic, we obtain a corpus of email
logs from a large email provider who automatically rejects email
likely to be spam (thus allowing us to distinguish legitimate mail
from spam). Second, we intercept the “command and control” traf-
fic from a Bobax botnet at a sinkhole to identify IP addresses that
were infected with the Bobax worm (and, hence, are likely mem-
bers of botnets that are used for the sole purpose of sending spam).
Third, we collect BGP routing data at the upstream border router
of the same network where we are receiving spam and monitor the
routing activity for the IP prefixes corresponding to the IP addresses
from which spam was sent.
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Figure 1: The amount of spam received per day at our sinkhole from

August 2004 through December 2005.

3.1 Spam Email Traces
To obtain a sample of spam, we registered a domain with no le-

gitimate email addresses and established a DNS Mail Exchange
(MX) record for it. Hence, all mail received by this server is spam.
The “sinkhole” has been capturing spam since August 5, 2004. Fig-
ure 1 shows the amount of spam that this sinkhole received per day
through January 6, 2006 (the period of time over which we conduct
our analysis). Although the total amount of spam received on any
given day is rather erratic, the data indicates two unsettling trends.
First, the amount of spam that the sinkhole is receiving generally
appears to be increasing. Second, and perhaps more troubling, the
number of distinct IP addresses from which we see spam on any
given day also appears to be on the rise.

In addition to simply collecting spam traces, the sinkhole runs
Mail Avenger [16], a customizable Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
(SMTP) server that allows us to take specific actions upon receiv-
ing email from a mail relay (e.g., running traceroute to the mail
relay sending the mail, performing DNSBL lookups for the relay’s
IP address, performing a passive TCP fingerprint of the relay). We
have configured Mail Avenger to (1) accept all mail, regardless
of the username for which the mail was destined and (2) gather
network-level properties about the mail relay from which spam is
received. In particular, the mail server collects the following infor-
mation about the mail relay when the spam is received:

• the IP address of the relay that established the SMTP con-
nection to the sinkhole

• a traceroute to that IP address, to help us estimate the network
location of the mail relay

• a passive “p0f” TCP fingerprint, based on properties of the
TCP stack, to allow us to determine the operating system of
the mail relay

• the result of DNS blacklist (DNSBL) lookups for that mail
relay at eight different DNSBLs.

Note that, unlike many features of the SMTP header, these features
are not easily forged.

3.2 Legitimate Email Traces
One of the motivations for our study was to determine whether

the network-level characteristics of spam differ markedly from
those of legitimate email. To perform this comparison, we obtained
a corpus of mail logs from a large email provider that runs a Post-
fix mail server. Because this provider manages millions of mail-

boxes, it performs extensive spam filtering at its incoming SMTP
servers. Accordingly, the logs for this mail server record, for each
SMTP connection attempt, the time at which the connection at-
tempt was made, the IP address of the connecting host, whether the
mail was accepted or rejected, and, if the email was rejected, the
reason for rejection. Using these logs, we can estimate the network-
level properties of email that this domain deems to be legitimate.
We performed our analysis over approximately 700,000 pieces of
legitimate mail, as received at this provider’s mail server on June
13, 2006. Although the corpus of legitimate mail is from a different
domain than our sinkhole, both the spam sinkhole and the domain
for legitimate email constitute large, domain-wide data sources for
spam and legitimate mail, respectively, and are representative sam-
ples of spam and legitimate email that could be expected at any
Internet domain.

3.3 Botnet Command and Control Data
To identify a set of hosts that are sending email from botnets,

we used a trace of hosts infected by the W32/Bobax (“Bobax”)
worm from April 28-29, 2005. This trace was captured by hijack-
ing the authoritative DNS server for the domain running the com-
mand and control of the botnet and redirecting it to a machine at
a large campus network. This method was only possible because
(1) the Bobax drones contacted a centralized controller using a do-
main name, and (2) the researchers who obtained the trace were
able to obtain the trust of the network operators hosting the author-
itative DNS for that domain name. This technique directs control of
the botnet to the honeypot, which effectively disables it for spam-
ming for this period. On the upside, because all Bobax drones now
attempt to contact our command-and-control sinkhole rather than
the intended command-and-control host, we can collect a packet
trace to determine the members of the botnet.

To obtain a sample of spamming behavior from known botnets,
we correlate Bobax botnet membership from the 1.5-day trace of
Bobax drones with the IP addresses from which we receive spam in
the sinkhole trace. This technique, of course, is not perfect: over the
course of our spam trace, hosts may be patched. Although we can-
not precisely determine the extent to which the transience of bots
affects our analysis, previous work suggests that, even for highly
publicized worms, the rate at which vulnerable hosts are patched
is slow enough to expect that many of these infected hosts remain
unpatched [19]. We also acknowledge another shortcoming of our
approach: if hosts use dynamic addressing, different hosts (some of
which may be Bobax-infected and some of which may not be) may
use one of the IP addresses observed in the Bobax trace. However,
we believe that the resulting inaccuracies are small: We observe
a significantly higher percentage of Windows hosts in the subset
of spam messages sent by IP addresses in our Bobax trace than in
the complete spam dataset, which indirectly suggests that the hosts
with IP addresses from the Bobax trace were indeed part of a spam-
ming botnet when they spammed our sinkhole.

3.4 BGP Routing Measurements
In this paper, we study whether an IP address of the mail relay

from which we receive spam is reachable and how long it remains
reachable. We are particularly interested in cases where a route for
an IP address is reachable for only a short period of time, coinciding
with time at which spam was sent. To measure network-layer reach-
ability from the network where spam was received, we co-located
a “BGP monitor” in the same network as our spam sinkhole, sim-
ilar to that in our previous work [7]. The monitor receives BGP
updates from the border router, and our analysis includes a BGP
update stream that overlaps with our spam trace. Since the moni-
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tor has an internal BGP session to the network’s border router, it
will see only those BGP updates that cause a change in the border
router’s choice of best route to a prefix. Despite not observing all
BGP updates, the monitor receives enough information to allow us
to study the properties of short-lived BGP route announcements:
the monitor will have no route to the prefix at all if the prefix is
unreachable.

4. Networklevel Characteristics of Spammers
In this section, we study some first-order network-level char-

acteristics of spam sources. We survey the portions of IP address
space from which our sinkhole received spam and the ASes that
sent spam to the sinkhole. We also observe the persistence of these
characteristics over time. To determine whether these network level
characteristics could be suitable for filtering spam, we compare the
network-level characteristics of spam to the same characteristics
for legitimate email, as received at a large domain that manages
approximately 40 million mailboxes.

We find that the distribution of spam across IP address space is
(1) nearly identical to the legitimate mail distributions (with a few
exceptions), and (2) quite persistent over time. Still, the distribu-
tion of spam senders across IP address space is far from uniform,
and spam arrival by IP address range is much more pronounced,
persistent, and concentrated than similar characteristics by IP ad-
dress. Additionally, we find that a large fraction of spam is received
from just a handful of ASes: nearly 12% of all received spam origi-
nates from mail relays in just two ASes (from Korea and China, re-
spectively), and the top 20 ASes are responsible for sending nearly
37% of all spam. This distribution (as well as the main perpetrators)
is also persistent over time. This heavily skewed distribution sug-
gests that spam filtering efforts might better focus on identifying
high-volume, persistent groups of spammers (e.g., by AS number),
rather than on blacklisting individual IP addresses, many of which
are transient.

4.1 Distribution Across Networks
To determine the address space from which spam was arriving

(“prevalence”) and whether the distribution across IP addresses
changes over time (“persistence”), we tabulated the spam in our
trace by IP address space. We find that spam arrivals across IP space
are far from uniform.

Finding 4.1 (Distribution across IP address space) The major-

ity of spam is sent from a relatively small fraction of IP address

space.

Figure 2 shows the number of spam email messages received
over the course of the entire trace, as a function of IP address space.
Several ranges of IP address space originate large amount of email
traffic (both spam and legitimate), including space allocated to ca-
ble modem providers (e.g., 24.*) and the address space allocated
to the Asia Pacific Network Information Center (APNIC) regional
Internet registry (e.g., 61.*). Although most IP address ranges that
originate a significant amount of spam also originate a lot of legit-
imate mail traffic, a few IP address ranges have significantly more
spam than legitimate mail (e.g., 80.*–90.*), and vice versa (e.g.,
60.*–70.*). This characteristic suggests that it may be possible to
use IP address ranges to distinguish spam from legitimate email.

We repeated the analysis of the network-level characteristics of
spam per day across months, per month across years, and so forth.
We also compared the distribution of spam collected at our sink-
hole to the distribution of rejected SMTP connections at the domain
where we performed our analysis of legitimate email and found
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Figure 2: Fraction of spam email messages and comparison with legit-

imate email received (as a function of IP address space); also, fraction
of client IP addresses that sent spam, binned by /24.
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Figure 3: The number of distinct times that each client IP sent mail to
our sinkhole (regardless of the number emails sent in each batch).

that the distribution of these connections across IP address space
is similar to that shown in Figure 2. All of these distributions have
remained roughly constant over time (i.e., the results look similar
to those shown in Figure 2). In contrast, individual IP addresses
are far more transient. Figure 3 shows that even though a few IP
addresses sent more than 10,000 emails, about 85% of client IP ad-
dresses sent less than 10 emails to the sinkhole, indicating that tar-
geting an individual IP address might not help mitigate spam with-
out sharing information across domains. This finding has an impor-
tant implication for spam filter design: Though the individual IP ad-
dresses from which spam is received changes from day-to-day, the
fact that spam continually comes from the same IP address space

suggests that incorporating these more persistent features may be
more effective, particularly in portions of the IP address space that
send either mostly spam or mostly legitimate email.

In many cases, IP address ranges are not adequate for distin-
guishing spam from legitimate email. To determine whether other
network-level properties, such as the AS from which the email was
sent, could serve as better classifiers, we examined the distribution
of spam across ASes and compared this feature to the distribution
of legitimate email across ASes.

Finding 4.2 (Distribution across ASes) More than 10% of spam

received at our sinkhole originated from mail relays in two ASes,
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AS Number # Spam AS Name Primary Country

766 580559 Korean Internet Exchange Korea
4134 560765 China Telecom China
1239 437660 Sprint United States
4837 236434 China Network Communications China
9318 225830 Hanaro Telecom Japan

32311 198185 JKS Media, LLC United States
5617 181270 Polish Telecom Poland
6478 152671 AT&T WorldNet Services United States

19262 142237 Verizon Global Networks United States
8075 107056 Microsoft United States
7132 99585 SBC Internet Services United States
6517 94600 Yipes Communications, Inc. United States

31797 89698 GalaxyVisions United States
12322 87340 PROXAD AS for Proxad ISP France
3356 87042 Level 3 Communications, LLC United States

22909 86150 Comcast Cable Corporation United States
8151 81721 UniNet S.A. de C.V. Mexico
3320 79987 Deutsche Telekom AG Germany
7018 74320 AT&T WorldNet Services United States
4814 74266 China Telecom China

Table 1: Amount of spam received from mail relays in the top 20 ASes.

11 of the top 20 networks from which we received spam are primarily
based in the United States.

AS Number # Email AS Name Primary Country

15169 49500 Google Inc. United States
5731 38238 AT&T WorldNet Services United States

26101 30406 Yahoo United States
3561 22730 Savvis United States
4355 17381 Earthlink, Inc United States
8560 16666 Schlund Partner AG Germany
8075 14699 Microsoft Corp United States

14779 13115 Inktomi Corporation United States
6541 12493 GTE.net LLC United States

14780 11597 Inktomi Corporation United States

Table 2: Top 10 ASes (by email volume) in our legitimate email trace.

and 36% of all received spam originated from only 20 ASes. With a

few exceptions, the ASes containing hosts responsible for sending

large quantities of spam differ from those sending large quantities

of legitimate email.

The concentration of spammers in a small collection of offend-
ing ASes—and the fact that this collection of ASes differs from
the ASes responsible for sending legitimate email (with the excep-
tion of ASes 5731 and 8075)—suggests that spam filters should
attribute more suspicion to email coming from ASes where spam
commonly originates. This observation begs the question about
why Figure 2 does not show similar differences. Indeed, the spam-
ming behavior of specific IP address ranges deserves further study,
since Figure 2 really only exposes macro-level behavior of IP ad-
dress ranges (i.e., differences for small IP address ranges may not
be visible in the figure). We are studying the behavior of fine-
grained address ranges in ongoing work.

Recent reports have claimed that most spam originates in the
United States [5]. On the other hand, Figure 2 suggests that many
spamming hosts reside in IP address space that is allocated to the
Asia-Pacific region (e.g., 61.0.0.0/8). To perform a rough estimate
of the amount of spam originating from each country, we associated
the ASes from which we received spam to the countries where those
ASes were based.1 Table 1 also shows the distribution of hosts that

1Although some ASes span multiple countries, typically even large transit
providers have different AS numbers for backbone networks in different
countries. In any case, we use the primary country where the AS is based.
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sent spam to the sinkhole by country, for the top 20 ASes from
which we received spam.

Finding 4.3 (Distribution by country) Although the top two ASes

from which we received spam were from Asia, 11 of the top 20 ASes

from which we received spam were from the United States and com-

prised over 40% of all spam from the top 20 ASes.

We mapped the most prolific IP address (i.e., the top 11.6% of IP
addresses, responsible for 65% of all spam received at the sinkhole)
to their respective countries. Our analysis indicates that nearly three
times as much spam in our trace originates from ISPs based in the
United States than from either of the next two most prolific coun-
tries (Korea and China, respectively). This conclusion does differ
from other reports, which also indicate that most spam comes from
the U.S., but to a much lesser degree. The distribution of spam by
country, when compared to the statistics for legitimate email (Ta-
ble 2), also suggests that, in some cases, assigning a higher level
of suspicion according to an email’s country of origin may be an
effective filtering technique for some networks.

4.2 The Effectiveness of Blacklists
Given the transience of each IP address sending spam to our sink-

hole (i.e., the results shown in Figure 3), we suspected that filtering
based on IP address, a method commonly employed by DNSBLs,
would be relatively ineffective. To test this hypothesis, we used the
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results from real-time DNSBL lookups performed by Mail Avenger
to 8 different blacklists at the time the mail was received .

Figure 4 indicates that IP-based blacklisting is still working rea-
sonably well if many blacklists are consulted simultaneously: Al-
though 20% of spam came from IP addresses that were not listed in
any blacklist, (as shown by the middle line “All spam”, where about
80% spam was listed in at least one blacklist), more than 50% of
such spam was listed in two or more blacklists, and 80% was listed
in two or more blacklists.

More troubling, however, is that the spam that we received from
spammers using “BGP spectrum agility” techniques (as described
in Section 2) are not blacklisted nearly as much: half of these IP
addresses do not appear in any blacklist, and only about 30% of
these IP addresses appear in more than one blacklist.

Finding 4.4 (Effectiveness of blacklists) Nearly 80% of all spam

was received from mail relays that appear in at least one of eight

blacklists. A relatively higher fraction of Bobax drones were black-

listed, but relatively fewer IP addresses sending spam from short-

lived BGP routes were blacklisted—only half of these mail relays

appeared in any blacklist.

Although this finding appears to suggest that DNSBLs are effective
at identifying most types of spam based on IP address, the reality is
actually not as bright as it appears. First, this result is based on an
aggressive approach that sends queries to eight blacklists; Figure 5
shows the cumulative fraction of spam listed in each blacklist, from
most aggressive DNSBL to least aggressive and shows that even
the most aggressive blacklist, Spamcop, only lists about half of all
spam received. Second, many of the more aggressive blacklists are
known to have a significant number of false positives. Finally, even
aggressive mechanisms, such as querying eight different blacklists,
are fairly ineffective at identifying IP addresses using more sophis-
ticated cloaking techniques (e.g., the BGP spectrum agility tech-
nique, which we discuss in more detail in Section 6).

5. Spam from Botnets
In this section, we amass circumstantial evidence that suggests

that a majority of spam originates from bots. Although, given our
limited datasets, we cannot determine a precise fraction of the to-
tal amount of spam that is coming from bots, we use our trace of
“Bobax” command and control data to study the patterns of spam
that are being sent from hosts that are known to be bots. First, we
study the activity profile of drones from the “Bobax” botnet and
find that the IP address space where we observe worm activity bears
close similarity to the IP address space where we observed spam-
ming activity (Finding 4.1). Second, we observe that about 70%
of all remote hosts spamming our sinkhole—and 95% of hosts for
which we could attribute some operating system—appear to be run-
ning Windows; additionally, these hosts each send relatively low
volumes of spam to the sinkhole, regardless of their persistence.

5.1 Bobax Topology
We studied the prevalence of spamming hosts versus the preva-

lence of known Bobax drones to better understand how the distri-
bution of IP addresses of Bobax-infected hosts compared to the IP
distribution of spammers in general. Figure 6 shows the results of
this analysis; the distribution of all Bobax-infected hosts is quite
similar to that of the distribution of all spammers (Figure 2).

Finding 5.1 (Bobax vs. spammer distribution) Spamming hosts

and Bobax drones have similar distributions across IP address
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space. On the x-axis, IP address space is binned by /24.

space, which indirectly suggests that much of the spam received

at the sinkhole may be due to botnets such as Bobax.

This similarity provides evidence of correlation, not causality, but
the fact that the distribution of IP addresses from which spam is
received more closely resembles botnet activity than the spread of
IP addresses of legitimate email suggests that a significant amount
of spam activity may be due to botnet activity.

Although the range 60.* – 67.* has a significant fraction of spam-
ming IP addresses (Figure 2), we see relatively less spam from
Bobax drones from this space, which led us to suspect that spam-
mers may be using techniques other than botnets for sending spam
from many of the hosts in this range. Indeed, in Section 6, we
present findings that suggest that one or more sophisticated groups
of spammers appear to be sending spam from a large number of ma-
chines (or, perhaps, a smaller number of machines with changing IP
addresses), numbered from portions of unused IP space within this
range that are unroutable except for when they are sending spam.

5.2 Operating Systems of Spamming Hosts
In this section, we investigate the prevalence of each operating

system among the spam we received, as well as the total amount
of spam we received from hosts of each type. For this purpose, we
used the passive OS fingerprinting tool, p0f, which is incorporated
into Mail Avenger; thus, we can attribute an operating system to
each remote host that sends us spam. Using this technique, we were
able to identify the operating system for about 75% of all hosts from
which we received spam. Table 3 shows the results of this study.
Roughly 70% of the hosts from which we receive spam, and 95%
of these hosts to which we could attribute an operating system, run
Windows; this fraction is consistent with the fact that roughly 95%
of all hosts on the Internet run Windows [20].

More striking is that, while only about 4% of the hosts from
which we receive spam are from hosts are running operating sys-
tems other than Windows, this small set of hosts appears to be
responsible for at least 8% of the spam we receive. The fraction,
while not overwhelmingly large, is notable because of the conven-
tional wisdom that most spam today originates from compromised
Windows machines that are serving as botnet drones.

Finding 5.2 (Prevalence of spam relays by OS type) About 4%

of the hosts sending spam to the sinkhole are not Windows hosts

but our sinkhole receives about 8% of all spam from these hosts.
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Operating System Clients Total Spam

Windows 854404 (70%) 5863112 (58%)
- Windows 2000 or XP 604252 (49%) 4060290 (40.2%)
- Windows 98 13727 (1.1%) 54856 (0.54%)
- Windows 95 559 (<0.1%) 2797 (<0.1%)
- Windows (other/unconfirmed) 235866 (19%) 1745169 (17.2%)
Linux 28132 (2.3%) 557377 (5.5%)
FreeBSD 6584 (0.5%) 152456 (1.5%)
MacOS 2944 (0.2%) 46151 (0.4%)
Solaris 1275 (< 0.1%) 18084 (0.2%)
OpenBSD 797 (< 0.1%) 21496 (0.2%)
Cisco IOS 736 (< 0.1%) 5949 (<0.1%)
NetBSD 44 (< 0.1%) 327 (<0.1%)
HP-UX 31 (< 0.1%) 120 (<0.1%)
Tru64 26 (< 0.1%) 143 (<0.1%)
AIX 23 (< 0.1%) 366 (<0.1%)
OpenVMS 18 (< 0.1%) 62 (<0.1%)
IRIX 7 (< 0.1%) 62 (<0.1%)
Other/Unidentified 128580 (10.4%) 1212722 (12%)
No Fingerprint 204802 (16.7%) 2225410 (22%)
Total 1228403 10103837

Table 3: The operating system of each unique sender of received spam,

as determined by passive OS fingerprinting.

A significant fraction of the spamming infrastructure is apparently
still Unix-based.2

5.3 Spamming Bot Activity Profile
The results in Section 5.2 indicate that an overwhelming fraction

of spam is sent from Windows hosts. Because a very large fraction
of spam comes from Windows hosts, our hypothesis is that many
of these machines are infected hosts that are bots. In this section,
we investigate the characteristics of spamming hosts that are known
to be Bobax drones. Specifically, we seek to answer the following
three questions:

1. Intersection: How many of the known Bobax drones send

spam to our sinkhole?

2. Persistence: For how long does any particular Bobax drone

send spam?3

3. Volume: How much of the spam from Bobax drones origi-

nates from hosts that are only active for a short period of

time?

The rest of this section explores these three questions. Although our
trace sees spam from only a small fraction of all Bobax-infected
drones, this sample nevertheless can offer insight into the behavior
of spamming bots.

5.3.1 Intersection and prevalence

To satisfy our curiosity (and to compare with other claims about
the amount of spam coming from botnets [3]), we wanted to deter-
mine the total fraction of received spam that originated from bot-
nets versus other mechanisms. The circumstantial evidence in Sec-
tions 5.1 and 5.2 suggests that the fraction of spam that originates

2Alternatively, this spam might be sent from Windows machines whose
stacks have been modified to emulate those of other operating systems. Al-
though we doubt that this is likely, since most spam filters today do not
employ p0f checks, we acknowledge that it may become more common in
the future, especially as spammers incorporate these techniques.
3Previous work has noted that the “DHCP effect” can create errors in es-
timation for both persistence and prevalence (e.g., a single host could dy-
namically be assigned different IP addresses over time) [19]. Although the
DHCP effect can introduce problems for estimating the total population of
a group of spammers, it is not as problematic for the questions we study
in this paper. Since one of our objectives is to study the effectiveness of
IP-based filtering (rather than, say, count the total number of hosts), we are
interested more in measuring the persistence of IP addresses, not hosts.

from botnets is quite high. Unfortunately, there are no techniques
for isolating botnets from mail logs alone; we can only determine
whether a particular piece of spam originated from a botnet based
on whether the IP address of the relay sending the spam appears in
our trace of machines known to be infected with Bobax.

Even this information is not sufficient to answer questions about
the amount of spam coming from botnets, since machines other
than Bobax-infected hosts may be enlisted in spamming botnets.
Indeed, good answers to this question depend on both additional
vantage points (i.e., sinkhole domains) and better botnet detection
heuristics and algorithms. Not only will more vantage points and
better detection algorithms aid analysis, but they may also prove
useful for massively collaborative spam filtering—identification of
botnet membership, for example, could prove a very effective fea-
ture for identifying spammers.

At our spam sinkhole, we receive spam from only 4,693 of the
117,268 Bobax-infected hosts in our command-and-control trace.
This small (though certainly non-negligible) view into the Bobax
botnet emphasizes the need for observing spamming behavior at
multiple domains to observe more significant spamming patterns
of a botnet. Nevertheless, this set of hosts that appear both in our
spam logs and in the Bobax trace can provide useful insight into
the spamming behavior and network-level properties of individual

bots; it also appears to be a reasonable cross-section of all spam-
ming bots (Figure 6 indicates that the IP distribution of bots from
which our sinkhole receives spam is quite similar to the distribu-
tion of all spamming hosts across IP address space as shown in
Figure 2).

5.3.2 Persistence

Figure 7 shows the persistence of each Bobax-infected IP ad-
dress that sent spam to the sinkhole. The figure indicates that the
majority of botnets make only a single appearance in our trace;
these “single shot” bots account for roughly 25% of all spam that
is known to be coming from Bobax drones.

Finding 5.3 (Single-shot bots) More than 65% of IP addresses of

hosts known to be infected with Bobax send spam only once, and

nearly 75% of these addresses send spam to our sinkholed domain

for less than two minutes, although many of them send several

emails during their brief appearance.

Of the spam received from Bobax-infected hosts, about 25% orig-
inated from hosts that only sent mail from IP addresses that only
appeared once. The persistence of Bobax-infected hosts appears to
be mildly bimodal: although roughly 75% of Bobax drones per-
sist for less than two minutes, the remainder persist for a day or
longer, about 50 persist for about six months, and 10 persist for en-
tire length of the trace. Although these short-lived bots do not yet
send the majority of spam coming from botnets, this “single shot”
technique may become more prominent over time as network-level
filtering techniques improve and spammers employ more sophisti-
cated evasion techniques.

Because most bot IP addresses are short-lived, we hypothesized
that IP-based blacklists (e.g., DNSBL filtering) would be somewhat
ineffective for blocking spam. To our surprise, Figure 4 shows that
the botnet hosts from which we received spam were actually more

likely to be listed than the typical spamming mail relay (although,
as we describe in Section 4.2, the technique appears to be somewhat
ineffective in general). Intuitively, this result is justifiable, because
other domains likely received spam from drones with the same IP
addresses. This result also demonstrates the benefits of collabora-
tive spam filtering, which facilitates the identification of spammers
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Figure 7: Bobax drone persistence.
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Figure 8: Number of spam email messages received vs. bobax drone
persistence.

that send only a single piece of spam but send spam to multiple
domains.

5.3.3 Volume and Rate

Figure 8 shows the amount of spam sent for each Bobax drone,
plotted against the persistence of each drone. This graph shows that
most Bobax drones do not send a large amount of spam, regardless

of how long the drone was active. Indeed, nearly all of the Bobax
drones observed in our trace send fewer than 100 pieces of spam
over the entire period of the trace. This finding suggests that spam-
mers have the ability to send spam from a large number of hosts,
each of which is typically used for a short period of time and nearly
always used to send only a relatively small amount of spam. Thus,
not only are IP-based filtering schemes likely to be ineffective, but
volume-based detection schemes for spamming botnets may also
be ineffective.

Finding 5.4 (Spam arrives from bots at very low rates)

Regardless of persistence, 99% of bots sent fewer than 100

pieces of spam to our domain over the entire trace.

Most persistent bots sent fewer than 100 pieces of spam to our sink-
hole, indicating that typical rates of spam from Bobax drones, for

spam received by a single domain, are less than a single piece of
spam per bot per day.

6. Spam from Transient BGP Announcements
Many spam filtering techniques leverage the ability to positively

identify a spammer by its IP address. For example, DNS blacklists

catalog the IP addresses of likely spammers so that spam filters
may later send queries to determine whether an email was sent by
a likely spammer. Of course, this technique implicitly assumes a
connection between an IP address and the physical infrastructure
that a spammer uses to distribute email. In this section, we study
the extent to which spammers use such transient identities by ex-
amining spam received by the sinkhole domain that coincides with
short-lived BGP route announcements.

Informal anecdotes have claimed that some spammers briefly ad-
vertise portions of IP address space, send spam from mail relays
with IP addresses in that space, and subsequently withdraw the
routes for that space after the relays have sent spam [1, 28, 30]. This
practice makes it difficult for end users and system administrators
to track spam sources because the network from which a piece of
spam was sent is likely to be unreachable at the time a user lodges
a complaint. Although it is technically possible to log BGP routing
announcements and mine them to perform post-mortem analysis,
the relative difficulty of doing so (especially since most network
operators do not monitor interdomain routes in real time) essen-
tially makes these spammers untraceable.

Little is known about (1) whether the technique is used much in
practice (and how widespread it is), (2) what IP space spammers
tend to use to mount these types of attacks and (3) the announce-
ment patterns of these attacks. This study seeks to answer two sets
of questions about the use of short-lived BGP routing announce-
ments for sending spam:

• Prevalence across ASes and persistence across time. How
many ASes use short-lived BGP routing announcements to
send spam? Which ASes are the most guilty, in terms of num-
ber of pieces of spam sent, and in terms of persistence across
time?

• Length of short-lived BGP announcements. How long do
short-lived BGP announcements last (i.e., long enough for
an operator to catch)?

As we will see, sending spam from IP address space correspond-
ing to short-lived route announcements is not, by any means, the
dominant technique that spam is sent today (when this technique
is actively being used, it accounts for no more than 10% of all
spam we receive, and it generally accounts for much less). Nev-
ertheless, because our domain only observes spamming behavior
from a single vantage point, this technique may be more common
than we are observing. Additionally, because this technique is not
well defended against today, and because it is complementary to
other spamming techniques (e.g., it could conceivably be used to
cloak botnets), we believe that this behavior is worth attention, par-
ticularly since some of the techniques we observe (i.e., hijacking
large prefixes) represents a significant departure from conventional
wisdom on prefix hijacking.

6.1 BGP Spectrum Agility
Figure 9 shows an example of 61.0.0.0/8 being announced

by AS 4678 for a brief period of time on September 30, 2005, dur-
ing which spam was also sent from IP addresses contained within
this prefix.

To investigate further the extent to which this technique is used
in practice, we performed a joint analysis of BGP routing data (de-
scribed in Section 3.4) and the spam received at our sinkhole, which
is co-located with the BGP monitor. Given the sophistication re-
quired to send spam under the protection of short-lived routing an-
nouncements (especially compared with the relative simplicity of
purchasing access to a botnet), we doubted that it was particularly
prevalent. To our surprise, a small number of parties appear to be
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Figure 9: Observation of a short-lived BGP route announcement for
61.0.0.0/8, spam arriving from mail relays in that prefix, and the

subsequent withdrawal of that prefix.
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Figure 10: Observation of a short-lived BGP route announcement for

82.0.0.0/8, spam arriving from mail relays in that prefix, and the

subsequent withdrawal of that prefix.

using this technique to send spam quite regularly. In fact, looking in
further detail at the several (prefix, AS) combinations, we observed
the following remarkable patterns:

• AS 21562, an Internet service provider (ISP) in Indianapolis,
Indiana (according to ra.net and arin.net), originated
routing announcements for 66.0.0.0/8.

• AS 8717, an ISP in Sofia, Bulgaria, originated announce-
ments for 82.0.0.0/8.

• In a third, less persistent case, AS 4678, an ISP
in Japan, Canon Network Communications (according
to apnic.net), originated routing announcements for
61.0.0.0/8.

We were surprised that three of the most persistent prefixes in-
volved in short-lived BGP routing announcements were so large.
Although some short-lived routing announcements may be miscon-
figurations [15], the fact that these routing announcements contin-
ually appear, that they are for large address blocks, and that they
typically coincide with spam arrivals (as shown in Figure 9) raised
our suspicion about the veracity of these announcements. Indeed,
not only are these route announcements short-lived and hijacked,
but they are also for large address blocks. Although the use of large
address blocks might initially seem surprising, the distribution of
the IP addresses of hosts sending spam using this technique sug-
gests the following theory.
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Figure 11: CDF of the length of each short-lived BGP episode, from
September 2005–December 2005.

Finding 6.1 (Spectrum Agility) A small, but persistent, group of

spammers appear to send spam by (1) advertising (in fact, hijack-

ing) large blocks of IP address space (i.e., /8s), (2) sending spam

from IP addresses that are scattered throughout that space, and

(3) withdrawing the route for the IP address space shortly after the

spam is sent.

We have called this technique “spectrum agility” because it al-
lows a spammer the flexibility to use a wide variety of IP addresses
within a very large block from which to send spam. The large IP ad-
dress block allows the mail relays to “hop” between a large number
of IP addresses, thereby evading IP-based filtering techniques like
DNSBLs. Judging from Figure 4 and our analysis in Section 4.2,
the technique seems to be rather effective. As an added benefit,
route announcements for shorter IP prefixes (i.e., larger blocks of
IP addresses) are less likely to be blocked by ISPs’ route filters than
route announcements or hijacks for longer prefixes.

Upon further inspection, we also discovered the following in-
teresting features: (1) the IP addresses of the mail relays send-
ing this spam are widely distributed across the IP address space;
(2) the IP addresses from which we see spam in this address space
typically appear only once; (3) on February 6, 2006, attempts to
contact the mail relays that we observed using this technique re-
vealed that that roughly 60-80% of these hosts were not reachable
by traceroute; (4) many of the IP addresses of these mail relays
were located in allocated, albeit unannounced and unused IP ad-
dress space; and (5) many of the AS paths for these announcements
contained reserved (i.e., to-date unallocated AS numbers), suggest-
ing a possible attempt to further hamper traceability by forging ele-
ments of the AS path. We are at a loss to explain certain aspects of
this behavior, such as why some of the machines appear to have IP
addresses from allocated space, when it would be simpler to “step
around” the allocated prefix blocks, but, needless to say, the spam-
mers using this technique appear to be very sophisticated.

Whether spammers are increasingly using this technique is in-
conclusive. Still, many of the ASes that send the most spam with
this technique also appear to be relative newcomers. Variants of this
type of technique may be used in the future to make it more difficult
to track and blacklist spamming hosts, particularly since the tech-
nique allows a spammer to relatively undetectably commandeer a
very large number of IP addresses.

6.2 Prevalence of BGP Spectrum Agility
Because of the volume of data and the relatively high cost of

performing longest-prefix match queries, we performed a more ex-
tensive analysis on a subset of our trace, from September 2005
till December 2005, to detect the fraction of spam coming from
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short-lived announcements and to determine a reasonable thresh-
old for studying short-lived announcements across the entire trace.
Figure 11 shows that, for all of the IP addresses for which we re-
ceived spam over the course of these four months, almost 99% of
the corresponding BGP routing announcements were announced
continuously for at least a day. In other words, most of the received
spam corresponded to routing advertisements that were not short-
lived. On the other hand, this technique appears to be used intermit-
tently, and during time periods when this activity was more preva-
lent, as much as 10% of all received spam coincides with routing
announcements that lasted less than a day.

Finding 6.2 (Prevalence: Spam from Short-Lived Routes)

Only about 1% of spam was received from route that persisted

for less than a single day, although during intervals when this

technique was used more commonly, as much as 10% of all spam

coincided with routes that lasted less than a day.

Unfortunately for traditional filtering techniques, the spammers
who are the most persistent across time are, for the most part, not

the spammers who send the most spam using this technique. In-
deed, only two ASes—AS 4788 (Telekom Malaysia) and AS 4678
(Canon Network Communications, in Japan)—appear among both
the top-10 most persistent and most voluminous spammers using
short-lived BGP routing announcements.

6.3 How Much Spam from Spectrum Agility?
A comparatively small fraction of spam originates from IP ad-

dresses that correspond to short-lived BGP route announcements
(i.e., routing announcements that persist for less than a day) that
coincide with spam arrival. The total amount of spam received as a
result of this technique seems to pale in comparison to other tech-
niques: no more than 10% of all spam—and more likely as little as
1%—appears to be sent using this technique. Although this tech-
nique is not apparent for most of the spam we receive (after all, a
botnet makes traceability difficult enough), the few groups of spam-
mers that employ this technique typically use it quite regularly. We
also observed that many of the ASes using this technique for the
longest period of time do not, in fact, rely on this technique for
sending most of their spam. Even the most prolific spamming AS
in this group, Malaysia Telekom, appears to send only about 15%
of their spam in this fashion.

Finding 6.3 (Persistence vs. Volume) The ASes from where

spammers most continually use short-lived route announcements

to send spam are not the same ASes from which the most spam

originates via this technique.

Many ASes that advertise short-lived BGP routing announce-
ments and send large volumes of spam from these routes do not
appear to be hijacking IP prefixes. In the case where spam volume
is high, these short-lived routing announcements may simply coin-
cide with spam being sent via another means (e.g., from a botnet).
The ASes that persistently advertise short prefixes, however, appear
to be doing so intentionally.

7. Lessons for Better Spam Mitigation
Existing spam mitigation techniques have focused on either

throttling senders (e.g., recent attention has focused on cost-based
schemes [9, 11]) or having receivers filter spam according to the
content of a message. The results of this paper, however, highlight
several important lessons that strongly indicate that devoting more
attention to the network-level properties of spammers that may

be a useful addition to today’s spam mitigation techniques. Using
network-level information to help mitigate spam not only provides
a veritable font of new features for spam filters, but network-level
properties have two important properties that could potentially lead
to more robust filtering.

1. Network-level properties are less malleable than those based
on an email’s contents.

2. Network-level properties may be observable in the middle of

the network, or closer to the source of the spam, which may
allow spam to be quarantined or disposed of before it ever
reaches a destination mail server.

From our findings, we derive the following lessons regarding the
network-level behavior of spammers that could help in designing
better mitigation techniques.

Lesson 1 Spam filtering requires a better notion of host identity.

We observed a significant amount of spam from “one-shot” bots
and spammers using spectrum agility. Short-lived bots, short-lived
BGP route hijacks, and dynamic addressing effects foil the com-
mon practice of using a host’s IP address as its identity.

Lesson 2 Detection techniques based on aggregate behavior are

more likely to expose nefarious behavior than techniques based on

observations of a single IP address.

Although comprehensive IP-based blacklisting is somewhat effec-
tive, blacklisting techniques may also benefit by exploiting other
network-level properties such as IP address ranges, some of which
(e.g., 80.*–90.*) send mostly spam.

Lesson 3 Securing the Internet routing infrastructure is a neces-

sary step for bolstering identity and traceability of email senders.

Although BGP spectrum agility is by no means responsible for
most received spam, several characteristics make the technique ex-
tremely troubling. Most notably, the technique can be combined
with other spamming techniques (possibly even spamming with
botnets) to give spammers more agility in evading IP-based black-
lists. Indeed, our analysis of DNSBLs indicates that spammers may
already be doing this. A routing infrastructure that instead pro-
vided protection against route hijacking (specifically, unauthorized
announcement of IP address blocks) would make BGP spectrum
agility attacks more difficult to mount.

Lesson 4 Some network-level properties of spam can be incorpo-

rated relatively easily into spam filters and may be quite effective

at detecting spam that is missed by other techniques.

Although the BGP spectrum agility attack is particularly wily—and
effective against DNSBLs—incorporating additional network-level
features into spam filtering software such as “recently announced
BGP announcement” should prove remarkably effective at quench-
ing this attack.

Given the benefits that network-wide analysis could provide for
stemming spam, we imagine that the ability to witness the network-
level behavior of spammers across multiple distinct domains could
also expose patterns that are not evident from a single domain. One
organization might be able amass such a dataset either by sinkhol-
ing a large number of domains; for example, Project Honeypot [23]
solicits donations of MX records for registered domains that do not
receive email (though its corpus is still significantly smaller than
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ours). As we have discovered thus far from our initial experiences
establishing new sinkholes, attracting spam to a new domain takes
some effort (we found some amusement in the difficulty of attract-
ing spam when we actually wanted to receive it). In addition to us-
ing sinkholes, network operators might share network-level statis-
tics of received email from real network domains to pre-emptively
detect and filter spamming hosts.

8. Conclusion
This paper has studied the network-level behavior of spammers

using a joint analysis of a unique combination of datasets—a 17-
month-long trace of all spam sent to a single domain with real-time
traceroutes, passive TCP fingerprints, and DNSBL lookup results;
BGP routing announcements for the network where the sinkholes
are located; command and control traces from the Bobax spamming
botnet; and mail logs from a large commercial email provider.

This analysis allowed us to study some new and interesting ques-
tions that should guide the design of better spam filters in the fu-
ture, based on the lessons in Section 7. We studied network-level
behavior of spammers and compared these characteristics to those
of legitimate email, noting some differences that could help identify
spammers by IP address space or AS. We also used “ground truth”
Bobax drones to better understand the characteristics of spamming
botnets, and we found that most of these drones do not appear to re-
visit the same domain twice. While this property does not appear to
hamper the use of blacklists for identifying bots (emphasizing the
benefits of collaborative spam filtering), we found that blacklists
were remarkably ineffective at detecting spamming relays that sent
spam from IP addresses scattered throughout a briefly announced
(and typically hijacked) IP address block—a new technique we call
“BGP spectrum agility”. This technique is lethal because it makes
traceability and blacklisting significantly more difficult. Spam fil-
ters that incorporate network-level behavior could not only mitigate
this class of attack and many others, but they could also prove to be
more resistant to evasion than content-based filters.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the design, implementation, analysis, and ex-

perimental evaluation of speak-up, a defense against application-

level distributed denial-of-service (DDoS), in which attackers crip-

ple a server by sending legitimate-looking requests that consume

computational resources (e.g., CPU cycles, disk). With speak-up,

a victimized server encourages all clients, resources permitting, to

automatically send higher volumes of traffic. We suppose that at-

tackers are already using most of their upload bandwidth so cannot

react to the encouragement. Good clients, however, have spare up-

load bandwidth and will react to the encouragement with drastically

higher volumes of traffic. The intended outcome of this traffic infla-

tion is that the good clients crowd out the bad ones, thereby captur-

ing a much larger fraction of the server’s resources than before. We

experiment under various conditions and find that speak-up causes

the server to spend resources on a group of clients in rough pro-

portion to their aggregate upload bandwidth. This result makes the

defense viable and effective for a class of real attacks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.0 [Computer-

Communication Networks]: Security and protection

General Terms: Design, Experimentation, Security

Keywords: DoS attack, bandwidth, currency

1 INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to defend servers against application-level Distributed

Denial of Service (DDoS), a particularly noxious attack in which

computer criminals mimic legitimate client behavior by send-

ing proper-looking requests via compromised and commandeered

hosts [10, 18, 36, 37]. By exploiting the fact that many Internet

servers have “open clientele” (i.e., they cannot tell a good client

from the request alone), the attacker forces the victim server to

spend much of its resources on spurious requests. For the savvy

attacker, the appeal of this attack over a classic ICMP link flood

is two-fold. First, it requires far less bandwidth: the victim’s com-

putational resources—disks, CPUs, memory, application server li-

censes, etc.—can often be depleted by proper-looking requests long

before its access link is saturated. Second, because the attack traffic

is “in-band”, it is harder to identify and thus more potent. Examples

of such (often extortionist [30,44]) attacks include using bots to at-

tack Web sites by: requesting large files [36, 37], making queries

of search engines [10], and issuing computationally expensive re-

quests (e.g., database queries or transactions) [21].

Current DDoS defenses try to slow down the bad clients. Though

we stand in solidarity with these defenses in the goal of limiting
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the service that attackers get, our approach is different. We rely

on encouragement (a term made precise in §3), whereby the server

causes a client, resources permitting, to automatically send a higher

volume of traffic. Our approach is to encourage all clients to speak

up, rather than sit idly by while attackers drown them out. For if,

as we suppose, bad clients are already using most of their upload

bandwidth, then encouragement will not change their traffic vol-

ume. However, the good clients typically use only a small fraction

of their available bandwidth to send requests, so they will react to

encouragement by drastically increasing their traffic volume. As

good clients send more traffic, the traffic into the server inflates,

but the good clients will be much better represented in the mix and

thereby capture a much larger portion of the server than before.

Of course, this caricature of our approach leaves many mech-

anisms unmentioned and myriad issues unaddressed. The purpose

of this paper is to bring the preceding high-level description to life

with a viable and effective system. To that end, we describe the

design, prototype implementation, and evaluation of speak-up, a

defense against application-level DDoS attacks in which clients are

encouraged to send more traffic to an attacked server.

We put our approach in context with the following taxonomy of

defenses:

Over-provision massively. In theory, one could purchase

enough computational resources to serve attackers and good

clients. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that while sites pro-

vision additional link capacity during attacks [33], even the largest

Web sites try to conserve computation by detecting and denying

access to bots [30, 42] using the methods in the next category.

Detect and block. These approaches try to distinguish between

good and bad clients. Examples are profiling by IP address [5,9,27]

(a box in front of the server or the server itself admits requests ac-

cording to a learned demand profile); rate-limiting alone (a special

case of profiling in which the acceptable request rate is the same for

all clients); CAPTCHA-based defenses [16,21,29,42,47] that pref-

erentially admit humans; and capabilities [4, 50, 51] (the network

allows only traffic that the recipient has authorized). These tech-

niques are powerful because they seek to block or explicitly limit

unauthorized users, but their discriminations can err (see §8.1).

Moreover, they cannot easily handle heterogeneous requests (i.e.,

those that cause the server to do different amounts of work). The

next category addresses these limitations.

Charge all clients in a currency. Here, an attacked server gives

a client service only after it pays in some currency. Examples are

CPU or memory cycles (evidence of payment is the solution to a

computational puzzle) [1, 6, 7, 11, 12, 20, 25, 49] and money [25].

With these defenses, there is no need to discriminate between good

and bad clients, and the server can require a client to pay more

for “hard” requests. However, for the legitimate users to capture

the bulk of the service, they must in aggregate have more of the

currency than the attackers.

In this taxonomy, speak-up is a currency approach with bandwidth

as the currency. We believe that this work is the first to investigate



this idea (though it was proposed in a workshop paper by us [48]

and [17, 39] share the same high-level motivation; see §8.1).

The central mechanism in speak-up is a server front-end, the

thinner, that protects the server from overload and performs encour-

agement (§3). Encouragement can take several forms (§3.2, §3.3).

The one that we implement and evaluate is a virtual auction: when

the server is overloaded, the thinner causes each new client to auto-

matically send a congestion-controlled stream of dummy bytes on

a separate payment channel, and when the server is ready to pro-

cess a request, the thinner selects the client that has sent the most

bytes (§3.3). We show that the ability to “game” this scheme is lim-

ited (§3.4). We also design an extension of the thinner to handle

heterogeneous requests (§5).

As a concrete instantiation of speak-up, we implemented the

thinner as a Web front-end (§6). The thinner performs encourage-

ment by giving JavaScript to unmodified Web clients that makes

them send large HTTP POSTs. These POSTs are the “bandwidth

payment”. We find that this implementation meets our goal of al-

locating the protected server’s resources in rough proportion to

clients’ upload bandwidth (§7). Despite being unoptimized, the im-

plementation sinks 1.5 Gbits/s on a high-end PC.

Practical DDoS mitigation requires multiple techniques, and

speak-up is not intended to stand alone. In §8, we compare speak-

up to other defenses and discuss when it should work with them.

2 APPLICABILITY OF SPEAK-UP

Before describing speak-up’s design, we discuss under what condi-

tions and to what extent speak-up is useful. We start by informally

addressing four commonly asked questions and then characterize

our threat model and speak-up’s range of applicability.

2.1 Four Questions

How much aggregate bandwidth does the legitimate clientele need

for speak-up to be effective? Speak-up helps good clients, no matter

how much bandwidth they have. Speak-up either ensures that the

good clients get all the service they need or increases the service

they get (compared to an attack without speak-up) by the ratio of

their available bandwidth to their current usage, which we expect to

be very high. Moreover, as with many security measures, speak-up

“raises the bar” for attackers: to inflict the same level of service-

denial on a speak-up defended site, a much larger botnet—perhaps

several orders of magnitude larger—will be required. Similarly, the

amount of over-provisioning needed at a site defended by speak-up

is much less than what a non-defended site would need.

Thanks for the sales pitch, but what we meant was: how much ag-

gregate bandwidth does the legitimate clientele need for speak-up

to leave them unharmed by an attack? The answer depends on

the server’s spare capacity (i.e., 1−utilization) when unattacked.

Speak-up’s goal is to allocate resources in proportion to the band-

widths of requesting clients. If this goal is met, then for a server

with spare capacity 50%, the legitimate clients can retain full ser-

vice if they have the same aggregate bandwidth as the attacking

clients (see §3.1). For a server with spare capacity 90%, the legiti-

mate clientele needs only 1/9th of the aggregate bandwidth of the

attacking clients.

We now put these results in the context of today’s botnets by

first noting that most botnets today are less than 100,000 hosts, and

even 10,000 hosts is a large botnet [18, 19]. (Supporting evidence

for these sizes is as follows. One study found that the average bot

has roughly 100 Kbits/s of bandwidth [40]. If each bot uses half

its bandwidth during an attack, then a 10,000-node botnet gener-

ates 500 Mbits/s of traffic, and a 100,000-node botnet generates 5

Gbits/s of traffic. These numbers are above, respectively, the 80th

percentile and 99th percentile of attack sizes observed in [38].) Sec-

ond, assume that the average good client also has 100 Kbits/s of

bandwidth. Then for a service whose spare capacity is 90%, speak-

up can fully defend it (i.e., leave its good clients unharmed) against

a 10,000-host (resp., 100,000-host) botnet if the good clients num-

ber ∼1,000 (resp., ∼10,000).

We believe that these orders of magnitude are not larger than

the clientele of the Web’s largest sites: these numbers refer to the

good clients currently interested in the service, many of which may

be quiescent. For example, consider search engines. Humans paus-

ing between queries count in the “current clientele”, and there are

almost certainly thousands of such users at any time for the large

search engines.

Then couldn’t small Web sites, even if defended by speak-up, still be

harmed? Yes. For botnets of the sizes just mentioned (and for the

small number of even larger ones [18, 19, 43]), speak-up-defended

sites need a large clientele or vast over-provisioning to fully with-

stand attack. However, we think that future botnets will be smaller.

Our rationale is as follows. Today, sites can recognize primitive

bots. Such bots launch attacks too quickly, and sites block them by

profiling IP addresses. To evade these defenses, bots will eventually

become more sophisticated, for example by building up an activity

profile at a given Web site and then flying under the profiling radar

during an attack. At this point, it will be hard for sites to identify

and block the bots. However, ISPs, which can observe their hosts

over long periods of time, will still be able to identify bots. Indeed,

we speculate that once sites no longer have effective defenses, so-

ciety (governments, public and industry pressure, etc.) will force

ISPs to act, thereby reducing the number of bots (but not elim-

inating them—bot identification is not a precise science). When

attackers adapt to having fewer but smarter bots, application-level

attacks—which require smart bots but conserve resources—will be

more common, making speak-up more broadly applicable.

Because bandwidth is in part a communal resource, doesn’t the

encouragement to send more traffic damage the network? We first

observe that speak-up inflates traffic only to servers currently un-

der attack—a very small fraction of all servers—so the increase in

total traffic will be minimal. Moreover, the “core” appears to be

heavily over-provisioned (see, e.g., [15]), so it could absorb such

an increase. Finally, speak-up’s additional traffic is congestion-

controlled and will share fairly with other traffic. We address this

question more fully in §4 and other issues raised by speak-up in §9.

2.2 Threat Model and Applicability Conditions

The preceding informal discussion gave a general picture of speak-

up’s applicability. We now give a more precise description, begin-

ning with the threat model. Speak-up aims to protect a server, de-

fined as any network-accessible service with scarce computational

resources (disks, CPUs, RAM, application licenses, file descriptors,

etc.), from an attacker, defined as an entity (human or organization)

that is trying to deplete those resources with legitimate-looking re-

quests (database queries, HTTP requests, etc.). Such an assault is

called an application-level attack [18].

Each attacker sends traffic from many compromised hosts, and

this traffic obeys all protocols, so the server has no easy way to tell

from a single request that it was issued with ill intent. Most services

handle requests of varying difficulty (e.g., database queries with

very different completion times). While servers may not be able to

determine a request’s difficulty a priori, our threat model presumes

that the attacker can send difficult requests intentionally.



One reason that application-level attacks are challenging to

thwart is that the Internet has no robust notion of host iden-

tity. For datagram protocols without three-way handshakes (e.g.,

DNS-over-UDP), spoofing is trivial, and even for protocols

with three-way handshakes, spoofing is possible. (Such spurious

handshakes—observed before [41] and correlated with spam trans-

missions [34]—work because many ISPs accept spurious BGP

routes and propagate them to other ISPs [14].) Since a determined

attacker can repeatedly request service from a site while pretending

to have different IP addresses, we assume that an abusively heavy

client of a site will not always be identifiable as such.

We are not considering link attacks. We assume that the server’s

access links (and, more generally, the network infrastructure) are

not flooded; see condition C1 below.

There are many types of Internet services, with varying defen-

sive requirements; speak-up is not appropriate for all of them. For

speak-up to defend against the threat modeled above, the following

two conditions must hold:

C1 Adequate link bandwidth. The protected service needs

enough link bandwidth to handle the incoming request stream

(and this stream will be inflated by speak-up). A server can

satisfy this condition via a high-bandwidth access link or co-

location at a data center. However, we expect the more com-

mon deployment to be ISPs—which of course have signifi-

cant bandwidth—offering speak-up as a service (just as they

do with other DDoS defenses today), perhaps amortizing the

expense over many defended sites, as suggested in [2].

C2 Adequate client bandwidth. To be unharmed during an at-

tack, the good clients must have in total roughly the same

order of magnitude (or more) bandwidth than the attacking

clients. As argued in §2.1, this property holds for some sites

today, and we expect it to hold for many more in the future.

Furthermore, speak-up offers advantages over alternate defenses

when all of the following also hold:

C3 No pre-defined clientele. Otherwise, the server can install

filters or use capabilities [4,50,51] to permit only traffic from

known clients.

C4 Non-human clientele. If the clientele is exclusively human,

one may be able to use proof-of-humanity tests (e.g., [16, 21,

29, 31, 42, 47]).

C5 Unequal requests or spoofing or smart bots. If the server

has an unequal request load (as mentioned before), then

our currency-based approach can charge clients for harder

requests—even if the server does not know the request dif-

ficulty a priori (see §5). Also, if attackers spoof rampantly

(as mentioned above), traditional defenses based on identify-

ing and blocking clients are unlikely to keep the bots at bay.

Likewise, those defenses could be confounded by bots smart

enough to fly under the profiling radar (as discussed in §2.1).

The canonical example of a service that meets all of the con-

ditions above (provided its clientele has adequate bandwidth) is

a Web server for which requests are computationally intensive,

perhaps because they involve back-end database transactions or

searches (e.g., sites with search engines, travel sites, and automatic

update services for desktop software). Often, the clientele of these

sites is partially or all non-human. Beyond these server applica-

tions, speak-up could protect the capability allocator in network

architectures such as TVA [51] and SIFF [50] that seek to handle

DoS attacks by issuing capabilities to clients.

3 DESIGN OF SPEAK-UP

Speak-up is motivated by a simple observation about bad clients:

they send requests to victimized servers at much higher rates than

legitimate clients do. (This observation has also been made by

many others, including the authors of profiling and detection meth-

ods.) At the same time, some limiting factor must prevent bad

clients from sending even more requests. We posit that in many

cases this limiting factor is bandwidth. The specific constraint

could be a physical limit (e.g., access link capacity) or a thresh-

old above which the attacker fears detection by profiling tools at

the server or by the human owner of the “botted” host. For now, we

assume that bad clients exhaust all of their available bandwidth on

spurious requests. In contrast, good clients, which spend substan-

tial time quiescent, are likely using a only small portion of their

available bandwidth. The key idea of speak-up is to exploit this dif-

ference, as we now explain with a simple illustration.

Illustration. Imagine a request-response server, where each re-

quest is cheap for clients to issue, is expensive to serve, and con-

sumes the same quantity of server resources. Real-world exam-

ples include single-packet Web requests, DNS front-ends (e.g.,

those used by content distribution networks or infrastructures like

CoDoNS [35]), and AFS servers. Suppose that the server has the

capacity to handle c requests per second and that the aggregate de-

mand from good clients is g requests per second, g < c. Assume

that when the server is overloaded it randomly drops excess re-

quests. If the attackers consume all of their aggregate upload band-

width, B (which for now we express in requests per second) in at-

tacking the server, and if g+B > c, then the good clients will receive

only a fraction
g

g+B
of the server’s resources. Assuming B ≫ g (if

B ≈ g, then over-provisioning by moderately increasing c would

ensure g + B < c, thereby handling the attack), the bulk of the

server goes to the attacking clients. This situation is depicted in

Figure 1(a).

In this situation, current defenses would try to slow down the bad

clients. But what if, instead, we arranged things so that when the

server is under attack good clients send requests at the same rates

as bad clients? Of course, the server does not know which clients

are good, but the bad clients have already “maxed out” their band-

width (as assumed above). So if the server encouraged all clients

to use up their bandwidth, it could speed up the good ones with-

out telling apart good and bad. Doing so would certainly inflate

the traffic into the server during an attack. But it would also cause

the good clients to be much better represented in the mix of traffic,

giving them much more of the server’s attention and the attackers

much less. If the good clients have total bandwidth G, they would

now capture a fraction G

G+B
of the server’s resources, as depicted in

Figure 1(b). SinceG ≫ g, this fraction is much larger than before.

We now focus on speak-up’s design, which aims to make the

preceding under-specified illustration practical. In the rest of this

section, we assume that all requests cause equal server work. We

begin with requirements (§3.1) and then develop two ways to re-

alize these requirements (§3.2, §3.3). We also consider various at-

tacks (§3.4). We revisit our assumptions in §4 and describe how

speak-up handles heterogeneous requests in §5.

3.1 Design Goal and Required Mechanisms

Design Goal. In keeping with our view of bandwidth as a cur-

rency, our principal goal is to allocate resources to competing

clients in proportion to their bandwidths:1

1This goal might seem more modest than the chief aim of profiling:
blocking bad clients altogether. However, as discussed in §8.1, given a
smart bot, profiling can only limit, not block, bad clients.



(a) (b)

Figure 1: An attacked server, B + g > c, (a) without speak-up (b) with speak-up. The good clients’ traffic is gray, as is the portion of the server that
they capture. The figure does not specify speak-up’s encouragement mechanism (aggressive retries or payment channel).

If the good clients make g requests per second in aggregate

and have an aggregate bandwidth of G requests per second to

the server, and if the bad clients have an aggregate bandwidth

of B requests per second, then the server should process good

requests at a rate of min(g, G
G+B
c) requests per second.

If this goal is met, then modest over-provisioning of the server (rel-

ative to the legitimate demand) can satisfy the good clients. For if it

is met, then satisfying them requires only G
G+B
c ≥ g (i.e., the piece

the good clients can get must exceed their demand). This expres-

sion translates to the idealized server provisioning requirement:

c ≥ g(1 + B/G)
def

= cid,

which says that the server must be able to handle the “good” de-

mand (g) and diminished demand from the bad clients (B
g

G
). For

example, if B = G (a special case of condition C2 in §2.2), then the

required over-provisioning is a factor of two (c ≥ 2g). In practice,

speak-up cannot exactly achieve this ideal because limited cheating

is possible. We analyze this effect in §3.4.

Required Mechanisms. Any practical realization of speak-up

needs three mechanisms. The first is a way to limit requests to the

server to c per second. However, rate-limiting alone will not change

the server’s allocation to good and bad clients. Since the design goal

is that this allocation reflect available bandwidth, speak-up also

needs a mechanism to reveal that bandwidth: speak-up must per-

form encouragement, which we define as causing a client to send

more traffic—potentially much more—for a single request than it

would if the server were unattacked. Third, given the incoming

bandwidths, speak-up needs a proportional allocation mechanism

to admit clients at rates proportional to their delivered bandwidth.

To implement these mechanisms, speak-up uses a front-end to

the server, called the thinner, depicted in Figure 1(b). The thinner

implements encouragement and controls which requests the server

sees. Encouragement can take several forms; the two variations of

speak-up below, in §3.2 and §3.3, each incorporate a different one

with correspondingly distinct proportional allocation mechanisms.

Before presenting these, we observe that today when a server is

overloaded and fails to respond to a request, a client typically times

out and retries—thereby generating more traffic than if the server

were unloaded. However, the bandwidth increase is small (since

today’s timeouts are long). In contrast, encouragement (which is

initiated by an agent of the server) will cause good clients to send

significantly more traffic—while still obeying congestion control.

3.2 Random Drops and Aggressive Retries

In the version of speak-up that we now describe, the thinner imple-

ments proportional allocation by dropping requests at random to

reduce the rate to c. To implement encouragement, the thinner, for

each request that it drops, immediately asks the client to retry. This

synchronous please-retry signal causes the good clients—the bad

ones are already “maxed out”—to retry at far higher rates than they

would under silent dropping. (Silent dropping happens in many ap-

plications and in effect says, “please try again later”, whereas the

thinner says, “please try again now”.)

With the scheme as presented thus far, a good client sends only

one packet per round-trip time (RTT) while a bad client can keep

many requests outstanding, thereby manufacturing an advantage.

To avoid this problem, we modify the scheme as follows: without

waiting for explicit please-retry signals, the clients send repeated

retries in a congestion-controlled stream. Here, the feedback used

by the congestion control protocol functions as implicit please-retry

signals. This modification allows all clients to pipeline their re-

quests and keep their pipe to the thinner full.

One might ask, “To solve the same problem, why not enforce

one outstanding retry per client?” or, “Why not dispense with re-

tries, queue clients’ requests, and serve the oldest?” The answer

is “spoofing and NAT”. Spoofing, as happens in our threat model

(§2.2), means that one client may claim to be several, and NAT

means that several clients (which may individually have plenty

of bandwidth) may appear to be one. Thus, the thinner can en-

force neither one outstanding retry per “client” nor any other quota

scheme that needs to identify clients. Ironically, taxing clients is

easier than identifying them: the continuous stream of bytes that

clients are asked to send ensures that each is charged individually.

Indeed, speak-up is a currency-based scheme (as we said ear-

lier), and the price for access is the number of retries, r, that a

client must send. Observe that the thinner does not communicate

r to clients: good clients keep resending until they get through (or

give up). Also, r automatically changes with the attack size.

This approach fulfills the design goal in §3.1, as we now show.

The thinner admits incoming requests with some probability p to

make the total load reaching the server be c. There are two cases.

Either the good clients cannot afford the price, in which case they

exhaust all of their bandwidth and do not get service at rate g, or

they can afford the price, in which case they send retries until get-

ting through. In both cases, the price, r, is 1/p. In the first case, a

load of B+G enters the thinner, so p = c
B+G
, r = B+G

c
, and the good

clients can pay for G/r = G
G+B
c requests per second. In the second

case, the good clients get service at rate g, as required.

3.3 Explicit Payment Channel

We now describe another encouragement mechanism, which we

use in our implementation and evaluation. Conceptually, the thin-

ner asks clients to pad their requests with dummy bytes. However,

instead of having to know the correct amount of padding and com-

municate it to clients, the thinner does the following. When the

server is overloaded, the thinner asks a requesting client to open



a separate payment channel. The client then sends a congestion-

controlled stream of bytes on this channel. We call a client that

is sending bytes a contending client; the thinner tracks how many

bytes each contending client sends. Assume that the server notifies

the thinner when it is ready for a new request. When the thinner

receives such a notification, it holds a virtual auction: it admits to

the server the contending client that has sent the most bytes, and it

terminates the corresponding payment channel.

As with the version in §3.2, the price here emerges naturally.

Here, it is expressed in bytes per request. The “going rate” for ac-

cess is the winning bid from the most recent auction. We now con-

sider the average price. Here, we express B and G in bytes (not

requests) per second and assume that the good and bad clients are

“spending everything”, so B+G bytes per second enter the thinner.

Since auctions happen every 1/c seconds on average, the average

price is B+G
c
bytes per request.

However, we cannot claim, as in §3.2, that good clients get
G
G+B
c requests served per second: the auction might allow “gaming”

in which adversaries consistently pay a lower-than-average price,

forcing good clients to pay a higher-than-average price. We show

in §3.4 that the auction can be gamed but not too badly, so all clients

do in fact see prices that are close to the average.

Comparison. There are two main differences between the

scheme in §3.2 and this one. First, with the other scheme, the thin-

ner must determine p and apply it in a way that cannot be “gamed”;

here, the thinner’s rule is simply to select the top-paying client. Sec-

ond, with the other scheme, clients pay in-band. Which option is

appropriate—payment in-band or on a separate channel—depends

on the application. For example, our prototype (§6) needs the latter

option for reasons related to how JavaScript drives Web browsers.

3.4 Robustness to Cheating

In considering the robustness of the virtual auction mechanism, we

begin with a theorem and then describe how practice may be both

worse and better than this theory. The theorem is based on one sim-

plifying assumption: that requests are served with perfect regularity

(i.e., every 1/c seconds).

Theorem 3.1 In a system with regular service intervals, any client

that continuously transmits an ǫ fraction of the average bandwidth

received by the thinner gets at least an ǫ/2 fraction of the service,

regardless of how the bad clients time or divide up their bandwidth.

Proof: Consider a client, X, that transmits an ǫ fraction of the av-

erage bandwidth. The intuition is that to keep X from winning auc-

tions, the other clients must deliver substantial payment.

Because our claims are purely about proportions, we choose

units to keep the discussion simple. We call the amount of band-

width that X delivers between every pair of auctions a dollar. Sup-

pose that X must wait t auctions before winning k auctions. Let t1
be the number of auctions that occur until (and including) X’s first

win, t2 the number that occur after that until and including X’s sec-

ond win, and so on. Thus,
∑k
i=1 ti = t. Since X does not win until

auction number t1, X is defeated in the previous auctions. In the

first auction, X has delivered 1 dollar, so at least 1 dollar is spent to

defeat it; in the next auction 2 dollars are needed to defeat it, and so

on until the (t1−1)
st auction when t1−1 dollars are spent to defeat it.

So 1+2+ · · ·+(t1−1) = t1(t1−1)/2 dollars are spent to defeat X be-

fore it wins. More generally, the total dollars spent by other clients

over the t auctions is at least
∑k
i=1

t2
i
−ti

2
=

∑k
i=1

t2
i

2
−
t
2
. This sum is

minimized, subject to
∑
ti = t, when all the ti are equal, namely

ti = t/k. We conclude that the total spent by the other clients is at

least
∑k
i=1

t2

2k2
−
t
2
=
t2

2k
−
t
2
.

Adding the t dollars spent by X, the total number of dollars spent

is at least t
2

2k
+
t
2
. Thus the fraction of the total spent by X, which

we called ǫ, is at most 2/(t/k + 1). It follows that k/t ≥ ǫ

2−ǫ
≥ ǫ/2,

i.e., X receives at least an ǫ/2 fraction of the service.

Observe that this analysis holds for each good client separately.

It follows that if the good clients deliver in aggregate an α fraction

of the bandwidth, then in aggregate they will receive an α/2 frac-

tion of the service. Note that this claim remains true regardless of

the service rate c, which need not be known to carry out the auction.

Theory versus practice. We now consider ways in which the

above theorem is both weaker and stronger than what we expect

to see in practice. We begin with weaknesses. First, consider the

unreasonable assumption that requests are served with perfect reg-

ularity. The theorem can be trivially extended: for service times

that fluctuate within a bounded range [(1 − δ)/c, (1 + δ)/c] (as in

our implementation; see §6), X receives at least a (1 − 2δ)ǫ/2 frac-

tion of the service. However, even this looser restriction may be

unrealistic in practice. And pathological service timings violate the

theorem. For example, if many request fulfillments are bunched in

a tiny interval during which X has not yet paid much, bad clients

can cheaply outbid it during this interval, if they know that the

pathology is happening and are able to time their bids. But doing

so requires implausibly deep information.

Second, the theorem assumes that a good client “pays bytes”

at a constant rate given by its bandwidth. However, the payment

channel in our implementation runs over TCP, and TCP’s slow start

means that a good client’s rate must grow. Moreover, because we

implement the payment channel as a series of large HTTP POSTs

(see §6), there is a quiescent period between POSTs (equal to two

RTTs between client and thinner) as well as TCP’s slow start for

each POST. Nevertheless, we can extend the analysis to capture this

behavior and again derive a lower bound for the fraction of service

that a given good client receives. The result is that if the good client

has a small fraction of the total bandwidth (causing it to spend a lot

of time paying), and if the HTTP POST is big compared to the

bandwidth-delay product, then the client’s fraction of service is not

noticeably affected (because the quiescent periods are negligible

relative to the time spent paying at full rate).

We now consider the strength of the theorem: it makes no as-

sumptions at all about adversarial behavior. We believe that in prac-

tice adversaries will attack the auction by opening many concurrent

TCP connections to avoid quiescent periods, but the theorem han-

dles every other case too. The adversary can open few or many TCP

connections, disregard TCP semantics, or send continuously or in

bursts. The only parameter in the theorem is the total number of

bytes sent (in a given interval) by other clients.

The theorem does cede the adversary an extra factor of two “ad-

vantage” in bandwidth (the good client sees only ǫ/2 service for

ǫ bandwidth). This advantage arises because the proof lets the ad-

versary control exactly when its bytes arrive—sending fewer when

the good client’s bid is small and more as the bid grows. This abil-

ity is powerful indeed—most likely stronger than real adversaries

have. Nevertheless, even with this highly pessimistic assumption

about adversarial abilities, speak-up can still do its job: the re-

quired provisioning has only increased by a factor of 2 over the

ideal from §3.1—and this required provisioning is still far less than

would be required to absorb the attack without speak-up.

In §7.4, we quantify the adversarial advantage in our experi-

ments by determining how the factors mentioned in this section—

quiescent periods for good clients, bad clients opening concurrent

connections, etc.—affect the required provisioning above the ideal.



4 REVISITING ASSUMPTIONS

We have so far made a number of assumptions. Below we address

four of them in turn: that aside from end-hosts’ access links, the In-

ternet has infinite capacity; that no bottleneck link is shared (which

is a special case of the previous assumption, but we address it sep-

arately); that the thinner has infinite capacity; and that bad clients

consume all of their upload bandwidth when they attack. In the next

section, we relax the assumption of equal server requests.

4.1 Speak-up’s Effect on the Network

No flow between a client and a thinner individually exhibits anti-

social behavior. In our implementation, each payment channel com-

prises a series of HTTP POSTs (see §6) and thus inherits TCP’s

congestion control. (For UDP applications, the payment channel

could use the congestion manager [3] or DCCP [22].) However,

such individual courtesies do not automatically excuse the larger

rudeness of increased traffic levels, and we must ask whether the

network can handle this increase.

We give two sketchy arguments suggesting that speak-up would

not much increase total traffic and then consider the effect of such

increases. First, speak-up inflates upload bandwidth, and, despite

the popularity of peer-to-peer file-sharing, most bytes still flow in

the download direction [15]. Thus, inflating upload traffic even to

the level of download traffic would cause an inflation factor of at

most two. Second, only a very small fraction of Internet servers is

attacked at any one time. Thus, even if speak-up did increase the

traffic to each attacked site by an order of magnitude, the increase

in overall Internet traffic would still be small.

Whatever the overall traffic increase, it is unlikely to be problem-

atic for the Internet “core”: both anecdotes from network operators

and measurements [15] suggest that these links operate at low uti-

lization. And, while the core cannot handle every client transmitting

maximally (as argued in [46]), we expect that the fraction of clients

doing so at any time will be small—again, because few sites will be

attacked at any time. Speak-up will, however, create contention at

bottleneck links, an effect that we explore experimentally in §7.7.

4.2 Shared Links

We now consider what happens when clients that share a bottleneck

link are simultaneously encouraged by the thinner. For simplicity,

assume two clients behind bottleneck link l; the discussion gener-

alizes to more clients. If the clients are both good, their individual

flows roughly share l, so they get roughly the same piece of the

server. Each may be disadvantaged compared to clients that are not

similarly bottlenecked, but neither is disadvantaged relative to the

other. If, however, one of the clients is bad, then the good client

has a problem: the bad client can open n parallel TCP connections

(§3.4), claim roughly an n/(n+1) fraction of l’s bandwidth, and get

a much larger piece of the server. While this outcome is unfortunate

for the good client, observe, first, that the server is still protected

(the bad client can “spend” at most l). Second, while the thinner’s

encouragement might instigate the bad client, the fact is that when

a good and bad client share a bottleneck link—speak-up or no—

the good client loses: the bad client can always deny service to the

good client. We experimentally investigate such sharing in §7.6.

4.3 Provisioning the Thinner

For speak-up to work, the thinner must be uncongested: a congested

thinner could not “get the word out” to encourage clients. Thus, the

thinner needs enough bandwidth to absorb a full DDoS attack and

more (which is condition C1 in §2.2). It also needs enough process-

ing capacity to handle the dummy bytes. (Meeting this requirement

is far easier than provisioning the server to handle the full attack

because the thinner does not do much per-request processing.) We

now argue that meeting these requirements is plausible.

One study of observed DoS attacks found that the 95th percentile

of attack size is in the low hundreds of Mbits/s [38], which agrees

with other anecdotes (e.g., [45]). The traffic from speak-up would

presumably be multiples larger since the good clients would also

send at high rates. However, even with several Gbits/s of traffic in

an attack, the thinner’s requirements are not insurmountable.

First, providers readily offer links, even temporarily (e.g., [33]),

that accommodate these speeds. Such bandwidth is expensive, but

co-located servers could share a thinner, or else the ISP could pro-

vide the thinner as a service (see condition C1 in §2.2). Second,

we consider processing capacity. Our unoptimized software thin-

ner running on commodity hardware can handle 1.5 Gbits/s of traf-

fic and tens or even hundreds of thousands of concurrent clients;

see §7.1. A production solution would presumably do much better.

4.4 Attackers’ Constraints

The assumption that bad clients are today “maxing out” their up-

load bandwidth was made for ease of exposition. The required

assumption is only that bad clients consistently make requests at

higher rates than legitimate clients. Specifically, if bad clients are

limited by their download bandwidth, or they are not maxed out at

all today, speak-up is still useful: it makes upload bandwidth into

a constraint by forcing everyone to spend this resource. Since bad

clients—even those that aren’t maxed out—are more active than

good ones, the imposition of this upload bandwidth constraint af-

fects the bad clients more, again changing the mix of the server that

goes to the good clients. Our goals and analysis in §3 still hold: they

are in terms of the bandwidth available to both populations, not the

bandwidth that they actually use today.

5 HETEROGENEOUS REQUESTS

We now generalize the design to handle the more realistic case

when the requests are unequal. We make the worst-case assump-

tion that the thinner does not know their difficulty in advance but

attackers do, as given by the threat model in §2.2. If the thinner

treated all requests equally (charging, in effect, the average price

for any request), an attacker could get a disproportionate share of

the server by sending only the hardest requests.

In describing the generalization to the design, we make two as-

sumptions:

• As in the homogeneous case, the server processes only one re-

quest at a time. Thus, the “hardness” of a computation is mea-

sured by how long it takes to complete. Relaxing this assump-

tion to account for more complicated servers is not difficult, as

long as the server implements processor sharing among concur-

rent requests, but we don’t delve into those details here.

• The server exports an interface that allows the thinner to SUS-

PEND, RESUME, and ABORT requests. (Many transaction

managers and application servers support such an interface.)

At a high level, the solution is for the thinner to break time into

quanta, to see each request as comprising equal-sized chunks that

consume a quantum of the server’s attention, and to hold a virtual

auction for each quantum. Thus, if a client’s request is made of x

chunks, the client must win x auctions for its request to be fully

served. The thinner need not know x in advance for any request.

In more detail: rather than terminate the payment channel once

the client’s request is admitted (as in §3.3), the thinner extracts



an on-going payment until the request completes. Given these on-

going payments, the thinner implements the following procedure

every τ seconds (τ is the quantum length):

1. Let v be the currently-active request. Let u be the contending

request that has paid the most.

2. If u has paid more than v, then SUSPEND v, admit (or RE-

SUME) u, and set u’s payment to zero.

3. If v has paid more than u, then let v continue executing but set v’s

payment to zero (since v has not yet paid for the next quantum).

4. Time-out and ABORT any request that has been SUSPENDed

for some period (e.g., 30 seconds).

This scheme requires some cooperation from the server. First, the

server should not SUSPEND requests that hold critical locks; do-

ing so could cause deadlock. Second, SUSPEND, RESUME, and

ABORT should have low overhead.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype thinner in C++ as an OKWS [23] Web

service using the SFS toolkit [26]. It runs on Linux 2.6, exporting a

well-known URL. When a Web client requests this URL, the thin-

ner decides if, and when, to send this request to the server, using

the method in §3.3. The server is currently emulated, running in

the same address space as the thinner. The server “processes” re-

quests with a “service time” selected uniformly at random from

[.9/c, 1.1/c]. When the server responds to a request, the thinner

returns HTML to the client with that response. Any JavaScript-

capable Web browser can use our system; we have successfully

tested our implementation with Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari,

and a custom client that we use in our experiments.

Whenever the emulated server is not free, the thinner returns

JavaScript to the Web client that causes it to automatically issue

two HTTP requests: (1) the actual request to the server, and (2)

a one-megabyte HTTP POST that is dynamically constructed by

the browser and that holds dummy data (one megabyte reflecting

some browsers’ limits on POSTs). The thinner delays responding

to the first HTTP request (because the response to that request has

to come from the server, which is busy). The second HTTP request

is the payment channel. If, while sending these dummy bytes, the

client wins the auction, the thinner terminates request (2) and gives

request (1) to the server. If, on the other hand, request (2) com-

pletes, the client has not yet received service; in this case, the thin-

ner returns JavaScript that causes the browser to send another large

POST, and the process continues. The thinner correlates the client’s

payments with its request via an “id” field in both HTTP requests.

One can configure the thinner to support hundreds of thousands

of concurrent connections by setting the maximum number of con-

nection descriptors appropriately. (The thinner evicts old clients as

these descriptors deplete.) With modern versions of Linux, the limit

on concurrent clients is not per-connection descriptors but rather

the RAM consumed by each open connection.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To investigate the effectiveness and performance of speak-up, we

conducted experiments with our prototype thinner. Our primary

question is how the thinner allocates an attacked server to good

clients. To answer this question, we begin in §7.2 by varying the

bandwidth of good (G) and bad (B) clients, and measuring how the

server is allocated with and without speak-up. We also measure this

allocation with server capacities above and below the ideal in §3.1.

In §7.3, we measure speak-up’s latency and byte cost. In §7.4, we

ask how much bad clients can “cheat” speak-up to get more than a

Our thinner implementation allocates the emulated
server in rough proportion to clients’ bandwidths.

§7.2, §7.5

In our experiments, the server needs to provision
only 15% beyond the bandwidth-proportional ideal
to serve all good requests.

§7.3, §7.4

Our unoptimized thinner implementation can sink
1.5 Gbits/s of uploaded “payment traffic”.

§7.1

On a bottleneck link, speak-up traffic can crowd
out other speak-up traffic and non-speak-up traffic.

§7.6, §7.7

Table 1: Summary of main evaluation results.

bandwidth-proportional share of the server. §7.5 shows how speak-

up performs when clients have differing bandwidths and latencies

to the thinner. We also explore scenarios in which speak-up traffic

shares a bottleneck link with other speak-up traffic (§7.6) and with

non-speak-up traffic (§7.7). Table 1 summarizes our results.

7.1 Setup and Method

All of the experiments described here ran on the Emulab

testbed [13]. The clients run a custom Python Web client and con-

nect to the prototype thinner in various emulated topologies. The

thinner runs on Emulab’s “PC 3000”, which has a 3 GHz Xeon

processor and 2 GBytes of RAM; the clients are allowed to run on

any of Emulab’s hardware classes.

All experiments run for 600 seconds. Each client runs on a sep-

arate Emulab host and generates requests. A request proceeds as

follows. The client first makes the actual request to the server. If

the server is busy, the thinner replies and makes the client issue two

HTTP requests: the original request and the payment bytes. Each

client’s requests are driven by a Poisson process of rate λ requests/s.

However, a client never allows more than a configurable number

w (the window) of outstanding requests. If the stochastic process

“fires” when more than w requests are outstanding, the client puts

the new request in a backlog queue, which drains when the client

receives a response to an earlier request. If a request is in this queue

for more than 10 seconds, it times out, and the client logs a service

denial. All requests are identical, and the server itself is emulated,

processing a request on average every 1/c seconds (see §6).

We use the behavior just described to model both good and bad

clients. A bad client, by definition, tries to capture more than its

fair share. We model this intent as follows: in our experiments, bad

clients send requests faster than good clients, and bad clients send

requests concurrently. Specifically, we choose λ = 40, w = 20 for

bad clients and λ = 2, w = 1 for good clients. (The w value for bad

clients is pessimistic; see §7.4.)

Our choices of B and G are determined by the number of clients

that we are able to run in the testbed and by a rough model of to-

day’s client access links. Specifically, in most of our experiments,

there are 50 clients, each with 2 Mbits/s of access bandwidth. Thus,

B + G usually equals 100 Mbits/s. This scale is smaller than most

attacks. Nevertheless, we believe that the results generalize because

we focus on how the prototype’s behavior differs from the theory

in §3. By understanding this difference, one can can make predic-

tions about speak-up’s performance in larger attacks.

Because the experimental scale does not tax the thinner, we sep-

arately measured its capacity and found that it can handle loads

comparable to recent attacks. At 90% CPU utilization on the hard-

ware described above with multiple gigabit Ethernet interfaces, in a

600-second experiment with a time series of 5-second intervals, the

thinner sinks payment bytes at 1451 Mbits/s (with standard devia-

tion of 38 Mbits/s) for 1500-byte packets and at 379 Mbits/s (with

standard deviation of 24 Mbits/s) for 120-byte packets. Many re-
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cent attacks are roughly this size; see §2.1 and §4.3. The capacity

also depends on how many concurrent clients the thinner supports;

the limit here is only the RAM for each connection (see §6).

7.2 Validating the Thinner’s Allocation

When the rate of incoming requests exceeds the server’s capacity,

speak-up’s goal is to allocate the server’s resources to a group of

clients in proportion to their aggregate bandwidth. In this section,

we evaluate to what degree our implementation meets this goal.

In our first experiment, 50 clients connect to the thinner over a

100 Mbits/s LAN. Each client has 2 Mbits/s of bandwidth. We vary

f , the fraction of “good” clients (the rest are “bad”). In this homo-

geneous setting, G
G+B
(i.e., the fraction of “good client bandwidth”)

equals f , and the server’s capacity is c = 100 requests/s.

Figure 2 shows the fraction of the server allocated to the good

clients as a function of f . Without speak-up, the bad clients capture

a larger fraction of the server than the good clients because they

make more requests and the server, when overloaded, randomly

drops requests. With speak-up, however, the good clients can “pay”

more for each of their requests—because they make fewer—and

can thus capture a fraction of the server roughly in proportion to

their bandwidth. The small difference between the measured and

ideal values is a result of the good clients not using as much of

their bandwidth as the bad clients. We discussed this adversarial

advantage in §3.4 and further quantify it in §7.3 and §7.4.
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In the next experiment, we investigate different “provisioning

regimes”. We fixG and B, and measure the server’s allocation when

its capacity, c, is less than, equal to, and greater than cid . Recall

from §3.1 that cid is the minimum value of c at which all good

clients get service, if speak-up is deployed and if speak-up allo-

cates the server exactly in proportion to client bandwidth. We set

G = B by configuring 50 clients, 25 good and 25 bad, each with a

bandwidth of 2 Mbits/s to the thinner over a LAN. In this scenario,

cid = 100 requests/s (from §3.1, cid = g(1 +
B

G
) = 2g = 2 · 25 · λ =

100), and we experiment with c = 50, 100, 200 requests/s.

Figure 3 shows the results. The good clients get a larger frac-

tion of the server with speak-up than without. Moreover, for c =

50, 100, the allocation under speak-up is roughly proportional to

the aggregate bandwidths, and for c = 200, all good requests are

served. Again, one can see that the allocation under speak-up does

not exactly match the ideal: from Figure 3, when speak-up is en-

abled and c = cid = 100, the good demand is not fully satisfied.

7.3 Latency and Byte Cost

We now explore the byte and latency cost of speak-up for the same

set of experiments (c varies, 50 clients, G = B = 50 Mbits/s).

For the latency cost, we measure the length of time that clients

spend uploading dummy bytes, which captures the extra latency

that speak-up introduces. Figure 4 shows the averages and 90th per-

centiles of these measurements for the served good requests.
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For the byte cost, we measure the number of bytes uploaded for

served requests—the “price”—as recorded by the thinner. Figure 5

shows the average of this measurement for good and bad clients

and also plots the theoretical average price, (G + B)/c, from §3.3,

which is labeled “Upper Bound”. The actual price is lower than this

theoretical one because the clients do not consume all of their band-

width, for reasons that we now describe. We consider the different

values of c in turn.

For c = 50, each good client spends an average of 1.25 Mbits/s

(determined by tallying the total bits spent by good clients over the

experiment). This average is less than the 2 Mbits/s access link be-

cause of a quiescent period between when a good client first issues

a request and when the thinner replies, asking for payment. This pe-

riod is roughly 0.35 seconds, the length owing to a long backlog at

the thinner of requests and payment bytes. When not in a quiescent

period, a good client consumes most of its access link, delivering

1.8 Mbits/s on average, inferred by dividing the average good client

payment (Figure 5) by the average time spent paying (Figure 4).

Bad clients, in contrast, keep multiple requests outstanding so do

not have “down time”. For c = 50, their payments are 1.7 Mbits/s

on average. They actually deliver slightly more than this number

but occasionally “waste” bytes. This wastage happens when a bad

client establishes a payment channel but—because its outbound

bandwidth is nearly fully utilized—fails to deliver the accompa-

nying request. Meanwhile, the thinner accepts payment for 10 sec-

onds, at which point it times out the payment channel.

The c = 100 case is similar to c = 50, except bad clients see a

higher price than good ones. The reason is as follows. Bad clients

waste bytes, as just described. In this case, however, some of the

requests actually arrive before the 10 seconds have elapsed—but

long after the client has paid enough to win the auction. In those in-

stances, bad clients overpay hugely, increasing their average price.

For c = 200, clients do not have to pay much because the server

is lightly loaded. In fact, good and bad clients often encounter a

price of zero, though bad clients again overpay sometimes.

7.4 Empirical Adversarial Advantage

As just discussed, bad clients are able to deliver more bytes than

good clients in our experiments. As a result of this disparity, the

server does not achieve the ideal of a bandwidth-proportional allo-

cation. This effect was visible in §7.2.

To better understand this adversarial advantage, we ask, What is

the minimum value of c at which all of the good demand is satis-

fied? To answer this question, we experimented with the same con-
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figuration as above (G = B = 50 Mbits/s; 50 clients) but for more

values of c. We found that all of the good demand is satisfied at

c = 115, which is only 15% more provisioning than cid, the capac-

ity needed under exact proportional allocation. We conclude that

a bad client can cheat the proportional allocation mechanism but

only to a limited extent—at least under our model of bad behavior.

We now revisit that model. We chose w = 20 to be conservative:

for other values of w between 1 and 60 (again, B = G, c = 100),

the bad clients capture less of the server. (We hypothesize that for

w > 20, the damage from wasted bytes exceeds the benefit from

no quiescence.) However, the qualitative model does have weak-

nesses. For example, our bad clients sometimes overpay (as dis-

cussed in §7.3), and a truly pessimal bad client would not. Never-

theless, the analysis in §3.4 shows that bad clients cannot do much

better than the naı̈ve behavior that we model.

7.5 Heterogeneous Network Conditions

We now investigate the server’s allocation for different client band-

widths and RTTs. We begin with bandwidth. We assign 50 clients

to 5 categories. The 10 clients in category i (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) have band-

width 0.5 · i Mbits/s and are connected to the thinner over a LAN.

All clients are good. The server has capacity c = 10 requests/s. Fig-

ure 6 shows that the resulting server allocation to each category is

close to the bandwidth-proportional ideal.

We now consider RTT, hypothesizing that the RTT between a

good client and the thinner will affect the allocation, for two rea-

sons. First, at low prices, TCP’s ramp-up means that clients with

longer RTTs will take longer to pay. Second, and more importantly,

each request has at least one associated quiescent period (see §7.1

and §7.3), the length of which depends on RTT. In contrast, bad

clients have multiple requests outstanding so do not have “down

time” and will not be much affected by their RTT to the thinner.

To test this hypothesis, we assign 50 clients to 5 categories. The

10 clients in category i (1 ≤ i ≤ 5) have RTT = 100 · i ms to the

thinner, giving a wide range of RTTs. All clients have bandwidth 2

Mbits/s, and c = 10 requests/s. We experiment with two cases: all

clients good and all bad. Figure 7 confirms our hypothesis: good

clients with longer RTTs get a smaller share of the server while for

bad clients, RTT matters little. This result may seem unfortunate,

but the effect is limited: for example, in this experiment, no good

client gets more than double or less than half the ideal.
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(left bar) is worse for the good clients than the bandwidth-proportional
allocation (middle bar) because bad clients “hog” l. The right bar fur-
ther quantifies this effect.

7.6 Good and Bad Clients Sharing a Bottleneck

When good clients share a bottleneck link with bad ones, good re-

quests can be “crowded out” by bad ones before reaching the thin-

ner (see §4.2). We quantify this observation with an experiment that

uses the following topology: 30 clients, each with a bandwidth of

2 Mbits/s, connect to the thinner through a common link, l. The

bandwidth of l is 40 Mbits/s. l is a bottleneck because the clients

behind l can generate 60 Mbits/s. Also, 10 good and 10 bad clients,

each with a bandwidth of 2 Mbits/s, connect to the thinner directly

through a LAN. The server’s capacity is c = 50 requests/s. We vary

the number of good and bad clients behind l.

In all cases, the clients behind l together capture half of the

server’s capacity (as expected, given the topology). We measure

how this “server half” is allocated to the good and bad clients be-

hind l. We also measure, of the good requests that originate behind

l, what fraction receive service. Figure 8 depicts these measure-

ments and compares them to the bandwidth-proportional ideals.2

The effect on good clients, visible in the figure, will likely be more

pronounced when the bottleneck’s bandwidth is a smaller fraction

of the combined bandwidth behind it.

7.7 Impact of Speak-up on Other Traffic

We now consider how speak-up affects other traffic, specifically

what happens when a TCP endpoint, H, shares a bottleneck link,

m, with clients that are currently uploading dummy bytes. The case

when H is a TCP sender is straightforward: mwill be shared among

H’s transfer and the speak-up uploads. When H is a TCP receiver,

the extra traffic from speak-up affects H in two ways. First, ACKs

from H will be lost (and delayed) more often than without speak-

up. Second, for request-response protocols (e.g., HTTP), H’s re-

quest can be delayed. Here, we investigate these effects on HTTP

downloads.

We experiment with the following setup: 10 good speak-up

clients share a bottleneck link, m, with H, a host that runs the HTTP

client wget. m has a bandwidth of 1 Mbit/s and one-way delay

100 ms. Each of the 11 clients has a bandwidth of 2 Mbits/s. On

the other side of m are the thinner (fronting a server with c = 2

2For the first measurement, the ideal is simply the fraction of good
and bad clients behind l. For the second measurement, the ideal pre-
sumes that the non-bottlenecked clients each have 2 Mbits/s of band-
width and that the clients behind l have 2( 40

60
)Mbits/s.
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Figure 9: Effect on an HTTP client of sharing a bottleneck link with
speak-up clients. Graph shows means and standard deviations of end-
to-end HTTP download latency with and without speak-up running, for
various HTTP transfer sizes (which are shown on a log scale).

requests/s) and a separate Web server, S . In each experiment, H

downloads a file from S 100 times.

Figure 9 shows the means and standard deviations of the down-

load latency for various file sizes, with and without the speak-up

traffic. There is significant “collateral damage” to “innocently by-

standing” Web transfers here: download times inflate by almost

6× for a 1 Kbyte (single packet) transfer and by almost 4.5× for

64 Kbyte transfers. However, this experiment is quite pessimistic:

the RTTs are large, the bottleneck bandwidth is highly restrictive

(roughly 20× smaller than the demand), and the server capacity is

low. While speak-up is clearly the exacerbating factor in this exper-

iment, speak-up will not have this effect on every link.

8 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first survey related work in the context of com-

paring speak-up to other defenses against application-level DDoS

attacks. (For other attacks and defenses, see the survey by Mirkovic

and Reiher [28] and the bibliographies in [21,29,51].) We then dis-

cuss how and when to combine speak-up with other defenses.

8.1 Comparisons to Related Work

Using the taxonomy in §1 (massive over-provisioning, detect and

block, currency), speak-up is a currency scheme. The currency con-

cept was pioneered by Dwork and Naor [12] in the context of spam

defense. Others have done work in the same spirit [1,6,7,11,20,25,

49]; these approaches are often called proof-of-work schemes.

We first proposed bandwidth as a currency in a workshop pa-

per [48]. In contrast to [48], this paper gives a viable mechanism

and an implementation, evaluation, and analysis of that mechanism;

presents a solution to the “unequal requests” case; and considers

context and alternate DDoS defenses much more completely.

We do not know of another proposal to use bandwidth as a cur-

rency. However, the authors of [17, 39] describe a solution to DoS

attacks on servers’ computational resources in which good clients

send a fixed number of copies of their messages and the server only

processes a fixed fraction of the messages that it receives, thereby

diminishing adversaries’ impact. Our work shares an ethos but has

a very different realization. In that work, the drop probability and

repeat count are hard-coded, and the approach does not apply to

HTTP. Further, the authors do not consider congestion control, the

implications of deployment in today’s Internet, and the unequal re-

quests case. Also, Gligor [16] observes that client retries and time-

outs require less overhead while still providing the same qualita-

tive performance bounds as proof-of-work schemes. Because the



general approach does not meet his more exacting performance re-

quirements, he does not consider using bandwidth as currency.

Although we do not claim that bandwidth is strictly better than

other currencies, we do think it is particularly natural. With other

currencies, the server must either report an explicit price (e.g., by

sending a puzzle with a specific hardness) or have the clients guess

the price. With speak-up, in contrast, this function happens auto-

matically: the correct price emerges, and neither the thinner nor the

client has to know the price in advance.

The drawbacks of currency-based schemes are, first, that the

good clients must have enough currency [24] (e.g., speak-up only

applies when the good clients have enough bandwidth) and, second,

that the currency can be unequally distributed (e.g., some clients

have faster uplinks than others). We discuss this latter disadvantage

in §9. Another critique of currency schemes is that they give attack-

ers some service so might be weaker than the schemes we discuss

below (such as profiling) that seek to block attackers. However, un-

der those schemes, a smart bot can imitate a good client, succeed

in fooling the detection discipline, and again get some service.

The most commonly deployed defense [30] is a combination of

link over-provisioning [33] and profiling, which is a detect-and-

block approach offered by several vendors [5, 9, 27]. These latter

products build a historical profile of the defended server’s clientele

and, when the server is attacked, block traffic violating the profile.

Many other detect-and-block schemes have been proposed; we now

mention a few. Resource containers [8] perform rate-limiting to al-

locate the server’s resources to clients fairly. Defenses based on

CAPTCHAs [47] (e.g., [29, 42]) use reverse Turing tests to block

bots. Killbots [21] combines CAPTCHAs and rate-limiting, defin-

ing a bot as a non-CAPTCHA answering host that sends too many

requests to an overloaded server. With capabilities [4, 50, 51], the

network blocks traffic not authorized by the application; to de-

cide which traffic to authorize, the application can use rate-limiting,

CAPTCHAs, or other rules.

One critique of detect-and-block methods is that they can err.

CAPTCHAs can be thwarted by “bad humans” (cheap labor hired

to attack a site or induced [32] to solve the CAPTCHAs) or “good

bots” (legitimate, non-human clientele or humans who do not an-

swer CAPTCHAs). Schemes that rate-limit clients by IP address

can err with NAT (a large block of customers is rate-limited as one

customer) or spoofing (a small number of clients can get a large

piece of the server). Profiling apparently addresses some of these

shortcomings today (e.g., many legitimate clients behind a NAT

would cause the NAT’s external IP address to have a higher baseline

rate in the server’s profile). However, in principle such “behavior-

based” techniques can also be “fooled”: a set of savvy bots could,

over time, “build up” their profile by appearing to be legitimate

clients, at which point they could abuse their profile and attack.

8.2 Combining with Related Work

Practical DDoS defense involves composing various methods from

the taxonomy in §1. We do not outline a complete DDoS protec-

tion strategy here but only discuss how to protect two classes of re-

sources. First, all sites, whether using speak-up or not, must defend

their access links from saturation. Speak-up in particular requires

that the thinner is not congested (§4.3). The best current strategy

for link defense seems to be a combination of over-provisioning

(e.g., [33]), blocking obviously spurious traffic (e.g., ICMP floods),

and shaping “in-band” traffic via historical profiling (e.g., [5,9,27]).

Second, sites with scarce computational resources must imple-

ment application-level defense. Given that profiling is required

to protect the link anyway, we must ask when it suffices as an

application-level defense. Our answer is when the following condi-

tions all hold: no pre-defined clientele (C3 from §2.2); non-human

clientele (C4); and the negation of C5, i.e., when requests cause

equal amounts of work, when spoofing is implausible, and when

bots trigger alarms. We now briefly consider what to do when the

conditions for profiling are not met. When C3 doesn’t hold, one can

use capabilities [4,50,51] or explicit filters. When C4 doesn’t hold,

one may be able to use CAPTCHAs to preferentially admit humans.

And of course, when C5 does hold, and when C1 and C2 do too,

we advocate speak-up as the application-level DDoS defense.

9 OBJECTIONS

Even under the conditions when speak-up is most applicable, it may

still raise objections, some of which we now address.

Bandwidth envy. Before speak-up, all good clients competed

equally for a small share of the server. Under speak-up, more good

clients are “better off” (i.e., can claim a larger portion of the server).

But since speak-up allocates the server’s resources in proportion to

a client’s bandwidth, high-bandwidth good clients are “more bet-

ter off”, and this inequality might be problematic. However, ob-

serve that unfairness only occurs under attack. Thus, while we

think this inequality is unfortunate, it is not fatal. A possible so-

lution is for ISPs with low-bandwidth customers to offer access to

high-bandwidth proxies whose purpose is to “pay bandwidth” to

the thinner. These proxies would have to allocate their resources

fairly—perhaps by implementing speak-up recursively.

Variable bandwidth costs. In some countries, customers pay

their ISPs “per-bit”. For those customers, access to a server de-

fended by speak-up (and under attack) would cost more than usual.

One possible solution is the proxy mentioned above. Another one

is a “price tag”: the thinner would expose the “going rate” in bytes,

and the ISP would translate this figure to money and report it to

customers, letting them choose whether to pay for access.

Incentives for ISPs. One might ask whether speak-up gives ISPs

an incentive to encourage botnets as a way to increase the band-

width demanded by good clients. Our response is that such mis-

alignment of incentives can happen in many commercial relation-

ships (e.g., investment managers who needlessly generate commis-

sions), but society relies on a combination of regulation, profes-

sional norms, and reputation to limit harmful conduct.

Solving the wrong problem. One might ask, “If the problem is

bots, then shouldn’t researchers address that mess instead of en-

couraging more traffic?” Our answer to this philosophical question

is that cleaning up bots is crucial, but even if bots are curtailed by

orders of magnitude, a server with scarce computational resources

must still limit bots’ influence. Speak-up is a way to do so.

Flash crowds. Speak-up treats a flash crowd (overload from

good clients alone) just like an application-level DDoS attack. This

fact might appear unsettling. Observe, however, that it does not ap-

ply to the canonical case of a flash crowd, in which a hyperlink from

slashdot.org overwhelms a residential Web site’s access link:

speak-up would not have been deployed to defend a low-bandwidth

site (see §2.2). For sites in our applicability regime, making good

clients “bid” for access when all clients are good is certainly not

ideal, but the issues here are the same as with speak-up in general.

10 CONCLUSION

This study has sought to answer two high-level questions:

(1) Which conditions call for speak-up’s peculiar brand of protec-

tion? (2) Does speak-up admit a practical design? Notably absent

from this list is a question about how often the conditions in (1) do



and will hold, i.e., who needs speak-up? To answer that question

definitively will require not just a measurement effort but also a

broader “market survey”—a survey about demand that, to be credi-

ble, will have to gather the opinions of network operators, server

operators, and even users. Rather than trying to see who would

buy—which we plan to do next—we decided first to see what we

could build. Perhaps our priorities were inverted. Nevertheless, we

report our main finding: based on the design, analysis, and eval-

uation of a prototype and subject to much future work and many

issues, we can give a cautiously affirmative answer to question (2).
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ABSTRACT

Many networking applications require fast state lookups in
a concurrent state machine, which tracks the state of a large
number of flows simultaneously. We consider the question of
how to compactly represent such concurrent state machines.
To achieve compactness, we consider data structures for Ap-
proximate Concurrent State Machines (ACSMs) that can
return false positives, false negatives, or a “don’t know” re-
sponse. We describe three techniques based on Bloom filters
and hashing, and evaluate them using both theoretical anal-
ysis and simulation. Our analysis leads us to an extremely
efficient hashing-based scheme with several parameters that
can be chosen to trade off space, computation, and the im-
pact of errors. Our hashing approach also yields a simple
alternative structure with the same functionality as a count-
ing Bloom filter that uses much less space.

We show how ACSMs can be used for video congestion
control. Using an ACSM, a router can implement sophis-
ticated Active Queue Management (AQM) techniques for
video traffic (without the need for standards changes to
mark packets or change video formats), with a factor of
four reduction in memory compared to full-state schemes
and with very little error. We also show that ACSMs show
promise for real-time detection of P2P traffic.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.6 Internet-
working : Routers
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we introduce the idea of an Approximate

Concurrent State Machine (ACSM), which aims to track
the simultaneous state of a large number of agents within a
state machine. Concurrent state machines arise naturally in
many networking applications, especially in routers, where
one wishes to track the behavior of many simultaneous flows.

Our motivation for considering approximate versions of
concurrent state machines arises in two ways. First, we
observe that in the last few years, routers and networking
devices have increasingly begun to keep state about TCP
connections. One powerful motivation for this was the ad-
vent of packaged firewalls and Intrusion Detection devices
that keep state for each TCP connection in order to detect
security violations. This was followed by application level
load balancers, and then application level QoS devices that
attempt to look at application headers in order to provide
more discriminating QoS to applications. While the security
and application level QoS applications are well entrenched
in the market, there have been more recent proposals to do
video congestion control [9] and for identifying Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) traffic [10], both of which can also be loosely placed
in the Application QoS category.

While Application Level QoS can theoretically be pro-
vided by marking packets appropriately, such marking re-
quires standards changes. Further, much more sophisticated
QoS state machines can be implemented by keeping state for
each application flow. Thus, in practice, many networking
devices keep state for each TCP connection and the trend
shows no sign of abating. If the state kept for each connec-
tion is small (say less than 20 bits) compared to the TCP
5-tuple (roughly 100 bits), then it is natural to speculate
whether one can reduce the overall state required by elimi-
nating or reducing the space required for the flow identifier.

Reducing state is crucial to high-speed routers because
it allows state machines to be implemented on-chip with-
out resorting to slow off-chip memories. For example, for
a router keeping track of 1 million connections (a number
found in many studies such as [23]), using 100 bits per con-
nection requires 100 Mbits of memory, which is impractical
using on-chip memory (or any form of SRAM). However, if
the state were dialed down by a factor of 5 to 20 Mbits, this
becomes at least technologically feasible.

Reducing memory by removing or reducing the identifier
size has an obvious analogy with Bloom filters [2]. Thus, our
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second motivation for considering ACSMs arises from the re-
markable success of Bloom filters in networking. From 1970,
when Burton Bloom first described a compact probabilistic
data structure that he used to represent words in a dictio-
nary [2], until 1995, there was little interest in using Bloom
filters for networking. However, judging from the number of
papers that make direct or indirect use them [4], interest in
such applications has surged in the last 10 years.

A Bloom filter is essentially a compact representation of
a set. Standard exact representations of sets such as hash
tables and binary trees require at least L bits per element to
be stored, where L is the size of element, and often require
additional space for pointers. By contrast, a Bloom filter
is an inexact representation of a set that allows for “false
positives” when queried (in other words, it can sometimes
say that an element is in the set when it is not). In return,
it allows very compact storage: roughly 10 bits per element
for a 1% false positive probability, independent of the size
of the elements in the set or the size of the set itself.

Given that memory appears plentiful today, it may seem
surprising that Bloom filters have become so popular. How-
ever, Bloom filters allow economical solutions to various
kinds of scarcity, including:

• Bandwidth: There are several situations where net-
work bandwidth is still expensive. For example, dis-
tributed caching is useful when bandwidth is limited,
but in that case sending lists of all the cached items in
messages can also be expensive. The Summary Cache
paper [8] uses Bloom filters to compactly represent
URLs stored at a cache in inter-cache messages.

• High Speed Memory: While ordinarily DRAM mem-
ory is cheap, fast SRAM memory and especially on-
chip SRAM continues to be comparatively scarce. For
example, using on-chip Bloom filters can greatly speedup
a näıve string matching scheme, requiring access to
slower off-chip memory only rarely [7].

• Memory for Very Large Sets: There are some sets
whose sizes are astronomical, so that they cannot be
stored even when considering the cheap price of DRAM
today. For example, Snoeren et al attempt to solve the
problem of packet traceback after an attack by stor-
ing a complete log of all packets received in the last
hour at every router. The only way to make this even
barely technologically feasible is to represent the logs
by a Bloom filter [21].

While Bloom filters provide a technique for set member-
ship lookups, the vast majority of lookups in networking
applications, whether in routers or endnodes, are actually
state lookups. While route lookups and TCP state lookups
cannot tolerate the loss of fidelity caused by false positives,
we have already argued that there are several emerging uses,
many in the loose area of Application Level QoS, that can
benefit from state reduction and can tolerate the loss in fi-
delity. Further, guided by the analogy with Bloom filters,
it is plausible that there will be other applications (besides
the ones suggested in this paper) that will be found by other
researchers.

Thus we seek a compact structure like a Bloom filter, but
for the setting of state lookups. In this setting, Bloom filters
themselves have many limitations (besides false positives),
including:

• No associated value: A Bloom filter determines
whether an element is in a set; it does not return state
associated with an element. Chazelle et al. have gen-
eralized Bloom filters to functions that can return a
(small) set of values [5], but this techniques does not
allow state changes (see Section 2).

• Deletion is expensive: A Bloom filter allows easy
insertion but not deletion. Deletions in a Bloom fil-
ter are handled using a counting Bloom filter, which
keeps a counter instead of a single bit at each hash
location [8, 15]. Counters are incremented on an in-
sertion and decremented on a deletion. Unfortunately,
using counters increases the size of the filter by a non-
trivial factor; if too few bits are used in the counters
overflows and false negatives can arise.

• No notion of time: A key property of network state
machines (e.g., the TCP state machine) is that they
allow the state to be timed-out. This is often essen-
tial as the only way to deal with failure in networks
and distributed systems is to infer failure by the lack
of message arrival within a specified timeout period.
Bloom filters have no notion of time or timeouts, and
a näıve association of every filter element or cell with
a timer would greatly increase the space required.

In this paper, we present new techniques to design Ap-
proximate Concurrent State Machines that address each of
the limitations described above. We start by considering
very simple techniques based on Bloom filters, as we believe
this would be the natural starting point for people consid-
ering this problem. Perhaps surprisingly, our comparison of
several techniques suggest that in most cases, an approach
based on fingerprints and d-left hashing [3, 24] performs best
and offers the most flexibility. Our techniques still have
false positives, with a small probability; under some cir-
cumstances, they may also yield false negatives, or return
the wrong state. We further introduce another type of error
condition, corresponding to a “don’t know” response, which
is generally less damaging than other types of errors. Thus
our ACSMs are suitable only for applications that can tol-
erate a small probability of error. Despite this weakness,
we suggest that ACSMs can enable more stateful (but still
lightweight) processing at routers.

One key feature of our structures is that we turn a dis-
advantage of this setting into an advantage. Handling dele-
tions is often expensive, because of the need for counters to
do deletion properly. But in state-lookup situations, there is
generally a natural time-out, where the corresponding flow
should be deleted. We can utilize the time-out mechanism
for flows that time out to also delete flows that terminate
successfully at a later time, removing the need for counters,
and saving space. We also utilize the fact that many net-
working applications can tolerate some lack of precision in
the timer value, especially if the timer is used to reclaim
inactive state. Providing precise timers (e.g., for retrans-
mission) will require extensions to our data structure.

To demonstrate the power of ACSMs, we study a specific,
novel example application: discriminate dropping for video
congestion control. Using ACSMs, a router can efficiently
keep track of the current frame status of MPEG video pack-
ets, allowing for more discriminating drop policies during
times of congestion. We describe experiments to show the
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effectiveness of such control compared to the näıve dropping
schemes that are the only recourse of existing routers, and
show that the implementation costs are low. We also briefly
describe an experiment to suggest the promise of ACSMs
for real-time detection of P2P traffic [10]. More generally,
we introduce ACSMs as a useful tool for other applications
that can tolerate a small probability of error in return for a
compact representation.

While the two example applications we study can roughly
be described as techniques to provide Application Level QoS
(where some errors can be tolerated), an important appli-
cation we do not study in this paper is for analysis of net-
work traffic. Network monitors are often used to answer
questions about network traffic; using compact ACSMs may
allow faster response to complicated queries using state ma-
chines with only a small loss in accuracy. Further, even
when doing queries using disk logs of network traffic (e.g.,
NetFlow records), ACSMs may help in 2-pass algorithms
that first sift out candidate flow records in the first pass (in-
cluding false positives) using ACSMs that fit in memory, and
then weed out the small number of false positives in a second
pass. We believe that ACSMs can play an important role in
measurement infrastructure in software and hardware.

We also note that a variation of our fingerprint/hashing
scheme provides an alternative approach for creating a count-
ing Bloom filter [8, 15] that uses much less space (a factor of
2 or more) than the standard construction. Counting Bloom
filters have many potential uses, but tend to be expensive
with regard to space; our alternative may therefore also be
useful for many applications.

To summarize, our contributions are:

• The introduction of the ACSM problem.

• The introduction (and comparison) of several solutions
to the ACSM problem starting with a simple solution
that utilizes Bloom filters, followed by a solution that
extends Bloom-filter like techniques, and ending with a
solution that uses a combination of hashing and finger-
print compression, and is very different in spirit from
the techniques underlying Bloom filters.

• A novel construction for counting Bloom filters.

• Techniques for taking advantage of time-outs for space
savings.

• Experimental evaluation of ACSMs for multiple prob-
lems, including an application for congestion control
on MPEG streams.

• The potential use of ACSMs for speeding up measure-
ment algorithms working on large data sets.

2. RELATED WORK
We are aware of previous papers that extend Bloom filter

techniques to realize particular state machines; for example,
there are papers that consider structures for approximately
storing multisets, keeping an approximate counter for each
element. In terms of general state machines, the most rele-
vant previous work is the Bloomier filter [5]. While a Bloom
filter is designed to represent a set, a Bloomier filter is de-
signed to represent a function on a set. Specifically, we have
a set of items S, and associated with each item x ∈ S is a
value v(x) that we assume is in the range [1, V ]. For each

item x /∈ S, we take v(x) = null. (Here null should be
distinct from the number 0, which we may use for other
purposes.)

A Bloomier filter always returns v(x) for x ∈ S; when
x /∈ S, null should be returned with high probability. Just
as a Bloom filter can have false positives, a Bloomier filter
can return a non-null value for an element not in the set.
Previous work on Bloomier filters has focused on the setting
where the set S is static. When both S and the correspond-
ing function values are static, there are linear space solu-
tions that seem viable, although they have not been tested
in practice. There are lower bounds that show that when S
is static and function values are dynamic, non-linear space
is required [17].

Another closely related work is [13], which takes a first
step towards state machines by allowing classes (which can
be thought of as the state of an element). While [13] also
describes ideas for efficient deletion, the paper does not com-
bine deletion and classes as would be required to support
state machines. Further, the technique works by coding
across individual Bloom filters; in order to reduce false neg-
atives, the resulting codes tend to increase the number of
parallel lookups required (some of the codes described in [13]
require 1000-fold parallelism) which may be hard to achieve
in practice. The idea of returning a Don’t Know condition
also appears in this paper.

Other alternative constructions with improved function-
ality over Bloom filters and Bloomier filters have recently
been suggested [17]; however, while the theory of these al-
ternatives has been studied, at this point we are not aware of
any practical implementations or uses. These constructions
are much more complicated than the simple but effective
hashing methods underlying Bloom filters. We consider this
simplicity a virtue for practical use, and aim to keep our
structures similarly simple when possible.

3. THE STATE MACHINE SETTING
In order to provide as concrete an analysis as possible, we

specify the setting for our analysis and experiments. We are
given a single state machine, and a collection of flows. We
work in a streaming model, where our data stream consists
of a sequence of state updates for the collection of flows. A
flow has an associated flow-id to identify the flow. A flow
becomes extant when initiated, which we model as beginning
at some initial state, and ceases to be extant when it is
terminated, which we model as reaching some terminal state.
Each extant flow is associated with a current state. The
data stream provides transitions, corresponding to (flow-id,
string) pairs; that is, there is a function from state-string
pairs to states corresponding to the transitions of the state
machine. For example, a transition for a flow could take the
form “Go to state 7,”, or “If in state 5, go to state 3,” or
“Add 1 to the current state.” We desire a data structure
that will track the state for each flow efficiently, reacting to
each transition in the stream.

Initially, we will consider systems that are well-behaved, in
the following sense: every flow is properly initiated by an ini-
tiation transition, every transition requested for every flow
is valid, and every flow is (eventually) properly terminated
by a termination transition. In many real-world situations,
systems are not entirely well-behaved. When we consider
ill-behaved systems, we must consider that an adversary or
errors within the system may lead to faulty behaviors, in-
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cluding specifically: transitions may be introduced into the
stream for non-extant flows; a flow transition might not be
valid (in which case we assume the flow should remain in its
current state); and a flow might not terminate properly. For
example, in a network measurement application, when the
analysis starts it may have to deal with flows that were al-
ready active before the measurement started. We note that
well-behaved systems are much easier to analyze formally.

In this setting, there are four natural operations that we
desire of our data structure:

• InsertEntry( flow, state)

• ModifyEntry( flow, newstate )

• Lookup( flow ) outputs ( state )

• DeleteEntry( flow )

When faced with a possible state transition, one can perform
a lookup to find the current state for a flow, determine the
subsequent state according to the transition, and modify
the state accordingly. (Alternatively, the current state of
the flow could be given as part of the input to the Lookup
operation; we discuss this further below.)

There are various types of errors that can occur. Suppose
a lookup is done on a non-extant flow, i.e. a flow that has not
been properly initialized, and the result is that it appears
to have a valid state. We call this a false positive. Note
that this should be distinguished from a false positive on a
Bloom filter (that may be a part of an ACSM); this is a false
positive on a flow, and we will strive to keep the terminology
clear. Suppose that no state is given for an extant flow. We
call this a false negative. If an erroneous state is given for
an extant flow, we call this a false return state. Finally, we
introduce a new type of error that we think is interesting
and useful in its own right; in particular, it allows us to
avoid the lower bounds determined by work on Bloomier
filters. We allow that for an extant or non-extant flow the
data structure returns a“don’t know” (hereon, abbreviated
as DK) state. Returning DK is generally far less damaging
for an application than a false negative or a false return
state. For example, it may be that the concurrent state
machine is used as a fast path for packet classification, but
in the case of a DK response a slower path classification
routine can be used. Obviously, we want all types of errors to
occur with very small probability, including DK errors. The
best tradeoff among the different types of errors is highly
application dependent, suggesting that data structures that
allow such tradeoffs are more valuable.

As a concrete example, consider using an ACSM for iden-
tifying Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Traffic as we do in Section 5.2.2
in order to rate-limit such traffic. A false-positive implies
that we will (wrongly) rate-limit the traffic that is not P2P.
While this is clearly bad, our approach uses existing heuris-
tics [11] that already have false positives. Similarly, false
negatives imply that we miss some P2P traffic, but then so
does the existing approach. In this application, if no action
is taken on a DK, a DK can at most increase the false nega-
tive probability. The bottom line is ACSMs may be justified
if the space for the application can be reduced considerably
at the cost of a very small increase in the false negative and
positive rate. This is especially so if the reduction in space
allows the application to be done in faster memory.

0 0 1 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 2 0 1 0

(X,3) (X,5)

Flow: X  State: 3 to 5

Before

After

Figure 1: A state change with a DBF ACSM (as-
suming the old and new states are given). The
counters for the old flow-state pair are decremented,
the counters for the new flow-state pair are incre-
mented.

3.1 A Direct Bloom Filter Approach
There is a simple approach directly using a Bloom filter to

obtain a concurrent state machine, which we call the direct
Bloom filter (DBF) ACSM. The current set to be stored con-
sists of (flow-id, current state) pairs. We assume the state
is represented as a value in the range [1, V ]. Because we
will want to handle deletions, we describe the approach us-
ing counting Bloom filters; alternatively, deletions may also
be accomplished using timing-based mechanisms, as we de-
scribe in Section 3.2 below. This approach, while seemingly
obvious and natural, is quite limited and recommended only
in very special cases.

Let us first consider the situation when the system is well-
behaved. Insertion is straightforward. Lookup operations
are easily done if one is also given a state as input; that is,
one can check if a flow is in a specific state easily by checking
for the appropriate (flow-id,state) pair. However, if the state
is not part of the lookup input, then one has to check all
possible states. In this case, the time to check for a state
is proportional to the number of states; moreover, because
of false positives in the Bloom filter, it is possible that a
flow appears to be in multiple states, in which case a DK
must be returned. (This situation would also be problematic
when having to delete a flow; either the state must be given,
or if the flow appears to be in multiple states, a deletion
cannot be accomplished without risk of error, so timing-
based methods must be used.) This approach is therefore
most suitable when either there is a very small number of
states, or the transitions themselves specify the start state
and end state for the transition. Many state machines have
the property that the current state is naturally encoded as
part of the transition. For example, when state transitions
are unique, so that the input that causes the state to change
from A to B is unique to both of the states A and B, then
this information informs the lookup. Deletions of flows are
also straightforward using a counting Bloom filter when the
state is also given. Modifying an entry corresponds to a
lookup, deletion, and insertion of a new (flow-id,state) pair.
An example of modifying an entry is given in Figure 1.

Analysis of the DBF ACSM is straightforward, assuming
that states are given as part of the input when performing a
deletion. If there are n extant flows , with m counters and
k hash functions used in the filter, the probability of a false
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positive f is just that for a standard Bloom filter [4, 16]:

f ≈
“

1 − (1 − 1/m)kn
”k

≈ (1 − ekn/m)k.

It is well known that for a fixed value of m and n, the optimal
choice for k to minimize f is (m/n) ln 2, giving f ≈ (0.6)m/n.
For a lookup on an extant flow with no state information as
part of the input, the probability of returning a DK with s
states is the probability of not having a false positive for the
flow on the s − 1 other states, or (when f << 1/(s − 1))

1 − (1 − f)s−1 ≈ f(s − 1) ≈ s(0.6)m/n.

We now consider problems that may arise in a system that
is not well-behaved. A false positive for a non-extant flow
can occur, if the underlying Bloom filter gives a false posi-
tive. Notice that a false positive can have ongoing effect in
the following case: if a false positive causes an invalid state
transition to occur, it will change the filter. The changes
may later cause future false negatives, false positives, false
return states, or DK results; such dynamic interactions are
naturally hard to analyze systematically. A flow-level false
negative can also occur for an extant flow if an invalid state
transition is attempted, and a false positive from the Bloom
filter makes it appear that the flow is in the wrong state.
(This cannot happen if all possible states are tested, as then
a DK should be returned, but if the transition specifies the
initial state, this may not be done to save time, as previ-
ously explained.) Non-terminating flows eventually would
cause the filter itself to saturate with non-zero entries, un-
less timing-based mechanisms are used.

3.2 Timing-Based Deletion
Before describing improved structures, it seems best to de-

scribe our approach to timing-based deletion in some detail
in the context of DBF ACSMs. They will work in entirely
similar ways for our other proposed structures.

We have seen that non-terminating or otherwise ill-behaving
flows require a mechanism for cleaning out of the data struc-
ture after a certain amount of time. Similarly, in cases where
deletions might not normally be possible (such as if the state
is not given for a deletion request, and a flow appears to be
in multiple states according to the filter), a timing-based
deletion mechanism will ensure that an uncompleted dele-
tion eventually happens.

A straightforward method uses a single flag bit per cell
and a single global counter, and breaks time into phases,
where a new phase begins for example after a certain number
of operations. The counter tracks the number of operations
until a new phase begins. At the beginning of a phase, all
flag bits should be set to 0. During a phase, every cell that is
touched has its flag bit set to 1. The appropriate definition
of touched may depend on the context; in our settings, it is
best to say that a cell is touched if it is used in a lookup
or insert operation, or if the cell value is modified, but not
if the cell is deleted. At the end of a phase, all unflagged
cells are reset to the appropriate value for a cell that has no
flows hashed to it; generally this is 0. Also, all flagged cells
retain their value, and all flags are reset to 0. In this way,
any cell not touched during a phase is reset, so that any flow
that has not taken part in an operation will eventually be
removed from the ACSM.

When using this timing-based approach, counters may no
longer be necessary, greatly reducing the space required. For

2 1 0 0 2 3 2 1

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

2 0 0 0 2 3 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Timing Bits

Cells

Timing Bits

Cells

Global Reset

Before

After

Figure 2: Example of timer-based deletion. One bit
is used for each cell; when the global timer goes off,
untouched cells (in grey) are reset to 0.

example, we described the DBF (direct Bloom filter) ACSM
as using counters to allow deletions, but once we introduce
this timing mechanism, there is no reason to use counters at
all. The space might be better used by simply using a stan-
dard Bloom filter (with more bits). Alternatively, with the
DBF ACSM, you might use a combination of counters and
the timing scheme. A small counter would be useful when
flows change state often within a timing phase; otherwise,
the filter will be highly polluted. The timing-based deletion
remove non-terminating flows. An example of a timer reset
is given in Figure 2.

The aging process is hard to analyze without some neces-
sarily inaccurate model of deletions; in this paper, we focus
on studying the use of timers via experimental evaluation.
We note, however, that the number of phases required be-
fore a cell resets itself to empty is essentially geometrically
distributed. That is, if a flow is deleted, the probability
that some new flow hits that cell in the next phase is easily
determined given the number of new flows in that phase;
assuming that the number of new flows is roughly the same
from round to round, and that existing well-behaved flows
tend to terminate within a round, the number of phases be-
fore a cell is untouched (and hence reset) is geometrically
distributed. It follows that a well-behaved, sufficiently large
filter will reach a fairly consistent steady-state over time.

3.3 A Stateful Bloom Filter Approach
The DBF ACSM is rather näıve; one might suspect that

a similar structure making more careful use of the states
would perform better. We now describe such an alterna-
tive structure, which we call a stateful Bloom filter (SBF)
ACSM. Again the underlying structure is like a Bloom filter,
but the Bloom filter cells are neither bits nor counters but
instead a value corresponding to the state. This is similar
in spirit to an idea used in recent hash table constructions
[12], although the application is quite different.

Each of the m cells in our filter can store a value (in
[1, V ]∪{null}) and a counter. Null with a 0 count represents
no flows are currently hashed to the cell; we refer to this as
0 henceforth. Null with a count of 2 or more represents that
two or more flows have collided at that cell and corresponds
to a DK. Each flow is hashed to k cells (like a standard
Bloom filter).

The main innovation of the SBF ACSM is that whenever
we have a collision at a location in our filter among two
or more flows with different state values, we encode “don’t
know” in the cell. When doing a lookup on a flow-id in the
filter, as long as at least 1 value is not DK, a state value
can be returned. (This threshold of 1 could conceivably be
changed to trade off various errors; we have not found this
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Figure 3: A state change with a SBF ACSM (no
state needs to be given). The hash locations give
the state or possibly a Don’t Know (represented as
a ’?’). A cell obtains a ’?’ if on an insertion a state
already is stored in the cell.

especially effective, and we do not consider it further here.)
We can define rules for the various operations. Below,

where we say hash the flow, we mean the operation takes
effect at each cell the flow hashes to.

• Insertion. Hash the flow. If the cell counter is 0, write
the new value and set the count to 1. If the cell value
is DK, increment the count. If the cell value equals
the flow value, increment the count. If the cell value
does not equal the flow value, increment the count but
change the cell to DK.

• Modify. Hash the flow. If the cell value is DK, leave
it. If the current count is 1, change the cell value. If
current count is exceeds 1, change the cell value to DK.

• Deletion. Hash the flow. If the count is 1, reset cell to
0. If the count it at least 1, decrement count, leaving
the value or DK as is.

• Lookup. Check all cells associated with a flow. If all
cell values are DK, return DK. If all cell values have
value i or DK (and at least one cell has value i), return
i. If there is more than one value in the cells, the item
is not in the set.

If the system is well-behaved, these rules guarantee that
we never return an incorrect value for a flow, although we
may return a “don’t know”. This structure could therefore
be used as an alternative to Bloomier filter structures in
a dynamic setting. Notice that once there is a collision in
a cell, so that a DK value arises, one must wait for the
cell count to go to 0 before the cell is reset from DK to
0. This requires that the system is well-behaved; otherwise,
deletions must be handled via a timing-based mechanisms.

As with the DBF ACSM, we can provide an analysis for
the SBF ACSM under the assumption the system is well-
behaved. For convenience here we consider the case of in-
sertions only; to handle deletions, one must have a model
of deletions so as to account for the DK values as described
above. Suppose we have m cells, n flows, and k hash func-
tions. Further let ni be the number of flows with state value
i. The probability x ∈ S with value i yields a don’t know is
equivalent to the probability that each of its cells are hashed
to by some element with a value that is not i. This is then
easily computed using the standard Bloom filter analysis as

“

1 − (1 − 1/m)k(n−ni)
”k

≈
“

1 − e−k(n−ni)
”k

.

The probability that x /∈ S yields a false positive with value
DK is

“

1−(1−1/m)kn
”k

−

 

X

i

(1−1/m)k(n−ni)
“

1−(1−1/m)kni

”

!k

,

as this is just the probability each cell for x is hashed to by
some flow, subtracting off the probability each cell is hashed
to only by flows with only one value. The probability that
x /∈ S yields a false positive with value i can be approxi-
mated by assuming that x hashes to k distinct cells, finding
the probability that each of the k cells gives either an i or
a DK, and subtracting off the probability x /∈ S yields a
false positive with value DK. (The expression is long but
not complex.)

As before, when using timing, we do not need to keep
counters, as every DK state is equivalent regardless of the
count; we can simply wait for a timer event to reset a cell.
In this case, we detect when two flows share a cell only on
an insertion; on an insertion, any non-zero cell becomes a
DK. Again, in this setting, an invalid state transition can
incorrectly change cell values, leading to future errors. An
example of a state change under a SBF ACSM (without
counters) is given in Figure 3.

When the system is not well-behaved, there are further
issues to deal with. As mentioned, if a flow is not properly
terminated, then the filter will become polluted, causing in-
creased DK return values. This is handled using timing-
based mechanisms. Also, it is possible for spurious packets
to disrupt the filter, by causing a state transition when one
should not occur, although this can only happen if there is
a false positive for a specific state value. The effects of this
problem are less severe than for the direct Bloom filter ap-
proach; the most likely outcome is a false negative (rather
than a false return state) as the cells for a flow may then not
have matching states. Spurious packets can also introduce
DK values similarly.

3.4 An Approach Using d-left Hashing
Although the SBF ACSM has reasonable performance, we

have found that for most settings an approach using d-left
hashing in combination with fingerprints gives better perfor-
mance. We call this a fingerprint-compressed filter (FCF)
ACSM. A great advantage of the FCF ACSM is that there
are a few key parameters that can be fine-tuned for various
performance tradeoffs. The application of d-left hashing in
combination with fingerprints is interesting in its own right;
for example, in Section 4 we also show how this technique
can be used to obtain a data structure with the same func-
tionality as a counting Bloom filter, using much less space.

The basic idea is very simple: store a fingerprint of the
flow-id along with the flow’s current state in a hash table.
If the set were static, and there was suitably efficient per-
fect hash function for the set of flows, this would suffice [3,
17]. (Recall a perfect hash function maps a fixed set to a
range without collisions.) As we are in a dynamic setting,
perfect hash functions are generally not efficient for the pur-
poses we consider. We demonstrate that instead using d-left
hashing (in combination with timing mechanisms) provides
an efficient alternative. While the similarities between per-
fect hash functions and d-left hashing were noted previously
in [3], this application appears entirely novel.

For good usage of space and quick, fixed lookup times, no
pointers should be used. Instead, we adopt a hash table with
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a fixed size, and a fixed number of flows that can be stored
in each hash bucket. We call this fixed number of flows the
height of the bucket. Each bucket will therefore be assigned
a fixed amount of space, corresponding to the number of
flows that can be held. If fewer flows than the maximum
are stored in a bucket, we assume that the remaining space
is filled by empty flows, which are signaled in a specific way,
say with an entry of all zeroes.

In order to efficiently use the space available in the hash
table under these conditions, as well as make the probabil-
ity of a bucket overflow appropriately small, we can apply
d-left hashing, as explained in [3]. We provide a summary
here. In the d-left scheme, the hash table is broken up into
d subtables, ordered for convenience from left to right; gen-
erally these subtables are of equal size (although technically
this is not necessary). When a flow is placed in the hash
table, it has d possible locations, one in each subtable, with
the location in each subtable given by independent uniform
hashes of the item. (Many practical hash functions approx-
imate this behavior reasonably in practice.) The d possible
buckets are examined, and the item is placed in the bucket
holding the fewest items; in case of ties, ties are broken to
the left. The number of items in a bucket is also called its
load. This is a particularly efficient variation of using multi-
ple choices in hashing, giving extremely balanced loads, and
in particular very small maximum loads.

Notice the number of different parameters and can choose
in setting up an ACSM in this way: the number of hash
functions d; the number of buckets b of each subblock of the
hash table; the height h of each bucket; the size f of the
fingerprint in bits. Assuming x additional bits for each flow
(to represent the state and the timer bit) gives a total space
of dbh(f + x) bits for the hash table.

The settings of d, b and h must be such so that the prob-
ability of an overflow is very small. (We note that also a
small TCAM could be added to handle hash table over-
flows if their probability is sufficiently small. While a small
TCAM would be recommended in practice, appropriate de-
sign should make overflows extremely rare, as we describe,
and we ignore this in the subsequent analysis.) The uti-
lization u of the table is the fraction of occupied cells; if
we have n flows and dbh cells then u = n/(dbh). A typical
configuration, given as an example in [3], considers the case
where d = 3, h = 6, and b = n/12. This gives a utilization
of u = 2/3. In this case, the asymptotic fraction of buck-
ets that overflow (in the case of insertions only) is approx-
imately 5.6 · 10−31 [3]; even with insertions and deletions
of items, overflow events are remarkably rare. This sug-
gests that overflow, while it needs to be considered, can be
handled straightforwardly with this structure. Also, higher
utilizations and hence less overall space is possible by using
larger values of d, f , and h (and correspondingly smaller
values of b).

Even in the case where flows are well-behaved, flows can
yield false positives or DK values. A false positive occurs
if a lookup is performed on a non-extant flow and a finger-
print matches. As each fingerprint matches with probability
2−f , a simple union bound gives an upper bound of dh2−f .
Similarly, a DK value could arise if the fingerprint for a flow
appeared in two buckets that the flow hashed to. Such an
occurrence would also, of course, make it impossible to per-
form a deletion in a valid manner (as we would not know
which entry to delete – this is why the problem is easier to

11111111110000000   4

00011110011101101   1

11110111001001011   2

11110101001000111   3

11100010010111110   1

01110010001011111   3

10101110010101011   2

Flow: X    Fingerprint: 11110101001000111    State: 3 to 5

01110010010101111   6

01110100100010111   1

10001110011111100   3

X
Fingerprint State

Figure 4: A state change with an FCF ACSM. First,
the three buckets associated with flow X are found.
When the appropriate fingerprint is found, the state
can be changed. Alternatively, if the flow is deleted
and re-inserted, it could be re-placed into the left-
most of the least loaded buckets.

handle with a static set and a perfect hash function). If a
DK is found on a lookup, and a state change is required,
it may be appropriate to change the state of both items to
a special DK value; this depends on the application. DK
values can also be handled using a TCAM, to store flow-ids
that yield a DK in the data structure explicitly.

Finally, it is worth noting that on a state change, there are
two possible ways of accomplishing the change. First, one
could simply change the state of the appropriate fingerprint
as found in the table. Second, one could delete the current
state and re-insert the new state; this may cause a change
in the location of the fingerprint, if there is an alternative
bucket with a smaller load. The first approach requires less
work, and the second approach will do a slightly better job
keeping the load evenly distributed. See Figure 4 for an
example.

As with our other schemes, issues become more compli-
cated if the system is ill-behaved, as non-extant flows can
change the state for extant flows. To cope with this, the fin-
gerprint should be chosen to keep false positives sufficiently
rare. Also, timing-based deletions must be used to remove
the fingerprint of non-terminating flows.

4. AN ALTERNATIVE COUNTING BLOOM

FILTER
Using the same approach as for our FCF ACSM, we can

construct a variation of a counting Bloom filter that we dub
the d-left counting Bloom filter, or d-left CBF. The d-left
CBF uses less space than a standard counting Bloom fil-
ter, with the same functionality of tracking a dynamically
changing set of items under insertions and deletions. We of-
fer a brief sketch here; the d-left CBF is more fully described
in an additional paper [6]. The analysis of the d-left CBF
informs why this approach is also effective in the design of
ACSMs.

Again, the idea is to store a fingerprint of each item in a
d-left hash table, with the intuition that d-left hashing pro-
vides a sufficiently good approximation to perfect hashing.
For an insertion, we insert the fingerprint in the least loaded
subtable (breaking ties to the left); for a lookup, we look for
the fingerprint; and for a deletion, we remove the finger-
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print. We still have the potentially problematic issue, how-
ever, that if a fingerprint associated with an items appears in
multiple places, we cannot perform a deletion effectively, as
we are not sure which copy of the fingerprint to delete. We
avoid this problem by introducing a trick that ensures that
we have never have multiple fingerprints associated with an
item in the hash table.

For convenience we assume each subtable has size a power
of 2, say b = 2z, and we are using f bit fingerprints. First,
each item is hashed using a (pseudo-)random hash function
into f + z bits; for an item x, call this bit string S(x). We
then use d (pseudo-)random permutations h1, h2, . . . , hd on
the string S(x) of f + z bits; the first f bits of hi(S(x)) give
the fingerprint that will be used for x in the ith subtable,
and the last z bits of hi(S(x)) give the index of hi(S(x)) in
the ith subtable. Note that the fingerprint associated with
an item x can vary according to the subtable. Each cell
in the table will consist of both a fingerprint and a small
counter (generally 2 bits will suffice). We use the counter as
follows: if, when inserting an item, we see its fingerprint al-
ready exists in a subtable, we simply increment the counter
for that fingerprint, rather than insert another fingerprint
in a different subtable. On deletion a counter can be decre-
mented.

By using these permutations, we avoid the problem of
ever having two fingerprints associated with an item appear
in two different tables. This is because if hi(S(x)) appears
in the ith subtable we will never have hj(S(x)) appear in
the jth subtable; since hi(S(x)) is in the ith subtable, if
some other element y attempts to put hj(S(x)) in the jth
subtable, we must have that S(x) = S(y) (since we are using
a permutation). Hence hi(S(y)) = hi(S(x)), and instead of
inserting anything into the table for item y, we will sim-
ply increment the counter associated with the fingerprint
hi(S(x)). Because the probability of matching fingerprints
are small, a small counter (2 bits) is sufficient with very
high probability. Moreover, d-left hashing offers very high
utilizations of table cells, giving very good space usage.

As an example, for n items, using d = 3 choices, h =
6 cells per bucket, b = n/12 buckets per subtable, f =
11 bit fingerprints, and 2 bits per counter gives an overall
cost of (11 + 2) · 3/2 = 19.5 bits per item using a d-hash
CBF. (We have used that the utilization is 2/3.) The false
positive probability is approximately n2−f+z = 12(2−f ) ≈
0.59%. In contrast, a standard counting Bloom filter using 4
bits per counter (recommended to avoid overflow with high
probability) and 10 counters per item uses 40 bits per item
and obtains a false positive probability of about 0.82%.

The only real downside to the d-left CBF is that the hash-
ing cannot all be done entirely in parallel; the hash function
must be applied before the permutations. Also, there is per-
haps slightly more work to match the fingerprint among the
items in the buckets. However, the permutations can be
computationally simple, the lookups remain very fast, and
the space savings is certainly substantial.

Further analysis and examples can be found in [6].

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We divide the experimental section into two parts:
Comparing ACSM implementations: While the the-

oretical analysis given earlier provides considerable insight
into the relative merits of our three ACSM implementations,
it also has drawbacks. The theoretical models are necessarily

simplified, because a complete study would need models of
timers, deletions, and other effects. While simplified models
(e.g., random deletion) are tenable, it seems better to use
simulation to study real behavior. We provide a simulation
comparison on a simple state machine in Section 5.1.

Evaluating real applications: While our simulations
in Section 5.1 provide insight into whether ACSMs are im-
plementable in real routers, it does not shed enough light
on whether they are useful. In this context, the simulations
have two drawbacks. First, the simulations in Section 5.1
use a contrived state machine, chosen to be sufficiently large
but still simple. It is more useful to see what the figures of
merit (false positive and negative probabilities, memory) are
for more realistic state machines, and how much leverage one
obtains by using ACSMs instead of full state machines for
these applications, for a given loss of fidelity.

Second, the metrics of goodness for an ACSM (e.g., false
positive rate) do not necessarily translate into application
level metrics (which is what users ultimately care about) in
straightforward ways. For example, in the case of the video
congestion application described in Section 5.2, the relation
between erroneous dropping of frames and video quality can-
not easily be captured analytically. Thus, we provide a very
brief study of application level performance for two appli-
cations (video congestion control and P2P identification) in
Section 5.2.

5.1 Simulation
We give an example comparing performance of the various

ACSMs on a simple state machine.
Experimental setup: We performed simulations using

the three different algorithms to monitor ≈ 60, 000 flows
with a state machine of 10 states. A simple sequential state
machine was used for the experiment with synthetically gen-
erated packets for the flows. The state machine used was the
simplest possible:

1 → 2 → 3 → 4.... → 10.

Certain packets were encoded with state transition events.
Packet Generator: The packets for the different flows

were generated using the following parameters

1. There are n ≈ 60, 000 active flows in the system.

2. Each flow is made up of m ≈ 100 ± 40 packets.

3. Some packets contain triggers, which correspond to
state transitions. For instance a certain packet could
trigger the “transition from state 3 to 4” event.

4. The packet generator sequentially generates packets,
randomly selecting one of the n active flows from which
to transmit. When a flow terminates, i.e., has ex-
hausted all its packets, a new flow is created with
packets containing state transition events depending
on the type of the flow as explained next.

The flows are divided into three types:

1. Interesting Flows :- (30%) These flow have the correct
sequence of triggers embedded in them. These triggers
should lead to complete execution of the state machine
from start to finish, unless there is some sort of error.
The goal of the experiment is to identify these flows.
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2. Noise Flows :- (30%) These flows have random triggers
embedded in them. The triggers are guaranteed to
not execute the state machine to completion; the final
trigger from state 9 to 10 is never used.

3. Random Flows:- (Remaining) These flows have no trig-
ger embedded in them. These flows are used to create
temporal diversity in the traffic.

The packet generator was tested with all three ACSM
schemes, and was allowed to run for the life of approximately
1 Million flows. The performance of the ACSM in terms of
false positives/false negatives was recorded. Note that the
definitions of failure probabilities are slightly different from
the definitions in Section 3; here we define failure from the
point of view of detecting interesting flows. The experiment
records as a false positive cases when the ACSM finds a not-
interesting (i.e., a random or noise flow) that has executed
the state machine to completion. The experiment records
as a false negative cases when the ACSM finds (at the end
of the experiment) an Interesting flow whose state machine
does not run to completion. If the ACSM ever returns a
don’t know state for a flow, the experiment records it as a
don’t know for that flow.

Algorithm Parameters: We describe the parameters
we varied for each of the three ACSM implementations.

The timer task resets periodically; the period is set of
about 10 times the average flow life time ( ≈ 100 packets),
multiplied by the number of active flows, for a period of 6
million packets.
Direct Bloom Filter: Each cell entry contains 2 bit for a
counter plus 1 bit for a timer. The implementation used only
provides for false positives and false negatives; that is, the
desired state transition is given, so a don’t know need never
be returned. For a given memory size, the number of cells
and the number of hash functions are varied to determine
the optimal values for false positives and false negatives.
Stateful Bloom Filter: Each cell entry uses 4 bits for state
plus 1 bit for a timer. This is sufficient for 10 states as
well as a don’t know and empty state. We use no counter;
instead we use timers to delete entries. For a given memory
size, the numbers of cells and hash functions are varied to
obtain the optimal values for false positive, false negative,
and don’t know probabilities.
Fingerprint Compressed Filter: Again for a given memory
size, the table size, the number of hash functions, cells per
bucket, and fingerprint size are all varied to obtain the op-
timal values for false positives, false negatives, and don’t
know probabilities.

Simulation Results: The simulation results are sum-
marized in Table 1. The table shows that the FCF scheme
performed the best among the the three ACSM implemen-
tations, and the DBF performed the worst. Even with as
small as 0.5 Mb of memory, the FCF had total error prob-
ability of under 10%, where as with about 2 Mb the total
error probability was under 0.01%. By contrast, with 2Mb,
the SBF had a don’t know probability of 1.64% with much
smaller values for the other error probabilities. While we
did several other experiments that we do not describe for
lack of space, we found the FCF to be uniformly superior.

5.2 The Impact of ACSMs on Application Level
Performance

Earlier in the introduction, we suggested that routers and
switches are likely to evolve to be more application aware.
Many existing routers and switches have intelligence to mon-
itor traffic flows for security violations and to steer traffic
based on cues in packet content. This trend is likely to
continue. When the corresponding applications can toler-
ate some loss of fidelity caused by false positives and false
negatives (in return for better performance), ACSMs can be
useful. This is particularly true in Application Level QoS
(for example, the kind of service provided by devices such
as Packeteer and P-Cube) where the network provides QoS
by doing a limited amount of application level parsing to
understand the relation between packets and applications,
and the relative importance of each packet.

We illustrate this thesis by briefly describing and evalu-
ating two applications: video congestion control and P2P
identification. We emphasize that neither of these applica-
tions is new: there is much work that is in the literature in
these two areas, but existing work uses full state machines
which can be hard to implement in routers. We also em-
phasize that our evaluation is only meant to provide initial
insight into application level benefits that accrue from us-
ing ACSMs. Much deeper and broader experimental study
(which we leave to later work) is needed to fully explore the
use of ACSMs in application aware networking.

5.2.1 Video Congestion Control

Despite failed past predictions about video over the In-
ternet, the playing of video clips and video conferencing has
increased substantially in recent years. If the history of voice
is any guide, Internet video may soon be commonly used for
video on demand, video conferencing, and even broadcast
TV. If so, the problem of video congestion in the Internet
will become significant.

McCanne’s thesis [1, 14] suggested encoding video using
various enhancement layers that can be discarded during
times of congestion. However, this requires changes in stan-
dards and implementations. Meanwhile, video continues to
flourish using the popular MPEG formats for video stream-
ing. MPEG encodes video using 3 types of frames: I frames
provide complete scene information, P frames show differen-
tial information with respect to the previous reference I or P
frame, and B frames show differential information between
the prior and following reference frames (the previous I or
P before the B, and the next I or P after the B).

Intuitively, dropping an I frame or P frame corrupts the
reference plane, making the following frames until the next
I frames useless. Dropping B frames is less harmful because
the following frames are not dependent on the B frame. B
frames only contain temporal information and so their loss
only causes motion artifacts which, up to a point, is diffi-
cult to notice. On the other hand random frame loss can
cause artifacts randomly in both the temporal and spatial
dimensions which are more observable at lower loss rates.

The fact that selective dropping of B frames can help dur-
ing periods of congestion is well known (e.g., [9]) but its
implementation in today’s routers is problematic. Assum-
ing each video stream is run over UDP, and there are several
hundred thousand UDP flows concurrently through a router,
to do any effective video congestion policy requires keeping
state about frame boundaries for each active flow. This is
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Scheme Memory False False Don’t Other Parameters
Size (bits) Positive negative Know

num hash
Direct cells functions
Bloom 786432 9% 19% - 256K 3
Filter 1572864 1.20% 4.70% - 512K 4

3145728 0.03% 0.34% - 1M 5
num hash

Stateful cells functions
Bloom 524288 0.27% 5.96% 42.64% 128K 3
Filter 1048576 0.04% 1.12% 14.45% 256K 4

2097152 0.00% 0.03% 1.64% 512K 5
table hash cells per fingerprint

Fingerprint size functions bucket size (bits)
Compressed 516096 0.187% 4.278% 3.205% 6K 3 6 10

Filter 1081344 0.001% 0.011% 0.010% 8K 4 6 10
2162688 0.000% 0.005% 0.003% 16K 4 6 18

Table 1: Simulation Results: Comparing the various ACSMs on a simple state machine.

because each of the I, B, and P frames are identified by
a unique string at the start of the frame, frames can span
packets, and the end of a previous frame is only signaled by
the string indicating the start of the next frame.

Thus to do some form of discriminate dropping of video
frames one has to maintain a small amount of state (mini-
mally the current frame type) for all concurrent video streams.
Some authors have suggested marking packets[9] to indicate
priority levels in which case B frame packets can be marked
as low priority. However, such marking requires standard
changes (as is the case for layered encoding proposals).

Priority marking also cannot implement the full range
of state machines one could envision for video congestion
control. For example, one (somewhat dated) drop policy
in ATM switches is “tail-dropping” which essentially con-
verts the loss of a cell in an ATM packet to the loss of the
packet [18]. A natural generalization to video is to drop all
packets till the next I-frame after the loss of a significant
packet within an I-frame. It does not appear to be possi-
ble to implement such a policy (which we implement using
ACSMs and evaluate below) using priority marking.

To investigate the application of ACSMs to discriminate
dropping of video packets within MPEG frames, we followed
the approach of earlier papers in video congestion [9] and
used a popular reference MPEG encoded movie “susi 040.mpg”
(available from the Tektronix FTP site [22]) used by the
MPEG standards committee. The file consists of 8.5% of I-
Frames, 25% of P-Frames, and 66.5% of B-Frames. In terms
of bytes, 29% of bytes were from I-Frames, 35% were from
P-Frames, and 34% were from B-Frames.

In our experiments, we consider various drop methods;
when comparing final results, we compare according to the
final loss rate measured in bytes. We experimented with var-
ious dropping strategies. The first was random loss, which
randomly drops frames. The second was B-frame dropping,
which selectively drops B-frames randomly (which would re-
quire standards changes to do via marking as in [9])). The
third policy drops packets randomly, and does pure I-frame
tail dropping: once an I frame packet is dropped, all pack-
ets (and intermediate frames) are dropped till the start of
the next I-frame. The fourth policy starts with B-frame

dropping up to some maximum drop probability (we found
that dropping more than 20% of B-frames resulted in poor
quality video) followed by I-frame tail dropping.

Again, to compare the performance of the three schemes
uniformly we translated the frame loss probability in the
latter two cases into a byte loss probability. The first two
strategies are evaluated in [9]. To the best of our knowledge,
we have not seen the third or fourth strategies before. In
general, we believe ACSMs can enable a much richer class
of video drop policies than perhaps were thought possible.

For each strategy, we looked for two thresholds: the first
was the loss threshold at which the video was almost com-
pletely unaffected by loss; the second was the threshold at
which the video is severely affected and is unusable. We has-
ten to point that these two thresholds are perceptual, and
what is more important is the broad message that discrimi-
nate video dropping can gain user satisfaction in periods of
limited bandwidth than the specific numbers reported here.

More precisely, for the B-frame loss experiment we took
the video file and parsed it and dropped B-frames according
to some B-frame loss probability. We then played it using
the Windows Media player. We gradually increased the loss
probability until we first saw errors (Threshold 1) and until
the quality became unacceptable (Threshold 2). We then
report Threshold 1 and 2 and the loss probability, after the
frame loss probability to a byte loss probability by adding
the length of all the dropped frames and dividing by the
total number of bytes sent in the original video.

Our results were as follows:

• Random Drop: Artifacts are easily seen even at a
very low drop rate (i.e. 2% ). Beyond 15% drop
rate the picture quality is severely degraded. Thus
Threshold 1 is 2% and Threshold 2 is 15%.

• B-frame dropping: Dropping B frames did not have
any effect on the picture quality but it did have effects
on the temporal plane (at very high losses, the picture
seems to skip from scene to scene). In general, up 6%
drop rate can be achieved without much loss in quality.
The quality degrades severely at around 12%.

• I-frame tail-dropping: This performs worse than B-
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frame dropping in that artifacts are seen at 3%. How-
ever, the loss rate has to reach 25% before the picture
quality gets severely degraded.

• Combination B-frame and I-frame dropping: We
use B-frame dropping up to a loss probability of 6%,
and then do I-frame tail dropping of other frames (I or
P frames) for higher loss rates. This scheme performs
exactly like the pure B-frame drop policy in that ar-
tifacts become noticeable at 6% but the picture gets
severely degraded only at a loss rate of 30%.

In summary, the combined scheme has the best thresholds
(6%, 30%). While our experiments only demonstrated the
effect of loss on a single video stream, the use of a uniform
drop probability (as in RED) will result in fairness across all
video streams passing through a route. For the combined
scheme, the implementation keeps a counter to track the
total current B-frame byte loss probability, and instantiates
the random loss of other frame packets when this counter
exceeds a threshold.

As an example of the relationship between these perfor-
mance numbers as ACSMs, we used an FCF ACSM with
a fingerprint of 14 bits, 3 bits for state, and 1 bit for a
timer to classify frame types and drop status per stream
using I-frame tail dropping. To ensure no bucket overlow
occurred we used a utilization of 2/3 (for the maximum num-
ber of simultaneous flows). Experimentally, the probability
of incorrectly dropping a packet (from either a false positive
or Don’t Know) is 0.37% and the probability of not drop-
ping a video packet that should have been dropped (from a
false negative) was 0.38%. These small probabilities of error
should not significantly affect the video congestion policy
but the net state per stream is reduced to (14 + 3 + 1) *
1.5 = 27 bits compared to 96 + 3 + 1= 100 bits for the com-
plete state scheme. This translates into nearly a factor of
4 reduction in memory without much impact on the video
policy. Even larger savings can be obtained by increasing
the false positive probability, which may be acceptable in
this application.

Our results for improved quality with B-frame dropping
compares with earlier results (e.g., [9]). However, [9] uses a
quantitative metric called PSNR and expresses the gain as
2 to 3 db gain in PSNR using B-frame dropping, while we
use perceptual loss thresholds. There are no results in [9]
for I-frame tail dropping.

Our results are in no way conclusive. For example, the
video we used had no audio, and the perceptual method
we used could vary from user to user. However, the results
do suggest the potential promise of using ACSMs for video
congestion to provide a rich space of video drop policies that
are implementable in routers and switches, and that do not
require standards changes as in the layered encoding [1] or
packet marking proposals [9].

5.2.2 Real-time Identification of P2P Traffic

Recent studies [10] have shown that Peer-to-Peer traffic
(P2P) continues to grow to alarming percentages, such as
30% of all traffic at peering points. Most organizations and
even ISPs would like to rate control such traffic in favor of
other possibly more mission-critical, traffic. Unfortunately,
as part of the battle with such legal entities as the RIAA,
P2P traffic constantly evolves to conceal itself. P2P traffic
routinely tunnels in on well known ports such as Port 80, and

many routinely operate on any port number. Thus simple
discrimination of P2P packets based on port numbers is no
longer very useful. A recent proposal [19] suggests looking
for content signatures within packets (e.g., “GNUTELLA
CONNECT”) to identify P2P packets. Unfortunately, mo-
tivated by legal sticks and financial carrots, P2P protocols
have shown a growing trend to obfuscate their payloads us-
ing encryption.

As a more compelling approach, recent work in [10] shows
that there are certain traffic flow patterns, detectable by
simple state machines, that have a high degree of accuracy
in identifying P2P flows. For example, [10] shows that a
(DestIP, SourceIP) pair that has a concurrent UDP connec-
tion (often used for control queries and replies) and TCP
connection (used for file transfer) has a high probability of
being P2P traffic. The work also uses patterns of (IP, port)
pairs for another test.

We believe that such traffic characterization based on traf-
fic flow analysis (for P2P or other uses such as security) can
benefit from the use of ACSMs. The paper [10] uses ex-
tensive (and time-consuming) offline trace analysis. This
is useful for traffic characterization after the fact, and can
be used with tools such as NetFlow to provide fairly slow
analysis of P2P traffic. However, ACSMs can be used for
online, real-time characterization using the same techniques
and can thus be used for real-time control (using say rate
limiting). The lack of fidelity of ACSMs due to false posi-
tives and negatives is not a large impediment, because the
very heuristics used to identify P2P traffic also have some
probability of error that is often significantly larger than the
errors caused by using ACSMs.

To quickly understand how P2P identification can benefit
from ACSMs we simulated the simplest state machine test in
[10] (TCP-UDP pairs). Since we could not obtain traces of
the traffic used in [10], we created a synthetic log containing
64K active flows (a flow is timed out after 64 seconds of
inactivity). The flows (based on the data in [10]) have an
average of 15 packets per flow. We use a parameter we call
the P2P percentage that controls what fraction of the TCP
flows have a concurrent UDP flow. Between the start and
end of these selected flows, we randomly send a UDP packet.
The experiment compares, for different values of the P2P
percentage parameter, the number of flows misclassified as
P2P using an ACSM compared to that done by a full state
machine. (We are assuming that the full state machine is
perfectly correct, but in practice it is not [10].)

We present results using an FCF ACSM with 211 cells, 4
hash functions, a fingerprint Size of 14 Bits, and 9 entries
per cell. Thus the total memory used was approximately 1
Mbit (more precisely, 211 ∗ 4 ∗ 9 ∗ (14 + 2) = 1179648 bits).
The results were as follows:

• 15 % P2P Traffic: 0% False positive, 0.29% False
Negative, and 0.17% DK

• 25 % P2P traffic: 0% False positive, 0.31% False
Negative, 0.156% DK

• 40 % P2P traffic: 0% False positive, 0.34% False
Negative, 0.149% DK

Even if we add all these probabilities together (as the
probability of misclassification), the probabilities compare
very well with the misclassification probabilities reported in
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[10] for the heuristics themselves (for example, false positive
rates of 6%). On the other hand, the slight loss in fidelity
is compensated by a very large factor reduction in memory
(from 96 bits per flow in the naive scheme to 18 bits per
flow using ACSMs). Better still, this can be done with a
few Mbits of memory which is implementable by using on-
chip SRAM even at 20 Gbps and higher speeds.

There are several limitations to our study, however. First,
we did not use the actual traces and several interesting dy-
namics of real traffic (timeouts, Zipf flow sizes etc.) are not
captured by our synthetic model. Rather than improve our
synthetic model, we plan to work on the real traces once we
obtain them. Second, we did not implement the full state
machine in [10]. Third, our model of concurrent TCP and
UDP connections only included a UDP connection starting
within a TCP connection, not vice versa. While these exten-
sions are necessary in a deeper, trace-drive study, the initial
results strongly suggest the potential promise of ACSMs for
real-time P2P identification and control.

In closing, we note that P2P identification, like security,
is likely to be an arms race. If these heuristics get widely
used, it is likely that P2P authors will change their pro-
grams to invalidate these detection methods. However, if a
router allows programmable ACSMs, the router can be re-
programmed to employ new detection state machines, much
in the way virus definitions are updated when new threats
are discovered.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced Approximate Concur-

rent State Machines. While similar in spirit to Bloom filters,
our best scheme is based on a combination of hashing and
fingerprints, using d-left hashing to obtain a near-perfect
hash function in a dynamic setting. Somewhat surprisingly,
when we specialize to the case of membership checking in
a dynamic set, we find that our data structure takes much
less space than a comparable counting Bloom filter.

ACSMs are particularly relevant to an increasing trend in
networking devices to be more application aware. This is
often done by keeping a state machine for each TCP flow.
Because of the great memory needs (1 million concurrent
connections, for example, is the standard for all IDS devices
in the market), these implementations often resort to low
speed DRAM and hence are often implemented at speeds
of a few Gbps or less. By reducing the memory needs by
a factor of 5 or more, ACSMs allow the potential for on-
chip SRAM and hence higher speed implementations of such
application-aware network devices. Finally, the loss in fi-
delity caused by small probabilities of error are often tol-
erable for Application Level QoS mechanisms for which an
error only means stepping up (or down) the QoS level for
the occasional connection.

We have sketched the potential uses of ACSMs for application-
aware forwarding using two specific examples: Active Queue
Management schemes for video flows, and real-time detec-
tion and control of P2P traffic. We also believe programmable
ACSMs can be a powerful tool for traffic analysis. Our in-
vestigation of applications is preliminary, and more sophis-
ticated and detailed experiments are needed to confirm the
promise of ACSMs for applications. This paper, instead, fo-
cuses on the introduction of the problem, the introduction of
3 specific data structures to solve the problem, and the an-
alytical and simulation comparison of the 3 schemes. Given

that Bloom filters and related variants have found many ap-
plications, we believe that ACSMs will also find many new
applications in the future.
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ABSTRACT

Ptacek and Newsham [14] showed how to evade signature
detection at Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) using TCP
and IP Fragmentation. These attacks are implemented in
tools like FragRoute, and are institutionalized in IPS prod-
uct tests. The classic defense is for the IPS to reassemble
TCP and IP packets, and to consistently normalize the out-
put stream. Current IPS standards require keeping state
for 1 million connections. Both the state and processing re-
quirements of reassembly and normalization are barriers to
scalability for an IPS at speeds higher than 10 Gbps.

In this paper, we suggest breaking with this paradigm us-
ing an approach we call Split-Detect. We focus on the sim-
plest form of signature, an exact string match, and start by
splitting the signature into pieces. By doing so the attacker
is either forced to include at least one piece completely in
a packet, or to display potentially abnormal behavior (e.g.,
several small TCP fragments or out-of-order packets) that
cause the attacker’s flow to be diverted to a slow path. We
prove that under certain assumptions this scheme can de-
tect all byte-string evasions. We also show using real traces
that the processing and storage requirements of this scheme
can be 10% of that required by a conventional IPS, allow-
ing reasonable cost implementations at 20 Gbps. While
the changes required by Split-Detect may be a barrier to
adoption, this paper exposes the assumptions that must be
changed to avoid normalization and reassembly in the fast
path.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.6 Internet-
working : Routers

General Terms: Algorithms, Intrusion Prevention Sys-
tems, Design.

Keywords: Normalization, TCP reassembly, evasion at-
tacks.

1. INTRODUCTION
We argue that the need to normalize and reassemble TCP
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streams has become a router/IPS folk theorem; we follow
this with a quick introduction to Intrusion Detection and
Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS) and a paper outline.

1.1 Router Folk Theorems
When a field first develops, a set of rules based on expe-

rience eventually harden into folk theorems. In the initial
stages, these guidelines are very helpful as rules of thumb for
dealing with complexity and are not expensive to implement.
As time goes on, however, these rules gravitate towards more
dogmatic status. At the same time, it becomes so expensive
to implement the original rules, as systems scale to higher
speeds, that the rules are eventually challenged. Examples
of such folk theorems include strict layering in protocol im-
plementation (challenged in [4] using upcalls), wire speed
forwarding for routers (challenged in [5] using randomized
algorithms for forwarding), and the need for routers to have
200 msec of buffering (challenged in [3] by showing that the
overall buffer can be reduced by the square root of the num-
ber of flows).

In this paper, we challenge an important folk theorem in
Intrusion Prevention systems: that packet reassembly and
normalization are necessary to deal with evasions [14] by
attackers. Briefly, an Intrusion Prevention System or IPS is
a device that sits on a network and drops all traffic indicative
of an attack. The seminal paper in this area [8] shows
that reassembly and normalization are sufficient to detect
all evasions. However, the IPS industry has gone further and
assumed that reassembly and normalization are necessary.

Besides the scientific interest in critically re-examining as-
sumptions, the need for normalization and reassembly has
enormous engineering consequences. As speeds get higher,
reassembly and normalization in the network requires an
increasing amount of resources in terms of memory and pro-
cessing. Looked at from a pure implementation viewpoint,
reassembly at an IPS appears wasteful. For the sake of a few
bad flows using fragmented attacks, a router with a pack-
aged IPS must reassemble all flows.

Looked at another way, reassembly (which is done at ev-
ery receiving endnode) must be duplicated at every IPS in
the path. If we simply multiply the memory required for re-
assembling 1 million connections by the number of IDS/IPS
boxes, the total cost (even ignoring the cost of processing)
is very large.

A recent paper [6] shows that the processing cost of TCP
reassembly can greatly be reduced by optimizing for the ex-
pected case when most TCP segments are in order. How-
ever, this optimization does not reduce the state required for
TCP reassembly. Further, we will see that normalization can
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potentially increase the costs of memory and processing by
an order of magnitude beyond that required by reassembly.

1.2 Intrusion Prevention Systems
In a perfect world, where all endnodes detect and prevent

attacks, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) would be use-
less. Unfortunately, network administrators cannot rely on
endnode software (often controlled by a different organiza-
tion) being up to date in terms of Anti-Virus updates and
patches. Thus, just as in the case of firewalls, the use of
an IDS is a popular retrofit strategy. Almost every major
organization runs an IDS of some sort, and many organiza-
tions, motivated by the threat of internal attacks, deploy an
IDS in several parts of the internal network. Thus, the IDS
market is a billion dollar market, and continues to grow.

We will focus in this paper on signature based IDS. Such
an IDS consists of a database of rules. Each rule specifies
a predicate on packet headers, optionally contains a con-
tent string, and has an associated action. In classical IDS
systems such as the open source tool Snort [15] the asso-
ciated action is usually an alert to the administrator. Sig-
nature based IDS are very popular and are supported by
every major IDS vendor. The bane of most IDS users is the
potentially large number of false positives in alerts.

By the time an IDS can raise an alert and a human admin-
istrator respond, a fast-moving attack (such as a worm or a
DDOS attack) can have done considerable damage. Thus in
recent years, the IDS market has morphed into the so-called
IPS (Intrusion Prevention System) market. Somewhat cav-
alierly, an IPS can be described as an IDS where a subset of
rules (which the IDS implementers are confident can cause
almost no false positives) are enabled with the correspond-
ing action to drop any packet that matches this rule. An IPS
must be inline to drop packets, while an IDS can simply tap
the data to generate alerts.

Both IDS and IPS systems are required to reassemble
TCP flows and IP fragments. This ensures that a content
string in a rule that is fragmented across packets can be de-
tected. IPS systems are further required to normalize [8, 13]
TCP flows. Roughly speaking, normalization seeks to nor-
malize the data sent in a flow to avoid inconsistencies that
can be exploited by an attacker. As the market for IDS and
IPS systems has matured, there are now well-established
tests that check for conformance. For example, the NSS
report [11] tests vendors for resilience to evasion attacks by
running fragroute [17], and whisker or nikto [10]. All the ma-
jor vendors appear to have demonstrated [11] their ability
to detect evasion attempts.

As the speed of enterprise networks moves from 1Gbps to
10 Gbps, IPS devices have been attempting to scale up in
speed as well. In terms of speed, some vendors are already
deploying IPS systems at 8 Gbps. Further, as a reaction to
the number of ad hoc network devices (e.g., load balancers,
content accelerators, and routers) in networks, there is an
increasing trend towards consolidating devices within a sin-
gle enterprise switch. As many switches have 10 Gbps and
even 20 Gbps ports, it is desirable to scale a single IDS chip
or device to 20 Gbps.

What are the main bottlenecks for an IPS? One major
bottleneck is scanning a stream of bytes for a content string
or even a regular expression. Searching for content strings is
fairly well understood [5]. In recent years, many IPS devices
have allowed the specification of regular expressions for con-

tent strings but hardware algorithms for even these are well
understood [5]. However, a second major bottleneck is the
effort required to reassemble TCP flows and to normalize
them if needed. Many IPS vendors advertise support for up
to 1 million concurrent TCP flows; the number of flows may
seem surprisingly large for an enterprise. However, recall
that in a security context, a TCP flow cannot be timed out
quickly in case a fragment of the attack is sent much later.

It is this second bottleneck, and especially in the context
of a packaged IPS/router, that we focus on in this paper.

1.3 Paper Outline and Contributions
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

contains an implementation model for a packaged IPS in
a router or switch, and describes the main assumptions as
well and measures. Section 3 provides a brief overview of the
possible evasions made possible by fragmentation. Section 4
begins the solution description by first dealing with two com-
plicating issues: overlapping TCP segments and IP frag-
mentation. Then Section 5 describes the Split-Detect solu-
tion that is scalable and yet able to detect damage caused
by out-of-order fragments and chaff. Section 6 contains a
proof that Split-Detect is correct; a proof is needed as sev-
eral of our initial attempts had flaws. Section 7 describes
a trace-driven analysis of the performance improvement re-
sulting from Split-Detect. Section 8 suggests clean slate ap-
proaches to the problem of simplifying IPS devices based on
the lessons learned in this paper. Finally, Section 9 states
conclusions.

Contributions: The main contribution of this paper is
critically examining the need for reassembly and normaliza-
tion. As part of this examination, we propose an alternative
(Split-Detect) to full reassembly and data normalization for
all flows passing through an IPS by efficiently identifying
a small subset of traffic in the fast path that requires nor-
malization/reassembly. Note that Split-Detect only avoids
reassembly and normalization in the fast path.

Unfortunately, Split Detect requires three assumptions: a
small modification to TCP receivers to check for inconsis-
tent retransmissions, a change in the definition of signature
detection to allow the start and end of a signature to be
missed, and a restriction to exact signatures or regular ex-
pressions with a fixed exact length. The first assumption
seems to be fundamental, the second can be removed by an
implementation or protocol change, and the third assump-
tion may be relaxed by future work.

Given the difficulties with these assumptions, the main
contribution of this paper is exposing the assumptions that
need to be changed to avoid reassembly and normalization in
the fast path. We hope that our initial study will stimulate
further work.

A second contribution is the formalization of several con-
cepts (such as critical packets and possible reassembly) that
seem fundamental to the theoretical modeling of evasion at-
tacks.

2. MODEL

Between what matters and what seems to matter,
how should the world we know judge wisely? —
E.C. Bentley, Trent’s Last Case

We capture with a model the salient aspects and param-
eters for IPS implementations. Figure 1 shows a model of
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a classical IDS/IPS implemented at speeds greater than 5
Gbps. Packets are inspected by some set of chips, often
ASICs. Many products use two or three such chips. The
TCP and IP flow state is stored in a large state table with
memory for C connections (often required to be at least 1
million) with W bits per connection. Even if all the packets
in a connection are in-order the minimum state for a connec-
tion is at least the TCP 5-tuple and the sequence number,
which is at least 128 bits. Typical implementations espe-
cially for IPS devices probably keep at least 10 times this
much state, given that full data normalization [8] appears
to require keeping an RTT’s worth of TCP stream data.

Thus the overall memory required for the flow table is
at least 128 Mbits, and more likely to be closer to 1280
Mbits, which is sufficiently large to require external DRAM.
In practice, several DRAM chips are required. The net result
is that the IPS implementation, counting processing chips
and external memory, requires several chips and supporting
processors, which makes it expensive and hard to package
cheaply into every line card.

A natural alternate IPS model is shown in Figure 2. The
idea is that the IPS complex in Figure 1 is replaced by a
simpler (and potentially single) IPS chip that handles the
common case, but also detects exceptions by keeping track of
a much smaller number of connections. When an exception
is detected, the remainder of the TCP flow is diverted to a
second processor that handles the exception case using the
full connection state, reassembly, and normalization. How-

ever, the idea is that the slow path processor only handles
the exception flows.

One particularly attractive packaging of this model is to
place the fast path IPS chip in every line card of a switch,
and to keep the slow path processor(s) in a separate card
shared by all other line cards of the switch. For this pack-
aging to make sense, the amount of memory required by
the fast path processor should ideally be sufficiently small
to fit into on-chip memory or a small CAM, making the per
line-card cost very small. At the same time, the amount of
traffic diverted to the slow path must be sufficiently small
to allow the slow path processor to be shared by several fast
path processors.

Thus referring to Figure 1 and Figure 2, two relevant per-
formance measures of the leverage of the new model (Figure 2
versus the classical model (Figure 2) are:

• Speedup: Speedup can be defined as S = B/D. In
other words, this is the reciprocal of the fraction of
bytes diverted to the slow path processor. A potential
target is a speedup of 10 for B = 20 Gbps and D = 2
Gbps. This allows either a cheap slow path processor
or the sharing of the slow path processor across 10 line
cards.

• Memory Compression: Memory compression is the
ratio of the connection memory required by the classi-
cal IPS to the memory required by the fast path pro-
cessor in the new model (Figure 2). From the figure,
this is M = CW/(cw). A potential target is a memory
compression of 25 to yield a fast path memory cw = 5
Mbits (which should fit into on-chip memory) assum-
ing C = 1 million and W = 128 bits.

3. THE GENTLE ART OF EVASION

Know thyself, Know thy Enemy

—– Sun Tzu, circa 500 BC

In this section we briefly review some of the power avail-
able to an attacker using fragmentation. The power arises
from the combination of TCP and/or IP fragmentation with
out-of-order, redundant, and overlapping segments. We il-
lustrate these by the following example attacks. These ex-
amples are by no means a comprehensive list of attacks. In
all the examples, the intruder is attempting to send a string
“ATTACK” that is passed by the IPS but is received by
the receiver. In this section, we restrict ourselves to TCP
fragments.

3.1 The Case of the Misordered Fragments
In this warm-up example, the intruder breaks the string

“ATTACK” into two fragments “ATT” and “ACK”. The
attacker then sends the content string “ACK” in the first
segment to physically pass the IPS (time flows from left to
right in all examples) with TCP sequence number 13. Later,
the first part of the attack string “ATT” is sent in a sec-
ond TCP packet with sequence number 10. Although these
fragments pass the IPS out-of-order (and potentially with a
long time between fragments), the receiver to which these
packets are destined will reassemble the string correctly by
first placing the string “ATT” (because it has start byte se-
quence number 10) and then attaching the string “ACK”
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SEQ = 13, ACK
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THE CASE OF THE MISORDERED FRAGMENT

THE CASE OF THE OVERLAPPING SEGMENTS

Figure 3: Pictorial representation of 3 powerful eva-
sion techniques

(because it has start byte sequence number 13). The top
row of Figure 3 shows this attack pictorially.

Clearly, an IPS that does reassembly can catch this case
because it duplicates receiver reassembly before checking for
strings such as ATTACK. in the reassembled byte stream.

3.2 The Case of the Interspersed Chaff
In this example, the attacker breaks the string into two

fragments “ATT” and “ACK” as before but now adds some
“noise” or chaff to the attack to confuse the IPS without
damaging correct reassembly at the receiver. There are
many ways to do this; one technique is to send the good
packets with a large enough TTL (Time to Live) to reach
the receiver, while sending the chaff with a small TTL that
causes it to be dropped before reaching the receiver.

In the example in the second row of Figure 3, the frag-
ments “ATT” and “ACK” are sent with a large TTL of 10,
while the interspersed chaff “JNK” is sent with a TTL of 1.
Assuming that the IPS has no knowledge of network topol-
ogy, the IPS cannot tell which fragments will make it to the
receiver. Thus the IPS does not know whether the receiver
will receive “ATTJNK” or “ATTACK”.

It is easy to construct cases with P pieces of overlapping
chaff starting at several positions within the attack signa-
ture such that there are 2P possible reorderings. Since it
is computationally hard for the IPS to compute exponen-
tial numbers of reorderings, a more elegant solution is data
normalization [8]: the IPS picks a canonical reordering (in
this example, say ATTJNK), realizes that it does not match
a valid attack string, and so lets it pass without an alert.
However, when the packet with the string “ACK” goes by
the IPS, the IPS rewrites the string “ACK” to “JNK” to
be consistent with data sent in the past. Once again, this
example plausibly argues for the need to both reassemble
and normalize.

3.3 The Case of the Overlapping Fragments
A more pernicious form of attack using overlapping se-

quence numbers is shown pictorially in the third row of
Figure 3. The first TCP packet carries sequence number
10 and the string “ATTJNK”. The second TCP packet car-
ries the sequence number 13 and the string “ACK”. . One
convention at a receiver when faced with overlapping bytes
is to deliver the most recently received bytes. With such a
convention, the receiver will deliver the string “ATTACK”

and the intruder will succeed. Clearly, normalization avoids
this problem by either sending “ATTJNK” consistently or
dropping data that reassembles to “ATTACK”.

While overlapping fragments abstractly looks similar to
interspersed chaff and they have the same cure (normaliza-
tion), they have a subtle difference. In the case of inter-
spersed chaff, a packet is either completely chaff or com-
pletely good data. In the case of overlapping fragments, a
packet can partially contain chaff and good data. In partic-
ular, after cutting a signature into pieces, any attack that
only contains interspersed chaff will be forced to send small
fragments, a behavior that can be detected.

On the other hand, using overlapping fragments, the sender
can send arbitrarily large packets while still (effectively)
fragmenting the signature into pieces of size as small as
1 byte. For example, imagine a sequence of large packets
whose sequence numbers are X, X + 1, X + 2, etc., and
where the new byte of the i-th packet is the i-th byte of the
signature, and the rest of the data bytes are chaff. In sum-
mary, overlapping fragments are deadly because they allow
signatures to be segmented virtually into as small pieces as
desired without any accompanying physical manifestations
in terms of small packet sizes.

4. CLEARING THE UNDERBRUSH
Before we move to our final solution, we simplify the prob-

lem by addressing two attack mechanisms: IP fragmentation
and overlapping fragments.

4.1 IP Fragmentation
Clearly, many of the same attacks described in Section 3

can be duplicated with IP fragments with the IP fragment
offset fields playing the part of TCP sequence numbers.
Combinations of TCP and IP fragmentation in the same
attack can complicate the mechanisms and proofs. For ex-
ample, not every IP fragment of a TCP packet contains a
TCP header. Because IP fragmentation is so rare in prac-
tice (a fraction of a percent in our traces and in previous
reports [16]), we use a conservative solution: divert any IP
fragments and any connection whose connection ID is in an
IP fragment to the slow path.

4.2 Overlapping TCP Fragments
Detecting overlapping TCP fragments appears very hard

without keeping state for every connection. While over-
lapping TCP fragments do result in out-of-order TCP seg-
ments, benign out-of-order segments occur because of route
changes, load balancing, and retransmission (consider send-
ing packets P1, P2, P3, and then resending P1). It appears
hard to distinguish benign out-of-order packets from seg-
ments with overlapping sequence numbers without keeping
a record of all past sequence numbers, which is no better
than keeping TCP state for all connections.

It appears possible to prove that detecting overlapping
sequence numbers requires a large amount of space1 using
a reduction to the set disjointness problem, as pioneered in
[2] and applied in [9] to show similar hardness results for a
number of other security problems. However, one must be
cautious about such results. First, the hardness of the set
disjointness problem is based on assumptions which may be
relaxed in practice. Second, as pointed out in [9] the same

1We are grateful to Yossi Mattias for this observation
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phenomenon (overlapping TCP fragments) may have several
manifestations (e.g., overlapping sequence numbers, over-
lapping content). Proving that one manifestation is hard to
detect does not imply that scalable detection of some other
manifestation is impossible. Despite these caveats, it does
seem that detecting overlapping fragments is fundamentally
hard.

Instead, we will rely on changes to endnodes to satisfy the
following atomicity property. In the following we use “de-
livered” to mean “delivered to the application”, not merely
“the segment is delivered to the target host”.

Weak Atomicity Property: None of the bytes in a
TCP segment that are delivered will be inconsistent with
bytes of another TCP segment that are delivered.

Note, that this restriction cannot cause any difficulty to
good sender stacks because the TCP protocol does not allow
inconsistent data transmission. The implementation of the
weak atomicity property is fairly easy. Maintain a buffer,
the Overlap Detect buffer, of up to an MSS size worth of the
bytes last delivered to the socket buffer. When a new packet
becomes in-order and is a candidate for delivery, compare
any overlapping bytes with the bytes in the overlap buffer.
If there is inconsistency, do not deliver the segment and reset
the connection.

Note that this implementation takes more space (1 MSS)
and more processing (byte-by-byte comparison in case of
overlap) than a standard TCP implementation. However, it
is very likely that most socket buffers will need storage for
up to 10 MTUs or more. Thus the additional storage cost
should be a small percentage of the existing storage cost.
Also, the processing cost can be mainly a matter of writing
to the circular overlap buffer and the actual byte-by-byte
check is incurred only in the rare case of an overlapping
segment.

Weak atomicity also appears to introduce a new Denial-of-
Service attack wherein an attacker could inject inconsistent
data and cause the connection to be reset. However, the
alternative is to allow the attacker to inject arbitrary wrong
data, which is worse. Note that SSH also resets a TCP
connection on detecting a possible TCP injection attack.
We argue that such an endnode change is actually good
because:

• It prevents bad behavior (delivered inconsistent data)
from harming an endnode.

• It does not require implementing a complete IPS (no
signatures are required at endnodes in this proposal)
or normalizer at the endnode.

• It can easily be implemented. If deployed by Windows
and Linux, then the two most common targets of at-
tacks can be protected while allowing IPS systems to
scale.

In summary, we believe that an easily-implementable change
in endnodes to implement an obvious consistency check (which
should have been required in the past) can greatly improve
the scalability of IPS systems. Further, it appears possible
to prove [2] that without this change, IPS devices will have
to keep memory for all connections in the fast path.

4.3 What Still Remains
It may appear that with the finessing of this section that

we have trivialized the problem and “defined the problem
away”. However, note that the attacker still has great power:

• The attacker can still break up an attack signature
across several small TCP Fragments. Compounding
the difficulty is the fact that small TCP segments are
common in innocent traffic.

• The attacker can still send out-of-order Fragments.
Compounding the difficulty is that fact that out-of-
order traffic is common in real traffic because of re-
transmissions.

• The attacker can still send redundant packets/segments
that never get to the receiver (e.g., Chaff with low
TTLs) in attack traffic but hard to detect at the IPS.
The attacker can still use chaff to create an exponen-
tial number of possible reassemblies at the IPS and
thus normalization at the IPS is still required.

5. THE SOLUTION: SPLIT-DETECT

Strategy without tactics is like the empty sound
before defeat . . . —- Sun Tzu

We describe the basic idea, and provide a quick example of
cutting a signature into pieces. We proceed with a detailed
statement of the state variables, and the fast and slow path
processing algorithms.

5.1 Basic Framework
We call the algorithm Split-Detect because our major tac-

tic is to split a signature into K equal pieces. The detection
of any piece will cause the line card to divert the connection
to the slow path. The fast-path algorithm consists of:

• Split: Break a signature into K equal pieces and arm
the fast path to detect any piece.

• Divert: Divert a TCP flow to the slow path if —

– Fast path chip detects any piece

– Fast path chip detects small packet or out-of-
order behavior.

As K increases, the IPS has more pieces to detect but the
speedup increases because a smaller amount of traffic will be
diverted. More pieces do not necessarily mean K times more
storage in the fast path. For example, DFA based string
matchers such as Aho-Corasick [1] require space linear in
the total number of bytes and do not increase significantly
in time or storage with the number of pieces.

However, if the pieces are too small, there will be false
positives detected in innocent traffic. We pick 4 bytes as
the smallest acceptable piece size because the resulting extra
diversion caused by false positives of 4 byte random data is
sufficiently small for TCP flows that send less than 232 bytes.
The random model of false positives is insufficient. Even
using piece sizes greater than 3, care must be taken to ensure
that a piece is not part of a common application string.
For example,“HELO” is a 4-byte string used in the SMTP
handshake; use of it as a piece would cause every SMTP
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CK S ATTA TUREIGNA

Piece 1 Piece 2 Piece 3 Piece 4

Figure 4: Example of Cutting up a Signature into 4
pieces

connection to be diverted. Note that if a signature is long
enough, one could discard some initial bytes to change the
alignment of pieces, so that a string like “HELO” by itself
does not form a complete piece. Similarly, for a signature
that starts with “http . . .”, it is best to discard the first
few bytes. Generally, the longer the piece size, the less likely
is it for this to be a problem.

5.2 Example of Cutting a Signature into Pieces
Figure 4 shows an attack signature “ATTACK SIGNA-

TURE” broken up into 4 pieces of 4 bytes each.
Breaking up a signature into pieces and looking for each

piece individually has the following intuitive consequences
(we will prove them formally in the next section):

• If a packet contains a piece, it will be detected.

• Thus all K pieces must be split to evade

• If endnode atomicity (Section 4) is enforced, a packet
containing a split piece cannot contain non-signature
data that conflicts with the signature, or the entire
signature will not be delivered.

• All but the first and last splits will create “small pack-
ets” with payload size < 2PieceSize−1, where PieceSize =
⌊S/K⌋ and S is the signature length and K the num-
ber of pieces.

Figure 5 shows that an attacker can cut the pieces (of
size 4 bytes in this example) to evade detection into several
pieces of size at most 6 bytes (2 ∗ 4 − 2). The attacker’s
packet boundaries are shown using dashed lines. Note that
the first and last packets can be large but the middle three
must be at most 6 bytes. Notice that the middle 3 pieces
are consecutive in sequence number space.

This seems to imply that one can detect such an eva-
sion attempt by looking for a certain number of consecu-
tive small packets, where “small” means the packet payload
size is strictly smaller than 2PieceSize − 1. Unfortunately,
the attacker has more power using out-of-order packets and
“chaff” that does not reach the receiver.

5.3 Motivating the Algorithm
Clearly, looking for small packets in sequence cannot suf-

fice because packets can be sent out-of-order. A first attempt
at a state machine to detect evasions would be to look for

CK S ATTA TUREIGNA

Piece 1 Piece 2 Piece 3 Piece 4

Packet Boundaries excluding headers

100 103 105 107

Figure 5: Example of Splitting each piece (packet
boundaries are shown using dashed lines) into pack-
ets such that no complete piece is detected in a
packet passing though the IPS

either K small packets in order, or K out-of-order small
packets

Even this does not suffice. Suppose the attacker cuts up
the signature into fragments such that no fragment contains
a piece. The attacker divides the fragments into odd and
even fragments. The attacker then sends the even fragments
(Frag 0, Frag 2, Frag 4 etc.) in-order by interspersing the
even fragments with appropriately numbered chaff. More
precisely, the attacker sends Frag 0, J1, Frag 2, J2, Frag 4,
J3, etc.), where J1, J2, J3 . . . are large chaff packets with
small TTL that will not reach the receiver but with starting
sequence numbers that match Frag 1, Frag 3, Frag5, etc.

Once the attacker has sent the even fragments, he can go
ahead and send the odd fragments in the same way. Thus
there will be at most K/2 + 1 out-of-sequence transition
(one after each chaff packet and one at the boundary be-
tween even and odd fragments) and there will never be the
case of two consecutive small packets. Note than even in this
example there are K small packets where K is the number
of fragments the attacker is forced to cut the signature into.
While we could detect this, we would like a stronger predi-
cate because there are many innocuous connections that will
send a number of small packets over the lifetime of the con-
nection. The example above shows that such connections
cannot be distinguished from a deliberate attack as in the
example, because the gap between the sending of the train
of even fragments and the train of odd fragments can be
made arbitrarily long by filling it in with chaff.

To create a stronger diversion predicate, examine the ex-
ample more carefully, and notice that the small packets in
the even train and in the odd train must be spaced apart
by the length of the signature. Otherwise, they will not be
assembled together at the receiver to be part of a complete
signature.

To define anomalous behavior we introduce the following
terminology. Consecutive small packets are two packets re-
ceived by the IPS that are small and in between the receipt
of which the IPS does not receive any other small packets.
Thus if the IPS received P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 in order where
packets P1, P4, and P5 are small and P2 and P3 are large,
then P1 and P4 are consecutive small packets, and so are
P4 and P5. However, P1 and P5 are not consecutive small
packets because of the presence of P4 in between.
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Thus to detect an anomalous connection, intuitively we
look for K anomalous events in a connection, where an
anomalous event is defined as either:

1. Condition 1, Closely Spaced Small Packets: Con-
dition 1 is triggered if the IPS receives two consecu-
tive small packets whose sequence numbers differ by
at most the signature length 2

2. Condition 2, Out-of-Order: Condition 2 is trig-
gered if the IPS receives two consecutive small packets
between which there is at least one out-of-order tran-
sition (the out-of-order packet could be any packet in
the middle of the two up to and including the second
small packet).

Thus between two consecutive small packets, either the
sequence is completely in-order in which case only Condi-
tion 1 can occur or Condition 2 occurs. The intent is that
an innocuous connection that sends small packets that are
sufficiently spaced apart will not be diverted to the slow
path. Similarly, an innocuous connection that sends very
few out-of-order small packets will not be diverted.

5.4 Fast Path State Machine
The fast path algorithm can be compactly described by a

state machine that can easily be implemented in hardware.
The IPS system first picks the number of pieces K. Note
that the piece length PieceSize is ⌊SignatureLength/K⌋. A
packet is defined to be small if its payload size is in the range
[1, 2 · PieceSize − 2]. Note that ACKs with 0 data bytes are
not considered to be small packets. We use the term TCP
flow and connection interchangeably in what follows.

State Instantiation: The fast path keeps state for a flow
only after it sends its first small packet

State Variables: When the IPS decides to keep track of
a flow, it keeps the following variables (all indexed by the
TCP connection 5-tuple, using say a CAM),

• NES(Next Expected Sequence Number, 32 bits)

• OOO(Out Of Order since last small packet, Boolean)

• length(Length in bytes since last small packet, 7 bits
can support signatures 127 bytes or shorter)

• count(count of anomalies, 4 bits can support values of
K up to 16, K − 1 strikes and the flow is out)

• LUT(Last Update Time, 3 bits can store a coarse time
value sufficient for aging out old unused table entries)

In summary, the IPS fast path maintains a flow table for
every active TCP flow that has ever sent a small packet,
where each flow entry contains a small amount of state
(NES,OOO, length, count, LUT) for a total of 48 bits of state
per flow that is kept track of (plus 96 bits for IPv4 source
and destination address, and TCP source and destination
port). This reduces memory compared to standard IPS im-
plementations that need to keep track of all active flows (not
only the ones that ever sent a small packet) and appear to
keep track of a round trip time’s worth of packet data for

2Since we are looking for multiple signatures, this should
really be the maximum length across all signatures being
detected.

normalization. Note that our slow path is no worse in terms
of state or processing than a traditional IPS. The state ma-
chine processing is as follows:

To update count:

• count is initialized to 1 when the flow is first placed in
the flow table.

• count is subsequently incremented on receiving a small
packet for a flow if:

– the packet’s sequence number is not equal to NES,
or

– OOO is true (i.e., some out-of-order since last
small packet), or

– length ≤ SignatureLength

Note that count is never updated for large packets, and is
never incremented past K−1 (i.e. it “sticks” at that value).

To update OOO, NES, and length:

• OOO is set to true if the current packet sequence num-
ber is not equal to NES and the packet is large; OOO is
reset to false if the current packet is small (this reflects
the intuition that OOO is a flag that detects out-of-
order reception between small packets; hence it is reset
when a small packet is received.)

• NES is set equal to s+ l, where s is the current packet
sequence number and l is the TCP payload length of
the current packet, (NES is set to reflect the sequence
number of the next expected in-order TCP segment in
this flow.)

• length is incremented by the payload length if the cur-
rent packet is large and reset to zero if the current
packet is small (length measures the length in bytes
received for this flow since the last small packet was
received.)

As a special case, TCP packets with no data cause no
change to any of count, OOO, NES, or length. All packets,
including those with no data, cause LUT to be updated to
the current time.

After state update, the entire flow (including the current
packet causing the update) is diverted to the slow path if
either of the following two conditions are true:

1. The packet is found to contain a piece of some signa-
ture (by some string matching algorithm). In this case
the fast path can simply set count = K − 1 in order to
divert the flow.

2. The anomaly count count is equal to K − 1 (one less
than the number of pieces)

If the flow is not diverted, the packet is forwarded nor-
mally but, in addition, a copy of the packet is sent to the
slow path if and only if the packet is small (i.e., payload
size is in the range [1, 2PieceSize − 2]). In other words, if
a packet contains plausible evidence (i.e., packet is small or
contains a piece), then a copy of the packet is sent to the
slow path for examination. However, if the anomaly count
is too high or a piece is detected, the entire flow is diverted
to the slow path.
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5.5 Slow Path Algorithm
Every packet sent from the fast path to the slow path is

sent with additional information indicating whether it is a
copy of a forwarded packet, or if the packet has been di-
verted and thus has not been forwarded normally by the
fast path. When the slow path receives a packet marked as
a copy, it stores it in a table indexed by the packet’s 5-tuple.
These packets may be needed in the future for detecting an
occurrence of an attack signature, but do not require any
other immediate action.

If the slow path receives a packet for a flow F that is
marked as diverted, then it becomes responsible for decid-
ing whether to forward the packet on to the receiver. The
slow path tries to paste together the fragments received for
flow F ; if it gets close to forming a signature (the first and
last pieces may be missing) then the packets of the flow are
dropped. The more precise specification is as follows.

For every flow (diverted flows as well as flows for which
it receives copies), the slow path maintains a single version
of the reassembled TCP stream up to this point. Clearly, if
segments overlap and have inconsistent data, one can create
an exponential number of possible reassemblies [8]. Since
we wish not to burden the slow path, we set a flag at the
first sign of inconsistent data for the flow and drop the later
segment that is inconsistent. Note that this is like data
normalization [8] except that in data normalization, the
later segment is modified to be consistent with previous seg-
ments. If data is inconsistent, then if the flow is diverted, we
simply drop all further packets of the flow. This is a Draco-
nian stance, but one which is consistent with end-node weak
atomicity enforcement.

Finally, if a flow is diverted, the slow path looks for the
concatenation of pieces 2 through K − 1 (of any signa-
ture in the database) in the reassembled stream. If such
a “near match” is found, further packets of the TCP flow
are dropped and the TCP connection is reset. Note that
while looking for such a near match appears to worsen the
false positive rate (because we are not looking for 2 out of
K pieces), one can argue that if the signature is fragmented
across packets, the probability of that happening on innocu-
ous data is very unlikely. However, a careful argument re-
quires a model of how random data splits across packets.
Overall, we do not feel that the false positive rate will in-
crease at all in practice; even if it does it can be combated
by making the signature longer.

It is possible, but not strictly necessary, for the slow path
to do standard data normalization after diversion. In either
case, the state and processing requirements (per flow) of
the slow path are similar to that of a standard IPS doing
data normalization but working only with a small number
of diverted flows.

We assume that header normalization (i.e., setting header
values to canonical values to avoid information leakage or to
prevent attacks) is done both in the fast path and in the
slow path. Such header normalization is neither state nor
computation intensive [8]. Finally, there are many other
details such as when state can be safely released for which
the extensive techniques in [8] can be used.

6. PROOF
In this section, we will establish correctness of Split-Detect

algorithm. More precisely, the combination of the fast path

state machine and the slow path processing will never let a
flow containing a signature to be sent to a receiver, despite
the use of evasion techniques by the sender. We assume
that the receiver terminates any TCP flow that attempts to
violate weak atomicity before delivery of inconsistent data.

Assume the IPS splits the signature into K pieces, 1 through
K. We need preliminary definitions.

Definition 1: Consider an IPS that has received a se-
quence S of packets for a TCP flow. A reassembled flow for
sequence S is a possible reassembly of sequence S (including
cases where S is reordered or arbitrary subsets are dropped)
at any endnode enforcing atomicity.

Note that the sequence S is received at the IPS but we
consider the reassembly done at an endnode enforcing atom-
icity. Thus even if the sequence S contains chaff that may
not reach the endnode we still apply the endnode operation
to the sequence. The definition of possible reassembled TCP
streams provides a formal definition of an evasion. An eva-
sion is a TCP connection in which some possible reassembly
of the connection contains a forbidden string S. The next
definition formalizes the notion that the slow path looks for
a near miss of string S.

Definition 2: For any string S, we define the string
Almost(S) to be the string containing Pieces 2 through K−1
of S in sequence.

We now formalize the notion of the critical packet, the
forwarding of which can cause the string S to be delivered
to the endnode, and the game to be lost. Since it is hard
to guarantee that such a packet will be detected (it could
be a large packet containing the last piece) we relax the
definition to say that the critical packet is one that can cause
Almost(S) to be delivered. Clearly, preventing Almost(S)
will prevent S from being delivered. It is essential that the
fast and slow path conspire together to drop the critical
packet. Thus:

Definition 3: The critical packet for a TCP connection
containing string S with respect to an IPS is the first packet
from the TCP connection received at the IPS such that
Almost(S) is contained in some reassembled TCP stream
for this connection up to and including this packet, but
such that that the string Almost(S) is not contained in any
reassembled TCP stream not including this packet. The
collaborators of a critical packet are any prior packets in the
TCP connection that are used in some reassembled TCP
stream containing Almost(S) up to and including the criti-
cal packet.

Observe that merely containing a byte of Almost(S) does
not qualify a packet to be a collaborator; it must have se-
quence numbers for this byte that qualify the byte to be
part of a reassembly of Almost(S). We use “some” reassem-
bled stream because there can be more than one possible
way to reassemble a TCP stream in case there is more than
one packet for the same sequence number or overlapping
segments with inconsistent data.

Example: We use (s, P ) to denote a TCP packet with se-
quence number s and payload P . With respect to Almost(S) =
ABCDE, suppose a TCP connection sends the first packet
containing (0, AB), the second containing (3, XY), the third
containing (5, E), the fourth containing (3, CD), and the
fifth containing (0, ABC). Then the critical packet is the
fourth packet because while there are two possible reassem-
bled streams up to and including this packet (ABXYE and
ABCDE), there is one reassembled stream containing the
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string. Note that while this is also true after the fifth packet,
this is first true after the fourth packet received by the IPS.
The collaborators of the critical packet are the first, third,
and fourth packets.

The following lemma states, intuitively, that the critical
path and its collaborators must either contain a piece or be
sufficiently small to warrant being copied to the slow path.
See Figure 5.

Lemma 6.1. For any TCP connection and string S, the
critical packet for string S and all collaborators of the critical
packet will either contain a piece of S in its entirety or have
payload length < 2PieceSize − 1.

Proof. Consider a packet P that is either the critical
packet or a collaborator of the critical packet. Such a packet
must contain some byte of string S that contributes to some
reassembly of string Almost(S) at an endnode satisfying
atomicity. Thus it contains a portion of some Piece I, 1 <
I < K, that is used in this reassembly.

Case 1: If packet P contains any piece in its entirety that
is used in the reassembly of Almost(S) we are done.

Case 2: Packet P does not contain a piece in its entirety
that is used in the reassembly. Thus, it must either contain
a portion of Piece I only, or contain a beginning portion of
Piece I and a portion of Piece I − 1, or a trailing portion
of Piece I and a portion of Piece I + 1. It cannot contain
a complete piece of either Piece I − 1 or Piece I + 1 by
assumption. Thus the part of packet P containing a portion
of String Almost(S) must (in all three cases) be of length
< 2PieceSize − 1.

Now we want to show that P can only contain this por-
tion of Signature S (i.e., it can have no more bytes that
makes this packet “large” and hence undetectable by the
slow path). If it has at least 2PieceSize − 1 bytes and these
bytes are consistent with string Almost(S), we would have a
complete piece which contradicts the assumption of Case 2.
Otherwise, if it has more bytes and these bytes are incon-
sistent with Almost(S), then there must be another packet
that contains the correct bytes for Almost(S) at the corre-
sponding sequence numbers that are part of the reassem-
bly of Almost(S) at some endnode, and these two packets
would violate the weakatomicity delivery assumption at the
endnode. Thus P can only contain portions of Almost(S) of
length < 2PieceSize−1 and no further bytes, and thus must
itself be of length < 2PieceSize − 1.

The main theorem formalizes the role of the fast path.

Theorem 1. (Fast Path Diversion) A TCP connec-
tion containing string S in some reassembled stream will be
diverted to the slow path before or while processing the criti-
cal packet in the fast path. Further, if prior to diversion the
fast path processed a collaborator of the critical packet, then
a copy of the collaborator was sent to the slow path.

Proof. We prove the second part of the theorem first.
Consider any collaborator packet processed by the fast path
before diversion. By Lemma 6.1, such a packet will ei-
ther contain a piece in its entirety or be of payload size
< 2PieceSize − 1. In either case, the forwarding rules will
ensure that a copy will be sent to the slow path. For the
first part of the theorem, consider 2 cases:

Case 1: A complete piece is sent in its entirety before or
including the critical packet. In that case, by the forwarding

rules, after (and including) this packet, the connection will
be diverted to the slow path.

Case 2: A complete piece is not sent before or includ-
ing the critical packet. Then we know that for each piece
I, 1 < I < K, a portion of the piece must be sent in a
separate packet up to and including the critical packet. By
Lemma 6.1 and by the fact that we have excluded Case
1, the packet containing the portion of Piece I must be of
size < 2PieceSize − 1. Order these fragments by the time
at which they first arrive at the IPS. Thus fragment 1 is
the first packet containing a portion of the signature that is
processed by the fast path, fragment 2 is the next packet,
and so on.

We claim that between the arrival of Fragment J and
Fragment J +1, count for the connection must increment by
1. Suppose not. We know that Fragment J and Fragment
J+1 are small because their payload size is < 2PieceSize−1.
If count does not increment, then the OOO bit must be
false when J + 1 is received, and so the sequence numbers
must increase in order from Fragment J to Fragment J +
1. But since Fragment J and J + 1 both contain portions
of the signature, then the difference in sequence numbers
from Fragment J to Fragment J + 1 must be less than the
signature length L. But in this case (see state machine),
count must have incremented, a contradiction.

But if between any 2 consecutive fragments, count in-
creases by 1, and there are K − 1 fragments, then count
must have reached K − 1 before the critical packet. But in
that case, by the diversion rules, the connection must have
been diverted after the critical packet is processed by the
fast path.

The final theorem formalizes the role of the slow path.

Theorem 2. (Slow Path Blocking): A TCP connec-
tion containing string S in some reassembled stream will
have its critical packet dropped in the slow path (Safety).
Conversely, a TCP connection that does not contain Almost(S)
in some reassembly of the connection and has no incon-
sistent data will not have any packets dropped at the IPS
(Liveness).

Proof. The safety part of Theorem 2 follows from The-
orem 1. If Theorem 1 is true, then it is clear that after and
including the critical packet, the flow is being processed by
the slow path. Also, any collaborators of the critical packet
forwarded by the fast path are already at the slow path pro-
cessor. Since the flow is now being handled by the slow path,
all remaining (if any) portions of Pieces 2 through K−1 of S
(by the definition of collaborators and Almost(S)) will also
be received by the slow path. If there is more than possible
reassembly of the packets that the slow path has received,
then we know that the slow path will be configured to drop
further packets of this flow and we are done. If, on the other
hand, there is only one reassembly of the packets received so
far, and the slow path has received Pieces 2 through K−1, it
must reassemble these pieces to put them in sequence. Since
the slow path algorithm is configured to drop all subsequent
packets if it finds Pieces 2 through K−1 in sequence, then at
least the critical packet will not have been forwarded before
the Slow Path begins dropping. Hence, by the definition of
the critical packet, string Almost(S) (and hence string S)
cannot reassembled at the endnode.

The liveness part follows trivially from the fact that the
slow path only drops packets from a connection when it
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either finds more than one possible TCP reassembly (which
can only happen if the connection has inconsistent data),
or if the slow path finds Pieces 2 through K − 1 of some
signature in sequence in its reassembly of the connection.

7. RESULTS
Beyond correctness, the motivation for Split-Detect is per-

formance. In this section, we describe preliminary results
that indicate that Split-Detect can achieve a speedup of 10,
and a memory compression of between 10 and 100, making it
possible to implement it on-chip at 20 Gbps. We also show
robustness of the result across time (same packet capture
point, different times) and space (different packet capture
points, different networks).

In the trace-driven simulations, flow states are created
when the first packet whose payload contains at most 2 ∗
PieceSize− 2 bytes is encountered for the flow, as described
earlier. Flow states are aged out if no packet is received
for the connection for at least 2 minutes. Figure 6 provides
statistics about the traces we analyzed. All of them except
“A Large enterprise” are publicly available.

The results that follow are described in terms of tables
with the following headings for columns. Packets with be-
tween 1 and Small Thresh bytes (inclusive) in their TCP
payloads are considered small, where Small Thresh is equal
to 2PieceSize− 2. The count at which redirection occurs) is
equal to K − 1, where Num.P ieces = K. Max flows is the
maximum number of flows in the fast path’s flow table at
any time during the simulation over the packet trace. “%
flows” is equal to Max flows divided by the total number of
flows in the trace. To calculate the total number of flows in
the trace, we ran a separate program that simply created a
flow entry the first time a packet was seen for a new flow
(regardless of its size), and aged out entries when no pack-
ets had been seen for the connection for 2 minutes. This is
intended to represent the number of flow states that would
be required by a traditional IPS system for the same traffic.

In the results we report separately the fraction of pack-
ets/bytes copied to the slow path, and the total fraction
of packets/bytes that were diverted (either copied or redi-
rected). This latter set of numbers represents the total load
on the slow path. Our simulations are effectively performed
with no pieces installed. A more complete simulation de-
pending upon packet content and signatures is difficult to
perform using public sources due to privacy concerns.

Our first experiment examines the effect of varying the
number of pieces on the two metrics of interest: the diver-
sion ratio (fraction of traffic shunted to slow path) and the
amount of state kept in the fast path (fraction of connec-
tions fast path keeps state for). We used a single OC-48
trace and varied both the Signature length and the number
of pieces: we stay within the range of Signature lengths used
in practice, and never decrease the piece size below 4 bytes.

In Figure 7 we vary the signature length and the number
of pieces. All other parameters (e.g., small packet thresh-
old, which is 2PieceSize − 2) can be derived from these two
parameters. The overall message is that using a reasonable
small packet threshold of 8 to 16 bytes for the common case
of 40 byte signatures with 4 to 8 pieces results in keeping
state for only 5% of the flows and diverts 8% to 12% of the
traffic in either bytes or packets, providing a factor of 10 im-
provement in throughput. This implies that the slow path
can run at 2 Gbps, which is easily achievable today.

Similarly, keeping 5% of 1 million flows (not the numbers
in the traces but the numbers aimed for by an IPS today)
results in keeping track of 50,000 flows which at 150 bits
per flow (100 bits for flow ID and 48 bits for state) for the
state machine described in Section 5.4 results in 7.5 Mbits of
memory. 7.5 Mbits is easily achievable using on-chip mem-
ory, allowing a single chip implementation of the fast path
state machine. For graceful degradation, if the fast path ex-
hausts its on chip memory, all subsequent flows that contain
a small packet have to be diverted to the slow path.

igure 8 compares one of the previous results against one
that we consider to be a poor choice of parameters. In gen-
eral, breaking a large signature into only a few large pieces is
bad for two reasons. First, it leads to a larger Small Thresh
value, and thus more packets are considered small by the fast
path. Second, it leads to a smaller value that count must
reach before the rest of the flow is redirected to the slow
path.

For all of the remaining results, we report only the results
for PieceSize = 6 (thus Small Thresh = 10) and K = 5,
which is possible for signatures containing at least 30 bytes.
Although the table is not shown, we compared results using
the same parameters, but for traces collected from the same
link (an OC-48 link) at three different times, each taken
several months apart. The intent was to determine whether
there was any obvious trend in the traffic characteristics
indicating that the performance of Split-Detect changes over
time. The results for the August 14, 2002 and January 15,
2003 are similar. The fraction of packets sent to the slow
path for the April 24, 2003 trace is noticeably lower. We
attribute this to the fact that it was taken at a different
time of day, when the total traffic load was lower. The
results show that in all cases the fraction of diverted traffic
stays under 10 %, as needed for our speedup arguments, but
can be lower (as low as 3 %) during some periods.

So far the results have been for a single wide-area trace.
Figure 9 uses the same parameter values and reports the
results for all the traces shown in Figure 6. Figure 9 shows
that the results seem fairly invariant to the type of trace
used. The University and large enterprise traces we used, in
particular, are more representative of enterprises where an
IPS is more likely to be deployed.

Finally, we note that with DFA implementations of string
matching (such as Aho-Corasick [1]), the cost of string match-
ing increases linearly with the bytes in a string. Thus in-
creasing the number of pieces (without changing the overall
bytes matched) should not greatly increase complexity.

8. CLEAN SLATE APPROACHES
While much of this paper deals with existing TCP endnodes,

we have argued for a small change in TCP endnodes (weak
atomicity). Given that there is a general dissatisfaction with
the status quo as evinced by proposals such as FIND to
rearchitect the Internet [7], it is worth posing the question:
what other changes in transport protocols could make the
job of detecting signatures easier in the network?

Even with the assumption of weak atomicity in endnodes
and exact signatures, the solution described in this paper
had the disadvantage of only detecting Almost(S) instead of
the exact signature S. Recall that Almost(S) is S with the
first and last pieces missing. While one can argue that if S
is long enough, this does not change the false positive rate
appreciably, this is difficult to sell to security analysts.
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Trace Duration (min) Avg. pkts/sec Avg. bits/sec % of TCP packets

CAIDA 2002-08-14 09:00 5 75 K 344 M 93%
CAIDA 2003-01-15 09:59 5 59 K 326 M 88%
CAIDA 2003-04-24 00:55 5 23 K 92 M 91%

A large enterprise 2.7 6 K 25 M 90%
Univ. Florida 1.5 39 K 223 M 91%

Lawrence-Berkeley National Lab 60 2 K 7 M 97%

Figure 6: Summary data for the packet traces analyzed

Sig Length PieceSize Num. Pieces Small Thresh Max flows % flows % pkts/bytes copied % pkts/bytes diverted

40 10 4 18 34494 6.76% 0.51% / 0.04% 10.85% / 9.98%
40 8 5 14 30482 5.97% 0.51% / 0.04% 9.06% / 8.31%
40 5 8 8 22645 4.44% 0.46% / 0.04% 6.02% / 5.29%
40 4 10 6 18830 3.69% 0.38% / 0.03% 3.43% / 4.04%

30 10 3 18 34494 6.76% 0.38% / 0.03% 12.66% / 12.01%
30 6 5 10 24215 4.75% 0.42% / 0.03% 8.03% / 7.20%
30 5 6 8 22645 4.44% 0.42% / 0.03% 6.88% / 6.24%
30 3 10 4 7837 1.54% 0.15% / 0.01% 2.00% / 2.41%

20 5 4 8 22645 4.44% 0.34% / 0.03% 8.39% / 7.95%
20 4 5 6 18830 3.69% 0.31% / 0.02% 5.48% / 6.38%

Figure 7: Effect of varying parameters on the same packet trace

However, the following radical change in the transport
protocol can remedy this. Imagine that the transport pro-
tocol repeats the last X bytes of each packet in the first X
bytes of the next packet. Then it follows that any string S
of length no more than X will be contained in its entirety
in some packet. If string S happens to split across packet
J , it will be found in its entirety in packet J + 1. If X is
as large as the piece size (say 10 bytes), then a very simple
fast path state machine can divert a flow to the slow path if
any piece is detected.

The Clean Slate approach also suggests the following im-
plementation alternative to architectural revolution. Send
the last X bytes and the first X bytes of every packet to the
slow path. If the average packet size is say 200 bytes and X
is 10, this will add a further 10% overhead to the diverted
traffic. Finally, if the Slow Path detects Almost(S), then
these additional bytes can be examined to confirm that S
was sent before dropping packets in the connection.

9. CONCLUSION
This paper is a gentle first volley suggesting an alternative

to full state reassembly and normalization at high speeds
using the ideas of cutting signatures into pieces that are
looked for as well as looking for unusual small packet activity
indicative of attempts to cut between pieces. While much
remains to be done:

• The experimental data seems to support a speedup of
10, and a state compression of 10 and 20.

• More compression appears possible via compact data
structures (e.g., Bloom Filters) in return for diverting
slightly more than the required number of flows.

The endnode atomicity required by Split-Detect may seem
too high a price to pay. However, we believe it is possible

to prove a lower bound to show that detecting overlapping
fragments in the network requires almost as much memory
as data normalization. If this is true, then endnode atom-
icity may be required for high performance reassembly and
normalization. From our preliminary investigation, weak
atomicity appears easy to implement after adding one MTU
worth of extra buffering and a small amount of extra process-
ing in rare cases. Note that the assumption that Almost(S)
is detected and not S can be remedied by diverting some of
the first and last bytes of every packet.

Finally, our paper has dealt only with exact matching
but most IPS vendors support regular expressions. First,
note that while regular expressions are commonly used to
abstractly describe vulnerabilities, exact strings suffice to
describe exploits which may suffice for blocking at switches
in the immediate aftermath of an attack such as a worm.

Further, we have already identified a class of regular ex-
pressions that can be handled by Split-Detect techniques.
These are regular expressions that use the OR operator (i.e.,
A|B|C) and the . operator (any single character). Thus we
can do regular expressions of the form ((A|B)..(C|D)..(E|F ),
etc.). These can be broken into pieces; all we need is the fast
path to be able to match these expressions using standard
DFA techniques. In particular, we can handle upper and
lower case, which is very common in the IPS rules.

Also, if the regular expression has a form such as X ∗ Y ,
the fast path can send a copy of string X or Y (whichever is
detected first) without diverting the flow. When the other
string is seen, the flow can diverted to the slow path. Our
preliminary study of a commercial IPS database as well as
the Clam AV database shows that 60 to 80% of the rules
fit these categories. We are working on further extensions
to this, and on techniques to rewrite regular expressions to
make them fit the classes we can handle.

Changes to endnodes and to the use of regular expres-
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Sig. Length PieceSize Num. Pieces Small Thresh Max flows % flows % pkts/bytes diverted
30 6 5 10 24215 4.75% 8.03% / 7.20%
48 16 3 30 48026 9.41% 15.18% / 13.76%

Figure 8: Effect of poorly chosen parameters on the fraction of diverted traffic

Trace Max flows % of flows % pkts / bytes copied % of pkts / bytes copied/redirected

CAIDA OC-48 2002-08-14 24215 4.75% 0.42% / 0.03% 8.03% / 7.20%
A Large enterprise 1743 5.00% 0.38% / 0.03% 8.81% / 11.79%

Univ. Florida 6657 7.66% 0.54% / 0.04% 5.68% / 5.56%
Lawrence-Berkeley National Lab 760 20.92% 0.21% / 0.02% 1.52% / 3.07%

Figure 9: Variation in the diverted traffic across traces taken from different networks

sions are clearly difficult to popularize. But when considered
against the backdrop of an even more difficult problem, that
of detecting attack signature at very high speeds, perhaps
such changes seem more reasonable.
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ABSTRACT 

There is a growing demand for network devices capable of 

examining the content of data packets in order to improve 

network security and provide application-specific services. Most 

high performance systems that perform deep packet inspection 

implement simple string matching algorithms to match packets 

against a large, but finite set of strings. However, there is growing 

interest in the use of regular expression-based pattern matching, 

since regular expressions offer superior expressive power and 

flexibility. Deterministic finite automata (DFA) representations 

are typically used to implement regular expressions. However, 

DFA representations of regular expression sets arising in network 

applications require large amounts of memory, limiting their 

practical application. 

In this paper, we introduce a new representation for regular 

expressions, called the Delayed Input DFA (D2FA), which 

substantially reduces space requirements as compared to a DFA. 

A D2FA is constructed by transforming a DFA via incrementally 

replacing several transitions of the automaton with a single 

default transition. Our approach dramatically reduces the number 

of distinct transitions between states. For a collection of regular 

expressions drawn from current commercial and academic 

systems, a D2FA representation reduces transitions by more than 

95%. Given the substantially reduced space requirements, we 

describe an efficient architecture that can perform deep packet 

inspection at multi-gigabit rates. Our architecture uses multiple 

on-chip memories in such a way that each remains uniformly 

occupied and accessed over a short duration, thus effectively 

distributing the load and enabling high throughput. Our 

architecture can provide cost-effective packet content scanning at 

OC-192 rates with memory requirements that are consistent with 

current ASIC technology.   

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

C.2.0 [Computer Communication Networks]: General – 

Security and protection (e.g., firewalls) 

General Terms 

Algorithms, Design, Security. 

Keywords 

DFA, regular expressions, deep packet inspection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many critical network services handle packets based on payload 

content, in addition to the structured information found in packet 

headers. Forwarding packets based on content (either for the 

purpose of application-level load-balancing in a web switch or 

security-oriented filtering based on content signatures) requires 

new levels of support in networking equipment. Traditionally, this 

deep packet inspection has been limited to comparing packet 

content to sets of strings. State-of-the-art systems, however, are 

replacing string sets with regular expressions, due to their 

increased expressiveness. Several content inspection engines have 

recently migrated to regular expressions, including: Snort [5], Bro 

[4], 3Com’s TippingPoint X505 [20], and various network 

security appliances from Cisco Systems [21]. Cisco, in fact, has 

integrated the regular expression based content inspection 

capabilities into its Internetworking Operating System (IOS) [21]. 

Additionally, layer 7 filters based on regular expressions [30] are 

available for the Linux operating system. While flexible and 

expressive, regular expressions have traditionally required 

substantial amounts of memory, which severely limits 

performance in the networking context.  

To see why, we must consider how regular expressions are 

implemented. A regular expression is typically represented by a 
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deterministic finite automaton (DFA). For any regular expression, 

it is possible to construct a DFA with the minimum number of 

states [2, 3]. The memory needed to represent a DFA is, in turn, 

determined by the product of the number of states and the number 

of transitions from each state. For an ASCII alphabet, each state 

will have 256 outgoing edges. Typical sets of regular expressions 

containing hundreds of patterns for use in networking yield DFAs 

with tens of thousands of states, resulting in storage requirements 

in the hundreds of megabytes. Table compression techniques are 

not effective for these tables due to the relatively high number of 

unique ‘next-states’ from a given state. Consequently, traditional 

approaches quickly become infeasible as rule sets grow. 

In this paper, we introduce a highly compact DFA representation. 

Our approach reduces the number of transitions associated with 

each state. The main observation is that groups of states in a DFA 

often have identical outgoing transitions and we can use this 

duplicate information to reduce memory requirements. For 

example, suppose there are two states s1 and s2 that make 

transitions to the same set of states, {S}, for some set of input 

characters, {C}. We can eliminate these transitions from one 

state, say s1, by introducing a default transition from s1 to s2 that 

is followed for all the characters in {C}. Essentially, s1 now only 

maintains unique next states for those transitions not common to 

s1 and s2 and uses the default transition to s2 for the common 

transitions. We refer to a DFA augmented with such default 

transitions as a Delayed Input DFA (D2FA). 

In practice, the proper and effective construction of the default 

transitions leads to a tradeoff between the size of the DFA 

representation and the memory bandwidth required to traverse it. 

In a standard DFA, an input character leads to a single transition 

between states; in a D2FA, an input character can lead to multiple 

default transitions before it is consumed along a normal transition. 

Our approach achieves a compression ratio of more than 95% on 

typical sets of regular expressions used in networking 

applications. Although each input character potentially requires 

multiple memory accesses, the high compression ratio enables us 

to keep the data structure in on-chip memory modules, where the 

increased bandwidth can be provided efficiently. 

To explore the feasibility of this approach, we describe a single-

chip architecture that employs a modest of amount on-chip 

memory, organized in multiple independent modules. Modern 

VLSI technology easily enables this sort of integration of several 

embedded memories on a single die; for example, IBM’s ASIC 

fabrication technology [23] can integrate up to 300 Mbits of 

embedded memory on one chip. We use multiple embedded 

memories to provide ample bandwidth. However, in order to 

deterministically execute the compressed automata at high rates, it 

is important that the memory modules are uniformly populated 

and accessed over short periods of time. To this end, we develop 

load balancing algorithms to map our automata to the memory 

modules in such a way that deterministic worst-case performance 

can be guaranteed. Our algorithms can maintain throughput at 10 

Gbps while matching thousands of regular expressions. 

To summarize, our contributions are a) the D2FA representation 

of regular expressions which significantly reduces the amount of 

memory required, b) a single-chip architecture that uses the D2FA 

representation, and c) a load balancing algorithm which ensures 

that on-chip resources are uniformly used, thereby enabling 

worst-case performance guarantees. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Background 

on regular expressions and related work are presented in Section 

2. Section 3 describes the D2FA representation. Details of our 

construction algorithm and the compression results are presented 

in Section 4. Section 5 presents the system architecture, load 

balancing algorithms and throughput results. The paper ends with 

concluding remarks in Section 6. 

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
Deep packet inspection has recently gained popularity as it 

provides the capability to accurately classify and control traffic in 

terms of content, applications, and individual subscribers. Cisco 

and others today see deep packet inspection happening in the 

network and they argue that “Deep packet inspection will happen 

in the ASICs, and that ASICs need to be modified” [19]. Some 

applications requiring deep packet inspection are listed below: 

‚ Network intrusion detection and prevention systems 

(NIDS/NIPS) generally scan the packet header and payload in 

order to identify a given set of signatures of well known 

security threats. 

‚ Layer 7 switches and firewalls provide content-based filtering, 

load-balancing, authentication and monitoring. Application-

aware web switches, for example, provide scalable and 

transparent load balancing in data centers. 

‚ Content-based traffic management and routing can be used to 

differentiate traffic classes based on the type of data in packets.  

Deep packet inspection often involves scanning every byte of the 

packet payload and identifying a set of matching predefined 

patterns. Traditionally, rules have been represented as exact 

match strings consisting of known patterns of interest. Naturally, 

due to their wide adoption and importance, several high speed and 

efficient string matching algorithms have been proposed recently. 

Some of the standard string matching algorithms such as Aho-

Corasick [7] Commentz-Walter [8], and Wu-Manber [9], use a 

preprocessed data-structure to perform high-performance 

matching. A large body of research literature has concentrated on 

enhancing these algorithms for use in networking. In [11], Tuck et 

al. presents techniques to enhance the worst-case performance of 

Aho-Corasick algorithm. Their algorithm was guided by the 

analogy between IP lookup and string matching and applies 

bitmap and path compression to Aho-Corasick. Their scheme has 

been shown to reduce the memory required for the string sets used 

in NIDS by up to a factor of 50 while improving performance by 

more than 30%. 

Many researchers have proposed high-speed pattern matching 

hardware architectures. In [12] Tan et al. propose an efficient 

algorithm that converts an Aho-Corasick automaton into multiple 

binary state machines, thereby reducing the space requirements. 

In [13], the authors present an FPGA-based design which uses 

character pre-decoding coupled with CAM-based pattern 

matching. In [14], Yusuf et al. use hardware sharing at the bit 

level to exploit logic design optimizations, thereby reducing the 

area by a further 30%. Other work [25, 26, 27, 28, 29] presents 

several efficient string matching architectures; their performance 

and space efficiency are well summarized in [14]. 

In [1], Sommer and Paxson note that regular expressions might 

prove to be fundamentally more efficient and flexible as 

compared to exact-match strings when specifying attack 
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signatures. The flexibility is due to the high degree of 

expressiveness achieved by using character classes, union, 

optional elements, and closures, while the efficiency is due to the 

effective schemes to perform pattern matching. Open source 

NIDS systems, such as Snort and Bro, use regular expressions to 

specify rules. Regular expressions are also the language of choice 

in several commercial security products, such as TippingPoint 

X505 [20] from 3Com and a family of security appliances from 

Cisco Systems [21]. Although some specialized engines such as 

RegEx from Tarari [22] report packet scan rates up to 4 Gbps, the 

throughput of most such devices remains limited to sub-gigabit 

rates. There is great interest in and incentive for enabling multi-

gigabit performance on regular expressions based rules. 

Consequently, several researchers have recently proposed 

specialized hardware-based architectures which implement finite 

automata using fast on-chip logic. Sindhu et al. [15] and Clark et 

al. [16] have implemented nondeterministic finite automata 

(NFAs) on FPGA devices to perform regular expression matching 

and were able to achieve very good space efficiency. 

Implementing regular expressions in custom hardware was first 

explored by Floyd and Ullman [18], who showed that an NFA can 

be efficiently implemented using a programmable logic array. 

Moscola et al. [17] have used DFAs instead of NFAs and 

demonstrated significant improvement in throughput although 

their datasets were limited in terms of the number of expressions. 

These approaches all exploit a high degree of parallelism by 

encoding automata in the parallel logic resources available in 

FPGA devices. Such a design choice is guided partly by the 

abundance of logic cells on FPGA and partly by the desire to 

achieve high throughput as such levels of throughput might be 

difficult to achieve in systems that store automata in memory. 

While such a choice seems promising for FPGA devices, it might 

not be acceptable in systems where the expression sets needs to be 

updated frequently. More importantly for systems which are 

already in deployment, it might prove difficult to quickly re-

synthesize and update the regular expressions circuitry. 

Therefore, regular expression engines which use memory rather 

than logic, are often more desirable as they provide higher degree 

of flexibility and programmability. 

Commercial content inspection engines like Tarari’s RegEx 

already emphasize the ease of programmability provided by a 

dense multiprocessor architecture coupled to a memory. Content 

inspection engines from other vendors [33, 34], also use memory-

based architectures. In this context, Yu et al. [10] have proposed 

an efficient algorithm to partition a large set of regular 

expressions into multiple groups, such that overall space needed 

by the automata is reduced dramatically. They also propose 

architectures to implement the grouped regular expressions on 

both general-purpose processor and multi-core processor systems, 

and demonstrate an improvement in throughput of up to 4 times. 

In this paper, we extend these memory-based architectures and 

propose algorithms which can enable the efficient implementation 

of regular expressions at multi-gigabit rates while preserving the 

flexibility provided by programmability. 

3. DELAYED INPUT DFAS 
It is well-known that for any regular expression set, there exists a 

DFA with the minimum number of states [3]. The memory needed 

to represent a DFA is determined by the number of transitions 

from one state to another, or equivalently, the number of edges in 

the graph representation. For an ASCII alphabet, there can be up 

to 256 edges leaving each state, making the space requirements 

excessive. Table compression techniques can be applied to reduce 

the space in situations when the number of distinct “next-states” 

from a given state is small. However, in DFAs that arise in 

network applications, these methods are typically not very 

effective because on average, there are more than 50 distinct 

“next-states” from various states of the automaton. 

We introduce a modification to the standard DFA that can be 

represented much more compactly. Our modifications are based 

on a technique used in the Aho-Corasick string matching 

algorithm [7]. We extend their technique and apply it to DFAs 

obtained from regular expressions, rather than simple string sets. 

3.1 Motivating Example 
We introduce our approach using an example. The left side of 

Figure 1 shows a standard DFA defined on the alphabet 

{a,b,c,d} that recognizes the three patterns, p1=a
+, p2=b

+c, and 

p3=c
*d+ (in these expressions, the asterisk represents 0 or more 

repetitions of the immediately preceding sub-expression, while 

the plus sign represents one or more repetitions). In this DFA, 

state 1 is the initial state, and states 2, 5 and 4 are match states for 

the three patterns p1, p2 and p3, respectively. 

The right side of Figure 1 shows an alternate type of DFA, which 

includes unlabeled edges that are referred to as default transitions. 

When matching an input string, a default transition is used to 

determine the next state, whenever the current state has no 

outgoing edge labeled with the current input character. When 

following a default transition the current input character is 

retained. Consider the operation of the two automata on the input 

string aabdbc. For this input, the sequence of states visited by 

the left-hand automaton is 1223435, where the underlined states 

are the match states that determine the output value for this input 

string. The right-hand automaton visits states 1212314135. Notice 

that the sequence of match states is the same, so if the second 

output associates these states with the same three patterns, it 

produces the same output as the first one. Indeed, it is not difficult 

to show that the two automata visit the same sequence of match 

states for any input string. That is, they produce the same output, 

for all inputs and are hence equivalent.  

Note that the right-hand automaton in Figure 1 has just nine 

edges, while the one on the left has 20. We find that for the more 

complex DFAs that arise in network applications, we can 

generally reduce the number of edges by more than 95%, 

dramatically reducing the space needed to represent the DFA. 

There is a price for this reduction of course, since no input is 

consumed when default edges are followed. In the example in 

Figure 1, no state with an incoming default transition also has an 

outgoing default transition, meaning that for every two edges 

traversed, we are guaranteed to consume at least one input 

character. Allowing states to have both incoming and outgoing 

default transitions leads a more compact representation, at the 

cost of some reduction in the worst-case performance. 

3.2 Problem Statement 
We refer to an automaton with default transitions as a Delayed 

Input DFA (D2FA). We represent a D2FA by a directed graph, 

whose vertices are called states and whose edges are called 
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transitions. Transitions may be labeled with symbols from a finite 

alphabet U. Each state may have at most one unlabeled outgoing 

transition, called its default transition. One state is designated as 

the initial state and for every state s, there is a (possibly empty) 

set of matching patterns, o(s). 

For any input string xŒU,, we define the destination state, f(x) to 

be the last state reached by starting at the initial state and 

following transitions labeled by the characters of x, using default 

transitions whenever there is no outgoing transition that matches 

the next character of x (so, for the D2FA on the right side of 

Figure 1, f(abcb)=3 and f(dcbac)=1). We generalize f to 

accept an arbitrary starting state as a second argument; so for the 

D2FA on the right side of Figure 1, f(abcb,2) =3. 

Consider two D2FAs with destination state functions f1 and f2, 

and matching pattern functions o1 and o2. We say that the two 

automata are equivalent if for all strings x, o1(f1(x))=o2(f2(x)). In 

general, given a DFA that recognizes some given set of regular 

expressions, our objective is to find an equivalent D2FA that is 

substantially more memory-efficient. 

We can bound the worst-case performance of a D2FA in terms of 

the length of its longest default path (that is, a path comprising 

only default transitions). In particular, if the longest default path 

has k transitions, then for all input strings, the D2FA will consume 

at least one character for every k transitions followed. To ensure 

that a D2FA meets a throughput objective, we can place a limit on 

the length of the longest default path. This leads to a more refined 

version of the problem, in which we seek the smallest equivalent 

D2FA that satisfies a specified bound on default path length. 

3.3 Converting DFAs to D
2
FAs 

Although, we are in general interested in any equivalent D2FA, 

for a given DFA, we have no general procedure for synthesizing a 

D2FA directly. Consequently, our procedure for constructing a 

D2FA proceeds by transforming an ordinary DFA, by introducing 

default transitions in a systematic way, while maintaining 

equivalence. Our procedure does not change the state set, or the 

set of matching patterns for a given state. Hence, we can maintain 

equivalence by ensuring that the destination state function f(x), 

does not change. 

Consider two states u and v, where both u and v have a transition 

labeled by the symbol a to a common third state w, and no default 

transition.  If we introduce a default transition from u to v, we can 

eliminate the a-transition from u without affecting the destination 

state function f(x). A slightly more general version of this 

observation is stated below. 

Lemma 1. Consider a D2FA with distinct states u and v, where u 

has a transition labeled by the symbol a, and no outgoing default 

transition. If f(a,u)=f(a,v), then the D2FA obtained by 

introducing a default transition from u to v and removing the 

transition from u to f(a,u) is equivalent to the original DFA. 

Note that by the same reasoning, if there are multiple symbols a, 

for which u has a labeled outgoing edge and for which 

f(a,u)=f(a,v), the introduction of a default edge from u to v 

allows us to eliminate all these edges. Our procedure for 

converting a DFA to a smaller D2FA applies this transformation 

repeatedly. Hence, the equivalence of the initial and final D2FAs 

follows by induction. The D2FA on the right side of Figure 1 was 

obtained from the DFA on the left, by applying this 

transformation to state pairs (2,1), (3,1), (5,1) and (4,1). 

For each state, we can have only one default transition, so it’s 

important to choose our default transitions carefully to allow us to 

get the largest possible reduction. We also restrict the choice of 

default transitions to ensure that there is no cycle defined by 

default transitions. With this restriction, the default transitions 

define a collection of trees with the transitions directed towards 

the tree roots and we can identify the set of transitions that gives 

the largest space reduction by solving a maximum weight 

spanning tree problem in an undirected graph which we refer to as 

the space reduction graph. 

The space reduction graph for a given DFA is a complete, 

undirected graph, defined on the same vertex set as the DFA. The 

edge joining a pair of vertices (states) u and v is assigned a weight 

w(u,v) that is one less than the number of symbols a for which 

f(a,u)=f(a,v). The space reduction graph for the DFA on the left 

side of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the spanning 

tree of the space reduction graph that corresponds to the default 

transitions for the D2FA in Figure 1 has a total weight of 

3+3+3+2=11, which is the difference in the number of transitions 

in the two automata. Also, note that this is a maximum weight 

spanning tree for this graph. Figure 3 shows D2FAs corresponding 

to two different maximum weight spanning trees. Note that while 

these two automata use the same number of edges as the one in 

Figure 1, they have default paths of length 3 and 2, respectively, 

meaning that their worst-case performance will not be as good. 
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Figure 1. Example of automata which recognize the expressions a+, b+c, and c*d+ 
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4. BOUNDING DEFAULT PATHS 
If our only objective was minimizing the space used by a D2FA, it 

would suffice to find a maximum weight spanning tree in the 

space reduction graph. The tree edges correspond to the state pairs 

between which we create default transitions. The only remaining 

issue is to determine the orientation of the default transitions. 

Since each vertex can have only one outgoing default transition, it 

suffices to pick some arbitrary state to be the root of the default 

transition tree and direct all default transitions towards this state. 

Unfortunately, when this procedure is applied to DFAs arising in 

typical network applications, the resulting default transition tree 

has many long paths, implying that the D2FA may need to make 

many transitions for each input character consumed. We can 

improve the performance somewhat, by selecting a tree root that 

is centrally located within the spanning tree. However, this still 

leaves us with many long default paths. The natural way to avoid 

long default paths is to construct a maximum weight spanning tree 

with a specified bounded diameter. Unfortunately, the 

construction of such spanning trees is NP-hard [39]. It’s also not 

clear that such a spanning tree leads to the smallest D2FA. What 

we actually require is a collection of bounded diameter trees of 

maximum weight. While this problem can be solved in 

polynomial time if the diameter bound is 1 (this is simply 

maximum weight matching), the problem remains NP-hard for 

larger diameters. 

Fortunately, we have found that fairly simple methods, based on 

classical maximum spanning tree algorithms, yield good results 

for D2FA construction. One conceptually straight-forward method 

builds a collection of trees incrementally. The method (which is 

based on Kruskal’s algorithm [36]) examines the edges in 

decreasing order of their weight. An edge {u,v} is selected as a 

“tree-edge” so long as u and v do not already belong to the same 

tree, and so long as the addition of the edge will not create a tree 

whose diameter exceeds a specified bound. Once all the edges 

have been considered, the tree edges define default transitions. 

We orient the default transitions in each tree by directing them 

towards a selected root for that tree, where the roots are selected 

so as to minimize the distance to the root from any leaf. 

The one complication with this method is checking the diameter 

bounds. We can do this efficiently by maintaining for each vertex 

u a value d(u) which specifies the number of edges in the longest 

tree path from u to a vertex in the same tree. These values can be 

used to check that the addition of a new edge will not violate the 

diameter bound. When a new tree edge is added, the distance 

values must be updated for vertices in the tree formed by the 

addition of the new edge. This can be done in linear time for each 

update. Consequently, the total time needed to maintain the 

distance values is O(n2). Since Kruskal’s algorithm, on which our 

algorithm is based, requires O(n2log n) time on complete graphs, 

the diameter checking does not increase the asymptotic running 

time of the algorithm. 

One refinement to this fairly simple algorithm is shown below. 

While examining the edges in decreasing order of their weights, 

we also look for an edge among all equal weight edges, which 

results in the minimum expansion in the diameter of the trees 

joined. In practice, since there are only 255 different weight 

values, at any point in time, there will often be plenty of equal 

weight edges to choose from. The resulting refined algorithm 

begins with the weighted undirected space reduction graph 

G=(V,W) and modifies an edge set default which form the default 

transition trees. First it considers all edges of weight 255, and 

incrementally constructs default trees of small diameters. Then it 

repeatedly considers smaller weight edges and adds them to the 

default transition trees. 

It turns out that the refinement generally leads to default transition 

trees with significantly smaller diameter as compared to a normal 

spanning tree, which remains oblivious about the diameter 

buildup of the trees until the diameter bound is reached. In a 

setup, where the diameter bound is not applied, refined spanning 

tree algorithm creates default transition trees of equal weight but 

relatively smaller diameter. When diameter bound is applied, the 
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Figure 2. Space reduction graph for DFA in Figure 1. 
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Figure 3. D
2
FAs corresponding to two different maximum 

weight spanning trees 

procedure refinedmaxspantree (graph G=(V, W), 

           modifies set edge default); 

(1) vertex u, v; set edges; set weight-set[255]; 

(2) default := {}; edges := W; 

(3) for edge (u, v) Œ edges µ 

(4)  if weight(u, v) > 0 µ 

(5)   add (u, v) to weight-set[weight(u, v)]; 

(6)  fi 

(7) for integer i = 255 to 1 µ 

(8)  do weight-set[i] Œ [ ] µ 

(9)   Select (u, v) from weight-set[i] which leads to the 

(10)   smallest growth in the diameter of the default tree 

(11)   if vertices u and v belongs to different default trees µ
(12)    if default U (u, v) maintains the diameter bound µ
(13)     default := default U (u, v); 

(14)    fi 

(15)   fi 

(16)  od 

(17) rof 

end; 
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refined algorithm creates trees with higher weight too. This 

happens, because a normal spanning tree, in its process, quickly 

creates several trees whose diameter is “too large” and hence can 

not be further linked to any tree. The refined version ensures that 

tree diameter remains small; hence more trees can be linked, 

resulting in higher weight. 

In order to illustrate the effect of this refinement, we take a 

synthetic DFA, which consists of 31 states. All pairs of states u 

and v were assigned transitions on a random number (drawn from 

a geometric distribution with success probability, r = 0.05, thus 

mean, E(X) = 19) of symbols a such that f(a,u)=f(a,v). Thus the 

weight of the edges in the space reduction graph was 

geometrically distributed. When we ran the normal and refined 

versions of spanning tree algorithms without any diameter bound, 

they created spanning trees of weight 1771, as shown in Figure 4. 

While the weights of both trees are maximum, their diameters are 

13 and 10 respectively. If we choose nodes 28 and 29, 

respectively, as the root of these two trees, the longest default 

paths will contain 7 and 5 edges, while the average length of 

default paths will be 3.8 and 2.8, respectively. 

Clearly, the refinement in the spanning tree algorithm reduces the 

memory accesses needed by a D2FA for every character. We will 

later see that when diameter bounds are applied, refined spanning 

tree creates more compact D2FAs as well. 

When we bounded the diameter of the spanning tree to 7, and ran 

our algorithm on the same synthetic DFA, it created three default 

transition trees, as shown in Figure 5. The total weight of all three 

trees was 1653, which suggests that the resulting DF2A will 

require slightly more space as compared to the one with no 

diameter restraint. However, bounding the diameter to 7 ensures 

an important property that the length of all default paths can be 

easily limited to 4 and hence the D2FA will require at most 4 

memory accesses per character. 

4.1 Results on some regular expression sets 
In order to evaluate the space reductions achieved by a delayed 

input DFA, or D2FA, we performed experiments on regular 

expression sets used in a wide variety of networking applications. 

Our most important dataset are the regular expression sets used in 

deep packet inspection appliances from Cisco Systems [38]. This 

set contains more than 750 moderately complex expressions, 

which are used to detect the anomalies in the traffic. It is widely 

used across several Cisco security appliances and Cisco 

commonly employs general purpose processors with a gigabyte or 

more memory to implement them. In addition to this set, we also 

considered the regular expressions used in the open source Snort 

and Bro NIDS, and in the Linux layer-7 application protocol 

classifier. Linux layer-7 protocol classifier consists of 70 

expressions. Snort contains more than a thousand and half 

expressions, although, they don’t need to be matched 

simultaneously. An effective way to implement the Snort rules is 

to identify the expressions for each header rule and then group the 

expressions corresponding to the overlapping rules (the set of 

header rules a single packet can match to). We use this approach. 

For the Bro NIDS, we present results for the HTTP signatures, 

which consist of 648 regular expressions. 

Given these regular expression sets, as the first step to construct 

DFAs with a small number of states, we used the set splitting 

techniques proposed by Yu et al. in [10]. It splits the regular 

expressions into multiple sets so that each set creates a small 

DFA. We created 10 sets of rules from the Cisco regular 

expressions, and were able to reduce the total memory footprint to 

92 MB, as there were a total of 180138 states, and each individual 

DFA had less than 64K states, (thus 2 bytes encodes a state). 

Clearly, such efficient grouping resulted in significant space 

reduction over more than a gigabyte space required otherwise. We 

split the Linux layer-7 expressions into three sets, such that the 

total number of states was 28889. For the Snort set, we present 

results for the header rule “tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> 

$HTTP_SERVERS $HTTP_PORTS,” which consists of 22 complex 

expressions. Since Snort rules were complex, with long length 

restriction on various character classes, we applied rewriting 

techniques proposed in [10] to some rules and split them further 

into four sets. Bro regular expressions were generally simple and 

efficient therefore we were able to compile all of them in a single 

automaton. The key properties of our representative regular 

expression groups are summarized in Table 1. 

In order to estimate the reduction objectives of D2FA, we 

introduce a term duplicate transition. Transitions are duplicate if 
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Figure 4. Default transition trees formed by the spanning tree algorithm and by our refined version 
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there exists more than one of them leading to the same “next 

state” for the same input character. For example in Figure 1, if the 

transitions on input b from states 1 is termed original then the 

ones from state 2, 3, 4 and 5 are duplicates. Even though, it may 

not be possible to eliminate all duplicate transitions, it still gives a 

good estimate on the upper bound of the number of transitions 

that can be eliminated by constructing a D2FA from the DFA. 

After constructing the minimum state DFAs from these regular 

expressions, we used both normal and refined versions of 

spanning tree to construct the corresponding D2FAs. The 

reduction in the number of transitions is shown in Table 2 with no 

diameter bounds applied. The length of default paths, which gives 

an estimate of the added memory bandwidth a D2FA will need 

over a DFA, are also shown. It is clear that, D2FAs eliminates 

nearly all duplicate transitions from the DFAs. It is also apparent 

that refined version of spanning tree creates substantially smaller 

default paths as compared to a normal spanning tree. In order to 

get a sense of the distribution of the number of labeled transitions 

per states of a D2FA, we plot it in Figure 6, for the Cisco regular 

expression group containing 590 expressions. Majority of states 

has 2 or fewer labeled transitions. Note that most states have 2 

transitions because most rules are case insensitive, like [d-eD-E0-

9\-_][/\\][^/\\\r\n?\x26\s\t:]*[.][Nn][Uu]. 

Since the above results are with no diameter restrictions, default 

transition paths are quite long. In order to achieve smaller default 

paths, we ran our algorithm with the diameter restricted to a small 

constant. In this case, we first compare the reductions achieved by 

normal spanning tree and by our refined version. In Table 3, we 

report the number of transitions in the resulting D2FA, with the 

length of default paths bounded to 4 edges. Clearly, refined 

version of spanning tree yields relatively more compact D2FA. 

In Figure 7, we plot the reduction in the number of transitions of a 

DFA, as ratio of number transitions in the D2FA and number of 

distinct transitions (transitions leading to distinct “next states”) in 

the original DFA, by applying the refined version of spanning tree 

and bounding the default paths at different values. It is obvious 

that smaller default path restrictions produce D2FAs with 

relatively higher number of labeled transitions. Note that, the 

reduction numbers plotted are with respect to the total number of 

distinct transitions (leading to different “next states”) at various 

states in the original DFA, and not all transitions. Clearly this 

metric is conservative and suggests the space reduction by D2FA 

over a DFA using the best (possibly hypothetical) table 
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Table 1. Our representative regular expression groups 

Source # of 

regular 

expressio

ns 

Avg. ASCII 

length of 

expressions 

% expressions 

using 

wildcards (*, 

+, ?) 

% expressions

length 

restrictions 

{,k,+} 

Cisco 590 36.5 5.42 1.13 

Cisco 103 58.7 11.65 7.92 

Cisco 7 143.0 100 14.23 

Linux 56 64.1 53.57 0 

Linux 10 80.1 70 0 

Snort 11 43.7 100 9.09 

Snort 7 49.57 100 28.57 

Bro 648 23.6 0 0 

Table 2. Original DFA and the D
2
FA constructed using the normal and the refined spanning tree, without any diameter bound 

  Original DFA  Delayed  input DFA, D
2
FA 

    Normal spanning tree Refined spanning tree 

 DFA Total # of 

states 

Total # of 

transitions  

Total # of 

distinct 

transitions 

Total # of 

duplicate 

transitions

%   

duplic

ates 

 Total # of 

transitions

%    

reducti

on 

Avg. 

default

length

Max. 

default 

length

Total # of 

transitions 

%   

reducti

on 

Avg. 

default

length

Max. 

default 

length

 Cisco590 17713 4534528 1537238 4509852 99.45  36519 99.2 18.32 57 36519 99.2 8.47 17 

 Cisco103 21050 5388800 1236587 5346595 99.21  53068 99.0 16.65 54 53068 99.0 7.82 19 

 Cisco7 4260 1090560 312082 1063896 97.55  28094 97.4 19.61 61 28094 97.4 10.91 23 

 Linux56 13953 3571968 590917 3517044 98.46  58571 98.3 7.68 30 58571 98.3 5.62 21 

 Linux10 13003 3328768 962299 3052433 91.69  285991 91.3 5.14 20 285991 91.3 4.64 17 

 Snort11 41949 10738944 540259 10569778 98.42  168569 98.4 5.86 9 168569 98.4 3.43 6 

 Bro648 6216 1591296 149002 1584357 99.56  7082 99.5 6.45 17 7082 99.5 2.59 8 

Table 3. Number of transitions in D
2
FA with default path 

length bounded to 4 

DFA Normal spanning tree Refined spanning tree

Cisco590 97873 70793 

Cisco103 115654 82879 

Cisco7 37520 36091 

Linux56 69437 66739 

Linux10 314915 302112 

Snort11 180545 178354 

Bro648 11906 8078 
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compression scheme which enables it to store only the distinct 

transitions. If we would use the total transitions in a DFA as our 

metric, D2FA will result in even higher reduction. 

4.2 Summarizing the results 
The results suggest that a delayed input DFA or D2FA can 

substantially reduce the space requirements of regular expression 

sets used in many networking applications. For example, using 

D2FA, we were able to reduce the space requirements of regular 

expressions used in deep packet inspection appliances of Cisco 

Systems to less than 2 MB. We also saw significant reduction in 

the Bro and Linux layer-7 expressions. Snort expressions resulted 

in moderate improvements (according to our conservative metric) 

as there were fewer distinct transitions per state. 

D2FA reduces the space requirements at the cost of multiple 

memory accesses per character. In fact, splitting an expression set 

into multiple groups adds to the number of memory accesses as it 

creates multiple D2FAs, all of which needs to be executed in 

parallel. Although, D2FA performs equally well on expression 

sets which are not split, we decided to split, in order to reduce the 

total number of states in the DFA to begin with (e.g. 92 MB for 9 

partitions of the Cisco rules versus 1+ GB without clever rule 

partitioning). Such a design choice makes sense in our context, 

because we use multiple embedded memories, which provides us 

with ample bandwidth, but limited capacity. We now present our 

architecture and algorithms to map the D2FAs onto them. 

5. REGEX SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
In this section, we propose an efficient regular expression engine 

consisting of multiple embedded memories and processors. We 

also propose algorithms to efficiently map the D2FA onto the 

architecture. 

One of our design objectives is flexibility, so we predominantly 

use embedded memories in order to store the automata rather than 

synthesizing them in logic gates [18]. Using memory rather than 

logic allows the architecture to remain flexible in the face of 

frequently updating regular expressions. In addition to dense 

ASIC embedded memory technologies like IBM’s [23], modern 

FPGAs such as the Xilinx Virtex-4 contain several hundreds of 

18Kbit memory blocks [24] providing several megabytes in 

aggregate. The embedded memories in FPGAs have multiple 

ports and clock rates of up to 300 MHz. Of course, ASIC 

technologies provide higher degree of flexibility, with the number 

of ports, the size of each memory, and the clock rate all being 

design specific. Thus, a memory-based design is eminently 

practical. Given this, we design our embedded memory 

architecture with the following points in mind.  

‚ While small memories often clock at higher rates, every 

additional memory adds to the overhead of the control circuitry. 

Therefore, we intend to use an adequate number of reasonably 

sized memories, so that the overall bandwidth remains 

appropriate while maintaining reasonable control complexity. 

‚ Using multiple, equally-sized embedded memories will enable 

the architecture to scale capacity and bandwidth linearly with 

increasing on-chip transistor density. 

‚ A die with several equally sized memories can achieve efficient 

placement and routing, resulting in minimal wasted die area. 

Therefore, our design will use memories of equal size, 

independent of the characteristics of any particular data set. In 

fact, using several small equally sized memories is a natural 

choice given that the kind of expressions and the resulting 

automata are likely to change very often. 

The resulting architecture consists of a symmetric tile of equally 

sized embedded memories; the logical organization of this system 

is shown in Figure 8. Note that FPGAs, with hundreds of fix-sized 

memory modules, fall within the scope of this architecture. As 

can be seen, there are multiple memories, each accessible by an 

array of regular expression engines. Each engine is capable of 

scanning one packet at a time. Multiple engines are present to 

exploit the packet- and flow-level parallelism available in most 

packet processing contexts. While throughput for an individual 

packet will be limited to that of a single memory, overall system 

throughput can approach the aggregate memory bandwidth. 

To do so, we must map the D2FA to these memories in such a 

way that, a) there is minimal fragmentation of the memory space, 

so that every memory remains uniformly occupied; and b) each 

memory receives a nearly equal number of accesses, so that none 

of them becomes a throughput bottleneck. We now propose 

algorithms to achieve these objectives. 

5.1 Randomized Mapping 
A straightforward uniformly random mapping of states to memory 

modules can provide scalable average-case performance. The 

expectation is that over a long period of time, each memory will 

receive a nearly equal fraction of all references. Thus, with a 

reasonable number of concurrent packets, average throughput can 

remain high. Consider a case of m memory modules and p 

concurrently scanned packets. If each packet generates a read 

request at an interval of l cycles (i.e, the memory read latency), 

we need to scan m×l packets concurrently in order to keep the m 

memories busy. In practice, we need more packets due to random 

conflicts. The problem can be modeled as a balls and bins 
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procedure max-min-coloring (dgraph D(V, W), set color C); 

(1) heap h, c, l; 

(2) for tree t Œ D µ 

(3)  for vertex u Œ t µ size(t) := size(t) + size(u); rof 

(4)  h.insert(t, size(t)); 

(5) rof 

(6) for color j Œ C µ c.insert(j, 0); rof 

(7) do h Œ [ ] µ 

(8)  t := h.findmax(); h.remove(t); 

(9)  for all depth values i Œ t µ 

(10)   l.insert(i, size of all vertices at depth i); 

(11)  rof 

(12)  color j := c.findmax(); 

(13)  do l Œ [ ] µ 

(14)   depth i := l.findmin(); size s := l.key(i); l.remove(); 

(15)   Color vertices at depth i in tree t with color j; 

(16)   c.changekey(j, c.key(j) + s); 

(17)   j := c.findnextmax(); 

(18)  od 

(19) od 

end; 

problem. There are m bins (memory modules) and balls (memory 

requests) arrive to them randomly. Only one can be serviced at 

each bin per cycle, so any remaining balls must wait for 

subsequent memory cycles. If m balls arrive randomly, 1-e-1 

will served and rest has to wait for next cycle. Thus only 65% of 

the memories will be busy. As more balls arrive, more memories 

will remain busy. Thus, scanning many packets concurrently 

improves the overall throughput, while individual packets are 

served relatively slowly. 

We report the throughput of such a randomized architecture in 

Figure 9, assuming a dual-port embedded memory running at 300 

MHz and a read access latency of 4 cycles. In this experiment, we 

have limited the longest default paths in the D2FA to 7. The input 

data was generated from the MIT DARPA Intrusion Detection 

Data Sets [31]. We inserted additional data into these sets so that 

the automaton will detect approximately 1% matches. It is evident 

from the plots that as we increase the number of concurrently 

scanned packets, the overall throughput scales up. Moreover, as 

the number of embedded memories increases, the throughput 

scales almost linearly up to 8 memories, beyond which there is 

little improvement. This saturation is due to significant spatial 

locality in the automata traversal in which some states are visited 

more often than the others. In fact, in some cases, we found that a 

single state is visited almost 30% of the time. If such a state 

resides in memory module k, it is likely that memory module k 

will limit the overall performance irrespective of the number of 

modules. However, such situations are rare, and the average 

performance remains excellent. 

A randomized system is also likely to have a very low worst-case 

throughput as evident from Figure 9. This can be explained as 

follows. A D2FA often needs to traverse multiple default 

transitions for a character; if the maximum default path length is 

limited to 7, then 8 state traversals might be needed for a 

character. Since the state to memory mapping is random, there 

may exist default paths along which all states reside in the same 

memory module (or in a small number of modules). If the input 

data is such that the automaton repeatedly traverses such default 

paths, then throughput will degrade. 

Moreover, when we map multiple automata (one for each regular 

expression group) onto memory modules randomly, default paths 

of different automata may map to the same memory module. In 

this case, packets traversing those paths will be processed serially, 

and overall system throughput could diminish even further. Since 

this randomized approach is subject to these pathological worst-

case conditions, we now propose deterministic mapping 

algorithms capable of maintaining worst-case guarantees. 

5.2 Deterministic and Robust Mapping 
The first goal of a robust and deterministic mapping is to ensure 

that all automata, which are executed simultaneously, are stored 

in different memory modules. This will ensure that each executes 

in parallel without any memory conflicts. Achieving this goal is 

straight-forward, provided that there are more memory modules 

than automata. The second goal is to ensure that all states along 

any default path map to different memory modules. Thus, no 

pathological condition can arise for long default paths as a 

memory module will be referred at most once. Another benefit is 

that we will need fewer concurrent packets to achieve a given 

level of throughput, due to the better utilization of the bandwidth. 

Problem Formulation: We can formulate the above problem as a 

graph coloring problem, where colors represent memory modules 

and default paths of D2FA represent the graph. As we have seen, 

these paths form a forest, where vertices represent states and 

directed edges represent default transitions. Our goal is to color 

the vertices of the forest so that all vertices along any path from a 

leaf to the root are colored with different colors. Moreover, we 

need to ensure that every color is nearly equally used, so that 

memories remains uniformly occupied. Clearly, if d is the longest 

default path, i.e. the depth of the deepest tree, then we need at 

least d+1 colors1. We present two heuristic algorithms, to color 

the trees in the forest. 

5.2.1 Deterministic and Robust Mapping 
The max-min algorithm is similar to the first-fit, decreasing bin-

packing heuristic [37], one of the best known heuristics for 

solving the NP-complete bin packing problem. The algorithm is 

formally described above, where the directed graph D represents 

                                                                 

1 A natural way to construct a D2FA is to limit the default path 

length to the number of memory modules (colors) available to it 
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Figure 9. Throughput with default path length bounded to 7 and 

using the randomized mapping 
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procedure adaptive-coloring (dgraph D(V, W), set color C); 

(1) heap h; 

(2) for color c Œ C µ used[c] := 0; deprived[c] := 0; rof 

(3) for vertex u Œ V µ 

(4)  set color colors[u] := C; 

(5)  h.insert(u, depth(u)); 

(6) rof 

(7) do h Œ [ ] µ 

(8)  u := h.findmax(); h.remove(u); 

(9)  if |colors[u]| > 1 µ assign-color(u, D, C); fi 

(10) od 

end; 

procedure assign-color (vertex u, dgraph D(V, W) , set color C); 

(1) color c; 

(2) Pick c from colors[u] with min used[c] and max deprived[c];

(3) colors[u] := c; 

(4) used[c] := used[c] + size(u); 

(5) for v Œ descendents(u) µ colors[v] := colors[v] / c; rof 

(6) for v Œ ancestors(u) µ colors[v] := colors[v] / c; rof 

(7) calculate-deprived(D, C); 

(8) if def-trans(u) Œ NULL µ assign-color(def-trans(u), D, C); fi 

end; 

procedure calculate-deprived (dgraph D(V, W) , set color C); 

(1) for color c Œ C µ deprived[c] := 0; rof 

(2) for vertex u Œ V µ 

(3)  if |colors[u]| = 1 µ 

(4)   color c := colors[u]; 

(5)   for v Œ descendents(u) µ 

(6)    if |colors[v]| > 1 µ deprived[c] += size(v); fi 

(7)   rof 

(8)  fi 

(9) rof 

end; 

the default transitions and C the set of all colors. The algorithm 

proceeds by ordering the default transition trees according to their 

size (i.e., the number of vertices times the size of each vertex). 

Then, in decreasing order of size, it colors each tree such that all 

vertices at different depths are colored with one of the d+1 colors. 

Since there are a total of d+1 colors and the maximum depth of a 

tree is d, vertices along all default paths are guaranteed to get 

different colors. In order to ensure that colors are nearly equally 

used, max-min heuristics are used. For a currently selected tree, it 

groups the vertices at different depths and sorts the group with 

respect to the size of all vertices in the group. Then, it assigns the 

most used color to the smallest group and the least used color to 

the largest group. 

When the forest consists of a large number of trees, max-min 

coloring ensures that colors are nearly equally used; thereby 

ensuring that different memory modules will remain uniformly 

occupied. However, when there are a small number of trees, the 

max-min algorithm often leads to uneven memory usage. A 

simple example is shown on the left hand side of Figure 10, where 

there are two trees which are colored with 4 colors. With the max-

min algorithm, color 3 is used to color 7 vertices, while colors 1, 

2 and 4 are each used to color only 3 vertices. An alternative 

coloring, which uses each color uniformly and also ensures that 

vertices along a default path uses different colors, is shown on the 

right hand side in the same figure. We now propose an algorithm 

which produces such coloring. 

5.2.2 Adaptive coloring algorithm 
The max-min algorithm performs poorly because it does not 

exploit situations when multiple colors are available to color a 

vertex. For instance, in the example shown in figure 10, the max-

min algorithm assigned color 3 to all vertices at depth 3, although 

five of these six vertices can be colored with either color 3 or 4. In 

practice, a D2FA creates default trees with many such 

opportunities. This adaptive algorithm exploits this power of 

multiple choices and results in a more uniform color usage. 

It begins by assigning a set of all C colors to all vertices and then 

removes colors from each set until every vertex is fully colored 

(i.e. a single color left in their set). In order to remove appropriate 

colors, it keeps track of two variables for every color. The first 

variable “used” tracks the total number of vertices colored by 

each color, and the second variable “deprived” tracks the future 

choices of colors that remain in the sets of those vertices not yet 

fully colored. More specifically, for every color, deprived 

maintains the number of the vertices, which are deprived of using 

it, as it has been removed from their color set and used maintains 

the number of vertices colored with it. Clearly, the goal is to more 

often use colors a) which most of the vertices are deprived of and 

b) with which fewest vertices are fully colored with. 

After initializing the color sets of each vertex, the next step is to 

decide an ordering of the vertices, in which colors will be 

removed from their color set. An effective ordering is to first 

choose vertices which do not have a high degree of freedom in 

choosing colors. Since vertices along longer default paths have 

fewer choices (e.g. vertices along x deep default paths can pick 

one of d/x+1 colors), they should be colored first. Therefore, 

adaptive algorithm processes vertices of all trees simultaneously, 

in a decreasing order of the depth values. It chooses a vertex, and 

removes all but one color from its color set, thus effectively 

coloring it. Whenever a vertex u is colored with color c, color c is 

removed from the color set of all ancestors and descendents of u, 

since it can’t be used to color any of them. Then, all ancestor 

vertices of u are recursively colored. The algorithm is formally 

presented above. A set colors is kept for every vertex and initially 

it contains all C colors. Once all but one color is removed from 

this set, the vertex gets colored. The steps involved in the coloring 

of two trees by the adaptive algorithm using four colors are 

illustrated in Figure 11. 

5.2.3 Coloring results 
In order to evaluate, how uniformly the min-max and adaptive 

algorithms utilize various colors, we generated D2FA such that 

they have different numbers of default transition trees in the 

corresponding forest. This was achieved by limiting the default 

path length to different values. We also limited ourselves to use 

only d+1 colors (where d is the longest default path), as allowing 
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Figure 10. Left diagram shows two trees colored by max-min 

algorithm. Right diagram shows a better coloring 
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the use of more colors makes the coloring far easier. Our principal 

metric of coloring efficiency is the maximum discrepancy in color 

usage. If used(i) is the size (number of vertices times the number 

of transitions it has) of all vertices using the i-th color, then the 

maximum color usage discrepancy will be, 

)( max))( min)( max( iusediusediused
iii

/  

Clearly, smaller values of discrepancy reflect more uniform usage 

of various colors. We plot the maximum discrepancy in color 

usage in Figure 12, for different number of default transition trees 

in the forest. It is apparent that adaptive algorithm uses colors 

more uniformly. Using the adaptive coloring algorithm, once we 

limited the default paths to 7 or less, we were able to map all of 

our D2FA to memory modules such that there was a maximum 

discrepancy of less than 7 bytes in the memory occupancy. 

We finally report the throughput of the D2FAs generated from the 

Cisco rules, with the default path length limited to 7, in Figure 13. 

Note that since we are using coloring, we need at least 8 memory 

modules. We assume a dual-port embedded memory running at 

300 MHz, read access latency of 4 cycles and the previous data 

set [31]. The performance achieved by deterministic mapping is 

clearly superior to the randomized mapping, as a) it ensures good 

worst-case throughput, and b) it requires fewer concurrent packets 

to achieve high average throughput. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we introduce a new representation for regular 

expressions, called the delayed input DFA (D2FA), which 

significantly reduces the space requirements of a DFA by 

replacing its multiple transitions with a single default transition. 

By reduction, we show that the construction of an efficient D2FA 

from a DFA is NP-hard. We therefore present heuristics for D2FA 

construction that provide deterministic performance guarantees. 

Our results suggest that a D2FA constructed from a DFA can 

reduce memory space requirements by more than 95%. Thus, the 

entire automaton can fit in on-chip memories. Since embedded 

memories provide ample bandwidth, further space reductions are 

possible by splitting the regular expressions into multiple groups 

and creating a D2FA for each of them. 
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Figure 11. Various steps involved in the coloring of two trees with adaptive algorithm (assuming equally sized vertices) 
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Figure 12. Plotting maximum discrepancy in color usage, circles 

for max-min and squares for adaptive algorithm 
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Figure 13. Throughput with default path length bounded to 7 
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As a side effect, a D2FA introduces a cost of possibly several 

memory accesses per input character, since D2FAs may require 

multiple default transitions to consume a single character. 

Therefore, a careful implementation is required to ensure good, 

deterministic performance. We present a memory-based 

architecture, which uses multiple embedded memories, and show 

how to map the D2FAs onto them in such a way that each 

character is effectively processed in a single memory cycle. As a 

proof of concept, we were able to construct D2FAs from regular 

expression sets used in many widely used systems, including 

those employed in the widely used security appliances from Cisco 

Systems, that required less than 2 MB of embedded memory and 

provided up to 10 Gbps throughput at a modest clock rate of 300 

MHz. Our architecture provides deterministic performance 

guarantees and suggests that with today’s VLSI technology, a 

worst-case throughput of OC192 can be achieved while 

simultaneously executing several thousand regular expressions. 
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents Virtual Ring Routing (VRR), a new network
routing protocol that occupies a unique point in the design space.
VRR is inspired by overlay routing algorithms in Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) but it does not rely on an underlying network routing
protocol. It is implemented directly on top of the link layer. VRR
provides both traditional point-to-point network routing and DHT
routing to the node responsible for a hash table key.

VRR can be used with any link layer technology but this paper
describes a design and several implementations of VRR that are
tuned for wireless networks. We evaluate the performance of VRR
using simulations and measurements from a sensor network and an
802.11a testbed. The experimental results show that VRR provides
robust performance across a wide range of environments and work-
loads. It performs comparably to, or better than, the best wireless
routing protocol in each experiment. VRR performs well because
of its unique features: it does not require network flooding or trans-
lation between fixed identifiers and location-dependent addresses.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols

General Terms

Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Reliability

Keywords

Network Routing, Distributed Hash Table, Wireless

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents Virtual Ring Routing (VRR), a new network

routing protocol with a unique design. The design is inspired by
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) overlays (e.g.,[38, 40, 39, 44]) but
VRR is a network routing protocol. Whereas DHTs assume an
underlying network routing protocol that provides connectivity be-
tween all pairs of nodes, VRR is implemented directly on top of the
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link layer. VRR provides not only traditional point-to-point net-
work routing but also DHT functionality: it balances the load of
managing hash-table keys across nodes and routes messages sent to
a key to the node responsible for managing the key.

VRR is also unique because it never floods the network and uses
only location independent identifiers to route. Nodes are organized
into a virtual ring ordered by their identifiers and each node main-
tains a small number of routing paths to its neighbors in the ring.
The nodes along a path store the next hop towards each path end-
point in a routing table. VRR uses these routing tables to route
packets between any pair of nodes in the network: a packet is for-
warded to the next hop towards the path endpoint whose identifier
is numerically closest to the destination. The paths between virtual
ring neighbors are setup using this algorithm.

VRR can route over any link layer technology but this paper
focuses on wireless ad hoc environments. We believe that DHT
functionality is particularly useful in these environments because it
can be used to implement scalable network services in the absence
of servers. Furthermore, VRR addresses some performance issues
with previous wireless routing protocols.

VRR performs well across a wide range of environments and
workloads because it does not flood and it does not use location-
dependent addresses. Proactive wireless routing protocols flood
on topology changes (e.g., [34, 6]) and reactive protocols flood to
discover routes (e.g., [22, 35]). Hybrid protocols perform scoped
floods on topology changes and flood to discover routes to nodes in
other regions of the network (e.g., [18, 37]). Previous protocols that
do not flood use location-dependent addresses to route (e.g., [5, 33,
24, 26, 15]), which has some disadvantages. Location-dependent
addresses can change with mobility and, in some protocols, with
congestion and failures [5, 33, 15]. These changes can result in
losses and increased congestion, and usually require mechanisms
to lookup the location of a node given a fixed identifier [28].

We compared VRR against a number of representative wireless
routing protocols using both simulations and measurements from
real implementations running on a sensor network and an 802.11a
Windows PC testbed. The Windows implementation modifies the
Mesh Connectivity Layer (MCL) [10] to support VRR. The VRR
network appears to an unmodified TCP/IP protocol stack as a single
virtual link. Therefore, all IP-based applications can be run over the
VRR network without modification.

The experiments show that VRR provides robust performance
across a wide range of environments and workloads. It performs
comparably to, or better than, the best routing protocol in each ex-
periment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview.
Section 3 describes VRR in detail. We evaluate performance in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 describes related work and Section 6 concludes.
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Figure 1: Relationship between the virtual ring and the physical network topology.

2. OVERVIEW
VRR uses random unsigned integers to identify nodes, and orga-

nizes the nodes into a virtual ring in order of increasing identifier
(with wrapping around zero). Node identifiers are fixed, unique,
and location independent. To maintain the integrity of the vir-
tual ring with node and link failures, each node maintains a virtual
neighbor set (or vset) of cardinality r containing the node identi-
fiers of the r/2 closest neighbors clockwise in the virtual ring and
the r/2 closest neighbors counter clockwise.

Each node also maintains a physical neighbor set (or pset) with
the identifiers of nodes that it can communicate with at the link
layer. Since link quality can vary widely in wireless environments,
it is important for nodes to estimate the quality of wireless links to
candidate physical neighbors. A node only adds a neighbor to the
pset if the quality of the links to and from that neighbor is above a
threshold. In addition, VRR nodes can take link quality into account
when making forwarding decisions. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe
implementations that estimate link quality using packet loss and
bandwidth metrics but it is possible to use other metrics.

Figure 1(a) shows an example virtual ring with a 12-bit identifier
space (with identifiers in base 16). It also shows the vset of the node
with identifier 8F6 with r = 4.

VRR sets up and maintains routing paths between a node and
each of its virtual neighbors. These are called vset-paths. Since
node identifiers are random and location independent, the virtual
neighbors of a node will be randomly distributed across the phys-
ical network. So vset-paths are multi-hop in most cases. They are
also bidirectional because membership in the vset is symmetrical
(if node x is in the vset of node y then node y is in the vset of x).

The routing information for a vset-path is stored in the routing

tables of the nodes along the path. Each node maintains a routing
table with information about the vset-paths to its virtual neighbors
and other vset-paths that are routed through the node. A routing
table entry identifies the two vset-path endpoints and the next hop
towards each endpoint. This information is maintained proactively,
i.e., it is maintained even when there is no traffic along the path.

Figure 1(b) shows the mapping between the virtual ring and the
physical network topology and it shows the vset-paths between node
8F6 and its virtual neighbors.

VRR does not setup or maintain paths between nodes that are not
virtual neighbors because vset-paths can be used to route packets
between any pair of nodes. VRR nodes route packets to destina-
tion identifiers by forwarding them to the next hop towards the path
endpoint whose identifier is numerically closest to the destination
identifier from among all the endpoints in their routing table.

If there is a correct vset-path between each node and its virtual
neighbors, VRR can route between any pair of nodes by following
the vset-paths between neighboring nodes along the ring. But VRR
does better because each node uses not only the vset-paths to its vir-
tual neighbors but also vset-paths between other nodes that happen
to be routed through it. The following approximate analysis pro-
vides some intuition into how this works. If each node maintains
r vset-paths to its virtual neighbors and the average path length is
p, the total number of routing table entries in an n node network
is nrp. Therefore, each node will have on average rp entries for
vset-paths in its routing table: r entries for the paths to its virtual
neighbors and r(p−1) additional entries for vset-paths through the
node. If we assume that these additional vset-paths end at nodes that
are selected randomly and uniformly, the probability that a random
node has a path to a random destination is O(rp/n). Therefore, a
packet is expected to reach a node that has a vset-path to the destina-
tion after visiting O(n/(rp)) nodes, which will add only a constant
stretch if p grows with

√
n (as in wireless ad hoc networks).

VRR provides not only point-to-point network routing between
two nodes but also a distributed hash table (DHT) [40, 38, 44, 39].
VRR routes messages sent to numerical keys to the node whose
identifier is numerically closest to the key. These keys can iden-
tify application objects instead of VRR nodes. We believe that
DHT functionality is particularly useful in wireless ad hoc scenar-
ios where there may be no servers to coordinate nodes but we do
not explore specific applications in this paper. VRR could easily
support peer-to-peer applications like directories, instant messag-
ing, cooperative caching, and cooperative storage.

VRR does not impose any structure on node identifiers. It only
requires that they be unique and totally ordered. Therefore, node
identifiers can be generated in different ways to suit specific pur-
poses. For example, an identifier could be the 160-bit SHA-1 hash
of a node’s public key to facilitate secure communication [30], or
a randomly selected 32-bit integer to provide backwards compati-
bility with IPv4 addresses. It is also possible to use certified node
identifiers as described in [4] to prevent Sybil attacks [9].

VRR does not use flooding and it uses only location independent
identifiers to route. All control and data packets are routed as de-
scribed above without any translation to location based addresses.
In particular, control messages to setup new vset-paths are routed
using the existing vset-paths. Additionally, VRR can usually route
around failed paths without requiring them to be repaired because
there are usually many routes between each pair of nodes. These
features allow VRR to offer robust performance across a wide range
of environments and workloads.
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3. VIRTUAL RING ROUTING
This section presents VRR in detail. It starts by describing the

routing state maintained by nodes and how it is used to forward
messages. Then it describes how this state is maintained when
nodes join and when nodes or links fail.

3.1 Forwarding
Each node maintains a routing table with an entry for every vset-

path that includes the node. Each entry contains the identifiers of
the two endpoints of the path, the identifier of the physical neighbor
to be used as the next hop towards each endpoint, and a vset-path
identifier. The first endpoint identifier in an entry is always the
identifier of the node that initiated the vset-path setup.

Figure 2 continues the example from Figure 1 by showing the
routing table of node 8F6. The first four entries in the table are for
the vset-paths from the node to its four virtual ring neighbors.

Since node 8F6 is an endpoint in these paths, the identifier of the
next hop towards the node is null. The 5th and 6th entries in the
table are for two vset-paths that are routed through node 8F6. VRR
maintains the invariant that the nextA and nextB fields in a node’s
routing table entries are in the pset of the node.

endpointA endpointB nextA nextB path id

8F0 8F6 20E null 03
8E2 8F6 F01 null 2F
8F6 90E null 7E2 1E
910 8F6 F01 null 2F
35F 37A 20E 7E2 12
A01 A10 F01 FC1 F0
8F6 20E null 20E FF
8F6 F01 null F01 FF
8F6 7E2 null 7E2 FF
8F6 FC1 null FC1 FF

Figure 2: Sample routing table for the node with identifier 8F6.

The first four entries are vset-paths to 8F6’s virtual neighbors,

the fifth and sixth entries are for vset-paths that happen to be

routed through 8F6, and the last four are paths to 8F6’s physical

neighbors.

VRR also inserts one-hop paths to physical neighbors in the rout-
ing table to simplify routing. These are the last four entries in the
table and have the special path identifier FF.

The routing table in the example also shows that vset-path iden-
tifiers are not necessarily distinct. The vset-path identifier is as-
signed by endpointA, which is the node that initiates the path setup,
such that each vset-path is uniquely identified by the pair 〈path
id,endpointA〉. Vset-path identifiers can be small; each node orig-
inates at most one vset-path to each of its r virtual ring neighbors
and nodes can reuse the identifiers of torn down paths after a pro-
bation period to ensure that there are no routing table entries with
those identifiers.

NextHop(rt, dst)
endpoint := closest id to dst from Endpoints(rt)
if (endpoint == me)

return null
return next hop towards endpoint in rt

Figure 3: VRR’s forwarding algorithm. The identifier of the

local node is me and rt is its routing table.

The forwarding algorithm used by VRR is very simple — VRR
picks the node with the identifier closest to the destination from
the routing table and forwards the message towards that node. The
packet is delivered to the node with the identifier closest to the des-
tination in the network. This is shown in Figure 3. When a node

receives a packet destined to the node with identifier dst, it sets end-

point to the node identifier numerically closest to dst from among
all the endpoint identifiers in the routing table, rt. If endpoint is the
identifier of the local node, the function returns null and the packet
is delivered locally. Otherwise, the next hop to reach endpoint is
retrieved from the routing table and the packet is sent to that node.
If there are several alternative paths to reach endpoint in the routing
table, the algorithm uses one of the entries with the highest value of
〈path id,endpointA〉 to compute the next hop. This favors one-hop
paths when present.

3.2 Node joins
When a node joins the VRR network, it initializes its pset and

vset and it sets up vset-paths to its virtual neighbors. It finds its
virtual neighbors by routing a message to its own identifier. This is
all done without flooding the network by using existing vset-paths
to route messages.

The joining node starts by looking for physical neighbors that
are already active in the network and, therefore, can be used as
proxies to route messages to others. It finds a proxy by sending and
listening to hello messages that VRR nodes broadcast to physical
neighbors periodically. These messages are also used to initialize
the pset of the joining node as will be discussed in Section 3.3.

After finding a proxy, the joining node sends a setup req message
to its own identifier, x, through the proxy. This message is routed
using the forwarding algorithm to the node whose identifier, y, is
closest to x. Node y is one of the immediate virtual neighbors of
the joining node in the virtual ring and it knows the identities of the
other virtual neighbors of x.

Node y replies with a setup message that is routed back to the
joining node through the proxy and it also adds x to its vset. This
message sets up the vset-path between node y and the joining node
by updating the routing tables of the nodes it visits. The joining
node adds y to its vset when it receives the message.

The setup message also includes y’s vset. The joining node uses
the received vset to initialize its own; it sends setup req messages to
the identifiers of its other virtual neighbors. The joining node adds
these neighbors to its vset when it receives setup messages from
them. This completes all routing state initialization and the node
becomes active.

Figure 4 shows pseudo code that describes in more detail the
initialization of routing state. It introduces two additional message
types: setup fail messages are sent in reply to setup req messages
to indicate refusal to setup a vset-path to the source, and teardown

messages are used to remove entries for vset-paths from the routing
tables along the path.

A node replies to a setup req message from x with setup fail

when it does not add x to its vset. This can happen when there
are concurrent joins and the node learns about identifiers closer to
its own than x. This message provides x with new destinations to
send setup req messages to.

Like setup messages, setup fail messages are routed back to x
through the proxy: they are routed towards the identifier of the
proxy until they reach one of x’s physical neighbors that sends it to
x. This works because x picks a proxy that is a physical neighbor
and this can shorten the path if the message visits another physical
neighbor of x before reaching the proxy.

The setup of vset-paths may be aborted due to failures or con-
current setups as shown in the Receive function for setup in Fig-
ure 4. VRR aborts a vset-path setup by calling TearDownPath to
remove all entries for the path from the routing tables of all nodes
that may have been visited by the setup message. The first call to
TearDownPath happens when the node receives the message from
a node that is not in its pset or it already has the entry for the path
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Receive(〈setup req, src, dst, proxy, vset’〉, sender)
nh := NextHopExclude(rt, dst, src)
if (nh �= null)

Send 〈setup req, src, dst, proxy, vset’〉 to nh
else

ovset := vset; added := Add(vset, src, vset’)
if (added)

Send 〈setup, me, src, NewPid(),proxy, ovset〉 to me
else

Send 〈setup fail, me, src, proxy, ovset〉 to me

Receive(〈setup, src, dst, pid, proxy, vset’〉, sender)
nh := (dst ∈ pset) ? dst : NextHop(rt, proxy)
added := Add(rt,〈src, dst, sender, nh, pid〉)
if (¬added ∨ sender �∈ pset)

TearDownPath(〈pid, src〉, sender)
else if (nh �= null)

Send 〈setup, src, dst, pid, proxy, vset’〉 to nh
else if (dst = me)

added := Add(vset, src, vset’)
if (¬added)

TearDownPath(〈pid, src〉, null)
else

TearDownPath(〈pid, src〉, null)

Receive(〈setup fail, src, dst, proxy, vset’〉, sender)
nh := (dst ∈ pset) ? dst : NextHop(rt, proxy)
if (nh �= null)

Send 〈setup fail, src, dst, proxy, vset’〉 to nh
else if (dst = me)

Add(vset, null, vset’∪{src})

Receive(〈teardown, 〈pid, ea〉, vset’〉, sender)
〈ea, eb, na, nb, pid〉 := Remove(rt, 〈pid, ea〉)
next := (sender = na) ? nb : na

if (next �= null)
Send 〈teardown, 〈pid, ea〉, vset’〉 to next

else
e := (sender = na) ? eb : ea

Remove(vset, e)
if (vset’ �= null)

Add(vset, null, vset’)
else

proxy := PickRandomActive(pset)
Send 〈setup req, me, e, proxy, vset〉 to proxy

Add(vset, src, vset’)
for each (id ∈ vset’)

if (ShouldAdd(vset, id))
proxy := PickRandomActive(pset)
Send 〈setup req, me, id, proxy, vset〉 to proxy

if (src �= null ∧ ShouldAdd(vset,src))
add src to vset and any nodes removed to rem
for each (id ∈ rem) TearDownPathTo(id)
return true;

return false;

TearDownPath(〈pid, ea〉, sender)
〈ea, eb, na, nb, pid〉 := Remove(rt, 〈pid, ea〉)
for each (n ∈ {na, nb, sender})

if (n �= null ∧ n ∈ pset)
vset’ := (sender �= null) ? vset : null
Send 〈teardown, 〈pid, ea〉, vset’〉 to n

Figure 4: Pseudo code for VRR. The identifier of the local node is me, its virtual neighbor set is vset, its physical neighbor set is pset,

and its routing table is rt. The functions that are not defined in the figure work as follows: NextHopExclude is identical to NextHop

except that the last argument is excluded from the next hop computation to prevent the message from being routed back to the

source; NewPid() returns a new path identifier that is not in use by the local node; Add(rt, 〈ea, eb, na, nb, pid〉) adds the entry to the

routing table unless there is already an entry with the same 〈pid, ea〉; Remove(rt, 〈pid, ea〉) removes and returns the entry identified

by 〈pid, ea〉 from the routing table; PickRandomActive(pset) returns a random physical neighbor that is active; Remove(vset, id)

removes node id from the vset; ShouldAdd(vset, id) sorts the identifiers in vset∪{id, me} and returns true if id should be in the vset;

and TearDownPathTo(id) is similar to TearDownPath but it tears down all vset-paths that have id as an endpoint.

being setup in the routing table. These loops are rare but can occur
when vset-paths are being concurrently setup or torn down. Calling
TearDownPath provides a clean and simple solution to deal with
these infrequent loops. The other calls to TearDownPath happen
if the message is delivered to the wrong node or a node that is no
longer a virtual neighbor of the source. They can happen with fail-
ures and concurrent joins.

The Add function in Figure 4 is used to add members to a node’s
vset. A node only adds new members when it receives a setup or
setup req message from them to prevent convergence problems due
to the addition of failed members. When nodes remove a member
from their vset to make room for a new member, they teardown any
vset-path to the removed member to inform it that it is no longer in
the vset and to garbage collect redundant routing state.

To deal with concurrent joins, all messages in Figure 4 have a
vset’ field that contains the identifiers of the nodes in the vset of
the source. When a node x receives a message, it invokes the Add
function that sends setup req messages to all identifiers in vset’ that
should be added to the local vset. This allows nodes to exchange
their local views of the virtual ring until their views converge and
the appropriate vset-paths are setup.

If a node cannot find an active neighbor to use as a proxy to join
the network, it creates a new ring by making itself active after a
timeout. This can partition the network into multiple rings. These
rings are merged using the mechanism described in Section 3.3.4.

3.3 Node and link failures
VRR must detect failures and repair routing state in a timely fash-

ion to ensure virtual ring consistency. To avoid the overhead of end-
to-end probes or end-to-end heartbeats, VRR maintains hard rout-
ing state for vset-paths and it detects both node and path failures
using only direct communication between physical neighbors. This
section describes how we detect failures and repair routing state.

3.3.1 Symmetric failure detection

Most routing protocols use soft state (e.g., [22, 35, 18, 37]) be-
cause it is easier to maintain soft state consistent than hard state.
We introduce a simple technique that makes it easy to maintain hard
state consistent. We call this technique symmetric failure detection.
It guarantees that if a node x marks a neighbor y faulty, y will also
mark x faulty. We use this to ensure that routing state is correctly
removed from the network on failures, and to implement reliable
node and path failure notifications. For example, if x tears down
a vset-path because it suspects the next hop y is faulty, symmetric
failure detection ensures that y will teardown the other half of the
vset-path and that both path endpoints will learn about the failure.
This is related to the technique presented in [12] to detect failures
in an overlay network.

To implement symmetric failure detection, each node x monitors
the ability to communicate with its physical neighbors by broad-
casting hello messages every Th seconds. x also remembers the
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nodes from which it has heard a hello during the last 2kTh seconds.
Typical values are k = 4 and Th = 1. These nodes can be in
one of three states: linked if the node received hellos from x and
x received hellos from the node, pending if x received hellos from
the node but does not know if the node received hellos from x, and
failed if the link to the node has been marked faulty. Other nodes
are in the unknown state. The pset of x is the set of nodes in the
linked state and x also tracks whether these nodes are active. It is
possible to further restrict pset membership by imposing minimum
thresholds on link quality (as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3) but
we ignore this to simplify the exposition.

The hello messages include three sets to classify the nodes ac-
cording to their states: a set with nodes that are linked and active,
one with nodes that are linked but not active, and another with pend-
ing nodes. When node x receives a hello message from node y, it
compares its state in the hello message with its local state for y.
Then, it updates y’s local state according to the state transition dia-
gram shown in Figure 5. The edges in the diagram correspond to x’s
state in y’s hello message, for example, a state of missing indicates
that x does not appear in the message. Additionally, x marks y as
failed if it does not receive hello message from y for kTh seconds
and it removes y from the set of failed nodes if it does not receive a
hello for 2kTh seconds. These state transitions ensure that a node
can send and receive messages from nodes in the pset (linked state)
and that failure detection is symmetric.

Figure 5: State transitions for physical neighbors when a hello

message is received.

A hello message also indicates whether the sender is active or
not. Whenever x determines that a physical neighbor z is both
linked and active, it inserts a physical neighbor path to z in the
routing table. From the information in hello packets from z, x is
also able to determine the neighbors of z that are active and can be
reached in two hops via z. As an optimization, these two-hop paths
are also added to the routing table.

VRR also detects node and link failures by using per-hop ac-
knowledgments and retransmissions for all messages except hellos.
A node x marks a physical neighbor y failed when it does not re-
ceive acknowledgements for packets sent to y after some number
of retransmissions.

3.3.2 Failure repair

When a node x marks a node y failed, it initiates the teardown
of any vset-paths in its routing table that have y as a next hop. It
does this by calling TeardownPath(p, null) (as defined in Figure 4)
for each identifier p of a failed vset-path. Additionally, x removes
any one- and two-hop paths through y from its routing table.

To ensure consistent routing state with concurrent failures, tear-
down messages are acknowledged and retransmitted. If a physi-
cal neighbor fails to acknowledge a teardown for a vset-path, it is
marked failed, which triggers the sending of additional teardown
messages that complete the teardown of the vset-path. This also

provides a robust mechanism to abort incorrect vset-path operations
when local consistency checks fail. This abort mechanism is used
to handle several complex but infrequent corner cases, for example,
to teardown a vset-path when a setup message loops.

Nodes repair vset-paths to their virtual neighbors when the paths
fail. When a node receives a teardown message for a vset-path for
which it is an endpoint, it removes the other endpoint from its vset

and sends a setup req message to that node, as shown in Figure 4.
This message is retransmitted up to a maximum number of times
(for example, five), which usually is sufficient to setup a new vset-
path to the same neighbor if it is alive and it is reachable. When the
neighbor is dead or unreachable, VRR delivers the setup req mes-
sage to the node with identifier closest to the dead virtual neighbor.
If this node is the appropriate replacement neighbor, it replies with a
setup message. Otherwise, it replies with a setup fail message that
almost always includes the identity of the replacement neighbor.
When this mechanism fails to setup a vset-path to a replacement
neighbor, VRR repeats the join procedure but this is rare even for
small vset sizes (e.g., r = 4).

3.3.3 Local vset-path repair

Tearing down the full vset-path when a link fails can be unneces-
sary. Instead, VRR can perform local repair by replacing only the
link that failed by an alternative route when possible. Local repair
has been used before, for example, DSR [22] uses the route cache
to find alternative routes on link failures but it communicates the
new route back to the source.

VRR’s vset-path repair mechanism is truly local — it only in-
volves the nodes around the failed link. Since VRR does not rely on
source routes or end-to-end path metrics like hop count, it can per-
form local repair without communicating with any of the endpoints.
Therefore, the cost of local repair is constant in VRR whereas the
cost of repair in previous mechanisms grows with the path length.

To support local repair, we extend the state stored in the routing
table for each vset-path. When setting up a vset-path, each node
stores both a nextA and a nextnextA field for the path. They record
the identifiers of the first and second hops towards the endpoint
that originates the vset-path setup message (endpointA). This is
achieved simply by adding a prev field to setup messages to record
the node visited by the message before the sender.

The idea behind local repair is simple: when a node x detects a
failed link to a node y, it determines the set of all vset-paths in the
routing table that use y as their next hop. For each vset-path where
nextA = y, x searches for an alternate nextA that can bypass the
failed link. If endpointA is a physical neighbor, x patches the vset-
path directly to endpointA . Otherwise, if nextnextA is a physical
neighbor, x patches the vset-path to nextnextA. These two cases are
checked first because they allow x to repair and shorten the vset-
path at the same time. If these checks fail, x searches for a physical
neighbor with a link to nextnextA. If there is such a neighbor w, the
path can be repaired by replacing the failed link with a link from
x to w and another link from w to nextnextA. This transformation
does not increase the path length, and finding w requires only a
local search in the routing table because routing tables have paths
to nodes within a 2-hop radius.

For the vset-paths where nextB = y, x simply delays the tear-
down by a period of (k +1)Th + δt seconds, which is the expected
time for the node on the other side of the link to detect the failure
plus some time to complete repair. If during that period it receives
a message from a node wishing to repair the entry, it cancels the
teardown. Otherwise, after the period it tears down the path.

The local repair algorithm uses simple local consistency checks
that are conservative and trigger teardowns when they fail. It en-
sures that either the path is successfully repaired or torn down.
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3.3.4 Partitions

Node and link failures may partition the network. When this hap-
pens, the algorithm ensures that nodes form separate rings. Typi-
cally, they form one ring in each partition, which enables the nodes
in a partition to communicate with each other. However, the algo-
rithm that we described so far is not sufficient to ensure that these
rings converge to a single ring when the partition heals. This section
describes a mechanism to ensure this.

The mechanism picks a representative from each separate ring
and uses hello messages to maintain routes from each node to each
representative. These routes are not vset-paths but they are in-
serted in the routing table like routes to one- and two-hop neigh-
bors. When an active node learns about a representative that should
be in its vset, it sends a setup message to that representative and
adds the representative’s identifier to its vset. The routes to repre-
sentatives ensure that this message can be routed across partitioned
rings. Receiving the setup triggers the vset stabilization mecha-
nism described in Figure 4, which ensures that the separate rings
are merged into one in the absence of further node and link failures.
If the merge fails, the nodes form separate rings and the process is
repeated.

The representative for a ring is the node whose identifier is clos-
est to zero in the ring. Each node can determine locally whether it
is a representative by inspecting its vset. VRR uses a mechanism
similar to DSDV [34] to maintain routes between each node and a
representative. It piggybacks updates to these routes in every hello

message. The updates have a sequence number that is incremented
by the representative before each hello to prevent loops. Nodes stop
sending route updates for a representative if they do not receive an
update with a fresh sequence number for more than kTh seconds.

To keep the overhead low, nodes only send route updates for
the two representatives whose identifiers are closest to zero from
among those they have fresh routes to. This is sufficient to merge
two rings at a time and it ensures that the overhead is constant. The
partition repair mechanism does not add additional messages and
only adds a small amount of data to hello messages. In contrast,
route update messages in DSDV [34] have size O(n). Addition-
ally, we eliminate unnecessary messages by having nodes send a
setup to a representative only when they receive route updates for
two representatives in a hello message and only to the representa-
tive farthest away from zero.

4. EVALUATION
We evaluated VRR using both simulations on ns-2 [1] and mea-

surements of two prototypes running on different testbeds: a 67-
node sensor network [20] and a 30-node 802.11a network of Win-
dows PCs. The simulations compared the performance of VRR
with DSR [22], AODV [35], and DSDV [34], which are represen-
tative wireless routing protocols with well tuned implementations
in ns-2. DSR and AODV are reactive protocols and DSDV is a
proactive protocol. We compared the performance of the sensor
network prototype with BVR [15] and the performance of the Win-
dows prototype with MR-LQSR [10, 11]. BVR is representative of
the state of the art in protocols that route using location-dependent
addresses, and MR-LQSR is representative of the state of the art in
wireless mesh routing protocols.

We ran a large number of experiments. The results show that
VRR performs well across all the experiments. Other protocols
tend to perform well on some experiments but poorly on others.

4.1 Simulations
The simulation experiments ran on ns-2.27 using the wireless ex-

tensions developed by the CMU Monarch project [3]. They simu-

lated an 802.11b wireless network running at 11Mbps. We ran a
large set of experiments to explore the impact of different workload
and environmental parameters on the performance of the routing
protocols; we varied the rate of mobility, the traffic load offered by
each node, the number of nodes, and the lifetime of network flows.

4.1.1 Protocols

We compared the performance of VRR, DSR, AODV and DSDV.
This VRR implementation supports the local repair optimization. It
was configured to use 4-byte node identifiers, a vset size of four
(r = 4), and a hello period of one second (Th = 1s). We used the
default parameters for the other protocols, which are carefully tuned
to this simulation environment. The four routing protocols unicast
data packets, use link failure notifications, and do not use RTS/CTS.
We modified all the routing protocols not to use the ARP protocol
to translate the addresses of physical neighbors, because this can in-
troduce significant delays that obscure the performance differences
between the protocols. It is easy to populate ARP caches with the
MAC addresses of physical neighbors using VRR’s hello messages.

4.1.2 Experimental setup

Our experimental setup is very similar to the one used in [3] to
facilitate comparison with previous work. The base configuration
simulates 50 mobile nodes randomly distributed over a 1500m ×
300m plane as in [3]. We vary the number of nodes from 25 to 200
and adjust the plane dimensions to keep the density of nodes per
square meter constant and to preserve the aspect ratio. For example,
we ran 200-node simulations in a 3000m × 600m plane.

We ran experiments with and without mobility. The mobility pat-
terns were generated using the random trip mobility model [2] that
fixes the slow convergence problems [42] of the original random
waypoint model [23]. In this model, each node selects a destina-
tion coordinate uniformly at random within the plane and moves
towards that coordinate at constant speed. When it reaches the des-
tination, the node selects a new destination and speed without paus-
ing. We show results for two scenarios that represent extremes: the
static scenario with no movement and the 20m/s mobility scenario

with fast movement. Nodes select speeds uniformly at random from
the interval (0,20] m/s in the mobility scenario.

All the experiments ran for 1900 seconds with measurements
taken only during the last 900 seconds. The initial 1000 seconds
were used to ensure that the routing protocols reached steady state.
The results that we present do not include the overhead to initialize
routing information when the network starts. For VRR, this over-
head was small and routing state converged fast. For example when
starting a static network with 200 nodes, the average number of
control messages per node (excluding hello messages) was 110.4
and all nodes were active after 24.3 seconds. In contrast, a single
flood of the network requires 200 messages.

The experiments used a variable number of UDP constant bit rate
sources (CBR) as in [3]. In the default configuration each node
picks a random destination and starts sending 100 byte packets to
that destination at a random time in the interval [1000,1180] sec-
onds and at the rate of one per second [3]. We also ran experiments
varying the number of CBRs and their lifetime.

4.1.3 Evaluation metrics

We measured the fraction of CBR packets delivered correctly, the
end-to-end delay for these packets, and the number of router-level
messages per correct delivery (i.e., the number of messages passed
down to the MAC divided by the number of CBR packets delivered
correctly). Each experiment ran five times with different seeds and
we present the average result for each metric. We used the same
traffic, topology, and mobility patterns for all protocols.
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(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 6: Performance with increasing number of CBR flows in the static scenario.

(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 7: Performance with increasing number of CBR flows in the 20m/s mobility scenario.

4.1.4 Performance with increasing traffic load

The first set of experiments compared the performance of the
routing protocols with increasing traffic load while keeping the size
of the network constant at 100 nodes. We varied the total number
of CBR flows between 1 and 200. With less than 100 flows, we
selected sources randomly such that each node sourced at most one
flow. With 100 or more flows, each node sourced at least one flow
and the sources for the additional flows were selected randomly
such that no node sourced more than two flows. The destination of
each CBR flow was selected randomly. Figures 6 and 7 show the
results for the static and mobility scenarios, respectively.

In the static scenario, all protocols achieve nearly perfect deliv-
ery ratios and low delays with 100 flows or less. As the number of
flows increases, the delivery ratio drops and delays increase due to
congestion. The delays of DSR, DSDV, and AODV increase dra-
matically because they queue packets while they repair routes that
fail due to congestion. This strategy improves delivery ratios but it
results in high delays. Additionally, packets spend more time in the
interface queues because of collision avoidance and packet retrans-
missions at the MAC layer. The delivery ratio decreases because
packets are dropped when the router or interface queues fill up.

VRR achieves low delay because it never queues packets waiting
for routes and it can achieve good delivery ratio because it can route
around failed links most of the time.

Figure 6(c) shows a high overhead per delivery for DSDV and
VRR with one CBR flow. This is because both protocols send con-
trol messages periodically between physical neighbors. DSR and
AODV do not send these messages. In real wireless environments,
periodic messages are required to estimate link quality [10].

The results for the mobility scenario in Figure 7 show similar
trends. The difference is that routes fail not only because of conges-
tion as the number of flows increases but also because nodes move.
For DSR, DSDV, and AODV, this results in more packets queued
waiting for routes and even higher delays. DSDV achieves low de-
livery ratios even without congestion because routing tables are not
sufficiently up to date. VRR achieves the highest delivery ratios

and lowest delays because of the reasons mentioned before. Ad-
ditionally, it tends to move vset-path links from fast moving nodes
to slow moving nodes because links that do not fail do not change
and those that fail are moved to new nodes. This simple mechanism
to learn good routes is similar to the one used in DAR to perform
dynamic routing in circuit-switched networks [25].

4.1.5 Performance with increasing network size

The second set of experiments evaluates the performance of the
routing protocols as the number of nodes increases while keeping
the traffic load offered by each node constant. We varied the number
of nodes from 25 to 200 and each node sourced CBR traffic to a
single random destination. Figures 8 and 9 show the results for the
static and mobility scenarios, respectively.

Figure 8 shows that all protocols achieve high delivery ratios and
low delays with 125 nodes or less. With more nodes, delivery ra-
tios drop and delays increase due to congestion. The delays of DSR,
AODV, and DSDV grow high with more than 125 nodes. As in the
previous set of experiments, the delays grow because these proto-
cols queue packets waiting for routes that failed and also because
packets spend more time in interface queues. Increasing the net-
work size aggravates the problem because the message overhead to
repair routes grows and longer routes are more likely to fail. The
large increase in messages per correct delivery for DSR and AODV
in Figure 8(c) illustrates this problem. These protocols incur a high
overhead to repair a failed route because they use flooding. DSDV
has a low message overhead because it uses damping to reduce the
number of control messages and aggregates several routing table
updates in a single control message. However, this results in large
control messages and less consistent routing tables.

The results with mobility are similar but there are more route
failures because nodes move. In both scenarios, VRR achieves low
delays for all network sizes with good delivery ratios. It can do this
for the reasons mentioned in the previous section and because it can
repair routes with lower overhead than the other protocols.
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(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 8: Performance with increasing network size in the static scenario.

(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 9: Performance with increasing network size in the 20 m/s mobility scenario.

4.1.6 Performance with short-lived flows

The final set of simulations compared protocol performance with
short-lived flows. They used the same experimental setting as the
previous set, except that nodes chose a random destination for each
packet (instead of always sending packets to the same destination).
Figures 10 and 11 show the results without and with mobility.

The results for DSDV and VRR are very similar to those obtained
with long-lived flows because these protocols do not discover routes
on demand. DSDV maintains routes between all pairs of nodes
proactively, and VRR maintains routes between virtual ring neigh-
bors that can be used to route between any pair of nodes. DSR and
AODV perform badly in this scenario because they discover routes
on demand by flooding the network. They cannot amortize the cost
of discovery over many data packets because flows are short lived.
Figures 10(c) and 11(c) show that the overhead per delivery in DSR
and AODV grows quadratically with the number of nodes. Traffic
patterns with short-lived flows to random destinations are likely for
applications running on DHTs. Therefore, layering existing DHTs
on top of reactive protocols is unlikely to work well and proactive
protocols perform poorly with mobility.

4.1.7 Stretch

We also measured VRR’s stretch, that is, the average ratio be-
tween the number of hops traversed by a message and the length of
the shortest path between source and destination. We used the same
experimental setting except that the packet rate was decreased to
0.1 packets per second to ensure a high delivery ratio for all net-
work sizes. Figure 12(a) shows the stretch for different network
sizes, Figure 12(b) shows the stretch distribution for different short-
est path lengths between source and destination, and Figure 12(c)
shows the distribution of shortest path lengths.

The stretch increases with the network size but it stays below
40% up to 200 nodes. Our rough analysis predicted constant stretch
but it ignored the use of routes to one- and two-hop neighbors when
forwarding packets. This optimization reduces stretch but its impact
decreases with the network size.

VRR preserves locality of communication, which is important to
achieve scalability. As shown in Figure 12(b), there is no stretch
when the distance between source and destination is less than three
hops, and the stretch is relatively independent of the distance in
other cases. If VRR did not preserve communication locality, the
average number of hops to deliver a message would be independent
of the distance between the source and the destination. For exam-
ple, the stretch when the source and destination are three hops apart
would be 2.67 (because the average number of hops to deliver a
message is 8.01). Since VRR preserves locality of communication,
this stretch is only 1.57.

4.2 Sensor network testbed
We compared the performance of VRR and BVR [15] on a sen-

sor network testbed with 67 mica2dot [20] motes distributed over a
single floor of the U.C. Berkeley computer science building. BVR
is representative of the state of the art in coordinate-based routing
and it has an implementation that runs on mica2dot motes.

4.2.1 Protocols

We implemented VRR on mica2dot motes running TinyOS [27].
The implementation was written in nesC [17] and it was configured
to use 1-byte node identifiers, a vset size of four (r = 4), and a hello
period of 10 seconds (Th = 10s). The hello period is large because
the data rate of the mica2dot radios is only 19.2Kb/s. This imple-
mentation does not support local repair because this optimization
provides little benefit in static networks.

We used the BVR implementation described in [15] with a small
number of performance improvements [14]. Each BVR node has
both a unique identifier and a coordinate that reflects its current lo-
cation in the network. Coordinates are a vector with the distances
in hops to a set of beacons. BVR forwards packets greedily to
the neighbor whose coordinate is closest to the destination. When
greedy forwarding fails, the packet is sent towards the beacon clos-
est to the destination. If the packet reaches the beacon, it is flooded
with scope equal to the distance between the destination and the
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(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 10: Performance with short-lived CBR flows in the static scenario.

(a) Packets delivered correctly (b) End-to-end delay (c) Message overhead

Figure 11: Performance with short-lived CBR flows in the 20m/s mobility scenario.

beacon. BVR ran with the parameters in [15] and with eight ran-
domly placed beacons. We experimented with different numbers of
beacons and chose eight because it provided the best performance.

Both protocols use a link quality estimator based on the algo-
rithm proposed in [41] with parameters tuned using empirical data
gathered from the testbed. The network diameter with BVR’s esti-
mator is 7. VRR nodes use this estimator to select the members of
their physical neighbor set; only links with quality above a thresh-
old are selected.

The mica2dot radios send fixed size packets with a data payload
of 28 bytes. VRR adds a header with the identifier of the destination
mote. BVR adds a header with the identifier of the destination mote,
the coordinate of the destination, and a vector representing the min-
imum distance observed. With 8-bit identifiers, 4-bit distances, and
8 beacons, BVR’s header uses 32% of the payload. VRR’s header
uses less than 4% of the payload. It is possible to reduce BVR’s
overhead but this is likely to reduce delivery ratios. The experi-
ments that we ran do not penalize BVR for this overhead: they send
packets at the same rate for both protocols and count the fraction of
packets delivered.

BVR does not implement a service to map between unique iden-
tifiers and the current coordinates of a node. The experiments used
the testbed’s wired control network to obtain the current coordi-
nates of destination nodes (as in [15]). Running a mapping service
would likely decrease the routing performance of BVR and it will
be necessary for some applications.

4.2.2 Experiments

The experimental results are averaged over five runs and the motes
acting as beacons were chosen randomly each run.

The first experiment measured the fraction of data packets deliv-
ered successfully with increasing traffic (as in [15]). There was a
15 minute warmup phase without traffic. For the next five minutes,
we selected a new source and destination at random every second
and the source sent a data packet to the destination. Afterwards,
the send rate was increased by one every 120 seconds up to 8 pack-

ets per second. Figure 13(a) shows the delivery ratios for VRR and
BVR. BVR achieves nearly perfect delivery ratio with a send rate of
one packet per second but the ratio drops as the send rate increases.
VRR’s delivery ratio is nearly perfect throughout the experiment.

The second experiment measured routing overhead. After a 15
minute warmup phase, we routed 1000 data packets between ran-
domly selected source and destination motes at the rate of one per
second. For each data packet that was delivered successfully, we
counted the number of data packet transmissions. Figure 13(b)
shows a CDF of these transmission counts. The median values for
the two systems are similar but the maximum transmission count
is 10 for VRR and 71 for BVR. This is because of the overhead
incurred by BVR when greedy forwarding fails. Even in static net-
works without packet losses, greedy forwarding may fail between
some pairs of nodes. This problem is not specific to BVR; recover-
ing from greedy forwarding failures is known to introduce overhead
in other coordinate-based routing protocols [26].

The final experiment measured the fraction of packets delivered
successfully with artificially induced mote failures. After an ini-
tial warmup phase of 15 minutes, five random source/destination
pairs were chosen every second from the set of live motes and a
packet was sent between each pair. After 400 seconds, we killed
10% of the motes at random. We ensured that the 7 motes killed
were not BVR beacons because the current BVR implementation
does not support recovery from beacon failures. Beacon failures
would likely have a more dramatic impact on performance. Fig-
ure 13(c) shows the results.

BVR’s delivery ratio is lower than VRR’s with a send rate of five
packets per second (as shown in Figure 13(a)). When the motes
fail, BVR’s delivery ratio drops but later recovers. The ratio drops
because node coordinates change. BVR guarantees delivery when
coordinates are stable [15] but may fail to deliver packets when
they change. Additionally, coordinate changes can increase routing
overhead because of more greedy forwarding failures.

VRR’s delivery ratio is high and it is mostly unaffected by the
mote failures because it can route around them. VRR exploits path
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(a) Average stretch (b) Average stretch per minimum distance (c) Distribution of minimum distances

Figure 12: Stretch with short-lived CBR flows in the static scenario.

(a) Delivery rate with varying packet rate (b) Message overhead per packet (c) Packet delivery ratio with failures

Figure 13: Sensor network testbed results.

Figure 14: Floor plan of 802.11a PC testbed.

diversity and reroutes data packets dynamically when it encounters
a failed mote.

The results show that both VRR and BVR perform well in sen-
sor networks. BVR’s performance degrades because of coordinate
instability and overhead to recover from failures of greedy routing.
VRR’s performance appears to be more robust.

4.3 802.11a testbed
The final set of experiments compared the performance of VRR

and MR-LQSR [11] on an 802.11a testbed. The testbed consists
of 30 PCs running Windows XP that are distributed across a single
floor in our office building. As shown in Figure 14, we placed most
machines in offices and a small number in cubicles in open-plan
areas. Each machine is equipped with a single NetGear WAG 311
wireless network card. The diameter of the network is 4.

4.3.1 Protocols

MR-LQSR [11] is the protocol distributed with the Mesh Con-
nectivity Layer (MCL) toolkit from Microsoft Research [10]. MCL
adds a new kernel module that appears as a virtual network adapter
to the Windows TCP/IP stack, which allows the use of unmodified
IP-based protocols and applications over the wireless mesh.

MR-LQSR represents the state of the art in wireless mesh rout-
ing. It modifies DSR to take into account link quality metrics when
choosing routes. It uses a metric called Expected Transmission
Time (ETT) that is computed using the Expected Transmission Count
(ETX) [7] and an estimate of the link bandwidth from packet pair.

The Windows implementation of VRR replaces MR-LQSR as
the routing protocol in the MCL framework. It exploits the ETX and
bandwidth estimates computed by MCL to select the machines in
physical neighbor sets; only links with ETX and bandwidth values
above a threshold are selected. Additionally, VRR includes link
quality metrics for each physical neighbor in hello messages. These
are used to select between alternate two-hop routes to a node when
forwarding a message: if there are multiple two-hop paths to the
endpoint with identifier closest to the destination, VRR selects the
path with lowest ETT. VRR was configured to use a vset size of
four (r = 4), and a hello period of two seconds (Th = 2s). Both
MR-LQSR and VRR route using 48-bit virtual MAC addresses.

4.3.2 Experiments

The first experiment compared TCP throughput. We used ttcp to
transfer 8MB between all pairs of machines. We ran each transfer
to completion before starting a new one. The experiment was run
three times and VRR identifiers were selected randomly before each
run. Figure 15(a) shows a CDF of the ratio between the through-
puts of MR-LQSR and VRR for each pair of nodes for all three
runs. VRR outperforms MR-LQSR when the ratio is less than one.
Figure 15(b) shows the mean throughput between each machine and
all other machines averaged over the three runs.

For 70% of the pairs in Figure 15(a), VRR has higher through-
put than MR-LQSR. The results in Figure 15(b) also show better
throughput for VRR: the average across all machines is 7.5 Mbps
for VRR and 6.5 Mbps for MR-LQSR. Interestingly, these through-
puts are higher than those provided by 802.11b wireless infrastruc-
tures that are still in widespread use.

VRR can achieve better throughputs that MR-LQSR because it
has lower per-packet overhead. MR-LQSR uses an MTU of only
1,280 bytes to reserve space in the packet for its headers, which
include not only the source route but also per-link quality metrics.
In contrast, VRR only needs the destination identifier in the packet
and, therefore, it can use an MTU of 1,436 bytes.
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(a) Bandwidth comparison with MR-LQSR. (b) Bandwidth comparison with MR-LQSR. (c) Five concurrent flows.

Figure 15: 802.11a testbed results.

We also measured throughput in a heavily loaded network with
five concurrent ttcp transfers. We transferred 48MB of data be-
tween five random pairs of machines and started all transfers at the
same time. We ran the experiment three times between the same
pairs of machines. Figure 15(c) shows the ratio between the av-
erage throughputs of MR-LQSR and VRR for each pair of nodes.
The results show that VRR’s throughput is 18% better on average.

The final experiment compared ICMP ping delays. We measured
10 round trip delays between all pairs of machines. Both systems
achieved very similar delays. The averages were 3.2ms for MR-
LQSR and 3.4ms for VRR. We observed a loss rate below 0.01%
for both systems.

4.4 Discussion
Our experimental results show that VRR performs well over a

wide range of wireless environments and workloads.
The simulation results show that VRR achieves low delays and

good delivery ratios in all experiments. The other protocols perform
well in some experiments but poorly in others. It is particularly
interesting that VRR can achieve lower delays because it inflates the
length of routing paths relative to the shortest paths discovered by
the other protocols. It can achieve this because it can route around
failures without waiting for routes to be repaired, and because it can
repair vset-paths efficiently. The sensor network experiments also
show that VRR’s performance is more robust than BVR’s. Finally,
the results from the 802.11a testbed show that VRR performs as
well as MR-LQSR, even though the simulation results indicate that
this is not the most favorable scenario for VRR.

5. RELATED WORK
There has been a large amount of work on wireless routing pro-

tocols. These protocols can be classified into five major types: re-
active, proactive, hybrid, hierarchical, and coordinate-based.

Reactive protocols perform route discovery on-demand by flood-
ing the network and they delay packets until the routes are set up.
For example, AODV [35], DSR [22] and TORA [32] are reactive
protocols. Proactive protocols maintain routes between all pairs of
nodes. They flood information across the network whenever the
topology changes, but they do not incur delay or overhead to dis-
cover routes on demand. DSDV [34], OLSR [6], and WRP [31] are
examples of proactive protocols.

In general, proactive protocols work well in static scenarios while
reactive protocols work best in mobile scenarios. Hybrid proto-
cols such as ZRP [18] and SHARP [37] achieve good performance
across a wider range of scenarios by combining both reactive and
proactive components. They divide the network into zones. Nodes
maintain routes proactively within their zone by flooding topology
changes within the zone. Routes between zones are discovered on
demand with an optimized flooding mechanism.

Hierarchical and coordinate-based protocols do not flood the net-
work. For example, LANMAR [33] and L+ [5] are hierarchical pro-
tocols, and GPSR [24] and BVR [15] are coordinate-based proto-
cols. They use location-dependent addresses to route. These identi-
fiers can change with mobility and, in some protocols, with conges-
tion and failures [5, 33, 15]. Therefore, these protocols use both a
fixed identifier and a location-dependent address for each node and
they usually require mechanisms to lookup the location of a node
given its fixed identifier [28]. These mechanisms reduce resilience
to failures, introduce overhead, and increase complexity.

VRR represents a unique point in the design space. Each VRR
node maintains a small number of paths to its vset members proac-
tively. These vset-paths are built and maintained without flood-
ing. VRR is able to forward packets between any pair of nodes
using these vset-paths without any route discovery overhead or de-
lay. VRR avoids the problems with changes in location-dependent
address because it only uses fixed identifiers.

The design of VRR is inspired by structured overlay routing pro-
tocols used in DHTs, for example, [38, 40, 44, 39]. Chord [40]
and Pastry [39] both organize nodes in a virtual ring and maintain
sets with the closest virtual neighbors of each node. The big dif-
ference is that DHTs assume an underlying network routing pro-
tocol that provides connectivity between all pairs of nodes. VRR
is a network routing protocol; it is implemented directly on top of
the link layer. Another difference is that VRR does not maintain a
finger table like Chord or Pastry; VRR nodes only maintain paths
to their virtual neighbors. The fingers are replaced by information
about vset-paths that do not end at the node but are routed through
it. VRR provides both point-to-point routing and DHT functional-
ity. Many of the current applications built on top of DHTs could be
efficiently supported by VRR.

There has been some recent work on providing DHT routing
without perfect connectivity between all pairs of overlay nodes. The
Unmanaged Internet Protocol (UIP) [16] introduces a routing layer
above IP that can route around discontinuities and failures in the In-
ternet. The design of UIP is derived from the Kademlia DHT [29]
and is focused on NAT and firewall traversal. FreePastry [19] uses
a limited form of source routing to ensure that a node can commu-
nicate with its virtual neighbors.

There have been several proposals for combining DHTs with
wireless network routing, for example, PeerNet [13], DPSR [21,
36], MADPastry [43] and CrossROAD [8]. PeerNet [13] and MAD-
Pastry [43] route using location-dependent addresses, which has
the disadvantages we mentioned before. In DPSR [21, 36], each
node maintains a finger table similar to Pastry’s, but it stores source
routes to the nodes pointed to by each finger. DPSR uses flooding
to discover the source routes. CrossROAD [8] implements a DHT
on top of OLSR, which is a proactive link-state protocol that floods
topology changes to all nodes. Since each node knows the identity
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of all the other nodes in the network, it can determine locally the
node whose identifier is closest to a hash table key and route a mes-
sage to that node using OLSR. Unlike these systems, VRR does not
use flooding or location-dependent addresses.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Virtual Ring Routing is a novel network routing protocol that

provides both point-to-point routing and DHT functionality. VRR
routes using only fixed location independent identifiers that deter-
mine the positions of nodes in a virtual ring. Each node maintains
a small number of paths proactively to its neighbors in the virtual
ring. These paths can be used to forward messages between any pair
of nodes and they can be set up and maintained without flooding.

In this paper, we evaluated VRR in the context of ad hoc wire-
less networks. We have presented simulation results and results
from two implementations running on wireless testbeds. The re-
sults demonstrate that VRR provides robust performance across a
range of different environments and workloads. We believe that
VRR could be used to route in other types of networks, for exam-
ple, in enterprise networks or even in the Internet.
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ABSTRACT

It is accepted wisdom that the current Internet architecture conflates
network locations and host identities, but there is no agreement on
how a future architecture should distinguish the two. One could
sidestep this quandary by routing directly on host identities them-
selves, and eliminating the need for network-layer protocols to in-
clude any mention of network location. The key to achieving this is
the ability to route on flat labels. In this paper we take an initial stab
at this challenge, proposing and analyzing our ROFL routing algo-
rithm. While its scaling and efficiency properties are far from ideal,
our results suggest that the idea of routing on flat labels cannot be
immediately dismissed.

Categories Subject Descriptors

C.2.6 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Internetworking;
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols – Routing Protocols; C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Net-

works]: Network Architecture and Design

General Terms

Algorithms, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords

Routing, naming, Internet architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
For a variety of reasons, including the NewArch project [47],

various commentaries [29], NSF’s GENI [45] and FIND [44] pro-
grams, and pent-up frustration at the current state of affairs, it has
become fashionable to consider clean-slate redesigns of the Inter-
net architecture. These discussions address a wide range of issues,
and would take the architecture in many different (and sometimes
opposing) directions. However, the one point of consensus (among
those who comment on the matter) is that any new architecture
should cleanly separate location from identity.1 The current use of
IP addresses to signify both the location and the identity of an end-
point is seen as the source of many ills, including the inability to

1By location we mean a label that enables one to find the object in the net-
work, and by identity we mean a label that uniquely and persistently spec-
ifies that object. We will use the terms name and identity interchangeably
throughout this paper.
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properly incorporate mobility, multihoming, and a more compre-
hensive notion of identity into the Internet architecture. As long ago
as Saltzer’s commentary [31] and the GSE proposal [28], and prob-
ably even before that, there have been calls for separating the two,
either through new addressing schemes (as in GSE), or through
more radical architectural changes (e.g., TRIAD [10], IPNL [16],
HIP [22], FARA [11], LFN/DOA [3, 38], i3 [33], SNF [23], etc.).

All of these proposals define or assume the existence of a (not
necessarily global) endpoint namespace (or namespaces), but they
differ greatly in the nature of the namespace, from using FQDNs,
to flat names, to allowing any namespace at all (i.e., the architecture
is namespace-neutral).

Despite the differences in namespaces and many other factors,
there is an underlying similarity in how these proposals use end-
point names. Most designs involve resolution; that is, at some point
in the process, the name gets turned into a location (be it an ad-
dress or a more general forwarding directive [11]), and the network
uses this location information to deliver the packet to the destina-
tion. This location information is considered ephemeral, and only
the name serves as a long-term identifier. The resolution could be
done through DNS, or by the network (as in [33]), or through some
other unspecified process.

This paper takes a very different approach. Rather than split iden-
tity from location, we get rid of location altogether. That is, we pro-
pose that the network layer not contain location information in the
packet header; instead, we propose to route directly on the identi-
ties themselves.2 This approach inherits all the advantages of the
location-identity split, such as mobility, multihoming, and stable
identities, but also has several practical advantages of its own:

• No new infrastructure: There is no need for a separate name
resolution system (which already exists for DNS names,
but would have to be created for anything other than DNS
names).

• Fate-sharing: Packet delivery does not depend on anything
off the data path, because there is no need to contact a reso-
lution infrastructure before sending a packet.

• Simpler allocation: Unlike IP addresses, which need to be
carefully allocated to ensure both uniqueness and adherence
to the network topology, the allocation of identities need only
ensure uniqueness.

• More appropriate access controls: Network-level access con-
trols, which are now largely based on IP addresses, can now
be applied at a more meaningful level, the identifier.

However, this design isn’t motivated solely by these advantages.
The real driving force is our wanting to question the implicit as-
sumption, which has been around for as long as the Internet, that

2We will return to these papers later when we review related work, but for
now we note that TRIAD and IPNL both routed on FQDNs; however, they
used resolution to reach objects that are outside of their home realm. The
design in [18] does not use resolution, but cannot scale if many objects don’t
follow the DNS hierarchy. Thus, none of these three designs can scalably
route on fully general (and movable) identities.
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scalable routing requires structured location information in the
packet header. So we now ask: how can you route just on names,
and how well can it be done?

First we need to settle what these names look like. If they are
to be the cornerstone of the architecture, one would like names to
serve as persistent identifiers. As argued in [3, 33, 38], though, per-
sistence can only be achieved if the names are free of any mutable
semantics. The easiest way to ensure a name has no mutable seman-
tics is to give the name no semantics at all. Thus, in what follows
we use a flat namespace, where names have no semantic (but per-
haps have cryptographic) content (see, e.g., [3,22,26,33,38]). One
can argue for or against the desirability of flat namespaces, and we
certainly don’t have the space to make a persuasive case here, but
not only do we believe they have significant advantages, we also
believe that if you route on any form of structured names then you
are indeed back in the realm of using structure to scale routing.

The technical challenge, then, is to scalably route on flat labels
(we use the term label because from a routing perspective it doesn’t
matter whether these are names or something else; the goal is to
route to wherever that label currently resides). To our knowledge,
every practical and scalable routing system depends on the structure
of addresses to achieve scalability,3 so this is a daunting challenge
indeed. Our goal isn’t to prove that ROFL can match the perfor-
mance of the current Internet, it is merely to see how far we can get
in this direction of the design space.

Our quest is related to the work on compact routing (which is
essentially how to route on flat labels), which for the Internet con-
text has been most usefully explored in [24, 25]. The focus there
was on the asymptotic static properties of various compact routing
schemes on Internet-like topologies, but there was no attempt to
develop or analyze a dynamic routing protocol that implemented
these algorithms. It is precisely that problem, the definition and
performance of a practical routing protocol on flat labels, that is
our focus here. While ROFL falls far short of the static compact
routing performance described in [24, 25] and elsewhere, it seems
far better suited for a distributed dynamic implementation.

Roadmap: We start by giving a high level overview of our de-
sign in Section 2. We then provide a more detailed description in
two parts: Intradomain routing (routing within a single ISP, Sec-
tion 3), and Interdomain routing (Internet-scale routing across ISPs,
Section 4). We touch on extensions to the basic ROFL design to
address related concerns in routing (Section 5) and then discuss
simulation results (Section 6). We then conclude in Section 7.

2. OVERVIEW
Before we present our design, we should note the three dimen-

sions along which it should be evaluated.

Architecture: These are the broad issues raised in the previous
section about what benefits flow from routing on flat names.

Features: We will show, in the detailed design sections, that ROFL
can support policy routing (Section 4) and can be extended to sup-
port anycast and multicast (Section 5).

Performance: We will address this through simulation, where
we study stretch, join-overhead (which captures the effect of host
churn), and failure-recovery. The numbers aren’t pretty, but they
suggest that with a big enough cache, one that is well within reach
of current technology, the performance might be acceptable.

3While DHTs might appear to be a counterexample, they run on top of a
point-to-point routing system and thus don’t truly address the problem of
building, from scratch, a system that routes without using structured loca-
tion information.

We now give a very high-level view of our ROFL design,
which borrows heavily from insights and techniques in HIP [22],
Chord [34], Canon [17], and Virtual Ring Routing (VRR) [7].

2.1 Preliminaries

Identifiers: We use self-certifying identifiers; that is, we assume a
host’s or router’s identity is tied to a public-private key pair, and its
identifier (ID) is a hash of its public key. In general, a physical box
can have multiple IDs, and an ID can be held by multiple boxes
(which is how we will implement anycast and multicast), but for
this simple description we will assume each host and router has a
single, globally unique ID. We wrap these values to create a circu-
lar namespace and, as in Chord, we use the notions of successor

and predecessor and will establish a ring of pointers that ensures
routing is correct; some additional pointers cached along the way
will lead to shorter routes. Nodes maintain pointers to both internal

(within the same AS) and external (in a different AS) successors,
as shown in Figure 1.

Source routes: As done today, hosts are assigned to a first-hop
or gateway router through either DHCP or manual configuration
(and, in fact, a host can have several gateway routers). We say that a
host’s ID is resident at this gateway router, so each router maintains
a set of resident IDs (in addition to its own ID), and it maintains
source routes to their successors on their behalf. We call the router
at which an ID is resident the ID’s hosting router. A source route
or path from one ID to another is a hop-by-hop series of physically
connected router IDs that goes from one hosting router to another.

Classes of nodes: There are three classes of nodes in the system:
routers, stable hosts (e.g., servers and stable desktop machines), and
ephemeral hosts (hosts that are intermittently connected at a partic-
ular location, either because of mobility, e.g., laptops, or because of
frequent shut-downs or failures, e.g., home PCs turned off when not
in use). The decision about whether a host is stable or ephemeral is
made by the authority who administers the router at which it is res-
ident. When we use the term host without a modifier, we will mean
a stable host; ephemeral hosts will be treated as a special case and
dealt with later in this section.

Source-Route Failure Detection: In order to detect source route
failures, ROFL assumes an underlying OSPF-like protocol that pro-
vides a network map (and not routes to hosts) and can identify link
failures in the physical network. In the intra-domain case, this pro-
tocol finds paths to other hosting routers within the same AS. In the
inter-domain case, this protocol maintains routes to external bor-
der routers whom the internal hosting routers have pointers to. This
protocol can also be used to find the egress router by which an ad-
joining AS can be reached. This protocol is used to detect link and
node failures, and notifies the routing layer of such events.

Security: The self-certifying identifiers can also help fend off at-
tacks against ROFL mechanisms itself. When a host is assigned
to a hosting router, before its ID can become resident, the host
must prove to the router cryptographically that it holds the appro-
priate private key. Thus, there can be no spoofing of IDs unless,
of course, the router misbehaves. However, end-to-end verification
(both from routers and from hosts) can prevent such spoofing even
with a misbehaving router. A more subtle attack is the Sybil at-
tack [13], where-in a compromised router may concoct identifiers
to gain a larger footprint in the system. Damage control against
such attacks may be achieved by auditing mechanisms within an
AS that limit the number of IDs hosted by a router.

For ease of exposition, we first describe how ROFL does intra-
domain routing, and then go on to the more complicated case of
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Figure 1: A host with ida has pointers to an internal successor,

Succ(ida), and an external successor, Ext succ(ida).

inter-domain routing. The discussion here is informal (the more
detailed and precise explanation is presented in the following sec-
tions) and we focus on the steady-state (when no joins or leaves are
in progress) for clarity.

2.2 Intradomain

Joining: Whenever a new host a arrives, its hosting router sets up
a source route from ida to its successor ID, and contacts the hosting
router for the predecessor ID to have it install a source route from
it to ida. This can be done using Chord-like joining algorithms,
which return an ID’s predecessor and successor. In steady-state, the
set of nodes forms a ring, with each ID having a source-route to its
successor and predecessor IDs. The same is true for newly arrived
routers, except that they do their own path establishment (routing
through one of their physically connected next-hop routers).

Caching: Whenever a source route is established, the routers along
the path can cache the route (keeping track of the entire path).
Thus, in steady-state each router has a set of pointers to various
IDs, some emanating from their own resident IDs to successor and
predecessor IDs, and others being cached from source routes pass-
ing through it. The pointer-cache of routers is limited in size, and
precedence is given to pointers in the former class.

Routing: Routing is greedy; a packet destined for an ID is sent in
the direction of the pointer that is closest, but not past, the destina-
tion ID. This is guaranteed to work in steady state because in the
worst case it can always walk along the series of successor pointers.

Recovering: In the case of a router failure, the neighboring routers
inspect all their cached pointers and send tear-down messages along
any path containing the failed router. In the case of host failure (or,
as we will call it, ID failure), the router sends tear-down messages
to each of the ID’s successors and predecessors. When a tear-down
message reaches a hosting router, it rejoins the relevant ID so it can
find its current successor/predecessor. To increase resilience to ID
failure, nodes can hold multiple successors (i.e., the successor and
its successor), and we will call these successor-groups.

Finally, certain sequences of failure events could cause the suc-
cessor ring to partition into multiple pieces, even if the underly-
ing network is connected. To prevent this, routers continuously dis-
tribute routes to a small set of stable identifiers. Routers locally
perform a correctness check based on the contents of this set, then
execute a partition-repair protocol that ensures network state con-
verges correctly into a single ring. This ensures that if a path exists
between hosts a and b, ROFL will ensure a and b can reach each
other.

Ephemeral hosts: Ephemeral hosts cannot serve as successor or

predecessor to other IDs; they merely establish a path between
themselves and their predecessor, which keeps a source-route to the
ephemeral hosts; when other nodes route to this ephemeral ID, the
packet will travel to the predecessor router, and then be forwarded
to the host. Ephemeral hosts (or, rather, their hosting router) can set
up these backpointers at other routers for more efficient routing, but
state at the predecessor is necessary.

2.3 Interdomain
Our inter-domain design is similar in spirit to our intra-domain

design, but it must be modified to abide by AS-level policies.
ROFL’s interdomain design leverages the fact (see [35, 36]) that
most current policies can be modeled as arising out of a simple
hierarchical AS graph. For supporting such policies, we extend
Canon [17] which, when translated from its original DHT context
to our interdomain one, only supports standard customer-provider
relationships as they would arise in a tree graph (namely, every AS
has a single provider). Our extensions to Canon (for our context)
allow ROFL to support most of today’s Internet policies — such
as customer-provider, multihoming, peering (direct/indirect) — but
not all policies implemented today using BGP.

Constructing a global ring: In our design, each AS X runs its
own ROFL-ring (RR), RRX , as specified by our intra-domain de-
sign. In order to ensure that hosts within its RR are reachable from
other domains, RRX needs to be merged with the RRs of other do-
mains. This is done in three phases. First, AS X discovers its up-

hierarchy graph GX , which consists of all ASes “above” X in the
AS hierarchy (X’s providers, its providers’ providers, and so on).
Edges in GX correspond to X’s view of the customer-provider,
multihoming, and peering relationships in X’s up-hierarchy. GX

does not need to be complete: providers of AS X may choose not
to reveal certain links to X, or X may decide to prune GX to re-
duce its join and maintenance overhead (which is roughly linear in
the number of edges in this graph).

Next, X performs a Canon-style [17] recursive merging protocol
(Section 4.1) that constructs additional successors to RRs in other
ASes. This is done by merging X’s RR with all the RRs in the
domains at or below X in the AS graph. This is done in a manner
that respects certain interdomain policies. Moreover, the merging
process provides a useful isolation property: when a host in domain
X sends a packet to a host in domain Y , the data path is guaranteed
to stay within the subtree rooted at the earliest common ancestor of
these two domains. As a corollary, traffic internal to an AS stays
internal.

In addition to using successor pointers, our inter-domain design
also uses proximity-based routing tables to reduce stretch. These
are routing tables that allow fast progress in the ID-space, and are
similar to Pastry routing tables: the main difference is that a routing
table entry for an ID in AS X points to the node with the appro-
priate prefix which resides in the lower-most level of the hierarchy
(relative to X). This ensures that following routing tables does not
violate the isolation property.

Joining: Whenever a host with ida comes up in AS X, and wishes
to be globally reachable, its hosting router is responsible for finding
a successor and predecessor at each level of the GX sub-hierarchy.
This can be done by looking up the predecessor and successor of
ida at each level of the AS hierarchy. The hosting router then asso-
ciates the successor and predecessor pointers for ida with an AS-
level source-route to the routers hosting the predecessor and suc-
cessor identifiers for ida. This can be any source route consistent
with the graph GX , and there can be multiple source routes for
resilience to failure. These AS-level routes are used in determin-
ing which of these pointers are available for relaying a packet (in a
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process quite similar to how BGP determines the links to forward
a route advertisement). To reduce stretch, the hosting router uses a
similar procedure to discover fingers at each level. Border routers
in an AS may optionally maintain bloom filters that summarize the
set of hosts in the subtree rooted at the AS. These bloom filters are
also updated during the join process.

Routing: Our mechanism for routing relies on greedy routing,
augmented with in-packet AS-level source-routes. As a packet is
routed towards its destination, it is marked with an AS-level source
route denoting the path traversed until that point. When a router
receives a packet, it uses the source-route in determining the candi-
date set of outgoing pointers can be used in forwarding the packet;
that is, it finds the paths that are consistent with policy. This de-
cision is made by comparing the source-route on the packet to the
source-routes on the pointers using BGP-like import and export fil-
tering rules. Then, greedy routing is used to determine the closest
candidate pointer, whose source-route is tacked on to the packet.
Note that the salubrious properties of greedy routing (such as loop-
free forwarding, eventual reachability) apply even when the packet
is forwarded in this fashion.

Recovering: In the case of a router failure, routers with pointers
to the failed router are notified either pro-actively by neighbors of
the failed router, or discover the failure when forwarding a packet.
In the case of host failure, the router sends tear-down messages to
each of the ID’s successors and predecessors. When a host/router
failure is noticed by a router which has pointers to the ID, it rejoins
the relevant ID by finding successors/predecessors at the relevant
level.

In the case of AS-level link failures that lead to a partition in
G, the isolation property ensures that hosts in ASes X and Y can
route to one another provided there is a subtree in GX ∪ GY such
that all AS-level links in the subtree are functional. Hence in the
common case where one access link of a multi-homed AS goes
down, incoming and outgoing traffic will be automatically shifted
to the other access links. Note however that in some failure patterns,
there is a path in the Internet graph between ASes X, Y , but no
fully functional subtree in GX ∪ GY . In this case, AS X can either
prune the graph GX to only working links, and redetermine the
successors of its IDs over this graph; or, it can add working links
to GX to ensure that such a working subtree exists, and re-join its
IDs over those links.

Handling Policies: Our design also handles peering and multi-
homing relationships between ASes. We treat multi-homing links
as backup links; an AS joins the global ROFL ring through one of
its providers, and uses the other providers as backup, in case the
primary provider fails.

Peering relationships can be handled in our design in two dif-
ferent ways. One design option is to transform the graph G so that
doing greedy routing over the links established via joins in G suf-
fices to handle peering. In this case, the property we provide is that,
if a customer of provider X routes to a customer of a peer AS Y of
X, it is guaranteed to use the peering link for that purpose. How-
ever, the limitation here is that the peering link may also be used
in routing packets destined to customers not belonging to Y ; such
packets will be simply returned via the peering link, and will be
routed via X’s provider. This is necessary since it is not possible to
determine whether the destination is a customer of Y without doing
a complete search of the customers of Y . Our second design option
is to use bloom filters. In this method, AS X uses the bloom filters
of its peers to determine if the destination is possibly a customer of
any of its peers. If so, it uses the peering link to forward the packet
to Y , which uses its pointer to route to the destination. Note that in

order to handle false positives in the bloom filter, this method may
require back-tracking, in case the destination is discovered to not
be in Y .

We note that our design requires ISPs to reveal customer-
provider, multi-homing, and peering relationships to their down-
stream customers (since a downstream-customer X uses them to
compute GX ). This may not be a serious concern, since as shown
in [35], such relationships are mostly inferable in BGP today. Fi-
nally, our design allows multi-homed ASes some degree of control
over incoming traffic on their access links, though we are yet to
fully understand how this degree of freedom compares to that per-
mitted (or forbidden) by BGP. This control in ROFL is achieved
by investing the join process and identifiers with some traffic-
engineering semantics (described in Section 5).

3. INTRADOMAIN

3.1 Host Join

Algorithm 1 The join internal(id) function is executed by a router
upon receipt of a host request for joining the network. The function
bootstraps a virtual node on behalf of the host.

1: authenticate(id) # exception on error
2: vn = new VirtualNode(id)
3: register virtual node(vn)
4: pred = find predecessor(id)
5: # Setup state with local participants
6: vn.successorinternal = pred.successorinternal

7: pred.successorinternal = vn

8: S = select providers()
9: for all s ∈ S do

10: br = locate border router(s)
11: p = get path to root(s)
12: br.join external(vn, p)

13: end for

The joining host with ida first selects an upstream gateway router
to join the ring on its behalf. It opens a session to the router and
calls join internal (Algorithm 1), which performs the bootstrap
process. The router authenticates the host and spawns a virtual node
vn(ida) that will hold the routing state with respect to this host’s
identifier. The router then joins the internal ring by using the host’s
identifier to locate the predecessor in the internal AS. The prede-
cessor is used to initialize the internal successor state in vn(ida).
The router then discovers the external successor state by first de-
termining the set of paths along the up-hierarchy on which to join.
This set of paths is selected in a manner obeying the policies of the
joining host and its internal AS. For each of these paths, the router
then selects a border router connected to the next AS-hop along
the path. The router forwards the join request to this router, which
in turns performs an external join using the join external function
(described in Section 4.1).

However, this procedure does not work if ida is the router R’s
first resident ID, since R does not have any pointers and hence can-
not make progress in the ring. To deal with this, when R first starts
up it creates a default virtual node. The default virtual node’s ID
is the router-id, and its successors act as default routes if it has no
other successors that it can use to make progress. The default vir-
tual node joins by flooding a message containing the router-ID. The
router-ID’s predecessors add a pointer to the router-ID, and its suc-
cessors respond back via the path contained in the message. This
ensures that all resident IDs find a predecessor in the internal AS
when joining.
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When forwarding a control message, intermediate routers may
cache destination IDs contained in the message if they have spare
memory. The control messages also build up a list of routers along
the way, and this list is stored by the router hosting the destination
ID. This list is used to maintain consistency in the presence of host
failure, as described below.

3.2 Failure
We aim to maintain routing state so as to preserve two invari-

ants: (a) if there is a working network-path between a pair of nodes
(A, B), then ROFL ensures that A and B are reachable from each
other (b) if A has a pointer to B, and if either B or the path to B

fails, then A will delete its pointer. We describe how this is achieved
below.

Router failure: If a router R hosting several IDs goes down,
there are two things that need to happen. (1) Each host connected
to the router R discovers the outage (via a session timeout) and
needs to rejoin via an alternate router. Alternatively it can do this
proactively by joining via multiple routers during its initial join. (2)
There are a set of virtual nodes residing at other routers with point-
ers to IDs at R that need to be updated. Although we could simply
rejoin each virtual node affected by the failure, we instead improve
performance by having routers in advance agree on a sorted list of
routers that will be failed over to in event of failure. Upon node
failure, the end host and remote routers deterministically fail over
to the next alive router on the list.

Host failure: When host with ID ida fails, the gateway router R

will detect the failure through a session timeout. R needs to in-
form all other routers with pointers to ida that it has failed. One
simple way to do this would be to flood all routers with an invalida-
tion message. However, flooding the entire system on host failure
would not be efficient. Instead, we address this by constraining the
set of routers in the system that are allowed to maintain cached
state for ida. For simplicity we constrain this set to be routers hold-
ing predecessors of ida and routers that lie on the shortest path
to those routers. When there is a host failure, the router sends a
directed flood, i.e. a source-routed flood that traverse only this sub-
set of routers. When shortest paths change, or links fail, routers
can optionally update this set via additional directed floods, how-
ever this is an optimization that is not necessary for correctness. As
a fallback to handle router failure, routers also monitor link-state
advertisements and delete pointers to IDs residing at unreachable
routers.

Link failure, no partition: If the set of links that fail do not create
a partition, then the router need not make any changes on behalf
of its resident IDs since the network map will find alternate paths
to their successors. However, the contents of pointer caches that
traverse the link should be temporarily invalidated while the link is
failed (to avoid sending packets over the failed link).

Link failure, partition: In the event of a network-layer partition,
the successor pointers maintained by routers need to remerge into
two separate, consistent namespaces. First, invalid pointers (point-
ers that terminate at routers that are no longer reachable) are torn
down. Next, the router attempts to repair these pointers locally by
shifting the successors down to fill the empty space left by each
failed successor (since it knows no closer IDs may exist in the net-
work), then it tries asking each of its successors Si starting at the
one furthest away to fill the gap at the end of its successor list.
Unfortunately this process could cause the ring to partition into
multiple pieces, even if the underlying network is connected. To
recover from this, we require routers to distribute the smallest ID
they know about (the zero-ID, i.e. the ID closest to zero) to all its

neighbors. The zero-ID a router propagates is set equal to the mini-
mum of the smallest ID it is hosting and the smallest ID it receives
from its neighbors (the path is also distributed to avoid circular de-
pendencies and allow all nodes to reach the zero node). The end
result is that all routers become aware of the smallest ID in the net-
work. This ensures multiple partitions will heal if the network layer
is connected: if the zero-ID is on one ring, its predecessor on the
other ring will learn about it and add it, triggering a merging pro-
cess. The zero-ID will repair its successor and predecessor, who in
turn repair their successors, and so on until the rings are merged.
In practice, the zero node advertisements are piggybacked on link-
state advertisements, and we use the router-IDs of routers instead
of the zero-ID to reduce sensitivity to churn and balance load over
several routers during the recovery phase.

3.3 Packet forwarding
When a router forwards a packet, it selects the closest ID it

knows about to the destination ID. This is done using the link-
state database to return the next hop towards the router containing
that ID. This approach requires routers to return the closest entry
in the namespace as opposed to the shortest-prefix match lookups
commonly done today. Finding the closest entry can be imple-
mented with minor modifications to routers that support longest-
prefix match. The key observation is that, given a list of IDs in
sorted order, the closest namespace distance match is either the
shortest prefix match or the one right before it in the sorted list.

Algorithm 2 The route (pkt) function is executed by a internal
router upon receipt of a packet destined for a particular virtual node.

1: next hopvn = VN.best match(pkt.destination.id)
2: if pkt.destination.id == next hopvn.id then

3: deliver to host(next hopvn, pkt)
4: else

5: next hopc = PC.best match(pkt.destination.id)
6: if next hopvn.id < next hopc.id then

7: sendto(next hopc.path to router, pkt)
8: else

9: sendto(next hopvn.path to router, pkt)
10: end if

11: end if

The forwarding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The router
maintains a list of resident virtual nodes (V N ), which exports a
best match function that determines the next hop by choosing the
closest ID among all resident IDs and their successors that does
not overshoot the destination. If the destination is an attached host,
VN.best match returns the interface for the host, which the router
uses to deliver the packet. Otherwise, next hopvn is set to the suc-
cessor state of some resident virtual node. Before forwarding the
packet, the router first checks its pointer cache (PC) for an entry
that is closer to the destination than the value stored in next hopvn.
If such a cached entry exists, the router uses its value, stored in
next hopc, instead.

4. INTERDOMAIN
In this section we describe our design for interdomain ROFL

(which borrows heavily from Canon [17]). First, we give an
overview of how the basic protocol works. Next we provide more
details regarding how hosts join, how packets are routed, and how
failures are handled. Then we describe how customer-provider,
peering, and multihoming policies are supported by our augmented
greedy routing protocol over a suitably defined Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG).
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Figure 2: Merging rings

4.1 Basic design
Interdomain ROFL constructs a DHT over a hierarchical graph,

where nodes correspond to ASes and links correspond to inter-AS
adjacencies. Within each AS, the identifiers form an internal ring
as described in Section 3. These rings are then merged with one
another in a bottom-up fashion (traversing up towards the root of
the AS-hierarchy) by having virtual nodes maintain routes to exter-

nal successors that reside in other ASes, as shown in Figure 2. For
a identifier ida in ring 1, these external pointers are established to
identifiers idb in ring 2 that satisfy two conditions: (a) idb would be
ida’s successor if the two rings were merged into a single ring, and
(b) there are no identifiers in either AS within the interval [ida, idb].
This approach is repeated for each level in the hierarchy. Condition
(b) thus limits the number of external pointers that are formed. Prior
work has shown that the expected total number of pointers (both in-
ternal and external) is O(log(n)) (where n is the total number of
identifiers across all stub domains) [17].

Routing occurs as in Chord. Note that on a single customer-
provider hierarchy, a packet sent between a pair of ASes will tra-
verse no higher than their least-common ancestor in that hierarchy.
Moreover, if a host within an AS sends a packet to another host in
that same AS, no external pointers will be used. We refer to this as
the isolation property.

Figure 3: Routing state for virtual node with identifier 8.

For example, Figure 3 shows the internal and external routing
state for a router hosting an identifier 8 residing in AS 4. The host-
ing router has an internal successor pointer to the router hosting
identifier 20 and external successors to hosting routers residing in
ASes 5 and 3. The join protocol discovers the external successor at
each level of the joining node’s up-hierarchy. For instance, the host-
ing router for 8 maintains a external successor to 16 at the level of
AS 2, and an external successor to 14 at the level of AS 1.

Joining: When a hosting router R performs a join for an end-host
with ID ida, R joins both the internal ring (as described in Sec-
tion 3) and also the ROFL ring on behalf of ida. ida joins the ROFL
ring by, for each AS X in its up-hierarchy, routing towards its suc-
cessor using links that traverse no higher than X. In this fashion,
it builds a list of candidate successors, one corresponding to each

AS in its up-hierarchy. It then removes unnecessary successors. For
example in Figure 3, if the identifier in AS 5 were 12 instead of 16,
8 would not maintain 14 as a successor (as doing so could vio-
late isolation). Finally, if ida is the first host in the ISP, it needs a
way to bootstrap itself into the ROFL ring. This is done by having
host identifiers register with their providers (and their provider’s
providers, and so on) when they join. Their providers need only
maintain a short list of such identifiers (a few at each level of the
hierarchy for resiliency purposes). When a new host joins that does
not have a predecessor in its internal ring, the ISP will forward the
join request to one of its providers to lookup a bootstrap node. The
registration process also allows operators to control which set of
ASes ida can join through, and to constrain connectivity to follow
policy or traffic engineering goals.

Algorithm 3 The join external (vn, p) function is executed by a
border router upon receipt of a request for a joining virtual node vn

along the path p.

1: pred = find predecessor(vn.id)
2: RSpred = pred.successorexternal ∪ pred.successorinternal

3: RSvn = vn.successorexternal ∪ vn.successorinternal

4: prune route entries(RSpred , p)
5: prune route entries(RSvn , p)
6: if min id(RSpred) < min id(RSvn) then

7: vn.successorexternal.add(min id(RSpred))
8: end if
9: if vn.id < min id(RSpred) then

10: pred.successorexternal.add(vn)
11: end if

12: br = next border router(p)
13: if br! = NULL then

14: br.join external(vn, p)

15: end if

The join external function (Algorithm 3) shows this process in
more detail. First, the external successor at a level is discovered by
routing towards the external predecessor at that level and then prun-
ing away any references to virtual nodes outside the current hierar-
chy in both the predecessor’s and the virtual node’s routing state.
After pruning, the virtual node with the minimum identifier in the
predecessor’s routing state is kept if it is a better external succes-
sor than the virtual node’s current set of successors. The next step
of the algorithm tests if the virtual node itself is a better external
successor to the predecessor, and if so adds it to the predecessor’s
routing state. The final step uses the path vector passed in as the
argument to recursively call this same function at the border router
of the next provider. This recursive call terminates at the root of the
hierarchy.

Exploiting network proximity: ROFL exploits network proxim-
ity to reduce routing stretch by maintaining proximity-based fingers

in addition to successor pointers. That is, when selecting fingers at
each level of the hierarchy, ROFL tries to select fingers that are
nearby in the physical network. This reduces the number of net-
work level hops required to make a given amount of progress in the
namespace.

We store these fingers in a prefix-based finger table (along the
lines of Bamboo/Pastry/Tapestry), where each row corresponds to
a given prefix-length and each column corresponds to a digit at that
prefix. Each entry contains an ID that is reachable via the smallest
number of up-links. In other words, an entry K may be inserted in
the element (i, j) in J’s finger table iff (a) K matches i bits of J’s
ID and K’s [i, i + b] bits are equal to digit j (b) of all joined IDs
L matching the position (i, j), it is not the case that the path from
J to L contains fewer up-links than the path J to K. If this table is
correctly maintained, the isolation property is preserved. To exploit
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proximity, entries that are reachable via fewer AS-level hops are
preferred. For correctness purposes, each ID also maintains a list
of IDs that are pointing to it.

Our joining and maintenance protocols for these fingers are
adapted from the proximity extensions in [9] to support the poli-
cies and properties described in Section 4.2. The join consists of
three phases. First, the joining host sends a join request towards its
own ID. At each network-level hop n, n attempts to insert entries
from its own finger table into the message. The message is then re-
turned back to J after it reaches J’s predecessor. At this point, J’s
entries are correct. Next, J may need to be inserted into the finger
tables of other IDs. This is done by having virtual nodes maintain
copies of their finger’s finger tables. In particular, we modify the
join to also record a list of IDs that need to insert J . J then sends
a multicast message containing its ID to every virtual node in this
list. Upon receipt of this message, virtual nodes check to see if any
of their fingers need to insert J , and if so update their neighbors,
and so on. Nodes also piggyback probes on data packets to ensure
this state is maintained correctly (note if this state becomes incon-
sistent, isolation may be violated, but we will still reach the correct
final destination).

We now describe several other detailed issues:

Failure recovery: The isolation property ensures that failures and
instability outside of a particular hierarchy will not influence rout-
ing within the hierarchy. Because of this, link failures that cause
partitions (the inability to reach successors via a certain level of the
hierarchy) are not reacted to immediately, as ROFL ensures that al-
ternate paths are available. Also, an ISP may host virtual servers
on behalf of a customer ISP, which it can maintain during that cus-
tomer’s outages. Finally, in the event of long-term failures, we need
to ensure that the ring converges consistently at each level of the
hierarchy. We do this using a similar approach to that given in Sec-
tion 3.2. In particular, each AS maintains a route to the zero-ID
(the ID closest to zero) in their down-hierarchy. Hosts then merge
changes to the zero-ID to ensure partitions and other anomalous
conditions (e.g. loopy cycles) heal properly.

Integrating EGP and IGP routing: Today’s Internet uses iBGP
to redistribute externally learned routes internally. In our architec-
ture, we have a similar need for a protocol to do this redistribution.
As mentioned in previous sections, packets contain a list of ISPs
that can be used to reach the final destination. Hence a router con-
taining a packet needs to know how to reach the next-hop AS in
the list. To solve this problem, we have border routers flood their
existence internally. We believe doing this does not significantly
impact performance since even the largest ISPs typically only have
a few hundred border routers. Moreover, these advertisements can
be aggregated if ISPs wish to treat two routes to the same next-hop
ISP through different border routers as being equal.

Exploiting reference locality: ROFL exploits locality by us-
ing pointer-caches [7]. Routers maintain caches in fast memory
which contain frequently accessed routes. When routing a packet,
the router checks its pointer cache, and shortcuts if it observes a
cached pointer is numerically closer to the final destination. How-
ever, naive pointer-caching violates the isolation property, as an AS
may select a pointer from its cache that traverses its provider. Hence
ASes that cache pointers maintain bloom filters containing the set
of hosts joined below that AS. When receiving a packet destined to
identifier idb, the border router consults the bloom filter to see if
identifier idb is below it in the hierarchy. If not, the router is free to
use its pointer-cache to find a closer next-hop ID. The source-route
on the packet is used to determine which pointer-cache entry to use
based on policy. Note that the use of bloom filters guarantees the

Figure 4: Conversion rules for (a) peering (b) multihoming and

backup.

isolation property in the presence of caching. Further, the size of
bloom filters can be traded off against the false positive rate. Fi-
nally, the decision of whether to use pointer caches can be made
by each ISP in isolation. Unless otherwise mentioned, in our simu-
lations we assume no ISPs use interdomain pointer caches or their
associated bloom filters.

4.2 Handling policies
We aim to support four common types of inter-ISP relation-

ships arising from the Internet’s hierarchical structure: provider-

customer links where a customer ISP pays a provider to forward
its traffic, peering links where two ISPs forward each other’s traffic
typically without exchanging payment, backup links where an ISP
forwards to its neighbor only if there is a failure along its primary
link, and multihomed connections, where an ISP may have several
outgoing links. We extend Canon [17] to support policies using two
conversion rules (Figure 4) that conceptually convert the AS hierar-
chy into a Canon-style hierarchy (these rules do not actually mod-
ify ISP relationships, but rather are implemented as modifications
to the Canon join).

Handling peering: As previously mentioned, we can handle a
peering relationship in two ways. In the first option, we modify
the AS relationship graph to include virtual ASes. A virtual AS is
a construct that allows ROFL to discover successors reachable via
peering links (it is not explicitly maintained as additional state, but
is implemented as an additional set of join rules). An example is
shown in Figure 4a. For each peering link, a virtual AS is con-
structed that acts as a provider for the ASes on either side of the
link, and as a customer of each AS’s provider. When virtual nodes
join, they treat links to virtual ASes as multihomed links, and join
them as they would a provider. In this fashion, a host in AS 2 will
discover its successors in AS 3, however Canon will ensure that
its join will not traverse AS 1 (because relaying between providers
is prevented as described below). Note that if several ASes are all
peered together in a clique (e.g. the Tier 1 ISPs), we only need a
single virtual AS rather than a separate virtual AS for each link.

In the second option, we use bloom filters to deduce when a
packet should be allowed to traverse a peering link. When the
packet is being routed via an AS (using successor pointers or rout-
ing table entries), the AS can check the bloom filters corresponding
to its peers to determine if the destination is a customer of any of
them. If so, the packet is routed over the peering link, and a bit
set to indicate that it has traversed a peering link. In this mode, the
packet is not allowed to go up the hierarchy (this ensures that an
AS would not use its provider to route packets for its peer). If the
destination is not found in the down hierarchy, then it is returned
over the peering link, at which point, the packet continues on its
original path.
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These two options have complementary advantages and disad-
vantages. The virtual AS option has the disadvantage of increasing
join overhead (due to joins corresponding to the peering links), but
it makes the data plane protocol simpler. The bloom filter option
has the disadvantage of requiring a complicated backtracking pro-
tocol, but requires no joins over peering links. For this reason, we
describe simulation results comparing both of these design options.

Handling multihoming: A multihomed ISP purchases connectiv-
ity from more than one provider and typically has policies indi-
cating how each access link is to be used. There are three kinds
of multihomed connections: single-address multihoming, where an
ISP has a single block of addresses but is connected to multiple
providers, multi-address multihoming, where an ISP has a sepa-
rate block of addresses corresponding to each multihomed con-
nection, and single-neighbor multihoming, where an ISP is con-
nected with a neighboring ISP via multiple links. Multi-address
multihoming is handled by joining each ID via a different provider,
and single-neighbor multihoming is handled by applying policy
to select which link to use to reach the neighbor. Single-address
multihoming is done by repeating the Canon join for each mem-
ber of the AS’s up-hierarchy. The up-hierarchy for an AS consists
of its providers, their providers, and so on up to the Tier-1 ISPs,
plus ASes reachable across peering links (although repeating the
join increases overhead, the up-hierarchy above a node is typically
small [41], and we can eliminate redundant lookups that terminate
at the same successor at multiple levels). Finally, backup relation-
ships are supported by directing join requests only over non-backup
links.

5. ADDITIONAL ROUTING ISSUES
We now describe preliminary extensions to the ROFL design to

(a) support more flexible routing policies and traffic engineering
(b) provide improved delivery models such as anycast, multicast (c)
deal with security concerns, specifically, denial-of-service attacks.
The last two concerns are meant to be illustrative examples that
suggest how the clean-slate design of ROFL may provide better-
than-IP routing and security properties.

5.1 Routing Control
BGP and OSPF, two commonly used routing protocols today,

allow the operator extremely flexible policy and traffic engineering
knobs. We discuss the flexibility of ROFL on these metrics.

Inter-domain routing control: ROFL’s policy extensions support
customer-provider, backup, and peering relationships. Although
these paths may suffice for most traffic, custom paths that satisfy
high-level policy goals, stronger QoS constraints, or multipath con-
nectivity may be desired. We propose to handle other policies and
route selection mechanisms via two complementary approaches.

We propose the use of endpoint-based negotiation where we al-
low the source and destination nodes to negotiate the path (or set of
paths) to be used. Here, we leverage a particular observation about
the Internet hierarchy: all paths that can be used to reach AS X

from AS Y traverse ASes in the intersection of X’s and Y ’s up-
hierarchies. Moreover, up-hierarchies are typically fairly small and
can be represented in just a few hundred bytes. Hence when send-
ing the first packet in a session, we allow the source and destination
to negotiate a subset of ASes in this set that can be used to forward
packets between the two. This is done by having the destination se-
lect a subset of ASes above it in the hierarchy and appending this
set to the response.

Next, when a hosting router in a multihomed AS performs a join,
it sends a join out on each of its AS’s p providers with IDs with

variable suffixes (G, xk) (1 ≤ k ≤ p). Hosts then route packets to
(G, r) where r is a randomly chosen suffix. Hosts or intermediate
routers may vary r and the suffixes xk to control the path selected
for forwarding packets.

Intra-domain routing control: We can leverage our interdomain
design to deal with certain intradomain policies. For example, a
transit AS that is spread over multiple countries can create sub-
rings corresponding to each of those regions. The isolation prop-
erty ensures that internal traffic will not transit costly inter-country
links. Further, our inter-domain traffic engineering mechanisms
may also be used in this context to perform traffic-engineering be-
tween these regions.

5.2 Enhanced Delivery Services
There are a vast number of both overlay and network-level pro-

posals for multicast and anycast, many of which can run directly
on top of the ROFL design. A few representative (but grossly
incomplete) list of examples includes IP Multicast [12], Over-
cast [21], PIAS [5], and i3 [33]. However, traditional overlay-based
approaches don’t exploit the network layer to improve efficiency,
and current network-level designs don’t directly scale to or exploit
the properties of flat-ID based routing. In this section, we describe
some simple extensions to previous approaches that enable anycast
and multicast.

Anycast: Anycast is an extension of ROFL’s multihoming design.
Servers belonging to group G join with ID (G, x). A host may then
route to (G, y), where y is set arbitrarily. Intermediate routers for-
ward the packet towards G, treating all suffixes equally. This results
in the packet reaching the first server in G for which the packet
encounters a route. This style of anycast can be extended to per-
form more advanced functions (e.g. load balancing) by modifying
X, Y and the size of G in a manner similar to the approach taken
in i3 [33]. This approach to anycast requires no additional state or
control message overhead beyond that of joining the network.

Multicast: A host wishing to join the multicast group G sends an
anycast request towards a nearby member of G. At each hop, the
message adds a pointer corresponding to the group pointing back
along the reverse path, in a manner similar to path-painting [20]. If
the message intersects a router that is already part of the group, the
packet does not traverse any further. The end result is a tree com-
posed of bidirectional links. A host wishing to multicast a packet
P forwards the packet along this tree. Routers forward a copy of
P out all outgoing links for which there are pointers, excluding the
link on which P was received. In the case of single-source multi-
cast, a more efficient tree can be constructed by having nodes route
towards the source.

5.3 Security
ROFL identifiers allow us to leverage existing filtering and capa-

bility mechanisms and provide stronger guarantees than possible in
the Internet today.

Default off: It has been proposed (for example, in [4, 19]) that in
the face of mounting security concerns, hosts should not by default
be reachable from other hosts. Our architecture eases this by en-
suring hosts are only reachable from their fingers. The host (or its
upstream router on its behalf) can control pointer construction to
limit which other hosts are allowed to reach it. In addition, we re-
quire that hosts explicitly register with their providers and traffic to
a host not registered with its provider be dropped. In the worst case
this traffic can be dropped at the provider of the destination AS,
however the use of flat identifiers can potentially allow this traffic
to be dropped even earlier. Filtering mechanisms can also be imple-
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mented more securely by verifying that the request for installing a
filter dropping traffic to an identifier comes from the host owning
that identifier.

Capabilities: The use of flat identifiers allows more fine-grained
access control through the use of capabilities (similar to TVA [42]).
When a destination receives a route setup request, it grants access
according to its own policies. If permission is granted, the path in-
formation and capability are returned to the source, which it uses
to communicate further with the destination. This permission is
cryptographically secured by the self-certifying identifier of the re-
ceiver. A capability [42] is a cryptographic token designating that
a particular source (with its own unique identifier) is allowed to
contact the destination. Only with a proper capability will the data
plane forward the data packets. Capabilities are associated with a
lifetime to defend against sources that attempt to abuse the capa-
bility and commit a DoS attack against the destination. ROFL also
supports the use of path capabilities to further restrict communi-
cation along the AS-level path(s) to a destination. Path restriction
allows for fine grain pushback mechanisms and hinders the ability
to conduct DDoS attacks.

6. EVALUATION

6.1 Methodology
Realistically simulating the Internet is itself a highly challeng-

ing problem, both due to scaling issues and because certain as-
pects of the Internet (e.g. ISP policies) are difficult to infer. We
conducted some highly simplified simulations to make the evalua-
tion tractable, yet as much as possible attempted to use real-word
measurements for topologies and parameter settings.

Intradomain: The topologies we used were collected from Rock-
etfuel [32], over 4 large ISPs: AS 1221 (318 routers, 2.6 million
hosts), AS 1239 (604 routers, 10 million hosts), AS 3257 (240
routers, 0.5 million hosts), AS 3967 (201 routers, 2.1 million hosts).
The number of hosts in each of these ISPs were estimated using
CAIDA skitter [43] traces. We do this by correlating the IP ad-
dresses found in the traces with Routeviews [48] routing tables to
map IP addresses onto ASes. We then normalize by the number of
estimated hosts in the Internet, which we assume to be 600 million
hosts (one study [46] estimates 354 million as of July 2005) to es-
timate the number of hosts per AS. Each host is assigned a 128-bit
ID. Transit routers are presumed to have 9Mbits of fast memory
(e.g. TCAM) that can be devoted to intradomain forwarding state.
In these experiments we fill pointer caches only with contents avail-
able from control packets (we do not snoop on data packet headers
for filling caches). We occasionally point out the overheads associ-
ated with CMU-ETHERNET [27], an alternate approach to a sim-
ilar problem. We acknowledge the authors of [27] were attempting
to provide a simplified first-cut solution to this problem rather than
to achieve this level of scalability, so we reference their work only
as a baseline comparison point.

Interdomain: We use the complete inter-AS topology graph sam-
pled from Routeviews. The AS hierarchy inference tool developed
by Subramanian et al [35] was used to infer customer/provider re-
lationships and skitter traces were used to estimate the number of
hosts per ISP. Due to the limitations of our simulation approach and
our goals for preserving certain aspects of realism, our simulations
were not able to scale up to 600 million hosts. Instead, we ran sim-
ulations for smaller numbers of hosts (up to thirty thousand) and
present scaling trends from our evaluation. For simplicity and lack
of sufficiently fine-grained measurements, we model each AS as a
single node, and start nodes up one at a time (in random order). Un-

less otherwise mentioned, the results shown do not use the bloom
filter or finger caching optimizations.

Metrics: We evaluate the join overhead, which corresponds to the
number of network-level messages required to add a host to the
network, the stretch, or the ratio between the traversed path and the
shortest path. For Interdomain, we consider stretch to be the ratio
of the traversed path to the path BGP would select.

6.2 Intradomain

Host joins: Figure 5a shows the number of messages required to
join a given number of hosts, while Figure 5b shows a CDF of the
per-host join overhead. Like CMU-ETHERNET (not shown due to
lack of space), ROFL scales linearly in the number of hosts. How-
ever, CMU-ETHERNET requires between 37 and 181 times more
messages to build the network. ROFL’s join overhead is roughly
four messages times the diameter of the network since only succes-
sors need to be notified on join of a new host. Moreover, ROFL
gives the operator control over the number of messages gener-
ated for host joins. For example, ephemeral hosts can join with a
smaller number of successor pointers, and routers can keep succes-
sor groups active while host-sessions fluctuate. Figure 5c shows
a CDF of the amount of time required to complete a join. This
amount of time is typically on the order of the network diameter,
because several messages in the join are sent in parallel. In prac-
tice, join overhead may be reduced further by ephemeral joins and
having the router maintain the virtual node when the host fails or
moves temporarily to another AS. Finally, we note this join over-
head is a one-time cost in the absence of churn.

Stretch: Figure 6a plots stretch, measured by routing packets be-
tween random sources and destinations, as a function of the size
of the pointer cache. Although stretch with small pointer caches
can be high, with roughly 70,000 entries (corresponding to a 9Mbit
cache of 128-bit IDs) the stretch drops to roughly 2. By compar-
ison a DNS lookup suffers a round trip to the DNS server before
sending which could incur a stretch of up to 3. Figure 6b shows
the fraction of packets that traverse a particular router. The x-axis
corresponds to the rank of the router in a list sorted by the y-value
for OSPF. That is, for a particular x value, we plot the load at the
ith most congested router in an OSPF network, and the load under
ROFL for that same router. We can see that although load varies
across routers, the difference from OSPF is fairly slight, indicating
that ROFL does not introduce a significant increase in the number
of “hot-spots.”

Memory requirements: The intradomain pointer-cache mem-
ory requirements of ROFL is shown in Figure 6c. By comparison
CMU-ETHERNET requires from 34 to 1200 times more memory
than ROFL. ROFL’s memory requirements were reduced further
for routers near the network edge, potentially allowing non-core
routers (e.g. customer routers in access networks) to have smaller
TCAMs or to cache popular destinations and additional successors.
In addition, hosting routers must store state for resident IDs, which
requires between 1.3 Mbits for AS 3257 to 10.5 Mbits for AS 1239
assuming IDs are hosted at the Rocketfuel-visible transit routers.

Failure: Here we discuss the overhead and time to reconverge in
the presence of network level events. We found the overhead trig-
gered by host failure and mobility to be comparable to join over-
head, and link/router failures that do not trigger partitions to be
comparable to OSPF recovery times. However if a network-layer
partition occurs the ring needs to reconverge into two separate, con-
sistent namespaces. We believe partition events in ISPs are rare in
comparison to host failures given the high degree of engineering
and redundancy in these networks. Nevertheless, we investigate this
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Figure 5: Intradomain routing, joining: (a) Cumulative overhead to construct the network (b) CDF of overhead per node join (c) Join latency
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Figure 7: Convergence overhead from Point of Presence (PoP)

failures

overhead to show performance under such extreme scenarios. Fig-
ure 7 shows the overhead to recover from a partition. We create
partitions by varying the number of IDs per PoP between 1 and
10000 (we collect PoP information from Rocketfuel [32] traces),
randomly selecting a PoP, and measuring the overhead to discon-
nect and reconnect it to the graph. We found that repair did not trig-
ger any massive spikes in overhead, which was roughly on the same
order of magnitude of rejoining all the hosts in the PoP. Finally, we
repeated this experiment for 10 million partitions and our approach
converged correctly in every case; we perform consistency checks
for misconverged rings in the simulator.

6.3 Interdomain

Join overhead: Figure 8a shows the overhead to join a single host.
On the x-axis we vary the number of IDs in the AS, and on the y-
axis we plot a moving average of the join overhead over the last 200

joins, averaged over 3 runs. We compare four joining strategies:
ephemeral, where the host joins only at its global successor, single-

homed, where the host joins only via a single path towards the core,
recursively multihomed, where the host joins via all ASes above it
in the topology, and recursively multihomed+peering (which we
call Peering), where the host also joins across all adjacent peer-
ing links. The last approach provides the strongest guarantees on
isolation, but comes at an increased join overhead. The join over-
head for peering can be reduced to that of multihoming with the
bloom filter optimization discussed in Section 4.2, at the expense
of larger per-router state requirements. Surprisingly however, the
cost of a multi-homed join is not significantly larger than that of a
single-homed join. This happens because although there are typi-
cally 75-100 ASes in an AS’s up-hierarchy, and the multi-homed
join must discover a successor through each, there are typically a
much smaller number of unique successors. We leveraged this ob-
servation to optimize the multi-homed join, by eliminating redun-
dant lookups that resolve to the same successor. Next, we roughly
extrapolated these results to an Internet-scale system with 600 mil-
lion IDs, and estimate that the ephemeral join requires around 14
messages, the single-homed join requires around 80 messages, and
the multi-homed join requires around 100 messages. Moreover, it
should be noted that these control messages are more lightweight
than traditional routing protocols, since intermediate routers do not
need to process these messages in their slow-paths. However, we
found that using the bloom filter optimization reduced the overhead
of the peering join to be equal to the overhead of the recursively
multihomed join. Finally, the state at hosting routers increases with
the number of hosts and the number of fingers hosts maintain. We
found that with 600 million IDs each maintaining 256 fingers, we
required on average 184 Mbits per AS to store hosting state.

Stretch: Figure 8b shows a CDF of data packet stretch for single-
homed joins. Stretch decreases with the number of proximity-based
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fingers: with 60 fingers, ROFL’s average stretch is 2.8, while stretch
is 2.3 for 160 fingers. If hosts perform a join across peering links
as well, the stretch increases to 2.8 for 160 fingers. We found that
stretch decreased slightly (not shown here) as the number of IDs
in the system increased. This decrease happens because there is a
highly uneven distribution of hosts across ASes in the Internet, and
hence as we scale up the number of IDs the chances that the source
and destination are in the same AS increases. We roughly extrapo-
lated these results to an Internet-scale graph with 600 million IDs,
and estimated 128 fingers (peering join overhead of 200) gives a
stretch of around 2.9, and 340 fingers (peering join overhead of
445) gives a stretch of around 2.5. However, increasing the num-
ber of fingers also increases the size of the join messages that carry
proximity-fingers. For example, with 256 fingers the message size
increases to 1638 bytes. If we assume an MTU of 1500 bytes, a
256-finger single-homed join requires 258 IP packets.

Although a stretch of 2-3 seems high, it need only be suffered by
the first packet: stretch for remaining packets can be reduced to one
by exchanging the list of ASes above the destination in the hierar-
chy (Section 5.1), or by caching the destination’s AS. As a compar-
ison point we plot the stretch incurred today by BGP policies, mea-
sured using Routeviews traces (shown as BGP-policy in Figure 8b).
In addition, we found that the isolation property contributes signif-
icantly to reducing stretch (through consistency checks in our sim-
ulator, we verified there were no cases in any of our experiments
when the isolation property was broken). Next, Figure 8c shows
pointer caching (Section 4.1) reduces stretch further. In these ex-
periments, we model each AS with a pointer cache as a single node,
and make the size of this cache proportional to the number of hosts
in that AS. The x-axis shows the average amount of pointer caching
state per AS, extrapolated to an Internet-scale topology with 600
million hosts. An average pointer cache size of 20M entries per AS
reduces stretch from 2 to 1.33 (note that routers today can support
millions of entries). Finally, we found that using bloom filters for
peering as described in Section 4.2 results in a stretch of 3.29 with
size 18 Mbits/AS, though this stretch can be reduced to 2.5 with
more fingers or larger 74 Mbit bloom filters.

Failures: Stub ASes (ASes near the network edge) are believed
to be significantly more unstable than ISPs near the core [14]. In
this experiment we fail randomly selected stub ASes and measure
two metrics. First, we measure the number of paths affected by the
failure. We found on average 99.998% of Internet paths were un-
affected by the failure, indicating that the effects of failures were
well contained. Next, we found that ROFL required on average
4950 messages to repair successors after a stub AS failure, which
roughly corresponds to the number of identifiers hosted in the failed
stub AS.

6.4 Summary of results

Intradomain: Based on Rocketfuel traces, we simulated ROFL
over four ISPs, ranging in size from 201 to 604 internal routers.
ROFL is able to provide a routing stretch of 1.2 to 2 with 9Mbits of
pointer cache, with reasonable load balance across routers. Hosts
typically complete joining in less than 40ms, with less than 45
control messages generated per host. ROFL correctly heals from
partitions, host failures, and host mobility with control overhead
roughly that of rejoining the affected hosts.

Interdomain: We extrapolated our simulation results over the AS
graph to the Internet scale system with 600 million hosts, and esti-
mated that a ROFL host can join across all providers and peers and
acquire 340 fingers with ∼445 control messages. This overhead can
be reduced for unstable hosts by performing a single-homed join
(∼75 messages), or an ephemeral join (∼14 messages). The host
can route packets in a manner that respects several inter-AS poli-
cies, with an average stretch of 2.5. This stretch may be reduced
to 2.1 by roughly doubling the number of fingers. By maintaining
pointer caches at border routers, this stretch may be reduced fur-
ther (to 1.33 with on average 20 million entries of caching space
per AS). Finally, ASes may reduce join overhead by leveraging
bloom filters to eliminate joins across peering links. This reduces
join overhead to ∼100 messages, but requires 74 Mbits of bloom
filter state per AS.

7. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
While we’ve drawn general insights from many sources, our de-

tailed mechanism owes much to two particular sources: VRR [7],
which was the basis for our intradomain design, and Canon [17],
which was the basis for our interdomain design. Given that
VRR was designed for a very different context, ad-hoc routing,
we build upon VRR by introducing a simplified path construc-
tion/maintenance protocol, a protocol to ensure correctness in the
presence of network partitions, and several approaches to improve
scalability and resilience to churn. We similarly extend Canon, by
modifying the design to support several Internet policies, and lever-
aging proximity-based fingers to reduce stretch.

The project that seems to have the most in common with our
design objectives is TRIAD [10], and its content routing design
in [18]. TRIAD routes on URLs by mapping URLs to next-hops.
In theory, every network router could do this but, because of load
concerns, TRIAD only performs content routing at gateways (fire-
walls/NATs) between realms and BGP-level routers between ASes.
Forwarding state is built up in intermediate content routers as pack-
ets are routed, and name suffix reachability is distributed among
address realms just like BGP distributes address prefixes among
ASes. It thus relies on aggregation to scale, and will fail if object
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locations do not follow the DNS hierarchy closely. If, to counteract
this, name-level redirection mechanisms are used to handle hosts
whose names do not match network topology, then this becomes
essentially a resolution mechanism. This last comment also applies
to IPNL, which also does some routing on FQDNs.

These previous forays into the name-routing arena suggest not
only its difficulty but also its worth. Routing on names brings with
it several architectural benefits, as we alluded to in the Introduction,
but most of all it breaks out of a long-standing architectural mind-
set. The art of architecture is gracefully maneuvering within the
boundaries of the possible. Our goal here is to investigate whether
those boundaries can be expanded, not to seek grace.

Our design has a reasonable set of features; multiple delivery
models, a fair amount of policy control, and some, but not much,
traffic control. The remaining question, then, is about performance.
On that score, we view this work as the beginning, not the end. The
results are close enough to tempt, but not enough to satisfy.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional studies of routing problems often assumed strict
preferences on paths, by eliminating ambiguity in path com-
parisons, or imposing a priori deterministic tie-breaking.
Such an assumption is outpaced by today’s common prac-
tice of non-deterministic, multi-path routing, which is cru-
cial to traffic engineering, QoS routing, multicasting and
virtual private networking. A pair of paths may be incom-
parable or equally preferred. In the presence of ambiguous
preferences at pairs, or even multiple collections of paths,
a challenge is to ensure robustness in the complex and so-
phisticated situations of policy-based routing where hetero-
geneous routing policies are allowed among routing systems.
This paper presents an extensive study of policy-based rout-
ing with non-strict preferences, deriving sufficient conditions
that ensure the existence, optimality and asynchronous con-
vergence of stable routings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2 [Computer
Systems Organization]: Computer-Communication Networks
—Network Protocols, Internetworking

General Terms: Design, Theory, Algorithms

Keywords: Policy-based Routing, Robustness

1. INTRODUCTION
Even though routing is a relatively old problem and stud-

ied extensively in the traditional minimum-weight routing
approach, the issue of strict and non-strict preferences has
usually been overlooked. Routing systems, which might be
routers or ASes, often face the decision of multiple alterna-
tive paths to a destination. The notion of strict preferences
refers to the practice of no ambiguity in comparing every
pair of paths. For instance, it is often assumed that each
routing system may select and announce only one of its al-
ternative available paths, which is so-called uni-path routing.
Essentially, this will enforce strict preferences by a priori de-
terministic tie-breaking (e.g. by selecting the smallest AS
number).
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
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Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...$5.00.

However, the assumption of strict preferences is outpaced
by today’s common practice of non-deterministic, multi-
path routing to which we refer as non-strict preferences. For
instance, in QoS routing, there are often multiple incompa-
rable objectives to optimise, such as maximising bandwidth
while minimising delay, giving rise to a set of incomparable
paths where no one is strictly superior to the others. In traf-
fic engineering, load balancing may rely on distributing load
over multiple alternative paths simultaneously, or selecting
paths non-deterministically. In virtual private networking,
security policies may require the existence of several dis-
joint paths. In multicasting, the multicaster must reserve
multiple paths to form a multicast tree. Also, overlay net-
works and tunnelling may be built on multiple connections
reserved in the underlying networks. Furthermore, BGP al-
lows non-deterministic sources of tie-breaking such as MED
and age-based tie-breaking. The wide range of instances of
ambiguous preferences in path comparisons necessitates a
thorough study on the principles and theory of non-strict
preferences in routing.

Nonetheless, we observe that this issue has been often
marginalised in past studies. Even though multi-path rout-
ing is considered where a routing system may select and
announce a set of paths (more generally, one may also con-
sider k-best paths), classical routing theories (e.g. path al-
gebra [2, 8]) only consider assigning equivalence classes to
paths (e.g. paths of the same weight), such that a routing
system may select and announce only one equivalence class
of paths instead. This approach works perfectly well in tra-
ditional settings where all routing systems have a homoge-
neous preference on weights. Hence, there is a consensus
of equivalence classes and the nature of multi-path routing
reduces to uni-path routing.

However, this assumption fails in the complex and sophis-
ticated situations of policy-based routing, where heteroge-
neous routing policies are allowed among routing systems. A
path to a destination may be favoured by some routing sys-
tems, but forbidden by others. Hence, there is no consensus
of equivalence classes of paths. The concern of policy-based
routing with non-strict preferences is heightened when BGP
can be used in both inter-domain and intra-domain routing
to implement policies of traffic engineering, QoS routing,
and virtual private networking.

It is possible that no stable routings exist in policy-based
routing due to conflicting policies among routing systems,
known as the divergence problem, even with only strict pref-
erences on paths (see [6] for an early study). Hence, the pres-
ence of non-strict preferences further complicates the prob-
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lem of policy-based routing, despite its common appearances
in today’s networking.

Recent policy-based routing theories sidestepped the is-
sue of non-strict preferences, such as stable paths problem
(SPP) [6] that only considers strict preferences, and So-
brinho’s routing algebra [9] that assumes proper tie-breaking
is in place to induce strict preferences.

To shed light on the principles of robust networking for
policy-based routing with non-strict preferences is paramount,
demanding a thorough theoretical framework. This paper
aims at contributing to this less illuminated subject. A
recent algebraic policy-based routing theory based on the
simple notion of policy relation [4] has been developed as
a unifying framework for a number of policy-based routing
theories. Drawing on the framework of [4], we present suf-
ficient conditions that ensure the existence, optimality and
asynchronous convergence of stable policy-based routings, in
the presence of non-strict preferences. The novelty of this
work compared to [4] is to demonstrate a useful application
of the framework, not addressed in [4], and also to cast light
on both verifying and generating robust but flexible proto-
cols for policy-based routing.

Furthermore, we probe beyond non-strict preferences for a
set of paths (which we call first order non-strict preferences),
by also considering non-strict preferences for a collection of
sets of paths (which we call second order non-strict prefer-
ences), and even higher order non-strict preferences. Our
study of higher order uni-path and multi-path routings is a
first step to understand the impact of further ambiguity of
preferences in applications such as multicasting and virtual
private networking. What is remarkable is that our theory
extends naturally to higher order non-strict preferences.

Outline. Section 2 provides some motivating examples.
Sections 3 and 4 present the theory of policy relation on
(first order) uni-path and multi-path routings. The issue of
optimality is discussed in Section 5. Higher order non-strict
preferences are considered in Section 6. Some of the more
technical proofs are sketched only. But the details can be
found in the Appendix of the extended paper [3].

2. ROUTINGSOLUTIONSANDEXAMPLES
In this section we give a basic definition of routing solu-

tions, and provide some examples that reveal the subtleties
of policy-based routing with non-strict preferences. These
examples serve to motivate the more general theory we de-
velop in subsequent sections.

2.1 Basic Definition of Routing Solutions
Suppose given a rooted directed network G = 〈V, E , v0〉,

where the set of vertices, V, and the set of edges, E , are finite
sets, with a designated vertex v0 ∈ V as the destination. Let
P(v2, v1) be the set of reachable paths in G from v2 to v1.
Denote tuple (v2, v1) as the edge connecting from v2 to v1.
If P ∈ P(v3, v2) and Q ∈ P(v2, v1), then PQ will denote the
concatenated path in P(v3, v1).

Each vertex v 6= v0 is endowed with a preference order,
., over P(v, v0). For each pair of paths P, Q ∈ P(v, v0),

• (strict preference): if P is strictly better than Q, we
write P < Q;

• (non-strict preference): if P and Q are equally pre-
ferred, we write P ≈ Q.

In other words, preferences represent cost; lower is better.
Given a subset of paths, P ⊆ P(v, v0), denote the most

preferred set of P as:

min. P , {P ∈ P | there exists no Q ∈ P such that Q < P}.

Denote P(P(v, v0)) as the power set (i.e. the set of all
subsets) of P(v, v0).

We define a (routing) solution as an equilibrium (or a
fixed-point) where each vertex has consistent assignment of
path(s) w.r.t. its neighbours. A uni-path solution permits
only one path for each vertex, whereas a multi-path solu-
tion disables tie-breaking on equally preferred paths, and
takes the most preferred set as an assignment. Formally, we
define:

• uni-path solution: a vector θ ∈
Q

v∈V
P(v, v0) such

that θv0
= v0 and for all v 6= v0,

θv ∈ min.{eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P = θu}.

• multi-path solution: a vector Θ ∈
Q

v∈V
P(P(v, v0))

such that Θv0
= {v0} and for all v 6= v0,

Θv = min.{eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P ∈ Θu}.

Note that the uni-path and multi-path solutions gener-
alise the Bellman-Ford equation in minimum-weight routing,
where a homogeneous preference on weights is assumed. Let
w(e) be the weight of e ∈ E and Wv be the minimum path
weight from v to v0. Then the Bellman-Ford equation is:

Wv = min{w(e) + Wu | e = (v, u) ∈ E}.

Wv can represent all paths with the same specific weight
in P(v, v0) (i.e. multi-path solution), or any path of the
specific weight (i.e. uni-path solution).

However, in policy-based routing, a uni-path solution is
not necessarily a member of a multi-path solution, nor is a
multi-path solution necessarily a collection of uni-path so-
lutions. The subtleties are highlighted in Examples 2 and
3.

Also, we remark that, more generally, one may also con-
sider k-best-path solution, such that each vertex may select
and announce up to k-best paths as: Θ(k) ∈

Q

v∈V
P(P(v, v0))

such that Θ
(k)
v0

= {v0} and for all v 6= v0,

Θ
(k)
v ⊆ min.{eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P ∈ Θ

(k)
u },

where |Θ
(k)
v | ≤ k for all v ∈ V.

2.2 Absence of Solution
First, a paramount issue is whether there always exists a

solution, no matter uni-path or multi-path. The answer is
no. A well-known bad triangle example is given in Figure 1
from [5]. The significance of this example is that it leads to
the formulation of dispute wheels which give a sufficient con-
dition on the existence of solution, presented in next section.

Example 1. In Figure 1, both uni-path and multi-path
solutions are the same, since every vertex has a strict pref-
erence. Assume that there is a solution, then there are two
cases:

(1) R1 = θv1
:

⇒ T1R1 = θv3
⇒ R2 = θv2

⇒ T2R2 = θv1
⇒ R1 6= θv1

.
This is a contradiction.
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Figure 1: A bad triangle.

(2) R1 6= θv1
:

⇒ T1R1 6= θv3
⇒ R3 = θv3

⇒ T3R3 = θv2
⇒ R1 = θv1

.
This is a contradiction.

Therefore, there is no solution that can simultaneously sat-
isfy all three vertices.

2.3 Absence of Multi-path Solution
Another issue of interest is on the relation between uni-

path and multi-path solutions. Uni-path and multi-path
solutions are not necessarily correlated. The existence of
uni-path solution does not imply the existence of multi-path
solution, and vice versa. This is the extreme case that a
uni-path solution is not necessarily a member of a multi-
path solution, and a multi-path solution is not necessarily a
collection of uni-path solutions.

�v �v

�v

�v

�T

�T�T

�R�R

	R


v�T

�T

v1 : T2R2< R1 < etc.
v2 : T3R3< R2 < etc.
v3 : T4T1R1< R3 < etc.
v4 : T1R1 ≈ T5R3< etc.

Figure 2: An example with only uni-path solution,
but no multi-path solution.

Example 2. Figure 2 shows an instance where there is a
uni-path solution, but there is no multi-path solution. The
uni-path solution is:

θv1
= R1, θv2

= T3R3, θv3
= R3, θv4

= T5R3.

Assume that there is a multi-path solution, then there are
two cases:

(1) T1R1 ∈ Θv4
:

⇒ R1 ∈ Θv1
⇒ T4T1R1 ∈ Θv3

⇒ R2 ∈ Θv2

⇒ T2R2 ∈ Θv1
⇒ R1 /∈ Θv1

. This is a contradiction.

(2) T1R1 /∈ Θv4
:

⇒ R3 ∈ Θv3
⇒ T3R3 ∈ Θv2

⇒ R2 /∈ Θv2

⇒ R1 ∈ Θv1
⇒ T1R1 ∈ Θv4

. This is a contradiction.

Therefore, there is no multi-path solution.

R

�R

�v

�v

�v

�v

�v

�v

�R′

�R′

�T�T ′

�T ′

�T

�T

�T ′

v1 : T2R2 ≈ T ′
2R

′
2< etc.

v2 : T3R3< R2 < etc.
v3 :T1T

′
2R

′
2 ≈ T1T

′
2T

′
3R

′
3< R3 < etc.

v4 : T ′
3R

′
3< R′

2 < etc.
v5 :T ′

1T2R2 ≈ T ′
1T2T3R3< R′

3 < etc.

Figure 3: An example with only multi-path solution,
but no uni-path solution.
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Figure 4: The network in Figure 3 consists of two
intertwined bad triangles.

2.4 Absence of Uni-path Solution
More interestingly, Figure 3 shows an instance where there

is a multi-path solution, but there is no uni-path solution.

Example 3. The network in Figure 3 actually consists of
two intertwined bad triangles (see Figure 4). The multi-path
solution is:

Θv1
= {T2R2, T

′
2R

′
2},

Θv2
= {R2}, Θv3

= {T1T
′
2R

′
2},

Θv4
= {R′

2}, Θv5
= {T ′

1T2R2}.

Assume that there is a uni-path solution, then there are five
cases:

(1) T2R2 = θv1
:

⇒ R2 = θv2
⇒ R3 6= θv3

⇒ T1T
′
2R

′
2 = θv3

or T1T
′
2T

′
3R

′
3 = θv3

⇒ T ′
2R

′
2 = θv1

or T ′
2T

′
3R

′
3 = θv1

.
This is a contradiction.

(2) T ′
2R

′
2 = θv1

:

⇒ R′
2 = θv4

⇒ R′
3 6= θv5

⇒ T ′
1T2R2 = θv5

or T ′
1T2T3R3 = θv5

⇒ T2R2 = θv1
or T2T3R3 = θv1

.
This is a contradiction.

(3) T2T3R3 = θv1
:

⇒ T ′
1T2T3R3 = θv5

⇒ R′
2 = θv4

⇒ T ′
2R

′
2 = θv1

⇒ T2T3R3 6= θv1
. This is a contradiction.

(4) T ′
2T

′
3R

′
3 = θv1

:

⇒ T1T
′
2T

′
3R

′
3 = θv3

⇒ R2 = θv2
⇒ T2R2 = θv1

⇒ T ′
2T

′
3R

′
3 6= θv1

. This is a contradiction.
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(5) T2R2 6= θv1
and T ′

2R
′
2 6= θv1

and T2T3R3 6= θv1
and

T ′
2T

′
3R

′
3 6= θv1

:

⇒ R3 = θv3
⇒ T3R3 = θv2

and ⇒ R′
3 = θv5

⇒ T ′
3R

′
3 = θv4

⇒ T2T3R3 = θv1
or T ′

2T
′
3R

′
3 = θv1

.
(Because no other path is available.)
This is a contradiction.

Therefore, there is no uni-path solution.

2.5 Network Failure and Resilience
At last, we remark that the examples also have an impli-

cation to network failure. In Example 3, if we change v1 to
have the following preference:

v1 : T2R2 ≈ T ′
2R

′
2 < T2T3R3 ≈ T ′

2T
′
3R

′
3 < etc.

Then either the disconnection of T2 or T ′
2 in Figure 3 will

create a bad triangle, giving no solution from a previous
multi-path solution. It is similar for the disconnection of
T5 in Example 2. The consequence is that partial network
failure may have adverse effect on the whole network, desta-
bilising other routing systems. Hence, it is desirable to have
resilience on policy-based routing, immune to partial net-
work failure. A formal definition and a sufficient condition
for resilience are given in Section 4.

3. BASIC IDEA OF POLICY RELATION
In the last section, we have seen various examples of the

absence of (uni-path/multi-path) solutions. In this section,
we study the existence of (uni-path/multi-path) solutions,
using a slightly more general version of policy relation than
in [4].

The notion of policy relation is introduced by [4] as a uni-
fying framework for a number of routing algebras. Since this
work focuses on non-strict preferences rather than routing
algebras, there are some slight differences in notations. In
particular, we consider preferences as a preorder rather than
a partial order, to incorporate both notions of incomparable
and equally preferred paths.

We first present the basic idea of policy relation. Based on
policy relation, we give sufficient conditions for the existence
of (uni-path/multi-path) solutions, as well as the optimality
and asynchronous convergence of stable routings. An ad-
vanced study will be presented in Section 6 for higher order
routing solutions.

3.1 Notations of Relation
In brief, the policy relation is the relational structure on

routing policies in routing systems. This relational struc-
ture can characterise the interaction of routing systems.
The standard notations and formulation of relations are em-
ployed throughout this work, defined as follows.

Given a set X, a relation over X is any subset of X × X.
If R is a relation, then we write (x, y) ∈ R (resp. (x, y) /∈ R)
as xRy (resp. xR/y). Pictorially, xRy can be represented by
an arrow between x and y. A relation R is said be:

• reflexive, if xRx for all x ∈ X,

• anti-reflexive, if xR/x for all x ∈ X,

• complete, if xRy or yRx for all x, y ∈ X,

• transitive, if (xRy and yRz ⇒ xRz) for all x, y, z ∈ X,

• anti-symmetric, if (xRy and yRx ⇒ x = y) for all
x, y ∈ X.

There are some useful relations that have various combina-
tions of these properties:

• A preorder is a reflexive and transitive relation.

• A partial order is an anti-symmetric preorder.

• A preference order is a complete preorder.

• A total order is a complete partial order.

We can view strict preferences as a total order over the
set of paths, P(v, v0), for each v 6= v0. Both partial orders
and preference orders can capture non-strict preferences, but
they are interpreted differently.

Given a preference order ., for x 6= y, we write a non-
strict preference as (x . y and y . x). This is interpreted
that x and y are equally preferred. Given a partial order 4,
for x 6= y, we write a non-strict preference as (x 64 y and
y 64 x). This is interpreted that x and y are incomparable.

Preference order may capture non-strict preferences aris-
ing in selecting equally preferred alternatives, such as load
balancing, while partial order may capture non-strict prefer-
ences arising in incomparable objectives optimisation, such
as QoS routing.

In the following, we shall employ preorders for modelling
non-strict preferences, subsuming both preference order and
partial order (see an example in Figure 5).

1
P

3
P

(a) (c)(b)

2
P

1
P

3
P

2
P

4
P

3
P

2
P

1
P 4

P

Figure 5: Figure (a) is a preference order, Figure (b)
is partial order, and Figure (c) is a preorder (sub-
suming Figure (a) and Figure (b)). Reflexive rela-
tions are suppressed.

For a preorder ⊳, its strict relation ⊳
≁

is defined as:

x ⊳
≁

y, if x ⊳ y and y 6⊳ x.

We write x ≈ y, if x 6⊳
≁

y and y 6⊳
≁

x.

Given subset A ⊆ X and a preorder ⊳ over X, define

min⊳ A , {x ∈ A | there exists no y ∈ A such that y ⊳
≁

x}.

To be more general, we can easily redefine the uni-path and
multi-path solutions in Section 2.1, using a preorder ⊳ by
replacing min. by min⊳ .

3.2 Policy Structure
Given a rooted graph G, let P(v0) ,

S

v∈V
P(v, v0) as

the set of paths with destination as v0. For a collection
of routing systems, we consider that the essential structure
of a policy-based routing problem is captured by the policy
structure defined as a triple:

S , 〈P(v0), ⊳, ◭〉,

where ⊳ is a preorder for preference and ◭ is the subpath
relation over P(v0). For every pair P, Q ∈ P(v0), we write
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• P ⊳ Q, if P is at least as good as Q, subject to P, Q ∈
P(v, v0) for some v ∈ V,

• P ◭ Q, if P ∈ P(u, v0), Q ∈ P(v, v0), and there exists
T ∈ P(v, u) such that Q = TP .

One can easily check that ◭ is in fact a partial order. Note
that in [4], S is called an induced policy structure, given
an routing algebra. Here for brevity, we just call S policy
structure.

The only requirement of preferences is that it can be rep-
resented as a preorder ⊳ on paths. This loose requirement
allows any high-level preferences such as business relations
(or a routing algebra as in [4]) to be translated into the
lowest-level type of preferences on paths.

3.3 Policy Relation
We have seen that the presence of bad triangles gives no

(uni-path/multi-path) solution. Thus, we are motivated to
formalise the presence of bad triangles, and more generally,
dispute wheels, to reason about the existence of solutions.

As introduced in [6] and depicted in Figure 6, a directed
cycle T1T2T3 · · ·Tk in G is called a dispute wheel, if there
exist sequences of paths (P1, ..., Pk) and (R1, ..., Rk) such
that for all i ∈ {1, ..., k} and j = (i mod k) + 1, we have:

• Pi ⊳
≁

Ri,

• Rj ◭
≁

Pi,

where Ri, Pi ∈ P(vi, v0), Tj ∈ P(vi, vj), Pi = TjRj .

�v

�v

����P TR=

 R

!v

"T

#R

$v

%R

&v

'R (v)R

*T+T

,T

- ./.P T R=0 121P T R=

1 343P T R=

⋯⋯⋯⋯

Figure 6: A dispute wheel.

Formally, we define the absence of a dispute wheel in terms
of the policy structure. This definition enables a generalisa-
tion to higher order routing solutions in Section 6.

Given two relations R1 and R2 over the same set X, we
define the join of R1 with R2 as:

R1 1 R2 , {(x, z) ∈ X × X | xR1yR2z for some y ∈ X}.

Define the transitive closure of R, (R)tc, as the intersection
of all the transitive relations (i.e. the smallest transitive
relation) containing R. Finally, we define the policy relation
R[S ] over policy structure S as:

R[S ] , (⊳
≁

1◭
≁

)tc.

It is straightforward to see that the anti-reflexivity of R[S ]
is equivalent to the absence of a dispute wheel in S . And
the presence of dispute wheels can be easily visualised by
policy relations. Figures 7 and 8 show the policy relations
from Example 1-3, violating anti-reflexivity.

1
R

1 1
TR

2
R

2 2
T R

3
R

3 3
T R

1
R

4 1 1
TTR

2
R

2 2
T R

3
R

3 3
T R

∼

⊲

∼

◀

Figure 7: Policy relations violate anti-reflexivity:
the left figure from Example 1 and the right figure
from Example 2.

2
R

1 2 2
T T R′

3 3
T R

1 1 2
TTR′ ′

3 3
T R′ ′

2
R′

3
R′3

R

1 2 3 3
T TT R′

1 2 3 3
TT T R′ ′ ′

∼

⊲

∼

◀

Figure 8: The policy relation from Example 3 vio-
lates anti-reflexivity.

The anti-reflexivity of the policy relation gives a clue that
no cyclic dependence can be formed between the preferences
on paths and structural dependence among paths. Not sur-
prisingly, it has been proved in SPP [6] that the absence
of a dispute wheel implies the existence of a solution, when
considering only strict preferences. But the generalisation
to non-strict preferences requires a further proof as shown
in Section 4.

4. MAIN RESULTS
While we demonstrated the causes of no routing solutions

in Examples 1-3, in this section we study how to avoid the
absence of routing solutions through a sufficient condition.
The implication of our results is that the simple notion of no
dispute wheels is still applicable to the cases with non-strict
preferences.

The results presented in this section directly generalise
the results from [5] that consider the SPP under a total or-
der preference. But our proof is not a direct adoption of
the one in [5] because: 1) we consider a more general pre-
order preference (hence, uni-path, multi-path, k-best-path
solutions), and 2) our proof facilitates the later proof in the
asynchronous convergence of Bellman-Ford mapping, which
was not considered by [5].

4.1 An Upper Bound Assumption
Recall P(v0) ,

S

v∈V
P(v, v0). We assume that the set

of reachable paths, P(v0), is bounded in size, in order to
place an upper bound on the size of a multi-path solution.
That is, we assume that |P(v0)| < h(|V|) for some a priori
function h. We argue that this is reasonable because prac-
tical routing systems often have an implicit memory bound
in enumerating the paths in a network. Also, this rules out
uninteresting solutions for a routing problem. For example
in minimum-weight routing, there is always a (uninterest-
ing) solution with path weights equal to −∞ for all vertices.
An infinite path around a negative cycle has weight −∞.
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Therefore, by requiring |P(v0)| to be bounded, we can rule
out −∞ from the set of feasible weights of a solution. Thus,
there is no solution when a negative cycle is present.

4.2 Bellman-Ford Mapping
We call a multi-path vector Θ ,

“

Θv ∈ P(P(v, v0))
”

v∈V

an assignment. Define the (multi-path) Bellman-Ford map-
ping be:

Fv(Θ) , min⊳{eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P ∈ Θu}.

A multi-path solution is a fixed-point (i.e. Θv = Fv(Θ)
for all v ∈ V). The Bellman-Ford mapping models a greedy
routing protocol, as the one implemented as path-vector pro-
tocol in today’s BGP.

Let F (Θ) , (Fv(Θ))v∈V and the m-th iterate of F as

F [m](Θ) , F (...F
| {z }

m times

(Θ)).

The iterates of F is a sequence (Θ, F [1](Θ), F [2](Θ), ...),
which describes the evolution of a greedy routing protocol
in the synchronous manner.

Not every Θv is feasible; Θv may not be a most preferred
set of paths as required. Let Θv be the feasible set that
contains Θv such that Θv0

, {v0} and for v 6= v0,

Θv , {Θv ⊆ P(v, v0) | Θv = min⊳ Θv}.

Let the Cartesian product of feasible sets be Θ ,
Q

v∈V
Θv.

We define a natural partial order, ⊆, on Θ: for every pair
Θ, Θ′ ∈ Θ we write

• Θ ⊆ Θ′, if Θv ⊆ Θ′
v for all v ∈ V,

• Θ ( Θ′, if Θ ⊆ Θ′ and Θv ( Θ′
v for some v ∈ V.

We call an assignment Θ′ ∈ Θ stabilised if for all Θ ∈ Θ,

Θ ⊇ Θ′ implies F (Θ) ⊇ Θ′.

A stabilised assignment Θ′ can be interpreted as follows.
For any feasible assignment Θ which includes the paths in
Θ′, an iteration of F does not remove paths in Θ′, despite
any extra paths added in Θ. Vertices can add new paths
that are not superior to any path in Θ′.

4.3 Existence of Multi-path Solution
To establish the existence of multi-path solution, we show

that with an anti-reflexive policy relation the sequence of
feasible sets, to each iterate of Bellman-Ford mapping F is
constrained, is strictly decreasing in size, no matter what
the initial assignment of F is. The basic technique is by
showing that the iterates of the Bellman-Ford mapping must
contain a sequence of stabilised assignments which is strictly
growing until hitting the fixed-point of F . Otherwise, it is
encircled by a dispute wheel.

Lemma 1. Given a policy structure S and a stabilised
assignment Θ′, if the policy relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive
and Θ′ is not a fixed-point for F , then there always exists
an assignment Θ′′ ∈ Θ such that

(1) Θ′′ ) Θ′,

(2) Θ′′ is also stabilised,

(3) for all Θ ∈ Θ, if Θ ⊇ Θ′, then F (Θ) ⊇ Θ′′.

Proof. (Sketch) The proof is technical and involved. But
the basic idea is to suppose that we cannot find such an as-
signment Θ′′, then we try to deduce that R[S ] is not anti-
reflexive, by finding a directed cycle v1v2v3 · · · vnv1 such that

R1 ◭
≁

Pn ⊳
≁
· · · ◭

≁
P3 ⊳

≁
R3 ◭

≁
P2 ⊳

≁
R2 ◭

≁
P1 ⊳

≁
R1,

where Pi = TjRj , Tj ∈ P(vi, vj) and j = (i mod n) + 1.
Hence, there always exists such an assignment Θ′′.

Theorem 1. Given a policy structure S , if the policy
relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, the iterates of F (Θ) converge
finitely to a fixed-point, for all Θ ∈ Θ. Hence, S has a multi-
path solution.

Proof. Let Θ̂[0] be an assignment defined as:

Θ̂v[0] ,


{v0} v = v0

∅ v 6= v0.

Clearly, Θ̂[0] is stabilised, and Θ ⊇ Θ̂[0] for all Θ ∈ Θ.

Next, by applying Lemma 1 inductively, if Θ̂[m] is not
a fixed-point, then there exists a sequence of assignments
(Θ̂[m] ∈ Θ)m≥0 such that

(1) Θ̂[m + 1] ) Θ̂[m],

(2) Θ̂[m + 1] is stabilised,

(3) for all Θ ∈ Θ, if Θ ⊇ Θ̂[m], then F (Θ) ⊇ Θ̂[m + 1].

For each Θ̂[m], define Θ[m] , {Θ ∈ Θ | Θ ⊇ Θ̂[m]}.
Hence, F [m](Θ) ∈ Θ[m+1] for all Θ ∈ Θ and m ≥ 0. Since
|P(v0)| is upper bounded (by the assumption in Section 4.1),
Θ is a finite set. And by

Θ̂[m + 1] ) Θ̂[m],

we have

Θ = Θ[0] ) Θ[1] ) Θ[2] ) · · · , (⋆)

which is a strictly decreasing sequence of finite domain sets
for the iterates F [1], F [2], ....

The sequence (Θ̂v[m])m≥0 is strictly growing in size when

(Θ̂v[m])v∈V is not a fixed-point. Again, |Θ̂v[m]| < |P(v0)|
and |P(v0)| is upper bounded. Thus, (⋆) must stop at some
fixed-point for finite m. Hence, the iterates F (...F (Θ))
converge finitely to a fixed-point, for all Θ ∈ Θ. Therefore,
S has a multi-path solution.

4.4 Existence of Uni-path Solution
For anti-reflexive policy relations, there is a connection

between uni-path solution and multi-path solution; the ex-
istence of multi-path solution implies the existence of uni-
path solution. Hence, the simple notion of no dispute wheels
is applicable to both multi-path solution and uni-path solu-
tion.

Given a policy structure, S = 〈P(v0), ⊳, ◭〉, let T (S)
to be the set of policy structures that must specify tie-
breaking on top of S , such that all paths from v to v0 can
be ordered by a total order. Formally,

T (S) ,
n

S ′ = 〈P(v0), ⊳′, ◭〉
o

where each S ′ is subject to the constraint that for all P, Q ∈
P(v, v0) for some v ∈ V,
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(1) if P ⊳
≁

Q then P ⊳
≁

′ Q,

(2) either P ⊳
≁

′ Q or Q ⊳
≁

′ P .

Lemma 2. Given a policy structure S , if the policy rela-
tion R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then there exists a tie-breaking
policy structure S ′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′] is anti-reflexive.

Proof. (Sketch) The the details can be found in the
Appendix of the extended paper. But the basic idea is
to suppose that any S ′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′] is not
anti-reflexive. We can always construct a new policy struc-
ture S ′′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′′] is anti-reflexive. Hence,
there always exists such a policy structure S ′′, satisfying
Lemma 2.

Theorem 2. Given a policy structure S , if the policy re-
lation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then S has a uni-path solution.

Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists a tie-breaking S ′ ∈
T (S) such that R[S ′] is anti-reflexive. Theorem 1 states
that S ′ has a multi-path solution. Since S ′ ∈ T (S), for all
v ∈ V, ⊳′ is a total order over P(v, v0). Hence, uni-path
solution and multi-path solution of S ′ are the same. Thus,
S ′ also has a uni-path solution, say, θ. Let

Pθ(v) = {eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P = θu}.

Since Q 6⊳
≁

′ P ⇒ Q 6⊳
≁

P (by the definition of ⊳
≁

′), we have

min⊳′ Pθ(v)
= {P ∈ Pθ(v) | there exists no Q ∈ Pθ(v)

such that Q ⊳
≁

′ P}

⊆ {P ∈ Pθ(v) | there exists no Q ∈ Pθ(v)
such that Q ⊳

≁
P}

= min⊳ Pθ(v).

Since θv is a uni-path solution for S ′, θv ∈ min⊳′ Pθ(v).
Therefore, we have θv ∈ min⊳′ Pθ(v) ⊆ min⊳ Pθ(v); θ is
also a uni-path solution for S .

Note that Theorem 2 does not give an efficient way to de-
termine suitable tie-breaking for a uni-path solution. And
trying out all possible ways of tie-breaking is clearly unde-
sirable. An interesting open problem is to find an efficient
algorithm.

4.5 Existence of k-best-path Solution

Theorem 3. Given a policy structure S , if the policy
relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then S has a k-best-path so-
lution, for k ≥ 1.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, by Lemma 2,
there exists a tie-breaking S ′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′] is anti-
reflexive, and hence, S ′ has a multi-path solution. To gen-

erate a k-best-path solution, say Θ(k), such that |Θ
(k)
v | ≤ k

for all v ∈ V, we relax the tie-breaking in S ′, by disabling
some suitable strict preferences. This is always possible be-
cause the anti-reflexivity of R[S ′] will not be destroyed by
the relaxations. Then, let

PΘ(v) = {eP ∈ P(v, v0) | e = (v, u) ∈ E , P ∈ Θ(k)
u }.

Following the proof of Theorem 2, we can show

Θ
(k)
v ⊆ min⊳′ PΘ(v) ⊆ min⊳ PΘ(v).

Hence, Θ(k) is a k-best-path solution for S .

4.6 Resilience
In response to Section 2.5, we give a simple sufficient

condition for resilient policy-based protocols. A network
is called resilient to failures if there always exist uni-path,
multi-path and k-best-path solutions for every sub-network
in which some vertices or edges are removed from G, as mod-
elling failures and breakdowns of partial networks.

Theorem 4. Given a policy structure S , if the policy
relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then the network is resilient
to failures.

Proof. If the policy relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then
the induced policy relation for every sub-graph of G is also
anti-reflexive. Thus, the theorem follows from Theorems 1,
2, 3.

4.7 Asynchronous Convergence
Assuming that the policy-based routing system is running

the Bellman-Ford mapping F as the routing protocol. We
define asynchronous convergence as the property of a policy-
based routing system that it is able to converge despite of
asynchronous iterates of F in the presence of:

• variable delays of communication messages,

• bounded number of losses of communication messages,

• out-of-order communication messages.

We formalise the asynchronous convergence for the Bellman-
Ford mapping F as follows. Ideally, by the synchronous
iterates of F , vertex v perceives:

Θv[t + 1] = Fv

“

(Θu[t])u∈V

”

.

But there may be asynchrony in communications, such that
there is a distortion — for 0 ≤ τv,u(t) ≤ t, v actually per-
ceives:

Θv[t + 1] = Fv

“

(Θu[τv,u(t)])u∈V

”

.

To be more precise, if there is a delay in communication
message, at time t, v may perceive that u has assignment
Θu[t′] for some 0 < t′ < t. If there is a communication mes-
sage loss, at any time from t1 to t2, v may always perceive
Θu[t1]. If there are out-of-order communication messages, v
may perceive Θu[t′2] at time t1 while Θu[t′1] at time t2, for
t′1 < t′2 < t1 < t2.

Now the evolution of the routing system is distorted by t−
τv,u(t). The convergence to fixed-point is no longer assured,
even though F converges synchronously.

Nonetheless, applying the General Asynchronous Conver-
gence Theorem [1, 10], we can prove the asynchronous con-
vergence of F by satisfying certain sufficient conditions. We
show that the anti-reflexivity of the policy relation implies
the sufficient conditions of General Asynchronous Conver-
gence Theorem, and hence prove the asynchronous conver-
gence.

First, we impose a relatively mild assumption on the asyn-
chronous updates. Assuming the updates are carried out
infinitely often, such that by allowing sufficient time any old
information can be overwritten. Formally, we assume:

(infinitely often updates) for any finite t, there
exists finite t′ ≥ t such that

τv,u(t′) ≥ t, for all v, u ∈ V.

7



Hence, the gap t−τv,u(t) is zero for some finite t. Under this
assumption, F converges asynchronously by the following
General Asynchronous Convergence Theorem.

Intuitively, General Asynchronous Convergence Theorem
requires two conditions: 1) Synchronous Convergence Con-
dition that the iterates of F must converge synchronously,
2) Box Condition that the iterates proceed in certain inde-
pendent manner such that the asynchrony in every v ∈ V
does not obstruct the iterates of Fu for other u 6= v.

Let Θ[t] , (Θv[t])v∈V as the assignment at moment t.

Theorem 5 (Proposition 2.1 in [1]). If the initial value
Θ[0] ∈ Θ and there is a sequence of nonempty sets {Θ[m]}:

· · · ( Θ[m + 1] ( Θ[m] ( Θ[m − 1] ( · · · ( Θ

satisfying the following two conditions:

(1) (Synchronous Convergence Condition) We require that

F (Θ) ∈ Θ[m + 1], for all m ≥ 0 and Θ ∈ Θ[m].

Also, if {Θ[m]}m≥0 is a sequence such that Θ[m] ∈
Θ[m] for every m, then every limit point of {Θ[m]} is
a fixed-point of F .

(2) (Box Condition) For every m, there exists a set Θv[m] (

Θv such that Θ[m] is a Cartesian product of Θv[m]:

Θ[m] =
Y

v∈V

Θv[m].

Then, every limit point of {Θ[t]} is a fixed-point of F for
any asynchronous iterates.

Theorem 6. Given a policy structure S , if the policy re-
lation R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then the iterates of F converge
asynchronously to a multi-path solution.

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 1, Synchronous Conver-
gence Condition is shown to be satisfied. And we will use
the sequence (Θ̂[m] ∈ Θ)m≥0 in the proof of Theorem 1.

Next, we show the Box Condition. Let

Θv[m] = {Θv ∈ Θv | Θv ⊇ Θ̂v[m]}.

One can see that Θ[m] =
Q

v∈V Θv[m] for all m ≥ 0. Hence,
it completes the proof by General Asynchronous Conver-
gence Theorem (Theorem 5).

5. OPTIMALITY AND ISOTONICITY
Optimal (uni-path, multi-path, k-best-path) solutions are

not only locally optimal w.r.t. neighbours, but also globally
optimal for every vertex. Therefore, for all v 6= v0, the
following are satisfied:

θv ∈ min⊳ P(v, v0), Θv, Θ
(k)
v ⊆ min⊳ P(v, v0).

In minimum-weight routing, isotonicity is defined as for all
u, v ∈ V, T ∈ P(v, u) and R1, R2 ∈ P(u, v0),

w(R1) ≤ w(R2) implies w(TR1) ≤ w(TR2).

where w(P ) is the path weight of a path P .
Isotonicity is automatically satisfied in minimum-weight

routing because of a homogeneous preference on weights.
Hence, the most preferred set of paths of one vertex has no
conflict with its neighbours, and the (global) optimality of

routing solutions is assured when a local optimum is reached
at every vertex (see also [9]).

However, when we consider policy-based routing with non-
strict preferences, there are subtleties in defining isotonicity.
Recall that R1 ≈ R2, if R1 6⊳

≁
R2 and R2 6⊳

≁
R1. For all

u, v ∈ V, T ∈ P(v, u) and R1, R2 ∈ P(u, v0), we can de-
fine the following different notions of isotonicity for a policy
structure:

• type-1 isotonicity, if
(

R1 ⊳
≁

R2 implies TR1 ⊳ TR2,

R1 ≈ R2 implies TR1 ≈ TR2.

• type-2 isotonicity, if

R1 ⊳
≁

R2, implies TR1 ⊳
≁

TR2.

• strong isotonicity, if
(

R1 ⊳
≁

R2, implies TR1 ⊳
≁

TR2,

R1 ≈ R2, implies TR1 ≈ TR2.

Note that strong isotonicity implies both type-1 isotonic-
ity and type-2 isotonicity. Strong isotonicity is satisfied by
minimum-weight routing. In policy-based routing with non-
strict preferences, different notions of isotonicity lend differ-
ent implications to optimality, illustrated as follows.

T

5R

6R

7v8v9v

Figure 9: Simple examples to illustrate different no-
tions of isotonicity.

Example 4. For Figure 9, consider

R1 ⊳
≁

R2 but TR1 ≈ TR2.

This satisfies type-1 isotonicity, but not type-2 isotonicity.
The uni-path solution of v2 is TR1 or TR2; both are opti-
mal. However, with multi-path solution, the optimal rout-
ing solution of v2 is the set {TR1, TR2}, which cannot be
achieved as R1 ⊳

≁
R2 and v1 will filter out R2. Therefore,

type-1 isotonicity does not assure optimality in multi-path
solutions.

Example 5. Again for Figure 9, consider

R1 ≈ R2 but TR1 ⊳
≁

TR2.

This satisfies type-2 isotonicity, but not type-1 isotonicity.
With multi-path solutions, the optimal routing solution of
v2 is the set {TR1}, which can be achieved unconditionally
as R1 ≈ R2. However, with uni-path solution, it is not an
optimal routing solution for v2 if v1 selects R2, where the
multi-path solution of v1 becomes {TR2}. Therefore, type-2
isotonicity does not assure optimality in uni-path solutions.

Thus, the above examples motivate the following theo-
rems.
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Theorem 7. If a policy structure S satisfies type-1 iso-
tonicity, then uni-path solutions are optimal.

Proof. Suppose there is a uni-path solution that is not
optimal. This implies that there exists v, u ∈ V such that
θv /∈ min⊳ P(v, v0) and T ∈ P(v, u) and R1, R2 ∈ P(u, v0),
where TR1 ⊳

≁
TR2, but R1 6⊳

≁
R2. This violates type-1 iso-

tonicity. Since R1 6⊳
≁

R2 implies R2 ⊳
≁

R1 or R2 ≈ R1, which

implies TR2 ⊳ TR1 or TR2 ≈ TR1, if type-1 isotonicity is
satisfied. Hence, TR1 6⊳

≁
TR2, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 8. If a policy structure S satisfies type-2 iso-
tonicity, then multi-path solutions are optimal.

Proof. Suppose there is a multi-path solution that is not
optimal. This implies that there exists v, u ∈ V such that
Θv 6⊆ min⊳ P(v, v0) and T ∈ P(v, u) and R1, R2 ∈ P(u, v0),
where TR1 ≈ TR2, but R2 ⊳

≁
R1. This violates type-2

isotonicity.

Theorem 9. If a policy structure S satisfies strong iso-
tonicity, then the k-best-path solutions are optimal.

Proof. A k-best-path solution may be a multi-path so-
lution for some vertices, but as a set of k best uni-path
solutions for others. By Theorems 7 and 8, strong isotonic-
ity, which implies both type-1 and type-2 isotonicity, assures
the existence of both uni-path and multi-path solutions, and
hence the existence of k-best-path solutions.

6. HIGHER ORDER NON-STRICT

PREFERENCES
In this section, we extend routing solutions beyond uni-

path solution and multi-path solution. This is motivated by
other networking scenarios where there may be ambiguous
preferences among not only pairs of paths (which we call first
order non-strict preferences), but also among collections of
sets of paths (which we call higher order non-strict prefer-
ences). First, we present some examples to illustrate the
ideas of higher order non-strict preferences.

6.1 Some Motivating Examples

Example 6. In Figure 10, the task for v1 is to select
the paths passing through as many as possible of the sub-
networks: N1, N2, N3. This can be in the situation of multi-
casting, where the sub-networks are receivers, or in virtual
private networking, where the sub-networks are extranets.
In these cases, all pairs of paths are equally preferred, since
any pair pass through all the sub-networks. Hence, there is
a non-strict preference among all pairs of paths.

Example 7. Figure 11 shows a different topology, induc-
ing a different preference. In this case, P3 is not better than
P2, since P2 passes N1 and N3, but P2 only passes N3. How-
ever, a combination of P1 and either P2 or P3 are equally
preferred, as all sub-networks are passed.

Example 8. Figure 12 shows a more complicated prefer-
ence, containing the two previous examples. In this case, all
pairs of paths in {P2, P3, P4} are equally preferred. P2 is not
better than P1, since P2 does not pass N3 as P1 does, but
P1 passes the sub-networks as P2 does. But P1 and either
P3 or P4 are equally preferred.

∅

1
{ }P

2
{ }P

3
{ }P

1 2 1 3 2 3
{ , } { , } { , }P P P P P P≈ ≈

1
P

2
P

1
v

3
P

1
N

2
N

3
N

<

Figure 10: v1 is to select the paths passing through
as many sub-networks as possible; all pairs of paths
are equally preferred.

∅

1
{ }P

3
{ }P

2
{ }P

1 2 1 3
{ , } { , }P P P P≈

1
P

2
P

1
v

3
P

1
N

3
N

2
N

<

Figure 11: P3 is not better than P2; but a combina-
tion of P1 and either P2 or P3 are equally preferred.

∅

2
{ }P

3
{ }P

4
{ }P

2 3 2 4 3 4
{ , } { , } { , }P P P P P P≈ ≈

1
P

2
P

1
v 3

P

1
N

2
N

4
N

<
3

N

4
P

1
{ }P

1 3 1 4
{ , } { , }P P P P≈

Figure 12: All pairs of {P2, P3, P4} are equally pre-
ferred. P1 and either P3 or P4 are equally preferred.

In all the above examples, there is ambiguity in sets of
paths. For instance, in Example 7, apart from (P1, P2, P3),
v1 may declare a signature as P to its neighbours, where

P =
n

{P1, P2}, {P1, P3}
o

.

P can be interpreted as that v1 has an ambiguous preference
over pairs {P1, P2} and {P1, P3}, so its announcement to
neighbours does not reveal which pair is selected. This is

clearly different than the signature
n

{P1, P3}
o

which reveals

a specific pair. Therefore, it naturally gives rise to second
order non-strict preferences which concern collections of sets
of paths.

6.2 Second Order Bad Triangle
Having seen examples of second order non-strict prefer-

ences, we continue to hunt for second order bad triangle.

Example 9. In Figure 13, for each i = 1, 2, 3, vi tries
to pass through as many sub-networks as possible, but to
avoid Ai. This is equivalent to the setting in Figure 14.
Next we show that there is no solution in the second order
bad triangle of Figure 14.
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1
N

2
N

3
N

2
v

3
v

1
v

1
A

3
A

2
A

1
R

2
R

3
R

2
T

3
T

1
T

v1 avoids A1

v2 avoids A2

v3 avoids A3

Figure 13: Each vi tries to pass through as many
sub-networks as possible, but to avoid Ai.

3
v

1
v

2
v

0
v

1
T

2
T

3
T

1
R

3
R

2
R

v1 : {T2R2, R1} < {R1} < etc.
v2 : {T3R3, R2} < {R2} < etc.
v3 : {T1R1, R3} < {R3} < etc.

Figure 14: A second order bad triangle.

We let the solution w.r.t. the second order bad triangle
as θ2

vi
∈ P(P(vi, v0)) for each i = 1, 2, 3. Assume there is a

solution, then there are two cases:

(1) {R1} = θ2
v1

:

⇒ {T1R1, R3} = θ2
v3

⇒ {R2} = θ2
v2

,

(Because {R2} < {T3T1R1, T3R3}

and {R2} < {T3T1R1, T3R3, R2})

⇒ {T2R2, R1} = θ2
v1

⇒ {R1} 6= θ2
v1

.

This is a contradiction.

(2) {R1} 6= θ2
v1

:

⇒ {T1R1, R3} 6= θ2
v3

⇒ {R3} = θ2
v3

⇒ {T3R3, R2} = θ2
v2

⇒ {R1} = θ2
v1

,

(Because {R1} < {T2T3R3, T2R2}

and {R1} < {T2T3R3, T2R2, R1})

This is a contradiction.

Therefore, there is no solution in the second order bad tri-
angle.

In a similar vein as Examples 2 and 3, it is possible to
construct cases where there is no second order multi-path
solution or no second order uni-path solution.

6.3 Higher Order Routing Solutions
Motivated by the aforementioned examples, in this section

we present a systematic approach to formalise the notion of
higher order routing solutions, which naturally generalises
the theorems developed for first order routing solutions. Let

P
i(P(v, v0)) , P(...P

| {z }

i times

(P(v, v0))).

It is natural to define the domains of higher order routing
solutions as in Table 1. Thus, first order solutions are the
uni-path and multi-path solutions as in Section 2.1, whereas
second order solutions cover Examples 6-9.

i i-th order uni-path sol. i-th order multi-path sol.

1 θ1
v ∈ P(v, v0) Θ1

v ∈ P(P(v, v0))
e.g. P e.g. {P, Q}

2 θ2
v ∈ P(P(v, v0)) Θ2

v ∈ P
2(P(v, v0))

e.g. {P, Q} e.g.
n

{P, Q}, {P, R}
o

3 θ3
v ∈ P

2(P(v, v0)) Θ3
v ∈ P

3(P(v, v0))

e.g.
n

{P, Q}, {P, R}
o

e.g.
nn

{P, Q}, {P, R}
o

,
n

{Q, R}
oo

...
...

...

Table 1: Domains of higher order solutions.

To generalise first order solutions, we define the original
policy structure as the zeroth order policy structure as:

S0 , 〈P(v0), ⊳
0, ◭0〉,

where ◭0 is the subpath relation on P(v0), and the i-th
order policy structure as:

Si , 〈Xi ⊆
[

v∈V

P
i(P(v, v0)), ⊳i, ◭i〉,

where ⊳i is a preorder for preferences over X
i and ◭i is the

structural dependence over X
i. More precisely, for i ≥ 1, we

write:

• P ⊳i Q, if P is at least as good as Q, subject to
P,Q ∈ P

i(P(v, v0)) for some v ∈ V,

• P ◭i Q, if some element in Q depends on all the ele-
ments in P. That is, for all p ∈ P, there exists q ∈ Q
such that p ◭i−1 q.

Note that ◭i is always well-defined, but ⊳i is specified by
an individual policy structure.

Using the above definition of S1 for Example 9, we can
easily visualise the violation of anti-reflexivity on R[S1] as
in Figure 15, and hence, the absence of solutions. This nat-
urally generalises the prior theorems on zeroth order policy
relations.

1
{ }R

1 1 3
{ , }TR R

2
{ }R

2 2 1
{ , }T R R

3
{ }R

3 3 2
{ , }T R R

∼

⊲

∼

◀

1

1

Figure 15: The policy relation from Example 9 vio-
lates anti-reflexivity.

To be more precise on the generalisation, let us consider
Figure 16 which shows a first order policy structure S1 and
the correlated zeroth order policy structure S0. It can be
easily seen that S0 can be embedded in S1, and S1 can be
generated from S1.

Now, rather than working with min⊳0 , one can alterna-
tively work with inf⊳1 , which is the greatest lower bound
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(a) (b)

2
P

1
P

4
P

3
P

0
S

1
S

∼

⊲
0

∼

⊲
1

Figure 16: S0 can be embedded in S1, and S1 can be
generated from S1.

w.r.t. ⊳1. For example in Figure 16, we have

min⊳0({P2} ∪ {P1, P4}) = inf⊳1

n

{P2}, {P1, P4}
o

= {P1, P2}.

However, except for m = 1, in general, inf⊳m may not coin-
cide with min⊳m−1 defined w.r.t. the embedded lower order
⊳m−1. For example in Figure 17, we have

min⊳1

“n

{P1}, {P2}
o”

=
n

{P1}, {P2}
o

,

but inf⊳2

n

{{P1}}, {{P2}}
o

=
n

{P1, P2}, {P1, P3}
o

(b)

∅

1
{ }{ }P

3
{ }{ }P

2
{ }{ }P

1 2 1 3
{ , },{ , }{ }P P P P

2
S

1
{ }P

3
{ }P

2
{ }P

(a)
1

S

∼

⊲
1

∼

⊲
2

Figure 17: S1 can be embedded in S2, and S2 can be
generated from S1.

Hence, there is a difference in higher order preferences ⊳m

where inf⊳m is degenerate as min⊳m−1 only for m = 1, and
the higher order routing solutions should be more precisely
defined w.r.t. inf⊳m as follows.

Given a first order policy structure S1, we redefine the
routing solutions of Section 2.1 as:

• first order uni-path solution: θ1 ∈
Q

v∈V P(v, v0) such

that θ1
v0

= v0 and for all v 6= v0,

θ1
v ∈ inf⊳1

n

{eθ1
u} | e = (v, u) ∈ E

o

,

• first order multi-path solution: Θ1 ∈
Q

v∈V
P(P(v, v0))

such that Θ1
v0

= {v0} and for all v 6= v0,

Θ1
v = inf⊳1

n

{eP | P ∈ Θ1
u} | e = (v, u) ∈ E

o

.

We now generalise the above first order solution notions to
higher orders. First, we define the notation for i-th nested
set as:

{P}[i] ,
n

...{
| {z }

i times

P }...
o

| {z }

i times

,

and concatenation operator ∗ : P(v, u) × P
i(P(u, v0)) →

P
i(P(v, v0)) such that

(1) if P ∈ P(u, v0) and e = (v, u) ∈ E , then e ∗ P , eP ,

(2) if P = {p1, ..., pn} ∈ P
i(P(u, v0)), then it is recur-

sively defined as:

e ∗P , {e ∗ p1, ..., e ∗ pn}.

For example,

e ∗
n

{P}, {Q, R}
o

=
n

{eP}, {eQ, eR}
o

.

Note that for all P ∈ P
i(P(v0)), we have P ◭

≁

i e ∗P.

Finally, for m ≥ 1, m-th order routing solutions is defined
as:

• m-th order uni-path routing solution: a vector θm ∈
Q

v∈V
P

m−1(P(v, v0)) such that θm
v0

= {v0}
[m−1] and

for all v 6= v0,

θm
v ∈ inf⊳m

n

{e ∗ θm
u } | e = (v, u) ∈ E

o

,

• m-th order multi-path routing solution: a vector Θm ∈
Q

v∈V
P

m(P(v, v0)) such that Θm
v0

= {v0}
[m] and for

all v 6= v0,

Θm
v = inf⊳m

n

{e ∗P | P ∈ Θm
u } | e = (v, u) ∈ E

o

,

• m-th order k-best-path routing solution: a vector Θm,(k) ∈
Q

v∈V
P

m(P(v, v0)) such that Θ
m,(k)
v0

= {v0}
[m] and

for all v 6= v0,

Θ
m,(k)
v ⊆ inf⊳m

n

{e ∗P | P ∈ Θ
m,(k)
u } | e = (v, u) ∈ E

o

,

where |Θ
m,(k)
v | ≤ k for all v ∈ V.

6.4 Theorems for Higher Order Routing
Solutions

To seek higher order generalisations of the theorems of
first order solutions in Section 4, we need to impose some
regularity conditions on the m-th order policy structure Sm.

First, inf⊳m may not be well-defined. Second, Sm may
have irregular structures, for instance, for some P,Q ∈
P

m−1(P(v, v0)), there may be

{P} ⊳
≁

m {P, Q}.

But when P is equally preferred as Q, represented as {P,Q},
it appears irregular that having both P,Q is worse than P
alone. Note that this is not to be confused with

n

{p}
o

⊳
≁

m
n

{p, q}
o

,

which is not irregular. In Example 9, < is ⊳
≁

1, which is a

first order preference. Hence, in second order preference, it
is possible to have

n

{R2}
o

⊳
≁

2
n

{T3T1R1, T3R3, R2}
o

,

but it appears irregular to have
n

{R2}
o

⊳
≁

2
n

{T3T1R1, T3R3}, {R2}
o

.
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Furthermore, given Sm = 〈Xm, ⊳m, ◭m〉, we formally de-

fine the embedded (m− 1)-th order policy structure Sm−1
emb ,

〈Xm−1, ⊳m−1, ◭m−1〉 as:

• if {P} ∈ X
m, then P ∈ X

m−1,

• if {P} ⊳m {Q}, then P ⊳m−1 Q.

For example, in Figure 16, S0 is embedded in S1, and in
Figure 17, S1 is embedded in S2.

For m ≥ 1, Sm = 〈Xm, ⊳m, ◭m〉 is said to be regular, if

(1) inf⊳m is well-defined over X
m,

(2) Let Sm−1
emb = 〈

S

v∈V
P

m−1(P(v, v0)), ⊳m−1, ◭m−1〉 be
the embedded policy structure of Sm. For P, Q ∈ X

m,
S

min⊳m−1(P ∪ Q) ⊆
S

inf⊳m{P, Q}.

For example in Figure 17, S2 is regular. We can check

S
min⊳1

“n

{P1}
o

∪
n

{P3}
o”

= {P1} ∪ {P3}

= {P1, P3}

⊆
S

inf⊳2

n

{{P1}}, {{P3}}
o

= {P1, P2} ∪ {P1, P3}

= {P1, P2, P3}.

Regularity is an important property which allows min⊳m−1

to approximate inf⊳m . For a regular m-th order policy
structure Sm, it is straightforward to prove the following
theorems by adapting the corresponding first order versions,
whose proofs can be found in the Appendix of the extended
paper [3].

Theorem 10. Given a regular m-th order policy struc-
ture Sm and its embedded Sm−1

emb , if the policy relation R[Sm−1
emb ]

is anti-reflexive, then there exist m-th order uni-path, multi-
path, and k-best-path solutions.

Theorem 11. Given a regular m-th order policy struc-
ture Sm and its embedded Sm−1

emb , if the policy relation R[Sm−1
emb ]

is anti-reflexive, then the iterates of Bellman-Ford mapping
converge asynchronously to an m-th order multi-path solu-
tion.

7. CONCLUSION
Our contribution is to clarify the interaction between policy-

based routing, that allows complex and heterogeneous rout-
ing policies among routing systems, and non-strict prefer-
ences, that allow ambiguity in the path comparisons. We
show some examples to reveal the subtleties of policy-based
routing with non-strict preferences.

In summary, our theory provides sufficient conditions that
ensure the existence, optimality and asynchronous conver-
gence of stable policy-based routings, in the presence of non-
strict preferences. The sufficient condition for all except
optimality is just the simple notion of no dispute wheels
(or more generally, anti-reflexive policy relation), while the
sufficient condition for optimality is two refined notions of
isotonicity. The ramifications of this work is to enable a
generative approach for the development of new and more
expressive policy languages (e.g. [7]), where small programs
can inspect the syntactic details of policies in routing con-
figurations.

There is a caveat that this work is not about building a
particular design tool for policy languages, but is on casting

light on the principles and theory for such design tools (sim-
ilar to the work of [9]). Our final goal in future work is to
realise a versatile toolset for network operators, with a sound
mathematical framework, by which network operators may
feed in their individual requirements (e.g. satisfying vari-
ous optimising objectives, business relations, and resilience
constraints) and generate appropriate robust policy config-
urations.

There is a further implication of higher order non-strict
preferences. The preferences in Examples 6 and 7 are not
chosen arbitrarily. They precisely capture special algebraic
structures called non-distributive lattices M3 and N5, which
are related to a certain special path algebras discovered
in [4]. Hence, there is a connection between higher order
non-strict preferences and the special path algebras. More
discussions can be found in the extended paper [3].

We remark that a different approach for the algebraic
theory of policy-based routing will be undertaken in future
work, where we develop a generalised path algebra by dis-
carding certain algebraic axioms in path algebra, and solv-
ing fixed-point equations. The issue of non-strict prefer-
ences and non-distributive lattices (including irregular pol-
icy structures) will be addressed in a broader scope in the
generalised path algebra.

Certainly, this work cannot address all the issues of policy-
based routing with non-strict preferences. Questions such as
how multi-path forwarding might actually be implemented,
and devising an efficient algorithm for determining a uni-
path solution, will be a subject of future work.
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9. APPENDIX

9.1 Existence of Multi-path Solution
First, note that, if Θ′ is stabilised, then F [m](Θ′) ⊇ Θ′

and Fv0
[m](Θ′) = {v0}, for all m ≥ 0. Also, it implies that

if eP ∈ min⊳ P(v, v0) such that

(1) eP ∈ Fv(Θ′),

(2) P ∈ Θ′
u for some u ∈ V,

(3) e ∈ (v, u),

then eP ∈ Fv[m](Θ′) for all m ≥ 0. This is because
eP ∈ min⊳ P(v, v0) meaning eP is among the most pre-
ferred paths.

Lemma 0. Given a policy structure S and a stabilised
assignment Θ′, if the policy relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive
and Θ′ is not a fixed-point of F , then there always exists
v 6= v0 and P ∈ P(v, v0) such that

(1) P ∈ min⊳ P(v, v0),

(2) P /∈ Θ′
v,

(3) P ∈ Fv(Θ′).

Proof. Since Θ′ is stabilised (F (Θ′) ⊇ Θ′) and not a
fixed-point (F (Θ′) 6= Θ′), then there exists v 6= v0 such
that

Fv(Θ′) ) Θ′
v, (1)

for some P ∈ P(v, v0) such that

P /∈ Θ′
v and P ∈ Fv(Θ′). (2)

Let Z be the non-empty set of tuples:

Z , {〈v, P 〉 | v satisfies Eqn. (1) and P satisfies Eqn. (2)}.

Let the set of most preferred paths for v not in Θ′
v be

Pmin(v) ,
n

P ∈ P(v, v0) | P /∈ Θ′
v and

P ∈ min⊳ P(v, v0)
o

.

If we can find a tuple 〈v,P 〉 ∈ Z such that P ∈ Pmin(v),
then this completes the proof. The basic idea of the proof is
to suppose that we cannot find such a tuple 〈v, P 〉, then we
deduce that R[S ] is not anti-reflexive, by finding a directed
cycle v1v2v3 · · · vnv1 (see Figure 18) such that

R1 ◭
≁

Pn ⊳
≁
· · · ◭

≁
P3 ⊳

≁
R3 ◭

≁
P2 ⊳

≁
R2 ◭

≁
P1 ⊳

≁
R1,

where Pi = TjRj , Tj ∈ P(vi, vj) and j = (i mod n) + 1.
Now, suppose that for all v ∈ V,

if 〈v, P 〉 ∈ Z, then P /∈ Pmin(v).

To obtain, say P1 ⊳
≁

R1, pick some 〈v1, R1〉 ∈ Z. Since v1

satisfies Eqn. (1) and R1 satisfies Eqn. (2), Pmin(v1) is non-
empty, otherwise Θ′

v1
is a fixed-point. Then, there exists

P1 ∈ Pmin(v1). But P1 /∈ Fv1
(Θ′), otherwise 〈v1, P1〉 ∈ Z

and P1 ∈ Pmin(v1). Since P1 ∈ Pmin(v1) and R1 /∈ Pmin(v1),
we obtain

P1 ⊳
≁

R1.

With P1, we next obtain R2 ◭
≁

P1 for some 〈v2, R2〉 ∈ Z.

Note that P1 is not an edge (i.e. P1 6= (v1, v0)), otherwise
P1 ∈ Fv1

(Θ′) since P1 ∈ Pmin(v1). Thus, as shown in Fig-
ure 18, there always exists another tuple 〈v2, R2〉 such that

:v

;v
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⋯⋯⋯⋯
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Figure 18: For Lemma 0.

(a) v2 ∈ V\{v0, v1},

(b) P1 = TR2 for some T ∈ P(v1, v2), R2 ∈ P(v2, v0).

Moreover, there always exists a tuple 〈v2, R2〉 satisfying (a)
and (b), and also 〈v2, R2〉 ∈ Z. Since

(1) P1 connects from v1 to v0,

(2) P1 /∈ Θ′
v1

and P1 /∈ Fv1
(Θ′),

(3) Fv0
[m](Θ′) = {v0} for all m ≥ 0.

Therefore, as depicted in Figure 18, there always exists an
immediate vertex u2 ∈ V with the possibility that u2 = v0,
such that

(1) P1 = TeQ for some T ∈ P(v1, v2), e = (v2, u2), and
Q ∈ P(u2, v0),

(2) Q ∈ Fu2
[m](Θ′) for all m ≥ 0,

(3) eQ /∈ Θ′
v2

but eQ ∈ Fv2
(Θ′).

Let R2 = eQ, we obtain 〈v2, R2〉 ∈ Z and

R2 ◭
≁

P1.

We repeat the above argument for v2 to obtain P2 ∈
Pmin(v2) such that P2 ⊳

≁
R2, and next similarly, 〈v3, R3〉 ∈

Z such that R3 ◭
≁

P2. Iteratively, we obtain sequences

(v1, v2, v3, ...), (P1, P2, P3, ...) and (R1, R2, R3, ...). But (v1, v2, v3, ...)
contains finitely many elements as V is finite. If it does not
repeat, then it stops at some v̂ and we can find the corre-
sponding R̂ such that 〈v̂, R̂〉 ∈ Z and R̂ ∈ Pmin(v̂), satisfying
the proof. Otherwise, if it repeats, then it gives a directed
cycle v1v2v3 · · · vnv1 (as in Figure 18) such that

R1 ◭
≁

Pn ⊳
≁
· · · ◭

≁
P3 ⊳

≁
R3 ◭

≁
P2 ⊳

≁
R2 ◭

≁
P1 ⊳

≁
R1.

Then, it is a contradiction — R[S ] is not anti-reflexive.

Lemma 1. Given a policy structure S and a stabilised
assignment Θ′, if the policy relation R[S ] is anti-reflexive
and Θ′ is not a fixed-point for F , then there always exists
an assignment Θ′′ ∈ Θ such that

(1) Θ′′ ) Θ′,

(2) Θ′′ is also stabilised,

(3) for all Θ ∈ Θ, if Θ ⊇ Θ′, then F (Θ) ⊇ Θ′′.

Proof. Suppose R[S ] is anti-reflexive. By Lemma 0,

there exists v̂ 6= v0 and R̂ ∈ P(v̂, v0) such that

(1) R̂ ∈ min⊳ P(v̂, v0),

(2) R̂ /∈ Θ′
v, but R̂ ∈ Fv̂(Θ′).
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Hence, let Θ′′ be

Θ′′
v ,


Θ′

v ∪ {R̂} v = v̂
Θ′

v v 6= v̂.

Clearly, Θ′′ ) Θ′. Also, Θ′′ is stabilised because R̂ ∈
min⊳ P(v̂, v0). Since R̂ ∈ Fv̂(Θ′), Θ′ is stabilised and

R̂ ∈ min⊳ P(v̂, v0), it follows that for all Θ ∈ Θ, if Θ ⊇ Θ′,
then F (Θ) ⊇ Θ′′.

9.2 Existence of Uni-path Solution

Lemma 2. Given a policy structure S , if the policy rela-
tion R[S ] is anti-reflexive, then there exists a tie-breaking
policy structure S ′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′] is anti-reflexive.

Proof. The basic idea is to suppose that S ′ ∈ T (S) such
that R[S ′] is not anti-reflexive. We can always construct a
new policy structure S ′′ ∈ T (S) such that R[S ′′] is anti-
reflexive, satisfying Lemma 2.

Suppose S ′ = 〈P(v0), ⊳′, ◭〉, where R[S ′] is not anti-
reflexive. Let the set of dispute wheels in S ′ be

{Di = 〈P i
1 , ..., P i

k, Qi
1, ..., Q

i
k〉}

such that for each dispute wheel Di, we have

P i
1 ⊳

≁

′ Qi
1 ◭

≁
P i

2 ⊳
≁

′ Qi
2 ◭

≁
· · · ⊳

≁

′ Qi
k ◭

≁
P i

1 . (♯)

We call a pair (Qi
j , P

i
j ) in Di a free pair, if Qi

j 6⊳
≁

P i
j . Suppose

there exists no free pair in Di, since S ′ is tie-breaking, then
(♯) implies the following:

P i
1 ⊳

≁
Qi

1 ◭
≁

P i
2 ⊳

≁
Qi

2 ◭
≁
· · · ⊳

≁
Qi

k ◭
≁

P i
1 ,

which contradicts R[S ] being anti-reflexive. Hence, there
always exists a free pair in any Di.

Assume that (P i
j , Qi

j) is a free pair in Di. To construct a
new S ′′, we can copy everything in S ′ to S ′′, except reversing
the preference direction:

P i
j ⊳

≁
Qi

j → Qi
j ⊳

≁
P i

j .

Since (P i
j , Qi

j) is a free pair, then S ′′ ∈ T (S). In S ′′, the
dispute wheel Di is broken by reversing the preference di-
rection of (P i

j , Qi
j). Nonetheless, this may generate another

dispute wheel, say D
′.

Next, we can combine Di and D
′ into another dispute

wheel D
′′ by removing the edge P i

j ⊳
≁

Qi
j (see Figure 19).

Again, there always exists a free pair in D
′′, say (P ′, Q′). If

reversing the preference direction in (P ′, Q′) does not cre-
ate another dispute wheel, then we can break dispute wheel
Di, by reversing the preference directions in (P i

j , Qi
j) and

(P ′, Q′).
Otherwise, repeat the process of combining dispute wheels.

This process must stop because |P(v0)| is bounded, and
there is a fixed number of pairs (P i

j , Qi
j). If the final com-

bined dispute wheel contains no free pairs, then this contra-
dicts R[S ] being anti-reflexive (see Figure 19). Therefore,
we can always break any dispute wheel Di in S to construct a
new S ′′, without generating a new dispute wheel. Continue
this process, we can remove all dispute wheels in S ′.
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Figure 19: Free pairs are highlighted by dotted cir-
cles. D1 and D2 are combined by removing P 1

1 ⊳
≁

Q1
1.

The combined dispute wheel always has free pairs,
otherwise R[S ] is not anti-reflexive.

9.3 Higher Order Routing Solutions
Using regularity, we can approximate inf⊳m by min⊳m−1 .

For a regular m-th order policy structure Sm, it is straight-
forward to adapt the corresponding first order theorems.

Theorem 10. Given a regular m-th order policy struc-
ture Sm and its embedded Sm−1

emb , if the policy relation R[Sm−1
emb ]

is anti-reflexive, then there exist m-th order uni-path, multi-
path, and k-best-path solutions.

Proof. The proof is only technical substitutions in to
the corresponding first order lemmas and theorems. Here
we only show how to adapt Lemma 0.

Let X
m
v , {P ∈ P

m(P(v, v0)) | P ∈ X
m}. Suppose

Sm−1
emb = 〈Xm−1, ⊳m−1, ◭m−1〉. Since Sm is regular, if {r1} ∈

X
m
v , then

r1 6⊆
S

inf⊳m X
m
v ⇒ r1 /∈ min⊳m−1 X

m−1
v .
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Thus, there always exists {p1} ∈ X
m
v , such that

p1 ⊳
≁

m−1 r1, or {p1} ⊳
≁

m {r1}.

Next, since for all P ∈ X
m, P ◭

≁

m e∗P, we can always find

another {r2} ∈ X
m
v such that {r2} ◭

≁

m {p1}, in adapting

the corresponding parts in Lemma 0.
Hence, we can find:

{r1} ◭
≁

m {pn} ⊳
≁

m · · · ◭
≁

m {p2} ⊳
≁

m {r2} ◭
≁

m {p1} ⊳
≁

m {r1},

contradicting R[Sm−1
emb ] being anti-reflexive. Therefore, we

can prove the higher order version of Theorem 1.

Similar to Theorem 10, we can prove the higher order
version of Theorem 6 as Theorem 11.
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ABSTRACT

The success of Skype has inspired a generation of peer-to-
peer-based solutions for satisfactory real-time multimedia
services over the Internet. However, fundamental questions,
such as whether VoIP services like Skype are good enough in
terms of user satisfaction, have not been formally addressed.
One of the major challenges lies in the lack of an easily

accessible and objective index to quantify the degree of user

satisfaction.
In this work, we propose a model, geared to Skype, but

generalizable to other VoIP services, to quantify VoIP user
satisfaction based on a rigorous analysis of the call dura-
tion from actual Skype traces. The User Satisfaction Index
(USI) derived from the model is unique in that 1) it is com-
posed by objective source- and network-level metrics, such
as the bit rate, bit rate jitter, and round-trip time, 2) unlike
speech quality measures based on voice signals, such as the
PESQ model standardized by ITU-T, the metrics are eas-
ily accessible and computable for real-time adaptation, and
3) the model development only requires network measure-
ments, i.e., no user surveys or voice signals are necessary.
Our model is validated by an independent set of metrics
that quantifies the degree of user interaction from the ac-
tual traces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are over 200 million Skype downloads and approxi-

mately 85 million users worldwide. The user base is growing
at more than 100, 000 a day, and there are 3.5 to 4 million
active users at any one time12. The phenomenal growth
of Skype has not only inspired a generation of application-
level solutions for satisfactory real-time multimedia services
over the Internet, but also stunned the market observers
worldwide with the recent US$ 4.1 billion deal with eBay3.
Network engineers and market observers study Skype for
different reasons. The former seek ways to enhance user sat-
isfaction, while the latter collect information to refine their
predictions of the growth of the user base. They both, how-
ever, need the answer to a fundamental question: Is Skype

providing a good enough voice phone service to the users, or
is there still room for improvement?

To date, there has not been a formal study that quanti-
fies the level of user satisfaction with the Skype voice phone
service. The difficulties lie in 1) the peer-to-peer nature
of Skype, which makes it difficult to capture a substantial
amount of traffic for analysis; and 2) existing approaches to
studying user satisfaction rely on speech-signal-level infor-
mation that is not available to parties other than the call
participants. Furthermore, studies that evaluate the percep-
tual quality of audio are mostly signal-distortion-based [9–
11]. This approach has two drawbacks: 1) it usually re-
quires access to signals from both ends, the original and the
degraded signals, which is not practical in VoIP applications;
2) it cannot take account of factors other than speech sig-
nal degradation, e.g., variable listening levels, sidetone/talk
echo, and conversational delay.

We propose an objective, perceptual index for measuring
Skype user satisfaction. The model, called the User Satisfac-
tion Index (USI), is based on a rigorous analysis of the call
duration and source- and network-level QoS metrics. The
specific model presented in this paper is geared to Skype,

1
http://www.voipplanet.com/solutions/article.php/3580131

2
http://www.skypejournal.com/blog/archives/2005/05/

3 million skype 1.php
3
http://gigaom.com/2005/09/11/skype-ebay-happening/
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but the methodology is generalizable to other VoIP and in-
teractive real-time multimedia services. Our model is unique
in that the parameters used to construct the index are easy

to access. The required information can be obtained by pas-
sive measurement and ping-like probing. The parameters
are also easy to compute, as only first- and second-moment
statistics of the packet counting process are needed. There
is no need to consider voice signals. Therefore, user satis-
faction can be assessed online. This will enable any QoS-
sensitive application to adapt in real time its source rate,
data path, or relay node for optimal user satisfaction.

To validate the index, we compare the proposed USI with
an independent set of metrics that quantify the degree of
voice interactivity from actual Skype sessions. The basic
assumption is that the more smoothly users interact, the

more satisfied they will be. The level of user interaction is
defined by the responsiveness, response delay, and talk burst
length. Speech activity is estimated by a wavelet-based algo-
rithm [6] from packet size processes. The strong correlation
observed between the interactivity of user conversations and
USI supports the representativeness of the USI.

By deriving the objective, perceptual index, we are able to
quantify the relative impact of the bit rate, the compound of
delay jitter and packet loss, and network latency on Skype
call duration. The importance of these three factors is ap-
proximately 46%:53%:1% respectively. The delay jitter and
loss rate are known to be critical to the perception of real-
time applications. To our surprise, network latency has rel-
atively little effect, but the source rate is almost as critical
as the compound of the delay jitter and packet loss. We be-
lieve these discoveries indicate that adaptations for a stable,
higher bandwidth channel are likely the most effective way
to increase user satisfaction in Skype. The selection of re-
lay nodes based on network delay optimization, a technique
often used to find a quality detour by peer-to-peer overlay
multimedia applications, is less likely to make a significant
difference for Skype in terms of user satisfaction.

Our contribution is three-fold: 1) We devise an objective
and perceptual user satisfaction index in which the param-
eters are all easily measurable and computable online; 2)
we validate the index with an independent set of metrics
for voice interactivity derived from user conversation pat-
terns; and 3) we quantify the influence of the bit rate, jitter
and loss, and delay on call duration, which provides hints
about the priority of the metrics to tune for optimal user
satisfaction with Skype.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes related works. We discuss the measurement
methodology and summarize our traces in Section 3. In
Section 4, we derive the USI by analyzing Skype VoIP ses-
sions, especially the relationship between call duration and
source-/network-level conditions. In Section 5, we validate
the USI with an independent set metrics based on speech
interactivity. Finally, Section 6 draws our conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
Objective methods for assessing speech quality can be

classified into two types: referenced and unreferenced. Ref-
erenced methods [9,11] measure distortion between original
and degraded speech signals and map the distortion values
to mean opinion scores (MOS). However, there are two prob-
lems with such model: 1) both the original and the degraded
signals must be available, and 2) it is difficult to synchro-

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed USI and the
objective measures of speech quality

USI speech quality measures

to quantify user satisfaction speech quality

built upon† call duration subjective MOS
predictors QoS factors distortion of signals
† the response variable used in the model development

nize the two signals. Unreferenced models [10], on the other
hand, do not have the above problems, as only the degraded
signal is required. The unreferenced models, however, do not
capture human perception as well as the referenced models.

The USI model and the measures of speech quality al-
though aim similarly at providing objective metrics to quan-
tify user perception, however, they have a number of sub-
stantial differences: 1) the USI model is based on call du-
ration, rather than speech quality; therefore, factors other
than speech quality, such as listening volume and conver-
sational delay [11], can also be captured by USI; and 2)
rather than relying on subjective surveys, the USI model
is based on passive measurement, so it can capture subcon-

scious reactions that listeners are even unaware of. Table 1
summarizes the major differences.

3. TRACE COLLECTION
In this section, we describe the collection of Skype VoIP

sessions and their network parameters. We first present the
network setup and filtering method used in the traffic cap-
ture stage. The algorithm for extracting VoIP sessions from
packet traces is then introduced, followed by the strategy
to sample path characteristics. Finally, we summarize the
collected VoIP sessions.

3.1 Network Setup
Because of the peer-to-peer nature of Skype, no one net-

work node can see traffic between any two Skype hosts in
the world. However, it is still possible to gather Skype traffic
related to a particular site. To do so, we set up a packet snif-
fer that monitors all traffic entering and leaving a campus
network, as shown in Fig. 1. The sniffer is a FreeBSD 5.2
machine equipped with dual Intel Xeon 3.2G processors and
one gigabyte memory. As noted in [12], two Skype nodes
can communicate via a relay node if they have difficulties
establishing sessions. Also, a powerful Skype node is likely
to be used as the relay node of VoIP sessions if it has been
up for a sufficient length of time. Therefore we also set up
a powerful Linux machine to elicit more relay traffic during
the course of trace collection.

3.2 Capturing Skype Traffic
Given the huge amount of monitored traffic and the low

proportion of Skype traffic, we use two-phase filtering to
identify Skype VoIP sessions. In the first stage, we filter and
store possible Skype traffic on the disk. Then in the second
stage, we apply an off-line identification algorithm on the
captured packet traces to extract actual Skype sessions.

To detect possible Skype traffic in real time, we leverage
some known properties of Skype clients [1, 12]. First of all,
Skype does not use any well-known port number, which is
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Figure 1: The network setup for VoIP session col-
lection

one of the difficulties in distinguishing Skype traffic from
that of other applications. Instead, it uses a dynamic port
number in most communications, which we call the “Skype
port” hereafter. Skype uses this port to send all outgoing
UDP packets and accept incoming TCP connections and
UDP packets. The port is chosen randomly when the appli-
cation is installed and can be configured by users. Secondly,
in the login process, Skype submits HTTP requests to a
well-known server, ui.skype.com. If the login is successful,
Skype contacts one or more super nodes listed in its host
cache by sending UDP packets through its Skype port.

Based on the above knowledge, we use a heuristic to detect
Skype hosts and their Skype ports. The heuristic works as
follows. For each HTTP request sent to ui.skype.com, we
treat the sender as a Skype host and guess its Skype port
by inspecting the port numbers of outgoing UDP packets
sent within the next 10 seconds. The port number used
most frequently is chosen as the Skype port of that host.
Once a Skype host has been identified, all peers that have
bi-directional communication with the Skype port on that
the host are also classified as Skype hosts. With such a
heuristic, we maintained a table of identified Skype hosts
and their respective Skype ports, and recorded all traffic
sent from or to these (host, port) pairs. The heuristic is not
perfect because it also records non-voice-packets and may
collect traffic from other applications by mistake. Despite
the occasional false positives, it does reduce the number of
packets we need to capture to only 1–2% of the number of
observed packets in our environment. As such, it is a simple
filtering method that effectively filters out most unwanted
traffic and reduces the overhead of off-line processing.

3.3 Identification of VoIP Sessions
Having captured packet traces containing possible Skype

traffic, we proceed to extract true VoIP sessions. We de-
fine a “flow” as a succession of packets with the same five-
tuple (source and destination IP address, source and des-
tination port numbers, and protocol number). We deter-
mine whether a flow is active or not by its moving average
packet rate. A flow is deemed active if its rate is higher than
a threshold 15 pkt/sec, and considered inactive otherwise.
The average packet rate is computed using an exponential
weighted moving average (EWMA) as follows:

Ai+1 = (1 − α)Ai + αIi,

where Ii represents the average packet rate of the i-th second

of the flow and Ai is the average rate. The weight α is set
at 0.15 when the flow is active and 0.75 when the flow is
inactive. The different weights used in different states allow
the start of a flow to be detected more quickly [12].

An active flow is regarded as a valid VoIP session if all
the following criteria are met:

• The flow’s duration is longer than 10 seconds.

• The average packet rate is within a reasonable range,
(10, 100) pkt/sec.

• The average packet size is within (30, 300) bytes. Also,
the EWMA of the packet size process (with α = 0.15)
must be within (35, 500) bytes all the time.

After VoIP sessions have been identified, each pair of ses-
sions is checked to see if it can form a relayed session, i.e.,
these two flows are used to convey the same set of VoIP
packets with the relay node in our campus network. We
merge a pair of flows into a relayed session if the following
conditions are met: 1) the flows’ start and finish time are
close to each other with errors less than 30 seconds; 2) the
ratio of their average packet rates is smaller than 1.5; and 3)
their packet arrival processes are positively correlated with
a coefficient higher than 0.5.

3.4 Measurement of Path Characteristics
As voice packets may experience delay or loss while trans-

mitting over the network, the path characteristics would un-
doubtedly affect speech quality. However, we cannot deduce
round-trip times (RTT) and their jitters simply from packet
traces because Skype voice packets are encrypted and most
of them are conveyed by UDP. Therefore, We send out probe
packets to measure paths’ round-trip times while captur-
ing Skype traffic. In order to minimize the possible dis-
turbance caused by active measurement, probes are sent in
batches of 20 with exponential intervals of mean 1 second.
Probe batches are sent at two-minute intervals for each ac-
tive flow. While “ping” tasks are usually achieved by ICMP
packets, many routers nowadays discard such packets to re-
duce load and prevent attacks. Fortunately, we find that,
certain Skype hosts respond to traceroute probes sent to
their Skype ports. Thus, to increase the yield rate of RTT
samples, traceroute-like probes, which are based on UDP,
are also used in addition to ICMP probes.

3.5 Trace Summary
The trace collection took place over two months in late

2005. We obtained 634 VoIP sessions, of which 462 sessions
were usable as they had more than five RTT samples. Of
the 462 sessions, 253 were directly-established and 209 were
relayed. A summary of the collected sessions is listed in Ta-
ble 2. One can see from the table that median of the relayed
session durations is significantly shorter than that of the di-
rect sessions, as their 95% confidence bands do not overlap.
We believe the discrepancy could be explained by various
factors, such as larger RTTs or lower bit rates. The rela-
tionship between these factors and the session/call duration
is investigated in detail in the next section.

4. ANALYSIS OF CALL DURATION
In this section, based on a statistical analysis, we posit

that call duration is significantly correlated with QoS fac-

tors, including the bit rate, network latency, network delay
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Table 2: Summary of collected VoIP sessions
Category Calls Hosts† Cens. TCP Duration‡ Bit Rate (mean/std) Avg. RTT (mean/std)

Direct 253 240 1 7.1% (6.43, 10.42) min 32.21 Kbps / 15.67 Kbps 157.3 ms / 269.0 ms
Relayed 209 369 5 9.1% (3.12, 5.58) min 29.22 Kbps / 10.28 Kbps 376.7 ms / 292.1 ms
Total 462 570 6 8.0% (5.17, 7.70) min 30.86 Kbps / 13.57 Kbps 256.5 ms / 300.0 ms
† Number of involved Skype hosts in VoIP sessions, including relay nodes used (if any).
‡ The 95% confidence band of median call duration.

variations, and packet loss. We then develop a model to de-
scribe the relationship between call duration and QoS fac-
tors. Assuming that call duration implies the conversation
quality users perceive, we propose an objective index, the
User Satisfaction Index (USI) to quantify the level of user
satisfaction. Later, in Section 5, we will validate the USI
by voice interactivity measures inferred from user conserva-
tions, where both measures strongly support each other.

4.1 Survival Analysis
In our trace (shown in Table 2), 6 out of 462 calls were

censored, i.e., only a portion of the calls was observed by our
monitor. This was due to accidental disk or network out-
age during the trace period. Censored observations should
be also used because longer sessions are more likely to be
censored than shorter session. Simply disregarding them
will lead to underestimation. Additionally, while regression
analysis is a powerful technique for investigating relation-
ships among variables, the most commonly used linear re-
gression is not appropriate for modeling call duration be-
cause the assumption of normal errors with equal variance
is violated. However, with proper transformation, the re-
lationships of session time and predictors can be described
well by the Cox Proportional Hazards model [3] in survival
analysis. For the sake of censoring and the Cox regression
model, we adopt methodologies as well as terminology in
survival analysis in this paper.

4.2 Effect of Source Rate
Skype uses a wideband codec that adapts to the network

environment by adjusting the bandwidth used. It is gener-
ally believed that Skype uses the iSAC codec provided by
Global IP Sound. According to the white paper of iSAC4, it
automatically adjusts the transmission rate from a low of 10
Kbps to a high of 32 Kbps. However, most of the sessions
in our traces used 20–64 Kbps. A higher source rate means
that more quality sound samples are sent at shorter inter-
vals so that the receiver gets better voice quality. Therefore,
we expect that users’ conversation time will be affected, to
some extent, by the source rate chosen by Skype.

Skype adjusts the voice quality by two orthogonal dimen-
sions: the frame size (30–60 ms according to the iSAC white
paper), and the encoding bit rate. The frame size directly
decides the sending rate of voice packets; for example, 300
out of 462 sessions use a frame size of 30 ms in both di-
rections, which corresponds to about 33 packets per second.
Because packets may be delayed or dropped in the network,
we do not have exact information about the source rate of
remote Skype hosts, i.e., nodes outside the monitored net-
work. Assuming the loss rate is within a reasonable range,

4http://www.globalipsound.com/datasheets/iSAC.pdf
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Figure 2: Survival curves for sessions with different
bit rate levels

say less than 5%, we use the received data rate as an ap-
proximation of the source rate. We find that packet rates
and bit rates are highly correlated (with a correlation coef-
ficient ≈ 0.82); however, they are not perfectly proportional
because packet sizes vary. To be concise, in the following,
we only discuss the effect of the bit rate because 1) it has a
higher correlation with call duration; and, 2) although not
shown, the packet rate has a similar (positive) correlation
with session time.

We begin with a fundamental question: “Does call dura-

tion differ significantly with different bit rates?” To answer
this question, we use the estimated survival functions for ses-
sions with different bit rates. In Fig. 2, the survival curves
of three session groups, divided by 25 Kbps (15%) and 35
Kbps (60%), are plotted. The median session time of groups
1 and 3 are 2 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively, which
gives a high ratio of 10. We can highlight this difference in
another way: while 30% of calls with bit rates > 35 Kbps
last for more than 40 minutes, only 3% of calls hold for the
same duration with low bit rates (< 25 Kbps).

The Mantel-Haenszel test (also known as the log-rank
test) [8] is commonly used to judge whether a number of
survival functions are statistically equivalent. The log-rank
test, with the null hypothesis that all the survival functions
are equivalent, reports p = 1−Prχ2,2(58) ≈ 2.7e−13, which
strongly suggests that call duration varies with different lev-
els of bit rate. To reveal the relationship between the bit
rate and call duration in more detail, the median time and
their standard errors of sessions with increasing bit rates
are plotted in Fig. 3. The trend of median duration shows
a strong, consistent, positive, correlation with the bit rate.
Before concluding that the bit rate has a pronounced effect
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Figure 3: Correlation of bit rate with session time

on call duration, however, we remark that the same result
could also be achieved if Skype always chooses a low bit rate
initially, and increases it gradually. The hypothesis is not
proven because a significant proportion of sessions (7%) are
of short duration (< 5 minutes) and have a high bit rate
(> 40 Kbps).

4.3 Effect of Network Conditions
In addition to the source rate, network conditions are also

considered to be one of the primary factors that affect voice
quality. In order not to disturb the conversation of the Skype
users, the RTT probes (cf. Section 3.4) were sent at 1 Hz,
a frequency that is too low to capture delay jitters due to
queueing and packet loss. So we must seek some other met-
ric to grade the interference of the network. Given that
1) Skype generates VoIP packets regularly, and 2) the fre-
quency of VoIP packets is relatively high, so the fluctuations
in the data rate observed at the receiver should reflect net-
work delay variations to some extent. Therefore, we use the
standard deviation of the bit rate sampled every second to
represent the degree of network delay jitters and packet loss.
For brevity, we use jitter to denote the standard deviation
of the bit rate, and packet rate jitter, or pr.jitter, to denote
the standard deviation of the packet rate.

4.3.1 Effect of Round-Trip Times

We divide sessions into three equal-sized groups based on
their RTTs, and compare their lifetime patterns with the
estimated survival functions. As a result, the three groups
differ significantly (p = 3.9e − 6). The median duration of
sessions with RTTs > 270 ms is 4 minutes, while sessions
with RTTs between 80 ms and 270 ms and sessions with
RTTs < 80 ms have median duration of 5.2 and 11 minutes,
respectively.

4.3.2 Effect of Jitter

We find that variable jitter, which captures the level of
network delay variations and packet loss, has a much higher
correlation with call duration than round-trip times. As
shown in Fig. 4, the three session groups, which are divided
by jitters of 1 Kbps and 2 Kbps, have median time of 3, 11,
and 21 minutes, respectively. The p-value of the equivalence
test of these groups is 1 − Prχ2,2(154) ≈ 0. The correlation
plot, depicted in Fig. 5, shows a consistent and significant
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Figure 5: Correlation of jitter with session time

downward trend in jitter versus time. Although not very
pronounced, the jitter seems to have a “threshold” effect
when it is of low magnitude. That is, a negative correla-
tion between jitter and session time is only apparent when
the former is higher than 0.5 pkt/sec. Such threshold effects,
often seen in factors that capture human behavior, are plau-
sible because listeners may not be aware of a small amount
of degradation in voice quality.

4.4 Regression Modeling
We have shown that most of the QoS factors we defined,

including the source rate, RTT, and jitter, are related to call
duration. However, we note that correlation analysis does
not reveal the true impact of individual factors because of
the collinearity of factors. For example, given that the bit
rate and jitter are significantly correlated (with p ≈ 2e− 6),
if both factors are related to call duration, which one is the
true source of user dissatisfaction is unclear. Users could
be particularly unhappy because of one of the factors, or be
sensitive to both of them.

To separate the impact of individual factors, we adopt
regression analysis to model call duration as the response
to QoS factors. Given that linear regression is inappropri-
ate for modeling call duration, we show that the Cox model
provides a statistically sound fit for the collected Skype ses-
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Table 3: The directions and levels of correlation be-
tween pairs of QoS factors

br pr jitter pr.jitter pktsize rtt

br ∗ +++ ++ +++ −

pr +++ ∗ − −−− + −−

jitter ++ − ∗ +++ +++

pr.jitter −−− +++ ∗

pktsize +++ + +++ ∗

rtt − −− ∗

† +/−: positive or negative correlation.
‡ Symbol #: p-value is less than 5e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, respectively.

sions. Following the development of the model, we propose
an index to quantify user satisfaction and then validate the
index by prediction.

4.4.1 The Cox Model

The Cox proportional hazards model [3] has long been
the most used procedure for modeling the relationship be-
tween factors and censored outcomes. In the Cox model, we
treat QoS factors, e.g., the bit rate, as risk factors or co-
variates; in other words, as variables that can cause failures.
In this model, the hazard function of each session is decided

completely by a baseline hazard function and the risk factors

related to that session. We define the risk factors of a session
as a risk vector Z. The regression equation is defined as

h(t|Z) = h0(t) exp(βtZ) = h0(t) exp(

p
X

k=1

βkZk), (1)

where h(t|Z) is the hazard rate at time t for a session with
risk vector Z; h0(t) is the baseline hazard function computed
during the regression process; and β = (β1, . . . , βp)t is the
coefficient vector that corresponds to the impact of risk fac-
tors. Dividing both sides of Equation 1 by h0(t) and taking
the logarithm, we obtain

log
h(t|Z)

h0(t)
= β1Z1 + · · · + βkZk =

p
X

k=1

βkZk = β
tZ, (2)

where Zp is the pth factor of the session. The right side of
Equation 2 is a linear combination of covariates with weights
set to the respective regression coefficients, i.e., it is trans-
formed into a linear regression equation. The Cox model
possesses the property that, if we look at two sessions with
risk vectors Z and Z′, the hazard ratio (ratio of their hazard
rates) is

h(t|Z)

h(t|Z′)
=

h0(t) exp[
Pp

k=1
βkZk]

h0(t) exp[
Pp

k=1
βkZ′

k]

= exp[

p
X

k=1

βk(Zk − Z′
k)], (3)

which is a time-independent constant, i.e., the hazard ratio
of the two sessions is independent of time. For this reason
the Cox model is often called the proportional hazards model.
On the other hand, Equation 3 imposes the strictest condi-
tions when applying the Cox model, because the validity of
the model relies on the assumption that the hazard rates for

any two sessions must be in proportion all the time.

4.4.2 Collinearity among Factors

Although we can simply put all potential QoS factors into
a regression model, the result would be ambiguous if the
predictors were strongly interrelated [7]. Now that we have
seven factors, namely, the bit rate (br), packet rate (pr),
jitter, pr.jitter, packet size (pktsize), and round-trip times
(rtt), we explain why not all of them can be included in the
model simultaneously.

Table 3 provides the directions and levels of interrelation
between each pair of factors, where the p-value is computed
by Kendall’s τ statistic as the pairs are not necessarily de-
rived from a bivariate normal distribution. However, Pear-
son’s product moment statistic yields similar results. We
find that 1) the bit rate, packet rate, and packet size are
strongly interrelated; and 2) jitter and packet rate jitter are
strongly interrelated. By comparing the regression coeffi-
cients when correlated variables are added or deleted, we
find that the interrelation among QoS factors is very strong
so that variables in the same collinear group could interfere
with each other. To obtain an interpretable model, only one
variable in each collinear group can remain. As a result,
only the bit rate, jitter, and RTT are retained in the model,
as the first two are the most significant predictors compared
with their interrelated variables.

4.4.3 Sampling of QoS Factors

In the regression modeling, we use a scalar value for each
risk factor to capture user perceived quality. QoS factors,
such as the round-trip delay time, however, are usually not
constant, but vary during a call. To extract a representative
value for each factor in a session, which is resemble to feature
vector extraction in pattern recognition, will be a key to how
well the model can describe the observed sessions.

Intuitively, the values averaged across the whole session
time would be a good choice. However, extreme conditions
may have much more influence on user behavior than or-
dinary conditions. For example, users may hang up a call
earlier because of serious network lags in a short period, but
be insensitive to mild and moderate lags that occur all the
time. To derive the most representative risk vector, we pro-
pose three measures to account for network quality, namely,
the minimum, the average, and the maximum, by two-level
sampling. That is, the original series s is first divided into
sub-series of length w, from which network conditions are
sampled. This sub-series approach confines measure of net-
work quality within time spans of w, thus excludes the effect

of large-scale variations. The minimum, average, and max-
imum measures are then taken from sampled QoS factors
which has length ⌈|s|/w⌉. One of the three measures will
be chosen depending on their ability to describe the user
perceived experience during a call.

We evaluate all kinds of measures and window sizes by
fitting the extracted QoS factors into the Cox model and
comparing the model’s log-likelihood, i.e., an indicator of
goodness-of-fit. Finally, the maximum bit rate and mini-

mum jitter are chosen, both sampled with a window of 30
seconds. The short time window implies that users are more
sensitive to short-term, rather than long-term, behavior of

network quality, as the latter may have no influence on voice
quality at all. The sampling of the bit rate, jitter, and RTT
consistently chooses the value that represents the best quality

a user experienced. This interesting finding may be further
verified by cognitive models that could determine whether
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Figure 6: The functional form of the bit rate factor

the best or the worst experience has a more dominant effect
on user behavior.

4.4.4 Model Fitting

For a continuous variable, the Cox model assumes a linear
relationship between the covariates and the hazard function,
i.e., it implies that the ratio of risks between a 20 Kbps- and
a 30 Kbps-bit rate session is the same as that between a 40
Kbps- and 50 Kbps-bit rate session. Thus, to proceed with
the Cox model, we must ensure that our predictors have a
linear influence on the hazard functions.

We investigate the impact of the covariates on the hazard
functions with the following equation:

E[si] = exp(βtf(Z))

Z ∞

0

I(ti � s)h0(s)ds, (4)

where si is the censoring status of session i, and f(z) is
the estimated functional form of the covariate z. This cor-
responds to a Poisson regression model if h0(s) is known,
where the value of h0(s) can be approximated by simply fit-
ting a Cox model with unadjusted covariates. We can then
fit the Poisson model with smoothing spline terms for each
covariate [13]. If the covariate has a linear impact on the
hazard functions, the smoothed terms will approximate a
straight line.

In Fig. 6(a), we plot the fitted splines, as well as their
two-standard-error confidence bands, for the bit rate factor.
From the graph, we observe that the influence of the bit
rate is not proportional to its magnitude (note the change
of slope around 35 Kbps); thus, modeling this factor as
linear would not provide a good fit. A solution for non-
proportional variables is scale transformation. As shown in
Fig. 6(b), the logarithmic variable, br.log, has a smoother
and approximately proportional influence on the failure rate.
This indicates that the failure rate is proportional to the
scale of the bit rate, rather than its magnitude. A similar
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Figure 7: The functional form of the jitter factor

Table 4: Coefficients in the final model

Variable Coef eCoef Std. Err. z P > |z|
br.log -2.15 0.12 0.13 -16.31 0.00e+00
jitter.log 1.55 4.7 0.09 16.43 0.00e+00
rtt 0.36 1.4 0.18 2.02 4.29e-02

situation occurs with the jitter factor, i.e., the factor also
has a non-linear impact, but its impact is approximately lin-
ear by taking logarithms, as shown in Fig. 7. On the other
hand, the RTT factor has an approximate linear impact so
that there is no need to adjust for it.

We employ a more generalized Cox model that allows
time-dependent coefficients [13] to check the proportional
hazard assumption by hypothesis tests. After adjustment,
none of covariates reject the linearity hypothesis at signifi-
cance level 0.1, i.e., the transformed variables have an ap-
proximate linear impact on the hazard functions. In addi-
tion, we use the Cox and Snell residuals ri (for session i) to
assess the overall goodness-of-fit of the model [4]. We find
that, except for a few sessions that have unusual call du-
ration, most sessions fit the model very well; therefore, the
adequacy of the fitted model is confirmed.

4.4.5 Model Interpretation

The regression coefficients, β, along with their standard
errors and significance values of the final model are listed
in Table 4. Contrasting them with Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 re-
veals that the coefficients βbr.log and βjitter.log are simply
the slopes in the linear regression of the covariate versus
the hazard function. β can be physically interpreted by
the hazard ratios (Equation 3). For example, assuming
two Skype users call their friends at the same time with
similar bit rates and round-trip times to the receivers, but
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Figure 8: Relative influence of different QoS factors
for each session

the jitters they experience are 1 Kbps and 2 Kbps respec-
tively, the hazard ratio of the two calls can be computed by
exp((log(2)− log(1))× βjitter.log) ≈ 2.9. That is, as long as
both users are still talking, in every instant, the probability
that user 2 will hang up is 2.9 times the probability that
user 1 will do so.

The model can also be used to quantify the relative in-

fluence of QoS factors. Knowing which factors have more
impact than others is beneficial, as it helps assign resources

appropriately to derive the maximum marginal effect in im-

proving users’ perceived quality. We cannot simply treat β

as the relative impact of factors because they have different
units. We define the factors’ relative weights as their con-
tribution to the risk score, i.e., βtZ. When computing the
contribution of a factor, the other factors are set to their
respective minimum values found in the trace. The relative
impact of each QoS factor, which is normalized by a total
score of 100, is shown in Fig. 8. On average, the degrees of

user dissatisfaction caused by the bit rate, jitter, and round-

trip time are in the proportion of 46%:53%:1%. That is,
when a user hangs up because of poor or unfavorable voice
quality, we believe that most of the negative feeling is caused
by low bit rates (46%), and high jitter (53%), but very little
is due to high round-trip times (1%).

The result indicates that increasing the bit rate whenever

appropriate would greatly enhance user satisfaction, which
is a relatively inexpensive way to improve voice quality. We
do not know how Skype adjusts the bit rate as the algorithm
is proprietary; however, our findings show that it is possible
to improve user satisfaction by fine tuning the bit rate used.
Furthermore, the fact that higher round-trip times do not

impact on users very much could be rather a good news, as it
indicates that the use of relaying does not seriously degrade
user experience. Also, the fact that jitters have much more
impact on user perception suggests that the choice of relay

node should focus more on network conditions, i.e., the level
of congestion, rather than rely on network latency.

4.5 User Satisfaction Index
Based on the Cox model developed, we propose the User

Satisfaction Index (USI) to evaluate Skype users’ satisfac-
tion levels. As the risk score βtZ represents the levels of
instantaneous hang up probability, it can be seen as a mea-
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sure of user intolerance. Accordingly, we define the User
Satisfaction Index of a session as its minus risk score:

USI = −β
tZ

= 2.15 × log(bit rate) − 1.55 × log(jitter)

− 0.36 × RTT,

where the bit rate, jitter, and RTTs are sampled using a
two-level sampling approach as described in Section 4.4.3.

We verify the proposed index by prediction. We first
group sessions by their USI, and plot the actual median
duration, predicted duration, and 50% confidence bands of
the latter for each group, as shown in Fig. 9. The predic-
tion is based on the median USI for each group. Note that
the y-axis is logarithmic to make the short duration groups
clearer. From the graph, we observe that the logarithmic du-
ration is approximately proportional to USI, where a higher
USI corresponds to longer call duration with a consistently
increasing trend. Also, the predicted duration is rather close
to the actual median time, and for most groups the actual
median time is within the 50% predicted confidence band.

Compared with other objective measures of sound qual-
ity [9,11], which often require access to voice signals at both
ends, USI is particularly useful because its parameters are
readily accessible; it only requires the first and second mo-
ments of the packet counting process, and the round-trip
times. The former can be obtained by simply counting
the number and bytes of arrived packets, while the latter
are usually available in peer-to-peer applications for overlay
network construction and path selection. Furthermore, as
we have developed the USI based on passive measurement,
rather than subjective surveys [11], it can also capture sub-

conscious reactions of participants, which may not be acces-
sible through surveys.

5. ANALYSIS OF USER INTERACTION
In this section, we validate the proposed User Satisfaction

Index by an independent set of metrics that quantify the
interactivity and smoothness of a conversation. A smooth
dialogue usually comprises highly interactive and tight talk
bursts. On the other hand, if sound quality is not good, or
worse, the sound is intermittent rather than continuous, the
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level of interactivity will be lower because time is wasted
waiting for a response, asking for for something to be re-
peated, slowing the pace, repeating sentences, and thinking.
We believe that the degree of satisfaction with a call can be,
at least partly, inferred from the conversation pattern.

The difficultly is that, most VoIP applications, including
Skype, do not support silence suppression; that is, lowering
the packet sending rate while the user is not talking. This
design is deliberate to maintain UDP port bindings at the
NAT and ensure that the background sound can be heard
all the time. Thus, we cannot tell whether a user is speaking
or silent by simply observing the packet rate. Furthermore,
to preserve privacy, Skype encrypts every voice packet with
256-bit AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and uses 1024
bit RSA to negotiate symmetric AES keys [2]. Therefore,
parties other than call participants cannot know the content
of a conversation, even if the content of voice packets have
been revealed.

Given that user activity during a conversation is not di-
rectly available, we propose an algorithm that infers conver-
sation patterns from packet header traces. In the following,
we first describe and validate the proposed algorithm. We
then use the voice interactivity that capture the level of
user satisfaction within a conversation to validate the User
Satisfaction Index. The results show that the USI, which
is based on call duration, and the voice interactivity mea-
sures, which are extracted from user conversation patterns,
strongly support each other.

5.1 Inferring Conversation Patterns
Through some experiments, we found that both the packet

size and bit rate could indicate user activity, i.e., whether a
user is talking or silent. The packet size is more reliable than
the bit rate, since the latter also takes account of the packet
rate, which is independent of user speech. Therefore, we
rely on the packet size process to infer conversation patterns.
However, deciding a packet size threshold for user speech is
not trivial because the packet sizes are highly variable. In
addition to voice volume, the packet size is decided by other
factors, such as the encoding rate, CPU load, and network
path characteristics, all of which could vary over time. Thus,
we cannot determine the presence of speech bursts by simple
static thresholding.

We now introduce a dynamic thresholding algorithm that
is based on wavelet denoising [6]. We use wavelet denois-
ing because packet sizes are highly variable, a factor af-
fected by transient sounds and the status of the encoder
and the network. Therefore, we need a mechanism to re-
move high-frequency variabilities in order to obtain a more
stable description of speech. However, simple low-pass fil-
ters do not perform well because a speech burst could be
very short, such as “Ah,” “Uh,” and “Ya,” and short bursts
are easily diminished by averaging. Preserving such short
responses is especially important in our analysis as they in-
dicate interaction and missing them leads to underestima-
tion of interactivity. On the other hand, wavelet denoising
can localize higher frequency components in the time do-
main better; therefore, it is more suitable for our scenario,
since it preserves the correct interpretation of sub-second
speech activity.

5.1.1 Proposed Algorithm

Our method works as follows. The input is a packet size

Relay Node

(chosen by Skype)

Internet

Receiver

Sender

Figure 10: Network setup for obtaining realistic
packet size processes generated by Skype

process, called the original process, which is averaged ev-
ery 0.1 second. For most calls, packets are generated at
a frequency of approximately 33 Hz, equivalent to about
three packets per sample. We then apply the wavelet trans-
form using the index 6 wavelet in the Daubechies family [5],
which is widely used because it relatively easy to implement.
The denoising operation is performed by soft thresholding [6]
with threshold T = σ

√
2 log N , where σ is the standard de-

viation of the detail signal and N denotes the number of
samples. To preserve low-frequency fluctuations, which rep-
resent users’ speech activity, the denoising operation only
applies to time scales smaller than 1 second.

In addition to fluctuations caused by users’ speech ac-
tivity, the denoised process contains variations due to low-
frequency network and application dynamics. Therefore, we
use a dynamic thresholding method to determine the pres-
ence of speech bursts. We first find all the local extremes,
which are the local maxima or minima within a window
larger than 5 samples. If the maximum difference between a
local extreme and other samples within the same window is
greater than 15 bytes, we call it a “peak” if it is a local max-
ima, and a “trough” if it is a local minima. Once the peaks
and troughs have been identified, we compute the activity
threshold as follows. We denote each peak or trough i occur-
ring at time ti with an average packet size si as (ti, si). For
each pair of adjacent troughs (tl, sl) and (tr, sr), if there are
one or more peaks P in-between them, and the peak p ∈ P
has the largest packet size, we draw an imaginary line from
(tl, (sl + sp)/2) to (tr, (sr + sp)/2) as the binary threshold
of user activity. Finally we determine the state of each sam-
ple as ON or OFF, i.e., whether a speech burst is present,
by checking whether the averaged packet size is higher than
any of the imaginary thresholds.

5.1.2 Validation by Synthesized Wave

We first validate the proposed algorithm with synthesized
wave files. The waves are sampled at 22.5 KHz frequency
with 8 bit levels. Each wave file lasts for 60 seconds and com-
prises alternate ON/OFF periods with exponential lengths
of mean 2 seconds. The ON periods are composed of sine
waves with the frequency uniformly distributed in the range
of 500 to 2000 Hz, where the OFF periods do not contain
sound.

To obtain realistic packet size processes that are contam-
inated by network impairment, i.e., queueing delays and
packet loss, we conducted a series of experiments that in-
volved three Skype nodes. As shown in Fig. 10, we estab-
lish a VoIP session between two local Skype hosts and force
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Figure 11: Verifying the speech detection algorithm
with synthesized ON/OFF sine waves

them to connect via a relay node by blocking their inter-
communication with a firewall. The selection of relay node
is out of our control because it is chosen by Skype. The re-
lay node used is far from our Skype hosts with transoceanic
links in-between and an average RTT of approximately 350
ms, which is much longer than the average 256 ms. Also,
the jitter our Skype calls experienced is 5.1 Kbps, which is
approximately the 95 percentile in the collected sessions. In
the experiment, we play synthesized wave files to the input
of Skype on the sender, and take the packet size processes on
the receiver. Because the network characteristics in our ex-
periment are much worse than the average case in collected
sessions, we believe the result of the speech detection here
would be close to the worst case, as the measured packet size
processes contain so much variation and unpredictability.

To demonstrate, the result of a test run is shown in Fig. 11.
The upper graph depicts the original packet size process
with the red line indicating true ON periods and blue checks
indicating estimated ON periods. The lower graph plots the
wavelet denoised version of the original process, with red and
blue circles marking the location of peaks and troughs, re-
spectively. The oblique lines formed by black crosses are bi-
nary thresholds used to determine speech activity. As shown
by the figure, wavelet denoising does a good job in removing
high-frequency variations that could mislead threshold de-
cisions, but retains variations due to user speech. Note that
long-term variation is present because the average packet
size used in the second half of the run is significantly smaller
than that in the first half. This illustrates the need for dy-
namic thresholding, as the packet size could be affected by
many factors other than user speech.
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Figure 12: Verifying the speech detection algorithm
with human speech recordings

Totally 10 test cases are generated, each of which is run
3 times. Since we have the original waves, the correctness
of the speech detection algorithm can be verified. Each test
is divided into 0.1-second periods, the same as the sampling
interval, for correctness checks. Two metrics are defined to
judge the accuracy of estimation: 1) Correctness: the ratio
of matched periods, i.e., the periods whose states, either ON
or OFF, are correctly estimated; and 2) the number of ON
periods. As encoding, packetization, and transmission of
voice data necessarily introduce some delay, the correctness
is computed with time offsets ranging from minus one to plus
one second, and the maximum ratio of the matched periods
is used. The experiment results show that the correctness
ranges from 0.73–0.92 with a mean of 0.8 and standard devi-
ation of 0.05. The estimated number of ON periods is always
close to the the actual number of ON periods; the differ-
ence is generally less than 20% of the latter. Although not
perfectly exact, the validation experiment shows that the
proposed algorithm estimates ON/OFF periods with good
accuracy, even if the packet size processes have been con-
taminated by network dynamics.

5.1.3 Validation by Speech Recording

Since synthesized ON/OFF sine waves may be very differ-
ent from human speech, we further experiment with human
speech recordings. We repeat the preceding experiment by
replacing synthesized wave files with human speech recorded
via microphone during phone calls. Given that the sampled
voice levels range from 0 to 255, with the center at 128, we
use an offset of +/−4 to indicate whether a specific volume
corresponds to audible sounds. Among a total of 9 runs for
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three test cases, the correctness ranges from 0.71 to 0.85.
The number of ON periods differs from true values by less
than 32%. The accuracy of detection is slightly worse than
the experiment with synthesized waves, but still correctly
captures most speech activity. Fig. 12 illustrates the result
of one test, which shows that the algorithm detects speech
bursts reasonably well, except for the short spikes around
47 seconds.

5.2 User Satisfaction Analysis
To determine the degree of user satisfaction from conver-

sation patterns, we propose the following three voice interac-

tivity measures to capture the interactivity and smoothness
of a given conversation:

Responsiveness: A smooth conversation usually involves
alternate statements and responses. We measure the
interactivity by the degree of “alternation,” that is,
the proportion of OFF periods that coincide with ON
periods of the other side, as depicted in Fig. 13. Since
the level of interactivity is computed separately for
each direction, the minimum of both is used because
it represents the worse satisfaction level.

Response Delay: Short response delay, i.e., one side re-
sponds immediately after the other side stops talking,
usually indicates the sound quality is good enough for
the parties to understand each other. Thus, if one
side starts talking when the other side is silent, we
consider it as a “response” to the previous burst from
the other side, and take the time difference between
the two adjacent bursts as the response delay, as de-
picted in Fig. 13. In this way, all the response delays in
the same direction can be averaged, and the larger of
the average response delays in both directions is used,
since longer response delay indicates poorer conversa-
tion quality.

Talk Burst Length: This definition may not be intuitive
at first glance. We believe that people usually adapt
to low voice quality by slowing their talking speed, as
this should help the other side understand. Further-
more, if people need to repeat an idea due to poor
sound quality, they tend to explain the idea in another
way, which is simpler, but possibly longer. Both of the
above behavior patterns lead to longer speech bursts.
We capture such behavior by the larger of the aver-
age burst lengths in both directions, as longer bursts
indicate poorer quality. In order not to be biased by
long bursts, which are due to lengthy speech or error-
estimation in the speech detection, only bursts shorter
than 10 seconds are considered.

Fig. 13 illustrates the voice interactivity measures pro-
posed. Because our speech detection algorithm estimates
talk bursts in units of 0.1 second, a short pause between
words or sentences, either intentional or unintentional, could
split one burst into two. To ensure that the estimated user
activity resembles true human behavior, we treat successive
bursts as a single burst if the intervals between them are
shorter than 1 second in the computation of the interac-
tivity measures. We summarize some informative statistics
and voice interactivity measures of the collected sessions in
Table 5.

talk burst
k

talk burst

i = 1ton i = 0

k

i = 1

Party A

Party B

Index of Interactivity: 

Avg. Burst Length:

Avg. Response Time:

count(i = 1) / count(i = 1 or i = 0)

mean(ton)

mean(k)

OFF period

Figure 13: Proposed measures for voice interactiv-
ity, which indicate user satisfaction from conversa-
tion patterns

Table 5: Summary statistics for conversation pat-
terns in the collected sessions

Statistic Mean Std. Dev.

ON Time 70.8% 9.5%
# ON Rate (one end) 3.9 pr/min 1.2 pr/min
# ON Rate (both ends) 6.4 pr/min 1.9 pr/min
Responsiveness 0.90 0.11
Avg. Response Time 1.4 sec 0.5 sec
Avg. Burst Length 2.9 sec 0.7 sec

Now that we have 1) the User Satisfaction Index (Sec-
tion 4.5), which is based on the call duration compared to
the network QoS model, and 2) the interactivity measures,
which are inferred from the speech activity in a call. Since
these two indexes are obtained independently in completely

different ways, and the speech detection algorithm does not
depend on any parameter related to call duration, we use
them to cross validate their representativeness of each other.
In the following, we check the correlation between the USI
and the voice interactivity measures with both graphical
plots and correlation coefficients.

First, we note that short sessions, i.e., shorter than 1
minute, tend to have very high indexes of responsiveness,
possibly because both parties attempt to speak regardless of
the sound quality during such a short conversation. Accord-
ingly, we ignore extreme cases whose responsiveness level
equals one. The scatter plot of the USI versus responsive-
ness is shown in Fig. 14(a). In the graph, the proportion of
low-responsiveness sessions decreases as the USI increases,
which supports our intuition that a higher USI indicates
higher responsiveness.

Fig. 14(b) shows that response delays are also strongly
related to the USI, as longer response delay corresponds to
lower USI. The plot shows a threshold effect in that the av-
erage response delay does not differ significantly for USIs
higher than 8. This is plausible, as response delay certainly
does not decrease unboundedly, even if the voice quality is
perfect. Fig. 14(c) shows that the average talk burst length
consistently increases as the USI drops. As explained ear-
lier, we consider that this behavior is due to the slow-paced
conversations and longer explanations caused by poor sound
quality.

We also performed statistical tests to confirm the associ-
ation between the USI and the voice interactivity measures.
Three measures, Pearson’s product moment correlation co-
efficient, Kendall’s τ , and Spearman’s ρ, were computed, as
shown in Table 6. All correlation tests reject the null hy-
pothesis that an association does not exist at the 0.01 level.
Furthermore, the three tests support each other with coeffi-
cients of the same sign and approximate magnitude.
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Figure 14: The correlation between voice interactivity measures and USI.

Table 6: Correlation tests of the USI and voice in-
teractivity measures

Pearson Kendall Spearman

Responsiveness 0.36** 0.27** 0.39**
Avg. Resp. Delay −0.20** −0.10** −0.16**
Avg. Burst Length −0.27** −0.18** −0.26**
† ∗∗ The p-value of the correlation test is < 0.01.

6. CONCLUSION
Understanding user satisfaction is essential for the devel-

opment of QoS-sensitive applications. The proposed USI
model captures the level of satisfaction without the over-
heads of the traditional approaches, i.e., requiring access to
speech signals. It also captures factors other than signal
degradation, such as talk echo, conversational delay, and
subconscious reactions.

Results of the validation tests using a set of independent
measures derived from user interactivities show a strong cor-
relation between the call durations and user interactivities.
This suggests that the USI based on call duration is signifi-
cantly representative of Skype user satisfaction.

The best feature of the USI is that its parameters are eas-
ily accessible and computable online. Therefore, in addition
to evaluating the performance of QoS-sensitive applications,
the USI can be implemented as part of applications to allow
adaptation for optimal user satisfaction in real time.
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ABSTRACT

We consider the design of bandwidth-demanding broadcast-
ing applications using overlays in environments character-
ized by hosts with limited and asymmetric bandwidth, and
significant heterogeneity in outgoing bandwidth. Such envi-
ronments are critical to consider to extend the applicability
of overlay multicast to mainstream Internet environments
where insufficient bandwidth exists to support all hosts, but
have not received adequate attention from the research com-
munity. We leverage the multi-tree framework and design
heuristics to enable it to consider host contribution and op-
erate in bandwidth-scarce environments. Our extensions
seek to simultaneously achieve good utilization of system re-
sources, performance to hosts commensurate to their contri-
butions, and consistent performance. We have implemented
the system and conducted an Internet evaluation on Planet-
Lab using real traces from previous operational deployments
of an overlay broadcasting system. Our results indicate for
these traces, our heuristics can improve the performance of
high contributors by 10-240% and facilitate equitable band-
width distribution among hosts with similar contributions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.4 [Computer-

Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems

General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords: Overlay multicast, Multi-tree, Incentive

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, application-level overlay multicast

has emerged as a key alternative to enable broadcasting ap-
plications on the Internet. In this scheme, participants in
the broadcast self-organize into efficient overlays where video
content is disseminated by the broadcast source without sup-
port from the network. There has been significant effort in
recent years devoted to validating the architecture [7, 10,
13, 18, 21], designing protocols [1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 13, 14, 16, 17,
19, 24, 27], and deploying real systems [6, 23, 25].

Much success with overlay broadcast deployments has been
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restricted to homogeneous university environments, and broad-
casts involving scientific conferences and lectures. For ex-
ample, a recent work on experience with an overlay broad-
casting system [6] indicates substantial success in achiev-
ing good performance in university-based environments, but
highlights several performance issues when mainstream en-
vironments are considered. In this paper, we seek to enable
overlay broadcast in environments characterized by two key
properties. First, we consider highly heterogeneous envi-
ronments where hosts make unequal contributions to the
overlay. Such heterogeneity may arise due to different node
outgoing capabilities (Ethernet vs. DSL) or different will-
ingness to contribute bandwidth resources. For example, [6]
reports the fraction of resource-poor hosts (i.e. with low
outgoing bandwidth) in several real broadcast deployments
range from 43% to 81%. Second, the bandwidth resources
contributed by all hosts may be insufficient for everyone to
receive the full source rate.

We present the design of an overlay broadcast system tar-
geted at these environments. Our primary goal is to en-
able hosts to receive different levels of performance based
on their contributions while effectively utilizing the band-
width resources available in the system. To achieve this,
our system leverages the multi-tree framework [3] to enable
application-level adaptation. In our system, the source de-
livers data along multiple overlay trees. Each node sub-
scribes to all trees but is only entitled to a subset of them.
The number of trees a node is entitled to depends on the
amount of bandwidth it contributes. This in turn deter-
mines the bandwidth, and consequently quality, it receives.
While the multi-tree framework was originally proposed to
improve resiliency, our focus is on using multiple trees to en-
able application-level adaptation and differential treatment.

We enforce bandwidth distribution policies where a node
must contribute more than it is entitled to receive. Such
policies are shown to better utilize bandwidth of resource-
rich hosts and offer better performance to resource-poor
hosts than naive bit-for-bit policies [12]. They facilitate the
”contribution-aware” policy: the more a node contributes,
the more it is entitled to receive. To support this policy
in a distributed manner, we design distributed heuristics for
monitoring of overall system resources, differential and equi-
table distribution of bandwidth resources, and application-
level adaptation to changes in host contribution. While our
system framework is motivated by [3, 12], we go substan-
tially beyond these works by presenting a comprehensive
contribution-aware design and implementation experience
on an operational overlay broadcasting system [6].
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We have conducted an evaluation of our contribution-
aware broadcasting system on PlanetLab using traces from
real overlay broadcast deployments. Our results show that
our heuristics offer differential and equitable resource distri-
bution when compared to a contribution-agnostic system. In
particular, the 10th-percentile performance of high contribu-
tors (nodes contributing more than 175% of the source rate)
is increased by 10-240% and variation of bandwidth received
among nodes with similar contributions is reduced across
our set of traces. Achieving these improvements does incur
a 20 − 38% decrease in the time between quality changes
seen by a host, but achieves a 10-fold reduction in average
time to recover from these changes for high contributors.

Section 2 discusses our assumptions and motivations in
detail. Section 3 presents the design of contribution-aware
heuristics. Section 4 describes the broadcasting system our
implementation is based on and the process of integrating
the multi-tree framework into this system. Section 5 dis-
cusses our evaluation methods and metrics. Evaluation re-
sults are presented in Section 6. Based on these results,
we draw conclusions on our contribution-aware heuristics in
heterogeneous, resource-scarce environments in Section 7.

2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MOTIVATIONS
In this section, we describe the assumptions made on user

behavior in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces the multi-
tree overlay we leverage to achieve differential resource dis-
tribution to nodes of diverse contribution levels. Section 2.3
presents a bandwidth distribution policy which we leverage
to distribute bandwidth among peers. We discuss the goals
of our contribution-aware system design in Section 2.4.

2.1 Broadcast User Model
To simplify our design, we make certain assumptions about

the behavior of broadcast participants. Although we believe
our conclusions may be generalized past some of these as-
sumptions, we limit our discussion to this user model.

A peer i in the broadcast is capable of both receiving and
forwarding data. Without loss of generality, we assume that
every peer is capable of receiving the full source rate S in the
event the system is capable of providing it to them. This
is reasonable, given many ”broadband” users today have
asymmetric connections with a reasonably large download-
ing capacity. Most DSL hosts would easily be able to receive
S but not forward one full-rate video stream. In academic
or business environments, symmetric connections (eg: Eth-
ernet) are more common. Such hosts frequently would be
able to receive and forward several times more than S.

We do not assume a homogeneous forwarding bound, but
consider different levels of actual contribution. A peer i’s
actual contribution fi is bounded by either ability or will-
ingness. We assume that this forwarding bound Fi is deter-
mined by user willingness and is never over-estimated by the
user (i.e. willingness ≤ ability). We assume that Fi is known
only to the user and is non-zero – every peer will contribute
some bandwidth upon request. We believe this is realistic
since all Internet hosts have some upstream bandwidth. fi

may vary over the course of i’s stay in the system due to
changes in the number of children i supports. Therefore, we
target our design to react to users’ actual contribution.

An important assumption is users are not strategic. While
we offer incentives to encourage users to increase willingness
to contribute, we do not model users who attempt to con-

Figure 1: A multi-tree broadcast with two trees.

tribute minimum possible in order to achieve their desired
performance. Instead, a peer i only ensures fi does not ex-
ceed Fi when adopting a new child. Therefore, we assume
heterogeneity in Fi will be reflected by heterogeneity in fi.

Lastly, we assume hosts honestly report their fi, inferred
by the number of children they currently support, and the
bandwidth received from parents. However, we believe our
heuristics can be easily integrated with recent research in
distributed auditing and rating of nodes [8, 2, 15] to verify
the claimed contribution of nodes. With these assumptions
in mind, our goal is to encourage a host i to relax its Fi,
particularly under resource-scarce operating environments.

2.2 Multi-tree-based Data Dissemination
Our system is targeted at regimes where insufficient re-

sources are present in the system for all hosts to receive
the full source rate. While we have assumed that all hosts
contribute some outgoing bandwidth, we do not assume that
everyone can forward the full source rate. In resource-scarce
environments, we must also utilize any outgoing bandwidth
which is less than the source rate. Therefore, we require
a means by which hosts may receive and contribute gradu-
ated levels of bandwidth and transition smoothly as avail-
able resources change. To realize these goals, we leverage
the multi-tree data delivery framework [3, 17]. Although
it was first introduced in the context of protocols based on
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [20, 4, 26, 22], the multi-tree
framework is not dependent on the use of DHT overlays.

In this framework, participants self-organize into a for-
est of T trees rooted at a source. The source encodes video
with source rate S evenly into T stripes of size S/T , each dis-
tributed along one tree. The quality that a host gets depends
on the number of stripes that it receives. Typically, a layered
codec based on Multiple Description Coding (MDC) [11, 5]
is used to realize this goal. The trees are interior-disjoint;
that is, a host i allocates Fi to only one tree but attempts to
connect to all of the T trees. When Fi is normalized by S, we
call the resulting value the degree of host i. For example, if
Fi = 300kbps and S = 400kbps, i’s degree is 300/400 = 0.75.
We also define the tree-degree to be degree ∗ T , which is the
maximum number of children a host can support in the tree
it contributes. Figure 1 illustrates how broadcast content is
delivered with T = 2. Host A and B both have a degree of
1 and allocate their bandwidth in Tree2 and Tree1, respec-
tively, where each can support two children (i.e. tree-degree
of 2). C receives S/2 each from A and B to reconstruct
the original content. While this multi-tree framework was
originally proposed to improve resiliency [3, 17], we use it
as a convenient building block and focus on issues regarding
heterogeneity and resource allocation mechanisms.
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This framework meets our needs, because it allows nodes
to connect to a subset of trees and contribute in smaller
bandwidth increments (i.e. stripes). Any node having a
degree greater or equal to 1/T (i.e. tree-degree ≥ 1) is able
to contribute. By setting T properly, we allow resource-
poor nodes with limited outgoing bandwidth to contribute,
thereby spreading the forwarding load across all peers.

2.3 Bandwidth Distribution Policies
A key design consideration is the selection of policies for

distributing bandwidth in the broadcast among participat-
ing hosts based on their contributions. Assuming there are
N hosts, and host i forwards bandwidth fi, our heuristics
determine the bandwidth ri each host is entitled to receive.

The multi-tree framework enables us to consider settings
where hosts can obtain different video qualities based on the
bandwidth they are entitled to, by connecting to a subset of
trees at a high priority. Note that the granularity is limited
by the number of trees, T , in the forest. Having a larger T
enables greater granularity, however one potential cost is an
increased overhead due to the MDC coding.

Our heuristics do not prescribe any particular bandwidth
distribution policy; however, it is designed with the goal of
providing a framework that can enable the implementation
of a range of policies. One simple bit-for-bit policy is to
require each node to forward as much as it receives, that
is, ri = fi. Under this policy, it is straightforward for each
node to determine the bandwidth it should receive, as the
decision is easy to compute locally. However, this policy is
restrictive in two ways. First, it does not account for the fact
that nodes may contribute less bandwidth than the source
rate. Further, it does not provide any incentive to a node
to donate more than the source rate even if it is capable of
doing so. This is an issue in Internet environments today.
Consider the fact that Internet broadcasts typically involve a
source rate of 300-400 kbps, with a majority of hosts behind
DSL and Ethernet. Hosts behind DSL can receive the source
rate, but are not capable of forwarding it. Hosts behind
Ethernet are capable of contributing much more than the
source rate, and a policy such as ri = fi neither utilizes
the bandwidth, nor incentivizes them to contribute more.
On the other hand, arbitrarily sophisticated policies may be
extremely difficult to implement in a distributed fashion.

Instead, we will consider a generic cost function of the
form proposed in [12] to provide differential distribution:

ri =
1

t
∗ fi +

t − 1

t
∗
�

i

fi

N
(1)

ri is the bandwidth peer i is entitled to receive, fi is the
bandwidth i contributes to the system. N is the number
of participating peers. t is the ”tax rate”, which specifies
a peer must contribute t ∗ ri units of bandwidth to receive
ri unit of entitled bandwidth. t must be greater than 1.
If t = 1, we have a simple bit-for-bit policy. If t ≤ 1, no
surplus exists and some peers will not receive their entitled
bandwidth. ri is the sum of two terms. The first term rep-
resents the minimum bandwidth a peer is entitled to receive
by contributing fi, and the second term is the average left-
over bandwidth per node. By using a tax rate greater than
1, we are assured extra bandwidth in the system. For exam-
ple, if t is 2, a peer i which contributes 2S will consume S
from the system. The leftover resource S contributed by i is

excessive. We aim to distribute all such excessive resources
evenly among all peers, and this is represented by the sec-
ond term. Since every byte of bandwidth received by a peer
must be contributed by another peer(s). We can easily con-
firm that bandwidth is conserved by summing up both side
of Equation (1) over all nodes, leading to

�
i ri =

�
i fi.

For our later evaluation, we pick a tax rate of 2.
We will focus on (1), as it lends itself to implementation in

a distributed fashion. Section 3.1.1 describes a distributed
way to obtain system-wide estimates such as

�
i fi and N .

2.4 Design Criteria
There are some criteria we wish to address in the design

of our system. These criteria are targeted to offer good ap-
plication performance, but also to improve user experiences
while preferentially treating high-contributing nodes.
Good Utilization: Given sufficient resource, users should
receive bandwidth close to the source rate. While it is not
possible for all users to receive the full rate in resource-scarce
environments, the bandwidth provided to them should be
optimized by making good use of available resources, and
there should ideally be no untapped bandwidth. Each node
should contribute to the extent of its ability and willingness.
Equitable Distribution: When allocating bandwidth re-
sources among hosts with similar contribution levels, they
should receive similar performance.
Differential Distribution: The allocation of bandwidth
should favor those which make greater contributions. We
also wish to offer some minimum performance to low con-
tributors and give them improved performance if possible.
Stability: Performance should be consistent over time. We
expect that a node which sees performance improvements
retains them and a node which sees a performance dip re-
covers quickly.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN
To differentially treat a node based on its contribution in

the multi-tree framework, we consider the following prob-
lem: given a peer i, we wish to obtain a direct mapping
between the actual amount of bandwidth, fi, i contributes
and the amount of bandwidth, ri, the system should offer
in return. Recall that i allocates its entire bandwidth Fi to
only one tree, called i’s Contributor Tree, but attempts to
receive from all of the T trees. Extra bandwidth, if any,
should be distributed evenly among participants once all of
them get their deserved bandwidth. Equation (1) helps us
obtain such mapping in a distributed fashion. We refer to
ri as the Entitled Bandwidth of i. The natural solution is
to have i simply receive ri by subscribing to ⌊ ri

S/T
⌋ trees as

an Entitled Node. These trees are the Entitled Trees of i.
However, there are two reasons why this may not suffice.
First, each node can only be entitled to an integral number
of trees. If ri is not an integral multiple of the stripe rate,
S/T , the fractional portion of the ri becomes superfluous.
Second, there may be nodes whose Entitled bandwidth ri is
larger than S, and they will not consume all of ri entitled
to them. Consequently, not all bandwidth is used by nodes
entitled to it, and there exists some additional bandwidth in
the system remained to be utilized. When a node’s Entitled
bandwidth is lower than the source rate S, it may utilize
some of these additional bandwidth available in trees they
are not entitled to. We refer to the additional bandwidth
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that nodes are not entitled to but utilize to reach the source
rate as Excess Bandwidth, and nodes looking for or utilizing
this bandwidth as Excess Nodes.

In summary, a broadcast participant may assume two
”main” classes in the forest, that is, it may be an Entitled
node in some trees and an Excess node in some other trees.
To treat different types of nodes with a better granularity,
our system further classifies them and assigns them different
priorities. When distributing system resources, our goal is
to favor Entitled nodes over Excess nodes and evenly dis-
tributes the Excess bandwidth among all participants until
they receive the source rate or no more resources remain.

Before presenting our design details, we want to make
an important distinction between two concepts used in our
multi-tree design: join/subscribe and receive/connect. A
node joins/subscribes to a tree if it is aware of its partic-
ipation within the tree, whether connected or disconnected,
and a node connects to/receives in a tree if it has attached
to a parent in that tree and is receiving the data forwarded
by the tree. We also define a slot as an allocated bandwidth
of size S/T by a parent. A slot can be in one of three states:
(i) occupied by an Entitled node, (ii) occupied by an Excess
node, or (iii) unused. We next show how to distribute En-
titled and Excess bandwidth and how nodes are prioritized
based on whether they are Entitled or Excess nodes.

3.1 Determining Number of Entitled Trees
To enable a node i to compute its Entitled bandwidth ri

using Equation (1), our system includes distributed mech-
anisms to periodically approximate the total resources uti-
lized (i.e.

�
i fi) and the number of peers N . We then

determine the number of trees i is required to join to receive
ri. However, these global parameters may change any time
due to group and network dynamics, leading to fluctuation
of ri. This may reduce the stability of the system because
hosts overreact to system states. Therefore, our system in-
cludes a way to smooth out the impacts sudden changes in
ri have on the number of Entitled trees.

3.1.1 Distributed System Sampling

Collections of various system-wide parameters, for exam-
ple,
�

i fi and N , are necessary to compute ri using Equa-
tion (1) and for some of our heuristics. We accomplish this
by having each node in a tree periodically obtain the state of
the subtree rooted at it and passing such information up the
tree to the source. The source collects the state from each
tree, generates system-wide information by aggregation, and
propagates it down each tree to keep participating nodes in-
formed about the system states in order to make cooperative
decisions. To minimize message overhead while attempting
to maintain a reasonable estimate of the transient system
states, we choose a sampling period of 10 seconds.

Every 10 seconds, a node i informs its parent in each tree:
(i) the bandwidth it is currently receiving from the tree, (ii)
the total bandwidth received by its descendants, and (iii)
the number of its descendants in each node class. The par-
ent assembles these information from its children, aggregates
with its own performance, and continues the process of pass-
ing information further up the tree. The source gathers the
most recent updates every 10 seconds from its children in
each tree, processes them, and sends along each tree a con-
trol update containing a monotonically increasing sequence
number and the following system states: (i) the total contri-

bution of the forest,
�

i fi, by summing up the bandwidth
received by all nodes in the forest (ii) the total number of
participants, N , measured by the total number of Contrib-
utors in the system (since each peer contributes in exactly
one tree), and (iii) the number of Excess nodes connected to
each tree. Since a host may receive control updates at differ-
ent times from different trees it connects to, it will extract
data from the update with the greatest sequence number.

3.1.2 Computing Number of Entitled Trees

After joining the multi-tree system, a host i periodically
(every 3 seconds) computes the number of trees it should be
entitled to using the three-step process below:
a. Determine Tisample

: A host i computes ri based on
Equation (1), using the most recent sample of system states.
To convert ri to a raw computation of Entitled trees Tisample

for peer i, we normalize it by the size of a single stripe:

Tisample
=

ri

S/T

The computation occurs more frequent (once every 3 sec-
onds) than sampling (once every 10 seconds) because fi is a
transient value. Keeping the computation frequent enough
enables a node to quickly adapt to the dynamics of its chil-
dren and the system as a whole.
b. Smoothing Tisample

: Since ri can change abruptly at
any time with fi and N , it is advisable to implement some
form of smoothing on Tisample

to prevent the host from over-
reacting to peer and network dynamics. There are two tran-
sitions that could occur: Tisample

may either increase or de-
crease. It will increase either if more resources are utilized
per node in the system, or if the node’s contribution has in-
creased. In either case, the change is likely to be relatively
long-lived and should be quickly responded to. In contrast,
the value will decrease with a drop in system resources or
with the departure of i’s children. Children departures may
be considered transient, as another child will be acquired
quickly in resource-scarce environments.

Thus, we have implemented a smoothing scheme which
tracks immediate increases in Tisample

, but only gradually
responds to decreases. That is, we optimistically assume
that reductions are transient and improvements persist. To
achieve this, i calculates its estimated number of Entitled
trees, Tiest , in this way:

If Tisample
< Tisample−old

,

Tiest = (1 − α) ∗ Tiest−old
+ α ∗ Tisample

(2)

Else, Tiest = Tisample

When the current sample, Tisample
, is less than its previous

sample, Tisample−old
, we smooth the sample using Equation

(2) where Tiest is a weighted combination of Tiest−old
, the

previous value of Tiest , and Tisample
. To put more weights on

recent samples than on old samples, we set α to be 0.125,
which from our experience has worked well. We call this
particular smoothing scheme SmoothDown-Only. We have
also evaluated other possible smoothing methods, and the
results are presented in Section 6.5.
c. Calculate Tieff

: To further ensure the number of trees
entitled to a node depends on the node’s immediate history,
Tiest is fed through a hysteresis processor, with a thresh-
old of ±0.1 around an integral tree value. The greater the
threshold is, the more damping is imposed on Tiest . The
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output of this processor is the effective number of Entitled
trees, Tieff

. For example, if the last Tiest calculated was
2.8, the current Tiest must exceed 3.1 to have a Tieff

of
3. Finally, we restrict Tieff

to the range [1, T ] and the re-
sulting value is the number of trees to which i is entitled.
It is lower-bounded by 1 since a host is always entitled to
its Contributor Tree and upper-bounded by T because when
Tieff

is greater than the total number of trees, i will simply
be entitled to all trees.

3.2 Locating Excess Bandwidth
Since having a tax rate greater than 1 enforces each node

to contribute more than its Entitled bandwidth, there will
be leftover bandwidth in the system after nodes get their
Entitled bandwidth. However, given the system does not
know the bandwidth Fi a node i is willing to forward, it is
difficult to determine the amount of theses leftover resources
and where they are located until they are found and utilized.
Thus, we choose to have a host i periodically explore for free
slots in trees where it is not entitled, as an Excess node, until
successfully connected. We call these trees Excess Trees of
i. Any successful connection represents a slot which is not
currently used to satisfy demands from Entitled nodes and
becomes a part of system’s Excess bandwidth.

Having nodes actively probe for Excess bandwidth has
an additional benefit. When a node joins the system, its
contribution level is not known. A node cannot contribute
without any demand for resources, but in a steady state
this demand would not exist until it begins to contribute.
In order to accelerate this bootstrap process, there must be
an ongoing demand for bandwidth to enable under-utilized
nodes to raise their actual contribution. However, such ag-
gressive probing by Excess nodes may not be fruitful under
resource-constrained environments, as many of them may
often compete with other nodes, including Entitled nodes,
for the same slot, which may destabilize the tree structure.
Thus, our system proposes a backoff scheme, in which an Ex-
cess node adaptively adjusts the aggressiveness of probing
based on feedbacks received from the tree.
Backoff in Excess Trees: When an Excess node actively
explores for Excess bandwidth, there exists a possibility that
the attempt will fail due to (i) an inherent lack of resources
(no free slots nor preemptable children, will be clear later)
in the tree, or (ii) resources exist but the node is not able to
locate them. In either case, the node presumes that the tree
is saturated and will enter a phase of exponential backoff in
which it waits for tbackoff seconds before retry. Consecutive
failures will result in an exponential increase in the backoff
timer, which is computed as follows:

tbackoff = tbase ∗ rand(βk + Tiexcess) (3)

where tbase is the backoff base, β is the backoff factor, k is
the number of consecutive failures, and Tiexcess is node i’s
overall number of connected Excess trees. rand(x) returns a
random number in (0, x]. Currently, tbase and β are set to 5
and 2, respectively. Since our results show that the average
reconnection time for low-contributing nodes is around 1
minute, our choice of parameter values allow an Excess node
to successfully connect in 3-4 attempts.

This backup algorithm improves system stability since
there is less contention for slots in a tree. A node attempts to
connect to its Excess trees at a low priority level, implying
it may take longer to connect to the tree, and even if it does,

Table 1: Preemption Matrix: Can a disconnected
node A displace/preempt a connected node B?
A | B Contributor (C) Entitled-NC (ENC) Excess (EX)

C By contribution Yes Yes
ENC No By contribution Yes
EX No No By # Excess trees

chances are it will quickly be displaced by a higher priority
node. In addition, the heuristic scales the delay based on
Tiexcess to improve stability further because it biases Excess
nodes connecting to fewer Excess trees, which have a higher
priority than those connecting to more Excess trees. We
confirm this benefit in Section 6.5.2. The prioritization pol-
icy will be explained in detail in the next section. Finally,
to prevent nodes from repeatedly contending for the same
slot(s) in the future, we use a rand function to inject some
randomness in the backoff computation.

3.3 Contribution-Aware Node Prioritization
In order to provide differential treatment to nodes for-

warding at different levels, we introduce the notion of a
class-based design. In this design, we further distinguish
an Entitled node by whether it contributes or not. A node
in a given tree belongs to one of three classes, in decreasing
order of priority:
Entitled Contributor (Contributor): A Contributor is
entitled to the tree and forwards its received stripe to its
children based on its forwarding bound Fi.
Entitled Non-Contributor (Entitled-NC): An Entitled-
NC is entitled to the tree but contributes no bandwidth.
Excess: An Excess node is not entitled to the tree and
contributes no bandwidth. It actively explores for a slot in
the tree and is able to connect only if free slots or slots of
lower priorities are available.

A host subscribes to multiple trees, but it may assume a
different class in each tree. At any time, a peer joins one
tree as a Contributor. This allows all hosts, regardless of
its contribution level, to be entitled to at least one stripe
upon entering the system, which in turn guarantees them
with some minimum quality.

To assign priorities by class, we have implemented a class-
based prioritization, summarized in Table 1. In this scheme,
when a disconnected node of higher class cannot find an
empty slot, it will displace/preempt a node of a lower class.
That is, when disconnected, Contributors may displace non-
contributors, whether Entitled-NC or Excess, and Entitled-
NCs may displace an Excess node. Further, when a parent
chooses between two Entitled nodes of the same class, the
node with a higher contribution level fi in its Contributor
tree is chosen. When choosing between two Excess nodes,
the node with fewer overall connected Excess trees is chosen.
This preference is only given for a difference of more than one
Excess tree, since otherwise a displaced node could immedi-
ately reclaim its position and destabilize the tree structure.
This provides incentives, since those nodes who contribute
more will reach the full source rate with fewer connected
Excess trees, and receive higher priorities over other Excess
nodes. This type of preemption aims to allow each host to
connect to the same number of Excess trees.

Finally, to offer more stability/protection to nodes with
higher priorities, in the case a node can not find an empty
slot, it will preempt, among nodes it knows, the one with
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the lowest priority. Thus, Excess nodes with more connected
Excess trees than others are most likely to be displaced.

3.4 Multi-Tree Join Management
Upon joining the multi-tree broadcast, a host i contacts

the broadcast source and retrieves the following information
about the system: (i) the number of trees T , (ii) the source
rate S, (iii) the total number of participating hosts N , (iv)
the total contribution in the system

�
i fi, and (v) the num-

ber of Excess nodes in each tree. i will select, with higher
probability, the tree containing fewer Excess nodes as its
Contributor Tree. Without any knowledge of i’s willingness
to contribute (i.e. Fi), balancing the non-entitled resources
(i.e. Excess and unused slots) across each tree at join-time is
difficult. Our join mechanism strives to keep each tree bal-
anced in resources by encouraging new hosts to contribute
in the tree with fewer Excess slots, which implies a shortage
of resources in the tree. In Section 6.5.3, we show that using
this join mechanism maintains trees in reasonable balance.
At this point, i does not know how many trees it is entitled
to since it has not begun to contribute. An optimistic deci-
sion could provide the host with more opportunities initially
than it deserves. Thus we permit the host to initially join
the remaining T − 1 trees as an Excess node.

Note that the effective number of Entitled trees Tieff
com-

puted by a host i may change upon every computation pe-
riod. In case of an increase, among i’s Excess trees, it picks
one with the most Excess nodes and upgrades its class to
Entitled-NC. On the other hand, in case of an decrease,
among trees in which i is an Entitled-NC, it picks one with
the fewest Excess nodes and downgrades its class to Excess.
These processes repeat until i is entitled to Tieff

trees.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate our heuristics on a real system, we have chosen

to implement them on the ESM Broadcasting System [9].
ESM is a functional overlay broadcast application that has
been used in academic conferences and workshops. The code
for the ESM client is approximately 43,000 lines. Having
this code base available provided a well-structured platform
to experiment with our contribution-aware heuristics. The
original ESM protocol uses a single-tree overlay to delivery
broadcast content. The rest of the section summarizes ESM
and describes how we extend it to use multiple overlay trees.

The ESM protocol [6] relies on a gossip-based group mem-
bership process to create a single overlay broadcast tree
among participating peers. For each node, knowledge about
other members is seeded by the source at join-time and aug-
mented through ongoing contact with other nodes. A node
periodically sends information about a subset of members
it knows to another node picked at random. The mem-
ber receiving this message will then update its knowledge
about other members. When a node i is disconnected from
the tree, it starts the parent selection process by probing
a random subset of the nodes it knows to inquire whether
they could accept it as a child. Each probed node responds
with information about whether it has a free space or a pre-
emptable child (a node with a lower priority than i). After
a timeout, the node evaluates potential parents, picks the
best one based on some configurable metrics and requests
addition as a child. An acceptance of this request means a
parent node will begin forwarding data to the node, while a
rejection causes i to restart the parent selection process.

Figure 2: Original vs Multi-tree implementation.

We employ a minimalist approach in adapting the code
base to the multi-tree framework. In our multi-tree im-
plementation, we have added a layer called the Multi-Tree
Agent (MA) which contains an array of Single-Tree Protocol
Agents (SPA, the single-tree protocol is ESM in our case) as
shown in Figure 2. Each SPA is associated with one tree in
the forest. The MA maintains global states, makes global
decisions, multiplexes and de-multiplexes outgoing and in-
coming messages for a given tree to the associated SPA.
Each tree operates independently and in parallel, interact-
ing with the MA but not with the other SPAs. Finally, we
incorporate our contribution-aware heuristics introduced in
Section 3 into the Multi-tree ESM Broadcasting System.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have evaluated our contribution-aware heuristics with

a view to answering the following questions:
• How effective are they in ensuring good overall perfor-
mance by utilizing the heterogeneous nature in the outgoing
bandwidth of nodes in the system?
• How effective are they in offering differential and equitable
performance to nodes based on their contributions?
• How stable is the resulting system, in terms of frequency
of changes in the number of connected trees?

To answer these questions, we have conducted experi-
ments on PlanetLab employing real traces of join/leave dy-
namics to compare the following two systems:
Cont-Agnostic: This system refers to multi-tree ESM with-
out any contribution-aware heuristics (e.g. no backoff). When
distributing bandwidth, it does not consider nodes’ contri-
bution. The only possible preemption is that a Contributor
can preempt an Entitled-NC or Excess node. This system is
very similar to SplitStream [3] and CoopNet [17].
Cont-Aware: This system refers to multi-tree ESM with
our contribution-aware heuristics described in Section 3.

5.1 Performance Metrics
We evaluate our system based on the following metrics:

• Bandwidth: For each node, we measure the mean ap-
plication throughput in kbps over its lifetime. To maximize
quality of the received video stream, this metric should be
as close to the source rate as possible.
• Time Between Tree Reductions: This metric mea-
sures the impact of our heuristics on the stability of the
system using the average time between reductions in the
number of connected trees a node experiences. The implicit
assumption is that the user perceived quality is dictated by
the number of trees a node is connected to so each reduc-
tion degrades the user perceived streaming quality. We re-
quire they not be frequent so this metric should be as large
as possible, or application performance will be inconsistent.
However, we should be careful while interpreting this metric
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Table 2: Constitution of hosts in a 20-minute segment

for each real-world trace.
Broadcast Avg Low High Total Peak
Event RI Speed Speed Group Group

100Kbps 10Mbps Size Size
SIGCOMM2002 1.32 34% 66% 88 78
SOSP2003 1.31 47% 53% 95 51
Rally 0.96 73% 27% 401 239
Slashdot 0.87 66% 34% 328 156
GrandChallenge 0.51 88% 12% 281 149

as it does not distinguish different types of reductions. For
example, in a forest of four trees, a reduction from four to
three trees is treated the same as a reduction from one to
zero trees. Thus a reduction does not necessarily mean a
user sees bad quality.
• Reconnection Time: When a node is disconnected from
a tree, it should be able to reconnect quickly. This may
entail preempting nodes of lower priority or locating a un-
used slot. Time between tree reductions measures how fre-
quently a user experiences a dip in performance; this metric
describes how long such dip persists.
• Utilization: Computed as the total bandwidth consumed
by all hosts over the total forwarding limits of the hosts at a
given time, the metric indicates what fraction of the system
resources are being correctly located and leveraged.

5.2 Experimental Methodology
Our study is conducted based on real-world traces ob-

tained from previous operational deployments of the ESM
Broadcasting System [6]. Each trace lasts for several hours,
and it is clearly not feasible to emulate the full duration.
Thus, for each trace, we select a twenty-minute segment with
characteristics shown in Table 2. The high-speed and low-
speed hosts are generally behind Ethernet and asymmetric
DSL/cable connections, respectively. The traces include the
join/leave patterns of different nodes, as well as estimates
of the outgoing bandwidth of each node. To quantify the
resources available in these traces, we introduce Resource
Index (RI) [6], defined as the total forwarding capacity in
the system divided by the bandwidth required for all hosts
to receive the full source rate. We classify traces with an RI
above one to be resource-rich and resource-scarce otherwise.

The primary trace we use for evaluation is the Slash-
dot trace, which is from a resource-scarce broadcast to an
interest-group where the majority of hosts are behind DSL.
SIGCOMM2002 and SOSP2003 are broadcasts of confer-
ences, and thus have a much larger fraction of hosts behind
high bandwidth university machines; as such, they represent
resource-rich environments for comparison. GrandChallenge
is a broadcast of a vehicular competition, and Rally refers to
a broadcast of an election campaign. These traces represent
resource-scarce environments. We focus our evaluation on
the Slashdot trace and use other traces to study how sen-
sitive our systems are to various operating environments.
Figure 3 shows RI as a function of time for the five trace
segments. We emulate the traces by mapping each client
to a PlanetLab host and use the same client join/leave pat-
terns as in the trace segments to drive the experiment. Fur-
thermore, we emulate DSL/cable and Ethernet hosts with a
degree of 0.25 and 2, respectively.

For each experiment, four multicast trees are formed. Al-
though one could improve the granularity of bandwidth dis-
tribution by using more trees to produce smaller stripes, the
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Figure 3: Resource Indices for real-world traces in a

20-minute segment. Traces with an RI above 1 are con-

sidered resource-rich and resource-limited otherwise.

network and video-codec overheads increase with the num-
ber of trees. We consider four trees small enough to be
efficient, while large enough to provide reasonable flexibility
in varying the bandwidth. We use a source data rate of 400
kbps, a typical size of streaming videos on the Internet [6].
The source streams a stripe of 100 kbps to each tree. The
clients already present before the start of the segment join
the broadcast in a burst and begin contributing in the their
respective Contributor trees. We allow them 2 minutes to
reach a steady state, after which the rest of the clients follow
the join/leave patterns in the trace for the next 20 minutes,
and experimental data is collected over that period.

We consider hosts with mean contributions greater than
700 kbps to be High Contributors (HC) and those with mean
contributions between 75 and 100 kbps to be Low Contribu-
tors (LC). This splits hosts with various contribution levels
into two groups and helps us evaluate them separately. Each
result is aggregated or averaged over three runs with a con-
sistent set of PlanetLab machines. When presenting results
in the next section, we filter out hosts which stay for less
than 2 minutes to highlight the results for hosts which par-
ticipate for a reasonable amount of time. We will study the
impact of node stay time in Section 6.2.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We begin by showing the behavior of a typical host under

the Cont-Aware system in a resource-scarce environment us-
ing the Slashdot trace in Section 6.1. Next, under the same
setting, we compare the performance and average time be-
tween reductions in the number of trees of hosts in Cont-
Aware to those in Cont-Agnostic in Section 6.2 and Sec-
tion 6.3, followed by a detailed evaluation of various key
design components in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 explores how
Cont-Aware behaves in different operating environments.

6.1 Results with a Typical Run
Figure 4 shows the performance of a typical high con-

tributor in our system. The node begins by making zero
contribution and connecting to its Contributor tree. Over
the next minute, the number of children the node supports
goes from zero to eight. As the number of adopted children
increases, the number of successfully connected trees also in-
creases quickly, as the node becomes entitled to them. The
actual performance fluctuates due to the fact that ESM uses
non-blocking TCP to transfer data across each overlay link,
leading to burstiness on the received bandwidth.
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bandwidth for high contributors.

Note that because we smooth away transient drops in con-
tribution, the sudden loss of children between 255 and 300
seconds does not impact performance, and the node quickly
acquires new children. The node is briefly disconnected from
one tree at 250 seconds as shown by a 100 kbps dip of the
solid line. This is due to the departure of the node’s parent.
However, because the node is contributing significantly to
the system, the recovery time is very brief – the node finds
a new location in the tree in under 6 seconds.

6.2 System Performance
In this section, we would like to evaluate how well Cont-

Aware leverages the system resources and distributes them
based on the contribution of each host as compared to Cont-
Agnostic. In particular, hosts with similar contributions
should see similar performance; hosts with higher contri-
butions should see equal or better performance than those
with lower contributions.

Figure 5 plots the cumulative distribution of the mean
session bandwidth of high contributors for the two schemes:
Cont-Aware and Cont-Agnostic. There are two curves, each
corresponding to one scheme. The y-axis is the CDF and
the x-axis is the mean bandwidth ranging from 0 to 400 kbps
(i.e. source rate). The more a curve is toward the right, the
better the overall performance is. Cont-Aware significantly
improves the performance of high contributors with 80% of
them receiving the source rate of 400 kbps. Cont-Agnostic
however allows only 20% of high contributors to receive the
source rate. Furthermore, almost all high contributors un-
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Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of average received

bandwidth for low contributors.

der Cont-Aware obtain bandwidth greater than 350 kbps
whereas Cont-Agnostic does much worse, with only half of
high contributors receiving more than 350 kbps. By prior-
itizing high contributors, Cont-Aware allocates about two
more stripes to each high contributor than Cont-Agnostic.

While Figure 5 plots the mean bandwidth CDF for high
contributors alone, Figure 6 plots the same type of graph,
but for low contributors. We see that with Cont-Agnostic,
almost all low contributors receive anywhere from 100 kbps
up to the source rate. Cont-Aware reduces this spread to
200-350 kbps, bringing the performance of all low contrib-
utors toward the mean. This shows Cont-Aware enables
nodes contributing similarly to receive similar bandwidth.
To quantify this observation, we compute the mean and
standard deviation of both curves and find that although
low contributors in both schemes receive a mean bandwidth
around 300 kbps, with Cont-Aware, the standard deviation
significantly drops from 80.5 to 34.8.

When looking at Figure 5 and 6 together, we see Cont-
Agnostic gives high and low contributors a similar allocation
pattern while Cont-Aware treat high contributors more fa-
vorably. Figure 5 also suggests Cont-Aware reduces the per-
formance spread for high contributors. Furthermore, all low
contributors under Cont-Aware receive at least one stripe
of 100 kbps. Thus we conclude that our contribution-aware
heuristics achieve equitable and differential distribution of
bandwidth based on nodes’ contributions while offering some
minimum guarantee on performance for low contributors.
This offers incentives to nodes to contribute more and keep
low contributors stay interested in the broadcast.

One question is whether it is possible to make the dis-
tribution among low contributors in Cont-Aware even more
equitable, in which case most of them should receive closer to
the average bandwidth of 300 kbps – for example, 8% of the
low contributors receive less than 250 kbps. We see various
reasons for this. First, we are limited by the granularity im-
posed by the multi-tree framework, and more equality could
result if more trees are created. Second, some clients are lim-
ited by the bandwidth near them – further, there are issues
related to our experimental artifact as several clients may be
mapped to the same PlanetLab machine and compete for in-
coming bandwidth, causing them to under-perform. Third,
there are convergence issues: short-lived low contributors
do not remain in the system long enough to connect to their
Excess trees, and due to the distributed nature of the sys-
tem, resources are not always quickly located. In an extreme
case, an Excess node which fails frequently on consecutive
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connection attempts may work up to a large backoff time,
meaning they may never attempt to acquire a parent before
they leave the system.

Figure 7 further studies the convergence issues. Each
curve corresponds to the performance for low contributors
staying longer than X minutes, with X being 0, 2, and 5
minutes. The middle curve is the same as the Cont-Aware
curve in Figure 6. As we can see, there is a minor improve-
ment in the performance of the tail when longer-lived nodes
are considered, however the impact of stay time on perfor-
mance is negligible overall.

6.3 Time between Tree Reductions
We wish to show a node’s received bandwidth is not fre-

quently interrupted by measuring the time between reduc-
tions in the number of connected tree. Figure 8 shows the
CDF of time between reductions in the number of connected
trees for all nodes. We truncate the x-axis at 600 seconds,
since nodes with fewer than one reduction in 10 minutes are
considered stable. The higher the curve, the less stable the
system is, since a greater percentage of nodes experience a
smaller time between reductions in the number of connected
tree. Although Cont-Aware appears to produce less consis-
tent performance for all nodes, it does not necessarily imply
users see bad performance due to two reasons.

First, the curve does not distinguish between different
types of reductions. For example, a reduction from four
to three trees is treated the same as a reduction from two
to one trees. Table 3 shows a breakdown of different types
of reductions in the number of connected trees. We see that
for Cont-Aware, only 2.5% of reductions are from two to one

Table 3: Breakdown of different types of reductions in

the number of connected trees.
Reduction Cont-Agnostic Cont-Aware
from→to LC HC LC HC

1 → 0 trees 0.8% 0% 0% 0.1%
2 → 1 trees 4.0% 3.1% 2.1% 0.3%
3 → 2 trees 15.6% 13.8% 31.6% 2.5%
4 → 3 trees 29.6% 33.1% 16.3% 47.1%
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Figure 9: Average post-preemption reconnection time

in seconds for nodes in different contribution levels.

trees and virtually none from one to zero trees whereas for
Cont-Agnostic, almost 8% of reductions are of these types.
We can also observe that almost all reductions high contrib-
utors in Cont-Awareexperience are from four to three trees,
which have very little impact on application performance.
In contrast, such preferential treatment for high contribu-
tors is not obvious under Cont-Agnostic. Second, we find
that 90% of reduction result from preemptions rather than
from parent departures, and Cont-Aware allows preempted
nodes to reconnect much faster. Figure 9 shows a breakdown
of average reconnection time after preemptions. We see that
by considering node contribution, the reconnection time for
both groups of nodes are reduced, and the reconnection time
for high contributors is much shorter than low contributors.
In particular, the reconnection time of high contributors in
Cont-Aware is only 1/11 of that in Cont-Agnostic. In Cont-
Agnostic, a node which is preempted cannot preempt an-
other node. In contrast, since Cont-Aware establishes finer
prioritization levels among nodes, a preempted node can of-
ten quickly find a new location in the tree, and the cost of
preemption is much cheaper.

To further understand why Cont-Aware reduces the re-
connection time, Table 4 compares different types of pre-
emptions that may occur based Table 1 and how long the
preempted node remains disconnected. In particular, there
are three types of preemptions:
• EN by EN: An Entitled node may be preempted by an-
other Entitled node of higher priority. Such type of preemp-
tion improves the tree structure by accepting a node which
contributes more. The preempted node is also entitled to
the tree and should reconnect quickly.
• EX by EN: An Entitled node may preempt an Excess
node. This type of preemption is not quickly recovered from,
but since the node was not entitled to the tree in which it
was preempted, the loss of performance is less significant.
• EX by EX: An Excess node may be preempted by another
Excess node. They take place in order to effect equitable per-
formance. An Excess node receiving many Excess trees will
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Table 4: Breakdown of number of preemptions for each

preemption type and the average reconnection times fol-

lowing each type of preemption.
Type HC LC Overall Avg Recon Time
EN by EN 164 307 508 5.95
EX by EN 86 1449 1591 50.51
EX by EX 19 735 784 71.44

be preempted by an excess receiving few, thereby equalizing
their bandwidth. If a preempted excess was receiving too
many trees, these preemptions should not recover quickly.

In Table 4, we see that the reconnection time following
each type of preemption are consistent with our predictions.
An Entitled node reconnects quickly after a preemption. An
Excess node preempted by an Entitled node does not quickly
reconnect. An Excess node which is receiving in too many
trees and is preempted does not recover quickly at all. We
have also observed that most preemptions among high con-
tributors are of the first type, since they are entitled to all
four trees most of the time. These preemptions occur when
few Excess nodes exist in the system. In this case, a Contrib-
utor sometimes will preempt an Entitled-NC. With a recon-
nection time under 6 seconds, such types of preemption are
acceptable. We also see that some high contributor preemp-
tions take place while the high contributor is an Excess in a
tree; this situation primarily occurs at the beginning of the
high contributor’s lifetime, before it begins to contribute.

Most preemptions are of the second type, since under
resource-scarce environments like Slashdot, most Entitled
nodes are required to connect by preempting other nodes.
Since an Entitled node prefers to preempt an Excess node
rather than anther Entitled node, the more trees a node is
entitled to, the more stable it will be. This ensures nodes are
generally connected in their Entitled trees for an extended
period of time.

6.4 Utilization
In resource-scarce Slashdot environment, Cont-Agnostic

utilizes 95% of the resources in average, whereas the utiliza-
tion of Cont-Aware is about 93%, demonstrating that our
heuristics does not adversely impact the efficiency of ESM in
locating and leveraging the available resources despite with
numerous backoffs and preemptions taking place.

6.5 System Dissection
In this section, we evaluate the impact of various heuris-

tics in Cont-Aware. We wish to demonstrate the value added
by each heuristic and better understand its contribution to
the improved performance.

6.5.1 Smoothing Schemes

The goal of smoothing is to enable hosts to experience less
frequent reductions in the number of connected trees by not
overreacting to global and local transients. In this section,
we study three smoothing policies: No-Smooth, Smooth,
and SmoothDown-Only, and explain why our heuristics pick
SmoothDown-Only over the other two schemes to compute
the estimated number of Entitled trees, Tiest . Using the no-
tations defined in Section 3.1.2, we first define each policy:
• No-Smooth: No smoothing at all (i.e. Tiest = Tisample

),
regardless of how abruptly Tisample

changes.
• Smooth: Always smooth by using Equation (2) to calcu-
late Tiest whenever Tisample

changes.
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Figure 10: Comparison of time between tree reduc-
tions for high contributors under different smooth-
ing schemes.
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Figure 11: Cumulative distribution of received band-

width for all nodes under different backoff schemes.

• SmoothDown-Only: Smooth by using Equation (2) to
calculate Tiest only when Tisample

decreases.
Our results show that, regardless of the smoothing schemes

used, low contributors see similar low time between reduc-
tions in the number of connected trees. Figure 10 plots CDF
of the average time between reductions in the number of con-
nected trees for high contributors. We see that No-Smooth
does not perform well because Tiest fluctuates with Tisample

whereas Smooth is as bad because it does not quickly reward
nodes whose contributions go up. SmoothDown-Only signif-
icantly increases the stability for high-contributors over the
other two scheme because many decreases in Tisample

are
caused by transient situations, such as a child departure, in
which case another child will be acquired quickly in highly-
utilized resource-scarce environments.

6.5.2 Backoff Schemes

In this section, we first justify why we incorporate the
backoff mechanism in Cont-Aware. Then we investigate why
it is beneficial to adding the scaling factor, Tiexcess , in the
computation of the backoff timer. We first define three vari-
ations of backoff policies:
• No-Backoff: No backoff at all. A disconnected Excess
node immediately attempts to reconnect.
• Backoff: When failing to connect, backoff using the timer
computed by Equation (3).
• Backoff w/o Tiexcess : When failing to connect, back-
off using timer computed by Equation (3) with Tiexcess re-
moved.
Benefit of Backoff: We now examine whether Excess nodes
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Figure 13: Comparison of resource indices in each tree

as compared to perfect load balancing.

should backoff when they are unable to connect by compar-
ing two systems: Backoff and No-Backoff. In Figure 11,
we observe that although No-Backoff improves the overall
performance slightly, Figure 12 shows that Backoff signifi-
cantly improves system stability. Since the environment we
consider is resource-scare, Excess nodes are very likely be
preempted. By trying less frequently to connect to an Ex-
cess tree unless more resources are available, an Excess node
is less likely to be quickly preempted, leading to less frequent
reductions in the number of connected trees.
Consider Tiexcess in Backoff Timer: In Backoff, in addi-
tion to double the backoff timer after each consecutive fail-
ure in connection attempts for an Excess node, the backoff
time is scaled by the number of Excess trees the node is cur-
rently connected, Tiexcess . Figure 12 compares the stability
of Backoff w/o Tiexcess with Backoff. We see that Backoff
leads to a more stable system than Backoff w/o Tiexcess by
forcing peers receiving in more Excess trees to wait longer
before the next reconnection attempt because even if they
get connected, they are likely to be immediately preempted
by other Excess nodes with a lower Tiexcess .

6.5.3 Load Balancing

We believe that choosing to balance the number of Ex-
cess nodes in each tree would approximately balance the
resources in each tree in resource-scarce environments. Fig-
ure 13 plots four dashed curves showing the resource index
for each tree over time. The solid line represents the ideal
RI over time if we have perfect balancing. Although at some
instant, the RI for each tree deviates from the ideal curve,
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tions for all nodes in each trace.

the resources each tree have remain close to perfect balanc-
ing for the most of the duration. Thus, we conclude that our
heuristics maintain trees in reasonable balance in resource-
scarce environments.

6.6 Sensitivity to Trace
In this section, we evaluate our contribution-aware heuris-

tics under environments with varying resource levels by us-
ing five different traces. We include Slashdot among these
for comparison to results in previous sections.

Figure 14 shows the 10th-percentile performance of the
entire set of nodes and high contributors across each trace
for Cont-Aware and Cont-Agnostic. That is, 90% of all
nodes see better performance than the numbers presented
here. The traces are ordered based on their resource in-
dices, with the lowest RI on the very left. The three traces
on the left are resource-scarce whereas the two on the right
are resource-rich. Each trace has 4 bars, with 2 bars for
high contributors and 2 bars for all nodes in Cont-Aware
and Cont-Agnostic. For resource-scarce traces, our heuris-
tics offer improved tail performance for all nodes and high
contributors alone. The significant improvement for high
contributors confirm that they are prioritized for resources
in Cont-Aware whereas improvement for all nodes implies
their received bandwidth is pulled toward the mean. For
resource-rich traces, we see similar performance – everyone
successfully receives the source rate.

In Figure 15, we examine the sensitivity of the average
time between reductions in the number of connected trees to
different traces by comparing the median value of all nodes.
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for high contributors and all nodes in each trace.

Notice that for resource-scarce traces, Cont-Aware causes
nodes to experience reductions more frequently. In resource-
rich environments, reductions are infrequent for both as
most nodes can connect to empty slots.

Finally, we compare the reconnection time after preemp-
tions in Figure 16. Note that for all resource-scarce envi-
ronments our heuristics significantly improve reconnection
time for both high and low contributors. In resource-rich
environments, we offer substantially similar recovery time.

7. SUMMARY
In this paper, we present the design and implementation

experience of an overlay broadcasting system targeted at
environments where not all nodes can receive the source
rate and node contributions are heterogeneous. To incenvi-
tizes nodes to increase their contributions, the system is
contribution-aware: it distributes more bandwidth to nodes
which contribute more. We have conducted a detailed eval-
uation of the system on PlanetLab using traces from real
broadcasts, which helps demonstrate the benefits of the heuris-
tics we introduce. When compared with contribution-agnostic
system, our results indicate that in resource-scarce environ-
ments, our contribution-aware system can improve the 10th-
percentile performance of all nodes and high contributors
alone by 2-35% and 10-240%, respectively. The system also
distributes the available bandwidth more equitably among
nodes of similar contributions. For example, in one trace,
bandwidth received by 90% of low contributors is within 100
kbps of the mean. Although nodes in our system suffer tree
reductions a little more frequently, they require only 70% as
much time to recover. We believe these results are promis-
ing and display the potential to extend overlay broadcasting
toward ubiquitous deployment in mainstream Internet.
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ABSTRACT

Fast and effective distribution of software updates (a.k.a. patches)
to millions of Internet users has evolved into a critical task over the
last years. In this paper, we characterize “Windows Update”, one
of the largest update services in the world, with the aim to draw
general guidelines on how to best design and architect a fast and
effective planet-scale patch dissemination system. To this end, we
analyze an extensive set of data traces collected over the period
of a year, consisting of billions of queries from over 300 million
computers. Based on empirical observations and analytical results,
we identify interesting properties of today’s update traffic and user
behavior.

Building on this analysis, we consider alternative patch delivery
strategies such as caching and peer-to-peer and evaluate their per-
formance. We identify key factors that determine the effectiveness
of these schemes in reducing the server workload and the network
traffic, and in speeding-up the patch delivery. Most of our findings
are invariant properties induced by either user behavior or architec-
tural characteristics of today’s Internet, and thus apply to the gen-
eral problem of Internet-wide dissemination of software updates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.2 [Computer - Commu-
nication Networks]: Network Protocols-Applications D.2.7 [Soft-
ware Engineering]: Distribution, Maintenance, and Enhancement

General Terms: Management, Measurement, Performance, De-
sign.

Keywords: software updates, peer-to-peer, caching.

1. INTRODUCTION
Large scale and fast dissemination of software updates to millions
of Internet users is becoming crucial to maintain high levels of pro-
tection and offer updated services and applications. As users be-
come more proactive in keeping their software updated, the amount
of traffic generated by software updates and security patches is
rapidly increasing. In fact, during certain periods of time, patch
distribution can account for a large fraction of the traffic in corpo-
rations and across the Internet (see Table 1).

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
SIGCOMM’06, September 11–15, 2006, Pisa, Italy.
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-308-5/06/0009 ...$5.00.

URLRank Site GBytes %

1 download.microsoft.com 535.5 9.80%
2 www.download.windowsupdate.com 344.8 6.30%
4 au.download.windowsupdate.com 246.4 4.50%
8 download.windowsupdate.com 96.0 1.80%

Table 1: Patch traffic generated by downloads of Service Pack 2
(SP2) inside a large corporation (1-30 Sep 04). Windows Update
dominates the top 10 sites rated by bandwidth consumption.

Patches upgrade existing software with the intent to fix security
vulnerabilities, update drivers, distribute new virus definitions, or
release new functionality. The number of operating systems and
applications, such as web browsers, games, etc., that provide on-
line patching services is rapidly increasing. Despite the growing
popularity of software updates, little is known about the process of
creating and releasing patches, the traffic characteristics of patch
distribution, and the potential of alternative distribution strategies.

In this paper, we analyze one of the largest update services in the
world, the Windows Update system. Windows Update provides an
automated update service for the Windows operating system, Office
applications, and Exchange and SQL servers. Our goal is to find
general principles and properties that can be used as guidelines to
design and better architect fast and cost effective planet-scale patch
dissemination. Based on a combination of empirical observations
and analytical results, we identify interesting properties of today’s
update traffic and user behavior, such as the frequency of updates,
the possibility of grouping multiple patches, the spatial and tempo-
ral characteristics of user requests, and the percentage of computers
that are always online and, hence, can be instantaneously patched.

Furthermore, we study different patch delivery strategies (e.g.
caching and P2P) and evaluate their performance and their poten-
tial to improve speed of patch delivery. We identify key factors that
determine the effectiveness of these schemes both in terms of work-
load reduction on the central server and the overall Internet. For the
case of P2P, we find analytical and empirical evidence showing that
P2P patching is highly effective in reducing the load on the central
servers. Nonetheless, P2P can generate significant load into ISPs.
Hence, we analyze locality algorithms to reduce inter-ISP traffic.

We have analyzed a vast number of data traces collected over the
period of a year at different points of the Windows Update service
infrastructure. In total, we have parsed several billions of queries
from almost 300 million computers. We believe that we have ob-
served a significant fraction of all the computers in the Internet. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of a very popu-
lar update service, and we deem it can be used to draw important
conclusions regarding software update distribution.

We deem that most of our findings are induced by user behavior,
architectural characteristics of today’s Internet, or standard soft-
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Figure 1: Number of update queries and corresponding downloads
over three days. Note that a security patch is released during the
second day.

ware engineering processes and development cycles, and thus apply
to the general problem of Internet-wide dissemination of software
updates. Some of the findings of our paper are as follows:

a) Software patches can be efficiently clustered into a small number
of groups, decreasing the complexity and improving the effective-
ness of any dissemination solution.

b) Approximately 80% of IPs appear during the first day of a patch
release, while the number of unique IPs drops abruptly with the
number of days. We also characterize the temporal correlation of
users and find that for more than 90% of the IP population arrival
rates are quite bursty.

c) We find that the percentage of machines that are always online
and thus could benefit from an idealized instantaneous patching
system is approximately 20% of the population.

d) Computers that use the update service seem to be highly updated,
with more than 90% of all observed users updated with all security
patches. This is expected and shows the importance of automated
update systems.

e) We have estimated that the potential workload reduction pro-
vided by existing caches varies from 25% to 35%, while a full
cache deployment by ISPs would result in almost all requests for
an update covered by caches.

f) Despite the small size of patches and the diversity of requests,
P2P distribution can considerably reduce the load on the server if
users stay online for a short time after completing the download.

g) We quantify analytically the impact of P2P locality on ISP traf-
fic. Based on analytical and experimental results, we show that lo-
cality can reduce inter-ISP traffic by more than an order of magni-
tude. (Similar observations have been made in [11] for file sharing
applications.)

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
our data sets and the Windows Update system, Section 3 charac-
terizes patches and studies their clustering, Section 4 characterizes
user’s behaviors, Section 5 compares different dissemination strate-
gies, Sections 6 and 7 present related work and conclude the paper.
Proofs are deferred to the appendix of the technical report [6].

2. SYSTEM AND DATA DESCRIPTION
For this study we used a variety of datasets that span a large number
of significant updates for over a year period. The discussion of the
various datasets presupposes knowledge of the Windows Update
(WU) system architecture and thus we will briefly present here its
basic characteristics.

2.1 System description
The windows update architecture consists of a set of update servers

where users query for new updates and a large number of distribu-

tion servers from which users download updates (see Fig. 2). Each
user querying for updates will first initiate a request to an update
server, and if available updates exist, will be redirected to one of
the distribution servers. Overall, there are two types of requests: a)
Requests through “Automatic Updates” that occur in pre-specified
time intervals or 5-10 minutes after boot time if the pre-specified
time expired in between reboots. b) Requests originating at the
Windows Update website after a manual query.

The automatic update system periodically queries for updates
with inter-polling times independent and identically distributed, uni-
form in [18, 22] hours (in fact, the left-end of the interval is slightly
smaller than 18). In most of our traces, only a very small percentage
of the queries happen through manual updates (we will indicate it
otherwise). In total, it is estimated that approximately 300 million

users are updated for every patch released.
Updates are distributed through the binary delta compression

scheme [16]. Delta compression ensures that each user will receive
only a “diff-file”, which will correspond to the difference (delta)
between the latest version released and the current version of the
file being updated at the user machine. Thus, for every file to be
patched, there exists a collection of different deltas that specify all
the possible diffs between older releases of the specific file and the
latest release. Each delta is OS-specific as well as country-specific
(i.e., deltas differ per country or OS).

Patches1 are regularly released every month. The set of patches
that fix a given vulnerability is known as “Knowledge Bases”. At
larger time intervals (e.g., years), large collections of Knowledge
Bases are released at the same time, which are called Service Packs

(SPs). SPs consist of all the updates previously released up to that
point in time (i.e., all Knowledge Bases previously released) as well
as new files that introduce new functionality and/or major product
improvements. As such, Service Packs are significantly larger in
size compared to monthly patches. For example, Service Pack 2

(SP2) consisted of 800 Knowledge Bases compared to 8-10 Knowl-
edge Bases that are usually included in a monthly release. SP2 in-
troduced automatic updates by default. Prior to SP2, updates were
made mostly manually.

2.2 Data characteristics
In order to profile the distribution process of such a vast system
with myriads of interactions, we have collected an extensive num-
ber of traces, diverse in type and duration, at various points within
the aforementioned architecture. Our datasets are described in Ta-
ble 2. Overall our collected traces amount to approximately two
Terabytes worth of analyzed data.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF PATCHES
Designing efficient mechanisms for distributing software updates,
requires understanding their characteristics, e.g. the number and
size of files affected, the frequency of update releases, and the re-
lations between the individual patches. The problem arises from
the fact that machines can have a large set of configuration states.
Recall that a single software update may change many files but in-
dividual users may be interested in only a subset of them. The
primary reason is that users can patch at different times, ending up
with a different set of files or versions. Such differences in the con-
figuration and the interests of the users significantly complicate the

1We use the terms patches, updates, deltas, and diffs interchange-
ably.
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Table 2: Characteristics of the collected data sets.

Set Period Characteristics Collection point Type Description

I 4-6th Jan ’06 300M polls/day All update servers Polls for updates. Mostly Automatic polls for new updates.
150M distinct IPs IIS Logs See Figure 1 for query rate.

II 10-12 Aug ’04 70K distinct IPs One download server Service Pack 2 (SP2). Manual downloads. Close to SP2 release (6 Aug’04).
14-16 Jan ’05 IIS Logs and packet-

level traces
SP2 patched a large number of files (>4K) and included 12K+
deltas. Aggregate size for all deltas equals 266MB.

III 10-26 Oct ’05 300K distinct IPs Two download servers Monthly patches. Mostly Automatic downloads.
14 June ’05 10
Aug ’05

IIS Logs and packet-
level traces

Regular monthly patches for small set of files (mostly critical up-
dates).

IV 2001-2006 - XP build release tree Update history for all
Windows XP files

Facilitates the study of delta production and publishing. Includes
delta creation time, size, hash key, version, etc.

Figure 2: Overview of the update process. A client checks first
with the update servers for new patches, and then, if it needs to get
updated, downloads the patches from the distribution servers.

design of a patch delivery system. In Sec. 3.1 and 3.2 we examine
the relationships between the updates for individual files with the
objective to identify clusters of files that are updated together. If
efficient clustering is possible, then, the number of possible states
that need to be covered by a patching system can be significantly
reduced. This can result in simpler, more efficient and scalable de-
livery system since fewer distribution channels are required (e.g.
multicast channels, etc) and user requests are spread across fewer
files which translates into higher cache efficiencies.

A file patch describes the differences between the version that
exists in the user computer and the newest version. When a soft-
ware update requires changes in files that already exist in the user’s
computer, it is more efficient to send file patches instead of the files
themselves. Patches may be significantly smaller than the corre-
sponding files and, hence, transmitting patches results in signifi-
cant bandwidth savings at the server and improved update delivery
times for the user, especially for modem users. Using Set-II and
Set-IV we have determined that the mean size of a file distributed
during XP SP2 is 73.2 KBytes, while the mean patch size is 32.9
KBytes. We have also measured that for 30% of the files, patches
provide savings of at least 5x. On the other hand, the use of patches
increases the diversity of the user population since the users differ
not only in the components they wish to update, but also in the spe-
cific patch, which depends on the version of their files, they need
to obtain.

In Fig. 3 we plot the cumulative number of released patches and
new files as a function of their release time. Observe the large num-
ber of new files and deltas in three time instances that correspond
to the release of the XP operating system and the releases of two
major service packs (SP1 and SP2). Observe also the release of
many updates in between the SPs with an average rate of 21 new
patches per month.









Figure 3: Set of patches included in SP2 and their releases times.
Major jumps correspond to the release of XP-RTM (Aug 01), SP1
(Sep 02), and SP2 (Aug 04).

3.1 Clustering of files
We will now try to identify clusters of files that are requested to-
gether (in the next section we will repeat the same exercise for
patches). To this extent, we have used traces of requests for the
Windows XP SP2 distribution and the full history of updates in the
XP source tree (data Set-II and Set-IV). In order to accurately de-
termine the clustering relationship across files, we first filter out
those clients for which we do not see a complete patching session.
Filtered entries corresponded mostly to slow (e.g. modem) users,
which required several sessions to fully patch. Filtering out those
users did not bias our clustering results as our goal is indeed to
sample users for which we see a complete patching session over
the observation interval.

To quantify the set of files that are clustered together, we do the
following analysis. Let xi be the binary vector of user requests for
file i; i.e., xi(u) = 1 iff user u requested file i. We compute the
cosine correlation ρi,j between any pair of files i and j as:

ρi,j =
xT

i · xj
p

xT
i · xi ·

q

xT
j · xj

Files that are always requested together have a correlation ρi,j = 1.
We assume that files i and j are correlated if ρi,j > 0.9. We then
construct a graph of the files as follows. Each node represents a file
and there is an edge between two files if the correlation between
the files is greater than ρi,j > 0.9. We then identify the connected
components of that graph. Observe that, even though our method
does not guarantee that every two files assigned to the same com-
ponent are related to each other, we have observed that in every
component the minimum correlation between each pair of files is
large (more than 0.8).

In total, our data set had requests for 2029 files. From our analy-
sis we were able to identify 26 non-overlapping groups accounting
for 2003 files; only 26 files could not be assigned to a group (see
Fig. 4). This represents an important clustering effect. The groups
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Figure 4: Groups of files identified in the SP2 download. Dark dots
appear whenever two files are highly correlated. Group boundaries
appear as squares.

correlate with functional components of the operating system; a
typical example of a group is the set of files related to the network-
ing functionality.

In Fig. 5(a) we plot in more detail the sizes of the groups. The
largest group, which includes 1460 files, was requested by all users.
This group corresponds to updates of core components of the OS,
as well as components that were introduced in SP2 for the first
time. The other groups included 200 files or less. Some of these
groups correspond to rare configurations, such as language specific
files, and received few requests. Observe that the clustering of files
can significantly reduce the complexity of the system; indeed, by
publishing groups of files instead of individual files, the number
of publishing elements reduces by two orders of magnitude (from
2029 to 26).

We now quantify the benefits of publishing only a few major
groups (e.g. over a few multicast trees) and distribute the remain-
ing files individually. Fig. 5(c) shows the percentage of requests
that can be satisfied by publishing the largest k groups, for k =
1, . . . , 26. Note that the 5 largest groups account for 1877 of the
files and are responsible for more than 97% of the requests, which
indicates that the distribution a few groups can satisfy a very large
number of requests. It is outside of the scope of this paper to de-
scribe ways to automate cluster discovery. However, our analysis
demonstrates that clustering of patches has a large potential group-
ing in reducing the complexity of a patch distribution system.

3.2 Clustering of patches
We have repeated the same analysis as above using as input the
patch requests. In total, our data set had 3379 patches. In Fig.5(b)
we plot the sizes of the groups of patches (the groups are ordered
by their size). We have identified 125 groups that account for 3188
patches; 191 patches could not be assigned to a group. The num-
ber of groups is again significantly smaller than the total number of
patches. However, compared to file grouping, grouping of patches
provides a smaller aggregation factor. This is due to the larger num-
ber of possible user configurations that arise when considering in-
dividual patches; users differ not only in the component they need
to update, but also in the patch they need to download to update
their local version. From Fig. 5(c), we also observe that to sat-
isfy the same number of requests, the required number of groups of
patches is larger than the required number of groups of files. Thus,
the user population covered by each group of patches is smaller.

This analysis indicates that publishing individual deltas instead
of files decreases the clustering efficiency, consequently increas-
ing the complexity of the system. Ideally, software update sys-
tems should publish individual files rather than deltas, and generate
patches on-the-fly using chunck-based hash techniques (e.g. simi-

Figure 6: The rate of distinct IPs observed over three days, starting from
Jan 4, 2006, 8:00 UTC. The majority of distinct IPs are observed during day
1. Peaks are observed at around 14:00 UTC and 24:00 UTC. The break-
down of IP counts over continents reveals that the first peak is due to North
American users and the second due to Asian ones.

lar to LBFS [17]). The main challenge to produce deltas on-the-fly
is, however, the required computation capacity at the servers. To
scale such computation, one can use distributed systems such as
P2P networks that support on-the-fly generation of updates; deltas
can be generated automatically from updated peers, rather than
from the server. We will study the potential of such P2P patching
systems in Section 5.

4. USERS CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we examine the intrinsic properties of update traffic
and user behavior with respect to software updates.

4.1 Traffic Properties
We now characterize the arrival patterns of update queries. Queries
arrive from two types of machines: always-online-machines (AOM)

and non-AOM. We define AOM as those machines that have an ac-
tive automatic update service that periodically queries for updates.
Non-AOM machines are those that go On and Off and stay offline
for a period greater than the pre-specified query interval. The au-
tomatic update service in those machines will query soon after re-
booting since the query time expired. Queries can also occur from
machines where the users manually check for updates, however,
these are rare events.

4.1.1 Distincts IPs over time

We first examine the aggregate volume of user queries with respect
to the distinct IPs using Set-I. We try to identify both AOM and
non-AOM users. Note that in the case of AOM, the aggregates
of queries will not exhibit spatial or temporal correlations due to
the randomization process of query polling. Correlations on the
other hand can be a consequence of queries that are initiated by
user actions, either by deliberate manual querying or because of
the queries initiated shortly after a computer boot time, for those
computers that missed a scheduled query time. Ideally, in a system
where instantaneous patching were feasible, it would be desirable
that the majority of users poll for updates as close in time to the
release of the patch as possible, so that the vulnerable population is
minimized.

Approximately 80% of the observed IPs appear within the first

day; the number of fresh IPs drops by an order of magnitude during

the second day, and is further reduced by factor of 2 in day three.
Fig. 6 shows the number of distinct IPs per second for the three
day trace, where the large drops across the three days are evident
through the change in the mean of the time-series. Within each of
the three days, we respectively observe approximately 117, 22, and
11 millions of distinct IPs. Overall, the number of fresh IPs within a
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Figure 5: (a) Group size distribution for File grouping. (b) Group size distribution for Delta grouping. (c) Number of requests satisfied by
publishing an increasing number of groups for Delta and File grouping.

Figure 7: The fraction of distinct IPs per continent observed within the
first day versus time. The slope of each curve corresponds to the query
arrival rate per continent. The differences in the rates result from time-of-
day effects

day decreases abruptly with the number of the days since the initial

observation time.

4.1.2 Time-of-day effects

Time-of-day effects are present in user queries. This may be sur-
prising given that the system was designed to smooth the arrival of
update requests. However, it can be explained by the fact that a
large number of machines initiate a query shortly after a machine
boot time. Indeed, queries from non-AOM users will lead to time of
day dependencies on the rate of query arrivals. Such dependencies
will be pronounced when examining aggregate rates per continent;
by mapping IPs to their continent of origin.

Fig. 7 shows the cumulative fraction of distinct IPs observed
within the first day over time, where the slopes of individual curves
correspond to the arrival rates over time per continent. Our initial
observation time is 8:00 UTC and thus Europe exhibits the largest
query arrival rates at the beginning and at the end of the day. The
peak rate for North America happens within the interval 13:00 to
16:00 hours, which is consistent with the 5 hours time difference
between UTC and US East coast and additional three hours differ-
ence from US East to West coast. The time difference of UTC to
Beijing is 8 hours and as expected the query rates from Asia peak
at around 24:00 UTC. Similar curves are obtained for the second
and third day of our traces.
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Figure 8: Number of queries for two European ISPs in the same country
over time (as % over total number of queries). While the time-of-day effect
pattern is similar, the different profile of ISP customers further affects the
query arrival rate (ISP1 focuses on business customers, while ISP2 focuses
on residential customers).

4.1.3 Uniformity and burstiness of queries

We further characterize the temporal correlation of user requests
by studying the statistical properties of the arrival process. While
time-of-day dependences are evident in the continent aggregate rates,
such correlations appear even more emphasized when we examine
the per-AS query arrival rate. However, in addition to time-of-day
effects, ASes may exhibit different query rates depending on the
profile of their customers. Fig. 8 presents a typical example of
two geographically collocated ISPs where the profile of their sub-
scribers (residential vs. corporate) results in dissimilar query arrival
patterns within the day.

In order to statistically characterize our entire sample of approx-
imately 19K observed ASes, we analyze the distribution of queries
in time and try to understand whether they are uniformly distributed
and, if not, quantify their burstiness.

We admit as null hypothesis that queries from an AS are uni-
formly distributed over time, which would be true if the users were
querying at random times, uniformly within 0-24 hours. To ex-
amine this hypothesis, we perform Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-
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Figure 9: Estimated percentage of distinct IPs classified as AOM
per country versus the total number of distinct IPs per country. The
estimates are upper bounds with 95% confidence. The larger the
number of distinct IPs per country, the tighter the estimate would
be to the uknown parameter.

test) for each AS. 2 Overall, for the first day of our trace the null
hypothesis cannot be rejected for 52% of ASes. However, these
ASes only amount to less than 0.1% of the distinct IP’s observed
over the day! We obtained the same percentages by running the KS
test for each of the other two days. Thus, for 50% of the ASes that

acount for more than 90% of our IP population, the uniformity of

query arrivals is rejected.

We also examined the magnitude of the query rate burstiness by
evaluating the maximum workload of a hypothetical server that
serves AS-aggregate of queries and quantified that, indeed, the bursti-
ness is in many cases larger than if the AS-aggregate query rates
were uniform in time.

4.2 Estimated Always on-line Machines
Always Online Machines (AOM) are of specific interest since they
can be instantaneously patched using an ideal push patching sys-
tem (e.g. for instance a ubiquitous multicast channel joining all
users). The polling instants of an AOM user can be modeled as
a renewal stochastic process with inter-polling times independent
and identically distributed, uniformly in [18, 22] hours.3

We use an estimation technique based on the aggregate counts of
queries to estimate an upper bound on the number of AOM users
with a fixed confidence, which is a good estimate for the unknown
number of AOM users in aggregates of many users, provided that
over some time intervals the number AOM users dominates, i.e.
the number of other users can be neglected (as it would be over
night periods for aggregates of users with geographical proximity).
The estimation technique uses the fact that the number of fresh IPs
observed from AOM users over a time interval is a binomial ran-
dom variable and uses known large deviation bound that holds for
binomial random variables. For space reasons, the details of the es-

2The KS statistic is defined as the maximum absolute deviation of
an empirical CDF and a candidate CDF assumed under null hy-
pothesis. If, instead of using the absolute deviation, we use either
the most positive or the most negative deviation, the KS statistic is
called one-sided.
3This polling rule may be regarded a good design choice as it is
a random walk on a 24 hour clock, with inter-polling times hav-
ing a density so that a host polling instant converges to a uniform
distribution over a day.

timation method are provided in [6]. Alternatively, we could have
collected per host query instants and classified the hosts by using
a hypothesis test to check whether the observed samples are drawn
from the known inter-query time distribution, but note that the du-
ration of our Set-I is 3 days and thus with mean per-host inter-query
time of 20 hours, we would have only 3.6 per host queries.

Using Set-I, our estimates suggest that approximately 20% of the

population is “always” online and thus could be patched inmedi-
ately. This estimate is based on the results in Fig. 9, which shows
the estimated percentage of AOM users for each country versus the
number of distinct IPs observed from that country. The estimates
are upper bounds and would be tight to the unknown percentage for
countries with sufficiently large number of the observed IP’s. Fig. 9
suggests this to hold for countries with > 300K distinct IP’s and it
is for those estimates that we assert the 20% figure.

The trace we used to determine Always On Machines (Set-I) also
includes requests from users that manually visit the Windows Up-
date site to search for updates using a browser (e.g. as opposed to
automatic updates). Such events could bias our estimation of AOM
users and add noise to our AOM estimation. However, such users
are a small percentage of the total population and account for very
few requests during the low activity periods (e.g. a user opening
their laptop in the middle of the night), thus, they add a very small
error to our AOM estimation.

4.3 Frequency of computer updates
We now study how up-to-date computers are kept around the world.
To this extent, we examine a Windows XP patch from June 2005
(Set-II).4 The minimum size of a requested delta for this patch is
22 KBytes, while the maximum was 800KBytes. Smaller deltas
correspond to updates for recent versions of the file, while larger
deltas update older versions. In Fig. 10, we plot the CDF of re-
quested delta sizes in different parts of the world. Jumps in the
graph correspond to requested deltas. For instance, we see a first
jump around 20KB, which corresponds to all computers that are
regularly updated and need few changes. Similarly, jumps at larger
deltas relate to less updated computers.

We can see that there is a large difference on how updated com-
puters are kept around the world. For instance, US and Japan users
keep their machines highly updated, with 90% of users updating
from the inmediate previous version, while this happens only for
50− 70% of users in China or France. The fact that users are more
or less updated, is likely a combination of download speeds and the
amount of time they spend on-line.

From this plot, we can also determine how many deltas per file
should be made available for download to satisfy a large number
of users. This is an interesting question that impacts the design of
an on-line patch system. Providing a large number of deltas per
file increases the chances that nodes do not have to download the
complete file. However, it increases system’s complexity and re-
duces the access reference locality of any given file, since requests
are spread across many deltas. From our data, we can observe that
90% or more of all users can be satisfied by very few deltas of re-
cent versions (e.g. 2-3). Thus, a very small set of deltas is sufficient
to patch most users, thereby, decreasing the need for publishing and
archiving a large number of older deltas per file.

Always Patched Users: We have also calculated the percentage
of users that are patched with the latest critical updates. To this
end, we have analyzed the behavior of 300 Million users that pe-
riodically query for updates (Set-I), and monitored the percentage

4This is a security patch addressing HTML help vulnerability; see
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/896358.
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Figure 11: Requests per delta included in SP2. Notice three major
spikes, corresponding to people requesting SP2 installation on top
of XP-RTM, XP-SP1, or XP-SP1 plus all security patches released
to date.

of them that need to patch at any point in time (see Figure 1). We
have observed that for the most part, the number of users that query
and are not fully updated with all previous patches (e.g. require an
update) is less than 10%. We have also tracked what happens in-
mediately after the release of a security patch during the second day
of the trace. We have observed that the number of users requiring
the security patch rapidly decreases to less than 20% of the total
users by the end of the second day.

In summary, the results indicate that a large percentage of the
population is highly updated. Such encouraging results are in sharp
contrast with the results obtained by analyzing the state of comput-
ers prior to the release of SP2, when the automate update service
was not turned On by default. To highlight this, Fig. 11 shows the
timestamp of those deltas requested during the SP2 distribution;
older timestamps indicate users updating from older versions. It
shows that the number of users that were updated with the most
recent patches was less than 5%, with 22% of users updating from
SP1 versions and 60% from XP RTM versions. This emphazises
the importance of automatic patching schemes, which do not rely
on manual intervention.
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5. PATCH DISSEMINATION STRATEGIES
We now investigate alternative update-delivery strategies and com-
pare them to standard central server solutions. Using analytical and
empirical results we evaluate the potential of (i) caching, (ii) peer-
to-peer, and (iii) peer-to-peer with locality. Our purpose is not to
evaluate in detail the various strategies, but to study some ’what if’
scenarios and to provide qualitative results.

To evaluate the alternative strategies, we assume that hosts are
partitioned into groups, which we call subnets. For example, all
hosts that belong to the same ISP, or the same Autonomous System
(AS) belong to the same subnet; in the rest of this section, subnets
may be thought of ASes or ISP networks. We shall make the as-
sumption that inter-subnet traffic (e.g. cross ISP) is expensive and
intra-subnet is preferential. We shall study the effect of the alterna-
tive policies in reducing the server load and the inter-subnet traffic.

5.1 Caching
In this section we first estimate the benefits of a patching distribu-
tion system that uses the currently deployed Web caches. We then
estimate the potential benefits of an ideal full cache deployment
with caches at each AS.

Assume that caches are deployed in a subset C of subnets. The
reduction in the workload of the download servers can be computed
using the assignment of hosts to subnets, and the number of patches
per host. Denote with Ni,j the number of hosts from subnet j that
need update i. The number of requests directed to the central server
from a subnet j ∈ C is at least 1, if there exists a host in j that needs
i. Indeed, a lower bound of the number of downloads D from the
central server is:

D ≥
X

j∈C

X

i

1Ni,j>0 +
X

j ∈| C

X

i

Ni,j

where the equality holds for infinite-capacity caches. Without caching,
the number of downloads from the central server is

P

j

P

i Ni,j ,
and, hence, caching reduces the load at the server by a factor α:

α = µ ·

„

1 −
1

S

«

with

µ =

P

j∈C

P

i Ni,j
P

j

P

i Ni,j

and S =

P

j∈C

P

i Ni,j
P

j∈C

P

i 1Ni,j>0
.

In other words, µ is the fraction of updates needed in subnets cov-
ered by caches and S is simply the mean number of updates per
subnet over subnets that deploy caches. A similar approach can be
used to derive the benefit in terms of bytes.

Estimated caching deployment: To calculate the benefit of using
the currently deployed web caches for update dissemination, we
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need to estimate the parameters µ and S. Using Set-I, we identify
IP addresses from which we have received multiple requests in a
period of 17hr. Since each (AOM) machine polls the update servers
at most once during a period of 17hr, those IP addresses are shared
by multiple machines and likely represent caches, NAT devices,
firewalls, modem pools, etc. It is impossible to identify the type
of the device using our data; instead, we assume that an IP address
belongs to a cache if the number of requests received from that IP
is above a threshold. Our estimate is an upper bound on the number
of currently deployed large caches, since we falsely classify large
NATed points as caches.

We have used Set-I and counted the number of polls and the num-
ber of distinct IP addresses observed. Fig. 12 plots the complemen-
tary CDF of the number of machines per IP address. We observe
that it follows a heavy-tailed distribution, with a few IPs having a
very large number of machines (as large as 240K machines).

We have experimented with various thresholds for identifying
caches and our estimates for µ, S, and α are given in Table 3.
For thresholds over 10 users/IP (which should exclude most home
NATed environments) the estimate of the percentage of requests
from users behind caches, µ is 20-29%. Note that larger thresholds
(e.g. 50 users/IP), do not change the estimate significantly. Al-
though the percentage of queries that can be satisfied from caches
is non-negligible, the central servers still need to handle 210-240M
users, hence, the benefit of using existing caches is rather limited.

Threshold # Caches Users Covered µ S α

> 2 25,351,342 186,766,792 62% 7.37 53.58%
> 5 5,504,963 115,942,495 38% 21.06 36.20%
> 10 1,718,094 88,419,310 29% 51.46 28.44%
> 25 656,903 69,701,692 23% 106.11 22.78%
> 50 209,765 59,933,202 20% 285.72 19.92%

Table 3: Estimate of the load reduction α at the server by using
existing caches. We assume that an IP address belongs to a cache if
we have received more than threshold requests from that IP. We also

assume the distribution of a single file, hence S =
P

j∈C Nj
P

j∈C 1Nj>0

.

Data from Set-I.

Full cache deployment: We now study the impact of an ideal
caching deployment with a cache at each subnet (µ = 1). We
have assumed that each subnet represents an AS. Even though this
scenario is not representative of the current Internet, it allows us to
estimate the potential benefit of deploying more caches. Observe
that if every subnet has a cache, then the server needs to serve at
most as many copies of an update as the number of subnets, there-
fore, for very popular files, the cache hit ratio will be close to one.
For less popular updates or those with many deltas, the hit ratio
may be significantly lower.

To evaluate the cache performance in a realistic setting with a
mixture of files, we have used the data from Set-II. Observe that
Set-II contains observations for a significantly smaller population
than Set-I (due to observing a single server), but, on the other hand,
allows us to identify the files and deltas requested by each user.
The diversity in the set of files and deltas requested by the users
may reduce the benefit of caching.

Using Set-II and assuming requests for files (and not deltas), we
have estimated S = 4.18, which translates into α = 76%. We
have also studied the impact of delta distribution on caching per-
formance (as opposed to publishing only the latest update), and
obtained values of S = 3.01, and α = 67%. The cache efficiency
would have been greater if we were able to monitor more servers
or collect data for larger periods of time. However, even for user
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Figure 13: Aggregate server load for the distribution of one patch
with (i) client server; (ii) caching; (iii) p2p with upload time equal
to download time; (iv) p2p with upload time twice as download
time; (v) p2p with uploaded data as much as downloaded (full).

populations of tens of thousands (as opposed to hundreds of mil-
lions) that request many different sets of files and deltas, the cache
efficiency is still quite high.

5.2 Peer-to-Peer
We now consider P2P as a delivery mechanism for software up-
dates. In P2P , end-systems collaborate in the patch distribution,
e.g. a patch can be downloaded from any randomly chosen peer
that is online and has the file. P2P systems are already being used
to download software and they are becoming popular among con-
tent providers [2]. A P2P scheme is self-scalable, since the system
capacity increases with the number of users, copes well with flash-
crowds, and, hence, it is attractive for patch dissemination.

P2P systems are very effective when a large number of users de-
mand a large file. However, P2P patch distribution systems face a
number of challenges: a) average patch size is small, which limits
the periods that a peer stays connected, b) potentially large set of
patches, which increases the diversity of peer requests, c) multiple
versions per patch, which reduces even further the opportunities for
sharing. Only if a large number of peers target the same version of
the same patch at the same time, P2P provides significant savings
for the content provider and the end-users. Similarly, a P2P sys-
tem that favors intra-subnet connections is effective in reducing the
backbone traffic (i.e. inter-subnet traffic) only if there is a large
concentration of peers in the same subnet. For instance, for a given
arrival pattern it is not clear how long peers need to stay online to
satisfy a target fraction of requests within a subnet. This will be
addressed later in the paper (see Corollary 1 in Sec. 5.3.2).

There are many challenging problems in designing a patching
distribution system based on P2P, such as guaranteeing secure and
timely patch delivery, and protecting user privacy, which are out-
side of the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus on the potential
benefits for the content provider and the end users. We also do not
consider the impact of NATs, which has already been well stud-
ied [7, 9], but assume that efficient NAT traversal mechanism will
be in place to permit full peer connectivity.

In Fig. 13 we show the number of requests received by the server
after the release of a patch (on 5-Jan-06) over a period of 1.5 days.
In the same figure, we show the server load when using a P2P and
a caching system. The peer arrival pattern was derived from Set-I.
We have used data from Set-II to assign download rates to the peers.
We assume that peers have asymmetric bandwidth and can serve
at a fraction, 1/4 in our experiments, of their download capacity.
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For the case of caches, we assume a scenario where caches have
infinite resources and are placed at each IP address from which we
have received more than 25 requests (see Table 3).

From Fig. 13, we can see that current caches provide a load re-
duction in the server roughly equal to 20%. The benefit of using
P2P depends on how long peers stay in the system. If peers dis-
connect from the P2P network immediately after downloading the
file, then they consume more download capacity into the system
that the upload capacity that they offer. This is due to the asym-
metric links that are common in today’s Internet; the server needs
to add extra capacity to deal with the asymmetry. However, even in
that case, P2P provides similar benefits to caching. If peers stay in
the system to serve as many bytes as they have received, then, the
benefit of the P2P system increases dramatically and the load at the
server becomes almost negligible (e.g. less than 10% of the load
with a client-server architecture). This is an interesting result since
it shows that for a given patch, there is enough overlap across peers
to ensure that a P2P system performs well, even if peers only stay
in the system for a small period of time.

Note that the assumption of infinite cache capacity may be un-
realistic, and that our predictions of the cache performance may be
optimistic. In fact many caches may not be able to handle the load
generated by large flash crowds that follow the release of a patch.
On the other hand, a P2P system is able to easily cope with this load
as presented in Fig. 13 as long as peers stay on-line a little longer
after they finish the download. Admittedly, the precise benefits of
P2P will depend on the exact details of the P2P system, which we
have not modeled in our analysis; however, our results suggest that
P2P has great potential for patch dissemination.

5.3 Peer-to-Peer impact on the network

5.3.1 Peer-to-Peer with Random Matching

In P2P systems the burden of patch delivery shifts from the cen-
tral server to the individual peers and, subsequently, to their subnet
(e.g. AS, ISP). If the matching is random, then the vast majority
of the peer exchanges will be between peers of different subnets.
Assuming that each peer uploads as much as it downloads, then,
the traffic that enters a subnet (total download) will equal the traffic
that exits (total upload). As a result, the traffic at the inter-subnet
links will double with random P2P matchings compared to the case
of downloading from the server.

We use the user arrival pattern of Set-I to quantify the amount of
inter-subnet traffic. We assume that a new update is made available
at the beginning of the trace that is of interest to all users. We map
IP addresses to autonomous systems5 and use the ASes to assign
users to subnets. We assume that users stay online for a short period
of time, equal to 1min in our experiments. The 1min interval is
roughly equal to the mean online time observed in our data; later
we will consider with different online times. In Fig. 14 we plot
the normalized number of downloads from and uploads to remote
subnets as a function of the size of the subnet, i.e. the number
of hosts in that subnet. From Fig. 14 we observe that, for large
enough subnets, the upload and download traffic is linear to the size
of the subnet. Moreover, the incoming traffic to a subnet equals the
outgoing, and both of them increase with the size of the subnet.

5.3.2 Peer-to-Peer with Locality

To alleviate the adverse impact of inter-subnet traffic, we should
augment the peer matching algorithm to give preference to “local”
connections; in other words, peers should give priority to connec-
tions with other peers in the same subnet, instead of choosing peer

5Using data provided by the MS operations group.

Figure 14: Peer-to-peer: (Left) per subnet downloads from remote
subnets versus the number of distinct IPs per subnet; (Right) same
but for per subnet uploads from remote subnets. One day worth of
requests. Each host remains online for a fixed time of 1 min.

uniformly at random [11]. We assume that peers have an efficient
mechanism for discovering peers in the same subnet; the discus-
sion of such mechanisms is outside the scope of this paper. Next
we analyze and quantify the impact of P2P with locality.

We wish to derive analytical estimates for (i) the amount of data
downloaded from remote subnets, and (ii) the amount of data up-
loaded to other subnets. We perform trace-driven simulations to
validate our analytical predictions and to estimate the workload re-
duction.

In order to simplify the exposition of the analysis, and with no
loss of generality, we consider the dissemination of a single update.
In the remainder of this section, we omit the details of the analysis
details and present only the main results. The interested reader can
find proofs in [6].

In summary, our findings are:

a) Locality decreases the amount of data uploaded per subnet by a
factor that (approximately) decreases exponentially with the mean
number of active users per subnet.

b) With locality the ratio of uploads to downloads per subnet in-
creases as a function of the size of the subnet (recall that without
locality the ratio was constant for large enough subnets).

c) Simple formulas that approximate the uploads and downloads
per subnet.

Download traffic: We first analyze the impact of P2P with locality
on the number of downloads from remote subnets. Recall that these
downloads occur when a local host cannot find another (online)
host in the same subnet to download from.

We assume that there are Nj hosts from subnet j that are inter-
ested in the update.6 Each user query appears at a random time
from the patch release, independent of other users, with cumulative
distribution function (CDF) A(·) and density a(·).7 After query-
ing for an update, each user stays online for a random time drawn
from a CDF B(·) with the complementary CDF denoted by B(·).
The number of downloads from remote subnets depends on the two
distributions A(·) and B(·), and on the size of the subnet Nj as
follows:

THEOREM 1. The expected number of downloads, Dj(t), from

a remote subnet j in a time interval [0, t] is

E(Dj(t)) = Nj

Z t

0

`

1 − B ⋆ a(s)
´Nj−1

a(s)ds (1)

where B ⋆ a(t) is the convolution of B(·) and a(·).8

6Since we focus on a single update, we drop the index i in Ni,j .
7For our polling users, the CDF A(·) is the residual-time distribu-
tion of the user inter-query time CDF (observed from a user query
instant).
8That is, B ⋆ a(t) =

R t

0
B(t − s)a(s)ds.
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PROOF. See appendix of [6].

The ratio E(Dj(+∞))/Nj can be interpreted as the expected
fraction of queries requested from remote hosts. Observe that for
given A(·) and B(·) the fraction of remote downloads decreases
exponentially with the size of the local subnet.

We next present an estimate from the previous formula that re-
quires to know only the mean host online time and a quantity that
relates to the query arrival rate.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose a(t) is non-increasing9 with t and that

the following limit exists a∗ = supt>0 A(t)/t. Denote with b the

mean host online time and let ρ = ba∗. Then, if ρ ≤ 1, we have:

E(Dj(+∞)) ≥ Nj(1 − ρ)Nj−1.

PROOF. See appendix of [6].

If the queries arrive from always on machines, or if the inter-
poll times can be approximated by exponential distribution with
mean 1/a∗, then the parameter a∗ is precisely the per-host query
rate. Under the same assumptions, ρ can be interpreted as the mean
number of host queries that fall in a time interval of length equal to
the mean host online time. Note that for ρ ≪ 1, (1 − ρ)Nj−1 ≈

e−ρNj and thus for large subnets the estimate of downloads that
cannot be served locally can be approximated by Nje

−ρNj .10

We assign users to subnets using the data in Set-I and simulate
peer-to-peer with locality with a) query times randomly generated
as if all users were AOM and b) with query times as observed in
our data. Due to space limitations we only present the results of
(a), but note that very similar results hold for (b). We first calculate
the data downloaded from remote subnets and show the results in
Fig. 15 (a) and (b). Observe that the analytical results are very close
to the experimental. The number of requests that cannot be satisfied
locally is less than about 500 for any subnet and drops significantly
for larger subnets.

Recall that the number of requests that cannot be satisfied lo-
cally for a subnet j can be estimated by Nje

−ρNj . This func-
tion achieves maximum at Nj = 1/ρ and the maximum value is
(1/ρ)e−1. Given that the per-host query rate is 1 in 20 hours and
the mean host online time equals 1 min, this yields an estimate
for the maximum download from remote subnets of approximately
442, which agrees with the results of Fig. 15.

Upload traffic: We now present similar analysis for the number of
remote uploads from a local subnet j with Nj hosts. This result
will provide us the estimate of the upload traffic reduction for p2p
with locality. Due to the underlying sampling of the peering hosts,
the following distribution over “subnet sizes” plays a crucial role in
determining the benefit of locality:

ν(i) =
number of subnets with i hosts · i

total number of hosts
. (2)

9This assumption on the query arrival process does not hold always
in practice as we observed from our data of queries from distinct
IPs, but it does hold for queries from AOM users and, for instance,
it holds approximately for flash-crowds.

10Observe that the result of Corollary 1 holds exactly for systems
where each poll counts as an update. Suppose each host polls ac-
cording to a Poisson process with a rate λ > 0. Then, the result of

Theorem 1 reads as limt→+∞
E(Dj(t))

λt
= Nje

−ρNj and similarly

for the result in Theorem 2, limt→+∞
E(Uj(t))

λt
∼ NjE(e−ρS),

where ρ is the ratio of the mean host online time to the mean host
inter-polling time.

Figure 16: The CDF of ν (aggregated number of hosts in all subnets
with i hosts). (Data: Set-I)

Before stating our result, we present estimates for the distribution ν
of subnets that partition the users according to the autonomous sys-
tem they belong to, and according to the two most important bytes
of their IP address (/16 subnetting). Fig. 16 plots the empirical
CDF’s of ν using the data of Set-I.

The following result gives an estimate for the uploads from a
local subnet to remote subnets:

THEOREM 2. For subnet sizes Nj , bounded by an aribtrarily

fixed constant, assume that the distribution ν is given by (2) for the

total number of hosts N =
P

j Nj going to infinity. The expected

uploads, Uj(t), from a local subnet j to remote subnets in a time

interval [0, t] satisfies

E(Uj(t))

Nj

→ Rt, as N tends to infinity,

where Rt is:

Rt =

Z t

0

E

“

`

1 − B ⋆ a(s)
´S−1

”

a(s)ds

with random variable S having distribution ν.

PROOF. See appendix of [6].

In the limit, the uploads to remote nodes is R∞. R∞ depends on
(i) the rate of queries over time, (ii) the distribution of host online
time, and (iii) the distribution of subnet sizes ν. A small value of
R∞ implies that the number of inter-subnet uploads is small, hence,
the benefit of using P2P with locality is large.

Suppose now that the per-host query rate a(t) is non-increasing
with t (see also Corollary 1). A lower bound for Rt is given by:

Rt ≥ E

“

(1 − ρ)(S−1)
”

A(t), for ρ ≤ 1, (3)

where recall that ρ may be interpreted as number of polls in an
interval of length equal to the average host online duration (see
Corollary 1). The lower bound implies that R∞ is larger than
E

`

(1 − ρ)S−1
´

(since A(∞) = 1). This lower bound is tight
in our data set, and, we believe, that is a good estimate of R∞.

We now revisit the simulation results presented in Fig. 15, which
were computed assuming that users stay online for 1min. We are
interested in relating the user online times with R∞ and, as a result,
with the reduction in inter-subnet traffic by uploading preferential
to nodes in the same subnet. Recall that the parameter ρ depends on
the mean user online time b, since ρ = ba∗. We use Eq. 3 and the
observed distribution of subset sizes (this is the distribution ν from
which we pick the values S; the distribution is drawn in Fig. 16)
to evaluate R∞. Observe that R∞ is decreasing with ρ, the mean
number of polls during a typical online interval. Fig. 17 plots the
value of R∞ as a function of ρ. Observe that R∞ decreases fast as
we increase ρ. The average polling frequency in the Windows Up-
date system is a∗ = 1/20hr. For that polling frequency, we have
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15: Impact of peer-to-peer with locality. Simulation results are shown with crosses and analytical results with solid lines. (a) number
of downloads per subnet; (b) same but normalized with number of IPs in a subnet; (c) fraction of uploads per subnet normalized to subnet
size; (d) upload to download ratio per subnet. The host online time is fixed to 1 min.

Table 4: Host online times to achieve a certain reduction in the
number of remote uploads with P2P with locality. The hosts poll
with a rate of 1 every 20 hours.

Subnet type vs R∞ 1/10 1/100 1/1,000 1/10,000
/16 14 sec 72 sec 10 min 72 min
AS 2.15 sec 72 sec 24 min 4 hours

computed the required mean host online time to achieve some spe-
cific numbers of remote uploads (small R∞); the results are given
in Table 4. Host online times as low as few minutes can reduce
the number of remote uploads by more than an order of magnitude.
In particular, if hosts stay online for 1min, then ρ = 1/1200. Ex-
perimentally we find that R∞ ≈ 0.015 (see Fig. 15(c)) for large
enough subnets. This is an important result, since it implies that
with locality the required upload traffic for large subnets decreases
to 1.5% of the traffic without locality (e.g. random matching); an
improvement of almost two orders of magnitude!

We have shown that locality reduces both the remote downloads
(Theorems 1 and Corollary 1) and the remote uploads (Theorems 2
and Eq. 3). However, how does locality affect the balance of per-
subnet uploads and downloads? Are there subnets that upload to
other subnets significantly more than what they receive? To an-
swer those questions we study the ratio of the remote uploads to
the remote downloads; the result is shown in Fig. 15(d). We ob-
serve that large subnets, with more than 5K users in Fig. 15(d), up-
load to other subnets more than what they download; large subnets
contribute resources. We use our results of Theorem 1 and The-
orem 2 to numerically compute the expected per-subnet upload to
download ratio. The results in Fig. 15(d) demonstrate conformance
of the analytical result (solid line) with the experimental findings.
Ideally, the ratio of uploads to downloads for all subnets should
be close to 1. However, from Fig. 15(d) we observe that, even
though the upload traffic reduces, the ratio of uploads to downloads
is greater than 1 for subnets larger than (1/ρ) log(1/R∞) ≈ 5040
(as observed experimentally). This implies that with locality large
subnets contribute more resources than what they receive. It re-
mains an interesting issue to design P2P matching algorithms with
low inter-subnet traffic and balanced uploads to downloads for all
subsets, even for the very large ones.

A final remark is due concerning the nature of the results pre-
sented in Theorem 2 and Eq. 3. Both of them are asymptotic and
should hold for large host populations. Indeed, our data set con-
tains measurements for a large population (around 300M users),
and, as a result, our empirical findings agree well with our anal-

Figure 17: The estimate of upload reduction factor for peer-to-peer
with local subnet preference for AS and /16 subnets, versus the
product of the mean host online time and the characterization of
host request arrival rate a∗ = supt>0 A(t)/t. The result is an
exact lower bound under assumption that host query arrival rate is
non-increasing with time.

ysis. (Note that the results in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are for
arbitrarily given subnet sizes Nj .)

6. RELATED WORK
The problem of keeping a large number of machines updated with
the latest software, fixes and software upgrades has been of great
interest to many professionals especially in large IT departments.
Previous work focused primarily on designing middleware and con-
figuring systems to enable remote software installations and up-
grades [5, 10, 18, 21–23]. Even though the networking issues in-
volved in updating many machines in parallel have not been explic-
itly addressed in those papers and, to the best of our knowledge, in
previous work, Shaddock et al. notices the problem that may arise
by many machines simultaneously connecting to the software dis-
tribution center and attempting to download large files over a shared
network [10]; they propose the use of a ticket system to distribute
the load.

In terms of commercial interest there are many and diverse prod-
ucts that propose and/or use automatic updates [13, 15, 20, 25, 27].
We expect that in the future the number of products that use auto-
matic updates will increase significantly.

From a networking point of view, the problem of distributing
software updates is a content distribution problem. Content distri-
bution, which has been studied for more than a decade, proposed
various technologies, such as multicasting, caching, CDNs [1], peer-
to-peer networks [4, 8], that can be used for the distribution of up-
dates. Indeed the current Windows Update system uses an exten-
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sive and geographically distributed content distribution network.
However, software updates have distinct characteristics that distin-
guish them from traditional content distribution problems; exploit-
ing those characteristics may lead to more efficient distribution. As
an example, since the downloading of software updates is typically
a background activity, user downloads can be scheduled appropri-
ately with the goal of balancing the network load.

The design of an update distribution system that exploits similar-
ities between users depends on understanding typical machine con-
figurations and the software update process, in particular how and
when the configuration of a machine changes. [12, 26] performed
extensive studies for understanding the state of typical machines
with the goal of understanding typical misconfiguration problems
and increasing the reliability of end systems. [3] reports statistics
on machine availability and load characteristics. The findings of
[3, 12, 26] can be used to understand the state of a typical machine
and are complementary to our work. Even though our analysis pro-
vides statistics at a coarser granularity, we study much larger and
diverse population.

Previous work has presented extensive studies of very popular
Internet applications, such as Web servers and video streaming ser-
vices [3, 19, 24]. The problem of propagating updates to a large
number of non-homogeneous users using broadcast channels has
also been studied in [14]. To the best of our knowledge, our study
is the first large scale study of a live patching system.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we characterize a large commercial update service
with the aim to draw general guidelines on how to best design and
architect a fast and effective planet-scale patch dissemination sys-
tem. Automatic software updating is one of the most prominent
architectural issues in today’s Internet since fast and effective up-
date distribution to millions of machines is increasingly popular as
a method for keeping machines up-to-date with the latest software
features and bug fixes. In particular, rapid distribution of security
patches is vital for protecting against security attacks and malware.
Unlike traditional content distribution systems, such as the Web,
patch distribution systems use a near-push functionality, have pub-
lication times that depend on development cycles or malware ap-
pearances, use differential update mechanisms, have distinct traffic
patterns, and require minimum delivery times.

Based on a combination of empirical observations and analytical
results, we identify interesting properties of today’s update traffic
and user behavior. We provide evidence that patches can be clus-
tered into a small set of functional components, thus, reducing the
complexity of any patch delivery system. We estimate the percent-
age of always on-line users and the characteristics of the user ar-
rival pattern, and, using those estimates, study the performance of
an (ideal) patching solution. We consider two standard content dis-
tribution architectures, caching and peer-to-peer, and evaluate their
applicability to patch dissemination. We demonstrate that P2P has a
great potential for providing fast and effective patch delivery. This
is an interesting observation since current P2P systems work best
when many users download few large files, rather than many small
files as it is the case with patching systems.

Using extensive measurement data from multiple vantage points,
we characterize the behavior of current patching systems and gain
insights that may help design more efficient distribution mecha-
nisms. We believe that the workloads used in this study represent
typical behavior of live patching systems. Most of our findings
capture general properties induced by either user behavior, archi-
tectural characteristics of today’s Internet, or properties of current
software engineering systems and development cycles, and thus ap-

ply to the general problem of Internet-wide dissemination of soft-
ware updates.
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ABSTRACT

To enhance web browsing experiences, content distribution net-
works (CDNs) move web content “closer” to clients by caching
copies of web objects on thousands of servers worldwide. Addi-
tionally, to minimize client download times, such systems perform
extensive network and server measurements, and use them to redi-
rect clients to different servers over short time scales. In this paper,
we explore techniques for inferring and exploiting network mea-
surements performed by the largest CDN, Akamai; our objective
is to locate and utilize quality Internet paths without performing
extensive path probing or monitoring.

Our contributions are threefold. First, we conduct a broad mea-
surement study of Akamai’s CDN. We probe Akamai’s network
from 140 PlanetLab vantage points for two months. We find that
Akamai redirection times, while slightly higher than advertised, are
sufficiently low to be useful for network control. Second, we em-
pirically show that Akamai redirections overwhelmingly correlate
with network latencies on the paths between clients and the Akamai
servers. Finally, we illustrate how large-scale overlay networks can
exploit Akamai redirections to identify the best detouring nodes
for one-hop source routing. Our research shows that in more than
50% of investigated scenarios, it is better to route through the nodes
“recommended” by Akamai, than to use the direct paths. Because
this is not the case for the rest of the scenarios, we develop low-
overhead pruning algorithms that avoid Akamai-driven paths when
they are not beneficial.

∗Drafting is a technique commonly used by bikers and long-
distance runners to reduce wind resistance by moving into the air
pocket created behind the leader.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Content delivery networks (CDNs) attempt to improve web per-

formance by delivering content to end users from multiple, geo-
graphically dispersed servers located at the edge of the network [4,
23, 27, 34]. Content providers contract with CDNs to host and dis-
tribute their content. Since most CDNs have servers in ISP points of
presence, clients’ requests can be dynamically forwarded to topo-
logically proximate replicas. DNS redirection and URL rewriting
are two of the commonly used techniques for directing client re-
quests to a particular server [18, 35].

Beyond static information such as geographic location and net-
work connectivity, most CDNs rely on network measurement sub-
systems to incorporate dynamic network information on replica
selection and determine high-speed Internet paths over which to
transfer content within the network [7]. In this paper, we explore

techniques for inferring and exploiting the network measurements

performed by CDNs for the purpose of locating and utilizing qual-

ity Internet paths without performing extensive path probing or

monitoring.

We focus our efforts on the Akamai CDN, which is perhaps the
most extensive distribution network in the world – claiming over
15,000 servers operating in 69 countries and 1,000 networks [4].
Without Akamai’s CDN, highly popular web enterprises such as
Yahoo, Amazon, or The New York Times would be unable to serve
the gigabytes of data per second required by the images, Flash ani-
mations, and videos embedded in their web sites. Given the global
nature of the Akamai network, it is clear that any viable informa-
tion about network conditions collected by Akamai can be benefi-
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cial to other applications; in this paper, we demonstrate how it can
improve performance for routing in large-scale overlay networks.

1.1 Our Contributions
This paper explores (i) whether frequent client redirections gen-

erated by Akamai reveal network conditions over the paths between
end-users and Akamai edge-servers, and (ii) how such information
can be utilized by the broader Internet community. We expect the
first hypothesis to hold true because Akamai utilizes extensive net-
work and server measurements to minimize the latency perceived
by end users [12]. Thus, if the load on Akamai edge servers were
either low or uniform over long time scales (one of the main goals
of CDNs in general), then Akamai client redirections would indeed
imply viable network path-quality information.

For the second hypothesis, we consider the application of over-
lay routing. As long as an overlay network can map a subset of its
nodes to Akamai edge servers, the clients of such an overlay could
use Akamai redirections as viable indications regarding how to
route their own traffic. Because the number of nodes in large-scale
overlay networks is typically several orders of magnitude larger
than the total number of Akamai servers, finding hosts that share
networks with Akamai edge servers should not be difficult. More-
over, Akamai deploys its edge servers within ISPs’ networks at no
charge [1]. This greatly reduces ISPs’ bandwidth expenses while
increasing the number of potential overlay nodes that can map their
positions to Akamai servers.

The incentive for a network to latch onto Akamai in the above
way is to improve performance by using quality Internet paths with-

out extensively monitoring, probing, or measuring the paths among
the overlay nodes. In this work, we do not implement such an
overlay network. Instead, we demonstrate the feasibility of this
approach by performing a large-scale measurement study.

We conduct our study over a period of approximately two months,
using a testbed consisting of 140 PlanetLab (PL) nodes. We ini-
tially measure the number of Akamai servers seen by each PL node
over long time scales for a given Akamai customer (e.g., Yahoo).
The surprising result is that nodes that are further away, in a net-
working sense, from the Akamai network are regularly served by
hundreds of different servers on a daily basis. On the other hand, a
moderate number of servers seen by a client (e.g., 2) reveals close
proximity between the two. However, because different Akamai
servers often host content for different customers, we show that the
vast majority of investigated PL nodes see a large number of servers
(and paths), e.g., over 50, for at least one of the Akamai customers.

We then measure the redirection dynamics for the Akamai CDN.
While the updates are indeed frequent for the majority of the nodes,
the inter-redirection times are much longer in certain parts of the
world, e.g., as large as 6 minutes in South America. Our subse-
quent experiments indicate that such large time scales are not use-
ful for network control; we show that even random or round-robin
redirections over shorter time-scales would work better. Regard-
less, we discover that the redirection times for the vast majority of
nodes are sufficient to reveal network conditions.

To show that network conditions are the primary determinant of
Akamai’s redirection behavior, we concurrently measure the per-
formance of the ten best Akamai nodes seen by each of the PL
nodes. By pinging, instead of fetching web objects from servers,
we effectively decouple the network from the server latency. Our
results show that Akamai redirections strongly correlate to network
conditions. For example, more than 70% of paths chosen by Aka-
mai are among approximately the best 10% of measured paths.

To explore the potential benefits of Akamai-driven one-hop source
routing, we measure the best single-hop and direct path between

pairs of PL nodes. For a pair of PL nodes, we concurrently mea-
sure the ten best single-hop paths between the source and the desti-
nation, where the middle hop is a frequently updated Akamai edge
server. Our results indicate that by following Akamai’s updates, it
is possible to avoid hot spots close to the source, thus significantly
improving end-to-end performance. For example, in 25% of all in-
vestigated scenarios, Akamai-driven paths outperformed the direct
paths. Moreover, 50% of the middle points discovered by Akamai
show better performance than the direct path.

Not all Akamai paths will lead to lower latency than the di-
rect alternative. For example, a direct path between two nodes
in Brazil will always outperform single-hop Akamai paths, sim-
ply because the detouring point is in the US. Thus, we develop
low-overhead pruning algorithms that consistently choose the best
path from available Akamai-driven and direct paths. The ques-
tion then becomes, how often does a client need to “double-check”
to ensure that Akamai-driven paths are indeed faster than direct
paths. We show that these techniques always lead to better per-
formance than using the direct path, regardless of frequency, and
that the frequency can be as low as once every two hours before a
client’s performance significantly declines. Thus, we show that this
Akamai-driven routing has the potential to offer significant perfor-
mance gains with a very small amount of network measurement.

1.2 Roadmap
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the de-

tails of the Akamai CDN relevant to this study. In Section 3, we
describe our experimental setup and present summary results from
our large-scale measurement-based study. Section 4 further ana-
lyzes the measured results to determine whether Akamai reveals
network conditions through its edge-server selection. After show-
ing that this is the case, we present and analyze a second measurement-
based experiment designed to determine the effectiveness of Akamai-
driven, one-hop source routing in Section 5. We discuss our results
and describe related work in Section 6. Section 7 presents our con-
clusions.

2. HOW DOES AKAMAI WORK?
In this section, we provide the necessary background to under-

stand the context for the ensuing experiments. In general, for a web
client to retrieve content for a web page, the first step is to use DNS
to resolve the server-name portion of the content’s URL into the
address of a machine hosting it. If the web site uses a CDN, the
content will be replicated at several hosts across the Internet. A
popular way to direct clients to those replicas dynamically is DNS
redirection. With DNS redirection, a client’s DNS request is redi-
rected to an authoritative DNS name server that is controlled by
the CDN, which then resolves the CDN server name to the IP ad-
dress of one or more content servers [21]. DNS redirection can be
used to deliver full or partial site content. With the former, all DNS
requests for the origin server are redirected to the CDN. With par-
tial site content delivery, the origin site modifies certain embedded
URLs so that requests for only those URLs are redirected to the
CDN. The Akamai CDN uses DNS redirection to deliver partial
content.

Although Akamai’s network measurement, path selection and
cache distribution algorithms are proprietary and private, the mech-
anisms that enable Akamai to redirect clients’ requests are pub-
lic knowledge. Below, we provide a detailed explanation of these
mechanisms, which is based on both publicly available sources
[8, 9, 22, 24] and our own measurements.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Akamai DNS translation.

2.1 DNS Translation
Akamai performs DNS redirection using a hierarchy of DNS

servers that translate a web client’s request for content in an Aka-
mai customer’s domain into the IP address of a nearby Akamai
server, also called an edge server. At a high level, the DNS trans-
lation is performed as follows. First, the end user (e.g., a web
browser) requests a domain name translation to fetch content from
an Akamai customer. The customer’s DNS server uses a canoni-
cal name (CNAME) entry containing a domain name in the Aka-
mai network. A CNAME entry serves as an alias, enabling a DNS
server to redirect lookups to a new domain. Next, a hierarchy of
Akamai DNS servers responds to the DNS name-translation re-
quest, using the local DNS server’s IP address (if the client issues
DNS requests to its local DNS) or end user’s IP address (if the DNS
request is issued directly), the name of the Akamai customer and
the name of the requested content as a guide to determine the best
two Akamai edge servers to return.

The remainder of this subsection provides a detailed example of
Akamai DNS translation, using the home page for PCWorld.com
as an example (Figure 1). At first, a web client issues a request for
an embedded object that resides in the images.pcworld.com
domain. It then queries its local DNS server (LDNS) for the IP ad-
dress corresponding to images.pcworld.com (1); the LDNS
then attempts a name translation on behalf of the client (2).

When the pcworld.com name server is contacted for a name
translation, it begins the DNS redirection by returning a CNAME
entry for images.pcworld.com, because content in the images.
pcworld.com domain is served by Akamai. The value of the
CNAME entry in this case is images.pcworld.com.edgesuite.
net; edgesuite.net is a domain owned by Akamai. The LDNS
once again performs a name translation, this time on the edgesuite.
net domain. Two more DNS redirections are subsequently per-
formed, first to the akam.net domain (e.g., adns1.akam.net),
then to a1694.g.akamai.net, where 1694 is the customer
number for PCWorld. In general, Akamai redirections include
a customer number in the domain name.

In the final and most important stage of translation, the Aka-
mai network uses a hierarchy of Akamai name servers to return to
the LDNS the IP addresses of edge servers that should yield a fast
download and are likely to be close to the web client that initi-
ated the request. The LDNS is directed to the akamai.net name
server (3), which begins the process of finding a nearby edge

server by forwarding the LDNS to a high-level Akamai DNS
server, e.g., one named za.akamaitech.net as shown in (4).

A high-level Akamai DNS sever is one of a small, global set
of DNS servers that is responsible for delegating the DNS request
to an appropriate low-level Akamai DNS server (5). Generally,
the low-level Akamai DNS server is closer to the LDNS than the
high-level one. Then, the low-level Akamai DNS server (currently
named using the pattern n#g.akamai.net, where # is between
0 and 9) returns the IP addresses of two edge servers that it expects
to offer high performance to the web client. Our measurements
reveal that the machines that act as low-level Akamai DNS servers
and as edge servers can be (and frequently are) one and the same.
Finally, the IP address of the edge server is returned to the web
client, which is unaware of any of the redirections that occurred
(6).

2.2 System Dynamics
It is important to note that many of the steps explained above are

normally bypassed thanks to LDNS caching. Unfortunately, this
same caching can reduce a CDN’s ability to direct clients to opti-
mal servers. To ensure that clients are updated on the appropriate
server to use, Akamai’s DNS servers set relatively small timeout
values (TTL) for their entries. For example, the TTL value for
an edge server’s DNS entry is 20 seconds. This means that the
LDNS should request a new translation from a low-level Akamai
DNS server every 20 seconds.1 While nothing requires a local DNS
server to expire entries according to their given timeout values [29],
we will show how this behavior does not impact the results of our
work since we request DNS translation directly.

3. MEASURING AKAMAI
In this section, we present details of our large-scale measure-

ments of the Akamai CDN. These measurements reveal important
system parameters, such as the scale and dynamics of Akamai-
driven redirections, which we exploit later in the paper. In par-
ticular, we answer the following questions: (i) What is the server
diversity, i.e., how many Akamai edge servers does an arbitrary
web client “see” over long time intervals? (ii) What is the impact
of clients’ locations on server diversity? (iii) How does Akamai’s
content (e.g., Yahoo vs. The New York Times) impact server di-
versity? (iv) What is the redirection frequency, i.e., how often are
clients directed to a different set of edge servers?

For our measurements we relied on 140 PlanetLab (PL) nodes
scattered around the world [3]. We deployed measurement pro-
grams on 50 PL nodes in the US and Canada, 35 in Europe, 18 in
Asia, 8 in South America, 4 in Australia, and the other 25 were
randomly selected among the remaining PL nodes. Every 20 sec-
onds, each of the 140 nodes independently sends a DNS request
for one of the Akamai customers (e.g., images.pcworld.com),
and records the IP addresses of the edge servers returned by Aka-
mai. The measurement results are then recorded in a database for
further processing and analysis. The following results are derived
from an experiment that ran continuously for 7 days. We mea-
sured 15 Akamai customers, including the following popular ones:
Yahoo, CNN, Amazon, AOL, The New York Times, Apple,
Monster, FOX News, MSN, and PCWorld.

3.1 Server Diversity
We first explore the number of unique Akamai edge servers that

an arbitrary endpoint sees over long time scales. Such measure-

1The TTL value for the entry pointing to the low-level Akamai
DNS sever is set to a value between 30 minutes and 1 hour; the
value for a high-level Akamai DNS server is set to 48 hours.
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Figure 2: Server diversity from two characteristic PL nodes.

ments reveal important relationships between clients and servers: A
moderate number of servers seen by a client (e.g., 2) reveals close
proximity between the client and servers. On the other hand, clients
that are farther away from the Akamai network can see a large num-
ber (e.g., hundreds) of distinct Akamai servers over longer time
scales. In either case, by pointing to the best servers over shorter
time scales, the Akamai CDN reveals valuable path-quality infor-
mation, as we demonstrate in Section 4.

Figure 2 plots the unique Akamai edge-server IP identification
numbers (IDs) seen by two clients requesting a943.x.a.yimg

.com, which is a CNAME for Yahoo. The clients are hosted on
the berkeley.intel-research.net and cs.purdue.edu
networks, and the result is shown over a period of two days. We
plot the Akamai server IDs on the y-axis in the order of appear-
ance, i.e., those showing up sooner have lower IDs. As indicated
in the figure, low-level Akamai DNS servers always return the IP
addresses of two edge servers for redundancy, as explained in the
previous section. Thus, there are always two points in Figure 2
corresponding to each timestamp on the x-axis.

In addition to revealing the targeted number of unique Akamai
server IDs, Figure 2 extracts valuable dynamic information. In-
deed, both figures show strong time-of-day effects. During the
evening, both clients are directed to the same set of edge servers;
during the day, the redirections are much more pronounced. In the
next section, we demonstrate that these redirections are driven by
network conditions on the paths between clients and edge servers,
which change more dramatically during the day. In general, the
time-of-day effects are stronger in scenarios where both a client
and its associated Akamai edge servers reside in the same time
zone (e.g., the Berkeley case); as the edge servers become scat-
tered across a larger number of time zones (e.g., the Purdue case),
the effect becomes less pronounced.

The key insight from Figure 2 is the large discrepancy between
the number of unique Akamai edge servers seen by the two hosts.
The Berkeley node is served by fewer than 20 unique edge servers
during the day, indicating that this node and its Akamai servers are
nearby. On the other hand, the lack of Akamai caching servers near
the Purdue PL node significantly impacts the number of servers
seen by that node — more than 200 in under two days. The majority
of the servers are from the Midwest or the East Coast (e.g., Boston,
Cambridge, Columbus, or Dover); however, when the paths from
Purdue to these servers become congested, downloads from the
West Coast (e.g., San Francisco or Seattle) are not unusual.

Figure 3 summarizes the number of unique Akamai edge servers
seen by all PL nodes from our experiments requesting the same
CNAME for Yahoo. The number ranges from two (e.g., lbnl.
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Figure 3: Server diversity for all measured PL nodes.

nodes.planet-lab.org), to up to 340, which is the number
of servers seen by att.nodes.planet-lab.org. As dis-
cussed above, PL nodes experiencing a low server diversity typi-
cally share the network with Akamai edge servers. From the per-
spective of an overlay network aiming to “draft behind” Akamai,
such PL nodes would be good candidates for mapping to the cor-
responding Akamai servers. Other nodes show either moderate or
large server diversity. In general, the larger the network distance
between a node and its Akamai servers, the larger the number of
edge servers and corresponding network paths. For example, nodes
in Asia or South America regularly see a large number of servers
(e.g., above 50), the majority of which are located in the US; sim-
ilarly, the US PL nodes (e.g., Purdue U. or Columbia U.) that are
not near Akamai “hot spots” also have a large server cardinality.

3.2 The Impact of Akamai Customers on Server
Diversity

In the Akamai CDN, different edge servers may host content for
different customers [24]. Such an arrangement alleviates the load
placed on the servers, thus improving the speed of content deliv-
ery; at the same time, this approach provides a reasonable degree of
server redundancy, which is necessary for resilience to server fail-
ures. Here, we explore how this technique impacts the PL nodes’
server diversity. In essence, we repeat the above experiment, but
query multiple Akamai customers in addition to Yahoo.

Figure 4 depicts the server diversity for a set of five PL nodes
and ten Akamai customers. For the reasons explained above, both
Purdue and Columbia PL nodes show a large server diversity.
While the actual number of observed servers certainly depends on
the Akamai customer, the cardinality is generally always high for
these two nodes. The exception is FEMA’s (Federal Emergency
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Figure 4: Server diversity for multiple Akamai customers.

Management Agency) web site,2 the content of which is modestly
distributed on the Akamai network; we found only 43 out of over
15,000 Akamai edge servers [4] that host this web site.

Despite the fact that some of our PL nodes are placed on the
same networks as Akamai edge servers, all PL nodes show a large
server diversity for at least one of the Akamai customers. For exam-
ple, Figure 4 indicates that querying Yahoo or The New York

Times from the U. of Oregon reveals a large number of Akamai
servers; likewise, querying Amazon from the UMass or LBNL PL
nodes shows the same result. The bottom line is that because Aka-
mai customers are hosted on different (possibly distinct) sets of
servers, all clients, no matter how close they are to an Akamai
edge server, can see a large number of servers. Most importantly, a
large number of servers enables clients to reveal low-latency Inter-
net paths, as we demonstrate in Section 4.

3.3 Redirection Dynamics
To ensure that clients are updated on the appropriate server to

use, Akamai’s low-level DNS servers set small, 20-second time-
outs for their entries. However, nothing requires a low-level Aka-
mai DNS server to direct clients to a new set of edge servers after
each timeout. Here, we measure the frequency with which low-
level Akamai DNS servers actually change their entries. In the fol-
lowing experiments, the PL nodes query their low-level Akamai
DNS servers by requesting a943.x.a.yimg.com (the CNAME
for Yahoo) every 20 seconds. By comparing the subsequent re-
sponses from the DNS servers, we are able to detect when a DNS
entry is updated and measure the inter-redirection times. Our pri-
mary goal is to verify that the updates are happening at sufficiently
short time scales to capture changes in network conditions.
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Figure 5 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF), F (x) =
Pr[X ≤ x], of inter-server redirection times for three PL nodes,
located in Berkeley (the same node as in Figure 2(a)), South Ko-
rea, and Brazil. The CDF curve for the Berkeley node represents
the inter-redirection dynamics for the vast majority of nodes in our
PL set. Approximately 50% of the redirections are shorter than
40 seconds, while more than 80% of the redirections are shorter
than 100 seconds. Nevertheless, very long inter-redirection times
also occur, the majority of which are due to the time-of-day effects
explained above.

Not all PL nodes from our set show the above characteristics.
Examples are kaist.ac.kr and pop-ce.rnr.br, which are
also included in Figure 5. The median redirection time is around
4 minutes for the former, and as much as 6 minutes for the latter.
Moreover, the steep changes in the CDF curves reveal the most
probable (still quite long) redirection time scales. Longer redirec-
tion updates can prevent corresponding clients from achieving de-
sirable performance, as we demonstrate below. Still, the summary
statistics for the entire set of 140 PL nodes reveals satisfactory redi-
rection intervals: the median redirection time is below 100 seconds.

4. DOES AKAMAI REVEAL QUALITY

INTERNET PATHS?
Here, we answer one of the key questions relevant to our study:

Do frequent Akamai redirections correlate with network conditions
over the paths between a client and its servers? In an earlier study,
Johnson et al. [16] demonstrated that Akamai generally picks servers
that yield low client-perceived latencies. However, both network-
and server-side effects impact the overall latency, and Akamai claims
to perform and use both measurements to redirect clients to the
closest server [4]. Thus, our goal is to decouple the network side
from the server side to determine which one dominates perfor-
mance. If the server component prevails, then only Akamai’s clients
benefit from redirections. However, if the network component dom-
inates, then redirections reveal network conditions on Internet paths
– information valuable to the broader community of Internet users.

4.1 Methodology
Figure 6 illustrates our measurement methodology for determin-

ing whether Akamai redirections reveal quality Internet paths. As
in the above experiments, each of the 140 nodes sends a DNS
request for one of the Akamai customers every 20 seconds and
records the IP addresses of the edge servers returned by Akamai. In
addition, every 5 seconds, each PL node pings a set of the 10 best
Akamai edge servers. That is, whenever a new server ID is returned
by Akamai, it replaces the longest-RTT edge server in the current
set. It is essential to understand that by pinging, instead of fetching
parts of Akamai-hosted pages from servers as done in [16], we ef-
fectively avoid measuring combined network and server latencies,
and isolate the network-side effects. Finally, the results of 7 days
of measurements from all 140 nodes are collected and processed in
a database.

4.2 Rank
The latency between a client and its servers varies depending on

the client’s location. For example, the latencies for nodes located
in the middle of Akamai “hot-spots” are on the order of few mil-
liseconds; on the other hand, the RTTs of other nodes (e.g., located
in South America) to the closest Akamai server are on the order of
several hundreds of milliseconds. To determine the relative qual-
ity of paths to edge servers selected by Akamai, we introduce the
rank metric to represent the correlation of Akamai’s redirection de-
cisions to network latencies. In each 20-second-long round of the
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Figure 6: Measurement Methodology.

experiment, the 10 best Akamai paths are ranked by the RTTs mea-
sured from the client, in the order from 0 (the longest) to 9 (the
shortest). Akamai returns IP addresses of two edge servers in each
round; thus, we assign ranks r1 and r2 to the corresponding edge
server. We define the total rank, r, as r = r1 + r2 − 1. If the paths
returned by Akamai are the best two among all ten paths, the rank
is 16; similarly, if the Akamai paths are the worst in the group, the
rank equals zero.
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Figure 7: Ranks for three characteristic PL nodes.

Figure 7 plots the rank of Internet paths measured from the sources
indicated in the figure to the Akamai servers. A point in the figure
with coordinates (x,y) means that the rank of the two paths returned
by Akamai is better than or equal to the rank y during x percent of
the duration of the 7-day experiment. Thus, the closer the curve
is to the upper right corner, the better the corresponding paths se-
lected by Akamai. Indeed, Figure 7 indicates that the Akamai redi-
rections for csail.mit.edu and cs.vu.nl almost perfectly
follow network conditions. On the other hand, because the aver-
age redirection interval is quite high in the Brazil case (6 minutes,
as shown in Figure 5), we observe a relatively poor selection of
servers in terms of path latency. Indeed, even a random or round-
robin path selection over shorter time intervals would achieve a bet-
ter result in this case. This is because Brazil’s node performance is
below average. Theoretically, random selection should achieve av-
erage performance.

Figure 8 depicts the average rank of the paths that Akamai re-
turns to all 140 PL nodes. We plot the curves in Figure 8 in the in-
creasing rank order. Hence, the order of PL node IDs on the x-axis,
while similar, is not identical for different customers. To examine
the effect of Akamai customer on this metric, we measure six dif-
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ferent Akamai customers as indicated in the figure. The key insight
from the figure is that Akamai redirections overwhelmingly corre-
late with network conditions. For example, for the set of customers
showing the best performance (e.g. Fox News), more than 97%
of the paths chosen by Akamai (IDs 5-140 in Figure 8) are better
than average (rank larger than 8); at the same time, more than 70%
of Akamai paths are approximately among the best 10% of paths
(rank larger than 14).

Figure 8 also reveals that Akamai offers different performance
depending on the customer. As we previously explained, this oc-
curs because different Akamai servers can, and often do, host a dif-
ferent set of customers. It is interesting, however, to find that CNN
(CNAME a1921.aol.akamai.net) shows by far the worst
result in our measurement. Further investigation showed that all
of the edge servers we found for CNN are from the same region
in the US; moreover, they are all from the same subnet. This find-
ing seems to contradict Akamai’s policy of using globally deployed
edge servers to serve content. We later learned that none of CNN’s
servers are currently owned by Akamai. Therefore, it appears that
CNN is no longer an Akamai customer, though they still have ”aka-
mai.net” as the postfix of their CNAME. For this reason, we re-
moved CNN from all other figures in this study. Regardless, this
finding provides evidence that CDN services that utilize network
measurements and global server deployment are significantly bet-
ter than traditional web content distribution using load-balancing
server farms in a few data centers.

4.3 Latency
In this subsection, we measure the latency gains made possi-

ble by following the paths to edge servers returned by Akamai.
Such measurements not only reveal the performance of the Aka-
mai CDN, but also indicate the spectrum of potential latency gains
achievable with Akamai-driven one-hop source routing, which we
explore in the next section.

For each PL node, we collect the statistics for the RTTs on the
paths between the client and the Akamai servers as follows. (i) Best
delay, defined as the lowest RTT in each 20-second-long measure-

ment round among the current ten best Akamai paths. (ii) Aka-
mai’s delay, defined as the average of RTTs on the paths to the
two edge servers selected by Akamai in each measurement round.
(iii) Average delay, defined as the average of the ten best Akamai-
recommended paths. (iv) Worst delay, defined as the highest RTT
in each measurement round among all ten paths.

Figure 9 plots the CDF curves for two PL nodes, csmail.
mit.edu and cs.vu.nl, previously shown in Figure 7. Both
figures confirm that Akamai indeed does a great job in these two
scenarios; the Akamai path is almost identical to the best path in
both cases. However, the key insight from the figure is that the
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Figure 9: CDF of RTTs for Akamai paths for two PL nodes.

relative latency gain depends on the distance between the PL node
and its Akamai edge servers. For example, the MIT node obviously
operates in an Akamai hot-spot, since the difference between the
medians (CDF = 0.5) of the best and the worst path is only 20 ms.
On the contrary, the corresponding difference is as much as 100 ms
in the Amsterdam case. Indeed, as the distance between the Aka-
mai CDN and a PL node increases, both the number of servers (and
paths) increases and the variance of path quality increases. Thus,
following the Akamai redirections brings the largest latency gains
for nodes that are distant from their edge servers.
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Figure 10: Latency gains for all measured PL nodes.

Figure 10 plots the latency performance over all 140 PL nodes
for different Akamai customers. For each node, we compute the av-
erage difference between (i) the RTT corresponding to the average
of the ten best Akamai paths seen by the node, and (ii) the RTT
corresponding to the Akamai path. The y-axis of Figure 10 plots
the absolute value of the above average difference between the two
paths. Thus, nodes on the left of the figure (e.g., 0-20) show the
worst performance, i.e., the path that Akamai selects is worse than
the average of the current ten best Akamai paths. We found that
this group is dominated by nodes that have a large server (and path)
diversity and a small redirection frequency. Nodes with IDs in the
range 20-30 are dominated by a small number of short-latency Aka-
mai paths; in this case, although Akamai redirections correlate well
with measured network latencies, the difference among the paths is
negligible, e.g., less than 1 ms. Finally, the vast majority of nodes
(IDs 30-140) are directed to better-than-average paths. For a large
percentage of nodes (IDs 50-140), the gains are quite substantial,
ranging from 10 ms to 170 ms.

To summarize, we demonstrated that Akamai redirections over-
whelmingly reveal the network conditions over the paths between
end-users and Akamai edge-servers. Thus, by querying low-level

Akamai DNS servers, an endpoint can reveal information about
quality Internet paths without extensively probing and monitoring
them. While this is potentially useful for many applications, in the
next section, we necessarily focus on one such application.

5. AKAMAI-DRIVEN ONE-HOP SOURCE

ROUTING
In this section, we examine the potential for performance im-

provement by using Akamai to drive an example network applica-
tion: one-hop routing in a large-scale overlay network. Since Aka-
mai redirections generally reveal low-latency paths between nodes
and edge servers, such an overlay network can use these redirec-
tions to route its own traffic. Even if an application is not primarily
interested in low latency, but rather strives for high-bandwidth, the
Akamai-driven approach is still viable. Measurements from [26]
indicate that the vast majority of TCP flows are limited by the re-
ceiver advertised window parameter. Similarly, a recent measure-
ment study shows that as much as 85% of the KaZaA clients do not
suffer any packet loss [15]. Hence, in such cases, lower latencies
directly translate to larger throughputs [30].

The key prerequisite in this environment is for the overlay net-
work to be able to map a subset of its nodes to Akamai edge servers.
Fortunately, the number of nodes in large-scale peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks (e.g., Kazaa [2]) is typically several orders of magnitude
larger than the total number of Akamai servers; thus, finding hosts
that share networks with Akamai edge servers should not be diffi-
cult. Moreover, Akamai deploys its edge servers within ISPs’ net-
works at no charge [1]. This both greatly reduces ISPs’ bandwidth
expenses and improves the performance of Akamai’s clients; like-
wise, it increases the number of potential overlay nodes that can
map their positions to Akamai servers.

As a concrete example of how Akamai-driven, one-hop source
routing works, consider two nodes in a large-scale overlay net-
work. To find a high-quality path between them, the nodes perform
a “race” to determine which path has the smallest latency: the direct
path between the two nodes, or the one-hop path via a third node
mapped to an Akamai server. In our scenario, the Akamai path
consists of two parts. The first is the path from the source node
to the (frequently updated) Akamai edge server; the second part
is the path from the Akamai edge server to the destination. Thus,
we perform no mapping between overlay nodes and Akamai edge
server; rather, we simply “simulate” perfect matching. As such, the
presented results should be understood as an upper bound of the ac-
tual performance. As we showed above, by selecting low-latency
Internet paths, Akamai manages to successfully avoid network hot
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spots; this can potentially improve the end-to-end (source — Aka-
mai node — destination) path performance.

Of course, the Akamai path is not always better than the direct
path. For example, consider two nodes in Brazil, a country poorly
served by Akamai. In this case, the nodes should clearly use the di-
rect path since the Akamai servers are likely to be located in the US.
Despite the potential for performance degradation, we will show
that it is possible to identify and use the better of the two types of
paths – without a large measurement overhead.

5.1 Methodology

Figure 11: Illustration of the measurement methodology.

Figure 11 depicts the experimental setup for the measurements
in this section. For each pair of nodes, one node is designated as
the source and the other as the destination. Throughout the exper-
iment, we measure the RTTs for 11 paths between the source and
the destination. The first path is the direct one, which the source
node measures by pinging the destination and recording the corre-
sponding RTT. The other ten paths are “recommended” by Akamai,
and we measure their RTTs as follows. The source node iteratively
issues a DNS query for an Akamai customer. In Figure 11, it re-
peatedly requests a943.x.a.yimg.com, which is the CNAME
for Yahoo.3 As in the previous experiment, the source node mea-
sures and records the RTTs to the 10 current, lowest-latency Aka-
mai edge servers it witnessed. Additionally, the source node noti-
fies the destination node of the IP addresses for those 10 Akamai
edge servers. This enables the destination node to measure RTTs to
the most recent edge servers that the source node has witnessed. Fi-
nally, by adding the corresponding RTTs measured from the source
and the destination to the set of Akamai servers, we estimate the
RTTs of the 10 distinct one-hop paths.

An important characteristic of the above measurement is its asym-
metry. For the same pair of nodes, the results can be quite different
depending on which node is assigned to be the source. This occurs
because the Akamai servers witnessed by the source and destina-
tion nodes are generally different, particularly for geographically
distant nodes. We explore such effects in more detail below.

3Our experiments show similar performance for other
Akamai customers, including Travelocity, CNAME
a1450.x.akamai.net.

5.2 A Case Study: Taiwan — UK
To demonstrate the potential of Akamai-driven one-hop source

routing, and to show the effects of asymmetry, we initially present
results for a pair of geographically distant PL nodes. The first
is iis.sinica.edu.tw, located in Taiwan, and the second is
cambridge.intel-research.net, located in the UK.

Figure 12 plots the CDF functions of the RTTs for the following
paths. (i) Best path, defined as the path with the lowest RTT in
each 20-second-long measurement round among the ten one-hop
paths and the direct path; (ii) Akamai’s path, defined as the average

of the two one-hop paths via the two edge servers selected (and
frequently updated) by Akamai. (iii) Direct path, measured from
the source to the destination; (iv) Worst path, defined as the path
with the highest RTT in each measurement round among all eleven
(ten one-hop and one direct) paths. In Figure 12(a), the Taiwan
node is the source; in Figure 12(b), the UK node is the source.

The CDF curves from Figure 12 illustrate the gains that can be
achieved by using Akamai’s one-hop paths. For example, Aka-
mai’s path is nearly optimal in the Taiwan case, outpacing the di-
rect path by nearly 20 ms. On the other hand, while the paths cho-
sen using Akamai’s “recommendations” from the UK are subopti-
mal, they still generally beat the direct path. To shed more light
on these results, we collected statistics for the Akamai servers seen
by each node. For the Taiwan node, 80% of edge server “hits” are
in Tawain, 15% in Japan, and 5% in the US. For the UK’s node,
75% of the hits are in the UK, and 25% are in the US. The large
number of servers close (in the same country) to the source nodes
indicates that the gains over the direct path come from avoiding hot
spots close to the sources. Moreover, whenever the “middle nodes”
are not in the country of origin, they are still placed along a high
quality path to the destination, thus improving the performance.

5.3 Aggregate Results
In this section, we study a much broader range of sources and

destinations to determine the performance of Akamai-driven one-
hop source routing. For this study, we assemble a list of PL nodes
located in the US (6), Europe (3), Asia (3), and South America (2).
We then pair all nodes with each other by randomly choosing the
source and destination for each pair. Out of 91 attempted paths,
78 successfully completed 3-day-long experiments, while the rest
failed (e.g., due to a PL node rebooting).
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Figure 13: Latency differences between one-hop routing and

direct-path routing.

Figure 13 illustrates the difference between the latency using a
direct path and the Akamai one-hop paths, all measured over short,
20-second-long, time scales. For each pair, we compute the best
and the worst (out of ten) one-hop Akamai paths, and the average of
the two one-hop paths returned by Akamai. A negative value means
that the corresponding direct path is better for the pair; otherwise,
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Figure 12: CDFs for path latencies between Taiwan and the UK. In each figure, the first country is designated as the source.

the Akamai-driven path is better. For example, the best, worst,
and Akamai-selected paths are, on average, worse than the direct
path for Pair ID 1. On the other hand, all one-hop Akamai paths
outperform the direct path for pair ID 78.

The figure indicates that in approximately 25% of scenarios (IDs
60-78), Akamai-driven paths outperform the direct path, in the same
manner as discussed for the Taiwan—UK example above. The ma-
jority of the paths are intercontinental, excluding South America,
e.g., Asia—US, US—Europe, Europe—Asia. The second group
(path IDs 30-60) is dominated by the intra-Europe or intra-US paths
for which the potential gains of detouring are smaller in general.
Finally, the third group (path IDs 0-30) consists of two subgroups:
(i) PL nodes that are close to each other and relatively far away
from Akamai servers (e.g., Korea—Japan) that have a better direct
path and (ii) all paths sourced in South America see no gain from
Akamai due to infrequent refreshing of the low-level Akamai DNS
server’s tables.

Finally, an important point is that in approximately 50% of sce-
narios, the best measured Akamai one-hop path outperforms the
direct path. While these paths are not “directly accessible” by fol-
lowing Akamai redirections (because Akamai optimizes only the
source part of the one-hop path), this indicates both that detour-
ing has a significant potential for improving performance, and that
Akamai is successful in locating quality detouring points. These
results encouraged us to investigate to what extent we can capture
these performance improvements using a low-cost, deployable al-
gorithm.

5.4 Path Pruning
Here, we discuss practical techniques for determining which of

the following two paths to use for routing: the direct or the Akamai-
recommended path. Thus, while the measurement overhead is al-
ready significantly reduced (to the above two paths), the question
is whether it can be reduced even further. Our goal is to prune low-
quality paths from the set of available paths. When making this
decision, there are are two issues: (i) how frequently to make a de-
cision whether to use a one-hop route or simply use the direct path
and (ii) if using one-hop routing, whether to use the first Akamai
edge server that is returned or whether to perform a measurement
to determine the better of the two.

To determine the effectiveness of using Akamai-driven one-hop
routing, we must develop a low-cost algorithm that (i) enables nodes
to reap any performance benefits of Akamai’s network measure-
ments and (ii) quickly determines when Akamai cannot improve
performance and, in this case, simply use the direct path between
the source and destination. In short, we want to find the best path

among the direct path and Akamai-recommended paths, while min-
imizing the number of network measurements required to find that
path. Thus, the algorithm must find a good trade-off between net-
work performance and measurement overhead.

We evaluate four heuristics for determining routes. First, we con-
sider how frequently the algorithm should reevaluate the decision
to use the direct path or one-hop paths. This decision can be made
(i) once for the duration of the experiment (static) or (ii) it can be
reevaluated every y minutes (dynamic). In either case, if a one-hop
path is selected, we explore the performance of two alternatives:

First Akamai Server (FAS). We query the Akamai DNS for an
edge server approximately once per minute and use the first server
returned by Akamai as our one hop.

Better of the Two Akamai Servers (BTAS). We query the Aka-
mai DNS for an edge server approximately once per minute. We
perform ping measurements to compare the quality of the paths
along the two edge servers returned by DNS and use the lower-
latency path.

For the static algorithms, we must include a bootstrap period that
enables the Akamai network to “warm up,” i.e., to determine which
servers are best for our measurement nodes. For the following ex-
periments, we use a bootstrap period of approximately 100 minutes.

To form a baseline for comparing the effectiveness of these al-
gorithms, we first determine the maximum latency gain that can be
achieved by pruning paths. For example, if the best Akamai path
is 100 ms faster than the direct path, the maximum gain is 100 ms.
Similarly, if the worst Akamai path is 100 ms slower than the direct
path, then the maximum gain is again 100 ms. We aggregated the
maximum latency gain over all 78 pairs of nodes and used the av-
erage value as our baseline. Figure 14 depicts the performance of
our four algorithms relative to the maximum latency gain (100%)
and to the case where the direct path is always used (i.e., no routing
decisions are made).

Figure 14 shows that using the direct path alone accounts for
only about 78% of the performance gain seen in our experiments.
This further shows that Akamai is good at locating nodes along
high-quality paths. The figure also clearly shows that the dynamic
versions of FAS and BTAS can lead to significant improvement
over the direct path. In particular, the update frequency for BTAS
and FAS can be as long as almost 2 hours before its performance
more sharply declines. Even with update intervals on the order of
a day, these algorithms outperform the direct path on average. It is
also clear that BTAS outperforms FAS over shorter timer intervals
(on the order of hours). As expected, choosing the better of the
two Akamai paths is more resilient to changes in path quality than
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performance.

when simply picking the first of the two. Still, the difference is not
dramatic.

We also note that the performance of the static versions of the
pruning algorithms are nearly identical, and are slightly worse than
using the direct path (by ≤ 1%) when averaged over all pairs of
nodes. As discussed above, Akamai optimizes only the source part
of the one-hop path, and thus may sometimes direct clients to edges
that are along slower one-hop paths than the direct path. Since the
static versions of these algorithms cannot “double-check” Akamai,
they may suffer a performance hit by sticking with their original
decision to always use one-hop paths.

6. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss several issues relevant to our study

and present work related to topics covered in this paper.

6.1 Discussion
Akarouting. Akamai has formed a private, proprietary network

measurement system and overlay network. One goal of this sys-
tem is to improve download speeds by using its network measure-
ments to find “high-speed” Internet paths over which to transfer
content within the network. In addition, Akamai applies one-hop
source routing to transfer content from customer origin servers,
e.g., NYTimes.com to edge-servers, a technique they call Akarout-
ing [7]. The fundamental difference between Akarouting and our
approach is the following: we are using Akamai’s client-to-server
redirections to locate and utilize potentially high-quality detouring
points in a separate overlay network.

Additionally, it is important to note that the Akamai-driven one-
hop source routes in our experiments are not routed through the
proprietary Akamai-owned network. Our ping and trace-route mea-
surements confirm that the routes from PL nodes to Akamai edge-
servers take “public” Internet paths available to everybody.

“Free riding” on Akamai. It is very possible that Akamai, or
any other CDN, might not be excited by the fact that third parties
are exploiting the CDNs’ measurements for their own purposes.
However, it is important to realize that the load placed on the Aka-
mai DNS infrastructure by our proposed technique, even in the
case of larger-scale deployment by overlay networks, will proba-
bly be negligible compared to the load that this infrastructure is
already experiencing from its “regular” clients. This is because the
Akamai CDN hosts some of the most popular web enterprises and
keeps small TTL values for an edge server’s DNS entries. Thus,
the “regular” load placed on low-level Akamai DNS servers is al-
ready very high. The implication is that the proposed technique
should not jeopardize Akamai’s performance. Moreover, we be-
lieve that any attempt to detect the “free-riding” nodes might face

non-negligible false negatives and positives, thus unnecessarily de-
grading the “regular” clients’ performance. Finally, it is important
to understand that the proposed techniques do not require the Aka-
mai edge servers to reply to pings. Although we indeed used pings
to verify the correlation between network latencies and Akamai
redirections, they are not required for conducting Akamai-driven
source routing.

The implications of widespread adoption. Finally, one con-
cern is that if the approach is successful and widely followed, then
this might affect the performance of the network paths that Akamai
identifies as “good.” For example, if all clients from a particular
domain use Akamai’s recommendations in precisely the same way,
previously uncongested paths may become congested within a short
time period. However, we do not expect this to be the common
case, since different overlay nodes can choose to query Akamai’s
DNS servers for any of the large number of hosted web sites (e.g.,
The New York Times vs. Amazon). As explained in Section
3.2, different edge servers typically host different web sites. As
a result, overlay nodes from the same domain will have different
“views” of the network, which naturally helps to spread the traffic
load along different network paths.

6.2 Related Work
There have been a number of studies on the use, effectiveness

and impact of content distribution networks. In an early work,
Gadde et al. [11] analyze the effectiveness of interior web caches
and CDNs based on an analytical model of caching behavior. Two
recent studies confirm that CDNs reduce average download response
times, but that DNS redirection techniques add noticeable overhead
due to DNS latency [19, 21]. In [20] the authors examined how
content distribution servers improved latency when compared to
throughput from the origin servers. Johnson et al. [16] assessed
the degree to which two different CDNs optimally redirect requests
among their mirrors, and argue that these CDNs appeared to use
the DNS mechanisms not necessarily to select optimal servers, but
to avoid selecting bad ones. Krishnamurthy et al. [21] do an exten-
sive study on the use of CDNs and propose a methodology to study
client-perceived performance. Saroiu et al. [31] characterize four
content delivery systems, including Akamai, based on traces col-
lected at a university’s borders routers. In their study Akamai ap-
pears as the smallest bandwidth consumer (0.2%), with Gnutella,
Kazaa and WWW traffic consuming near 60% of the remaining
bandwidth. In addition to revealing and understanding CDN be-
havior, our research enables clients of other networks to reuse the
measurements made by CDNs for their own purposes.

Some previous work has addressed other issues with DNS-based
control, particularly in the context of server selection in CDNs.
Shaikh et al. [35] evaluate the impact of DNS-based server selec-
tion on DNS; the authors find that extremely low TTL values (on
the order of seconds) can adversely affect latency. In a related work,
Jung et al. [17] show that the most common values for TTL should
not greatly increase DNS-related wide-area network traffic. Stud-
ies by Shaikh et al. [35] and Mao et al. [25] found that clients are
often not close in network topology to the name servers they use,
questioning the accuracy of server selection based on IP address.
No such problem exists with our scheme because clients request
DNS translation directly, and not via a local DNS server.

CDN-driven detouring is based on, and related to overlay rout-
ing systems that attempt to improve a client’s reliability and perfor-
mance. Our work is the first one to propose relying on CDNs’ mea-
surements to locate and utilize quality Internet paths without per-
forming extensive path probing or monitoring. The Detour study
[33] suggested that this could be accomplished by routing via in-
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termediate end systems. The Resilient Overlay Network (RON)
project demonstrated this to be the case in a small-scale overlay [5].
This, however, required background monitoring that is not scalable
and therefore limits the approach to communication among a rel-
atively small set of nodes. The solution proposed in [36] relies
on end-to-end probing of the overlay paths and the inference of the
loss probabilities on the underlying physical path segments, which
suffers from similar scalability limitations.

In order to limit the resource requirement for overlays, more re-
cent studies have focused on reducing the end-to-end measurement
needed to select overlay paths. In [28], the authors propose a rout-
ing underlay dedicated to topology probing. With the help of this
underlay, one can use inferred AS path information to construct
disjoint paths between communicating nodes. The potential prob-
lem of this method is the accuracy of AS path inference. For in-
stance, [25] showed that AS path inference can often be much less
accurate than expected. Gummadi et al. [13] select relay nodes by
randomly choosing k overlay nodes (random-k) and selecting the
one with the best performance. With a small k, there is clearly the
risk that random selection, while avoiding outages, will discard a
good relay node. Indeed, the key difference between the random-k
and Akamai-driven one-hop source routing is the former is intended
to improve system’s reliability by avoiding network outages, while
the goal of our scheme is to improve clients’ performance by select-
ing and hopping over quality (low-latency) paths as recommended
by Akamai.

MONET looks to increase web site availability by taking advan-
tage of redundant client-to-web-server paths whose failure modes
are expected to be largely independent. Clients contact web sites
via a local MONET proxy that is multi-home with multiple lo-
cal interfaces. MONET increases the number of alternative paths
through an overlay network of peer proxies that can probe a given
origin server using a TCP SYN by request [6]. Undoubtedly, CDN-
driven detouring has the potential to improve the performance of
the above systems; not only by more efficiently avoiding network
outages and hot spots, but by eliminating the need to probe a num-
ber of Internet paths, thus reducing the TCP SYN stress placed on
web servers.

In another closely related work, Fei et al. [10] use AS-level path
information inferred from traceroute to reduce the size of the
candidate set for one-hop routing. The goal is to limit the overhead
in selecting middle hops by examining only nodes along paths be-
tween the origin and destination that diverge in the AS-level path
as early as possible. While able to avoid performance degradation
over direct paths, it is unclear how the proposed technique could
be extended to online, dynamic selection of middle nodes. In addi-
tion, the proposed heuristic normally yields a large number of po-
tential middle nodes (up to 50) which, due to the coarse resolution
of AS-level path disjointness, may not include good candidates.
CDN-driven detouring typically results in a very small number of
candidates selected based on measurements performed by the CDN
as part of its normal operation.

Finally, our work is inspired by tools like Sting [32], T-BIT [26],
and King [14], which use existing protocols “in unanticipated ways
to obtain results that were previously intractable [14].”

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we performed an extensive measurement study

of the Akamai CDN; the goal was to determine how one can in-

fer and utilize quality, short time-scale information regarding net-
work conditions without the cost of extensive network measure-
ment. By concurrently measuring network paths and monitoring
the frequently refreshed low-level Akamai DNS server tables, we

showed that: (i) Akamai-server redirections strongly correlate with
network conditions on the paths between clients and servers; more
than 70% of paths chosen by Akamai are among the best 10% of
the measured network paths. (ii) For a given client, the correla-
tion level predominantly depends on the inter-redirection frequency
of the corresponding low-level Akamai DNS server. (iii) Due to
low redirection frequencies, clients from South America experi-
ence correlation levels that are below that achievable by a random
or round-robin path selection. (iv) Because Akamai customers are
heterogeneously hosted on the edge servers, all investigated clients
see a large number of servers (paths) for at least one of the cus-
tomers. (v) CDN services that utilize network measurements and
global server deployment can significantly outperform traditional
web content distribution that use load-balancing server farms in a
few data centers.

To provide a sample application, we studied the potential for uti-
lizing Akamai redirections to drive one-hop source routes (i.e., de-
tours) in a large-scale overlay network. By concurrently measuring
and comparing Akamai-driven one-hop with direct paths between
nodes scattered around the globe, we show that (i) in more than
50% of investigated scenarios, it is better to route through the nodes
“discovered” by Akamai than to use direct paths. (ii) in 25% of
investigated scenarios, a better-than-direct path can be utilized by
always following Akamai redirections at the source. (iii) The vast
majority of Akamai-driven paths between Asia and Europe belong
to the above category; in addition to avoiding local hot spots, they
exploit rich Akamai “proxy” infrastructure placed in between the
two — e.g., in the US. (iv) Other nodes can apply simple, low-
overhead techniques to decide whether to stick with the direct path,
or to draft behind Akamai. We conclude by noting that Akamai is
only one of many CDNs; such networks are a great resource that
can be exploited to obtain “a global Internet weather-report ser-
vice” for little to no cost.
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ABSTRACT

Extensive measurement studies have shown that end-to-end Inter-
net path performance degradation is correlated with routing dynam-
ics. However, the root cause of the correlation between routing
dynamics and such performance degradation is poorly understood.
In particular, how do routing changes result in degraded end-to-
end path performance in the first place? How do factors such as
topological properties, routing policies, and iBGP configurations
affect the extent to which such routing events can cause perfor-
mance degradation? Answers to these questions are critical for im-
proving network performance.

In this paper, we conduct extensive measurement that involves
both controlled routing updates through two tier-1 ISPs and active
probes of a diverse set of end-to-end paths on the Internet. We
find that routing changes contribute to end-to-end packet loss sig-
nificantly. Specifically, we study failover events in which a link
failure leads to a routing change and recovery events in which a
link repair causes a routing change. In both cases, it is possible
to experience data plane performance degradation in terms of in-
creased long loss burst as well as forwarding loops. Furthermore,
we find that common routing policies and iBGP configurations of
ISPs can directly affect the end-to-end path performance during
routing changes. Our work provides new insights into potential
measures that network operators can undertake to enhance network
performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Proto-
cols—Routing protocols; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Relia-
bility, availability, and serviceability

General Terms

Measurement, Experimentation, Reliability
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1. INTRODUCTION
The deployment of interactive services such as VoIP and gaming

on the Internet demands the network to maintain good end-to-end
performance. Previous studies have shown that end-to-end perfor-
mance on the Internet is unpredictable [20], and degraded end-to-
end path performance is correlated with routing dynamics [15, 23,
6, 16, 19, 1]. Yet the causal relationship between routing changes
and degraded data plane performance has not been established. In
particular, very little is known about (1) how routing changes re-
sult in degraded end-to-end path performance in the first place, and
(2) how factors such as topological properties, routing policies, and
iBGP configurations affect the extent to which such routing events
can cause performance degradation. The Internet is a system of
immense scale. Routing events such as link failures or link repairs
happen quite frequently as indicated by high volumes of routing
updates [19, 17]. Answers to the above questions are critical for
improving network performance and wide deployment of interac-
tive services in the Internet.

So far, researchers have taken either the analytical approach or
the measurement approach to understanding the impact of routing
events on end-to-end performance. Neither can answer the above
questions satisfactorily. In the analytical approach, artificial topol-
ogy and routing policies are used [21, 26]. In the measurement ap-
proach, only correlation between routing dynamics and degraded
end-to-end performance can be established [1]. In [15], similar
to our experiment methodology, routing failures are artificially in-
jected to understand their impact on end-to-end performance. How-
ever, what and how routing dynamics cause the degraded end-to-
end performance has not been fully explored. The establishment of
such a causal relationship can bring insight for the design of future
interdomain routing protocols.

In this paper, we aim to study end-to-end performance under re-
alistic topology and routing policies, while not limited by the black-
box approach that most of measurement studies have taken. We
control routing events by injecting well-designed routing updates
at known times to emulate link failures and repairs. To understand
the impact of routing events on the data plane performance, we
select geographic and topologically diverse probing locations from
the PlanetLab experiment testbed [22] to conduct active UDP based
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measurement probing while routing changes are in effect. In ad-
dition, we deploy frequent ping and traceroute to probe network
routing states. This allows us to identify the root cause of intermit-
tent loss of connectivity and degraded end-to-end path performance
during routing changes. Our contributions are summarized as fol-
lows.

• To analyze the impact of routing events on end-to-end per-
formance, we investigate several metrics to characterize the
end-to-end loss, delay, and out-of-order packets. We find that
while routing changes can lead to longer delay and out-of-
order packets, routing changes impact end-to-end loss more
significantly and can lead to loss bursts lasting as long as
20 seconds. Furthermore, our results show that one routing
event can lead to multiple loss bursts. Our results have im-
portant implications for wide deployment of interactive ap-
plications such as VoIP.

• To understand the root cause for degraded end-to-end path
performance during routing changes, we characterize the kinds
of routing changes that can impact end-to-end path perfor-
mance. We analyze the impact of topology, routing policies,
and iBGP configurations on end-to-end path performance.
Our results show that routing policies and iBGP configu-
rations are the major causes of degraded performance ob-
served.

• To demonstrate that our results are not limited by our mea-
surement setup, we show that degraded end-to-end perfor-
mance is experienced by a diverse set of hosts when there is
a routing change. Further analysis shows that simply adding
physical connectivity does not necessarily minimize the im-
pact of routing changes on end-to-end path performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the back-
ground to understand the causal relationship between routing events
and data plane performance. We describe our measurement method-
ology in Section 3. We provide detailed data analysis in Sections 4
and 5. In Section 6, we argue that our measurement results are
representative enough for common network topologies and config-
urations. Finally we discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude
with Section 8.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide background to help illustrate the cor-

relation between routing events and data plane performance. Bor-
der Gateway Protocol (BGP) [27] is the interdomain routing pro-
tocol that Autonomous Systems (ASes) use to exchange informa-
tion on how to reach destination address blocks (or prefixes). BGP
routers at the periphery of an AS learn how to reach external des-
tinations through eBGP sessions with routers in other ASes. After
applying local policies to the eBGP-learned routes, a BGP router
selects a single best route and advertises it to other BGP routers
within the same AS through iBGP sessions. In the simplest case,
each router has an iBGP session with every other router (i.e., a full-

mesh iBGP configuration). Large networks are often organized in-
ternally using route reflectors to make iBGP more scalable. Route
reflectors usually connect to each other as a full mesh. Each route
reflector and its clients (i.e., iBGP neighbors that are not route re-
flectors themselves) form a cluster. A route reflector reflects routes
learned via one client to all other clients in the same cluster as well
as other route reflectors. Similarly, it also reflects routes learned
from other route reflectors to all its clients.

BGP is a path vector protocol. Each BGP advertisement usu-
ally includes the sequence of ASes for the path, along with other
attributes such as the next-hop IP address. Before accepting an ad-
vertisement, the receiving router checks for the presence of its own
AS number in the AS path to discard routes causing loops. By
representing the path at the AS level, BGP hides the details of the
topology and routing information inside each network.

BGP is a stateful protocol. Only routing changes are advertised.
A router sends an advertisement of a new route for a prefix or a
withdrawal when the route is no longer available. To limit the num-
ber of updates that a router has to process within a short time period,
a rate-limiting timer, called the Minimum Route Advertisement In-
terval (MRAI) timer, determines the minimum amount of time that
must elapse between routing updates to a particular destination [27]
for the same neighbor. This is beneficial to reduce the number of
updates explored, as a single routing change might trigger multiple
transient routes during the path exploration or route convergence
process before the final stable route is selected. If new routes are
selected multiple times while waiting for the expiration of MRAI,
the latest selected route shall be advertised at the end of MRAI.
Currently, the common default values of MRAI are 30 seconds for
eBGP sessions and 5 seconds for iBGP sessions. To avoid long-
lived black holes, RFC 1771 [27] specifies that the MRAI timer is
only applied to BGP announcements, not to explicit withdrawals.
However, router implementations might apply MRAI timer to both
announcements and withdrawals. We show later that the MRAI
values can impact the data plane performance.

BGP is a policy-based protocol. Each BGP router selects a sin-
gle best route for each prefix by comparing the routes using their
attributes. Rather than simply selecting the route with the shortest
AS path, routers can apply complex policies to influence the best
route selection for each prefix and to decide whether to propagate
it to their neighbors. The policy configuration is usually guided by
the commercial agreements between ASes, which determine AS
relationships. In general, there are two dominant types of rela-
tionship: provider-to-customer and peer-to-peer [8]. In the former
case, a customer pays the provider to be connected to the Internet.
In peer-to-peer relationships, two ASes agree to exchange traffic
on behalf of their respective customers free of charge. Note that
network providers offer transit service only to its customers (i.e., a
network provider only announces its own and its customer prefixes
to its peer ASes). There are two commonly adopted routing poli-
cies: “prefer customer” and “no-valley”. Under the “prefer cus-
tomer” routing policy, routes received from a network provider’s
customers are always preferred over those received from its peers or
any other routes. Under the “no-valley” routing policy, customers
do not transit traffic from one provider to another, and peers do not
transit traffic from one peer to another either. These rules directly
match the commercial incentives among the networks.

3. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our controlled Internet measurement

and experiment methodology involving a BGP Beacon prefix from
the Beacon routing experiment infrastructure [18]. During the pe-
riod of a routing event, we actively probe a host in the Beacon
prefix from a diverse set of hosts on the Internet. Our measurement
methodology is also applicable to other studies correlating routing
dynamics with data plane performance.

3.1 Controlled Routing Changes
Beacon prefixes [18] are a set of IP prefixes designed for experi-

mental purposes. There are no real users using addresses within the
prefix. Their routing changes are well regulated: Beacon prefixes
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Table 1: Classification of Beacon routing events
Beacon events BGP updates Time schedule (GMT)

Failover 1 Withdrawing route via ISP1 00:00, 04:00
Failover 2 Withdrawing route via ISP2 12:00, 16:00
Recovery 1 Restoring route via ISP1 02:00, 10:00
Recovery 2 Restoring route via ISP2 14:00, 22:00

are announced or withdrawn every 2 hours with specific regular
patterns. In our study, we use a multi-homed BGP Beacon, which
has been active since September 2003. This Beacon has two tier-1
providers to which we refer as ISP1 and ISP2. Every two hours,
the Beacon sends a route withdrawal or announcement to one or
both providers according to the time schedule shown in Figure 1.
Each circle denotes a state, indicating the providers offering con-
nectivity to the Beacon. Each arrow represents a routing event and
state transition, marked by the time that the routing event (either a
route announcement or a route withdrawal) occurs.

There are 12 routing events every day. We focus on 8 routing
events that keep the Beacon connected to the Internet; the other
four serve the purpose of resetting the Beacon connectivity. These
8 Beacon events are classified into two categories. For a failover

beacon event, we emulate a link failure scenario in which the Bea-
con originally announces routes through both providers but now
withdraws the route through one of the two providers. That is,
the Beacon changes from the state of using both providers to the
state of using only a single provider. In a recovery beacon event,
we emulate a link recovery or repair scenario in which the Beacon
re-advertises a route previously withdrawn. That is, the Beacon
changes from the state of using a single provider for connectivity
to the state of using both providers. These two classes of routing
changes emulate the control plane changes that a multi-homed site
may experience in terms of losing and restoring a link to one or
more of its providers; thus they represent real routing events on the
Internet. Table 1 shows the classification of Beacon events and the
time for the events.

3.2 Active Probing
The goal of active measurements is to capture the impact of rout-

ing changes on the end-to-end path performance of a diverse set
of Internet paths. Knowing the time and the location of routing
changes, we actively probe a host within the Beacon prefix (i.e.,
the Beacon host) from a set of geographically diverse sites from the
PlanetLab infrastructure [22] using three probing methods: UDP
packet probing, ping, and traceroute. Probing is performed every
hour, thus both during injected routing events as well when there
are no routing events for calibration purposes.

At every hour, every probing source sends a UDP packet stream
marked by sequence numbers to the BGP Beacon host at 50msec

interval. The probing starts 10 minutes before each hour and ends
10 minutes after that hour. (i.e., the probing duration is 20 minutes
for each hour). Upon the arrival of each UDP packet, the Bea-

con host records the timestamp and sequence number of the UDP
packet. In addition, ping and traceroute are also sent from the probe
host towards the Beacon host, for measuring round-trip time (RTT)
and IP-level path information during the same 20 minutes time pe-
riod. Both ping and traceroute are run as soon as the previous ping
or traceroute probe completes. Thus, their probing frequency is
limited by the roundtrip delay and the probe response time from
routers.

3.3 Data Plane Performance Metrics
In our study, we use the following metrics to measure the impact

of routing events on end-to-end performance: loss, delay, and out-
of-order packets. These metrics are selected as they are very basic
and commonly used to capture data plane performance.

3.3.1 Packet Loss

We identify packet loss by observing gaps in sequence numbers
of UDP probing packets. In our measurement, we use bursty loss

size, which is defined as the maximum number of consecutive pack-
ets lost during a routing event.

3.3.2 Packet Delay

Ideally, we want to measure one-way delays from the probe host
to the Beacon host to study the impact of routing changes on packet
delays. However, such measurements are subject to limitations due
to the clock skews on PlanetLab sites relative to the Beacon host.
Instead, we measure roundtrip packet delays from the probe host to
the Beacon host using ping probes.

3.3.3 Out-of-order Packets

Each PlanetLab probe site sends UDP packets with increment-
ing sequence numbers. However, packets may arrive out of order
at the Beacon host. For example, if multiple paths are used for
load balancing, packets can be reordered. Similarly, during routing
changes, a packet sent out earlier may take a longer route compared
to a later packet.

We identify out-of-order or reordered packets as follows. At
the BGP Beacon host, we record the value of the next expected
sequence number, which is the largest sequence number of the re-
ceived packets incremented by 1. Each new in-order arriving packet
has a sequence number greater than or equal to the value of the ex-
pected sequence number. The expected sequence number will be
updated upon arrival of each in-order packet. A reordered packet
occurs when the packet has a sequence number lower than the ex-
pected sequence number, which does not change upon the arrival
of out-of-order packets. For example, for arriving packets with se-
quence numbers {1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6}, packet 3 is out-of-order, as 3 is
smaller than the expected sequence number of 6.

Let Si be the sequence number of ith arriving packet. Thus,
the expected sequence number Sexpi

is max(Sj) + 1, ∀j ≤ i.
Therefore, for a packet with sequence number Si: if Si ≥ Sexpi

, it
is in order. Otherwise, it is out of order.

We use two metrics to measure the degree of out-of-order deliv-
ery: number of reordering and reordering offset. The number of
reordering is simply the number of packets that are considered out
of order. The reordering offset measures for an out-of-order packet
the difference between the actual arrival order and the expected ar-
rival order. Using the above notation, reordering offset for Si is
i − Si, assuming the initial sequence number is 1. For example, if
arrived packets have sequence numbers {1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 6}, packet 3
is out-of-order, arriving as 5th packet, and its reordering offset is
5 − 3 = 2. The reordering offset provides insights into the buffer
size needed to restore proper order of received packets.
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3.4 Identifying Routing Failures
We use a combination of active traceroute and ping measure-

ments to identify whether packet loss bursts are caused by routing
failures. Packet loss can be attributed to network congestion or
routing dynamics. It has been shown that routing dynamics can
lead to temporary route loss or forwarding loops [26, 1, 21]. We
call such routing dynamics routing failures. An ideal method to
identify whether a packet loss burst can be attributed to routing
failures, is to correlate the loss burst with routing changes, includ-
ing BGP and IGP routing information, from all routers involving in
the burst. Unfortunately, identifying the root cause of packet loss
requires obtaining such a large set of routing information from mul-
tiple ISPs and multiple routers, which is extremely difficult, if not
impossible. Instead, we use ICMP response messages, as measured
by traceroutes and pings to identify routing failures.

We derive loss bursts and correlate them with unreachable re-
sponses from traceroutes and pings. In particular, we correlate
loss bursts with ICMP messages using the time window [-1 sec,
1 sec] since hosts in PlanetLab are time synchronized via NTP.
When a router does not have a route entry for an incoming packet,
it will send an ICMP network unreachable error message back to
the source to indicate that the destination is unreachable if it is al-
lowed to do so. Based on the ICMP response message, we can
determine when and which router does not have a route entry to
the Beacon host. Loss bursts that have corresponding unreachable
ICMP messages are attributed to routing failures.

In addition, if a packet is trapped in forwarding loops, its TTL
value will increase until the value reaches the maximum value at
some router. The router will send a “TTL exceeded” message back
to the source. We can also observe forwarding loops from the
traceroute data. In general, from traceroute and ping probes, we
can determine whether a router loses its route to the Beacon host
and whether there is a forwarding loop.

Since ICMP packets can be lost, disabled, or filtered by routers,
it is possible that there is no corresponding ICMP message for some
loss bursts even if those loss bursts might be caused by routing fail-
ures. As a result, we may underestimate the number of loss bursts
due to routing failures. Therefore, the number of loss bursts caused
by routing failures might be more than what can be identified by
our methodology.

4. FAILOVER EVENTS
In this section, we characterize data plane performance during

failover events. First, we observe that most packet loss bursts oc-
cur during failover events. Second, we present the extent to which
packet loss is caused by routing failures. Finally, we show that
routing failures can cause multiple loss bursts during one failover
event. In addition, we characterize the locations that routing fail-
ures occur.

4.1 Data Plane Performance
We measure the performance (in terms of loss, delay, and packet

reordering) based on UDP packet probes from 37 PlanetLab sites
to the BGP Beacon during the entire month of July 2005. There are
two kinds of failover events: (1) withdrawing the route advertised
to ISP1 (denoted as “failover-1”) and (2) withdrawing the route
advertised to ISP2 (denoted as “failover-2”). Each day, there are
four failover events: two for each type. Among the 37 probing
hosts, 14 hosts choose the path via ISP1 and 23 hosts choose the
path via ISP2, when routes to both ISPs are announced. The with-
drawal of the chosen route currently used by a host to reach the
BGP Beacon forces the host to switch to the alternate, less pre-
ferred route (we refer to it as a path change).
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Figure 2: Number of loss bursts starting at each second.

At each probing host, UDP probing starts at 10 minutes before
the injection of withdrawal messages and lasts for 20 minutes (i.e.,
till 10 minutes after the injection of withdrawal messages). To un-
derstand the packet loss around failover events, we measure the
number of loss bursts starting at each second. Here, we consider
consecutively lost packets as one loss burst. The time for the last re-
ceived packet before the loss burst is the start time of the loss burst.
Figure 2 shows the number of loss bursts over all probing hosts
and failover events for the entire duration of our study. The x-axis
represents the start time of a loss burst, where the start time is mea-
sured (in seconds) relative to the injection of withdrawal messages.
We observe that the majority of loss bursts occur right after time 0,
i.e., the time when a withdrawal message is advertised. The large
number of loss bursts occurred during the time period [100 sec,
200 sec] in Figure 2(a) is most likely due to congestion because
we observe no route changes in our traceroute measurements and
no corresponding ICMP messages. After the failover event, traffic,
including UDP probings, pings, and traceroutes, sent by probing
hosts can cause congestion at some routers within ISP2 or the link
between ISP2 and the Beacon. Note that there is no time synchro-
nization problem because both the time for a loss burst occurring
and the time for injecting a withdrawal message are measured by
the clock on the BGP Beacon.

To understand the extent to which failover events can cause packet
loss, we divide the time period that UDP packet probing is per-
formed into three intervals: (1) before path change: the interval
from the start time of UDP packet probing to the injection of with-
drawal messages, (2) during path change: the interval from the
injection of the withdrawal message to the time that path from the
probing host to the Beacon is stabilized, and (3) after path change:
the interval from the time the path from the probing host to the Bea-
con is stabilized till the end time of UDP packet probing. We use
traceroute to estimate path change duration for each failover event,
where we observe the IP-level path changing from the old stable
path to the new stable path. The path change duration is measured
by the time period between these two stable states. We measure
the following four performance metrics during each of the three in-
tervals of a failover event: (1) loss burst length (i.e., the number
of consecutively lost packets in the loss burst), (2) round-trip delay,
(3) number of reordered packets, and (4) offset of reordered packet.

Figure 3(a) shows distributions of loss burst length before, dur-
ing, and after a path change for failover-1 events. The x-axis is
shown in logscale. We find that the packet loss burst during path
changes can have as many as 480 consecutive packets. Compared
to the loss burst length during a path change, the packet loss burst
length before and after a path change are quite short. Figures 3(b)-
(d) show the cumulative distribution of the average round-trip de-
lays, number of reordered packets, and the average reordering off-
set. We find that failover events have significant impact on packet
round-trip delays. In the worst case, during path changes, packet
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Figure 3: Data plane performance during failover-1 events in which the route via ISP1 is withdrawn.
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Figure 4: Data plane performance during failover-2 events in which the route via ISP2 is withdrawn.

round-trip delays can be more than 500msec. We observe that the
number of reordered packets for most hosts during failover events
is small. Only one PlanetLab host experiences more than 400 re-
ordered packets after failover events, which is probably due to some
anomalies along the path. However, the offset of reordered packets
is larger during failover events than those before and after failover
events. This indicates that path changes usually increase the de-
gree of packet reordering and would require larger buffer sizes for
real-time applications.

Figure 4 shows the performance characterization using the same
metrics for failover-2 events (i.e., the route via ISP2 is withdrawn).
Most observations we made for Figure 3 also hold here. These
failover events have more impact on packet round-trip delays than
the failover events when the route via ISP1 is withdrawn. In the
worst case, the round-trip time could be 900msec. More reordered
packets are observed. Nevertheless, these reordered packets have
smaller reordering offset on average. Because failover events have
the most impact on loss burst length, we will focus on identifying
the cause of the long packet loss bursts during path changes.

4.2 Root Causes of Loss Bursts
We correlate loss bursts with ICMP messages using the method

described in Section 3.4. During the failover-1 events, 50% of loss
bursts can be identified as caused by routing failures. During the
failover-2 events, 52% of loss bursts are identified as caused by
routing failures. To understand the extent to which routing failures
affect packet loss, we focus on two kinds of routing failures: (1)
loop-free routing failures and (2) forwarding loops.

Table 2 shows the number of failover events, the number of loss
bursts, and the amount of packet loss caused by routing failures.
We verify that 23% of the loss bursts, corresponding to 76% of lost
packets, are caused by routing failures, including both loop-free
routing failures and forwarding loops. We are unable to verify the
remaining 77% of loss bursts, which correspond to only 24% of
packet loss. These loss bursts may be caused by either congestion
or routing failures for which traceroute or ping is not sufficient (due

Table 2: Overall packet loss caused by routing failures during

failover events
Causes Failover Loss Lost

events bursts packets

Verified as routing failures 659 (56%) 846 (23%) 68343 (76%)
–Loop-free 451 (68%) 607 (71%) 37751 (55%)
–Forwarding loops 208 (32%) 239 (29%) 30592 (45%)

Unverified as routing failures 539 (44%) 2875 (77%) 21948 (24%)

to either insufficient probe frequency or lack of ICMP messages)
for the verification. Note that the length of loss bursts for which we
cannot verify as caused by routing failures is shorter than that can
be verified as caused by routing failures.

As we will see later, more than half of the routing failures oc-
cur within ISP1. On the contrary, only a small portion of the
routing failures occur within ISP2 upon withdrawal of the pre-
ferred route via ISP2. We continue to examine whether routing
failures do occur within ISP2, which are not visible from ICMP
messages. We use BGP updates collected from 12 routers within
ISP2 to examine if those monitored routers experience routing
failures. Among all the 724 failover events at those 12 backbone
router (2 × 31 × 12 = 724), we observe 584 withdrawal mes-
sages from those monitored routers. That means that over 80% of
all the failover events have routing failures. We also observe that
the occurrence of withdrawal messages is right after the occurrence
of failover events, and the withdrawal message is quickly replaced
by an announcement. This means that during the failover events,
routers within ISP2 indeed temporarily lose their routes to the
Beacon. However, most of these transient routing failures are not
visible as packet loss bursts in the data plane.

We measure the duration of a loss burst as the time interval be-
tween the latest received packet before the loss and the earliest one
after the loss. Figure 5(a) shows the duration of loss bursts that can
and cannot be verified as caused by routing failures. Again, we ob-
serve that the loss bursts that are verified as caused by routing fail-
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Figure 5: Duration for loss bursts.

ures last longer than those unverified loss bursts. Figure 5(b) further
shows that loss bursts caused by forwarding loops last longer than
those caused by loop-free routing failures.

4.3 How Routing Failures Occur
We use an example to illustrate the cause for packet loss during

failover events. The PlanetLab host planet02.csc.ncsu.edu experi-
ences packet loss during the routing failure occurred at 04:00:00
on July 30, 2005, where the host switches from the preferred path
via ISP1 to the less preferred path via ISP2 after the withdrawal
of the path via ISP1. Figure 6 shows the UDP packets received
during the period from 04:00:00 to 04:00:30. The x-axis is the ar-
rival order of each packet, and y-axis is the sequence number of the
packet. We observe two major gaps (i.e., loss bursts) at 04:00:01
and 04:00:19. This can be explained by using the topology shown
in Figure 7. The probing host planet02.csc.ncsu.edu is a customer
of ISP3 which peers with both ISP1 and ISP2. Before the
failover event, all routers except e2 have only one route via e1 to the
Beacon. During the failover-1 event, the route via ISP1 is with-
drawn by the Beacon. Routers e1 and RR1 within ISP1 will lose
the route and explore the alternate path from router e2. During the
path exploration, router RR1 cannot reach the Beacon indicated by
the “Destination Host Unreachable” ping replies at time 04:00:01.
After they obtain the path via peer ISP2, data traffic from the host
to the Beacon will be forwarded via the peer link between ISP1
and ISP2. However, router RR2 in ISP1 cannot announce it
to router RR4 in ISP3 because of the “no-valley” routing policy.
So router RR2 will send a withdrawal to router RR4. As a re-
sult, router RR4 loses its route to the Beacon and is triggered to
explore the alternate path. This is indicated by the “Destination
Host Unreachable” ping message at time 04:00:19. In summary,
the two long loss bursts shown in Figure 6 can be correlated with
two unreachable ICMP responses, which indicate that these long
loss bursts are caused by routing failures.

In the above example, during the round of path exploration, a
router losing its routing entry is affected by the delay in obtaining
the alternate route. If the router can obtain the alternate route with-
out delay, the routing failure is not visible as packet loss bursts in
the data plane. The latency in obtaining the alternate route is deter-
mined by the MRAI timer and the distance from the router that can
provide the alternate route.

Based on BGP updates collected from these 12 backbone routers
within ISP2, we identify the MRAI timer applied by ISP2. We
observe many instances where there is little time difference be-
tween two consecutive announcements for the same prefix but with
different BGP attributes. This observation implies that routers within
ISP2 use a very small MRAI timer. This is verified by private
communication with network operators of ISP2. The observa-
tion explains the fact that majority of large loss bursts do not occur
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Figure 6: Long loss bursts experienced by

“planet02.csc.ncsu.edu” during 04:00:00-04:00:30 on July

30, 2005.
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Figure 7: Topology of routers on the path from

“planet02.csc.ncsu.edu” to the Beacon.

within ISP2. On the other hand, most routers within ISP1 are
Cisco routers, which have default 5 second MRAI timer. Thus,
we suspect ISP1 does not use small MRAI timer so that routers
within that ISP can experience routing failures. Our analysis here
confirms the importance of MRAI timer setting on routing dynam-
ics and subsequent impact on data plane performance.

4.4 Multiple Loss Bursts Caused by Failover
Events

As we have observed in the above example, a host can experi-
ence multiple loss bursts after the injection of a withdrawal mes-
sage. This can be explained by the widely used “no-valley” routing
policy. That is, when an AS obtains an alternate route from its peer,
it cannot transit the route to another peer. So it will send a with-
drawal message to the peer to invalidate the previous route. Thus,
the withdrawal message can trigger the second loss burst within the
peer.

In this section, we measure the number of loss bursts that a host
experiences for each failover event. Figure 8 shows that, in over
75% of the cases, a hosts experiences fewer than two loss bursts
as a result of a failover event, while a host can experience up to 6
loss bursts as a result of a single failover event. Figure 9 shows the
percentage of packet loss in the first two loss bursts experienced
by PlanetLab hosts for each failover event. We observe that the
first two bursts contribute to the majority of packet loss. In the rest
of the paper, we will focus on the first two loss bursts for failover
events.

Among the first two loss bursts during failover-1 events, we can
verify about 57% of the first loss bursts as caused by routing fail-
ures, and about 40% of the second loss bursts as caused by routing
failures. The figures for the failover-2 events are 61% and 42%, re-
spectively. In general, we observe that the number of the first loss
bursts that can be verified as due to routing failures is larger than
that of the second loss bursts.
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Figure 9: Percentage of packet loss contributed by the first two

loss bursts.

One interesting observation is that when the second routing fail-
ures are triggered due to the “no valley” routing policy, traffic on
data plane may traverse a path which violates the “no valley” rout-
ing policy. For example, in the previous example shown in Figure 7,
we find that between the first large loss burst (at 04:00:01) and the
second large loss burst (at 04:00:19), about 250 UDP packets are re-
ceived by the Beacon. During this period of time, UDP packets tra-
verse a path across three tier-1 ASes, “ISP3 ISP1 ISP2”, which
violates the “no-valley” routing policy. After the second loss burst,
the IP-level path will change to traverse two tier-1 ASes, “ISP3
ISP2”. The number of packets that traverse this “valley” path is
determined by the delay of sending the withdrawal, which could be
as long as 30 seconds (the default MRAI timer applied on eBGP
session) if the MRAI timer is applied to withdrawal messages.

4.5 Location of Routing Failures
After identifying routing failures causing packet loss during failover

events, we further investigate a number of factors (e.g., interior net-
work topologies, iBGP configurations, or MRAI timers) that can
cause routing failures by analyzing the location of routing failures.
From the source address of each ICMP message, we can identify
which router loses its route entry if the ICMP message is unreach-
able, or which router is trapped in a forwarding loop if the ICMP
message is an exceeded TTL or a forwarding loop is observed in
traceroute data. We then derive the locations where routing fail-
ures occur according to the DNS name of the corresponding IP ad-
dresses. During each failover event, among all the first loss bursts
caused by routing failures, we measure how many of them occur
within ISP1, ISP2, or other ASes. As shown in Table 3, 92% of
the first routing failures occur within ISP1 during failover-1 event,
while the figure for ISP2 during failover-2 events is 9%. During
failover-2 events, most of the first loss bursts occur within ISP2’s
neighbors and those neighbors are tier-1 ASes. In addition, we
find that about 55% and 96% of the second routing failures occur
within other tier-1 ASes during failover-1 and failover-2 events, re-
spectively. This means that routing failures occurring within ISP1
or ISP2 are propagated to their neighboring ASes.

In addition, we evaluate the occurrence of routing failures from
BGP updates, which are cascaded from ISP1 or ISP2 to other

Table 3: Location of the first loss bursts caused by routing fail-

ures during failover events
Class ISP1 ISP2 Other tier-1 Non tier-1

Failover-1 92% 0 5% 3%
Failover-2 0 9% 73% 18%

Table 4: Percentage of failover events involving routing failures

for three different hosts.
Class Failover Events causing

events routing failure

Customer of either ISP1 or ISP2 206 111 (53%)
Multihomed to ISP1 and ISP2 225 43 (19%)
Customer of other ISPs 1054 463 (43%)

ASes. We first examine routing failures from BGP updates col-
lected from 52 backbone routers within a tier-1 ISP. We observe
that 134 withdrawal messages come from 4 monitored routers. We
then use BGP updates from Oregon RouteView to examine routing
failures occurring at other ASes. We observe 210 withdrawal mes-
sages from 7 ASes, which do not include ISP1 and ISP2. Those
observations imply that routing failures during failover events in-
deed can be cascaded to other ASes.

We further classify PlanetLab hosts into three categories accord-
ing to their connection to ISP1 and ISP2: (1) single-homed to
either ISP1 or ISP2; (2) multi-homed to both ISP1 and ISP2;
and (3) customer of other ISPs. In our measurement, the number of
PlanetLab hosts in these three categories are 6, 6, and 25, respec-
tively. Table 4 shows the number of failover events in which there
is at least one loss burst caused by routing failures. We observe
that every category of hosts experience packet loss caused by rout-
ing failures, and, as expected, multi-homed hosts experience less
packet loss than the other two categories.

4.6 Methodology Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our approach to correlating ICMP

messages with loss bursts. We identify packet loss caused by rout-
ing failures by correlating loss with ICMP unreachable messages.
The rationale is that if a destination network is unreachable from
a router according to its routing table, an ICMP unreachable des-
tination error message will be sent back to the source host. We
assess the number of ICMP messages in the absence of routing
change (i.e., at times other than the failover events). Recall that
ping packets are sent to the Beacon when there is no Beacon event
(10 minutes before and after 01:00, 03:00, 05:00, 09:00, 11:00,
13:00, 15:00, 17:00, 21:00, and 23:00). We observe a total of 3801
ICMP messages in our measurement during the period where there
is no faildown events (during which the Beacon is completely with-
drawn from both ISPs), only 0.6% of which are not caused by Bea-
con events. Thus, ICMP unreachable messages provide a good in-
dication for routing failures.

Another issue that might introduce bias to our measurement is
that some ISPs disable ICMP replies from their routers. We ex-
pect such policy to be typically uniformly applied to all the routers
within a given ISP. In our measurement, we observe that ICMP
messages come from 726 routers belonging to 68 ASes, and about
53% of those routers belong to 10 tier-1 ASes. In particular, 70
routers within ISP1 (i.e., 52% of ISP1’s routers visible in our
measurement) generate ICMP messages. The corresponding figure
for ISP2 is 24 routers (95% of ISP2’s routers observed). Given
such a good coverage of ASes responding with ICMP messages and
a high coverage from both ISP1 and ISP2, we conjecture that our
measurement is not significantly biased by ICMP blocking.
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Figure 10: Number of loss bursts starting at each second during

recovery events.

5. RECOVERY EVENTS
In this section, we investigate the end-to-end path performance

during recovery events. In particular, we focus on those events
which result in end-to-end path changes, i.e., the probe host chooses
the restored provider when routes through both providers are avail-
able. Thus, the recovery event causes the probe host to switch to
using the restored provider. We first present packet loss, delay, and
packet reordering for all such events. Then we analyze the root
causes of packet loss during recovery events.

5.1 Data Plane Performance
Similar to our analysis on failover events, We measure the per-

formance (in terms of loss, delay, and packet reordering) based on
UDP packet probes from 37 PlanetLab sites. There are two kinds
of recovery events: (1) announcing the route to ISP1 (denoted as
“recovery-1”) and (2) announcing the route to ISP2 (denoted as
“recovery-2”). Among the 37 probing hosts, 12 hosts choose the
restored path via ISP1 and 25 hosts choose the restored path via
ISP2 when routes to both ISPs are available.

Figure 10 shows the number of loss bursts during recovery events
across all probe hosts undergoing path changes for the entire dura-
tion of our study. Similar to our analysis on failover events, the
x-axis represents the start time of a loss burst, where the start time
is measured (in seconds) relative to the injection of announcement
messages. During recovery-1 events in Figure 10(a), we do not
observe a large number of loss bursts after time 0, i.e., the time
when an announcement message is advertised. However, during
recovery-2 events in Figure 10(b), we observe that loss bursts oc-
cur right after time 0, and can last for 100 seconds. Even though
the magnitude of the loss burst peak may vary during two kinds
of recovery events, more than half of end hosts (i.e., 29 PlanetLab
hosts) in our measurement experience packet loss during recovery
events.

To understand the extent to which recovery events can cause
packet loss, we divide the period of time that UDP packet prob-
ing is performed into three intervals as we do for failover events:
(1) before path changes, (2) during path changes, and (3) after

path changes. Figure 11 (a) and Figure 12 (a) show the loss burst
length during routing changes, compared with those before and af-
ter routing changes. We observe that the loss burst length during
routing change does not show significant difference compared with
those before or after routing change. Figure 11(a) also shows that
there are more packets dropped after path change, which is most
likely due to congestion because we observe no routing changes
in our traceroute measurements and no corresponding ICMP mes-
sages. Recall that we have similar observations on the failover
events shown in Figure 2(a). In addition, loss burst length can be as
long as 180 packets and 140 packets for recovery-1 and recovery-
2 events respectively. Such loss is most likely caused by rout-

Table 5: Packet loss caused by routing changes during recovery

events
Causes Recovery Loss Loss

events bursts packets

Verified as routing failures 41 (12%) 76 (4%) 1120 (26%)
–loop-free 17 (41%) 39 (51%) 480 (43%)
–forwarding loop 24 (59%) 37 (49%) 640 (57%)

Unverified as routing failures 290 (88%) 1714 (96%) 3266 (74%)

ing failures. It is quite counter-intuitive that even during recovery
events when both routes are available, packets would experience
such long-lived loss bursts.

In addition to loss burst length during recovery events, we also
measure packet round-trip delays and reordered packets. Figure 11
(b) shows performance using round-trip delay metric for the re-
covery events when the route via ISP1 is re-announced. We ob-
serve that the distribution of packet delays is similar compared to
those for failover events, i.e., recovery events have impact on packet
round-trip delays. However, from Figure 11 (c) and (d), the average
reordering offset or the degree of reordering is smaller for recovery,
about 2 compared to 6 for failover. The total amount of reordering
is also significantly less. Interestingly we find reordering during
recovery events is slightly smaller than that during normal time,
indicating that recovery events do not contribute much to packet
reordering.

Figure 12 shows the corresponding metrics for those events when
the route via ISP2 is re-announced. Similar to Figure 11, we ob-
serve that packet delays are no different from that for failover events.
The average offset for out-of-order packets is no more than three
packets. From all the performance metrics, we find that recovery
events have the most impact on loss burst length. Next, we identify
the cause for packet loss during such routing changes.

5.2 Root Causes of Loss Bursts
In general, we observe that during recovery events loss bursts

are long. This motivates us to analyze whether some of packet
loss bursts are caused by routing failures. This may appear to be
unlikely since paths to both providers are available: the old route
going through the less preferred provider is still usable while the
routers switch to the more preferred, newly announced route. How-
ever, our measurement results show that routing failures indeed oc-
cur during recovery events.

Similar to our analysis on failover events, we correlate ICMP un-
reachable messages with loss bursts. From Table 5, we observe that
26% of packet loss is verified to be caused by routing failures. Note
that the number of packet loss caused by routing failures might be
more than what can be identified by our heuristic because ICMP
messages may be filtered by some routers in the Internet.

In addition, we evaluate routing failures from BGP updates, which
are collected from 12 routers within ISP2. From over 724 recov-
ery events, we observe 12 BGP withdrawals sent by those moni-
tored routers. We also observe that there is little time difference
between the withdrawal and the following announcement, which
are for the same prefix but with different BGP AS paths. While
the occurrence of routing failures during recovery event is rare, the
routers within ISP2 indeed temporarily lose their routes to the
Beacon.

As we do for failover events, we measure the duration of a loss
burst as the time interval between the latest received packet before
the loss and the earliest one after. Figure 13(a) shows the cumu-
lative distribution of the duration of loss bursts that are both veri-
fied and unverified as caused by routing failures. We observe that
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Figure 11: Performance during the recovery-1 events when the route via ISP1 is re-announced.
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Figure 12: Performance during the recovery-2 events when the route via ISP2 is re-announced.
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Figure 13: Duration of loss burst.

verified loss bursts on average are longer than those unverified. In
addition, during recovery events, more than 98% of routing failures
last less than 5 seconds, while during failover events, about 80% of
routing failures last less than 5 seconds as shown in Figure 5. This
means that loss bursts caused by routing failures during recovery
events last much shorter than those during failover events. We also
observe that unverified loss bursts last less than 4 seconds.

Figure 13(b) shows the duration of verified loss bursts that are
caused by loop-free routing failures and forwarding loops. We ob-
serve that 57% of packet loss is due to forwarding loops, which is
a little higher than that for failover events (47%). This implies that
forwarding loops are also quite common during recovery events.

5.3 How Routing Failures Occur
Here, we illustrate an example to show how packets can be dropped

due to path changes during recovery events. Figure 14 shows a sim-
plified topology. In this figure, solid arrow lines indicate the path
used before a recovery event, while dashed arrow lines represent
the path used after the event. We analyze packet loss experienced
by vnl.cs.wust1.edu (shown as PlanetLab host A in Figure 14) when
the path between router R3 and the Beacon is repaired. Before the
event, the host reaches the Beacon via ISP2 followed by router
R4 in ISP1. Note that routers R1, R2, and R3 have only one

R2R1 R4

R3

Beacon

host Bhost A

ISP 1

ISP 2

Figure 14: Topology for explaining packet loss burst during

recovery.

route entry to the Beacon before the event. After the event, the host
reaches the Beacon directly via ISP2.

When the recovery event occurs, R3 receives the new path, and
sends it to both R2 and R1. Suppose that R3 waits for the expi-
ration of MRAI timer to send the new route to R1. At the same
time, suppose that R3 can send the new route to R2 because the
MRAI timer has just expired. Note that the MRAI timer is main-
tained for each BGP session. As a result, R2 obtains the new route
and switches to it. However, R2 cannot forward the new route to
other iBGP routers so that it will send a withdrawal message to R1
to poison its previous route. Suppose there is no delay for the with-
drawal, R1 loses its route entry to the Beacon until it obtains the
new route from R3.

In this example, host A can experience packet loss during a re-
covery event, while host B may not. However, if there is no phys-
ical link between R2 and R3, the iBGP session between the two
routers is via R1. Host B still can experience packet loss because
its packet to the Beacon is routed via R1, which can lose its route
entry. The logically fully meshed iBGP sessions are widely de-
ployed within large ISPs.
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Table 6: Location of routing failures during recovery events
Class ISP1 ISP2 Other tier-1 Non tier-1

Recovery-1 90% 0 0% 10%
Recovery-2 0 0% 59% 42%

5.4 Multiple Loss Bursts Caused by Routing
Failures

We find that multiple packet loss bursts can occur during recov-
ery events. As shown in Figure 15, we identify that some hosts
can experience up to 5 loss bursts. Again, we focus on the first
and second loss bursts, which contribute to the majority of packet
loss. About 16% of the first loss bursts are identified as caused
by routing failures, while 8% of the second loss bursts are identi-
fied as caused by routing failures. This means that one recovery
event can also cause multiple routing failures. According to our
measurement, we find that more than half of the second routing
failures are transient forwarding loops, and those forwarding loops
last no more than 5 seconds. The reason is that when a route loses
its routing entry during a recovery event, which is the first routing
failure, it can propagate the withdrawal message to its neighboring
ASes. When the neighbor receives the withdrawal message, it will
explore available routes if there is none in its routing table. During
the exploration, forwarding loops may occur.

5.5 Location of Routing Failures
We investigate the location of routing failures. Here, we present

the results for both recovery events. According to the DNS name
of the router from which a unreachable ICMP is sent, we identify
the AS to which the router belongs. Table 6 shows the location for
the first loss due to routing failures. We observe that for recovery-
1 events, about 90% of routing failures occur within ISP1, while
no routing failures are observed within ISP2 during recovery-2
events. Compared with routing failures during failover events, we
find similar results indicating that a very small number of routing
failures occur within ISP2. On the other hand, routing failures do
occur within ISP2’s neighbors, and the starting time of the first
routing failures is just right after the time when the announcement
is advertised. For the second loss burst due to routing failures, we
find that all of them occur within ISP1’s and ISP2’s neighbors,
and most of them are within ISP2’s neighbors.

From the example shown in Figure 14, we know that routing
failures during recovery events depend on MRAI timer values. The
new route is advertised to some routers without delay, while it is
delayed for other routers due to the MRAI timer. As we mention
in Section 4, we find that the MRAI timer applied in ISP2 is very
small. This means that the new recovered route can be advertised
to all routers within ISP2 with few delays. As a result, ISP2
does not experience any routing failures. Similarly, the new route
can be advertised to its neighbors without delay. This explains the

Table 7: Connectivity of destination prefixes from a tier-1 ISP’s

customers.

Class A single upstream link Multiple upstream links

Single-homed prefixes 48% 6%
Multi-homed prefixes 29% 17%

observation that the first loss bursts during recovery-1 events are
right after the time when an announcement is sent, as shown in
Figure 10(b). On the other hand, during recovery-1 events, most of
the first loss bursts caused by routing failures occur within ISP1.
Those routing failures can be explained by the delay due to the
MRAI timer. Furthermore, the routes advertised by ISP1 or ISP2
can cause their neighbors to experience routing failures again.

6. REPRESENTATIVENESS OF THE

BEACON EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we discuss the representativeness of the Beacon

experiments. The Beacon has one link to each of its two tier-1
providers. In general, an AS can have multiple upstream providers
and/or can connect to a single provider via multiple links. There-
fore, the connectivity of destination prefixes in the Internet could be
much more complex than the Beacon topology. We first character-
ize how destination prefixes are connected to upstream providers.
We then investigate how the results or insight gained on the Beacon
experiments can be applied in general. Finally, we discuss methods
to avoid transient routing failures.

6.1 Characterizing Connectivity of
Destination Prefixes

A prefix is single-homed if its origin AS advertises it to a single
upstream provider. A prefix is multi-homed if it is advertised to
multiple providers. On the other hand, a prefix can be advertised
to a provider through multiple links. We classify destination pre-
fixes into four categories according to the characteristics of their
connectivity:

• Single-homed prefixes via a single upstream link.

• Single-homed prefixes via multiple upstream links.

• Multi-homed prefixes via a single upstream link.

• Multi-homed prefixes via multiple upstream links.

We characterize the connectivity of prefixes originated from cus-
tomers of a large tier-1 ISP. In particular, we examine how the ISP’s
customers advertise their prefixes to it. Within the ISP, we use a
BGP monitor that has iBGP sessions to some top-level backbone
routers and edge routers connecting to peer networks. A snapshot
of BGP routing table from each router is collected on a daily basis.
Thus, we are able to see all available routes for each destination
prefix that we examined. The results presented in this section are
based on data collected on January 15, 2006.

Table 7 shows that over half of prefixes originated by customers
of the tier-1 ISP are single-homed prefixes. In particular, 48% of all
prefixes are single-homed via a single upstream link. This is con-
sistent with the observation on a different tier-1 ISP in a previous
study [2]. We observe that 6% of prefixes are single-homed pre-
fix via multiple upstream links, and the corresponding figures for
multi-homed prefixes are 29% and 17%, respectively. Since single-
homed prefixes via single upstream link do not have route redun-
dancy, in the remainder of the paper, we will focus on single-homed
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prefixes via multiple upstream links and multi-homed prefixes. In
the next two subsections, we show that the insight gained from the
Beacon experiments can be applied to both multi-homed prefixes
with a single upstream link and prefixes with multiple upstream
links regardless of single-homed or multi-homed.

6.2 Routing Failures During Failover Events
Let’s first look at an AS multihomed to a set of providers, which

could be tier-1 or non-tier-1 ISPs. Each of those providers will
learn more routes either from its peers or from its providers if it is
a non-tier-1 ISP. Thus, multihoming to a set of providers can in-
crease route diversity. However, multihoming only increases the
number of routes learned from peers or providers. Those routes
are less preferable than those from customers when the “prefer-
customer” routing policy is used. The higher preference of cus-
tomer routes forces those routes with lower preference invisible to
other routers within the provider’s network. Thus, during a failover
event, a multi-homed prefix via a single upstream link will expe-
rience routing failure just like the Beacon prefix, even though it
might have more providers than the Beacon.

On the other hand, connecting to a single provider at multiple
locations will help a customer to avoid routing failures. The rea-
son is that routes learned from the same customer typically have
the same local preference so that they are visible to other routers in
the provider’s network. However, routing failures might still occur
in this case. For example, BGP attributes, such as AS path length,
BGP MED, IGP weight, or router ID, can lead to only one route
available in a router. One possible method to avoid routing failures
is to use the “hot potato” routing policy. The “hot potato” rout-
ing policy is applied to routes coming from the same AS, and each
router selects the best route based on IGP distance. If routes learned
from its clients are always preferred over those from others [13], a
route reflector will see other available routes. However, applying
hot potato policy to routes from the same customer may not be effi-
cient because customers typically have limited connections within
a geographic area.

6.3 Routing Failures During Recovery Events
In general, route diversity will be increased when a route is re-

covered. However, some routers may temporarily lose their routes
to the destination during route recovery. Here, we use an example
to show how route failures can occur in general during a recov-
ery event. Figure 16 illustrates an AS with k + m fully connected
routers. Suppose that routers 1, ..., k use routes learned from other
ASes to reach destination d. Here, the destination could be a single-
homed prefix via multiple upstream links or a multi-homed prefix
via a single or multiple link(s). Routers k +1, ..., k +m use routes
from those k routers to reach d. Because of the fully meshed topol-
ogy, all routers will have k available routes to the destination.

When a new route is advertised to router k + m, the new route
may have the highest local preference. For example, routers 1, ...,
k learn their routes from peers, and router k + m learns the new
route from a customer. As a result, all routers will switch to the
new route after they learn it from router k+m. Suppose that router
k + m propagates the new route to routers 1, ..., k without any
delay, but postpones sending the new route to routers k + 1, ...,
k + m − 1 due to the MRAI timer. When routers 1, ..., k switch
to the new route, they will send withdrawal messages to routers
k + 1, ..., k + m to poison their previously advertised route. If the
withdrawal messages arrive at routers k + 1, ..., k + m earlier than
the new route does, routers k + 1, ..., k + m will temporarily lose
their routes to d.

As we have seen from the above example, both the location and

AS 1
k+2

k+3

k+m

1
2

k−1

k

k+1

restored pathInternet

d

Figure 16: Routers may lose existing routes during recovery

events.

preference of the recovered route can impact the occurrence of tran-
sient routing failures during recovery events. For example, if the
recovered route is learned from router k, then no router will lose
any route to d, and every router has k available routes during the
recovery event. Or, if the recovered route does not have higher local
preference, then only a subset of routers 1, 2, . . . , i (i < k) switch
to it.

6.4 Discussion
In summary, simply adding physical connectivity might not be

sufficient in minimizing the impact of routing failures. Routing
policies, iBGP configurations, MRAI timer values, and failure lo-
cations can have significant impact on the routing failures. We ob-
serve that the MRAI timer plays a crucial role during failover and
recovery events. Because the MRAI timer is configured on a per
BGP session basis and is often shared across prefixes, the delay for
the announcement is determined by BGP traffic of the session. Dur-
ing the time periods of high BGP traffic volume, routing updates are
most likely to be delayed. Of course, if the MRAI timer is small,
the alternate path can be quickly obtained so that the probability of
incurring routing failures is low. For example, in our measurement,
we observe that ISP2 has very small MRAI timer value so that
it seldom has routing failures during recovery event. Clearly, ap-
plying MRAI timers at a coarser granularity such as session based
can save memory resources on routers, but it does have a negative
effect on routing. Furthermore, the value of the timer applied to
BGP updates can directly affect the failure duration. Our analysis
implies that there is a need to reevaluate the mechanism to which
MRAI timer is applied and the value of the timer. Another possible
way to minimize the impact of routing failures during failover and
recovery events is to store not only the best path but also the second
best one at each router [24]. This can potentially reduce the chance
that a router loses routes at the same time.

7. RELATED WORK
Similar to our work, a number of measurement studies have cor-

related routing instability and end-to-end performance [15, 23, 6,
16, 19, 1, 25]. Labovitz et al. studied BGP route instability, focus-
ing on the stability of paths between Internet Service Providers and
artificially injected routing failures to discover their effects on In-
ternet path performance [15]. Markopoulou et al. has characterized
failures that are correlated with IS-IS routing updates [19]. Feam-
ster et al. studied the location and duration of end-to-end path fail-
ures and correlated such failures with BGP routing instability [6].
Teixeira et al. measured the effects of intradomain routing insta-
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bility, but did not examine how this instability affects end-to-end
performance [25]. Agarwal et al. correlated BGP routing changes
with packet traces at aggregate level from a large backbone ISP and
found that BGP routing instability usually has little impact on traf-
fic shifts within a single AS [1]. Boutremans et al. used active and
passive measurements to study the impact of network congestion,
link failures, and IS-IS routing instability on voice over IP service
on a tier-1 backbone network [3]. In contrast to the above existing
work, our work focuses on how routing events such as link fail-
ures and repairs affect end-to-end Internet performance. Our work
is partly motivated by the work by Paxson, who identified Internet
failures, routing loops, and routing pathologies using end-to-end
traceroutes and discovered that routing instability can disrupt end-
to-end connectivity [20]. We take a step further by exploring the
root causes in the form of topological properties for the data plane
performance degradation due to routing changes.

There are also several studies on BGP routing instability [17,
16, 14, 12, 10, 11, 9, 5, 7]. For example, Labovitz et al. con-
ducted a series of empirical studies on characterizing interdomain
instability and the impact of policy and topology on convergence
delays [17, 16]. Alternatively, Griffin et al. [14, 12] took theoreti-
cal approaches in explaining BGP dynamics observed empirically
on the Internet. Gao et al. [10, 9] proposed guidelines and models
for setting local routing policies in each AS to increase routing sta-
bility and reliability. These work is related to ours; however, they
mainly focused on characterizing BGP dynamics and identifying
root causes of such dynamics without further investigating in detail
the impact of such dynamics on end-to-end performance.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Despite the fact that an increasing number of Internet applica-

tions, such as VoIP and gaming, rely on high availability of end-
to-end paths, there is a lack of understanding of which and how
routing events affect end-to-end path performance. In this work,
we conduct extensive measurement involving both controlled rout-
ing updates through two tier-1 ISPs and active probes of a diverse
set of end-to-end paths on the Internet to illuminate the impact of
routing changes on data plane performance.

We find that during failover and recovery event, routers can ex-
perience routing failures. Based on our measurement, routing fail-
ures contribute to end-to-end packet loss significantly. During both
failover events and recovery events, multiple loss bursts are likely
observed and loss bursts can be significantly longer than those ob-
served during recovery events. Multiple loss bursts can occur at dif-
ferent ASes. Furthermore, we show that common iBGP configura-
tion and MRAI timer values play a major role in causing packet loss
during routing events. Our study suggests that extending BGP to
accommodate routing redundancy may eliminate majority of end-
to-end path failures caused by routing events. The RCP architecture
introduced in [4] is a potential candidate for providing redundancy
within an AS.
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